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IHICPAS Conference Proceeding volume contain the novel contributions that were reviewed
and presented through the Ibn Al-Haitham International Conference for Pure and Applied Sciences
(IHICPAS) will be held in College of Education for Pure Science (Ibn al-Haitham), University of
Baghdad on 20 and 21 December, 2020., where the conference covers 6 tracks which includes ( Track1
Chemistry, Track 2: Mathematics, Track3: Computer Science, Track 4: Biology Sciences, Track 5:
Physics, and Track 6: Remote Sensing and GIS). IHICPAS aims to gathering together all the new trends,
projects, technologies, and recent research works in many fields in pure and Applied Sciences. The
received papers which passed the double-blind reviews which successfully passed the reviewers
comments and editorial board decisions comes from various authors around the world, where the authors
are either working in academics centers, universities, research institutes, corporations, industries, and
other agencies or postgraduate students where the presented works refers to their novelty in their research
works.
IHICPAS Conference got very significant interesting from authors that comes from several
countries like: UK, India, French, Morocco, Turkey, Nepal, Philippines, Indonesia, Australia, Egypt,
Lebanon, Algeria, Iran, Pakistan, Malaysia, and Many other Countries where the authors are successfully
presented their works and attend the sessions who managed by our scientific and organizing committee
Members, and answered all the questions and dotes that directed by session chairs and attendances. We
successfully held this conference within 2 days (20 and 21 December 2020), where in the first day we
successfully listen to the keynote speakers' presentations then the session started from 10:00 AM based on
Iraq Standard Time till 10:00PM. We would like to express our thanks and appreciation to all our session
chairs for their hard work and attend our (12) sessions through two days and more than 10 hours per day
to deliver the presented works in successful manner.
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IHICPAS conference hosted 6 plenary sessions per day, where in the first day (20th December
2020) the Inauguration program started from (9:00 AM) till (10:00 AM). Then Sessions Started directly
by dividing the authors into their certain session who managed by 4 Chairs (2 From Scientific Committee
board, 1 from Organizing committee board and 1 from Conference Editors chairs board). The manuscripts
which have presented and published in the IOP Conference Series: Journal of Physics under the peerreviewed process. We love to express our gratitude for all of the participants, keynote speakers,
organizing committee members, Scientific Committee members, and other Guest Chairs and Patrons for
their supports and achievement, and we extend our thankful to all our reviewers (230+) reviewers, for
their times and valuable notes. We extend our thanks to our international committee members for
gaudiness of their participators and promote this conference in their regions, and successfully present very
attractive presents. Also, we thank our authors for their effective contribution in our conference and
participating with us in this conference proceeding. We also, acknowledge SICC Center at University of
Kufa, Dijla Co. Pvt. Ltd., for their hospitality and sponsoring the conference. Furthermore, would like to
thank SICC Center for supporting us to held this conference in successful manner.
Venue of the Conference
The conference has been organized Physically and virtually in College of Education for Pure Science
(Ibn al-Haitham), University of Baghdad, in 20-21 December 2020. IHICPAS organizers aims through
their scientific departments, and preparing a generation of students armed with knowledge and looking
forward to building their country according to the new scientific developments. The university endeavors
towards making use of them in an appropriate cultural means as well as building good and new scientific
establishments for the sake of developing the present through scientific research.
The Reason(s) why IHICPAS Conference Held virtually:
Due Covid-19 Pandemic Situation in many countries around the world and the incredible increases
cases through this Pandemic is very dangerous, and per day the number of cases in our peoples that
infected by Covid-19 in the world and in Iraq, and due to the World Health Organization and Ministry of
Health Recommendations, the conference organizers decided to conduct and held this conference
Virtually to keep the life of participants and also due the challenges of lock down. Conduct IHICPAS
virtually bring huge number of participants that non expected due many peoples are unable to attend
conference physically, they able to attend our online Conference due to the friendly uses of Virtual
Software without spending money for flight tickets or other matters to attend that type of conferences.
However, we feel those peoples by attend our conference achieved our goal by inviting very attractive
authors and participants who are interest to attending this conference, they will not able to attend it if it's
held in non-virtually, However, The organizing committee have achieved these tasks and all sessions
organized and managed successfully through Zoom Conference Meeting, where the team attend
physically to use the University of Baghdad, College of Education for Pure Science (Ibn al-Haitham),
infrastructure to achieve this conference Successfully.
Technology, Technical Difficulties and Drawbacks of Conference Virtually.
IHICPAS Conference Consider the ZOOM Meeting Software as the main software to conduct this
conference, as the Main Software for delivering the Session discussions and Meeting information to all
participants in Iraq and Other countries. The main advantages of this Technology is to reduce the time
and space when someone would like to attend any scientific event and also broken the limitations for the
peoples and authors who would like to attend this event from far away countries, in which the provide a
facility to provide a platform that able to manage and control large number of participants is the main
challenge of choosing the best software, we find Zoom meeting is the best software that fulfill our
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requirements and provide amazing virtual platform to manage our authors and participants through our
conference sessions.
The main technical difficulty in virtual software is the internet connection, due to covid-19 band,
many peoples sitting at home and many jobs transformed from physical to virtual mode, However,
internet connection and ISP infrastructure may affected due the large number of traffic devices that join to
the network recently and may the ISP companies do not have good infrastructure to provide stable
connection through the meeting or sessions. Hence, we conducted our sessions in the early morning time
where the Babylon university, SICC, and Dijla Jewel Pvt. Ltd. Infrastructure used to achieve this task
successfully. With Blessing of God, we held this conference successfully without any issue and we are
looking to conduct this conference in future in physical manner after the world remedy from Covid-19
pandemic.
The Main Technical Difficulties of Virtual Meetings can be summarizing as follow:
Virtual Techniques and software that used to achieve these types of events and conferences in virtual
mode, many software can be used, which can be offered by many companies either in free or paid own
services. The main challenge to use online technique is to find the good software that able to manage
large number of attendees with varied number of traffic data, we feel that the internet connections is the
main source for any challenge in any online event. However, if the internet connection became slow,
where many users are forced to exit and rejoin many times through the session. So many software's can
used to achieve high quality meeting, need some certain limitations, like number of users, to keep the
bandwidth little good, however not all interested peoples can attend meeting, difficulty of join and attend
the meeting rooms, view and share the content, etc.
Drawbacks of virtual conference, we do not feel the virtual conference have much drawbacks than
physical conferences, in which many peoples can avoid many fees payment for travels and hosting,
registration fees, as well as flight tickets in which virtual conferences gives free offer for all the above
issues. Another thing is, some famous figures and professors can easily join and attend without consider
their fees in which they can attend and speak for hours when they sitting at home.
The main drawback we feel that if some authors would like to visit the conference venue for direct
discussion and made good collaboration, so virtual meeting can also achieve this task easily, at the current
time where all world suffer from Covid-19 pandemic.

Conference Chairs
 Prof. Dr. Firas Abdulhameed Abdullatif.
 Prof. Dr. Moneer Hameed Tolephih.
Conference Secretariat Chairs
 Prof. Dr. Salah Albermany
 Dr. Shubham Sharma
 A. Prof. Dr. Ahmed J. Obaid.
International Program Chairs
 Prof. Dr. Sandeep Kautish
 Prof. Dr Pradeep Kumar
 Prof. Dr. Macario G. Gayeta
 Prof. Dr. Tanusree Chatterjee
 Asst. Prof. Dr. Kamran Yeganegi
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Asst. Lec. Harith Qasim Mahdi

Invited Speakers






Prof. Richard Winpenny, Professor of Inorganic Chemistry, Materials Chemistry / Department
of Chemistry Photon Science Institute / FSE Research Institutes Molecular Magnets Group.
Prof. Dr.Jure Ravnik, Faculty of Mechanical, Slovenia Engineering, University of Maribor,
Maribor, Slovenia.
Prof. Divya Maitreyi Chari, Professor of Neural Tissue Engineering, University of Keele
School of Medicine.
Prof. Dr. Sherein Salah el din Mohamed Ghaleb, professor of forensic medicine and clinical
toxicology, Cairo university, Egypt.
Ass.Prof. Ahmed saeed Alabed, Ahmed Bin Mohammed Military college.

Organizing Institutions




Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
University of Baghdad
College of Education for Pure Science (Ibn al-Haitham).

Special Thanks to Conference Partners:
 DIJLAH GOLDON JEWEL Company, Iraq, for their Supports and
Sponsorship.
 SICC Center for Technical Supports.
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Conference Flyers and Posters:
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With our pleasure to attend our next conferences in Future
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Dr. Ahmed J. Obaid, Conference Publication Chair
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Peer review declaration
All papers published in this volume of Journal of Physics: Conference Series have been
peer reviewed through processes administered by the Editors. Reviews were
conducted by expert referees to the professional and scientific standards expected of
a proceedings journal published by IOP Publishing.
•

Type of peer review: Single-blind / Double-blind / Triple-blind / Open / Other
(please describe)
ICMAICT Conference follow Double-Blind Review where all received articles are
checked for similarity through the official account of Turnitin All the Articles passed
the similarity given to random authors for evaluation and given us their reports in
certain forms, according to double review decision and Editors decision the paper
either accepted, revised or rejected.

•

Conference submission management system:
At the beginning of Conference CFP has been received through Easy chair, then we are
considering our own design system where the paper can be submitted, and tracked
through this system, all papers has its own ID, for evaluation progress later.

•

Number of submissions received:
At the Beginning we received more than 525 submissions from all authors that comes
from more than 8 countries, we consider only 290 papers for further progress, the
conference organizers, scientific committee, guest Editors consider only the suitable
submission (289) for further process.

•

Number of submissions sent for review:
Total Number sent for reviews was 420 and based on scientific committee decision
and guest editor decision and alternative reviewers.

•

Number of submissions accepted:
Out of 525, papers we select 420 papers as initial Accepted Articles, we processed
only 290 Articles due to the following reasons:
• Some Corresponding authors do not complete the revision in well.
• Some Papers do not complete the Copyright and Payments.
• Some papers either published somewhere.
• Some papers rejected based on editor's decision.

•

Acceptance Rate (Number of Submissions Accepted / Number of Submissions
Received X 100):
Total Number of Received Papers = 525.
Total Number of Accepted Papers = 290

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
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𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝑺𝒖𝒃𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒆𝒑𝒕𝒆𝒅

•
•

Acceptance Rate = 𝑵𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝑺𝒖𝒃𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅 × % =

𝟐𝟗𝟎
𝟓𝟐𝟓

= 55%

Average number of reviews per paper: 2 Reviewers for Each Paper
Total number of reviewers involved: 188 Reviewers
•

Any additional info on review process:
o Each paper Assigned to 2 reviewers once passed the technical check.
o Once Review Reports received the decision of Guest Editor will be as 3 rd
reviewer on each certain paper.

•

Contact person for queries:

Main Guest Editors:
•

A. Prof. Dr. Ahmed J. Obaid, Bsc., M.Tech, PhD
Faculty of Computer Science and Mathematics, University of Kufa, Iraq
ahmedj.aljanaby@uokufa.edu.iq
Mobile (personal): (+964) 7802686683

•

Firas Ahmed Abdullatif,
Dean of College of Education for Pure Science (Ibn al-Haitham), Baghdad,
dean@ihcoedu.uobaghdad.edu.iq

Prof. Dr. Hassan Ahmad Hasan
Head of Scientific Committee, Professor at Ibn alHaitham College, Baghdad,
sci.assist.dean@ihcoedu.uobaghdad.edu.iq

•

Prof Dr. Salah Albermany,
Faculty of Computer Science and Mathematics, University of Kufa, Iraq
salah.albermany@uokufa.edu.iq

• Dr. Shubham Sharma,
Advanced Materials Science and Energy,
CSIR-Central Leather Research Institute, RCED.
shubhamsharmacsirclri@gmail.com
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Effects of Moringa oleifera seed extract on PbNP-Toxicity induced in rats

022001

Fiham Jassim Al-Obaidi, Asmiet Ramizy and Abid A. Thaker


Close abstract

View article

PDF

This work was conducted to study the protective role of Moringa oliefera seeds extract
(MSE) against the toxic effect of commercial lead nanoparticles (CPbNP) in rats. Twenty
eight albino male rats were divided into four groups (seven animals in each one) as
follow: (A) control group, (B) 160mg/kg body weight per day (b. wt./d.) of M. oliefera
(MSE)seed extract, (C): 5mg CPbNP/kg b. wt./d. and (D): MSE + CPbNP. The
experimental period was 45 days. Blood was drawn for protein and enzyme estimation at
the end of the period of exposure. The rats were dissected and the liver, kidney, spleen
and muscle were isolated for Pb estimation. Results showed that the levels of
bioaccumulated lead, serum alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase,
alkaline phosphatase, malondialdehyde were significantly increased in exposed animals
to CPbNP (P < 0.05). In contrast, there was a significant reduction of total proteins,
albumin, glutathione, superoxide dismutase enzyme and catalase enzyme activities (P <
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
more, see our Privacy and Cookies policy.

0. 05) in comparison to control. But the administration of the CPbNP with MSE, all the
above biochemical changes were improved significantly. It is concluded that CPbNP has
a significant toxic effect on rats, and that seed extract of M. Oleifera can reduce it.
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Biological control on plant pathogenic fungus, Pythium by using some plant
extracts in vivo and in vitro

022002

Rajaa Fadhil Hamdi, Farkad Hawas Musa and Sameer Sarhan Alrawi
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The inhibitory activity of 5 plant extracts, Allium sativum, Opuntia ficus-indica, Malva
parviflora, Mentha spicata and Plantago lanceolata with concentration 50 % and 100 %
were assessed against the mycelial growth of Pythium fungus in vivo and in vitro. Results
showed that all the concentrations of plant extracts give significant inhibition in the
mycelial growth of Pythium fungus; the highest concentration (100 %) prevented large
amounts of mycelial growth followed by lower concentration (50 %) of plant extracts.
Opuntia extract at 100 % concentration gave great effective in inhibition of Pythium's
mycelial production, which gave 100 per cent inhibition ratio while 50 per cent
concentration gave 77.28 % inhibition ratio followed by other plant extracts, Mentha,
Allium sativum, Plantago, then Malva respectively. In vivo experiments, tomato seed
infused in five plant extracts separately and then sown with soil contaminated with
Pythium fungus and watered after that with these five plant extracts. After 30 days, the
length of the stems and roots were measured in centimetres. While the tomato seeds
which were soaked with distilled water and then sown in polluted soil with fungus
Pythium, and watered with distilled water (control) did not show any growth.

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/1879/2/022002
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The most important features that we have reached through this study, are shown the
cross-section of root were in the secondary growth stage and the epidermis of leaf were
studded by stomata complex, the type of it was anomocytic that's mean no have
subsidiary cells around the guard cells, the mesophyll bifacial also the midrib region of
leaf like the pear and the vascular bundle located in the center crescent in shape. The
cross-sections of petiole ovate shape with two ears in the lateral side and the vascular
bundles crescent in shape. The cross-section of fruits circular component of three-layer
the outer layer pericarp, mesocarp, and the endocarp, surrounding the ovary or the seeds.

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/1879/2/022003
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Morphological, histochemical and histological study of the ileum in the Iraqi
Black Partridge (Francolinus francolinus)
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Objective: This project aimed to study the morphological description and histological
structure of ileum in Iraqi black partridge (Francolinus francolinus). Methods: To
conduct this investigation, 20 healthy Iraqi black partridge were collected from local
suppliers. Birds were euthanized, dissected and then specimens were processed for
histological and histochemical staining techniques. Results: A morphological study
showed that the ileum appears as a short narrow tubular structure. It extends from the
wide end of the jejunum and ends in the Ileo-caecal junction region. Histologically, the
wall ileum consists of four tunica mucosa, submucosa, muscularis and serosa. The
mucosa was lined by simple columnar epithelium with goblet cells. The muscularis
mucosa is arranged in two thick layers of smooth muscle fibers, outer longitudinal and
inner circular bundles. The tunica submucosa was a thin layer of fibrous connective
tissue. Tunica serosa was loose connective tissue covered by mesothelium. The goblet
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mucopolysaccharide secretions; in fact, the latter stain is an indicator mucin substance
which are very important in digestion and absorption and subsequent body growth of the
bird.

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/1879/2/022004
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The Correlation of Histopathological Findings with Ultrastructural Changes in
Hepatocytes after Yangonin "Ya"-Intoxicated Rats Alone and In Combination with EtOH:
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Yangonin "Ya" has been used for centuries as a herbal supplement, for its mood-altering
properties. It has been used as a recreation agent, for relaxation, as well as for pain relief.
However, hepatotoxicity is a widespread problem associated with medicines in general.
Most herbal supplements are metabolized by the liver, and thus the liver represents the
target organ. At present, Yangonin toxicity appears to be "idiosyncratic". Therefore, a
study was designed in order to investigate the organelle-based changes in hepatocytes,
after treatment with Yangonin alone and in combination with EtOH. Thirty rats were
divided into five groups comprising of six animals each. The groups comprised of the
control groups {(NCx) & (PCx)}, Yangonin (Ya) group, ethanol (EtOH) group, and the
combination of (Ya) and ethanol (EtOH+Ya) group. The experiment was conducted over
a period of 14 weeks, as a sub-chronic study. At the end of the 14 th week, mitochondria,
peroxisome, rough and smooth endoplasmic reticulum, and nuclei of hepatocytes, were
evaluated using a scoring system. The results were compared with histopathological
findings, as well. Treatment with Ya significantly induced hepatotoxic scores as
compared to the control groups. Organelle injury scores increased significantly with Ya
treatment, while rats that received "EtOH+Ya" showed the severest lesions of liver scores
such as, severe hepatocellular degeneration, necrosis, and hypertrophy. Ultrastructural
and histopathological scores in both groups were in very strong correlation (r = 0.928 for
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ethanol enhanced the sedative and hypnotic activity of Ya, and markedly increased
toxicity. Findings based on TEM examination of organelles, supported the histological
results as well as tissue lesions/injuries in hepatocytes, a result of hepatotoxin-induced
hepatopathy.
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This study was conducted to estimation mycotoxins and some heavy metals in some types
of noodles in Salah Al-din governorate markets. In this study 6 species of Aspergillus
were detected which were A. flavus, A. parasiticus, A. fumigatus, A. terreus, A. ochraceus
and A. niger and 5 genus of fungi were Fusarium verticillioides, Penicillium, Mucor,
Alternaria and Rhizopus isolated on the three types of media used. The results show
presence of the three types of mycotoxins in all samples. The concentrations of the
aflatoxin B1 ranged between 1.145 - 5.041 ppm. Concentrations of fumonisin between
8.498 - 19.496 ppm. Concentrations of ochratoxin A ranged between 3.960 - 52.543 ppm.
The results also show that the concentration of copper and cadmium was at (0.50 - 1.23)
(0.05 - 0.31) ppm respectively, while the concentration of lead was less than 0.1 ppm in
all samples.
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The current study was designed to investigate the histological structure of the cerebellum
in the Iraqi frog Rana ridibunda ridibunda. The cerebellum was removed surgically from
20 Iraqi frogs, Rana ridibunda ridibunda, and preserved in fixative of 10% formalin
solution for a period of 72 hr, then the histological sections were prepared by the method
of paraffin. The results of the study showed that the cerebellum of the adult Iraqi frog is
one of the rhombencephalon regions, and consists of three layers, molecular layer,
purkinje cells layer, and granular layer. The present histological findings suggest that the
cerebellum of the Iraqi frog is very similar to that of other vertebrates, Therefore it
represents the basic rule in understanding the histological formation of the cerebellum.

https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/1879/2/022007
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First record of Gyrodactylus hrabei Ergens, 1957 (Monogenea:
Gyrodactylidae) in Iraq from gills of mugilid fish Planiliza abu (Heckel, 1843)

022008

Kefah Naser Abdul-Ameer
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The A total of 118 specimens of the mugilid fish Planiliza abu (Heckel, 1843) were
collected weekly from Al-Graiat region at the Tigris river in Baghdad city, during the
period from July 2015-March 2016. In this study, investigated of fish gills of Planiliza
abu and was noticed of Monogenean Gyrodactylus hrabei, Ergens, 1957 and registered
for the first time in Iraq. The description and measurements of this parasite as well as its
illustrations were given.
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This study is the first kind of it in Iraq. The samples were collected from April to Junuary
2018, we recorded seven species for the first time in Iraq (Procellio laevis, P. cingendus,
Lacasius pallidus, Armadillidium album, A. assimile, Orthodillo chiltoni, Cylisticus
convexus). These species belong to four famillies (Procellionidae, Armadillidae,
Armadillidae, Cylistieidaeà). The samples were saved in the natural histroy museum in
Baghdad-Iraq.
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SARS-COV-2 virus is one of the fastest spreading viruses targeting the respiratory and
other system in the body. Therefore, it is necessary to emphasize the needs for preventive
measures, particularly at the moment because the virus is spreading fast in various parts
of the world, causing various levels of infections: medium to severe, and fatal. The study
aimed at assessing health and environmental awareness apart from correcting some
scientific healthy concepts related to COVID-19. Additionally, this study also attempted
to spread awareness in a simple way that simulates all levels of society. The current study
focused on Iraq, specifically Al-Anbar governorate, as it is free from COVID-19
infections according to the reports of the Iraqi Ministry of Health in cooperation with the
WHO. In this study, a set of electronic questionnaire was selected to collect relevant data.
The electronic questionnaire was chosen because of the quarantine order by the authority
due to the COVID-19. The items were built based on a variety of health, preventive, and
environmental scientific questions and it was electronically distributed to 2084
individuals in Governorate. The findings revealed that Ramadi city had the most
participants responding to the questionnaire (47%). The participation rate for female was
52% while the rate for male is 48%. The biggest age group was 20-24 years old and the
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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indicated a good percentage of health awareness among the participants in the
governorate emphasizing on health instructions and preventive measures taken by the
Crisis Cell, which had an important role in being infectious-free during the period. It is
summarized that the level of health awareness and the role of the Crisis Cell: worked
together COVID-19 the infection. Additionally, this questionnaire had a great role in
correcting some understanding of scientific concepts among the public.
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This study was undertaken to detect the presence of Listeria monocytogenes in frozen
food. A total of 200 different food samples were collected from Basrah markets, southern
Iraq, during September 2015 to March 2016. These samples included frozen fish, frozen
burger, frozen chicken and worker's hands swabs, 50 each. The polymerase chain reaction
technique was used to evaluate the presence of Listeria monocytogenes by using of inlB
specific gene. The PCR results revealed that only four samples (7.27%) were
contaminated by Listeria monocytogenes. In conclusion frozen food may carry a
dangerous type of bacteria and lead to human illness.
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This study aimed to evaluate whether (1237 T/C) polymorphism is related with diabetic
foot ulcer in type-2 diabetes mellitus of Iraqi patients in Najaf city. Diabetic foot ulcer
(DFU) is one of the most prevalent and serious diabetic complications. DFU accounts for
about 15% of the diabetic population. It is commonly associated with the increased
diabetic morbidities and mortalities. The type 2 diabetes is recognized by aberrations of
glucose, lipid and protein metabolism. It is increasingly appreciated that wound healing
defect seen in diabetic patients is attributed to the altered protein and lipid metabolism.
This study involved (180) subjects, between them, 60 were patients as group one
suffering from type 2 diabetes and 60 were patient suffering from type 2 diabetes and foot
ulcer as group two. In addition, 60 healthy group three as control subjects. Polymerase
chain analysis was used for detection of TLR-9 genotypes followed by restriction
analysis. We observed no significance differences in the distribution of the genotypes and
alleles of (1237 T/C) polymorphism among the study groups.
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The present research aimed to isolate and purify Alkaline phosphatase enzyme from
crude protein extract (Lysate supernatant) of Escherichia coli, by using different
biotechnologies. To proceed, the following steps were taken: Firstly, The verification of
the existence of enzyme in bacteria, the bacteria were diagnosed by using the API 20
stripe that consists of (20) items. the enzyme was isolated to ensure its availability in
bacteria within the logarithmic phase and this was done through proliferating them for 18
hours in a nutrient agar. It had been detected that the enzyme was intracellular because of
the occurrence of enzyme activity in the lysate supernatant without occurring it in the cell
free culture supernatant. Secondly, Enzyme purification, the enzyme had been purified
through three stages: precipitation of protein by ammonium sulphate, dialysis and finally,
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gel, the estimated enzyme activity after this step was 22.0 in comparison with its activity
before the purification processes (crude protein extract). The approximate molecular
weight of alkaline phosphatase was 81.000 Dalton estimated by using gel filtration
technique.
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This study evaluates eleven wild plant species belong to two genera of Asparagaceae
family, naming of Bellevalia lapeyr and Ornithogalum L. and discuss the similarities and
differences among all species by using eighteen random primers for the Random
amplification polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers were used to study the genetic
relationship and genetic distance among these species. The study aimed to determination
genetic relationships among all the eleven species by using RAPD markers and the
method of extraction DNA from plants was CTAB with liquid nitrogen. The result show
16 primers success in giving 293 bands, of which 263 were polymorphic bands, 25
unique bands and 5 were absent. B.chrisii type also succeeded in showing two unique
bands at OPG-08 primer without registering any other bands. The lowest genetic distance
was 0.306 between B. longipes and B.parva, while the highest genetic distance was 0.943
between B.chrisii and O.pyrenaicum. It is concluded from our study based on the results
of the RAPD test that the studied species were divided into two main groups, each group
was divided into subgroups, the first group included three groups and the second main
group included two main groups. The study found that the O.pyrenaicum type is
distinguished by being far from the rest of the species.
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Eight Cd-resistant bacteria were isolated from the soil. Based on the resistance and
specific growth rate, one isolate from these was chosen. The 16S rRNA (rrs) gene
sequence was used to assert this isolate belongs to the genus of Brevibacillus and closely
related to Brevibacillus agri (B.agri) DSM 6348T (AB112716). The isolate was termed
B.agri C15. The specific growth yields and the Cd-dependent fall in specific growth yield
of B.agri C15 was determined under different concentrations of Cd. The current study
provides a basis for isolation Cd resistant bacteria with maximum tolerable concentration
(MTC) 15 mM Cd from a contaminated soil 490±50 μmolal Cd that could be suitable for
a new Cd-bioremediation process; therefore, further studies are needed to investigate this
possibility.
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Cellulase is an enzyme produced by fungi and bacteria that hydrolyzes cellulose by
breaking down the glycosidic bond, β-1,4 that binds sugar glucose units. Bioethanol and
cellulase enzyme were produced by ethanol-tolerant of Bacillus cereus co-culture. So the
production of filamentous solani were using the wastes of Cynodon dactylon L. The
highest activity of enzyme was at 96 hour/30°C of incubation. The optimal pH value was
7.5, while the carbon concentration was 3%. On the other hand, the best inoculum ratio
was 0.5/100 mL (52 × 108 cell/mL bacterial cells and 105 conidia/mL of the fungus). In
order to test the efficiency of ethanol production by the co-culture by using different
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F. solani tolerated incubation with 5% ethanol. The best treatment when using 0.5%
sulfuric acid which gave the best concentration of reduced sugars and the results showed
a difference in the concentration of sugars produced by the fermentation process, it was
3.9 mg/mL in the first day, whereas it was 2.51 mg/mL after 120 hours of fermentation,
the concentration of bioethanol produced after fermentation was 195 g/L. In conclusion
Cynodon dactylon L. wastes were treated by sulfuric acid, cellulase digestion, and
autoclave treatment to be a good source of reducing sugars.
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Different types of chips samples sell were collected from some markets in Karbala city,
which its made in Jordan (Chipsico and Alsaada), Saudia (Liz, Gillts, Doritos), Iran
(Bovac, G Toz and Macho) and Iraq (Hala, Dalia, Al-Aseel). The Iranian Chips were the
most contaminated, where Iraqi and Jordanian Chips comes in the second. The results of
isolating fungi study in chips types, showed diversity in numbers and kinds of fungi. The
genus Aspergillus is a fungus predominate on all isolates and followed by Penicillium.
Also different genera including Fusarium, Alternaria, Curvularia and Rhizopus have
been isolated. It is mentioned that these fungi are dangerous because they produce
myctoxins, especially aflatoxin and ochratoxin. It was noted that, the Saudi products are
free from contamination. Ammonia test and Fluorescence was used to identify the
aflatoxin-producing isolates and it appeared that isolates of Aspergillus had great
potential to produce these toxins.
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this experiment aimed to study the effect of Azotobacter chroococcum in reducing
infection of the tomato plant by Fusarium solani under the greenhouse condition. The
results show that Fusarium solani isolates proved high pathogenicity and chosen isolate
(Fs4) for being given a lower percentage of germination of cabbage seeds and the highest
disease severity to tomato seedling. Also, the results were indicated that T6 (Biofertilizer
at concentrations (25 ml\2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4) was the past this treatment
reduced significantly the disease severity (73.10%) which also recorded a positive effect
on the growth parameter of tomato plant compare to T1 (pathogen only).
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This research included evaluating the efficacy of plant aqueous extracts for myrtle Myrtus
communis, Nerium oleander, Eucalyptus spp. and Bacillus thuringiensis on adults of the
house fly Musca domestica L. under laboratory conditions at a temperature of 2 ± 28°C
and with a humidity of 50-70 %. it was found that the highest rate of laying eggs was in
the extract of eucalyptus leaves, where the number of eggs laid was 60 eggs on average
and at a concentration of 5%, while in the concentration of 10% the average egg was 55
eggs then In the extract of the leaves of the oleander was at a concentration of 10% at a
rate of 50 eggs and in control treatments the number of eggs reached 80 eggs and the
results showed the highest death rate for adults before laying eggs was in the extract of
the eucalyptus leaves at a concentration of 15% where the death of 6 adults and the
lowest percentage of death by 5% was recorded One adult death and the highest rate
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larval mortality reached 68.12%, with a concentration of 10% in the transactions of
extract of oleander leaves, and in it also the highest rate of exclusion is 31.93%. The third
larval stage with a concentration of 5% with a ratio of 3.67 days and the highest incidence
rate in the third larval stage with a concentration of 2.5% at a rate of 26.70% and the
lowest incidence rate of 6.70% with a concentration of 2.5% and 5% and 7.5% in the first
and second stages respectively and the lowest dawning rate was recorded in the larval
phase the first with a concentration of 2.5% at 16.66% and the highest deformation rate in
the third larval stage with a concentration of 7.5% at 66.66%. As for its effect on the
number of eggs was a rate of zero% of all concentrations (2.5%, 5% and 7.5%) compared
to 80 control egg either its effect on the longevity of the adult was the highest rate of
longevity amounting to a concentration of 7.5% by 5.33 day..
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The interface between the ions in groundwater affects the biogeochemical behaviour of
metal, and metal bioremediate by bacteria. Therefore, this study was aimed to predict the
influence of pH, calcium, phosphate and humic acid on cadmium availability in artificial
groundwater (AGW). Speciation and the thermodynamic calculation (MINTEQ program)
were used to predict this in AGW theoretically. In results, cadmium availability
diminished with an increase in pH, increase of calcium concentration and the addition of
phosphate and humic acid of AGW. According to MINTEQ program, cadmium binds to
some cations leaving fewer free cadmium ions available in AGW such as CdHCO3+,
Cd(SO4)22-, CdCl+, CdHPO4, HA1-Cd, FA1-Cd, FA2-Cd, and HA2-Cd. It is suggested
though that pH in AGW is maintained at pH 4.00 for best availability of cadmium and
bioremediate by bacteria.
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Garlic is rich in nutritional and medicinal value as it has been found that the water extract
of garlic plant contains 31% carbohydrates and rich in elements calcium, phosphorus,
magnesium, potassium, sodium, iron, zinc, manganese, vitamin C, thiamine, riboflavin,
niacin and pyridoxine. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of garlic extract
(Allium sativum L.) on tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum L.) plant. The trend is to use
plant extracts in foliar and ground fertilization. Three levels of foliar application (4, 6,
8%), three levels of ground application (10, 20, 40%), one treatment 6% of foliar and
20% ground application together and the treatment of control (0) were used. The results
showed that the usage of garlic extract led to a significant increase in the height of the
plant 98.00 cm, chlorophyll content 46.33 spadm, increase the Carbohydrates 7.95%, the
number of branches, the number of leaves, the foliar area, the dry weight of vegetative
group, the number of flowers, the leaves content of nitrogen, protein and carbohydrates,
fruit weight, fruit size, measurement T.S.S. and solidity of treated plant compared to
control plants.
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Tigris River in south part of Baghdad Governorate during the period January to
December 2012. The sites S2 was located near Rasheed Power Plant to represent the
ecological features of the plant site, whereas other sites, S1 was located at the upstream of
the RPP as a control site to investigate the ecological characters of the Tigris River.
Moreover, the two other sites S3 and S4 were located down to the impact of RPP to
reflect the possible effects of the plant on the copepoda fauna biodiversity by comparison
with the control site. Thirty-nine taxonomic units of copepoda fauna were identified in
the present study, Including 17 taxonomic units of Cyclpoida, 13 taxonomic units of
Calanoida, six taxonomic units of Harpacyicoida and three taxonomic units of Parasitic
Copepoda. This study found that the highest copepod density was recorded during the
winter period on site below RPP. While at sites near RPP during the summer period,
Copepoda showed the lowest density. The results also showed that the sites below RPP
included the most constant species, while the lowest were included at site near RPP. The
results of the biodiversity indexes generally showed the negative actual impact of RPP on
the copepoda commu nity..
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A novel Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has being originated from animals and causing
to running outbreak of viral pneumonia in human all over the world. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has considered COVID-19 infection as Epidemic disease in March
2020. The high percentages of death rate among people lead the researchers and scientists
in different fields of medicine in order to find solution for this threating problem. In this
regard, an editing gene technique was employed in this study, in order to deter the
viability of coronavirus genetically. The main objective in this paper first has been
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using NCBI website which included S, E, N, M, ORF3a, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8,
ORF10 proteins. The second objective is to use a very precise technique of editing gene
called CRISPR-Cas9 to make changes to the virus's RNA, through designing single-guide
RNA for the essential each protein of COVID-19, in order to inactivate an effective
certain protein. These techniques will be provided for each patient and healthy person by
injection of all genes components using the Gene-gun machine or spray aerosol to make
ensure reach it to the target cell.
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The study was conducted in Al-Youssoufia region which located in North West of
Baghdad city during the growing season of 2018-2019. The experiment was aimed to
demonstrate the optimum concentration of amino acid proline that reduce the effect of
drought stress. By using three time for irrigation (4, 8, 12) day and four concentrations of
proline (0, 20, 40, 60) mg. L-1 and their interaction on some growth characteristics: Root
length, dry weight, nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium content, carbohydrate
percentage and peroxidase activity in vegetative part. Data were statistically analysed to
find out the least significant difference (LSD) between treatments at 0.05 level. The
results indicated the increase of proline concentration from (0 to 60) mg.L-1 caused
significant decrease in the average of growth characteristics and peroxidase activity
unite.mg.proline-1 with increase in the average of irrigation periods under drought stress.
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Cocoon of larva Larinus maculates F. from Curculionidae family (Echinops species),
locally in Iraq known as Tihan, is one of traditional folk medicine used in the treatment of
diversity respiratory system and fever. This study was carried out to assess the bioactive
component and the antioxidant capability of aqueous beetle cocoon extract (Larinus
maculates F.) along with its possible cytotoxic activity against A549 lung cancer cell line.
For phytochemical analysis gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was used,
and to detected free scavenging activity 2, 2-diphenyl-1 picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) was used.
To determine the cytotoxicity in the cancer cell line 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-z-yl)-2,5diphenyltetrazolium (MTT) was used; peripheral blood monolayer cells (PBMCs) was
used as a normal cell. GC-MS analysis identified the presence of 9 phytochemical
components. DPPH results suggested a promising antioxidant activity in a dosedependent, the best antioxidant potential was at 600 μg.ml−1 concentration. Cytotoxic
activity results showed that the increase in extract concentration decreases the cell
viability, at 50 μg.ml−1 concentration the percentage of viability was (86.76±0.87) where
at 200 μg.ml−1 the cell viability was (56.44±0.91) μg.ml−1 Taken together, the results
showed that larva cocoon of Larinus maculates F. extract has an important phytomolecule with great potent antioxidant and cytotoxicity activity against lung cell line
A549..
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This study included (75) samples of the males students at the Tikrit University, The
samples were divided into three groups; the first group: (25) blood samples pulled from
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samples of diabetic mellitus (smoker students). Third group: (25 males) samples of
hypertension (smoking students). The results of the study indicated a significant increase
in the concentration of the levels Cholesterol, Triglyceride, Malondialdehyde (MDA),
Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) at level (P <0.005) in the samples of smoker students
when compared to the healthy group. And showed decrease in the concentration level of
HDL, Glutathione Peroxidase (GPx) at level (P <0.005) when compared to the healthy
group (non-smokers ).
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Documenting the biodiversity and biogeography of ciliates will help expand the overall
knowledge within the field, as well as, shed new light on the dispersal and survival
potential for other microorganisms, such as protists. As organisms at the base of food
webs, ciliates are an essential part of the microbial loop and the ecosystems that they
support. This study deals with ciliates community in freshwater of Tigris river within
Baghdad city. Four sites were chosen at Al-Grea`t & Al-Adhamiya area at the riverbank.
Total of 44 ciliophora taxa were detected, 22 taxa of which were identified to the species
level and 22 taxa to the genus level. Among them, 11 taxa were new recording for Tigris
river in Baghdad city: Cyrtolophosis sp., Monochilum frontatum, Orborhabdostyla
bromelicola, Ophrydium sessile, Scyphidia sp., Vortecilla convallaria, Vortecilla octava,
Zoothamnium Bory, Tokophrya lemnarum, Urostyla sp. and Stentor fluiginosus.
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The present study aimed to investigate the morphological description and histological
structure of olfactory organ in rock dove (Columba livia). Results of the present study
revealed that the nasal cavity of the species under investigation is anteriorly located,
starting with a pair of external nares which located at the dorsal side of the base of upper
beak. The external nares lead to two short nasal cavities. Each nasal cavity consist of
three conchae or turbinates represented by anterior or vestibular concha, middle or
respiratory concha and posterior or olfactory concha. The nasal cavity ended by a pair of
internal nares which opened at mouth cavity. Results related with the histological
structure of olfactory organ revealed that the vestibular concha lined by stratified
squamous epithelium, the respiratory concha lined by ciliated pseudostratified columnar
epithelium, and olfactory concha lined by ciliated pseudostratified columnar epithelium.
The last concha showed three types of differentiated cell represented by basal cells,
supporting cells, and receptor cells.
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Asteraceae (Compositae) famous as the aster, daisy or sunflower family is the biggest
flowering family divided into thirteen subfamily that involve approximately two thousand
genus, an important member of this family is Silybum marianum (Milk thistle).
Management of hepatic diseases is the main use of milk thistle in traditional medicine
also it has anticancer activity against different type of cancer in addition to antiviral,
antioxidant, antiinflammatory and anti-diabetic activity. This study was designed to
investigate the pharmacognostical feature and the phytochemical ingredient of Iraqi
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morphological characters of plant and microscopically to determine the type of stomata
and trachoma then flowers, leaves, stems and seeds of the plant were extracted by ethanol
in a soxhlet apparatus individually and subjected to standard methods for active
constituents identification and that total flaononid, total phenolic and total tannins content
were determined using aluminum chloride colorimetric, folin-ciocaltue and acidified
vanillin methods respectively. The results shows that Silybum marianum leave have a
thick cell wall, anomocytic stomata, annual vessel, and unicellular unbranched trichomas.
Also an important active constituents have been detected that terpenes, steroid and
flavonoids were present in all plant parts, saponin appear only in the leaves and stems
while alkaloids and coumarins are not detected in any part. Also the study referred to the
seeds as the richest part of the plant with flavonoid and phenolic compounds followed by
the flowers, leaves and stems which contain the less amount, while the higher content of
tannin were observed in the leaves and stems..
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The aim of the present study is to examine the effect of (Chloroquine CQ) on the
oxidative stress under water stress effect Recently, this compound is used to treat
COVID-19, Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 effect and Stimulate the enzymatic system through
the exposure of the plant to water stress and interaction with Chloroquine, where the
stress stimulate the production of these Oxidative Factors (Hydrogen Peroxide,
Malondialdehyde(MDA), Protease increase the production of these oxidative factors
increase activity through the effect of Chloroquine, This process was performed in the
meristematic tissues of the cells of the permanent Mung bean (Vigna radiata) plants
under experimental factors (water stress factor for 10 days with control period of 5 days)
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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were designed using a Factorial Randomized Block Design (R.B.C.D) with three
replicates and 18 experimental units The experimental unit area was 2 m. The results
have shown the following; The water stress period of 10 days led to the production of
toxic hydrogen peroxide and increased concentration by stress. The effect of water stress
was Stimulate the Production of hydrogen peroxide in Meristematic tissues. The effect of
Chloroquine CQ with increased concentrations had a role in inhibiting the production of
enzymatic antioxidants (Superoxide dismutase(SOD) and Catalase (CAT). The interaction
between water stress and increased Chloroquine CQ concentrations has been instrumental
in stimulating the production of oxidative Factors.
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The aim of the present study was to investigate the histological structure of the tongue in
Mongoose (Herpestes javanicus) and its related to the feeding pattern. Five adult animals
were used in this study. The tongues were dissected and fixed in 10% formalin, then
prepared by following stages (dehydration, clearing, and embedding). The serial
section(5μ) were stained with(H&E) and some special stains. The histological
examination showed that the tongue consists of three tunicae (mucosa, submucosa and
musclaris) and the lining epithelium of the filiform papillae is composed of keratinized
stratified squamous epithelial tissue. The cylindrical papillae are covered with a highly
keratinized stratified squamous epithelial tissue, whereas the keratinized stratified
squamous epithelium tissue is weakly keratinized at fungiform papillae, whilst
circumvallate papillae are non-keratinized. The medullary of the papillae consists of a
loose connective tissue which is considered as the lamina propria of the tongue, while the
tunica submucosa consists of dense connective tissue. The muscularis is composed of
skeletal muscle fibres arranged in three direction longitudinal, transverse and obliquate.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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The lingual glands(Von-Ebner and Weber) placed on both sides of the lingual root at the
tunica submucosa and extend to the tunica muscularis. This study pointed out that the
secretion of glands is mixed and the mucin is more neutral than acid.
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The research aimed to evaluate piped water that supply the general company for
pharmaceutical industry of Samarra and its suitable for drinking through the comparison
with Iraqi and international standard for drinking. The study started from May (2015)
until January (2016). Moreover, know the physical, chemical and bacterial properties
piped water. The results showed that the piped water was matching of the drinking water
by WHO and Iraqi standard. Only calcium quantity was higher than determination. The
values rate for: Air and water temperature (29.44, 21.33) C° respectively, EC (431.11)
μs/cm. TDS (430) mg/L, the pH (7.7). DO (4.75) mg/L, while the BOD5 (1.25) mg/L,
while Alkalinity hardness (157.77) mg/L, total hardness (155.55) mg/L, calcium and
magnesium hardness (78.66, 72) mg/L Respectively. While chloride (68.22) mg/L, as for
the phytonutrient, Nitrate concentration were (1.902) Mg/L, the phosphate concentration
values rate (0.050) Mg/L, and silica concentration (1.981) Mg/L. The heavy metals, Cu
(0.028) ppm, Iron (0.121) ppm, Zinc (0.203) ppm, Lead (Nil) ppm. And it was free from
bacterial growth. Thus, quality of piped water, (completely purity).
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The Myxozoan parasite, Myxobolus insignis Eiras, Malta, Varella, Pavanelli, 2005 is
recorded in the present study from gills of the common carp Cyprinus carpio for the first
time in Iraq. The fishes were caught from the Al-Ataifiya location on the Tigris River at
Baghdad city during the period from January to October 2020. The measurements and
description of this external parasite in addition to its illustrations were given.
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Bacillus cereus isolated from different food sources. The diarrheal toxin genes such as
cytK, hemolytic enterotoxin (hblA, hblC and hblD), non-hemolytic enterotoxin (nheA,
nheB and nheC), bceT and entFM in addition to emetic toxin gene were detected by PCR.
The cyt K gene was observed in 94.87 % of the isolates. entFM and emetic toxin gene
were found very rare in all food samples at the percentage 2.56% and 7.69% respectively.
Uncooked rice which has a highest number of bacterial isolation, also showed relatively
high percentage of the cytK and bceT genes (90%). These two genes present in 100% of
Bacillus cereus isolates in most food samples. Bacteria isolated from burger meat contain
all investigated genes.
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Silver conjugated Tetracycline, was created and characterized by ultraviolet visible
spectrophotometry (UV-vis), Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR), X-Ray Diffraction
Patterns (XRD). Using antibacterial assays, the effects of tetracycline alone and drugsconjugated with silver nanoparticles were tested against Gram-ve Pseudomonas
aeruginosa isolates by well diffusion assay. The UV-vis spectra of silver-drug Nano
conjugates showed a characteristic surface Plasmon resonance band in the range of 400–
450 nm. FTIR analysis demonstrated the involvement of Hydroxyl groups in both drugs
in the stabilization of silver nanoparticles. (XRD) showed that they cubic structure of
silver and, antibacterial assays showed that biosynthesis silver nanoparticle conjugation
enhanced antibacterial potential of Tetracycline compared with drug alone.
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In the current study we reported for agronomic traits and yield of fifteen rice genotypes in
season during 2018 and investigated at the field experimental of Al-Mashkab research
station (AMRR), Najaf-Iraq. The experiment was conducted following Randomized
Complete Block Design (RCBD) with having three replications. These data related days
to 50% flowering and heading, plant height (cm), leaf area index (LAI), panicle length
(cm), number of tiller per panicle, 1000 grain weight (g) and biological yield, harvest
index and grain yield (kg ha-1) were evaluated. The results indicated that the rice
genotypes differed in plant growth characteristics and yield and yield components. 1000
grain weight and grain yields both were highest in Gohar genotype. Shiroudi genotype
required shorter days to maturity and Anber33 longest days to maturity. Some of the rice
genotypes particularly (Gohar) showed high promise with grain yield. Recommended,
intensification of introducing more genotypes to select the best rice genotype for Iraqi
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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in the current study would be significant to realize the suitability of an individual rice
genotypes of the farmer field, also were found more appropriate of the agro climatic
status of Iraq.
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It was clinically and surgically proven that sixty-four patients were infected with a
hydatid cyst. Follow up was done in Al-Sadder Medical City, Najaf/Iraq during the period
between January and December 2018. The incidence of the prevalence of hydatidosis
female was higher than that of males. The youngest patients infected was five years, and
oldest was over than 70 years old. The age group 21-30 years old had the highest
percentage of hydatidosis infections. The rate of infection in females 64 (61%) more than
males 25 (39%). Compared to males, there was a substantial rise (P < 0.05) in females.
The percentage of liver hydatidosis relative to other organs was higher (67.18%). There
were many patients with big cyst size (>5cm) than those with small cyst sizes (<5cm).
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This research was carried out in quail in the laboratory of histopathology diseases during
four months. The objectives of this study was to detecting the effects of the addition of
the alcohol extract of ginger to ovary tissue of quail. The two groups of birds were in
almost similar weights and were placed in cages. Each group consisted of 8 quails. The
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ginger. The second group (treated group) fed on the same normal food after adding the
alcohol extract of ginger at a concentration of 300 mg / kg. The results indicated that
ginger have positive effects on folliculogenesis.
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This study amid to evaluate the role of plant's root (Astragalus spinosus), in biochemical
parameters and histological sections effect in reduce the oxidative stress induced by
hydrogen peroxide in rabbits Oryctalagus cuniculus, 7-9 months age and (1300-1500 g)
of weight. Animals were distributed to three groups, every group were included five
rabbits; group (1) control received water and diet. Group (2): animals treated with H2O2
(0.05) and drinking water. Group (3): animals treated with H2O2 and alcoholic extract of
the plant root (5mg/kg body weight) for period one month. Study showed high significant
increasing in Creatinine and ALP, LDH concentrations of animals treated with H2O2
alone (1.74±0.40) (9.900±1.058), (260.40±26.66) respectively, in compared with control
(0.838±0.08) (8.420±1.132), (154.0±49.79) respectively while the concentration of
Creatinine, ALP and LDH had been decreased with high significant (P≤ 0.05) in group
treated with H2O2 and extract of the plant roots (0.79±0.09), (9.220±0.801) and
(166.2±36.08) respectively in compared with H2O2 group. And the result of histological
sections of liver, kidneys and heart, which showed an improvement of cells in group
treated with the extract of the plant which had been induced by oxidative stress.
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The goal of the current study was to assess the effects of povidone iodine 10% in
comparison with 5% of povidone iodine on full-thickness cutaneous wounds healing in
rabbits. This was on twenty-four healthy male rabbits, weighing from (1.5–1.8 kg). Under
the effect of intramuscular administration of a mixture of xylazine hydrochloride 5mg /
kg, ketamine hydrochloride 35mg / kg and diazepam 1 mg / kg. On each animal, in the
dorsal back area, one square (2 × 2) cm full-thickness skin wounds were made. The
animals were divided into two groups, group (A) as the treatment group was treated with
10% povidone iodine daily for 1 time for day 7 post operation. While, at the same time in
group (B), the rabbits were treated with 5% povidone iodine. For clinical evaluation, each
group was divided into four subgroups (two wounds/subgroup) on 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 14th
and 21th days post-wound induction and treatment. Clinically, the result showed that 10 %
of iodine was more effective than 5 % of iodine, and the wound healing rate in group (A)
was faster than group (B). This was followed by statistical analysis results showing the
wound healing process ((20%, 40%), (70%, 85%) contraction) and ((10%, 20%), (50%,
70%) re-epithelization). Respectively, there were significantly more (P≤0.05) than the
iodine 5% during the study period. Conclusion; Povidone-iodine solution 10% is more
efficient than iodine 5% so that lead to acceleration and enhancement of full-thickness
cutaneous wounds healing.
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Dental caries is a public health concern worldwide for which Streptococcus mutans has
been reported Known as the potential etiology of infection. In recent years,
nanotechnology has applied to Creation of novel material properties. The research was
studying the effects of Nanoparticles of Zinc Oxide on Streptococcus mutans isolate from
dental caries. In this research, Different ZnO NPs concentrations were studied as its antibacterial effects on Streptococcus mutans was isolated from dental caries cases. 27
Streptococcus mutans isolates were obtained, which is equivalent to 20% of the total
number of 135 isolates. This nanomaterial was chosen because it has a high affinity for
human cells and does not cause harm compared to other nanoparticles. The nanoparticles
are those very fine materials that can be produced so that their dimensions or the
dimensions of their grains range from (1-100) nanometers, and because of the small size
of the nanomaterials, which made them behave differently from large-sized materials
whose size exceeds 100 nanometers, and because of the small size of the particles.
Nanoparticles, which gave them electrical and magnetic properties that differ from large
particles of the same compounds. The well diffusion method and the MIC experiment
were conducted, and the results were good, as in the well diffusion method the efficacy
increased with increasing the concentration of ZnO NPs. In the MIC experiment, it was
observed that MIC in the sixth tube, meaning that the MIC of ZnO NPs towards
Streptococcus mutans equals 0. 312 mg / ml.
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Several reports have shown that various rhizobia can interact with non-hosted plant
species, enhancing mineral nutrition and promoting plant growth. To further investigate
the effects of such non-host interactions on plant growth and phosphate nutrition, we
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at three phosphate concentrations in the nutrient medium. In vitro, we showed that root
colonization by Pseudomonas fluorescens contributes to an increase in the amount of
available phosphate that is important in plant growth, especially in the shoots, in all
concentrations used in the study. In addition to improving plant growth as well as
increasing plant biomass production.
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Cadmium (Cd) is toxic to living organisms; however, bacteria are adaptable to severe
conditions, including Cd contamination. Bacteria can develop in the natural environment,
as they generate resistant strains that can be used to remove Cd, but getting such adaptive
strains usually takes a long time. In this study, ultraviolet (UV) light mutagenesis was
used to accelerate the strain-resistant ability of Brevibacillus agri C15 to generate CdR
mutant with high resistance to Cd. Its maximum tolerable concentration (MTC) to Cd
was 15.00 mM. The UV light mutagenesis process resulted in the generation of the
mutant B. agri C15 CdR (MTC: 20.00 mM Cd). Morphological and biochemical tests
showed that there were no major differences between B. agri C15 CdR and B. agri C15.
This study provides a basis for developing microbial Cd resistance and facilitating the
application of Cd remediation.
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The current study aimed to identify the morphological description and branches of the
bronchial tree and lung for the weasel Herpestes javanicus as one of the Iraqi mammals
inhabiting the Iraqi environment. In the current study, 10 samples with an mean weight of
288-564 g were used, trachea and lung were removed from the samples and confirmed
using proven solutions and laboratory tests were conducted on 5 samples of the study to
identify the branches of the bronchial tree using the technique of casting resin and then
exposing the samples to erosion. Weasel has a pair of bright pink sponge lungs that
occupy most of the thoracic cavity. The lungs look similar to the clover leaf have a top
and three surfaces represented by the costal surface that is convex, and the middle
surface, characterized by a narrow and diaphragm surface and is identical to the
diaphragm. The right lung is larger than the left lung and the right lung consists of four
lobes: apical, middle, caudal and an accessory lobe, while the left lung consists of three
lobes: apical, middle, caudal lobes the top of the right lung appeared small and semisharp, while the left lung is round and blind. The right primary trachea branched into two
branches, the upper branch enters into the apical lobe and branches in turn into two
secondary branches, while the lower branched into three branches, the first of which
enters into the middle lobe and the second to the middle lobe, the third branch into two
branches enter the accessory lobes, while the primary left trachea branch into three
secondary or lobe branches before entering the left lung branch, where the first branch
enters into apical lobe when the second enters the middle lobe while the third section
enters the caudal lobe.
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The flavonoid and alkaloid content in the alcoholic extract of the shoots and flowers were
identified in two species of the tribe Pimpinelleae / Apiaceae: Pimpinella armena and
Pimpinella kotschyana, and the flavonoids that were detected in this study are: (Apigenin,
Coumarin, Kaempferol and Quercetin). The total alkaloids are estimated for these two
species. It has been noticed that the species Pimpinella armena is a new record on the
Iraqi flora, as it was identified through the genetic analysis of nucleotide sequences and
registered in the National Center of Biotechnology (NCBI).
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A study was done at the theatre of department of veterinary Surgery & obstetrics, College
of Veterinary Medicine, University of Kerbala, Karbala, Iraq which performed to
compare the effect of application of chitosan action as scaffold with collagen fibers. The
histopathological findings in operation's sites showed the developments of skin graft's
healing which was the guide to monitoring the healing. The results showed that the
chitosan-treated grafts was healed more controllable with less scar tissue than non-treated
grafts which indicates that the chitosan was coordinated the healing.
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Metal complexes Mn(II), Co(II), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Ag(I) of the ligand 1,6-bis(1benzimidazolyl)hexane were synthesized by the reaction of the ligand and appropriate
metal salts in l: 1 mole ratio. The ligand and its complexes were characterized using IR,
Uv-Vis, 1H and 13C NMR, Mass spectroscopy, and elemental analysis CHN. Depending
on the abovementioned techniques, a polymeric structure was proposed to the prepared
complexes. Further, all the synthesized compounds were tested against some of the soilborne fungi namely; Rhizoctonia solani, Fusarium oxysporum, Fusarium solani and
Pythium aphanidermatum. The results showed that the tested compounds have an effect
on the growth of pathogenic fungi. This leads to thinking that these compounds could be
used one day as new chemical pesticides as an alternative to chemical compounds that
have been shown to be resistant to pathogens.
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Trogoderma granarium Everts (Khapra beetle) is a serious pest of stored barley and
wheat worldwide. The current research evaluates the efficacy of local isolates of
Meterhizium anisopliae and Beauvaria bassiana compared to an imported isolates when
khapra larvae sprayed with concentration of later isolates under laboratory condition,
mortalities were recorded for more than two weeks after treatment. Results demonstrated
that the larvae were more susceptible to the local isolates of the two fungi than the
imported isolates. Cumulative mortalities were 86.67 and 50 when larvae sprayed with
109 conidia/ml of local and imported isolates of M. anisopliae respectively, and 86.67 and
66.67 when larvae sprayed with 109 conidia/ml of laocal and imported isolates of B.
bassiana respectively after two weeks. The findings of the current study clearly showed
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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that the local isolates caused higher mortalities than the imported one so they may be
used as a good candidates for pragmas of integrated pest management of stored grain
pests.
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This investigation of molluscs was carried out at some sites on the river of the Euphrates.
Samples of molluscs were collected monthly from June 2019 to November 2019.
Fourteen species were investigated which belonged to two Classes: Bivalvia (three
species) and Gastropoda (eleven species). The species Corbicula fluminalis, Pisidium
dubium, Melanoides tuberculata, Physa acuta, Gyraulus convexiusculus, and Gyraulus
intermixtus seemed in all sites. According to the index of Shanon-Weiner, species
diversity ranged from 0.5 to 2.5 bits/individual. Index of Jaccard's similarity showed that
the highest similarity was recorded between site one and site two with 60 %.
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Parasites are cause a lot of important and serious diseases which widespread to peoples
and animals all over the world, vector for disease to humans by consumption of meat
sheep fresh as liver or not cooked well meat, so in this way the toxoplasmosis in sheep
considered one of the causes economic and social damage and important sources of
transfer this infection human, for this fact we must value economic and social damage by
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detection of this infection in blood fluids or tissue of sheep, so in this study we using
immunological and molecular methods to detection of the parasite in sheep blood
specimens in Al-Shamiya city/Al-Qadisiyah government/Iraq, the results explained
presence that antibodies in 14 samples (14%) below level significant (P≤ 0.05) by using
Rapid Test Cassette, while the results depending on (RT PCR) for detection of specific
gene of parasite B1 gene in blood specimens showed to (9 of 100)(9%) positive infection
results in examined sheep. from these results, we can give simple picture ensured rule the
infected sheep in transmission the disease to human although a low percentage of positive
infection, presence the disease in sheep indicator to role sheep to transfer the disease to
the human an achieved the economic and social damage.
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The common use of beta-lactam antibiotics resulted in the emergence of bacterial strains
capable of spreading and extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESβL). Up to 70 of clinical
samples, 30 of Escherichia coli (E. coli) were investigated as ESβL isolates. These
isolates collected from inpatients and outpatients to some hospitals in Baghdad. The
samples include urine, pus, stool, and blood from both genders, different age groups. The
VITEK2 was used to check production of ESβL and for the automated diagnosis of rapid
antimicrobial susceptibility experimentation and to the identification of the target
bacteria. Technique of PCR was applied to detect the presence of blaTEM and blaCTx-M
genes. The results demonstrated that 30(43%) isolates of the current study were ESβL
producers. The gel electrophoresis of DNA for positive ESβL isolates gives differentiate
results of both blaTEM and blaCTX-M genes were observed in 15(50%) and 29(96%)
isolates respectively. The antibiotic resistance pattern to 20 antibiotics were showed
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carbapenems of antibiotic. Furthermore, the results of the genetic analysis, along with the
pattern of isolates for antibiotic resistance, it may give an acceptable explanation for the
higher presence of the blaCTX-M gene compared with the proportion of the blaTEM gene in
the same isolates.
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In the current study, the myxobolid, Thelohanellus wuhanensis Xiao & Chen, 1993 was
recorded for the first time in Iraq from the gills of Carassius auratus (Linnaeus, 1758)
that was caught from Tigris river near Al-Shawwaka location in Baghdad city during the
period from May to October 2020. With this registration, T. wuhanensis become the
fourth species of the genus Thelohanellus so far recorded from the Iraqi fish. The
description and measurements of this external parasite as well as its illustrations are
given.
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Somatic embryogenesis is a valuable tool for investigating the totipotency of plant cells.
A simple and efficient protocol for inducing somatic embryogenesis from seeds of
Arabidopsis thaliana were established. Surface sterilized seeds were placed on agarsolidified Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium free from growth regulators. Callus
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10-14 days. It was friable and yellowish white in color. Within 20 days, callus was
transferred to Gamborg's B5 medium containing 1.0 mgL-1 2, 4-D (2, 4dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) and 0.05 mgL−1 Kin for multiplication. The results indicated
that somatic embryos had been recorded only in B5 medium supplemented with 0.4
mgL−1 TDZ (N-phenyl-N'-1,2, 3-thidiazol-5-ylurea) and it was the best one. Through our
observation, different stages of somatic embryos have been found. The results revealed
that the continuous transfer of small masses containing several embryos at different
stages to the same induction medium subsequently formed a large cluster of shoots,
which were rooted in MS medium free from growth regulators and MS hormone-free
medium with 0.2activated charcoal. The percentages of rooting were 63% and 51%
respectively. This study proved that Arabidopsis thaliana seeds are a novel source for
somatic embryos.
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Silver nanoparticles were biosynthesized using alkhal mother shae. Nanoparticles were
characterized using four methods. The results of the fourth methods proved that silver
nanoparticles are spherical shape with a size ranging between 30-40 nm. AMS-AgNPs
has antibacterial and antibiofilm activity against gram negative and gram positive tested
bacteria, and it has antifungal and antivirulence activity against five types of fungi.
Results declare the effect of AMS-AgNPs on the fungus, it can disrupt the integrity
fungal cell wall, promoting the permeability and the leakage of the cell constituents, and
eventually induce cell death, which is reached from the Congo red dye absorption test and
the formation of swelling in the hyphae of the fungal. This study revealed that AMSAgNPs can be used as an alternative medicin for pathogenic bacteria and fungi.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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This study was conducted to examine the anatomical aspects of Carissa macrocarpa, of
stem, leaf and leaf venation. The results obtaind showed that the tissue of the studied
parts have important anatomical characteristics in terms of the shape of the crosssectional of stem and vertical-sectional of leaves. The stem section appeared in circular
and the midrib was crescent shape and the stomata appeared on the upper surface of the
leaf only, Tetracytic in type. Druses crystals and Aleurone granules appeared on both
surfaces of leaves. The venation type was Brochidodromous in which the secondary veins
do not end at the edge of the leaf, and each secondary race is connected with the higher
race and linked together with a series of prominent arches.
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In this study, we synthesized a series of benzimidazole compounds containing. 1,3,4thiadiazole ring from many reaction steps. The obtained benzimidazole series were
characterized by melting point, Data from FT-IR and 1H-13C-NMR and In vitro
screening of antibacterial activity against strains of selected pathogenic Gram-positive
(Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis) and Gram-negative (Acinetobacter baumannii,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa) bacteria relative to (Amoxicillin) and (Ciprofloxacin) as
standard antibacterial agents has shown high pharmacological activity.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
more, see our Privacy and Cookies policy.
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The current study measuring the effectiveness and purification of the enzyme (arginase)
in the serum of kidney diseases samples were collected from Samarra General Hospital
from October to December 2019, 60 samples were collected from the infected and 25
samples from he healthy people control group of ages 30-55 years, the effectiveness of
the control group was 6.87 ± 2.95, and the patient group was 25.71 ± 8.39., the
purification process was carried out using Sephadex G-200 and EDEA cellulose - using a
column of separation with dimensions (32 x 1.5nm), the molecular weight of the enzyme
was 245 kDa. The study included measuring the level of urea 83.7 ± 23.4mg/dl,
Creatinine 2.85 ± 1.19 mg/dl, Total protein 3.8 ± 0.6 mg/dl, Albumin 4.120 ± 0.02 mg/dl,
Uric acid 5.19 ± 1.52 mg/dl and Globulin was 1.29 ± 0.01 mg/dl. at P≤0.01.
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In this study, the compound 4,4'-((1E,1'E)-(methylenebis(4,1-phenylene))bis (diazene2,1-diyl))bis (naphthalen-1-ol) synthesized by reaction of 4,4'-Diaminodiphenylmethane
with Alpha-naphthol. This compound was identified by using an element C.H.N analyzer,
Infra-Red spectrum, Ultraviolet and Visible spectrum, and GC-Mass spectrometry. We
used olive peels to adsorb the synthesized dye from an ethanol solution. The results
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and pH effect were studied under multiple conditions. The result showed that the
adsorption increased with temperature increasing, and adsorption efficiency according to
pH as 7<4<9. Theoretical treatment was studied in gas phase for molecular mechanics
and semi-empirical computations using the hyper chem8 program. Dipole moment,
formation heat and binding energy were done via the methods (PM3 and ZINDO/S) at
25°C. Electrostatic potential of active sites were also studied for the newly synthesized
bis-azo dye. Vibrational values were evaluate using PM3 method, the theoretical
frequencies obtained from the calculations were consistent with the experimental values.
HOMO & LUMO (frontier orbitals) were studied by PM3 method, electronic spectrum
was also studied using ZINDO/S method and compared with experimental spectrums.
The results obtained were closely related between the theoretical and experimental
spectrum.
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Cobalt and vanadium complexes with (E)-2-(2-hydroxy-3methoxybenzylidene)hydrazine-1-carboxamide were synthesized. The ligand was
structurally characterized by FTIR, 1HNMR and 13CNMR spectroscopy. The interaction
activity of ligand and complexes was investigated with DNA by spectroscopical and
physical methods. The results showed an intercalative binding between the synthesized
compounds and DNA.
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The current research describes the application of the water quality index (WQI) based on
the collection of 50 samples of water sample for 10 wells for five months in the village of
Kakhirta in Al-Ayadiyah subdistrict, northwest of Nineveh Governorate. The model was
applied using 13 parameters (pH, TDS (total dissolved salts), DO (dissolved oxygen), T.A
(Total Alkaline), Cl, Ca, Na, Mg, K, PO4, SO4, TPC (Total Plate Count), and F. Colif.
(Faecal coliform) depending on the results obtained from the model. The groundwater
quality ranged between (218 - 765), which indicates deterioration in water quality due to
the high numbers of bacteria TPC and F. Colif., as well as the high total alkaline T.A and
hypoxia in the water more the recommended limits for drinking water.
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The corrosion inhibition effect of a new furan derivative (furan-2-ylmethyl sulfanyl acetic
acid furan-2-ylmethylenehydrazide) on mild steel in 1.0 M HCl was investigated using
corrosion potential (ECORR) and potentiodynamic polarization. The obtained results
indicated that the new furan derivative (furan-2-ylmethyl sulfanyl acetic acid furan-2ylmethylenehydrazide) (FSFD) has a promising inhibitive effects on the corrosion of mild
steel in 1.0 M HCl across all of the conditions examined. The density functional theory
(DFT) study was performed on the new furan derivative (FSFD) at the B3LYP/6-311G (d,
p) basis set level to explore the relation between their inhibition efficiency and molecular
electronic structure. The final experimental results showed that FSFD act as a good
corrosion inhibitor in the acidic solution for mild steel which is in agreement with the
results of the theoretical study.
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The objective of the present work was to establish the antimicrobial activity of four
species of Melaleuca (i.e. Melaleuca leucandron, Melaleuca armillaris, Melaleuca
linarifolia, & Melaleuca ericifolia) methanolic extracts and five species of Syzygium (i.e.,
Syzygium samaragense, Syzygium jambos, Syzygium gratum, Syzygium paniculatum &
Syzygium malaccense). To research the chemical composition of the most promising
extracts, as well. The antimicrobial activity was evaluated against four pathogenic
microbial strains, namely Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Candida albicans and
Aspergillus niger, the antioxidant activity was evaluated by 2,2'-diphenyl-1picrylhydrazyl radical (DPPH), while the chemical composition was calculated by gas
chromatography coupled to a mass spectrometry method (GC/MS). For the genus of
Melaleuca, S. After therapy, aureus pathogens were inhibited with their methanolic
extracts with an 8.0-20.0 mm range of inhibition zones, E. Coli with a 0.0-21.0 mm
inhibition zone size, C. Albicans with an inhibition zone size of 9.0-18.0 mm, and A.
Niger with an inhibition zone scale of 0.0-15.0 mm. Whereas, for the genus Syzygium, S.
After treatment with their methanolic extracts, aureus pathogens were inhibited with a
10.0-20.0 mm range of inhibition zones, E. Coli, with an inhibition zone size of 0.0-14.0
mm, C. Albicans with an inhibition zone size of 0.0-21.0 mm, and A. Niger with a range
of inhibition zones of 0.0-9.0 mm. The IC50 values in the DPPH assay ranged from 34.60
to 60.97μg/ml for the species Melaleuca. The IC50 values for the Syzygium species
ranged from 29.81 to 52.95μg/ml compared to 7.35μg/ml for the normal ascorbic acid.
GC/MS research showed that Syzygium gratum's methanolic extract consists of 39
compounds comprising 99.08 percent, with Veridiflorol (7.16 percent) and 2-methyl, 3This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
more, see our Privacy and Cookies policy.

Hexanone being the main compounds (5.74 percent ). While Melaleuca armillaris'
methanolic extract consists of 30 compounds comprising 97.66%, with Veridiflorol
(18.36%) and Globulolol compounds being the key compounds (12.57 percent ).
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This paper is summarized with one of the applications of adsorption behavior; A UV-Vis
method has been applied to survey the isotherm of adsorption. Results for experimental
showed the applicability of Langmuir equation. The effect of temperature on the
adsorption of cobalt (II) Complex by bentonite surface was studied. The results shown
that the amount of adsorption was formed to increase, such as the temperature increase
(Endothermic process). Cobalt (II) Complex has adsorption studies by bentonite surface
at different pH values (1.6-10); these studies displayed an increase in adsorption with
increasing pH.
ΔG, ΔH, and ΔS thermodynamic functions of the cobalt (II) Complex for their adsorption
have been calculated.
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Heterocyclic azo compound 2-(8-quinolyl azo)-4,6-dimethyl phenol as a primary ligand
and imidazole molecule as a secondary ligand in the basic medium were prepared with
novel mixed ligand complexes of Hg(II), Mn(II), Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) ions, these
compounds were characterized by Mass, 1HNMR, IR, UV-Vis, Magnetic susbtibility and
Molar Conductivity, which suggested octahedral conductivity. Free ligands and five
mixed ligand complexes of Hg(II), Mn(II), Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) metal ions with a
general formula of [M(L1)(L2)2C1] against eight pathogenic multidrug resistance
bacteria, six G-ve bacteria (Pr. mirabilis, S. typhi, E. coli, P. aeroginosa, A. baumanii and
K. pneumoniae) and two G+ve bacteria (E. faecalis and S. aureus) were capable of
antimicrobial efficacy. The findings show that free ligands have had stronger antibacterial
activity on S. Bacterial isolation of typhi and P. aeroginosa relative to other isolates. As
for the effectiveness of metal complexes, compared to G+ve bacteria, they usually have a
large antibacterial effect on G-ve bacteria, whereas the Hg(II) ion complex has a higher
antibacterial effect on most bacterial isolates compared to other metal complexes.
Compared with other metal complexes, Mn (II) ion complexes demonstrated poorer
antibacterial activity..
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New blend material membranes as fibers produced by electrospinning technology and
these membranes were characterized and evaluated their properties in this research.
Polyacrynitrile polymer mixed physically with polystyrene to produce the blend
membranes. FTIR confirm the occurrence of polymeric blends by establishing the
absence of new chemical reactions occurs. The hydrophobicity of the membrane was
reduced by increase the PAN percent in the blend. Field emission scanning electron
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diameters of produced fibers which found about 1.68-0.73 μm. The average pore size
found about 1.28 – 0.31 μm for blend membranes. The result showed an increasing in
fibers diameter and pore size with increasing of the PAN percent while the membranes
porosity still high percentage about 98%.
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One of the major health problems causing defects or damage to one or more of the four
heart valves [aortic, mitral, pulmonary, and tricuspid] is valvular heart disease [VHD]; it
occurs due to congenital abnormalities or acquired pathology. It is a defect that results in
weak heart valves and is therefore unable to function as precise pathways of the blood.
The aim of the current study was to evaluate the ferroxidase activity of ceruloplasmin
(Cp) and the lipid profile of valvular heart disease patients in sera. Ninety subjects were
included in this study and 60 patients with HDV were divided into two subgroups
according to the affected valve: 33 patients with aortic valve disease (AV) and 27 patients
with mitral valve disease (MV group). In addition, 30 healthy individuals were registered
in all groups as control(C) group Serum copper (Cu), total protein (TP), activity and
specific activity of ferroxidase Cp, and lipid profile were measured. The results showed
that there was a highly significant increase in patient (AV & MV) groups compared to the
C group in activity, specific Cp and Cu activity levels. In addition, compared to the C
group, triglyceride (TG) and very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) levels showed a highly
significant increase in the AV and MV groups. No significant differences were found
between patients and control groups in TP, Total Cholesterol (TC), Low Density
Lipoprotein Cholesterol (LDL-C) & High Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol (HDL-C)
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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levels. Likewise, for all parameters, there were no significant differences between the AV
and MV groups. In conclusion, the high serum level of Cu and the activity of Cp
ferroxidase may be considered to be a risk factor for VHD.
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To regeneration of oils which are used in cars engines to lubricate its moving parts, and to
get rid of highly contaminants which must be separated to reuse the engine oils. In the
column chromatography, the waste oil was treaded as mobile phase (eluent) with
petroleum ether (40-60°C), while the red mud (alhuor) is a stationary phase for adsorbed
the impurities. The effect of the new method using deepeutectic solvent (DESs Reline) as
a kind of ionic liquids to help extract impurities by adsorption (choline chloride and
urea). Moreover, some thermal and physicochemical properties like density, thermal and
electrical conductivity, ash percentages, viscosity, specific gravity and pH values were
determined. Values were determ.using TGA for blank oil for comparison and differential
scanning calorimetric analyses (DSC).
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The equivalent conductivities of proline in water, methanol were studied in the
temperature range of 288.15 to 313.15 K at 5 K intervals, in mixtures of methanol and
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experimental data were treated by the Lee-Wheaton conductivity equation of
unsymmetrical electrolytes (1:2) (1 molecule of metal with 2 molecules of ligand)
derived to calculate the conductivity parameters, equivalent conductance at infinite
dilution Λₒ, ionic conductivity, association constant Ka and the main distance between
ions in solution( R) at best fit values of (6Λ). Thermodynamic quantities for the ionassociation reaction ΔG°, Δङ° and ΔS°) have been also measured. The results of the
analysis showed that the ions of the complex can be separated by solvent molecules
(SSIP). The values of Ka, Λ° and R were found to be different from one solvent to
another depending on the interactions in the solution. Furthermore, the chemical structure
of the Proline-Mn complex was optimized by using of Gaussian interface version 16.0
program of chem3D to optimiz the features of complex molecule. The suggested
statistical model possesses only two parameters with excellent values of the square
regression coefficient (r2) and cross-validation (q2) are equal to 0.999 and 0.994,
respectively, which refers to the perfect relationship between Ka value and the physical
properties of the solvent.
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The aim of this study was estimation the concentration of heavy and trace element in
blood samples for autism spectrum disorder material and method: sixty patients with
autism participated in the present study, all of these patients are registered in an autism
center in Basrah province( Iraq). At the same time, 30 healthy children contributed in the
study as a control group. The heavy levels were estimated and trace elements (chromium,
zinc, selenium, copper, lead, mercury and iron) in the patient and control groups by used
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The basic principle should appear in the XThis site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
rays
emitted by the different energies coming from the sample at the same time as a beam
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of an electron is moving its factors. Conclusion: The results showed that there was no
significant difference between patients and the control group in all trace elements except
zinc. On the other hand, the study showed that there was no significant change between
male and female in all levels of trace elements except selenium.
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By condensation of benzaldehyde with thiourea in absolute ethanol in the presence of
glacial acetic acid as a catalyst, the Schiff base(1-benzylidenethiourea)[I] was synthesized
by synthesis of 4-(3-benzylidenethioureido)-4-thioxobut-2-enoic acid compound[II] by
reaction of maleic anhydride with schiff base [I] in DMF. When treating compound [II]
with ammonium persulfate (NH4)2S2O8 (APS) as an ethanol initiator to obtain polymer
[III], compound [III] reacted to polymer [IV] with SOCl2 in benzene. Sulfamethizole,
celecoxib, salbutamol, 4-aminoantipyrine to yield polymers [V-VIII], compound [IV]
reaction with different drugs. Spectral evidence established the structure of synthesized
compounds: FTIR and 1HNMR, UV-Vis Spectroscopy and Elemental Analysis (C.H.NS). These synthesized derivatives [V-VIII] were tested for their antibacterial activity
against Bacillus subtilis (G+) and Escherichia coli (G-) by agar well diffusion process,
and the results showed that all polymers had a greater diameter of the growth inhibition
region. This may be relative to the presence of sulfamethizole medication, maleimide
group and Schiff bases, Polymer[V] demonstrated excellent inhibition against Bacillus
subtilisa and E.coli.
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This paper uses the potentiometric method to evaluate (amitriptyline hydrochloride, AM)
by creating selective electrodes for AM drugs with the active ingredient (Ammonium
Reinackate, AR) using a plasticizer (Dibutyl phthalate, DBP). The results showed that for
(Coated Wire Electrode (CWE)) and Coated Graphite Electrode (CGE) respectively, the
Nernstian slope of the prepared Am-AR-DBP electrodes is (57.293, 58.803 mV / decade).
With a pH range of (4-7) and a concentration range of 1 ?? 10 ?? Λ(-6)-1 ?? 10 ?? Λ(-1)
M for both electrodes, the upper and lower limit of detection for the Am-AR-DBP CGE
is 0.2042M, 4.8 ?? 10 ? Λ(-7) M, and the upper and lower limit of detection for the AmAR-DBP CWE electrode is 0.2051M, 4.91 ?? 10Λ(-7) M, respectively. The response time
ranges from 20-83 sec, 14-76 sec for CWE and CGE electrodes respectively. For the
CWE electrode, the age of the electrodes is 26 days, and for the CGE electrode, 42 days.
The research included calculating the selectivity with the presence of interferers of these
electrodes where the K(i, j)Λpot values for all ions were less than 1. In the estimation of
the drug Amitriptyline Hydrochloride in the pharmaceutical preparation (Amitriptyline
tablets), the manufactured electrodes were used by following the direct process, the
standard method of additions, the possible titration method and the homogeneity of the
material sample, as well as the drug was estimated in urine and blood plasma with a
recovery of not less than 100.57 for urine and 99.46 f for urine.
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The combustion and pyrolysis processes of sewage sludge were studied in the current
report. Two kinds of sewage sludge(SS) were used, SS the sewage sludge was not treated,
while SS-U90KHz the ultrasonic bath pre-treated sewage sludge with a frequency of
90KHz was not treated. Wastewater treatment plants are the origins of waste sludge.
Analyses were performed roughly and finally. Thermogravimetric research analyzed the
thermal behaviour of the analysed sewage bucket (TGA). The samples were heated at a
constant rate of 25 to 800 Celsius by air (combustion) and nitrogen flow (pyrolysis). For
sludges which have been investigated. In the TG/DTG curves, comparable thermal
profiles were available. All of the TG/curves DTG's were divided into three periods. At
the same time, during the combustion stage, the sewage sludge decomposition occurred
in the 180-580 0C range. The pyrolysis procedure took place at a lower rate, but less
weight loss..
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The present study investigated the use of pretreated fish bone (PTFB) as a new surface,
natural waste and low-cost adsorbent for the adsorption of Methyl green (MG, as model
toxic basic dye) from aqueous solutions. The functional groups and surface morphology
of the untreated fish bone (FB) and pretreated fish bone were characterized using Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), respectively. The effect of operating parameters including
contact time, pH, adsorbent dose, temperature, and inorganic salt was evaluated.
Langmuir, Freundlich and Temkin adsorption isotherm models were studied and the
results showed that the adsorption of basic dye followed Freundlich isotherm. Kinetic
modeling of the data at different temperatures confirmed pseudo-second-order(P-2-O)
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
model,
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process is spontaneous and endothermic in nature. Diffusion studies suggested that intraparticle diffusion is not the singular rate-controlling factor. The results indicated that 92%
of MG capable of being sequestered under optimum adsorption conditions: pH 10.64,
adsorbent dose 0.1 g/L, and 60 min contact time. Finally, the results showed that the
pretreated fish bone can be effectively used as a proper adsorbent for the adsorption of
cationic dye from aqueous solutions.
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The synthesis of ligands with N2S2 donor sets that include imine, an amide, thioether,
thiolate moieties and their metal complexes were achieved. The new Schiff-base ligands;
N-(2-((2,4-diphenyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9-ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2mercaptoethyl)thio)-acetamide (H2L1) and N-(2-((2,4-di-p-tolyl-3azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9-ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2-mercaptoethyl)thio) acetamide
(H2L2) were obtained from the reaction of amine precursors with 1,4-dithian-2-one in the
presence of triethylamine as a base in the CHCl3 medium. Complexes of the general
formula K2[M(Ln)Cl2], (where: M = Mn (II), Co(II) and Ni(II)) and [M(Ln)], (where: M
= Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II); n =1-2, expect [Cu(HL2)Cl]) were isolated. The entity of
ligands and complexes including their purity were confirmed using elemental
microanalysis (C.H.N.S), atomic absorption (A.A), chloride content, conductivity
measurement's, melting point and thermal analysis technique. The molecular structures
were elucidated with FT-IR, UV-Vis, magnetic susceptibility, 1H-and 13C-NMR and mass
spectroscopy. The synthesised compounds were evaluated for their activity against
bacterial strains (G+ and G-) and fungi species. The tested compounds indicated that; the
ligands have not shown any antimicrobial activity against Escherichia coli. The Cd(II)
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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compared with the other complexes. The H2L1 and H2L2 have not shown any activity
against Candida albicans. All complexes for ligands (H2L1 and H2L2) exhibited less
activity against Candida albicans, compared with other types of fungi.
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In this paper; the modern method was used to remove the congo red dye (CR) from its
aqueous solutions by chemometric separation. The nano charcoal activated (NCA) was
used to remove the CR and the factors affecting the adsorption process were studied
simultaneously to reduce the number of experiments followed and to rely on central
composite design and the method of response surface by used statistica 12 program. This
gives the relationship between all the variables simultaneously. It was found that the
removal efficiency reached to 98.371%.
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this paper contains preparation of Active carbon surface (AC) from pro so millet grain
husks and Loading and activating by Iron oxide and hydrogen peroxide sequentially to
obtain surface (ACIPE). The changes of previous processes on Active carbon surface
were diagnosed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Scanning electron
microscopy
SEM ).ByThese
surfaces
(AC
ACIPE
were
using
as adsorbent
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removing of congo red dye from aqueous solutions under certain conditions through
batch system. More than one kinetic model was applied to congo red dye adsorption
process and it was found that the most kinetic model applied to it is a model ( pseudo
second order model). In addition to the adsorption efficiency of the surface after
activation and loading, it was much better than the main surface where the adsorption
efficiency of the first and second surface was equal ( 27%, 85% ) sequentially at higher
temperatures.
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The speech signals inserted in the computer may be mixed as a result of interference with
signals from other sources. These signals may be speech signals or noise. One of the most
famous examples of this problem when a group of people speaking in the same time is
the "Cocktail Party". This problem produces a mixture of different speech signals, called
the mixed signal. To solve this problem, the audio signals that make up the mixed-signal
must be restored to their sources. This task is called separating audio sources. In this
paper, supervised Deep Recurrent Neural Networks with Bi-directional Long Short Term
Memory (Supervised DRNN-BLSTM) were used. To achieve a monaural source
separation, we build a model to separate audio signals from a monaural mixed signal.
This mixed signal consists of two different audio signals (male-female). We predict two
types of time-frequency masks (Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM), and Optimal Ratio Mask
(ORM). They are used to achieve the separation of the target audio sources from the
mixed signal. We test the model on a dataset with (500) mixed signals. Each mixed signal
three seconds in length and consists of two speaker signals (Female-Male). They are
recorded in a stereo format at 8192kHz, our approach achieves Signal-to-Distortion ratio
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
more, see our Privacy and Cookies policy.

(SDR) (0.183.db), Source-to-interference Ratio (SIR) (0.198.db), and Source-to-Artifacts
Ratio (SAR) (0.13.db) gain using (ORM) mask compared to the existing model using
(IRM) mask.
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In order to enhance the production efficiency, scheduling problem of job-shop has used
that thought of complex problem with complicated constraints and structure. This
problem is characterized as NP-hard. In most cases, the excessive complexity of the
problem makes it difficult to discover the best solution within affordable time. Hence,
searching for estimated solutions in polynomial time rather than precise solutions at
excessive cost is favored for challenging situations of the problem. In this paper, a
parallel genetic algorithm with proposed adaptive genetic operators and migration
operation is applied for job-shop scheduling problem. Through tests on numerous
different experimental cases, the adaptive operator of genetic algorithm and the
parallelism strategy are considerably improving the results effectively while decreasing
the computation time. Also, the migration operation gives a greater effect on the
performance of the algorithms.
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The Cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT) is the next step in enhancing the accuracy and
reliability of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology used for Cognitive Computing,
which plays a main role in health and disease diagnosis. The study was suggested a
diagnosis method to sound sensitivity by developing a framework with IoT and cloud
based on a facial expression recognition system. It was achieved through the creation of a
cognitive IoT hardware-based environment and the elements of the programs that are
implemented to test the behaviour of people suffering from sound sensitivity, this
operation is done by using a camera and image processing and it used Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) as a facial recognition software to track human facial emotions
through live video. The sentiment values were analysed that they were collected and
stored in a cloud using Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) protocol. These emotions
were categorized as abnormal or normal. Normal states represented by happy or natural
feelings that give the impression that the environment is suitable for people's senses and
that they do not suffer from discomfort towards this environment, therefore; the system
operates on a mechanism to increase the volume in this environment by using an Arduino
microcontroller. Although the device operates automatically in the event of
hypersensitivity detection, it reduces this severity. The obtained results showed the
efficiency of the proposed system in recognizing facial emotions with 80% accuracy.
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In modern devices, many personal identification systems are used using various
biometrics to confirm the identity of an individual and identify him for several purposes.
Some of these essential biometrics are used in this paper to help identify a person while
attaining social distance because of the widespread epidemics. The features of the face,
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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by detecting the parts of multibiometric from the input images using Viola-Jones face
detection algorithm with a modification to it then segment them. After that, various initial
treatment processes begin which helps clarify them to facilitate subsequent operations.
Also, a Histogram of oriented gradient method(HOG) is used to extract the significant
features of those image segments. The extracted features from these segments are entered
into the developed cuckoo search algorithm(DCSA), the best image segment within the
used dataset is searched for similar in terms of characteristics to the entered image
segment. The work has also been developed so that the system is executed on two cores
using parallel processing technology to utilize the processor as much as possible and
reduce the time it takes to implement the system and identify the person concerned. A
high identification rate has been reached, reaching 99.25%, and overall speed up 1.40323
sec relative to serial execution.
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In the wake of the outbreak of the new coronavirus, the countries in the world have
fought to combat the spread of infection and imposed preventive measures to compel the
population to social distancing, which led to a global crisis. Important strategies must be
studied and identified to prevent and control the spread of coronavirus COVID-19 disease
2019. In this paper, the effect of preventive strategies on COVID-19 spread was studied, a
model based on supervised data mining algorithms was presented and the best algorithm
was suggested on the basis of accuracy. In this model, three classifiers (Naive Bayes,
Multilayer Perceptron and J48) depended on the questionnaires filled out by Basra City
respondents. The questionnaires consisted of 25 questions that covered fields most related
to and that affect the prevention of COVID-19 spread, including demographic,
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
psychological,
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of 1017 respondents were collected. This model was developed using Weka 3.8 tool.
Results showed that quarantine played an important role in controlling the spread of the
disease. By comparing the accuracy of the algorithms used, the best algorithm was found
to be J48.
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The global economy is constantly evolving and corporate technology and business are an
important factor in this development and because of the accompanying negative impact
on the environment and society, the role of sustainability and sustainable development
highlights. To further investigate the scope of the green software development process
and its integration with information systems such as the Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) system, we presented this study due to its importance in minimizing the negative
effects of information technology on our natural environment. In this connection, there is
a have to combine sustainability and information technology allow organizations to
behave in a manner to going greener. Comprehending that the Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) system is one of the very effective commercial enterprise solutions for
organizations, it is necessary to align its use with sustainability factors through the
utilization of green IT practices, the objective of this research study is to provide a design
model to enhance ERP system in green software development process. So every company
must look into the impact of the utilization of Information and communications
technology (ICT) on our natural environment and take care to adopt methods to decrease
the effects negative on its. Therefore, knowledge management (KM) can be used as the
facilitation tool. This research paper presents the results of qualitative research, which
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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proposes a model that to the possibility of enhancing the implementation of the ERP
system in the Green Software Development Process by using green IT practices and
knowledge management as facilitation tools.
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COVID 19 has spread rapidly around the world due to the lack of a suitable vaccine;
therefore the early prediction of those infected with this virus is extremely important
attempting to control it by quarantining the infected people and giving them possible
medical attention to limit its spread. This work suggests a model for predicting the
COVID 19 virus using feature selection techniques. The proposed model consists of three
stages which include the preprocessing stage, the features selection stage, and the
classification stage. This work uses a data set consists of 8571 records, with forty features
for patients from different countries. Two feature selection techniques are used in order to
select the best features that affect the prediction of the proposed model. These are the
Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) as wrapper feature selection and the Extra Tree
Classifier (ETC) as embedded feature selection. Two classification methods are applied
for classifying the features vectors which include the Naïve Bayesian method and
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) method. The results were 56.181%, 97.906%
respectively when classifying all features and 66.329%, 99.924% respectively when
classifying the best ten features using features selection techniques.
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This paper proposes a new approach, of Clustering Ultrasound images using the Hybrid
Filter (CUHF) to determine the gender of the fetus in the early stages. The possible
advantage of CUHF, a better result can be achieved when fuzzy c-mean FCM returns
incorrect clusters. The proposed approach is conducted in two steps. Firstly, a
preprocessing step to decrease the noise presented in ultrasound images by applying the
filters: Local Binary Pattern (LBP), median, median and discrete wavelet (DWT),
(median, DWT & LBP) and (median & Laplacian) ML. Secondly, implementing Fuzzy
C-Mean (FCM) for clustering the resulted images from the first step. Amongst those
filters, Median & Laplace has recorded a better accuracy. Our experimental evaluation on
real data from the Kadhimiya teaching hospital shows that the proposed CUHF is a better
method when compared to the accuracy of the other integrated filters.
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Air pollution has a wide and great influence on the concentration of constituents of the
atmosphere, which leads to many effects such as acid rains and global warming. In order
to avoid such unwanted adverse imbalances in the nature, designing an air pollution
monitoring system (APMS) is very important. This paper discussed the development of
an effective solution for monitoring the air pollution by making an Arduino-Based Air
Pollution Monitoring System (APMS). Carbon monoxide and Carbon Dioxide
concentration levels in air were measured and monitored using MQ4 and MQ7 gas
sensors and Arduino atmega microcontroller. These sensors can detect many harmful
gases and can be used for measuring their amount very accurately. The concentrations of
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very easily. Based on these measurements the pollution level could be monitored,
determined, and displayed. The experiments were carried out using the developed
wireless APMS under various physical conditions. The results showed that the designed
system collects reliable and reasonable real time pollution data. Three hour sampling time
was executed in each location. One of the logical functions that are widely used is fuzzy
logic. A fuzzy logic artificial intelligence for gas sensors is used which clarifies the
presence as well as the concentration of CO and CO2 efficiently. Fuzzy logic will gives
the decision about whether the air is polluted or unpolluted. This logic function we can
process some existing data into a form of output which can be in the form of a status or
state of action that will be performed by a tool. This proposed system will contribute in
the construction of an APMS in the outdoor or even in the indoor environment.
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Animal detection techniques are one of the researcher's interests and challenge. There are
many difficulties faces by the researchers in this field that reduce the detection
performance and efficiency, such as variation of image illumination, animal occlusion,
the similarity of animal colors with background environment, etc.
Multi-label Image Detection and classification of Mammals animals is the goal of this
paper which we proposed to achieve in this proposal by using Single Shot Multi-Box
Detector (SSD) and MobileNet v1 coco_2017 model. Localizing and classifying multiple
objects (animals) of the Mammal category in digital images is another goal. The
suggested SSD is regarded as a more accurate, fast, and efficient way to detect objects of
different sizes based on deep learning technology.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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In this proposal, we used 2000 images in the network were collected from the standard
dataset (such as Caltech 101) and the net. The SSD framework improves the detection
and recognition processes of Convolution Neural Network (CNN). During the prediction
time, the network introduces scores to the presence of every object class and bounded
each object in the image with a box. Each box has a label that indicates the type of the
object and the score represents the probability of the relationship of the object to that
type. Boxes during the process are modified for getting the best matching to the object's
shape. The experimental results of this work proved the efficiency of classifying and
detecting animals even in the variation of illumination, pose, and occlusion. Detection
and classification accuracy is up to 98.7 %. This suggestion is more reliable and accurate
than other similar works and detects a wide range of Mammals animals, unlike other
similar works.
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The art of preventing the detection of hidden information messages is the way that
steganography work. Several algorithms have been proposed for steganographic
techniques. A major portion of these algorithms is specified for image steganography
because the image has a high level of redundancy. This paper proposed an image
steganography technique using a dynamic threshold produced by the discrete cosine
coefficient. After dividing the green and blue channel of the cover image into 1*3-pixel
blocks, check if any bits of green channel block less or equal to threshold then start to
store the secret bits in blue channel block, and to increase the security not all bits in the
chosen block used to store the secret bits. Firstly, store in the center of the block and then
store another bit in the write or left bit depended on differences between them.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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The proposed method was applied to many color images and many measurement terms
used to show the efficiency of it. The experiment result showed good result that the
PSNR = 53.76, MSE = 0.273, SSIM= 0.999, with embedding rates 0.55
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In the field of data processing and analysis, the dataset may be a large set of features that
restrict data usability and applicability, and thus the dimensions of data sets need to be
reduced. Feature selection is the process of removing as much of the redundant and
irrelevant features as possible from the original dataset to improve the mining process
efficiency. This paper presented a study to evaluate and compare the effect of filter and
wrapper methods as feature selection approaches in terms of classification accuracy and
time complexity. The Naive Bayes Classifier and three classification datasets from the
UCI repository are utilizing in the classification procedure. To investigate the effect of
feature selection methods, they are applied to the different characteristics datasets to
obtain the selected feature vectors which are then classified according to each dataset
category. The datasets used in this paper are the Iris, Ionosphere, and Ovarian Cancer
dataset. Experimental results indicate that the filter and wrapper methods provide
approximately equal classification accuracy where the average accuracy value of the
Ionosphere and Ovarian Cancer dataset is 0.78 and 0.91 for the same selected feature
vectors respectively. For Iris dataset, the filter method outperforms the wrapper method
by achieving the same accuracy value using only half number of selected features. The
results also show that the filter method surpasses when considering the execution time.
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The present paper builds a security system to encrypt and hide important text data. The
system utilized an AES method to conduct an encryption process, followed by hiding the
encrypted data using an improved Pixel Value Difference (PVD) technique. The method
works to builds a map to hide data in a non-sequential way by relying on a hyperchaotic
system to increase the security level. The system methodology proposed that the data
embedding process is in one of the three levels of the colour image (Red, Green, and
Blue), where the embedding level will determined based on the coordinates of the PVD
pair points that is increase the efficiency of performance. A set of measures was used to
measure the quality of steganography where we used MSE, PSNR, SNR, and Corr, and
the results are well and satisfactory. The proposed method records the least MSE value
with 0.85348784908256, while the Corr values did not decrease about
0.994145776227782. The proposed method also proved successful and effective in
retrieving and decoding data, where the BER scale was equal to zero for all retrieved text.
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In this paper, we propose an experimental study of multi-camera collaborative network
for surveillance the highway traffic turn in real life scenario, the target of surveillance
based offline video processing is capturing the violated vehicles that driving violated
paths in many cases specified by user-defined rules. Best topology of the experiment zone
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such available experiment, and hence, it could serve researchers that interested in.
However, the experiment is done for around 180 recorded hours for 8 videos during 9
days, each video for one camera. It is designed based on the collaborative cameras
principle for intelligent video surveillance systems and the outcomes show that the
surveillance and the tracking of violated vehicles have been successes in most userdefined rules cases for more than 90 % cases.
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Blockchain technology has revolutionized economic transactions, and it is expected to
spread and influence other fields. It can create innovative and destructive effects on the
systems that need to be executed, store, verified, and continually update digital data
among participating parties. Moreover, it provides security, privacy, trust, and
transparency. In the education field, there is a shy presence of some blockchain
applications, and the majority of them have a pilot character. Hence, a model based on
blockchain is introduced in this study, which aims to provides easy to apply for
certificates, as well as share and verify these certificates with a third party. Moreover, the
mechanism of the proposed model proposes permanent distributed hashes records of
students' certificates in Higher Education to reduce forgery. In conclusion, the study
discussed the opportunities, benefits, features, and challenges are represented by
deploying this model in the Higher Education field.
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The concept of interfacing brains with robots/machines has been capturing human
interests for a long time. The technology of the Brain-computer interface (BCI) has been
aimed at building an interface between the brain and any electronic/electrical device
(such as, smart home appliance, a wheelchair, and robotics devices) with the use of the
electroencephalogram (EEG) that can be defined as a non-invasive approach for the
measurement of the electrical potentials from the electrodes that have been placed on the
scalp, produced by the activity of the brain. Over the past years, pattern classification was
a highly challenging research field. Presently, the tasks of the pattern classification. In
this paper, we chose motor imagery with the use of the single trial EEG signal, the SOM
has been utilized to classify the signal processing algorithm ( FICA). In comparison to
other algorithms of the EEG signal analyses. It has achieved a classification accuracy of
up to 88.% in comparison with the other method where the reported accuracy has been
65%. The SOM classification algorithm has been fast, simple, efficient, and easy to use.
It achieved satisfactory results at the BCI.
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Automatic Modulation Recognition (AMR) has a significant impact in the military as
well as civil applications. Recognizing the modulation of the received signal has been
considered as an intermediate step between the detection and demodulation of the signal.
Which is why, in many military and communication systems, the AMR is considered as
part of the system. Presently, due to increasing digital modulations in military and civil
applications. Digital modulation recognition is especially important. Usually for the
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of the suitable feature plays an important part in the increase of AMR efficiency. The
presented paper indicates hybrid intelligent system for the recognitions of digital signal
types, consisting of 3 major modules: classifier module, feature extraction module and
J48 Classifier that was used for the first time in our research in the field of classification
of modulated signals and optimization module by Chicken Swarm Optimization (CSO).
To get better results of the system suggested optimization the features to discard weak or
irrelevant features in the system and keep only strong relevant features Chicken Swarm
Optimization. The results of simulation confirm the high accuracy of recognition that is
related to the suggested system even at low SNR.
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An opportunistic resource utilization network (denoted as Oppnet) is a type of network
that enables its node to cooperate in an opportunistic and ad hoc manner. Cooperation in
oppnet includes sharing node computational resources, rather than only opportunistic
communication in the traditional opportunistic networks. The key idea of oppnet is its
ability to grow from seed node (initiator) to expanded oppnet via joining more nodes until
getting the desired resources in a timely manner. This expansion raises the security risk of
joining malicious nodes and threatens the oppnet including nodes and data. Besides,
uncontrolled oppnet expansion might allow joining nodes with low computational
capabilities or limited resources that have delayed responses, and hence affect the
performance of oppnet. This study aims to mitigate these two problems by proposing a
new oppnet paradigm (an enhanced version of original oppnet) called Trust-based Secure
Cooperative Oppnet (TSCO) that utilizing a trust as a foundation for security and
cooperation. Trust foundation is the major aspect of TSCO, which relies mainly on
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
establishing
trust value for each oppnet node and updating these values based on
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cooperation experience with those nodes. In TSCO, oppnet nodes have classified based
on their trust values in which the highest trust value has the priority to join oppnet, if it
exists within the specific range. Otherwise, the second-highest trust value takes priority,
and so on. To test the feasibility of TSCO in realistic systems, a framework of using
TSCO as an oppnet expansion control regarding security and cooperation is simulated.
The experimental results show that TSCO has a better performance in terms of secure,
success expansion, and cooperation. The success rate of TSCO is higher than the success
rate of the original oppnet (our experimental baseline). In addition, regarding the time of
satisfying oppnet tasks, TSCO shows less average latency than the baseline.
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In this work, we modified Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind to match the
characteristics of a second order differential equation that is a result of a separation of the
variable technique used to solve a partial differential diffusion equation. The resultant
polynomials solution in one spatial dimension is found and the corresponding changing
parameters for the first order differential equation in time are extracted accordingly. The
method is tested for applicability, stability, and convergence.
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In this paper, the methods of weighted residuals: Collocation Method (CM), Least
Squares Method (LSM) and Galerkin Method (GM) are used to solve the thin film flow
(TFF) equation. The weighted residual methods were implemented to get an approximate
solution to the TFF equation. The accuracy of the obtained results is checked by
calculating the maximum error remainder functions (MER). Moreover, the outcomes
were examined in comparison with the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4) and good
agreements have been achieved. All the evaluations have been successfully implemented
by using the computer system Mathematica®10.
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Binary knapsack problem has received considerable attention in combinational
optimization. Various meta-heuristic algorithms are dedicated to solve this problem in the
literature. Recently, a binary flower pollination algorithm (BFPA) was proposed, which
has been successfully applied to solve 0-1 knapsack problem. In this paper, two new
time-varying transfer functions are proposed to improve the exploration and exploitation
capability of the BFPA with the best solution and short computing time. Based on small,
medium, and high-dimensional scales of the knapsack problem, the computational results
reveal that the proposed time-varying transfer functions not only to find the best possible
solutions but also to have less computational time. Compared to the standard transfer
functions, the efficiency of the proposed time-varying transfer functions is superior,
especially in the high-dimensional scales.
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The Syriac language is one of the oldest languages in the world. So far, some people
speak it, for example in Iraq, Syria, southeastern Turkey and other countries. In this work,
the Syriac letters were coded according to what was adopted by Sami and Mahmood in
2017 using the e-abacus diagram. More than one method is used to encode the English
letters or diagrams that follow the concepts of partition theory. Each of them was taking
its own path and the vision was to start with what Mohommed et al looked like in 2015
through the orbit concept. Then make the comparisons to observe the most efficient,
fastest and most accurate method that could be followed.
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In the present paper first we recall the definition of algebra fuzzy metric space and some
basic properties of algebra fuzzy metric space are introduced. Our goal is to prove the
fixed point theorem in fuzzy complete algebra fuzzy metric space. Finally, the application
to this theorem introduced.
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In this paper, we study the convergence and Δ —convergence results of K —iteration
process
for Lipschizian self-mapping with L ≥ 1in CAT (H) spaces, H > 0.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
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This study emphasizes the flow phenomenon of trapped bolus traveling along the interior
walls of asymmetric inclined channels contains a non-Newtonian Ree-Eyring. The flow
was exposed to influenced by inclined MHD field, thermal heat radiative, and porous
media. Further, no slip and convective thermal conditions are considered. Mathematical
expression for governing equations are reformulated and in accordance with lubrication
approximations, nonlinear partial differential equations of the flow reduced into a system
of ordinary differential equations associated with boundary conditions an approximate
solution is deduced by implementing perturbation strategy for tiny A Ree-Eyring fluid
parameter. Finally, a graphical description is presented to figure out the elevation
behavior of flow quantities i.e. velocity profile, temperature distribution, pressure rise,
and streamlines formulation due to variation of emerging involved parameters. The study
analyzed that the velocity profile reveals mixed behavior via increment of Ree-Eyring
parameters η, A as well as Hartman number H and Darcy number Da. whereas the
thermal radiative parameter Rn accelerates the temperature distribution profile. The study
calculations are made by the "Mathematica 11.3" package.
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The dynamic fault tree expands fault tree by giving the design of complex system
components' actions and crossings. Because DFT is high grade design and simple to use it
is proving a rising not fail through reliability researchers. Unluckily, an issue of problems
as yet stays when we using DFT These problems are (1) There are no formalities, (2)
restriction in symbolic analysis and thus sensitiveness to increasing the trouble, and (3)
there is a few of modular type-structure. Chain of Markov (I/O-IMC) input/output
formularization are used to analyse DFT. I/O-IMC have accurate semantics and are
expansion of uninterrupted-time Markov chains with output and input conducts.
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This paper presents the concepts of prepaths, paths, and cycles in α-topological spaces
and studies them in orderable spaces. Also, many relationships are proved with their
equivalences using some properties in topological spaces like compactness and locally
connectedness.
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The Transmuted Topp Leone Flexible Weibull distribution was developed in this paper
using the Transmuted Topp Leone family of distributions and its basic statistical
properties were established. Estimation of model parameters was considered using the
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provided. The TTLFW distribution is a promising model as its performance relative to
other compounds probability models like the Exponentiated Flexible Weibull, Weibull
Flexible Weibull, Kumaraswamy Flexible Weibull, Beta Flexible Weibull, Gamma
Flexible Weibull, and Exponentiated Generalized Flexible Weibull distributions is quite
credible.
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In this paper, we employ the maximum likelihood estimator in addition to the shrinkage
estimation procedure to estimate the system reliability (Rk) contain Kth parallel
components in the stress-strength model, when the stress and strength are independent
and non-identically random variables and they follow two parameters Exponentiated
Inverted Weibull Distribution (EIWD). Comparisons among the proposed estimators were
presented depend on simulation established on mean squared error (MSE) criteria.
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The goal of this article is to give the concepts of Regular space and Normal space in the
topological graph space also generalize α and β that to Regular space and Normal space
where the relationship between these concepts were given. Finally, some characteristics
of these concepts were investigated.
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
more, see our Privacy and Cookies policy.
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The concepts G-g-closedness and G-g-openness were used to popularize presented
modern classes of separation axioms in grill topological spaces. Many relationships
between multiple kinds of these classes are summarized, too.
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We present the notion of bipolar fuzzy k-ideals with thresholds (θ, λ) of a KU-algebra
with semigroup and give some basic properties of this ideal. Also, we study some
relations about a bipolar fuzzy k-ideal with thresholds (θ, λ) and a k-ideal of a KUsemigroup.
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In the present work, the new quartic trigonometric B-spline approach based on finite
difference scheme is described to solve the one dimensional non-linear equation of
(Benjamin – Bona-Mahony-Burger). Dirichlet boundary with the help of applying the
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part is discretized by using the finite difference scheme. In the space dimension, the
quartic trigonometric B-spline is also used as an interpolation function. The execution of
this method which is used in the present work showed that the quartic trigonometric Bspline method is a more efficient and effective tool and gives better results according to
the comparisons that are made with the precise solution for a different time and some
other published numerical methods.
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In this paper, a new class of non-convex functions called semi strongly (E, F)-convex
functions are presented. This class represents a natural extension of semi strongly Econvex functions shown in the literature. Different properties of this class of functions are
discussed. Optimality properties of constrained optimization problems in which the
objective function or the inequality constraints functions are semi strongly (E, F)-convex
are proved for this class.
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In this paper, we suggest a new method for the numerical solution of fuzzy nonlinear
equations in parametric form using a new Conjugate Gradient Technique. Table of the
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compared with classical algorithms such as (Fletcher and Reeves (FR), Polak and Ribiere
(PRP), and Fletcher (CD)) techniques.
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The aim of this paper is to a geometric construction of Surface Complete (k, r)-cap in
PG(3,7). We found that the maximum complete (k, 2)-cap which is called an ovaloid,
exists in PG (3, 7) when k = 23. Moreover the complete (k, 3)-caps, (k, 4)-caps and (k,
5)-caps,(k,6)-caps, (k,7)-caps, (k,8)-caps, and we obtain a new example for theorem(2.8 ).
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In this paper, stability in a polynomial model called a polynomial self-regression model
with trigonometric boundaries was studied. A linear approximation technique was used,
and the Box-Genghis method was used in data analysis, and time series modeling of
numbers of people with media. Data were obtained from AL-Yarmouk Hospital in
Baghdad AL-Karkh for the period (2011-2016) shows the numbers of patients with the
disease through the technique of Linear approximation. Then we found the single point
and the stability of the final cycle, and we tried to apply the results that we obtained on
the correct data for audit.
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Let R be a Ring with identity and let T be a unitary left Module over R. In this paper, we
recall the concepts of generalized projectivity and *generalized projectivity. These types
of projectivity are very useful for the study on direct sums of Modules to be semihollowlifting.
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In this article, we recalled different types of iterations as Mann, Ishikawa, Noor, CRiteration and, Modified SP_iteration of quasi δ-contraction mappings, and we proved that
all these iterations equivalent to approximate fixed points of δ-contraction mappings in
Banach spaces.
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Our goal in this article is to recall the notion of algebra fuzzy normed space and its basic
properties to introduce the notion of fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed space. Then
some properties of fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed spaces are proved. After that, we
This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this site you agree to our use of cookies. To find out
more, see our Privacy and Cookies policy.

study a finite dimensional algebra fuzzy normed space and we proved some properties
that algebra fuzzy normed spaces do not admit it.
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In this paper, we continue studies of several other authors, on QⱤ (quasi-regular) and
JCPI (JCP-injective) rings. In particular, we investigate some characterizations of several
basic properties of QⱤ and JCPI rings. Also, we prove that, if Ɽ is a semisimple and quasi
duo, then Ɽ is strongly regular if and only if every simple singular right Ɽ-modules are
JCPI.
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Image analysis took wide areas in many fields, including medicine, physics, and other
areas where you need a tool to deal with it smoothly and softly without losing the original
image information. Using an image of a sample of a physical atom that was analyzed and
highlighting the compression and raising the noise, histogram and statistics the image
statistics where the best results were recorded when using a specific threshold i.e. when
pressing the methods were used the first has the threshold methods is Balance sparsitynorm, Remove near 0 and Bal-sparsity-norm(sqrt). As for the methods of raising the
noise are fixed form thresholding method with soft threshold, penalize high with hard
threshold, penalize medium with hard threshold, penalize low with hard threshold, Bal
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approximation coefficients and details coefficients. Through the analysis, a suitable
threshold value was obtained, which helps to restore energy that leads to the fact that the
compressed necessity did not lose much of its original information, which proves the new
wavelets in the field of physical and medical imaging.
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The study of homomorphisms in cubic sets is considered one of the important concepts
that transfer algebraic properties between different structures, so we study a
homomorphism of a cubic set of a semigroup in a KU-algebra and defined the product of
two cubic sets in this structure. Firstly, we define the image and the inverse image of a
cubic set in a KU-semigroup and achieve some results in this notion. Secondly, the
Cartesian product of cubic subsets in a KU-semigroup is discussed and some important
characteristics are proved.
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This paper presents an iterative method Accelerated Predictor-Corrector Hally's Method
(AHM) for finding the voltage of a single-diode model for a solar cell from the equivalent
circuit. The purposes of the obtained results are to reduce the number of iterations. Two
numerical methods are applied and compared; Newton's and Hally's methods. The results
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present work is to acquire the results of photovoltaic parameters using two numerical
models and the comparison between them. The acquired results presented the suggested
technique (NRM) is a sufficient tool, powerful method to solve this model with the least
iteration. All the calculations are achieved using Matlab program.
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In this paper, the concept of soft open set is inserted by using soft ideal with soft pre-open
sets, like: soft-ᶅ-pre-g-open sets "spᶅg-open" some of the characteristics of these sets are
offered. New soft functions are given such as; sᶅpg-open functions, soft ᶅ*pg-open
functions, soft ᶅ** pg-open functions, soft ᶅpg-continuous functions, strongly soft ᶅpgcontinuous functions and soft ᶅpg-irresolute-functions. New separation axioms and
convergences are introduced by using soft-ᶅ-pre-g-open sets like; sᶅpg-Ʈ0-space, sᶅpg-Ʈ1space, sᶅpg-Ʈ2-space. some figures and suggestions have been introduced the
relationships with near soft functions as well some examples are explained.
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In this work, the exact operational matrices for shifted Pell polynomials are achievable;
so one can integrate and product the vector of basic functions s. The general form of the
matrix of integration P is established, the dual matrix of integration Q is derived with
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shifted Pell polynomials has been given. This idea is implemented on shifted Pell basis
vector. Using such exact matrices, then the resident function of the equation is reached
which can be written as R.P(x), where R is an algebraic equation vector and P(x) is the
shifted Pell basis vector. The presented matrices can be utilized to find the approximate
solution of differential equations, integral equation and the calculus of variations
problems. An investigation for the convergence and error analysis of the proposed shifted
Pell expansion is performed. Numerical treatment for problems in physics are included in
this work to demonstrate the accuracy, easy to implement as well as accurate and
satisfactory results with a small number of shifted Pell basis. Using operational matrices
and the spectral technique are used together for solving Lane-Emden equation.
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In this paper, two pairs of embedded Runge-Kutta (RK) type techniques for
straightforwardly tackling third-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form
v''' = f(x, v, v') signified as RKTGD strategies were proposed and explored. Relying on
the order conditions, the primary pair with mathematical order 4 and 3 was called
RKTGD4(3), while different has order 5 and 4, and was named RKTGD5(4). The new
strategies were determined so that the higher-order techniques were exact and the lower
order techniques would bring about the best error estimates. At that point, variables stepsize codes were created to support the methods and utilized in solving a lot of third-order
problems. Comparisons were made between mathematical results and existing embedded
RK pairs within the scientific literature, that require the problems to be reduced into a
system of first-order ODEs, and the effectiveness of the new RKTGD pairs have
appeared.
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In the paper estimate of the shape parameter for power function distribution was
proposed. For different sample sizes (small, medium, and large). Using different methods,
Maximum likelihood method, Moment method, Shrinkage methods, and Least square
method. mean square error (MSE) was implemented as an indicator of performance and
comparisons of performance have been carried out through data analysis and computer
simulation between the estimation methods according to the applied indicator. It was
observed from the results that the shrinkage method (constant weight factor (sh2))
estimates for the shape parameter are the best in performance for each case.
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A new idea of mixing was introduced in this paper. Mixing parameters; pi where 0 ≤ pi ≤
1 and

are used to find a new distribution from mixing some distributions.

Therefore, we can get many mixed distributions with several parameters. Three
distributions Weibull, Rayleigh, and Exponential are mixed to get a new distribution
which is more flexible than these distributions. The mixed distribution with a new
parameter is representing the ratio of contribution of each of these distributions which are
mixed. Several values of the mixing parameter were taken, and the properties of the
mixed distribution were found. Two methods (MLE and OLS) of estimation are used to
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estimate the parameters of the new distribution. Simulation studies are used to prove the
properties of new distribution and to apply the estimation method to estimate the
parameters of new distribution.
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In this paper, the branch and bound technique used to solve a single machine scheduling
problem, which is the problem of scheduling n-job on a single machine of multi-objective
function with triangle fuzzy due date numbers which are formulated as
. The target of this paper is to obtained optimal sequence of our
problem. The computational results are calculated by using Matlab program and compare
the results with the complete enumeration method.
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In this work, we adopt B. spline function of two variables basis for solving linear multidimensional delay Volterra integral equations nonhomogeneous of the second type. We
employ the two methods to approximate solution via B. spline function of two variables
basis that yields linear system. Some examples are given, the results shown in tables and
figures. These methods are very effective, convenient and overcome the difficulty of
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The aim of the present work is to define a new class of closed soft sets in soft closure
spaces, namely, generalized closed soft sets (gc-soft sets, for short) which are defined
over an initial universe set with a fixed set of parameters. This new class is a
generalization to the class of closed soft sets. A necessary condition for a gc-soft set to be
a soft closed is also obtainable. Moreover, the union and intersection of two gc-soft sets
are discussed. Besides, some properties of gc-soft sets in the product soft closure spaces
are also studied. Also, as an application of gc-soft sets a new soft separation axiom,
namely

-soft closure space is introduced and its basic properties are investigated.
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Amazing results in many works in the field of deep convolutional neural networks using
them in many fields of machine learning such as image classification control of atrial
play, and image annotation. Mathematical analysis of deep convolutional neural networks
(CNN) has a broad role in many applications including image classification applications.
Face recognition technology has occupied a wide field in research that is still continuing
in this work. Face recognition technology is being developed depending on the MATLAB
program to develop the subjecting of the color image to the neural convolution network
and the work of a program to reduce the time the network deals with the image to reduce
the number of layers to only two layers and access the algorithm Suggested in this work.
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created a fast algorithm to reach the research goal based on new standards in the field of
face detection. A new face detection program was designed using MATLAB,
CascadeObjectDetector and trainCascadeObjectDetector the face detection devices were
developed. In this work, a technique for panning and color image using the convolutional
neural network for deep learning is proposed, the method used to reach the goal of this
work.
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The purpose of present paper is to introduce and investigate the univalence criteria of
holomorphic functions by employ a basically general form of Srivastava-Attiya operator.
In specific, we derive several sufficient conditions of univalence for the generalized
Srivastava-Attiya operator. Furthermore, number of famous univalent conditions would
follow across specializing the parameters involved. Relevant connections with other
related previous works are also indicating.
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Since the appearance of Young's diagram, it has played a fundamental and pivotal role in
many fields of mathematics, perhaps the most prominent of which is algebra, graph
theory, number theory...etc, and many closely related relationships, perhaps among them
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The most prominent is called conjugation. Many people try to find a mathematical
method to find the value of the hash value in its conjugated form. Here, we will propose
two new methods for the same purpose.
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Abstract. This work was conducted to study the protective role of Moringa oliefera seeds
extract (MSE) against the toxic effect of commercial lead nanoparticles (CPbNP) in rats.
Twenty eight albino male rats were divided into four groups (seven animals in each one) as
follow: (A) control group, (B) 160mg/kg body weight per day (b. wt./d.) of M. oliefera
(MSE)seed extract, (C): 5mg CPbNP /kg b. wt./d. and (D): MSE + CPbNP . The experimental
period was 45 days. Blood was drawn for protein and enzyme estimation at the end of the
period of exposure. The rats were dissected and the liver, kidney, spleen and muscle were
isolated for Pb estimation. Results showed that the levels of bioaccumulated lead, serum
alanine aminotransferase, aspartate aminotransferase, alkaline phosphatase, malondialdehyde
were significantly increased in exposed animals to CPbNP (P < 0 .05). In contrast, there was a
significant reduction of total proteins, albumin, glutathione, superoxide dismutase enzyme and
catalase enzyme activities (P < 0. 05) in comparison to control. But the administration of the
CPbNP with MSE, all the above biochemical changes were improved significantly. It is
concluded that CPbNP has a significant toxic effect on rats, and that seed extract of M.
Oleifera can reduce it.

Keywords. Moringa oliefera, Toxicity, Lead Nanoparticles, Antioxidants, liver functions.

1.Introduction
Medical plants are traditionally used in treatments of different healthy cases because it has active
biological materials. A significant number of researches have been done to using extracts from
medicinal plants as preventive agents against specific pathogens or against xenobiotic toxicity [1, 2, 3,
4]. Moringa belongs to the Moringaceae family and spread in Africa, especially in Ethiopia, Kenya,
and Sudan. It grows in tropical areas, originally in India, but known in Africa [5]. Each part of the
Moringa has a lot of essential components. For example, the leaves contain minerals [6], vitamins [7,
8]. In addition to anti-cancer agents (such as glucosinolates, isothiocyanates), phytochemicals such as
terpenoids, flavonoids, alkaloids and sugar reduction [9]. According to [10], Moringa leaves have
significantly higher antioxidant contents. Other authors have reported the leaves' antioxidant potential
[11, 12]. The study of [13] observed that folate's bioavailability from Moringa leaves using the rat
model was 82%, suggesting that the Moringa leaves can be a potential dietary folate source. Moringa
seeds are also found to have significant biological activity. Powder of seeds was investigated for its
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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antidiabetic activity in induced diabetic rats due to the presence of glucomoringin, phenols and
flavonoids [14]. Ethanol extract of Moringa seed showed antifungal activity against Trichophyton
rubrum, Trichophyton mentagrophytes, Epidermophyton xoccosum and Microsporum canis [15];
while the water extract of Moringa seed kernel possessed potent antioxidant activity [16].
Several studies were found that the seeds of Moringa have a protective effect against toxicants,
prevented the elevation of triglycerides, glucose, and urea in rats exposed to arsenic [17], worked as a
prevention against the toxic effect of mercury on rat testicular function [18], can act against liver
damage caused by CCl4 and fibrosis in rats, hepatoprotective action against hepatocellular harm
caused by DMBA in mice [19], alleviates (TiO2-NPs)-induced cerebral oxidative damage, and
increases cerebral mitochondrial [20]. Lead is a toxic metal to the environment and organisms.
Mining, smelting, refining, recycling, lead paint, and lead gasoline are significant sources. Children
are sensitive to lead's poisonous effects and can suffer different health effects, particularly the brain
and nervous system's development. Lead also causes harm in adults, including blood pressure, liver
and kidney damage, miscarriage and stillbirth [21]. Lead nanoscale particles (PbO-NPS) may be
released into the surrounding air and water during different activities, increasing the possibility of
exposure to it. The high toxicity of nanoparticle raised concerns about particles impact with their
nanoscale on human and animal health [22]. The study of [23] reported that in the exposed rats to lead
sulfide nanoparticles caused changes in the fatty acid of lipids of the liver by increasing arachidonic
fatty acid and reduction of the stearic fatty acid content. Long exposure of rats to lead sulfide
nanoparticles had a harmful effect. They led to significant body and liver weight changes, total
protein, albumin, glucose, lipids, triglycerides in blood serum, and dystrophic changes in the liver
[24]. The exposure of mice to lead oxide nanoparticles (PbO-NPS) caused a formation of clusters
inside the cytoplasmic vesicles in the lung. It was demonstrated that the liver, kidney, spleen, and
brain were as tissue-specific subcellular processing [25]. This research was undertaken to determine
the protective role of Moringa oleifera seed extract's against commercial lead nanoparticle toxicity in
rats.
2.Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant material
Moringa oleifera seed was obtained from the Iraqi National herbarium (Baghdad) on 1-April-2019,
after being picked from the trees, dried and crushed to be powder by using a Laboratory Grinder.
2.2. Moringa oliefera seed Extraction
Moringa seed was extracted by using the Soxhlet device in solvent acetone/ethanol (1:1). A 300 grams
of the sample was used. The extraction process continued for 72 hours, and then the extract
concentrated by using a vacuum rotary evaporator [26].
2.3. Commercial lead Nanoparticles
The nanoscale powder was obtained from NANOSHEL company and was less than 100 nm in
diameter. Lead Oxide Nanopowder was dissolved in distilled deionized water using a sonicate device
to prevent nanoparticles' aggregation [27].
2.4. Experimental animals
The adult white male Swiss Wistar Rats (Rattus norvegicus) were used in this experiment. It’s were
brought from the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Tikrit, Iraq-with ages ranging
between 12-14 weeks and with an average weight of 250 grams. The animals were reared under
standard laboratory conditions (24 ± 1° C, 12h light and 12h dark, fed freely).
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2.5. Design of the experiments
Article I.
Four groups of animals were used with seven rats in each group. Moringa and
commercial lead were given to the rats following [28] method. Group A or the control group was
given distilled water. Group B was treated with 160 mg/kg body weight per day (b. wt./d.) Moringa
seed extract (MSE) through the stomach (24Aleksiichuk et al., 2018). Group C was injected with 5
mg/kg commercial nanoscale lead (CPbNP.) via peritoneum [29]. Group D was administered with
Moringa extract and commercial lead nanoparticles (CPbNP).
2.6. Animal dissection
After the end of the exposure period, the rats were left untreated for two days; on day 3, they were
anesthetized with chloroform. Afterward, they were dissected, and their liver, kidneys, spleen and
muscles were removed and digested for lead estimation. The blood was drawn from the animals by
stabbing their hearts. The serum was separated by a centrifuge (3500 rpm) for 10 minutes to obtain
blood serum, keeping in the freezer at -20° C until conducting chemical tests.
2.7. Determination of lead concentrations in tissues
The accumulated lead in rats' organs was determined using a Flameless Atomic Absorption
spectrophotometer (Analytik Jena-Germany), following the method described by [30]. One gram was
digested by 2.5 ml of HNO3+0.5 ml HCLO4 in a conical flask (100ml). The flasks were left for an
hour at room temperature, then placed on Hotplate at 100° C until the appearance of red fumes, then
the temperature was raised to 200 °C, until the formation of white vapor. The remaining yellow color
liquid was dissolved in nitric acid and used for lead detection after suitable dilution.
2.8. Biochemical tests
Alkaline phosphatase (ALP), Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), Aspartate aminotransferase (AST)
activities, total protein and albumin concentrations were determined by using the Spanish origin
Biosystem A15 automated device. GSH was measured according to [31]. SOD and CAT activities
were determined by Using the Elab science Analysis Kits. MDA was measured according to the
method described by [32].
2.9. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis of the results by using the statistical program SPSS (V.21), as the statistical
analysis included calculating the mean and the standard error. The complete random design was used,
and the mean of the coefficients was compared using a modified Least Significant Difference test at a
0.05 significant level.
3.Results
Rats were treated with 160 mg/kg b.wt./d. of seed extract of M. oliefera for 45 days. All rats in this
group remain healthy. They did not show any significant changes in their behaviour or all studied
parameters (accumulated lead, the activity of enzymes and concentration of proteins). The
bioaccumulated lead was estimated in the liver, kidney, spleen and muscle of rats (Table 1). The lead
concentrations in the control animals (group A) and animals, which given Moringa seed extract MSE
(Group B) were between 5.1-8.4mg/kg in all tested organs. Its concentrations in animals exposed to
commercial lead nanoparticles CPbNP (group C) in all tested organs were between 25.3 -30.8 mg/kg,
which revealed a highly significant difference in comparing with groups A and B (P≤0.05). whereas in
rats treated with MSE+CPbNP (group D) was 12.5 and 16.5 mg/kg, which differs significantly
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(P≤0.05) in comparison with other groups. The liver's accumulated lead was the highest among other
organs in different groups except for the animals' liver treated with Moringa.
Table 1. Lead bioaccumulation in the organs of rats. A (control), B, MSE (Moringa Seed Extract), C,
CPbNP (commercial lead nanoparticles).
Organs
Groups
A (Control)
B (MSE)
C (CPbNP)
D (CPbNP+MSE)

Liver
(mg/kg)
8.4043±0.46570b
5.3960±0.36341a
30.8166±1.12046e
16.8850±0.89757c

Kidney
(mg/kg)
6.8893±0.49005a
6.4565±0.37649a
25.3794±1.21682c
13.7378±0.76439b

Spleen
(mg/kg)
6.3002±0.52075ab
5.5837±0.10814a
25.7768±0.24178d
13.2402±0.45598c

Muscle
(mg/kg)
6.4960±0.55923ab
5.1599±0.18794a
25.8280±0.33186d
12.5153±0.24273c

Data are represented as mean ±SE n=7, P≤0.05. Different letters refer to significant differences among the treatments.

Table (2) showed the concentrations of total serum proteins, albumin and the enzymes serum ALT,
AST and ALP. By comparison, to control (group A), the CPbNP group (C) displayed significantly
elevated levels of serum ALT, AST and ALP, (P≤0.05) but significantly reduced levels of total serum
proteins and albumin (P≤0.05). There is an improvement in hepatic function parameters observed in
the PbNP +MSE (group D).
Table 2. The result of commercial lead nanoparticles and seed extract of Moringa on serum markers
of liver damage. A(control), B, MSE (Moringa seed extract), C,CPbNP (commercial lead
nanoparticles), D, (MSE+CPbNP).
Parameters
Groups

AST
(U/L)

ALT
(U/L)

ALP
(K.A.U./100ml)

Total protein
(g/dl)

Albumin
(g/dl)

A (Control)
B (MSE)
C (CPbNP)
D
(CPbNP+MSE)

47.2857±1.44279a
50.0000±2.27826a
64.5714±2.53412d

50.7143±1.42619a
48.2857±2.02031a
61.3571±2.57902c

563.0000±35.6517ab
497.2857±40.0896a
690.1429±20.0674c

52.4286±2.31822c
49.8571±3.69960c
38.5714±1.58651a

36.9286±2.65570c
32.7857±3.57547bc
21.6143±1.00058a

56.0714±1.32030bc

52.2143±1.21429ab

596.1429±5.70893b

50.7143±2.17906c

25.4286±1.14657ab

Data are represented as mean ±SE n=7, P≤0.05. Various letters refer to significant differences among the treatments.

The levels of the antioxidants GSH, SOD, CAT and MDA were estimated (Figure 3). A significantly
elevated level of MDA was found in the PbNP exposed animals (group C) in comparison with control
animals (group A) (P≤0.05), but significantly reduced levels of GSH, SOD and catalase (P≤0.05).
Moringa revealed improvement changes in oxidative stress markers in the MSE+PbNP (D group).
Table 3. The results of commercial lead nanoparticles and seed extract of Moringa on oxidants
parameters. A(control), B, MSE (Moringa seed extract), C,CPbNP (commercial lead nanoparticles),
D, (MSE+CPbNP).
Parameters
Groups
A (Control)
B (MSE)
C (CPbNP)
D (CPbNP+MSE)

CAT
(U/ml)

GSH
(µmol/L)

SOD
(U/ml)

MDA
(µmol/L)

2.3583±0.16137a
2.4417±0.20276a
6.2333±0.83479c
2.5166±0.33530a

20.4239±1.19882c
21.1656±0.47940c
11.7614±2.59223a
16.8125±2.61772bc

208.8857±23.1697b
211.0000±4.54475b
90.7286±2.93474a
142.7857±48.8149ab

7.0765±0.33562cd
7.2921±0.30198d
6.1765±0.03419a
6.7312±0.04879bc

Data are represented as mean ±SE n=7, P≤0.05. Different letters refer to significant differences among the treatments.

4.Discussion
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This study aimed to investigate the protective role of Moringa seed extract (MSE) against the toxicity
of commercial lead nanoparticles (CPbNP). The lead was found to be accumulated in different organs
of rat [33]. The accumulation was mainly in the liver, led to toxic effects, enzymes inhibition,
oxidative stress [34]. In this investigation, rats were treated with lead nanoparticles (CPbNP). The
organs: liver, kidney, spleen and muscles accumulated significant concentrations of lead. The liver got
a high concentration of lead (CPbNP group), but Moringa seed extract in combination with lead
(CPBNP+MSE- group D) reduced accumulated metal to about a half. This reduction may be due to the
Moringa ability to bind with toxic metal ions and form complex structures out of the body, as in
chelating agents [35]. The present study revealed that exposed rats to CPbNP exhibited higher
activities of serum ALT, AST and ALP and reduced levels in total serum proteins and serum albumin
in comparison to control, which may indicate the cellular leakage and hepatic cell membranes
functional disability. These results and conclusions were in agreement with those obtained by the
effects of MSG [36, 37, 38], 4-tet-acetyphenol [39] and acetaminophen [40]. The ameliorative
alterations observed in the accumulated lead, hepatic enzymes ALT, AST, ALP, total protein and
albumin in rats treated with PbNP in combination with seed extract of Moringa, corroborating other
studies' results [41, 42]. The cause for cellular toxicity may be due to lipid peroxidation in the
presence of PbNP. This study reported that the PbNP group had significantly higher serum MDA
levels (P<0.05) and considerably lower levels of GSH, SOD and catalase (P< 0.05). Thus, high levels
of lipid peroxidation may be deduced to damage the hepatic tissue and inhibit the capacity of
antioxidants to remove excess ROS output [43]. The obtained results were in agreement with [41],
where that M. oleifera increased antioxidant enzymes' activity, improving the condition of liver
antioxidants, while neutralizing the hepatotoxic effect triggered by paracetamol. Our study is also
consistent with [44], who found that Moringa seed extract can neutralize acetaminophen's hepatotoxic
effects. As a result, the current study presents evidence that the acetonic-alcoholic Moringa oliefera
seeds extract provides effectively, protection against the changes caused by commercial lead
nanoparticles in rats.
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Abstract. The inhibitory activity of 5 plant extracts, Allium sativum, Opuntia ficus-indica,
Malva parviflora, Mentha spicata and Plantago lanceolata with concentration 50 % and 100 %
were assessed against the mycelial growth of Pythium fungus in vivo and in vitro. Results
showed that all the concentrations of plant extracts give significant inhibition in the mycelial
growth of Pythium fungus; the highest concentration (100 %) prevented large amounts of
mycelial growth followed by lower concentration (50 %) of plant extracts. Opuntia extract at
100 % concentration gave great effective in inhibition of Pythium`s mycelial production, which
gave 100 per cent inhibition ratio while 50 per cent concentration gave 77.28 % inhibition ratio
followed by other plant extracts, Mentha, Allium sativum, Plantago, then Malva respectively.
In vivo experiments, tomato seed infused in five plant extracts separately and then sown with
soil contaminated with Pythium fungus and watered after that with these five plant extracts.
After 30 days, the length of the stems and roots were measured in centimetres. While the
tomato seeds which were soaked with distilled water and then sown in polluted soil with
fungus Pythium, and watered with distilled water (control) did not show any growth.
.

Keywords. Pythium, biological control, plant extracts, Mentha, Allium, Opuntia, Malva,
Plantago, in vivo, in vitro.

1. Introduction
Fungiform diseases cause a significant loss of many economic crops worldwide. Fungi have the
greatest impact on the reduction of crop productivity or post-harvest losses, leading to a massive loss
for the human race [1]. It is estimated that crop losses from fungal infection are around 14 percent [2].
World annual crop losses as a result of diseases were estimated at US$ 25,000 million, a major part of
which is due to seed-borne fungal pathogens [3]. Several pathogens, including Alternaria species are
degrading the fruit quality, reducing and making market values unsuitable for human consumption [4].
Plants are the sources of natural pesticides that lead to the development of new pesticides [5]. The use
of plants or plant products as fungicides is very critical and requires further attention [6]. The extracts
and oils of plants in particular formed the basis of many applications, including raw and processed
food preservation, pharmaceutical, alternative medicinal products and natural therapies [7]. Extracts
from many plants have recently become popular and have become scientifically interested in their
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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antibacterial and antifungal function [8]. With a view to creating an eco-friendly antifungal control
strategy, in the present study, different concentrations of five plant extracts including Allium sativum,
Opuntia ficus-indica, Malva parviflora, Mentha spicata and Plantago lanceolata were assessed for
their antifungal activity.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant extracts preparation
Cold, aqueous extracts of five plants' leaves: Allium sativum, Opuntia ficus- indica, Malva parviflora,
Mentha spicata and Plantago lanceolata were obtained to prepare of 50 % and 100 % of plant extracts
by using sterilized distilled water; 10 g of leaves of each plant were washed, then mortar and pestle
were used to grind leaves with 100 ml distilled water. The plants material was homogenized for 10
min by homogenizer then filtered with two layered of gauze then with filter paper. The filtrate was
centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 15 minute, those solutions were considered traditional (100 per cent)
solutions. The other 50 per cent concentration was prepared by adding equivalent amounts of distilled
water to the normal solution.
2.2. The experiment (in vitro)
The plant extracts were combined with the medium potato dextrose agar (2 ml of extract for 18 ml of
PDA), then Sprinkled on Petri dishes, Petri dishes were inoculated after media solidification by
placing 4 mm mycelial disks of Pythium fungus (from the active colony) in the center of each plate.
The pure fungus was obtained from laboratory fungi, Department of Biology, University of Al-Anbar.
Three replicates for each concentration were packed, then the plates were incubated at 28º C and
recorded the results after 7 days of incubation. Petri dishes without plant extracts considered as
control.
2.3. Inhibition factor calculation (Percent)
The percent inhibition for Various concentrations were computed as follows:
Inhibition of growth (percent)= [(Dc-Dt)/Dc]* 100 (percent) [9].
Dc= Fungal colony average diameter in control
Dt= fungal colony average diameter in treatment.
2.4. The experiment (in vivo)
2.4.1. Seeds preparation
Tomato seeds Lycopersicon esculentum was soaked with plant extracts (100 %) in petri dishes for 24
h. In the first dish, tomato seeds was soaked in sterile distilled water (control); the second dish, tomato
seeds was soaked with Allium sativum extract ; the third dish, tomato seeds was soaked with Opuntia
extract; and soaked with Plantago extract in the fourth dish, and soaked with Malva and Mentha in the
fifth and sixth dish.
2.4.2. Soil and peatmoss sterilization and planting tomato seeds
In our research, we performed a pot culture experiment to test the efficacy of five plant extracts
against damping-off and root rot of tomato, Lycopersicon esculentum. Disinfected tomato seeds in 2
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per cent sodium hypochlorite for 1 minute, rinsed in distilled sterile water and dried overnight [10].
Tomato seeds were grown at four seeds per pot. mixed soil and peat moss with ratio 1 : 2 and
sterilized by autoclave for 30 min then left for 7 days, and putting in the pots. The soil polluted with
Pythium fungus (three day-old actively growing mycelial discs) five discs, 4.5 mm for each pots then
the seeds (soaking seeds) were planted in the pots and watered with the five extracts (each one alone)
the control watered with distilled water every two days then left for growth (in greenhouse) until reach
to 30 days in age. For each treatment three replicates were preserved . The shoot length and root length
(cm) were recorded at 30 days after planting.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. In vitro
The results of the study referred, That the inhibitory function of all plant extracts showed major
variations against mycelial growth of the pythium fungus.
3.2. Impact of 5 plant extracts on in vitro growth of Pythium fungus.
The results showed (Table 1, Figure 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) that five plant extracts triggered a significant
inhibition of the growth of Pythium fungus. The 50 per cent concentration of Opuntia extract was the
most effective against Pythium and caused the highest inhibition of mycelia production (77.28 %)
followed by Allium sativum (60.60 %), Mentha spicata (53.30 %), Plantago lanceolata (26.65 %),
Malva parviflora (15.06 %). The results also showed, Opuntia with concentration 100 % was the most
effective against Pythium and gave great inhibition of mycelia growth ( 100 %) followed by Mentha
spicata (69.85 %), Allium sativum (60.78 %), Plantago lanceolata (38.72 %) and Malva parviflora
(38.35%). [11] Zena et al. (2013) mentioned that Mentha extract contain tannins, alkaloids, phenols,
flavones, resins and saponins which have very important role in inhibition of many pathogenic
organisms. Also [12] mentioned that the alkaloids compound has direct contact with plasma
membrane of microorganisms which has proteins and lipids, or it interferes with a series of metabolic
reactions of the microscopic organism which is very necessary for the growth and production of
spores.
Table 1. Impact of 5 plant extracts on in vitro growth of Pythium.
Growth inhibition ( %)
Plant extracts

Allium sativum
Opuntia ficus-indica
Malva parviflora
Mentha spicata
Plantago lanceolata
Control (PDA without extract)

Mean. 50 conc.

Mean. 100 conc.

60.60
77.28
15.06
53.30
26.65
0

60.78
100
38.35
69.85
38.72
0
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Figure 1. Impact of 5 plant extracts on in vitro growth of Pythium.

Figure 2. A (replicate; 1,2,3) PDA with 50% Opuntia extract and cultured with Pythium fungus.
B (replicate; 1,2,3) PDA with 100% Opuntia extract and cultured with Pythium fungus.
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Figure 3. A (replicate; 1, 2, 3) PDA with 50% Mentha extract and cultured with Pythium fungus
B (replicate; 1,2,3) PDA with 100% Mentha extract and cultured with Pythium fungus.

Figure 4. A (replicate; 1, 2, 3) PDA with 50% Plantago extract and cultured with Pythium fungus.
B (replicate; 1, 2, 3) PDA with 100% Plantago extract and cultured with Pythium fungus.
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Figure 5. A (replicate; 1, 2, 3) PDA with 100% Allium sativum extract and cultured with Pythium
fungus.
B (replicate; 1, 2, 3) PDA with 50% Allium sativum extract and cultured with Pythium
fungus.

Figure 6. Control (Replicate; 1, 2, 3) PDA without plant extract and cultured with pythium fungus.
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Table 2. Effect of five plant water extracts on shoot length.

Plant
extracts
Allium
Opuntia
Malva
Plantago
Mentha
control

Shoot length(cm)
mean
Std.
Deviation
13.966 cd
1.436
15.066 e
1.563
11.433 b
0.611
12.666 bc
0.568
14.566 de
0.650
0.000
a
0.000

Numbers with similar letters are not significantly different from each other.

Table 3. Effect of five plant water extracts on root length.

Plant
extract
Allium
Opuntia
Malva
Plantago
Mentha
control

Root length (cm)
mean
3.733
4.800
3.700
3.433
4.500
0.00

bc
d
b
b
cd
a

Std.
Deviation
0.568
0.458
0.435
0.503
0.871
0.00

Numbers with similar letters are not significantly different from each other.
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Abstract. The most important features that we have reached through this study, are shown the
cross-section of root were in the secondary growth stage and the epidermis of leaf were
studded by stomata complex, the type of it was anomocytic that’s mean no have subsidiary
cells around the guard cells, the mesophyll bifacial also the midrib region of leaf like the pear
and the vascular bundle located in the center crescent in shape. The cross-sections of petiole
ovate shape with two ears in the lateral side and the vascular bundles crescent in shape. The
cross-section of fruits circular component of three-layer the outer layer pericarp, mesocarp, and
the endocarp, surrounding the ovary or the seeds.

Keywords. Solanum nigrum, Solanaceae, Anatomy, Iraq.

1. Introduction
Solanum nigrum, the common name wolf grape, black nightshade or blackberry nightshade, also refer
that it is an annual herbaceous plant belonging to the Solanaceae family, it is a widespread species that
contain alkaloids and is considered toxic [1]. The species may reach a meter height, leaves are Flat
with white-colored flowers appear in numbers from four to ten, the fruits of the plant are green in the
first place, and then they become black or blue, juicy, sweet when ripe, and contain many small
kidney-shaped seeds, and are collected in the autumn, the plant distribute in fields, orchards, gardens,
canal banks, deserted places, and spreads all over the world [2]. The whole plant contains Solanine,
Asparagine, Lutein, Tannin, linoleic acid, and Palmitic acid, the plant is used medicinally as a sedative
and skin softening agent. This plant began to be used since its anesthetic and paralytic effect on nerve
endings was known. Fruit juice has a pain-relieving effect by letting a drop of the juice evaporate over
the sore tooth [3]. [4] refers that the fruits of the plant cause poisoning in children when they are eaten,
especially if the fruits are not fully ripe and their color is between red and purple, and too much eating
the loss of the latter cause of memory and consciousness and often leads to poisoning and then death
because they contain steroidal alkaloids. The foliage also harms livestock when grazing on them. This
is not recommended to use the plant internally due to its toxic effects, but it can be used externally to
relieve some pain such as joint pain [5]. There are a few studies and data concerning the anatomy of S.
nigrum in describing some species of the family Solanaceae only original anatomical characteristics
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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have been given by [6]. [7] also studied the morphological and anatomical characteristics of vegetative
parts of some species belonging to Solanaceae family like S. nigrum, S. americanum, S. sarrachoides,
and S. ptycanthum. They noticed that they varied in relation to environmental conditions. As well as
[8] refers to the Anatomical and Comparative study of selected wild species from the family
Solanaceae in Iraq included S. nigrum.
The aim of this study is to investigate the important anatomical features for the parts of the species S.
nigrum, to recognize the tissues and cells, and to be able to distinguish between the other species in the
same genus.
2. Materials and Methods
The species collected from the herbal garden at AL- Rashidiya city north of Baghdad (Latitude of
Rashidiya: 33, 5528 (3333'10.080"N), Longitude of Rashidiya: 44, 3725 (4422'21.000"E)) at April
2019. The plant material was identified and authenticated by Flora of Turkey [9] and flora of Nouvelle
Flore du Liban et de la Syrie [10]. Firstly the parts of plant like as root, stem, leaves and fruits were
kept in formalin acetic acid alcohol (FAA) for 48 hours, which was prepared according to [11] as
follow: 50 ml of Ethyl alcohol, 5 ml of Glacial acetic acid, 10 ml of Formaldehyde 37 to 40%
concentration and 35 ml Distilled water, then the samples were washed by distilled water and were
kept in 70% Ethyle alcohol. The epidermis of leaves was prepared according to[12] were peeling by a
razor blade and washing with distilled water then put in 5% sodium hypochlorite for 5 mins to remove
the chlorophyll pigment. The sectioning parts of root, stem, leaf, petiole, and fruit were done by hand
section, the procedure was performed according to [13], the fresh material sectioned by a razor blade
into thin and small pieces then put in 0.5% sodium hypochlorite for 5 mins to clear the tissue and
remove the chlorophyll pigment. Finally all the samples are put on the slide and mounted by cover
slides and fixed by Olympus KRÜSS light microscope then photographed using AmScope camera.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Cross section of root
The shape of the outline root is circular, and in the secondary growth stage, that’s mean that this stage
consists of the first annual ring in the plant. The root covered by the periderm, the thickness of it
reached to 16.2 µm followed by several rows of parenchyma tissues longitudinal and ovate cells
known the cortex and they are interspersed the cells of the cortex the ordinary schizogenous
intercellular spaces and the thickness of it 25.4 µm. The vascular cylinder is consist of xylem and
phloem, the thickness of it 266.7 µm, the pith located in the center of the stem filled with parenchyma
cells and the thickness of it reached to 75.8 µm (Figures 1).
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Figure 1. Root cross section of Solanum nigrum.
3.2. Cross section of stem
The shape of the outline stem is tetragonal, the cross section of the stem consists of a uniseriate
epidermis covered by cuticle, the cuticle thickness 3.4 µm and the epidermis thickness 18.9 µm, and
the cortex consists of 2 layers, the first one is located under the epidermis and consist of the
collenchyma tissue and after it comes the second layer of parenchyma tissues, the thickness of cortex
34.7 µm. The vascular bundles are collateral and open and take the shape of a stem, consist of xylem
and phloem, the vascular thickness is 107.9 µm, the pith located in the center of the stem filled with
parenchyma cells and the cells circular and the ordinary schizogenous intercellular space among it
(Figures 2), the result agrees with [6].

Figure 2. Stem cross section of Solanum nigrum.
3.3. Study of leaves
The epidermis of the leaf shows the stomata complex, the type of stomata was anomocytic that’s mean
it has no subsidiary cells around the guard cells, the guard cells are kidney shaped and the anticlinal
walls of epidermal cells are wavy, (Figures 3), this agrees with [7] who refer that the stomata of these
species are anomocytic to anisocytic, somewhat larger in S. nigrum, which can be explained by its
polyploidy. The transfer section of the leaf consists of the upper and lower uniseriate epidermis, the
upper epidermis is covered by cuticle with the thickness ranging from 2.1µm, also the cells of upper
epidermis ovule shape and the thickness of it is 35.5 µm, while the thickness of the lower epidermis is
20.4 µm. The leaf described as the bifacial mesophyll consists of palisade layers and spongy layers,
the thickness of palisade layers was 95.5 µm and the thickness of spongy layers was 153.7 µm
(Figures 4). The midrib region of the leaf have a pear-like shape, the epidermis is covered with the
eglandular uniseriate and multicellular trichomes followed by the cortex and the vascular bundle
located in the center have crescent in shape ranged to 195.5 µm include xylem and phloem (Figures 5),
the results agree with [14].
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Figure 3. Surface view of epidermis in the species Solanum nigrum.

Figure 4. Leaf blade cross section of Solanum nigrum.

Figure 5. Cross section of leaf midrib of Solanum nigrum.
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3.3.1. Petiole cross section:
The cross sections of petiole ovate shape with two ears in the lateral side, the epidermis was uniseriate
covered with a cuticle, the average thickness of it 1.5 µm and many unicellular and uniseriate
trichomes diffuse on it, the average thickness of the petiole epidermis reached to 16.5 µm. And below
the epidermis, the cortex is located, the average thickness of the cortex ranged from 38.2 µm. Whilst
the vascular bundles are crescent in shape and are found in the center of the pith which consists of
xylem and phloem (Figures 6), the results agrees with [8].

Figure 6. Petiole cross section of Solanum nigrum.
3.4. Cross section of fruits and seeds:

The cross section of the fruits have circular component of three layers; the outer layer is
known as the pericarp, followed by the mesocarp, and the endocarp, which (the endocarp) is
the inner layer surrounding the ovary or the seeds (Figures 7).

Figure 7. Fruit cross section of Solanum nigrum.
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Abstract. Objective: This project aimed to study the morphological description and
histological structure of ileum in Iraqi black partridge (Francolinus francolinus). Methods: To
conduct this investigation, 20 healthy Iraqi black partridge were collected from local suppliers.
Birds were euthanized, dissected and then specimens were processed for histological and
histochemical staining techniques. Results: A morphological study showed that the ileum
appears as a short narrow tubular structure. It extends from the wide end of the jejunum and
ends in the Ileo-caecal junction region. Histologically, the wall ileum consists of four tunica
mucosa, submucosa, muscularis and serosa. The mucosa was lined by simple columnar
epithelium with goblet cells. The muscularis mucosa is arranged in two thick layers of smooth
muscle fibers, outer longitudinal and inner circular bundles. The tunica submucosa was a thin
layer of fibrous connective tissue. Tunica serosa was loose connective tissue covered by
mesothelium. The goblet cells gave a positive reaction with PAS stain. Conclusion: Goblet
cells neutral mucopolysaccharide secretions; in fact, the latter stain is an indicator mucin
substance which are very important in digestion and absorption and subsequent body growth of
the bird.

Keywords. Histomorphological study, Ileum, Iraqi Black Partridge.

1. Introduction
The food mechanism is an important determinant of the success of the adaptation of birds in their
environment, also the nature of nutrition and the way it is obtained is considered as an effective factor
on the morphological and histological composition of the digestive tracts parts [1, 2]. The digestive
system in birds is necessary to convert the food intake by the bird into simple materials used by the
body to carry out its daily activities. Food is then transformed into crude materials that synthesis,
nutrition and restore the cells of the body through the destruction of food molecules, absorption and
transmission through the bloodstream and the body disposes of its remains. The small intestine is the
first site concerned with the breakdown of enzymes, in addition to absorption of carbohydrates, fatty
acids, and amino acids [3]. The small intestine in birds is characterized by its length and frequent
wrap, the small intestine begins from the back end of the stomach and ends with the ileo-caecal
junction and divides into three parts: duodenum (part one), jejunum (middle part) and ileum (last part)
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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[4, 5]. Iraqi black partridge (Francolinus francolinus) returns to Phasianidae family of Galliformes
order, and all of this family’s birds are wild and are called the same name to the male and female as
well as they rely on the grains as food (Graniivorous) [6]. The aim of study is designated to determine
the Morphological description and histological structure of ileum in Iraqi black partridge (Francolinus
francolinus).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Birds Collection
Twenty of Iraqi black partridge (Francolinus francolinus) collected from local suppliers in Baghdad
Province.
2.2. Morphological Study
Gross morphology, topographical relationship in situ and other anatomical observations were studied.
The ileum was identified and photographed in situ using a Digital Sony camera.
2.3. Histological and Histochemical Preparation
For histological study, the specimens were fixed in neutral buffered formalin of 10% concentration for
48 hours. After well fixation, the specimens were dehydrated by passing them through a series of
ascending ethanol concentrations (70, 80, 90 and 100 %) and then the specimens were cleared by
xylene. After that, they were embedded in paraffin wax, then the blocks were sectioned at 3-5 μm
thickness and stained with the following stains: Hematoxylin and eosin routine stain for general
features identification. The histological examination was done by using light microscope (Kruss) and
photographed using (14.1) mega pixels power digital Sony camera. In the histochemical study,
sections were stained with Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) and was used for the illustration of the goblet
cells and the basement membranes of the epithelial lining of the ileum [7].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological Study
The results of the gross examination showed that the ileum appears in the form of a short tubular
composition of a thin diameter, the jejunum is associated with ileum by a fold of mesenteric
membrane to form together a group of coils or irregularly shaped open twists. The ileum begins at the
wide end of the jejunum and ends with the ileo-caecal junction. The caeca appear conjoined along the
sides of the ileum, as the ileum appears less diameter at the bottom near the area of contact with the
caecum (Figure 1). Because of the absence of vitlline diverticulum or what is known as Meckel's
diverticulum, there is no separation border between the jejunum and the ileum but there is a clear
difference in diameter (Figure 2). The results of the current study are consistent with those of [8] in
Coturinx coturinx and are contrary to the results of [9] in Anas platyrhynchos, which stated that the
jejunum and the ileum were arranged in large parallel rings taking the letter U overlapping with each
other.
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Figure 1. The position of jejunum and ileum is illustrated within the body of Iraqi black
partridge, jejunum (J), ileum (I), ileo-caecal junction (ICJ), mesenteric membranes
(MeM), the rectum (R), the cloaca (CI).

Figure 2. difference between jejunum (J), ileum (I), caecum (C), duodenum (D), pancreas
(Pa), mesenteric membranes (MeM) in the Iraqi black partridge.
3.2. Light microscopic observation
The ileum wall consists of four main tunicae represented by the tunica mucosa, the tunica submucosa,
tunica muscularis, and tunica serosa (Figure 3), which is consistent with the results of [10] study.
However, it contradicts the results of [11] when the researcher studies the Japanese Quail (Coturnix
Coturnix Japonica) study which showed that the ileum consists of three tunicae represented by
mucosa, muscularis and serosa. This variation in compatibility seems to have something to do with the
structural composition based on functional need as well as the specificity of the bird in this study.
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3.2.1. Tunica Mucosa
Tunica mucosa consists of three secondary layers represented by the lining epithelium, lamina propria
and muscularis mucosa (Figure 4) this result in agreement with [12] when the researcher studies the
guinea fowl, while differ from those of Corvus albus study [13], which showed the absence of
muscularis mucosa layer in the tunica mucosa.
3.2.1.1. Lining epithelium
The tunica mucosa consists of villi coated by simple columnar epithelium tissue, in which the main
columnar cells have a pale cytoplasm, and the nucleus is spherical clearly pigmented, located in the
last third of the cell, and based on a membrane basement membrane. The apical surface of the cell is
characterized by the presence of a striated border and spread between the columnar cells. Many of the
goblet cells possess a swollen apical surface (Figure 5) and this result was identical to the results of
[12]. Epithelial cells absorb sugars, amino acids, fatty acids, water and other useful substances [14].
The results of histochemical study showed a positive reaction with periodic acid Schiff (PAS) stain
(Figure 5) and used this reagent to confirm the presence of glycoprotein and polymucosaccharides in
the goblet cells, basal membrane and striated border. Therefore, the mucin substances stained by
purple color and this result came with similar of [15] study. The villi in ileum is characterized by
different lengths and some of them take a finger shape (Figure 6) while a few of them show a leaf
shape containing some meanders (Figure 7). This result was in full compliance with the results of Tyto
alba and Columba palumbus [16] and Anas platyrhynchos [17]. The presence of meanders in leaf
shape villi may be due to the fact that nutrient absorption is more efficient when the villi are arranged
in this way than if they were parallel; as well as the passage of nutrition will take less time than if the
surface was plane. Moreover, the connection between the nutrients and the surface of the cells would
be better [18]. The results of the current study differ from those of the Japanese quail Coturnix
coturnix japonica study [11], where the villi appeared in the spatula shape. The goblet cells produce a
mixture of glycoproteins called mucinogen that acts to lubrication of the intestinal tract as well as
protecting them from infection with pathogens, viruses and stomach acidity [19].
3.2.1.2. Lamina propria
The lamina propria is composed of loose connective tissue in which blood vessels, lacteal lymphatic
vessels, smooth muscle fibers and nuclei of connective tissue cells are spread as well as positioned
intestinal glands (Figure 4). This finding is consistent with the results of Ara ararauna [20], while
contrary to [11] study in the Japanese quail Coturnix coturnix japonica, as it was shown that the
lamina propria is composed of irregular dense connective tissue contain on reticular fiber, smooth
muscle fiber and many blood vessels. This variation in tissue type may be due to the tissue structure
associated with the functional specificity performed by the small intestine. The connective tissue that
is the component of the lamina propria in partridge at the current study is composed of most
connective tissue cells whose main function is support as well as the collagenous and elastic fibers that
gain strength and flexibility. Intestinal glands, or Crypts of Lieberkuhn, open in the base of the villi
which are simple tubular gland and their wall consists of low columnar cells with pale cytoplasm and
spherical nuclei located near the base of the cell. The presence of goblet cells with mucin secretion and
basal cells (Stem cells) these cells are based on a basement membrane and surround these cells with a
small cavity (Figure 8) and this result corresponds to [12, 21]. These glandular units produce a large
number of digestive enzymes whose role lies in facilitating the digestion and absorption of food such
as peptidase enzymes and disaccharides that digest dietary bonds [22]. Enteroendocrine cells that
appear within the cells lining the intestinal glands are few in number, and are characterized by their
pyramidal shape and nucleus spherical shape and occupy a base position of the cell. These cells are
characterized by the presence of secretion granules near the bottom of the nucleus present mainly in
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the crypts and occasionally on the villi, these Enteroendocrine cells are of different types. (Figure 8).
The histological examination also showed the presence of a limited number from Paneth cells in the
bases of the intestinal glands. Paneth cells are characterized as pyramidal cells with cytoplasm
containing secretory granules receptive to acidic stains (Figure 9). The importance of enteroendocrine
cells is that they are responsible for the secretion of hormones that control the movement of the
intestine are organized. Paneth cells are responsible for the production of lysozyme enzymes, which
play an important role in the elimination of pathological bacteria [22].
3.2.1.3. Muscularis mucosa
This layer consists of two layers of smooth muscle fibers, longitudinal and circular. The longitudinal
muscle fibers lie out wards in the form of bundles thicker than circular muscle fibers. Circular muscle
fibers located inward the layers of muscle are separated with auerbrach's plexus of nerves (Figure 10).
The results of the current study are similar to the results of Anas platyrhynchos [17] and are contrary
to the results of Otus scor brucie study because of this layer is missing [23]. The importance of this
secondary layer lies in the mixing process and the movement of nutrients through contraction within
the gut, particularly in the small intestine [24].
3.2.2. Tunica Submucosa
It consists of areolar connective tissue which contains blood capillaries, lymphatic and nerves in the
ileum (Figure 10) and this result is consistent with the results of the Guinea fowl study [12].
3.2.3. Tunica Muscularis
This tunica consists of two smooth muscle fiber layers, where the inner smooth muscle fiber sits in a
circular order and thicker. While the second layer appears with a longitudinal order and a lower
thickness located outward, as interspersed between these two secondary layers are thin tapes of fibrous
connective interspersed with blood and lymphatic vessels and nerves (Auerbach's plexus) as well as
collagenous and elastic fibers (Figure 10 and 11). This result is consistent with the result of Tyto alba
[16] and a contrast with Japanese quail Coturnix coturinx japonica study, as the tunica muscularis
consists of three secondary layers interior and external longitudinal arrangement, while the middle is
circular in order [11]. Circular muscles contribute to the expansion of the small intestine diameter
while the longitudinal muscles work in the mechanism of pushing food towards the large intestine, and
therefore we find that both layers come together to complement the other to complete digestion.
3.2.4. Tunica Serosa
This layer is represented by loose connective tissue. The areolar connective tissue is covered by simple
squamous mesothelium interspersed with blood vessels, nerves and adipose tissue and bordered from
the outside by a row of mesothelium cells (Figure 11). This result was consistent with the results of
[18], in the brown falcon Falco berigora.
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Figure 3. Cross section in the ileum wall for the Iraqi black partridge showing the four
tunicae: mucosa (M), submucosa (Sm), muscularis (Mu), serosa (S), lumen (L) (H&E
x4).

Figure 4. Transverse section in the ileum wall for the Iraqi black partridge showing the
three secondary layers of mucosa tunica: lining epithelium (LE), lamina propria (LP),
muscularis mucosa (MM) (H&E x 40).

Figure 5. Cross section in the ileum wall for the Iraqi black partridge showing the
components of the lining epithelium and the medullary of the villi (CV), columnar cell
(CC), goblet cell (GC), a striated border (SB), base membrane (BM) (PAS x100).
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Figure 6. Cross section in the wall of the ileum for the Iraqi black partridge showing the
finger shape of the villi (V) (H&E x10).

Figure 7. Cross section in the wall of the ileum for the Iraqi black partridge showing the
leaf shape of the villi (V) (PAS x40).

Figure 8. Transverse section in the ileum wall for the Iraqi black partridge showing the
cells that formed the intestinal glands and the enteroendocrine cell (EC), columnar cell
(CC), goblet cell (GC), base cell (BC), basement membrane (BM) (H&E x100).
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Figure 9. Cross section in the intestinal gland bases of the ileum wall for the Iraqi black
partridge showing Panith cell (PC) (H&E x100).

Figure 10. Transverse section in the ileum wall for the Iraqi black partridge showing the
muscularis mucosa layer (MM) with its longitudinal muscular layer (Lml) and circular
muscle layer (Cml), as illustrated by tunica submucosa (Sm) and tunica muscularis (Mu)
by its longitudinal muscular layer (LML) and circular muscular layer (CML), blood
vessel (BV), Auerbach's plexus (AP) (H&E x40).

Figure 11. Cross section in the ileum wall for the Iraqi black partridge showing tunica
mucosa (Mu), circular muscular layer (CML), longitudinal muscular layer (LML), tunica
serosa (S), blood vessels (Bv) (H&E x10).
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Abstract. Yangonin “Ya” has been used for centuries as a herbal supplement, for its moodaltering properties. It has been used as a recreation agent, for relaxation, as well as for pain
relief. However, hepatotoxicity is a widespread problem associated with medicines in general.
Most herbal supplements are metabolized by the liver, and thus the liver represents the target
organ. At present, Yangonin toxicity appears to be “idiosyncratic”. Therefore, a study was
designed in order to investigate the organelle-based changes in hepatocytes, after treatment
with Yangonin alone and in combination with EtOH. Thirty rats were divided into five groups
comprising of six animals each. The groups comprised of the control groups {(NCx) & (PCx)},
Yangonin (Ya) group, ethanol (EtOH) group, and the combination of (Ya) and ethanol
(EtOH+Ya) group. The experiment was conducted over a period of 14 weeks, as a sub-chronic
study. At the end of the 14th week, mitochondria, peroxisome, rough and smooth endoplasmic
reticulum, and nuclei of hepatocytes, were evaluated using a scoring system. The results were
compared with histopathological findings, as well. Treatment with Ya significantly induced
hepatotoxic scores as compared to the control groups. Organelle injury scores increased
significantly with Ya treatment, while rats that received “EtOH+Ya” showed the severest
lesions of liver scores such as, severe hepatocellular degeneration, necrosis, and hypertrophy.
Ultrastructural and histopathological scores in both groups were in very strong correlation (r =
0.928 for EtOH, r = 0.921 for Ya alone and r = 0.903 for Ya plus EtOH group). In conclusion,
ethanol enhanced the sedative and hypnotic activity of Ya, and markedly increased toxicity.
Findings based on TEM examination of organelles, supported the histological results as well as
tissue lesions/injuries in hepatocytes, a result of hepatotoxin-induced hepatopathy.

Keywords. Hepatopathy, Yangonin, alcohol, ultrastructure, sER, mitochondria.

1. Introduction
Drug-induced hepatotoxicity has been cited as the most common reason for the withdrawal of
approved drugs from the market. In addition, 50% of acute liver failure cases in the United States,
have been attributed to drug-induced hepatic injury. The actual incidence of drug-induced hepatic
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of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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injury is difficult to estimate, as most cases are under-reported, or sourced from retrospective studies.
Another problem associated with determining prevalence, is the lack of information or data pertaining
to self-medication and use of herbal products that could interact adversely with prescription and nonprescription drugs [1, 2, 3]. Though the incidence of drug-induced hepatic injury appears to be quite
low, data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the U.S., has reported that,
about 1600 new acute cases of liver failure are reported annually, of which 41% are due to
paracetamol hepatotoxicity [4 ].The cases of adverse drug reactions and fatalities related to drugs, has
more than doubled, during the period between 1995 and 2005 [5]. A lot of the cases of drug-induced
liver injury are idiosyncratic, which means that the drug reactions cannot be predicted based on the
known pharmacological properties of the substance, and therefore are often missed during pre-clinical
stages of development. Regardless of their etiology, drug-induced hepatotoxicity is of major concern
to the pharmaceutical industry, during the development of drugs, not only due to the increased risk for
patients undergoing clinical trials but also to patients, after the launch of a new drug into the market. It
could also result in increased costs and losses for pharmaceutical industries, due to the recalling of a
drug at the later stages of development, or after it has been launched [6]. Piper methysticum Forster, is
an ancient crop originating from Oceania (Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia [7]. Piper
methysticum is cultivated for its rootstock which has been traditionally used to produce a drink. Piper
methysticum extracts (both fresh and dried rhizome and roots) were prepared by grinding it into an
aqueous suspension with water or coconut milk, and then strained and directly consumed [8, 9]. The
effects of Yangonin (is found in Piper methysticum root as the main component) are considered to be
mild, and less drastically mind-altering than most common drugs like alcohol, and when consumed in
moderate amounts, there are no aftereffects such as "hangovers". Piper methysticum drinks when
consumed, gives a sense of well-being, which is associated with its anxiolytic, sedative, muscle
relaxant, and diuretic properties, among others [8].8 Commonly observed side effects related to Piper
methysticum consumption include allergic reactions, red eyes, yellowing of the skin, gastrointestinal
complaints and lethargy, which affects the individual's appetite and ability to sufficiently eat [8, 10,
11]. In addition, due to confounding factors that may have contributed to the toxicity, it is difficult to
confirm whether there is a direct association between Piper methysticum and severe liver toxicity.
Therefore, we hypothesize that, a synergistic interaction between alcohol and Yangonin contributes to
marked increasing in cell toxicity, particularly hepatocytes. The main aim of this study was to
determine whether Yangonin (with or without alcohol) may predispose oxidative stress and free
radicals and then cytotoxicity, by affecting levels of availability of hepatic glutathione. Also, to search
the organelle-based changes in hepatocytes after Yangonin treatment (alone and in combination with
EtOH) in experimental rats. As well as, to determine the correlation of histopathological changes with
ultrastructural findings..
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Reagents
Yangonin is one of the six major kavalactones found in the kava plant. Commercially available
Yangonin extract, a medium yellow powder was used (70% Yangonin HPLC Piper Methysticin Root
extract) was obtained from Shaanxi Herb Sky Biotech Co., Ltd (Fiji) in one lot, which was received in
batch (JT160314). The powdered extract was gavaged to each animal after being dissolved in distilled
water (800 mg/kg. body weight/day). Below the chemical structure of “Yangonine” 4-Methoxy-6[(E)-2-(4-methoxyphenyl) ethenyl] pyran-2-one (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Chemical structure of Yangonine.
2.2. Animals and Exposure
The study was conducted in the Pathology Lab (Vet. Med/UPM). The protocol of the study was
approved by Animal Care and Use Committee (ACUC), Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University
Putra Malaysia (UPM) with UPM/IACUC/AUP-R082/2015, the reference number for notice of
approval. Thirty, nine-weeks-old Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing about 200±25gm were supplied with
LAR Unit. They were housed in animal cages under standard conditions with a period of 12 h
light/dark at 22 to 28°C and 70 to 80% relative humidity in the animal house, UPM. The animals were
allowed to acclimatize for seven days before the start of the experiments. The animals were dosed with
a standard rat chow pellet and allowed to drink water ad libitum.
2.3. Experimental Design
Animals were equally divided into five groups of approximately equal initial body weight, which are
considered as negative control (NCx), positive control (PCx) and treated groups (EtOH, Ya and
EtOH+Ya). The rats were examined for changes in body weight, feed and water intake, biochemical,
liver parameters, macroscopically, microscopically histological changes and ultrastructural changes.
At the end of the investigational period and under appropriate anesthesia by 87 mg ketamine/kg (b.w)
mixed with 13 mg xylazine /kg (b.w), the animals were subjected to cardiac puncture to collect blood
samples into sterile heparinized and non-heparinized test tubes for clinical chemistry study; the
animals were then sacrificed by cervical dislocation, and finally, liver was dissected and weighted
after being washed and blotted dry to somatic index determination. The absolute and the relative
weights [(Liver W./ body W.) × 100)] were recorded [12].
2.4. Histological examination
At sacrifice, whole necropsies were performed on all rats utilizing standardized methodology. Liver
weight, size and color were determined from all animals. Tissues including macroscopic abnormalities
were removed, fixed, and preserved in 10% neutral buffered formalin for microscopic evaluation. Four
to five micrometers (µm) thick sections were cut and mounted onto glass slides, stained with
hematoxylin and eosin (H & E), while for Transmission Electron Microscopy, small pieces of liver
(1mm3 slices) were immediately fixed in 4% glutaraldehyde buffer. Ultra-thin sections were collected
on copper grids, double-contrast staining was applied with uranyl acetate (100 mL methanol and 5 g
uranyl acetate) and Reynold’s lead nitrate solution (1.76 g sodium citrate, 1.33 g lead nitrate, 50 mL
distilled water and 8 mL 1N NaOH). Thin sections were examined under a transmission electron
microscope (Hitachi H7100 TEM, Japan) [13]. Twenty-Five cells from each specimen were examined.
Mitochondria, peroxisome, nuclei and smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER) of hepatocytes were
evaluated by using a previously described scoring system (Table 1). Twenty-Five nuclei, 60
mitochondria and 20 sER were examined for each animal.
2.5. Statistical analysis for histopathologic scores
The data was presented as mean ± SEM. In order to determine significant differences between groups,
the Mann-Whitney U test was used for histopathologic scores, and for ultrastructure scores the
Student’s t-test was employed. The Pearson correlation procedure was used to evaluate the correlation
of histopathological and ultrastructural scores. Values of P < 0.05, were considered statistically
significant.
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Table 1. Criteria for histopathological scoring system (light and transmission electron) microscope.
Light microscopy (H&E)
Severity of
Grade
Description
Hepatopathy
Minimal
1
0% of organ affected (normal histological appearance of hepatocytes).
1–39% of organ affected (congestion with slight sinusoidal space and
Mild
2
central vein dilatation).
40–79% of organ affected (cystic and fatty degeneration, hepatocellular
Moderate
3
hypertrophy and necrosis), and dilatation with congestion of sinusoids
and central vein.
80%–100% of organ affected. Greater severity of changes noted in grade
Marked
4
3 with Kupffer cells hyperplasia and hypertrophy and possible
(severe)
pathological evidence of liver damage/fibrosis and cirrhosis.
Transmission Electron Microscopy/TEM
Ultrastructure
Grade
Description
changes
0
Normal
1
Irregular chromatin distribution (margination, clumping)
Nucleus
2
Increased and aggregation of heterochromatin with fragmented irregular
affected
envelope
Degenerated and necrotic nucleus
3
sER and
peroxisome
proliferation
Cytoplasmic
vacuoles and
lipid droplets
accumulation

0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3

Normal
Slight dilatation
High proliferation and dilatation
Presence of large degenerated area and highly vacuolization of sER and
highly proliferation of peroxisome
Normal
Slight vacuolation of cytoplasm
Moderate number of lipid droplets with cytoplasmic vacuoles
Severe accumulation of lipid droplets in cytoplasm

3. Results
Throughout the course of the sub-acute experimental study, mortality was not observed in either of the
“Ya” alone groups, Ya in combination with EtOH group, nor any of the other treatment groups. The
most notable clinical abnormalities were observed in rats that were administered Ya, mainly those
given Ya in combination with EtOH. The abnormalities were observed from the first week of the trial
and increased gradually with time; this persisted for the duration of the experimental study. Clinical
findings included, abnormal breathing, ataxia, dehydration due to loss of appetite, indigestion,
lethargy, and loss of coordination. On the other hand, the withdrawal of 800mg/kg per day of Ya
ingestion (alone and in combination with alcohol), after the third week induced a detectable change in
behavioral patterns such as, increased sleeping time which subsequently lead to a decrease in the
amount of feed intake and water consumption. While, at the end of the experimental period, most of
clinical signs were as arching of the back, twitching as well as seizures, cutaneous lesions,
characterized by flaky, dry skin with at times yellowish discoloration, which caused peripheral scaly
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eruptions followed by hair loss (alopecia) beneath the lower jaw, known as Kani Kani lesions (Figure
2).
Ya

Ya

Et+Y
a

Et+Y
a

Figure 2. Photographs demonstrating the clinical observation throughout the sub-chronic trial. Ya
group: abnormal red, congested eyes of rats, ruffled coat with alopecia area (dermopathy lesion/ Kani
Kani lesion) beneath the lower jaw and under two eyes. Et+Ya group: severe eyes and lids congestion
with more severe Kani Kani lesion approximately for whole head especially under eyes with severe
weight loss, hunched posture, ruffled coat, head tilt.
3.1. Macroscopic investigation
Gross examination of the liver revealed various gross pathological changes among animals in the Ya
and EtOH+Ya groups. Multiple necrotic foci around 2-3 mm in diameter were seen in the liver of rats
belonging to both the Ya and Ya+EtOH groups, at 14 weeks. Significant lesions were observed in the
enlarged oily heavy liver of the Ya-intoxicated group, and similar gross changes in the liver were also
seen in the EtOH+Ya supplemented group, but much more severe. Also, the liver of rats from the
EtOH+Ya group, were mottled with a yellowish or pale appearance, sometimes darkened color, with
hepatic granuloma, as compared to the NCx group. The liver of EtOH intoxicated group, were mostly
pale, oily and enlarged.
NCx

PCx
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Ya

EtOH

Ya

Et+Ya

Figure 3. Photograph illustrating the gross morphological changes of liver. At necropsy, control (Cx)
showing a normal structure, color, size and weight for all rats. Moderate to severe fatty changes is
observed in liver of rats from EtOH group and Ya group with necrotic dark area demarcated from
unaffected region and rounded edges showing in Ya group. Et+Ya group showing congested, severe
dark red colored liver, necrotic black area with rounded edges and increase size and weight compare
to Cx group.
3.2. Light Microscopic evaluations
Through H&E microscopic examination, the liver of the control (Cx) group, appeared a normal
architecture of hepatic tissue while, Ya-intoxicated rats revealed different histopathological changes,
which observed primarily (initial 3 weeks) in the centrilobular zone and the two zones were
significantly less affected. Later, at week 14th most of hepatic lesions were seen in the outer/periportal
zone. Angiectasis, vacuolization and dilatation of hepatic sinusoids with hyperplastic of the
endothelial layer of the central vein. Clear hepatocellular necrosis and hypertrophic (3-4 times larger
than normal hepatocytes), other hepatocytes showed cystic and fatty degeneration (macrovesicular and
microvesicular steatosis). The lesions observed in the sections of Ya-intoxicated rats, were also seen in
the EtOH+Ya group, but with more severity and more diffuse, especially in the periportal zone and the
hypertrophic cells appeared to be six times larger than normal hepatocytes.
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NC
x

PC
x

EtO
H

Ya

Ya

Et+Y
a

Figure 4. Figure 3: Photomicrograph of liver from, Control groups showing normal limit, represented
by normally arranged hepatocytes around the central vein together with normal sinusoidal capillaries.
Fatty change (steatosis) was observed in diffuse manner all over the hepatocytes (black arrow) with
severe dilatation and congestion of central vein and sinusoidal space, moderate centrilobular necrosis,
hypertrophic of some Kupffer cells, with slight periductal fibrosis surrounding the bile ducts (blue
arrow) in Ya treated group. Et+Ya group showing clear centrilobular necrosis (red arrow) and
centrilobular cystic degeneration (black arrow), hepatocellular hypertrophy in central zone (purple
arrow), Kupffer cells hypertrophy and hyperplasia (shiny green arrow), dilation and multifocal
angiectasis of sinusoids (yellow arrow), proliferation endothelial layer if central vein (light blue
arrow) (H&E 40X).
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3.3. Electron Microscopic evaluations
TEM displayed numerous vacuoles and fat droplets in the cytoplasm of hypertrophic hepatocyte,
severe degeneration and necrosis of hepatocytes organelles, an irregular nucleus with highly irregular
chromatin distribution and dense electron membrane-bound granules in cytoplasmic affected cells of
Ya and EtOH+Ya groups. Many of nuclei displayed an indistinct membrane, and dark staining
revealed a dense amorphous mass of clumped nucleoplasm, and most of the nucleus of the
hepatocellular necrotic cells were in pyknosis and sometimes in karyolysis. Large activated Kupffer
cells with hypertrophic stellate cells in dilated blood sinusoids, were also seen. The higher
magnifications revealed, many lysosomes in KCs, filled with electron-dense nanoparticles and
extensive swollen mitochondria. Massive dilated/expanded sER with well-developed cisternae of rER
and high proliferation of peroxisomes were also observed.
NC

PC

Figure 5. Transmission Electron micrographs from untreated (Cx) normal manifestation of hepatocyte
with a euchromatic nucleus (N) as well as developed a nuclear membrane (yellow head arrow), and
the cytoplasm contains normal mitochondria (m), an array of rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER) and
smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER), normal peroxisome (P). EtOH-treated rat showing hepatocytes
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with intracytoplasmic vacuolization (V), clumping of its organelles, extensive lipid droplets “steatosis
liver” (f), swollen mitochondria (m), and large stellate “Ito” cells in the space of Disse, dilatated blood
sinusoids (S) with hypertrophic Kupffer cells (KC) and degenerative hepatic nuclei (N) surrounded by
a fragmented irregular nuclear envelope, while the hepatocytes of Ya-treated rats (alone and in
combination with EtOH) showing intracytoplasmic vacuolization (V), swollen mitochondria (m),
dilatated blood sinusoids (S) with severe hypertrophic Kupffer cells (KC), severe dilated smooth
endoplasmic reticulum (sER) and highly proliferation of peroxisome (P), electro-dense bodies (mb)
and debris of necrotic nuclei, a lot of lysosomes (Ly) and collagen fibers adjacent to Kupffer cells.
Table 2. Lesion scoring for liver tissue obtained at 14th weeks sub-chronic trial.
Groups
NCx & PCx
EtOH
Ya
Histopathological scoring (Mean ± SE)
Hepatocellular necrosis
0.00
0.86±0.04
1.78±0.14
Hepatocellular
0.00
0.74±0.02
1.76±0.14
hypertrophy
Cystic and fatty
0.00
1.67±0.07
1.26±0.06
degeneration
Total lesions score
0.00
3.27±0.29
4.80±0.17
Organelle injury scores (Mean ± SE)
Nucleus affecting
0.00
0.42± 0.03
0.63± 0.02
sER & Peroxisome
0.00
0.55± 0.06
1.02± 0.04
Proliferation
cytoplasmic vacuoles and
0.00
0.83±0.04
1.03±0.05
lipid droplets accumulation
Total lesions score
0.00
1.80±0.12
2.68±0.13

EtOH+Ya
2.18±0.10
2.03±0.13
1.72±0.12
5.93±0.14
0.93± 0.02
1.19± 0.03
1.24±0.03
3.36±0.1

The histopathologic lesions scores of light microscopes in EtOH, Ya and EtOH+Ya groups are a very
strong correlation with Ultrastructural changes scores in that groups (r = 0.928 for EtOH Group, r =
0.921 for Ya group and r =0.903 for EtOH+Ya group) (Figure 5). While the table (3) represent the
correlation between lesions under light and transmission electron microscope.

Table 3. The correlation between lesions of light and transmission electron microscope.
Light microscope lesions (H&E)
TEM lesions
Hepatocellular
Hepatocellular
Cystic and fatty
necrosis
hypertrophy
degeneration
Nucleus affecting
.988**
.978**
.893*
sER & Peroxisome Proliferation
998**
.995**
.873*
Cytoplasmic vacuoles and lipid
.966**
.955**
.954**
droplets accumulation
** Correlation is high significant at the level 0.01, *Correlation is significant at the 0.05.
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Figure 6. Correlation of histopathologic and ultrastructure scores in A: EtOH treated group (r =
0.928); B: Ya treated group (r = 0.921) and C: EtOH+Ya treated group (r = 0.903).
4. Discussion
The current study investigated the histopathological findings and their correlation with ultrastructural
results in hepatocytes, after EOH treatment in “Ya" induced experimental liver toxicity. As described
previously in a few studies, Piper methysticum 'awa' feeding induced histopathological changes in the
liver of experimental animals [12, 14]. Examination of the H & E-stained liver sections from Yagavaged rats under the light microscope, revealed different histological changes in hepatic
architectures, such as clear cytoplasmic vacuolation and lipid droplets accumulation, other hepatocytes
showed degeneration and necrosis with deep acidophilia and pyknotic nuclei; sometimes extensive
karyorrhexis or fragmented nuclei were indicative of acute hepatocellular necrosis. Therefore, TEM
examination revealed that, Ya induced alterations in chromatin distribution in the nuclei of
hepatocytes. Furthermore, abundant heterochromatin was detected, disorganization of nuclear content
as margination and clumping of chromatin, in Ya treated animals could be morphological evidence of
injury in the nucleus. In addition, severely degenerated nuclei were detected, and most of the nuclear
content was abnormal in appearance such as, fragmented irregular nuclear envelope and disturbed
heterochromatine among the Ya group, which has been previously reported to induce DNA damage
[14, 15]. These results support the well-known fact that, nucleoplasmic constituents represent the
structural counterpart of transcription and processing of messenger and ribosomal RNAs and are
therefore highly sensitive indicators of cellular activity [16]. Such a scoring system may be potentially
useful for the researchers, in monitoring the changes in the ultrastructure of hepatocytes under
pathogenic stress, or medications. The most significant ultrastructural changes with Ya treatment,
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occurred in the mitochondria, sER and peroxisomes. The molecules in the electron transport chain,
which play the central role in ATP synthesis, are found in the cristae mitochondria. It is also well
known that mitochondria are a major source of endogenous production of ROS [17]. The major
mitochondrial pathology observed in this study was, edema, the major ultrastructural sign of cellular
injury, extensively invading the matrix resulting in swelling of the organelle and structural damage to
cristae. Though edema was seen in both groups, it was much more pronounced in EtOH+Ya treated
animals. In addition, there was marked disruption in cristae with EtOH+Ya treatment, and cristae
integrity was highly affected. Swelling and a loss of regular cristae structure with a ruptured outer
membrane, characteristics of deteriorated function of mitochondria [18, 19, 20], were observed among
the rats of the EtOH+Ya group. In rats receiving “EtOH+Ya”, an increase in liver weight was
consistent with an increase in the incidence of hepatocellular hypertrophy, as observed under the light
microscope. Hepatocellular hypertrophy was recognized as, an irregular, diffuse increase in cell size
associated with ground-glass cytoplasmic eosinophilia and cytoplasmic glycogen content and enlarged
nuclei, primarily located in the centrilobular regions. Severely dilated ERs are indicative of severely
damaged hepatocytes [21]. When the ER of rats treated with Ya were examined under TEM, serious
damage was observed in the form of irregular lamellar organization, large dilatations and focal breaks
in rER, vacuolisations, myelin figures and high proliferation in sER in various regions. However, more
severe changes (focal and dilatations) were observed in rER and sER of EtOH+Ya treated animals.
Besides the absence of a normal or intact appearance, that is known to be irreversible in the toxic state,
as a result of the synergistic action of more than one toxic compound [22], sacs forming lamely-like
shapes (disorganization) and vacuolization with high dilatation, contribute to the abnormal functioning
of the ERs. The possible mechanisms that could explain the hepatocellular hypertrophy observed in
Ya-intoxicated rats, suggest that the induction of drug-metabolizing enzymes by administration of
Piper methysticum extract could cause the intrahepatic accumulation of proteins and lipids. It is a
result of a slowdown in protein catabolism and particularly those intracellular proteins degraded in
lysosomes by autophagy, after the intake of awa in combination with EtOH [12, 23, 24, 25, 26]
Another possible mechanism suggests that, hepatomegaly occurs because the awa extract causes a
significant induction and modulation of drug metabolizing enzymes particularly CYP isozymes [27,
28]. It is associated with a concomitant increase in peroxisome proliferation in hepatocytes and
proliferation of the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER). Furthermore, the expansion and proliferation
caused significant hepatomegaly, and these findings are in full agreement with previous results of [29]
and [30] who reported that hepatocellular hypertrophy is indicative of enzyme induction, protein
synthesis enhancement, and increased hepatocyte size could be a result of the proliferation of
subcellular cytoplasmic organelles (typically sER and/or peroxisomes) or formed due to the
accumulation of glycogen, lipid and water (hydropic degeneration). In addition, the results of the
current study corroborated with the findings of previous studies, in respect to hypertrophic hepatocytes
that could be caused by acetaldehyde, after the induction of CYP during alcohol consumption [31].
Through the process of binding the tubulin of microtubules, acetaldehyde blocks the secretion of
proteins, which leads to increased levels of protein, lipid, water and electrolytes, causing hepatocytes
to enlarge, a hallmark of alcoholic liver disease [32]. The excessive generation of free radicals
following Ya supplementation, significantly increased MDA levels and was more pronounced in
combination with EtOH, which adversely affected cellular membrane integrity and mitochondrial
function, as demonstrated by the TEM results. This could be responsible for the enlargement of
hepatocytes, via a decreased activity and/or levels of the Na-K ATPase pump (located in the plasma
membrane), due to decreased levels of ATP following mitochondrial change, or through direct
membrane damage caused by ROS, generated after Ya consumption, resulting in the influx of sodium
(accompanied by water) causing cellular swelling/enlargement. These findings were in accordance
with a previous study, which reported that, awa root extract induced mitochondrial dysfunction, and a
35% to 40% decrease in total cellular ATP after 3 to 4 hrs of treatment, respectively [33]. However,
the highest increase in lesion scores particularly hepatomegaly, observed in the EtOH+Ya combination
group, could be a result of a synergistic action or herbal-drug interaction, of ethanol with Piper
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methysticum, which produced more severe adverse effects. To date, electron microscope findings in
hepatocytes as a result of hepatotoxins, have not been defined systematically. Moreover, it was unclear
whether the changes observed in various organelles wee reversible or not. However, the present study
was not only able to identify the specific changes observed in different organelles, but also provided a
better assessment and measurement of ultrastructural injury. Furthermore, this study is the first of its
kind, a preliminary investigation of the histopathological lesion scores under a light microscope,
following treatment with Ya and in combination with EtOH.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, this study elucidated changes in morphology of hepatocyte organelles, following the
induction of a certain hepatotoxin. Ya was shown to change or alter the morphology of major
organelles of hepatocytes and hastened the development of hepatopathy, particularly in combination
with EtOH. The structural adverse changes observed in hepatocyte organelles in this study, are likely
the cause of significant histological injuries. Since the transmission electron microscope is the highest
magnification tool at present, modeling new ultrastructural scoring systems including more organelles
and parameters can be useful in estimating the degree of injury and outcome of alternative treatment
strategies in management of chronic liver diseases.
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Abstract. This study was conducted to estimation mycotoxins and some heavy metals in some
types of noodles in Salah Al-din governorate markets. In this study 6 species of Aspergillus
were detected which were A. flavus, A. parasiticus, A. fumigatus, A. terreus, A. ochraceus and
A. niger and 5 genus of fungi were Fusarium verticillioides, Penicillium, Mucor, Alternaria
and Rhizopus isolated on the three types of media used.The results show presence of the three
types of mycotoxins in all samples. The concentrations of the aflatoxin B1 ranged between
1.145 - 5.041 ppm. Concentrations of fumonisin between 8.498 - 19.496 ppm. Concentrations
of ochratoxin A ranged between 3.960 - 52.543 ppm. The results also show that the
concentration of copper and cadmium was at (0.50 - 1.23) (0.05 - 0.31) ppm respectively,
while the concentration of lead was less than 0.1 ppm in all samples.

Keywords. Noodles, Aflatoxin, Ochratoxin, Fumonisin, Fungi, Heavy metals.

1. Introduction
Instant noodles is one of breakfast and staple food item of East Asian countries, whose consumption is
gradually increasing day by day worldwide. Noodles, being a poor source of proteins due to use of
refined flour in its production [1]. Worldwide, China ranks first in the consumption of noodles
followed by Indonesia, Japan, and Vietnam [2]. [3] listed the ingredients of Instant Noodles (product)
Neoguri Udon (Seafood & Spicy) consist of, noodles, potato starch, wheat flour, palm oil and salt,
Dried solids packet, Mussel, green onion, carrot. Powder soup packet, salt, monosodium glutamate,
glucose sugar, Soy sauce powder, Spices, corn flour, caramel color. Mycotoxins can be produced at
the growth and storage of crops [4]. Aflatoxins considered toxic secondary metabolites of fungal
origin contaminate agricultural crops before, during and after harvest [5]. Aflatoxins are a poisonous,
carcinogenic of mycotoxins that are produced by the fungi Aspergillus flavus and Aspergillus
parasiticus, there are 20 different types of aflatoxins identified until now, four groups of aflatoxins
B1, B2, G1 and G2 [6]. Aflatoxins are toxic products by fungal metabolism, associated with serious
health consequences and substantial economic losses for agriculture, livestock and poultry sectors in
the developing countries [7]. One hundred wheat product samples (50 instant noodle and 50 bread
samples) were collected from supermarkets in Bangkok, Thailand aflatoxin B1 contamination in these
products 1 ng / g [8]. In another study no contamination with Afla B1 was detected in wheat flour in
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Italy [9]. A broad spectrum of Fusarium species causes diseases in plants and produces important
mycotoxins like trichothecenes, zearalenone and fumonisins, which are the major threats to animals
and humans [10]. Fumonisin B1 (FB1) is a mycotoxin produced in some grains (mainly corn) by
Fusarium species such as Fusarium verticillioides and Fusarium proliferatum [11]. Fumonisin B1
include many types FB1, FB2, and FB3, occured with the highest frequency, whereas FB1 found at the
highest concentrations [12]. Fumonisins cause health effects in the liver and kidney, the health effects
of fumonisins in humans was limited [13]. Fumonisins contamination most commonly in the cereals
(rice, barley, wheat, maize, oat, rye and millet) [14, 15]. Ochratoxin (OTA) has been to be
nephrotoxic, hepatotoxic, and immunotoxic in various animals and was classified by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer as possibly carcinogenic to humans [16]. The mode of action is not
clear discussed [17, 18]. Aspergillus ochraceus known to produce OTA and OTB, is a contaminant in
many foods including wheat (grains and berries) and cereals [19]. Ochratoxin A content in the corn
and wheat samples ranging 0-25.90 ng /g [20]. Concentration of OTA in raw wheat grain including
(durum wheat, spelt, and emmer) should contain at maximum 5 μg/kg [21]. Heavy metals on the
earth’s crust are significantly contaminated to environment by mining and processing metal, Human
activity such as pesticide and herbicide also occured heavy metals in environment [22]. Studies on
heavy metals considerd important from public point, where the attention has drawn to necessity of
measuring the accumulation of heavy metals, those metals which serious hazards to human [23]. The
study aimed to detect the presence of fungi, mycotoxins and the levels of Cd, Pb and Cu in instant
noodle types (packets) that manufactured in some different countries which may effect on human
consumption.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Collection of samples
Ten types of noodles samples (curry with vegetables, spring vegetables, cream of mushrooms, chicken
cream, maggi mushroom cream, bechamel mix, chicken with noodles, creamy vegetables, pasta
flavored chicken, lentil soup) were collected from Salah al-din Governorate markets with three
replicates and it was saved until the estimate.
2.2 Isolate and identification of fungi
The fungal isolates were depending on classification key ([24, 25, 26] by observing growing on
(CYA) Czapek Yeast Capek extract Agar, and Rose Bengal agar and PDA media, and the physical
characteristics of the mycelia such as features (shape, size, color, and hyphae) by the compound
microscope contain a digital camera and using a lactophenol cotton blue stained on slide mounted with
small parts of mycelium.
2.3 Quantification of aflatoxin B1, fumonisin B1 and ochra A by ELISA
The mentioned method was followed by a company Shenzhen Lvshiyuan Biotechnology Co. Ltd.
China prepared for the materials and solutions used in extraction and determining the aflatoxin B1,
fumonisin B1 and ochratoxin A using the ELISA method [27]. This method depends on mixing a
specific amount of the complex of each poison-enzyme with a specific amount of the sample to be
examined and mixed well and added to the titration plate covered with antibody surface. After
incubation for a period of 15 minutes at room temperature, competition is between the toxin in the
sample and the toxin associated with the enzyme with these bodies. Then the substance subject to the
enzyme is added to the reaction solution and the reaction is stopped when the blue turns yellow. The
optical intensity of the color of each slide was read using the spectrometer of the ELISA plates
Bio_Tek Korean origin at a wave length 450 nm, in the central laboratory of Tikrit University.
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2.4 Determination of heavy metals
Determination of heavy metal in 10 duplicate Noodles samples are analysis by the Atomic Absorption
type ELCO [28]. A known volume of noodles samples was transferred to electric oven for drying and
Muffle Furnace USA at 600 ⁰C to weight stable. Ashed taken up in 5 ml of 5 % HNO3 and filtration
by Whatman No. 1. The contents of Cd, Cu and Pb were direct determined by Atomic Absorption
Spectrophotometer type Shimadzo-6200 (Japan) for each heavy metals copper, cadmium and lead to
be determined and measured by placing the sample in a transparent liquid form.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Occurrence of fungi in noodles
In this study 6 species variety of Aspergillus were detected such as A. flavus, A. parasiticus, A.
fumigatus, A. terreus, A. ochraceus and A. niger and 5 genus of fungi were isolated on the three types
of media used, other genus Mucor spp., Fusarium verticillioides, Penicillium spp., Rhizopus spp. and
Alternaria spp. (Table 1). A. flavus, A. parasiticus, A. ochraceus and Fusarium verticillioides found in
all samples, other genus were isolate from some samples. Numerous studies have shown that fungi
generating toxins, especially Aspergillus considerd one of the main pollutants in foods and fungi A.
flavus and A. niger are the most isolated species [29].
Table 1. Number of Fungi isolates in some types of noodles.
Fungi
No.
A. flavus
1
A. parasiticus
2
A. fumigatus
3
A. terreus
4
A. ochraceus
5
A. niger
6
Mucor spp.
7
Fusarium verticillioides
8
Penicillium spp.
9
Rhizopus spp.
10
Alternaria spp.
11

Isolates No.
15
12
5
4
11
8
3
15
6
3
2

The current results coincided with [30] isolate and identify fungi from food resources (Indian rice,
rice, popcorn, pasta, pistachios and noodles), showed to 577 isolates of fungal genera and species, A.
flavus, A. niger, Altrenaria, Penicillium, Aspergillus terreus, Rhizopus and Aspergillus prasiticus are
249, 149, 91, 43, 28, 10, and 7 isolates, respectively. One of the most common types is found in food
sources A. niger, A. ochraceus, A. terreus, A. flavus, A. fumigatus, A. parasiticus and A. versicolor
[31]. The reason for the emergence of fungal in foodstuffs is that the species possesses the ability to
secrete a large number of enzymes that analyze foodstuffs that are used in nutrition and growth as well
as increasing its spreading capacity, especially since some of its types can grow in a low moisture
content as well as the relative density of the boards that produce them [32].
3.2 Concentrations of mycotoxins in noodles samples
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the concentrations of the toxins of aflatoxin B1, fumonisin B1, and ochra A in
some types of noodles in Salah El-Din Governorate markets. The results show the presence of the
three types of mycotoxins in all samples. The concentrations of the aflatoxin B1, fumonisin B1and
ochratoxin A between (1.145 - 5.041) (8.498 - 19.496) (3.960 - 52.543) ppm respectively. This may
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be due to infection with molds that produce toxins in the field or during storage, and provide the
appropriate conditions for the production of these types of mycotoxins [33].

Figure 1. Concentration of aflatoxin B1 in some types of noodles

Figure 2. Concentration of fumonisin B1 in some types of noodles.
The highest of aflatoxin concentrations of Afla B1, Afla B2, Afla G1 are 65.77, 19.27, 1.02 μg/kg
respectively. For the cereal food category, CBS11 recorded the quantities of Afla B1, Afla B2, Afla
G1 and Afla G2 at 35.46, 4.92, 3.39 and 0.32 μg/kg respectively, the pasta category, PS1 recorded the
highest quantities of 0.94 and 0.85 μg/kg for Afla B1 and Afla B2 respectively [5]. The highest
fumonisin B1 value 1.46 and 0.46 mg/kg was measured in 64 maize flour and corn flakes samples
respectively [34]. [35] showed positive OTA levels ranging from 0.6–3.4 in wheat flour samples
µg/kg. OTA was detected in forty samples contain corn flour, corn flakes, wheat flour, bread and
biscuits samples was 0 - 25.90 ng /g, the greatest level was measured at 360 ng /g of ochratoxin A in
biscuit sample [20]. And that these results obtained were higher than the allowable limit by the
European Union, which is 2 µg / kg of aflatoxins, also the concentrations of fumonisin B1, the
permissible limit ranges between 200 - 800 ppb, according to the standard specifications set by the
Codex Committee [36].
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Figure 3. Concentration of ochratoxin A in some types of noodles.
FB1 toxicity affects mainly the liver organ, which is characterized by apoptotic, necrosis, and
regeneration [37]. A recent study has found that FB1 can cause changes in the tissues of liver, lung,
and kidney such as apoptosis and necrosis, leading to infiltration of inflammatory cells which were
observed in these organs [38] .As well as for other agricultural crops, such as wheat, rice, field
pistachios, and soybeans, where many studies have recorded high rates of pollution of these crops
from aflatoxins [39]. The JECFA (FAO)/ (WHO) has set the provisional acceptable weekly intake of
OTA at the rate of 100 ng / kg and 14 ng / kg of body weight per day [40].
3.3 Concentration of heavy metals in noodles samples
Figure 4, 5 and 6 showed that the concentration of heavy metal in some types of noodles. The results
indicate to the concentration of Copper and Cadimium at (0.50 - 1.23) (0.05 - 0.31) ppm respectively.
While the concentration of Lead less than 0.1 ppm in all samples. These results was accepted with [41]
reported the concentrations of Cd, Pb and Cu in Iranian noodles at 0.469, 2.797 and 1.563 mg/kg and
in imported noodles 0.62, 3.07 and 11.866 mg/kg respectively. Also accepted with [42] found the
magnitude of heavy metals as Pb Ca Ni and Ar (1.17-1.67), (0.53-0.82), (0.27-0.43), (0.17-0.41)
mg/kg respectively contamination in noodles samples. The concentration levels of heavy metals Tin,
Cadimium, Zinc, Manganise, Iron, and Cobalt in six type of noodles, i.e., Maggi, Knorr, Shan shoop,
Shinramayun, Indomie, and Mama observed at (3.3–9.7), (0.066–0.59), (6.2–11.4), (2.4–6.3), (4.8–
17.5), and (0.39–0.74) mg / kg respectively [43].

Figure 4. Concentration of Copper in some types of noodles.
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The concentration of lead, Cr, cadimium and alominium in Iranian instant noodle at 1.21, 0.08, 0.03
and 9.15 mg/kg and in imported instant noodle at 1.00, 0.07, 0.04 and 15.90 mg/kg, respectively
[44]. [45] reported that cadmium concentration determined in some foods and beverages in Japan
follows cereals, seasoning and canned in syrup at (0.004 - 0.380) (0.01 - 0.06) (0.01) ug/ g
respectively. [46] reported that the conventional agriculture was contaminated by lead, the possible
sources of Pb in wheat include irrigation with contaminated water, metal based pesticides, industrial
emissions, transportation and method of harvesting and storage. According to [47, 48] weekly intake
of metals from sources not exceed 0.05 and 0.075 mg/kg body weight for Pb and Cd respectively, it
accumulation in the skeleton and cause renal tubular damage and may give rise to kidney damage, Cd
is among the most heavy metals and is particularly toxic. [49] Showed that changes were recorded in
various parameters of oxidative damage, while the accumulation of metals in tissues with disturbances
of hematological and biochemical parameters, it was observed levels of heavy metals in tissues had
different pattern after mixture and single exposure.

Figure 5. Concentration of Cdimium in some types of noodles.

Figure 6. Concentration of lead in some types of noodles.
4. Conclusion
The current study represents for detecting mycotoxins AFB1, OTA, FB1 by ELISA. Isolate and
identify fungi and determination of heavy metals in some noodles samples. The results show to the all
samples of noodles were contamination with aflatoxin B1, ochratoxin A and fumonisin. Fungi A.
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flavus, A. parasiticus, A. fumigatus, A. terreus, A. ochraceus and A. niger, other genus Mucor,
Fusarium verticillioides, Penicillium, Rhizopus and Alternaria. Heavy metals copper, cadmium and
lead.
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Abstract. The current study was designed to investigate the histological structure of the
cerebellum in the Iraqi frog Rana ridibunda ridibunda. The cerebellum was removed surgically
from 20 Iraqi frogs, Rana ridibunda ridibunda, and preserved in fixative of 10% formalin
solution for a period of 72 hr, then the histological sections were prepared by the method of
paraffin. The results of the study showed that the cerebellum of the adult Iraqi frog is one of
the rhombencephalon regions, and consists of three layers, molecular layer, purkinje cells
layer, and granular layer. The present histological findings suggest that the cerebellum of the
Iraqi frog is very similar to that of other vertebrates, Therefore it represents the basic rule in
understanding the histological formation of the cerebellum.
.

Keywords. Cerebellum, Brain tissue, Rana ridibunda, Iraqi Frog.

1. Introduction
Cerebellum is the part of brain responsible for balance and movement, it is incomplete developed in
amphibian, while it is well developed in other advanced vertebrates, all the sensory neurons pass
through cerebellum with the exception those responsible for vision and olfaction, the reflex induces of
hearing, respiration and engulfing [1]. The cerebellum is responsible the metencephalon and is
histologically formed in amphibians from the corpus cerebelli and the auricular lobes [2, 3]. The
corpus cerebellum presents the center of the cerebellum and consists of a transverse plate consisting of
three layers: the molecular layer consisting mainly of fibers and a few neurons, purkinje cells layer
which is characterized by containing large-sized purkinje cells, and granular cells layer that contains
dense granular cells, auricular lobes are less developed [4].
2. Materials and Methods
A total of twenty adult Iraqi frog (Rana ridibunda) samples were obtained from some gardeners at
Baghdad governorate during the period of 2018 to 2019. The samples were anesthetized by
Chloroform. The isolation of frog brain as followed method by[5], the frog was attached at the
dissection board and its back facing up, then cutting the skin crosswise behind the head and pulling
forward to remove it from above the head area using the scalpel, and the edge of the scalpel was
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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placed above the dorsal midline of the skull, and moving the scalpel forward and backward several
times with slight pressure until the cranium is opened to raise the roof cranium bones with the edge of
the scalpel and cut it to reveal the brain. After the brains have been removed from the skulls, fixed in
10% formalin solution for 72 hr [6]. later, the samples washed by tap water and kept in 70% ethanol,
after t
blocks were obtained, serial sections of (7) µm
thickness were cut and stained with the following histological stains [7, 8]. Stained with haematoxylinvan gieson stain and methylene blue stain and crystal fast violet stain for histological study [9, 10].
The sections were observed with an Olympus light microscope and were photographed with a digital
camera Canon mounted on the microscope.
3. Results and Discussion
The sections view of cerebellum in adult Iraqi frog (Rana ridibunda) showed that its consists of three
layers, which are from top to bottom the molecular layer, purkinje cells layer, and granular layer (
Figure 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Sagittal section of the Iraqi frog's brain passing through the cerebellum, note:
molecular layer (ML), purkinje cell layer (PCL), granular layer (GL), (Haematoxylin- Van
Gieson stain, 10X) .
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Figure 2. Sagittal section passing through the cerebellum of the brain Iraqi frog, note:
molecular layer (ML), purkinje cell layer (PCL), granular layer (GL), ependymal cell
(EpC), purkinje cell (PuC), spherical neuron (SN), satellite neuron (StN), spindle neuron
(SpN), granular cell (GC), parallel fiber (PrF), climbing fiber (CF), mossy fibers (MF),
axon hellock (AxH), dendrite (D), axon (Ax), glial cell (GiC), cilia (Ci) , (Crysel fast
violet stain), A- cerebellum layers (10X), B- molecular layer (100X), C- purkinje cell
layer (100X), D- granular layer (100X).
3.1. Molecular later

In the outer surface layer, It was observed when using the (crysel fast violet stain), the presence of
irregularly distributed neurons such as spherical neurons with an average diameter of 6 micrometers,
and satellite neurons with an average diameter of 4 micrometers , and spindle neurons with an average
diameter of 3 micrometers (Figure 2 B). All of these cells have dendrites and axons that extend
towards the layer of purkinje cells and intertwine with their dendrites, in addition to the presence of
diffuse glial cells, and it was also observed when using (methylene blue stain) that the molecular layer
contains neurofibers that extend vertically called climbing fibers formed from the extensions of the
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dendrites of purkinje cells through the surface layer and the dendrites of the cells of the molecular
layer. These fibers represent the main component of the molecular layer (Figure 3).
.

Figure 3. A sagittal section through the molecular layer in the cerebellum of the brain
Iraqi frog, note: the spindle neuron (SpN), the spherical neuron (SN), satellite neuron
(StN), Climbing fibers (CF), (Methylene blue stain 40X).
3.2. Purkinje Cells Layer
In the middle layer of the cerebellum, which is a narrow region located between molecular layer and
granular layer, A sagittal section showed that its consists of two to three rows of purkinje cells, which
are characterized by large cells with an average diameter of 11 micrometers, characterized by their
elliptical or spherical shape It is characterized by its elliptical or spherical shape, containing large
nuclei of central location, as well as containing the Nissl's granules, and the axon hellock is evident,
which is devoid of Nissl's granules, and attached to the axon which is long and extends towards the
outer molecular layer (Figure 2C). Purkinje cells are also distinguished by their dendrites that
intertwine with the parallel fibers and with the dendrites of the cells of the molecular layer as well
(Figure 4).

Figure 4. A sagittal section passing through the cerebellum of the brain Iraqi frog, note:
purkinje cell (PuC), parallel fiber (PrF), granular cell (GC), nuclei (N), axon (Ax),
dendrite (D), (Haematoxylin- Van Gieson stain, 40X).
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3.3. Granular Layer
The inner layer of the cerebellum, which is a thick layer, is made up of granular neurons smaller than
purkinje cells. They are dense in number, spread in a converging way and have a spherical shape with
an average diameter of 5 micrometers. They have dense dendrites, its axons extend up towards the
molecular layer and then branch into two branches, each opposite in direction to the other if it extends
in a direction parallel to the outer surface of the cerebellum in the shape of a (T), forming a bundle of
parallel fibers (Figure 2D and 4). It has been observed, by using the methylene blue stain, the presence
of filamentous nerve fibers located between granular cells called mossy fibers, which are intertwined
with granular cells, below the granular layer lies ependymal cells that lining of the cerebellum, which
is made up of a single row of columnar cells ciliated towards the 4th ventricle (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Sagittal section of Iraqi frog's brain passing through the granular layer in the
cerebellum. Ependymal cell (EpC), granular cell (GC), mossy fibers (MF), axon (Ax),
cilia (Ci),fourth ventricle (4th v), (methylene blue stain 100X).
4. Discussion
In the present result, the cerebellar wall appeared that consisting of three layers, which are from top to
bottom: the Molecular layer, the Purkinje cells layer and the Granular layer and this is in agreement
with what [3, 4]. In their study of different amphibians as well as similar to what was found in other
vertebrates as in the study of [11] in their study on the bird Coturnix coturnix. The current result also
showed that, the molecular layer represents the outer layer of the cerebellum, and it consists of
irregularly scattered neurons such as spherical neurons with an average diameter of (6) µm, and
satellite neurons with an average diameter of (4) µm, and spindle neurons with an average diameter of
(3) µm .These cells have dendrites and axons that extend towards the purkinje cell layer and intertwine
with the dendrites of purkinje cells, and this is consistent with [12] in his study of Rana esculenta frog
as he indicated that the molecular layer is composed of spherical and pyramidal cells, and astrocytic
cells reached (7-13) µm. The molecular layer also contains nerve fibers (climbing fibers), it extends
vertically and consists of the extension dendrites of purkinje cells to the surface layer and cell
dendrites in the molecular layer, this is consistent with the study of [12] on a group of frogs, Rana
cateshiana, Rana pipiens and Hyla regilla. On the other hand, the current result showed that the layer
of purkinje cells represents the middle layer of the cerebellum, which is a narrow region located
between the outer molecular layer and the inner granular layer, consisting of rows of purkinje cells,
characterized by being large cells with an average diameter of (11) µm, characterized by their elliptical
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shape. Spherical, containing large nuclei in central location, and this corresponds to[13] as he
indicated that purkinje cells are distinguished by their elliptical or pear-shaped shape and have an
average diameter of (16) µm in his study on the cerebellum of the frog Rana esculenta. The granular
layer, it represents the inner layer of the cerebellum, and it consists of dense granular neurons close to
each other, small in size, smaller than purkinje cells of a spherical shape with an average diameter of
(5) µm and have dense dendritic dendrites that extend their axons towards the molecular layer to the
top and then branch to two branches, each opposite in direction to the other, if it extends parallel to the
outer surface of the cerebellum forming parallel fibers a bundle of T-shaped. This is consistent with
the study of [14] in their study of amphibians that the granular layer consists of small-sized granular
cells with a spherical shape with an average diameter of (5-9) µm, and their dendrites and axons
extend towards the molecular layer and then branch into two branches each they are opposite to each
other, forming a bundle of parallel fibers T-shaped, [15] also indicates the presence of filamentous
nerve fibers located between granular cells called mossy fibers, which are intertwined with the
granular cells, and this is evident in the present result as well, as the mossy fibers were found
intertwined with the granule cells in the form of anastomosis. The function of the moss fiber is that it
is one of the incoming fibers that communicate information to the cerebellum [16]. The ependymal
cells layer which lies below the granular layer, consists of a single row of ciliated columnar
ependymal cells, and this is consistent with what was reported by [17] in their study of the cerebellum
in the different species of frogs.
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Abstract. The A total of 118 specimens of the mugilid fish Planiliza abu (Heckel, 1843) were
collected weekly from Al-Graiat region at the Tigris river in Baghdad city, during the period
from July 2015-March 2016. In this study, investigated of fish gills of Planiliza abu and was
noticed of Monogenean Gyrodactylus hrabei, Ergens, 1957 and registered for the first time in
Iraq. The description and measurements of this parasite as well as its illustrations were given.

Keywords. Gyrodactylus hrabei, Planiliza abu, Gyrodactylidae, Tigris river, Iraq.

1. Introduction
The genus Gyrodactylus nordmann, 1832 belongs to the family Gyrodactylidae, class Monogenea, of
the phylum Platyhelminthes [1]. This genus is one of 23 genera of the family Gyrodactylidae, with 19
viviparous genera and four oviparous genera [2]. Species of this genus have a direct life cycle and the
young newborn has several generations of embryos within its uterus in consecutive stages of
development. This “Russian-Doll” mode of reproduction, termed hyperviviparity, joined with a fast
generation time (< 24hrs at 25°C for the 1st born daughter in some species), can lead to quickened
parasite population outgrowth on a single host [3]. This directly transmitted viviparous gyrodactylids
have high species richness but low morphological and biodiversity, this group has the broadest host
range of any monogenean family, as it is found on 19 orders of bony fishes [4]. The 409 valid
Gyrodactylus species are reported from about 400 host species from a wide diversity of fish groups
[5]. Species of this genus are common ectoparasites of fishes, living on the gills, skin and fins of many
of teleost fishes and place in freshwater and brackish and marine environments [6]. In Iraq, the first
species of Gyrodactylidae, includes of G. elegans was described from gills of both Cyprinus carpio
and Planiliza abu (which was reported as Liza abu) [7], Later on, many studies on fish parasites
revealed the record of 56 Gyrodactylidae species from different water bodies of Iraq [8]. For this,
more studies on parasites of fishes are in need to record further species and to increasing knowledge
on the fish parasites of Iraqi freshwater. This paper documents the first record of Gyrodactylus hrabei,
Ergens, 1957 in Iraq from gills Planiliza abu (Heckel, 1843) from the Tigris river at Al-Graiat region
in Baghdad city.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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2. Materials and Methods
During the period from July-December 2015, a total of 118 specimens of Planiliza abu (Heckel, 1843)
were collected weekly from Al-Graiat region river at the Tigris in Baghdad city (33° 24' 18' N, 44° 20'
53' E). The fishes were transported alive to the laboratory and were identified according to an account
on freshwater fishes of Iraq [9], then freshly examined for ectoparasites. Skin and gill smears prepared
and microscopically examined. Care was taken to isolate and flatten the parasite specimens, which
were then stained with aqueous neutral red. Permanent smears were prepared with glycerin. Drawings
of the sclerotized pieces of the haptor were done by using a Camera Lucida. Parasite identification was
performed in accordance [10]. In the current study, all the measurements used in the description of the
parasite were mentioned as follows: minimum-maximum (mean) values. Updating the scientific name
of fishes based on widely used electronic sites [11]. All recordings of Gyrodactylidae species in fishes
of Iraq were reviewed with the index-catalogue of parasites and disease agents of fishes of Iraq [8].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Gyrodactylus hrabei Ergens, 1957
This parasite was found in the gills and fins of three out of 118 specimens of the Planiliza abu with a
percentage of 2.5% and a density of 2.7. In the follows is a concise description and measurements of
this parasite (in mm established on four specimens of parasites) as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Gyrodactylus hrabei.
A- Photomicrograph of the haptor (400x), B- Camera Lucida drawing of the haptor (Scale bar = 0.02
mm)
Body length 0.57-0.61 (0.59). Total length of marginal hooks 0.037-0.04 (0.038), hooklet 0.008. Total
length of anchor 0.062-0.068 (0.065), main part 0.044-0.048 (0.046), point 0.031-0.035 (0.033); inner
root 0.018-0.022 (0.02). Size of ventral bar 0.008-0.009 (0.0085) x 0.025-0.027 (0.026), membrane
0.018-0.02 (0.019); size of dorsal bar 0.002 x 0.019-0.023 (0.021).
The description and measurements of the present G. hrabei are in agree with those reported by [10]
from gills of Cottus gobio and C. poecitopus.
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According to the index-catalogue of parasites and disease agents of fishes of Iraq [8], the present
record of G. hrabei considers the first time in Iraq, as no previous report was given for this parasite in
Iraqi fishes. Many species belonging to the genus Gyrodactylus were so far recorded from freshwater
fishes in Iraq, among which some were reported from Planiliza abu. The following report, is the
alphabetical arrangement list with the show of only the first registration from Planiliza abu for each
Gyrodactylus species in order to economize space and references: G. baicalensis from Tigris river at
Al-Rashidia, north of Baghdad [12], G. cotti fromTigris River in Baghdad city [13], G. elegans: from
ponds and in Tigris- Al-Tharthar canal region [7], G. jalalii and G. varicorhini from Tigris river at
Baghdad city [14], G. markevitschi and G. masu from Tigris river in Al-Kamirah region at north of
Baghdad province [15], G. menschikowi from Hilla River [16], G. sprostonae from Tigris river at
Baghdad city [17], G. tincae and G. umbrae from Euphrates river at Al-Qaim city Al-Anbar
Governorate [18], and G. vicinus in a man-made lake at Baghdad area [19]. With the current record of
G. hrabei, the number of Gyrodactylus species from Iraqi fishes has so far become 57 species [8] in
comparison with 25 Gyrodactylus species which were known from fishes of Iraq till 2013 according to
[20].
4. Conclusion
The present study revealed the monogenean Gyrodactylus hrabei, Ergens, 1957 from gills of mugilid
fish Planiliza abu (Heckel, 1843) for the first time in Iraq.
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Abstract. This study is the first kind of it in Iraq. The samples were collected from April to
Junuary 2018, we recorded seven species for the first time in Iraq (Procellio laevis, P.
cingendus, Lacasius pallidus, Armadillidium album, A. assimile, Orthodillo chiltoni, Cylisticus
convexus). These species belong to four famillies (Procellionidae, Armadillidae, Armadillidae,
Cylistieidaeà). The samples were saved in the natural histroy museum in Baghdad-Iraq.

Keywords. Isopoda, Porcellionidae, Armadillidae, Armadillidae, Cytisticidae.

1. Introduction
There are about 3000 species recorded of terrestrial isopoda belong to 18 families in the world [1]. The
isopoda vary in size, it ranges from 0.3-50 cm [2], at the end of its body there is a telson which varies
in size and form between species. In addition there are the uropods which used to distinguish between
types, and an essential characteristics of classification of them are long and concile such Porcellides,
other are short, truncated or similar of hounglass like Armadillidium [3]. The color of the isopoda
varies from white to grey [4], some are red, green or brown, depending on the type of feeding [5]. It's
study is important because of its role in the food chain in stimulating the soil [6].
2. Materials and Methods
Central Iraq has been identified for this study, it included specific areas that were distinguished by
their geographical nature, as they varied between agricultural, gardens and residential areas (Figure 1).
560 samples were collected for the period (April to Junuary 2018) from various places on the surface
of the soil and under it to a depth of 6 cm and between trees, weeds, dead decomposing plants, fresh
fruits and cracks of buildings randomly. The samples were collected manually, then isolated and then
stored in 70% ethanol [7] in the laboratory. The samples were identified by using a dissecting
microscope 1x and 2x . A phone camera Galaxy note 5 was using to photographed., Identification of
isopods species were done on the basis of their morphological characters by using taxonomic keys
available in the local and regional publications [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].
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Figure 1. A map showing the study areas in Iraq.
3. Results and Discussion
This Samples were diagnosed using some distinct parts of the isopods body, included the difference in
the thoracic region and distribution of the ocelli, the frontal lobes of the head, the shape of the endo
and exopod and the difference of the telson. The recorded species were distinguished in lengths from 4
to 17 mm. Seven species of four families were diagnosed which were:
3.1. Family: Procellionidae (Brandl, 1831)
The outline of its body in cross section not strongly arched, then the flagella of antennae two sections,
we found three species as first record in Iraq which were:
3.1.1. Procellio laevis (Latreille, 1804).
Its mean length was 17 mm and dark grey with brown spots in color (Figure 2-a), cephalothorax with
three lobs, black eyes with 18 ocelli. The dorsal surface is smooth and the posterior edge of the
pereonite is convex (Figure 2-b). The edge of pereon straight with poleon, the exopod was spearshaped (Figure 2-c (A, B)), this compatible with [14, 15].
3.1.2. Procellionides cingendus (Kinahan, 1857).
Its mean length was 7 mm, reddish brown with yellow spots in color (Figure 3-a), cephalothorax was
small and not convex, large eyes with 32 ocelli and without lobes (Figure 3-b). The edge of peleon
narrower than edge of pereon, exopod is long and thin and the uropod was small not tapered (Plat2-c).
it was observed that this diagnosis is appropriate with [16].
3.1.3. Lucasius pallidus(Budde-Lund, 1885).
Its mean length was 8 mm, it's color is bright orange with white short tentacle (Figure 4-a). The
cephalothorax is small in size without lobes and triangular, small black eyes (Figure 4-b). The
endopod and exopod are small white the telson was distinguished by its wide and triangular basal
(Figure 4-c (A, B)). The results of this study were consistent with the diagnostic samples in Australia
[17].
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a

b

c-A
c-B
Figure 2. Procellio laevis (a-The mean length, b-The cephalothorax, c-A-Dorsal view of the uropod
and telson, c-B-Ventral view of uropod and telson).

a

b

c
Figure 3. Procellionides cingendus (a-The
mean length (mm), b-The cephalothorax, c-The
pelean and pereon not straited, the uropod and telson).
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a

b

c-A
c-B
Figure 4. Lucusius pallidus (a-The mean length (mm), b-The cephalothorax, c-A-A dorsal veiw of the
uropod and telson, c-B- A ventral veiw of uropod and telson).
3.2. Family: Armadillididae (Brandt, 1833).
It control itself into a ball, we found two species as a new record in Iraq it was:
3.2.1. Aramadillidium album (Dollfus, 1887).
It is pale sand with yellow spots in color, the mean length was 4 mm, with small spines on the dorsal
surface and it roll into a not completely ball (Plate 5-a (A, B)). The cephalothorax was small not
lobeded with small eyes consisting 9 ocilli (Plate 5-b). The exopod was truncated and the endopod was
very small than telson is flat and curved (Plate 5-c (A, B)). So [18] has demonstrated the same
characteristics to the species.
3.2.2. Aramadillidium assimile (Budde-Lund, 1885).
It's mean length 6 mm, brown in color with yellow anterior region (Plate 6-a). small oval
cephalothorax with small eyes consisting 12 ocilli (Plate 6-b) its fifth peleon with keel, and the edge
peleon narrower than pereon (Plate 6-c). The exopod was wide, the endopod was small narrow and the
telson was wide triangular (Plate 6-d). It was noted that this study was similar to other studies in U.K
[19].
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a-A

b-B

b

c-A
c-B
Figure 5. Armadillidium album (a-A, B- The total length, b- The cephalothorax, c-A, B- the dorsal
and ventral veiw of uropod and telson).

a

b
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c
d
Figure 6. Armadillidium assimile (a-the mean length, b-The cephalothorax, c: lateral view showing
the keel, d-the uropod and telson).
3.3. Family: Armadillidae (Brandt, 1831).
This family is distinguished by its rough surface, the uropods was small and the telson hour-glass
shaped [20], there was one species as a first record in Iraq which was:
3.3.1. Orthdillo chiltoni (Vandel, 1973).
It's mean length was 15 mm, dark grey in color (Plate 7-a), the cephalothorax was small with black
eyes consisting 10 ocilli (Plate 7-b), the exopod was square shape and the endopod was small and
cylindrical than the telson quad-angle and it's holy edge was hour-glass shaped (Plate 7-c (A, B)). This
results came compatible with the results of [21].

a

b

c-A
c-B
Figure 7. Orthodillo chiltoni (a-The mean length, b-The cephalothorax, c-A, B: The dorsal and ventral
veiw of uropod and telson).
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3.4. Family: Cylisticidae (Verthaff, 1949).
This family has distinguished by its curry surface, we found one species as a first record in Iraq which
was:
3.4.1. Cylisticus convexus (DeGeer, 1778).
It's mean length was 17 mm, and dark brown in color (Plate 8-a), the cephalothorax with three lobs,
dark grey eyes with 22 ocilli a,d long antenna (Plate 8-b). The edge of peleon very narrower than the
edge of pereon (Plate 8-c). The exopod was large and long while the endopod was small and the telson
was square in shape (Plate 8-d).This study is the similar with [22].

a

b

c
d
Figure 8. Cylisticus convexus (a-The mean length, b-The cephalothorax, c-The pereon and pelein, dDorsal veiw of uropod and telson).
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Abstract. SARS-COV-2 virus is one of the fastest spreading viruses targeting the respiratory
and other system in the body. Therefore, it is necessary to emphasize the needs for preventive
measures, particularly at the moment because the virus is spreading fast in various parts of the
world, causing various levels of infections: medium to severe, and fatal. The study aimed at
assessing health and environmental awareness apart from correcting some scientific healthy
concepts related to COVID-19. Additionally, this study also attempted to spread awareness in a
simple way that simulates all levels of society. The current study focused on Iraq, specifically
Al-Anbar governorate, as it is free from COVID-19 infections according to the reports of the
Iraqi Ministry of Health in cooperation with the WHO. In this study, a set of electronic
questionnaire was selected to collect relevant data. The electronic questionnaire was chosen
because of the quarantine order by the authority due to the COVID-19. The items were built
based on a variety of health, preventive, and environmental scientific questions and it was
electronically distributed to 2084 individuals in Governorate. The findings revealed that
Ramadi city had the most participants responding to the questionnaire (47%). The participation
rate for female was 52% while the rate for male is 48%. The biggest age group was 20-24 years
old and the highest academic background was a bachelor’s degree in education. The findings
indicated a good percentage of health awareness among the participants in the governorate
emphasizing on health instructions and preventive measures taken by the Crisis Cell, which
had an important role in being infectious-free during the period. It is summarized that the level
of health awareness and the role of the Crisis Cell: worked together COVID-19 the infection.
Additionally, this questionnaire had a great role in correcting some understanding of scientific
concepts among the public.
.

Keywords. Awareness, COVID-19, Crisis Cell, Health, Prevention.

1. Introduction
Coronavirus (CoVs) is a form of single-stranded RNA viruses that can infect peoples and animals,
causing respiratory, other diseases of which gastrointestinal, hepatic, and neurologic diseases. [1]. As
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large family known RNA viruses, coronavirus are further divided into genera: alpha-coronavirus, beta
coronavirus, gamma-coronavirus, and delta coronavirus [2]. As well, (CoVs) are the largest of
respiratory viruses that can cause mild to moderate diseases, ranging from the common cold to severe
respiratory syndromes [3]. COVID-19 disease is an infectious disease caused by the newly discovered
coronavirus. The most common symptoms of COVID-19 disease are fever, fatigue, and dry cough.
Some patients may experience pain and aches, nasal congestion, cold, sore throat, or diarrhea. These
symptoms are usually mild and begin gradually. Some people become infected without showing any
symptoms and without feeling ill. Most people (about 80%) recover from the disease without the
needs for special treatment [4]. Also, the severity of the disease intensifies in approximately one
person out of every six people who develop COVID-19 infection, who suffer from difficulty
breathing. The risk of the elderly and people with underlying medical problems such as high blood
pressure, heart disease, or diabetes are severe. About 2% of people who have contracted the disease
have died. People with fever, cough, and breathing difficulty should seek medical care. The disease
can be transmitted from a person to a person through small droplets scattered from a nose or mouth
when a person with COVID-19 disease coughs or sneezes. These droplets fall on the objects and
surfaces surrounding the person. Other people can then develop COVID-19 disease when they are
exposed to these objects or surfaces and then touch their eyes, nose, or mouth. People can also get
COVID-19 disease if they breathe droplets that come out of the person with the disease with a cough
or exhale. Therefore, it is important to stay away from a sick person more than one meter (3 feet) [4].
In December 2019, an outbreak of pneumonia due to unknown cause occurred in Wuhan, China and
rapidly spread throughout the country within 1 month. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an
announced universal pandemic, by a WHO on 30 January 2020 [5]. It then resulted in a challenging
outbreaks in many regions in China and expanding globally [6]. Serious pandemic continues to
progress until most invaded the world, reaching Iraq, recorded the first case with COVID-19 in late
February in Baghdad [7]. The incidence started to increase, reaching 1,400 COVID-19 cases by midApril according to Iraqi Ministry of Health. The highest incidences were in the southern governorates
of Iraq, for example, Basra, Najaf, and Karbala, as well as the northern governorates such as Erbil and
Sulaymaniyah. The number of incidence in the middle governorates was very few, such as Anbar,
Nineveh, and Salah Uddin, compared to other governorates according to the Iraqi Ministry of Health.
Al-Anbar Governorate is the largest governorate of Iraq, with an area equivalent to a third of the
country’s area, with an area of 138,500 square kilometers, and a total population of 1,818,318 people
(2019 census) according to the yearly report of the Planning Directorate in Anbar Governorate. It is a
border to the north by Salah al-Din and Nineveh governorates, to the northwest by Syria, to the west
by Jordan, to the east by the Baghdad governorate, to the south by Saudi Arabia, and the southeast by
governorates of Karbala and Najaf. It is worth mentioning that the Anbar Governorate did not record
COVID-19 incidence except for two cases according to the Iraqi Ministry of Health. This study aimed
to assess health awareness and investigate the extent to which citizens in Anbar Governorate have
absorbed this serious pandemic, invading most of the countries in the world and claimed the lives of
many people in various regions in very short periods. However, the issue cannot be compared to a
similar pandemic in previous periods. It is stressed that this study did not have the intention to spread
fear among people and curb their hopes for recovery, but rather to show the reality of seriousness and
ways to survive from this pandemic. The effective role of the Crisis Cell (Al-Anbar Governorate) was
also highlighted to face this disease, especially referring to the decisions taken by the Iraqi
Government generally and Al-Anbar Governorate particularly as a distinct role in the non-expansion
for the disease among the citizen. Besides, it aimed to investigate the requirements that must be
provided to citizens by the Crisis Cell in terms of health and services during this period, which
contributed to overcoming this dangerous stage.
2. Materials and Methods
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The responses from the questionnaire were received from April 8 to April 20, 2020 during the
quarantine period in the Al-Anbar Governorate. This period was chosen because it is considered the
most appropriate time for people to sit at homes, thus, this condition resulted in a large number of
participants. A large number of participants are an advantage for this study to build their health
awareness and to correct misconceptions of some people about COVID-19. The research team decided
to collect the data online: the questions was developed through a Google Form and sent to a large
number of residents in cities of Al-Anbar through the social media such as WhatsApp, Viber,
Messenger, and others [8]. The questionnaire was followed by an explanation on objectives of the
questionnaire and also an instruction on responding to the items based on their beliefs which they feel
appropriate. The participants were residents of Al-Anbar province aged 20 years and above who
agreed to participate and were instructed to complete the questionnaire by clicking the provided link.
The approval in distributing the questionnaire was obtained from the President of the Crisis in AlAnbar Governorate. The questionnaire was designed to investigate the demographic details and
evaluation of health awareness among the participants. The questionnaire consisted of several parts.
The first part includes demographic details: place of current residence, gender, age, education [9] as
illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Demographic details of the participants
Options
No.
Demographic details
Ramadi
Fallujah
Haditha
Khalidiya
Aana
Rawah
1
Place of residence
Heet
Ratba
Qaam
Male
Female
2
Gender
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
3
Select your age group
50-54
55-59
+60
Master’s degree and above
Bachelor's degree
Diploma degree
4
Education
Middle school and below
I did not get a degree but read and write
The second part consisted of seven questions about the coronavirus: its existence, origin, methods of
spreading, assessing health awareness, and the role of environmental pollution in addition to other
questions related to the virus SARS-CoV-2. The third part investigated the participants’ views on
assessing health awareness and ways to prevent COVID-19 and the role of the Crisis Cell in the
province in controlling the disease in addition to health and services provided to the citizens. The last
part consisted of an assessment of health awareness about how to curb COVID-19 in the society, as
well as how those who had recovered from COVID-19 joined into the society again. More than one
correct answer was discovered from the responses; however, there was more correct answer, as well as
incorrect answers. Rates were used to present the correct answers and various practices. The results
from the questionnaire were presented through percentages in terms of knowledge scores, attitudes and
practices of the participants according to the level of health awareness among them. In addition, the
demographic details were independent variables and knowledge score as the outcome variable. These
were conducted to identify factors associated with knowledge.
3. Results and Discussion
There were 2084 participants in this study who came from different cities in the Governorate of Anbar
and were divided according to their approximate ratio from high to low. Where Ramadi was the
largest number of respondents participating in the questionnaire with 47%, and then followed by the
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city of Fallujah (21.1%), Haditha (11.9%), Khalidiyah (7%), Heet (6.8%), Al Qaam (1.9%), while the
rest of the cities was 1% and less. The female participation rate was 52%, while the male participation
was 48%.The percentages of age groups were 38.6%, 16.7%, 14.7%, 9.3%, 9.0%, 4.8%, 3.8%, 1.3%
and 1.7 for age groups of 20-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59 and 60 above
respectively. As for the level of education, the percentages were 17.6%, 54.8%, 21.6%, 5.3% and
0.7% master’s degree and above, Bachelor's degree, diploma degree, Middle school and below, and I
did not get a degree but read and write, respectively. All the demographic details are illustrated in
Table 2.

Table 2. Demographic details of the questionnaire.
Demographic
Options
No.
details
Ramadi
1
Place of living
Fallujah
Khalidiya

2

Gender

3

Age group

4

Education

Heet
Haditha
Aana
Rawah
Qaam
Ratba
Male
Female
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60+
Master’s degree and above
Bachelor's degree
Diploma degree
Middle school and below
I did not get a degree but read and
write

Number of
participants
985
440
145
142
249
33
24
41
25
1006
1078
804
348
307
194
188
100
80
27
36
367
1141
450
111
15

Percentage
%
47.3
21.1
7
6.8
11.9
1.6
1.2
1.9
1.2
48.3
51.7
38.6
16.7
14.7
9.3
9
4.8
3.8
1.3
1.7
17.6
54.8
21.6
5.3
0.7

In this part, the results of the questionnaire on evaluating health and environmental awareness of the
community in Anbar Governorate were presented based on the responses to each item in the
questionnaire.
3.1. Item 1: Do you think there is a disease called COVID-19 (or locally called the Corona) caused by
a type of corona virus?
Based on the analysis, 68% of the respondents chose (A) Yes, there is a reasoned virus COVID-19
according to reports by WHO, which confirms this [10]. This is the most correct answer if compared
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to answers to others. While 10% of the respondents chose (B) I think it is a way to control and
fabricate the global economic crises, followed by 6% who chose (C) Do not think a virus but the sarin
gas according to what is circulating in social media [11]. Next, is followed by 7% who chose (D) I
think it is simpler than that because its symptoms are somewhat similar to flu, I do not think it is so
scary [12]. While the last choice indicated 9% who chose (E) I do not know. These findings are
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Findings for Item 1: Do you think there is a disease called COVID-19 (or locally called
the Corona) caused by a type of corona virus?
3.2. Item 2: How do you rate your knowledge about viruses in terms of infection and prevention
methods and others?
There are four options of answers the participants can choose for their respond. Based on the findings,
it revealed that 30% of the respondents chose (A) excellent through published scientific research and
reports WHO while 30% chose (B) very well through the instructions posted by the Crisis Cell on
governorate. In addition 25% of the respondents chose (C) good through reports on social media and
finally 10% of the respondents chose (D) I have no interest in the subject. This findings indicated a
danger to the society because they are lack of interest in personal protective methods against COVID19.
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Figure 2. Findings for Item 2: How do you rate your knowledge about viruses in terms of
infection and prevention methods and others?
3.3. Item 3: What distinguishes the SARS-CoV-2 causing COVID-19 from other viruses?
According to the findings, 59% of the respondents chose (A) Rapid spread in societies, this answer
was considered correct because since the outbreak of the disease in late December 2019 till the present
time, according to the reports of the World Health Organization, the infection has reach 3 million
worldwide [13]. While 10% chose (B) Style of infection through the respiratory tract. This answer is
considered correct as it indicates that the virus is characterized by a respiratory infection. However, a
new study showed that the virus infects blood hemoglobin and reduces its efficiency in carrying
oxygen and carbon dioxide [14]. This is followed by options (C), (D), and (F) which obtained 6%
respectively. The choice of (C) Multiple strains and mutations of the virus is considered correct
because the statement is proven by studies on the virus [12]. However, it is not considered a
characteristic because most viruses have this characteristic. This is followed by choice (D) The
number of deaths caused by the virus, which this is also not a distinctive characteristic due to the fact
that the number of deaths does not exceed 3%, according to the statistics of the WHO [13]. As for
option (F) I did not know what distinguishes this virus, 6% of the respondents had chosen this option.
Finally, as for option (E) few studies are available on the virus, 12% of the respondents chose this
option, thus this answer is considered an incorrect answer because there are thousands of studies on
this pandemic. The findings are illustrated in Figure 3..

Figure 3. Findings for Item 3: What distinguishes the SARS-CoV-2 causing COVID-19 from
other viruses?
3.4. Item 4: So far, no treatment or vaccine has been found against the disease. What do you think are
the methods that increase your body's immunity against COVID-19 disease?
Based on the analysis of the questionnaire data, foods rich in vitamins A, C, E, B6 and B12, zinc, and
iron such as citrus fruits, dark green leafy vegetables, nuts, and dairy products were some of the
responses given by the participants [15]. From the findings, evidence showed that there is a 12%
overall protective effect of vitamin D supplements against bacterial and viral acute respiratory tract
infection. In addition, vitamin C (L-ascorbic acid) has a pleiotropic physiological role, and there is
evidence supporting the protective effect of high dose intravenous vitamin C against COVID-19 [16].
Maintain a healthy lifestyle by exercising (home-exercises), regular sleep and meditation and avoid
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smoking, alcohol, and drugs [15] but high-intensity exercises probably due to the production of
oxidants and suppression of the immune system may be dangerous, however, it helps to exacerbate the
COVID-19 virus. It means that moderate-intensity exercise should be recommended as a nonpharmacological, inexpensive, and viable way to cope with the COVID-19 virus [17]. This COVID-19
epidemic has aroused an increasing attention worldwide. Patients, health professionals, and the public
are under insurmountable psychological pressure, which may lead to various psychological problems,
such as anxiety, fear, depression, and insomnia. Psychological crisis intervention plays a pivotal role
in the overall deployment of the disease control. In addition, awareness regarding the devastating
consequences of hoarding and panic buy should be spread in the community [18]. The item consists of
two correct options (A) Through exercise sport, healthy nutrition, and mental health and (B) may be
by using some vitamins that increase my immunity. This is followed by the third options (C) that
contains the previous two options which obtained 90% compared to the other first two options.
Finally, option (D) I have obstacles that prevent me from changing my lifestyle, and so I do not think
as affecting which is the wrong answer, and therefore resulted in only 10% of the overall percentage.
These findings are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Findings for Item 4: So far, no treatment or vaccine has been found against the disease.
What do you think are the methods that increase your body's immunity against COVID-19
disease?
3.5. Item 5: In light of the advanced scientific capabilities, why have not been reached so far as a
treatment or vaccine for COVID-19 disease?
The first three options for Item 5 were considered wrong or not yet proven. From the options provided,
option (A) Difficulty dealing with this type of virus due to its dangers obtained 22% from the overall
response. As for option (B) This is a virus genetically modified and has many mutations, the findings
indicated 20% of the response rate by the respondents. This is followed by option (C) Failure to unify
efforts and consider the matter materially which obtained 7%. The current COVID-19 pandemic is an
international public health problem. There have been rapid advances in what we know about the
pathogen, how it infects cells and causes disease and clinical characteristics of the disease due to the
rapid transmission around the world [19].As for option (D) the rapid spread led to the dispersion of
efforts between researches and redress health reality, the findings indicated that this option obtained
26% of response rate. Currently, there is not sufficient evidence that any existing antiviral drugs can
efficiently treat COVID-19 pneumonia. In addition, the vaccines and therapeutic antibodies aimed to
specifically target SARS-CoV-2 are also being tested; this solution is more long-term, as they require
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thorough testing of their safety [20]. This is similar to option (E) the topic needs time to ensure the
safety and security of the treatment or vaccine which obtained 25% of the response rate. These
findings are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Findings for Item 5: In light of the advanced scientific capabilities, why have not been
reached so far as a treatment or vaccine for COVID-19 disease?
3.6. Item 6: One of the theories of the emergence of viruses due to environmental pollution. Do you
think that environmental pollution has a role in the emergence of viruses?
One theory hypothesizes that viruses arose from circular DNA (also called a plasmid) that can
replicate independently and move between cells, transferring genetic information from one organism
to another. For example, some plasmids carry the genes responsible for antibiotic drug resistance.
According to this theory, the plasmid escapes from cells and evolves in a way that allows it to enter
another cell to produce viruses. Another theory suggests that viruses could have evolved from more
complex free-living organisms, such as bacteria or cells. A recent study showed that a protein called
ARC that is important for memory in humans could form virus-like particles and transfer RNA
between cells. In all cases, environmental pollution contributes significantly to the emergence of
viruses [21]. This is somewhat similar to option (A) Yes, a belief that it contributes significantly to the
emergence of viruses, which received 36% of the response rate. This is followed by option (B) I do not
think that environmental pollution cause it with 20% response rate, option (C) I think this virus is
laboratory-produced which suggests the conspiracy theory circulated in various media outlets and
obtained 35% response rate, and the final option (D) I do not know obtained 9% response rate. These
findings are shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Findings for Item 6: One of the theories of the emergence of viruses due to
environmental pollution. Do you think that environmental pollution has a role in the emergence of
viruses?
3.7. Item 7: In your opinion, what are the most important ways to spread the virus in societies?
According to WHO Guidance, it is suggested to maintain at least 1-meter distance between two
people. When someone coughs, sneezes, or speaks he or she sprays small liquid droplets from their
nose or mouth which may contain viruses. If a person is too close to someone else, he or she can
breathe in the droplets, including the COVID-19 virus if the person has the disease because it is
considered the primary method of virus infection. From the analysis of Item 7, option (A) Through
flying drizzle from coughing and sneezing of a person with COVID-19 obtained 55% response rate
[4]. Likewise, WHO considers option (B) touching surfaces, food, or commercial goods
contaminated with the virus to be correct and obtained 20% response rate. It can be considered as a
correct answer if it is assumed that a person sneezes or coughs on certain surfaces that may be touched
by a healthy person and then places his hand on his mouth, nose, or eye [4]. As for option (C) studies
are indicating that animals a role has been of Virus transport, the findings indicated that this option
obtained 7% response rate where bats harbor viruses including sars-COV-2. In some circumstances,
facilitating spillover happens which includes direct contact with bats (bites, scratches, consumption of
bats), contact with materials contaminated by bat saliva, feces or urine, and amplification via
intermediate hosts such as domestic animals or other wildlife species. Due to this reasons, a person
must stay away from bats to reduce the transmission risk of viruses from bats to humans and livestock
[22, 23]. The last option (D) overpopulation, received 18% response rate. This indicated that a person
must avoid going to crowded and overpopulation places because when people are together in crowds,
they are more likely to come into close contact with someone who has COVID-19 and it is more
difficult to maintain a physical distance of 1 meter, thus, this has been confirmed by the World Health
Organization [4]. The findings for Item 7 is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Findings for Item 7: In your opinion, what are the most important ways to spread the
virus in societies?
3.8. Item 8: WHO urges to stay at home, not go out except when necessary, follow good hygiene
practices, practice social spacing, and take preventive measures such as wearing masks and gloves to
reduce the spread of COVID-19, do you follow these procedures?
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Findings for Item 8 revealed that 67% of the respondents chose option (A) I apply it at all times to
protect the community and myself, and this is evident as what was observed in the cities of Al-Anbar
Governorate who applied the procedures of the home quarantine approved by the Crisis Cell in the
Governorate. Nevertheless, option (B) I am committed to staying at home, but sometimes when I leave
the house cannot apply precautions obtained 21% response rate. This is considered an incorrect answer
because it is a failure not to apply preventive measures that are not available continuously during this
period and their prices are high. In addition, option (C) I Apply it well but I cannot stay home is
considered valid because this is the same for some categories of employees if he applies the preventive
measures recommended by the WHO [24] and this option obtained 8% response rate. As for the final
option (D) I do not expect these measures to work, this option is considered a wrong choice and
obtained only 4% due to community fear of COVID-19 infections. The findings are shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Findings for Item 8: WHO urges to stay at home, not go out except when necessary,
follow good hygiene practices, practice social spacing, and take preventive measures such as
wearing masks and gloves to reduce the spread of COVID-19, do you follow these procedures?
3.9. Item 9: At this difficult time, Iraq is going through in general and Anbar Governorate in
particular because of the spread of COVID-19. What aspects do you think need to be strengthened
during this period in the al Anbar governorate inside the health aspect?
In this period, some of the options which can be done in combating COVID-19 are increase
sterilization, spread health awareness in the community about methods of prevention from COVID-19,
as well as establish quarantine places and examine samples. As for the options for Item 9, option (A)
By increasing the sterilization and fumigation processes for institutions health, streets, and methods of
basic preventive e obtained 42% response rate. In addition, option (B) By spreading community health
awareness around methods infection, disease prevention, and others obtained 26% of response rate,
followed by option (C) Create more places of quarantine and examine the samples inside the
governorate which obtained 4% of the response rate. Based on the correct options mentioned, the total
response rate was 72%. As far as the incorrect options are concerned, option (D) Perform a field
examination of all the regions of the governorate to ensure that they are free from the incidence of
COVID-19 obtained 20% of the response rate because there is no record of cases in the governorate.
This is followed by option (E) Providing mobile ambulances in the governorate areas for helping
citizens who are unable to reach hospitals which obtained 8% because of our needs to have all health
personal and medical equipment to fight COVID-19. The findings are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Findings for Item 9: At this difficult time, Iraq is going through in general and Anbar
Governorate in particular because of the spread of COVID-19. What aspects do you think need to
be strengthened during this period in the al Anbar governorate inside the health aspect?
3.10. Item 10: What do you think of the Crisis Cell in the Al Anbar governorate in terms of security
and service, and what aspects need to be strengthened during this period?
From the analysis, 76% of the participants chose option (A) Preventing the entry of expatriates to the
governorate except after making sure of their safety from an incidence of COVID-19 no matter how
important. This option obtained the highest percentage because all the recorded cases in the
governorate were imported cases which may cause an epidemic in the governorate. Therefore, all
expatriates must be ensured to be free from the disease in order to make sure of their safety from
COVID-19. As for option (B) Sterilization and fumigation of all goods and foodstuffs entering into
governorate, it obtained 5%. This option is correct, however, it is less important than option (A).
Based on this findings, the correct choices for Item 9 obtained a total of 81% response rate. Referring
to the wrong choices, the total percentage is 19%. This findings included option (C) Providing the
necessary services that the citizen needs, for example, electricity, the Internet, and others which
obtained 2%; having services is one of the essential things in life, not just in times of crisis. This is
followed by option (D) Open the ban is partially for helping the citizen to fetch his needs, especially
after the end of the official working hours with 7% response rate; this option is unnecessary because
the crisis cell allowed the opening of food stores and pharmacies to provide people with their basic
needs. Finally was option (E) Providing the necessary foodstuffs to the low-income individuals during
this period which obtained 10% response rate. The findings for Item 9 are illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Findings for Item 10: What do you think of the crisis cell in the Al Anbar governorate
in terms of security and service, and what aspects need to be strengthened during this period?
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3.11. Item 11: Will the Crisis Cell in Anbar Governorate succeed in overcoming the COVID-19 crisis
by keeping the province free of casualties?
Based on the analysis, 80% of the respondents in the cities of Al-Anbar province trust the work of the
Crisis Cell by applying the preventive measures recommended by the WHO [4] by selecting option
(A) yes, by implementing preventive measures for the Crisis Cell in Al-Anbar Governorate and thus
constitutes a kind of healthy cultural awareness to overcome the COVID-19 crisis. While option (B)
Perhaps there will be no the infection of COVID-19 in the governorate, but I am not sure about the
work of the Crisis Cell obtained 13% response rate, and the reason is due to unavailability of some
preventive and hygienic supplies in the world in general [25]. While option (C) I do not expect its
success and often infection of COVID-19 will occur in the future obtained 5% response rate due to the
two new cases; it was found that the person had COVID-19 and the Crisis Cell sent the person to their
governorate for further action. As for the last option (D) thinks they do not care about the success or
failure of the Crisis Cell the findings indicated 2% response rate. It is considered as a negative view
and lack of awareness. The findings are shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Findings for Item 11: Will the crisis cell in Anbar Governorate succeed in overcoming
the COVID-19 crisis by keeping the province free of casualties?
3.12. Item 12: When reading health reports about COVID-19, how would you rate the health status of
any community?
From the analysis of Item 12, option (A) according to the number of registered epidemic infections
obtained 60% response rate, this referred to the WHO recorded cases according to its latest report on
April 30, 2020, in which the number of infections reached more than 3 million [26]. This is the correct
option in which the health situation in the world is assessed, and for Al-Anbar Governorate, the
number of infections in Al-Anbar did not exceed five cases since the first infection recorded in Iraq.
As for the remaining options, they were considered wrong because the WHO has yet to find an
approved treatment from this pandemic and always the right choice. The society can be protected by
not recording through cases of the disease [4]. As for the remaining options, option (B) according to
the number of deaths recorded obtained 10%; through it the quality of health care can be assessed and
the only case remained in the isolation hospital in the governorate was cured. As for option (C)
according to cases of recovery from illness, it obtained 21% response rate. In addition, option (D) I
don't know obtained 9% response rate. Therefore, the society needs to be educated more about
protecting themselves from the COVID-19 pandemic. The analysis of the findings is shown in Figure
12.
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Figure 12. Findings for Item 12: When reading health reports about COVID-19, how would you
rate the health status of any community?
3.13. Item 13: If one day, if you notice symptoms of COVID-19 what will you do?
According to the data anlaysed for Item 13, option (A) I call the Crisis Cell or go to the hospital, and
check for infection with COVID-19 obtained 60% response rate. A high percentage indicated that the
respondents are aware of their health and environment towards this epidemic in order not to spread the
epidemic in the governorate. As for option (B) I will quarantine myself at home until you confirm I hit
of COVID-19 and I will not approach anyone obtained 37% response rate. This answer is also
considered correct despite fears in the case of infection, the disease may be transmitted to one of the
family members, but the WHO confirms this until symptoms appear and then the patient is transferred
to the special quarantine hospitals of COVID-19 [4]. As for the last two options which were
considered incorrect answers, they only obtained 3% response rate: option (C) I do not care about the
topic and go to work because I do not think I am infected COVID-19, but I will not come close to my
family and option (D) Even if I have infected COVID-19 I will go to work, but I take care of
preventive measures. These are illustrated in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Findings for Item 13: If one day, if you notice symptoms of COVID-19 what will you
do?
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3.14. Item 14: What is your personal opinion is it possible for people who have recovered from
COVID-19 to integrate into society and practice their lives as they were before the infected occurred?
The data analysis for Item 14 revealed that option (A) Yes, after ensuring complete recovery obtained
72% response rate and it is considered as the wrong option because many cases in the world which
were recovered from COVID-19 were infected again as a result of the virus developed again and
infectious. Patients who recovered from the disease need health care so that the infection will not
repeat [27]. This is similar to option (B) Maybe, but it may adversely affect the health of the recovered
in the future which obtained 14% followed by option (C) Often appear to have future health problems
which obtained 6% response rate. While the last incorrect option (D) I don't know obtained 8%
response rate, therefore, the total percentage of response rate for incorrect options for Item 14 is 80%.
This findings indicated that the Crisis Cell must educate people about this pandemic despite their
recovery from COVID-19 because the possibility of them being infected again is very high. In
addition, it is also observed that those who discovered from COVID-19 were then infected by other
diseases such as cirrhosis of the lungs, testicular atrophy in males [27]. Therefore, good awareness
among the society is crucial and required in the aspect mentioned before. The findings are illustrated
in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Findings for Item 14: What is your personal opinion is it possible for people who have
recovered from COVID-19 to integrate into society and practice their lives as they were before the
infected occurred?
4.Conclusion
From the results of the questionnaire on the evaluation of health and environmental awareness of
citizens in Al-Anbar Governorate, it revealed a very good level of awareness about the virus, its
causes, and methods of prevention. This is demonstrated through the commitment of citizens in
obeying the quarantine procedures by the governorate very well. However, some aspects about health
and environmental culture about COVID-19 need to be delivered to the society including how to deal
with the recovering patients from COVID-19. In addition, environmental pollutants need to be avoided
because it is harmful to human health and one of the etiologies of viruses. It is a need to pay a tribute
to the main roles of the Crisis Cell in Al-Anbar Governorate in the process of fighting this pandemic
by following procedures, as well as through the awareness methods used in addition to all the
possibilities that were harnessed to serve the citizens in Al-Anbar.
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Abstract. This study was undertaken to detect the presence of Listeria monocytogenes in
frozen food. A total of 200 different food samples were collected from Basrah markets,
southern Iraq, during September 2015 to March 2016. These samples included frozen fish,
frozen burger, frozen chicken and worker's hands swabs, 50 each. The polymerase chain
reaction technique was used to evaluate the presence of Listeria monocytogenes by using of
inlB specific gene. The PCR results revealed that only four samples (7.27%) were
contaminated by Listeria monocytogenes. In conclusion frozen food may carry a dangerous
type of bacteria and lead to human illness.

Keywords. Listeria monocytogenes, meat, burger, chicken, inlB, Basrah.

1. Introduction
Contamination of raw meat is one of the main sources of food-borne diseases [1, 2]. The presence of
microbes in meat products cannot be detected visually [3]. This increases the risks of food borne
microbes and the incidence of human illnesses [4]. Food associated bacteria are on two types;
pathogenic bacteria which cause a disease and spoilage bacteria which may cause loss of quality of
food and developing a bad smell or texture. Pathogenic bacteria that cause food-borne disease and
cannot be detected during food consumption such as Salmonella, Escherichia coli O157:H7,
Campylobacter jejuni, Listeria monocytogenes, Staphylococcus aureus, etc.[5]. Listeria causes a foodborne disease called Listeriosis that has become a major problem for the public health in developed
countries in addition to food industry [6, 7]. The disease also affects humans, and rised during the
1980s. There was rising in the numbers of human cases in several countries together with evidence for
food-borne transmission of this disease [8]. The uterus of pregnant and the central nervous system or
the blood stream are mostly affected by listeriosis. In non-pregnant women or in the
immunocompromised or elderly people, listeriosis usually presents as meningitis or septicemia [9]. At
the studied area less attention has been made for studying listeriosis or isolation of Listeria from
imported meat and meat products. Milk was extensively studied previously including isolation of
Listeria [10] and other types of bacteria [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The aim of this study was to evaluate
the microbial quality of imported frozen meat regarding Listerial contamination, which cause severe
health problems.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples collection
Imported frozen food samples were collected from different local markets and workers in Basrah city
for bacterial investigation of Listeria monocytogenes. A total of 200 samples were collected during the
period from September 2015 to March 2016,including 50 samples of each frozen burger, frozen
chicken, frozen fish and swabs from worker's hands.Twenty-five grams of the samples were collected
in a sterile containers and immediately transported inside ice box to the laboratory for bacteriological
analysis.
2.2. Culturing the samples
Cold enrichment procedure was applied by adding 10gm of each sample to 90 ml of TSB broth
(Himedia, India) which was kept at 4ºC for 4 weeks [17]. The samples were streaked on TSB agar
containing nalidixic acid (40µg/ml) and lithium chloride 0.5gm /L and incubated for 48 h at 37°C [18].
2.3. Detection of Listeria monocytogenes
Fifty-five samples showing bacterial growth including 15 frozen fish,15 frozen burgers,15 frozen
chicken and 10 swaps of worker's hand were selected. These samples were subjected to detection of
Listeria monocytogenes by detecting the presence of the inlB specific gene by PCR technique.
2.4. Extraction of bacterial DNA
This procedure was done by using commercially available DNA extraction and purification kits
(Geneaid, Korea). Five hundred microlitres of the culture, containing approximately 1 x 109 cells,
were transferred to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. The tubes were centrifuged for 1 minute at 14,00016,000 xg to pellet the cells and the supernatant was then carefully discarded by pipetting or pouring .
One hundred and eighty microlitres of GT buffer were added to the tubes, and mixed by pipetting, and
then followed by adding 20 μl of proteinase K. The samples were then incubated at 60°C for at least
10 minutes. During incubation, tubes were inverted every 3 minutes.
2.5. Primers
Oligonucleotide primers of inlB gene with a length of 343bp were used in this study [19]. Sequences
of primers were;
F: CTGGAAAGTTTGTATTTGGGAAA
R:TTTCATAATCGCCATCATCACT
The electrophoresis of amplified product was carried out in 1.5% agarose gel (Promega, USA)
using7μl DNA ladder as molecular weight marker and 7μl of PCR reactions at 70V for 30 min,and
then at 80V for 20 min. The gel was visualized by UV transilluminator (Verlber Louemal, EEC), and
then photographed
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3. Results
3.1. Enrichment procedure
Out of 200 samples only 55 samples showed bacterial growth after cold enrichment. These samples
were 15 from frozen fish,15 from frozen burgers, 15from frozen chicken and 10 from worker's hand
(Table 1).
Table 1. Number and percentage of positive bacterial culture isolated from frozen food and worker's
hand.
No. of culture positive
No. of samples
% culture Positive
Sample source
samples
50
15
30
Frozen fish
50
15
30
Frozen burger
50
15
30
Frozen chicken
50
10
20
Worker's hand
200
55
27.5
Total
3.2. PCR results for inlB gene in Listeria monocytogens
PCR amplification of 343bp of inlB gene was applied on the extracted DNA from all the culture
positive samples (Figure 1). According to PCR results out of 55 examined samples, the positive PCR
results were observed in 4 samples only at the rate of 7.27% (Table 2).
Table 2. Molecular identification of Listeria monocytogenesin studied samples according to PCR
assay using inlB gene.
No. of culture positive
No. of inlB positive
% PCR Positive
Sample
samples
samples
15
2
13.3
Frozen fish
15
1
6.6
Frozen burger
15
1
6.6
Frozen chicken
10
0
0
Worker's hand
55
4
7.27
Total

Figure 1. PCR amplification of Listeria monocytogenes inlB gene (343 bp) on 1.5% agarose gel and
stained with ethidium bromide. Lane: M, Marker; Lane 1 and 2 Listeria monocytogenes inlB gene
positive; Lane 3-6 negative results.
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4. Discussion
Listeria monocytogenes considered as a cause of listeriosis disease in humans and animals [20,21].
Many deal with Listeria spp show that these bacteria can be found in a different food sources such as
dairy products [22], meat and poultry [23], and in vegetables [24]. Different listeriosis outbreaks were
found to be associated with milk consumption. This case is causing high concern in the industry of
dairy due to the number of cases and increasing in the rate of mortality in these outbreaks to 30% [25].
Special groups of risk also observe in listeriosis outbreaks which include pregnant women, new born,
immunecompromized patients and the old persons [26]. Polymerase chain reaction technique is a
highly sensitive and more accurate than culture-based methods for detecting the
pathogenmicroorganismsin the contaminated food. Many samples gave a positive result in their tests
for L. monocytogenes by using the method of PCR while it gave a negative result by cultural methods.
The attribute authors the sensitivity of PCR detection method increase over culturing methods to the
truth that the former does not have selection initial step. Polymerase chain reaction detectionmethod
solved the problem of some cells that cannot grow in the selective media when there is a small number
present only. The false–negatives of some reported for the cultural detection methods are sometime
these methods depended on using color changes for differentiate between species. These methods are
influenced by the observer ability [27,28]. The target gene of L. monocytogenes is the primer
pair,inlB-F and inlB -R of the inlBgene which detected by PCR [19;29; 30; 31] will amplify and
produce a double-stranded fragment of 343bp. At this study, the rate of isolation Listeria
monocytogenes was 4/55 isolates (7.27%) by inlB gene. this result is in agreement with [32] who
found (6.2%) of Listeria monocytogenes by inlB gene.
5. Conclusion
From the above results, it can be concluded that the imported frozen food are not safe from a
pathogenic bacteria such as Listeria monocytogenes. Culture method without more investigation is not
sufficient for bacteria identification and PCR techniques is a rapid sensitive method for this purpose.
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Abstract. This study aimed to evaluate whether (1237 T/C) polymorphism is related with
diabetic foot ulcer in type-2 diabetes mellitus of Iraqi patients in Najaf city. Diabetic foot ulcer
(DFU) is one of the most prevalent and serious diabetic complications. DFU accounts for about
15% of the diabetic population. It is commonly associated with the increased diabetic
morbidities and mortalities. The type 2 diabetes is recognized by aberrations of glucose, lipid
and protein metabolism. It is increasingly appreciated that wound healing defect seen in
diabetic patients is attributed to the altered protein and lipid metabolism. This study involved
(180) subjects, between them, 60 were patients as group one suffering from type 2 diabetes and
60 were patient suffering from type 2 diabetes and foot ulcer as group two. In addition, 60
healthy group three as control subjects. Polymerase chain analysis was used for detection of
TLR-9 genotypes followed by restriction analysis. We observed no significance differences in
the distribution of the genotypes and alleles of (1237 T/C) polymorphism among the study
groups.

Keywords. Type-2 diabetes mellitus, Diabetic foot ulcer, Toll Like Receptor-9 gene
polymorphism, RFLP-PCR.

1. Introduction
Type 2 diabetes is considered the most prevalent metabolic aberration, and its consequences
constituted the leading cause of morbidity and mortality. It comprises the majority of diabetic cases
(85%) [1]. The macro- and micro-vascular complications, such as diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy
and neuropathy are strongly associated with metabolic aberrations. The risk of hypertension,
atherosclerosis and coronary artery diseases are also increasing. The underlying mechanisms,
explaining the metabolic aberrations and its consequences are not fully clear [2]. It is increasingly
demonstrated that most subjects diagnosed as overt type-2 diabetics showed relative diminution in
insulin secretion and dysfunction of the β-cells of the pancreas. It probably preceded by compensative
hyper-secretion of β-cells and peripheral resistance of insulin. Nevertheless, it is increasingly
considered that the peripheral resistance and insulin hyper-secretion are just initiating events, whilst βContent from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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cells dysfunction and insulin defects are considered the critical main event for development of overt
type-2 diabetes [3]. Moreover, type-2 diabetes is multi-factorial. Environmental factors combined with
the genetic component to explain the dramatic increase in the prevalence of type 2 diabetes. TLR4 and
TLR9 genes as a molecular risk factors forT2DM and its complications such as foot ulcer in the
discrete diabetic population [4]. Wound healing refers to the natural dynamic process which is
responsible for removal and replacement of the devitalized skin structures in response to tissue injury
to restore the normal skin integrity. It is characterized by a stepwise pattern of 4 consecutive phases.
The first and second phase are inflammation and hemostasis. The ultimate goal of this phase is
limitation of the tissue damage and conditioning of the field for reconstruction. The third phase
comprises activation and proliferation of fibroblasts to form granulation tissue. The final step
concerned about maturation of the granulation tissue to restore the tensile surface of the skin.
Importantly, wound healing requires harmony between multiple factors to obtain its maximal benefits.
Nevertheless, certain pathological, nutritional and metabolic aberrations may interfere with the process
of wound healing [5]. Diabetes is one of the most common metabolic aberrations that interfere with
wound healing. It has been reported that diabetic subjects show prolonged inflammatory and
proliferative phases of wound healing. In addition, diabetic foot ulcer (DFU) occurs in 15% of the
diabetic population, and responsible for 85% of the associated lower extremity amputations [6]. In
both innate and adaptive immunity, the toll like receptor (TLR) have essential role. The different
infectious diseases are related with genetic diversity in the toll like receptor genes. Different
autoimmune disease is associated with toll like receptor 9, because it is contributes in the maturation
of dendritic cells and proinflammatory cytokines production [7]. In European Americans, the high risk
of asthma disease is associated with the genetic variation at position -1237 [8]. Further studies needed
to confirmed the relationship between the very low frequency of these toll like receptor variants and
the lower incidence of different diseases like diabetes.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects
This study included 180 Iraqi subjects. Group 1 including 60 patients with T2DM and DF, their age
mean, disease duration, and body mass index were 56.9±9.2year, 10.7 ±4.8year,and 27.1± 3.8kg/m2,
respectively. Group 2 including 60 patients with T2DM and without DFU, their mean of age, duration
of disease and body max index were 47.9± year 8.6, 2.9±year 3.0, 30.1± 4.1kg/m2, respectively.
Group3 including 60 the healthy control their age mean and BMI were 45.0±8.9, 45.0±8.9
respectively. Also, the gender and smoking history were performed for three groups. The patients were
recruited to Al-Sader hospital in Najaf city and the study protocol was approved by Kufa University
ethical committee. The medical history, clinical examination, and assessment of BMI are taken from
all participants. The parameters like fasting and glycated hemoglobin, Urea and creatinine , total
cholesterol, and triglycerides data as shown in (Table1). Polymerase Chain Reaction-Restriction
Fragment Length Polymorphism analysis was used for detection the genotypes of TLR-9(1237 T/C)
polymorphism.
2.2. Genotyping of TLR-9 (1237 T/C)
From peripheral blood leukocytes, the genomic DNA extracted by using Flexi Gene DNA kit
(Qiagen), Restriction fragment length polymorphism technique used for detection the genotypes of
TLR-9 polymorphism. The total volume of PCR reactions consist of 25mL includes 2 μl of DNA,
12.5X of Master Mix, 0.3 μl of each forward and reverse primers for detection of TLR-9(1237 T/C)
polymorphism. The set of primer used was included the forward primer:
5'ATGGGAGCAGACATAATGGA-3' and reverse primer: 5'CTGCTTGCAGTTGACTGTGT-3' [4].
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3% agarose gel electrophoresis was performed and run at 60 volt for 3hrs for visualized the PCR
products under UV light by using ethidium bromide dye.
2.3. The cycling conditions
The conditions includes 5 minutes of initial denaturation at 95°C followed by 40 second of 35 cycles
of denaturation at 95°C, in addition to 40 seconds of annealing at 62°C and 1 minute of extension at
72°C with a final extension step at 72°C for 10 minutes. The created is about 135 bp fragments. The
PCR product was then restricted with BstNI enzyme. The T allele represent the wild type consist of
108 and 27 bp fragments while the C allele represent the mutant type and composed of 60, 48 and 27
bp fragments.
2.4. Statistical Analysis:
ANOVA test, and student t test was used to test the level of significance (p-value) for all parameters
between the study groups. Chi-square test, Odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals was used
also to determine the significant level of the categorical variables. The Statistical Package of Social
Science software (Version 22, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used to performed for all data
statistical analysis [9].
3. Results and Discussion
There were no significant differences between study groups regarding gender, as shown in Figure 1.
About smoking patients, there was highly associated between diabetic foot ulcer group (P<0.001)
comparing with diabetic patients and control, as shown in Figure 2. The mean-fasting blood glucose,
glycated hemoglobin, urea and creatinine were highly significant in group I, as in Table 1. There was a
non-significant association in the allocation of the polymorphic TLR-9 genotypes or allele frequency
between different study groups, as shown in Table 2. The TLR-9 gene polymorphism was done by
using the BstNI restriction enzyme. The (TT) homozygous allele, (CT) heterozygous and (CC)
homozygous mutant alleles were result from digestion by restriction enzyme, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 1. Distribution of study groups according to gender.
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Figure 2. Distribution of study groups according to smoking history.
Table 1. Mean differences of age,
groups.
Parameter (mean ±SD)
Age (years)
Duration (years)
Body Mass Index (kg/cm2)
Fasting Blood Sugar (mg/dl)
HbA1c (%)
Total cholesterol(mg/dl)
HDL(mg/dl)
LDL(mg/dl)
Triglycerides(mg/dl)
Blood urea(mg/dl)
Serum creatinine (mg/dl)

duration, clinical and biochemical parameters according to study
Group 1
56.9±9.2#
10.7 ±4.8
27.1± 3.8
223.6 ± 83.1#
9.0 ± 2.8#
210.7±65.1
42.8±12.1
123.2±50.2
170.7±96.7
42.7±21.7#
6.5±2.8#

Group 2
47.9±8.6
2.9± 3.0
30.1± 4.1#
212.2± 69.7#
8.0 ± 1.9
214.5±51.6
42.8±9.3
135.5±36.5
181.9±87.0
32.2±11.0
4.5±3.2

Group 3
45.0±8.9
_
27.8±3.3
101.9± 17.5
5.3± 0.5
201.9±58.1
40.1±10.9
125.3±44.3
157.8±80.6
29.1±7.1
0.6±0.15

P-value
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
<0.001*
0.48
0.30
0.44
0.33
<0.001*
<0.001*

*P value is of statistical significant, # significant group by post hoc tests for one- way ANOVA,
Group1=diabetic patient with foot ulcer, Group2=diabetic patient without foot ulcer, Group 3= healthy control,
Hb= hemoglobin, SD= standard deviation, HDL= high density lipoprotein, LDL= low density lipoprotein.

Table 2. TLR-9 gene polymorphism and their allele frequencies in the studied groups.
TLR-9 gene
polymorphism
results
TLR-9
genotypes
TT
TC
CC
TLR-9 allele
C allele
T allele

Group1(G1)
N= 59
N%

Group2(G2)
N= 60
N%

Group3(G3)
N= 59
N%

All
groups
P

G1 with G2
P
OR(95%CI)

G1 with G3
P
OR(95%CI)

G2 with G3
P
OR(95%CI)

45 ( 76.3)
13 (22.0)
1 (1.7)

38 ( 63.3)
21 (35.0)
1 (1.7)

45 (76.3)
14 (23.7)
0 (0.0)

0.4

0.1
1.9 (0.8-4.1)

1.0
1.0 (0.4-2.3)

0.1
0.5 (0.2-1.2)

15 (12.7)
103 (87.3)

23 (19.2)
97 (80.8)

14 (11.9)
104 (88.1)

0.2

0.2
1.6 (0.8-3.3)

0.8
0.9 (0.4-2.0)

0.1
0.6 (0.3-1.2)

Group1= diabetic patients with foot ulcer, Group2= diabetic patients without foot ulcer, Group 3= healthy
control, CI= confidence interval, OR= odd ratio, TLR= toll-like receptor.
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Figure 3. Gel electrophoresis of RFLP- PCR product of TLR-9 (1237 T/C) gene polymorphism
digested with BstNI restriction enzyme were separated by using 3% agarose gel at 60 volt for 3hrs.
Homozygous TT genotype and Heterozygous TC genotype results. M: DNA molecular marker 50bp
size by ethidium bromide stained bands in the gel.
4. Discussion
The Current study showed a considerable difference (P<0.001) of age on the development of DFU. A
similar observation was reported in the studies of [10, 11, 12], whose found that the prevalence of
DFU increases with rising age. This is reasonable because the old age patients have higher risk for
development of DFU. According the gender, our study revealed to a non statistical association
(P=0.6). This result was related with study by [13, 14], whose found a non statistical association in
pervasiveness of DFU in patients gender. In contrast to [9, 15], show that male sex has been
recognized as a riskiness factor to the development of diabetic foot ulcer. This may be due to a small
female population in the study. Additionally, this study refers to enormous difference about smoking
on the prevalence of DFU and these results was compatible with the results of [16, 17] whose proved a
connection of cigarette smoking with the development of DFU. In the present study, the finding that
the mean duration of diabetes in patients with DFU was highly significant (P < 0.001) compared with
non-DFU patients. The present study in agreement with a study conducted by [18, 19, 20, 21] whose
found that the long duration of diabetes was the main factor causing DFUs. About BMI (P<0.001) and
these results were in agreement with a number of studies conducted by [22, 23], significant difference
between BMI and development of DFU in T2DM. Previous studies have also shown that HbA1c was
a contributory factor for DFU [13, 24]. But the current study differ from other studies conducted by
[15, 25], whose demonstrated that poor glycemic control is an independent risk factor for the
development of ulcers. This may be due to the method of assessing ,sample collection and patients
number . There was no significant association between DFU group and metabolic factors that includes,
cholesterol, triglyceride, HDL and LDL, this consequence was correlated with a study accomplished
by (25). In regard to serum urea and creatinine there was high significant differences in DFU
(P<0.001) compared with other studied groups. The result of this study agrees with other studies
conducted by [15, 26], whose demonstrated that the possibility of kidney dysfunction associated with
the diabetic foot disease. According to the several studies, the development and complications of type
2 diabetes are associated with different types of toll like receptors [27, 28]. Genetically susceptibility
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to diabetic complication such as a foot ulcer involving several factors that are associated with the
stimulation of immune response. TLR-9 is a necessary endosomal member of the TLRs family [4]
reported that TLR-9 was associated with severity of diabetic injury. Unfortunately, in Iraq there are no
studies involved the effect of TLR9-1237T/C polymorphism on development of DFU and T2DM. Our
study demonstrated a non correlation among all groups of TLR-9 (1237T/C) genotype frequencies (P=
0.5). Also, allele frequencies showed non significant difference among all groups for TLR-9 (1237T/C)
gene polymorphism (P= 0.5) and these results were close to the results of [8], who found that the
recurrence of TLRs- 2, 4 and 9 gene polymorphism don’t detected in T2DM as well as coronary artery
disease (CAD), otherwise, it is still not full clarified correlation of the very relatively low-frequencies
of these variants of TLRs with the incidence of T2DM and CAD in the or population. Furthermore,
the present study results were disagreement with the studies conducted by [4, 29], whose reported that
the (TC and CC) polymorphic genotypes frequencies have high significant among DFU and T2DM
groups compared with healthy individuals. Ethnic diversity may be linked with the variation of above
results.
5. Conclusion
Current study have shown that the TLR-9 gene polymorphism may not have a role in diabetic foot
ulcer disease. There is no significant association between this polymorphism gene and development of
diabetic foot ulcer disease in T2DM.
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Abstract. The present research aimed to isolate and purify Alkaline phosphatase enzyme from
crude protein extract (Lysate supernatant) of Escherichia coli, by using different
biotechnologies. To proceed, the following steps were taken: Firstly, The verification of the
existence of enzyme in bacteria, the bacteria were diagnosed by using the API 20 stripe that
consists of (20) items. the enzyme was isolated to ensure its availability in bacteria within the
logarithmic phase and this was done through proliferating them for 18 hours in a nutrient agar.
It had been detected that the enzyme was intracellular because of the occurrence of enzyme
activity in the lysate supernatant without occurring it in the cell free culture supernatant.
Secondly, Enzyme purification, the enzyme had been purified through three stages:
precipitation of protein by ammonium sulphate, dialysis and finally, the protein extract was
passed through column chromatography by using Sephadex G-100 gel, the estimated enzyme
activity after this step was 22.0 in comparison with its activity before the purification processes
(crude protein extract). The approximate molecular weight of alkaline phosphatase was 81.000
Dalton estimated by using gel filtration technique.

-Keywords. Alkaline phosphatase, Escherichia coli, Molecular weight.

1. Introduction
Escherichia coli is a bacillus bacterium negative for a gram stain, located within the family of
Enterobacteriaceae, negative for oxidase, facultative anaerobic, animated by peripheral flagella,
capable of fermentation for various carbohydrates with gas and acid production [1] (Colonies of
bacteria are circles, small, slightly convex, pale, and on the MacConkey agar appear to be pink
because of its fermentation of lactose sugar. E. coli bacteria widespread in nature and in the intestines
of humans and animals. It has the potential to cause many opportunistic infection such as Urinary
infection, Cystitis and Pyelonephritis pelvic inflammatory [2]. Alkaline phosphatase enzyme is
referred to as ALP (EC 3.1.3.1), [3, 4, 5], which was approved by the International Association of
Enzymes. The Alkaline phosphatase enzyme is also called Orthophosphate monoesterphosphohydrolases [6, 7], a hydrolases enzyme [8], and metalloenzyme [9], to contain its active
positions on four zinc ions Zn+2 and ioni magnesium Mg+2 [10, 11,12], as many researchers pointed
out that the wide-ranging peculiarity of the enzyme of the foundation material [12] led to the study of
its role in the processes of: analysis of both phosphoester phosphate compounds [5], and phosphate
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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endings of DNA and in the transfer of phosphates to their receptors Trans phosphorylation, especially
when there are high concentrations of phosphate receptors such as Tris-buffer and Ethanol amine. The
Alkaline phosphatase enzyme is positioned in bacteria within the periplasmic space [13]. While it is
associated with the plasma membrane in the leubes [7, 14]. This explains his role in the latter with
cellular transport mechanics [5]. The synthesis of the enzyme begins during the logarithmation and
under the conditions of phosphate limitation [15] in the bacterial cell cytoplasm. It is characterized by
a molecular weight of (110,000-67,000) Dalton [4] and its lack of both carbohydrates and fatty acids
within its composition. As well as its stability towards temperatures up to (80) °C [16], it has optimum
pH at 8 [17]. The alkaline phosphatase enzyme in the mamliam is characterized as sugar and protein
[18] contains between 12 [19] to 15% [20] carbohydrates from the total weight of protein. There is no
evidence of the participation of carbohydrate units in stimulation [21]. The enzyme is associated with
the plasma membrane in most animal cells [4, 22], which releases from the membrane to the
bloodstream in the case of inflammation and when regeneration, redivision of cells [23], and in body
fluids, cancer cells. Therefore it is used to track the development of malignant diseases [24]. The
enzyme has a molecular weight of (130,000-170,000) Dalton [25], and plays a defensive role in its
removal of phosphate from the exocellular ATP molecule, which is considered as Pro-inflammatory. It
has a role during acute inflammatory response by removing endogenous dephosphorylating when it is
in great need [9].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacteria used and sources of access
Escherichia coli bacteria, obtained from microbiology laboratories / Al-Salam Hospital in, Mosul,
which was diagnosed using the tape (API 20) (Analytical profile Insera, Biomeriuex France).
2.2. Isolation of the alkaline phosphatase enzyme
2.2.1. Detection the logarethmetic phase of bacteria
This phase was determined by the measurement of the bacterial turbidity in the nutrient broth after
every two hours of incubation in a rocking incubator of the type (Wink Hamp, England) at a
temperature (37) °C in succession for 24hours, using spectrophotometer (Sartorius BL 210S,
Labomed, Inc. sepec setrosc), at (600) nanometer [26].
2.2.2. Preparation bacterial suspension
Prepare the nutrient broth media in a glass sized (1000 cm3) and sterilized by autoclave under
temperature (121) °C and pressure (1) atmosphere for (20) minutes. Then leave to cool to a (45-50) °C
and culture with E.coli for (18) hours at temperature (37) °C in a vibrator incubator (180 cycles /
minutes).
2.2.3. Isolation of alkaline phosphatase
Measured the bacterial growth at the wavelength (600) nm, the bacterial cells precipitated using a
centrifuge Cooling ultracentrifuge (Heraeus chrest Gm bH, Cryofuge 6-4) at speed (19470xg),
temperature (4) °C for 30 minutes, cell-free broth preservation at (4) °C, washed sedimentary cells (3)
times using Tris - HCL buffer 8.0 mM [16] (Kumar et al., 2008). The walls of bacterial cells were
destroyed using the Ultrasonic MSE, SEP. No PG 1545) by exposing it to (20,000) pulse / seconds, for
(30) seconds and repeated the process (3) times with stops of (30) seconds at a temperature (4) °C.
Separate the sediment from the precipitated cells using a refrigerated centrifuge, at the same
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conditions mentioned above, preservation of broken cells supernatant (lysate supernatant) at a
temperature (4) °C [27].
2.3. Purification of alkaline phosphatase
2.3.1. Precipitation of protein by ammonium sulphate
Ammonium sulfate has been added in its solid state to the lysate supernatant and with full saturation to
(75%). Then separate the mixture with the cooled centrifuge for (30) minutes (19470Xg), and quickly
after which it was obtained on the deposit and melted in the 100 mMTris HCL buffer pH 9.8 [16, 27].
2.3.2. Dialysis
It was carried out by placing the protein solution in the plastic tying cellophane bags. Then plunged
into a volume container containing the 100 mM Tris HCL buffer 9.8 [16]. The screening process was
conducted at a temperature of (4) °C with movement using the magnetic motor)
2.3.3. Gel Filtration Chromatography
2.3.3.1. Gel preparation
Use Sephadex-G100 gel [28, 29], which separates protein compounds with molecular weights that fall
within range (150,000-4000) Dalton [30]. Swelling of the gel and then degassing gas exhalation was
performed under a sieve using the Aspirator A-2S Eyela of Japanese origin [27].
2.3.3.2. Packing of the Column
Use the column with the (1.7×75) cm dimenostraion to separate the enzyme that was filled with gel
quickly on the walls of the column [27].
2.3.3.3. Add standard materials
Recovery volumes were estimated for five standard proteins known as molecular weight (blue
dextran, cow serum albums, egg albums, a pepsin enzyme, insulin).
2.3.3.4. Add the sample
(2.5) cm3 of protein solution resulting from dialysis and standard materials were injected circularly on
the walls of the column. By the addition of (2,5) cm3 of distilled water, which was used as an Elution
solution for the purpose of pushing the model inside the column. Then the protein material was
recovered manually and followed up with its protein content by reading the absorption at 280 nm
using a UV-Visible spectrophotometer from APEL company. In addition, the effectiveness of the
alkaline phosphatase enzyme was followed up in each of the separated parts. When the unknown
protein solution was injected into the separation column for the purpose of follow-up the enzyme
during the separation process, that's the combination of protein parts that are in enzyme-effective. A
linear relationship was then drawn between standard protein recovery volumes. It is known as
molecular weights for use in estimating the approximate molecular weight of the Alkaline phosphatase
enzyme [27].
2.4. Cooling Drying Technology (Lyophilization)
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Lyophilization of the protein pack produced by the gel filtration technique was dried using a
lyophilization device after freezing at a temperature (-20) °C to obtain a concentrated protein solution
(Crude protein).
2.5. Estimation of alkaline phosphatase activity
The activity of the enzyme was estimated in both lysate supernatant and cell-free broth. After each
step of purification by rapid detection of the phenol liberated from the reaction using the 4-amino
antipyrine reagent and Potassium ferric amide. The reaction was stopped by adding Sodium arsenate
using Ready packaging) alkaline phosphatase –kite (manufactured by Biomerieu xsa).
2.6. Estimation of total protein
The amount of protein was estimated in both lysate supernatant and cell-free broth. After each step of
purification using the Folin-Lowry method [31] and modified by researchers [32]. Bovine Serum
Albumin (BSA) was used as a standard solution to prepare the standard protein curve with optical
absorption coefficient (Extinction coefficient) equal to 0.67 [33]. Figure 1 shows the typical standard
curve of protein.

Figure 1. Illustrates a typical standard curve for a protein.
3. Results
3.1. Diagnosis of Escherichia coli bacteria
This Based on the biochemical tests and tests found in the API20 strip, E.coli bacteria are diagnosed in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Results of the API20E diagnostic System.
3.2. Alkaline phosphatase enzyme
3.2.1. Determine the Logarithmic growth phase
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The logarithmic growth phase of E. coli bacteria was determined, and due to the fact that the bacteria
in this phase are almost all of their cells are alive and the speed of growth is constant. So the
Spectrophotometer was used to calculate the bacterial growth in the nutrient broth media used under
the study, after every two hours of incubation for a period of 24 hour (Figure 3). It was found that this
phase starts approximately from the hour (4) to the hour (20) (Figure 3), and accordingly, the bacteria
were adopted at an age of (18) hours, which is the logarithmic growth phase, for use in subsequent
experiments.

Figure 3. Growth curve and logarithmic phase determination of Escherichia coli.
3.2.2. Growth curve and logarithmic phase determination of Escherichia coli
The location of the alkaline phosphatase enzyme was determined by measuring its effectiveness
according to paragraph (Isolation of alkaline phosphatase) described in the materials and methods of
work. After the growing of bacteria in the nutrient broth for 18 hours, and after depositing their cells
using a refrigerated centrifuge. The results showed lack of effectiveness of the enzyme in the cell-free
filtrate and its presence in the layers of broken cells by the ultrasound device. The total activity
reached (1.52) units (Table 1), and the total protein amount (47.48) mg (Figure 4). This confirms that
the alkaline phosphatase enzyme is an internal enzyme. It is located inside the cells and not outside it.
Therefore, the suspension of broken cells was approved as a raw extract of the enzyme in experiments
related to its purification.
3.3. Purification of the alkaline phosphatase enzyme
Use lysate supernatant as a pure extract of the alkaline phosphatase enzyme, which has been purified
and according to the following sequential steps:
3.3.1. Protein precipitation using ammonium sulphate
Proteins found in the raw extract were deposited by adding ammonium sulfate gradually and saturation
(75%). And after obtaining the protein deposit dissolved in the 100 ml mollur tris-HCl pH9.8. Then
estimated the enzymatic activity, where the specific activity of each protein extract was observed to
increase by (2.0). Once compared to the raw extract as shown in Table (1), the amount of protein in it
(according to the Lowry modified method) where a decrease in the amount of the total protein is about
in the raw extract and as shown in Figure (4).
3.3.2. Dialysis
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The results showed an increase in the specific activity of the alkaline phosphatase enzyme , which
amounted to (0.10) Unit /amalgam Table (1), with low protein content compared to raw protein extract
as shown in Figure (4).

3.3.3. Gel filtration chromatography
After the treatment of the lysate supernatant (crude protein) by ammonium sulfate and dialysis was
separated the protein compounds by passing the separation column (containing the gel Sephadex G100). It gave two protein packs (A and B), and by measuring the effectiveness of the alkaline
phosphatase enzyme in all parts collected separately, it was found that the effectiveness is
concentrated in the protein pack (B), as shown in Figure (5). A percentage increase in specific activity
of (22.0) times was observed compared to its effectiveness in the crude protein, as shown in Tables (1)
which confirms the purification of the enzyme by this technique. As well as a decrease in the total
protein intake during the purification stages of the enzyme as shown in the Figure (4).
Table 1. Steps of purification alkaline phosphatase from Escherichia coli.
Total
Percentage
Specific
volume
enzymatic
increase in
Steps of purification
activity**
(cm3)
activity unit
specific
Unit/mg
(U)
activity%
Crude extract
20
1.52
0.03
1.0
Precipitate solution of
4
1.37
0.06
2.0
ammonium sulfate
dialysis
7
1.32
0.10
3.3
Gill filteration by
Sephadex G-100
75.5
1.15
0.66
22.0
Peak (B)

Percentage of
restoration
%
100.0
90.0
86.8
75.7

**Specific activity: the number of enzyme units [the enzyme unit measured in (Kind and King U / dl)] / mg
protein. Kind and King: It expresses the amount of enzyme needed to release (1) mg of phenol in 15 minutes at a
temperature of (37)° C.

Figure 4. Total protein intake during the purification phases of alkalinel phosphatase for Escherichia
coli.
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Figure 5. Profile of Escherichia coli proteolytic extract profile using gel filtration technique by using
a separation column with dimensions (1.7 × 75 cm3) containing the gel material (Sephadex G-100) at
a height of 70 cm) at a flow velocity of 36 cm 3 / hour, volume Each segment is (3) cm3.
3.4. Estimating the molecular weight of the alkaline phosphatase enzyme using the technique gel
filtration
The approximate molecular weight of the protein pack (B) was estimated for E. coli bacteria
containing the alkaline phosphatase enzyme by the researcher method (Andrews, 1965) using the gel
filtration technique. The number of compounds known as molecular weight were passed by its
molecular weights range from (2,000,000-204) Dalton on the separation column for the purpose of
setting the characteristics of the column in terms of internal size (Vi). As well as the empty size of
granules (Vo). The standard curve was then drawn Figure (6), based on the size of the organ for each
substance versus the molecular weight of the lugarium. The approximate molecular weight (81,000)
Dalton was determined based on the sizes of the Proteins bundle (83.3) cm3.

Figure 6. Standard curve for determination of molecular weight by gel filtration technology using
sephadex G-100.
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4. Discussion
The current study was based on the isolation and purification of the alkaline phospatase enzyme (EC
3.1.3.1) from the pathogenic bacteria Escherichia coli. It is based for its diagnosis on the shape of its
cells after staining it with a gram stain and on the biochemical tests in the API20 strip. It is one of the
rapid diagnostic methods used worldwide as well as the easy and accuracy of diagnosis. The
logarithmic phase is one of the most important phases that bacteria go through during their growth,
because the cells in it are highly metabolically effective [34] and have distinct physiological and
chemical properties. Therefore, bacteria at this stage are suitable for use in physiological and
biochemical studies [35]. Because the formation and production of the alkaline phosphatase enzyme
begins during this phase in the cytoplasm. Then it is exported through the plasma membrane to the
area surrounding the plasma [15]. The effectiveness of the enzyme increases only after folding, which
occurs only after it is transferred to the space around the plasma. Then the formation of the dimethyl
sulfur [16, 36] which is considered the important part of in bacteria because they contain most of the
enzymes necessary to obtain phosphate and carbon sources [37]. So this phase of bacteria under study
has been identified and is approximately 20-4 hours long. Previous studies have identified this phase
within the time period (15-6) hours [38], and within the period (16-6) hours in bacteria E. coli [39].
The relative disparity observed with the results of this study, may be due to the size of the inoculum
and the type of nutrient media, noting that increasing the size of the inoculum and adding a new
nutritional medium shortens the printing period to a few hours. As well as the source of bacteria
isolation and the extent of their virulence, play an important role in determining the period of the
phases of the bacterial growth curve [40]. The alkaline phosphatase enzyme was isolated from the
bacteria under study after it was grown in the appropriate nutrient medium incubated for about 18
hours. The study revealed that the alkaline phosphatase enzyme is one of the endogenous enzymes
[41]. In terms of the absence of any activity of enzyme in the cell free culture supernatant. Its specific
activity was recorded in the extract of broken cells (Lysate supernatant) (0.03) because the outer
membrane of the gram-negative bacteria acts as a barrier that prevents the enzyme from escaping into
the medium surrounding the bacteria [42]. The phospholipid layer present within the plasma
membrane in the Gram-negative bacteria also acts to prevent the secretion of the enzyme externally.
The enzyme is located within the space surrounding the plasma and it is one of the proteins that are
never secreted outside the bacterial cells into the growing culture medium in it. [43] So the total
enzyme units were obtained from the extract of broken cells and not from the full and Intact cells [41].
As the researcher [44, 45] pointed out the presence of the enzyme is also present in the expanse
surrounding the plasma of a bacterium Pseudomonas aerogenosa. The enzyme was purified after
obtaining the crude protein from the broken cell of the ultrasonic frequency device through the
following steps; First: Protein percipitation with ammonium sulfate. This step is one of the first stages
of purification during which proteins found in the crude extract are deposited depending on the degree
of saturation of Ammonium sulfate [27]. By gradually adding it to the protein extract, because it is a
salt that is characterized by its ability to dissolve at high speed, and its non-effect on enzymes, and
depending on the type of competition between ammonium sulfate and proteins to dissolve and
combine with water molecules, protein molecules tend to combine aggregation with each other in high
concentrations of salt which is due to strong protein-protein interferences that overcome proteinsolvent overlaps [46]. So they were used in the current study of alkaline phosphatase enzyme
deposition and saturation (75%). It was shown that the results compared to the raw protein extract
increase dissertated in quality efficacy and correspond to the results obtained by many researchers who
used ammonium sulfate at different saturation rates [47, 48]. Second: dialysis, which is one of the
methods widely used during the purification stages to get rid of salts and materials with low molecular
weights in enzymatic solutions. [27] such as proteins with molecular weights that are smaller than
14,000 Dalton and some carbohydrates. Although from the reduction of the extract as a result of this
process, an increase in qualitative effectiveness was observed about three times that of the raw extract
and in comparison to the increase referred to by [16]. Third: The technique of gel filtration
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chromatography. This technique is one of the methods used globally to separate compounds depending
on the difference in the size of the rogane Elution volume. Large particles pass through a column
separation of gel granules while small particles take longer due to their entry into their granules.
Therefore, this technique has been used to separate protein compounds that were made and obtained
from sedimentation with ammonium sulfate (after the process of dialysis and reduction of its volume
by lyophilization method) using Sephadex G-100 gel. This is because it separates protein compounds
with weights of molecular that falls within range (150,000-4,000) Dalton[29]. A protein pack (B) was
obtained and as shown in Figure (5) and when measuring the enzymatic effectiveness of the package,
it was found that the protein pack (B) is highly enzymatic. This confirms the presence of one type of
alkaline phosphatase enzyme in E. coli bacteria [49]. The results also showed an increase in the
specific effectiveness of the enzyme by about 22.0 times it in the raw protein extract, which confirms
that the enzyme purification using this technique [50]. Also, the decrease in the total protein amount
along the purification stages indicates that the enzyme has been purified. This is consistent with the
results of many researchers in studies related to this aspect [41, 47, 48, 50]. Also, using gel filtration
technology, the approximate molecular weight of the molecularly purified alkaline phosphatase
enzyme was determined, as it was found that its molecular weight in E. coli (81,000) Dalton was
similar to what was found by [5]. [5] indicated that the molecular weight of the enzyme in these
bacteria is located within the run (90,000-85,000) Dalton.
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Abstract. This study evaluates eleven wild plant species belong to two genera of Asparagaceae
family, naming of Bellevalia lapeyr and Ornithogalum L. and discuss the similarities and
differences among all species by using eighteen random primers for the Random amplification
polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers were used to study the genetic relationship and genetic
distance among these species. The study aimed to determination genetic relationships among
all the eleven species by using RAPD markers and the method of extraction DNA from plants
was CTAB with liquid nitrogen. The result show 16 primers success in giving 293 bands, of
which 263 were polymorphic bands, 25 unique bands and 5 were absent. B.chrisii type also
succeeded in showing two unique bands at OPG-08 primer without registering any other bands.
The lowest genetic distance was 0.306 between B. longipes and B.parva, while the highest
genetic distance was 0.943 between B.chrisii and O.pyrenaicum. It is concluded from our study
based on the results of the RAPD test that the studied species were divided into two main
groups, each group was divided into subgroups, the first group included three groups and the
second main group included two main groups. The study found that the O.pyrenaicum type is
distinguished by being far from the rest of the species.
.

Keywords. Asparagaceae, Genetic relationship, Bellevalia, Ornithogalum, RAPD.

1. Introduction
Asparagaceae family of plants belong to monocots plants, and it is a widely spread family in the
temperate zones, tropical and subtropical zones. It includes around 114-143 genera and 3632 [1]
species, and they were mentioned, for the first time, by the scientist Jussieu [2] and considered part of
the lily family. Asparagaceae family is characterized by a perineal herbal nature or seasonal. The
species of this family are characterized by their economic importance as they are used for ornamental
purposes of as fodder or livestock [3]. According to the scientific researches, the two genera Bellevalia
lapeyr and Ornithogalum L. belong to the Asparagus family [4], but they were considered for a long
time that they belong to Liliaceae family. In the Turkish flora, [5, 6, 7] mentioned that Bellevalia
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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belongs to the Asparagus family. [8classified it within the same family in the Iranian Flora and [9]
mentioned Bellevalia in Asparagus family in his study to the Italian Flora. Moreover, the study of [10]
categorized both of the genera within the liliaceous family in the Iraqi Flora. The molecular markers
are regarded as markers of the stable genetic material, which have specific locations on the genome,
through which we can identify the specific genetic differences and the type of mechanisms responsible
for a certain characteristic and also the inhibitory genes. Amongst the molecular markers is the DAN
Markers, through which we can detect the genetic variations in any piece of the genetic material
whether it was DNA or RNA or cytoplasmic DNA or cpDNA (mtDNA), whose sizes range from one
pair of nitrogen base to a couple of thousands [11]. Researchers and authors endeavored to use
techniques that depend on the plant genetic material to identify the kinship relations amongst the plant
species and genetic distance between them [12]. One of these techniques is the Polymerase Chain
Reaction (PCR), and one of the markers that depend on the PCR technique is the Random Amplified
Polymorphic DNA. The number of the amplified pieces is dependent upon the primer length, the
genome size, and its sequence sample, rapid and needs small quantities of DNA (20-25) nanograms
[13]. The purpose behind using these techniques, which rely on the genetic material is to solve several
problems related to the classification of plants, identifying the genetic print and variation as well as
using the results of these techniques in asserting the deduction of new dynasties and the selection of
high quality and specifications species that contribute to enhancing the agricultural production [14].
Therefore, The current study aims to identifying the genetic relation among eleven wild species,
which belong to Bellevalia lapeyr and Ornithogalum L.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples collection and identification
A total Plant samples were collected during one season from March to May 2019 from many areas in
the middle and north of Iraq, which included four governorates: Salahaldeen (Sherqat, Haweejah,
AlAlam, AlAbbasi, Balad and Amerli), Nineveh (Rabee'a, Zummar and Qayyarah), AlTa'meem
governorate (Kirkuk center, Haweejah and Lower Zab, Erbil governorate (Koysanjaq) and the
information related to each species were registered. The information about specimens was recorded;
and they identified by the second author. Also assured by comparing them with the specimens
available at the National herbarium of Iraq.
2.2. Genomic DNA extraction
The DNA was isolated from the fresh leaves of the plants and 2 grams were taken from the leaves,
using the (CTAP) in accordance with the method mentioned by [15, 16] and which is used by [17].
The DNA was extracted from the fresh leaves, purified and then its concentration and pureness were
measured by the Nanodrop.
2.3. RAPD – PCR reactions [18]
According to the method mentioned by [19], the reactions of RAPD for the DNA samples of the plant
species Bellevalia and Ornithogalum L. The number of primers used were provided by Promega
company they were 18 random primer ةand their sequence is shown in table (1). The reaction solution
was prepared.
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Table 1. Shows the random primers used in the study of RAPD – PCR.
Primer code
OPA-01
OPA-06
OPB-14
OPB-20
OPC-08
OPC-16
OPD-03
OPD-18
OPE-03
OPE-11
OPF-05
OPF-20
OPG-08
OPG-14
OPH-08
OPH-16
OPI-02
OPI-19

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Nucleotide sequence 5 to3
CAGGCCCTTC
GGTCCCTGAC
TCCGCTCTGG
GGACCCTTAC
TGGACCGGTG
CACACTCCAG
GTGGCCGTCA
GAGAGCCAAC
CCAGATGCAC
GAGTCTCAGG
CCGAATTCCC
GGTCTAGAGG
TCACGTCCAC
GGATGAGACC
GAAACACCCC
TCTCAGCTGG
GGAGGAGAGG
AATGGGGGAG

Tubes with capacity of 0.2 ml contained the reaction mixture were prepared as shown in
table (2), put in the ice to complete the required additions and then the mixture was cast
away for 2-5 seconds by the Microfuge to make reaction components mix well. After that
the tubes were put in the Thermo cycler according to the program shown in table (3).
Table 2. Materials used in the main reaction mixture of PCR.
No.
1
2
3
4

Components
Premix
Nuclease free water
Primer
DNA template

Final concentration
10 pmol
50 ng/g

Final volume of each sample/µL
2
15
1
2

Table 3. The steps of the PCR reaction program.
Stage
initiation
denaturation
denaturation
annealing
extension
Final extension

Temperature

Time

No. of cycles

94

7 min.

1

93
36
72
72

45 sec.
45sec.
90 sec.
7 min

40
1

When time of reaction was ended, the mixture was kept in the fridge. An amount of 5
microliter was withdrawn from each tube to be borne in the Holes of Agarose gel which was
prepared previously in a concentration of 1.5% and the marker was put. Samples
electrophoresis gel was conducted for 60 minutes in 70 volt, after that the gel was subjected
to ultraviolet ray in UV-Transilluminator and photographed with a high resolution camera.
2.4. Estimation of the genetic distance using RAPD markers
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In depending on the RAPD reactions results, the genetic distance for the plants species in question was
estimated by means of the Genetic statistical package (2.02i NTSYS-PC.Version), which relies on the
bands shared between the genetic structures according to the equation mentioned by [20]. A tree
diagram that elucidates the genetic relation between the species was drawn by using SAS program.
3. Results and Discussion
Results of the current study revealed that there are two types of primers; the productive primers and
the non-productive primers, which are two OPB-14 and OPD-03, that showed no bands on the
Agarose gel. All the productive primers, which are 16 random primer, produced Polymorphic loci. The
sizes of the molecular bands ranged between (100-1500 bp). Using of many number of primers is
regarded as an marker of the increase of the genetic distance accuracy [14], and eventually results in
more accurate results which can identify the genetic relation amongst the species as 293 bands
appeared, 263 of them are polymorphic band, 25 are Unique bands and 5 are Absent bands. The
unique bands appeared in several primers such as OPA-01, OPE-11, OPG-14 and OPA-06 and their
appearance varied on the molecular volumes 400, 800, 1000 and 1250 bp. Both the species B.flexuosa
and B.parva were distinguished in a number of the productive unique bands when using the primers
OPC-08, OPD-18, OPF-20 and OPH-16. The species O.brachystachys recorded three unique bands at
the primers which are: OPA-06, OPE-03 and OPI-19, while the species B.saviczii produced two
unique bands at the two primers OPA-01 and OPA-06 in two different locations and the same was for
B.kurdistanica which recorded two unique bands at the primers OPD-18 and OPF-05 at two different
locations and we notice the superiority of the primer OPC-08 in terms of the number of the bands,
followed by OPF-20. So, we concluded that all the primers shared the feature of showing unique bands
for different species except for the primers OPB-20 and OPC-16 which did not produce unique bands.
This emergence demonstrates Genomic DNA sequence of that species per se and it can be considered
as a diagnostic feature to discriminate between the species. The second type of the distinguished bands
was represented by the absent bands, which emerged at the primers OPC-16, OPE-03, OPF-05, OPG14 and OPI-02. The appearance of the absent bands is regarded as a type of mutations that took place
at the location of the primer identification of one genetic structure that led to abolishing the
identification location and eventually that band did not emerge [14]. In table (4), we observed the
primers varied in their proficiency values, which result from their capability to show that variance
among the genetic structures of plants species in question. The primer OPG-08 was less proficient and
with less distinguishing capability (0.6) and (0.7) respectively, while the primer OPI-19 was
characterized with the highest proficiency and distinguishing capacity amongst the primers (8.8) and
(8.9) respectively in terms of producing 26 different bands. From the other hand, the proficiency and
the distinguishing capability of the two primers OPE-11 and OPF-05 were similar. Therefore, it is
concluded that more bands are more proficiency the primer has. At the same time, the increase of the
primers used in RAPD markers results in increasing the accuracy of identifying the genetic distance
and the increasing the possibility of detecting larger area for the genome [21]
Table 4. Represents the results of the random primers used in RAPD.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Primername
OPA-01
OPA-06
OPB-20
OPC-08
OPC-16
OPD-18
OPE-03

No. of
loci
6
4
5
9
3
8
6

Polymorphic
bands
6
4
5
9
3
8
6

Total
bands
20
13
22
22
16
24
25

unique absent
bands bands
1
2
4
1
2
2
1

4

primer's
efficiency
6.8
4.4
7.5
7.5
5.4
8.1
8.5

Discrimination
power
7.6
4.9
8.3
8.3
6.0
9.1
9.5
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

OPE-11
OPF-05
OPF-20
OPG-08
OPG-14
OPH-08
OPH-16
OPI-02
OPI-19
Total

6
6
6
2
5
8
4
3
8
89

6
6
6
2
5
8
4
3
8
89

18
18
17
2
23
21
12
14
26
293

1
2
3
2
1
1
1
1
2
25

1
1
1
5

6.1
6.1
5.8
0.6
7.8
7.1
4.0
4.7
8.8

6.8
6.8
6.4
0.7
8.7
7.9
4.5
5.3
9.8

Figure 1. Reaction resluts for primer OPB-20
for plants under study in agarose gel
electrophoresis with concentration 1.5 and
Marker.

Figure 2. Reaction resluts for primer OPA-06
for plants under study in agarose gel
electrophoresis with concentration 1.5 and
Marker.

Figure 3. Reaction resluts for primer OPE-03
for plants under study in agarose gel
electrophoresis with concentration 1.5 and
Marker

Figure 4. Reaction results for primer OPC-16
for plants under study in agarose gel
electrophoresis with concentration 1.5 and
Marker

Figure 5. Reaction results for primer OPI-02

Figure 6. Reaction results for primer OPG-14
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for plants under study in agarose gel
electrophoresis with concentration 1.5 and
Marker

for plants under study in agarose gel
electrophoresis with concentration 1.5 and
Marker

From table (5), we find that the values of the genetic distance ranged between (0.306 - 0.943). the least
genetic distance was 0.306 between the species B.longipes and B. parva, and thus they are the most
similar among the species because they belong to the same genus and in spite of the difference
between them in some morphological characteristics, but the a proximity in the genetic distance value
demonstrates the similarity in the genetic material. From the other hand, the highest genetic distance
was 0.943 between B.chrisii and O.pyrenaicum they were least similar to those which belong to two
different genera; B.chrisii belongs to the genus Bellevalia and O.pyrenaicum belong to the genus
Ornithogalum and this lead to why they are genetically distant.
Table 5. The genetic distance amongst the species in this study.
S1
0.000
0.446
0.446
0.720
0.629
0.718
0.460
0.642
0.777
0.718
0.943

S2

S3

S4

0.000
0.433
0.506
0.315
0.543
0.489
0.734
0.889
0.830
0.850

0.000
0.464
0.433
0.606
0.446
0.692
0.665
0.663
0.734

0.000
0.378
0.306
0.352
0.520
0.750
0.886
0.629

S5

0.000
0.403
0.446
0.533
0.825
0.766
0.707

S6

0.000
0.461
0.461
0.752
0.901
0.703

S7

0.000
0.460
0.666
0.718
0.720

0.000
0.432
0.607
0.720

S8

0.000
0.389
0.693

S9

S10

S11

0.000
0.509 0.000

S1: B.chrisii, S2: B.flexuosa, S3:B.kudistanica, S4: B.longipes, S5: B.macrobotrys, S6: B.parva S7:
B.pycnantha S8:B.saviczii, S9:O.brachystachys, S10:O.neurostegium S11:O.pyrenaicum.

In depending on the values of the genetic distance shown in table (5), the tree diagram was drawn,
according to which the plants species were divided into two main groups, as follows:
3.1. The first main group:
It included seven species, included : B.chrisii, B.flexuosa, B.kudistanica, B.longipes, B.macrobotrys,
B.parva and B.pycnantha.
3.1.1. The first secondary group:
It involves the species B.chrisii, this species is alone in a genetic group indicated in the dissimilarity of
its genetic material with other species and it has a genetic distance of 0.446.
3.1.2. The second secondary group: It contains three species:
The genetic distance of B.flexuosa and B.macrobotrys was 0.315, while it was 0.433 between
B.macrobotrys and B.kurdistanica and the same genetic distance is between B.flexuosa and
B.kurdistanica. This indicates that the three species belong to one common origin and approved by the
morphological classification results as they belong to the same genus.
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3.1.3. The third secondary group:
It involves B.longipes, B.parva and B.pycnantha with genetic distance of 0.306 between the two
species B.longipes and B.parva; and 0.461 between B.parva and B.pycnantha. From the other hand,
the genetic distance between B.longipes and B.pycnantha was 0.352 and the genetic convergence of
these species is in accordance with their similarity in several morphological features.
3.2. The second main group:
It includes B.saviczii, O.brachystachys, O.neurostegium and O.pyrenaicum. They are divided into two
secondary groups involve:
3.2.1. The first secondary group:
It included three species,: B.saviczii, O.brachystachys and O.neurostegium. The genetic distance
between B.saviczii and O.brachystachys was 0.432 and between the species O.brachystachys and
O.neurostegium was 0.389. The presence of these species in one group indicates that they share the
same origin, despite the fact that the species B.saviczii belongs to the Bellevalia genus and the other
two species belong to the Ornithogalum genus according to the morphological classification.
3.2.2. The second secondary group:
It included one species, which is O.pyrenaicum and its presence in an independent genetic group
confirms that its genetic material is different from the rest of the species according to the results of
RAPD – PCR, this species showed no band at the primers OPC – 08, OPF – 20 and OPI – 19. From
the other hand, the species O.pyrenaicum was characterized with four unique bands at the primers
OPA – 01, OPD – 18, OPH – 08 and OPI – 02 at the molecular size (300, 1500, 1500 and 1250)
respectively, with three absent bands when using the primers OPC – 16, OPF – 05 and OPI – 02.
Najat Data
2020
1
2
5
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
0.00

0.20

0.40
Coefficient

0.60

0.80

Figure 7. The genetic relationship between the plants species according to the Genetic
distance values of RAPD markers.
The use of plenty molecular markers indicates its efficiency and accuracy in giving the results besides
being inexpensive. Regarding the molecular studies of plants species which they are not available
except for the study of [22] for three species belong to the genus Ornithogalum, they are:
O.brevipedicellatum, O.oligophyllum, and O.pamphylicum. Study used the PCR technology using two
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specific genera, trnL and rbcL. The study of [23] was a cellular study of the number, size and shape of
the chromosomes of three species that belong to Bellavalia genus, whereas [24] studying the shape
and number of chromosomes for the species O.alpigenum, which belong to ـOrnithogalum genus. The
results show the primer OPC-08 was unique to the appearance of 4 unique bands, 3 unique bands
recorded by type B.parva, two with molecular size ranging from (1250 to1500), the third band of the
same species with a molecular size (300bp), and the fourth unique bands of the primer OPC-08
recorded by B.flexuosa at molecular size (250bp) thus being the most unique prime in the number of
unique bands. Whereas, the primers OPB-20 and OPC-16 did not produce any unique bands. The two
species B.parva and B. flexuosa similar to each other in having 4- unique bands, this meaning they are
similar in many morphological characters like color of flowers are violet and the long leaves so they
are related to each other, while the species O.pyrenaicum have shown no bands in many primers, this
mean that the species is genetically divergent from the rest of the species.
4. Conclusion
The Results showed that there was a high genetic variance amongst the plant species, they were
characterized with the emergence of different bands and distinguished bands (unique and absent).
Also, the results showed the efficiency of using RAPD-PCR markers in defining the genetic relation
between these species and the genetic print.
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Abstract. Eight Cd-resistant bacteria were isolated from the soil. Based on the resistance and
specific growth rate, one isolate from these was chosen. The 16S rRNA (rrs) gene sequence
was used to assert this isolate belongs to the genus of Brevibacillus and closely related to
Brevibacillus agri (B.agri) DSM 6348T (AB112716). The isolate was termed B.agri C15. The
specific growth yields and the Cd-dependent fall in specific growth yield of B.agri C15 was
determined under different concentrations of Cd. The current study provides a basis for
isolation Cd resistant bacteria with maximum tolerable concentration (MTC) 15 mM Cd from a
contaminated soil 490±50 µmolal Cd that could be suitable for a new Cd-bioremediation
process; therefore, further studies are needed to investigate this possibility.

Keywords. Brevibacillus agri, cadmium, growth rate, isolation, soil.

1. Introduction
The contamination of environments with metals has become a global challenge in the relation to
human health. Cadmium is a non-essential element for life, and it is toxic to Homo Sapiens. The
United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) and the International Agency for Research
on Cancer (IARC) classified some elements, including Cd, As, Hg, and Pb, as human carcinogens [1].
Furthermore, chronic exposure to low levels of Cd is associated with several diseases, such as
deranged blood pressure regulation, osteoporosis, early onset of diabetic renal complications, and endstage renal failure. The Cd contamination, exceeding the US EPA limit of 3 µg/L, has become a major
concern, especially in the relation to increasing groundwater withdrawals for human use and
agricultural irrigation. This contamination may be subject to regulatory requirements for treatment,
and more effective methods for removing Cd are required. Techniques, such as physiochemical
methods (precipitation, adsorption and ion exchange) biological methods (bioremediation) are used to
remove Cd from groundwater [2]. Bioremediation is the process of transfer, forming contaminants to
less harmful substances, and depending on the type of pollutant, different approaches can be
employed. One approach is the isolation of bacterial resistance to the pollutant with the aim of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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enhancing remediation efficiency. The first use of bacteria for Cd removal was investigated in species
of Citrobacter in the batch experiment [3, 4]. Following these studies, this Citrobacter was also studied
for cadmium removal in reactor experiments [5, 6]. And later, more modification methods were
applied for using Citrobacter sp. in cadmium removal such as in solutions supplemented with
phosphatase substrate [7, 8]. Also, Citrobacter MCM B-181 was used for removal of cadmium by [9].
The main aim of the present study was to isolate Cd-resistant bacteria from well-known contaminated
soil, identify the strain, optimise its growth, and determine its tolerance to Cd.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Soil sampling from the contaminated site and isolation of bacteria to resistant cadmium
2.1.1. Soil sampling
In the current study, for the isolation of Cd-resistant bacteria, HayTor quarry, Dartmoor, England was
chosen as a source for the isolation of the strains, as this soil has been contaminated with cadmium
copper, tin, silver, and lead due to historic mining activities [10]. The global positioning system (GPS)
coordinates of HayTor are 50-577054" N latitude and 3.75549" W longitude. One kg of clayey soil
from the surface was collected in a sterilised plastic box, and transferred to the laboratory, then stored
in a refrigerator at 4 ºC until required at 24 hrs.
2.1.2. Soil analysis
For elemental analysis, a sub-sample of the soil was dried at 50ºC–60ºC for 72 hrs., then disaggregated
and ground using a mortar and sieved by 180-micrometer particle sizes. Cadmium was extracted from
the soil via aqua regia digestion [11], and the concentrations in the extract were determined using
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The ICP-MS analysis was conducted
according to work carried out by [12]. Briefly, 1.0 g of sieved soil (n = 3 samples) was processed
following aqua regia digestion using a Tecator digestion at 60ºC for 2hrs. After digestion, the solution
was cooled, filtered (Whatman 541) into a clean volumetric flask, and the volume was completed with
2% HNO3. The limit of detection (LOD) for the ICP-MS analysis for Cd (0.02 µM) was established
from the five standard deviations (SDs) of measuring the lowest standard (n = 10). As no certified
reference material (CRM) containing appropriately high Cd concentrations was available and hence,
an in-house reference material, contaminated soil SS-2, was used to indicate recovery. The percentage
recovery of ICP-MS via the use of contaminated soil- SS-2 was Cd (50%), which was calculated from
the recorded (4.0±0.3 µmolal Cd) and certified (8.0±0.06 µmolal Cd) values of the reference material.
However, the procedural blank (n = 3 samples) was of a similar magnitude (3.0±0.03 µmolal Cd) as
this reference material, explaining the poor recovery obtained.
2.1.3. Isolation of Cd resistant bacteria
For the enrichment of bacteria, 0.5 g of the soil sample was transferred into 250 mL of Erlenmeyer
flask containing 50 mL of E-Basal salts media (EBS) supplemented with D-fructose (10 mM) as a
carbon source [13]. The flask was incubated at 37°C for five days, and the turbidity was monitored
regularly. After incubation, 5 mL of enriched bacterial culture was transferred to 45 mL of EBS/Dfructose. The serial subculture was repeated for four-time cycles until an enriched bacterial growth
was obtained, at which point isolation was attempted. The isolation was preliminarily done in terms of
MTC to Cd [14]. Five mL of the bacterial culture was inoculated into 45 mL of EBS/D-fructose in
Erlenmeyer-flasks (250 mL) in triplicate, amended with Cd and incubated at 37°C for 48 h. The
nominal concentration of Cd (supplied as Cd (NO3)24H2O) started at 1 µM and increased by 2 µM at
each transference of the screening process. A control without Cd was used to determine whether there
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was growth at each step. The concentration at that below no growth occurred, and was accepted as the
MTC. After the determination of MTC values, three cultures were grown with Cd at their MTC
values, which is 10 mM for two cultures and 15 mM for the third. To obtain single colonies from each
bacterial culture (the MTCs of 10 mM and 15 mM), 100 L of the culture was spread onto EBS/ Dfructose agar plates supplemented with Cd (in triplicate). The nominal concentrations of Cd (mM)
were below and above MTC values of the bacterial culture. The plates were incubated at 37°C until
the colonies were visible. After growing the colonies, each one was purified, and considered as a Cdresistant isolate.
2.2. Optimising growth conditions and the selection of isolates
Different bacterial growth conditions, including temperature, carbon, and nitrogen sources, were
studied in 50 mL of EBS in the Erlenmeyer-flasks (250 mL) in triplicate, and the amount of biomass
was determined. The optimum temperature for the isolate was first studied by growing of the culture
in EBS/D-fructose and incubation at different temperatures of 4°C, 18°C, 25°C, 30°C, 37°C, 42°C,
44°C, 50°C, and 60°C for 4 days. The most suitable carbon source for the growth of isolates was
studied using glucose and fructose (10 mM concentration), acetate, pyruvate, and sucrose (20 mM
concentration), separately. The experiments were carried out at an optimised temperature of 37°C for
seven days and incubated at a shaking speed of 100 rpm. Finally, the suitable nitrogen source for the
growth was studied by the addition of ammonia, urea, thiocyanate, cyanate, nitrate, or glycine (3 mM
concentration), in addition to the dinitrogen in the air. The experiments were performed at 37°C, and
the carbon sources were either fructose for some isolates or pyruvate for other isolates. Based on their
Cd MTC value, four out of eight Cd-resistant isolates with the highest MTC ability (C15-1, C15-2,
C15-3 and C15-4), were chosen for further study.
2.3. Estimation of the specific growth rate and selection of one isolate
The specific growth rate was determined for isolates C15-1, C15-2, C15-3, and C15-4 under their
respective optimised conditions. One mL of the growing culture of each isolate was inoculated into 50
mL of EBS/ pyruvate (20 mM), or D-fructose (10 mM) for isolate C15-4. During the incubation at
37°C, samples were collected at regular time intervals, and the amount of biomass was determined.
The growth of cells in the EBS was determined in terms of dry biomass. From the batch cultures,
samples were collected at regular times, and the dry biomass was determined. The growth of bacterial
strains was determined by measuring the optical density (OD) at 440 nm using a UV visible
spectrophotometer against a cell-free EBS medium as a blank. The OD should be within the range of
0.2 to 0.9. It was assumed that 0.1 of OD was equivalent to 23 mg/L of dry cell biomass of strains.
After determining the dry biomass of the growth culture at regular times, the logarithmic dry biomass
against the times was plotted to obtain the bacterial growth curve as a semi-logarithmic graph. The
curve was fitted with the nonlinear regression of the biomass mean data using the SigmaPlot (version
13). The growth curve was used to measure the specific growth rate by plotting one point of the
exponential phase of the amount of biomass of bacterial growth (axis y) and its double point against
time (axis x). Monod`s equation (1949) was used to calculate the growth rate. Based on the specific
growth rates of four isolates, the isolate with the highest growth (re-coded as ‘C15’), was chosen to
achieve the objectives of the present study.
2.4. Characterisation of B.agri C15
The morphology isolate of B.agri C15 was observed after being stained with Gram stain and observed
under a light microscope, according to the work of [15]. Biochemical tests, including indole, methyl
red, Voges-Proskauer, and citrate tests (IMVIC) were performed in triplicate, with control. The
genomic DNA (gDNA) isolate of B.agri C15 was extracted according to the JGI (Doe Joint Genome
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Institute) method [16]. Quality and quantity of gDNA, agarose gel electrophoresis, gDNA
quantification using Nanodrop spectrophotometer, gDNA quantification using the Qubit 2.0
Fluorometer were used. The electrophoresis was run at 60 V for 60 mins and then the gel was
illuminated with a UV transilluminator to be photographed using the gel-imaging system. The quantity
of pure gDNA was determined using a NanodropTM 1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific Ltd.,
DE, USA) at 260 nm based on the measurement ratios of A260/A230 and A260/A280. A260/A230
ratio indicates residual phenol and protein contaminations, whereas the A260/A280 ratio indicates
isopropanol or phenol contaminations. The accurate method for the quantity of pure gDNA was
determined using the dsDNA BR Assay Kit (catalogue number Q32850, Q32853, Life Technologies)
and the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Life Technologies). The Qubit 2.0 fluorimeter was turned on for three
h, before starting the measurements, to stable its signal. Two μL of the gDNA sample was diluted with
199 µL of Qubit dsDNA BR buffer and with 1 µL of Qubit dsDNA BR reagent (200X concentrate in
DMSO) in an Eppendorf tube. A calibration curve, zero ng/µL DNA (Qubit® dsDNA BR standard #1)
and 100 ng/µL DNA (Qubit dsDNA BR standard #2) were diluted with 190 µL of Qubit dsDNA BR
buffer and with 1 µL of Qubit dsDNA BR reagent (200 concentrates in DMSO) in an Eppendorf tube.
All samples were incubated for 2 mins, and the concentrations of gDNA were measured using the
fluorimeter by sequentially putting in 2 µL from each sample and recording the gDNA concentrations.
The acceptable gDNA samples for sequencing required a concentration of 10 – 30 ng gDNA /μLTrisHCl. The gDNA was subjected to 16S rRNA (rrs) gene sequence. MUSCLE (Multiple Sequence
Comparison by Log-Expectation) was used to make the multiple sequence alignment to be tested for
the best fit of models, based on the Bayesian Information Coefficient (BIC). The Phylogenetic analysis
was done using MEGA software (Version7.0.26); the trees were reconstructed accordingly (with a
percentage of 5,000 bootstrap replications) with a discrete gamma distribution to model rate
differences across the sites (5 categories and gamma parameter 0.1466) allowance for some (40.39 %)
evolutionarily invariant sites.
3. Results
3.1. Isolation of bacteria resistant to cadmium
The isolation was carried out from the soil of HayTor quarry. For the soil, a concentration of 490±50
µmolal Cd was determined after aqua regia acid extraction and analysis by ICP-MS. Although the
reference material used for quality control showed poor recovery (50%), this concentration is two
orders of magnitude higher than Cd in the reference material. Therefore, the Cd concentration in the
soil clan is seen as a reasonable, probably low estimate. Compared to soil contamination assessment
criteria in the UK (EA, 2015; CLEA: e.g., for residential lifetime exposure: 98 µmolal Cd or allotment
soil: 9.38 µmolal Cd, both at pH 7) and the US EPA [17] guidelines for soil (recommendation: Cd <
44  molal). This soil is considered as contaminated with Cd concentrations greater than one order of
magnitude higher than the guidelines levels. Based on the MTC values of bacterial cultures, eight Cdresistant bacteria were isolated from three different Cd-tolerant bacterial cultures. These isolates were
named depending on their MTC abilities as C10-1, C10-2, C10-3, C10-4, C15-1, C15-2, C15-3, and
C15-4 (Table 1). The isolates C15-1, C15-2, C15-3, and C15-4 showed the highest MTC (15 mM Cd),
followed by the isolates C10-1, C10-2, C10-3, and C10-4 (10 mM Cd).
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Table 1. MTC values of Cd-resistant bacterial isolates. The isolate names were coded depending on
the MTC values; 10: Means the isolate resist to 10 Cd mM, 15: Means the isolate resist to 15 Cd mM,
and 1, 2, 3, and 4: Mean the number of the isolate from each resistant culture.
MTC (mM Cd)
Isolate
10
C10-1
10
C10-2
10
C10-3
10
C10-4
15
C15-1
15
C15-2
15
C15-3
15
C15-4
3.2. Optimising growth conditions and selection of isolates
The growth conditions were optimised. The amount of the biomass of eight Cd-resistant isolates at
different temperatures (4 °C, 18 °C, 25 °C, 30 °C, 37 °C, 42 °C, 44 °C, 50 °C, and 60 °C), as
summarised in Figure 1. The optimum temperature for the growth of these isolates was 37°C, which
showed the significant highest dry biomass (Figure 1, aP<0.05). At 37°C, the lowest growth was
demonstrated by the isolates C10-1 and C10-2, compared to isolates C10-3 and C10-4, respectively.
Similarly, the isolates C15-1, C15-2, C15-3, and C15-4 demonstrated the highest dry biomass at 37°C,
and there were no differences observed among them (Figure 8,aP<0.05). Eight isolates showed no
growth at temperatures, 4°C, 18°C, 50°C, and 60°C compared to other temperatures. With the
temperature increase to 25°C and 30°C, all the isolates displayed a significant increase in biomass
amounts compared to lower temperatures. However, the increase in the temperatures to 42°C and 44°C
significantly decreased the biomass amounts.
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Figure 1. Determination of suitable temperature for the growth of eight Cd-resistant isolates. (A)
Isolate C10-1, (B) isolate C10-2, (C) isolate C10-3, (D) isolate C10-4, (E) isolate C15-1, (F) isolate
C15-2, (G) isolate C15-3, and (H) isolate C10-4. These isolates were grown in the EBS/D-fructose,
incubated for 48 h at 37 °C and shaken at 100 rpm. The error bars represent the standard errors of the
mean (n = 3, batch experiments) and a different letter on the bars indicates a significant difference
among temperatures within isolates.
The determination of a suitable carbon source was identified by measuring the growth of each isolate
in batch cultures, supplemented with glucose or fructose (10 mM), acetate, sucrose, or pyruvate (20
mM). The suitable carbon source for the growth of eight isolates demonstrated that the isolates C10-1,
C10-2, C10-3, C10-4, and C15-4 had the highest biomass when growing with 10 mM of fructose
(Figure 2, A, B, C, D and H, aP<0.05) compared to other isolates, C15-1 (Figure 2, E cP<0.05), C15-2
(Figure 9, F bP<0.05) and C15-3 (Figure 2, G cP<0.05). At the same time, the isolates; C15-1, C15-2,
and C15-3, as outlined in the Figures 2E 2F 2G, respectively. Figure (2) showed the highest biomass
(aP<0.05) in growing within 20 mM pyruvate compared to their growth within other carbon sources.
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The suitable nitrogen sources for growing the eight isolates were optimised under different nitrogen
sources at an optimised temperature (37°C), and carbon sources, either with fructose (10 mM) for
isolates C10-1, C10-2, C10-3, C10-4, and C15-4 or pyruvate (20 mM) for isolates C15-1, C15-2, and
C15-3. All isolates illustrated the highest growth when grown with ammonia (Figure 3, aP<0.05) that
was initially used in the composition of EBS medium, compared to other nitrogen sources. Based on
the MTC abilities of the eight Cd-resistant isolates, four isolates i.e. C15-1, C15-2, C15-3, and C15-4
demonstrated the highest MTC abilities, and were then chosen for further study.

Figure 2. Determination of suitable carbon sources for the growth of eight Cd-resistant isolates. (A)
Isolate C10-1, (B) isolate C10-2, (C) isolate C10-3, (D) isolate C10-4, (E) isolate C15-1, (F) isolate
C15-2, (G) isolate C15-3, and (H) isolate C10-4. The isolates were grown in EBS supplemented with
different carbon sources, incubated for seven days at 37°C and shaken at 100 rpm. The error bars
represent the standard errors of the mean (n = 3, batch experiments) and a different letter on the bars
indicates a significant difference among carbon sources within isolates.
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Figure 3. Determination of nitrogen sources for the growth of eight Cd-resistant isolates. (A) Isolate
C10-1, (B) isolate C10-2, (C) isolate C10-3, (D) isolate C10-4; (E) isolate C15-1, (F) isolate C15-2,
(G) isolate C15-3, and (H) isolate C10-4. The isolates were grown in EBS supplemented with fructose
(10 mM) for isolates C10-1, C10-2, C10-3, C10-4, and C15-4 or with pyruvate (20 mM) for isolates
C15-1, C15-2, and C15-3, incubated for seven days at 37°C and shaken at 100 rpm. The error bars
represent the standard errors of the mean (n = 3, batch experiments) and a different letter on the bars
indicates a significant difference among nitrogen sources within isolates.
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3.3. Estimation of the specific growth rate and selection of one isolate
The selection of the potential isolate was based on its specific growth rate in addition to its MTC
ability. The dry biomass of isolates C15-1, C15-2, C15-3, and C15-4 were determined, and their
growth curves were plotted to identify a specific growth rate (Figure 4). The values of the specific
growth rate ranged from 0.09 to 0.12 h-1. Among the four isolates, C15-1 and C15-2 significantly
showed (Figure 4A, B, cP<0.05) the lowest specific growth rate (0.09 ± 0.004 h-1 and 0.09 ± 0.005 h-1,
respectively). The isolate C15-3 displayed the highest specific growth rate (0.12 ± 0.007 h-1) , as
summarised in the Figure 4C, aP<0.05, followed by the isolate C15-4 (0.11 ± 0.02 h-1), as outlined in
the Figure 4D, bP<0.05. Therefore, the isolate C15-3 was re-coded as „C15‟ and chosen for further
experiments.

Figure 4. Growth curves of four Cd-resistant isolates. (A) Isolate C15-1, (B) Isolate C15-2, (C)
Isolate C15-3, and (D) Isolate C15-4. The isolates were grown in EBS supplemented with D-fructose
(10 mM) for isolate C15-4 or with pyruvate (20 mM) for isolates C15-1, C15-2, and C15-3, incubated
at 37°C and shaken at 100 rpm for 72 h. The error bars represent the standard errors of the mean (n =
3, batch experiments). The specific growth rate () is shown and a different letter on the  indicates
a significant difference among isolates.
3.4. Morphological, biochemical, and 16S rRNA sequence analysis
Morphological observation of isolate C15 showed Gram-stain-positive bacilli (Figure 5A). The
biochemical characterisation (IMVIC test) of the isolate C15 was performed. The isolate was negative
and did not produce indole from tryptophan; the acid formed from glucose but produced acetone from
the glucose and did not use the citrate as a carbon source. The 16S rRNA (rrs) gene sequence of the
isolate C15 identified that the isolate belongs to the genus of Brevibacillus, closely related to B. agri
DSM 6348T (AB112716) with 100% identification. The isolate C15 was named B.agri C15, as
outlined in the Figure 5E.
3.5. Assessment of the inhibition effects of cadmium on B. agri C15
The inhibition effects of Cd on B. agri C15 under 2.5, 5, 10, and 15 mM Cd were studied. An increase
in the Cd concentration led to an increase in the amounts of unconsumed pyruvate. The exposure to
2.5 mM Cd decreased the utilised pyruvate (mM) from 14.1 (Figure 6A) to 12.3 (Figure 6B). The
amounts of unconsumed pyruvate were inhibited with the nominal concentrations of 5 mM Cd (Figure
6C) and 10 mM Cd (Figure 6D). In contrast, the amount of unconsumed pyruvate under 15 mM Cd
was reduced to 9.76 mM (Figure 6E). Nevertheless, the amounts of the biomass under the inhibited
effect of Cd were recorded as small differences, and the specific growth rates under these toxic
concentrations were significantly inhibited at the nominal concentration of 15 mM Cd (Figure 6E,
a
P<0.05). All of these results indicated that the toxic effect of Cd controlled the consumed amounts of
pyruvate.
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Figure 5. Figure 5. Brevibacillus agri C15. (A) Light microscopy observation Gram-stain-positive.
The stains were analysed simultaneously in triplicates of three separately grown on nutrient agar
plates. Control strains (B ) Bacillus subtilis, showing Gram-stain-positive, (C) Cupriavidus
metallidurans DSM 2839T, showing Gram-stain-negative and (D) uninoculated slides. (E)
Phylogenetic analysis. The maximum likelihood tree produced based on the 16S rRNA (rrs) gene
showing the positions of isolates C15 versus Brevibacillus species with validly published names. The
tree shown is the optimal tree with the lowest log-likelihood (-4773.56), with numbers at nodes
indicating the percentage of 5,000 bootstrap replications in which the topology was preserved (values
<70 % omitted for clarity). All of the positions at which there was less than 95 % coverage were
omitted from the final analysis, in which 1,342 nucleotides were used. The branch lengths are to scale,
and they indicate the number of substitutions per site, and the bar represents 0.05 substitutions per
site. The outgroup is the same gene from Paenibacillus polymyxa IAM 13419T, type genus of the
Paenibacillaceae, in which all members of the in-group are circumscribed. The accession numbers are
given in parentheses and refer to the GenBank or Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG) databases (the
latter contain an underscore “_”).
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Figure 6. The effects of Cd on the concentration of biomass (●) and pyruvate utilisation (▼) of B.
agri C15. The strain was grown in EBS/ pyruvate, (A) control and with nominal concentrations of Cd
(B) 2.5 mM, (C) 5 mM, (D) 10 mM, and (E) 15 mM. The specific growth rate (⎧ ) is shown. Inhibition
effects of Cd on (F) their respective values of the YS formed. The error bars represent the standard
errors of the mean of three independent cultures at each Cd concentration. b, c, d, and e are
significantly different compared to the value of control without Cd.

The results observed that the specific growth produces were intensely inhibited under the Cd
concentrations (Figure 6F); the highest yield was obtained in grown without Cd; this showed
statistical differences (Figure 6F, ap≤0.05) compared to growth under other Cd exposures (2.5
mM, bp≤0.05), (5 mM, cp≤0.05), (10 mM, dp≤0.05), and (15 mM, ep≤0.05).
4.Discussion
In the current study, soil from Hay Tor quarry was chosen for the isolation of Cd-resistant bacteria,
due to its history of mining, where metal ores have been observed in the soil. This soil is known to be
contaminated with Cd (this study), and with other metals [10]. Therefore, it was assumed that it could
be possible to isolate Cd-resistant bacteria from it. The isolation of Cd-resistant bacteria was screened
sequentially by increasing the Cd concentration in the cultures. Moreover, the isolates were obtained
from the highest concentrations that permitted culture survival. [18] reported that increases in Cd
concentrations affect the properties of bacterial cells, such as protein activity and DNA stability,
leading to evolutionary adaptations in phenotype (adaptation) and acclimatisation (changes in gene
expression). Also, eight Cd-resistant isolates observed Cd-tolerant abilities, and their growth was
optimised under different conditions. The best incubation temperature was established at 37°C. It is
common to assume that different bacteria will prefer different carbon sources for the enrichment and
that structurally similar carbon sources, which are metabolised by relevant biochemical pathways, are
selected by the same microbial strains. About 55% of the carbon taken by the bacteria serve as
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substrates of the metabolic network after being broken down to supply pools of amino acids and other
components of a cell [19]. The isolated bacteria in the present study were enriched in EBS medium on
five different carbon sources. The biomass of the isolates generated from enrichment cultures
containing different carbon sources showed that pyruvate or fructose were the preferred sources of
different strains. Fructose was added as the carbon source in the first steps of the enrichment culture of
the soil sample; therefore, some isolates choose this source. Other strains preferred pyruvate as a
carbon source. This could be as a result of using more than one carbon source for the enriched isolates
and the changes in the composition of the growth medium over time will be reflected by changes in
the behaviour of the isolates[20]. As well as, [21] observed that bacteria chose fructose as the sole
carbon source and did not use glucose at all. Ammonia, which was used in the original EBS medium,
was preferred among the nitrogen sources added. The specific growth rate of the selected four isolates
(C15-1, C15-2, C15-3 and C15-4) from the eight isolates showed that isolate C15-3 grew faster than
other isolates. So it was chosen for further experiments and re-coded as „C15‟. Isolate C15 was
tolerant to 15 mM of Cd (supplied as Cd (NO3)24H2O); it was considered as a potential isolate.
Isolate C15 was identified as Brevibacillus agri C15 that used pyruvate as a carbon source, showing a
new characteristic compared to other Brevibacillus species, which was reported by [15]. It has been
published in a recent study that several species of Brevibacillus have been isolated from diverse
habitats and geographical locations. Brevibacillus sp. has been previously demonstrated to have the
ability to grow in the presence of Cd (85 mg/kg or ~760 µmolal) [22]. The mechanisms of resistant
bacteria to resist Cd have been described and involve an efflux pump, adsorption, precipitation, and
intracellular accumulation processes [23]. The bioaccumulation process consists of the accumulation
and localisation of Cd in specific organelles; Cd-resistant bacteria can resist Cd through other
mechanisms as well. The proposed Cd resistance of B. agri C15 may be due to a mechanism as
mentioned above. The isolate B. agri C15, which had a natural resistance in Cd-contaminated soil,
may harbour one or several ATP, RND, or CDF transporter responsible for the efflux system [24]. In
addition, [25] mentioned that a PIB-type ATPase gene in a uranium-resistant bacterium isolated from
uranium-contaminated soil. Similar efflux systems were reported with Cd resistance in
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans [26]. Another mechanism of effective resistance is the precipitation or
the adsorption of Cd on the cell surface. The extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) produced by B.
agri C15 could allow the binding of Cd to anionic carboxyl groups (COO-) on the EPS. When exposed
to Cd, the growth of B. agri C15 was adversely affected. The efflux of Cd outside the cells was likely
responsible for the higher concentrations of Cd in the growth medium that changed the efflux process,
increasing the intracellular uptake of Cd. [27] reported that Cd might cause damage to the cells
through the accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The cell numbers of Acidithiobacillus
ferrooxidans were reduced when exposed to CdSO4 [26]. It has also been reported that the growth of
Pseudomonas fluorescens H2 was affected by Cd exposure [28]. The results in the current study agreed
with results as found [29], and [30], and reporting that Cd damages bacteria and leads to growth
inhibition. The inhibition effect of Cd on the specific growth yield of B. agri C15 could also be due to
the presence of other cations in the EBS growth medium. [28] found that Cd toxicity in cells decreased
with the presence of Zn in the medium, a result of the inhibition of Cd uptake due to competing
effects. In the present study, the EBS growth medium was used, and the possible competing effects
were EDTA and Zn, both with lower concentrations compared to the Cd concentrations used in the
exposure test. The high concentration of Cd suggests that the Cd were the cause of inhibited bacterial
growth.

5. Conclusion
The B. agri C15 was isolated from a contaminated soil based on the MTC, and this strain showed
tolerance to Cd and had a MTC value of 15 mM to Cd, which is considered as Cd-resistant bacteria.
Thus, it is concluded that this strain could be suitable for a new Cd-bioremediation process; therefore,
further studies are needed to investigate this possibility..
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Abstract. Cellulase is an enzyme produced by fungi and bacteria that hydrolyzes cellulose by
breaking down the glycosidic bond, β-1,4 that binds sugar glucose units. Bioethanol and
cellulase enzyme were produced by ethanol-tolerant of Bacillus cereus co-culture. So the
production of filamentous solani were using the wastes of Cynodon dactylon L. The highest
activity of enzyme was at 96 hour/30°C of incubation. The optimal pH value was 7.5, while the
carbon concentration was 3%. On the other hand, the best inoculum ratio was 0.5/100 mL (52
× 108 cell/mL bacterial cells and 105 conidia/mL of the fungus). In order to test the efficiency
of ethanol production by the co-culture by using different concentrations of pure ethanol was
measured in the solid medium. Both Bacillus sp. and F. solani tolerated incubation with 5%
ethanol. The best treatment when using 0.5% sulfuric acid which gave the best concentration of
reduced sugars and the results showed a difference in the concentration of sugars produced by
the fermentation process, it was 3.9 mg/mL in the first day, whereas it was 2.51 mg/mL after
120 hours of fermentation, the concentration of bioethanol produced after fermentation was
195 g/L. In conclusion Cynodon dactylon L. wastes were treated by sulfuric acid, cellulase
digestion, and autoclave treatment to be a good source of reducing sugars.

Keywords. Ethanol, Cellulase enzyme, Fusarium, Bacillus.

1. Introduction
Cellulose is the main component of the plant cell wall, while the massive of cellulosic sources
containing raw materials that not exploited or can be used more efficiently [1]. Lignocellulosic
biomass in plants consists of about 10-25% lignin, 20- 30% hemicellulose and 40-50% cellulose [2].
Cellulase is an enzyme produced by fungi and bacteria that hydrolyzes cellulose by breaking down the
glycosidic bond, β-1,4 that binds sugar glucose units. This enzyme has the ability to hydrolyze
cellulose into its essential components, glucose-β or oligosaccharides [3]. Cellulose biomass is an
important source of energy. Through this mass, carbon is recycled by microorganisms that secrete the
cellulase enzyme, which catalyzes the process of cellulose hydrolysis into cellobiose and then converts
it into glucose that can be converted to biofuel such as ethanol [4]. The world faces major economic
and environmental problems due to higher fuel prices and increased gas emissions, contributing to
global warming. As the sources of these conventional fuels have been depleted, it becomes imperative
that alternative energy sources such as bio-ethanol, which has been widely produced in the world by
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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fermentation processes be explored [5]. Ethanol is the most important alternative source of fuel. Its
production has increased in recent years, and its production reached about 11% of the fuel used due to
the rapid depletion of the global extra oil until global production reached 100 billion liters in 2015 [6].
The present study is aimed to produce the cellulase enzyme and ethanol by using of the co-culture of
local isolates of Bacillus cereus and F. solani by culturing of the Cynodon dactylon plant as a
production medium. The study also identified the optimum conditions for the production of the
enzyme and ethanol using the liquid state fermentation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of Cynodon dactylon wastes
Cynodon dactylon L. was collected from the gardens of the University of Sulaimani and was washed,
cut into pieces and then dried using an electric oven at 65 °C for 24 hours. The wastes were then
grinded using an electric mill and passed through a 2 mm sieve and stored in sterile polyethylene bags
until use.
2.2. Cellulase production
The media for the enzyme production was prepared by dissolving 2 g (NH4)2NO3 , 2 g (KH2PO4), 5 g
(MgSO4.7H2O), 0.2 g (CaCl3.H2O), 0.2 g (MnSO4.7H2O), 0.2 g (FeSO4.7H2O), 0.2 g (Yeast extract),
0.2 g (Peptone), 40 g (Cynodon dactylon wastes) in one liter of distilled water, and adjusting the pH to
7.5. The 1 liter of media was prepared in a 2000 mL flask and sterilized using the autoclave. The
media was then allowed to cool, after which it was used to inoculate the selected isolates F. solani and
Bacillus sp. 0.5 ml / 100 ml of media was used to inoculate the bacteria and fungi and incubated in
shaking incubator at 30°C with 150 cycle/min for 96 hours [7]. The raw enzyme was extracted by
separating the supernatant from the residual media by using the centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 30 min at
4°C and enzyme activity in supernatant estimated according to the protocol by Miller [8], using a
microtiter plate reader with wavelength of 450 nanometres.
2.3. Determination of the cellulase activity in the liquid media and the use of carboxymethyl cellulose
(CMC)
The enzyme activity was estimated in the liquid media based on the standard glucose curve prepared
according to the method described in [8].
2.4. Determination of optimal conditions for the production of cellulase enzyme in the liquid cellulose
media
Different standards were used to determine the optimal conditions of the production of the enzyme,
including the volume of the inoculum, specifically, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 ml / 100 ml media. Each
aliquot of the fungi and bacteria isolate was used to inoculate the liquid media in order to detect the
effect of amount of inoculum on enzyme activity and production while the pH of the growth media
was adjusted to 5.5, 6.5, 7.5, 8.5 to determine the optimal pH for the production of the enzyme in the
liquid media. Several concentrations (1%, 2%, 3%, 4%) of the carbon source were used to determine
the best concentration of carbon source for the production of enzyme cellulose. The fungal and
bacterial isolates tested on liquid media contain ground Cynodon dactylon as sole carbon source at
different incubation periods (48, 96, 144, and 192 hours). The media was inoculated with both isolates
and the activity of enzyme was estimated at each incubation period.
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2.5. Pre - treatment for biomass of Cynodon dactylon wastes plant
The process of production of ethanol using the wastes of Cynodon dactylon, which was the first
pretreatment done for the purpose of increasing the efficiency of both bacteria and fungi for digestion
and consumption of cellulose, were done by adding 0.5% diluted sulfuric acid to the crude enzyme
and autoclaving.
2.6. Determination of the capacity of isolates to Ethanol Stress Tolerance
F. solani and B. cereus were tested for different concentrations of ethanol (2.5%, 5%, 7.5% and 10%)
and for different incubation periods (24, 48, 72 hours). After inoculation of the PDA media, pure
ethanol, with concentrations suggested by the method of spot assay, was added in order to give an idea
of the tolerance of these isolates in the production experiment. The fungal inoculum was prepared and
the number of conidia was 104 conidia / ml, and the density of bacteria being 52 × 108 cells / ml. The
samples were diluted ten to ten thousand folds after which 5 μl of each dilution was taken and cultured
on the surface of the petri dish containing the culture media with ethanol [7].
2.7. Production of ethanol
The wastes of the Cynodon dactylon plant treated with fungus F. solani (0.5 ml inoculums), as
mentioned above, and containing 104 conidia /ml and 0.5 ml of bacteria (52 × 108 cells / mL) were
placed in a shaking incubator at a speed of 100 rpm at 30 °C and at different incubation periods (24,
48,72, 96 hours). Glucose concentration was measured after each incubation period in the supernatant
after removal of liquid media by using centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 15 minutes at 5°C and separating the
supernatant from the precipitate. The reduced sugars present in the supernatant were estimated by
taking 0.5 ml of supernatant in each test tube followed by the addition of 1 ml 3,5 DNS reagent to each
tube. The tubes were then placed in water bath at 100 C for 5 minutes, after which then the tubes
were cooled down to RT. 10 ml of distilled water was added to each tube and mixed well. Absorbance
measurements were taken at a wavelength of 540 nm using a Microtiter plate reader. The
concentration of the reduced sugars were determined by extrapolating the corresponding absorbance
measurements from the standard curve of glucose as described by [8].
2.8. Determination of Ethanol
The process of bioethanol production involved addition of the Cynodon dactylon plant waste treated
with sulfuric acid into the conical flasks containing fungus and bacteria, and inoculating with the
fungus inoculum (104 conidium /ml) and bacteria (52 × 108 cell / ml). Samples were placed on the
shaking incubator, then the amount of glucose were measured by using a microtiter-plate reader,
before and during the fermentation process. After the 120 hours fermentation process, the supernatant
was separated from the precipitate, distilled at 80°C and the ethanol collected from the distillation
process. The ethanol concentration was estimated using gas chromatography (GC).
3. Results and Discussion
The co-culture system has been used in many food biotechnologies, but it is important that the mixed
isolates be commensals with each other and not to compete or antagonize with each other [9]. Figure 1
illustrates that there is a synergistic relationship between the two isolates with their growth on the
same media and close to each other. This indicates that there is no antagonism between the two
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isolates and thus the possibility of using the two isolates together to enhance the production capacity
and thereby increase the production of the enzyme and bioethanol

Figure 1. The relationship between Bacillus sp. and F. Solani (F7), cultured on Luria-Bertani media
using the Spot dilution plate assay at 30 ° C for 96 hours; number of fungi / ml (10 5conidium/ ml),
number of bacteria / ml (52 x 108 cell /ml).

3.1. Determination of Ethanol
The process of bioethanol production involved addition of the Cynodon dactylon plant waste treated
with sulfuric acid into the conical flasks containing fungus and bacteria, and inoculating with the
fungus inoculum (104 conidium / ml) and bacteria (52 × 108 cell / ml). The samples were then placed
in the shaking incubator, and the amount of glucose measured, using a microtiter-plate reader, before
and during the fermentation process. After the 120 hours fermentation process, the supernatant was
separated from the precipitate, distilled at 80°C and the ethanol collected from the distillation process.
The ethanol concentration was estimated using gas chromatography (GC).

Figure 2. Effect of inoculum size on the activity of the enzyme.
The decrease in enzymatic activity when using an inoculum size greater than 0.5 ml / 100 ml was due
to competition between bacteria and fungi for nutrient utilization in the culture media [10]. The
statistical analysis showed no significant difference between the inoculum sizes used in this study
except the size of the inoculum (0.5 and 1 ml) and at a significant level P <0.05. The effect of the
change in pH of liquid media on the production of the cellulase enzyme were also studied. Figure 3
shows that the best enzyme activity was at pH 7.5 with mean value of 2.70 unit / ml.
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Figure 3. Effect of pH on the activity of cellulase enzyme.
These results were agreement with a previous study [11], which found that the best enzyme activity
was at pH 7.5, and to some extent with the findings of [12], which found that pH 7.0 is the best in the
production of cellulase enzyme and using Bacillus sp. isolate. The presence of more than one or more
enzymatic profiles of the enzyme complexes produced by microorganisms may cause fluctuation in
pH values, which may lead to reduced enzyme production during fermentation. It has also been
reported that the optimal pH for the production of the cellulase enzyme may vary depending on the
type of micro-organism used in the production [13]. The statistical analysis showed a significant
difference in the values obtain at pH between 6.5 and 7.5 as well as 7.5 and 8.5. There was no
significant difference, however, for values obtained at pH between 4.5 and 5.5; 5.5 and 6.5 at P <0.05.
Figure 4 shows the effect of the concentration of carbon source on the production of the cellulase
enzyme, and from the observation of the results, the best concentration of the carbon source in which
the best production of the enzyme was found is 3%, with enzyme activity of 2.75 unit / ml. Next was
the concentration of 4% , showing enzyme activity of 2.73 unit / ml while the enzyme activity at 1%
and 2%, concentrations were 2.70 and 2.49 respectively.

Figure 4. Effect of carbon source on the production of the cellulase enzyme.
These results differed from those obtained previously [14], in which the highest enzymatic activity
was obtained at a concentration of 1% carbon source by the culture of Bacillus on corn husks and
using liquid state ferments. The statistical analysis confirmed a significant difference in the enzymatic
activity of the cellulase enzyme among all concentrations of carbon source and at the probability level
P <0.05.
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Figure (5) shows the effect of incubation period on the production of the cellulase enzyme using the
fungus F. solani and Bacillus. It was observed that the best enzyme activity was after 4 days of
incubation at 30 °C, which yielded an enzyme activity of 2.83 unit / ml. The enzymatic activity
decreased to 2.7 unit / ml after a 6-day incubation period and continued to decline to 2.59 unit / ml
after 8 days of incubation.

Figure 5. Effect of incubation period on the production of the cellulase enzyme.
The decrease in enzyme activity with increased incubation duration may be attributed to cell autolysis,
release of metabolic substances affecting enzyme productivity, and the possibility of altering the
structural composition of the enzyme over time, as well as environmental changes in the production
media [15]. [16] reported that most isolates of Bacillus sp. begins the production of cellulase enzyme
after 3-12 hours of growth. The difference in production depends on the quality of the nutrients in the
media and the stage in which the microorganism passes. The results obtained in this study agreed with
previous work [17], which showed that the best production of the cellulase enzyme is achieved after
96 hours. The results of the statistical analysis showed a significant difference at P <0.05 between the
incubation period of 2 days and 4 days, while there were no significant differences between the other
incubation periods.
3.2. Ethanol Production
Figure (6) shows the ability of the isolates F. solani and Bacillus sp. to tolerate different
concentrations of ethanol (2.5, 5, 7.5, 10%). It is observed that the isolates have a strong ability to
tolerate 5% of the ethanol, while there is no growth of the two isolates at the concentrations higher
than 5%. These results are consistent with those of [18], who concluded that B. cereus is excellent for
bioethanol production due to its ability to tolerate ethanol concentration at 6%. [19] reported that F.
oxysporum had the ability to produce bioethanol from the fermentation of hexoses and pentoses, but
there was no growth at 3.5% ethanol level. The increase in concentrations of ethanol and the inability
of cells to tolerate high concentrations affect the formation of mycelium and the permeability of the
wall of fungi and low net weight of the biomass. The presence of ethanol of about 0.5 - 2% inhibits the
secretion of the cellulase enzyme by the fungus Trichoderma reesei [20]. Aldehyde Dehydrogenases
enzyme is reported to play an important role in the tolerance of ethanol by fungus [21].
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Figure 6. Ethanol tolerance using the Spot dilution plate assay: (A) Isolation (F7A) F. solani without
ethanol. (B) The fungus sample treated with 5% ethanol. (C) Bacillus isolate without ethanol. (D)
Sample of bacteria treated with 5% ethanol..
3.3. Bioethanol production
The results of the treatments for the Cynodon dactylon wastes shown in Figure 7, based on the
concentration of sugars produced after treatment, were higher than the 0.5% H2SO4 treatment on the
rest of the treatments. The concentration of reduced sugars was 3.5 mg / ml while the concentration of
sugars of the Cynodon dactylon waste treated cellulase enzyme was 2.51 mg / ml. The Cynodon
dactylon waste treated with distilled water and autoclave recorded the lowest concentration of
produced sugars at 2.0 mg / ml. Pre-treatment is essential for obtaining the best degradation of plant
wastes by the use of thermal chemical reactions involving the breakdown of solids from the mass of
lignocellulose. These factors increase the readiness of the substrate and the redistribution of the lignin
so that it can achieve the minimum energy consumption and obtain high percentages of sugars [22,
23]. The results of this study were in agreement with the results obtained by [24] in which H2SO4 was
used for pre-treatment and high percentage of reducing sugars obtained. Removal of more than 65%
of the lignin were observed when Saccharum plant was used. The results of the statistical analysis
showed a significant difference between all the treatments used in this study at probability level P
<0.05.

Figure 7. Concentration of glucose sugar after pre-treatment of Cynodon dactylon wastes.
Figure (8) shows the concentration of glucose produced by the treatment of Cynodon dactylon wastes
with 0.5% sulfuric acid, on which the F. solani and Bacillus were cultured. , The daily glucose
concentration were then calculated for the 5 days of incubation. The figure clearly suggests that there
is a decrease in the concentration of sugars with an increase in fermentation time. Concentration of
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glucose after 24 hours of fermentation time was 3.9 mg / ml and then the concentration decreased after
48 hours to 2.62 mg/ ml with a decrease in pH from 6.8 to 6.3. We noticed increments in sugar
concentration after 72 hours of fermentation. The concentration reached 3.2 mg/ ml while the pH
dropped to 6.1. The increase in glucose concentration after 72 hours of fermentation time may be due
to fungal activity, which increased on the third day. Concentration of glucose started to decrease to
2.89 and 2.51 mg/ ml respectively, after 96 and 120 hours of fermentation time, while glucose
concentration for control sample was 3.14 mg / ml, and there was an increase in pH value to 7.7 after
120 hours fermentation.

Figure 8. Concentration of glucose resulting from the fermentation process using a mixed fungal F.
solani culture and Bacillus.
The growth of isolates in cellulose-containing culture media has been shown to be characterized by the
length of the lag phase [25]. Growth depends on the adhesion of microorganisms to the cellulosic
fibers found in the culture media and stimulates the secretion of cellulolytic enzymes, in contrast to the
culture media containing dissolved substances as the lag phase is short in length. The concentration of
reduced sugars in the culture media depends on the enzyme activity in the growth media and on the
type of cellulosic material and its capacity of enzymatic degradation, and also depends on the growth
phase of the bacteria. The passage of the bacteria in the stationary phase indicates that more sugars are
consumed by the bacteria to sustain their activity. This study was conducted to produce bioethanol
from the wastes of Cynodon dactylon with Bacillus isolate and F. solani. The important factor in
making ethanol production more economical is the use of large quantities of cellulose available in the
environment and containing large amounts of cellulose that can be converted into ethanol [26]. Table
(1) and Figures (9) and (10) show the concentration of bioethanol produced from the fermentation
process after 120 hours of fermentation and saccharification using co-cultures, as well as the results of
the analysis of the correlation curve for the produced ethanol and standard ethanol. Table (1) shows
that the ethanol concentration was 195 g/liter. This concentration increases with the availability of
extra fermented sugars in the media so it is necessary to increase the concentration of sugars in the
media to produce ethanol in large quantities and the efficiency of fermentation depends on the speed
of sugar consumption by the cell [27]. The concentration of ethanol produced in this study was higher
than those obtained by several other researchers who used single isolates. For example, [28], produced
bio-ethanol from Saccharum plant and cassava husks using B. cereus bacteria and obtained a
concentration of 18.4 g / L of Saccharum wastes sugar and 17.80 g / l of cassava husks Our results also
show significant improvement over the works of [29], who reported concentration of bio-ethanol
obtained to be 8.3 g / L using B. subtilis and potato wastes. Our work remains supreme when we
further compare our results to that of [30] who used rice bran with B. cereus and obtained bio-ethanol
concentration of 10.2% at 37 °C and pH 5, after 120 hours of fermentation.
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Table 1. Ethanol concentration (g / L) resulting from the fermentation process Using a co-culture of
fungus F. solani and Bacillus species.
Concentration of Ethanol g/l
Area
R. Time
No. Peak
195
179108
3.566
6

Figure 9. Result of the analysis of the interference ethanol curve.

Figure 10. Result of the analysis of the standard correlation coefficient of ethanol.
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Abstract. Different types of chips samples sell were collected from some markets in Karbala
city, which its made in Jordan (Chipsico and Alsaada), Saudia (Liz, Gillts, Doritos), Iran
(Bovac, G Toz and Macho) and Iraq (Hala, Dalia, Al-Aseel). The Iranian Chips were the most
contaminated, where Iraqi and Jordanian Chips comes in the second. The results of isolating
fungi study in chips types, showed diversity in numbers and kinds of fungi .The genus
Aspergillus is a fungus predominate on all isolates and followed by Penicillium. Also different
genera including Fusarium, Alternaria, Curvularia and Rhizopus have been isolated. It is
mentioned that these fungi are dangerous because they produce myctoxins, especially aflatoxin
and ochratoxin. It was noted that, the Saudi products are free from contamination. Ammonia
test and Fluorescence was used to identify the aflatoxin-producing isolates and it appeared that
isolates of Aspergillus had great potential to produce these toxins.

Keywords. Chips, aflatoxin, Aspergillus, Penicillium.

1. Introduction
Fungi are eukaryotic organisms that present in all parts of the earth and are characterized by their great
variability in terms of color, size and shape. Fungi it’s very important in our daily life as they are a
source of food, antibiotics and some important compounds such as proteins, vitamins, organic acids
and others [1].But it may be harmful, as it spoilage foodstuffs, especially those stored and
contaminates them with their lethal toxins. Mycotoxins are among the most dangerous known
contaminants at the present time, especially aflatoxins, ochratoxin, ergot, and others [2]. Fungi can
reach to foodstuffs in a variety of ways. For example, the foodstuff from which these products are
made may be originally contaminated and contamination is transmitted to the manufacturing factory.
It has not been sterilized, or contamination comes from the environment. Polluted air and water are an
important source of contamination, or it may come from hands workers in these factories, especially if
they did not observe the health conditions, such as wearing special clothes , wearing gloves and
masks, or the pollution may arise from the materials used in the packaging [4]. What exacerbates and
increases the problem is the incorrect storage and transportation conditions. Storage for a long time
with suitable humidity helps the growth and prosperity of fungi. These fungi begin to secrete their
toxins on the food. among the fungi and yeasts known to be a cause of food spoilage, such as
Aspergillus and Penicillium, which were considered the source of toxins and organic acids. Rhizopus
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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is considered a widespread fungus and is a likely pollutant of foodstuffs, whether it open or packed, as
it is characterized by fast growth and resistance to difficult conditions. One of the contaminated yeasts
of foodstuffs is Candida albicans, a widespread yeast that has been isolated from various sources such
as milk, fruits, vegetables and others. Food products are considered very suitable medium for growth
of fungi because they contain sugars, proteins and salts supporting the requirements of growth, they
are either made from grains such as wheat and barley grains as in nestles or from agricultural crops
such as potatoes, peppers and strawberries as in chips, ice cream add to it other additives, flavors,
preservatives, salts , spices and other substances that add desired taste to the food product [5]. Chips
are among the most famous and most popular food demand for it by children and even adults as they
are a fast and light meal and do not need preparation and cheap price and there are different forms,
types and flavors, some of which are made from potatoes, grains , crops and fruits, and there is no
house is almost empty without this food product. Therefore, it is necessary to avoid contaminated
types and not consume them, as they may be the cause of many health problems, including toxins,
fungal spores, yeast cells and bacteria [6]. The local markets in Karbala city are filled with various
local and imported food products and the demand for which has increased recently, these include
canned food, chips, juices and other. There has been a great openness in the field of manufacturing and
importing these foodstuffs and in some cases the absence of control and follow-up on these products
which causes their entry into the markets causing contaminated it with fungi [3]. The aim of the study
was to investigate the fungi transmitted by chips and to know which companies and brands are best
regarding fungi contamination and comparing local origin with imported ones.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Sample collection
The current study included the collection of different samples of chips that existing in the markets of
Karbala city randomly, which included all the prevailing brands in the markets from local and
imported origins, which are Jordanian (Chipsico and Alsaada), Saudian (Liz, Gillts, Doritos), Iranian
(Bovac, G Toz and Macho ) and Iraqi (Hala, Dalia, Al-Aseel), samples were transported as quickly as
possible to the laboratory for cultivation on the prepared culture medium.
2.2. Culture media
Three culture media were used as the following:
2.2.1. Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA)
Use for growth of sample in food and dairy samples [7].
2.2.2. Cocconut Extract Agar (CEA)
Use the medium for Detection of aflatoxins [8].
2.2.3. Yeast Extract Agar
It is highly nutritive medium recommended for plate count of microorganisms [9].
2.3. Fungi isolation
Small pieces of each brand of sample were taken with forceps and placed in Petri dishes, and with
three replicates per sample, the dishes were transferred to the incubator at 28 degrees while group of
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control, and all dishes were incubated for 7 days with daily examination until appearance of growth
[9].
2.4. Purification and Diagnosis
The growing cultures were purified by re-cultivation them on (PDA) medium until obtaining pure
cultures. The cultures were examined for the purpose of diagnosis. The diagnosis was according to
the shapes, color, nature of the cultures growth, edges and height, as well as examining the cultures
under a microscope to observe the hyphae and the structural and reproductive structures of the fungi
under study and were compared with the classification keys of fungi to determine fungal species [9].
2.5. Detection of aflatoxins
To detect the ability of isolated fungi to produce mycotoxins, the following two methods were used:
2.5.1. Ammonia solution
For this method a single colony is grown in the middle of a petri dish containing a medium like PDA.
Turn over the plate and one or two drop of concentrated ammonium hydroxide solution is placed
inside lid. The undersides colonies that produce aflatoxin quickly turn plum to red after the bottom of
the Petri dish are inverted over the lid containing ammonium -hydroxide. Basically, if there is no
change in color of colonies that’s means do not produce of aflatoxin. note the greatest color change in
the colonies grown on the yeast extract - sucrose and coconut media, a less intense color change in
PDA , and the slightest change in color in the media of glucose salts - minerals, all of which prefer the
production of aflatoxin [10].
2.5.2. Fluorescence
The isolates of fungi were grown on PDA medium by placing 3(replicates) for each fungal isolate after
which it was incubated at a temperature of 25 °C ± 2 °C for a period a week later, a dish was selected
for each isolation, and the cultured medium was cut on it by isolating the fungus with a sterile knife in
the form of small pieces. Then the pieces were transferred with a sterile needle to an electric mixer
containing 50 ml of chloroform and the mixture was mixed for 3 minutes and the mixture was filtered
by filter paper. The filtrate sample was taken and put in a clean and sterile beaker and placed in an
electric oven at a temperature of 60 ° C, where the amount was concentrated to approximately (1) ml
only. The presence of aflatoxin B1 was detected, then it was examined under ultraviolet rays with a
wavelength of 360 nanometers. The presence of aflatoxin B1 was detected by matching transfer
coefficient (Rf) and fluorescence color of the extracts content of aflatoxins with Standard Substance
Dorner and AFB1 [11].
3. Results and Discussion
The results of isolations in Table (1) existence variations in the numbers and genera of isolated fungi.
The isolated fungi predominate the fungus Aspergillus, followed by Penicillium fungus. Also
Fusarium, Alternaria, Curvularia and Monillia fungi have been isolated. It is mentioned that these
fungi are dangerous because they are producing toxins, especially the Aflatoxins and ochratoxins [12].
Aspergillus is one of the moulds found all over the world. Its ability to contaminate food and animal
feed is widespread under favourable environmental conditions. It is a large proportion of all molds
found in industrial foods. It has a special importance as spoilage organisms of food. The changes due
to spoilage caused by the Aspergillus species can be sensorial, nutritional and qualitative nature such
as discolouration, pigmentation and moldy development of odors and destinations. Many species
grow in very low water activity and are found attacking different foods and producing mycotoxins
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[13]. Aspergillus niger is distributed worldwide on a large variety of substrates, which are the most
common types of Aspergillus responsible for post-harvest decay [14]. Penicillium is another group of
molds with a high appearance. The occurrence of Penicillium in some samples during this
investigation is consistent with the. He reported that there is a high percentage of Penicillium types of
fodder obtained from the farm with the Penicillium citrinum with the highest incidence. Many types of
Penicillium can also produce a wide range of toxic compounds such as Citrine and Citroveridin [15].
[16] noted that the presence in food products of some of these molds, especially Aspergillus flavus and
Aspergillus niger, is highly undesirable. Some of it reported to have public health significance because
of the production of mycotoxins, which have implication on consumers’ health and food shelf-life
decreasing. This is especially prevalent in developing countries, Aspergillus flavus and Aspergillus
parasiticus are mainly responsible for mycotoxin production [17].
Table 1. Isolated fungi from Some type of chips.
Origin

brand

fungi

Bovac

Penicillium digitatum

percentage of
appearance
9

Aspergillus flavus

7

Curvularia platzii

1

G Toze

Rhizopus stolonifer

1

Masho

Chipsico

Aspergillus flavus
Penicillium digitatum
Fusarium sp.
Alternaria alternata
Asprgillus niger

6
3
1
2
3

Alsaada

Penicillium digitatum

1

Liz
Gillts
Doritos
Hala

Aspergillus flavus
Penicillium sp.
Fusarium sp.
Penicillium sp.
Aspergillus niger

0
0
0
2
1
1
2
6

Iranian

Jordanian

Saudian

Iraqian

Dalia
Al-Aseel

Total

17
1

12
4

0

12

The Iranian chips types were find the most contaminated samples and Iraqian chips types came second
followed by Jordanian chips and finally Saudian chips without any fungal contamination. This may be
due to the fact that the Iranian chips remain in the stores for long periods, not to mention the time
needed to reach Iraq, as well as the machines used in production from the old generations due to the
blockade imposed on the Islamic Republic, while notes that Saudi products are free from
contamination. The reason for this may be due to adopting modern methods of production and
marketing and benefiting from foreign expertise.
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Figure 1. Curvularia platzii.

Figure 2. Alternaria sp.

Figure 3. Penicillium

Figure 4. Aspergillus.

Figure 5. Aflatoxin production on (CEA).

Figure 6. Aflatoxin production on (CEA).

Figure 7. Aflatoxin detection under (UV).

Figure 8. Aflatoxin detection under (UV ).
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Table 2. Aflatoxin production by fungal isolates on different media.
Fungal toxins secreted on three media
Chips samples
Fungal isolates
PDA
CEA
Yeast
Bovac
Penicillium digitatum
++
++
Aspergillus flavus
+
++
++
Curvularia lunata
+++
+
+++
G Toze
Rhizopus stolonifer
++
+
+
Masho
Aspergillus flavus
++
+++
+++

Chipsico
Alsaada
Hala
Dalia
Al-Aseel

Penicillium digitatum

-

++

++

Fusarium sp.
Alternaria alternata
Asprgillus niger
Penicillium digitatum
Aspergillus flavus
Penicillium sp.
Fusarium sp
.
Penicillium sp.
Aspergillus niger

+
+
+
+
-

+
+++
+++
+
+++
++
+
+
++

++
+++
+
+++
+
++
++
+++

+++ fungal production of aftoxin (very sparkling)
++ fungal production of aftoxin (medium sparkling)
+ fungal production of aftoxin (weak sparkling)
Non-toxic

The Table (3) showed the ability of fungal isolates to produce toxins on three different
media (PDA,CEA and Yeast) as the results showed great susceptibility of both Aspergillus
and Penicillium to produce aflatoxin followed by other fungal species, the culture medium
yeast was the suitable medium that stimulate fungi to produce toxins followed by CEA
medium and finally PDA medium.
4. Conclusion
According to this study we conclude that these different types of chips are the same as the foodstuffs
be exposed to contamination with various contaminants and therefore have a great impact on the
health of human who deals with these foods tuffs, and the possibility of producing various types of
toxins, therefore we recommend the need to use modern technologies in the production of foodstuffs
such as chips and not to import them from poor and cheap sources.
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Abstract. this experiment aimed to study the effect of Azotobacter chroococcum in reducing
infection of the tomato plant by Fusarium solani under the greenhouse condition. The results
show that Fusarium solani isolates proved high pathogenicity and chosen isolate (Fs4) for
being given a lower percentage of germination of cabbage seeds and the highest disease
severity to tomato seedling. Also, the results were indicated that T6 (Biofertilizer at
concentrations (25 ml\2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4) was the past this treatment reduced
significantly the disease severity (73.10%) which also recorded a positive effect on the growth
parameter of tomato plant compare to T1 (pathogen only).

Keywords. Biocontrol, Tomato, Root rot, Azotobacter, Fusarium.

1. Introduction
Lycopersicon esculentum is one of the important vegetable crops in most agricultural areas in Iraq and
used for food and industrial purpose [1]. Tomato plants are infected by several fungal pathogens such
as Fusarium spp., which cause several diseases as wilt and root rots and finally reduced crop yield [2,
3]. Several strategies are used to control and reduce the risk of diseases; especially fungicides [4, 5].
However, increase the application of fungicides would affect the environment and human health
negativly but is not always satisfactory, as well as the emergence of resistant strains of fungi towards
these pesticides [6] (Cooper and Dobson,2007). Therefore, studies have tended to find alternatives
methods to control plant diseases by using biological control agents [7] (Lee, et al., 2008). The success
of some biological resistance factors has been a major role in pushing some researchers to find other
organisms such as bacteria and fungi that can be hosted as successful biological resistance agents in
showing the best performance to combat pathogens and to enhance plant growth. Azotobacter
chroococcum is one of the organisms that were used in the biocontrol and also plays a large role
against many pathogens, as it works directly or indirectly as a biological resistance agent for a visit to
plant growth and the prevention of harmful effects of pathogens as well as play another important role,
such as producing inhibitory antibiotics that stop fungi growth, including Agrocin 84, Agrocin434, 24-diacetyl phorogluinol, Herbicolin, Phenazin, Phenazin, Oomycin, Pyoluteorin, as these antibiotics
act as inhibitors of pathogenic fungi, including Fusarium [8, 9]. In our research, the biofertilizers and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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biological control with Azotobacter chroococcum will be studied in terms of controlling root rot
disease which is usually caused by the fungus (Fusarium solani). Also, its effect on the growth
parameter of the tomato plant and the resistance of the Fusarium solani under greenhouse condition.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Isolation and diagnosis of Fusarium from tomato plants
2.1.1. Sample collection
Samples were collected from the roots of tomato plants grown in greenhouses from some farms in
Baghdad city, which showed symptoms of infection. The samples were placed in polyethylene bags,
transferred to the laboratory, and then kept in the refrigerator until the isolation process was
performed.
2.1.2. Isolation from infected tomato plants
The roots of tomato plants were rinsed under tap water for 30 minutes to remove the suspended soil,
chopped the roots into small pieces, and disinfected with sodium hypochlorite solution (1%) for 3
minutes and rinsed with sterile distilled water for 2-3 minutes and then dried using sterile filter papers.
The pieces were placed on Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA) plates. The plates were then incubated at (25±
2 °C)/ 5 days. Microscope examinations were then carried out of the growing fungi colonies. The
colonies of the Fusarium appeared which were transferred to fresh PDA medium.
2.1.3. Diagnosis of Fusarium
Fusarium solani has been diagnosed based on certified classification keys [10, 11].
2.2. Pathogenicity test
Four isolates of F. solani were taken from roots of tomato plants and tested based on [12] process.
PDA disk of 0.5 cm/ 7days old Fungus colonies were put in the center of water agar medium petri
dishes. Other petri dishes used as a control treatment, and containing the same medium but not
inoculated with fungus. All petri dishes (inoculated and non-inoculated) were incubated at 25±2°C for
72 hours. After that, the local cabbage seeds were sterilized using 1% solution sodium hypochlorite
for 2 min and then washed with distilled water 3 times and then twenty five seeds were cultured
circularly edge of inoculated and non-inoculated petri dishes. This culture was done twice so end up
with 3 treatments for each. Then they were incubated at 25 ± 2°C. Seven days later, the percentage of
seed germination calculated using:
The Percentage of germination =

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑠

× 100

2.3. The pathogenicity of Fusarium solani on tomato plants under greenhouse conditions
This experiment was conducted in greenhouse of Agriculture College ̸ Baghdad University in
20/12/2019 and it was done in three randomizelly replicate. This experiment was included in fungal
treatment and control treatment without fungal inoculum. The plastic pots were filled with sterile soil,
tomato seedlings were transplanted in each pot at 35 days after sowing. Previously, the fungal
inoculum was prepared according to the [13], the inoculum was added after 3 days from seedling
transplant to pots. The percentage of disease severity was calculated after 30 days based on [14]
equation by the following.
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(∑ 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 × 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑) × 100
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 × 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡

Disease severity(%)=

0 refers to healthy plants
1 = 1- less than 25% of the plant root are slightly brown color.
2 = 25- less than 50% of plant roots are a dark brown color.
3 = 50- less than 75% of plant roots are a dark brown color.
4 = 75- less than 100% of plant roots are a dark brown color.
2.4 Isolate and diagnose of Azotobacter chroococcum
Soil samples were collected from rhizospheric soil from the rhizosphere of the different crops (tomato,
wheat, cotton). About 10 g of dry soil sample was put in 90 ml of D.W in a conical flask. Basic
dilution was prepared to 10-6. Bacterial isolation was performed based on [15] manner. Azotobacter
chroococcum were identified phenotypically based on their appearance under the microscope and
biochemical test. Later on, Azotobacter chroococcum strain (A.ch1) was used in a greenhouse
experiment due to its high ability against the pathogenic fungal.
2.5. Antagonistic effect of A. chroococcum against F. solani (F.s4)
For studying the antagonistic effect of A. chroococcum bacteria against F. solani (F.s4)., PDF plates
were inoculated with two days old bacterial colony by streaking with needle on opposite sides of
periphery plates. Each plates then were inoculated in the center with F. solani (F.s4) disk as control
and incubated at (28)°C. Antagonistic effect of pathogen fungal growth on control petri dishes surface
was calculated by [16].
𝐴1 −𝐴2
𝐴1

Inhibition percentage % =

× 100

Where the A1 refers to the fungus growth area on the control surface.
A2= refers to the fungus area in the dual culture.
2.6. The effect of A. chroococcum on rot disease under greenhouse condition
The experiment was carried at greenhouse during 2019 following a completely randomized design.
There were 3 replication for each treatment. Antagonistic bacteria isolates was cultured on Nutrient
agar plates (28°C/45 hours). Then, bacterial suspension of (108CFU̸ ml) was prepared by using distil
water and O.D of 0.1(600nm) [spectrophotometer model 6405UV̸̸ VIS].The plastic pots (2 Kg
capacity) were filled with a mixture of sterile soil and peat-moss 2:1,afterthat seedlings were
transplanted to pots (30 days after sowing). The experiment was included in the following treatments
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Treatments of experiment.
Symbol treatment
Treatment
T1
F. solani (F.s4) only (pathogen only)
T2
Biofertilizer at concentrations (5ml\2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4).
T3
Biofertilizer at concentrations (10 ml\2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4).
T4
Biofertilizer at concentrations (15ml\2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4).
T5
Biofertilizer at concentrations (20ml\2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4).
T6
Biofertilizer at concentrations (25 ml\2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4).
T7
Chemical fertilizer only (Beltanol 1ml\L) with F. solani (F.s4).
The some pots were inoculated with the A. chroococcum (A.ch1) at concentrations (5, 10,15,20,25
ml\2Kg soil). It was applied 7 days before fungal inoculation millet seeds which contain on F. solani
(F.s4) isolate. Some pots were treated with a chemical fungicide. The fungicide was applied one day
before fungi inoculation. The plants were harvested and calculated the following:
- Disease severity.
- Height and weight of shoot (dry and fresh).
- Number of leaf and flower.
- Weight of one fruit per plant.
- Number of fruit per plant .
- Yield fruit.
2.7. Data analysis
ANOVA variance analyzer with the aid of GENSTAT computer software package were used to
analyze the data and the means different between treatments were compared by using 0.05 probability
level.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Isolation and diagnosis of Fusarium spp. from tomato plants
The colonies of 4 Fusarium solani isolates showed creamy pigmentations. The thin microconidia were
oval to ellipsoid shaped. The macroconidia were subcylindrical, usually predominantly with three
septate. The chlamydospores were single, in pairs, chains or clusters, arranging terminal or intercalary.
3.2. Pathogenicity tests
Table (2) showed that all isolates Fusarium solani were caused a significant reduction in the
percentage of seed germination compared to control treatment. The results revealed that isolate
Fusarium solani (F.s4) was more virulent than other isolates. These results may be attributed to that
Fusarium solani are secreted many toxins such as (Fusarubin, Javanicin, Polypetide,
Anhydrofusarubin, and Protenoneons) that is important in pathogenicity [17].
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Table 2. Pathogenicity tests of Fusarium solani (F.s4) on cabbage seeds.
Isolates
Percentage of germination
F. solani (F.s1)
11
F. solani (F.s2)
9
F. solani (F.s3)
14
F. solani (F.s4)
7
Control
95
LSD=0.05
1.97
3.3. The pathogenicity of Fusarium solani on tomato plants under greenhouse conditions.
Disease severity was recorded after 30 days of transplantation. Disease severity of root tomato was
found within the range of 48.10-73.10 %. The isolate Fusarium solani (F.s4) has maximum disease
severity was further used in the experiment. As well as, three isolates (F.s1, F.s2, F.s3) were the least
aggressive disease severity compared with isolate (F.s4) Table (3). [18] found that isolates have
different abilities to the secretion of analyzing enzymes that play role in penetrating the plant roots.
Table 3. The pathogenicity of Fusarium solani on tomato plants under greenhouse conditions.
Isolates
Disease severity%
F. solani (F.s1)
52
F. solani (F.s2)
55.10
F. solani (F.s3)
48.10
F. solani (F.s4)
73.10
control
0
LSD=0.05
1.85
3.4. Isolate and digamous of the Azotobacter chroococcum and inoculum prepare.
Tables (4, 5, 6) shows the morphological, microscopic characteristics, and physiological test of
bacterial isolates of rhizosphere of tomato, wheat, cotton crops. Colonies of bacteria exhibit viscous,
brown-color, on pairs resampling Azotobacter chroococcum in its characteristics. Bacteria were gramnegative with rounded ends. These results were similar to as described by Bergeyʼs manual of
Determinative Bacteriology [19]. Table (7) reports the biochemical patterns of bacteria tested in this
study. Three A. chroococcum isolates were positive in each test. Also, these bacterial shows cannot
able to grow on Burkʼs medium and the same was used inoculation.
Table 4. Colonies morphology characteristics of Azotobacter chroococcum.
Morphological
A. chroococcum
A. chroococcum
characters
(A.ch1)
(A.ch2)
Plant type
tomato
wheat
Growth of colonies
+++
++
Consistency
Very viscous
viscous
color
Light brown
Dark brown
Surface
smooth
smooth

A. chroococcum
(A.ch3)
cotton
++
viscous
Dark brown
smooth

Table 5. Microscopic characteristics of Azotobacter chroococcum (G-ve).
Microscopic
A. chroococcum
A. chroococcum
characters
(A.ch1)
(A.ch2)
Aggregation
pairs
pairs
Cell shape
Rod
Rod
Cyst formation
+
+

A. chroococcum
(A.ch3)
pairs
Rod
+
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Table 6. Physiological test of Azotobacter chroococcum.
A. chroococcum
A. chroococcum
Physiological test
(A.ch1)
(A.ch2)
Growth at NaCl (1%)
+
+
Growth at
+
+
temperature 37°C
Motility
+
+
N2 fixed (mg.l-1)
+
+

Carbon source
utilized

Table 7. Biochemical test of Azotobacter chroococcum.
Azotobacter
Azotobacter
Biochemical test
chroococcum (A.ch1) chroococcum (A.ch2)
Burkʼs medium
Starch
+
+
Manitol
+
+
Rhaminose
Sucrose
+
+
Fructose
+
+
Glucose
+
+
Nitrate reduction
+
+
Catalase test
+
+
Gelatine hydrolysis
+
+
Utilize citrate
+
+

A. chroococcum
(A.ch3)
+
+
+
+

Azotobacter
chroococcum (A.ch3)
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

3.5. Antagonistic effect of A. chroococcum against F. solani (F.s4).
Table (8) showed higher reduction in mycelia linear growth of the F. solani (F.s4) isolate by A.
chroococcum (A.ch1).
Table 8. Antagonistic effect of A. chroococcum against F. solani (F.s4) isolate.
Bacterial isolates
Radial growth (cm)
Inhibition percentage (%)
A. chroococcum (A.ch1)
2.45
69.37
A. chroococcum (A.ch2)
2.63
67.13
A. chroococcum (A.ch3)
2.89
63.87
control
8.00
0.0
3.6. Evaluation of A. chroococcum against root rot disease some growth parameter of tomato plants in
greenhouse environmental condition
Table 8 reported A. chroococcum and Beltanol treatments with pathogens were led to the lowest
disease severity compared with pathogen treatment only. Also, A. chroococcum (25 ml ̸ 2Kg soil) with
pathogen treatment was recorded highest disease severity (0.0%) compared with other treatments
treated with the pathogen. Plant height records of growth parameters have been noticed in tomato
inoculation with A. chroococcum (25ml/ 2Kg soil) with F. solani (F.s4). All treatment inoculation with
A. chroococcum gave higher records of growth parameters in combination with control. Inoculation of
A. chroococcum can increase plant growth through the ability of bacteria to synthesis IAA, fix
nitrogen, provide P nutrients, and other elements [20]. The production of plant growth regulates by
bacteria in the rhizosphere around roots was increased by the fixation of nitrogen [21]. The weight of
one fruit recorded increase due to the application of A. chroococcum in combination with T1 (treated
with pathogen only) (Table 9). The maximum weight of one fruit was recorded from the untreated
plants. The fungicide application significantly increased the weight of one fruit. These results are in
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agreement with [22] who found that inoculation with A. chroococcum, Alipoferum+ NPK resulted in
earlier flowering, increasing fruits, and increased yields. A. chroococcum has many benefits like N2
fixing, antibacterial and antifungal production growth regulators, and siderophores. It is reported that
the application biofertilizer such as Azospirillum, Azobacter and Bacillus sp. significantly increased
tomato fruits and total yield ̸ fed compared with control [23].
Table 9. Evaluation of A. chroococcum against root rot disease some growth parameter of tomato
plants under greenhouse condition.
Disease
Height
fresh weight
dry weight of
No. of
No. of
Treatments
severity
plant (cm)
of shoot
shoot
leaves
flowers
T1
73.00
30.33
12.67
3.33
16.33
8.33
T2
21.67
37.67
20.33
5.67
25.33
12.33
T3
11.00
38.67
24.67
6.33
28.00
13.00
T4
12.00
43.33
27.33
6.67
30.33
13.00
T5
5.67
44.67
30.33
7.33
35.67
13.33
T6
0.00
50.33
32.00
7.67
40.00
15.67
T7
6.67
47.33
25.33
5.67
29.33
12.00
LSD
1.26
1.50
1.22
1.03
1.57
1.06
Table 10. Evaluation of A. chroococcum against root rot disease some growth parameter of tomato
plants under greenhouse condition.
Treatments
Weight of one fruit per plant
Number of fruit per plant
Yield fruit
T1
7.33
3.67
0.2733
T2
18.33
5.33
0.3233
T3
31.33
6.67
0.5467
T4
46.67
9.33
0.7200
T5
56.00
10.67
0.9267
T6
65.00
12.33
1.0400
T7
46.67
10.67
0.9200
LSD
1.700
0.868
0.04580
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Abstract. This research included evaluating the efficacy of plant aqueous extracts for myrtle
Myrtus communis, Nerium oleander, Eucalyptus spp. and Bacillus thuringiensis on adults of
the house fly Musca domestica L. under laboratory conditions at a temperature of 2 ± 28 ° C
and with a humidity of 50-70 %. it was found that the highest rate of laying eggs was in the
extract of eucalyptus leaves, where the number of eggs laid was 60 eggs on average and at a
concentration of 5%, while in the concentration of 10% the average egg was 55 eggs then In
the extract of the leaves of the oleander was at a concentration of 10% at a rate of 50 eggs and
in control treatments the number of eggs reached 80 eggs and the results showed the highest
death rate for adults before laying eggs was in the extract of the eucalyptus leaves at a
concentration of 15% where the death of 6 adults and the lowest percentage of death by 5%
was recorded One adult death and the highest rate priest for eggs, with a concentration of 10%,
reached 94%, and the highest percentage of larval mortality reached 68.12%, with a
concentration of 10% in the transactions of extract of oleander leaves, and in it also the highest
rate of exclusion is 31.93%. The third larval stage with a concentration of 5% with a ratio of
3.67 days and the highest incidence rate in the third larval stage with a concentration of 2.5% at
a rate of 26.70% and the lowest incidence rate of 6.70% with a concentration of 2.5% and 5%
and 7.5% in the first and second stages respectively and the lowest dawning rate was recorded
in the larval phase the first with a concentration of 2.5% at 16.66% and the highest deformation
rate in the third larval stage with a concentration of 7.5% at 66.66%. As for its effect on the
number of eggs was a rate of zero% of all concentrations (2.5%, 5% and 7.5%) compared to 80
control egg either its effect on the longevity of the adult was the highest rate of longevity
amounting to a concentration of 7.5% by 5.33 day..

Keywords. House fly, Musca domestica, Myrtle, Oleander, Eucalyptus, Bacillus thuringiensis.

1. Introduction
The The house fly (Musca domestica) is considered the most common among all other types of flies,
accounting for 90% of all types of flies in human housing all over the world, as it is one of the most
important insects spread widely around the world, especially in warm regions [1]. Where it lives in
association with humans and poses a major threat to public health due to its ability to transmit
intestinal parasites and other pathogenic microorganisms [2]. Adults can emergence from pupa in as
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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little as three and a half days at 35º C and five days under normal conditions, while there may be a
need for several weeks under adverse conditions [3]. Despite the effectiveness of chemical control
methods for flies, they have become resistant to many chemical groups, which prompted researchers to
turn to modern control methods, like the use of microbes and plants control [4, 5]. The bacteria
Bacillus thuringiensis is a widely used biocide against biological microbes in controlling harmful
insects [6]. As it is natural, degradable and safe for pest control based on the insecticide activity of
Bacillus thuringiensis, commercial biopesticides have been developed to control larvae of Diptera,
Lepidoptera, and Coleoptera [7]. Several compounds and plant extracts were evaluated for their
toxicity and effect and for reducing the density of different species of double winged flies, especially
house flies, including petroleum-ether extracts of Griffonia simplicifolia and Zanthoxylum
xanthoxyloides were evaluated as toxic to house flies [8] . The secondary metabolites in plants work
with different mechanisms to affect the life of the insect. They may be contraindicated to nutrition,
some of which affect the effectiveness of digestion, reduce the metabolism, or have a repellent effect
for the feeding stages of the insect, or be toxic to the insect's tissues, or they may affect the
biosynthesis process of chitin thus preventing the phases shedding. The larva and its development, or
the nymph, and finally it may affect the productivity of the adult insect, such as preventing egg laying,
leading to sterility of adults, or preventing the meeting of the sexes for the same species [9]. The study
was conducted with the aim of determining the biological effect between plant extracts and bacteria on
house flies Musca domestica.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Insects breeding
The larvae of house flies were collected from north of Baghdad city were transferred to the insect
laboratory . They were divided and placed in 500 gm plastic containers containing larvae feeding and
colony maintenance media consisting of 100 gm of floating fish meal consisting of phosphories 1.8%,
Ash 10-15%, Crude Fiber 6-8%, Crude fat 8-10%, Crude protein 30 ± 2%) produced by company
from Iran and obtained from the local market after being milled and sterilized with an Autoclave at a
temperature of 121 degrees 1 centigrade and pressure 1 atmosphere for 25 minutes, 200 ml sterile
distilled water and 10 g of dry yeast were added to it, and the center of the feeding was divided on
plastic pots, which were transferred to wooden crates with dimensions (30*30*30 cm) made of wood
and covered with muslin cloth (with Small porces prevent the exit of the insect.) After the larvae
reached the third stage, sawdust were placed on the edges of the pots in order for the larva to dwell
and transformed into a pupa, and after 6-7 days of excuses, the virgins began to emerge, and in order
to feed the budding adolescents and maintain the group. A clove of a container containing 50 grams of
sugar powder and powdered milk (1: 1) (weight: weight) to feed the whole grains and a bottle filled
with water and the nozzle of it covered with cotton 12 light: 12 dark hours.
2.2. Preparing plant extracts
Collected plant leaves (myrtle, oleander, eucalyptus) the leaves were washed in running water well
several times and left to dry completely in a dark place , at room temperature, taking into account
constant stirring to prevent rotting, then these dried leaves were ground using an electric grinder
sterilized using sterile alcohol, and after grinding them well, they were placed in sterile cans . The
plant extracts were prepared according to the method of [10], where 25 g of each dried plant was
weighed and dissolved with 250 ml of distilled water and placed in a Soxhlet extractor for 7 hours at a
temperature of 45 ° C and then filtered. Using filter paper, then dry the raw extract produced by a
Rotary Evaporator until it becomes in a powder form, and is well preserved until use in the
transactions.
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2.3. Study of the effect of plant extract concentrations on whole house flies
Prepared 12 wooden crates ( 30*30*30) cm , in each box, a plate containing 30 grams of whole milk,
consisting of (15 grams of milk powder + 15 grams of sugar) was placed and added to it The three
concentrations of each extract (myrtle, oleander, eucalyptus ) (5,10,15%) for each one of them plus the
comparison treatment In another vessel, water was placed for her to drink, where the mouth of the
vessel was covered with cotton , a pair of camels, a male and a female, were entered into each cage,
and the observation and examination were carried out, and for each repeat a pair of whole house flies
(1 male: 1 female) was entered at the age of two days, and the daily monitoring and recording of the
effect of the extract on the pair of adults and their survival time and its effect on the laying of eggs and
hatched larvae and their duration of survival and the resulting distortions.
2.4. Study of the effect of bacteria on adults house flies
In the first group, three previously described wooden crates (representing 3 replicates) were prepared.
In each duplicate, a plate consisting of 30 gm of adult food was placed (15g milk powder + 15g sugar)
and 0.075g of the biocide B.t.k. was added to it. (It represents a concentration of 2.5%), the materials
were mixed well for a minute with each other and in another container put drinking water and the
mouth of the vessel was covered with cotton The second group included three cages representing three
replicates, each one containing a food dish with 0.15 gm (5% concentration) added to a bacterial
pesticide in addition to a bowl of water, while the third group included the same previous details with
the addition of the bacterial pesticide at a concentration of 7.5% at 0.21 g per dish in addition to cages
the comparison, which contained only food and water, included in each repeat a pair of whole house
flies (1 male: 1 female) at the age of two days, and daily monitoring and recording of the effect of the
biocide on the pair of adult and their survival time and its effect on laying eggs and hatched larvae and
their duration of survival and deformities were carried out.
2.5. Statistical analysis
Completely Randomize Design (CRD) was followed in the implementation of the experiments, and
the percentages of larval decay were corrected based on the [11] equation which states:
Loss% =

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛 − 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
100 − 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑛

× 100

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Study of some biological aspects of the house fly by adding different concentrations of plant
extracts to the diet of adults
It is evident from the results of the table( 1) that the highest rate of egg laying was in the eucalyptus
leaf extract, where the average number of eggs laid was 60 eggs at a concentration of 5%, where at a
concentration of 10%, the rate of eggs laid was 55 eggs, where in the extract of the leaves of the
oleander it was at a concentration of 10 An average of 50 eggs, and in the control factors, the number
of eggs was 80 eggs , the results of the statistical analysis showed that there are high significant
differences between plant extracts and the reason for the low female productivity is that the chemical
compounds contained in the plant extracts inhibit the insect's nutrition while it is in the larval stage,
which led to the inhibition of egg formation later because this process depends on the active
substances that were stored during Larval feeding , whereas the toxic effect of myrtle plant is due to
monoterpens. He confirmed that these compounds affect the female reproductive system of insects and
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reduce the number of eggs produced from each ovary [12]. The results of the statistical analysis
showed that there were significant differences between the death rates of adult females before laying
eggs, as some of the adults did not lay eggs because of their infertility, no eggs were laid, and some
adult deaths were recorded before laying eggs in eucalyptus extract at a concentration of 5%, and
some adult deaths were recorded before laying eggs in eucalyptus and oleander extract at a
concentration of 10%. In the control treatments, the adult mortality rate was 0% in the myrtle and
babble treatments, the reason for the superiority of myrtle leaf extract over eucalyptus in reducing the
life expectancy of male and female adults is due to the fact that myrtle leaf extract contains
compounds that are more toxic than the compounds in eucalyptus leaf extract, which led to the death
of adult females in a faster time compared to eucalyptus extract, whose effects were slow and not.
Shows clear adult toxicity when food is treated.
Table 1. The biological aspects of the Musca domestica house fly by adding different concentrations
of plant extracts to the adult death.

3.67
±
0.33
3.33
±
0.33
3.33
±
0.33

3.33
±
0.33
4
±
0.58
4.67
±
0.33

control

4
2.67
±
±
0.58 0.33
3.33 3.67
±
±
0.33 0.33
3
4
±
±
0.33
0
N.S

15%

*

2.67
±
0.33
3.33
±
0.33
4
±
0.58

4
3.33
±
±
0.58 0.33
3
5
±
±
0
0.58
3.33 5.33
±
±
0
0.33
N.S

4.33
±
0.33
4.67
±
0.33
4
±
0.58

10%

0
±
0
0
±
0
2
±
0

5%

6
±
0
6
±
0
6
±
0

control

6
±
0
2
±
0
2
±
0

10%

6
±
0
6
±
0
1
±
0

5%

control

15%

control
80
±
0.577
80
±
0.577
80
±
0.577

Longevity of males

15%

LSD

0
±
0
0
±
0
0
±
0

15%

Eucalyptus

0
±
0
50
±
0.577
55
±
0.577
*0.69

Longevity of females

10%

Oleander

0
±
0
0
±
0
60
±
0.577

Mortality

5%

Myrtle

5%

Extract

10%

Number of eggs

CON.

NS means that there are no significant differences, and * means that there are significant differences between
some treatments between the probability level (0.05 ≤ p) according to the LSD test.

It is agreed with [13] that the extract of crude terpenes for leaves and fruits of C.spinosa had a
significant effect on some life performance parameters of the house fly, as the productivity of females
treated with leaf and fruit extract decreased from 1147 eggs / female in control factors to 498 and 555.
Egg / female, respectively, at a concentration of 20 mg / ml.
3.2. Study the biological aspects of the house fly by adding different concentrations of plant extracts in
the death of adults to the laid eggs
The results of Table (2) showed that the highest rate of laying eggs was in eucalyptus extract, where
the number of eggs laid was 60 eggs on average with a concentration of 5%, but at a concentration of
10%, the rate of eggs laid was 55 eggs, and then in the extract of leaves of oleander, it was at a
concentration of 10% at a rate of 50 eggs compared to the treatments. Control where the number of
eggs reached 80 eggs. The reason for the difference in the rate may be due to the different nature of the
active substances present in the plants used with food and their effect on the performance of the
reproductive system. It has been found that limonene, which is one of the volatile compounds found in
plant extracts, which inhibits growth and reproduction and has a toxic effect on the nervous system of
insects in several types of insects. a number of researchers have confirmed its presence in the
eucalyptus and myrtle plants. The results of the statistical analysis showed that there were significant
differences between the rates of egg hatching, where the highest percentage of eggs hatching was
recorded in the oleander leaf extract at a concentration of 10%, reaching 94%, followed by the
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eucalyptus extract at a concentration of 5%, at 86.67%, compared with the control treatment for
eucalyptus 93.75% and the guava 96.25%, respectively. The cause of egg decay may be attributed to
the effect of toxic substances in the extracts on the biological systems of the embryo, or to impede the
gas exchange inside the egg, which leads to its destruction. The failure to hatch eggs in general may
be due to the fact that the secondary compounds present in myrtle and eucalyptus were Toxic to the
embryos and led to failure of hatching eggs [14], the results showed that there were high significant
differences between the mortality rates of larvae after hatching, as the highest percentage of mortality
was 100% in eucalyptus leaf extract, followed by the oleander leaf extract at a concentration of 10%,
reaching 68.12% compared to the control factor, where it reached 0%. and there were no significant
differences between the exclusion ratios for the larvae, as the highest percentage of exclusion was
reached in the extract of oleander, at 31.93%. The results showed significant differences between the
rates of eruption failure, as the highest rate of eruption failure was 100% in all concentrations of ace
and eucalyptus and in oleander at a concentration of 5% and 15%, and the lowest rate of emergence in
oleander extract at a concentration of 10% at a concentration of 33.30% compared to control, where it
was 0%. The results of the statistical analysis showed significant differences between the deformation
rates of the buds, as the lowest deformation percentage reached 0% in all concentrations of myrtle and
eucalyptus, respectively, and the highest deformation percentage in the oleander extract at a
concentration of 10% by 30%. Organic extracts produce pupae with deformed shapes, and adults who
have successfully exited often suffer from wing reduction.
Table 2. The biological aspects of the house fly by adding different concentrations of plant extracts in
the adult death to the laid eggs.

control
0±0
0±0

0±0

15%
0±0
0±0

0±0

10%
0±0
30±0
0±0

0±0
0±0
0±0

5%

control

15%
100±0
100±0
100±0

10%
33.3±0
100±0

100±0

5%
100±0
100±0

100±0

control

15%
0±0
0±0
0±0

10%
31.93±0
0±0

0±0

5%
0±0
0±0

0±0

control
0±0
0±0

0±0

15%
0±0
0±0

0±0

10%
0±0
68.12±1.82
0±0

5%
0±0
100±0

0±0

control
96.2±0.72
93.7±0.72

96.2±0.72

15%
0±0
0±0

0±0

10%
00
9±1.15

0±0
86.67±0.96

0±0

5%

Oleander
Eucalyptus

0±0

LSD

0±0

*

Distortion ratio

0±0

N.S

100±0

*0.89

Emerges failure

100±0

* 0.95

Percentage pupa

100±0

Myrtle

Extrac
t

The percentage of
larvae mortality after
hatching

The percentage of
hatchability

0±0

Con.

*

3.3. Study of the effect of adding concentrations of Bacillus thuringiensis to the whole food of house fly
The results of table (3) proved that no eggs were laid for adult domestic flies in all concentrations
compared to the control factor, where the number of eggs was 80 eggs, as well as the results showed
that there were no significant differences between the longevity of adult females, where the longest
life span for adults was 5.33 days with a concentration of 7.5% and the lowest age for adults was 4.33
A day compared to the control was 5 days.
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Table 3. Effect of addition of Bacillus thuringiensis bacteria to the death of Musca domestica whole
flies.
Bacterial concentration
The number of eggs for the adult
Adult longevity
2.5%
0.00 b©
4.33 a
%5
0.00 b
4.67 a
%7.5
0.00 b
5.33 a
Control
80.00 a
5.00 a
LSD
N.S
Multiple comparisons cannot be calculated as its standard errors are zero

The cause of death of adult adults is that the microscopic crystals that they eat with food turn into
toxic protein particles that destroy the stomach walls, so the insect stops feeding within hours after
exposure to the bacteria and dies within 2 to 5 days [15]. This is in agreement with [16], who proved
that females treated with B.t.k bacteria lay the lowest rate of eggs, ranging between 24 - 42 eggs as a
maximum, compared to normal treatments that lay eggs at a rate of 33-59 eggs.
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Abstract. The interface between the ions in groundwater affects the biogeochemical behaviour
of metal, and metal bioremediate by bacteria. Therefore, this study was aimed to predict the
influence of pH, calcium, phosphate and humic acid on cadmium availability in artificial
groundwater (AGW). Speciation and the thermodynamic calculation (MINTEQ program) were
used to predict this in AGW theoretically. In results, cadmium availability diminished with an
increase in pH, increase of calcium concentration and the addition of phosphate and humic acid
of AGW. According to MINTEQ program, cadmium binds to some cations leaving fewer free
cadmium ions available in AGW such as CdHCO3+, Cd(SO4)22-, CdCl+, CdHPO4, HA1-Cd,
FA1-Cd, FA2-Cd, and HA2-Cd. It is suggested though that pH in AGW is maintained at pH
4.00 for best availability of cadmium and bioremediate by bacteria.

Keywords. Availability, cadmium, calcium, groundwater, humic acid, pH, phosphate,
speciation.

1. Introduction
The Metals speciation and availability in environments and their biogeochemical activities are the
main area of research for biochemistry and ecotoxicology of metals [1]. This is important since
chemical or mineral speciation is a crucial factor inducing; the solubility, mobility, bioavailability,
bioaccumulation, biodegradability, persistence and toxicity [2]. Metals can occur in environments as
free metal ions and/or complexed with inorganic components or organic ligands. Is typically, the
dissolved and transferrable forms of metals are well-known as bioavailable. Comparably, the fraction
of a metal that forms as a portion of the solid-phase minerals may not be bioavailable [3]. Therefore, it
is impossible to measure the total metal concentration as its concentration is often insufficient to
clarify its ions. Expecting metal speciation has increasingly gained inclusive application as an active
constituent of environmental chemistry in enhancing our knowledge of studies such as agriculture,
pollution risk assessment or remediation. Cadmium is considered as a serious environmental issue
because of its toxicity, non-biodegradability and bioaccumulation [4]. The contamination of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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groundwater with cadmium has become a global challenge, and more effective methods for removing
cadmium are required. The bioavailability and toxicity of cadmium in water are strongly affected by
the cadmium forms. Predication of metal speciation aids our understand of metal performance in water
and few analytical techniques are used to estimate metal speciation in water such as sorption onto C18
columns, anodic stripping voltammetry, ion-selective electrodes and competitive ligand
equilibration/adsorptive stripping cathodic voltammetry [5]. Nevertheless, these methods are
acknowledged as very time consuming in sample preparation. Alternatively, the use of geochemical
speciation software programs offers a rapid method to establish metal speciation such as Visual
PHREEQC, CHEAQS, ORCHESTRA, ECOSAT, CHESS and MINTEQ. These geochemical
speciation software programs can predict metal speciation theoretically. This study, aimed to predict
the cadmium speciation in typical groundwater without any contamination; AGW was prepared in the
laboratory, and cadmium speciation was then predicated under the contamination of a change in pH,
an increase of calcium concentration and the addition of phosphate and humic acid.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cadmium precipitation and speciation
2.1.1. Uncontaminated AGW
The component of AGW is specified in Table 1 (first column, Cd-AGW), according to [6]. To
theoretically assess the experimental conditions of Cd-AGW, the inorganic chemical speciation at
22°C was calculated using the geochemical speciation software Visual MINTEQ, version 3.1 [7]. The
input file contained the components and concentrations of AGW, with a nominated concentration of
10 µM Cd at pH 7.00; (Table 1), oversaturated solids were allowed to precipitate, ionic strength was
calculated, and activity corrections were performed after Davies. Redox calculations were not
performed.
2.1.2. Contaminated AGW: Chang the pH, increase of calcium concentration and the addition of
phosphate and humic acid
The inorganic Cd speciation at different pH values (fixed at pH 4.00, 7.00, 7.50, and 8.50,
respectively) was calculated. At pH 8.50, calcium carbonate species (e.g., calcite) and Cd carbonate
(otavite) were predicted to precipitate, and the proportion remaining in the AGW was 84.9% of Ca2+,
4.8% of Cd2+, and 76.5% of CO32-. The otavite precipitation predicts that only 0.48 µM remained in
AGW as Cd2+. Consequently, the experiment was not run at pH 8.50. The concentration of calcium in
AGW was increased from 1.75 to 17.5 mM, applied as CaCl2. Similarly, the effects of the higher
concentration of the anion on the cadmium speciation were studied by adding phosphate (10 mM),
which does not consist of AGW. Phosphate (10 mM) consisted of two components of 6.15 mL of
K2HPO4 (1 M) and 3.85 mL of KH2PO4 (1 M) in a litre. Humic acid constitutes the significant
fractions of OM in natural water, which consists of 90% of the total dissolved organic carbon (DOC)
[8]. Thus, humic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) was added at the concentration of 10 mg/L to Cd-AGW. This
concentration of humic acid was chosen as the average concentration is presented in natural water [9].
With the addition of humic acid (10 mg/L), the NICA-Donnan model in Visual MINTEQ was used. It
was found that the parameters and constants for a ‘generic’ fulvic acid were assumed to be 82.5% of
the input; dissolved organic carbon (DOC) consists of fulvic acid with a carbon content of 50% (the
portion designated ‘active’ concerning metal complexation because humic acid is assumed not to be
dissolved in solution), as described by [10]. Fifty percent was in a DOC: DOC ratio of 1.65, which is
an average based on stream and lake sediments from the Swedish environmental monitoring network.
However, default parameters were used for VMINTEQ for humic acid: 1.4. The total molar
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concentration of DOC was10 mg/L (gave 551% C in HA), which is equal to 459 µM. Therefore, the
input parameter for humic acid is 459 µM (Table 1).
Table 1. The input file of software Visual MINTEQ contained the components and their
concentrations in AGW with a concentration of 10 µM Cd at pH 7.00 under the increase of calcium
concentration (17.5 mM) and the addition of a phosphate (10 mM) and humic acid (10 mg/L).
Concentration (M)
Component
Increase of
Addition of humic
Cd-AGW
Addition of phosphate
CaCl2
acid
1750
17500
1750
1750
Ca2+
10
10
10
10
Cd2+
1750
17500
1750
1750
Cl
1162
1162
1162
1162
CO32103
103
103
103
K+
448
448
448
448
Mg2+
1144
1144
1144
1144
Na+
44
44
44
44
NO3*
*
10000
*
PO43448
448
448
448
SO42*
*
*
459
Humic acid
*No component added.

2.2. Statistical analysis
ANOVA followed by Tukey post hoc was performed on the data of Cd species distribution of AGW
with a concentration of 10 µM Cd, which predicted using Visual MINTEQ to find the differences
under the effect of different factors on the percentages of Cd species.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Cadmium precipitation
At pH 7.50, the calculations revealed the precipitation of otavite (80% of the added Cd concentration),
as shown in Table 2, leaving a dissolved concentration of 2 µM in AGW. At pH 7.00, the calculations
indicated that the precipitation of otavite (57.7% of the added Cd concentration), leaving a dissolved
concentration of 4.22 µM in AGW. It has been recently reported by [11] that cadmium could be
precipitated at alkaline pH (>8.00). The calculations revealed the potential loss of Cd from the
solution, as the initial concentration in the AGW was 10 µM Cd. At pH 4.00, the calculated saturation
index for all species was negative, and Cd was not predicted to precipitate.
Table 2. Effect of pH on the percentages of dissolved and precipitated components in AGW with a
concentration of 10 µM Cd. The percentages of values were predicted using Visual MINTEQ.
pH 4.00
pH 7.00
pH 7.50
Component
Dissolved
Precipitated Dissolved Precipitated Dissolved Precipitated
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
2+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
Ca
100
0.00
42
57.7
19.5
80
Cd2+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
Cl100
0.00
99
0.40
99
0.40
CO32100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
K+
2+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
Mg
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Na+
NO3SO42-

100
100
100

0.00
0.00
0.00

100
100
100

0.00
0.00
0.00

100
100
100

0.00
0.00
0.00

However, when CaCl2 was increased from 1.75 mM to 17.5 mM (for the removal process under
cation competition), the calculated saturation index for all species was negative, and no precipitation
was predicted (Table 3). The dissolved Cd concentration at the beginning of the experiment can be
assumed as 10 µM, and the initial measured concentration was approximately 10 µM. Also, the
addition of a phosphate (10 mM) showed no potential precipitation of Cd in AGW (Table 3). The
NICA-Donnan model indicated that there was no Cd precipitated (Table 3), leaving a dissolved
concentration of 10 µM in the test AGW. The measured and predicted dissolved Cd concentrations
were the same, due to the low concentration of humic acid, which explains the lack of Cd
complexation with the humic acid. [12] used 200 mg/L of humic acid, which is higher than the
concentration in this study, and they found that the log activities of binding of Cd(OH) 2 and CdOH+
with humic acid were -9.5 and -8.4 mol/L, respectively. While, in this study, the log activities for the
same species of Cd were low -11.5 and -8.5 mol/L, respectively.
Table 3. Effect of increased calcium (17.5 mM), additional phosphate (10 mM), and humic acid (10
mg/L) on the percentages of dissolved and precipitated components in AGW with a concentration of
10 µM Cd. The percentages were predicted using Visual MINTEQ.
Calcium (17.5 mM)
Phosphate (10 mM)
Humic acid (10 mg/L)
Component
Dissolved
Precipitated
Dissolved
Precipitated
Dissolved
Precipitated
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
100
0.00
0.59
99.4
100
0.00
Ca2+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
Cd2+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
Cl1100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
CO32100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
K1+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
Mg2+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
Na1+
100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
NO3
*
*
94.7
5.21
*
*
PO43100
0.00
100
0.00
100
0.00
SO42*
*
*
*
100
0.00
FA1
100
0.00
FA2
100
0.00
HA1
100
0.00
HA2
* No component added.

3.2. Cadmium speciation
Predicting Cd speciation in AGW versus pH showed that Cd2+ was the dominant type in AGW with a
concentration of 10 µM Cd at a different pH (Error! Reference source not found.A, ap<0.05),
compared to other dissolved Cd species. Similarly, CdCl+ recorded no differences at different pH
values (Error! Reference source not found.A). The appearance of Cd(SO4)22- at pH 4.00 and 7.00,
which disappeared at pH 7.50, showed no significant differences between pH 4.00 and 7.00. The
occurrence of CdHCO3+ was the unique species predicted at pH 7.00 and 7.50 (Error! Reference
source not found.A, cp<0.05). The effect of increased Ca concentration (17.5 mM) of Cd speciation in
AGW at pH 7.00 showed Cd2+ was lower than the value recorded at a natural concentration of Ca
(1.75 mM). However, Cd2+ was the dominant species and showed significant differences (Error!
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Reference source not found.B, ap<0.05) compared to other Cd species. However, CaCl+ was
predicted to be 41%, which was higher than the percentage recorded at the initial concentration of
CaCl2 (1.75 mM). Moreover, both species of CdHCO3+ and Cd(SO4)22- were predicated at an increase
of Ca as a natural concentration of Ca (1.75 mM), without any differences between them (Error!
Reference source not found.B, cp<0.05). While the addition of a phosphate (10 mM) showed that the
domain of Cd species was CdHPO4 (89%), the presence of other Cd-species was rare. Fraction Cd2+
was the highest predicted percentages (9.2%) among CdCl+, Cd(SO4)22-, CdHCO3+, and CdCO3+
(Error! Reference source not found.C). Similarly, as Cd2+ was the dominant species in AGW at pH
7.00, with the addition of humic acid (10 mg/L) into the AGW, Cd2+ was the dominant species (84%),
followed by CdCl+ (10%, Figure 1D).

Figure 1. The effect of different factors on the percentages of Cd species distribution of AGW with a
concentration of 10 µM Cd, predicted using Visual MINTEQ. (A) At pH 4.00, 7.00, and 7.50, (B)
increase of calcium (17.5 mM), additions, (C) phosphate (10 mM), and (D) humic acid (10 mg/L) on
Cd speciation in AGW. The Cd species were subjected to two-way ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test, and
a different letter indicates a significant difference between Cd species under different factors.
With the use of two types of Cd-binding with fulvic and humic acids in the NICA-Donnan model,
complex HA1-Cd occurred in addition to other complexes in rare percentages (FA1-Cd, FA2-Cd, and
HA2-Cd) as well as the occurrence of fractions CdHCO3+ and CdOH+. The complexation of Cd with
humic acid (Cd-HA) was predicted as this complex is the most formed complex with Cd [13].
4. Conclusion
The ions of cadmium diminished with increase in pH of AGW, in which cadmium binds to cations
present in water, leaving less availability of cadmium ions. Increase of calcium concentration and the
addition of phosphate and humic acid formed of insoluble cadmium species that appeared in the water.
It is recommended though that free cadmium ions were available at a pH of 4.00, which would make
cadmium soluble, available and toxic.
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Abstract. Garlic is rich in nutritional and medicinal value as it has been found that the water
extract of garlic plant contains 31% carbohydrates and rich in elements calcium, phosphorus,
magnesium, potassium, sodium, iron, zinc, manganese, vitamin C, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin
and pyridoxine. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of garlic extract (Allium
sativum L.) on tomatoes (Solanum lycopersicum L.) plant. The trend is to use plant extracts in
foliar and ground fertilization. Three levels of foliar application (4, 6, 8%), three levels of
ground application (10, 20, 40%), one treatment 6% of foliar and 20% ground application
together and the treatment of control (0) were used. The results showed that the usage of garlic
extract led to a significant increase in the height of the plant 98.00 cm, chlorophyll content
46.33 spadm, increase the Carbohydrates 7.95%, the number of branches, the number of
leaves, the foliar area, the dry weight of vegetative group, the number of flowers, the leaves
content of nitrogen, protein and carbohydrates, fruit weight, fruit size, measurement T.S.S. and
solidity of treated plant compared to control plants.

Keywords. Fruit quality, Garlic, Plant extracts, Tomato.

1. Introduction
Tomatoes esculentum belonged to Solanaceae family, its native habitat is South America and is one of
the most consumed vegetables in the world with more than 120 million metric tons of global
production [1], and is the second most important vegetable after potatoes in many countries of the
world [2]. In Iraq, according to Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) statistics for 2011 reported,
the area under cultivation was 61,042 hectares and the production rate was 17.36 tonne. h-1. It is
represent an important source of minerals, vitamins and antioxidants [3], so is grown either in open
field or in covered farming systems. Statistics indicate high annual consumption rates, due to the high
nutritional value, as its fruits contain ascorbic, citric and malic acid, some minerals, vitamins and
pigments such as carotene and lycopene, which are a major source of antioxidants [4]. The researchers
adopted the foliar application method of nutrients in supplying plants with the necessary elements to
sustain their continued improvement in their growth and to achieve qualitative and quantitative
improvement in the outcome [5]. Plant extracts are the products of the newly used substances to
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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stimulate and encourage the vegetative and flowering growth. While, the yield are consider as a
source of nutrients and natural growth regulations as well as they are easy to absorb and contain
effective and effective substances and natural chemical compounds that vary by different species and
plant parts and may be stimulating or inhibitory to growth [6]. Allium sativum L. was known by many
civilizations it is mentioned in many Egyptian, Greek, Indian and Chinese authors. It is a vegetable
annually herbaceous crop belong to Liliaceae family [7] regenerated annually and reproductive with
bulb and seeds characterized by a special scent containing active substances as: Allicin and Alliin, an
effective antibiotic that contains yeasts and vitamins [8, 9]. Garlic is rich in nutritional and medicinal
value as it has been found that the water extract of garlic plant contains 31% carbohydrates and rich in
elements calcium, phosphorus, magnesium, potassium, sodium, iron, zinc, manganese, vitamin C,
thiamine, riboflavin, niacin and pyridoxine [10]. The study aim to investigate the effect of using garlic
extract in the methods of foliar and ground application growth, yield and fruit quality of tomatoes.
2. Materials and Methods
The experiment was conducted using Plastic pots 5 kg soil and 30 cm diameter in the botanical garden
of Biology Department in College of Education for Pure Sciences (Ibn Al-Haitham) for the growth
season 2017-2018. The seeds of the hybrid tomatoes called Jinan were obtained from agricultural
equipment in the local markets planted seeds in the pots by 10 seeds in each pots on 15 January 2018,
took 10 gm. of fresh garlic cloves and added 100 ml of distilled water and was mashed in an electric
mixer and filtered with a soft cloth and considered the stock solution according to [11], method and
the concentrations used in the experiment was prepared as follow:
Treatment (0) without treatment (control)
Treatment (1) foliar application at a concentration of 4%
Treatment (2) foliar application at a concentration of 6%
Treatment (3) foliar application at a concentration of 8%
Treatment (4) ground application at a concentration of 10%
Treatment (5) ground application at a concentration of 20%
Treatment (6) ground application at a concentration of 40%
Treatment (7) foliar application at a concentration of 6% and ground application at a concentration of
20% together.
The plants were sprayed in the early morning until the total wetness when the plant became phase 4-5
real leaves on two periods. The first date is 20/3/2018 and the second date is 20/4/2018 then took
measurements on 20/5/2018. The following parameters were studied:
2.1. Vegetative growth parameters
2.1.1. Measuring chlorophyll content in leaf by Spad
Spad it's calculated with a device Chlorophyll meter equipped by a Minolta company by taking mean
of three readings of three plants randomly selected from each treatment. This was done by placing the
most exposed part of the leaf under the arm of the device and pressing it then taking the reading.
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2.1.2. The height of the plant (cm)
Measured by a measuring tape from the area of contact the plant with the soil to the highest point in
the main branch of the stem at the end of the growth season.
2.1.3. Number of total branches per plant at the end of the growing season.
2.1.4. Number of leaves (leaf.plant-1) end of growing season.
2.1.5. Leaf area (dcm2.plant-1)
The leaf area was designed on the basis of dry weight as it took 30 foliar disks known area and dried
until the weight in an electric oven stabilized at a temperature of 70 °C and from the total dry weight
of the plants leaves calculated the foliar area in the following equation: Foliar area (dcm2)= foliar area
of discs × total dry weight of plant leaves / dry weight of discs [12].
2.1.6. Dry weight (gm) for the vegetative total
It was taken at the end of the season.
2.2. Specific qualities
Estimate the percentage of nitrogen in the leaves according to their component content based on dry
weight using a Microkjeldahal device [13]. Calculating the percentage of protein in the leaves
according to the following equation: Protein ratio = nitrogen × 6.25% [14] Estimating the percentage
of carbohydrates in the leaves was done using a Spectrophotometer device [15].
2.3. Flowering parameters
Number of flowers in inflorescence (flowering. inflorescence-1).
2.4. Fruit parameters
2.4.1. Number of fruits (fruit.plant-1)
2.4.2. Weight of fruit (gm.fruit-1)
2.4.3. The size of the fruit (cm3)
The size of the fruit were measured by a method of the graduated cylinder and displaced distilled
water. A known volume of water was placed in the graduated cylinder and the fruits were flooded at
the rate of six fruits of regular growth inside the cylinder and the size was measured by finding the
difference between the water level in the two cases then extracting the rate of the fruit size by dividing
the difference of size by dividing the difference of size by the number of fruits and calculated in a unit
of cm3.
2.5. Fruit quality parameters
2.5.1. The proportion of total soluble solids in the fruits
It was estimated by Hand Refractometer and the reading was corrected by laboratory temperature at
the measurement [16] (Ibrahim, 2010).
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2.5.2. Measuring fruit hardness (kg.cm-2)
Hardness measured by a Pentrometer device [17].
2.6. Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis was carried out according to Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) by
triplicates sample per treatments, examined the results according to the analysis of variance then
compared the means using the test of the least significant difference (LSD) at the probability level of
5% [18].
3. Results and Discussion
The results indicated that the foliar ground application with fresh garlic extract have a significant
effect on the content of the chlorophyll in the leaves of Table (1). while it is noted that the treatment of
6 and 7 gave the highest content of chlorophyll in the leaves which was 45.33 and 46.33 respectively.
While the comparison treatment (0) gave the lowest chlorophyll content in the leaves was 31.06. As
for the height of the plant, it was a clear significant increase between treatments where the treatment 7
outperformed all treatments by giving the highest rate of height of the plant length reached 98.00 cm
and did not differ significantly the treatments 3 and 5 from each other and gave 88.19 and 88.95 cm
respectively while the treatment 0 gave the lowest rate of height of the plant length reached 54.45 cm.
The treatments 6 and 7 did not differ from each other significantly in the number of plant branches and
gave the highest rate of the number of plant branches reached 12.55 branches for both treatments and
outperformed the rest of the treatments while the comparison treatment gave the lowest rate on the
number of plant branches by giving it 5.55 branches, while the number of leaves did not recorded a
significant differences between treatments 5, 6 and 7, where they gave the highest rate on the leaves
number reached 12.88, 12.77 and 12.88 leaves respectively, while the treatment 0 gave the lowest rate
on the leaf number reached 10.33 leaves, which did not differ significantly from treatment 1 which
gave 10.55 leaves. As for the foliar area of the table results, it is clear that the treatments gave a clear
significant difference where the treatment of application 7 outperformed by giving it the highest value
reached 153.58 dcm2.plant-1, which did not differ significantly from the treatment 6 which gave
152.67 dcm2 compared to the measurement treatment that gave the lowest value with a foliar area of
120.29 dcm2.plant-1 and did not differ significantly from treatments 1 and 2, which gave 121.77 and
121.99 dcm2.plant-1 respectively.
Table 1. The effect of foliar and ground application with garlic extract on the content of the
chlorophyll in the leaves, plant height, number of branches and leaves and foliar area of the tomatoes
plant.
Chlorophyll
Number of
Leaf area
Plant height
Number of
2
Treatments
content in the leaf
branches.
(dcm
. Plant-1)
(cm)
leaves. plant-1
-1
SPAD
plant
0
31.06
54.45
5.55
10.33
120.29
1
32.60
58.06
7.00
10.55
121.77
2
42.30
64.85
8.11
11.11
121.99
3
43.71
88.19
9.55
11.88
126.07
4
44.15
91.34
10.89
12.11
137.44
5
44.81
88.59
11.00
12.88
144.36
6
45.33
94.63
12.55
12.77
152.67
7
46.33
98.00
12.55
12.88
153.58
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LSD5%

1.322

1.269

0.961

0.741

5.660

Table 2 shows the effect of foliar and ground application with garlic extract on the measured
parameters where the treatment of application 7 exceeded significantly in giving the highest level of
nitrogen in the leaves of the plant reached 2.843%, which did not differ significantly from treatment
6, which gave a ratio of 2.733 compared to the treatment of comparison 0 which gave the lowest
nitrogen ratio of 1.430, which leads us to exceed the treatments 6 and 7 with the content of the protein
in the leaves reached 17.08 and 17.77, which did not differ between them significantly compared to
the measurement treatment which gave the lowest value 8.94. As for the percentage of carbohydrates
in the leaves, the table showed that the treatment of application 6 and 7 gave a significant differences
to the rest of the treatments by giving them the highest percentage of carbohydrates in leaves and
reached 6.96 and 7.95 respectively while they did not differ significantly while the treatment of
application 0 gave the lowest percentage of leaf carbohydrates, which reached 1.88, that did not differ
significantly from the comparison treatment of 1.96, and the treatment of application 7 had a
significant superiority over the rest of the treatments by giving it the highest rate of plant flowers
where it reached 22.56 flowers, while the treatment compared with control gave the lowest rate of the
number of flowers reached 11.56 flowers, which did not differ significantly from the treatment 1
which gave 12.11 flowers.
Table 2. The effect of foliar and ground application with garlic extract on the percentage of protein,
nitrogen, carbohydrates in the leaves, number of flowers and dry weight of the tomatoes plant.
Percentage of
Percentage of
Number of
Dry weight
Treatment
N%
protein in the
carbohydrates
flowers.
of plant
leaves
in the leaves
Plant-1
0
1.430
8.94
1.96
11.56
55.81
1
1.623
10.15
1.88
12.11
66.74
2
1.653
10.33
3.58
13.22
75.47
3
1.767
11.04
4.05
15.11
77.70
4
2.180
13.62
4.74
17.62
80.44
5
2.597
16.23
6.11
19.26
88.92
6
2.733
17.08
6.96
21.11
90.38
7
2.843
17.77
7.95
22.56
93.97
LSD5%
0.172
1.076
1.649
1.456
4.601
As for the dry weight, the treatments 6 and 7 outperformed the rest of the treatments and gave the
highest dry weight rate reached 90.38 and 93.97 gm respectively and did not differ significantly
between them, while the lowest dry weight at the treatment 0 was 55.81 gm. and did not differ
significantly at the treatment of application 1, which gave a dry weight rate of 66.74gm from the
results of Table 3, which shows the effect of foliar and ground application with garlic extract on the
number, weight and size of fruits and measurement of the Total Soluble Solids (TSS) and hardness of
tomatoes fruits. The results showed the presence of a significant effect of application with garlic
extract on the number of fruits where the treatment 7 gave the highest rate of fruit numbers and
reached 11.62 fruits while the lowest rate of fruits when the measurement treatment 0 and reached
4.96. As for the weight of the fruit, the treatments 6 and 7 did not differ significantly from each other
by giving them 78.10 and 84.07 gm respectively superior to the rest of the treatment while the
treatment 0 gave the lowest weight of the fruits and reached 43.37 gm., which did not differ
significantly from the treatment 1, which gave a weight rate of 45.32 gm. As shown by the table the
effect of application on the size of the fruits where the treatments 6 and 7 showed significant
superiority over the rest of the treatments and gave the highest rate of the fruit size reached 98.22 and
98.72 cm3 respectively, while they did not differ significantly, compared with the lowest rate of the
fruit size reached 371.92 in the compared with control. As for the measurement of Total Soluble
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Solids (TSS), the treatment of application 7 exceeded the rest of the treatments by giving the highest
measure and reached 9.070 while the treatments 5 and 6 did not differ significantly, which gave 8.577
and 8.477 respectively, while the measurement treatment gave the lowest percentage measurement of
Total Soluble Solids (TSS) reached 6.653. As evidenced by the results of the table the effect of the
garlic extract application on the hardness of the fruits, where the measurement treatment gave the
highest rate of solidity of the fruits reached 16.99 kg.cm-2, while the treatment 7 gave the lowest rate
of hardness reached 12.74kg.cm-2 which did not differ significantly with treatment 6 which gave a
hardness rate of 12.96 kg.cm-2. The processes of application with garlic extract in both types of foliar
and ground application treatments to improve the physiological, morphological and quality
characteristics in the tomatoes plant where it gave clear significant differences compared to the control
treatment of garlic effective role in it, that the garlic plant contain vitamins, mineral salts and elements
such as sulfur, phosphorus, calcium, potassium and iron as well as 31% carbohydrates and organic
acids such as citric, malic and amino acids such as valine, leucine and glutamine [10]. All these
compounds contribute to the process of photosynthesis and increase the products of photosynthesis
and the cycle of Krebs and all of this contribute to the construction of the main compounds in the plant
and improve its physiological characteristics. Garlic extract contains an effective compound and has
all the properties of garlic and turns into many compounds such as Allicin, Allylsufid included allyl
methyltrisulfide and diallyl disulfides which a volatile substances and have many effects [19]. In a
study on the cucumber plant, noted [20] that the foliar application with garlic extract by a
concentration of 2.5 ml.L-1 led to a significant increase in the length of the plant, the number of leaves
and foliar area and the content of total chlorophyll in the leaves, the proportion of the nodes and Total
Soluble Solids (TSS), which is due to the fact that the water extract of the garlic plant contains 30%
carbohydrates and is rich in the elements of potassium, iron, magnesium, phosphorus, thiamine,
riboflavin, niacin and ascorbic acid in addition to volatile oils. [21] stated that the inclusion of garlic
extract on amino acids such as Cysteine and Methionin, which have an important role in the biological
processes of the plant and led to a significant increase in the vegetable growth characteristics, the
number of fruits, the yield of the one plant when application the tomatoes plant with garlic extract at a
concentration of 40 ml.L-1. [22] pointed that the use of foliar application with a 30% concentration on
chickpeas led to a significant increase in the content of chlorophyll in the leaves and the proportion of
carbohydrates and protein in the seeds. [23] confirmed that the application of cherry tomatoes with
Agrosol at a concentration of 6 gm.L-1. [24] pointed that the ground application of Schefflera
araboricola plant by garlic extract at a concentration of 250 ml.L-1 led to a significant increase in the
number of leaves, foliar area, leaf content of chlorophyll, dry weight of the vegetative total and the
percentage of carbohydrates in the leaves compared to the treatment of foliar application of the plant
led to improve the most of the vegetative parameters, root and flower growth in open and covered
agriculture. In a study on Beta vulgaris var. cicla plant stated [25] the use of peppermint leaf powder
and celery at 5 and 10 gm per kg of soil alone or together work to improve the morphological and
physiological characteristics of the plant through an increase in the height of the plant, the number of
leaves, dry weight and the content of chlorophyll in the leaves, nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
compared to the treatment of control. The content of garlic extract from the elements of phosphorus,
potassium, nitrogen and iron, which worked to increase the height of the plant, the number of leaves,
their content of chlorophyll and dry weight helped to synthesize biological components such as
proteins and carbohydrates, which worked to improve the physiological characteristics of the plant
where these elements enter in the synthesis of cellular membranes and work to increase the number of
cells and cellular divisions as well as being involved in the synthesis of chlorophyll such as nitrogen
and iron, potassium acts to regulate the opening and closing of the stomata as well as the regulator of
biological processes in the plant. The presence of elements a lot provide the requirements for the
synthesis of biological ingredients in the plant as well as transmitted with water through the roots,
which makes the cells in the plant in a state of fullness and therefore perform their normal functions
better [26, 27].
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Table 3. The effect of foliar and ground application with garlic extract on the number, weight, size of
fruits, and measurement of TSS and hardness of fruits for the tomatoes plant.
Number of
Weight of
Size of fruits
Hardness of
Treatment
TSS (%)
fruits. plant-1
fruits (gm)
(cm3)
fruits kg.cm-1
0
4.96
43.37
71.92
6.653
16.99
1
5.80
45.32
76.20
7.147
14.74
2
6.44
59.38
81.95
7.947
14.70
3
7.10
63.04
86.64
7.777
15.04
4
7.81
56.87
90.84
8.147
13.54
5
7.85
67.75
93.59
8.577
13.75
6
8.96
78.10
98.22
8.477
12.96
7
11.62
84.07
98.74
9.070
12.74
LSD5%
0.874
7.155
2.951
0.440
1.241

4. Conclusion
To conclude that, the usage of garlic extract in two methods of foliar and ground application, were led
to a significant differences in the parameters of growth in the characteristics studied for all treatments.
Moreover, the higher effect was a significantly usage of both methods and the concentration of 6%
foliar application+ 20% ground application in all the characteristics studied for the tomatoes plant.
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Abstract. The quantitative and qualitative structure of the Tigris River copepods communities,
were identified to investigate the biological composition, especially near the outcome of
Rasheed power plant (RPP). on its biodiversity at four sites those were chosen on the Tigris
River in south part of Baghdad Governorate during the period January to December 2012. The
sites S2 was located near Rasheed Power Plant to represent the ecological features of the plant
site, whereas other sites, S1 was located at the upstream of the RPP as a control site to
investigate the ecological characters of the Tigris River. Moreover, the two other sites S3 and
S4 were located down to the impact of RPP to reflect the possible effects of the plant on the
copepoda fauna biodiversity by comparison with the control site. Thirty-nine taxonomic units
of copepoda fauna were identified in the present study, Including 17 taxonomic units of
Cyclpoida, 13 taxonomic units of Calanoida, six taxonomic units of Harpacyicoida and three
taxonomic units of Parasitic Copepoda. This study found that the highest copepod density was
recorded during the winter period on site below RPP. While at sites near RPP during the
summer period, Copepoda showed the lowest density. The results also showed that the sites
below RPP included the most constant species, while the lowest were included at site near
RPP. The results of the biodiversity indexes generally showed the negative actual impact of
RPP on the copepoda commu nity..

Keywords. Biodiversity, Copepoda, Tigris River, Power plant.

1. Introduction
The Power plants drain hundreds of millions or billions of gallons of water each day from rivers ,
lakes or oceans [1]. According to the United States Geological Survey (USGS) [2]. Water use survey
data, 346 billion gallons of freshwater per day (BGD) was used in the United States in 2000, Each
kWh of thermoelectric generation requires approximately 25 gallons of water, primarily used for
cooling purposes a 500MW power plant would use approximately 300 million gallons of water per
day [3]. Power plants and all other cooling water users harm and kill large quantities of fish and other
aquatic biota [1]. Through more processes: entrainment (passage through the cooling system of
smaller, typically planktonic organisms with cooling-water flow) and impingement (trapping of larger
aquatic organisms against intake screens). Both of these processes can cause organism mortality [4].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Rasheed power plant (RPP) in Al-Zafaraniya Region, south of Baghdad, polluted Tigris River water as
a result of hot water effluents containing organic compounds, disposed of 430 m3*h-1 per high water
temperature unit that caused damage to aquatic species in the river environment. Black oil and hot
water were used to operate the power plant also it prepared the main sources of air and water pollution
in this area. While there are industrial water treatment units, such as acidic acid equation basins and
good mixing. As well as the presence of control units for the purification of air from pollutants which
resulting from the combustion of fuel to do it within the limits allowed by the environment. The
impact on aquatic life of the Iraqi power plant is limited including: [5] led a study to demonstrate the
impact of Al–Durah power plant effluents on physical, chemical and invertebrate biodiversity in the
Tigris River, southern Baghdad. However, many researchers evaluate series professional studies that
included the impact of RPP effluents on the food chain assemblage biodiversity, such as Rotifer [6];
Cladocera [7]; Benthos fauna [8] and Phytoplankton [9]. In addition, [10] and [11] reported the effect
of the same power plant on Tigris River ecological characteristics, and water quality using the
Canadian Water Quality Index (CCME WQI); respectively. Furthermore, [12, 13] assessment the
ecological risk of ash toxicity from Doura power plant in the freshwater Crustacean Simocephalus
vetulus Schϕdler; and the Induced of Ash Toxicity Effects from Doura power plant on the
hematological and biochemical changes of Cyprinus carpio L. 1785. From the literature cited above,
It's appear limited work were done on the effects of the power plant (heat waste effluent) discharged
into this important groups of zooplankton, Thus, to see the impact of this power plant on its
biodiversity, it is necessary to study the biological composition, especially copepoda fauna of the
Tigris River near RPP. A current study was the first study after the 2003 war, thus the current study
was designed to determine the effect of the RPP on the copepoda community's quantity and
biodiversity.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Description of the Study Area
Rasheed power plant is designed on the principle of steam generation as a running design and consists
of six units and a design capacity for each units 25 MW and the fourth unit 45 MW, it was built in
1963 on the eastern side of the Tigris River, which is considered a source of water for operation and
cooling, and near the Al-Dora refinery for the purpose of obtaining crude oil fuel. RPP had withdrawn
500m3*hour-1 from the Tigris River for each unit. It is tested daily to be treated for relieving them
from dissolved and suspended salts according to the permissible limits. So its use of generation steam
which it used in the operation of the turbines for the production of electricity [14].
2.2 The Samples Collection
During the period from January to December 2012, the quantitative and qualitative composition of
copepoda communities was studied at four sites selected at Baghdad Governorate on the Tigris River.
One of the sites was S2 which located near RPP to represent the ecological features of the plant site,
whereas other sites, S1 was located upstream RPP as a control site to investigate the ecological
characters of the Tigris River. Moreover, the two other sites S3 and S4 were located down to the
impact of RPP to reflect the possible effects of the plant on the copepoda fauna biodiversity by
comparison with the control sites (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Map represents the study sites.
Monthly sampling was started from January until December 2012 from the four sites under from a
depth of 0.5 to 1 m below the water surface, then 45 litre was passing through the zooplankton net
with mesh size 55 microns and preserved samples by adding formalin 4%. The samples were
examined under a compound microscope and the species was identified according to the diagnostic
keys below [15, 16]. The results expressed for individual*m-3. The following Ecological Indices were
account:
Relative Abundance Index (Ra): The calculated by (Ra) was depending on the formula contained in
[17]. Constancy Index (S): By the presence and frequency of each species, calculated according to the
formula contained in [18]. The Species Richness Index (D): This indicator is calculated monthly
according to the formula contained in [19]. Shannon - Weiner Diversity Index (H): Values of this
indicator were calculated monthly for all groups of invertebrates by using the equation of Shannon and
Weiner according in [20]. And the result expressed as the unit bit/Ind. as a bit equal one piece of
information. Values < 1 bit * Ind-1. is a little diverse while the values seem more than 3bit *Ind.-1 is
very diversified [21]. The Species Uniformity Index (E): The species uniformity index measured by
the formula referenced in [22]. Values greater than 0.5 in appearance were considered equal or
uniform.
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3. Results and Discussion
The density of copepoda in the present study varied between great value reached 15577 Ind.* m -3
during of January at site 4 and does not appear in the site 2 during January (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Monthly variations of the copepoda total density Ind.* m-3 during the period study.
At site 1 before RPP the density varied between great value reached to 3777 Ind.* m -3 during August
and minimum 311 Ind.* m-3 in November, Whereas great value at site 2 near RPP was recorded 3577
Ind.* m-3 in August and minimum 22 Ind.* m-3 in May, while as great value at sites down of RPP
reached to 15577 Ind.* m-3 in January at site 4 and the minimum value was 155 Ind.* m-3 in February
at site 3. Throughout the winter season, 15577 Ind. * m-3 was observed at site 4 at the maximum
copepod density at the site below RPP.. While, sites 2 showed the lowest zooplankton density with 22
Ind.*m-3 during summer season. Which may be due to affecting copepoda distribution with two
stresses, summer season, and RPP thermal effluents that increase the temperature of the water. What's
more, other considerations such as oil spill and sewage effluents that disposal from RPP itself, the
same result was obtained by [5] on Al-Duara power plant. [6, 7, 8, 9, 23, 24] a decrease in aquatic
group density was also recorded when the impact of other power plants on various groups of
invertebrates and phytoplankton at the Euphrates River and Tigris River was studied. With regard to
relative abundance index (Table 1, Figure 3), nuuplii recorded the highest percentage relative in
compared with a total density of other species which it reached to 77%, 34%, 65% and 80% of sites 1,
2, 3 and 4, respectively. While other species such as immature Calanoid, Halicyclops sp., Paracyclops
fimbriatus appeared in different percentages (Figure 3).
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Table 1. Aquatic copepods distribution, relative abundance and constancy index frequencies in study
area.
Ra
Ra
Ra
Ra
S
S
S
S
Sites
Taxa
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
CYCLOPOIDA
Cyclop sp.
R
R
R
R
Ac
A
A
Ac
Cyclop (♂)
R
R
R
R
A
A
C
C
C.insignist
R
Ac
C. magnus
R
A
C. navus
R
A
C.viridis
R
A
Ectocyclop sp.
R
R
R
A
A
Ac
Eusyclop agilis
R
R
R
R
A
A
Ac
Ac
Haicyclops sp.
R
R
La
R
C
C
C
C
Immature Cyclop
R
R
R
A
A
C
Macrocyclop ater
R
R
A
Ac
Mesocyclop hyalinus
R
R
R
R
A
A
Ac
A
Mesocyclop oithonoides
R
A
Paracyclop fimbritus
R
La
La
R
C
C
C
C
P.affinus
R
R
R
R
A
A
A
A
Tropocyclops prasinus
R
A
Nauplii of Copepoda
D
La
A
D
C
C
C
C
CALANOIDA
Diaptomus sp.
R
R
R
A
Ac
A
Diptomus arapahoensis
R
R
A
A
Diaptomus amatitlanensis
R
A
Diabtomus fimbriatus
R
A
Diptomus lech
R
R
R
A
A
A
D.minutus
R
R
A
A
Diptomus nudus
R
A
D. sarsiol
R
A
D.sens
R
A
Leptodiaptomus minutus
R
A
0nychooleaptomus sanguineus
R
A
Other Calanoid
R
R
A
Ac
Immature Calanoida
R
La
R
R
Ac
C
A
A
HARPACTECOIDA
Harpactecoida sp.
R
R
R
A
A
A
Acroperus harpae
R
A
Nitocra sp.
R
R
R
C
Ac
C
Nitocra lacucetrus
R
C
Pseudonychocamptus
R
R
R
A
A
A
proximus
Immature Harbectecoida
R
A
PARASITIC COPEPODA
Ergasilus sp.
R
R
R
R
A
Ac
Ac
A
Ergasilus versicolor
R
A
Lernia
R
R
A
A
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Figure 3. The relative abundance of dominating Copepoda species.
The difference in increased copepoda density may be associated with the nutrients appropriate and
their individual is affected by concentrations of salts and organic matter in water [25]. In addition, they
are affected by selective vertebrate and aquatic organisms that may be predation of certain sizes, also
cyclopoida is the most susceptible to predation by fish larvae [26]. In population of copepoda the
numerical predominance of young forms, especially nauplii is the most common pattern, as observed
by [22, 27, 28] in different freshwater habitats and as also found in the present study. [29] refer that
the dominant group among copepods on lake Lichenskie (with two power plants) were juvenile and
harpacticoida found among aquatic plants, and were the most common, constituting nearly 60-80% of
zooplankton communities. The low density of the Calanoid group compared to the other suborder may
be due to the fact that most species are planktonic, rarely lateral and bloom in lakes and ponds which
appropriate in a lentic available environment (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Monthly variations of the Calanoid group density Ind.* m-3.
As for the other two suborders, Cyclopoida and Harpacticoida, they prefer the coasts of the water
bodies, especially when there is a covered with vegetation [30] (Figures 5, 6).

Figure 5. Monthly variations of the Cyclopoida group density Ind.* m-3.
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Figure 6. Monthly variations of the Harpacticoida group density Ind.* m-3.
The high density of the copepoda group may be due to the increase of the nauplii, as this group has the
ability to withstand the environmental conditions of the RPP more than the rest of the group may be of
its small size with few appendixes and the hardness of the outer wall This case was recorded by other
researchers [5, 28] (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Monthly variations of the nuplii density Ind.* m-3.
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As for constancy index(S) Table (1) shows that species:- Cyclops♂, Haicyclops sp., Immature Cyclop,
Paracyclops fimbriatus, Nauplii, Immature Calanoid, Nitocra sp., Nitocra lacucetrus were the most
appeared and frequent. Therefore they are constancy species in the environment of the Tigris River,
according to the constancy index, due to it was found in more than 50% of the total samples that taken
in the current study. The results showed that sites 3 and 4 were included the most constancy species,
while site 2 was included the lowest. However, the location of both sites 3 and 4 were below RPP and
with more environmentally stable than other sites [28]. The presence of species belonging to
zooplankton were under to a number of factors to be settled to the aquatic environment, including
temperature, salinity, light, turbidity, and the presence or absence of predators, so the constant species
in the environment is not an absolute issue, As it may turn out the taxonomic units from Accessory to
constant species when conditions are favourable [30] especially after removals the effect of RPP
effluents. The different in appearance frequency of taxonomic units was varying during the current
study or along study sites in both up and below RPP, so some of which were wide-ranging and
abundance species, may be due of the widespread tolerance to environmental variability, especially
the presence of RPP effluents, Including the temperature, the presence of more than one generation,
the suitable environmental conditions and location of the presence and reproduction of some species,
and the ability of some species to continuation along the river [31], such as Cyclops sp. and nauplii
which appeared seasonally and locally in high density, this may be due to the fact that each of them
contained more than one undiagnosed species so these taxonomic units formed for a high percentage
or may be due to contains it a various strategies that it ability to resist the unsuitable conditions that
imposed on it by the RPP, so some of its individuals enter the diapuse stage, horizontal migration,
change their location or change the source of depends food as a result of changing environmental
conditions [32]. On the other hand, it was found a clear presence of limited species at a specific
location at sites 3 and 4 below the RPP this may be due to the adaptation of some species to situational
conditions or to the narrow tolerance of some species to the environmental conditions or as a result of
the process of predation and competition, or due to the drift of some species to the sites 3 and 4 and
from surrounding areas and their inability to continuation for further distances. Few species exceeded
50% of occurrence frequency were noticed, and the result agreed with [5, 6, 7, 29]. In the current
study, the presence of few high frequency species was incompatible with [21] description of clean
environment; that this environment with many species and high frequency species especially those
didn’t tolerate pollution. As for Species Richness Index, Thirty-nine copepoda taxonomic units have
been identified, 17 of which belong to Cyclopoda, 13 to Calanoid, 6 to Harpactecoida and 3 to
Parasitic Copepoda (Table 1). To compare the species composition of this study with the investigated
copepoda fauna near Al-Mussaib power site at the Euphrates River by [24] they identified 27 copepod
taxa. While as at Al-Durah power plant on Tigris River [5] identified 44 taxa of copepod. On the other
hand, [29] identified 18 taxa of copepod in the Lake Lichenskie with two power plants in Poland,
Sometimes these differences can be related to the level of classification in the study and to the quantity
of power plant discharge. The species richness index ranged from lowest value reached in 0 at site 2 in
May and highest value reached to 5.1 at site 4 in August (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Monthly variation of the copepoda species richness index in the Tigris River during the
period study.
The species richness index values varied in the site 1 from 0.34 – 2.79 was recorded in the February to
August respectively, either at sites that located after RPP the values of this index was decreased, so at
site 3 the value ranged from 0.91-4.02 in February to September respectively, finally at site 4 the
ranged value of this index has increased from 0.79-5.06 in February to August respectively. On the
other hand, at site 2 the values of this index show a decline in values throughout the period of the
current study, which had an impact clearly on the sites that located close to the RPP. [29] showed that
species richness varied significantly in particular months, and was the lowest in June and highest in
September at Lake Lichenskie with two power sites in Poland. Our result agrees with [5, 6, 7] when
they recorded the greatest species richness index at the site below Al-Durah and Rasheed power plant
on the Tigris River. The results of the present study showed that the high values of the species richness
index were recorded at the end of the summer and at the beginning of the autumn season, and this may
be due to higher primary productivity through these seasons [33]. It was found in the current study
some of the species showed with the highest number of species such as: Cyclops appeared in 6 species,
Diaptomus with 9 species, one species for Macrocyclops and two species for each of Mesocyclops
and Paracyclops. The genus Diaptomus belongs to the Calanoid group and is characterized by its large
size compared with other groups. Several studies have confirmed it's as dominated species in the Iraqi
water bodies [34; 35]. The Shannon-Weiner diversity index is one of the most widely indicators used
for biodiversity. This indicator has a value from 0-5 and where the value of this indicator is exceeds 3
it indicates that the stricter of the ecological habitat is stable. When this indicator has a value of less
than 1 it indicates that there is ecosystem defect caused by pollution [36]. The Shannon-Weiner indice
values for the copepoda groups ranged from the lowest value of 0 bit.*Ind.-1 was recorded at sites 2 in
January and May, whereas the highest value 3.855 bit.*Ind.-1 was recorded at site 2 in April (Figure
9).
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Figure 9. Monthly variation of the copepoda species Shannon-Weiner Index (H) in the Tigris River
during the period study.
With regard to the copepoda species uniformity index, the lowest value ranged from 0 was recorded at
site 2 in January and May to 2.39 was recorded at site 2 in April (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Monthly variation of the copepoda species uniformity index (E) in the Tigris River during
the period study.
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It was clear as for copepoda Shannon Weiner index at site 1 values did not lower than 0.21 bit *Ind-1.
during the period of study, whereas the values of this index decreased at all sites below RPP,
especially at site 3 which as ranged from 0.7-1.43 bit * Ind.-1 Either at sites 2, it was a clear decline
due to the effect of RPP effluents on the values of this index which reached to the highest value
1.97% in October except on April which it reached to 3.85 bit * Ind.-1 that may be related with
increased primary productivity in this season from phytoplankton bloom, because zooplankton is
determined by the density and structure of phytoplankton [37] (Figure 6). According to [22] the
environments in rich with organic matter characterized by having low diversity with a few dominated
species. Our study agrees with [23] when they recorded the average values for the Shannon-Weiner
index of the cladocera group of ranged from 1.5-2.9 bit /Ind. on in the Euphrates River near the AlMusayib power plant and found that the hot effluents had a negative impact on the presence of
individuals of different cladocera species. Our result also agrees with [5, 6, 7] when they recorded the
greatest Shannon Weiner index at the site below Al-Durah and RPP on the Tigris River Presence of
Aquatic Plant abundance leads to the formation of environmentally heterogeneous habitats that are
stimulated to present different zooplankton communities [38]. Whereas low Shannon-Weiner index
values were recorded at site 2, may be due to the impact of the direct effluents of RPP to the river as
well as other human interventions [39]. Or may be the reason for the lower values of the ShannonWeiner index at site 2 related with the increased turbidity and total suspended solids at this site which
resulting from the RPP discharge effluent, where turbidity is the reason for the lack of biodiversity,
[20] also showed that increased turbidity leads to an increase in the diversity of zooplankton.
Regarding to species uniformity index, It was found that the highest value of copepoda uniformity
index at site 1 was 0.8 in May, while these values decreased at the sites after RPP which reached to the
minimum value of 0.67 in October at site 4, whereas repeated non-appearance of this value of for
several time appeared at site 2 near RPP (Figure 9). Higher values of this index in the study sites
indicate that the species was uniformity in appearance because of the absence of any environmental
stress, which provides a favourable environment for the stability of the zooplankton community and
allow to dominate of the larger species, and this is what happened at the site 1 where they exceeded
the values of 0.5 throughout the study period, thus considered uniformity species in appearance. While
indicating low values of this index to the dominated by a few species with a high density of it, which
is a indicate of the presence of environmental stress, and this agrees with [28] when they referred that
the decline in the value of uniformity species index indicates the presence of stress prevents the
appearance of the dominated many species, which is what happened at the site 2, where that the
decline the value of uniformity index of the species due to increasing organic matter, low of dissolved
oxygen concentrations, high nutrient requirement of life and values to the degree of food abundance
that allowed to dominated of few species with high densities of it. Our result was conflicted with the
study of [5] when he recorded a value of the species uniformity index, ranged from 0.364 to 1.06 at
sites up to Al-Duarah power plant while at sites below Al-Duarah power plant a values were ranged
from 0.31- 1.05. But the results of the current study agree with [6, 7] when they studied the effect of
RPP on rotifer and cladocera of this index was not affected by the effluents of RPP.

4. Conclusion
From a current study we can concluded that copepod assemblage especially near RPP affected on it
density and constancy species index by it. Also the other biodiversity Indicators showed the negative
RPP effect on the copepoda community.
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Technology, to accomplish this series of research on the impact of RPP on the food chain
organisms
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Abstract. A novel Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has being originated from animals and
causing to running outbreak of viral pneumonia in human all over the world. The World Health
Organization (WHO) has considered COVID-19 infection as Epidemic disease in March 2020.
The high percentages of death rate among people lead the researchers and scientists in different
fields of medicine in order to find solution for this threating problem. In this regard, an editing
gene technique was employed in this study, in order to deter the viability of coronavirus
genetically. The main objective in this paper first has been determined and obtained the
essential proteins of COVID-19 coronavirus proliferation by using NCBI website which
included S, E, N, M, ORF3a, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8, ORF10 proteins. The second
objective is to use a very precise technique of editing gene called CRISPR-Cas9 to make
changes to the virus's RNA, through designing single-guide RNA for the essential each protein
of COVID-19, in order to inactivate an effective certain protein. These techniques will be
provided for each patient and healthy person by injection of all genes components using the
Gene-gun machine or spray aerosol to make ensure reach it to the target cell.

Keywords. CRIPR Cas9, Coronavirus, Gene Therapy, WHO.

1. Introduction
The A novel Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has being originated from animals and causing to
running outbreak of viral pneumonia in human all over the world [1, 2, 3]. Coronavirus (Covid-19) is a
considerable aggressive comprehensive public health threat. It is a large family of enveloped RNA
viruses [4]. There are four groups of coronaviruses, which originated from animals. Alpha and beta
presence at bats, while Gamma and Delta are avian species reservoir. Coronaviruses are responsible
for wide range diseases in many animals including the human. In human they cause mild self-limiting
respiratory infections. Different kinds of animals had been recorded previously historically infected
with coronavirus, like Avian, Murine, Ferret, Swine, Rat, Rabbit, Whale, Camel, Bat and Human [5].
All of these types of creatures have big issues problem for us and the possibility of the virus
developing inside their cells and transmission it to each other easily. For instance, in terms of SARSContent from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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CoV strain was conveyed from civet cat to human, while the MERS-CoV strain has been transmitted
from camel to human. Usually, the virus access to the human body into the respiratory system reach
lung cells through attachment by S proteins that covered the outside viral surface with the human
receptor and then, an inject the ssRNA inside the intact human cell and start to replicate through many
process [6]. In this study, ten important proteins have been virtualized by the stated NCBI website and
then tag each protein from a precise RNA site by guide RNA in order to inactivation of protein using
technique called CRISPR-Cas9, that prospective will aid for stop proliferation against specified
coronavirus COVID-19 . These techniques will be provided for each patient and healthy person by
injectable by gene gun machine or spray aerosol to make ensure reach it the target cell. In general,
CRISPR-Cas9 is very accurate technique of editing gene, which allows the scientist to manipulate the
DNA for repairing and cure the gene disorder. CRISPR-Cas9 system has only two compounds, a Cas9
endonuclease and a single-strand guide RNA (sgRNA) [7, 8]. It is adopted immunity system in the
bacteria to detect and match virus's DNA or RNA and stop action. CRISPR-Cas9 is having a major
effect on practical genomic carried out in experimental systems [9]. The scientific term of CRISPR is
derived from Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats that tied inside the genome
of the bacteria with their associated nuclease enzyme called Cas9. This specific sequencing of gene
allowed the bacteria to record over the time the virus's DNA that injected to the bacteria and protect
itself. CRISPR-Cas9 considered as a genetic vaccination card in the bacteria that offer an opportunity
to manipulate with the gene to edit or delete any desired gene. Overall, this complex is programmable,
which is meaning we can program any specific fragment of the gene within the genome and cure it
[10].
2. Materials and Methods
CRIPR-Cas9 system has designed to allow inducing cleave at target 10 gene sites for essential proteins
for invasion and proliferation for Coronavirus. All ten genes sequences were obtained from the NCBI
database, in order to complete the coding sequence of the open reading frame (s, e, n, m, orf3a, orf6,
orf7a, orf7b, orf8, orf10) genes. The gene code (Gene ID) for all these proteins in NCBI website were
as follow: Spike protein (S) is NC_030886.1, the Envelop protein (E) is 43740570, The Nuleocapsid
phosphoprotein (N) is 43740575, the Membrane glycoprotein (M) is 43740571, the ORF3a protein is
43740569, the ORF6 protein is 43740572, the ORF7a and b proteins are 43740573, the ORF8 protein
is 43740577 and the ORF10 is 43740576. This study, we have designed guide RNA for only S protein
which is considered the most important part of the virus to cause infection
(AGGGTCCACCAAACGTAATGCGG). Then, the interference leads to synthesis dsRNA, which will
be formed of the guide RNA (sgRNA), thereby the sequence of each gene to be used accurately by the
CRISPR-Cas9 technique inside the infected cell. The sgRNA directs the Cas9 endonuclease to cleave
both DNA strands in a specific sequencing (Table 1 and 2 ). DNA cleavage happens at a sequence 3
base pairs upstream of an “NGG” proto-spacer adjacent motif (PAM). The CRISPR/Cas9 requires the
co-expression of a Cas9 protein with a single guide RNA vector that will be expressed by the promoter
[11]. Figure 1 refers to prospective cycle treatment of COVID-19 infection by using CRISPR-Cas9
technique as a novel treatment.
Table 1. Step by step for the experiment for Crispr primers design.
Step A: Design guide-RNA criRNA.
Name
S protein_guideRNA39rvGeneArtFw
S protein_guideRNA39rvGeneArtRev

Primer Sequence
TACGACTCACTATAGAGGGTCCACCAAACGTAATG
TTCTAGCTCTAAAACCATTACGTTTGGTGGACCCT
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Step B: Lentiviral vectors: cloning with Gibson assembly.
Name
Oligonucleotide Sequence
GGAAAGGACGAAACACCGAGGGTCCACCAAACGTAATGGTTTTAGAGC
batchOligo39rv
TAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAATAAGGC
Step C: PCR to amplify the on-target site (S-protein).
Name of Primers genomic fragments

Sequences

S_protein__OntargetGuideRna39rvLeft
S_protein__OntargetGuideRna39rvRight

GAATTGTGCGTGGATGAGGC
TGAGAGCGGTGAACCAAGAC

Annealing
Temperature
Tm 59.901
Tm 59.966

Table 2. Restriction map of Crispr _S protein sequence sites for Covid-19 by using Serial-clonerV2.5, showing the green color codes regions for restriction enzymes that inactivation protein action.
TfiI
PfeI
<59rev: Spec 100, Eff 57/30_misc_feature
<58rev: Spec 100, Eff 60/48_misc_feature
>54forw: Spec 100, Eff 50/36_misc_feature
>51forw: Spec 100, Eff 45/51_misc_feature
<39rev: Spec 100, Eff 52/50_misc_feature
<38rev: Spec 100, Eff 50/31_misc_feature
<37rev: Spec 100, Eff 68/44_misc_feature >99forw: Spec 100, Eff 66/36
_misc_feature
<18rev: Spec 100, Eff 18/57_misc_feature >87forw: Spec 100, Eff 66/56_misc_feature
<17rev: Spec 100, Eff 19/42_misc_feature <81rev: Spec 100, Eff 24/37_misc_feature
<16rev: Spec 100, Eff 53/36_misc_feature >72forw: Spec 100, Eff 50/39_misc_feature
||| ||| | | || | | | | |
ATGTCTGATAATGGACCCCAAAATCAGCGAAATGCACCCCGCATTACGTTTGGTGGACCCTCAGATTCAACTGGCAGTAACCAGAATGGAGAACGCAGTG < 100
MSDNGPQNQRNAPRITFGGPSDSTGSNQNGERSG
CLIMDPKISEMHPALRLVDPQIQLAVTRMENAV
V**WTPKSAKCTPHYVWWTLRFNWQ*PEWRTQW
TACAGACTATTACCTGGGGTTTTAGTCGCTTTACGTGGGGCGTAATGCAAACCACCTGGGAGTCTAAGTTGACCGTCATTGGTCTTACCTCTTGCGTCAC
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Eco88I
Ama87I
BsiHKCI
Sfr274I
XhoI
SciI
AvaI
StrI
<199rev: Spec 100, Eff 61/19
_misc_feature
Nli3877I
<161rev: Spec 100, Eff 65/55_misc_feature
>AccBSI >BpuAI BmeT110I
>MbiI >BpiI SlaI
<137rev: Spec 100, Eff 27/16_misc_feature PaeR7I
<136rev: Spec 100, Eff 25/37_misc_feature <189rev: Spec 100, Eff 16/43
_misc_feature
>129forw: Spec 100, Eff 63/41_misc_feature >Bbr7I BsoBI
<126rev: Spec 100, Eff 53/30_misc_feature >BbsI PspXI
<124rev: Spec 100, Eff 67/33_misc_feature >BstV2I <198rev: Spec 100, Eff 58/85
_misc_feature
>121forw: Spec 100, Eff 76/41_misc_feature >BbvII AbsI
Hpy99I <125rev: Spec 100, Eff 39/51_misc_feature >182forw: Spec 100, Eff 54/21_misc_feature
>101forw: Spec 100, Eff 70/49_misc_feature >BsrBI >177forw: Spec 100, Eff 61/25_misc_feature
>100forw: Spec 100, Eff 61/56_misc_feature >154forw: Spec 100, Eff 54/28_misc_feature
|| | | ||| | || | || | || | ||
GGGCGCGATCAAAACAACGTCGGCCCCAAGGTTTACCCAATAATACTGCGTCTTGGTTCACCGCTCTCACTCAACATGGCAAGGAAGACCTTAAATTCCC < 200
ARSKQRRPQGLPNNTASWFTALTQHGKEDLKFP
GRDQNNVGPKVYPIILRLGSPLSLNMARKTLNSL
GAIKTTSAPRFTQ*YCVLVHRSHSTWQGRP*IP
CCCGCGCTAGTTTTGTTGCAGCCGGGGTTCCAAATGGGTTATTATGACGCAGAACCAAGTGGCGAGAGTGAGTTGTACCGTTCCTTCTGGAATTTAAGGG
110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190
<PciSI
<SapI
>252forw: Spec 100, Eff 48/68_misc_feature
<246rev: Spec 100, Eff 32/57_misc_feature
>RdeGBIII <LguI
>204forw: Spec 100, Eff 69/33_misc_feature <261rev: Spec 100, Eff 50/45_misc_feature
<AloI <227rev: Spec 100, Eff 44/51_misc_feature >288forw: Spec 100, Eff 71/23
_misc_feature
>RpaB5I <Bsp24I <238rev: Spec 100, Eff 37/27_misc_feature >294forw: Spec 100, Eff 62/49
_misc_feature
TaqI <217rev: Spec 100, Eff 29/36_misc_feature EcoRI >285forw: Spec 100, Eff 60/36_misc_feature
EsaBC3I >210forw: Spec 100, Eff 55/28_misc_feature <BspQI <272rev: Spec 100, Eff 52/22_misc_feature
|| | | | || | | | | || | | | | |
TCGAGGACAAGGCGTTCCAATTAACACCAATAGCAGTCCAGATGACCAAATTGGCTACTACCGAAGAGCTACCAGACGAATTCGTGGTGGTGACGGTAAA < 300
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RGQGVPINTNSSPDDQIGYYRRATRRIRGGDGK
EDKAFQLTPIAVQMTKLATTEELPDEFVVVTVK
SRTRRSN*HQ*QSR*PNWLLPKSYQTNSWW*R*N
AGCTCCTGTTCCGCAAGGTTAATTGTGGTTATCGTCAGGTCTACTGGTTTAACCGATGATGGCTTCTCGATGGTCTGCTTAAGCACCACCACTGCCATTT
210 220 230 240 250 260 270 280 290
>FalI
<349rev: Spec 100, Eff 49/35_misc_feature
AccB7I
BsiYI
Bsc4I
BslI
BseLI
BasI
Van91I FauNDI
AfiI >384forw: Spec 100, Eff 52/60_misc_feature
PflMI >BceAI
>346forw: Spec 100, Eff 65/39_misc_feature
>339forw: Spec 100, Eff 54/32_misc_feature
<336rev: Spec 100, Eff 41/53_misc_feature NdeI >395forw: Spec 100, Eff 52/41
_misc_feature
XmaJI >BmrI AlwNI <365rev: Spec 100, Eff 47/62_misc_feature
AspA2I >345forw: Spec 100, Eff 42/18_misc_feature
AvrII >BfiI PstNI <364rev: Spec 100, Eff 50/44_misc_feature
BlnI >BmuI CaiI >357forw: Spec 100, Eff 41/41_misc_feature
>322forw: Spec 100, Eff 61/30_misc_feature >BcefI >394forw: Spec 100, Eff 39/34
_misc_feature
BglII <316rev: Spec 100, Eff 48/35_misc_feature >369forw: Spec 100, Eff 52/57_misc_feature
| | | || | | || || | | || | | | | ||
ATGAAAGATCTCAGTCCAAGATGGTATTTCTACTACCTAGGAACTGGGCCAGAAGCTGGACTTCCCTATGGTGCTAACAAAGACGGCATCATATGGGTTG < 400
MKDLSPRWYFYYLGTGPEAGLPYGANKDGIIWVA
*KISVQDGISTT*ELGQKLDFPMVLTKTASYGL
ERSQSKMVFLLPRNWARSWTSLWC*QRRHHMGC
TACTTTCTAGAGTCAGGTTCTACCATAAAGATGATGGATCCTTGACCCGGTCTTCGACCTGAAGGGATACCACGATTGTTTCTGCCGTAGTATACCCAAC
310 320 330 340 350 360 370 380 390
<444rev: Spec 100, Eff 54/69_misc_feature
<443rev: Spec 100, Eff 44/34_misc_feature
>TstI <451rev: Spec 100, Eff 50/30_misc_feature
>438forw: Spec 100, Eff 68/34_misc_feature
<424rev: Spec 100, Eff 45/55_misc_feature
<413rev: Spec 100, Eff 32/16_misc_feature
>408forw: Spec 100, Eff 58/51_misc_feature <484rev: Spec 100, Eff 57/54_misc_feature
>407forw: Spec 100, Eff 53/38_misc_feature <AquIV >489forw: Spec 100, Eff 63/21
_misc_feature
|| | | | | || | | | |
CAACTGAGGGAGCCTTGAATACACCAAAAGATCACATTGGCACCCGCAATCCTGCTAACAATGCTGCAATCGTGCTACAACTTCCTCAAGGAACAACATT < 500
TEGALNTPKDHIGTRNPANNAAIVLQLPQGTTL
QLREP*IHQKITLAPAILLTMLQSCYNFLKEQHC
N*GSLEYTKRSHWHPQSC*QCCNRATTSS RNNI
GTTGACTCCCTCGGAACTTATGTGGTTTTCTAGTGTAACCGTGGGCGTTAGGACGATTGTTACGACGTTAGCACGATGTTGAAGGAGTTCCTTGTTGTAA
410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 490
BstBAI
BsaAI
<545rev: Spec 100, Eff 53/35_misc_feature
>534forw: Spec 100, Eff 55/81_misc_feature
>531forw: Spec 100, Eff 60/45_misc_feature >597forw: Spec 100, Eff 52/14
_misc_feature
>523forw: Spec 100, Eff 59/46_misc_feature <595rev: Spec 100, Eff 49/25
_misc_feature
>522forw: Spec 100, Eff 52/45_misc_feature <BpmI
>507forw: Spec 100, Eff 57/40_misc_feature Ppu21I <GsuI
<502rev: Spec 100, Eff 26/39_misc_feature <557rev: Spec 100, Eff 69/42_misc_feature
| | || | | | | | | | |
GCCAAAAGGCTTCTACGCAGAAGGGAGCAGAGGCGGCAGTCAAGCCTCTTCTCGTTCCTCATCACGTAGTCGCAACAGTTCAAGAAATTCAACTCCAGGC < 600
PKGFYAEGSRGGSQASSRSSSRSRNSSRNST PG
QKASTQKGAEAAVKPLLVPHHVVATVQEIQLQA
AKRLLRRREQRRQSSLFSFLIT*SQQFKKFNSRQ
CGGTTTTCCGAAGATGCGTCTTCCCTCGTCTCCGCCGTCAGTTCGGAGAAGAGCAAGGAGTAGTGCATCAGCGTTGTCAAGTTCTTTAAGTTGAGGTCCG
510 520 530 540 550 560 570 580 590
>633forw: Spec 100, Eff 47/32_misc_feature
BstC8I >642forw: Spec 100, Eff 65/76_misc_feature
Cac8I >639forw: Spec 100, Eff 51/50_misc_feature
>629forw: Spec 100, Eff 40/46_misc_feature
>609forw: Spec 100, Eff 53/54_misc_feature
>608forw: Spec 100, Eff 49/36_misc_feature
>607forw: Spec 100, Eff 51/38_misc_feature
<BarI <619rev: Spec 100, Eff 53/22_misc_feature <684rev: Spec 100, Eff 50/15_misc_feature
| ||| | || | | | |
AGCAGTAGGGGAACTTCTCCTGCTAGAATGGCTGGCAATGGCGGTGATGCTGCTCTTGCTTTGCTGCTGCTTGACAGATTGAACCAGCTTGAGAGCAAAA < 700
SSRGTSPARMAGNGGDAALALLLLDRLNQLESKM
AVGELLLLEWLAMAVMLLLLCCCLTD*TSLRAK
Q*GNFSC*NGWQWR*CCSCFAAA*QIE PA*EQN
TCGTCATCCCCTTGAAGAGGACGATCTTACCGACCGTTACCGCCACTACGACGAGAACGAAACGACGACGAACTGTCTAACTTGGTCGAACTCTCGTTTT
610 620 630 640 650 660 670 680 690
CviQI
AfaI
<Bpu10I >775forw: Spec 99, Eff 61/62_misc_feature
<BbvCI PcsI RsaI
<729rev: Spec 100, Eff 43/51_misc_feature PabI
>726forw: Spec 100, Eff 69/29_misc_feature RsaNI
<714rev: Spec 100, Eff 31/54_misc_feature <772rev: Spec 100, Eff 56/28_misc_feature
>711forw: Spec 100, Eff 54/60_misc_feature <NmeAIII Csp6I <791rev: Spec 100, Eff 38/43
_misc_feature
>705forw: Spec 100, Eff 55/46_misc_feature >758forw: Spec 100, Eff 59/41_misc_feature
| | | | | | | || | | |
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TGTCTGGTAAAGGCCAACAACAACAAGGCCAAACTGTCACTAAGAAATCTGCTGCTGAGGCTTCTAAGAAGCCTCGGCAAAAACGTACTGCCACTAAAGC < 800
SGKGQQQQGQTVTKKSAAEASKKPRQKRTATKA
CLVKANNNKAKLSLRNLLLRLLRSLGKNVLPLKH
VW*RPTTTRPNCH*EICC*GF*EASAKTYCH*S
ACAGACCATTTCCGGTTGTTGTTGTTCCGGTTTGACAGTGATTCTTTAGACGACGACTCCGAAGATTCTTCGGAGCCGTTTTTGCATGACGGTGATTTCG
710 720 730 740 750 760 770 780 790
<864rev: Spec 100, Eff 27/23_misc_feature
>860forw: Spec 100, Eff 54/25_misc_feature
>859forw: Spec 100, Eff 28/25_misc_feature
>BsmFI
>831forw: Spec 100, Eff 63/39_misc_feature
<AjiI >BslFI
<BmgBI >FaqI >866forw: Spec 100, Eff 43/39_misc_feature
<BtrI >849forw: Spec 100, Eff 69/50_misc_feature
PsyI <846rev: Spec 100, Eff 35/15_misc_feature
AspI XcmI >858forw: Spec 100, Eff 22/19_misc_feature
PflFI <845rev: Spec 100, Eff 39/46_misc_feature
HindIII Tth111I <835rev: Spec 100, Eff 29/22_misc_feature
>WviI >822forw: Spec 100, Eff 43/40_misc_feature >882forw: Spec 100, Eff 68/20_misc_feature
| | | | | | || | ||| | | |
ATACAATGTAACACAAGCTTTCGGCAGACGTGGTCCAGAACAAACCCAAGGAAATTTTGGGGACCAGGAACTAATCAGACAAGGAACTGATTACAAACAT < 900
YNVTQAFGRRGPEQTQGNFGDQELIRQGTDYKH
TM*HKLSADVVQNKPKEILGTRN*SDKELITNI
IQCNTSFRQTWSRTNPRKFWGPGTNQTRN*LQTL
TATGTTACATTGTGTTCGAAAGCCGTCTGCACCAGGTCTTGTTTGGGTTCCTTTAAAACCCCTGGTCCTTGATTAGTCTGTTCCTTGACTAATGTTTGTA
810 820 830 840 850 860 870 880 890
<AcuI
BfoI
BstH2I
AfeI
Eco47III
Aor51HI
LpnI <995rev: Spec 100, Eff 54/42
_misc_feature
HaeII MslI HindII
<926rev: Spec 100, Eff 40/27_misc_feature HincII
<925rev: Spec 100, Eff 47/58_misc_feature >988forw: Spec 100, Eff 61/61
_misc_feature
<904rev: Spec 100, Eff 54/55_misc_feature >960forw: Spec 100, Eff 50/57_misc_feature
>901forw: Spec 100, Eff 57/70_misc_feature RseI >981forw: Spec 100, Eff 41/37_misc_feature
EaeI <924rev: Spec 100, Eff 59/47_misc_feature >980forw: Spec 100, Eff 49/74_misc_feature
CfrI >BseYI SmiMI >965forw: Spec 100, Eff 53/44_misc_feature
AcoI BstAPI >GsaI <Eco57I >945forw: Spec 100, Eff 40/47_misc_feature
<GdiII ApaBI <923rev: Spec 100, Eff 62/63_misc_feature <976rev: Spec 100, Eff 63/60_misc_feature
|| | | ||||| | | | | | | || || |
TGGCCGCAAATTGCACAATTTGCCCCCAGCGCTTCAGCGTTCTTCGGAATGTCGCGCATTGGCATGGAAGTCACACCTTCGGGAACGTGGTTGACCTACA < 1000
WPQIAQFAPSASAFFGMSRIGMEVTPSGTWLTYT
GRKLHNLPPALQRSSECRALAWKSHLRERG*PT
AANCTICPQRFSVLRNVAHWHGSHTFGNVVDLH
ACCGGCGTTTAACGTGTTAAACGGGGGTCGCGAAGTCGCAAGAAGCCTTACAGCGCGTAACCGTACCTTCAGTGTGGAAGCCCTTGCACCAACTGGATGT
910 920 930 940 950 960 970 980 990
<1030rev: Spec 100, Eff 31/26_misc_feature
<AlwI
<AclWI
<BspPI
<BinI <ArsI
<1007rev: Spec 100, Eff 31/27_misc_feature <1093rev: Spec 100, Eff 45/39
_misc_feature
BstXI >1016forw: Spec 100, Eff 38/40_misc_feature <1090rev: Spec 100, Eff 40/31
_misc_feature
>1002forw: Spec 100, Eff 63/54_misc_feature <1089rev: Spec 100, Eff 45/40
_misc_feature
| || | | | | || |
CAGGTGCCATCAAATTGGATGACAAAGATCCAAATTTCAAAGATCAAGTCATTTTGCTGAATAAGCATATTGACGCATACAAAACATTCCCACCAACAGA < 1100
GAIKLDDKDPNFKDQVILLNKHIDAYKTFPPTE
QVPSNWMTKIQISKIKSFC*ISILTHTKHSHQQS
RCHQIG*QRSKFQRSSHFAE*AY*RIQNI PTNR
GTCCACGGTAGTTTAACCTACTGTTTCTAGGTTTAAAGTTTCTAGTTCAGTAAAACGACTTATTCGTATAACTGCGTATGTTTTGTAAGGGTGGTTGTCT
1010 1020 1030 1040 1050 1060 1070 1080 1090
<BstMAI
<BcoDI BfmI
<Alw26I SfcI
<BsmAI BstSFI
<1147rev: Spec 100, Eff 61/39_misc_feature
<PlaDI <1142rev: Spec 100, Eff 49/49_misc_feature
>1124forw: Spec 100, Eff 58/34_misc_feature SfeI
>1109forw: Spec 100, Eff 31/30_misc_feature PstI >1199forw: Spec 100, Eff
24/45_misc_feature
<1102rev: Spec 100, Eff 11/18_misc_feature <1186rev: Spec 100, Eff 52/21_misc_feature
||||||||||
GCCTAAAAAGGACAAAAAGAAGAAGGCTGATGAAACTCAAGCCTTACCGCAGAGACAGAAGAAACAGCAAACTGTGACTCTTCTTCCTGCTGCAGATTTG < 1200
PKKDKKKKADETQALPQRQKKQQTVTLLPAADL
LKRTKRRRLMKLKPYRRDRRNSKL*LFFLLQIW
A*KGQKEEG**NSSLTAETEETANCDSSSCCRF G
CGGATTTTTCCTGTTTTTCTTCTTCCGACTACTTTGAGTTCGGAATGGCGTCTCTGTCTTCTTTGTCGTTTGACACTGAGAAGAAGGACGACGTCTAAAC
1110 1120 1130 1140 1150 1160 1170 1180 1190
>1253forw: Spec 100, Eff 55/54_misc_feature
PceI
Eco147I
StuI
MunI SseBI
MfeI <1229rev: Spec 100, Eff 54/23_misc_feature
>Hin4I <1211rev: Spec 100, Eff 35/45_misc_feature
| | | | ||
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GATGATTTCTCCAAACAATTGCAACAATCCATGAGCAGTGCTGACTCAACTCAGGCCTAA < 1260
DDFSKQLQQSMSSADSTQA*
MISPNNCNNP*AVLTQLRPX
*FLQTIATIHEQC*LNSGLX
CTACTAAAGAGGTTTGTTAACGTTGTTAGGTACTCGTCACGACTGAGTTGAGTCCGGATT
1210 1220 1230 1240 1250

Figure 1. Overview of the stages for how to delivering gene therapy via CRISPR/Cas9 system with a
specific guide-RNA for fighting Coronavirus Covid-19 by using a Gun-gene machine or spray
aerosol. Also, how the CRISPR/Cas9 binds to the target gene site within sgRNA virus.
2. Results and Discussion
This Even though most of the researchers are considering finding a safe vaccine against Covid-19.
However, in this study has suggested that CRISPR/Cas9 systems can accurately link certain gene with
specific single guide-RNA in many essential sites into the Coronavirus genome (s, e, n, m, orf3a, orf6,
orf7a, orf7b, orf8, orf10). Our study proposes to complete inactivation for each protein target, which
has ability caused the infection by using bioinformatics analysis to do cleavage each gene through
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binding with guide-RNA and stop expression. In addition, it has believed that the using design
guidelines will induce decrease potential effects of proliferation coronavirus inside human cells and
gives our body at least an initiate immunity. In this study, we just focus an example of one important
protein (Spike -protein) out of ten proteins persist into the virus, which have capability inhibited for
invasion and proliferation action inside the host cell. The idea has been developed throughout
designed guide-RNA for S-gene sequences, in order to inactivate and impeding gene expression into
the S-gene and ceases their action. Conservatively determining target gene sequences in order to avoid
interfering with human genes contents, thereby make ensure to destroy the only target virus away from
others. The limitation of facility and to save the time, the overall aim of our research is to bring
together a serious detecting of genes and proteins sequencing of the essential proteins of COVID-19
coronavirus to make them as a target to inactivate the infection of virus by using CRISPR-Cas9
technique. The editing gene- CRISPR/Cas9- permits for precise genome destruction and replacement
in a flexible way resulting in high activity and low cellular toxicity [10]. This will be a building block
towards these potential proteins in the future studies that could then explore and exploit very applied
method clinically to destroy this disease genetically and radically.
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Abstract. The study was conducted in Al-Youssoufia region which located in North West of
Baghdad city during the growing season of 2018-2019. The experiment was aimed to
demonstrate the optimum concentration of amino acid proline that reduce the effect of drought
stress. By using three time for irrigation (4, 8, 12) day and four concentrations of proline (0,
20, 40, 60) mg. L-1 and their interaction on some growth characteristics: Root length, dry
weight, nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium content , carbohydrate percentage and peroxidase
activity in vegetative part. Data were statistically analysed to find out the least significant
difference (LSD) between treatments at 0.05 level. The results indicated the increase of proline
concentration from (0 to 60) mg.L-1 caused significant decrease in the average of growth
characteristics and peroxidase activity unite.mg.proline-1 with increase in the average of
irrigation periods under drought stress.

Keywords. Proline, Cowpea, drought stress.

1. Introduction
The Cowpea (Vigna unguiculata L.) is a specific type of small oval bean with black dot on it, and
have different colors such as; red white, black and brown and although it is very popular for its flavor
and delicious taste [1]. The cowpea contains all the essential vitamins and minerals including vitamins
A, B and C, folic acid, iron, potassium, magnesium, calcium, selenium, sodium, zinc, copper and
phosphorus [2]. People with diabetes can depend cowpea on their diet because it have magnesium in
high levels which improve bone health and play a key role in carbohydrate metabolism [3], and can
help the body to maintain balanced levels of blood sugar, and it essential for people with colitis
because of its rich source of fiber and it can also improve the efficiency of digestion and help in
eliminating urination problems [4] it used as a treatment for anemia and iron deficiency, and it is rich
with antioxidants vitamin A and C which are benefit for the skin, and for hair, its solution prevent hair
loss, and is very rich in vitamin B1 (Thiamine) there for play a role in preventing heart failure and
controling ventricles of the heart [5]. The treatment with amino acid proline it play positive role
correlation between proline accumulation and plant stress, it plays three major roles during stress like
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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as metal chelator, antioxidative defense molecule and a signaling molecule. Review of the literature
indicates that a stressful environment results in an overproduction of proline in plants which in turn
enhance stress tolerance by maintaining cell turgor or osmotic balance and stabilizing membranes, and
minimize concentrations of reactive oxygen species (ROS) within normal ranges, thus preventing
oxidative burst in plant [6]. Proline can enhanced stress tolerance when supplied exogenously at low
concentration, but have a toxic effects when supplied exogenously at higher concentration. Plants are
subjected to various types of environmental stresses, which include salinity, water deficit, temperature
extremes, toxic metal ion concentration and UV radiation. The exogenous applied proline at seedling
stage or at vegetative stage of Zea mays resulted in enhanced growth under water deficient
environment [7]. The present study aimed to study the effect of increasing concentration of proline and
irrigation times and their interaction on growth of cowpea plant and to determine the suitable
concentration of proline acid that can avoid the decrease in water content in the plants.
2. Materials and Methods
The experiment was conducted in growth season at 2018-2019 in the Al-Youssoufia region which
located in northwest of Baghdad city. The experiment designed at four levels of proline and three time
of irrigation, (3x4x3) by using 30 plants in each treatment unit which was designed according to the
Randomized Complete Block Design (R.C.B.D) with three replication.
2.1. Soil analysis
Top soil samples were taken from the (0-30) cm layers. Samples were air dried and sieved to a particle
size (2 mm) for soil chemical analysis [8] the result of the chemical and physical properties of the soil
used in the experiment.
Table 1. Some of the chemical and physical properties of the soil used in the experiment.
Soil texture
EC ds.mP
N mg.kg-1
pH
1
mg.kg-1
Sand g.Kg-1 Silt g.Kg-1 Clay g.Kg-1
2.6
0.132
23.10
200
240
390
7.08
2.2. Studied characteristics
2.2.1. Dry weight (g)
Shoot dry weight were calculaed by using sensitive balance after drying in an oven at temperature
(60±0.2) C° until weight constant.
2.2.2. Root length
Root measurements were taken from the area associated with the stems to the furthest penetration
from the soil and left in the water until the disposal of all clay.
2.2.3. Determination of the Nitrogen concentration (%)
To determine the nitrogen, known weight of plant samples, digested according to [9] method.
Nitrogen was determined in the shoot by micro-Kjeldahl using the following equation:
%N=
In which:
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V1= HCl volume from the burette.
V2= Total volume of digested plant sample in (50) ml.
N1= Used HCl normality (0.005 N).
14= Nitrogen atomic weight.
100= Conversion to the percentage rate.
A= Digested plant sample solution in the distillation unit.
B= The weight of the dried plant digested sample.
1000= To convert mg. to g. unit.
2.2.4. Determination of soluble carbohydrate percentage
The stock solution of glucose and fructose is prepared by solute (50) gm of glucose and (50) gm of
fructose in one litter distiled water, then prepared many concentration of them like (0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
0.8, and 1.0) mg.L-1, (1) ml of each concentration and (1) ml of phenol indicator (5%) is added to each
concentration, mixture is read by spectrophotometer at (488) mm wave length. From the relationship
between the concentration curve is drawn [10].
2.2.5. Determination of total phosphorus content (mg.plant-1)
Estimate phosphorus concentration in spectrophotometer digested samples and at length 882 nm
according to [11], the concentration was multiplied by plant dry weight to estimate the total
phosphorus content.
2.2.6. Determination of total potassium content (mg.plant-1)
Potassium concentration in digested samples was first determined by the flame spectrophotometer
according to [8] it was calculated by multiplying the potassium concentration by dry weight of plant to
estimate total potassium content.
2.2.7. Determination of antioxidant enzyme (Super oxide dismutase) (SOD) U.ml-1
Estimated by method [12] by used reagents:
- Nitro blue tetrazolioum.
- Ribovlavin
2.2.8. Prepare solution volume
Table 2. Preparation of solution.
2
2
Solution
Potassium
Amino acid L.
phosphate
methionine 14
Component
buffer 82.4
ml.mol.
ml.mol

3

4

Total volume

Tritron-X 1%

14.4 ml.mol +
10 ml d.w

-
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Volume ml

18.35

1.5

0.75

1

21.60

Prepare riboflavin in solution 47.7 micromole by dissolving 0.0018 gram with, distilled water and
complete volume to 100 ml of distilled water
2.2.9. Method of work
Crush 1 gm of soft vegitative tissue from 90-day-old sample with 10 ml potassium phosphate buffer
(0.1) molar and kept under the temperature of 3°C refrigeration for 24 hours and put it on centrifuge at
1000 rpm for quart of an hour, 1.5 ml from total volume above in the tubes and add 40 microliter of
the solution filtration the transferred to spectrophotometer for absorbance reading at 560 wavelength
and comparison with blank sample which did not contain plant tissue were added to then just distilled
water, samples were then brought to light using two lamps (20 watt) in box for ten minutes then read
the absorbance below the same wavelength the standard was drawn and the inhibitor ratio was
calculated from the follow equation:
Enzyme activity=
×
=
3. Results and Discussion
Effect of proline on some growth characteristics of cowpea plant exposed to water stress:
3.1. Dry weight
In Table (3) showed that there was significant increasing at (P= 0.05) in the dry weight with the
increasing proline concentration without irrigation time and irrigation time without proline, the dry
weight means increased with increasing in the proline levels from (0 to 40) gm.plant-1 this resulted
significant in the average dry weight, an increase of (38.397%). The results also indicated a significant
increase in the rate dry weight with increases the irrigation time from (4 to 8) day an increase of
(7.710%). The effect of bilateral overlap of the study workers showed results, there was significant
increase in this characteristic. The highest value for dry weight was at concentration 40 mg.L -1 proline
acid and (8) day irrigation time, where it reached (2.704 gm.plant-1) compared with (0) mg.L-1 proline
and (4 day) where it reached to (1.995 gm.plant-1) an increase of (35.538%). We conclude that the
spacing of irrigation time affects dry weight as it leads to a decrease in photosynthesis rate as well as
few absorption of important nutrient and consequently in metabolism, it is related reduced dry weight
by low plant elongation rate and low leaf area rate, where dry matter is the net production of
photosynthesis and depends on the balance between two processes photosynthesis and respiration,
therefore spraying with proline acid increased that plant ability to build photosynthesis by controlling
the opening and closing of stomata the ability of plant to build chlorophyll pigments and prevent them
from decomposing and thus helped to balance taking CO2 and water loss during transpiration [16]. It is
believed that the effects of saturation mater deficit and the accumulation of ABA and pick up the
leaves, close the stomata, decrease the CO2 gas representation and increase the concentration of IAAoxidase enzyme which oxidation of natural oxygen in the area of separation of the abscission zone
which caused accumulation of ethylene hormone that causes the distraction of chlorophyll [17]. It is
believed that the lack of water leads to an increase accumulation of hydrogen peroxide (H 2O2) and
inhibition of energy production by enzyme NADPH oxidase [18].
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Table 3. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on length of root (cm) of cowpea plant which
exposure to drought stress.
Concentrations of spraying proline (mg.L-1)
Irrigation
Mean
time
0
20
40
60
4.50
5.53
6.40
4.13
5.14
Every 4 days
4.30
5.03
6.17
6.07
5.39
Every 8 days
3.20
4.25
5.23
5.07
4.95
Every 12 days
1.25
0.62
LSD (0.05)
3.00
4.94
5.93
5.29
Mean
0.72
LSD (0.05)
3.2. Root length
In Table (4) it can be observed that there was significant increasing in the root length with increasing
in the proline without irrigation time in (40) mg.L-1 concentration which were (5.93) cm root length.
In the irrigation time without proline we observed that there was significant increasing in the root
length with increasing in the irrigation time at (8) day compared with other irrigation time which
recorded (5.93) cm root length compared with other periods. The proline with irrigation time
interaction showed that the increasing in the proline and irrigation time levels from (40 mg.L-1 and 8
day) led to significant increasing in the levels root length values at rat of (6.17) cm compared with
another means. This may be due to increased dehydration causes to dysfunction of the internal
hormonal system so down the gibberellic acid hormone, this leads accumulation of abscisic acid in the
plant which reduces the division and size of cells in the apical areas [13]. The water stress is thought to
be leads to increase the activity of free radicals of the effective oxygen and nitrogen group and
inability for that the plant is inhibited and scavenged in chloroplasts and mitochondria stops the
process CO2 stabilization and accumulation of dry matter [14], for that inhibits root growth, and water
stress is thought to decrease in the oxygen content due to the activity of the IAA oxidase enzyme
which prevents the descent oxygen and the factor of the leaves which causes weakness in growth of
root [15].
Table 4. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on dry weight (g) of cowpea plant which
exposure to drought stress.
Concentrations of spraying proline (mg.L-1)
Irrigation
Mean
time
0
20
40
60
1.995
2.317
2.571
1.780
2.166
Every 4 days
1.850
2.317
2.704
2.616
2.333
Every 8 days
1.545
1.805
2.186
2.432
1.992
Every 12 days
0.396
0.198
LSD (0.05)
1.797
2.094
2.487
2.276
Mean
0.229
LSD (0.05)
3.3. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on content of macro elements (NPK) of cowpea
plant which exposure to drought stress
In Tables (5, 6, 7) showed that there was significant decrease in the means of nitrogen phosphor and
potassium which affect by drought stress when irrigation intervals diverged from 4 days to 12 days the
means decreased specials at 12 days an decreased of (8.070, 8.994, 20.717) % for N, P and K
sequentially compared to 4 day treatment. The proline without irrigation time we observe through
same Tables there was increased (NPK) means in concentration of proline at (40) mg.L-1 an increase
of (38.372, 50.000, 57.418)% sequentially compared to control treatment without spraying proline (0)
mg.L-1. The interaction between treatment was significant, an increase at (40 mg.L-1 and 8 day) for N
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and P and (20 mg.L-1 and 4 day) for K (35.523, 51.445, 74.944) % compared with (0) proline and (4)
day irrigation time. Metabolism disorder of nucleic acid, amine acid and protein where it is believed to
affect straining dehydration in polyribosomes and low content in polyribosomes ATP levels and
nitrogen content and effect on metabolism disorder due to the increase in effective oxygen
compounds, this leads to an increase in the activity of nitrat-redutase and hydrolysis of nucleic acid
that effect the absorption of mineral [19]. It is also believed that the cause of low protein content is an
increase in activity enzymes such as lipoxygenase, protease and RNase are caused by drought stress
and they act on reducing nucleic acid metabolism, as well the glutathione concentration to be
increasing at extreme stress to release the accumulation of glutamate resulting from the decomposition
of organelles and cell membranes [20], polyamines like glutathione and some amino acids such as
proline ammonia modification to maintains the cell's osmotic pressures resulting from the effect of cell
water loss due to dehydration which ultimately leads to increase cell osmosis and water absorption
[21].
Table 5. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on nitrogen percentage (%) in vegetative total
of cowpea plant which exposure to drought stress.
Concentrations of spraying proline (mg.L-1)
Irrigation
Mean
time
0
20
40
60
1.050
1.220
1.353
0.937
1.140
Every 4 days
0.973
1.137
1.423
1.377
1.228
Every 8 days
0.813
0.950
1.150
1.280
1.048
Every 12 days
0.209
0.104
LSD (0.05)
0.946
1.102
1.309
1.198
Mean
0.121
LSD (0.05)
Table 6. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on phosphorus percentage (%) in vegetative
total of cowpea plant which exposure to drought stress.
Concentrations of spraying proline (mg.L-1)
Irrigation
Mean
time
0
20
40
60
0.173
0.204
0.246
0.136
0.189
Every 4 days
0.162
0.189
0.262
0.229
0.210
Every 8 days
0.126
0.158
0.183
0.219
0.172
Every 12 days
0.049
0.024
LSD (0.05)
0.154
0.184
0.231
0.192
Mean
0.028
LSD (0.05)
Table 7. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on potassium percentage (%) in vegetative
total of cowpea plant which exposure to drought stress.
Concentrations of spraying proline (mg.L-1)
Irrigation
Mean
time
0
20
40
60
1.353
2.367
2.210
1.987
1.979
Every 4 days
1.270
1.640
2.113
1.763
1.696
Every 8 days
1.260
1.630
1.787
1.600
1.569
Every 12 days
0.282
0.141
LSD (0.05)
1.294
1.879
2.037
1.783
Mean
0.163
LSD (0.05)
3.4. Carbohydrate concentration
In Table (8) showed that there was significant decrease in the means of carbohydrate under effect of
irrigation time from (4 to 12) day the means decreased carbohydrate and decreased of (26.23%)
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compared with (4) day. As for the effect of proline without irrigation periods, the effect was
significant in increasing the percentage of carbohydrates at concentration (20 mg.L -1) an increase rate
estimated at (58.87%) compared with zero concentration. The interaction between proline and
irrigation time was significant at (40 mg.L-1) and (4 day) an estimated increase at (74.9%)
carbohydrate compared with (0) proline and (4 day) irrigation time. The reduction of carbohydrates
are due to the dehydration which effect in photosynthesis as the effect of water tension begins to close
the stomata first accompanied by a shortage of the amount of carbon dioxide entering and installed in
the leaves results in a significant drop in photosynthesis and this affects the amount of nutrients finally
in the overall growth of plant [22].The increase in the percentage of carbohydrates due to effect of
proline in increasing leaf area and number of leaves, as well as increasing leaf content of chlorophyll
this will increase the efficiency of photosynthesis and then produce carbohydrates [23].
Table 8. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on carbohydrate percentage (%) in vegetative
total of cowpea plant which exposure to drought stress.
Concentrations of sprying proline (mg.L-1)
Irrigation time
Mean
0
20
40
60
Every 4 days
15.15
24.66
26.42
22.19
22.11
Every 8 days
14.09
23.61
18.32
19.73
18.94
Every 12 days
12.86
18.60
17.23
16.56
16.31
LSD (0.05)
2.78
1.39
Mean
14.03
22.29
20.66
19.49
LSD (0.05)
1.60
3.5. Peroxidase enzyme
In Table (9) showed that there was significant at all treatment, the means of peroxidase enzyme under
effect of irrigation time increased by increasing the irrigation time, and the time of (12 day) highest
value of the enzyme an increase of (88.46 unit. mg.plant-1) compared with (4 day) irrigation treatment.
As for the addition of increased concentration of proline we note decrease in the content of the
peroxidase enzyme especially at concentration 60 unit.mg.plant-1 and a decreased as (36.36
unit.mg.plant-1). The interaction between increased proline spraying and (8 day) irrigation time
inhibited the activity content of peroxidase enzyme and decreased as (46.67%) compared with (0)
proline unit (4) day irrigation time. Irrigation spacing led to an increase in the activity of the enzymatic
oxidation system, which includes super enzymes SOD and peroxide resulting from the activity of
oxidized enzymes and free radicals be mater stress and reduced scavenging [24]. Increasing the
activity of the enzyme peroxidase by increasing the production of hydroxyl radical and single oxygen
with water stress effect is also believed to increase concentration the activity of malonedihyde is vital
guide for the plant to provoke antioxidant production [25].
Table 9. Effect of different levels of amino acid proline on plant content of peroxidase enzyme (Unit.
mg protein-1) in vegetative total of cowpea plant which exposure to drought stress.
Concentrations of sprying proline (mg.L-1)
Irrigation
Mean
time
0
20
40
60
0.03
0.028
0.022
0.026
0.026
Every 4 days
0.039
0.032
0.024
0.016
0.029
Every 8 days
0.059
0.050
0.048
0.042
0.049
Every 12 days
0.008
0.004
LSD (0.05)
0.044
0.036
0.031
0.028
Mean
1.60
LSD (0.05)
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Abstract. Cocoon of larva Larinus maculates F. from Curculionidae family (Echinops
species), locally in Iraq known as Tihan, is one of traditional folk medicine used in the
treatment of diversity respiratory system and fever. This study was carried out to assess the
bioactive component and the antioxidant capability of aqueous beetle cocoon extract (Larinus
maculates F.) along with its possible cytotoxic activity against A549 lung cancer cell line. For
phytochemical analysis gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) was used, and to
detected free scavenging activity 2, 2-diphenyl-1 picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) was used. To
determine the cytotoxicity in the cancer cell line 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-z-yl)-2,5diphenyltetrazolium (MTT) was used; peripheral blood monolayer cells (PBMCs) was used as
a normal cell. GC-MS analysis identified the presence of 9 phytochemical components. DPPH
results suggested a promising antioxidant activity in a dose-dependent, the best antioxidant
potential was at 600 µg.ml-1 concentration. Cytotoxic activity results showed that the increase
in extract concentration decreases the cell viability, at 50 µg.ml-1 concentration the percentage
of viability was (86.76±0.87) where at 200 µg.ml-1 the cell viability was (56.44±0.91) µg.ml-1.
Taken together, the results showed that larva cocoon of Larinus maculates F. extract has an
important phyto-molecule with great potent antioxidant and cytotoxicity activity against lung
cell line A549..

Keywords. Larinus maculates cocoon shell, GC-MS analysis, DPPH, A549 cell line.

1. Introduction
In many cultures, traditional medicine as an alternative medication is still important therapeutic source
due to its adequate properties, heritage and popular belief along with the low cost [1]. Therefore, there
is growing interest in the study of medicinal therapy in the field of biomedical research. Natural
products such as plants, animals and marine organisms contain a large number of active compounds
that reflect the potential treatment activity of these organism [2]. It has been suggested that some
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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alternative drugs might have a greater remedial capacity than those that are owned by manufactured
drugs in the treatment of certain diseases with less side effects that accompany the use of chemical
drugs [3]. One of the interested folk remedy use in Iraq is the cocoon shell produced by salivary
glands of beetle larva of Larinus maculates F. from Curculionidae family commonly known as
(Tihan). Also known in neighboring countries (Iran and Syria) Trehala manna (Shekar tighal).
Commonly used in treatment from various diseases including respiratory system diseases, viral or
bacterial infection, antitussive, anti-asthmatic and febrifuge [4]. In our in vivo previous study [5].
Tihan exhibited potential role in activated immune system where orally treated mice showed a
significant increase in mitotic index and phagocytosis. Other study by [6] reported in vitro
immunostimulatory effects on splenocytes and macrophages by increased PHA- and LPS-stimulated
splenocytes proliferation and IFN-γ production. Additionally, Iranian researcher reported contains
analysis of Trehala manna such as water-soluble polysaccharides (e.g. cellulose and trehalose), tannin,
albuminoid matter, lipid, and mucilage [7, 8, 9]. As attributable the important role and their biological
activities of Trehala manna due to its polysaccharides molecular weights [8]. It is well known that the
unnecessary generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) causing imbalance in oxidant/antioxidant
status and leading to oxidative stress and consequently oxidative damage induced cell injured. The
implication of ROS as one of the molecular mechanisms involved in carcinogenesis has been reported
[10)] Therefore, antioxidants are proposed as possible applicant for prevention or/and treatment of
cancer. Antioxidants play important role in determining the therapeutic effect of plants and other
traditional agent and to make them a good remedy against acute and chronic diseases. These
antioxidants usually found and taken in our dietary from the natural compounds. The current study
aims to investigate the active compounds in comestible Iraqi aquatic cocoon shell of beetle larva of
Larinus maculates and their anti-oxidant and cytotoxicity effects on A549 lung cell line. For our
knowledge, this is the first study in this aspect in Iraq.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemical and reagent
Cell culture media and reagents were obtained from GIBCO (Rockville, MD, USA), all other
chemicals and reagents were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (Louis, USA).
2.2. Beetle cocoon collection and extract preparation
Tihan cocoon shells were obtained from local shelf market (Iraq/Baghdad), identified by expert in
Iraqi Natural History Museum Figure (1). Cocoons aquatic extract were prepared as the following (5)
firstly emptied from inside insect, grounded using a laboratory electric grinder. 10 g from the powder
dissolved in 100 ml of distal water using heating stirrer for two hour. Followed by centrifuging at 4000
rpm for 30 min and then the filtered supernatant dried using a rotary evaporator under reduced
pressure and kept at 4C until uses in the experiment.

Figure 1. Tihan cocoon shells produced by of Larinus maculates F from Curculionidae family.
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2.3. Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) analysis and identification of phytochemical
components
The GC-MS analysis for aqueous beetle cocoon extract was performed as descripted previously [11]
using a Clarus 500/580 Perkin Elmer GC (Connecticut, USA). The unknown components mass
spectrum of the unknown components was compared with the spectrum of the components stored in
the NIST library [12].
2.4. Anti-oxidant activity measurement
The antioxidant activity was determined according to [13] using 2, 2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl
(DPPH). Briefly, 1 ml of the samples (different concentration 100, 200, 400 and 600 µg.ml-1 was
mixed 1:1 with DPPH solution (60 M, 1 ml). After incubation in darkness at 37C for 30 min, the
absorbance was read at 517 nm spectrophoto-metrically (Perkin-Elmer Lambda 25, Germany).
Vitamin C considers as a positive control, and measurements were carried out in triplicate. The IC50
value was calculated according to the absorbance and the inhibition percentage of was calculated using
the following equation:
Scavenging activity(%) by DPPH = (Ac – As) / Ac * 100
Where, Ac = absorbance of control and As= absorbance of samples
2.5. A549 Cell line culture
The lung cell line A549 was provided by Center of Biotechnology at AL-Nahrain University. A549
cell line is usually used as a representative of type two alveolar pulmonary epithelial cell derived from
pulmonary adenocarcinoma of 58-years old man [14] Dulbecco’s Minimal Essential Medium
(DMEM) was used for cell culture and maintenance and provided with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
and antibiotic penicillin & streptomycin (1%). Cells were incubated at 37C in humidified 5% CO2
and cultured at 2 ×105 cells ml-1 concentration.
2.6. Human Peripheral blood isolation and culture
In order to evaluate Tihan extraction effect on normal cells Human peripheral blood samples, blood
samples were collected from healthy volunteers in heparinized tubes after taken their permission to
participate. The peripheral blood mononuclear cells were isolated by using Ficoll-Paque after
centrifuged in a falcon tube for 30 min at 3000 rpm. Cells were cultured in 96-well plates in RPMI
medium and incubated for 4 h in 5% CO2 at 37 °C. Concentration of 50, 100, 150 and 200 µg.ml-1, the
same concentration used with A549 cell, was add, lymphocytes in culture media without extract was
considered as control and the cell viability calculated using MTT assay after 24 h incubation. Cisplatin
was used a positive control (stock solution 1000µg/ml).
2.7. Measurement of cell viability
The 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-z-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium (MTT) assay was used as described by [15]
for cell viability detection. Extract concentrations of 50, 100, 150 and 200 μg ml-1 was used. Cells
were seeded at a concentration of 1 × 105 cell ml-1 and 100 μl of extracts was. After the incubation
period, 10 μl of (5 mg ml-1) MTT solution was added to each well and incubated 4 h at 37C. Then 50
μl of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was added and left for 10 min. A549 cells without aqueous beetle
cocoon extract represent control group. The absorbance was read at 570 nm using spectrophotometer
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reader (VersaMaxTM, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Based on the inhibition concentration the
IC50 value calculated using GraphPad Prism 6 software.
2.8. Statistical analysis
SPSS software version 16.0 was used for Statistical analysis. The results are accessible as means ±
standard error. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used and Fisher Least Significant Difference
(LSD) test.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. GC-MS analysis
The GC-MS analysis of the cocoon extract showed the presence of 9 compounds ( Table1). The major
components were identified are benzoic acid, (19.89%); 2-butanol, (17.86%); followed by hexamethy
l-3 (16.41%) and purin-6-1 (15.68%) as the major constituents cocoon extract. These elements have
been reported for their biological and therapeutic properties including the antioxidant for example,
Hydroxy benzoic acids and its derivatives showed antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties
against free radicals especially superoxide radical [16, 15, 17] where it decrease overproduction of
reactive species. Also, it has been reported that antioxidant activity of butanol fraction was higher than
α-tocopherol and butyrated hydroxyl toluene (BHT) [18].
Table 1. Phytochemical analysis of Larinus maculates F. cocoon extract by GC-MS.
NO
.

RT

Phytochemical compound

Peak
area %

CAS NO.

1

4.316

Performic acid, trimethysilyl derivative

7.92

1000368-52-225

2

4.536

Glyceraldehyde

2.93

000056-82-6

3

4.961

2.19

000541-05-9

4

5.136

6.06

031061-61-7

5

5.477

11.06

002475-92-5

6

5.675

15.675

000938-85-2

7

6.069

17.86

000598-75-4

8

7.268

19.89

1000153-57-1

9

8.088

Cyclotrisiloxane, hexamethylTricyclo [4, 3, 1, 1 (3, 8)] undecane-3-carboxylic
acid, methyl ester
Acetophenone, 4'-methoxy-, oxime
6H-Purin-6-one, 2-amino-1, 7-dihydro-1methyl2-Butanol, 3-methylBenzoic acid, 3-methyl-2-trimethyl silyloxy-,
trimethylsilyl ester
7, 7, 9, 9, 11, 11- Hexamethyl-3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15hexaoxa-7, 9, 11-trisilaheptadecane

16.41

1000375-89-1

3.2. Antioxidant activity
The aqueous extract was tested for its antioxidant activity with DPPH at 100,200, 400, and 600 µg.ml-1
concentration. The results showed a significant higher radical scavenging activity as compared with
the positive control (L-ascorbic acid) in a concentration-dependent inhibition. Higher activity (P ≤
0.01) was shown at 600 µg.ml-1 concentration, while the lower one was with 100 µg.ml-1 concentration
(P ≤ 0.05) compare with ascorbic acid control (Figure2). Many different compounds found in the
extract of the present study can be contribute to free radical scavenging activity, such as the phenolic
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compounds with its multiple hydroxyl groups showed higher ability to quench DPPH [19]. Moreover,
[20] reported that the number of hydroxyl groups attached to the aromatic ring is associated with the
phenolic acids anti-radical activity, though some other compounds may also be involved. Present
study finding support this suggestion by which Butanoic acid, Oleic acid, Pimaric acid, Phenol and
Benzoic acid found in the extracts might be responsible to the antioxidant activity. As a little-known
of functional food sources of the cocoon extract, therefore, the isolation and purification of these
phyto-compounds may be useful in the research of new treatment drug. The antioxidant activity
performance in two levels, the first one at the cellular membrane level by breaking peroxyl radical
chain reactions followed by the second level by reacting with intracellular ROS [21].

Figure 2. DPPH free radical scavenging activity. The inhibition percentage of different concentrations
of extract observed at 517 nm. Data are means ± SE (n = 3). a significantly different at P≤ 0.05 as
compared to L-ascorbic acid (positive control). * significantly different at P≤ 0.05 as compared to 100
µg.ml-1.
3.3. Cell cytotoxicity
The cytotoxicity effect of different concentrations of the aqueous Tihan extract was evaluated using
two Human cell line, A549 lung cancer cell line and PBMCs as a normal cell. The results showed
significant cytotoxic effect in a dose dependent manner. The treatment of A549 cells with
concentrations of (50, 100, 150 and 200 µg.ml-1 decreased significantly the % viability. Where the
highest inhibition was at higher doses, however, a moderated inhibition (not significant) was found at
the lower doses (Table 2). However, there was no potent cytotoxic effect on normal PBMCs cell
(Table 2). Cisplatin effect on the percentage viability of PBMC cell was dose dependent by which the
viability decreased significantly as the dose 8 and 12 µg.ml-1 compared to the control. However, at the
dose 2 and 4 µg.ml-1 there was no significant difference.
Table 2. Cell percentage of viability on A549 and PBMCs cell line using MTT assay and treated with
different concentrations of cocoon extract for 24 h. Data are means ± SE in triplicate. A significant at
p≤0.05.
Concentration (µg. ml-1)
Cell Viability
IC50
(%)
50
100
150
200
a
a
A549 cell line
86.76±0.87
71.52±0.79
63.14±0.64
56.44±0.91
139.01
PBMCs
96.34±0.56
100.30±0.89
118.59±0.72
126.73±0.88
43.7
2
4
8
12
CisP
89.96±2.24
74.08±2.48
66.14±1.56a
53.08±2.34a
0.27
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This is because the cocoon extract of Tihan contains polysaccharide [22] and when the concentration
of the extract is increased the ratio of polysaccharide increased that stimulate the production of IL-2,
which plays a role in the activation of NK cells [23] as well as its role in T cell division. This
demonstrates the role of polysaccharide in the development of immunity and its potential for use in
therapeutic applications such as bacterial infections and cancer [24]. Study by [5] have indicated the
role of these polysaccharide in increasing phagocytic index( PI). The reason for this increase is the
effect of the active ingredient in the extract in stimulating phagocytosis by stimulating the release of
certain cellular attractions specifically TNF And IL-1, which stimulates macrophage cells, including
neutrophils to leave the blood stream to the peritoneal cavity [25]. But the inhibition was decreased
with reducing the concentration at 100 μg.ml-1 concentration. The suppression of proliferation was
concentration-dependant. Additionally, elevated ROS level has been associated with cancer, one of the
causes is the abnormal mitochondrial oxidative metabolism which is responsible for the initiation and
progression of cancer.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, the finding of the present study identified that Larinus maculates F. cocoon aqueous
extract has several phyto-molecule possessing anti-cytotoxicity and anti-oxidant therapeutic activities.
The results of antioxidant activity suggested that ROS may be a potential mechanism involved in
cancer cell death and the antioxidant capacity of the extract can decrease cell proliferation. For our
knowledge this is the first study that recorded the in vitro toxicity for the cocoon extract. However,
further research on cyto-toxicology still needed in order to insure the safety especially in vivo.
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Abstract. This study included (75) samples of the males students at the Tikrit University, The
samples were divided into three groups; the first group: (25) blood samples pulled from healthy
no smoking students (males) as Control sample. The second group: (25 males) samples of
diabetic mellitus (smoker students). Third group: (25 males) samples of hypertension (smoking
students). The results of the study indicated a significant increase in the concentration of the
levels Cholesterol, Triglyceride, Malondialdehyde (MDA), Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) at
level (P <0.005) in the samples of smoker students when compared to the healthy group. And
showed decrease in the concentration level of HDL, Glutathione Peroxidase (GPx) at level (P
<0.005) when compared to the healthy group (non-smokers ).

Keywords. Biochemical variables, Blood serum, Smoking.

1. Introduction
The Antioxidants are a class of chemical substances naturally found in our food which can prevent or
reduce the oxidative stress of the physiological system. The body is constantly producing free radicals
due to regular use of oxygen. These free radicals are responsible for the cell damage in the body and
contribute to various kinds of health problems, such as heart disease, diabetes, macular degeneration,
and cancer. Antioxidants being fantastic free radical scavengers help in preventing and repairing the
cell damage caused by these radicals [1] .Plants and animals are the abundant source of naturally
producing antioxidants. Alternately, antioxidants can also be synthesized by chemical process as well
as from the different kinds of agro-related wastes using biological process. Based on their solubility,
antioxidants are broadly categorized into two groups: water soluble and lipid soluble. [2]In general,
water-soluble antioxidants, such as ascorbic acid, glutathione, and uric acid, have functions in the cell
cytosol and the blood plasma. Ascorbic acid is a redox catalyst which reduces and neutralizes the
reactive oxygen species (ROS), glutathione has antioxidant properties as reducing agent and can be
reversibly oxidized and reduced, while α-tocopherol, carotenoid, and ubiquinol are the examples of
lipid-soluble antioxidants and protect the cell membranes from lipid peroxidation [3]. Enzymes are
types of antioxidants that come from the protein and minerals we eat as part of our daily diets. These
enzymes are synthesized in the human body, and include superoxide dismutase (SOD), glutathione
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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peroxidase, glutathione reductase, and catalases. The human body does not produce antioxidant
vitamins naturally, so it is essential to include dietary sources of them in our daily intake of food, be it
through foods or supplements. Common antioxidant vitamins include vitamins A, C, E, folic acid, and
beta-carotene [4]. Free radicals are highly reactive and unstable molecules, usually oxygen molecules,
but not always. Their unstable nature is caused by having an unpaired electron. As a result of this
unpaired electron, free radicals seek out and take electrons from other molecules, which oftentimes
causes damage to the second molecule. When a free radical molecule does this, it is called
“oxidation.” A molecule that has had its electron “stolen” from a free radical has been “oxidized.”
Molecules that have been oxidized are now transformed into free radicals themselves and will seek to
interact with another healthy molecule, thereby creating a vicious chain reaction of electron stealing in
the body. When the body has undergone excessive oxidation, or more oxidation than can be
combatted, it is said be undergoing “oxidative stress.”[5]. Like many things that occur in nature, free
radicals are not only impossible to avoid, but necessary for life. Free radicals help us fight infection,
begin the inflammation process that helps repair tissue injury, and short-term oxidative stress may
inhibit aging. At the same time, excessive amounts are harmful to humans[6]. Free radicals can form
in the body in a number of ways; Environmental exposure, Carcinogens like radiation from the sun,
cigarette smoke, air and water pollution, pesticides and herbicides in the food we eat, asbestos and
other nasties can cause free radical formation in our bodies. Exercise, while consistent moderate
exercise has many positive benefits and can reduce the risk of breast cancer, excessive exercise or
inconsistent but vigorous exercise uses a high amount of the body’s oxygen store and as a result,
generates excessive free radicals. Stress, the chemicals cortisone and catecholamines created by
mental stress can create free radicals. Our bodies, Free radical molecules are a natural byproduct of
cell metabolism. Alcohol, consumption of alcohol of any kind of any amount produces free radicals in
the body. Fat polyunsaturated fat like that found in vegetables oils is easily oxidized in the body and
can create free radicals. Substitute polyunsaturated fats with monounsaturated fat [7]. Some conditions
caused by free radicals include; deterioration of the eye lens, which contributes to vision loss,
inflammation of the joints (arthritis), damage to nerve cells in the brain, which contributes to
conditions (such as Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s disease), acceleration of the ageing process, increased
risk of coronary heart disease, since free radicals encourage low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol
to stick to artery walls, certain cancers triggered by damaged cell DNA [8]. Smoking considers being
wide public health problem, which reached today to the level of global epidemical. It is a risk factor
for variety of disease (cardiovascular disease, stroke, chronic pulmonary disease, Alzheimer's disease,
Parkinson's disease) [9]. About more than 5 million people die from smoking related illnesses, as the
report of World Health Organization [10], this number will be doubled by 2025. The main addictive
component of smoke are Nicotine, Hydrogen cyanide, Methanol, Butan and about more than 400 other
chemicals. These chemicals induced the rate of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), which is a part of
free radicals. Free radicals are highly unstable and capable of undergoing complex interaction in
biological system, make oxidative stress, which occur when there are not enough antioxidant
molecules to counteract their side effects [11]. Antioxidant are natural molecules in the biological
system that scavenging free radicals or protecting from its effects. They can be synthesized
endogenously in the body or determined by food intake [12].Smoking is a rich source of oxidants. It
has been considering the main cause of increase production of (ROS) which may exceed the capacity
of antioxidants defense system [13].
2. Materials and Methods
This study has carried out in College of Science ( November 2019) to (February2020) at Tikrit
University. The study included (50) samples of the smoker students their ages (21-23) years old. As
well as choosing randomly group included (30) sample of (non- smoker students) of age (21-23) years
old.
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2.1. The samples divided into three groups
First Group, included (25) non-smoker students. Second Group, included (25) diabetic mellitus
(smoker students). Third Group, included (25) hypertension (smoker students).
2.2. Method Of Collection The Sample
The blood sample was collected from (75) samples of the students healthy (non-smoker) as well as
smoker students of age (21-23) years old. The blood samples were taken from the vein.10 mL from
each student, the blood was put in disposable test tubes. The tubes are empty of (EDTA) in order make
Biochemical tests. After that, The blood was left at room temperature for 20 minutes, The blood was
separated by using a centrifuge at speed of (3000) rpm for 10 minutes. The serum was extracted using
Micropipette, in order to make Biochemical tests which included (Cholesterol, Malondialdehyde,
Lactate dehydrogenase, HDL-Cholesterol, Alanine aminotransferase (ALT), Aspartate
aminotransferase (AST), Glutathione Peroxidase, Triglyceride, Uric acid, Creatinine.
2.2.1. Measurement of Cholesterol concentration
To evaluate and estimate the Cholesterol in the blood serum, was dependent and using the (Kit) which
its equipped (Biolabo) Company made in France with reference number 02160 [14].
2.2.2. Measurement of Triglycerides concentration
It have been used the (Kit) of Triglycerides equipped by (Biomaghreb) Company made in France with
number 20133[15] to estimate and evaluate the Triglycerides enzyme in the blood serum.
2.2.3. Measurement of HDL-Cholesterol concentration
It have been used the (Kit) of HDL-Ch., equipped by (Biolabo) Company mad in France with number
02160 [14] to evaluate and estimate the HDL-Ch in the blood serum
2.2.4. Measurement of Lactate dehydrogenase
It have been measured (LDH) in the blood serum by the following the steps of attached with
inspection (Kit) provided by( Biolabo) Company mad in France [16].
2.2.5. Measurement of Glutathione Peroxidase
It have been measured (GPx) in the blood serum by the following the steps of attached with
inspection (Kit) provided by( Biolabo) Company mad in France [17].
2.2.6. Measurement of Malondialdehyde
It have been measured (MDA) in the blood serum by the following steps of attached with inspection
(Kit) provided by( Biolabo) Company mad in France [18].
2.3. Statistical analysis
The data of the samples study were collected and analysed statistically by using program (SAOOS) of
windows. Including (Mean ±S.D). The significant differences at level (P <0.005)[19].
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3. Results and Discussion
The results in (Figure 1) Showed significant increase in the Cholesterol concentration under levels of
(P <0.005) in the smoker students as compared with in other groups, and this agree with results study
of [20]. This increase of the Cholesterol concentration might be because high activity Cholesterol
transferase responsible about Cholesterol absorption intestine and then induce as a result of oxidative
stress which infect B-cell in pancreatic by the effect of reactive oxygen species [21]. On the hand, this
results was revealed to the change in the concentration of the cholesterol is caused by the smoking
which increase Cholesterol levels in the blood serum. The Smoking increases inflammation in the
body when occurs chemicals in cigarette smoke injure cells, causing swelling and interfering with
proper cell function. Also, the Smoking causes oxidative stress, a condition that occurs as chemicals
from cigarette smoke combine with oxygen in the body [22] and all these reasons causes ledes to
damage of cells. Evidence strongly suggests that both inflammation and oxidative stress may be
related to an increased risk of diabetes. The Smoking causes rise both of Hypertension and glucose
level in the body, so the Smoker people are less response for the insulin and subsequently the glucose
rises in their blood causing Hypertension [23].
Table 1. Arithmetic average for studied croups according to the Disease kind and smoking kind
(Heavy smokers).
Cholesterol
Triglyceride
HDL
NO.
The samples
mmol /L
mmol /L
mmol /L
25
4.2±2.3
1.7±0.3
1.51±0.01
Control Group
25
6.8±3.5
5.6±3.2
1.02±0.03
group (diabetic mellitus)
25
7.4±4.6
6.2±4.1
1.03±0.02
group Hypertension

Figure 1. Illustrated the concentration of the cholesterol in the smoker students and compare with in
other groups.
The results in (Figure 2) showed significant increase in the triglyceride concentration levels (P <0.005)
in the smoker students as compared with in other groups, and this agree with results study of [24]. [25]
, during his study on the association between the lipid profile and chronic smoking. Both research
above also finded very low levels of HDL, with an increase in the levels of TC, in smokers and these
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resulets were an agreement with the finding of our study. Previous studies have reported that smokers
have higher serum triglyceride (TG) and blood glucose concentrations and lower high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C) concentrations than non-smokers [26]

Figure 2. Illustrated the concentration of the triglycerides in the smoking students and compare with
in other groups.
The results in (Figure 3) Showed significant decrease in the HDL-Cholesterol concentration levels (P
<0.005) in the smoking students as compared with in other groups, smoking is associated with reduced
HDL cholesterol levels. Cigarette smoking can alter the critical enzymes of lipid transport, lowering
lecithin: cholesterol acyltransferase (LCAT) activity and altering cholesterol ester transfer protein
(CETP) and hepatic lipase activity, which attributes to its impact on HDL metabolism and HDL
subfractions distribution. In addition, HDL is susceptible to oxidative modifications by cigarette
smoking, which makes HDL become dysfunctional and lose its anther protective properties in
smokers. Therefore, cigarette smoking has a negative impact on both HDL quantity and function,
which can explain, in part, the increased risk of cardiovascular disease in smokers [27, 28].

Figure 3. Illustrated the Concentration of the HDL-cholesterol in the smoker students and compare
with in other groups.
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Table 2. Arithmetic average for studied croups according to the disease kind and smoking kind
(Heavy smokers).
Malondialdehyde
Lactate
Glutathione
NO.
(MDA) ug/l
dehydrogenase (LDH) Peroxidase (GPx)
The samples
u/l
u/l
25
2.65±1.33
181.8±1.02
1.53±0.24
Control Group
group (diabetic
25
5.67±3.2
277.8±133.1
0.191±0.180
mellitus)
25
6.4±4.1
302±214.2
0.195±0.183
group Hypertension
The results in (Figure 4) In this study MDA levels were found to be significantly (p<0.005) raised in
smokers. High serum levels of MDA in smokers could have amplified production of reactive oxygen
species (ROS) which in turn might have accelerated lipid peroxidation manifested by increased levels
of MDA, as well as the role of oxidative stress on glucose metabolism in a high-risk of diabetes. ROS
can activate specific pathways whose products interfere with insulin signalling, the activation of the
redox-sensitive nuclear factor-kappa beta (NF-kB) leads to the expression of cytokines such as
temporal necrosis factor  (TNF-), and interleukins (ILs) such as IL-1 and IL-6 and all these
products have a quenching effect on insulin signalling [ 29, 30, 31].

Figure 4. Illustrated the Concentration of the malondialdehyde in the smoker students and compare
with in other groups.
While in the (Figure 5) findings showed significantly increasing in LDH level of smoker’s group.
Lactate dehydrogenase enzyme is found in almost every tissue in the body and its level increase in
blood in many tissues damage pathological disorders. We think that the reasons for elevated of LDH
significantly due to the smoke chemicals compounds may affect the respiratory tract as well as all of
the cells in respiratory system [32]. The increased of LDH considered as indicator of cell necrosis or
tissues damage or may be attributed on the smoking induced cell damage anywhere in the body, which
may leak cellular contents along with LDH into serum [33]. Elevated of LDH levels is usually
considered to reflect cell damage, and this is agree with the bad effect of smoking in generated free
radicals and oxidative stress in cell which lead to release more of LDH to the blood stream by cell
injury [34].
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Figure 5. Illustrated the concentration of the lactate dehydrogenase in the smoker students and
compare with in other groups.
The results in (Figure 6) showed Glutathione Peroxidase levels were found to be significantly
(p<0.005) lowered in smokers than in non-smokers. The significantly differences of oxidative
enzymes levels GPx may be due to nicotine increased generation of superoxide anion and hydrogen
peroxide, which in turn results in generation of hydroxyl free radicals. Generation of these free
radicals have been shown to participate in many toxic reaction and increased production of superoxide
and hydrogen peroxide may cause deleterious injury to alveolar macrophages by causing release of
proteolytic enzymes [35].

Figure 6. Illustrated the concentration of the glutathione peroxidase in the smoker students and
compare with in other groups.
Table 3. Body Mass Index (Kg/m2) sample of the study.
(BMI)
Control Group
smoking students
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Figure (7) shows the relationship of Body Mass Index (BMI) among the studied samples, as there was
a statistically significant (p <0.05). The results rates increase between the BMI of smokers' students
compared with the control group. Smoking and obesity are major public health challenges and the
prevalence of both is increasing globally. Smoking increases the risk of cancer, respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases, and is the leading preventable cause of death in developed countries [36].
Obesity is the fifth leading cause of death, globally, and accounts for 44% of cases of diabetes and
23% of ischaemic heart disease [37].

Figure 7. Illustrated the Body Mass Index (Kg/m2) sample of the study.

4. Conclusion
The smoking effects on the levels of the Cholesterol, Triglyceride, Malondialdehyde (MDA), Lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) (increase) and decrease in the concentration level of (HDL-Cholesterol,
Glutathione Peroxidase (GPx) in the smoker students, and smoking effect on the diabetic mellitus,
hypertension and Body Mass Index.
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Abstract. Documenting the biodiversity and biogeography of ciliates will help expand the
overall knowledge within the field, as well as, shed new light on the dispersal and survival
potential for other microorganisms, such as protists. As organisms at the base of food webs,
ciliates are an essential part of the microbial loop and the ecosystems that they support. This
study deals with ciliates community in freshwater of Tigris river within Baghdad city. Four
sites were chosen at Al-Grea`t & Al-Adhamiya area at the riverbank. Total of 44 ciliophora
taxa were detected, 22 taxa of which were identified to the species level and 22 taxa to the
genus level. Among them, 11 taxa were new recording for Tigris river in Baghdad city:
Cyrtolophosis sp., Monochilum frontatum, Orborhabdostyla bromelicola, Ophrydium sessile,
Scyphidia sp., Vortecilla convallaria, Vortecilla octava, Zoothamnium Bory, Tokophrya
lemnarum, Urostyla sp. and Stentor fluiginosus.

Keywords. Protists, Ciliates community, Tigris river, Ciliophora taxa.

1. Introduction
The Ciliates are unicellular microscopic eukaryotes moving with hair-like projections called cilia [1];
they have appropriate characteristics that being a large group found in all aquatic environments [2];
the short duration of their life cycle with high average of reproduction and authorized detection of
environmental impacts in a short period [3]. Ciliates are the most prominent and major group of
eukaryotic [4] which occur in alternative kind of environments, wherever there are moisture, sufficient
nutrients and suitable microhabitats [5]. These organisms are found from the poles to the equator, in
hot springs and in sea ice, in tropical forest litter and desert soils, in major oceans to the small
temporary ponds and flooded regions of the inland waters [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Many studies
showed that obviously ciliated protozoa are components of many microhabitats [15, 16]. The phylum
Ciliophora is an ancient group, present on the earth for hundreds of millions of years [17]. Ciliates
have an importance in total ecosystem function in some environments because they are the top
predators in the microbial food webs [18, 19, 20], and they have a role in microbial loop [1, 9, 41].
Furthermore, ciliates are effective bioindicators of freshwater environments and they can be used in
biomonitoring of streams, reservoirs and lakes under different scales of anthropogenic impact [21, 22,
23]. In addition, they are reducing conditions or indicative of oxidizing in the decomposition of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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organic matter, share in phosphorus and nitrogen cycling, sensitive to different concentrations of
pollutants and have high taxonomic density, providing responses to different levels of contamination
[24]. In spite of their broad functionality, taxonomic diversity, and ability to gain large population
densities in a short period of time [25], the structure and geographical distribution of ciliate
communities is still uninvestigated in many regions of the world [26, 27] and poses an obstruction for
studies of ciliate biogeography. Research into ciliates are differential biased to institutions of the
researchers and their sampling areas mostly in Northern Europe [28]. There are over 1,100 ciliates
genera and over 8,000 species included in these genera [29]; in spite of some argue that this diversity
might represent only 10% of the actual diversity of species [28]. The mainly aim of this study was to
document and record ciliates species which could be new recording in Tigris river at Baghdad city.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The study area and Methodology
This study deals with ciliates community in freshwater of Tigris river within Baghdad city that is
located in the Mesopotamia alluvial plain between latitudes 3314- 33 25 N and longitudes 44 3144 17 E. Four sites were chosen at Al-Grea`t and Al-Adhamiya area at the riverbank (Figure 1).
These sites are located close to the residential, agricultural and restaurants area within Baghdad city,
thus, there is a lot of water utilization such as transportation purposes, household usage, agricultural
usage and restaurant waste. Variable species of vegetation (reeds and wild grasses) were observed to
grow at S4, while the remaining three sites was paved at the edges of the river. Monthly intervals,
three samples were collected from each site of the riverbank over a period from June to September
2020, and each sample was 60 liters of water which was horizontally taken from the water surface
with the aid of plankton net. This net made of bolting cloth with a fine mesh size (40 µm), with a small
bottle container of 30 ml capacity attached to its narrow end [30].
2.2. Water samples
During the period of study (48), the fresh water samples were examined. One milliliter from each
collecting water sample was investigated within 5-48 hours [31, 32, 33] by direct observation. All
samples were examined alive [33] with the aid of compound microscope (Olympus, Japan) at a
magnification of (X10- X40), and identification guides by [31, 34, 35, 36]. The classification of
ciliates were followed [29]. Each species was photographed using camera (Casio). All of the
photographs presented here are digitally processed (cropped, resized, contrast enhanced, white balance
corrected, and background removed).

B

A

Figure 1. The map of Iraq shows the sampling area at A. Ocular micrometer was used for specimens
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measuring, B. Tigris river within Baghdad city.

3. Results and Discussion
Total of 44 ciliophora taxa were detected; 22 taxa of which were identified to the species level and 22
taxa to the genus level (table 1). Among them 11 taxa were new recording for Tigris river in Baghdad
city, while the remaining previously recorded by [37]. Number of recording species in the present
study was lower than [38], who recorded 208 ciliates species in Argentina; [39] recorded 84 cilites
species from Southern Brazil and [40] recorded 63 cilites species from Tigris river in Baghdad city,
while it was higher than [41] who recorded 7 ciliates species from Salim Ali Lake in Aurangabad. The
lower number of ciliates were recorded in the present study could be refer to both limited of
investigated area and limited duration of this work. Some taxa are rare in one environment could be
abundant in others and the species which are rare under certain environment conditions could become
abundant when the chemical, physical and biological inconsistent of their habitat are change. Despite
it's not known if there are some species which are always rare in every suitable environment [42]. The
new recording ciliophora taxa in Tigris river within Baghdad city are: Cyrtolophosis sp., Monochilum
frontatum, Orborhabdostyla bromelicola, Ophrydium sessile, Scyphidia sp., Vortecilla convallaria,
Vortecilla octava, Zoothamnium bory, Tokophrya lemnarum, Urostyla sp. and Stentor fluiginosus.
Table 1. The taxonomy of the species in phylum ciliophora (Doflein, 1901) were recorded from
freshwater of Tigris river at four investigated sites during the study period from June to September
2020.
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Protozoa taxa
*Cyrtolophosis sp. Stokes,1885
Lacrymaria olar Müller,1786
Litonotus sp. Wrzesniowski,1870
Pseudomicrothorax sp.
Mermod,1914
*Monochilum frontatum
Schewiakoff,1893
Frontonia sp. Ehrenberg, 1838
Paramecium aurelia Müller, 1773
Paramecium caudatum
Ehrenberg,1833
Paramecium multimicronucleatum
Powers& Mitchell,1910
Epistylis sp. Ehrenberg,1830
* Orborhabdostyla bromelicola nov.
Spec.
*Ophrydium sessile Ehrenberg,1830
*Scyphidia sp. Dujardin,1841
Cothurnia sp. Ehrenberg,1831
Pyxicola affinis Kent, 1881
Thuricola sp. Kent, 1881
Vaginicola sp. Lamarck,1816
Carchesium sp. Ehrenberg,1831
Vortecilla sp. Linnaeus,1767
Vortecilla campanula
Ehrenberg,1831
*Vortecilla convallaria
Linnaeus,1758
Vortecilla microstoma
Ehrenberg,1830
*Vortecilla octava Stokes,1885

Class
Colpodea
Litostomatea
Nassophorea

Order
Cyrtolophosidida
Haptorida
Pleurostomatida
Microthoracida

Family
Cyrtolophosididae
Lacrymariidae
Litonotidae
Pseudomicrothoracidae

Oligohymenophorea

Tetrahymenida

Glaucomidae

Peniculida

Frontoniidae
Parameciidae

Sessilida

Epistylididae
Operculariidae
Ophrydiidae
Scyphidiidae
Vaginicolidae

Vorticellidae
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No.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

Protozoa taxa
(V. striata Dujardin,1841)
Vortecilla picta Ehrenberg,1831
*Zoothamnium Bory de St.
Vincent,1824
Cinetochilum sp. Perty,1849
Cyclidium sp. Müller, 1773
Chilodonella sp. Strand,1928
Acineta sp. Ehrenberg,1834
*Tokophrya lemnarum Stein,1859
Sphaerophrya sp. Claperѐde &
Lachmann 1859
Coleps hirtus Müller,1786
Prorodon sp. Ehrenberg,1834
Euplotes sp. Ehrenberg,1831
Strombidium sp. Claperѐde &
Lachmann 1859
Halteria sp. Dujardin,1841
*Urostyla sp. Ehrenberg,1830
Spirostomum ambiguum Ehrenberg,
1834
Spirostomum minus Roux, 1901
*Stentor sp. Oken
*Stentor fluiginosus Forbes,1891
Stentor niger Müller, 1773
Stentor polymorphus Müller, 1773
Loxodes magnus Stokes, 1887

Class

Order

Family

Zoothamniidae

Phyllopharyngea

Philasterida
Pleuronematida
Chlamydodontida
Endogenida
Exogenida

Cinetochilidae
Cyclidiidae
Chilodonellidae
Acinetidae
Tokophryidae
Podophryidae

Prostomataea

Prorodontida

Spirotrichea

Euplotida
Strombidiida

Colepidae
Prorodontidae
Euplotidae
Strombidiidae

Sporadotrichida
Urostylida
Heterotrichida

Halteriidae
Urostylidae
Spirostomidae

Heterotrichea

Stentoridae

Karyorelictea

Loxodida

Loxodidae

Note:* new recording species

3.1. Description and Photographs of the new recording species obtained during the study period
(from June to September 2020)
3.1.1. Cyrtolophosis sp. Stokes, 1885
Small species, ovoid to pyriform in shape. Somatic ciliation uniform in longitudinal rows curving a
little down the body and there is an anterior tuft of cilia in some species. The oral aperture within a
shallow groove in the anterior third of the cell, and some species produce gelatinous tubes. Spherical
macronucleus located centrally, and the contractile vacuole is in posterior third of body. Feeds on
bacteria; Length of cell less than 40 μm as shown in Figure 2.
3.1.2. Monochilum frontatum Schewiakoff, 1892
Medium to large species (60-200 μm long), ellipsoid to elongate ovoid in shape. Oral aperture occurs
in the anterior body half usually about a quarter of the cell length from the apical end, oval in outline
and leads to a conical buccal cavity. There is an undulating membrane on the right and a prominent
membranelle on its left of the oral aperture. In the posterior body half there is a contractile vacuole,
usually near the equator. Ovoid macronucleus is locate centrally. Anterior end is broader, ventrally
flattened, dorsally slightly convex, macronucleus is ellipsoid, feeds on algae. As shown in Figure 3.
3.1.3. Orborhabdostyla bromelicola nov. Spec
Narrowly conical, more or less asymmetrical. Size about (50–75 × 13–18) μm in vivo, with stalk-like
narrowed usually less than 10 μm long and 2 μm wide. Cytoproct and Contractile vacuole on dorsal
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wall of vestibulum slightly posterior of oral bulge. Peniculus 2 shortened posteriorly. Highly
contractile. Fresh water cell. As shown in Figure-4.
3.1.4. Ophrydium sessile Ehrenberg, 1830
Cell body is long and contractile, in gelatinous matrix and posterior end rounded or pointed. As shown
in Figure 5.
3.1.5. Scyphidia sp. Dujardin, 1841
Body drawn out, some species seem stalklike at rear, peristomal disc not stalked. There is no trochal
band when mature, macronucleus often C-shaped and long. Cell body length about 60 μm. As shown
in Figure 6.
3.1.6. Vortecilla convallaria Linnaeus
Body with bell-shaped; length (30-120) μm, width (35-70) μm, peristome width is (55-75) μm and
stalk length is (100-500) μm. The animal never looks dark, but it is often yellow-tinted because there
are (no) or (a few) darkishlooking refractile granules; the peristomal area is narrower than in V.
campanula; the pellicle annulation is easily visible; contractile vacuole is one nearby the buccal cavity,
food vacuole within oval contour as shown in Figure 7.
3.1.7. Vortecilla octava Stokes (V. striata Dujardin, 1841)
Vase-like shape, body length is 20-60 μm, width is 15-40 μm, peristome width is 13-40 μm and stalk
length 20-300 μm. Vortecilla octava is similar to V. microstoma but smaller than it. The macronucleus
lies transversal to the longitudinal axis, the peristome border shows much variation and it is thicker
than in V. microstoma. Cytoplasm translucent or a little misty white, pellicle annulations pretty
distinct, about 25-40 striae, surface of body a little ribbed, macronucleus sausage-like and thick,
contractile vacuole is one nearby the buccal cavity as shown in Figure 8.
3.1.8. Zoothamnium Bory de St. Vincent, 1826
Resemble to Carchesium, but myonemes of all stalks of a colony are continuous together, so that the
entire colony contracts or expands with each other, fresh or salt water, colonies some millimeters high.
As shown in Figure 9.
3.1.9. Tokophrya lemnarum Bütschli
Pyramidal or pyriform, with no lorica, tentacles order in 1-4 fascicles on anterior surface, stalk not
tough, endogenous budding is simple, fresh water. Tentacles emerge from distal, bullbous processes,
about (70-260) μm as shown in Figure10.
3.1.10. Urostyla sp. Ehrenberg, 1830
Ellipsoid with 2 or more right marginal cirri (files). Pliable, posterior rounded, ventral surface is
flatten with (4-10) rows of cirri, 2 marginal rows, (5-12) anals and 3 or more frontals as shown in
Figure 11.
3.1.11. Stentor fluiginosus Forbes, 1891
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Cylindrical or trumpet-shaped (when extended), contractile vacuole anterior-left; highly contractile;
some with mucilaginous lorica; conspicuous peristomal field frontal, several micronuclei and a single
macronucleus; cortical and cytoplasmic granules coloured with yellow-brown or red-orange. Body
length is (200-300) μm when fully extended; freshwater cell as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 2. Cyrtolophosis sp.

Figure 3. Monochilum frontatum.

Figure 4. Orborhabdostyla bromelicola.

Figure 5. Ophrydium sessile.

Figure 6. Scyphidia sp.
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Figure 7. Vortecilla convallaria.

Figure 8. Vortecilla octava.

Figure 9. Zoothamnium bory.

Figure 10. Tokophrya lemnarum

Figure 11. Urostyla sp.

Figure 12. Stentor fluiginosus.

4. Conclusion
A total of 44 ciliophora taxa were detected; 22 taxa of which were identified to the species level and
22 taxa to the genus level. Among them 11 taxa were new recording for Tigris river in Baghdad city:
Cyrtolophosis sp., Monochilum frontatum, Orborhabdostyla bromelicola, Ophrydium sessile,
Scyphidia sp., Vortecilla convallaria, Vortecilla octava, Zoothamnium bory, Tokophrya lemnarum,
Urostyla sp. and Stentor fluiginosus.
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Abstract. The present study aimed to investigate the morphological description and
histological structure of olfactory organ in rock dove (Columba livia).Results of the present
study revealed that the nasal cavity of the species under investigation is anteriorly located,
starting with a pair of external nares which located at the dorsal side of the base of upper beak .
The external nares lead to two short nasal cavities. Each nasal cavity consist of three conchae
or turbinates represented by anterior or vestibular concha, middle or respiratory concha and
posterior or olfactory concha. The nasal cavity ended by a pair of internal nares which opened
at mouth cavity. Results related with the histological structure of olfactory organ revealed that
the vestibular concha lined by stratified squamous epithelium, the respiratory concha lined by
ciliated pseudostratified columnar epithelium, and olfactory concha lined by ciliated
pseudostratified columnar epithelium. The last concha showed three types of differentiated cell
represented by basal cells, supporting cells, and receptor cells.

Keywords. Olfactory organ, Rock Dove, Morphology, Histology.

1. Introduction
The olfactory organs of vertebrates play an important role for feeding, reproduction, behavior and
migration [1, 2, 3]. All vertebrates have olfactory regions which are represented by an internal
invagination of the ectoderm to form the olfactory sacs in fish and the lining of nasal passages in
tetrapoda [1, 2]. The avian olfactory organs are differ in different species of birds according to the
differences of their position at the beak, feeding and behavior [4]. Generally the olfactory organs are
located at the base of the beak or in some species of birds at the anterior end of beak [5], they are
opened to outside via the external nares which leads to the nasal cavity, while they are opened in the
mouth or oral cavity via the internal nares [1, 2, 5]. The ability of olfaction in birds is differ according
to the structure of olfactory organs and the environment in which birds live [4, 7]. Review of the
literature revealed that there are almost lack information related with olfactory organs of Iraqi birds
with the exception of [7] on the morphology and histology of olfactory organ in local chicken, and the
study of [8] who studied the cellular differentiation in the olfactory epithelium in chick embryo .This
situation support our suggestion to investigate the olfactory organ in rock dove (Columba livia). This
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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study is a part of an extensive study conducted to investigate the olfactory organs in several Iraqi
vertebrates in addition to the current study [7, 9, 10].
2. Materials and Methods
A total of 16 birds were collected from Al-Madhatia region /Babylon province. The olfactory organs
removed after dissection the head of animals [11]. Paraffin wax methods were used for histological
study according to the methods of [12].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological description
Results of the present study revealed that the olfactory organ in bird under investigation started with
two external nares which located at the dorsal surface of the upper beak base. The opening of external
nares appear as a longitudinal slits with about (6 mm) length, they are covered by a keratinized flaps
and the distance between them was (2.5-3.0 mm) (Figure 1 and 2).Each external naris lead to the nasal
cavity. The nasal cavity was cone-like, with confined anterior part and wide posterior part, separated
into left and right halves by incomplete cartilaginous septum. Each nasal cavity in the bird under
investigation consist of three conchae or turbinates, which were respectively situated in the anterior,
middle, and posterior parts of nasal cavity, their internal surface being covered with mucosa. The
anterior concha represented the vestibular region of the nasal cavity, the middle concha represented
the respiratory region of nasal cavity, and the posterior concha represented the olfactory region of the
nasal cavity (Figure 3). The nasal cavity ended by a pair of internal nares, which are (5-6mm) in length
and located in a V-shaped slit situated at the roof of the mouth cavity (Figure 4). The olfactory region
attached to the olfactory bulb via the first cranial nerve (I-Olfactory nerve) (Figure 5). The olfactory
bulb is triangular- shaped and situated at the anterior end of brain at eye level, which mean that the
olfactory bulb of the studied bird is pedunculated bulb.

Figure 1. Dorsal view of the head showing
the position of external nares (→).

Figure 2. Lateral view of head showing the
external naris and flap, (B) beak,(F) flap.
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Figure 3. (A) Mid-section in bird head showing the conchae and olfactory nerve.(B) nasal cavity,
[VC] Vestibular concha, [RC] Respiratory concha, [OC] Olfactory concha, [ON] Olfactory nerve.

Figure 4. Ventral view of head
position of internal Nares [IN].

showing the

Figure 5. (A) Dorsal view of head showing, the olfactory bulb[OB], olfactory nerve [ON], Olfactory
concha [OC],(B) Olfactory nerve, [BR] brain, (C) The connection of olfactory nerve with the olfactory
concha [BR] brain, [ON] olfactory nerve.
3.2. Histological Structure
Results of the present study revealed that the histological structure of the integument (the flap) that
surrounded the external nares is keratinized stratified squamous epithelium (Figure 6). The vestibular
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concha is lined by stratified squamous epithelium, which called vestibular epithelium (Figure 7), the
respiratory concha lined by ciliated pseudostratified columnar epithelium rich with goblet cells that
secret mucin to protect the epithelial surface (Figure 8), and the olfactory concha lined by ciliated
pseudostratified columnar epithelium which consist of three types of cells represented by basal cells,
supporting or sustentacular cells, and receptor cells (Figure 9 and 10). Results revealed that Bowman’s
glands are located beneath basement membrane in the lamina propria and the ducts of the glands pass
through the basement membrane and the olfactory epithelium, their mucous secretion reach to the
epithelial surface to protect it from drying (Figure 11).

Figure 6. Cross section through the fleshy flap of external naris,[BV] blood vessel, [CT] connective
tissue, [FF] feather follicle, (H&E stain), (10x).

Figure 7. Cross section through the vestibular concha of rock dove, [CT] connective tissue, [KL]
keratinized layer, [SE] squamous epithelium, (H&E), (10x).

Figure 8. Cross section through the respiratory epithelium, [C] cilia, [G] gland, (H&E), (10x).
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Figure (9). Cross section through olfactory epithelium of rock dove [BD] duct of Bowman’s gland,
[BG] Bowman’s gland, [C] cilia, [CT] connective tissue, [OE] olfactory epithelium, (H&E), (10x).

Figure 10. Cross section through olfactory epithelium showing the different type of cells ,[BC]basal
cell , [BM] basement membrane, [C] cilia, [RC] receptor cell, [SC] supporting cell (H&E) (40x).

Figure 11. Cross section through the olfactory epithelium showing the Bowman's gland, [BD]
Bowman's gland duct, [BG] Bowman’s gland, (H&E), (20x).
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4. Discussion
The external nares of vertebrates located at different sites of head region but mostly at the dorsal
surface of anterior region of head [1, 2, 7]. In birds external nares located at different sites of head
according to the type of food and feeding behaviour [13,14]. In penguin external nares located at the
middle of beak [14], in kiwi the external nares located at the tip of the beak [16]. The external nares
opening appear oval, elliptical, tubular and even spiral in different species of birds [13, 19]. In the
species under investigation the external nares are slits-like located at the base of upper beak, which
revealed poor olfaction due to this position [8]. The external nares in some species are protected by a
keratinized flap [7, 17, 18]. Results of the present study revealed that the external nares in rock dove
are covered by keratinized membranous layer. This results agree with [18, 20] foundation. The nasal
septum showed clear variation in different species of birds, as it is appeared a complete septum and
called naris impervia in ostrich [13], or the nasal cavities are fused and have a long narrow opening in
the nasal septum, which is called naris pervia [20], in species under investigation the nasal cavities
similar to Demirkan foundation[20] .The nasal cavity in rock dove located anteriorly started with the
external nares which extend longitudinally at the upper part of the beak base, which is suitable with
the shape of bird and the feeding habit [21]. Birds have in their nasal cavities three conchae or
turbinates vary in their shapes in different species. They are represented by vestibular, respiratory, and
olfactory conchae respectively [17, 21]. In sulida birds the vestibular concha is lost, while in
palacoracida birds the middle concha is lost, and in collacoilia and jungle crow olfactory concha is lost
[22, 23, 24]. Results of the present study revealed that in species of bird under investigation, there are
three conchae which confirm the results reported by [17, 19]. The intensity of olfaction can
determined through the correlation of the diameter of the olfactory bulb and the brain diameter of each
species [25]. Generally the birds with large olfactory bulbs have high intensity of olfaction and vice
versa [25, 26]. Results of the present study revealed that the olfactory bulb of the species under
investigation is small and connected with the olfactory epithelium via relatively long olfactory nerve.
These results agree with Allison [27]. Results of the present study showed that the tissue surrounded
the external nares represented by keratinized stratified squamous epithelium, which agree with
foundation of [28]. The wavy surface of the squamous epithelium in rock dove is agree with [2, 28,
29]. The degree of keratinization is high in the species under investigation perhaps due to the location
of the external nares. The histological structure of respiratory epithelium is formed from ciliated
pseudostratified columnar epithelium rich with goblet cells to prevent drying and give a chance to
perform the function [29, 30]. Results of the present study agree with the above foundation due to the
function need. The olfactory epithelium in vertebrates including birds is ciliated pseudostratified
columnar epithelium with three types of cells represented by basal cells, supporting cells, and sensory
receptor cells [28, 29].This result agree and confirm the present study results and the agreement
probably related with the function need.
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Abstract. Asteraceae (Compositae) famous as the aster, daisy or sunflower family is the
biggest flowering family divided into thirteen subfamily that involve approximately two
thousand genus, an important member of this family is Silybum marianum (Milk thistle).
Management of hepatic diseases is the main use of milk thistle in traditional medicine also it
has anticancer activity against different type of cancer in addition to antiviral, antioxidant, antiinflammatory and anti-diabetic activity. This study was designed to investigate the
pharmacognostical feature and the phytochemical ingredient of Iraqi Silybum marianum. The
plant were examined macroscopically to investigate the morphological characters of plant and
microscopically to determine the type of stomata and trachoma then flowers, leaves, stems and
seeds of the plant were extracted by ethanol in a soxhlet apparatus individually and subjected
to standard methods for active constituents identification and that total flaononid, total
phenolic and total tannins content were determined using aluminum chloride colorimetric,
folin-ciocaltue and acidified vanillin methods respectively. The results shows that Silybum
marianum leave have a thick cell wall, anomocytic stomata, annual vessel, and unicellular
unbranched trichomas. Also an important active constituents have been detected that terpenes,
steroid and flavonoids were present in all plant parts, saponin appear only in the leaves and
stems while alkaloids and coumarins are not detected in any part. Also the study referred to the
seeds as the richest part of the plant with flavonoid and phenolic compounds followed by the
flowers, leaves and stems which contain the less amount, while the higher content of tannin
were observed in the leaves and stems..

Keywords. Silybum marianum, Milk thistle, Stomata, Trachoma, Flavonoid, Phenolic and
tannin.

1. Introduction
The Asteraceae (Compositae) is famous as the aster, daisy or sunflower family; this biggest flowering
family is divided into thirteen subfamily that involve approximately two thousand genus, Silybum
marianum is an important member of this family [1]. The famous widespread name for S. marianum is
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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milk thistle, various other names are also used such as Pig leaves, Royal thistle, Marian thistle, Lady’s
thistle, Christ’s crown, Snake milk,Venus thistle, Heal thistle, Variegated thistle , Sow thistle and Wild
artichoke [2]. The plant is high biennial herb of about 5-10 feet, stiff, have a greenish shine leaves
with barbed margins and a whitish lines along the veins. The flower is purple containing a small seed
inside [3]. Its fruits have stiff skin achenes of about six to eight mm long; have a brown color with a
white silk at the top which is collected after flowering in May [4]. Management of hepatic disease
was the main use of milk thistle in traditional medicine that at early 19th century it was advised and
administered for the management of blood and liver problems as well as for intestinal cleansing [5],
also it have anticancer activity against different type of cancer in addition to antiviral, antioxidant,
anti-inflammatory and anti-diabetic activity [6]. This study was designed to investigate the phenotypic,
anatomical and the phytochemical ingredients of Iraqi Silybum marianum, with the determination of
the total flavonoid, tannin and phenolic content in the seeds, flowers, leaves and stems of the plant.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. During Plant materials
All the parts of the plants were collected from the College of Pharmacy/ Al-Mustansiriyah University.
The plant was authenticated by Dr. Sukaina Abbas/ College of Science/ Baghdad University/
Baghdad/ Iraq, and then it was identified microscopically in College of Pharmacy / Al-Mustansiriyah
University. Leaves, flowers, stems and seeds of the plant were washed thoroughly by tap water, dried
in shade, at room temperature from 2 weeks for flowers and seeds up to 1 month for leave and stems,
then grinded to a powder and weight for further investigations.
2.2. Pharmacognostical (phenotypic and anatomical) study
2.2.1. Macroscopic examination
Fresh specimens of S. marianum were used to investigate the morphological characters of plant, such
as shape, color, size, and margins of leaves, flowers, stems and seeds.
2.2.2. Microscopic examinations
Fresh and dried leaves powder is used for the microscopic examination, The type of stomata and
trachoma were observed by taken the outer epidermal layer of fresh leaf on a slide and added few
drops of chloral hydrate solution to obtain a clear section and observed under a microscope. Then the
powder of the dried leaves were placed on slide and 2 drops of chloral hydrate were added and
discarded (2 to 3 times) to bleach the color and clarify the picture then heated at a heater, finally
examined under microscope after covering the slide [7], The photographers were obtained by using
digital camera and diagnosis the different cell components.
2.3. Extraction method
Each part of the plant was put in a thimble and extracted by absolute ethanol using Soxhlet apparatus
for 3 days and then the extract were completely evaporated by a rotary evaporator, the total dried
extract of each part was weight to subsequently determine the amount of the contents in the dry weight
and then labeled for further investigation [8].
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2.4. Phytochemical study
2.4.1. Preliminary phytochemical screening
The plant extract was phytochemically screened for the qualitative investigation of major classes of
secondary metabolites.
2.4.1.1. Flavonoids
A positive result is recorded when a yellow color is observed after the addition of 2ml ethanolic KOH
to 1ml alcoholic extract of plant [9].
2.4.1.2. Tannins
Few drops of alcoholic extract were diluted to 10 times its volume, filtered and mixed with 1%
aqueous ferric chloride, formation of dark green-blue color ensure tannin presence [10].
2.4.1.3. Saponin
Froth assay is used for saponin identification that by shaking distilled water vigorously with few ml of
plant extract for fifteen minute. A persistent froth is an indication for saponins presence [11].
2.4.1.4. Terpenoids
4ml of the plant extract was treated with 1ml of equal quantity of acetic anhydride and chloroform.
Then concerted solution of sulphuric acid was added gradually and red violet color was seen for
terpenoids [12].
2.4.1.5. Sterols and steroids
Liebermann reaction was used to indicate the presence of steroids. Dried ethanolic extract was diluted
with 0.5ml of hot acetic anhydride and filtered, then treated with Libermann burrchardt. The
appearance of a blue-green ring at the interphase indicated sterol nucleus presence [13].
2.4.1.6. Coumarins
A few spot from a mixture of 0.5ml 10% NH4OH and 5ml of ethanolic extract was added on a filter
paper and examined under U.V light. Coumarins give intense fluorescence under UV [14].
2.4.1.7. Alkaloids
Extracts were dissolved individually in 8ml of 1% hydrochloric acid and filtered. The filtrate was
divided into two parts; the first one was reacted with Mayer's reagent, a positive result is indicated by
white precipitate. The second part was reacted with Dragendroff's reagent. A red precipitate refers to
alkaloid existence [15].
2.4.2. Estimation of total phenolic content
Total phenolic content was measured by adding 1ml of deionized water and 1ml of folin-ciocalteu
reagent to 1ml of probably diluted extract sample, 5 minute later 1ml of 10% NaCO 3 was added and
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the mixture was kept at room temperature for at least 90 min, the absorbance was measured at 760nm
by UV spectrophotometer, the process was repeated three times for each sample and the average was
recorded [16]. Calibration curve was done by measuring different concentration of gallic acid by the
same procedure, and the result was expressed as mg gallic acid equivalent/g of dry plant material.
2.4.3. Estimation of total tannins content
0.05 ml of diluted alcoholic extract were reacted with 3ml of 4% methanolic vanillin solution and
1.5ml H2SO4, that condensed tannin will react with vanillin solution and form anthocyanidols in the
presence of concentrated sulphuric acid, the absorbance was measured at 500nm after fifteen minute
for three replicate of each sample, the result was expressed in mg equivalent of gallic acid/ g of dry
plant material [17].
2.4.5. Estimation of total flavonoid content
0.5 ml of diluted extract was mixed with 0.15 ml of 7% NaNO2 solution, after 7 minute 0.3 ml of 10%
AlCl3 solution was added, later after 6 minute 1 ml of NaOH was added to the mixture and the volume
was completed to5 ml by distilled water, the absorbance was measured at 510 nm and the result was
recorded as mg quercetin equivalent /g of dry weight [18].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Macroscopic identification
Silybum marianum range from 25 cm to 2 m in height and from 5 cm to 1.5 m base diameter, the stem
is green, grooved, branched, rigid and contain multiple leaves, large stem have a hollow in the middle.
The leaves are lanceolate, lobate, and pinnate with spinny margin, they are hairless, greenish with
milk-white veins, growing only on the base of the plants; they are small at December when they start
growing and reach their maximum size at the end of March and April. Flowers are 4 to 13 cm long and
wide, pale yellow to white at summer and purple at the end of winter and during spring; they are
round, solitary at the apex of the stem or its branches, surrounded by needle like bracts, The seeds
(fruits) are about 1 cm long, smooth, shiny with a simple long very fine pappus, surrounded by a
yellow basal ring, it have a white color surrounded by a hard brownish to black achenes. Figure1.
These morphologicl characteristic are identical to the plant characteristic prescribed at world health
organization monograph [19], a guide of medicinal plants in Africa [20] and many papers around the
worlds [21, 22, 23, 24].
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Figure 1. Silybumm arianum picture. A- purple flower, B- white flower, C- seed, D- whole plant.
3.2. Microscopic examination
Powdered leaves of Silybum were diagnosed under microscope by a thick cell wall, anomocytic
stomata, annual vessel, and unicellular unbranched trichomes as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A-Thick cell wall, B- Anomocytic stomata, C- Annual vessle, D- Annual vessle 40X. Efiber 10X, F- fiber 40X. G- Unicellular unbranched trichomas, H- Unicellular unbranched trichomas
40X.
3.3. Phytochemical results
3.3.1. Qualitative identification of Silybum marianum
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Various qualitative phytochemical screening tests were done to establish the chemical composition of
each extract; these tests provide important information regarding the type of secondary metabolites
present in plant to establish a suitable procedure for isolation of these metabolites from different
extracts. Primary chemical experiments for the extract of flowers, leaves, seeds and stems revealed the
presence of terpenes, steroid and flavonoids while saponin appear only in the leaves and stems and the
extract of flowers and seeds give a negative result, Alkaloids and coumarins are not detected in any
part as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Qualitative profile for phytochemicals found in S. marianum.
Type of secondary metabolite
Part of the plant
Alkaloid
Terpenoid
Steroid
Flavonoid
Saponin
Leave
-ve
+ve
+ve
+ve
+ve
Flower
-ve
+ve
+ve
+ve
-ve
Seed
-ve
+ve
+ve
+ve
-ve
Stem
-ve
+ve
+ve
+ve
+ve

Coumarin
-ve
-ve
-ve
-ve

3.4. Quantitative assessment of S. marianum
Different concentration of gallic acid, tannic acid and quercetin was used for calibration curve
calculation of phenolic, tannins, and flavonoids respectively as shown in Figure 3, 4 and 5. different
phytochemical ingredients vary considerably among different parts of the plant and affected by
different biological stress and environmental conditions [25], therefore flavonoid, phenolic, and tannin
content were determined in different parts of the plant and each measurement were repeated three
times to reduce error and the results are documented in table 2.

Figure 3. Standard curve for the determination of total phenolic content.

Figure 4. Standard curve for the determination of total tannin content.
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Figure 5. Standard curve for the determination of total flavonoid content.
Table 2. Total phenolic, flavonoid and tannin content in different parts of Iraqi Silybum marianum.
Total phenolic content Total flavonoid content as
Total tannin content as μg
Part of the plant
as μg gallic acid /mg
μg quercetin /mg dry
tannic acid /mg dry plant
dry plant
plant
Flowers
22.64±0.07
9.08±0.3
17.7±0.05
Seeds
67.03±0.56
12.32±0.45
15.6± 0.43
Leaves
12.6±0.5
10.02±0.09
74±0.63
Stems
11.03±0.45
7.5±0.2
66.34±0.35

Figure 6. A comparison of total phenolic, flavonoid and tannin content in different parts of Iraqi
Silybum marianum. TPC: total phenolic content, TFC: totat flavonoid content, TTC: total tannin
content.
From the information above its obvious that the seeds are the richest part of the plant with flavonoid
and phenolic compounds followed by the flowers then the leaves, the stems contain the less amount,
while the higher content of tannin were observed in the leaves and stems.

4. Conclusion
Silybum marianum which is distributed widely in Iraq is an important medicinal plant and contain
highly valuable active constituents in all the plant parts such as terpens, flavonoids, steroids and
saponins, and this is the first study that describes the microscopic feature of Iraqi Silybum and
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compare between the phytochemical components of the plants parts, further fractionation and isolation
of this constituents are required.
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Abstract. The aim of the present study is to examine the effect of (Chloroquine CQ) on the
oxidative stress under water stress effect Recently , this compound is used to treat COVID-19 ,
Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 effect and Stimulate the enzymatic system through the exposure of
the plant to water stress and interaction with Chloroquine , where the stress stimulate the
production of these Oxidative Factors (Hydrogen Peroxide, Malondialdehyde(MDA), Protease
increase the production of these oxidative factors increase activity through the effect of
Chloroquine, This process was performed in the meristematic tissues of the cells of the
permanent Mung bean (Vigna radiata) plants under experimental factors (water stress factor
for 10 days with control period of 5 days) (Chloroquine factors and concentrations of 125 and
250 mg.L-1 with control treatment) were designed using a Factorial Randomized Block Design
(R.B.C.D) with three replicates and 18 experimental units The experimental unit area was 2 m.
The results have shown the following; The water stress period of 10 days led to the production
of toxic hydrogen peroxide and increased concentration by stress. The effect of water stress
was Stimulate the Production of hydrogen peroxide in Meristematic tissues. The effect of
Chloroquine CQ with increased concentrations had a role in inhibiting the production of
enzymatic antioxidants (Superoxide dismutase(SOD) and Catalase (CAT). The interaction
between water stress and increased Chloroquine CQ concentrations has been instrumental in
stimulating the production of oxidative Factors.

Keywords. Chloroquine (CQ), Antioxidants, Meristematic tissue, Vigna radiata, Water stress.

1. Introduction
Chloroquine (CQ) has been used extensively as an antimalarial agent with immunomodulatory effects.
A derivative of CQ, Hydroxychloroquine sulfate (HCQ) was synthesized firstly in 1946 by addition of
a hydroxyl group to CQ and is much is less toxic than CQ in animal studies [1, 2, 3]. CQ has been
used in Severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) Coronavirus infection due to its antiviral
properties. Recently CQ has also been found to have Anti-COVID-19 activity in vitro [4]. For these
reasons, CQ and HCQ could be the potential drug for treating COVID-19 infection. To date, there is
no clinical evidence to support the use of CQ or HCQ for treating SARS-CoV-2 infection though
many clinical trials with these drugs are already underway [5]. This study aims to systematically
review the available literature for the use of CQ or HCQ in treating COVID-19 infection [6].
Oxidative stress is produced by increasing the number of reactive oxygen species or free radicals,
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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which results in early aging, increased permeability, ions leakage from the cell membranes, and
reduced photosynthesis in plants [7]. Free radicals result in cellular damage through lipid peroxidation
(mainly cell membranes) and the blocking of natural antioxidants. By measuring the malondialdehyde
(MDA), which is the result of lipid peroxidation, the level of oxidative stress in plant cells can be
estimated [8]. Under oxidative stress conditions, by producing oxygen intermediates, which are
relatively reduced or energy-intensive forms of atmospheric oxygen (O2), the plant finds itself under
stress conditions and activates a variety of defense systems such as antioxidants to protect against
stress [9]. The goal for measuring the amount of stress created in the plant generally, is the
measurement of the activity of the peroxidase enzymes, such as hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). In the case
of the excessive accumulation of these activated oxygen's, a variety of cell damage such as DNA
damage, membrane lipid peroxidation, RNA damage, protein oxidation, and enzymatic inhibition,
occurs in the cell [10]. Free oxygen radicals or lipid peroxidation reactions in the plant membrane will
selectively break up unsaturated fatty acids and accumulate hydrocarbons, aldehydes, and the like
[11]. Therefore, frequently to determine the effect of environmental stresses on the membrane of plant
cells, the amount of lipid peroxidation products, such as malondialdehyde (MDA) or hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2), must be measured and their results suggest the involvement of free oxygen radicals
in response to stress [12]. The antioxidant system stimulates, activates Enzymes activities or a group
of antioxidants resulting from the oxidative stress effect. The mung bean (Vigna radiata) has been
consumed as a common food in China for more than 2,000 years. It is well known for its
detoxification activities and is used to refresh mentality, alleviate heat stroke, and reduce swelling in
the summer it's contain balanced nutrients, including protein and dietary fiber, and significant amounts
of bioactive phytochemicals. High levels of polyphenols ,antioxidant, antimicrobial, antiinflammatory, and antitumor activities [13, 14].
2. Materials and Methods
The experiment was carried out in the gardens and laboratories of Al-Farahidi University for the 2018
season located at latitude 33.4o and longitude 44.4o and 23 meters above sea level. The experiment
was designed according to Randomize Complete Blocks Design (3*3*2) and three replicates. The land
was divided into 18 experimental units (2*1) m. The mung bean (Vigna radiata) seeds were planted
on 1/7/2020 after sifting and testing the proportion of germination with the plant distance between
another in field 25 cm and were taken samples on 1/8/2020 and frozen and stored in the (Deep
Freezer) for the analysis and extraction of antioxidants.
2.1. Experimental factors
2.1.1. Irrigation and stress factors
The plants were irrigated every 5 days and treated with control. The stress factors were irrigated every
10 days. The water quantity (100%) of the field capacity (F.C) of the soil was controlled by the Soil
Moisture Meter.
2.1.2. Chloroquine dose CQ concentrations
(125 and 250 mg.L-1 and control treatment) Preparation of chloroquine doses(CQ) concentration:
Standard chloroquine Phosphate (Bayshore Brand) solution was prepared with water by dissolving
125 mg in a liter of distilled water and then concentrated to 250 mg. Plants were sprayed with
Chloroquine CQ concentrations before sunrise by manual sprayer after four plant leaf stage. The
control treatment was sprayed with distilled water. The apical meristems (20-day age) were cut by
Medical scalpel from the developing apex to the first leaf under the developing and were placed
directly with Petri dishes and frozen at -10oC.
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2.2. Estimation of free radicals and oxidative factors
It was performed on the basis of:; Hydrogen peroxide level (µmol.gm-1) according to the method of
[15] was determined. Protease enzyme level (µmol.gm-1) Was determined according to the method of
[16]. Free Radicals scavenging activity of antioxidants was evaluated from method of DPPH (2,2diphenyl-1-picryl-hydrazyl-hydrate) assay [17].
- Lipid peroxidation indicator of Cell membrane Malondialdehyde (MDA) according to [18].
2.3. Antioxidants enzymes activities
They were performed on the basis of; Concentration of Catalase enzyme (CAT): (µmol.ml-1):
Estimated according to the method of [19]. Superoxide Dismutase enzyme (SOD) (µmol.ml-1). was
estimated according to [20].
2.4. Statistical analysis
Results of the present study were statistically analyzed according to the statistical program (SAS)
according to a global experience (3 × 2) with the design of the complete random sectors (RBCD) and
the use of the least difference (LSD) to compare the arithmetic averages of the studied transactions at
the probability level [0.05] [21].
3. Results
Regarding Hydrogen peroxide concentrations under concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the Vigna
radiata Meristematic tissue affected by water stress (µg.g-1) Table1 have shown that water stress had a
significant increase in the hydrogen peroxide level at 10 days of water stress, with the increase in
hydrogen peroxide level from 2.50 to 3.58 µg.g-1 with an increase of 72.00%, besides, spraying with
Chloroquine CQ significantly increased the average hydrogen peroxide concentration and increased
CQ concentration. At 125 mg.L-1 concentration of CQ , the average hydrogen peroxide level increased
to 3.00 µg.g-1 when spraying at 125 mg.L-1 concentration and increased hydrogen peroxide level with
CQ concentration of 4.50 µg.g-1 concentration at 250 mg.L-1 compared with the control treatment,
which had a concentration rate of 1.63 mg.L-1 results of the interaction between the levels of water
stress and spraying of Chloroquine CQ have shown significant in Hydrogen peroxide levels, where
the highest level of hydrogen peroxide it was 5.08 µg.g-1 comparing with1.30 µg.g-1 under control
level .
Table 1. Hydrogen peroxide level under different concentrations of Chloroquine CQ for the Vigna
radiata meristematic tissue affected by water stress (µg.g-1).
Chloroquine(CQ) con. (mg)
Stress levels
Stress level mean
0
125
250
days 5 (control)
1.30
2.30
3.91
2.50
days 10
1.95
3.71
5.08
3.58
Chloroquine(CQ) (mean)
1.08
3.00
4.50
.......
Stress levels (LSD)
0.08 at (0.05)
Chloroquine(CQ) con. LSD
0.07 at (0.05)
interaction LSD
0.18 at (0.05)
Activities of Protease Enzyme under different concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the Vigna
radiata meristematic tissue affected by water stress. The results in Table (2) have shown a significant
increase in the activities of protease when the stress increased to 10 days, with the enzyme Activity
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increasing to 27.49 µmol.ml-1 compared with the control treatment in which the Activity of the
enzyme was 11.29 µmol.ml-1 and with the same effect, CQ effect increased the mean Activity of
Protease with a concentration of 125 mg.L-1 The Activity of protease increased to 19.68 ìmol.ml-1when
spraying with a concentration of 125 mg.L-1 and the Activity of the enzyme increased by increasing
CQ concentration, where it reached 27.06 µ.mol.ml-1 at 250 mg concentration compared with the
control treatment, which was 11.43 mol.ml-1. The results of the double interaction between the effect
of stress and concentrations of CQ showed a significant increase, with the highest value of the increase
in the activity of enzyme at the interaction between the 10 day stress period and the concentration of
250 mg.L-1 which reached 11.43 µmol.ml-1 compared to the lowest Activity of 5.77 µmol.ml-1 at the
concentration of nill concentration of CQ and the absence of stress and an increase of 72.84%.
Table 2. Activities of Protease Enzyme under diffrent concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the
Vigna radiata meristematic tissue affected by water stress(µmol.ml-1).
Chloroquine(CQ) con. (mg)
Stress levels
Stress level mean
0
125
250
days 5 (control)
5.77
10.96
17.15
11.29
days 10
17.09
28.41
36.98
27.49
Chloroquine(CQ) (mean)
11.43
19.68
27.06
.......
Stress levels (LSD)
0.15 at (0.05)
Chloroquine(CQ) con. LSD
0.16 at (0.05)
interaction LSD
0.40 at (0.05)
Percentage of Free Radicals scavenging activity under concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the
Vigna radiata meristematic tissue affected by water stress. The results of Table (3) Have shown a
significant decrease in the concentration of Free Radicals scavenging activity during the 10-day stress
period, with the Free Radicals scavenging activity decreasing to 72.35 (%) compared with the control
treatment of which the Free Radicals scavenging activity was 21.65 (%) also and CQ doses decreased
the average of the Free Radicals scavenging activity at 125 mg.L-1 reached to 76.01 (%) compared
with 76.25 (%) under control dose. The mean of the Free Radicals scavenging activity a significant
decreased by CQ concentration to 73.94 (%) at a concentration of 250 mg.L -1 compared with the
control treatment of which the concentration of CQ was 76.25(%),The results showed a significant
decrease in the Free Radicals scavenging activity, with the lowest value of Free Radicals
scavenging activity at the interaction between the 10-day stress period and the concentration of 250
mg.L-1 reached to 71.88 (%) compared to the highest percentage of Free Radicals scavenging activity
was 80.05 (%) at a concentration of 0 mg concentration of CQ and lack of stress.
Table 3. Percentage of Free Radicals scavenging activity under different concentrations of
chloroquine CQ for the Vigna radiata meristematic tissue affected by water stress(%).
Chloroquine(CQ) con. (mg)
Stress levels
Stress level mean
0
125
250
days 5 (control)
80.05
77.30
75.00
77.45
days 10
72.45
72.73
71.88
72.35
Chloroquine(CQ) (mean)
76.25
75.01
73.44
.......
Stress levels (LSD)
0.10 at (0.05)
Chloroquine(CQ) LSD
0.12 at (0.05)
interaction LSD
0.20 at (0.05)
MDA levels under concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the Vigna radiata meristematic tissue
affected by water stress (µg.g-1) Table 4 showed that water stress had a significant increase in the
MDA level at 10 days of water stress, MDA level increasing from 1.50 to 2.58 µg.g -1, spraying with
chloroquine CQ significantly increased the average MDA concentration and increased CQ
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concentration. at 125 mg.L-1 of CQ concentration, the MDA level increased to 2.00 µg.g-1 when
spraying at 125 mg.L-1 concentration and increased MDA levels with CQ concentration of 3.49 µg.g-1
concentration at 250 mg.L-1 compared with the control treatment, which had a concentration rate of
0.62 mg.L-1 The results of the interaction between the level of water stress CQ and a significant
increase in the rate of MDA level, where the highest value of an increase in MDA levels at stress level
of 10 days and concentration of 250 mg, reaching 4.08 µg.g-1 compared to the lowest level of MDA
0.30 µg.g1 concentration at 0 mg.L-1 of CQ and without stress (control treatment).
Table 4. MDA levels under concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the Vigna radiata meristematic
tissue affected by water stress (µg.g-1).
Chloroquine (CQ) con. (mg))
Stress levels
Stress level mean
0
125
250
days 5 (control)
0.30
1.30
2.91
1.50
days 10
4.08
2.70
4.07
2.58
Chloroquine(CQ) (mean)
0.62
2.00
3.49
.......
Stress levels (LSD)
0.07 at (0.05)
Chloroquine(CQ) LSD
0.06 at (0.05)
interaction LSD
0.17 at (0.05)
Catalase activities under concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the Vigna radiata meristematic
tissue affected by water stress (µmol.ml-1). The results are have shown in Table 5 confirm that the
effect of water stress has a significant effect on the activity of the catalase enzyme at 10 days of water
stress. The activity of the catalase is 37.71 µmol.ml-1 when the control (5 days) to 18.35 µmol.ml-1.
The effect of CQ spraying significantly increased the level of catalase activity with the concentration
of CQ. At the concentration of 125 mg.L-1 of the above CQ the activity of the catalase enzyme
increased to 29.39 µmol.ml-1 concentration at 125 mg.L-1 of CQ and the activity of the enzyme
increased by 33.81 µmol.ml-1 concentration at 250 mg.L-1 compared with the control treatment of
19.93 µmol.ml-1 and an increased rate of 61.29 %, the results in the interaction between stress and
concentrations of CQ have shown a significant increase. The highest value of the increase in the
enzyme activity at the interaction between the 10 days stress period at the concentration of 250 mg.L -1
of CQ with a concentration of 45.44 µmol.ml-1, while the lowest activity of the enzyme was 19.91
µmol.ml-1 concentration at the duration of 5 days and 0 concentration of CQ (control treatment).
Table 5. Catalase activities under different concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the Vigna radiata
meristematic tissue affected by water stress (µmol.ml-1).
Chloroquine(CQ) con. (mg)
Stress levels
Stress level mean
0
125
250
days 5 (control)
17.91
18.95
22.19
19.35
days 10
25.95
39.83
45.44
37.71
Chloroquine(CQ) (mean)
19.93
29.39
33.81
.......
Stress levels (LSD)
0.25 at (0.05)
Chloroquine(CQ) con LSD
0.20 at (0.05)
LSD interaction
0.57 at (0.05)
Activities of superoxide dismutase enzyme under the stimulation of the antioxidant system of
Chloroquine (CQ) for the apical meristem tissue affected by water stress (μmol .ml -1). The results of
Table (6) have shown a significant increase in the mean activity of Superoxide Dismutase at exposure
to 10 days of water stress, with the enzyme activity increasing from 36.58 to 46.71 μmol .ml -1 and the
increase of 26.70% , the effect of CQ increased the activity of the enzyme superoxide dismutase
increase the concentration of CQ at the concentration of 125mg.L -1, the activity of the superoxide
dismutase to 43.36 μmol .ml-1when spraying with a concentration of 125 mg.L-1 of CQ, The activity of
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the enzyme increased by CQ concentration to 54.54 μmol.ml-1 concentration at 250 mg.L-1 compared
with the control treatment of 27.03 μmol.ml-1,The results of the interaction between stress and
concentrations of CQ have shown a significant increase with the highest value of the increase in the
enzyme at the interface between the 10 day stress period and the concentration of 250 mg, reaching
62.14μmol.ml-1 compared with the lowest activity SOD enzyme of 21.72μmol.ml-1 concentration at
Nill concentration of CQ without stress.
Table 6. Superoxide dismutase activities under diffrents concentrations of chloroquine CQ for the
Vigna radiata meristematic tissue affected by water stress (µmol.ml-1).
Chloroquine(CQ) con. (mg)
Stress levels
Stress level mean
0
125
250
days 5 (control)
21.72
41.08
46.95
36.58
days 10
32.34
45.65
62.14
46.71
Chloroquine(CQ) (mean)
27. 03
43.36
54.54
.......
LSD)) Stress levels
0.26 at (0.05)
. Chloroquine(CQ) con. LSD
0.18 at (0.05)
LSD interaction
0.56 at (0.05)
4. Discussion
The Free radicals concentrations under the stimulation of the antioxidant system of the Chloroquine
(CQ) effect of the Oxidative factors. The effect of water stress increase the concentration of hydrogen
peroxide and it is believed that the increase of oxidizing enzymes is produced when the plant is
exposed to oxidative stress and the production of free radicals from the effective oxygen group.
Hydrogen peroxide also has a common role with protease by analyzing proteins to release energy
when exposed to stress [22]. The increase of the hydrogen peroxide root is due to the increase in the
production of the single oxygen root of the photodynamic process in the process of photosynthesis
where the accumulation of the oxygen root and the non-spasm leads to the transition from the
activation phase of the free root to the more serious stage, the toxic hydrogen peroxide root [23], the
increase in peroxide concentration is due to the primary activity of the superoxide root and the water
stress results in the oxidation of NADPH NADPH by the enzyme NADPH Oxidase in Strom The
plastids release hydrogen peroxide, increasing its concentration at stress [24]. The results were agreed
with [25]. in its study on the Canola plant. Chloroquine (CQ) spraying also increasing of hydrogen
peroxide and induce proton fluxes and free radicals leakage [26]. the levels of high MDA because of
the water stress effect on lipid peroxidation of the cell membrane and loss of the flexibility of
membranes functions [12]. Water stress has increased the effectiveness of the enzymatic oxidation
system, which includes the enzymes SOD, CAT,. These enzymes are more effective as an anti-stress
reaction resulting from the free radical activity and oxidative enzymes with stress effect and low
inhibition Hydrogen peroxide that accumulates in the plastids, mitochondria, the endoplasmic
reticulum, and peroxisomes, and their development into the activation stage to the interactions
between the other free radicals, which stimulates the plant to activate the enzymatic these free radicals
[27] this is due to the increased effectiveness of enzymatic antioxidants and increased oxidation of
compounds. It is also believed that the lack of stabilization of CO2 resulting from increased
effectiveness of photosynthesis and free radicals accumulation The increase in the effectiveness of the
enzyme superoxide Dismutase result in response to increasing the production of superoxide radical in
plastids and mitochondria, The effect of the catalytic enzyme (CAT) resulted from the increased
activity and accumulation of the hydrogen peroxide and single oxygen oxides by the effect of water
stress [28, 29]. The results were agreed with [30],the levels of antioxidant enzymes were reduced
because the effect of chloroquine cannot balance between free radical production and the antioxidants
enzymes inhibition activity and the CQ induce the toxic oxidative factors with the effect of free
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radicals and Hydrogen peroxide protease Enzyme and damage in lipids metabolism and reduced the
antioxidant system in cells [31].
5. Conclusion
The present study has reported that the exposure of water stress and chloroquine stimulates the
production of Oxidative factors of the membranes permanent division and effectiveness as they mainly
induce the production of hydrogen peroxide and protease enzyme and loss of membranous lipids
metabolism with increasing the levels of Malondialdehyde compound and reduce the Free Radicals
scavenging activity of antioxidants of SOD and CAT.
.
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Abstract. The aim of the present study was to investigate the histological structure of the
tongue in Mongoose (Herpestes javanicus) and its related to the feeding pattern. Five adult
animals were used in this study . The tongues were dissected and fixed in 10% formalin, then
prepared by following stages (dehydration, clearing, and embedding).The serial section(5µ)
were stained with(H&E) and some special stains.The histological examination showed that the
tongue consists of three tunicae (mucosa, submucosa and musclaris) and the lining epithelium
of the filiform papillae is composed of keratinized stratified squamous epithelial tissue. The
cylindrical papillae are covered with a highly keratinized stratified squamous epithelial tissue,
whereas the keratinized stratified squamous epithelium tissue is weakly keratinized at
fungiform papillae, whilst circumvallate papillae are non-keratinized. The medullary of the
papillae consists of a loose connective tissue which is considered as the lamina propria of the
tongue, while the tunica submucosa consists of dense connective tissue. The muscularis is
composed of skeletal muscle fibres arranged in three direction longitudinal, transverse and
obliquate. The lingual glands(Von-Ebner and Weber) placed on both sides of the lingual root at
the tunica submucosa and extend to the tunica muscularis .This study pointed out that the
secretion of glands is mixed and the mucin is more neutral than acid.

Keywords. Mongoose , Histology, Tongue, Mucin histochemistry.

1. Introduction
The mongoose (Herpestes javanicus) is a mammal that belongs to the order carnivora from family of
Herpstidae [1].The tongue as taste organ has important role in digestion and swallowing of food in all
vertebrates [2, 3, 4]. Tongue’s has been studied in different mammals, such as hedgehog (Hemiechinus
auritus) [5] ,local mice (Mus musculus) [6],wild rabbit (Oryctolagus cunculus) [7], bat (Pipistrillus
kuhli) [8] and Lesser hedgehog tenrec (Echinops telfari) [9]. The scarcity of studies in endangered
wild Iraqi mammals have been a stimulant suggestion of the current study involving mongoose that
no data investigated. There is no information on the structures of histological and histochemical
features of the tongue in this species of wild animal in Iraq. The present study was designed to
describe the microstructure of the tongue and histochemical structure of the lingual glands in
mongoose and this results were compared with those of other mammals.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Materials and Methods
Five adult mongoose were used in this study .The animals were dissected and removed the tongues.
The specimens were fixed in 10% formalin for 72 hours and processed routinely by following stages
(dehydration, clearing and embedding).Serial sections(Transverse and Longitudinal) were obtained at
5µ thickness for a rotary microtome. The section were stained in haematoxylin and eosin for general
histological examination and some special stains such as shiffs reaction periodic acid (PAS) for
demonstrate neutral mucins, Alcian Blue (AB) (pH 2.5) for acidic mucins, PAS/AB to assess the
neutral from acidic mucins and Masson,s trichrome for detect collagenous fibers [10]. The slides
(sections) were mounted and examined with light microscope and photomicrograph by (MEIJI
TECHNO) microscope with Omax camera.
3. Results and Discussion
The histological study of the mongoose the subject of the current study showed that the tongue
consists of the three tunicae ,the tunica mucosa, which consists of two layers (lining epithelium and
lamina propria), tunica submucosa and tunica muscularis (Fig. 1) and this result agree with [11] while
the current results contradict some studies [7, 12, 13] because their study described connective tissue
as a single layer placed within the tunica submucosa- lamina propria. This difference seems to be
related to the structural composition based on functional requirements. The lining epithelium consists
of keratinized stratified squamous epithelial tissue and contains lingual papillae and unlike the ventral
surface which is non- keratinized and free of papillae (Fig. 2) and this result corresponds to previous
studies [13, 14].

Figure 1. Cross section of lingual root in mongoose showing their components, lining epithelium
(LE), lamina propria (LP), tunica submucosa (TS), tunica muscularis (TM). (H&E, 10x).

Figure 2. Cross section of lingual body in mongoose showing keratinized layer (KL). (H&E, 10x).
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While lamina propria consists of loose connective tissue (Fig. 1) and this result corresponds to some
studies [7] and contradict other studies which have shown that the lamina propria is composed of
dense connective tissue [12, 15]. This variation is due to the pattern in the histological composition
that based on function. The submucosa consists of dense connective tissue (Fig. 1) and this result is
consistent with some studies [11, 16]. The presence of lingual glands in this tunica, which extends to
the tunica muscularis (Fig. 3) was noted and this result is contrary to the study conducted on two
species of wild rats (Rattus wistar and Rattus norvegicus) [11] because this result showed the position
of the lingual glands in the lamina propria and perhaps the reason for the discrepancy is due to the fact
that the animal in current study belong to carnivora order, while the mentioned study belongs to the
rodents order, which vary in the pattern of nutrition. The tunica muscularis consists of skeletal muscle
fibers arranged in three direction longitudinal, transvers and obliquate (Fig. 4) and this result
corresponds to previous studies [5, 6, 17, 18]. This may be due to increased efficiency of the tongue in
flipping and chewing food. The current study showed that the arrangement of muscle fibers varies
between the three areas of the tongue, at the apex the arrangement of fiber takes an occasional
direction at the medullary of the tongue and it is surrounded entirely by muscle fibers that take a
longitudinal and transverse arrangement alternately (Fig. 5).

Figure 3. Lateral-cross section of lingual root in mongoose showing located of lingual glands within
tunica submucosa and extened into tunica muscularis, mucous glands (MG), serous glands (SG).
(H&E, 10x).

Figure 4. Cross section of lingual root in mongoose showing the tunica muscularis components and
arrangement of longitudinal fibers (LF), transverse fibers (TF), obliquate fibers (OF). (H&E, 4x).
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Figure 5. Cross section of lingual apex in mongoose showing the arrangement of muscle fibers (*)
(H&E, 4x).
It was also noted that the surface layer of tunica muscularis at the dorsal and lateral surface in each
body and root of the tongue is the arrangement of the fiber with a longitudinal and transverse
exchange, while the muscular fibers at the core of the tongue are transverse as they take a radial form
adjacent to the both sides the transverse fiber arrangement form in the shape of V letter (Fig. 6). While
surface layer's fiber of tunica muscularis in the ventral side of tongue takes a longitudinal arrangement
and there are blood vessels and nerves (Fig. 7). These results are in line with the results of [17] and
this complexity in the arrangement of fiber is due to this animal depends on tongue largely during
feeding as well as the fact that the muscle fibers form a basic mechanics to achieve different and
precise movements of the tongue during chewing.

Figure 6. Cross section of lingual body in mongoose showing longitudinal fibers (LF), transverse
fibers (TF) alternately, muscle fibers in form of V letter (*). (H&E, 10x).

Figure 7. Cross section of lingual body in mongoose showing keratinized layer (KL). (H&E, 10x).
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This study showed that the lingual glands are positioned on both sides of the lingual root in the tunica
submucosa and extend to the tunica muscularis (Fig. 3) and this result is contrary to the result of
Lesser hedgehog tenrec (Echinops telfairi) [9] because the lingual glands are placed between the
skeletal muscle fibers of tunica muscularis. The current study showed the presence of two types of
glands first is the serous glands (von-Ebners) that fall forward (Fig. 8), the other type is mucous gland
and seromucous gland (Weber's) which are positioned backwards (Fig 9), and this result is in line with
many studies [5, 13, 18, 20]. Moreover, at the current study used some special stains to detect the type
of secretions resulting from these glands. It was noted that the mucous glands give a positive result
when stained with PAS, as they appear in a reddish purple color and this indicates that neutral mucin
(Fig.10) and also give a positive result when stained with AB, pH: 2.5 and appear in a blue color, this
indicated that the resulting secretion is acidic mucin material (Fig. 11) and these results correspond to
some studies [13, 20]. But when stained in (PAS/AB, pH: 2.5) it is noted that many cells appear in a
reddish purple color (implying that the secreted mucins are neutral) with a small number of cells in
blue color (evidence of acidic mucins). We can conclude that the secretion of the glands is mixed
mucins that are more neutral than acidic (Fig. 12) and these results are relatively consistent with the
result of [13] and that this variation in the type of glandular secretions depends on the nature of the
food eaten by the animal as mucous secretions of Weber's glands help to swallow food as well as
facilitate the movement of the tongue, but the serous secretions of von-Ebners glands are centered in
the partial digestion of food because it contains digestive enzymes.

Figure 8. Cross section of lingual root in mongoose showing serous glands (von-Ebners). (H&E,
40x).

Figure 9. Cross section of lingual root in mongoose showing mucous glands (MG), serous glands
(SG) (H&E, 40x).
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Figure 10. Cross section of lingual root in mongoose showing the positive reaction of mucin with
PAS stain, mucous glands (MG). (PAS stain, 40x).

Figure 11. Cross section of lingual root in mongoose showing the positive reaction with AB stain,
mucous glands (MG). (AB stain, 40x).

Figure 12. Cross section of lingual root in mongooe showing mucous glands and the positive reaction
with PAS/AB stain, the purple color is dominant (arrow) while a little blue color (arrow head) is
observed which means that the mucin is a mixed type (PAS/AB stain, 40x).
The dorsal surface of tongue’s mongoose differs from the ventral surface as it contains lingual
papillae, while the ventral surface is devoid of papillae, but it is characterized by the presence of rod
like structure a called Lyssa [21] that consisting of skeletal muscle fibers penetrating between them the
connective tissue to form bundles (Fig. 13) and this result is consistent with some studies that
indicated the presence of this structure in their study animals [18, 22, 23]. While some studies are
contrary in terms of the histological composition of Lyssa, the study of [24] showed that the
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composition of Lyssa in the tongue of both the cat and the dog consists of a dense connective tissue,
while the study of [18] stated that this composition in persian leopard consists of hyaline cartilage
surrounded by connective tissue, and Lyssa's function may be that increases the efficiency of tongue
movement, making it easier to flip and swallow the bite. The dorsal surface of tongue’s mongoose is
characterized by presence of lingual papillae that divided into mechanical papillae (filiform,
cylindrical) and gustatory (fungiform, circumvallate) [21],who described the morphology of the
tongue in general and , in addition, that shape, situated and distribution of papillae. The histological
examination showed that the filiform papillae are covered with keratinized stratified squamous
epithelial tissue and medullary of papillae composed of a loose connective tissue (Fig. 14). This result
is consistent with other studies [12, 18, 20]. But it was noted that cylindrical papillae is covered with
highly keratinized stratified squamous epithelial tissue and papillae's medulary composed of loose
connective tissue (Fig. 15) and this result is consistent with previous references [2, 4, 18] and the role
of these two types of lingual papillae (filiform and cylindrical) revolves around their mechanical
function that represented by holding food and preventing it from slipping because the food of the
mongoose is soft. Where the fungiform papillae is covered with a narrowly keratinized stratified
squamous epithelial tissue and the dorsal surface of the papilla contains taste buds, while the
medullary of papillae consists of a loose connective tissue (Fig. 14). This result is consistent with other
studies [9, 12, 13, 25], while disagreement with the study of local mouse (Mus musculus) [6] because
of their fungiform papillae lacks taste buds.

Figure 13. Cross section of lingual body in mongoose from ventral side showing: Lyssa (Ly), ventral
side (V) ,Connective Tissue(CT). (Masson's trichrome, 4x).

Figure 14. Cross section in tongue of mongoose showing: filiform papillae (FP), fungiform papillae
(FuP), Keratinized Stratifed Squamous (KSS), Connective Tissue(CT) (H&E 10x).
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Figure 15. Cross section of lingual body in mongoose showing: cylindrical papillae (CyP) ,
Keratinized Stratifed Squamous (KSS), Connective Tissue(CT) (H&E, 10x).
The circumvallate papillae are covered with non-keratinized stratified squamous epithelium tissue and
contain taste buds on the dorsal and lateral surface of the papillae, the medullary consisting of loose
connective tissue, and surrounded by a groove and pad (Fig. 16) and this result corresponds to other
studies [6, 18, 26, 27] and the reason of free these papillae from keratinized are allow the growth of
taste buds and the performance of their function. The histological study showed that taste buds look
like barrels in shape and consist of gustatory-sensory cells and are immersed in the epithelial tissue of
gustatory papillaes (fungiform, circumvallate) and this result is agree with previous studies [5, 13].
Many references also showed that the cells of the taste bud consist of three types represented by
gustatory cells, supporting cells and basal cells (Fig. 17) and this results is a compatibility with some
studies [6, 12, 26]. The histological structure of these buds is associated with their taste function by
receiving nutrients through their openings after the dissolving food elements are melted by the
digesting enzymes of the serous glands (von-Ebners) to be distributing them over the surface of the
tongue in general, including taste buds.

Figure 16. Longitudinal section of lingual root in mongoose showing circumvallate papillae
components (CP), taste buds (TB), glosbe (G), serous glands (SG), gland duct (GD), connective
tissue (CT). (H&E, 10x).
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Figure 17. Longitudinal section of circumvallate papillae of lingual root in mongoose showing
components of taste buds, gustatory cells (GC), supporting cells (SC), basal cells (BC), taste pore
(TP). (H&E, 100x).
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Abstract. The research aimed to evaluate piped water that supply the general company for
pharmaceutical industry of Samarra and its suitable for drinking through the comparison with
Iraqi and international standard for drinking. The study started from May (2015) until January
(2016). Moreover, know the physical, chemical and bacterial properties piped water. The
results showed that the piped water was matching of the drinking water by WHO and Iraqi
standard. Only calcium quantity was higher than determination. The values rate for: Air and
water temperature (29.44, 21.33) Cº respectively, EC (431.11) µs /cm. TDS (430) mg/L, the
pH (7.7). DO (4.75) mg/L, while the BOD5 (1.25) mg/L, while Alkalinity hardness (157.77)
mg/L, total hardness (155.55) mg/L, calcium and magnesium hardness (78.66, 72) mg/L
Respectively. While chloride (68.22) mg/L, as for the phytonutrient, Nitrate concentration were
(1.902) Mg/L, the phosphate concentration values rate (0.050) Mg/L, and silica concentration
(1.981) Mg/L. The heavy metals, Cu (0.028) ppm, Iron (0.121) ppm, Zinc (0.203) ppm, Lead
(Nil) ppm. And it was free from bacterial growth. Thus, quality of piped water, (completely
purity).

Keywords. Piped water, Drugs industry, Samarra, Iraq.

1. Introduction
Water is the most vulnerable environments to pollution because of their distinguished quality, the
negative effects of water pollution, are not only on humans, but also on trees and forest surrounding
the world. Air and soil pollution is also the destination to watercraft, whether directly or indirectly [1].
In each country its importance, because it is the first coalition of a comprehensive reunion, aspiring to
that country, according to professional and integrated development plans. In our Arab world the theme
of water is very series, for more than reason, Arab world is the most arid areas and desertified in the
world. In the other hand some Arab world are characterized by rain, and snow and many watercraft.
Using water properly is a major problem in Arab world [2]. Water has also the potential to purify
itself from its implications, with the help of the environmental purposes of self-purification, these
pollutants are in the capacity of the source of affected to be affiliated with and processing [3]. Using
contaminated water, caused many problems and disease moved to human such as cholera, typhoid and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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dysentery as well as different chemicals accumulated in the soil [4]. Tigris river basement, which is
electrical conductivity, and it's freshwater with a low salinity. The concentration of plant nutrients are
less than organism needs [5]. Moreover, the research aims to study the environmental and biological
factors of the piped water that provide the state company for drugs industry of Samarra.
2. Materials and Methods
Samples of the piped water were collected for 9 months, starting from May (2015) until January
(2016). The samples collected monthly during that period. Three repetitions taken for each sample of
piped water, to determine the properties of each sample according to standard methods are globally
durable [6]. Air and water temperature measurement was measured using Mechanical mercury (0-120)
C°, Measurement of Electrical conductivity by using Digital conductivity model WTW German origin,
results expressed by µs /cm, Use the pH meter model JENWAY England origin to measurement pH,
after calibration with Buffer solution [3, 5, 7]. At the beginning of measurement process. Using
Winkler Azid modification method to determine the concentration of Dissolved oxygen in water
according to described method [8] results expressed by mg/L. as the same method to measurement
BOD5 using dark bottles. Measurement Total Dissolved Salts by using Digital conductivity model
WTW German origin, after filtration the sample, results expressed by mg/L. Measured total hardness,
calcium, magnesium and chloride according to described method (9]. As well as Measured total
alkalinity according to described method [10]. As followed method (11) to determine the nitrate, the
active phosphate according to published method [12]. Depending on the American Society, for
determine the concentration of active silica by using Spectrophotometer. In addition, heavy metals
were determine by using Atomic absorption spectrum (AAS) [13]. The bacteriological testes by Total
Plate Count as described in [14].
3. Results and Discussion
The physical properties of piped water as showed in Table (1) that air temperatures were variation and
ranged between (10-40) C°, while water temperatures values between (7-31) C°, the high and low
temperature surface water is affected by the air temperature [15]. EC values between (350-500) µs
/cm, and it has related to the quality and concentration of the solvent ions in the water and increase
with increased salinity [16]. TDS values between (350-500) mg/L, this increase maybe due to water
containment on organic molecules or useful metals when it has found in the water such as nutrients or
maybe cause water pollution by containing harmful material [17]. The physical properties of piped
water matched with standard specification of Iraqi and international drinking water [18, 19, 20, 21].
Table 1. Monthly changed for physical test of piped water during the study period.
May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

January

Rate

Months

Air temperature C°

35

36

37

40

38

34

23

12

10

29.44

Water temperature C°
Electrical conductivity µs /cm

25
370
370

22
450
450

25
500
500

31
440
440

23
460
460

26
350
350

20
450
450

7
360
360

13
500
500

21.33
431.11
431.11

Variables

Total dissolved salts mg/L
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Table 2. Iraqi and International physical standard specification for drinking water [18, 19, 20, 21].
Central device of the
References
US-EPA
CEOH
standardization and Quality
WHO (2004)
(2002)
(2003)
Control (1996)
Determination
15-35
15
Water temperature C°
Electrical Conductivity
1600
1600
1350
µs /cm
Total Dissolved Salts
1000
1000
450
1000
mg/L
The chemical properties showed in Table (2), the pH values ranges between (7.3-8.2), and when
compared pH values rate with the Iraqi and International properties in Table (4) which determinate
that pH for natural water between (6.5-8.5), so it found within allowed range therefore not cause any
problem in natural water [22]. DO values ranges between (4-5.9) mg/L, which suits a reflective with
BOD5 that values ranges between (1-1.5) mg/L. As evaluate BOD5 values are typically with the
pollution and temperature and inversely with DO concentration [23], that consistent by the Iraqi and
International properties for drinking water Table (4). Thus, the water is excellent according to water
resources that classified according to BOD5 values to excellent (1-75) mg/L, good (1.5-2.5) mg/L and
poor (<2.5) mg/L [24]. The results of total alkalinity values showed between (120-250) mg/L, so it's
within the Iraqi and international standard specification for drinking water. The higher of total
alkalinity than the total hardness maybe belong to the high concentration of carbon dioxide from the
air to water or moderation temperature, helping to soluble CO2 in the water therefore increase of total
alkalinity [25]. The total hardness values between (100-230) mg/L, so it's within the Iraqi and
international standard specification for drinking water. The total hardness is close linked with
magnesium and calcium salts, and these ions caused the hardness [26]. the results showed of high
calcium values comparison with magnesium values, its maybe due to interact CO2 with calcium more
than its interact with magnesium [27], as the calcium values between (60-115)mg/L, which wasn’t
within the standard specification for drinking water. While magnesium values between (46-100)
mg/L, the reason for low concentration of soluble magnesium than the calcium due to tends the
magnesium to precipitation in large quantities [28]. Chloride values between (62-125) mg/L. notes the
high quality of chloride in the winter compared to the summer, as well as the chloride levels are a
factor for water quality, in the fresh water the flow of chloride is low levels and increasing in
concentration in winter clearly, because the drift and ruining that washing the soil [29]. it's found
within the Iraqi and international standard specification for drinking water, Table (4).

August

September

October

November

December

January

Rate

DO mg/l
BOD5 Mg/l
Total Alkalinity mg/l
Total Hardness mg/l
Calcium Hardness mg/l
Magnesium Hardness mg/l
Chloride Ion mg/l

July

pH

June

Variables

May

Table 3. Monthly changed for chemical test of piped water during the study period.
Months

5.7
7.7
5.5
872
572
72
522
587

5.7
7.5
5
572
522
57
75
77

5.5
2.8
5.7
582
572
72
22
52

5.7
2
5.8
522
572
77
72
78

5.7
2.7
5.8
582
872
72
52
77

5.7
2.7
5.7
822
522
72
27
57

7.8
2.7
5.2
572
577
77
72
52

5.7
7.7
5.7
582
577
72
55
57

5.7
2.7
5.7
572
572
557
72
52

5.5
2.5
5.8
575.55
577.77
57.77
58
77.88
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Table 4. Iraqi and International chemical standard specification for drinking water (18, 19, 20, 21).
Central device of the
US-EPA
CEOH
WHO
References
standardization and Quality
(2002)
(2003)
(2004)
Determination
Control (1996)
7.7-7.7
7.7-7.7
7.7-7.7
7.7-7.7
pH
ـــــ
ـــــ
7.7-2
ـــــ
DO mg/l
5
ـــــ
ـــــ
ـــــ
BOD5 Mg/l
552
872
872
822
Total Alkalinity mg/l
722
872
872
722
Total Hardness mg/l
Calcium Hardness
72
72
87
57
mg/l
Magnesium
72
587
72
587
Hardness mg/l
872
722
872
872
Chloride Ion mg/l
As for the phytonutrient results that showed in Table (5), the nitrate values shown between (1.1022.702) Mg/L, it was noted increase nitrate concentration in winter, that’s belong to the running and
high watercraft that would be increase nitrate concentration by strong currents which causes mixing
the sediments in water [30]. It's found within the Iraqi and international standard specification for
drinking water, Table (6). The active phosphate values between (0.013-0.140) Mg/L, so it's found
within the Iraqi and international standard specification for drinking water, Table (6). Silica values
between (0.15-3.28)Mg/L, notes an increase silica comparison with the other studied phytonutrients,
perhaps this increase to be more than (60%) from the earth's crust rocks and its soil contains silica, so
its expected found as suitable mounts in natural water between (1-10) mg/L [7].

January

Rate

November

8.277 8.525

5.752

5.257 8.528

5.772

8.277

5.728

2.522

2.285

2.257 2.257

2.287

2.285 2.257

2.582

2.257

2.272

7.87

5.82

5.85

8.82

8.77

5.87

7.25

5.775

7.57

October

5.775

August

5.528

July

December

Nitrate Mg/l
Active
phosphate Mg/l
Active Silica
Mg/l

June

Variables

May

Months

September

Table 5. Monthly changed for phytonutrients test of piped water during the study period.

2.57

Table 6. Iraqi and International phytonutrients standard specification for drinking water (18, 19, 20,
21).
Central device of the
References
US-EPA (
CEOH
standardization and Quality
WHO (2004)
2002)
(2003)
Control (1996)
Determination
Active
2.2
2.7
ـــــ
2.2
Phosphate Mg/l
72
27
52
ـــــ
Nitrate Mg/l
The results showed low of heavy metals values in piped water as shown in Table (7); the reason may
be tend the heavy metals to adsorb on the surfers of sedimentation or forming complexes with the
organic matters [31]. Cupper values between (Nil-0.099) Mg/L. Iron values between (Nil- 0.214)
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Mg/L, so the heavy metals found less in pH more than 4 [32]. Zinc values between (Nil-0.811) Mg/L.
Lead is most effective elements in the health, it has also proved several studies from which study [33].
The results showed free piped water during the study, As well as the heavy metals studied were low
from the Iraqi and international standard specification for drinking water [18, 19, 20, 21] (Table 8).

October

November

December

January

Rate

Elements
Cu Mg/l 2.252 2.227 Nil
Nil 2.855 2.575
Fe Mg/l
Zn Mg/l 2.272 2.558 2.287
Nil
Nil
Nil
Pb Mg/l

September

July

June

May

Months

August

Table 7. Monthly changed for heavy metals test of piped water during the study period.

2.277
2.558
2.755
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

2.277
2.525
2.277
Nil

Nil
2.852
2.557
Nil

2.272
2.858
2.275
Nil

2.287
2.585
2.827
Nil

Table 8. Iraqi and International heavy metals standard specification for drinking water [18, 19, 20,
21].
References
Elements

Central device of the standardization
and Quality Control (1996) Mg/l

US-EPA
(2002) Mg/l

Lead Mg/l
Cupper Mg/l
Zinc Mg/l
Iron Mg/l

72
5222
5222
722

72
5222
7222
ـــ

CEOH
WHO (2004)
(2003) Mg/l
Mg/l
52
ـــ
7222
722

52
8222
7222
7222

The bacterial testing for water is the important testing, because its indicator for founding or absent the
harmful microorganisms for health [34]. Therefore, the total bacterial count that studied, and didn’t
record any bacterial growth during the study. So TPC found within the Iraqi and international standard
specification for drinking water, which is mount (50) cfu /ml, therefore the piped water is (completely
pure), depending on the bacterial properties [35].
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Abstract. The Myxozoan parasite, Myxobolus insignis Eiras, Malta, Varella, Pavanelli, 2005 is
recorded in the present study from gills of the common carp Cyprinus carpio for the first time
in Iraq. The fishes were caught from the Al-Ataifiya location on the Tigris River at Baghdad
city during the period from January to October 2020. The measurements and description of this
external parasite in addition to its illustrations were given.

Keywords. Myxozoa, Myxobolus insignis, Cyprinus carpio, Tigris River, Baghdad.

1. Introduction
Myxozoans are highly specialized metazoan parasites of aquatic hosts with a very wide host range.
This diverse group of organisms is characterized by multicellular spores with polar capsules
containing extrudable polar filaments. Interest in this group has intensified along with the development
of aquaculture since many species cause serious disease outbreaks in farmed fish species, in both
freshwater and marine environments [1]. Different fish-parasitic myxosporean is characterized by
varying degrees of host specificity, while most Myxosporeans species are tissue-specific parasites,
includes an intracellular stage and form spore within the cell [2]. Myxobolus species develop in large
plasmodia which on the surface or in organs such as gills, fins, skin, eyes, heart, muscles, gall-bladder,
kidneys, spleen, liver, a wall of the intestine, urinary bladder, testis and Ovaries [2,3]. The presence of
myxosporea was related to epithelial hyperplasia, the fusion of lamellae, hyperplasia of mucous cells,
inflammation and other pathological changes [4]. The prevalence and intensities of myxosporeans
infestations were affected by the host’s size, sex, organs and seasons [5]. Among the Myxozoan,
species of the genus Myxobolus Bütschli, 1882 infects fishes with 856 nominal species throughout the
world [6, 7].The first study on fish parasites in Iraq described three myxozoan parasites, namely
Myxobolus muelleri, M. multiplicatus (reported as Myxosoma multiplicata), and M. oviformis [8].
Hence, many studies were performed that showed a record of 97 Myxobolus species [9]. For this, it is
important to conduct more studies on fish parasites to registration more species and increase
information on the parasitic fauna of freshwater fishes of Iraq.
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2. Materials and Methods
Between January to October 2020, 40 specimens of the common carp Cyprinus carpio were collected
weekly from Tigris River near Al-Ataifiya region north of Baghdad city (33°21'37.4"N 44°21'49.2"E).
Fish were classified according to an account on freshwater fishes of Iraq [10]. Fresh smears the
external parts (gills and surface of the body) and all internal organs (intestine, gallbladder, kidneys and
liver) of fishes were examined macroscopically for visible plasmodia. Smears were made from the
external and internal organs of the fish and examined with a microscope for spores. Fresh spores were
photographed by a digital camera and draw with the aid of a Camera Lucida. For further examination,
some spores were put into glycerol-gelatin to get permanent slides, while some other spores were fixed
in absolute methanol for 2-8 minutes, and then staining them with Giemsa solution for about 25- 30
minutes in accordance [11]. Spores were described and measured according to the guidelines [12]. The
scientific name of the parasite was used in accordance. [7]. All measurements are given here in μm as:
minimum-maximum (mean) values. The information on the previous records of myxozoans of fishes
of Iraq was obtained from the index-catalogue of parasites and disease agents of fishes of Iraq [13].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Myxobolus insignis Eiras, Malta, Varella & Pavanelli, 2005
Two out of 40 of common carp Cyprinus carpio Linnaeus, 1758 were infected with this parasite which
was found on the gills of the infected fishes. The following is the description and measurements (in
μm based on five specimens) of this parasite. Plasmodia of M. insignis appeared as small, white,
irregular cysts which occurred in different size at the base of the secondary lamellae of gills. Spore
Description (Figure 1). The spores are subspherical in frontal view with slightly tapering anterior end,
its length is greater than the width, length 13.8-14.6 (14.2), width 11.6-12.2 (11.9), thickness 7. Polar
capsules large, oval, equal in size, extend beyond the mid-length of the spore and converge at their
anterior points, length 7.2-7.8 (7.5) and width 3.8-4.4 (4.2). There is a small intercapsular process at
the frontal tip of the spore.

Figure 1. Myxobolus insignis: A- Photomicrograph (400 x) B- Diagrammatic drawing (Scale bar =
7.5 μm)
The descriptions and measurements of the present M. insignis are in agreement with those of the
holotype of these parasites from secondary gill lamellae of Semaprochilodus insignis in Amazon
River, near Manaus, Brazil [14]. Depending on the index-catalogue of parasites and disease agents of
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fishes of Iraq [13], the current record of M. insignis represents its first record in Iraq, as no previous
record was given for this parasite from fishes of Iraq. Previously, 14 species belonging to the genus
Myxobolus were reported from different fish species collected from Tigris river at Al-Ataifiya
location, including only M. squamae from C. carpio [15]. Although 97 Myxobolus species were
registered recently from fishes of the different water bodies in Iraq [9], only 16 species belonging to
the genus Myxobolus so far, reported from C. carpio. The following is a chronologically arranged list
of these species with the mention of only the first record from C. carpio in Iraq: M. pfeifferi [16], M.
cyprinicola and M. parvus [17], M. muelleri and M. oviformis [18], M. dispar [19], M. punctatus [20],
M. dogieli [21] M. intrachondrealis [22], M. musculi [23], M. squamae [24], M. drjagini, M. gigi, M.
koi, M. poljanski and M. sphaericus [25], besides one unidentified species [26]. With the present
record of a new species M. insignis, the number of Myxobolus species from fishes of Iraq so far
reaches 98 species, among which 17 species were reported from C. carpio.
4. Conclusion
The Myxozoan parasite, Myxobolus insignis Eiras, Malta, Varella, Pavanelli, 2005 for the first time in
Iraq. It is the 17th species from this genus recorded from the gills of Cyprinus carpio Linnaeus, 1758.
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Abstract. Bacillus cereus isolated from different food sources. The diarrheal toxin genes such
as cytK, hemolytic enterotoxin (hblA, hblC and hblD), non-hemolytic enterotoxin (nheA, nheB
and nheC), bceT and entFM in addition to emetic toxin gene were detected by PCR. The cyt K
gene was observed in 94.87 % of the isolates. entFM and emetic toxin gene were found very
rare in all food samples at the percentage 2.56% and 7.69% respectively. Uncooked rice which
has a highest number of bacterial isolation, also showed relatively high percentage of the cytK
and bceT genes (90%). These two genes present in 100% of Bacillus cereus isolates in most
food samples. Bacteria isolated from burger meat contain all investigated genes.

Keywords. Bacillus cereus, diarrheal toxin, emetic toxin.

1. Introduction
Bacillus cereus is a Gram-positive, facultative anaerobic, spore-producing, motile, bacterium in the
form of a rod. Enterotoxins produced by bacteria in intestine can cause diarrhea. 10 5–107 cells or
spores if ingested with food, heat labile toxins are produced. Incubation period of this bacterium is
range between 8-16 hours. The sign of toxicity of B. cereus toxins appears as nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea and abdominal pain [1, 2]. Three toxins produced during the vegetative cell growth of B.
cereus in the intestine that caused diarrheal syndrome, Cyt K, NHE and HBL [4, 5, 6]. The first
enterotoxin-hemolysin BL (HBL) was discovered by [7]. NHE toxin on three molecular types A, B,
and C. Bacteria need these proteins for cytotoxicity of multi-component enterotoxins [5]. The HBL
complex is encoded by genes on a single operon. The B, L1 and L2 proteins are encoded by the hblA,
hblD and hblC genes [8, 9]. NHE toxin is a major cause of cytotoxicity in B. cereus [10]. The emetic
disease is caused by a toxin produced by B. cereus called cereulide. This toxin showed stability against
heat, acid, and trypsin. Several studies have been done previously for bacterial food contamination
[11, 12 13, 14, 15]. This study was done to investigate the B. cereus that responsible for food
poisoning by detecting the presence of diarrheal and emetic toxin genes.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacterial strains
Bacillus cereus isolates from different food sources were previously described [16]. The DNA of all
isolates was extracted by genomic DNA kit (company and origin). The identification of the isolates
was done by DNA sequencing using 16S rRNA gene [16].
2.2. Detection of diarrheal and emetic toxin genes by polymerase chain reaction
The primers used in this study for the detection of diarrheal and emetic toxin genes with the
anticipated size of the amplified product were listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Primers of diarrheal and emetic toxins genes.
Genes

Primers 5`-3`

Program cycling

entFM

F; ATGAAAAAA GTA ATT TGC
AGG
R; CGT GCA TCT GTT TCA TGAAA

Initial denaturation 94°C 5min, denaturation
94°C 30sec, annealing 50°C 45 sec,
extension 72°C 45 sec , final extension 72°C
5 min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 95°C 15min,
denaturation 95°C 30sec, annealing 60°C 30
sec, extension 72°C 1min, final extension
72°C 5 min , 40 cycles
Initial denaturation 94°C 2min, denaturation
94°C 15sec, annealing 55°C 45 sec,
extension 72°C 2min, final extension 72°C 5
min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 94°C 2min, denaturation
94°C 15sec, annealing 55°C 45 sec,
extension 72°C 2min, final extension 72°C 5
min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 94°C 2min, denaturation
94°C 15sec, annealing 55°C 45 sec,
extension 72°C 2min, final extension 72°C 5
min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 94°C 2min, denaturation
94°C 15sec, annealing 55°C 45 sec,
extension 72°C 2min, final extension 72°C 5
min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 94°C 2min, denaturation
94°C 15sec, annealing 55°C 45 sec,
extension 72°C 2min, final extension 72°C 5
min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 94°C 2min, denaturation
94°C 15sec, annealing 56°C 45 sec,
extension 72°C 2min, final extension 72°C 5
min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 94°C 1min, denaturation
94°C 45sec, annealing 54°C 1 min,
extension 72°C 2min, final extension 72°C 5
min , 35 cycles
Initial denaturation 95°C 15min,
denaturation 95°C 30sec, annealing 60°C 30
sec, extension 72°C 1min, final extension
72°C 5 min , 40 cycles.

hblA

hblC

hblD

nheA

nheB

nheC

bceT

cytK

Emetic
Toxin
gene

F; AAG CAA TGG AAT ACA ATG
GG
R; AGA ATC TAA ATCATGCCA
CTG C
F; GAT AC(T,C) AAT GTG GCA ACT
GC
R; TTG AGA CTG CTC G(T,C)T AGT
TG
F; ACC GGT AAC ACT ATT CAT GC
R; GAG TCC ATA TGC TTA GATGC

F; TAC GCT AAG GAG GGG CA
R; GTT TTT ATT GCT TCA TCG
GCT
F; CTA TCA GCA CTT ATG GCA G
R; ACT CCT AGC GGT GTT CC

F; CGG TAG TGA TTG CTG GG
R; CAG CAT TCG TAC TTG CCA A

F; CGT ATC GGT CGT TCA CTC GG
R; TTT CTT TCC CGC TTG CCT TT

F; CGA CGT CAC AAG TTG TAA CA
R; CGT GTG TAA ATA CCC CAG TT

F; GAC AAG AGA AAT TTC TAC
GAG CAA GTA CAA T
R; GCA GCC TTC CAA TTA CTC
CTT CTG CCA CAG T

2

Product
(bp)

References

1269

[17]

1154

[18]

740

[18]

829

[18]

499

[19]

769

[19]

581

[19]

924

[19]

565

[20]

635

[21]
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3. Results
3.1. Detection of diarrheal toxin genes
3.1.1. Detection of cyt K gene
cyt K gene was found in 94.87% of the isolated bacteria. No significant differences (P > 0.05) in rate
of detection of this gene in the investigated samples (Table 2, Figure 1).

Figure 1. PCR amplification of cytK gene of Bacillus cereus isolates. M1 = Ladder; 1-4 & 6 = cyt K
gene approximately 565 bp.; 5 = negative for cyt K gene; 7 = control negative.
3.1.2. Detection of ( hbl and nhe) genes by multiplex PCR
Bacillus cereus isolated from different food were tested for presence of genes code for enterotoxin
such as hblA, hblC, hblD, nheA, nheB, and nheC by multiplex PCR (Table 2, Figure 2). In cream
isolates, the genes were detected in 6 isolates. hblC gene had the highest percentage 100.00 %
followed by hblA, hblD, nheA, nheB and nheC genes were found in 50.00, 16.66, 50.00, 66.66 and
50.00%, respectively. In beef isolates, the genes were detected in 6 isolates. hblC gene had the highest
percentage 66.66 % followed by nheB 50% and hblD, nheA and nheC genes were found as 33.33% for
each one. The gene hblA was not found. In frozen beef isolates, the genes were detected in 5 isolates.
hblC and nheB genes had the highest percentage 60.00 % followed by nheA and nheC genes were
found in 40.00 % . The lowest percentage was found in hblA gene. The hblD gene was not found in all
of the isolates. In burger isolates, the genes were detected in 7 isolates. hblC and nheB genes had the
highest percentage 57.14 % followed by hblD, nheC genes were found in 42.85%. The lowest
percentage was found in hblA and nheA in 28.57%. In cooked rice isolates, the genes were detected
in 5 isolates. hblC, hblD and nheC genes had the highest percentage 40.00 % followed by hblA, nheA
and nheB genes were found in 20.00 % for each one. In uncooked rice isolates, the genes was detected
in 10 isolates. hblC, hblD and nheC genes had the highest percentage 40.00 % followed by hblA, nheA
and nheB genes were found in 20.00 % for each one.
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Figure 2. PCR amplification of hblACD and nheABC genes of Bacillus cereus isolates. Lane (M1)=
Ladder, Lane 1 =nheB, nhe (769 and 581) bp, Lane 2 = hblA, hblD and nheB, (1154, 829 and 769) bp,
Lane 3 = hblA, hblD, nheB and hblC (1154, 829, 769 and 740) bp, Lane 4 = hblD and nheB (829 and
769) bp, Lane 5 = hblA, nheB and hblC (1154, 769 and 740) bp, Lane 6 = hblA, hblD, nheB and hblC
(1154, 829, 769 and 740) bp, Lane 7 = nheB and nheC (769 and 581) bp, Lane 8 = nheB and hblC
(769 and 740) bp, Lane 9 = negative for genes. Lane 10 = hblD, nheB and hblC ( 829, 769 and 740)
bp, Lane 11 = nheB, hblC and nheC (769, 740 and 581) bp, Lane 12 = nheB (769 bp).
3.1.3. Detection of bce T gene
The bce T gene was detected in 37 isolates ( 94.87 % ) out of 39 isolates. The high rate (100%) found
in beef, burger, frozen beef, and cooked rice. The lowest percentage was found in cream 83.33%.
Results showed differ significantly (P < 0.05) in the detection of this gene in tested samples (Table 2,
Figure 3).

Figure 3. PCR detection of enterotoxin bceT gene M =Ladder; 1- 5 =positive for enterotoxin bceT
gene approximately 924 bp.; 6= negative control.
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3.1.4. Detection of enterotoxin (ent FM) gene
The entFM gene was detected in 1 isolate (2.5%) out of 39 isolates, it was found in burger 16.66%.
The difference is non-significant (P > 0.05) in the detection of this gene in the tested samples (Table 2,
Figure 4).

Figure 4. Detection of enterotoxin ent FM gene. M1, M2=Ladder; Lane 2=positive for ent (FM) gene
approximately 1269 bp.
3.1.5. Detection of emetic toxin gene in Bacillus cereus
The emetic gene was detected in 3 isolates (7.6 %), distributed in cream and frozen beef and burger in
16.66, 20 and 14.28 %, respectively but was not detected in beef, cooked rice, and uncooked rice. The
differences is non-significant found in the detection of emetic gene in the tested samples at (P >
0.05), (Table 2, Figure 5).

Figure 5. PCR Amplification of emetic toxin gene. M= Ladder; 2 positive for emetic gene
approximately 635 bp.; 1 negative for emetic toxin gene; 3 control negative
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3.2. The occurrence of diarrheal and emetic toxins genes in Bacillus cereus isolates
The presence of diarrheal and emetic toxins genes in B. cereus isolated from food sources are shown
in (Table 2).
Table 2. The occurrence of diarrheal enterotoxin and emetic toxins genes in Bacillus cereus isolates.
Sample
No. of
isolates
Cream(6)
Beef (6)
Frozen
beef (5)
Burger(7)
Cooked
rice(5)
Uncooke
d rice(10)
Total (39)
(%)

hblA
No.(%)

hblC
No. (%)

hblD
No. (%)

nheA
No.(%)

nheB
No.(%)

nheC
No. (%)

3
(50)
0
(0)
1
(20)
2
(28.57)
1
(20)
2
(20)
9
(23.07)

6
(100)
4
(66.66)
3
(60)
4
(57.14)
2
(40)
7
(70)
26
(66.6)

1
(16.66)
2
(33.33)
0
(0)
3
(42.85)
2
(40)
5
(50)
13
(33.3)

3
(50)
2
(33.33)
2
(40)
2
(28.57)
1
(20)
2
(20)
12
(30.7)

4
(66.66)
3
(50)
3
(60)
4
(57.14)
1
(20)
6
(60)
21
(53.8)

3
(50)
2
(33.33)
2
(40)
3
(42.85)
2
(40)
5
(50)
17
(43.5)

cytK
No.
(%)
5
(83.33)
6
(100)
5
(100)
7
(100)
5
(100)
9
(90)
37
(94.87)

bceT
No. (%)
5
(83.33)
6
(100)
5
(100)
7
(100)
5
(100)
9
(90)
37
(94.87)

entFM
No.(%)

Emetic
toxin
No. (%)

0(0)

1(16.66)

0(0)

0(0)

0
(0)
1
(14.28)
0
(0)
0
(0)
1
(2.5)

1
(20)
1
(14.28)
0
(0)
0
(0)
3
(7.6)

4. Discussion
The Bacillus cereus spoilage depends on two main factors: bacterial concentration in dairy products
and cytotoxicity of isolates [22]. Several studies reported isolates produced cytotoxins and caused
spoilage of milk, while others reported that cytotoxin production was not required for spoilage. As
noted earlier, several factors affected toxin production, including environment and temperature signals
[22]. The cyt K gene was detected in 37 isolates (94.87 %) out of 39 isolates. In cream sample, hblC
gene had the highest percentage 100% while in beef samples, hblC gene had the highest percentage
(66.66). On the other hand, the gene hblA was not found in beef. In frozen beef samples, hblC and
nheB genes have the highest percentage of 60% (for each) followed by nheA and nheC genes which
were found in 40% for each. In burger samples, each hblC and nheB genes had the highest percentage
(57.14%) followed by hblD, nheC genes were found in 42.85% for each. The lowest percentage
(28.57%) was found in each of hblA and nheA. In cooked rice samples, each of hblC, hblD and nheC
genes had the highest percentage (40%) followed by each of hblA, nheA and nheB genes which were
found in 20% of samples isolates. In uncooked rice samples, hblC, hblD and nheC genes had the
highest percentage 40% for each, followed by hblA, nheA and nheB genes which were found in 20%
for each one. [20, 23, 24, 25] detected the gene cytK in 50, 88, 70.40 and 65.98% of their isolates. [26]
found the cytK gene in 27 (87.09%) out of 31 isolates. nhe, hbl, ceses, ctyK and cry genes also
reported in the 92 isolates of B. cereus which were isolated in the previous study [16]. The rate is
higher than the presence of nhe and hbl in B. cereus from Korea's food [27]. The positive rates for nhe
and hbl in twenty raw milk samples were higher than those found for fifty four milk samples in China.
In the study of [28], the positive rates of nhe and hbl were 62.0% and 37.0%, respectively.[29] found
that the haemolysin gene hblA, hblC and hblD found in in most isolates. Haemolytic enterotoxin gene
was isolated from vegetables [30, 31]. While haemolytic enterotoxin gene of B. cereus not reported
from milk [30, 32]. Enterotoxin gene bceT gene was detected in 37 isolates (94.87%). This agreed
with other studies [33, 34]. Whereas [31] found that all isolates were negative for this gene. entFM
gene was found in one bacterial isolate (2.5%) out of 39 isolates, it was found in burger. Other studies
were indicated that this gene was specific for entotoxigenic B. cereus [17, 35, 36]. Whereas other
workers noticed that the entFM gene was found in 27 (93 %) B. cereus isolates [37]. In this study, 3
isolates (7.6%) detected the emetic toxin gene. While [38] found the emetic gene at percentage of
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41.6%. Analysis of PCR is quick and easy to identify foods suspected of causing enterotoxigenic
Bacillus cereus food poisoning.
5. Conclusion
It can be concluded that most investigated food have Bacillus cereus bacteria and these bacteria
harboring different types of genes that can be harmful for man when ingested with food. The genes are
relatively highly occurred in studied samples especially cytK and bceT.
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Abstract. Silver conjugated Tetracycline, was created and characterized by ultraviolet visible
spectrophotometry (UV-vis), Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR), X-Ray Diffraction Patterns
(XRD). Using antibacterial assays, the effects of tetracycline alone and drugs-conjugated with
silver nanoparticles were tested against Gram-ve Pseudomonas aeruginosa isolates by well
diffusion assay. The UV-vis spectra of silver-drug Nano conjugates showed a characteristic
surface Plasmon resonance band in the range of 400–450 nm. FTIR analysis demonstrated the
involvement of Hydroxyl groups in both drugs in the stabilization of silver nanoparticles.
(XRD) showed that they cubic structure of silver and, antibacterial assays showed that
biosynthesis silver nanoparticle conjugation enhanced antibacterial potential of Tetracycline
compared with drug alone.

Keywords. Antibiotics, Anti biofilm, Nanoparticles, Antibacterial activity.

1. Introduction
Drug-resistant microbes are a main reason producing microbial re-emergence [1]. P. aeruginosa is
main human pathogens causative to urinary tract infections [2]. Nanoparticles has shown abundant
possible led to effectiveness of numerous Nano conjugates towered pathogenic microbes [3].
Nanoparticles have been often used as effective coatings to inhibit bacterial adhesion to surfaces as
well as bactericidal agents [4]. Among these (AgNPs) have shown growth inhibitory as well as
bactericidal effects [5].The high surface area of AgNPs leads to high antimicrobial activity in
compared with the silver metal [6]. This study aimed to create AgNPs by tetracycline antibiotic, and
evaluation the anti-biofilm activity and cytotoxicity against red blood cells.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Synthesis of AgNPs by Drug
Five mL (0.1 mM) Tetracyclin solution was added to five mL (0.1 mM) silver nitrate aqueous
solution, the mixture was magnetically stirred for 10 min. 20 µL of 5 mM freshly prepared NaBH4 was

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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added in mixture. Turned color from yellow to Greenish from transparent upon addition of a reducing
agent indicating the reduction of silver ions and the formation of Tetra-AgNPs [7].
2.2. Characterization of AgNPs
Tetr.-AgNPs were exposed to whole analysis (UV-vis, FT-IR, SEM, and XRD) (8,9) UV-Vis spectral
analysis this was done by using UV-Vis spectrophotometer (PG- T80+ UV/Vis spectrophotometer,
England) from 350-700 nm at a resolution of 1 nm. XRD measurements of the silver nanoparticles
solution drop-coated on glass were done on Shimadzu XRD-6000 model with 40 kv, 30 mA with Cu k
α radiation at 2 θ angel. X- Ray powder diffraction is a rapid analytical technique primarily used for
phase identification of a crystalline material and can provide information on unit cell dimensions. The
crystallite domain size was calculated from the width of the XRD peaks, assuming that they are free
from non-uniform strains, using the Scherer formula:
D= 0.94 λ / β Cos θ
FT-IR analysis demonstrated the involvement of Hydroxyl groups in both drugs in the stabilization of
silver nanoparticles.
2.3. Test pathogen
The cultures of 10 bacterial isolates of P. aeruginosa were obtained from the Microbiology Laboratory
at Al Azizya-Hospital.
2.4. Antibiotics sensitivity test
Eleven different antibiotics were selected. Ciprofloxacin, Tobramycin, Azithromycin, Ceftraxime,
Trimethoprim, chloramphenicol, erythromycin, gentamicin, and Clindamycin. Tests for antibacterial
activity were performed with standard antibiotic discs. The inhibition zone was measured after
incubation period at 37°C [8].
2.5. Antibacterial assay
Antibacterial potential of AgNPs synthesized by Tetracyclin. Was done by agar well diffusion assay
towered P. aeruginosa. Nutrient broth was inoculated with isolates of P.aeruginosa bacterium for
3hours at 370C ,and the turbidity was compared with 0.5 McFarland standard. The culture
(100µL)was poured on the Muller Hinton Agar(MHA) and spread using a spreader and left for 10
min to settle down .well with 8mm in diameter were made using gel puncture, nanoparticles solution
(50 µL) was poured in each well and incubated for 24 hr at 370C. The diameter of zone inhibition was
measured in millimetre after incubation period, and was recorded as mean ± SD of the triplicate
experiment [9].
2.6. Biofilm formation, Tube method
This method was carried out by growing one colony at 24 hours in TSB medium for 24 hours in test
tubes with a volume of 5 ml per tube with adding 1 ml of each concentration of silver nanoparticles
concentrations (20 ,60, 100) mg / ml, to each tube in When the positive control tube was containing
the medium inoculated with bacteria and the negative control tube contained the medium that was not
inoculated with bacteria, and after the incubation period for 24 hours, the medium was discarded and
the tubes were washed with a phosphate buffer solution of pH 7.3, and the tubes were left to dry, then
stained with 0.1% of dye crystal violet for 5 minutes, then the dye was removed from the tubes and
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washed with tap water to get rid of the remaining dye and the tubes were left in an upside down
position to dry, and the results were recorded as follows:
- The result is given (-) if there is no biofilm production (negative control).
- A score of (+) is given if the biofilm composition is weak.
- The result was given (+ +) if the membrane formation was moderate.
- The result is given (+ + +) if the membrane formation is biotic-dense [10].
2.7. Cytotoxicity assay
The agar-well diffusion method was adopted and the concentrations 20, 60, 100 mg / ml. well with a
diameter of 8 mm were made on the surface of the blood agar medium and the prepared concentrations
were poured in wells while the physiological solution was added as control, after incubation period
(18-24 hours, and 37 ° C) and the effectiveness of the AGNPS was determined by measuring the
haemolysis area around each well [11].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Characterization of biosynthesized AgNPs
This The results in (Figure 1) show the change in color of cell filtrate of Tetracycline solution from
pale yellow color to Greenish color after addition the Ag+ ions at 28 h.

A

B

Figure 1. Synthesis of AGPS Tetracycline Coated Silver Nanoparticles (A) before treatment.
(B) After treatment of silver nitrate.
Figure 2 shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of silver- nano particles, which showed absorbance peak
at 390nm.
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Figure 2. Uv-Vis spectrum of Silver nanoparticles for (A) Tetracycline antibiotic only, (B) Silver
nanoparticles by tetracycline antibiotic.
FTIR of spectrum of tetracycline antibiotic showed the absorption peaks for N-H stretching at 3344
cm-1 and aromatic C-H stretching at 3095.75 cm-1. The vibrational peaks at 2989.66cm-1 and 1352.10
cm-1 were assigned to CH3 stretching .and1662.64 cm-1 refer to C=C stretching, respectively.
Aromatic C-H bending was appeared at 1456.26 cm-1.The aromatic in plane and out plane deformation
peaks were appeared at 1286.52 cm-1 (Figure3A) [12]. The results of the spectral absorption of silver
nanoparticles showed the disappearance of some bonds at certain ranges that were present in (Figure3
B), and the emergence of some bonds in other ranges and this is evidence of the formation of new
compounds upon the synthesis of nanoparticles, and this is very clear at the range 3387.00cm-1
evidence for the presence of O-H and N-H bonds. The disappearance of the C = C and CH3 bonds is
observed upon the formation of the nanoparticles, after they were present in the drug alone.
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Figure 3. FTIR analysis of Silver Nanoparticles synthesized for tetracycline antibiotic (A), and (B)
for to the silver nanoparticles
XRD pattern shows three strong peaks in the total spectrum of 2θvalues in 20–60, as obvious from the
peaks at 2θstandards of, 35.48, 29.23, 28.03, respectively for silver. The particle size was 57.55,
calculated by using Scherer equation where (Figure4).

Figure 4. XRD of silver nanoparticles.
3.2. Antibiotics Susceptibility test
The result in (Table 1), shows of the antibiotics sensitivity test against the bacterial isolates, the
highest recorded effect of the antibiotic Cip in the growth of isolate no. 8 with a diameter of the
inhibition region reached (30 mm), followed by isolate no. 6 with a diameter of the inhibition region
reached (22 mm), and the diameter of the inhibition region reached ( 20 mm ) for each isolates (4,7,9),
followed by the isolation no.3 with a diameter of the inhibition region reached (19 mm), and the
isolate no. 5 with a diameter of the inhibition region reached (18 mm), while the antibiotic showed no
significant effect in the growth of each of the isolates ( 1,2,10). As for the other isolates, the antibiotics
varied in their effect. (Tob, C, AK, CN) antibiotics showed a different effect in the growth of bacterial
isolates, whereas the antibiotics (Az, TMP, CTX E, DA, Tet). There was no significant effect.
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Table1. Antibiotics
Isolates no.
Antibiotics
Cip
Tob
Az
C
TMP
CTX
E
DA
Tet
AK
CN

activity test against bacterial isolates.
Inhibition zone diameter in mm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
6
6
19
20
18
22
20
6
6
9
6
10
10
10
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
15
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
6
6
6
6
6
6
10
6
10
12
10

8
30
13
6
14
6
6
6
6
6
13
20

9
20
11
6
20
9
6
6
6
6
12
10

10
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3.3. Antibacterial Activity of the AgNPs
The results showed that the biosynthesized AgNPs by antibiotic has a strong inhibitory effect on the
growth of pathogenic bacteria. The effect of biosynthesized silver nanoparticles was the highest
inhibition on the grow thin all isolates of P. aeroginosa at concentration of 100%, the highest of
inhibition zone reached to of24.83 mm in isolate no. 10,followed by 24.33mm in isolate no 1 (Table2).
The present investigation supports the use of biosynthesized AgNPs by Tet. Elicited a strong
antibacterial activity. Thus, the biological approach could be an economical alternative to conventional
chemical and physical assays of AgNP synthesis and would be suitable for the development of a
biological process for commercial large-scale creation. AgNPs have wide application in different
fields, such as antibacterial. Therefore, the improvement of their synthesis for nanoparticle production
is the main objective of nanotechnology [13]. But the biosynthesized silver nanoparticles by Tet. Have
a strong inhibitory effect because silver nanoparticles have a very effective against bacterial and
fungal infections. These properties are due to silver nanoparticles having a large surface area of the
volume ratio which increase their association with bacterial cell well causing changes in the membrane
and thus cell death [14]. That can also release silver ions that interfere with thiol groups in biomass
enzymes, which inhibit them. Silver ions also inhibit respiratory enzymes and during the inhibition
process reactive oxygen species are generated. (ROS) attack the cell itself and thus die [15]. Silver
nanoparticles have the ability to interfere with the sulfur and phosphorus bases of DNA and thus lead
to the breakdown of DNA and cell death due to a disturbance in the DNA replication of bacteria and
microbes [5]. This agreement with that AgNPs has wide application in different fields, such as
antibacterial. Therefore, the improvement of their synthesis for nanoparticle production is the main
objective of nanotechnology [16].
Table 2. Antibacterial activity of biosynthesis of AgNPs created by Tetracycline antibiotic.
Inhibition zone of different Conc. of AgNPs
Isolates no.
0.2
0.6
1
18.16 ±0.61
19.8 ±0.6
24.33 ± 0.4
1
14.5 ±0.5
16±1.0
0.7± 18.8
2
15 ±0.81
15.33 ±0.23
18.33±0.47
3
12.6±0.94
12.9 ± 0.69
16.5 ± 0.40
4
14±1.04
15.2±0.40
16 ± 0.28
5
11.83±0.62
14.5±0.40
14.16±0.23
6
13.16±1.02
14.83±0.23
15.0 ±0.7
7
14.5±0.40
16.33±0.47
17.16±0.23
8
15.5±0.40
15.33±0.47
20.83±0.62
9
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15.5±0.40

16.0±0.40

24.83±0.23

3.4. Determination the anti-biofilm activity for AgNPs
We explored the possibility of using the Ag+-tetracycline combinatorial therapy to treat biofilms
grown in vitro. P.aeruginosa biofilms grown overnight were treated with Ag+ and tetracycline
combination in different concentration, control positive, and control negative. In the present study,
biofilm forming potential of P. aeruginosa strains (Figure 5) was assessed by test tube method.
Biofilms are microbial networks of living beings follower to one another and an objective surface.
Biofilm arrangement shields microscopic organisms from hydrodynamic stream conditions, for
instance in the against phagocytosis, urinary tract and host resistance instruments, just as anti-infection
agents. Over half of every bacterial disease detailed includes biofilm arrangement [17] (. The results
appear a difference in the amount of pigment in which the tubes were formed. The positive control
tube produced a dense biological membrane (+++). The negative control tube did not have a dynamic
membrane (-), the 80% (+), the tubes treated with nanoparticles with a concentration of 100%, formed
a weak biological membrane (+).
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Figure 5. Anti-biofilm activity of AgNPs –tetracycline combination in different concentration.
3.5. Determination the toxicity of AgNPs on blood human

The effect of silver nanotubes in human blood on blood agar was studied at concentrations ( 20, 60,
100) mg / ml, through the results show there is no inhibition area (Figure 6). Which means that the
silver nanoparticles are not able to cause blood cell degradation? The absorption of red blood cells and
platelets of silver nanoparticles depends on the size and charge of those particles [18]. It is known that
silver nanoparticles are toxic to erythrocytes at high concentrations only. Therefore, care should be
taken when using silver nanoparticles at high concentrations [19].

Figure 6. The effect of bio fabricated nanoparticles on human blood.

4. Conclusion
Tetr-AgNPs showed bactericidal effects against all tested isolates, and anti-biofilm activity. The exact
mechanism of action of these nanoparticles is not precisely understood and it is the subject of future
studies along with testing their potential in vivo.
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Abstract. In the current study we reported for agronomic traits and yield of fifteen rice
genotypes in season during 2018 and investigated at the field experimental of Al-Mashkab
research station (AMRR), Najaf- Iraq . The experiment was conducted following Randomized
Complete Block Design (RCBD) with having three replications. These data related days to
50% flowering and heading , plant height (cm), leaf area index (LAI) , panicle length (cm),
number of tiller per panicle, 1000 grain weight (g) and biological yield ,harvest index and grain
yield (kg ha-1) were evaluated. The results indicated that the rice genotypes differed in plant
growth characteristics and yield and yield components. 1000 grain weight and grain yields both
were highest in Gohar genotype. Shiroudi genotype required shorter days to maturity and
Anber33 longest days to maturity. Some of the rice genotypes particularly (Gohar) showed
high promise with grain yield. Recommended, intensification of introducing more genotypes to
select the best rice genotype for Iraqi condition could maximize the benefits of genotype
cultivation. Agronomic data collected in the current study would be significant to realize the
suitability of an individual rice genotypes of the farmer field, also were found more
appropriate of the agro climatic status of Iraq.

Keywords. Oryza sativa L., Field experiment, Yield traits.

1. Introduction
Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the serves as the staple food for more than half
of the globe’s population, belongs to family Graminea (Poaceae) [1]. More than 90 percent of the
world’s rice is mature and used in Asia, where 60 percent of the earth’s people and two thirds of
world’s needy live [2]. Different morphological characters play very significant role for most rice
production with new plant type characteristics related with the plant yield [3]. Morphological property
of rice also related with the yield possibility of the different rice genotypes for the selection of the
best genotypes that further interested in rice breeding program [4]. Thousand rice genotypes have
been developed by selection from the cultivated material many centuries ago, which are well proper
to the local climate, grain yield regard a complex trait, quantitative in nature and a collective
function of a number of constitutive traits. Thus, chosen for yield present may not be much
pleasing unless other yield complex traits are possessed into discernment [5]. Grain yield of rice
is a quantitative polygenic trait and much influenced by climate . Range and importance of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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combination of yield with yield components should be believed, while determining the chosen criteria
of germplasm on the basis of available genetic diversity [6]. The success of breeding program also
consist onto the value of genetic variability current in the population and range to which the desired
traits are heritable. Maintenance in the current search entitled of assessment of different rice (Oryza
sativa L.) genotypes for agronomic traits and yield traits to fulfil the following objective and to detect
appropriate high yielding genotype for Iraqi regions..
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant materials
Current search included 15 genotypes of rice, were collected of the Al-Mushkab Rice Research
Station (AMRR), Najaf, Iraq. The source of this genotypes as given in (Table 1).
2.2. Methods
This search was carried at the experimental field of Al-Mushkab research station during rice growing
season from 2018. The trial was prepared in a Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) with
three replications, the date of planting was 17/06/2018, and the seedlings were planted after 22 days
old. Cultivated of the seedlings were at spacing of 20 x 20 (cm) line. Whole cultivation exercise were
used approving to the proceedings recommended of rice crop in research . The recommended amount
of chemical fertilizer (CF) were used : 280 kg ha-1 of urea and 120 kg ha-1 of NP as DAP fertilizer
18-46 [7].
2.3. Genetic parameters
The following genetic parameters were studied during trial which traits: days to 50% heading, days to
heading , plant height (cm), Leaf area index, panicle length (cm), number of panicles/plant, number. of
filled grains/panicle, sterility (%), 1000-grain weight (g), biological yield, harvest index and grain
yield/plant (kg ha-1).
Table 1. Summarized of 15 rice genotypes and their source applied in this research.
Genotypes’ name
Pedigree
Breeding Institute
1. Amber 33
Local (Iraqi)
AMRRS
2. Amber al-Baraka
Introduced from India
AMRRS
3. Amber Furat
Technology& Science Ministry/ Baghdad
AMRRS
4. Amber Baghdad
Technology& Science Ministry/ Baghdad
AMRRS
5. Amber Menathera
Technology& Science Ministry/ Baghdad
AMRRS
6. Sumar
Technology& Science Ministry/ Baghdad
AMRRS
7. Dijlah
Introduced from China
AMRRS
8. Ghadeer
Introduced from IRRI (Philippines).
AMRRS
9. Brnamge -4
Introduced from IRRI(Philippines).
AMRRS
10. Dorfak
Sepidrood/Salari- Iran
AMRRS
11. Gohar
Pusa1238-1/Pusa1238-81-6-Iran
AMRRS
12. Khazar
IR2071-625-1-52/TANU7456-Iran
AMRRS
13. Shiroudi
Khazar / Deylamani – Iran
AMRRS
14. Neda
Amol3/Hassansarayee/sangetarom-Iran
AMRRS
15. Nemat
Amol3/sangetarom - Iran
AMRRS
AL-Mashkhab Rice Research Station (AMRRS).
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2.4. Statistical analysis
The data famed on several genetic parameters were presented to the analysis of variance (ANOVA)
method to detect the difference among all genotypes. In states where difference were begin
important, averages were identified for differences employ least significant variance (LSD) test, (P≤
0.001%). The software (Genstat) was utilized for calculated both LSD and the ANOVA [8].
Variability for all the agronomic traits as shown in (Table 2).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Analysis of variance
The results presented in this manuscript were acquired of an trial carried during 2018 in AMRRS,
the literal of this trial was to study the estimation of selected rice genotypes for agronomic traits and
yield traits under ecological situation of Iraq. These results related for days to 50% flowering and
heading , plant height, leaf area index , panicle length, number panicle /plant, sterility , 1000 grains
weight and grain yield are given and discuss . These genotypes for the studied 12 quality as current in
Table 2.
Table 2. Summary mean squares (M.S.) and analysis of variance of collective data for agronomic &
yield traits in fifteen genotypes from rice grown in the field at Rice Research Station, Najaf-Iraq.
S.O. V. Traits
Reps.
Genotypes
Error
Df
2
14
28
Days to 50% heading
15.76
**150.66
3.68
Days to heading
7.62
**128.80
5.36
Plant height
8.16
663.31**
50.16
Leaf area index
9.63
**107.83
7.72
Panicle length.
5.64
19.87
11.31
No .of tiller/panicle
0.59
11.63**
0.62
No of panicles
455.3
**10657
761.3
No. of filled grains/panicle
1447
**7655
412
Sterility (%)
50.61
**98.21
29.07
1000 grain weight
7.27
**21.13
0.81
Biological yield
4453129
**9730076
812724
Harvest Index (%)
51.72
**129.51
7.79
Grain yield/plant
719796
**2426113
243672
**significantly at 0.01 probability level.

3.2. Plant growth characteristics
3.2.1. Days to panicle initiation
The vegetative growth parameters of the different genotypes and the data related days to panicle
initiation included day number to 50% flowering and day number to physiological maturity are
presented in (Table 3). Analysis of the data exhibited that all genotypes studied are significantly
several with relate to days 50% flowering and heading. The number of days required to 50%
flowering stage differed. significantly among the rice genotypes studied. The lowest number of days
required to 50% flowering was observed in 86.33 days with Neda, while the maximum number of
days required to 50% flowering was for Anber33 was 105.67 days, also days to physiological maturity
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stage also varied significantly among the genotypes studied. Shiroudi, Dorfak and Neda took the
lowest duration for maturity days, while Anber33 took the longest duration days.
Table 3. Day numbers to 50% flowering, and physiological maturity stages, plant high and leaf area
index per plant.
Day number to
Day number to
Plant high
Leaf area
Genotypes
50% flowering
physiological maturity
(cm)
index
Amber 33
105.67
142.67
139.33
19.05
Amber al-Baraka
100.00
136.67
124.67
5.93
Amber Furat
104.33
141.67
139.00
17.01
Amber Baghdad
104.00
140.67
142.00
22.43
Amber Menathera
105.67
142.67
135.67
14.27
Sumar
93.67
127.33
103.67
5.81
Dijlah
105.33
140.67
112.00
6.70
Ghadeer
98.00
137.33
119.33
6.49
Brnamge -4
96.00
137.00
108.00
7.48
Dorfak
88.00
127.33
103.33
3.63
Gohar
93.00
130.67
123.00
6.05
Khazar
98.67
138.00
116.00
5.11
Shiroudi
89.00
125.00
109.00
4.47
Neda
86.33
127.67
100.33
5.44
Nemat
88.00
127.00
101.00
5.73
LSD 0.01
3.21
3.87
11.84
4.65
The breeding efforts are underway to develop short plant cycle with high yield potential. The variation
in the plant growth characteristics between rice genotypes are due to variability in their genotype
composition. Similar result was reported by [9, 10].
3.2.2. Plant height (cm), leaf area index per plant
variation between genotype of rice were significant presented in (Table 3). There plant height , Leaf
area index per plant was higher in Anber33 compared with the other genotypes which also differed
among themselves in this parameter as shown in above. It is apparent from the table 3 that the plant
height was lead significantly several between the genotypes. The result display that highest
(142.00cm) plant height was showed in Amber Baghdad genotype directed significantly by Amber33,
Amber Furat and Amber Menathera genotype having (139.33cm, 139.00 and 135.67) respectively in
plant height on record, whereas least (100.33cm) plant height was showed in Neda genotype .Also
differences in leaf area index among genotype of rice are given in Table 3. It was found significantly
several between them, The result show that highest (22.43) leaf area index was found in Amber
Baghdad genotype follow significantly by Amber33 genotype have (19.05) recorded. The difference
among genotypes in plant height is may be referred to variation climatic requirements of among
genotypes, also accomplished that there is different climatic requirements of each genotype. Yet , it
has been notified that plant height was influenced by numerous factors such as plant density , fertilizer
employments and plantation method, [11, 12]. The yield indices for number of tiller per panicle,
filled grain number per panicle, sterility ratio (%), Table 4.
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Table 4. Panicle length (cm), number tillers of panicle, number panicles, filled grain number/ panicle,
sterility ratio(%).
Panicle
Number
Number of
Filled Grain
Sterility Ratio
Genotypes
Length (cm) Tillers/panicle
panicles
number/panicle
(%)
Amber 33
29.07
10.43
333.3
160.2
19.96
Amber al-Baraka
26.30
9.43
361.0
75.2
21.69
Amber Furat
29.43
10.00
246.0
165.2
15.51
Amber Baghdad
23.30
9.90
370.3
171.4
19.18
Amber Menathera
28.92
9.96
363.0
154.6
14.10
Sumar
23.10
10.47
372.3
133.4
18.88
Dijlah
31.80
15.77
268.7
275.2
9.24
Ghadeer
29.17
11.40
350.0
183.6
17.97
Brnamge -4
26.97
12.83
362.0
184.9
9.90
Dorfak
25.13
8.90
388.3
79.9
30.37
Gohar
27.83
11.37
396.0
174.6
14.61
Khazar
25.10
13.77
197.0
152.1
23.10
Shiroudi
28.60
9.20
329.3
107.5
19.86
Neda
23.87
9.20
412.7
188.6
8.75
Nemat
25.73
9.07
371.0
100.9
18.46
LSD 0.01
N.S.
1.31
46.15
33.94
9.02
3.2.3. The Panicle length (cm), number tiller /panicle, filled grain number and sterility ratio (%)
The results in this (table 4) indicated that the panicle length was count of the all rice genotype no
differed significantly between them at (p = 0.01). The number tillers per panicle was significantly, the
highest in Dijlah reached to 15.77, while the lowest in Dorfak reached to 8.90. Filled grain number
per panicle was significantly highest in the Dijlah (275.2). while recorded the lowest in the Amber alBaraka genotype (75.2). The results in this table showed that the significant variation in sterility ratio
among genotypes , the Dorfak genotype showed significantly highest ratio, and the lowest in Neda
genotype. Number of tillers / panicles and number of reproductive tiller / panicle supply valuable
information for the rice breeders and these traits have direct influence on yield / plant [13].
3.3. Yield components
3.3.1. 1000 grain weight (g), biological yield, Harvest Index and grain yield (kg.ha-1)
This analysis of the data shows in table 5 that 1000 grain weight are significantly different among
genotypes. The highest (29.33g) 1000 grain weight was on record in Amber al-Baraka genotype while
recorded lowest weight reached to (19.67 g ) in Sumer and Brnamge-4 genotypes. 1000 weight was
influenced by agriculture methods . According to [12, 14, 15] notified that agriculture methods didn’t
have this influence on 1000-grain weight. The genotypes also showed significant differences in the
biological yield was highest reached to 17860 kg.haˉ¹ Amber33 genotypes while other genotypes
Sumer in biological yield. The harvest index showed significant differences among genotypes, the
Sumar gave highest index reached to 49.29 % followed by Dijlah, Gohar and Shiroodi while the
Anber33 gave the lowest index reached to 27.57%. Variations among genotype of rice in grain yield
are given in Table 5. The apparent from that table was found significantly several among genotypes
in grain yield (kg. ha-1). There result shows Gohar genotype reached to maximum (7553.33) kg.ha-1
with producing the highest paddy yield followed by Ghadeer and Dijlah while other genotype Khazar
had lowest paddy yield reached to 4116.67 kg. ha-1. The variation in the yield and yield components
between rice genotypes are due to variability in their genotype composition, and differed adapted to
current environmental conditions. Similar result was reported by [16, 17, 18, 19, 20].
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Table 5. 1000-grain weight (g), biological yield, harvest index (%) and grain yield (kg.ha-1).
1000 Grain
Biological
Harvest Index
Grain Yield
Genotypes
Weight (g)
yield
(%)
(kg.ha-1)
Amber 33
21.00
17860
27.57
4930.00
Amber al-Baraka
29.33
14337
37.52
5383.33
Amber Furat
21.67
14097
43.51
6113.33
Amber Baghdad
21.33
16247
34.08
5530.00
Amber Menathera
21.00
17747
33.66
5930.00
Sumar
19.67
12590
49.29
6190.00
Dijlah
23.33
14140
48.73
6856.67
Ghadeer
22.33
17210
42.05
7226.67
Brnamge -4
19.67
17617
33.97
5976.67
Dorfak
24.00
13787
37.94
5220.00
Gohar
26.67
15790
47.81
7553.33
Khazar
23.33
12700
32.42
4116.67
Shiroudi
21.33
14357
45.09
6456.67
Neda
25.33
15557
42.38
6590.00
Nemat
22.00
13960
39.95
5593.33
LSD 0.01
1.51
1507.8
4.67
825.60
4. Conclusion
The Advancement grain yield for rice is the major objective of breeding program to improve
genotypes . Grain yield regard is a complex trait, controlled through many genes and very influenced
by climate . Supplement, grain yield as well attached to other traits like as growth duration, plant kind
and yield compound [21]. Traits like as number of reproductive tillers and number of tiller / panicle
are immediately responsible for the ultimate yield while trait like as plant height, leaf area index and
numbers of total tillers are not very important as yield determinants. All these traits are possessed in to
seeing when the rice genotypes are choose for the commercial cultivation. However, some of rice
genotypes particularly (Gohar) showed high promise with grain yield and Integrating the promising
genotype into the farming system could boost rice productivity and provide the basis for national food
security as well as generate sustainable income. Further, intensification of introducing more genotypes
to select the best rice genotype for Iraqi condition could maximize the benefits of genotype cultivation.
In the current search gives average values for each genetic parameter and these data can be employed
when different genotypes are screened for future breeding programs.
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Abstract. It was clinically and surgically proven that sixty- four patients were infected with a
hydatid cyst. Follow up was done in Al-Sadder Medical City, Najaf/Iraq during the period
between January and December 2018.The incidence of the prevalence of hydatidosis female
was higher than that of males. The youngest patients infected was five years, and oldest was
over than 70 years old. The age group 21-30 years old had the highest percentage of
hydatidosis infections. The rate of infection in females 64 (61%) more than males 25 (39%).
Compared to males, there was a substantial rise (P < 0.05) in females. The percentage of liver
hydatidosis relative to other organs was higher (67.18%). There were many patients with big
cyst size (>5cm) than those with small cyst sizes (<5cm).

Keywords. Hydatid cyst, Echinococcus granulosus, Najaf, Iraq.

1. Introduction
Human Echinococcus granulosus infections occur as zoonoses mainly in sheep-raising areas where
domestic dogs are used for herding [1].This parasite may potentially exist in all area as of the world,
but the Mediterranean and Middle East countries, including Iran, parts of Africa. In addition to, Latin
America and China are the primary sources of human infection [2]. Adults of Echinococcus
granulosus and worm living in the intestine of the dog, eggs which are eaten by intermediate hosts
(cows, dogs, rodents, deers and human) release the embryo into the duodenum. Then from there into
the portal circulation; some of these embryos are stuck in the liver, the others migrate through the liver
and spread, to other organs and turn into a hydatid cyst [3]. There are three layers of the liver hydatid
cyst; the first is the pseudocyst (adventitia), composed of fibrous tissue, which product of the livers
response to the parasite it is grey and closely attached to the liver, indistinguishable from it. The
whitish and elastic ectocyst (laminated membrane) formed by the parasite itself contains a single layer
of cells lining the cyst that internally secretes the hydatid fluid and externally the laminated membrane
[4]. Hydatid fluid is colorless or yellowish and contains a complexity of protein, lipid, glucose,
minerals and enzymes [5]. Hydatid cysts are usually well-tolerated in humans before their formation
results in a strain on neighboring tissues or organs [6]. In humans, the hydatid cyst normally involves a
single cyst in one organ, about 20-40% of patients have multiple cysts and usually, it involves multiple
organs. The liver is the most prominent hydatid cyst site (50-70%) followed by the lungs (25%) but
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less frequently in the spleen, kidney, heart, bones, and CNS around 25% of the patients had both lung
and liver cysts [2].
In Iraq, hydatidosis is one of the main endemic diseases and has been recognized in both humans and
animals [7, 8]. The occurrence of hydatid disease was 8 per 1000 patients admitted to the medical City
Teaching Hospital in Baghdad for various cases [8]. It has been shown to be more frequent in young
and middle age groups [9], 90 patients with hepatic hydatid cyst were confirmed to have been
surgically treated in the first surgical unit at Baghdad Teaching Hospital since May 2009,among
them,55 female (61.3%) and 35 male (38.7%). The purpose of the research was to determine the
prevalence of hydatidosis parasite infection in the Province of Najaf /Iraq.
2. Materials and Methods
Sixty -four patients (25 males and 39 females), age range (5- > 70 years) with hydatidosis were
confirmed surgically from Al-sadder Medical City in Najaf / Iraq, during the period between January
and December 2018. The cysts were in the liver, lungs, omentum, and peritoneal cavity. Each
individual patient filled a questionnaire sheet, shown in the appendix in this study.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Gender distribution
In this study, the total number of hydatidosis patients was 64 females (61%) and 25 males (39%), there
was a significant increase (P<0.5) in females compared to males (Table1).
3.2. Age distribution
The age range of the patients included in this study is between 5-70 years old. In most cases, 18(28.12
%) both (male and female) were in the age group 21-30 years. There was a significant (P < 0.05)
increase in age group 21-30 compared to other age groups.
3.3. Site of infection
Different organs were infected with hydatid disease, but the number of patients with liver hydatidosis
had the highest percentage 43(67.18%) when compared to other sites of infection, followed by lung14
(21.89 %).The other organs were omentum and peritoneal cavity 1(1.56%) and 4(6.25 %) respectively.
Compared to other tissues, there was a significant increase (P<0.05) in liver infection (Table 3).
3.4. Size and site of the cyst
Only 50 cysts were measured from the total of 64 patients.11 (45.83%) had cysts less than 5 cm in
diameter, whereas the remaining13 (54.16%) cyst larger than 5cm in diameter, (Table 4). From a total
of 20 liver cyst, 9(45%) has less than 5cm in diameter and 11(55%) has more than 5cm, whereas from
a total of 9 lungs cyst, 3(33.33%) were less than 5cm in diameter, 6(54.54%) were more than 5 cm in
size (Table 5).
Table 1. Gender distribution of 64 hydatidosis in Najaf/Iraq.
Male (%)
Ratio
Female (%)
25(39%)
1:1.56
39(61 %)
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64
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Table 2. Distribution of 64 patients’ according to age and sex with hydatidosis in Najaf/Iraq.
Male No.%
Female No.%
Total
Ag(year)
4 (50)
4(50)
8
1-10
5 (38.46)
8 (61.5)
13
11-20
9 (50)
9 (50)
18
21-30
3 (30)
7 (70)
10
31-40
4 (50)
4 (50)
8
41-50
0 (0.0)
3 (100)
3
51-60
0 (0.0)
1 (100)
1
61-70
0 (0.0)
3 (100)
3
71 - >
25
39
64
Total
Table 3. Distribution of 64 hydatidosis patients according to site and gender Najaf/Iraq.
Male No. (%)
Female No. (%)
Total %
Site of infection
15 (34.8)
28 (82.3)
43 (67.18)
Liver
7 (50)
7 (50)
14 (21.89)
Lung
1 (25)
3 (75)
4 (6.25)
Peritoneal cavity
1 (100)
0(0.00)
1 (1.56)
Omentum
1(50)
1 (50)
2 (3.12)
Mixed
25
39
64
Total
Table 4. Distribution of 64 hydatidosis patients according to the size of cysts and gender in Najaf/Iraq.
Size of cyst (cm)
Male No. (%)
Female No. (%)
Total (%)
<5
2 (18.18)
9 (81.81)
11 (45.83)
>5
4 (30.76)
9 (69.23)
13(54.16)
Total
6
18
24
Table 5. Distribution of 64 hydatidosis patients according to the size of cysts and organs infection in
Najaf/Iraq.
Size of cyst (cm)
Liver No. (%)
Lung No.(%)
Total(%)
<5
6 (66.66)
3 (33.33)
9 (45)
>5
5 (45.45)
6 (54.54)
11 (55)
Total
11
9
20

4. Discussion
The occurrence of hydatid disease in the Province of Najaf is dramatically increased in this study, this
may be due to the lack of appropriate personal hygiene practices to prevent ingestion of the eggs. The
practice of feeding dogs potentially contaminated viscera and poor educational program for inhabitant
in the area (at risk) for the transmission of the parasite [10]. Insufficient meat inspection, poor dog
management and inappropriate legislation [11] no active collaboration between veterinarians and
public health workers [13] and the high number of stray dogs or sheep dogs [14]. All these rare
responsible for transmission of disease. The gender distribution shows that the prevalence of
hydatidosis was higher in females (78.3%) relative to males (21.7%). This has been also observed by
[8, 15, 16], where they found that the infection rate was higher in females than in males. This may be
due to the social life in our district where the females are confined to house working and this will
make them more exposed to the source of infection especially in a rural area. The age range of the case
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studies was from five years up to 70 years. The highest prevalence with regard to age distribution was
between 21-30 years. It was shown that the age range between 11-40 years was the age of highest
incidence [17, 18], while [8] and [16] found that the greatest prevalence of infection was between 20
and 30 years of age. The study showed that most of the patients had hydatidosis of the liver followed
by the lungs peritoneal cavity and omentum. This finding is well documented by [2, 18]. This is
probably because most frequently, the oncosphere enters the portal vein in the liver and then to the
first capillary filter. If it passes the liver, it reaches the lung and other distant foci [17]. Echinococcus
granulosus cysts never infiltrate or invade the tissue of the host and therefore remain as a foreign
entity. In this study, a high percentage of patients had a large cyst size (more than 5cm in diameter).
These wide cysts have been found more in the lung than in the liver. The cyst morphological features
are primarily determined by the resistance of the organs concerned. In the soft parenchymatous tissues
of the lungs, the cysts grow quickly and can become very large. In contrast, the firm liver texture
exerts a definite restraining effect on the cysts growth, so it remains very limited in size [18].
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Abstract. This research was carried out in quail in the laboratory of histopathology diseases
during four months . The objectives of this study was to detecting the effects of the addition of
the alcohol extract of ginger to ovary tissue of quail. The two groups of birds were in almost
similar weights and were placed in cages. Each group consisted of 8 quails. The first group
(control group) fed on regular feeding without adding alcoholic extract of ginger .The second
group (treated group) fed on the same normal food after adding the alcohol extract of ginger at
a concentration of 300 mg / kg. The results indicated that ginger have positive effects on
folliculogenesis.

Keywords. Ginger, Ovary, Flliculogenesis.

1. Introduction
The cultivation of medicinal and aromatic plants and herbs has spread in most parts of the world and
has been used for their medicinal effectiveness and quick cure for diseases which are used as whole
herbs, powders, or aqueous or aquatic or oily extracts [1, 2, 3]. Zinger is a plant that is found in the
warm regions. Rizhomes are used under the soil and contain volatile oils with pungent smells and
pungent taste.. They contain the ginger root nodes, which are the most important parts of the plants [4,
5, 6].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of the alcoholic extract of ginger
The ginger bought from the local markets and cut the raw ginger into very small pieces, dissolve 30 g
of raw material in alcohol to get the ginger extract in 70 ml of 96% of ethyl alcohol and place in a
clean glass jar in a dark place for at least two weeks, the solution is then filtered with Whatman1 filter
paper , the solution is then placed in the rotary evaporator, at a temperature of 45 ° C for the purpose
of extracting .The solution was then placed in an electric oven at 45 ° C for 20 minutes to dispose of
the remaining alcohol. After extracting the extract weighed by a sensitive balance and stored in clean
containers [7].
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2.2. Dissection of birds
A total of 16 quail birds at ages 15 weeks , divided into two groups of 8 birds each , the first as a
control group and the second treated with alcoholic extracts of ginger concentration (300 mg / kg)
(treated group). The birds were dissected and the ovary removed and fixed in 10% formaldehyde.
2.3. Histological preparation
The methods of [8, 9, 10] were employed in the histological technique of the present study, the
chemical and stain used: 10% Formaldehyde, Ethyl alcohol; ascending concentrations of ethyl alcohol
30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90% and 95% using distilled water. Alcoholic eosin stain. Harris Hematoxylin
stain. Paraffin wax methods used according to [9, 10] as the following; Fixation of the specimens in a
10% formalin solution for 24 hours. Washing with tap water, dehydration by ascending concentrations
of ethyl alcohol, clearing with xylene, infiltration and embedding with paraffin wax, melting point 58°
C, sectioning at 7 micrometer using Rotary Microtome. Staining with routine stain (H&E) then
Dextrin Plasticizer Xylene (D.P.X) used as a mounting media. Finally, microscopic examination and
photography; Histological slides were examined using a light microscope at various magnification
powers suit for the current study requirements. The microscopic slides were selected with a digital
microscope equipped with a digital camera and a standard 12-megapixel Canon camera was used.
3. Results and Discussion
This The results of the current study showed some effects of alcohol extract of ginger in the ovary
tissue of the quail ( Figure 1, 2, 3). Birds fed on a standard diet with an alcoholic extract of ginger at a
concentration of 300 mg / kg, showed some changes represented by an increase in the size of the
ovaries, improvement in the fertility rate, as well as an increase in sexual receptivity and early
ovulation by the birds [2, 11].

Figure 1. Transverse section passes through the ovary of quails treated with alcoholic extracts of
ginger concentration (300 mg /kg): shows more Immature follicles (IMF), numbers of primary
follicles (PF), secondary follicles (SF), medulla (M), (H&E) (40X).
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Figure 2. Transverse section passes through the ovary of quails treated with alcoholic extracts of
ginger concentration (300 mg / kg): shows the Immature follicles (IMF), numbers of primary follicles
(PF), Blood vessels (BV), (H&E) (40X).

Figure 3. Transverse section passes through the ovary of quails treated with alcoholic extracts of
ginger concentration (300 mg / kg): shows the Mature Follicles (MF), Blood vessels( BV), Theca
Interna (TI), Theca Externa (TE), Oocyte (O), Zona Pellucida (ZP), (H&E) (40X).
The histological sections showed an increase in the growth and differentiation of ovarian follicles and
the presence of several distinct follicles early in growth balanced with the control treatment and this is
due to the fact that the alcoholic extract of ginger contains physiologically active substances ,these
substances are similar to steroid hormones by their association with hormone receptors and estrogen
receptors and with proteins that transport those hormones, and that substances also have an effect on
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the metabolism of estrogen hormones and support its action which has the main role in accelerating
the growth and differentiation of the follicles in early stages because ginger contains volatile oils [12].
and the proliferation of tissue the ovarian stroma has a greater degree of control, and increased ovarian
cellularity and the presence and congestion of the blood vessels in the ovarian wall observed, this
proportion fed by alcoholic extract led to early differentiation in the primary and secondary follicles,
during folliculogenesis, also [13] stated that the ginger indicate positive effects on folliculogenesis.
Ginger play an important role in goodness fertilization as it contain high level of vitamin C and A,
minerals and some amino acids which are related with the activation of the endocrine gland and
growth increasing [14], this foundation probably explain the activity of the ovary and increasing the
number of primary and secondary follicles in quail birds treated with ginger alcoholic extract in this
study. The ginger rhizomes essential oil enhances bird reproductive performances , proteins and
reproductive hormone levels and hatchability traits in treated female quails [12,15].
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Abstract. This study amid to evaluate the role of plant’s root (Astragalus spinosus), in
biochemical parameters and histological sections effect in reduce the oxidative stress induced
by hydrogen peroxide in rabbits Oryctalagus cuniculus, 7-9 months age and (1300-1500 g) of
weight. Animals were distributed to three groups, every group were included five rabbits;
group (1) control received water and diet. Group (2): animals treated with H2O2 (0.05) and
drinking water. Group (3): animals treated with H2O2 and alcoholic extract of the plant root
(5mg /kg body weight) for period one month. Study showed high significant increasing in
Creatinine and ALP, LDH concentrations of animals treated with H2O2 alone (1.74±0.40)
(9.900±1.058), (260.40±26.66) respectively, in compared with control (0.838±0.08)
(8.420±1.132), (154.0±49.79) respectively while the concentration of Creatinine, ALP and
LDH had been decreased with high significant (P≤ 0.05) in group treated with H2O2 and
extract of the plant roots (0.79±0.09), (9.220±0.801) and (166.2±36.08) respectively in
compared with H2O2 group. And the result of histological sections of liver, kidneys and heart,
which showed an improvement of cells in group treated with the extract of the plant which had
been induced by oxidative stress.

Keywords. Oxidative, Antioxidants, Astragalus, liver.

1. Introduction
Oxidative stress represents a situation in which the production of active oxygen varieties (ROS)
increases in number that exceeds the ability of antioxidants to get rid of them, which results in an
imbalance in the delicate balance between the production of free radicals and the body's ability to
remove them or repair their destructive effects, resulting in damage to the various tissues in the body
due to fat oxidation by the action of free radicals [1] of the active oxygen varieties is the negative
superoxide root (O2-), which is one of the most toxic free radicals, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and
hydroxyl radical (OH-) [2]. As for antioxidants, they are substances that prevent or slow down the
generation of free radicals and oxidative processes in the body. Therefore, they form a line of defense
against free radical activity and reactions [3]. Antioxidants are a substances that work to prevent or
slow down the generation of free radicals and oxidative processes in the body. Therefore, they
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constitute a line of defense against the destructive activity of free radicals in chain reactions [4]
primary role of antioxidants of various types is work on giving an electron to the free root to prevent
its reactions and stop its destructive activity, or it works on materials that scavenge free radicals, such
as the superoxide dismutase (SOD) enzyme that captures the negative superoxide root, or it acts as
metal chelating agents [5]. Genus Astragalus, consisting of about 3000 species, is a valuable reference
of herbal drugs. The review article comprises scientific data concerning morphological, distribution
and phytochemical characters of the genus. Polysaccharides, saponins, and flavonoids are considered
main active principles. Astragalus. have long been used as medicinal plants in folk medicine as
cardiovascular, antihypertensive, diuretic, choleretic, as well as antimicrobial and antiviral agents, this
plants of the exhibit a broad spectrum of pharmacological effects, among which major include antiinflammatory diuretic, antibactericidal, and hypotensive [6]. Plants of the genus Astragalus have been
used in traditional medicine in many countries for centuries, which the genus Astragalus being the
largest in the family Fabaceae. It is known to contain various metabolites such as saponins flavonoids
and polysaccharides. Flavonoids, which possess a wide range of pharmacological activities [7, 8]. The
present study aimed to test the effectiveness of the alcoholic extract of Astragalus plant’s root through
its protective and antioxidant role on experimental animals by measuring creatinine, basal
phosphatase, lactic dehydrogenase, and a histological study of the kidneys, liver and heart to clarify
the effect of oxidative stress induced by hydrogen peroxide and the protective role of the plant’s root
of Astragalus spinosus.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experience Design
The animals were divided randomly into three groups (5 animals in each group), and the experiment
was designed as follows; first group G1: the control group was given only water and food. Second
group G2: were given water containing hydrogen peroxide (0.05) and food only. Third group G3:
were dosed orally with alcoholic extract at a concentration of 5 mg /kg body weight. The amount was
given according to the weight of the animal, and hydrogen peroxide was added to the drinking water at
a concentration of (0.05) in addition to the food. After the ending of one-month dosing period, the
animals were forbidden from food for 24 hours, after which the blood was collected by cutting the
jugular vein and placing the blood in test tubes. The blood was separated by using of a centrifuge at a
speed of 3000 rpm for 15 minutes to obtain serum, and then prepared blood serum was withdrawn by
micropipette and placed in tubes and kept at -20 °C.
2.2. Collection and preparation of the plant root
The roots of the Astragalus plant were obtained from the desert areas in the west of the Tigris River
between Samarra and Tikrit.
2.3. Preparation of extract
The alcoholic extract was prepared from the plant roots according to the method mentioned by [9].
The amount of extract obtained from every 100 g of the plant’s root was 2 g.
2.4. The active dose of the plant
Twenty one animals were used to know The effective dose of plant, animals were randomly divided
into 7 groups ( 3 animals for each group ), and in the table below was determined the effective dose of
the alcoholic extract .The experiment was carried out during three days, and the animals were dosed
orally at a single dose every 24 hours, and after 3 days, blood samples were collected through the
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ear’s vein, and the concentrations of sugar and cholesterol were measured, and the effective alcohol
dose was concentration (5 mg / kg body weight ).
2.5. Determination of Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) and Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) Enzymes
The activities of LDH were determined spectrophotometncally by measuring the oxidation rate at 340
nm [10]. The activity of ALP enzyme was determined according to the colour method, as the amount
of liberated phenol is measured after its reaction with potassium free cyanide and 4-aminoantipyrine to
produce a coloured complex with the highest absorption at the wavelength 510 nm.
2.6. Determination of Serum Creatinine
The concentration of creatinine was estimated by using of an analysis kit (BIOLABO SA, France) kit
[11]. The microscopial and histological slides were prepared according to [12] for histological study.
2.7. Statistical analysis
For a statistical data, Statistical Package Social Science (spss) version 22 was used, and Student's ttest, the level of significance was P≤ 0.05.
3. Results
The results finding (Table 1) show significant increasing (P≤0.05) in the level of Lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH), ALT, and Creatinine in group G2 which were treated with H2O2 when
compared with control group G1, while group G3 which treated with plant’s root alcoholic extract
showing significantly decreasing in the level of LDH, ALT and Creatinine when compared with
group G2 and showed no significant differences when compared with control group G1.
Table 1. The parameters of study groups.
Groups
G1 control
G2
G3

Parameters
ALP
8.420±1.132
9.900±1.058
9.220±0.801

LDH
154.0±49.79
260.40±26.66
166.2±36.08

Creatinine
0.838±0.08
1.74±0.40
0.79±0.09

N+5, P P≤0.05, ± = Standard error

Results in the present study showed increasing in the level of LDH significantly ( p≤0.05) in group
G2 giving H2O2 ,while group G3 showed no significant differences when compared with control group
G1 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. LDH level for study groups.

Results preserved increasing in the level of ALT significantly (p≤0.05) in group (G2) were
treated with H2O2 ,while group G3 showed no significant differences when compared with
group control (Figure 2).

Figure 2. ALP level for Study groups.

(Figure 3) Results showed increasing in the level of Creatinine level significantly (p≤0.05) in
group (G2) were treated with H2O2, while group G3 showed no significant differences when
compared with group control G1.

Figure 3. Creatinine level for study groups.

Histological study results in (Figures 4, 5, 6) showed the changes in the heart tissues of study
animals in the group G1,G2 and the group G3.Fgures (7, 8, 9) that show the changes in liver
tissues. Figures (10, 11, 12) show the changes in kidney tissues.

Figure 4. Histological section in the heart of control group G1. Show:A- cardiac of muscle fibres
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(CMF), B- nuclei (N), C- Endomysium.

Figure 5. Cross section of heart in animal treated with hydrogen peroxide ( 0.05) G2 show :
A- heart, atrophy of cardiac muscle, B- Degeneration of sarcoplasm with disappearance of its nuclei
(H&E stain 400x)

Figure 6. Longitudinal section of heart in animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.05) using dose of
(5mg/k body weight ) of the plant’s root extract, group G3 show: A- cardiac muscle fibres with its
normal archete chare (sarcoplasm and nuclei).

Figure 7. Histological section of liver in control group G1 show: A- central vein (CV) B- Columns of
hepatic cells with its spherical nuclei (HC), C- Blood sinusoids with Kuepfer cells (BS) (H&E stain
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400X).

Figure 8. Cross section of liver in animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.05) G2 show: A- blood
clot in the in the central vein, B- Lymphocytic nodular aggregation , C- Hypertrophy of Kuepfer cells
in sinusoid, D- Disappearance of nuclei Frome certain number of hepatic cells (H&E stain 400X).

Figure 9. Histological section of liver in animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.05) and dose of
(5mg/k body weight) of the alcoholic extract of the plant’s root group G3 show: A- normal
Architecture of hepatic cells with its spherical nuclei, B- Kuepfer cell in the blood sinusoid (H&E
stain 400X).

Figure 10. Figure (10) Histological section of kidney in control group G1 show: A- renal cortex ;
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glomerulus G, B- proximal convoluted tubule PCT, C- Distal convoluted tubule DCT
D- Bowman's capsule BC (H&E stain 400X).

Figure 11. Histological section of kidney in animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.05) group G2
showing: Renal medulla, epithelia, desquamation inside the lumen of collecting ducts (A),
degeneration of epithelial cells of collecting ducts (B) RBC present in between Henle loop (C) (H&E
stain 400X).

Figure 12. Histological section of kidney in animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.05) and dose
of ( 5 mg/k body weight) of alcoholic extract of the plant root G3 show: A- renal cortex, hyperplasia
of glomerular epithelia cell, B- Proximal convoluted tubule, C- distal convoluted tubule, D- Capsule
space.
4. Discussion
The results showed a significant increase p (P ≤ 0.05) in the LDH enzyme concentration in the blood
serum of animals exposed to oxidative stress mediated by hydrogen peroxide, the results were
(260.40±26.66) in compared with the control group (154.0±49.79) and the reason is due to the increase
in oxidative stress resulting from the free radicals generated by H2O2, which damage the cells and
tissues of the body, so the increase in the activity of this enzyme in the blood serum is an indication of
the breakdown of the cells of the body organs, Histological section in the heart of treated with
hydrogen peroxide (0.05) showing atrophy of cardiac muscle and degeneration of sarcoplasm with
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disappearance of its nuclei compared with control group which show histological section in the heart
of myocardium; degeneration cardiac muscle fibers. The oval nuclei in the sarcoplasm, endomysium.
The cause of the high LDH is attributed to the harmful physiological effects of free radicals and stress
on the heart muscle cells, which leads to its destruction and damage, and consequently damage to the
cell membranes and the release of enzymes into the circulation [13]. And when the plant extract was
treated, it led to a significant decrease in the total LDH level in the blood serum (166.2±36.08)
compared to the H2O2 group (260.40±26.66). Also, a clear improvement was observed showing
cardiac muscle fibers with its normal architected (sarcoplasm and nuclei) RBC outside the blood
vessel. The results are in agreement with [14] where isoflavonoids were isolated from the Astragalus
roots where the protective roles and antioxidant effects and increased the antioxidant enzymes,
prevented the release of LDH from cells and stabilized the cell membrane structure. The results of
ALP were (9.900±1. IU/l) in the group treated with hydrogen peroxide compared with control group
(8.420±1.132 IU/l). It is evident from above results that the level of ALP increased in the serum of the
group treated with hydrogen peroxide in compared with control, and this is an indication of the
occurrence of liver damage as a result of the effect of free radicals, while the groups treated with plant
extract show a significant decrease on probability (P≤0.05) of the level of the enzyme ALP (9.220 ±
0.801 IU / l) in compared to the group treated with hydrogen peroxide (9.900±1 IU / l). This indicates
an improvement in liver cells and as shown in the Figure (7) Histological section in the liver of
animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.5%) showing: blood clot with WBC in the Blood clot in CV
with WBC Lymphocytic nodular
aggregation, Hypertrophy of Kupffer cells in sinusoid,
Disappearance of nuclei from certain number of hepatic cell compared with control Figure (8)
showing: hepatic lobule central vein, Columns of hepatic cells with its spherical nuclei, Blood
sinusoids with Kuepfer cells, Draining of blood from blood sinusoid to CV this result is agreed with
[14, 15] indicated oxidative tissue damage and acute infections caused by the drug by increasing lipid
peroxidation, and this leads to an increase in the permeability of the cell membrane and thus increases
the movement of enzymes and their infiltration into the blood, which leads to an increase and decrease
in the level of enzymes in the blood serum. In the liver, the study [16] indicated that the presence of
such toxic substances leads to self-degradation of hepatocytes as a result of the increased activity of
the lysosomes, which leads to the death of hepatocytes that cause an increase in the level of the three
enzymes in the blood serum, and here the protective role of Astragalus appears spinous. Because it
contains antioxidants, flavonoids can neutralize different types of oxidizing species including
superoxide anion(O• -2), hydroxyl radical (OH), or peroxyl radicals (ROO.-) [17] Figure (9) showing
section of liver of animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.5%) and treated with daily dose of
(5mg/k body weight) of the extract of the plant sho normal Architecture of hepatic cell with its
spherical nuclei , Kupffer cell in the blood sinusoid with WBC, total flavonoids, obtained from Radix
Astragali showed significant antioxidant activity and inhibited the lipid peroxidation caused by O• -2,
H2O2[18, 19] and total flavonoids in Astragalus showed Protective effect from against DNA strand
breaks, caused by (OH.) [20]. Flavanonols from Astragalus sinicus showed potent antioxidant activity
determined by 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) assay [21]. Flavonoid fraction obtained from the
seeds of Astragalus complanatus showed significant radioprotective effect against injury induced by γirradiation in mice, flavonoids increased fraction on survival rate of the experimental animals and
made the damaged organs recover normal appearance because of enhancing immunity [8]. Observed
effect of flavonoid of Astragalus m against reperfusion hepatic injury in hemorrhagic shock [22].
Figure 3 shows a high increase (P˂0.05) of creatinine (SCR) of animals exposed to oxidative stress
with hydrogen peroxide, where the results were (1.74±0.4 mg / dL) compared to the control group
(0.838±0.08mg / dL) and the cause may be due to increased oxidative stress, which leads to impaired
renal function, leading to an increase in creatinine in the blood and less excretion in the urine levels of
serum creatinine (SCR) manifest the ability of renal tissue to remove the creatinine from blood and
gather it in the urine. However, kidney dysfunction could lead to the levels of SCR increased through
weaken the ability to filter creatinine. In addition, the injured kidneys could cause the levels of serum
urea nitrogen (SUN) elevated on account of the kidney tissue have no ability to remove the urea from
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the blood [23, 24], demonstrated that astragalosides, especially astragalo- side V isolated from the root
of Astragalus radix, inhibited the formation of advanced glycation end products in vitro. In rats
induced diabetes, and treatment with Astragalus membranaceus improved renal function [25]. And
when treating animals exposed to oxidative stress mediated by H2O2 with Astragalus extract, there was
a significantly decrease in the SCR, as the results in figure 1 were (0.784 ± 0.050 mg / dL) compared
to the control exposed to oxidative stress with H2O2 only (1.526 ± 0.260 mg / dL). While the groups
treated with plant extract decreased significant on p (P≤0.05) of the activity enzyme ALP
(0.79±0.09IU/l) compared to the group treated with hydrogen peroxide (1.74±0.40IU/l). Figure (10)
Histological section in the kidney of animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.05) showing: renal
medulla ; epithelia; desqumation inside the lumen of collecting ducts, degeneration of epithelial cells
of collecting ducts , RBC present in between Henle loop , compred with control Figure (11) showing:
renal cortex; glomerulus, proximal tubule convoluted, distal convoluted This indicates an
improvement in liver cells and as shown in Figure (12), animal treated with hydrogen peroxide (0.05)
and treated with daily oral dose (5 mg/kbody weight) of the extract of the plant show : renal cortex ;
hyperplasia of glomerular epithelia cell , proximal convoluted tubule, distal c.t , Capsule space. The
reason is due to Astragalus contains the high capacity of antioxidants that inhibits oxidative processes
in the biological system, Astragalus membranaceus has a complex chemicals. Its major active
constituents include Astragalus ﬂavonoids, saponins, and polysaccharides [26]. Result is in accordance
with [27] with cisplatin induced in mice kidney. The flavonoids made the damaged organ recover
normal appearance [20].
5. Conclusion
From our results we can conclude that alcoholic extract of Astragalus spinosus root have a protective
role against the oxidative stress effects on biochemical parameters include LDH, ALT, and
Creatinine, and have a histological protective from harm effect of hydrogen peroxide and free radicals.
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Abstract. The goal of the current study was to assess the effects of povidone iodine 10% in
comparison with 5% of povidone iodine on full-thickness cutaneous wounds healing in rabbits.
This was on twenty-four healthy male rabbits, weighing from (1.5–1.8 kg). Under the effect of
intramuscular administration of a mixture of xylazine hydrochloride 5mg / kg, ketamine
hydrochloride 35mg / kg and diazepam 1 mg / kg. On each animal, in the dorsal back area, one
square (2 x 2) cm full-thickness skin wounds were made. The animals were divided into two
groups, group (A) as the treatment group was treated with 10% povidone iodine daily for 1
time for day 7 post operation. While, at the same time in group (B), the rabbits were treated
with 5% povidone iodine. For clinical evaluation, each group was divided into four subgroups
(two wounds/subgroup) on 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, 14th and 21th days post-wound induction and
treatment. Clinically, the result showed that 10 % of iodine was more effective than 5 % of
iodine, and the wound healing rate in group (A) was faster than group (B). This was followed
by statistical analysis results showing the wound healing process ((20%, 40%), (70%, 85%)
contraction) and ((10%, 20%), (50%, 70%) re-epithelization).Respectively, there were
significantly more (P≤0.05) than the iodine 5% during the study period. Conclusion; Povidoneiodine solution 10% is more efficient than iodine 5% so that lead to acceleration and
enhancement of full-thickness cutaneous wounds healing.

Keywords. Iodine, Wounds healing, Rabbits.

1. Introduction
The wound healing in skin is an all-around coordinated endurance instrument that can be impacted by
different conditions prompting a superior or worse course of healing [1]. As of late, there is an equally
mounting proof that mental impacts (for example stress, social help, positive effect, and environmental
enhancement) may also connect with wound healing [2]. In any case, infection and sepsis can be
caused by spoiling with a pathogenic microbial agent, which disturbs the repair continuum [3, 4].
Infection evolution is driven by a dynamic relationship between the host and microorganisms, and
further affected naturally and medicinal interventions [5]. There are a few germ-free skin-purging
specialists accessible to the specialist to use for patients experiencing perfect, clean, cleancontaminated, contaminated, and dirty surgery. The conventional sterile purifying operator of decision
is povidone iodine (PI). It is modest, viable, and the most regularly utilized operator of decision
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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around the world [6]. Disinfectants are valuable choices for managing the bioburden in wounds with a
wider range of antimicrobial adequacy, lower risk of anti-microbial obstruction progression, and
minimal blowback to tissues. For that reason, the purpose of this study include assess and compare the
effects of iodine in both concentrations, on full-thickness cutaneous wounds healing.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental animals
Twenty four adult male rabbits (1.5- 1.8 kg) divided into 2 groups (12 rabbits each) were used in this
study. The rabbits were kept in the animal house of the College of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Karbala, maintained in individual cages along the period of the experiment under normal environment
including climate, management and feeding.
2.2.Surgical operation
In the dorsal back area of each animal, a square (2 × 2) cm full-thickness skin wound was induced.
The animals were divided into two groups, group (A) as the treatment group was treated with 10%
povidone iodine daily for once a day for day 7 post induction. While, in group (B), the rabbits were
treated with 5% povidone iodine at the same style and for the same period.
2.3. Clinical evaluations
A total clinical assessment was performed on all animals at regular intervals along the time of the
examination. Advanced photos were taken for all injuries after the zone had been shaved to envision
the injury edge. The scab of each wound was deliberately evacuated for better imagination of the
epithelization and granulation tissue zone by utilizing saline.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
The Statistical Analysis System [7] was used. Least Significant Difference –LSD test was used to
determine the significance between groups.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Clinical Evaluation
In fact, the clinical statement of wounds seemed to indicate that through the current analysis, both
treated wounds were rapidly reduced in size. The change began on day 3 in both treatment groups,
which became evident on day 9, especially in wounds treated with10 % povidone iodine. This
variation continued to occur until this research was completed. Clear differences emerged between the
two treatment groups in total wound healing, mostly at the end of the study (Figure 1). During the 21
days of the study, the following-up of wound healing process appeared that the percentages of effect
of concentration and day in length and width of wound contraction at 3rd, 5th and 7th without
significant difference. While in the day of 9th, 14th and 21th of this study, the significant difference was
clear with progress for 10% povidone iodine more than 5% povidone iodine(Table 1). At the same
time, in the (Table 2) appeared the effect of concentration and day in the length and width of reepithelization, which gave the same results that observed in the (Table 1).
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Table 1. Effect of concentration and day in Length and Width of Wound contraction.
Length ( Cm)
Width (Cm )
Days
LSD value
Conc.10%
Conc.5%
Conc.10%
Conc.5%
Day 3
1.50 ± 0.00 1.50 ± 0.00
0.00 NS
2.00 ± 0.03 2.00 ± 0.00
Day 5
1.40 ± 0.00 1.50 ± 0.00
0.113 NS
1.90 ± 0.00 2.00 ± 0.00
Day 7
1.30 ± 0.00 1.50 ± 0.00
0.175 *
1.80 ± 0.02 1.90 ± 0.00
Day 9
0.90 ± 0.00 1.40 ± 0.10
0.430 *
1.30 ± 0.00 1.80 ± 0.00
Day 14
0.50 ± 0.10 1.00 ± 0.00
0.430 *
0.60 ± 0.00 1.40 ± 0.10
Day 21
0.20 ± 0.00 0.70 ± 0.00
0.255 *
0.40 ± 0.00 0.85 ± 0.05
LSD value
0.141 *
0.207 *
--0.252 *
0.217 *
* (P≤0.05).
Table 2. Effect of concentration and day in Length and Width of Epithelization.
Length (Cm)
Width (Cm )
LSD value
Days
Conc.10%
Conc.5%
Conc.10%
Conc.5%
Day 3
1.50 ± 0.00 1.50 ± 0.00
0.00 NS
1.80 ± 0.02 1.90 ± 0.00
Day 5
1.30 ± 0.00 1.40 ± 0.00
0.113 NS
1.80 ± 0.00 1.90 ± 0.00
Day 7
1.20 ± 0.00 1.40 ± 0.00
0.164 *
1.70 ± 0.00 1.80 ± 0.00
Day 9
0.80 ± 0.00 1.30 ± 0.00
0.175 *
1.20 ± 0.00 1.70 ± 0.00
Day 14
0.50 ± 0.00 0.90 ± 0.00
0.268 *
0.40 ± 0.01 1.30 ± 0.10
Day 21
0.10 ± 0.00 0.50 ± 0.00
0.252 *
0.20 ± 0.00 0.70 ± 0.10
LSD value
0.141 *
0.157 *
--0.271 *
0.199 *
* (P≤0.05).

LSD value
0.00 NS
0.113 NS
0.113 NS
0.337 *
0.430 *
0.215 *
---

LSD value
0.113 NS
0.113 NS
0.113 NS
0.307 *
0.430 *
0.430 *
---

Figure 1. The study showed the difference in the wound contraction and re-epithelization between
wounds treated with 5% and 10% iodine, at 3rd, 9th,14th and 21st days post-treatment.
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Figure 2. Effect of concentration and day the wound contraction.
4. Discussion
4.1. Clinical evaluation
In povidone iodine, the iodine factor is carried by aggregation (or micelles) and is gradually released
into the solution to verify its antiseptic effect [9, 10]. Exposure to povidone iodine leads to induces
cell death by destroying the cell wall, cell membrane, and cytoplasm [11]. The solution of 10%
povidone iodine is widely used and does not induce resistance to microorganisms [11, 12]. The effect
of PVP-1 on microbial cells was also studied by [8] and found that it affects the structure and function
of enzymes and cell proteins. It damages the function of bacterial cells by preventing hydrogen
bonding and altering membrane structure. The rapid death of microbes is ensured by these numerous
modes of action and helps prevent the production of bacterial resistance. Since the microbicidal
activity of iodine is associated with many directly toxic effects on the cell wall rather than complex
molecular pathways (as used by antibiotics), tolerance is highly unlikely and there are unusually rare
reports of iodine-resistant strains [8]. In the current study, the assess and compare the effects of
povidone iodine solution on the healing of full-thickness skin wounds in rabbits provided by several
mechanisms, including bacterial growth prevention, acceleration of the formation of granulation tissue
3–7, on all post-treated groups. The clinical observations of wounds in the present study appeared that
the level of development of healing process was started rapidly in both treatment wounds. But the
progression was high in the 10% povidone iodine treated groups & than those in 5% povidone iodine
treated groups significantly were continued to be present until the end of the study. These results are in
agreement with other animal studies in which the effect of povidone iodine on wound microcirculation
has also been studied. In rabbit ear chamber wounds, the use of a 5% povidone iodine solution was
associated with an early but increasingly transient reduction in blood flow [13,14]. However, wounds
showed faster neovascularization with povidone iodine treatment compared to silver nitrate, sodium
hypochlorite, and untreated controls in the 10 %povidone iodine study mentioned earlier[15]. Another
rat model showed no adverse effects on capillary blood flow after up to 60 minutes of exposure to 1%
povidone iodine solution [13]. Interestingly, povidone iodine has been shown in a recent study to
enhance wound healing through TGF b, not only by increasing granulation but also by enhancing
neovascularization [16]. These results are very similar to the results obtained by Cooper, 2007, with
increased bacterial activity in the diluted solution due to increased free iodinelevel (up to 26 ppm in
1% to 0.1% povidone iodine solution). On the other hand, some in vitro studies have shown that
povidone iodine may have a measure of cytotoxic effect [18] and no consistent deleterious effects
have been shown in in vivo studies on various wound healing measures, especially at lower
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concentrations of povidone iodine[17,19]. Research has also shown that a number of animal studies on
povidone iodine in wound healing, were published more than thirty years ago [17, 20]. Most have
shown that concentrations of up to 10% do not necessarily inhibit granulation and epithelialization
processes [17].
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Abstract. Dental caries is a public health concern worldwide for which Streptococcus mutans
has been reported Known as the potential etiology of infection. In recent years, nanotechnology
has applied to Creation of novel material properties. The research was studying the effects of
Nanoparticles of Zinc Oxide on Streptococcus mutans isolate from dental caries. In this
research, Different ZnO NPs concentrations were studied as its anti-bacterial effects on
Streptococcus mutans was isolated from dental caries cases. 27 Streptococcus mutans isolates
were obtained, which is equivalent to 20% of the total number of 135 isolates. This
nanomaterial was chosen because it has a high affinity for human cells and does not cause
harm compared to other nanoparticles. The nanoparticles are those very fine materials that can
be produced so that their dimensions or the dimensions of their grains range from (1-100)
nanometers, and because of the small size of the nanomaterials, which made them behave
differently from large-sized materials whose size exceeds 100 nanometers, and because of the
small size of the particles. Nanoparticles, which gave them electrical and magnetic properties
that differ from large particles of the same compounds. The well diffusion method and the MIC
experiment were conducted, and the results were good, as in the well diffusion method the
efficacy increased with increasing the concentration of ZnO NPs. In the MIC experiment, it
was observed that MIC in the sixth tube, meaning that the MIC of ZnO NPs towards
Streptococcus mutans equals 0. 312 mg / ml.

Keywords. ZnO NPs, Streptococcus mutans, MSB agar, Inhibition Zone, Dental caries.

1. Introduction
The Nanoparticales effects on human health are quite different from the macromolecules they are
made from [1]. The increased nanoparticles activity may have a beneficial advantage or harmful
effect, or both at the same time[2,3]. In recent times, Nanotechnology has attracted the world's
attention greatly due to its characteristics compared to the giant molecules from which it is derived.
The nanoparticles of zinc oxide, copper oxide and silver are used extensively industrially, including
textile industries, dyes, motor oils, cosmetics, detergents and sprays [4]. A common feature of these
nanocomposites is antimicrobial activity[ 5] . The antimicrobial effects of nanoparticles on pathogenic
bacteria such as E. coli, S. aureus have been extensively studied[6]. The antimicrobial behavior of
inorganic oxide metals particles such as magnesium oxide, titanium oxide, silicon oxide, titanium
oxide and zinc oxide indicate that they can be used as antimicrobial treatments as possible. Use them
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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surgically under the heading of so-called nanomedicine [7]. One of the advantages of using inorganic
oxide nanoparticles as antimicrobial agents is that they are highly effective against antibiotic-resistant
pathogenic strains and are more heat resistant and less toxic [8]. ZnO NPs have a very Good safety
and non-toxicity profile was Watched while taking different nanoscale sizes of The Particles of zinc
oxide [ 9]. Tooth decay is Among the most famous oral diseases in the Oral cavity in humans [10]. It
is one of the main oral problems that affect the health of all ages (children, adolescents, adults, the
elderly) [11]. Streptococcus mutans, one of the natural flora in the mouth, is the main factor causing
tooth decay and has the ability to form biofilm, and it is one of the most popular types of bacteria in
this aspect [12]. The aim of this study is to investigate The directly effect of nanoparticles of zinc
oxide on Streptococcus mutans that cause tooth decay.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Samples collection and isolation of bacteria
The samples were collected from the surfaces of the decaying teeth of the 135 patients attending the
dental caries clinics at Tikrit city from both sexes, with different age stages between 8 to 65 years .
The samples were collected using a sterile cotton swab, where the focus of this research was on
isolating and diagnosing two genus of bacteria: Staphylococcus and Streptococcus, where a portion
of the bacterial culture for each sample was transferred to Mannitol salt agar and MSB agar base in a
plate by streaking on surface of agar, The plates were then incubated for 24 hours at 37°C. with
leaving one plate from each medium as a control plate to detect the presence of contamination in the
preparation of the medium. All the plates were diagnosed on the second day and the colonies growing
on the agricultural media were diagnosed according to their phenotypic characteristics in terms of
diameter, color, texture, shape and edge, then the characteristics of the cells and their shapes after
staining them with a Gram stain as belonging to the genera Staphylococcus and Streptococcus [13].
Special biochemical tests were performed for genus discrimination Staphylococcus and Streptococcus
bacteria at the age of 18-24 hours, according to the method used in to [13] to different between both
genus and tests ability to produce of Catalase, Coagulase, Carbohydrate fermentation and Hemolysis.
27 Streptococcus mutans isolates were obtained, which is equivalent to 20% of the total number of
isolates, which 135 isolates. As for other isolates, they are other bacterial types.
2.2. Preparation of Mitis Salivarius Bacitracin Agar (MSB) medium
MSB medium which observed in Figure 1 is the specific Selective Medium for Streptococcus mutans.
This medium was prepared according to Hi-media's guidance which contained 20(w/v)% total
percentage of sucrose in the medium with the addition of 200IU / L of the antibiotic Bacitracin and
this ratio was prepared based on that each gram of Bacitracin it contains a number of international
units and it’s installed on the counter box according to the manufacturer. 0.0001 Potassium tellurite
solution and 1% agar was added to ensure that the medium remained solid [14, 15, 16]. The method of
preparation is by dissolving 90 grams of the medium in 1000 milliliters of distilled water and mixing
well using hotplate with magnetic stirrer (zhongxing, taiwan, china) to ensure that solubility occurs
well and then, to increase the selectivity of the medium for Streptococcus mutans, 150 grams / liter of
substance was added. Sucrose for the medium so that the final percentage of sucrose is 20% in 1 liter
of MSB, and after that, when the color of the medium is noticed to transparent blue, the conical flask
is transferred to the autoclave to be sterilized at a temperature of 121 Celsius for 15 minutes and at a
pressure of 15 pound per square inch psi, and when the medium is cooled to a temperature of 45
Celsius, potassium tellurite 0.0001, which has been sterilized by millipore filter 0.20 mm (Fisher
Scientific, Wien, Austria), is added[14]. As for the solution containing the antagonist bacitracin, 1 ml
of it was added after preparation as follows: By dissolving 0.364 of the powder in 100 ml of D.W, the
stock solution of bacitracin was prepared. and mixed well by magnetic stirrer without any heat, and
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after mixing it well, sterilize with a millipore filter (0.20Mm). The bacitracin solution is sterile at a
concentration of 200IU / L . 1 ml of this solution was added to each liter of prepared medium and
cooled at 45 ° C to ensure that the bacitracin is not damaged so that the ratio of this antagonist in the
medium is 200 IU / L [14].

Figure 1. MSB Agar plate.
2.3. Muller Hinton Agar (MHA) preparation
Muller Hinton Agar (MHA) (Hi-media) was prepared according to the manufacturer's instructions [17]
by dissolving 38 grams of powder in 1000 ml of sterile distilled water and then placed on a hot plate
with magnetic stirrer until the powder completely dissolves in distilled water and the medium is clear.
After that, the medium is transferred to an autoclave for sterilization at a temperature of sterilization at
121°C and a pressure of 15 pis for 15 minutes, finally it is poured into the sterilized Petri dishes , after
it cools to 45-50 °C then left to harden until it is ready to cultivate the bacteria and test its sensitivity to
antibiotics and zinc oxide on it.
2.4. Isolation of Streptococcus mutans
Streptoccocus mutans was isolated according to method of [18] which is summarized as follows: - Samples were collected using cotton swabs by passing them into the caries area and in the saliva
surrounding the gums.
- The swabs were mapped on a selective culture medium (MSB) that was previously prepared.
- The plates were incubated under anaerobic conditions for 48 hours at 37°C.
- After the emergence of growth, the loop campaign of the growth appears on the surface of the
medium (MSB), specifically the colonies to which the morphological characteristics are applied, are
transferred and then streaked over the blood agar in order to activate the Streptococcus mutans
bacteria, and the incubation was done at 37°C and in an anaerobic jar for a period of 24 hours.
- After the growth appeared on the medium of the blood agar, the single colony was transferred again
to the MSB medium, and was streaked on the surface of the medium and then incubated in an
Anaerobic jar at a temperature of 37°C for 48 hours. The benefit of last two steps is the activation of
Streptococcus mutans bacteria as well as purification through Repeat the implantation on the selective
medium (MSB).
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2.5. Streptococcus mutans identification
2.5.1. Morphological feature
Streptococcus mutans was diagnosed phenotypically directly under light microscope with
magnification level x15, the phenotypic diagnosis was based on colony shape on (MSB) agar plates,
characteristics and based on Explanation cited by [18, 19]. Also, Hemolysis on blood agar plate ,
which must be (α) alpha-type, has been observed in Streptococcus mutans [20].
2.5.2. Gram Staining
Under aseptic conditions 1or 2 colonies were transferred from the surface of MSB Agar and exposed
to Gram stain (SYR BIO, England) according to the known and scientific methods of work [21].
2.5.3. Biochemical tests
2.5.3.1. Catalase test
Colonies of Streptococcus mutans were taken from the MSB Agar plate by a sterile loop and
transferred onto a sterile glass slide(Citotest ,Nantong , China) on the surface of which there is a drop
of 3% H2O2 (Panreac, Barcelona, Spain). These colonies were mixed with a drop of hydrogen
peroxide and the positive result of this test is bubbles [22, 23].
2.5.3.2. Test for carbohydrate fermentation (mannitol fermentation test)
Cystine trypticase agar CTA-Mannitol medium was used to the detect Streptococcus mutans ability to
ferment mannitol sugar and convert the medium from red to yellow, which represents the positive
result of the test [24]. The procedure of the test and media preparation was done according to [24].
Mannitol was added to medium cystine trypticase agar (Hi-media, India) at a concentration of 1% to
form cystine trypticase manitol agar, which is used to detect the capacity of Streptococcus mutans
bacteria to ferment manitol, ,where this medium after its preparation and autoclave sterilization at
121°C and a pressure of 15 psi for 15 minutes and after it gets cold it pours in screw capped bottles
with a volume of 10 ml and keeping in the refrigerator at a temperature of 2-8 ° C until use. Later
Inoculate each bottle of this medium by adding 0.1 ml of Streptococcus mutans bacteria samples
grown on Brain Heart Infusion Broth and incubate at a temperature of 37 °C for 48 hours. The
coloring change of media from red to yellow, was the indicator that the bacteria have the ability to
ferment mannitol and produce acid in this reaction.
2.5.4. Diagnosis of Streptococcus mutans by VITEK-2
The diagnosis of Streptococcus mutans isolates was done using VITEK-2 after growing the samples
on MSB Agar medium, using VITEK-2 (BIO meriex) according to the company's instructions [25].
2.6. Zinc oxide nanoparticle characterization
Zinc oxide nanoparticle was obtained from U.S Research Nanomaterial, Inc. (USA) Diameter 2030nm, purity 99.98%, and the stock solution was made at a concentration of 10mg / ml and was
diluted according to c1v1 = c2v2 [18]. The nanocomposite test was performed using scanning
Electron Microscope (SEM) as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Zinc Oxide nanoparticles under a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM).
In order to ensure the effectiveness of the zinc oxide nanoparticles solution, an examination was done
with the UV-V device, as shown in Figure 3, and the absorption must be at its highest value at the
wavelength (400–500 nm), and this is what was observed when examining these particles with
UV/visible spectroscopy.

Figure 3. UV/visible spectroscopy of the ZnO NPs.
2.7. Determination of Streptococcus mutans susceptibility to various concentration of solution ZnO
NPs and de-ionized water (In vitro)
The effectiveness of ZnO NPs was evaluated against Streptococcus mutans which was isolated from
cases of dental caries according to method of NCCLS [26], which included the following: Greening of
a bacterial suspended from S.mutans isolates, which we want to treat with ZnO NPs solution of
different concentrations, and the bacterial suspension was made by transferring 3 colonies by sterile
loop to 5 ml of Normal Saline and then compare the bacterial suspension with standard McFarland
solution (0.5) to stabilize the cell numbers at 1.5×108 cells /ml, then 100 μl of the prepared bacterial
suspension was withdrawn and placed on a surface of Muller Hinton agar plates and were spread
over the surface of MHA by a sterile swab and were planned length and width to ensure that the
suspension was completely spread on the surface of the agar plate. Then, make holes in MHA by using
the cork puncher (HI-Media, India ) with a diameter of 5 mm and drilling serial concentrations of ZnO
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NPs nanoparticles were placed. Prepared (w/v) with as a negative control, de-ionized water and the
concentrations were as follows: 10 mg /ml, 5 mg /ml, 3 mg /ml, 1 mg /ml, 0.5 mg /ml, 0.1 mg /ml.
2.8. Measuring the Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of ZnONPs
The lowest inhibitory concentration is important in the process of determining the lowest inhibitory
concentration of zinc oxide in the nanoscale method by method of broth dilution. The bacterial
suspension was prepared by taking 4-5 colonies from the MSB plate and transfer to the broth for 15
minutes. After mixing the bacterial suspension well, 0.1 ml of the bacterial suspension was added to
each test tube containing 4.8 ml of the nutrient broth and 0.1 ml of zinc oxide solution that was
prepared and added as the fellow of the concentrations 10, 5, 2.5,1.25, 0.625, 0.312, 0.156 mg / ml
with a positive control tube containing broth and inoculum of bacteria to detect the ability of bacteria
to grow on the nutrient broth, and a negative control tube containing only the nutrient broth and
ZnONPs without bacteria was mixed well. The inoculated tubes were incubated for 24 hours at a
temperature of 37°C. After that, the growth in the tubes was compared with the control tube not
containing Nano-Zinc Oxide, where the lowest inhibitory concentration is the first tube with no
turbidity that can be seen by eye [27].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Morphological Characteristic
Streptococcus mutans were examined morphologically using a light Microscope lenses (Olympos,
Japan), where the colonies appeared under the microscope in blue color, 1-2 mm in diameter and have
a spherical or oval shape with a little height, meaning they are convex and adherent to the surface of
MSB Agar and in its center is a pool of polysaccharides, as shown in the Figure 4.

Figure 4. Shape growth colonies of S. mutans on MSB Agar plate.
3.2. Microscopic examination
The microscopic inspection in the oily lens Indicated that bacteria Streptococcus mutans Gram
Positive, avoid edge and Spherical in shape and short chains to medium in length , as shown in the
Figure 5.
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Figure 5. S.mutans cells with gram positive stain under light microscopic examination
3.3. Biochemical tests
Biochemical tests include the following:
3.3.1. Catalase test
All Streptococcus mutans are negative for catalase, meaning that they do not form bubbles when tested
with H2O2 3%, which means that they do not have the ability to produce the catalase enzyme, It was
noticed that Streptococcus mutans when performing the examination in the laboratory did not form
any bubbles as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Catalase test, shows that S. mutans are negative for catalase test.
3.3.2. Carbohydrate fermentation test (mannitol fermentation test)
Each Streptococcus mutans has the ability to ferment mannitol. The experiment was conducted in the
laboratory and the result was positive, where the color of the medium changed from red to yellow, and
negative control and positive control were used, and the result was positive as in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Streptococcus mutans - mannitol fermentation examination. A: Negative control tube (agar
and mannitol without bacteria). B: Study tube (agar and mannitol inoculated with Streptococcus
mutans). C: Positive control tube (agar and bacteria without mannitol).
3.4. Diagnosis of Streptococcus mutans by VITEK-2
VITEK2 tests showed that the Probability of Streptococcus mutans is 96%, and this is an excellent
percentage that confirms that the bacteria isolated from caries are Streptococcus mutans, as noted in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. VITEK-2 test results.
3.5. Determination of Streptococcus mutans susceptibility to various concentration of solution Zn
ONPs and de- ionized water (In vitro)
The results of the Streptococcus mutans susceptibility test to ZnO NPs appeared at a concentration of
0.5 mg / ml. This was the lowest inhibitory range, and it was highest at a concentration of 10 mg /ml.
The highest inhibition zone appeared in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Streptococcus mutans sensitivity to different concentrations of ZnO NPs.
3.6. Measuring the Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of ZnO NPs
MIC was determined after 24 hours of tube incubation, and where it was observed that the lowest
concentration in which the growth disappeared and the tube became clear is Tube No.6, which
contains a concentration of 0.312 mg/ml of ZnO NPs. For further clarification, the Table 1 below can
be noted.
Table 1. Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) of ZnONPs on Streptococcus mutans.
Tube number
C+
C1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Concentration
0
0.078
10
5
2.5
1.25
0.625
0.312
0.156
ZnO NPs
mg/ml mg/ml mg/ml mg/ml mg/ml mg/ml mg/ml mg/ml mg/ml
Growth
+
ــ
ــ
ــ
ــ
ــ
ــ
ــ
+
= There is no growth , + = There is growth , - C = Negative Control , + C = Positive Control ــ
3.7. Statistical research check for Inhibition zone of ZnO Nanoparticle on Streptococcus mutans.
The arithmetic mean and arithmetic Median of inhibition zone for each conc. The inhibition zone by
ZnO NPs was calculated for each of the concentrations that were used on Streptococcus mutans
isolates. 25 isolates were selected from the diagnosed isolates and the different concentration of ZnO
NPs which tested on them. The arithmetic mean of the inhibition zone was calculated for each
concentration (0, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10) mg\ ml which used on the 25 samples and the results were as in
Table 2.
Table 2. Statistical calculations of areas of growth retardation according to the different
concentrations of ZnO NPs.
ZnO NPS conc.
0mg/ml 0.1mg/ml 0.5mg/ml 1mg/ml 3mg/ml
5mg/ml 10mg/ml
Arithmetic Mean
of inhibition zone
0mm
0mm
8 mm
11 mm
14 mm
17 mm
23 mm
for each conc. Of
ZnO NPs
Arithmetic Median
of inhibition zone
0mm
0mm
7.6mm
for each conc. Of
12.1mm 13.5mm 15 .4mm 21 mm
ZnO NPs
4. Discussion
The quantitative evaluation of the antibacterial nanoparticle was observed by diffusion in the pits and
it was observed that, the area of inhibition depends mainly on the concentration and agreement with
results by the [28] which showed that the bacterial inhibition was increased with increasing the
concentration of ZnO NPs and ,also the results was an agreement with [18] who are observed that zinc
particles Nanoparticles have the highest effective against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacterial
activity, and ZnO NPs have excellent antibacterial activity. The increase in the zone of inhibition with
the increase in concentration may be attributed to ZnO NPs the higher surface to volume ratio is due to
which gives better ion exchange. The lowest concentration of ZnO NPs was 0.1 mg / ml and this
concentration did not show any efficacy against S. mutans bacterial isolated from dental caries, many
mechanisms of anti-microbial effect by ZnONPs and the activity of these molecules by generating
harmful oxygen compounds to the living cell, which is H2O2, and when increasing the concentration of
zinc oxide nanoparticles, it leads to an increase in the production of H2O2 and thus increase the anti-
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bacterial effect. This effect occurs because of damage to the cell membranes and also causes a defect
in the components of the cell, which were resulted in the cell's death permanently [18]. Another study
showed that the anti-bacterial ability of ZnO NPs is due to their small size, which is 250 times smaller
than a bacterial cell, and this facilitates for these particles to bind to the microorganisms' wall, which
leads to their destruction and the death of living cells [18]. There is another possible mechanism for
ZnO NPs activity against the bacteria through the release of Zn+2 ions that have the ability to break
down cell membranes and interact with intracellular components[18]. The electron microscopy images
showed that the effect of ZnO NPs was on the bacterial cell wall and also increased the permeability of
the cell membranes as well as changing the cell morphology [18]. This was presumed to be caused by
the interaction of ZnO NPs with the bacterial cell membrane, leading to a defect in the membrane
function [18]. Which leads to a change in the permeability of the membrane and the leakage of
intracellular components [18], then leads to cell death [18]. This interaction was likely due
Electrostatic consequences attributable to the contrary charges of the nanoparticles and the cell
membrane. A study by[18] showed that when ZnO NPs come into contact with bacteria, the toxic
behaviour of ZnO NPs leads to the rupture of the bacterial bilayer lipid layer, which leads to leakage
of the cytoplasmic contents, and there is another possible mechanism to inhibit the bacterial isolates of
S.mutans. A weak DNA damage was observed in the treated bacteria [18]. It is believed that micronanostructures carry a negative charge while metal oxides carry a positive charge, and this leads to the
modulation of the electromagnetic attraction between the microbe and the surface of the zinc
nanoparticles. Once this attraction occurs, the microbe is oxidized and dies immediately, and in
general it is believed that the production of ions by nanomaterials that interact with the dependent SHgroups. For proteins on the surface of the bacterial cell [29].
5. Conclusion

The findings indicate that nanoparticles of zinc oxide have an excellent anti-bacterial benefit.,
and the effectiveness of these particles increases by increasing the solution concentration that
contains the nanoparticles.
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Abstract. Several reports have shown that various rhizobia can interact with non-hosted plant
species, enhancing mineral nutrition and promoting plant growth. To further investigate the
effects of such non-host interactions on plant growth and phosphate nutrition, we inoculated
Arabidopsis thaliana with the model rhizobacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens at three
phosphate concentrations in the nutrient medium. In vitro, we showed that root colonization by
Pseudomonas fluorescens contributes to an increase in the amount of available phosphate that
is important in plant growth, especially in the shoots, in all concentrations used in the study. In
addition to improving plant growth as well as increasing plant biomass production.

Keywords. Arabidopsis thaliana, rhizobacteria, phosphate concentration.

1. Introduction
Arabidopsis thaliana belong to Brassicaceae is a world famous model in plant biology and genetics. It
was the first plant to have its genome sequenced as it has a relatively small genome, which makes it a
very useful model, as it is considered a popular tool for understanding the molecular biology of many
plant traits [1]. Therefore, scientists consider it a vegetarian test mouse. Its popularity stemmed from
the smallness of its genomic component. It has many sites for this plant on the World Wide Web and it
is the most published plant for scientific research. The Arabidopsis thaliana plant is distinguished by
its short life cycle, as the plant grows rapidly to reach maturity in six weeks, and produces thousands
of seeds, and the plant is self-pollinating, so the genetic makeup of the plant is not affected by the
succession of its generations, and hybrid seeds are not expensive and available, as well as can be
stored. The seeds are for a long period of up to five years, as they are relatively small genome of
approximately 135 mega base pairs (Mbp), and they can be cultivated easy (in vitro or in the field) and
inexpensive, making the genetic testing of tens of thousands of plants easy [2]. Plant growth is
affected by many external and internal factors that may improve or inhibit growth due to the
interference of these factors with the plant's physiological processes. Among the factors that are in
relationships with other organisms such as microorganisms that have a relationship with plants roots.
The great richness of a rhizosphere in organic matter promotes the development of an abundant
population of microorganisms. There is an abundant population of bacteria. It is estimated that the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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density of bacteria present in a rhizosphere is on average 107-109 CFU / gr soil [3]. They develop
either near the roots, in contact with the roots (which colonized the rhizoplane) or inside the roots
(between cells and more rarely in a cell: endophytes). This enrichment in microorganisms attracts
other animals (earthworms) which will feed on bacteria or fungi [4]. The rhizosphere is a small-scale
model of the primary role that a plant plays in the structuring and functioning of an ecosystem. Types
of symbiosis are classified according to the degree to which each species benefits from the interaction
between plant and microorganisms [5]. There are beneficial bacteria and on the other hand, pathogenic
bacteria, for example certain plants establish a symbiotic relationship with rhizobacteria, enabling
them to produce nodules that facilitate the conversion of atmospheric nitrogen to ammonia [6]. Plants
are also affected by other factors such as nutrition, which directly contribute to the improvement and
growth of plants, especially the availability of Macro-elements, many Plant Growth Promoting
Rhizobacteria (PGPRs) can influence the acquisition of macro and microelements, for example, some
PGPRs are free fixers of atmospheric nitrogen (Azospirillum brasilensee Sp245) [7]. Present near the
roots, their activated will help to provide the plant with inorganic nitrogen. In some PGPRs belonging
to the Pseudomonas fluorescens species, there is production of a non-ribosomal oligopeptide,
pyoverdin (at the origin of the fluorescence of the strains), which acts as a siderophore and which
promotes the iron nutrition of plants [8]. Finally, others are able to solubilize phosphate by excreting
organic acids in the medium [5]. Their presence in the rhizosphere improves the solubilization of
phosphate for the benefit of bacteria as well as plant obviously, the activity of these different
microorganisms contributes to modifying the organization of the soil in the vicinity of the roots and
consequently, the development of the roots [9]. PGPRs on nutrition can be more extensive and include
plant harvesting activity, for example, an increase in the influx of nitrate is observed in rapeseed plants
inoculated with PGPRs belonging to the rhizobial family [10]. The effects of PGPRs on plants may
also include carbonaceous nutrition. However, interpreting this effect is difficult because if the
inoculation with Bacillus subtilis GB03 improves the photosynthesis of Arabidopsis, cultivated in
vitro [11], the inoculation of Arabidopsis thaliana plantlets by the PGPR Phyllobacterium
brassicacearum STM196 on the contrary decreases photosynthesis [12]. The indirect effects that
PGPR can have on plants also fall into two categories. Either the effect is obtained when PGPR
restricts the progression of a pathogenic microorganism, or the effect is obtained by activating the
defense reactions of plants [13]. In the genome of many PGPR strains belonging to the Pseudomonas
family, there are genes encoding the synthesis of 2, 4-diacetylphloroglucinol (DAPG; for review [14]).
It is a compound with an antimicrobial power that can limit the growth of one or more
phytopathogenic bacteria. Finally, many PGPRs also it can stimulate the activity of antioxidant
defense system of plants against attacks from phytopathogenic bacteria. This is called ISR (Induced
Systemic Resistance [13]. This mechanism relies on the activation of a signaling pathway involving
ethylene and jasmonic acid which often results in the activation of expression of genes encoding
Defensins, which have an antimicrobial function [15]. Numerous bacteria which are beneficial to plant
growth and present in their rhizosphere have phosphate solubilization activity. It is mainly dependent
on the activity of microorganisms to secrete protons and organic acids [16]. Gulonic acid by fixing
cations such as Ca2 is arguably the one that is most directly involved in the solubilization of
phosphate. This is what makes gram-negative bacteria, such as for example Pseudomonas fluorescens
which directly oxidize glucose to gulonic acid in the presence of glucose dehydrogenase (GCD),
excellent solubilizers of inorganic Phosphate (Pi). Also, their use is gradually popularizing in
agriculture. An important component of the plant environment is formed by microorganisms. They can
be pathogenic / parasitic, commensal or so beneficial (symbiosis) [17]. Studying the effect of
symbioses on plants is a way to study how plants interact with their environment, but also a way to see
how these symbioses could help plants better protect and adapt to climate change. This is why the
study of all types of symbiosis is important today [18]. The main objective of our work was to unravel
potential cross talks in the control of growth of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana in response to
different concentrations Pi and in response to the presence of Pseudomonas fluorescens.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Biological material
The experiments were carried out using a biological system composed by the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana as the wild type (WT) and gpt2 mutant (glucose6-Phosphate/phosphate transporter2), and at
the same time by strains of rhizobacteria PGPR Pseudomonas fluorescens.
2.2. Culture medium and plant culture
All of the experiments were conducted in-vitro. The plants are cultivated on a minimum solid mineral
medium (0,5 mM CaSO4(H2O)2, 2 mM KNO3, 0,5 mM MgCl2(H2O)6, 1 mM KH2PO4, 0,05 mM
Na2FeEDTA, 2,5 mM MES, 0,03 μM (NH4)6Mo7O24(H2O)5, 1 μM CuSO4(H2O)2, 1 μM ZnSO4(H2O)7,
15 μM MnCl2(H2O)4, 50 μM H3Bo3) supplemented by 1.2% (p/v) agar. The pH of the medium is
adjusted to 5.7 with a KOH solution then aliquoted in the bottle and finally autoclaved at 120 °C for
15 min. Before sowing, the seeds are mixed in a disinfection solution (40 mL of osmosed water, 3
drops of tween, and 2 mL of sodium hypochlorite) for 15 min. They are then rinsed 5 times with
sterile water. The seeds are sown one by one and spaced 1 cm apart under laminar air flow host in
square Petri dishes containing solid culture medium, using a pipette. The cover closed with thick of
adhesive plaster microporeTM 1.25 cm wide. The sown boxes are placed in the dark at 4°C for at least
2 days to promote uniform germination. At the end of this treatment, the boxes are placed vertically in
the culture chamber set for long days (16h day / 8h night) at 21 °C and delivering a light output of
20,000 lux.
2.3. Preparation of the inoculum and inoculation of the plants
The strains of rhizobacteria PGPR Pseudomonas fluorescens were cultivated in the culture media
which was most suitable KingB (20g bacto-tryptone, 10 glycerol, 1.5g K2HPO4 (anhydrous) 1.5g
MgSO4,) at 28 ° C for at least 3 days. The plants are inoculated by contact during their growth in the
culture medium. For this, a known amount of inoculum is included in plant culture medium which has
been kept liquid by incubation at 52 °C after autoclaving. The inoculum is obtained by adding 8 ml of
sterile plant culture medium to the Petri dishes containing the bacteria culture. The medium is
incubated under this condition for 15 min. The bacteria growing on the culture medium are then
resuspended. The inoculum thus formed is taken using a sterile pipette and collected in a falcon tube.
The number of bacteria contained in the inoculum is determined by measuring the turbidity of the
600nm solution. The plant culture medium is inoculated with the necessary amount of inoculum to
obtain a final optical density of 0.07, which corresponds on average to 108CFU/ml of culture medium.
Once the plant culture medium has cooled and been solid, eight-day-old seedlings are transferred to it.
Each Petri dish then containing 10 seedlings is sealed with MicroporeTM type tape, then installed in a
semi-vertical position in the culture chamber.
2.4. Plant growth
The shoot fresh weight and the root fresh weight were measured separately on a precision balance
(ACL SBS-LW-300A, USA). To measure the fresh weight, all the root systems present in one plate
(10 in total) were carefully collected (to avoid any sampling of agar). The result was normalized the
number of root system sampled. Shoot fresh weights were measured one by one. For each genotype,
the root and shoot fresh weight, and the content of soluble Pi has been repeated independently at least
5 times (50 seedlings).
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2.5. Soluble phosphate content quantification
The amount of soluble/inorganic Pi was determined in the shoot, root and in aliquots of the different
media 10 days after transfer. All individual samples were weighed, collected in 2 ml Eppendorf tubes,
and suspended in 1ml of ultrapure water. All the samples were then heated during 1h at 95°C. We
measured the amount of soluble Pi in 50 μl aliquots of each extract using the standard molybdenum
blue method in conjugation with UV-visible spectrophotometer [19].
2.6. Statistical analysis
All data were collected on spreadsheets and standard statistics methods were used to describe the
samples. The significance of the effect of a treatment on a variable has been tested by one - way
ANOVA. The existence of differences between the observed means was tested by an LSD test at the
threshold of P = 0.05. On the histograms presented in the result, the bars bearing the same letter are
not considered to be significantly different. Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings were inoculated with a
rhizobacteria Pseudomonas fluorescens. Ten days after inoculation, we measured the effect of the
inoculation on the growth of the plant shoot and root at different concentrations of phosphate.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The presence of P. fluorescens in the Arabidopsis rhizosphere does affect the amount of soluble Pi
present in plants
It is also noted in figure. 1 that the presence of Rhizobacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens an effect on
the amount of phosphate absorbed by the plant after 10 days of inoculation into the agricultural
medium for plant growth, as the presence of Rhizobacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens increased the
amount of phosphate present in the shoot system in all phosphate levels used in the study and even at
the level of deficient phosphate compared to the absence of Rhizobacteria in wild type plants (Figure
1. A), but at the level of roots, there are no significant differences at the level of normal phosphate and
phosphate deficiency in both the presence and absence of Rhizobacteria in the phosphate content for
the roots of wild plants, while there is a significant difference in the level of concentration 3 times
phosphate by the presence of rhizobacteria (Figure 1. B).

A
-P. fluorescens

+P. fluorescens
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C

D
-P. fluorescens
+P. fluorescens
Figure 1. Phosphate content in shoot and root of Arabidopsis depends on Pi availability, Plants were
transferred on different type of media: standard medium (2mM Pi), Pi deficiency medium (- Pi), and 3
time phosphate concentration medium, either with non-inoculated (- P. fluorescens) or inoculated (+
P. fluorescens). Ten days after the transfer, we measured the amount of soluble Pi. (A) Average (±
SD) soluble Pi concentration in the shoot of wild type (Col 0), (B), average (± SD) soluble Pi
concentration in the root of wild type (Col 0), (C) Average (± SD) soluble Pi concentration in the
shoot of mutant (gpt2), (B), average (± SD) soluble Pi concentration in the root of mutant (gpt2).
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Also, the effect of Rhizobacteria Pseudomonas fluorescens was observed with the amount of
phosphate present in the mutant plants (gpt2), the presence of Pseudomonas fluorescens led to
increase in the phosphate content present in the triple concentration of phosphate significantly and
greatly, as well as the normal concentration and the level of phosphate deficiency compared to the
amount of phosphate present in the shoot. In the absence of rhizobacteria (Figure 1. C), at the root
level of this mutant (gpt2), it can also be seen that the rhizobacteria led to a significant increase in all
phosphate levels used in the study (Figure 1. D). From all these data, it can be confirmed that the
presence of Rhizobacteria Pseudomonas fluorescens contributes to an increase in the amount of
dissolved phosphates in the plant, but the mechanics are uncertain, it may have been by producing
substances that contribute to increase the phosphates availability for absorption and converting
complex phosphates into simple forms that can be absorbed through channels on the roots, thus
increase its quantity within the shoot system, because phosphate has a great role in the biological
processes inside the plant [20].
3.2. Inoculation with Pseudomonas fluorescens stimulates plant growth
After 10 days of culture under the different conditions, it was found that the Pi and inoculation with
Pseudomonas fluorescens led to beneficial effects on the growth of the plant. For Col - 0, Pi deficiency
decreases the growth of the shoot whereas, on the contrary, inoculation stimulates the growth of the
shoot (Figure 2. A). Whether the plants grew in the medium depleted in Pi or on the contrary enriched
in Pi, the magnitude of this stimulation is similar. However, the reverse is not true: in the presence of
Pseudomonas fluorescens, we observe that the Pi deficiency has a slightly inhibitory effect on the
shoot while the excess Pi has a slightly stimulating effect. The root is directly affected by the
concentration of phosphate in the nutrient medium, and we did not notice any effect of rhizobacteria
Pseudomonas fluorescens in increasing or improving its growth (Figure 2. B).

A

B
-P. fluorescens

+P. fluorescens
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C

D
-P. fluorescens
+P. fluorescens
Figure 2. P. fluorescens promotes plant growth in vitro, regardless of Pi availability, eight days old
WT Arabidopsis plantlets were. Plants were grown as described in Figure 1, ten days after the transfer,
we measured the amount of soluble Pi. (A) average (± SD) shoot fresh weights of wild type (Col 0),
(B), average (± SD) root fresh weights of wild type (Col 0), (C) Average (± SD) shoot fresh weights of
mutant (gpt2), (B), average (± SD) root fresh weights of mutant (gpt2).
Purely additive mechanism with regard to the gpt2 mutant, it is observed that, as for Col-0, the
medium with low Pi reduces the growth of the shoot (Figure 2. C). On the other hand, the presence of
Pseudomonas fluorescens stimulates the growth of the shoot. While we noticed that the roots of the
mutant gpt2 had an increased concentration of dissolved phosphate when the bacteria were present in
the col-0 roots, and this increase was also affected by the concentration of phosphate directly with the
nutrient medium (Figure 2. D). this is due to the capability of Pseudomonas fluorescens to solubilize
insoluble P via two possible mechanisms: proton extrusion by ammonium assimilation and production
of organic acids [21].
3.3. Correlation analysis reveals a dichotomy between plant growth and accumulation of Pi
To determine whether there are relationships between free Pi content in plants and fresh weight gains,
we set out to systematically look for both linear (Pearson) correlations in all of our data. The goal was
to represent the data as a network in which each node is a measured variable and each link is the
correlation. For this type of analysis to provide information, it is necessary to have both dependent and
independent variables. These variables must be in large number (to constitute a network with enough
nodes so that the figure is interpretable) and be easily measurable. These variables must also be
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measured under a very large number of conditions, if possible contrasting. In our case, these
conditions are distributed between discrete characters (one mutant and a wild type plant in the same
genetic background, treatment or not by a microorganism), but also continuous characters (3 different
diets of phosphate nutrition). All these conditions do not necessarily have very strong contrasting
effects. The analysis that we carried out allows us to identify strong relationships between the content
of Pi in the leaves and the fresh weight of the shoot (Figure 3. A) Whereas at the roots level and the
fresh weight there is no significant correlation (Figure 3. B). each of these correlations is expected
because they are variables that are partly dependent on each other. For example, it is logical to observe
that the P deficiency will be even more stress on the plant. In addition, some of the relationships
confirm observations reported in the literature. For example, it is widely described that, in a situation
of Pi deficiency, the main root stops growing [22]. These expected relationships, or so known in the
literature, can be considered as positive witnesses.

A

B
Figure 3. Correlations between plant growth (fresh weight) and phosphate concentration in the plant.
For the shoot part (A) and the root part (B). These variables were correlated with the phosphate
concentration in the plant calculating the r of a Pearson correlation (linear correlation). To test the
significance of each treatment, their p-value was also calculated. The calculations were performed
using R using the Base package.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, a medium with low Pi inhibits root and shoot growth while the presence of
Pseudomonas fluorescens stimulates the shoot growth. The gpt2 gene plays no role in the shoot and
root response.
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Abstract. Cadmium (Cd) is toxic to living organisms; however, bacteria are adaptable to
severe conditions, including Cd contamination. Bacteria can develop in the natural
environment, as they generate resistant strains that can be used to remove Cd, but getting such
adaptive strains usually takes a long time. In this study, ultraviolet (UV) light mutagenesis was
used to accelerate the strain-resistant ability of Brevibacillus agri C15 to generate CdR mutant
with high resistance to Cd. Its maximum tolerable concentration (MTC) to Cd was 15.00 mM.
The UV light mutagenesis process resulted in the generation of the mutant B. agri C15 CdR
(MTC: 20.00 mM Cd). Morphological and biochemical tests showed that there were no major
differences between B. agri C15 CdR and B. agri C15. This study provides a basis for
developing microbial Cd resistance and facilitating the application of Cd remediation.

Keywords. Cadmium, Brevibacillus, bioremediation, ultraviolet radiation, mutant, maximum
tolerable concentration.

1. Introduction
Bioremediation is the process of transfer, forming contaminants into less harmful substances and,
depending on the type of pollutant, and different approaches can be employed. One approach is the
development of bacterial resistance to the pollutant with the aim of enhancing remediation efficiency.
At this moment, engineering strategies are being investigated to increase further the Cd resistance of
microbes, such as cloning the gene for metallothioneins, over-expressing metal-binding proteins, such
as poly-histidine [1] or poly-cysteines [2]. Chemical mutagenesis approaches have been widely
applied to develop bacterial detoxification systems for Cd, such as Lactobacillus plantarum ATCC
8014 and Enterobacter cloacae TU [3] . An alternative approach to increase bacterial resistant ability
is the use of ultraviolet (UV) light mutagenesis. The advantages of using UV light are its simplicity,
safety, and cost-effectiveness; there is also no need to establish a genetic system for the target
organism, which can be useful when using it to create a mutant from a newly isolated strain.
Ultraviolet (UVC) causes direct DNA damage due to the induction of the formation of DNA lesions
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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(photoproducts), most notably pyrimidine dimers, which block DNA replication, and RNA
transcription [4]. Cd-resistant bacteria are often used as one of the remediation technologies for Cd.
The main aims of this study were to generate a mutant with elevated resistance to Cd using UV-light
mutagenesis. The objectives of this study were to induce mutations in wild type B. agri C15, a mutant
screen, and to determine the effects on their specific growth rate and maximum amount of biomass
formed.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Strain
Brevibacillus agri C15 was obtained from our previous study [4] (Jebril et al., 2020).
2.2. Mutagenesis of B. agri C15 and screening of mutant CdR
The B. agri C15 was mutagenized using UV light, according to [5] with some modifications. To
obtain large quantities of B. agri C15, which were exposed to Cd and needed for the mutagenesis
assay, the specific growth rate was first determined in 500 mL. Three thoroughly mixed 50 mL batch
cultures from the late exponential phase were inoculated into 500 mL of EBS/pyruvate in Erlenmeyer
flasks (2000 mL), in triplicate and with a nominal concentration of 10 mM Cd. This concentration of
Cd was chosen as the possible concentration for achieving high biomass of the cells under Cd stress.
The cultures were grown at 37 °C in a rotary shaking incubator at 100 rpm, and the amount of biomass
was estimated as described in our previous study [4] . The effect of Cd (10 mM) on the growth of B.
agri C15 was evaluated for the comparison of the specific growth rate values. These experiments were
carried out with control in 50 mL and 500 mL of EBS without Cd. After determining the specific
growth rate of B. agri C15 in 500 mL of batch cultures supplemented with 10 mM Cd, 50 mL culture
of B. agri C15 was grown in a new fresh 500 mL of EBS /pyruvate in an Erlenmeyer flask (2000 mL)
in triplicate, with a nominal concentration of 10 mM Cd, and incubated shaking at 100 rpm, 37 °C.
The amount of biomass was determined, and from the late exponential phase, the cells were cooled in
ice for an hour, centrifuged, and washed with and suspended in 0.5 EBS (two folds of diluted EBS
with sterilised ddH2O, without pyruvate). The cell suspension was snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The
counting of colony-forming units (CFUs) was used to estimate the survival of frozen cells using the
serially diluting bacterial suspensions up to 1X106 CFU/mL. Each dilution was then spread on the
nutrient agar plates in triplicate and incubated at 37 °C for 16 h. A CFU was determined from three
sequential dilutions, and the mean was taken from all three. During the actual experiment, UV
exposure was optimized by determining a survival time of B. agri C15 under UV exposure, a 90%
drop of CFU required to increase the chance of mutant isolation. Five mL of cell suspensions of 5001000 CFU/mL was transferred into empty plates in triplicate and exposed to a UV light lamp of 340
nm, with a distance of 50 cm from the plate to the light. The plates were irradiated for the set times (0,
5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 60 mins) using a digital timer. For each UV-exposure time
point, three plates were randomly removed. For determination, the number of dead CFUs, which were
killed by incubation rather than by the UV light, 500-1000 CFU/mL was transferred into empty plates
in triplicate, covered with aluminium foil, and incubated on the bench at constant room temperature
(22 °C). At the same time, three plates were collected as before. The removed plates were recovered
on ice in the dark for 10 mins, then, 100 µL of the cell from each suspension was spread directly on
nutrient agar, in triplicate. All nutrient agar plates were incubated at 37 °C for 16 h, and CFU was
determined, plotted as survivors vs exposure times. The lethal time for 50% mortality (LT50) was
estimated from the survival curve and the time, which kills 90% of the total CFU, was determined as
20 mins. Therefore, for mutation experiments, 5 mL of cell suspension having 500-1000 CFU/mL
were irradiated for 20 mins, in triplicate. The exposed cells were recovered, and then screened for
mutants with elevated resistance to Cd. 100 µL of exposed, recovered cells of B. agri C15 were
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inoculated into 50 mL of EBS/ pyruvate in Erlenmeyer flasks (250 mL), in triplicate and with different
nominal concentrations of Cd. The concentrations were below MTC of B. agri C15 (7 mM), equal (15
mM), and above (18, 20, 22, and 24 mM). The control of EBS broth without Cd was used to determine
whether there was growth at each concentration of the screening process. The batch flasks were
incubated at 37 °C for 72 h. The isolation of mutants was done in terms of MTC to Cd [6] . 100 µL
from each batch culture was transferred and spread onto EBS agar/ pyruvate and with the same
nominal concentrations of Cd that were used in the exposed batch cultures. After growing, the
colonies of the mutants were purified and the mutant amongst several mutants, which had the highest
MTC to Cd, was selected and coded as the mutant CdR. The selected mutant was further screened for
its MTC to Cd. The nominal concentrations of Cd in the broth were MTC and 0.1 MTC of the selected
mutant (increases of 2 µM). MTC value obtained was tested up to three separate occasions, followed
by the confirmation on EBS agar.
2.3. Characteristics of B. agri C15 and B. agri C15 CdR
Several experiments were performed to evaluate whether the mutant had lost some of its physical
characterisations identified in B. agri C15 due to UV mutagenesis.
2.4. Identification analyses and optimising growth conditions
The morphological test, including Gram stain and biochemical tests (IMVIC) was performed, in
triplicate, with control. Optimal temperature, carbon, and nitrogen sources were also studied for the
mutant B. agri C15 CdR, according to the previous protocol described for the wild type [4]. Different
pH (4.0, 4.6, 5.8, 6.4, 7.7, 8.8, and 9.0) in EBS/pyruvate was adjusted to obtain the optimum
environmental conditions of these strains. The pH (4.0 and 4.6) was adjusted using acetic acid and
sodium acetate. K2HPO4 and KH2PO4 were also used to acquire pH between 5.0 and 8.5, while pH
8.6 and 9.0, HCl, Trise-base were used. According to the ratio of each solution, 2 mL was added in a
Falcon tube (50 mL) containing 20 mL of EBS/pyruvate. The bacterial culture was inoculated in
triplicate and incubated at the optimal temperature (37 °C) for 72 h. Turbid growth was observed, and
the results were recorded.
2.5. Measurement of core kinetic parameters
The growth curve, specific growth rate, and pyruvate utilised with its respective values of specific
growth yields were studied for B. agri C15 and B. agri C15 CdR. The experiments were carried out by
inoculating 1 mL of overnight culture into 50 mL of EBS/pyruvate in Erlenmeyer-flasks (250 mL), in
triplicate, incubated at 37 °C and shaken at 100 rpm. 1 mL of growth culture was collected at interval
times, and the dry biomass was measured; the culture was then centrifuged, and the supernatants were
kept in Eppendorf tubes and stored at -20 °C until being analysed for pyruvate concentration using a
pyruvate kit assay as described in our previous study [4] .
2.6. Inhibition effects of cadmium on the specific growth rate and maximum amount of biomass formed
The effect of Cd on specific growth rate and the maximum amount of biomass formed B. agri C15 and
B. agri C15 CdR were investigated under different concentrations of Cd according to the method used
by [7] . One mL of the culture was inoculated into 50 mL of EBS/pyruvate in Erlenmeyer-flasks (250
mL), in triplicate, and with different nominal concentrations of Cd: 2.5, 5, 7.5, 9, 10, 11, 12.5, 15, 16,
17.5, and 20 (mM), while the control was without Cd. Then, flasks were incubated at 37 °C for 72 h
shaken at 100 rpm. The samples were collected at intervals, the amount of biomass formed was
determined, and the growth curve was plotted, followed by the determination of the specific growth
rate and the maximum amount of biomass formed.
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2.7. Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis for these data was performed. All values were expressed as the mean and standard
error of the mean (SEM). The bacterial growth curves were fitted with nonlinear regression (global
curve fitting, four parameters) of the mean data utilising the SigmaPlot (version 13). The specific
growth rates on the bacterial growth curves were subjected to the Student’s t-test
3. Results
3.1. UV-mutagenesis of B. agri C15 and screening of mutant CdR
It was essential to keep the cells of B. agri C15 in EBS/ pyruvate completely frozen at -20°C for three
weeks until the UV-mutagenesis was complete. Frozen cell beads have been known to be stable
against freezing damage. It is not expected that the variable number of frozen cells will be affected for
three months at -20 °C [8] . To obtain large quantities of the cells, the specific growth rate of B. agri
C15, grown in a 500 mL of batch culture, was determined with a nominal concentration of 10 mM Cd.
This experiment was carried out along with growth in a 50 mL batch culture with 10 mM Cd for the
comparison in the specific growth rate between both volumes of cultures. The growth of B. agri C15
in 50 mL and 500 mL without Cd was studied. The specific growth rate of B. agri C15 grown under
the effect of Cd in 500 mL was significantly low (µ= 0.11 ± 0.07 h-1, Figure 1D, bp<0.05) compared to
growth in 500 mL without Cd, which showed a higher specific growth rate (0.19 ± 0.1 h -1, Figure 1C,
a
p<0.05). Similarly, specific growth rates were decreased from 0.12 ± 0.01h-1 (Figure 1A, bp<0.05)
when grown in 50 mL of batch culture without Cd to 0.11 ± 0.03 h-1 (Figure 1D, bp<0.05) when grown
in 50 mL of batch culture under the effect of Cd. However, there were no significant differences
observed between specific growth rates when grown under Cd effects in 50 or 500 mL (Figure 1B, D,
b
p<0.05).

Figure 1. The growth scale of B. agri C15 under the effects of Cd. B. agri C15 was inoculated into
EBS/pyruvate, incubated at 37 °C and shaken at 100 rpm. The growth was studied in different batch
volumes (A) 50 mL (control) and (B) 50 mL with a nominal concentration of 10 mM Cd, (C) 500 mL
(control), and (D) 500 mL with a nominal concentration of 10 mM Cd. The specific growth rate () is
shown. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean of three batch cultures.
After the determination of the specific growth rate during growth at 500 mL of EBS under Cd effects,
the growth of B. agri C15 in EBS broth (500 mL) was performed; the cells were harvested and
suspended in 0.5 EBS without pyruvate to make the cell suspension form as beads to keep the cells of
frozen at -20°C until the UV-mutagenesis was complete. After forming the frozen cells as beads,
CFU/mL of B. agri C15 in these beads was estimated at 1×106 CFU/mL. The length of UV light
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exposure that would kill 90% of cells (as CFU) to increase the chance of mutant isolation was
determined at a fixed distance. Controls for CFU death just by incubation at room temperature were
performed; 90% of B. agri C15 cells were killed after 20 mins of UV exposure (Figure 2). Thus, this
was chosen as the length of exposure to induce the mutagenesis. The 50% mortality (LT50), which was
the time for 50% of B. agri C15 CFU to die, was 5.92 mins.

Figure 2. The lethal time curve for B. agri C15 after UV light exposure. 5 mL of 500–1000 CFU/mL
in empty plates in triplicate were exposed to UV light (340 nm, brand Pisces, watt 13) at a 50 cm
distance. The control plates were incubated on the bench at a constant room temperature of 22 °C
(data not shown, used to get the final amounts of CFU death). The error bars represent the standard
error of the three plates. The lethal time for 50% mortality (LT50) after UV light exposure was
estimated to be at 5.92 mins.
UV-mutagenesis of B. agri C15 was done for 20 mins, followed by the growth of exposed cells in
batch cultures, with nominal concentrations of Cd: 7, 15, 18, 20, 22, and 24 mM Cd. The selection of
putative mutants on EBS/pyruvate agar supplemented with the same concentrations of Cd was
performed. The mutant selection was based on the growth of exposed cells at a given concentration of
Cd in the plates. This showed no growth on plates with > 20 mM Cd, with few colonies at 15, 18, and
20 mM Cd. Among these, the most resistant colony to Cd was selected and considered a Cd-resistant
mutant strain due to its ability to grow at 20 mM Cd and was termed as ‘B. agri C15 CdR’. The MTC
of this mutant was 20.00 mM Cd, giving a higher MTC value than the wild type (15.00 mM).
3.2. Characteristics of B. agri C15 and B. agri C15 CdR
Several experiments were carried out to compare the different characteristics between B. agri C15 and
B. agri C15 CdR.
3.2.1. Identification analyses and optimising growth conditions
Optimal growth conditions were studied to investigate whether B. agri C15 CdR had major phenotypic
changes other than B. agri C15. Gram-stained smears of the B. agri C15 and the B. agri C15 CdR
showed no key morphological changes. Both remained Gram-stain-positive (Figure 3A, B). Basic
chemotaxonomic characters (IMVIC test) showed the same results for B. agri C15 CdR, as reported
for B. agri C15 earlier in our previous study [4]. This data and the morphological data gave a
preliminary indication of no major phenotypic changes and that B. agri C15 CdR was a bona fide
mutant, not a contaminate. Amounts of biomass formed by both strains under various conditions are
compared in Table 1. The statistical analysis of the biomass values showed the significant biomass
obtained at 37 °C, using pyruvate and ammonia as carbon and nitrogen sources, respectively. These
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biomasses were not significantly different between the two strains ( *p<0.05). The growth at a different
range of pH showed that both strains could grow within a range of 4.00 to 7.70, with no significant
differences between them.

Figure 3. Morphological characterisation using Gram stain of (A) B. agri C15, (B) B. agri C15 CdR,
(C) Bacillus subtilis (Gram-stain-positive control), (D) C. metallidurans DSM 2839T (Gram-stainnegative control) and (E) uninoculated slide. Stains were performed symultaneously in triplicate on
three separately grown nutrient agar plates. Gram-stain-positive: purple to the blue colour; Gramstain-negative: orange to brown colour, Bismarck brown
Table 1. The growth conditions of the wild type B. agri C15 and the mutant B. agri C15 CdR. ±
represents the standard errors of the mean (n = 3, batch experiments). The biomass values for the
growth conditions of each strain were subjected to a t-test to analyse the difference within each growth
condition, and *show a significant difference in growth values resulting from different temperature,
carbon source or nitrogen source, respectively within the strain. **No biomass was obtained.
Growth conditions values of :
Growth conditions
B. agri C15
B. agri C15 CdR
Temperature
(amount of biomass formed (mg)
**
**
4 °C
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**
**
0.3 ± 0.8
2.1 ± 0.6
6.6 ± 0.1
6.5 ± 0.3
9.9 ± 0.1*
11 ± 0.5*
6.1 ± 0.08
8.8 ± 0.2
6.0 ± 0.7
3.9 ± 0.6
**
**
**
**
(amount of biomass formed (mg)
3.3 ± 0.8
3.9 ± 0.1
2.8 ± 0.2
6.6 ± 0.6
1.3 ± 0.4
2.9 ± 0.1
4.3 ± 0.5*
9.8 ± 0.1*
3.5 ± 0.08
1.9 ± 0.01
(amount of biomass formed (mg)
6.4 ± 0.1*
8.7 ± 0.3*
2.3 ± 0.2
5.9 ± 0.1
1.5 ± 0.2
1.6 ± 0.6
4.7 ± 0.3
4.3 ± 0.6
4.4 ± 0.8
3.9 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.6
0.5 ± 0.02
1.2 ± 0.06
4.00 ± 7.70
4.00 ± 7.70

18 °C
25 °C
30 °C
30 °C
42 °C
44 °C
50 °C
60 °C
Carbon source
Glucose (10 mM)
Fructose (10 mM)
Acetate (20 mM)
Pyruvate (20 mM)
Sucrose (20 mM)
Nitrogen
Ammonium
Urea
Thiocyanate
Cyanate
Nitrate
Glycine
Dinitrogen
pH
3.2.2. Measurement of core kinetic parameters
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Specific growth rates for B. agri C15 and B. agri C15 CdR are 0.12 ± 0.07 h-1 and 0.11 ± 0.02h-1,
respectively, with no statistically significant differences (Figure 4A, B, respectively). Mutant B. agri
C15 CdR formed a specific growth yield higher than the wild type B. agri C15 (Figure 4C).
R2=0.98
YS = 13(1+e6t)
R2=0.93

YS = 16(1+e10t)
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(C)
Figure 4. The amount of dry biomass formed ( ) and pyruvate utilisation (◊) of (A) B. agri C15 and
(B) B. agri C15 CdR, and their respective (C) YS of (■) B. agri C15 and (□) B. agri C15 CdR. The
specific growth rate () is shown. The error bars indicate the standard error of the mean of three batch
cultures
Time (h)

3.3. Inhibition effects of cadmium on the specific growth rate and maximum amount of biomass formed
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The effects of Cd on the specific growth rate and maximum amounts of biomass formed B. agri C15
and B. agri C15 CdR were compared. Both strains showed a Cd-dependent fall in a specific growth
rate, and the significant rate was for B. agri C15 (Figure 5A). The maximum amount of biomass under
different concentrations of Cd showed that the lethal doses for B. agri C15 and B. agri C15 CdR were
15.80 and 20.00 mM Cd, respectively (Figure 5B).
(B)
10

(A)
Maximum amount of biomass
formed (mg)

Specific growth rate (h-1)

0.15

*
*

0.10

*

*
* * *
*
* * *

0.05

*

*

*

**
* *

*
*

*
*
*

0.00
0

5

10

15

0

20

5

10

15

20

Cd (mM)
Cd (mM)
Figure 5. The inhibition effects of Cd on (A) specific growth rate and (B) maximum amounts of
biomass formed of (○) B. agri C15 and (●) B. agri C15 CdR. The error bars indicate the standard error
of the mean of three batch cultures at each Cd concentration. *Significant difference between strains
at each Cd concentration.

4. Discussion
In this study, a distinct approach was carried out to achieve increased resistance in the B. agri C15.
Isolate B. agri C15, which has an intrinsic ability to resist Cd (MTC: 15.00 mM), was used to increase
its natural resistance to Cd. [9] found that growing a bacterium with Cd induces a mutant with
elevated resistance to Cd. Using this process, several mutants were successfully generated from the
wild type B. agri C15 by UV light mutagenesis; one of these mutants B. agri C15 CdR was able to
grow in the highest Cd concentration (20.00 mM) and was chosen. The generation of Cd-resistant
mutants in the growth medium can be affected by the concentration of Cd, the steps to isolate the
mutants and the increase of the Cd concentrations in the medium during each step. Exposing cells,
cultivating in the medium (with a high Cd concentration), and spreading exposed cells on agar plates
containing Cd may have increased the resistance of the B. agri C15 by an MTC value of 0.25 fold.
However, if the process was used repeatedly with increasing Cd concentrations in the low fold [10] , it
could generate a mutant with higher MTC value (eightfold). Mutant B. agri C15 CdR had improved
resistance to Cd, tolerant to 20.00 mM, and showed no key morphological or biochemical
characteristics compared to wild type B. agri C15. Mutant B. agri C15 CdR had higher biomass than
the wild type and exhibited slower growth when grown with Cd than wild type B. agri C15. The
inhibition of the bacteria’s growth led to a diminished specific growth yield; these results are similar to
the results of the study performed by [11] on the Cd- mutant P. aeruginosa G-1.After three days of Cd
exposure, it was found that wild type B. agri C15 was less likely to respond to Cd compared to mutant
B. agri C15 CdR. Also, the inhibition appeared Cd-dependent, and both strains showed similar
responses in specific growth rate and biomass under different Cd concentrations. Still, mutant B. agri
C15 CdR had less specific growth rates and biomass with addition Cd concentrations (15-20 mM). Few
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studies have investigated Cd effects on mutants. The mutants of Escherichia coli were found to be less
responsive to a concentration of 6 mM Cd [10]. [7] found that the mutants of E. coli had slower
growth rates when exposed to a tolerant Cd concentration of 0.7 mM. These results, together with this
study, suggest that Cd concentrations influence mutant growth.
5. Conclusion
The B. agri C15 CdR mutant was generated from isolated B. agri C15 by UV light mutagenesis, and
this mutant showed enhanced resistance to Cd and had a MTC value of 20.00 mM to Cd, which was
higher than the MTC of the wild type (15 mM). Thus, it is concluded that this mutant could be suitable
for the development of a Cd-bioremediation process; therefore, further studies are needed to
investigate this possibility.
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Abstract. The current study aimed to identify the morphological description and branches of
the bronchial tree and lung for the weasel Herpestes javanicus as one of the Iraqi mammals
inhabiting the Iraqi environment. In the current study, 10 samples with an mean weight of 288564 g were used, trachea and lung were removed from the samples and confirmed using proven
solutions and laboratory tests were conducted on 5 samples of the study to identify the
branches of the bronchial tree using the technique of casting resin and then exposing the
samples to erosion. Weasel has a pair of bright pink sponge lungs that occupy most of the
thoracic cavity. The lungs look similar to the clover leaf have a top and three surfaces
represented by the costal surface that is convex, and the middle surface, characterized by a
narrow and diaphragm surface and is identical to the diaphragm. The right lung is larger than
the left lung and the right lung consists of four lobes: apical, middle, caudal and an accessory
lobe, while the left lung consists of three lobes: apical, middle, caudal lobes the top of the right
lung appeared small and semi-sharp, while the left lung is round and blind. The right primary
trachea branched into two branches, the upper branch enters into the apical lobe and branches
in turn into two secondary branches, while the lower branched into three branches, the first of
which enters into the middle lobe and the second to the middle lobe, the third branch into two
branches enter the accessory lobes, while the primary left trachea branch into three secondary
or lobe branches before entering the left lung branch, where the first branch enters into apical
lobe when the second enters the middle lobe while the third section enters the caudal lobe.

Keywords. Herpestes javanicus, Lung, bronchial tree, Iraqi weasel.

1. Introduction
The Weasel is small animals widespread, carnivores and lives in different environments and he
belongs to the family of Herpestidae of order carnivores, there are two types of this family in Iraq,
namely the weasel Herpestes javanicus that lives in the areas extending along the strand of the Tigris
and Euphrates rivers, which is the most widespread, the second type is the Indian grey mongoose
(Herpestes edwardsi) found in central and northern Iraq and is less prevalent than the first type [1].
Studies have shown that mammalian lungs are a complex of composition organ that shows a variation
in form, location and composition in different species, as each lung has its triangular shape and
possesses a cranial apex, caudal base and the two sides of costal and middle with three border: dorsal,
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ventral and basal [2]. The color of the lung varies according to the amount of blood it contains, as it is
pink during life and in cats appear bright red [3]. The lungs of the carnivores are divided into lobes,
where the right lung consists of four lobes, apical or cranial lobe, middle or cardiac lobe, caudal lobes
and accessories lobes, which are larger than the left lung consisting of apical and caudal lobes [4].
While [3] study in Cats domesticus L. showed the right lung is larger than the left lung by size and
weight, the right lung is consist of four lobes as well as accessory lobes, while the left lung is
composed of two apical and caudal lobes, dividing the apical lobe into two parts of a cranial or apical
and another part of caudal with deep notch. The study of [5] in long-eared hedgehog Hemiechinus
auritus reported that the lungs are in the form of a spongy pair of organs located inside the thoracic
cavity and not directly connected to the ribs, covered with two layers of pleura inside the visceral
pleura. Many studies have dealt with weasel in many ways, such as [6] study of the digestive and
respiratory system of the grey Indian weasel and [7] study of thyroid gland, and study of a comparison
of the appearance and anatomical length and weight of the body and lung and some organs of the
digestive system between two types of weasel [8]. The current study aims to identify the
morphological description of the bronchial tree and lung in the weasel.
2. Materials and Methods
The study included 10 samples of Herpestes javanicus weasel with different ages and weights ranging
from 288-565 g obtained from Najaf province and the hunting process was carried out using special
nets, the samples of the study was anatomized and removed the trachea and lungs and put them in the
normal saline solution 9% and then put in the fixative solution until the completion of other work
procedures.
2.1. Morphological study using methylene blue stains
The samples were placed in methylene blue for 1.5 minutes. Left until the lungs lobes are clear and the
possibility of counting them accurately. Then transferred to ethyl alcohol 70% for 2 minutes until the
samples are clear for study.
2.2. Bronchial tree study
This study was carried out on the bronchial tree by the process of resin cast and then exposing the
sample to erosion according to [9]. In this study, five samples of both sexes were obtained and the
samples of the trachea and lung were obtained in the same anatomy manner referred to in above with
the note taking parts of the neighboring organs to avoid rupture of the tissues that may lead to the
ejection of resin during injection and the samples are kept freezing until use. In this study was selected
for the proper resin, which is characterized by its viscosity at room temperature and at the same time
possesses solidification to give the required results after the process of maceration.
2.3. Injection technique
The injection was performed as follows: Prepare the resin by dissolving 1 g of resin powder in 12 ml
of liquid resin 12 min before the injection. The samples were removed from the freezer and melted
before the injection. A 4 mm plastic feeding tube was inserted through the larynx and fixated by a
surgical suture wire to prevent resin from being ejected during injection. The injection was done by
hand using a 20 ml plastic syringe. The first sample was injected with 6 ml, the second sample was
injected with 8 ml and the third injected by 12 ml and the fourth sample by 15 ml and the fifth sample
injected by 20 ml and then closed the trachea opening by a thick thread, and the sample was left all
night at room temperature 30-25 ºC to complete the hardening of the resin. The maceration was
performed by placing the samples in a suitable plastic tank containing 500 ml of potassium hydroxide
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KOH at a concentration of 40% for 5-4 days. After the maceration process is completed, the samples
were washed thoroughly and carefully with water running for at least an hour. The samples were then
dried using hot air so that the sample would be ready for examination. The samples were examined
with the naked eye or using an anatomy microscope and then the samples were photographed using a
digital camera.
3. Results
The results of the macroscopic examination of the weasel Herpestes javanicus lungs showed that it is
possess a pair of lungs similar to clover leaf pattern and each lung looks in the form of a bright pink
sponge organ and occupy most of the thoracic cavity similar to the shape of the thoracic cavity, and
extends from the third rib to the twelfth rib. While anatomically, the results of the current study
showed that each lung in the weasel has an apex and three surfaces represented by the costal surface
which is convex, and the middle surface and characterized by its narrow and diaphragmatic surface
and is identical to the diagram (Figure 1). The results showed that the right lung is larger than left lung
and the right lung is composed of four lobes represented by cranial or apical lobe, middle or
intermediate lobe, caudal or basal lobe and accessory lobe (Figure 2, 4). While the left lung consists of
three lobes represented by the cranial or apical lobe, intermediate lobe, caudal or basal lobe (Figure 3,
4).

Figure 1. The internal anatomy of weasel
Herpestes javanecus shows the location of the
trachea (T) in general and the location of the lung
(L), the heart (H), the liver (Li).

Figure 2. Figure 2: The internal anatomy of
weasel Herpestes javanecus shows the lobes of
right lung (RL),Trachea(T) ,the heart (H), the
liver (Li).
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Figure 3. The internal anatomy of weasel
Herpestes javanecus shows the lobes of left lung
(LL) ,Trachea(T) ,the heart (H), the liver (Li).

Figure 4. Shows the shape of the lungs in the
weasel and its lobes, the apical lobe(AL), middle
lobe (MiL), caudal lobe (CaL), accessory lobe
(ACL), right lung (RL), left lung (LL).

The results also showed that the right lung top is small and semi-sharp compared to the left lung,
which shows its top round and blind (Figure 4, 5). The mean length of the right lung is 4.9 cm and the
mean length of the left lung is 4.4 cm, and the results showed that the total lung width was 5.9 cm
(Table 1). The results of the morphological study using resin cast technology showed that the trachea
in the weasel appears as a long tube branching into two main branches represented by the right
primary bronchus and the left primary bronchus. It was noted that the right primary branched into two
secondary branches; secondary or lobular (Lobar) bronchi after entering the right lung represented by
a superior branch that enters the cranial or apical lobe, which in turn branches into two secondary
branches representing the first branch tertiary bronchi, the latter also branched into a number of
bronchioles, which as a result end with alveoli, while the second branch (inferior branch) of the right
primary bronchus is divided into three branches: superior enters the middle lobe, and the medial enters
the caudal lobe, while the third branch in turn is divided into two secondary branches entering each of
its branches into the accessory lobes. The results of the current study showed that the primary left
bronchus branched into three secondary or lobar before entering the left lung, as the first branch enters
the apical lobe while the second branch enters the middle branch while the third branch enters the
caudal lobe (Figure 6).
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Figure 5. : Shows the branching of the trachea
(T) into two branches of the primary bronchi
(PB), the entry of a branch to the right lung (RL)
and a branch to the left lung (LL), (Methylene
blue stain).

Figure 6. Whole preparation of the lung using
resin casting technique shows the branches of the
bronchi, trachea (T), right lung (RL), left lung
(LL).

Table 1: Shows the rate of length and weight of lung for study samples.
Real
standard
animal weight/ Length of
Sample
length/ cm length/ cm
g
left lung/
number
cm
56
28
341.26
4.5
1
60
30
435.81
4.5
2
61
32
564.14
4.5
3
60
32
396.32
4.5
4
54
26
288.17
4
5
2.85
5.82
412804
484
Mean

Length of
right lung/
cm
5
5
5
4.5
5.2
48.4

Total width
of lung. cm
5.5
5.5
6
6
6.5
28.

4. Discussion
The macroscopic examination showed that weasel Herpestes javanicus has a pair of bright pink
sponge lungs that surround the heart and occupy most of thoracic cavity and shows its shape identical
to the thoracic cavity it occupies and these results are fully consistent with references for the study
about domestic animals [10, 11]. The results of the current study showed that the lungs of the weasel
are in the form of clover leaf pattern and this result of appearance is contrary to the lungs of nakedbellied tomb bat [12] whose appearance is pyramidal in shape because the structural of the lung fits
with the thoracic cavity that contains it. The lung is smooth-surface and each lung has a cranial apex
that resembles the apical lobe and caudal base, which similar to the diaphragmatic surface of the
caudal lobe, and each lung has three borders: dorsal and ventral abdominal, caudal (Basel) borders.
The results of the anatomical study of weasel's lungs were consistent with the results of [13, 14] in
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Canis lupus and [15] in ruminants, as it was found that the top of the right lung looks small and semisharp while the top of the left lung is round and blind. The results are contrary to what was shown by
the results of [16] about the local rabbits Oryctolagus cuniculus, as mentioned study explained that the
top of the left lung is sharp and small, while the top of the right lung is large, rounded and blind, these
results are partly consistent with same study in the cats Feils catus, this study showed that the right
lung top is sharp as it is contrary to the lung of the naked-bellied tomb bat [12] because the top of the
right lung is sharp but folded down, while [17] study on Feils catus showed that the right lung was
contained on a pointed top, which is not consistent with the results of the weasel study because the
right lung contains a semi-pointed top. The left lung of the weasel in the current study showed smaller
than the right lung and consists of three lobes represented by the cranial lobe, the middle lobe and the
caudal lobe, while the right lung is larger than the left lung and consists of four lobes, a cranial,
middle, caudal, accessory lobes. This result is consistent with the results of the study of the guinea pig
Cavia porcellus, which showed that the right lung contains four lobes and the left lung contains three
lobes [18]. The results of the current study were also contrary to the results of [16] on the local rabbit
Oryctolagus cuniculus, as the anatomical results showed that both lungs have two lobes; one of which
is apical lobe and the other is caudal lobe, and the left lung is divided into two lobes unequal in shape
and the apical lobe is smaller than the caudal lobe. In addition, it disagreement with [19] study in
Cryptotis parva, as it has a right lung containing four lobes represented by a cranial, middle, caudal
and accessory lobes, while its left lung has one caudal large lobe, which is fully integrated with the
small cranial lobe so that no clear dividing line between the lobes appears.
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Abstract. The flavonoid and alkaloid content in the alcoholic extract of the shoots and flowers
were identified in two species of the tribe Pimpinelleae / Apiaceae: Pimpinella armena and
Pimpinella kotschyana, and the flavonoids that were detected in this study are: (Apigenin,
Coumarin, Kaempferol and Quercetin). The total alkaloids are estimated for these two species.
It has been noticed that the species Pimpinella armena is a new record on the Iraqi flora, as it
was identified through the genetic analysis of nucleotide sequences and registered in the
National Center of Biotechnology (NCBI).

Keywords. Apiaceae, Pimpinella, flavonoids, alkaloid.

1. Introduction
The Apiaceae family is considered one of the most important families of flowering plants at the
functional level, as its inflorescences had a great role in diagnosing them long before they are
described scientifically for the first time [1]. Researchers disagreed about the number of genera and
species belonging to this family, as [2] indicated that it includes (200) genera and (2900) species. [3]
indicated that this family is widespread and spreads in tropical to temperate regions and that it includes
(400) genera and (4250) species. In Iraq, this family is represented wildly by about (60) genera and
(143) species [4]. The largest genera by the number of species Pimpinella genus, which includes about
15 species ,while [5] indicated that there are (130) wild species and (9) cultivated species. [6] also
mentioned that this family is the fifth largest plant family in Iraq and that it is represented by
approximately (67) genera and (155) species. The plants of this family contain many important
chemical compounds that have contributed to strengthening their role as medicinal plants and a source
of treatment for diseases, and the most important of these compounds are flavonoids [7, 8]. This
family is considered to be one of the most economically important families, as many of its species are
used as food or flavorings such as the Foeniculum vulgare Mill. , and Anethum graveolens L. In
addition, many of the species are medicinal plants, such as Pimpinella. Pimpinella plants have been
used in the treatment of several medical conditions due to their containment of very important
effective compounds such as essential oils, volatile oils, flavonoids and alkaloids [9, 10, 11]. A review
of the available scientific references revealed that the current study is the first local study in which the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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flavonoid and alkaloid contents of the two studied species are identified. The species Pimpinella
armena is a new record on the Iraqi flora, as it is identified through the genetic analysis of nucleotide
sequences and registered in the National Center of Biotechnology (NCBI).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Collection of Plant Specimens
Fresh plant specimens are collected during the flowering time and then labelled with the necessary
herbal information such as (place of collection, collector's name, common name of the plant, and date
of collection). These samples are dried and pressed with the aforementioned herbal information
recorded. The taxonomic keys and the Iraqi flora / fifth volume are used for the diagnosis of the
samples, and it is confirmed by comparing the collected samples with the herbal samples kept in the
Kurdistan Botanical Foundation herbarium in Sulaymaniyah and the Iraqi national herbarium in Abu
Ghraib.
2.2. Chemical Study
2.2.1. Extraction of plant samples
The most common procedures used to analyse polyphenols' and simple phenolic in natural plants are
Liquid-liquid and solid-liquid extraction. The main reasons behind this widely usage are their ease of
use, effectiveness, and wide ranging applicability. Commonly used extraction solvents are alcohols
(methanol, ethanol), acetone, diethyl ether, and ethyl acetate. Milling and homogenization are the first
steps in preparation process. Extraction is the major step for recovering and isolating the bioactive
phytochemicals from plant materials, before analysis. The main factors that influence extractions are
their chemical nature, the extraction method employed, sample particle size, as well as the availability
of interfering substances. Additional steps would be of such importance if the removal of unwanted
phenolic and non-phenolic substances just like waxes, fats, terpenes, and chlorophylls. Thirty grams of
plant powdered was extracted using 15 ml chloroform with constant stirring for 24 hours at the
ambient temperature. The extract was placed in an ultrasonic device for 15 minutes. Then 100 ml of
butanol was added and then transferred to the separation funnel. The polar organic layer (butanol) is
collected and transferred to the rotary evaporator device to obtain a dry extractor. The operation is
repeated three times to gain an adequate amount prior to analysis.
2.2.2. Condition of HPLC for analysed phenolic and flavonoid components
Samples are analysed by using high performance liquid chromatography HPLC model (SYKAM)
Germany. Pump model: S 2100 Quaternary Gradient Pump, Auto sampler model : S 5200, Detector:
UV (S 2340 ) and Column Oven model : S 4115. The mobile phase is = (Methanol : D.W : acetic
acid) (85 : 13 : 2), the column is C18-ODS (25 cm * 4.6 mm) and detector UV – 360 nm at flow rate
1ml/min.
2.2.3. Total alkaloid content
Extraction: The 20 gm of each plant material was ground and then extracted with methanol for 24
hours in a continuous extraction (Soxholet) apparatus. The extract was faltered and methanol was
evaporated on a rotary evaporator under vacuum at a temperature of 45°C until dryness.
2.2.4. Qualitative estimation (Test for alkaloids)
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Presence of alkaloid was confirmed by Dragendroff’s method .A part of extract was dissolved in
diluted HCL and 2 drops of Dragon drops are added, presence of alkaloid is indicated by the presence
of crystalline precipitate. The sample which has showed positive alkaloid is then subjected to further
quantitative evaluation.
2.2.5. Separation of alkaloid
A part of extract residue is dissolved in 2N HCL and then faltered. 1 ml of this solution is transferred
to reparatory funnel and washed with 10 ml chloroform. The pH of this solution is modulated to
neutral with 0.1 N NaOH. This step is followed by adding 5 ml of Bromocresol Green (BCG ) solution
and 5 ml of phosphate buffer to the solution.
2.2.6. Standard carve
Carefully-measured aliquots of Atropine standard solution (0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1 and 1.2 ml) is altered into
various reparatory funnels. After that 5 ml of pH 4.7 phosphate buffer and 5 ml of BCG solution are
taken, then the outcome mixture is shaken with extract of 1, 2, 3, and 4 ml of chloroform. These
extracts have been collected later in 10 ml volumetric flask and then have mixed to adjust solution
with chloroform. The absorbance of the complex in chloroform is measured at spectrum of 470 nm in
UV-Spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU UV-1800) against the blank that is prepared according to the
method mentioned above but without Atropine.
3. Results and Discussion
The results of the chemical study (Table 1) have showed the presence of four types of flavonoid
compounds in the alcoholic extract of the shoots. These compounds are: Coumarin, Catchine,
Kaempferol and Quercetin. The results of the chemical analysis have showed that the shoots are free
of the flavonoid compound Apigenin. The concentration of Coumarin in the shoots is 361.4µg. ml-1 in
P.armena, and the concentration of this compound reached 404.1µg / ml in P.kotschyana. As for the
compound Catchine, the concentration reached 71.9 µg. ml-1 in the species P.armena, while the
species P.kotschyana recorded higher concentration of this compound, which is 121.8µg /ml. It should
be noted that the concentrations of Kaempferol is 39.6 µg / ml in species P.armena =, while the
concentration is lowest in species P.kotschyana which is 28.64µg. ml-1 (Table1). Regarding Quercetin,
the highest concentration is 55.14µg. ml-1 in species P.armena, and the lowest concentration is 51.2
4µg. ml-1 in P.kotschyana. It is also found from this study that the flavonoid compound Coumarin is
the highest concentration compound in the alcoholic extract of the shoot of all the studied species
(Table 1). As for the total content of flavonoids in the alcoholic extract of the shoots in the studied
species, the highest value of it is in the P.kotschyana and reached 606.6 µg. ml-1, while the lowest
value for the total content of flavonoids is 528 µg. ml-1 in P.armena (Table 1). Concerning the total
content of flavonoids in the alcoholic extract of flowering inflorescences in the studied species (Table
2), the highest value is recorded in P.kotschyana as it is 2625.4 µg. ml-1, while the lowest total value is
418.6 µg. ml-1 in P.armena. It is revealed through this study that only Apigenin and Coumarin are
present in the alcoholic extract of the flowers of P.kotschyana which have showed the highest
concentration of these two compounds (120.8 and 2504.6) µg.ml-1, respectively. The flavonoid
compound Apigenin is absent from the flowers of P.armena. The lowest concentration of Coumarin is
261.4 µg. ml-1 in A.visgana (Table 2). It should be noted that the species P.kotschyana has recorded
the highest concentration of compounds Apigenin, Catchine and Coumarin for the whole plant (both
the vegetative and flowering parts). While the species P.armena has the highest concentration of
Kaempferol and Quercetin in the vegetative and flowering (Table 3). It is worth noting that coumarins
are the most abundant flavonoids in the studied species, and this is in agreement with [3] who has
indicated that coumarins are among the compounds most present in the plants of the Apiaceae family.
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Table 1. Flavonoid concentrations measured in µg. ml-1 in the shoot parts of the studied species.
Flavonoides
Apigenin Coumarin Catchine Kaempferol Quercetin
total
no.
Sp.
0
361.4
71.9
39.6
55.1
528
1
P.armena
0
404.1
121.8
28.6
51.2
606.6
2
P.kotschyana
0
765.5
193.7
68.2
106.3
1134.6
Total
Table 2. Flavonoid concentrations measured in µg. ml-1 in the flowering parts of the studied species.

no.
1
2

Flavonoides
Sp
P.armena
P.kotschyana
Total

Apigenin

Coumarin

Catchine

Kaempferol

Quercetin

total

0
120.8
120.8

261.4
2504.6
2766.0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

261.4
2625.4
2886.8

Table 3.Total group of flavonoids (vegetative and flowering parts) measured in µg. ml -1 in each of the
studied species.

no.
1
2

Flavonoides
Sp
P.armena
P.kotschyana
Total

Apigenin

Coumarine

Catchine

Kaempferol

Quercetin

total

0
120.8
120.8

622.8
2908.7
3531.5

71.9
121.8
193.7

39.6
28.6
68.2

55.1
52.1
106.3

789.4
3232
4021.4

Regarding to the total alkaloids, it is found from this study that the highest percentage of alkaloids in
the shoot system is 6.3% in P.armena, while P.kotschyana recorded the lowest percentage, reaching
5.3% (Table 4). The highest percentage of alkaliod content recorded in the Inflorescences is in
P.armena and is 16.5%, while the lowest percentage recorded is 12.5% in P.kotschyana. It is evident
from the observation of Table (4) that the species P.armena possesses the highest percentage of total
alkaloid in the vegetative and flowering systems and of the studied species, which reaches 22.8%.
Whilst, the species P.kotschyana recorded the lowest total percentage, which is 17.8% (Table 4). The
flowering system is higher in its total alkaloid content than the shoots of the species under study, and
the percentages are close in the studied species, which are sort of a few percentages and do not exceed
30% in each species. Perhaps these few percentages are the reason for the little attention of researchers
in studying these important chemical compounds.
Table 4. Percentages of total alkaloids in shoots and Inflorescences of the studied species.
Shoots %
Inflorescent%
Total %
No
Sp
6.3
16.5
22.8
1
P.armena
5.3
12.5
17.8
2
P.kotschyana
11.6
29.0
40.6
Total
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7.b
Figure 1. Standard curves of shoots and flowers extract of the studied species. (Standards: 1:
Apigenin, 2. Catchine, 3: coumarin, 4: Kaempferol, 5: Quercetine ) (Species: a. shoot, b. flowers
6.P.armena, 7. P.kotschyana.

P.armena
Figure 2. Studied species with their flowers.

P.kotschyana
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Abstract. A study was done at the theatre of department of veterinary Surgery & obstetrics,
College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Kerbala, Karbala, Iraq which performed to
compare the effect of application of chitosan action as scaffold with collagen fibers. The
histopathological findings in operation's sites showed the developments of skin graft's healing
which was the guide to monitoring the healing. The results showed that the chitosan-treated
grafts was healed more controllable with less scar tissue than non-treated grafts which indicates
that the chitosan was coordinated the healing.

Keywords. Chitosan, Skin grafting, rabbits.

1. Introduction
Chitosan is derived from chitin which is the second maximum copious biopolymer after cellulose so it
is biodegradable polymer and it accelerates wound healing [1]. It has been described that chitosan
authorized regeneration of tissue elements in skin wounds and has affected positively in healing of
wounds. Also it appear many benefits for topical applications, including non-irritancy and some antibacterial actions [2]. This study was aimed to study the availability of the applications of chitosan in
healing of skin. Skin grafting a technique mainly used or reconstruction of skin defects at the last
decades. The techniques of flaps and grafts considered are the two common surgeries utilized for
restoration of losing of the tissue. Simple skin graft used as a thin layer harvested with a special
scalpel called dermatome [3]. A free skin graft is a piece of skin that completely separated from
normal area and transferred to a wound to a wound at another site that establish new vascular
connections to survive. Skin grafting consider the best consideration for the wide wound closure or
deep burns of wide body areas [4]. Skin grafting had been contraindicated if inosculation from
receiver bed is unconfident or unpredictable or n wound infection [5]. Chitosan was discovered in
1859 by Rouget . Since then, it has been used as a pharmaceutical excipient and to promote wound
healing [6]. Chitosan has been able to bind to substances, including acids, lipophilic materials and
minerals [7] as well as inhibit fat absorption. The origin of chitosan is a fiber product that is obtained
from deacetylated chitin. Chitin is naturally occurring substance found in the shells of crustaceans,
invertebrates and fungi [6]. Chemical composition of chitosan consider as a copolymer which
comprises of β – (1→4) – linked 2- acetamino- 2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose and 2-amino-2-deoxy-DContent from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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glucopyranos units that obtained by alkaline deacetylation of chitin which is the main component of
the exoskeleton of crustaceans [8]. Chitosan has a structure too similar to cellulose; which is fairly
reactive compounded its formed in many forms such as powder, paste, film and fiber. The solubility of
chitosan in dilute aqueous acetic, lactic, succinic and formic acids [9] (Shakeel et al , 2014) .
Commercial production of chitosan by deacetylation of chitin [10]. Wound dressing, trauma, burns,
dermatitis, purulent diseases, septic pod dermatitis, interdigitalphlegmon, interdigital hyperplasia,
canker [11, 12, 13]. Wound infections are manifestations of disturbed host bacteria equilibrium in a
traumatized tissues condition in a favor of the bacterium, the wound infection not only have the
possibility to emerge a systemic restraint ( sepsis) but it was highly probable to prevent the multiple
processes involved in the orchestrated progression of normal wound healing, each process involved in
healing are affected when bacterium proliferated in the wound [2]. Chitosan considered as non-toxic
antibacterial polymer have the ability to prohibit a wide variety of fungi, bacteria, viruses and
yeastswhich its interaction had been experimented in vitro and in vivo [14]. The accurate mechanism
of the antimicrobial actions of chitosan are still hesitating, it has been suggested that is interactions
between negatively charged microbial cell membrane and positively charged chitosan molecules can
lead to the disturbance of microbial membrane, and thereafter infiltrate intracellular ingredients [15,
16]. Chitosan has exert as anti-inflammatory effects by restrain cyclooxygenase-2 protein expression
and prostaglandin E2 and decline pro-inflammatory cytokines ( e.g. interleukine-1β tumor necrosis-α).
Otherwise, chitosan treatment raises the expression of the interleukin-10 [17]. Skin grafting is
classified depending on the relation between the donor site and the recipient bed as: Autograft or
autologus, which the skin grafted from different site on same body (man or animal). Isograft, syngraft
or isogenic,which the grafting performed between animals or men are genetically identical ( e.g.
monozygotic twins ). Allograft or allogenic, which the grafting performed between animals with same
species, or men but genetically non-identical. Xenograft, heterograft or xenogenic, which the grafting
performed between different speicies.[18].
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental design
Eighteen adult female rabbits divided randomly to two groups; the first group (A) which compel to
skin grafting by transplantation from forelimb to hind limb using chitosan as pad under the graft and
the second group(B) which compel to same grafting in (groupA) without addition of chitosan
application on grafting area.
2.2. Chitosan
The chitosan which used in this experiment is manufactured Vitex Pharmaceuticals ®; Australia. The
experiment done at the theatre of department of veterinary surgery and obstetrics, college of veterinary
medicine / University of Kerbala, Karbala, IRAQ. Study parameters were hematological parameters
and histopathological findings 21days post graftings and compare the healing of the skin according to
gross findings and histopathology.
2.3. Surgical operation
2.3.1. Preoperative preparation
The animals of this study were prepared to surgery by fasting for 12 hours withheld of food and 6
hours of water before the operation, the area of medial tibial region was clipped and shaved and
prepared aseptically. The skin was scrubbed by bovidine – iodine 2.5%. The rabbits were put at a
lateral recumbency and covered with surgical drapes which fixed to the skin with towel clips.
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2.3.2. Anesthesia
All the operations were performed under general anesthesia by intramuscular administration the
combination of Xylazine and Ketamine at the dose (3:35 mg per kg B.W.) with additional dose of
Xylazine to increase depth and prolong anesthesia [19, 20, 21].
2.4. Surgical technique
2.4.1. Group A
The technique which performed in this experiment was the transplantation of a square – shape of skin
with 1cm×1cm in diameter from forelimb transplanted to a gap made in hind limb filled with chitosan
powder then the borders of graft sutured with original skin by simple interrupted suturing covered by
gauze pad changed every two days with 5 postoperative days of treatment with penicillin-streptomycin
mixture to prevent any type of infection (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Shows the stages of experiment's operation: (A) Ablation of the graft from intact skin. (B)
Preparation of grafting site. (C) Implanting of graft with application of chitosan.
2.4.2. Group B
The technique had been done same as in group A without adding of Chitosan at the site of operation.
Other provisions was done consequently.
2.5. Postoperative care
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The treated animals were housed in semi-opened house as confine within house garden fed with grain
and vegetables along the period of experiment receiving freely water and food (containing green grass
and grain). Experimented animals were administrated with mixture of Penicillin and streptomycin with
a dose of (20000 I.U. : 10 mg per kg B.W.) for three days post operatively. Diclofinac*sodium in a
dose of 1mg/kg B.W. were administered intramuscularly for 3 days post operatively. Rectal
temperature, respiratory rate and heart rate were recorded daily for three days post operation.
3. Results and Discussion
The study showed that usage of chitosan as application with skin grafting was possible and useful . A
total of 18 rabbits underwent successful healing with or without chitosan application , and it was
observed that the normal clinical progress was without any clinical sign of complication or death due
to the skin grafting and animals were in good general health and clinical condition, unless a mild
signs of inflammatory signs in chitosan treating animals at first 2 days. The animals continued food
intake directly after surgery with normal intensification of body weight. Understanding of the
clinically and patience were very important for success of technique. However our previous
experience showed that the chitosan-treated animals showed, in post mortem finding, most successful
skin healing compare with non-treated animals, in addition to that there were reduce time of operation
site's injury healing in chitosan-treated animals, reduced recovery time and postoperative wound
complications.
3.1. Postoperative observation
The surgical phase of anesthesia was attained by administering Xylazine + Ketamine in all the
animals . Injectable anesthesia was the method of choice for maintaining anesthesia during the
procedure. It was perfectively done in rabbits in this experiment , and the animals completely lost
consciousness without response to pinprick with excellent muscle relaxation. The post-surgical
recovery from anesthesia in the two experimental groups were uneventful. The intramuscular
administration of Xylazine with a dose of 3mg/kg B.W. and Ketamine with a dose of 35 mg/kg B.W.
were given one by one injection produced about 45 minutes duration of general anesthesia with
additional Xylazine could be added if depth of anesthesia was not adequate without any significant
complication that might occur as regurgitation, delayed recovery. The surgery of indication of skin
grafting in both groups were preformed successfully in all experimental animals. During the
transplantation of skin graft; no trauma or injury to any muscle, blood vessels or nerve that could
happen. At the beginning of the study consumed longer duration time for the chitosan- treatment's
technique, but with more experience, the time became shortened, the maximum time required to obtain
the chitosan application skin grafting 35- 45 while the duration time of non-treated animals 30-40
minutes.
3.2. Post-operative findings
3.2.1. Zero time
The Post-operative findings showed normal traumatic reactions with clear edges of wounds at the site
of operation in both of groups immediately after the operation (Figure. 2).
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Group A
Figure 2. Fig.2: shows the site of operation in both groups (time zero)

Group B

Twenty first days Post-operatively; the site of operation appear the complete healing with appearance
of hair growth in grafting area. Hematological parameters shows no significant differences between
both groups or within each group.
3.3. Histopathological findings
Group (A); a good healing signs with many hear follicles which grows within grafting tissue, with a
thin line of scar tissue, Although, an accumulation of few inflammatory cells (Figure 3).
Group (B) ; the healing signs shows the hear follicles which grows within grafting tissue but less the
which appeared in group A, with marked line of scar tissue, However, a negligible accumulation of
inflammatory cells (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Shows the healing in group (A) which appear the growth of hair follicles (A)
revascularization (B) with perfect scar formation(C), (X10). (C is not visible in both picture, make it
like A and B). (C ) refer to the area of scar tissue area which histologically classified as granulation
and fibrous tissue (appear as white area).
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Figure 4. Shows the healing in group (B) which not appear the hair follicles (A), no marked
revascularization (B) with huge margin of scar formation (C), (X4).
4. Discussion
In this study; it was appeared that Chitosan play a significant role in skin grafting healing similar with
[22] that chitosan accelerate wound healing, as well as controlled the healing because the chitosan
shared with other materials to scaffold the wound gap. this findings agreed with [23] and same with
[24] who appeared its effect on bone marrow stromal cell osteogenesis and angiogenic factor
secretion. Totally the organization of skin grafting healing which showed in chitosan-treated group in
rabbits is followed the conclusion of [1] that chitosan, the biodegradable polymer, is enhance wound
healing. In conclusion, the application of chitosan as filling the gap under graft can be done
successfully in rabbits, despite the fact that Chitosan act as raw fibers in collagen-coated under the
skin. Although, the chitosan accelerate healing of the skin grafting as well as it coordinate and
controlled the scar formation .
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Abstract. Metal complexes Mn(II), Co(II), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Ag(I) of the ligand 1,6-bis(1benzimidazolyl)hexane were synthesized by the reaction of the ligand and appropriate metal
salts in 1:1 mole ratio. The ligand and its complexes were characterized using IR, Uv-Vis, 1H
and 13C NMR, Mass spectroscopy, and elemental analysis CHN. Depending on the
abovementioned techniques, a polymeric structure was proposed to the prepared complexes.
Further, all the synthesized compounds were tested against some of the soil-borne fungi
namely; Rhizoctonia solani, Fusarium oxysporum, Fusarium solani and Pythium
aphanidermatum. The results showed that the tested compounds have an effect on the growth
of pathogenic fungi. This leads to thinking that these compounds could be used one day as new
chemical pesticides as an alternative to chemical compounds that have been shown to be
resistant to pathogens.

Keywords. Benzimidazole, NMR, Metal complexes, Rhizoctonia solani, Fusarium oxysporum,
Fusarium solani, Pythium aphanidermatum.

1. Introduction
The use of synthetic chemical pesticides is still the most widely used method by farmers in the control
of plant diseases. But, unfortunately, over the years and because of the ability of some fungi to
develop their resistance, some of these pesticides became inactive and a major problem in agriculture
[1]. Despite continuing the research to control the various diseases, many phytopathogens fungi have
developed multiple mechanisms of resistance where fungicides are becoming challenged increasingly
[2]. At the same time, alternative chemicals pesticides are synthesized, investigated, and then used
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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successfully to prevent fungal pathogens from growing and spreading in different environments. The
introduction of inorganic fungicides such as copper, sulfur, or mercury compounds, followed by
organic fungicides such as phthalimides (e.g., captan) dithiocarbamates (e.g., maneb) was the first
milestone in the development of fungicide [3]. Many important chemical fungicides used extensively
in the last 50 years in the protection of plants such as dicarboximide, benzimidazoles, strobilurin,
phenylpyrrole, anilinopyrimidine, Q. respiration inhibitors, and demethylation inhibitors (DMI) [4].
But, over time some of them lost their importance as a result of the resistance of fungi strains [5]. A
new class of fungicides was discovered during the 1960s offered curative of plant disease control,
ability to longer-lasting protection, and lower application rates. The benzimidazoles were welcomed
enthusiastically by farmers and plant pathologists, but the farmers soon reported great resistance to
pesticides and large losses in field crops [3].Imidazole, benzimidazole and their metal complexes are
exhibited different coordination modes [6] with a wide variety of applications, especially the
biological [7-13], and catalytical ones [14-16]. Both copper and sulfur elements are used from the
1940s until present in integrated and organic farming. Only a few years after used them, resistance
development in the pathogen fungi and the loss of fungicide activity were observed [5]. Excessive
spraying programs of fungicides have resulted in appearing of multi-resistant strains of gray mold
fungus Botrytis cinerea in several fields, particularly in strawberry ones [5]. Although quinol oxidation
inhibitors (QoIs) are the most successful in fungicides, it was proved that they were resistant to fungi
through mutations in the cytochrome b gene CYTB in some fungi pathogens [17]. To produce highquality and quantitatively yield crops, researchers should provide optimal growth conditions for plants
and protected from damage caused by pests, including insects, weeds, and fungi pathogens. Also, it is
necessary to find new active compounds against the pests, at least at the moment. Therefore, this study
aimed to use some synthetic compounds for the first time in the control of plant diseases caused by
some soil-borne fungi. It is worth to be mentioned that the tested fungi are causing significant
economic losses. In the present study, new transition metal complexes derived from the ligand 1,6bis(1-benzimidazolyl) hexane were synthesized. The ligand and its complexes are tested against some
soil-borne fungi namely Rhizoctonia solani, Fusarium oxysporum, Fusarium solani and Pythium
aphanidermatum. According to the results obtained, we think that these compounds could be used as
alternatives for chemical pesticides after more studies and experiments.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Instrumentations
All the chemicals used in the present work were purchased from commercial sources and used as it is
without further purifications processes. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded using Bruker
UltraShield TM 500MHz spectrometer, Switzerland in d6-DMSO. Dionex Ultimate 3000
spectrometer, Germany, was used to record the mass spectrum of the ligand. The abovementioned
techniques are available at School of Chemistry, University of Leeds, UK. CHN analysis was carried
out using Euro EA elemental analyzer CHNS, EA3000 analyzer, Germany. Infra-Red spectra were
recorded using a SHIMADZU spectrometer, Japan, on potassium bromide disks in the range 4000-400
cm-1. These techniques are available at the department of chemistry- College of science, AlMustansiriyah University, Baghdad, Iraq. Furthermore, the spectrophotometer Sp-3000 nano
OPTIMA, South Korea, was used to record uv-vis spectra in the range 200-800 nm, which is available
in the department of chemistry- college of science- University of Wasit, Iraq.
2.2. Synthesis
2.2.1. Synthesis of the ligand 1,6-bis (1-benzimidazolyl) hexane
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The method used in synthesis of the ligand 1,6-bis(1-benzimidazolyl)hexane is described in our
previous works [18, 19], except using of 1,6-dibromohexane instead of 1,4-dibromobutane. The
resulted light beige precipitate was left standing for 2 hrs, then filtrated, washed with plenty of
distilled water and dried at room temperature. The yield percentage was 95 %. Anal. Cal. For
C20H22N4: C, 75.44; H, 6.96; N, 17.60 %, found: C, 75.12; H, 7.18; N, 17.43 %. IR: ν(C-Haromatic):
3091-3043 cm-1, δ(C-Haromatic): 767-634 cm-1, ν(C-Haliphatic): 2933-2852 cm-1, ν(C=C): 1496-1670 cm-1,
ν(C=N): 1506 cm-1. MS: 319.198 [M+]. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6, 500MHz): δ 1.242 (t, 4H, 2×CH2), 1.738
(m, 4H, 2×CH2), 4.181 (t, 4H, 2×CH2-N), 7.159-7.235 (m, 4H, 2×Ar-H), 7.534 (d, 2H, 2×Ar-H), 7.627
(d, 2H, 2×Ar-H), 8.179 (s, 2H, NCHN). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz): δ 25.54 (CH2), 29.15
(CH2), 43.91 (CH2-N), 110.31, 119.37, 121.35, 122.18, 133.74, 143.37 (Ar-C), 143.93 (NCHN) ppm.
2.2.2. Synthesis of the metal complexes
2.2.2.1. General method
To a solution of the ligand 1,6-bis(1-benzimidazolyl)hexane prepared by dissolving 1 mmol in 10 ml
of ethanol, 1 mmol of the appropriate metal salts dissolved in 10 ml of ethanol was added dropwise.
The resulting mixture was heated with stirring for 1 hr at ≈ 60 oC. The obtained precipitates were
filtered and washed with fresh ethanol and distilled water and left to dry at ambient temperature
2.2.2.2. Synthesis of Mn (II) Complex
The complex was prepared by the reaction of the ligand with MnCl2.2H2O. The reaction produced the
complex as a white precipitate with a yield of 74 %. Anal. Cal. for (C20H22Cl2MnN4)n (H2O): C, 51.96;
H, 5.23; N, 12.12 %, found: C, 51.32; H, 5.47; N, 11.83 %. IR: ν(C=N): 1492 cm-1.
2.2.2.3. Synthesis of Co (II) Complex
The complex was prepared by the reaction of the ligand with CoCl2. The reaction produced the
complex as a blue precipitate with a yield of 69 %. Anal. Cal. for (C20H22Cl2CoN4)n: C, 53.59; H, 4.95;
N, 12.50 %, found: C, 53.41; H, 5.11; N, 12.39 %. IR: ν(C=N): 1494 cm-1.
2.2.2.4. Synthesis of Cu(II) Complex
The complex was prepared by the reaction of the ligand with CuCl2. The reaction produced the
complex as a light-green precipitate with a yield of 66 %. Anal. Cal. for (C20H22Cl2CuN4)n: C, 53.04;
H, 4.90; N, 12.37 %, found: C, 53.22; H, 5.08; N, 12.15 %. IR: ν(C=N): 1468 cm-1. IR: ν(C=N): 1494
cm-1.
2.2.2.5. Synthesis of Zn(II) Complex
The complex was prepared by the reaction of the ligand with ZnCl2. The reaction produced the
complex as a white precipitate with a yield of 76 %. Anal. Cal. for (C20H22Cl2ZnN4)n: C, 52.83; H,
4.88; N, 12.32 %, found: C, 52.52; H, 4.94; N, 11.96 % IR: ν(C=N): 1494 cm -1. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6,
500M Hz): δ 1.217 (t, 4H, 2×CH2), 1.749 (m, 4H, 2×CH2), 4.281 (t, 4H, 2×CH2-N), 7.271-7.333 (m,
4H, 2×Ar-H), 7.646 (d, 2H, 2×Ar-H), 7.824 (d, 2H, 2×Ar-H), 8.455 (s, 2H, NCHN). 13C NMR
(DMSO-d6, 125 MHz): δ 25.35 (CH2), 28.89 (CH2), 44.41 (CH2-N), 111.06, 118.71, 122.52, 123.15,
133.15, 141.14 (Ar-C), 144.45 (NCHN) ppm.
2.2.2.6. Synthesis of Ag(I) Complex
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The complex was prepared by the reaction of the ligand with AgNO3. The reaction produced the
complex as a light-grey precipitate with a yield of 72 %. Anal. Cal. for (C30H33AgN6)n(NO3)n: C,
55.65; H, 5.14; N, 15.14 %, found: C, 55.37; H, 5.31; N, 15.02 %. IR: ν(C=N): 1495 cm-1. 1H NMR
(DMSO-d6, 500M Hz): δ 1.203 (t, 4H, 2×CH2), 1.734 (m, 4H, 2×CH2), 4.261 (t, 4H, 2×CH2-N), 7.2937.303 (m, 4H, 2×Ar-H), 7.625 (d, 2H, 2×Ar-H), 7.80 (d, 2H, 2×Ar-H), 8.426 (s, 2H, NCHN). 13C
NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz): δ 25.33 (CH2), 28.69 (CH2), 44.38 (CH2-N), 110.86, 118.59, 122.50,
123.19, 133.11, 141.15 (Ar-C), 144.47 (NCHN) ppm.
2.3. Pathogen fungi materials
The pathogens soil-borne fungi R. solani, F. oxysporum, F. solani, P. aphanidermatum isolates were
obtained from the field crops department, College of Agriculture, Wasit University, Iraq and
maintained and cultured on autoclaved potato dextrose agar (P.D.A) medium (200 g peeled potato, 20
g dextrose, 15 g agar to 1 liter distilled water) in the dark at 25±2°C. The laboratory experiments were
conducted in the microbiology laboratory of field crops department in the winter season of 2019.
2.3.1. In vitro inhibition of mycelia length growth
To determine the effects of the tested compounds on mycelial length growth of pathogens fungi in
dual-culture techniques, 0, 10, and 20 ppm of each compound were added as 1-20 ml to Petri dish
contain molten P.D.A media (40˚C ± 2˚C) (autoclaved at 121°C 15 psi for 30 min) separately, and
mixed properly prior to plating. One mycelium of 5-mm of each pathogen was inoculated at the center
of each Petri dish, separately. For the control, a set of plates was inoculated similarly, but with the
pathogen only. Three replicate dishes per fungus strain with each concentration combination were set
up and incubated at 25˚C ± 3˚C for 6 days. The radial mycelial growth of the pathogens (measured in
centimeters) was assessed after 6 days, and the percent mycelial growth inhibition of each pathogen
was calculated using the following growth inhibition equation:
Percent inhibition = R - r / R x 100
Where R (a control value) represents the radial growth of fungus pathogen in control sets, and r is the
radial growth of the fungus in sets with tested compounds.
2.4. Statistical analysis
GenStat software was used to analyze the significant differences between different treatments using
least significant difference (LSD) tests and the means (P < 0.05).
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis and Characterization
In the synthesis of the ligand 1,6-bis(1-benzimidazolyl)hexane, an equimolar of benzimidazole and
NaOH were reacted in DMSO at 80-90 oC for 2 hr. After cooling the mixture to about 40 oC, a half
equivalent of 1,6-dibromohexane was added with constant stirring for more 2 hr. Then, the resulted
mixture was poured into cooled distilled water to give instantly the product as an off-white precipitate
which was filtered and washed with plenty of distilled water and left to dry at ambient temperature.
For the complexes, an equimolar of ethanolic solution of the ligand and appropriate metal salt was
heated with stirring between 50-60 oC for about 1 hr. The resulted precipitates were filtered, washed
with fresh ethanol and water and left to dry (Scheme 1).
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of the ligand and its metal complexes.
FT-IR spectrum of the ligand showed different bands at the range 3091-3043 cm-1. These bands can be
assigned to the stretching of aromatic C-H bond and to the vibration of benzimidazole ring. The
bending of same groups appeared at the range 767-634 cm-1. The stretching of aliphatic groups
appeared at the range 2933-2852 cm-1, while the starching of C=C bond appeared at the range 16701496 cm-1. Last but not least, a characteristic band of ν(C=N) of benzimidazole is appeared at 1506
cm-1. It is worth to be mentioned that most of the abovementioned bands are appeared too in
complexes spectra, but in different positions or shapes or intensities. Particularly, the stretching
vibration of benzimidazole v(C=N) which shifted to lower frequency in all complexes (Figures 1 and
2). These changes assigned to the coordination of tertiary nitrogen in azoles with the metal ions [2022].
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Figure 1. IR spectrum of the ligand.

Figure 2. IR spectrum of Mn+2 complex.
In uv-vis spectra, the free ligand showed a broad band with two shoulders in the range 250-300 nm.
These peaks are belongs to the transitions n→π* and π→π*, respectively. In complexes spectra, the
mentioned peaks are slightly shifted to higher wave length, which is another evidence for
complexation with metal ions [19]. 1H and 13C NMR spectra for the ligand and their Zn(II) and Ag(I)
are recorded in DMSO-d6. In the 1H NMR spectrum, the ligand showed the characteristic signals
which consistent with its proposed structure. The signals at δ 1.242, 1.738 and 4.181 are belongs to (CH2-), (-CH2-) and (-CH2-N), respectively (Figure 3). The signals of the benzimidazole appeared in
the range δ 7.159-7.627. Further, the signal of the proton (NCHN) is appeared as singlet at δ 8.179. In
the 13C NMR spectrum (Figure 4), the signals appeared at δ 25.54, 29.15 and 43.91 are assigned to the
carbon of (CH2), (CH2) and (CH2-N), respectively. The signals of fused benzene ring appeared at δ
110.31, 119.37, 121.35, 122.18, 133.74, and 143.37. Last but not least, the signal appeared at δ 143.93
is belongs to the carbon of (NCN) group.

Figure 3. 1H NMR spectrum of the ligand.
In Zn(II) and Ag(I) complexes, the signal of (NCHN) proton in benzimidazole is appeared at δ 8.455
and δ 8.426, respectively (Figure 5). While, the carbon signal of (NCN) is appeared at δ 144.45 and δ
144.47, respectively. Depending on the references, the observed shifting is a good signal for the
coordination with metal ions [20, 22]. Unfortunately, no NMR spectra have been recorded for other
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complexes due to their paramagnetism. Mass spectroscopy also confirmed the molecular weight of the
synthesized ligand [M+] = 319.198 which is in fully agreement with the calculated theoretically
(Figure 6).

Figure 4. 13C NMR spectrum of the ligand.

Figure 5. 1H NMR spectrum of the Zn(II) complex.

Figure 6. Mass spectrum of the ligand.
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3.2. Antifungal activity
To maintain the increase of agricultural production, new possible fungicides should be diagnosed and
deeply studied to know their antifungal activity. So, this study aimed to evaluate the efficiency of
some new compounds towards some pathogenic fungi. The results obtained in the present study are
shown in Tables (1-4). It is clear that the radial growth of all fungi was adversely affected by the tested
compounds. Also, it was shown that the inhibitory effect on the growth of mycelium fungi was
increased with increasing of concentrations from 10 ppm to 20 ppm of all compounds. Amongst the
tested compounds, Cu+2 complex proved to be the most effective against all pathogens fungi with
100% inhibition in radial growth at 20 ppm.
Table 1: reveals that the R. solani fungus was affected with all tested compounds, with highest
reduction in fungal growth at 20 ppm which was 100%, while, it was 64.44% at 10 ppm. On the other
hand, for the tested compounds, Co+2 complex caused the highest reduction in growth 46.33 and 90.0
% at 10 and 20 ppm, respectively.
Growth of R. solani
0 ppm
10 ppm
20 ppm
Compounds
Growth
%
Growth
Growth
% inhibition
% inhibition
rate cm
inhibition
rate cm
rate cm
Ligand
*9.00
0.00
9.00
0
6.34
29.56
Mn+2 complex
9.00
0.00
7.56
16.00
3.88
56.89
Co+2 complex
9.00
0.00
4.83
46.33
0.90
90.00
Cu+2 complex
9.00
0.00
3.20
64.44
0
100
Zn+2 complex
9.00
0.00
7.75
13.89
2.35
73.89
Ag+ complex
9.00
0.00
6.00
33.33
4.48
50.22
L.S.D
NS
NS
1.33
4.79
0.65
6.25
*Each number represents three replicates

In case of F. oxysporum (Table 2), Cu+2 complex again showed the highest inhibition of mycelial
growth with 76.67% at 10 ppm and 100% at 20 ppm. While, the ligand showed the lowest inhibition
with 9.5 % and 31.10 % at 10 ppm and 20 ppm, respectively. Co+2 and Zn+2 complexes showed
inhibition of 36.11 and 48.89% at 10 ppm, whereas at 20 ppm, they showed 87.75 and 85.0%,
respectively.
Table 2. Effect of different concentrations of the compounds on the growth of Fusarium oxysporum
Growth of F. oxysporum
0 ppm
10 ppm
20 ppm
Compounds
Growth
%
Growth
Growth
% inhibition
% inhibition
rate cm
inhibition
rate cm
rate cm
Ligand
*9.00
0
8.14
9.56
6.20
31.10
Mn+2 complex
9.00
0
5.74
36.22
2.12
76.44
Co+2 complex
9.00
0
3.32
63.11
1.10
87.75
Cu+2 complex
9.00
0
2.10
76.67
0
100
+2
Zn complex
9.00
0
4.60
48.89
1.35
85.00
Ag+ complex
9.00
0
7.34
18.44
4.58
49.11
L.S.D
NS
NS
2.11
6.13
0.78
9.65
*Each number represents three replicates
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The inhibitory effect of the compounds on the mycelial growth of F. solani isolate are shown in Table
3. In general, all the tested compounds showed more than 50% mycelial growth inhibition at a
concentration of 20 ppm. Significantly, Cu+2 and Co+2 complexes were the most effective than others,
showing 100% growth inhibition. While, Ag+ and Mn+2 complexes showed 86.22 and 82.22 %
growth inhibition at the same concentration. At 10 ppm, the inhibitory effect of the compounds was
ranging from 23.71% to 65.00%.
Table 3. Effect of different concentrations of the compounds on the growth of Fusarium solani.
Growth of F. solani
0 ppm
10 ppm
20 ppm
Compounds
Growth
Growth rate
%
Growth rate
%
% inhibition
rate cm
cm
inhibition
cm
inhibition
Ligand
*9.00
0
7.10
23.71
4.29
52.33
Mn+2 complex
9.00
0
5.38
40.22
1.60
82.22
Co+2 complex
9.00
0
3.90
56.67
0
100
Cu+2 complex
9.00
0
3.15
65.00
0
100
Zn+2 complex
9.00
0
6.65
26.11
2.85
68.33
Ag+ complex
9.00
0
5.78
35.78
1.24
86.22
L.S.D
NS
NS
1.56
7.78
1.02
6.81
*Each number represents three replicates

Presented data in Table 4 reveals that tested P. aphanidermatum fungus was also affected with all
compounds. Again, Cu+2 and Co+2 complexes were the most effective compounds, showing 100%
growth inhibition, followed by Mn+2 where growth inhibition of pathogen reached 93.67% at 20 ppm.
The ligand was the least effective one, showing 30.33 and 63.56% growth inhibition at 10 ppm and 20
ppm, respectively. Generally, the inhibitory effect of compounds increased as the concentration
increased from 10 ppm to 20 ppm, showing more than 50% growth inhibition for the fungus pathogen.
Table 4. Effect of different concentrations of the compounds on the growth of Pythium
aphanidermatum.
Growth of P. aphanidermatum
0 ppm
10 ppm
20 ppm
Compounds
Growth
%
Growth
%
Growth
%
rate cm
inhibition
rate cm
inhibition
rate cm
inhibition
Ligand
*9.00
0
6.27
30.33
3.28
63.56
Mn+2 complex
9.00
0
3.62
59.78
0.57
93.67
+2
Co complex
9.00
0
1.45
83.89
0
100
Cu+2 complex
9.00
0
1.11
87.67
0
100
Zn+2 complex
9.00
0
5.83
35.22
3.37
68.30
Ag+ complex
9.00
0
2.84
68.44
0
100
L.S.D
NS
NS
1.17
13.81
0.64
5.06
*Each number represents three replicates.

These results are consistent with [23] reported that the tested concentrations of 12.5, 25, 50 and 75
ppm of six fungicides of Techigaren 30%, Monceren 25%, Hymexate 30.0%, Moncut 25%, Topsin
M70% and Aracur 72.7% led to significantly inhibition of mycelial growth of R. solani and F. solani
isolates in Potato dextrose agar (PDA) medium. Godswill and co-workers [24] were determined the
antifungal of two synthetic fungicides (SF1) and (SF2), at different doses against F. oxysporum and P.
microspora. One of the tested compounds (SF1) showed 100% inhibition against both fungi, while
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SF2 was less effective at all doses. Three pesticides Benomyl (fungicide) and Karate (insecticide)
Galex (herbicide) were lead to significant inhibition, and reduction of mycelial weights of growth of
some fungi, Aspergillus flavus, Fusarium oxysporum and Fusarium monilliforme at 0, 100, 200, 400
and 500 mg L -1 rate [25]. [26] studied several fungicides including carbindazim (BCM) for inhibiting
the growth of S. sclerotiorum fungus, where the percentage of inhibition reached 100% when adding
different concentrations of the fungicide from 50, 100, 200, 500 and1000 ppm. Youssef et al [27]
reported ability of some chemical to reduce the mycelium growth of S. sclerotiorum, the colony
diameter of fungus inhibited by 100% at 8 days after being treated with 0.1 % SA and prevented
formation of new sclerotia until 21.
4. Conclusion
The ligand 1,6-bis(1-benzimidazolyl) hexane and its respective metal complexes Mn(II), Co(II),
Cu(II), Zn(II) and Ag(I) are synthesized and characterized. Depending on the results obtained in this
work and the literature, a polymeric structure was proposed for the synthesized complexes.
Furthermore, the ligand and its complexes are tested against some soil-borne fungi namely;
Rhizoctonia solani, Fusarium oxysporum, Fusarium solani and Pythium aphanidermatum. In general,
all the tested compounds showed an activity against the studied pathogens. Significantly, Cu+2, Co+2
and Mn+2 complexes were the most effective on mycelial growth of soil born fungi pathogen isolates.
The effective compounds acts as anti-fungal agents and inhibits their growth possibly because they
negatively affect the metabolic process of these pathogenic fungi.
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Abstract. Trogoderma granarium Everts (Khapra beetle) is a serious pest of stored barley and
wheat worldwide. The current research evaluates the efficacy of local isolates of Meterhizium
anisopliae and Beauvaria bassiana compared to an imported isolates when khapra larvae
sprayed with concentration of later isolates under laboratory condition, mortalities were
recorded for more than two weeks after treatment. Results demonstrated that the larvae were
more susceptible to the local isolates of the two fungi than the imported isolates. Cumulative
mortalities were 86.67 and 50 when larvae sprayed with 10 9 conidia/ml of local and imported
isolates of M. anisopliae respectively, and 86.67 and 66.67 when larvae sprayed with 10 9
conidia/ml of laocal and imported isolates of B. bassiana respectively after two weeks. The
findings of the current study clearly showed that the local isolates caused higher mortalities
than the imported one so they may be used as a good candidates for pragmas of integrated pest
management of stored grain pests.

Keywords. Meterhizium anisopliae, Beauvaria bassiana, Trogoderma granarium, Larvae,
Barely.

1. Introduction
Khapra beetle, Trogoderma granarium Evert (Coleoptera, Dermastidae) is a serious pest of stored
grain product especially under warm dry condition, it is considered to be one of the worst invasive
pests worldwide [1]. Weight losses and damage by sever infesting can be up to 30% and in extreme
cases 73% [2]. Grains that heavily infested become unpalatable and unmarketable by consumers, high
infestation by khapra beetles reduces content of fats, sugar protein and carbohydrates, of the grains
along with increase of level of uric acid [3]. Moreover this pest was responsible for health problem for
man like asthma and dermatitis caused by its skin [4]. Khapra beetle undergoes five larval instars and
the development period for these instars may range between 30-50 days depending on relative
humidity and temperature of storage conditions, but under un adversed conditions these larvae may
enter into diapause where it may molt but does not feed while keep inactive, and larval period
prolonged up to four years, therefore the infested food products are vulnerable to their attack, the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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diapaused larvae are tolerant to common insecticides and other control methods that are very effective
against other pests of stored grains [5, 6]. Fumigations the stored products by methyl bromide was the
most promising way against khapra beetle since it acts as suffocating against. Killing the insects by
blocking its breathing. Recent studies reveled that methyl bromide was a major ozone depleting agent
there for many countries minimize its usage under strong controlled conditions [7]. Previous concerns
led to look out for other alternate ways to control khapra beetles such as biological control methods
[8]. Controlling khapra beetles by using predators such as Xylocoris flavipes (Hemiptera:
Anthocoridae) had been studies [9]. Potential of the larval parasitoid Anisopteromalus calandra
(Hymenoptera: Pteromalidae) and Laelius pecdatus (Hymenoptera: Bethylidae) to control larvae of
khapra beetles in cereal had been studied [10, 11]. Entomopathogenic agents such as bacteria and
fungi investigated to control this pest, [12] reported that the Bacillus thuringiensis was very effective
against larvae of khpra beetles. Entomopathogenic fungi were applied and used to control many pests,
one of them khapra, since these fungi infects the insect topically (by contact) then it penetrates its
cuticle and kills it by the toxins and enzymes that they secret inside the insects body, so these fungi
considered to be a good alternatives to control these pests [13]. Moreover entomopathogenic fungi are
specific to the hosts that they infected, therefore they have no effect on mammalian animals and fishs
since it is a natural enemies of insects [14]. Many species of entomopathogenic fungi such as
Meterhizium anisopliae, Beauvaria bassania and Isaria farinosa were known to be good natural
enemies of many species of stored grain pests, there for these fungi seem to be the most promising and
native strategy to control these pests, especially they are available and registered for using and
commercially produced. It is safe to treat the grains directly without any decreasing of its quality and
marketability [15]. The aim of this study is to examine the efficacy of M. anisopliae and B. bassiana
(Two isolates of each one introduced while the other local) against the larvae of T. granarium under
lab conditions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Rearing of rest insects
Infested barely with T. granarium (one Kg) was brought from the local market to the laboratory of
entomology in Department of Biology, College of Education for Pure Science (Ibn-Al-Haitham) at
September 2018, fifty adult beetles were collected than added to a sterilized plastic jar (1L) containing
500 gm of sterilized barely, two replicates were done, Jars kept in an incubator at 30±5C° and 50±5%
relative humidity. The emerged second-third instar larvae of T. granarium was used for the later
experiments, adults beetles were identified by Iraqi natural history museum, University of Baghdad
[16].
2.2. Entomopathogenic isolates and preparation of fungal suspensions
Two isolates of each M. anisopliae and B. bassiana were examined against T. granarium larvae each
of fungus were isolated from soil of Baghdad area and marked as a local isolate, so we have two local
isolates one is the a local isolate of B. bassiana and the other is a local isolate of M. anisopliae. The
other fungus isolate was marked as imported by Agricultural research center-Ministry of Science and
Technology so we have two imported isolates, one of them B. bassiana imported isolates and the other
M. anisopliae imported isolate. All isolates (The four isolates) were cultivated and suspension
concentrations (107, 108, 109 conidia/ml) were prepared as in [16].
2.3. Bioassays
Ten larvae of T. granarium were placed in a petri dish, then sprayed topically by hand sprayer with
two ml of each fungal suspension sprayed, larvae transferred to another petri dish containing 10 gm of
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sterile barely grins. Three replicates of each of the three concentration, for the four fungal isolates
were done for control treatment larvae were spread with sterile distilled water with tween-20 (0.01%).
Experimental petri dishes kept in an incubator at 28±2C° and 55% relative humidity [17]. Larvae were
monitored every 24 hr to record number of dead insects, and photographed them by camera fitted with
a simple microscope (Dissecting). Cumulative mortality were calculated.
2.4. Statistical analysis
Percentages of mortalities were recorded and corrected according to Abott's equation [18].
Subsequently SAS was used to analyze the data which show the sensitivity of the concentrations of the
fungal isolates in larvae mortalities [19]. The significant differences were compared between mean
and least significant differences.
3. Results and Discussion
Insects infected by many kinds of pathogens, which cause a deadly disease fungi are one of these
pathogens, infections may be by a direct contact, after the conidia/spores land on the body wall of the
insects they will start to germinate and penetrate forcely through the cuticle into the insects body
which kill the insects, in case of the conditions are suitable the fungus start to sporulate and make
more spores which continue the infection, finally caused a slowly death to the insects. These fungi can
be used as a biological control agents by causing natural epizooties diseases and reduced insects
populations [20]. Laboratory assessments of isolates of M. anisopliae and B. bassian (Imported and
local) against T. granarium larvae were done under laboratory conditions to decide whether these
isolates are good candidates for biological control of T. grananrium larvae. Many researches had been
done by the local isolates of M. anisopliae and B. bassiana and proved to be effective against many
species of insects [16, 21, 22, 23] . Our study proved that the local isolate of M. anisopliae was very
effective against larvae of khapra beetles. Table (1) shows that 109 and 108 conidia/ml led to
cumulative mortality by 86.67%, and this isolate was more effective than the imported ones which
have the concentrations 109 and 108 conidia/ml led to cumulative mortality by 50 and 26.67%
respectively. Figure (1) shows that mortalities depend on time, insects death started after about four
days of treatment since the fungus takes time to penetrate through the body wall of the larvae and
invade the cavities of its body, producing hyphal mass and many kinds of toxins and secondary
metabolites such as Destruxin, conidial growth demonstrated that the larvae died by the fungus which
appeared greenish (Figure 2).
Table 1. Cumulative mortalities of Trogoderma granarium larvae sprayed by concentrations of
Meterhizium anisopliae (Imported and local isolates).
Cumulative mortalities %
Concentration
Imported isolate
Local isolate
Conidia/ml
Mean%±S.E
Mean%±S.E
3.33±3.33
3.33±3.33
Control
7
10.00±0.00
56.67±8.81
10
26.67±12.02
86.67±6.67
108
50.00±5.77
86.67±3.33
109
*S.E.: Standard error.
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Figure 1. Mortality percentage mean of Trogoderma granarium sprayed by Meterhizium anisopliae
days after treatment (A: Imported isolate ; B: Local isolate).

Figure 2. Postmortal mycelia and fungus growth on Trogoderma granarium infected by Meterhizium
anisopliae (A: Imported isolate ; B: Local isolate).
Since M. anisopliae had known to cause the green muscardin disease. The current finding of our study
confirm with [23] who proved that the some local isolate of M. anisopliae was effective against
Chrysomya megacaphalo larvae. Similar result was reported by [16] when they revealed that the same
local isolate of M. abisopliae was very effective against Tribolium castanum adult and 109 conidia/ml
caused 80% cumulative mortality after about two weeks and they revealed that the local isolate was
more effective than the imported isolate. Another research had proved that the local isolates very
effective against pest of storage grain, [24] proved that Iranian isolates of M. anisopliae were effective
against T. castanum and Oryzaephilus surinamensis when they evaluated these isolates through
bioassays and found that 8.5×107 conidia/ml of one of these isolates led to 77.8% mortality percent of
O. surnamensis and 89.9% mortality percent of T. castanum after ten days. The final finding of our
study about M. anisopliae is that the local isolate was more effective against larvae of T. granarium
than the imported isolate so it may use as a promising microbial against to control this pest. B.
bassiana was known to be one of the most effective entomopathogenic fungi since it has high ability
to infect and kill as host of many different insect species, our finding listed in Table (2) shows that 10 9
conidia/ml of the imported and local isolates led to 66.67 and 96.67 respectively as accumulative
mortality percent when T. granarium larvae were sprayed with, after about two weeks (Figure 3),
these results refer that the local isolate was more effective than the imported isolate against the larvae.
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Dead larvae appeared distorted and growth of fungal hyphae spinning above then and their bodies
were covered with white fungal growth (Figure 4).
Table 2. Cumulative mortalities of Trogoderma granarium larvae sprayed by concentrations of
Beauvaria bassiana (Imported and local isolates).
Cumulative mortalities %
Concentration
Imported isolate
Local isolate
Conidia/ml
Mean%±S.E
Mean%±S.E
10.00±0.00
10.00±0.00
Control
46.67±12.02
46.67±6.67
107
60.00±0.00
50.00±15.28
108
66.67±15.28
86.67±6.67
109

Figure 3. Mortality percentage mean of Trogoderma granarium sprayed by Beauvaria bassiana days
after treatment (A: Imported isolate ; B: Local isolate).

Figure 4. Postmortal mycelia and fungus growth on Trogoderma granarium infected by Beauvaria
bassiana (A: Imported isolate ; B: Local isolarte).
These results were in a good agreement with those of [21, 22]. Also these results agreed with [25] who
revealed that the treatment of larvae of Agrotis ipsilon with a concentration of B. bassiana (2×108
conidia/ml) led to mortalities after one week and hyphal fungi emergence from dead larval bodies,
after 10-13 days. Mortality rates of the treated larvae were attributed to the growth of the fungus inside
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the insect body which was accompanied by secretion of toxin and enzymes that finally led to
destruction and decaying the host body, the most effective enzyme of the fungus were protease and
chitinase which analyzed the insects body and allowed the fungus to enter inside the larval body, then
the fungus started to grow inside the insects hemocole. Some toxins such as Beauverien was secreted
by the fungus, followed by a growth of hyphae outside the dead insect body that carry spores/conidia
of the fungus, which considered to be source of infection [26]. The present findings are in line with
[27] who revealed that local isolates of entomopathogenic fungi B. bassiana and M. anisopliae which
recovered from samples of soil fields (Crops, Orchards and Vegetables) were very effective against
Rhynchophorus ferrugineus, therefore these isolates would be the most promising biocontrol agent
against R. ferrugineus which is a serious date palm orchard pest. Similar results recorded by [28] who
assessed five Iraqi isolates of entomopathogenic fungi including B. bassiana against T. granarium
larvae, found that the younger larval instars were more susceptible to the fungus than the last larval
instar and adult, and mortalities percentages were recorded after 10 days post treatment, these results
demonstrate that these isolates (B. bassiana) have a good potentials biological control agent against
larvae of T. granarium. Further investigations are required to determine the virulence of the local
isolates which may be play an important role for the safer management of pests that attack stored
grains since it is environment friendly agents instead of chemical insecticides.
4. Conclusion
This study shows higher susceptibility of T. granarium larvae to the tested concentration of the local
isolates of M. anisopliae and B. bassiana than the imported isolates. Thus they can be used as
promoting biocontrol insecticides agents in terms of practical application that verified from similar
studies
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Abstract. This investigation of molluscs was carried out at some sites on the river of the
Euphrates. Samples of molluscs were collected monthly from June 2019 to November 2019.
Fourteen species were investigated which belonged to two Classes: Bivalvia (three species)
and Gastropoda (eleven species). The species Corbicula fluminalis, Pisidium dubium,
Melanoides tuberculata, Physa acuta, Gyraulus convexiusculus, and Gyraulus intermixtus
seemed in all sites. According to the index of Shanon-Weiner, species diversity ranged from
0.5 to 2.5 bits/individual. Index of Jaccard’s similarity showed that the highest similarity was
recorded between site one and site two with 60 %.

Keywords. Molluscs, Taxa, River, Euphrates.

1. Introduction
Molluscs is variable and distributed phylum in the kingdom of the animal. Their members are the
heights in animals phyla behind the Arthropoda, about 85,000 existing species are renowned [1].
Fossil species are appraised between 60,000 and 100,000 species [2]. The percentage of undescribed
species is great, although many taxa endure languidly studied [3]. Mollusca are the biggest number of
creatures of marine phyla, involving around 23% of total marine creatures. Various members likewise
live in non-salty waters. Some molluscs are utilized like bioindicators to observe the health of
locations in waters, as they are characteristic of the setting where they are sampled or place because
they are sessile. [4]. Molluscs contains only two classes viva in freshwater, while other classes viva in
salty waters. There are several surveys concerning molluscs in Iraq, as [5] studied two species in Shatt
Al-Arab. [6] investigated 20 species for the first time in Gharaf River, while [7] identified 10 taxa in
Kufa river. The local studies are so significant to investigating mollusca in Iraq.
2. Materials and Methods
Three sites in the river of Euphrates were selected: Site one established (after passing the river along
Hindiya barring city), site two sited (after passing the river sideways city of Hindiya), and site three
sited around 2500 m away from site two. Monthly, three replicates were handling from every site from
June to November 2019 via Ekman Dredge, and they were conserved in four percent of Formalin, and
then calculated and recognized via using a compound microscope. The molluscs member were
identified via the keys of classification [8, 9, 10, 11]. Shanon-Weiner index and Jaccard equation were
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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calculated as described in [12, 13] respectively, while calculation of relative abundance index was
depending on [14].
3. Results and Discussion
Table (1) displays the taxa of molluscs identified throughout the period. Fifteen taxa were recognized
in this investigation. They were categorized into two classes: Bivalvia which contained three families
and four taxa, and Gastropoda which contained ten families and eleven taxa. The number of taxa in
class (Gastropoda) was higher than in taxa in (Bivalvia), this agrees with the earlier studies as [6, 7].
Among taxa, Corbicula fluminalis, Pisidium dubium, Melanoides tuberculata, Physa acuta, Gyraulus
convexiusculus, and Gyraulus intermixtus seemed in all sites. Melanoides tuberculata showed
abundant species, whereas other species were frequent or rare species. Local investigations displayed
that the species of molluscs select moderate waters in its running with a content of organic supplies
[15]. The quantity of taxa designated in this research was low. This might be conferred to the
inadequate investigated parts or the dissimilarities in the nature in the investigated ecosystems. There
are several Iraqi investigations which recorded various numbers of taxa due to differences in
investigated aquatic areas. Various strategies of the gathering of taxa and the differences in the
taxonomic aspects of connecting with non-diagnosis of some taxonomic levels [16, 17]. [18] identified
17 Mollusca species which live in the Shatt Al-Arab. [19] recorded 13 mollusca in their investigation
in Lake of Al-Habbaniyah. Whereas, [7] identified 10 taxa in the river of Al-Kufa. The densities of
mollusca ranged between (100-2340) Ind./ m2 in July and September, consecutively (Figure 1). It was
exhibited that there was a decrease in densities through summer. Whereas it was exhibited a rise in the
mollusca densities through autumn (Table2). The source for that might be the increases of temperate
temperature and suitability of the environmental conditions which might be appropriate for its eggs to
hatch; likewise, low water levels, current water through autumn might be cause change in densities
[20, 21, 22]. Index of Shanon-Weiner presented site one in July was the highest diversity, whereas site
one in August was the lowest diversity (Figures 2). If the values of Index of Shannon-Weiner >3
bit/Ind. that designates clean waters and biodiversity was excessive; if the value was <1 bit/Ind
appoints contaminated environment that causes decline of some taxa [23]. Index of Jaccared similarity
fluctuated between 60% in sites one and two; 42.86% in sites one and three. There were noteworthy
numbers of taxa shared among the sites possibly, because of these taxa have the similar source of
original environment. In addition to their ability to familiarize in their environment, this reveals the
relative conjunction of qualitative conformation of molluscs in the sites (Figures 3).
Table 1. Relative abundant at the study area.
Taxa
Phylum: Mollusca
Class1: Bivalvia
Family:Corbiculidae
Corbicula sp.
Corbicula fluminalis
Family: Sphaeriidae
Pisidium dubium
Family: Dreisseniidae
Dreissena polymorpha
Class2: Gastropoda
Family: Bulimidae
Amnicola limosa
Family: Thiaridae
Melanoides tuberculata
Family: Vivaparidae
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Taxa
Viviparus intertextus
Family: Ampullariidae
Family: Naticidae
Polynices ampla
Family: Neritidae
Neritina schlaeflii
Family: Lymnaeidae
Lymnaea abrussa
Lymnaea palustris
Family: Physidae
Physa acuta
Family: Planorbidae
Gyraulus convexiusculus
Gyraulus intermixtus
Family: Pyramidellidae
Odostomia laevis
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(***) Abundant species: 40 - 70 %, (**)Frequent species:10 - 40 %, (*) Rare species: 10 < %.

Figure 1. Seasonal variations of a total mollusca density (Ind./m2) during period study.
Table 2. The Seasonal total density of mollusca (Ind./m2) during period study.
Site 1
Site 2
Sites
315
1422
summer
3350
3050
autumn
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1349
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Figure 2. Variation of Shannone-Weiner values for Mollusca during period study.
Table 3. Jaccared similarity index of Mollusca during period study.
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Abstract. Parasites are cause a lot of important and serious diseases which widespread to
peoples and animals all over the world, vector for disease to humans by consumption of meat
sheep fresh as liver or not cooked well meat, so in this way the toxoplasmosis in sheep
considered one of the causes economic and social damage and important sources of transfer
this infection human, for this fact we must value economic and social damage by investigate
the incidence of this disease in sheep, and using accurate methods for detection of this
infection in blood fluids or tissue of sheep, so in this study we using immunological and
molecular methods to detection of the parasite in sheep blood specimens in Al-Shamiya city/
Al-Qadisiyah government/Iraq, the results explained presence that antibodies in 14 samples
(14%) below level significant (P≤ 0.05) by using Rapid Test Cassette, while the results
depending on (RT PCR) for detection of specific gene of parasite B1 gene in blood specimens
showed to (9 of 100)(9%) positive infection results in examined sheep. from these results, we
can give simple picture ensured rule the infected sheep in transmission the disease to human
although a low percentage of positive infection, presence the disease in sheep indicator to role
sheep to transfer the disease to the human an achieved the economic and social damage.

Keywords. Toxoplasmosis, sheep, R.T PCR.

1. Introduction
Toxoplasmosis is zoonotic disease; it is widespread all over the world, it causes dangerous
complications of the fetus loss, and the individuals with an immune disorder exposed to acute
symptoms of this disease [1, 2]. T. gondii is one of a unicellular parasite; it causes infertility and
abnormal embryos [3]. The incidence of the disease in small ruminants not limited to abortion but it's
cross to consumption of injured flesh [4]. Sheep and goat are constituting the major sources of meat
for food human in Iraq. Toxoplasmosis disease causes large loss of growing to goat and sheep as a
result of abortion status and embryonic damage as well as maternal infertility in the female [5]. The
diagnosis of this disease depends on the body's various fluids such as (blood, tissue, the amniotic fluid,
etc.) by immunological and molecular methods [6, 7]. Investigation method is an important step
advance to prevent of toxoplasmosis in animals and human. The disease can be a discovery of T.
gondii in tissues or liquids of body in by intensification of particular nucleic acid sequences by
molecular methods as (RT-PCR), or its antigens, or by the segregation of the parasite [8]. This study
showed to diagnose T. gondii in sheep depending of serological-molecular tests. The nuclear genome
of this parasite is reached nearly (87 kb), and the mitochondrial genome (6 kb), an episomal is (35 kb)
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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plastid-like genome, a congruence of genetic and karyotype linkage mapping are reproduced (14)
nuclear chromosomes for T. gondii parasite [9]. B1 gene is a 2214 bp on IX chromosome with
unknown function, that is repeated 35 times in the genome of this parasite [9, 10], these methods used
to explain the incidence of this pathogenic parasite in infected the sheep and produce a negative
impact on the economic and pathogenic side with economic and social damage.
2. Materials and Methods
One hundred blood specimen were collected from different sheep herds, every specimen were divided
into two parts, for immunological and molecular diagnostic methods; the immunological method
represented in kit Rapid Test Cassette (Toxo-IgG / IgM) from(PLASMATEC) [6, 11]. Real Time
Polymerase Chain Reaction is a modern scientific technique combining the amplification of the
genetic DNA sample and the detection of the amount and quality of the amplification product in a
single reaction tube [6]; it has been used to detect T. gondii parasite based on the specific gene B1
(399bp), this molecular test was conducted and processed by BIONEER depending on primers based
on [12], used primers sequence The primers: TOXO-F (5’-TCCCCTCTGCTGGCGAAAAGT-3’, 5
µM), TOXO-R (5’-AGCGTT CGTGGTCAACTATCGATTG-3’, 5 µM) (12), DNA extracted by
support AccuPrep ® Genomic DNA Extraction, kit is (Bioneer, Korea) depending on the protocol of
manufacturer instructions. Data analyzed by the statically 10.5 SPSS version software and X2- Square
test was used to determine a significant difference with a probability (P ≤ 0.05) [13].
3. Results and Discussion
Toxoplasmosis is a serious infectious disease that affects a lot of mammalian species; infections in this
disease are caused by T. gondii parasite when taking inadequately cooked meat or from feces of
infected cats. depending on the type of antibodies in blood serum of examined sheep by using Rapid
test cassette. Results were indicated that 14 samples out of 100 (14%) were positive infection results,
however IgG IgM antibodies and IgG plus IgM antibodies were found in (30.31%),(17.61) and (41.23)
respectively, the statically analytic of this results referred to no significance difference between this
values, as in Figure (1):

Figure 1. Positive infection rate 14% according to serological test.
This results are lower than [14] in the seroprevalence investigation of toxoplasmosis for sheep in
Nepal country by collected 235 samples from sheep in diﬀerent eco-zones in their country and
investigate of T. gondii parasite with using the serological tests (commercial ELISA kit) and recorded
these values: 36.17%, 32.94% as well as 9.41% positive results infection, they referred to spread
infection sheep with T. gondii in different regions of Nepal, as well as lower than [15] in serological
study for sheep when showed to 13/50 positive samples of toxoplasmosis. The Differences in positive
seroprevalence results between the regions may be due to the weather and climatic in the same
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country, also environmental and risk factors which affect the animal's health [5, 16]. Serological tests
play a clear role in investigating and diagnosing T. gondii parasite through the antibodies IgG and
IgM which can appear and recorded in about 8 days after infection incidence, but IgM antibodies
disappear completely after a few months, IgG antibodies stay and present for lifelong of mammals [2,
6]. Real Time Polymerase Chain Reaction for investigating for B1 specific gene with infection as in
Figure (2):

Figure 2. Amplification plot for real-time PCR assay of the positive results.
All this lower than what recorded in [15] as 26% positive infections when investigated to T. gondii
DNA in the uterus samples, tubes, and the ovaries in the naturally sheep slaughtered in Pernambuco
city in Brazil, and study of [17] when recorded 35.3% positive infections by seropositive study for
abortion sheep. Some studies to spontaneous abortions in sheep due to T. gondii infection, for example
[18] in Germany(10.6%) positive results when they used molecular method Polymerase chain reaction
to detect genomic material of T. gondii parasite in tissues for fetal and placental for 47 samples from
ovine abortions (Baden-Württemberg, Rhineland, Hesse), the amplification the specific gene B1, in
this study in Germany the results explained in that toxoplasmosis infection sheep should be considered
as important possible infection cause of abortions. (18.1%) positive results recorded in [19] in Italy,
and (14.3%) in Brazil [20], the differences between this positive infection due to difference number of
samples examined under study, so uncontrolled conditions to the laboratory that causes error in results
of the polymerase chain reaction [6, 11]. This disease is one of the most important diseases of the last
years, because of its widespread spread around the world and the serious human rights consequences
of it, especially for pregnant women and newborn children, where many cases of miscarriage or
childbirth occur for fetus during pregnancy even if the child is born after the completion of the
pregnancy months, it shows serious symptoms such as damage to the retina of the eye and brain and
brain hypertrophy where the head of the embryo is deformed or the head may be smaller [21, 22]. This
study concluded that sheep in Al-Shamyah city in Al-Qadisiyah governorate are infected with T.
gondii parasite, which causes the transfer the parasite to humans due to the consumption the raw meat,
so it makes easy incidence the toxoplasmosis disease, and effects on the public health. Detection of
small ruminant who have Toxoplasmosis infection considered important step towards preventing T.
gondii in this animals and decreasing losses in the livestock especial abortion, and an end of the road
preventing transfer to human, so it's an important step to progress in control through monitored
(molecular/serologically) and depending on detect early estimated epidemiologically.
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Abstract. The common use of beta-lactam antibiotics resulted in the emergence of bacterial
strains capable of spreading and extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESβL). Up to 70 of
clinical samples, 30 of Escherichia coli (E. coli) were investigated as ESβL isolates. These
isolates collected from inpatients and outpatients to some hospitals in Baghdad. The samples
include urine, pus, stool, and blood from both genders, different age groups. The VITEK2 was
used to check production of ESβL and for the automated diagnosis of rapid antimicrobial
susceptibility experimentation and to the identification of the target bacteria. Technique of
PCR was applied to detect the presence of blaTEM and blaCTX-M genes. The results demonstrated
that 30(43%) isolates of the current study were ESβL producers. The gel electrophoresis of
DNA for positive ESβL isolates gives differentiate results of both blaTEM and blaCTX-M genes
were observed in 15(50%) and 29(96%) isolates respectively. The antibiotic resistance pattern
to 20 antibiotics were showed majority of isolates have the multi-drug resistant (MDR)
phenotypes and susceptible to carbapenems of antibiotic. Furthermore, the results of the
genetic analysis, along with the pattern of isolates for antibiotic resistance, it may give an
acceptable explanation for the higher presence of the blaCTX-M gene compared with the
proportion of the blaTEM gene in the same isolates.

Keywords. Escherichia coli, ESβL, bla TEM, and blaCTX-M genes, antibiotic resistance.

1. Introduction
Escherichia coli is a various group of facultative anaerobic Gram-negative bacilli related in
Enterobacteriaceae, and consist of variety strains ranging from commensal organisms to extremely
pathogenic variants especially the intestine and urinary tract [1, 2]. Extended-spectrum beta Lactamase
(ESβL) has been produced by several bacterial genes and noticed an increased rate after using the βLactam group of antibiotics has been extensively applied in human and veterinary medicine against
several bacterial pathogenic infections [3]. [4] reported that the unconsidered use of antibiotics led to
the evolution of many bacterial strains resistant to beta-lactam antagonists. On the other hand, the
excess in the incidence of β-lactam resistance in Gram-negative bacteria has become a major clinical
problem worldwide and then limits therapeutic choice, this reduces the chances of identifying
appropriate antibiotic options for the resistance of newer isolates of beta-lactam in an
Enterobacteriaceae [5]. The ESβLs are a series of enzymes that lead to resistance increase in
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Aztreonam, Ceftazidime, Cefotaxime related oxyimino-β-lactams, Cephalosporins, and penicillins, but
Clavulanic acid can be effected on them [6]. In the present work, more than 400 different ESβL
variants have been identified [7]. Moreover, TEM, SHV, and CTX-M are three main types of ESβLs
genes were known to mediate by chromosomes, plasmids, and transposons, which can effortlessly
spread from one organism to another [8], and they are sporadically described all over the world, while
CTX-M type is the master type in some countries [9] and TEM gene has become more spread than
another genes [10]. Also, TEM β-lactamase (‘‘Temoniera’’) was isolated from recovered a Greece
patient called Temoniera who infected by one strain of E coli and first reported plasmid-mediated βlactamase which was isolated [11]. Another commonly accruing (ESβL) is the CTX-M was first
discovered in an E. coli isolate recovered from Munich, German in1989. Bacterial strains that produce
ESβL often demonstrate the resistance to antibiotics belongs to other classes which make strategies of
treatment more complex [12], especially prevalent among a wide range of clinically important bacteria
Widespread in the world [6]. Due to the lack of studies on the prevalence of beta-lactam genes, the
current study was conducted to discuss the range of the prevalence of blaTEM and blaCTX-M genes and
the presence of extended-spectrum beta Lactamase in clinical E. coli isolates collected from different
hospitals in Baghdad, to determine characteristics and patterns of antibiotic resistance among isolates
of E. coli clinical specimens. The aims of the current study to investigate the extent of spread two
ESβL genes (blaTEM and blaCTX-M) as well as investigating the antimicrobial resistances in the clinical
isolates of E coli producing beta-lactamase.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Bacterial isolates
A total 70 bacterial isolates were collected from different clinical specimens includes urine, wound
swab, stool, pus and blood samples from both genders patients with different ages and were collected
from some Baghdad hospitals between the period 9/10/2019 to 20/12/2019. Standard microbiological
techniques were depended for isolation [13] and Conventional microbiological procedures were
employed to identify the isolates. The VITEK 2 compact system was used to re-identify them
(BioMerieux, France) [14], and applied for the bacterial identification at the species level to determine
antimicrobial susceptibility test (AST) of rapid clinically significant human bacterial pathogens.
2.2. Identification of E.coli isolates
All E. coli Isolates were identified and tested for their susceptibility profile using the VITEK 2
compact system by different antimicrobial susceptibility test cards (AST- cards), according to the
expected bacterial pathogens. The regarding cards were inoculated and incubated in the instrument
according to the manufacturer's instructions. A VITEK 2 susceptibility tests outcome were obtained as
MIC values and shown as susceptible, intermediate, or resistant and estimate according to the
periodical values of the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standard's breakpoint [13]. Final
results were explicate according to the instructions of [15] CLSI (2019) using advanced expert system
(AES), according to [16]. A total 17 different antibiotics were used and tested in AST-GN71
(bioMérieux) card that included ampicillin (AMP), ampicillin / sulbactam (SAM), aztreonam(ATM),
cefazolin (CFZ), cefepime (FEP), trimethoprim / sulfamethoxazole (SXT), ciprofloxacin (CIP),
Ceftriaxone (CRO), tigecycline (TGC), imipenem (IPM), meropenem (MEM), tobramycin (TOB),
amikacin (AMK), ertapenem (ETP), gentamicin (GEN),moxifloxacin (mxf), nitrofurantoin (NIT)[17].
2.3. Detection of ESβLs
All isolates were tested using the VITEK 2 system with the antimicrobial susceptibility texted ASTGN71 card. This system was used to carry out both screening and confirmatory tests for phenotypic
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notice of ESβL at the same plate [18]. All isolates of E.coli were confirmed as ESβL producing using
double disc synergy (DDST) test using 30mg of aztreonam, ceftazidime, cefotaxime, ceftriaxone, and
20mg amoxicillin with10M clavulanic acid. Four discs of antibiotic were placed at 15mm apart from
each other with amoxicillin /clavulanic acid disc which is placed at the centre (Figure l). Isolates of
ESβL production was considered positive when the zone of inhibition around any antibiotic disc was
Overlap With the amoxicillin/clavulanic acid disc [19].
2.4. Dtection of blaTEM and blaCTX-M genes coding for ESβL production
Only the E. coli isolates considered positive for ESβL, were selected for the genotypic study. The
detection of blaTEM and blaCTX-M resistance genes were performed after extraction of total DNA of E.
coli using the PCR and gel electrophoresis techniques isolated as maintained by the manufacturer's
instruction using the ABIO pure kit (USA). The concentration and the purity of the DNA was
determined by a Quantus fluorometer (Promega, USA).
Table 1. Primers details of ESβLs genes used in this study.
Expected amplicon
Genes
Primer name and sequences (5`-3`)
size (bp)
TEM. Forward
5`ATAAAATTCTTGAAGACGAAA3`
bla-TEM
1080
TEM. Reverse
5`GACAGTTACCAATGCTTAATCA3`
CTX-M.Forward
5`GACGATGTCACTGGCTGAGC3`
blaCTX-M
499
CTX-M. Reverse
5`AGCCGCCGACGCTAATACA3`

Annealing
temp (°C)

Reference

50

[20]

55

[21]

Analysis of PCR technique was applied for encoding two genes of the β-lactamase family: TEM and
CTX –M. Primers were supplied by Macrogen Company for the oligonucleotide primer sets (Table
1), Which is used as a specific for the blaTEM and blaCTX-M genes, and the cycling conditions in PCR
assay have been adopted and which was described by [22]. The PCR was performed in a PCR Thermal
Cycler (BioRad, USA).
3. Results
A total 30 isolates of positive ESβL Out of 70 collected isolates of E. coli were identified from
different clinical specimens in the patients of both genders and at different ages in all hospitals of
Baghdad city. The investigation of isolates was determined up to species level using the VITEK2
automated microbiology system [23]. The isolates were confirmed as ESβL producing E.coli using
method of double-disc synergy test (DDST), as outlined in the Figure 1. The results of DDST for 70
isolates showed that 30 isolates (43%) had been ESβL producers and 40(57%) were non-producers.
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Figure 1. Photograph showing DDST.

A total of 30(43%) clinical isolate of ESβL producing in bacterial isolated from various infections was
showing that 18(60%) isolates in urine tract infections and 2(6.0%) isolates in stool 4(12.1%) isolates
in pus samples and 6(18.1%) isolates in the wound swab samples and these results showing in the
Table 2.
Table 2. Type and number of positive samples for ESβLs.
Samples
Number of samples
Urine
18(60%)
Stool
2(6.6%)
Pus
4(13.3%)
Wound swab
6(20%)
Total
30

Male%
7(23.3%)
1(3.3%)
5(16.6%)
3(10%)
16(53.4%)

Female%
11(36.6%)
1(3.3%)
1(3.3%)
1(3.3%)
14(46.6%)

3.1. Sensitivity of antibiotic
The resistant pattern of 30 ESβL producers isolates have been detected with 17 different antibiotic
using AST-GN71 card of antimicrobial agent (Table3). The results were showed that all isolates of the
present study were susceptible to imipenem, ertapenem, meropenm, tigecycline, and (96 %) of isolates
susceptible to amikacin and nitrofurantion and showed a high of resistance (P value) (100%) to
(ampicillin, cefazolin, ceftriaxone and aztreonam) and 96% to cefepime
and 90 % to
ampicillin/sulbactam whereas resistance to other antibiotic was moderate.
Table 3. Showing the percentage of antimicrobial resistant for ESβL producing E.coli.
No. Antibiotics
NO. of resistant isolates
Rat of resistant %
1
Ampicillin
30
100%
2
Ampicillin/Sulbactam
27
90%
3
Cefazolin
30
100%
4
Ceftriaxone
30
100%
5
Cefepime
29
96%
6
Aztreonam
30
100%
7
Ertapenem
0
0%
8
Imipenem
0
0%
9
Meropenem
0
0%
10 Amikacin
1
3.3%
11 Gentamicin
13
43.3%
12 Tobrmycin
15
50%
13 Cioroflxacim
21
70%
14 Moxifloxacin
21
70%
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15
16
17

Tigecycline
Nitrofurantion
Trinethoprim/Sulfamethoxazole

0
1
20

0%
3.3%
66.6%

3.2. Gel Electrophoresis Analysis of ESβLs gene
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique was conducted to detect the ability to produce and
Expression on 30 ESβL recognized as positive isolates of E. coli, were selected. The blaTEM gene was
detected for the 30 ESβL positive isolates shown in (Figure 2 A and B). The bands of the expected size
(1080bp) using the TEM-F and TEM-R primers were seen as positive TEM genotype and observed in
15 (50%) of total 30 E. coli isolates.

Figure 2. Gel electrophoresis analysis for PCR amplified fragment products of blaTEM (1080 bp)
genes for 30 bacterial isolates of study using 1.5% agarose and DNA markers (1500 -100bp) are
shown in lane M.
On the other hand, results of blaCTX-M gene was showing in the (Figure3 A and B). The bands of
expected size 499bp using CTX-M-F and CTX-M-R primers were seen as a positive samples the
genotype and observed in 29 (96.6%) of a total 30 E.coli isolates.
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Figure 3. Gel electrophoresis analysis for PCR amplified fragment products of blaCTX-M (ca. 499 bp)
genes for 30 bacterial isolates of study using 1.5% agarose and DNA markers (1500 -100bp) are
shown in lane M.
3.3. Genotype patterns of ESβLs
Analysis of the PCR amplified DNA fragment of 30 E. coli ESβLs producers using the specific
primers revealed that the two genotype patterns were obtained in (Table 4). These results also showed
that predominant genotype rate was CTX - M (50%) then genotype amalgamation of TEM + CTX - M
(46.6%). The commonness rate of the two different ESβL genes in the present study demonstrated that
blaCTX -M gene was the most predominant type (29/30; 96.6%) while TEM gene was less dominant type
(15/30; 50% respectively).
Table 4. Showing ESβLs genotype patterns among E. coli isolates.
ESβLs Genotype
No. of isolates
blaTEM only
1
blaCTX-M only
15
blaTEM+CTX-M
14
Total
30

Percentage (%)
3.3%
50%
46.6%
100

4. Discussion
The increasing rate with the progression of ESβL producing by Enterobacteriaceae has threatened the
entire world. However, nowadays the main challenge to infection control is entailing continuous
monitoring systems for the emergence and spared isolates of Enterobacteriaceae that produce of
ESβLs. In the present study, a total 30 bacterial isolates of E. coli from total samples (43%) were
identified as ESβLs producers. These results give a dangerous indication of public health in Iraq and
the need to take caution from the excessive use of antibiotics. Also, E. coli and other genera of gramnegative bacteria have possessed a naturally occurring, chromosomally mediated β- lactamase and
plasmid-mediated of β–lactamase [24]. The unconstrained use of these antibiotics in developing
countries, poor dosing, ineffective empiric antibiotic therapy, prolonged antibiotic treatment, and
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antibiotic misuse are the most reasons for the development and high resistance rates in bacterial
infections [25]. Although Phenotypic tests, such as DUST method it's commonly used, for detection of
ESβLs and confirm whether an ESβL is produced by bacterial isolates but cannot detect the ESβL
subtype easily. Furthermore, [26] reported that although molecular methods appear sensitive, but the
time consuming, expensive and require specialized equipment and expertise. Definitive identification
is possible only by molecular detection methods. On the hands, the techniques, that are necessary for
the task of the exact ESβL subtype, are available only in research facilities. Also, PCR fragments
products for blaTEM and blaCTX-M genes produce expected bands of 1080 bp and 499 bp respectively.
Moreover, using the same primers in the present study, the amplified DNA products of comparable
molecular weight were obtained in the different worldwide studies and showed the same results of
[22]. Also, some studies performed in some countries, such as Iraq, Iran, and Turkey to detect other
ESβLs genes using different primer sequences gave amplified products with various molecular
weights [27], which confirms that there are many genes responsible for producing of ESβLs. The
covariance in the molecular weights of the amplified products could be indicating the differentiation in
primer sequences or in the type of the gene that detects, currently, more than 150 gene TEM types are
recognized are there [28]. For example, CTX-M gene is divided into five subgroups that have more
than 80 enzymes. This variety supplies an auxiliary way to follow the prevalence of individual
resistance genes. Interestingly, that 96.6% of ESβLs producer E. coli have sheltered the CTX - M
gene. Furthermore, TEM gene was found in 50% of bacterial isolates and that consistent with the
present study and with diffusion worldwide including the Middle East area, where CTX- M- type has
replaced, and therefore the TEM type and became the predominating ESβL among isolates of
Enterobacteriaceae [29]. Different studies that conducted in Iraq and adjacent countries have declared
that the CTX-M type was the predominant gene type in E. coli [30], while the studies in Turkey and
India showed that the TEM type was the dominant type [31]. Data analysis revealed that there are six
genotype patterns of ESβLs exist among the 70 isolates. CTX - M was the most prevalent genotype
(50%) followed by the genotype combination TEM + CTX - M (46.6%). This genotype combination
has also been published to be the most dominant genotype in Japan, India, and Arabia Saudi kingdom
[32, 33] said that in some isolates means that the ESβL producing strains may be regarding to a
complex antimicrobial resistance. Finally, the results were demonstrated that the TEM gene is a broad
spectrum ß- lactamase that is always concerted with CTX - M on the same plasmid. The release of
TEM+CTX-M collection can cause resistance to carbapenems; this is worrisome and more serious for
the community [34].
5. Conclusion
In the present study, a 43 % of the uro-pathogenic isolates of E. coli were identified as ESβLs
producers. All isolates were certain by PCR to have one or more ESBL genes. Type of CTX - M was
the dominant ESβL in the isolated E. coli and followed by the genotype of TEM+CTX-M
combination. So, it is very important to highlight on antimicrobial resistance must be perceiving as an
healthy as well as ecological problems and increase efforts to monitor and control the spread of
antimicrobial-resistant strains in hospitals and communities.
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Abstract. In the current study, the myxobolid, Thelohanellus wuhanensis Xiao & Chen, 1993
was recorded for the first time in Iraq from the gills of Carassius auratus (Linnaeus, 1758) that
was caught from Tigris river near Al-Shawwaka location in Baghdad city during the period
from May to October 2020. With this registration, T. wuhanensis become the fourth species of
the genus Thelohanellus so far recorded from the Iraqi fish. The description and measurements
of this external parasite as well as its illustrations are given.

Keywords. Thelohanellus wuhanensis, Carassius auratus, Myxozoa, Tigris river, Iraq.

1. Introduction
Myxozoans are microscopic metazoan parasites of marine and freshwater fishes from natural and
aquaculture resource, this group is important from an economic point as it causes losses of production
and makes fishes unfit for human consumption [1]. The phylum Myxozoa includes over 2,180 species
belonging to 60 genera of Class Myxosporea of the Phylum [2]. Thelohanellus (Kudo, 1933) the sixth
most species genus with 108 nominal species reported worldwide [3], 52 nominal species of this genus
infected freshwater fishes in India up to 2015 [4]. Species of Thelohanellus are mostly histozoic,
bivalvular myxosporeans, tear-shaped or pyriform to broadly ellipsoidal in valvular view, more
slender in sutural view, and have a single polar capsule either pyriform or tear-shaped with a single
coil of polar filament [2]. These myxozoan parasites are mainly plasmodia-forming parasites of
freshwater fish with a great diversity of sites of infection such as gills, fins, scales, skin, muscles,
gallbladder, kidneys [3, 4]. Thelohanellus species have strict tissue specificity and shown inclined to
the epithelium, connective tissue, cartilage, or vascular tissue that usually occurs within the gill
apparatus [5]. The plasmodia of this genus are classified according to their location in the gill filament,
the interfilamentous vascular type which occupying the tip, and intralamellar vascular type which
occupying the side [6]. The present paper documents the first record in Iraq of T. wuhanensis Xiao &
Chen, 1993 from gills of Carassius auratus (Linnaeus, 1758) from Tigris river near Al-Shawwaka
location in Baghdad city.
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2. Materials and Methods
In this study, nine live specimens of Carassius auratus (Linnaeus, 1758) were caught from Tigris river
near Al-Shawwaka location in Baghdad city between May to October 2020. The lives fishes were
brought to the laboratory and classified according to an account on freshwater fishes of Iraq [7], then
investigated for myxozoan infection. To detect the plasmodia, fresh smears the external parts such as
the skin, fins, gills, and operculum and all internal organs such as kidneys, spleen, liver, the wall of the
intestine, urinary bladder, gall-bladder, eyes, heart, muscles, testes and ovaries of fishes were
examined under a dissecting microscope. A smear using fresh spores were made from the external
parts and internal organs of the fish and examined with a compound microscope. Spores were freshly
photographed by a digital camera. The spore was drawn using a Camera Lucida. For permanent
specimens, the spores were fixed in absolute methanol for two to eight minutes and then stained with
Giemsa solution for about 25-30 minutes, then washed in tap water and dried [8]. Myxosporian spores
were measured and described according to the guidelines [9].The scientific name of the parasite was
checked with lists [3]. All measurements are presented (in μm) as minimum-maximum followed by
mean values. The information on the previous records of myxozoans of fishes of Iraq was obtained
from the index-catalogue of parasites and disease agents of fishes of Iraq [10].
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Thelohanellus wuhanensis Xiao & Chen, 1993
This parasite found in the skin and gills of two out of nine of Carassius auratus. The infection of these
fishes was not severe, the plasmodia were not found during the examination. Groups of spores
distributed in the tissues examined were obtained, so the identification has been based on the
characters of spores. Description and measurements (in μm) based on five fresh spores are listed
below and shown in Figures 1 and 2. Spores large-sized, oval elongated slightly tapering anteriorly in
frontal view, lemon-shaped in lateral view with the straight sutural line, the anterior end slightly
narrow, a pit near on the anterior end, asymmetric valves, length of spore 22.6-24.2 (22.9) and width
12.3-12.6 (12.45), thickness 10.8-11.4 (11.1). One subspherical polar capsule with triangle protrusion
at the upper end near the anterior end of the spore and occupies almost half the size of the spore,
measuring 11.1-11.9 (11.5) long and 7.9-8.3 (8.1) wide. Sporoplasma occupying most of the
extracapsular space behind the polar capsules with the small dark granules.
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Figure 1. Thelohanellus wuhanensis in frontal view. A-Diagrammatic drawing (Scale bar = 11.5 μm),
A: Photomicrograph (4 00 x). The arrows appear in the pit on the anterior end of the spore.

Figure 2. Thelohanellus wuhanensis, Lemon-shaped in lateral. A- Diagrammatic drawing (Scale bar =
11.5 μm), B- Photomicrograph (4 00 x).
The descriptions and measurements of T. wuhanensi in this study are corresponded with those of the
holotype of the parasite from on the skin of silver crucian carp Carassius gibelio (Bloch, 1782) (=
Carassius auratus gibelio) in Wuhan City and Jingshan County of Hubei Province, China [3]. This is
the first record of T. wuhanensis in Iraq, as it has not been recorded in any studies of the parasites of
Iraqi freshwater fish [10]. T. wuhanensis Xiao & Chen, 1993 was first identified on the skin of
allogynogenetic silver crucian carp in Wuhan City and Jingshan County of Hubei Province, China.
Subsequently, this parasite was described and supplements its ultrastructural and histological
characteristics from the same fish host from a pond in Honghu City, Hubei Province, China [11].
Although many species of the genus Thelohanellus showed less pathogenicity to their hosts, T.
wuhanensis, caused the mortality of infected fish [3], for being leads to the formation of obvious
swellings on the skin of infected fishes, and severe epidemic thelohanellosis and mortality of the
heavily infected fish [12]. In Iraq, three Thelohanellus species have been described from freshwater
fishes from different water bodies. The first species, T. catlae (Chakrawarty and Basu, 1958) was
registered from the gills of Cyprinion macrostomum for the first time in Iraq from the Tigris river
within the limits of Baiji city [13). Then, three other host fish species are so far known as hosts for this
parasite: Planiliza abu (= Liza abu) [14], Carasobarbus luteus [15] and Carassius auratus [16]. The
second one, T. dogieli (Akhmerov, 1955) was reported for the first time from Iraq in gills of Cyprinus
carpio from Tigris river near Al-Zaafaraniya region at Baghdad province [16].The third one, T.
misgurni (Kudo, 1919) registered for the first time in Iraq from the gills of Garra rufa from the Tigris
river within the city limits of Al-Ataifiya [17]. Accordingly, T. wuhanensis is the fourth species of the
genus Thelohanellus so far recorded from the Iraqi fish.
4. Conclusion
The Myxozoan parasite Thelohanellus wuhanensis Xiao & Chen, 1993 was recorded from gills of
Carassius auratus (Linnaeus, 1758) for the first time in Iraq and becomes the fourth species of the
genus Thelohanellus so far recorded from the Iraqi fish.
5. Acknowledgement
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Abstract. Somatic embryogenesis is a valuable tool for investigating the totipotency of plant
cells. A simple and efficient protocol for inducing somatic embryogenesis from seeds of
Arabidopsis thaliana were established. Surface sterilized seeds were placed on agar-solidified
Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium free from growth regulators. Callus initiation began7days
after seeds culture and became visible with the naked eye within 10-14 days. It was friable and
yellowish white in color. Within 20 days, callus was transferred to Gamborg's B5 medium
containing 1.0 mgL-1 2, 4-D (2, 4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) and 0.05 mgL -1 Kin for
multiplication. The results indicated that somatic embryos had been recorded only in B5
medium supplemented with 0.4 mgL-1 TDZ (N-phenyl-N’-1,2, 3-thidiazol-5-ylurea) and it was
the best one. Through our observation, different stages of somatic embryos have been found.
The results revealed that the continuous transfer of small masses containing several embryos at
different stages to the same induction medium subsequently formed a large cluster of shoots,
which were rooted in MS medium free from growth regulators and MS hormone-free medium
with 0.2activated charcoal. The percentages of rooting were 63% and 51% respectively. This
study proved that Arabidopsis thaliana seeds are a novel source for somatic embryos.

Keywords. Arabidopsis thaliana, Seeds, Somatic Embryos, TDZ, Plant regeneration.

1. Introduction
Somatic embryogenesis (SE) is a method of differentiating cells to bipolar structures similar to zygotic
embryos in plants [1]. The (SE) process shows that plants' specific development capabilities have
already evolved to move to embryogenic development program in somatic cells [2]. Plant cells have
been recognized for their ability to be reprogrammed into embryogenesis [3]. Somatic embryos (SEs)
formation has been demonstrated as evidence of plant cell totipotency since the development of SEs
was observed from colonies of single cell origin [4]. In addition to being a tool for studying and
understanding early embryonic growth, SE is also a key plant biotechnology tool used for the asexual
propagation of (hybrid) plants and it is also important to rapidly reproduce, preserve, or regenerate
genetically modified plants during transformation processes [5]. SEs may grow into whole plants and
since the 1960s; numerous protocols have been developed that allow the efficient regeneration,
through in vitro cultivation conditions, of dozens of plant species through SEs [6]. Although hormones
and stress are common treatments that can encourage SE [7, 8], there is little understanding as to how
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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these causes contribute to SEs formation, including mechanisms interacting to align the SEs with
regulatory networks of transcription factors [9].The detection of exogenous and endogenous factors
facilitating embryogenic transfer to in vitro cultured somatic cells contributes to a deeper
understanding of the totipotency of plant cells. Unlike advanced tissue culture experience which
encourages the SEs induction [10]. Much less are known the endogenous factors that determine the
capability of the tissue to an embryogenic response. However, in the last decade there were strong
progress in deciphering the molecular mechanism regulating the embryogenic transformation of
somatic plant cells and extensive molecular analysis of the functioning of auxins in SEs induction [2].
The Somatic embryogenesis process is usually divided into two major phases: one phase of the
induction and one development. During the induction process, isolated somatic cells undergo
conditions that facilitate cell proliferation and dedifferentiation and are assumed to have the capacity
to undergo SE and some of the cultivated cells begin to differentiate in somatic embryos during the
developmental phase [11]. A host of factors, including cell-to - cell signaling, have been involved in
SE induction [12], modification of the wall composition [13]. The alteration in hormones [14,15] and
the epigenetic shifters [16,17]. In plant biology, due to lack of early cytological or morphological
markers for SE the key experimental factor was the impossibility to precisely isolate and study the
cells reacting to SE-induction. As a result, the molecular processes that affect exactly the fate and
embryogenicity of such cells in the callus are not known yet. Many plant species like Arabidopsis
thaliana (Arabidopsis), well respond to somatic embryogenesis [18,19]. Arabidopsis has been
instrumental in disclosing fundamental molecular pathways for regulating in vitro plant somatic cell
developmental plasticity. Recently it has built a rather good framework for the study, among others, of
functional genomics, biology systems, synthetic biology and in vitro embryogenesis [20]. SE has
earned the most recognition, due to its cognitive as well as functional importance in the field of plant
biotechnology, among the various morphogenic pathways induced by cultivated plant explants
[21].The goal of this study was to obtain plants from somatic embryos of Arabidopsis thaliana seeds
which represent a novel source of SEs.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Plant material and callus formation
Arabidopsis thaliana col-0 seeds were supplied from Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Center
(NASC),UK. These seeds were surface sterilized by submerging in ethanol alcohol 96% for 3 min,
then rinsed three times with sterilized distilled water under a laminar flow hood. Dried seeds were
germinated on agar- solidified MS medium [22] free from growth regulators and incubated in the
culture room in the dark at 25∓ 2℃. Once callus was induced from the intact specimens seeds, they
were transferred to 16 h light/8 h dark photoperiod provided by cool-white fluorescent tubes. The
callus induction frequency was recorded after 3 weeks of culturing. For calculating the callus
induction frequency, the following equation has been used:
Calli induction frequency =

(Number of seed with calli)
(Number of incubated seeds)

× 100 % ………………… [1]

2.2. Somatic embryogenesis and plant regeneration
During 20 days, callus was transferred to Gamborg's B5 medium [24] containing 1.0 mgL-1 2,4-D and
0.05 mgL-1 Kin for multiplication. Sub culturing of this callus was carried out at 3-4 week intervals at
the same medium. To enhance proliferation and plant regeneration, clumps of about 0.5 gm. of callus
were cultivated on B5 medium supplemented with four different combinations of plant growth
regulators as shown below:
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1-5.0 mgL-1 BA
2-5.0 mgL-1 BA + 0.9mgL-1 IAA
3-0.4 mgL-1 TDZ
4-0.4 mgL-1 TDZ+ 0.1mgL-1 IBA
All the samples were kept in the growth chamber at 25∓ 2℃ (16h Light/8h dark). A binocular
dissecting microscope was used to investigate different phases of somatic embryos.
2.3. Rooting and acclimatization
Shoots originating from germinated embryos were individually removed, and transplanted in 100 ml
volume glass jars containing agar solidified hormone-free MS0 medium which was also used with
0.2% activated charcoal for rooting. Subsequently, rooted shoots were removed from the medium
washed from the agar carefully, and each plantlet was transferred to small pot with a diameter of
6.5cm and 5cm height containing peat-moss for adaptation.
3. Results and Discussion
The results of this study showed that Arabidopsis thaliana seeds which were placed on MS hormonalfree (MS0) germination media, seven days after cultivation, can form callus rather than seedlings.
Recent transcriptomic data confirm that calli can form through different initial routes, whereby a
coordinating stress, hormone and evolved responses converge into a single gene regulatory network
[25]. This callus became visible with the naked eye within 10-14 days and the callus induction
frequency was 100%. In general, It was yellowish white in color with friable texture (Figure 1, A).It
was recognized that calli are highly diverse and can be grouped according to their macroscopic
properties calli without obvious organ regeneration, for example, are usually known as friable or
compact callus [26]. In one hand, we don't find any previous study referred to callus induction from
Arabidopsis thaliana seeds on MS medium free from growth regulators. On the other hand, [27] have
suggested a potential callus induction from Arabidopsis thaliana seeds on Gamborg's B5 media with
20 g /l sucrose, 0,5 mgL-1 (2,4-D ) and 0,05 mgL-1 kinetine. Also callus formation from seeds, stems
and leaf pieces of Arabidopsis thaliana was observed on B5 medium and modified B5 medium [28].
Addition of auxin and cytokinin promotes callus in various plant species. In general, an intermediate
proportion of auxin and cytokinin facilitates induction of callus [26]. Since the seeds of Arabidopsis
are very small and delicate, forceps may have damaged them when they are being carried to the
cultivated medium, so callus induction occurred. Iwase and his colleagues [29] pointed out that
wounding promotes callus formation in various parts of Arabidopsis seedlings and they showed that an
AP2/ERF transcription factor, WOUND INDUCED DEDIFFERENTIATION 1 (WIND1), is
participates in the control of Arabidopsis cell differentiation. At the wound site WIND1 is
immediately induced and facilitates cell de-differentiation and subsequent cell proliferation to form a
mass of pluripotent callus cells. As a consequence, cell dedifferentiation is genetically regulated
mechanism. The results obtained showed that somatic embryos were recovered only in B5 medium
supplemented with 0.4mgL-1TDZ, and it was the best one, and through our careful observation,
different stages of somatic embryos have been found (Table1).
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Table1. Number of somatic embryos stages produced from seeds callus of Arabidopsis thaliana.
*No. embryos stage
Media
Globular
Heart
Torpedo
Cotyledonary
B5 + 0.4 mgL-1 TDZ
117
87
73
72
B5+0.4 mgL-1 TDZ+ 0.2 mgL-1 IBA
100
0
0
0
B5+1.0 mgL-1 2,4D+0.05mgL-1 Kin
0
0
0
0
B5 + 5 mgL-1 BA + 0.9 mgL-1 IAA
0
0
0
0
B5 + 5 mgL-1 BA
0
0
0
0
*Average of 6 replicate \ treatment

Cell differentiation and initiation of embryogenesis may be regulated by hormones [30, 31, 32]. In the
induction of somatic embryos in Paeonia Ostii [33] a combination 0.5 mgL-1 thidiazuron (TDZ) and
0.5 mgL-1 2,4-D was found to be successful. Thidiazuron has received considerable attention over
recent decades because of its prominent significance in in vitro culture with Auxin as well as cytokinin
like effects in various plant species [34]. There are some available theories that describe the mode of
action of TDZ, but it is still unclear. The TDZ action mechanism can be described as helping in
accumulate and/or synthesize endogenous growth hormones [35]. Our study showed that the callus is
easily divided and formed abundant green nodules. These nodules developed and emerge repeatedly
in this callus to embryogenic masses after 15 days (Figure 1.B) which produced globular stage after
45 days (Figure 1.C), then developed after 60 days to heart stage (Figure 1.D). High numbers of these
heart embryos were started elongation and transformed to torpedo stage (Figure 1.E). Subsequently
after 3th sub cultures majority of them transform to the differentiated cotyledonary stage (Figure 1.F).

Figure 1. Somatic embryo developmental stages from nodule-like structure produced in callus of
Arabidopsis thaliana L: (A) Callus initiation from seeds on MS0 medium. (B) Embryogenic masses
formed on B5 medium + 0.4 mgL-1 TDZ after 15 days of culture (arrows) (C) Development of
globular stage embryos in (a) (arrows). (D)Heart stage embryos (arrows). (E)Torpedo stage (arrows).
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(F) Cotyledonary stage (arrows).
Additionally, subculture of the embryogenic masses at the same medium (B5 + 0.4 mgL-1 TDZ) led to
the emergence of a new variety of nodules (Figure 2.A). It was followed by its development into
secondary embryo: globular, heart and torpedo that have basic roots (Figure 2.B). When these
structures were left at the same medium, leaf-like structures appeared within 4 weeks (Figure 2.C)
,easy to separate and subsequently transferred to the MS0 medium for additional 3 weeks that allowed
the complete development of the leaves (Figure 2.D) which were finally formed plants. In addition, to
increasing root system growth.

Figure 2. Secondary embryos developmental stages from subculture of Arabidopsis thaliana L. callus
on B5 + 0.4 mgL-1 TDZ: (A) Formation of abundant green nodules and development of globular stage
embryos. (B) Embryo-genic masses development and shine Heart, Torpedo stages embryos. (C)After
4weeks cotyledonary stage embryos (arrows). (D) Separation and subsequently transferring of shoot
to MS0 medium.
When the cell lines reach the point of moderation, somatic embryogenesis can be formed, and this will
involve the addition of Cytokinins, which prevent the polar transfer of auxin while raising hormone
levels within the cell because keeping the auxin in the medium prevents the development of embryos
that is, the spherical phase does not produce auxin during the formation of primitive embryogenesis
masses, after which embryos continue to develop and function like somatic embryogenesis masses
[27]. Arabidopsis thaliana is known by its high capacity to form somatic embryos directly and
indirectly, and this is depending on the type and age of the explant [36, 37, 38]. Indirect somatic
embryos formation is more efficient and less stable as mutant plants may form [39]. The results
indicated that the continuous transfer of a small masses containing several embryos and secondary
embryos at different stages to the same induction medium subsequently formed a large cluster of
young and small shoots (Fig 3.A) and upon transfer100 branch, some of them had roots (Figure 3.B)
separately to the MS0 media. These branches had the ability to grow and configure them for the root
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system (Figure 3.C) after 15 days (Table.2). After that the regenerated plants adapted to the soil
conditions (Figure 3.D).

Figure 3. Evolution of the vegetative branches of the Arabidopsis thaliana L. embryos. (A)Somatic
embryos on stimulation media. (B) Rooted derived shoots in A. (C) Rooting of shoots in MS0. (D)
Hardening of regenerated plants in the soil.
Although TDZ is grouped under cytokinin because of its natural cytokinetic response in in vitro
culture, there are evidence in different plant species such as soybeans which refer that TDZ has both
auxin and cytokinin-like activities [40].
Table 2. Rotting of Arabidopsis thaliana L. shoots regenerated from somatic embryos.
No. Shoot regeneration/ No. Shoot regeneration from
secondary embryos
Media
Transferred shoots
No. rooted shoots
MS0
100/20
36/5
MS with 0.2 charcoal
100/20
51/10

Rooting%
36/25
51/50

Generally TDZ at low concentrations induces somatic embryogenesis in different plant species such as
olive [41] blume orchid [42], the geranium [43]. TDZ induced the synthesis and accumulation of
purines [44], moreover it alters cytokinin metabolism [45]. Somatic embryogenesis is characterized by
their capability to grow simultaneously and to give a large number of foetuses, and by their capacity to
repeat the production of embryos until a full year after the transference to new media [46]. Finally, the
protocol of this paper is easy and very efficient to produce large quantities of SEs which considered a
very attractive system for studying plants development. Also this method could be used as helpful tool
to explain various biochemical and physiological embryogenesis events.
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Abstract. Silver nanoparticles were biosynthesized using alkhal mother shae. Nanoparticles
were characterized using four methods. The results of the fourth methods proved that silver
nanoparticles are spherical shape with a size ranging between 30-40 nm. AMS-AgNPs has
antibacterial and antibiofilm activity against gram negative and gram positive tested bacteria,
and it has antifungal and antivirulence activity against five types of fungi. Results declare the
effect of AMS-AgNPs on the fungus, it can disrupt the integrity fungal cell wall, promoting the
permeability and the leakage of the cell constituents, and eventually induce cell death, which
is reached from the Congo red dye absorption test and the formation of swelling in the hyphae
of the fungal. This study revealed that AMS-AgNPs can be used as an alternative medicin for
pathogenic bacteria and fungi.

Keywords. Alkhal Mother Shae, Silver nanoparticles, antibacterial, antifungal, antivirulence.

1. Introduction
Alkhal Mother is a substance composed of yeast and acetic acid bacteria especially, Acetobacter
xylinum which forms a cellulose pellicle on shae broth. It is produced by fermenting shae using a
"symbiotic 'colony' of bacteria and yeast" (SCOBY). Actual contributing microbial populations in
SCOBY cultures vary, but the yeast component generally includes Saccharomyces and other species,
and the bacterial component almost includes A. xylinus to oxidize yeast-produced alcohols to acetic
and other acids [1]. Tea is the oldest and cheapest health beverage in the world next to water [2].
Today, tea is produced in over 20 countries in tropical, sub-tropical and temperate regions. It is the
most widely consumed beverage after water, due to its health, sensory, stimulant, relaxing and cultural
properties [3]. The beneficial effects of tea are owing to its polyphenolic compounds. Among the shae
polyphenols, flavonoids, especially catechins, are the leading functional components, which accounts
for 30% of the dry weight of green tea leaves. Fresh tea leaves are very rich in catechins, which
include mainly epicatechin (EC), epicatechin-3-gallate (ECG), epigallocatechin (EGC),
epigallocatechin-3-gallate (EGCG), and gallocatechin (GC). EGCG is the most abundant catechin in
green tea which accounts for at least 65% of the total catechin [4]. Black tea which grows in many
parts of world, is used as an herbal tea for Drinking. Camellia sinensis leaves (Black tea) have been
reported to contain considerable amounts of tannin products [5]. In Iraq, mats of personally are
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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individually circulated among those people seeking for health remedy. So, this mat is called “Alkhal
mother” as an acquired local traditional Iraqi name, however, it has little scientific studies. The goal of
this study is to examine the antibacterial and antifungal activities of silver nanoparticles synthesized
using Alkhal Mother Shae (AMS).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Collection of bacteria
The bacteria were isolated from patients with infection wounds and burns attending to Al-Yarmouk
Teaching Hospital for the period from October to December, 2019. and used as an antimicrobial.
2.2. Collection of fungi
Five types of fungi isolates from Mycotoxins laboratory. Faculty of Sciences, University of Baghdad.
2.3. Alkhal Mother SCOBY
Alkhal Mother SCOBY was obtained from (Dr. Al-Kalifawi, Esam J.), as described by [6].
2.4. Cultivation of Alkhal Mother SCOBY
Alkhal Mother cultured as described by [7].
2.5. Extracellular synthesis of silver nanoparticles
AMS-AgNPs synthesized as described by [8].
2.6. Properties of AgNPs
2.6.1. UV-Vis analysis
The silver nanoparticle colloidal was examined for the absorption peak, which falls within the range
350-450 nm
2.6.2. FT-IR Spectroscopy
The active biological groups present in Alkhal Mother Shae, which serve to reducing and capping the
resulting silver nanoparticles, have been identified as described by [8].
2.6.3. XRD analysis
The peaks of the AgNPs were determined using the XRD device as described by [9].
2.6.4. SEM Analysis
The silver nanoparticles were scanned to find out the shape and clustering of the particles.

2.6.5. Antibacterial activity determination
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The effect of AMS-AgNPs was determined as described by [10].
2.6.6. Antibiofilm activity determination
Detection of antibiofilm activity of AMS-AgNPs against Pseudomonas aeruginosa and
Staphyloccocus aureus isolates using Microtiter plate method as mentioned in [11].
2.6.7. Antifungal activity determination
The antifungal activity of AMS-AgNPs was tested by the radial growth of tested fungi, after the
addition of different concentration of silver nanoparticles to potato dextrose agar medium. The media
inoculated with the tested fungi and incubated at 25±2°C [12].
2.6.8. The effect of AMS-AgNPs on cell wall function
The effect of AMS-AgNPs on cell wall efficacy was studied by phenotypic changes and congo-red
dye test [13].
3. Results and Discussion
The fresh suspension of (AMS) was bright brown but it turned reddish brown after adding it to the
silver nitrate solution. This color change indicates the completion of the reaction and the formation of
silver nanoparticles Figure 1.

Figure 1. Synthesis of AMS-AgNPs: A- Solution of silver nitrate. B- (AMS), and C- AMS-AgNPs
colloidal.
3.1. UV-Vis Spectrophotometry
UV-Vis absorption spectrum of AMS-AgNPs is shown in figure 2. It’s at 430 nm.
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Figure 2. UV-Vis absorption spectra of AMS-AgNPs.
3.2. Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy
Figure 3 shows the spectra for Alkhal Mother Shae were obtained using an FTIR spectrophotometer.
Several peaks were observed indicating the Alkhal Mother Shae is composed of various functional
groups. The broad band at about 3448.72 cm-1 can be attributed to bond –OH groups. The band at
about 2356.89 cm-1 can be attributed to C=N bond Amine I groups are also observed at 1635.64 cm-1.
The peak at 1543.05 cm-1 is attributed to secondary amine groups. The peaks at 1458.18 and 1396.46
cm-1 are both related to the symmetric bending of CH3. While the peak at about 1107.14 cm-1 can be
attributed to C=O stretching vibrations groups. The peak at 470.63 cm-1 correspond to stretching
vibration of amine groups.

Figure 3. Fourier Transform Infra-Red Spectroscopy image of AMS-AgNPs.
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3.3. XRD pattern of AMS-AgNPs
Figure 4 shows the main peaks obtained at 111, 200, 220, and 311 correspond to reflections with 2θ
values of the Bragg angles 38.12°, 44.31°, 64.46 °, and 76.98 °, respectively. These results confirm
that the material tested are AgNPs and are of high purity. The average crystallite size of AMS-AgNPs
in arrange (30-40 nm).

Figure 4. X ray diffraction of AMS-AgNPs.
3.4. SEM analysis of AMS-AgNPs
The scanning showed that the AMS-AgNP s are spherical in shape and are aggregated in clusters
Figure 5.

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of AMS-AgNPs.
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The results in Table (1) and Figures (6 and 7) shows the inhibition zone was 18 mm for P. aeruginosa
No.1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10 and S. aureus No.3, 5, 6, 9. 16 mm for P. aeruginosa No.2, 8 and S. aureus No.4,
10. 14 mm for P. aeruginosa No. 5, 6 and S. aureus No.1, 2, 7. The IZ was 10 mm for P. aeruginosa
No.1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10 and S. aureus No.2, 3, 7, 8, 9. 11 mm for P. aeruginosa No.2, 5 and S. aureus
No.1, 5, 10. 12 mm for P. aeruginosa No.3, 7 and S. aureus No.4, 6.
Table 1. Activity of the AMS-AgNPs against the tested bacteria.
Zone of Inhibition (mm)
Isolated bacteria
Silver nanoparticles
Silver nitrate solution
Alkhal mother tea
colloidal
0
10
18
P. aeruginosa No.1
0
11
16
P. aeruginosa No.2
0
12
18
P. aeruginosa No.3
0
10
18
P. aeruginosa No.4
0
11
14
P. aeruginosa No.5
0
10
14
P. aeruginosa No.6
0
12
18
P. aeruginosa No.7
0
10
16
P. aeruginosa No.8
0
10
18
P. aeruginosa No.9
0
10
18
P. aeruginosa No.10
0
11
14
S. aureus No.1
0
10
14
S. aureus No.2
0
10
18
S. aureus No.3
0
12
16
S. aureus No.4
0
11
18
S. aureus No.5
0
12
18
S. aureus No.6
0
10
14
S. aureus No.7
0
10
14
S. aureus No.8
0
10
18
S. aureus No.9
0
11
16
S. aureus No.10

Figure 6. Figure 6. Antibacterial of AMS-AgNPs using the test bacterium Pseudomonas aeruginosa
No 4. A- Solution of silver nitrate, B- Alkhal Mother Shae, C- AgNPs colloidal.
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Figure 7. Antibacterial of AMS-AgNPs using the test bacterium Staphylococcus aureus. No.3. ASolution of silver nitrate, B- Alkhal Mother Shae, C- AgNPs colloidal.
The results showed the inhibition of biofilm formation for P. aeruginosa and S. aureus was 70% and
60%, respectively when using AMS-AgNPs at 0.1 concentration. While the inhibition of biofilm
formation for P. aeruginosa and S. aureus was 80% and 70%, respectively when using AMS-AgNPs
at 0.5 concentration table 2 and figures 8 and 9.
Table 2. Inhibition of biofilm formation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus
using AMS-AgNPs.
The value of biofilm
The value of biofilm after
The value of
after addition 0.1 mg/ml
addition 0.5 mg/ml
Isolate number
biofilm
AgNPs
AgNPs
0.176
0.90
0.80
P. aeruginosa No.1
0.169
0.75
0.62
P. aeruginosa No.2
0.188
0.95
0.86
P. aeruginosa No.3
0.179
0.88
0.75
P. aeruginosa No.4
0.295
0.280
0.200
P. aeruginosa No.5
0.289
0.222
0.210
P. aeruginosa No.6
0.170
0.89
0.78
P. aeruginosa No.7
0.187
0.170
0.91
P. aeruginosa No.8
0.200
0.93
0.85
P. aeruginosa No.9
0.199
0.87
0.70
P. aeruginosa No.10
0.274
0.200
0.192
S. aureus No.1
0.217
0.195
0.187
S. aureus No.2
0.223
0.102
0.89
S. aureus No.3
0.224
0.188
0.171
S. aureus No.4
0.193
0.88
0.76
S. aureus No.5
0.184
0.90
0.83
S. aureus No.6
0.234
0.210
0.200
S. aureus No.7
0.310
0.304
0.298
S. aureus No.8
0.198
0.84
0.71
S. aureus No.9
0.186
0.160
0.90
S. aureus No.10
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Figure 8. Inhibition of biofilm formation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa using AMS-AgNPs.

Figure 9. Inhibition of biofilm formation of Staphylococcus aureus using AMS-AgNPs.
The results in Table (3) and Figure (10, 11) shows that AMS-AgNPs has effective antifungal activities
on the Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus parasiticus, Aspergillus niger, Fusarium oxysporum and
Fusarium verticillioides as indicated by the diameter of their radial growth. The radial growth of
Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus parasiticus and Aspergillus niger reduce from 9 cm for control to 2cm
at 15% concentration of silver nanoparticles in the culture media. Whereas the radial growth of
Fusarium oxysporum and Fusarium verticillioides reduce from 7 cm for control to 1cm at 15%
concentration of silver nanoparticles in the culture media.
Table 3. The antifungal effect of the AMS-AgNPs.
Isolated microbes
Aspergillus flavus
Aspergillus parasiticus
Aspergillus niger
Fusarium oxysporum
Fusarium verticillioides

Diameter of growth*
5%
10%
7
4
7
4
7
3
2
1.5
3
2

control
9
9
9
7
7

* Radial growth of fungi (cm).
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Figure 10. Antifungal activity of AMS-AgNPs against Aspergillus flavus.

Figure 11. Antifungal activity of AMS-AgNPs against Fusarium oxysporum.
The effect of silver nanoparticles on the fungus was also studied and it was found that AMS-AgNPs
lead to swelling in the fungal hyphae Figure 12. These swelling effect on permeability of hyphae cell
and thus kill it, which is reached from the Congo red dye absorption test Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Show the effect of AMS-AgNPs on the Fusarium verticillioides hyphae. A- Control. Btreated with AMS-AgNPs. Power of magnification 100X.

Figure 13. Show the Congo red dye absorption test. A- Normal hypha of Fusarium verticillioides. Btreated with AMS-AgNPs. Power of magnification 100X.
4. Discussion
In the present study, AgNPs was biosynthesized using alkhal mother shae. Production of AgNPs was
confirmed by the change in colour and formation of gray aggregates of AgNPs. This result is in
agreement with many studies [16, 17, 18] which found that the formation of gray aggregates is
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evidence of completeness of reaction and formation of AgNPs. The crystalline AgNPs were confirmed
by UV absorption spectrum at 430 nm. This result is accordance with several studies [19, 20, 21]
which reported that the peak absorption of AgNPs is around 300-500nm. The functional groups
associated with the process of reducing and stabilizing AgNPs were analyzed using Fourier Transform
Infrared Spectroscopy. Several peaks were observed indicating that the alkhal mother shae is
composed of various functional groups are attributed to secondary amine groups. These finding are
acceptable with many studies [22, 23, 24] which found these groups are responsible for reducing and
capping of AgNPs. The results of X-ray Diffraction spectrum with 2θ values was at Bragg angles
38.12, 44.31, 64.46 and 76.98, respectively. These results are consistent with several studies in which
biosynthesis of nanoparticles of silver molecules using tea leaf extract and kombucha tea [25, 26, 27].
Particle size causes the broadening of peaks in the XRD patterns and by using Debye-Scherrer’s
equation, the average particles size were arrange 30-40 nm. Results of the present study show that
AMS-AgNPs have antibacterial activity against Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria which
tested. The antimicrobial activity of alkhal mother shae has less effect against tested isolates. These
finding are in agreement with several studies [28, 29, 30, 31]. Who’s found that the silver
nanoparticles synthesized by leaf tea extract had antibacterial activity against Gram-negative and
Gram-positive bacteria. The inhibition of biofilm formation for P. aeruginosa and S. aureus was 70%
and 60%, respectively when using AMS-AgNPs at 0.1 concentration. While the inhibition of biofilm
formation for P. aeruginosa and S. aureus was 80% and 70% respectively when using AMS-AgNPs at
0.5 concentration. These finding are in agreement with several studies [32, 33, 34] which found that
the antibiofilm activity of AgNPs was between 50 to 90 in Gram negative bacteria and about 50 to 80
in Gram positive bacteria. AMS-AgNPs has antifungal activity on the Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus
parasiticus, Aspergillus niger, Fusarium oxysporum and Fusarium verticillioides as indicated by the
diameter of their radial growth. The radial growth of Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus parasiticus and
Aspergillus niger reduce from 9 cm for control to 2cm at 15% concentration of silver nanoparticles in
the culture media. Whereas the radial growth of Fusarium oxysporum and Fusarium verticillioides
reduce from 7 cm for control to 1cm at 15% concentration of silver nanoparticles in the culture media
these finding are in agreement with several studies which found the effect of silver nanoparticles
against various plant pathogenic fungi [35, 36, 37]. The two species have been selected because they
are producers of the mycotoxins. The Aspergillus, especially A. flavus and A. parasiticus, which
produce aflatoxins and Fusarium, which produces Trichothecenes. Aflatoxins is the leading cause of
cancer. Trichothecenes is used in chemical warfare [38, 39]. For these reasons, the eradication of these
fungi protects plants, from the infection of and animals, humans from their toxins [40, 41]. The effect
of silver nanoparticles on the fungus was also studied and it was found that silver nanoparticles lead to
swelling in the fungal hyphae and thus kill it, which is reached from the Congo red dye absorption test
[42]. These finding are in agreement with several studies [43, 44, 45] in which found AMS-AgNPs
disrupt the integrity fungal cell wall, promoting the permeability and the leakage of the cell
constituents, and eventually induce cell death.
5. Conclusions
We concluded that the AMS-AgNPs can be used as an alternative medicin for pathogenic bacteria and
fungi.
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Abstract. This study was conducted to examine the anatomical aspects of Carissa
macrocarpa, of stem, leaf and leaf venation. The results obtaind showed that the tissue of the
studied parts have important anatomical characteristics in terms of the shape of the crosssectional of stem and vertical-sectional of leaves. The stem section appeared in circular and the
midrib was crescent shape and the stomata appeared on the upper surface of the leaf only,
Tetracytic in type. Druses crystals and Aleurone granules appeared on both surfaces of leaves.
The venation type was Brochidodromous in which the secondary veins do not end at the edge
of the leaf, and each secondary race is connected with the higher race and linked together with
a series of prominent arches.

Keywords. Carissa macrocarpa, Anatomical study, Apocynaceae, Iraq.

1. Introduction
The Apocynaceae family consists of 300 genera and more than 1300 species spread all over the world
and in Iraq have 4 wild species and 7 cultivated species [1]. The species is considered domestic in
South Africa and is grown in Egypt [2]. Most of the plants in this family were herbs or shrubs or trees
with milky juice, the leaves were simple, bracelet or alternate with smooth edge, the flowers radial
symmetry and the seeds are often covered with hairs [3]. Most of the plants are grown for decoration,
but many species are poisonous to humans and animals if they eat the fruit and their vegetative
compositions, extracting a number of drugs and tanning materials [4]. We did not find published data
provides clarify anatomical information to describe the species under study in Iraq, so the aim of this
study provide and description anatomical features and enhanced measurements and forms which can
be adopted the morphological studies of this species and applications of phylogenic relationships [3, 5,
6, 7].
2. Materials and Methods
The present study relied on the fresh samples of the species Carissa macrocarpa (Figure 1) collected at
the flowering stage from the Botanical Garden of the College of Education for pure sciences-Ibn AlHaitham, parks, public parks and some office located within the areas of AL-Adhamiya, Alkraiat, and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Al-Ameriya in the Baghdad at the period from (20/12/2017 - 20/3/2018). The diagnosed of the species
by taxonomic keys and fluorescent Arabic and international as well as Internet sources. The fresh
samples of the stem and leaf were cut up to 2-3 cm from the middle of each part [8]. The samples were
fixing by formalin acetic acid alcohol (F.A.A.) for 24 hours at room temperature according to [9] and
then washed with alcohol concentration 70% to remove traces of the fixative solution and then kept in
the same concentration of alcohol in the refrigerator until used. Several samples of preserved samples
were selected to prepare the epidermal of leaves to study the stomata and the other Accessories of the
epidermis. The epidermis of the leaf was peeling by a razor blade also the samples of stems and leaves
have cut off by using the hand sectioning method follows by [10] were the parts of stem sectioned into
thin pieces by a razor blade too. All the samples of the stem, leaf, and epidermis of leaf were put in the
0.5% sodium hypochlorite for 5 mints to remove the chlorophyll pigments, then the samples were
transported to Petry Dish with Safranin pigment to gives color to the tissue of stems. Finally, the
samples of the stem were put on the slides and mounted by cover slides with D.P.X. and fixed by
Olympus light microscope then photographed using the Omax camera. The measurements of tissue
were made using the Ocular micrometer and the characters were studied that are, the epidermis
features, the cross-section of the stem and the cross-section of leaves also the dimensions of the
stomata were measured and the stomatal index was calculated according to [11].
Stomatal index=

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑎
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑎+𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑒𝑝𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

× 100

Also doing clearing of vegetative leaves to identify the system of venation as followed [12]. The study
also relied on the terms contained in [3, 5, 6, 13].

Figure 1. General shape of the species Carissa macrocarpa by digital camera.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Cross section of stem
The cross-section of the stem circular shape (Figure 2). The epidermis of stem consists of small cells,
simple, uniseriate and cubical shape with straight walls, the thickness of it reached 13.4 µm. the
epidermis covered by cuticle except for the position of stomata. The cortex consists from two layers
the first layer it’s the collenchyma tissue under the epidermis consists from 5 rows free of intercellular
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spaces and the thickness of it reached to 75 µm, the second layer it’s chlorenchyma tissue consist from
parenchyma cell riches of chlorophyll, the cell were very thin circular to polygonal shape and throw it
the intercellular spaces, the thickness of it reached to 133 µm. the average thickness to all cortex
reached 210 µm. The vascular bundles open and collateral ensue as a wavy circular ring around the
pith, the thickness of it 20 µm consist of phloem and xylem. the phloem consists of sieve tubes and
companion cells have a transparent area being responsible for the milky white secretions that come out
when the stem is broken and this is agreed with [2]. The thickness of phloem reached to 8 µm and the
xylem thickness reached to 10 µm, also the number of vessels rows in xylem reached to 8-10 rows
(Table 1). The pith consists of many layers of parenchyma cells storage, circular to polygonal shape
with thin walls throw it intercellular spaces, the pith occupied the central part with solid tissue, the
Druses crystals diffuse in the cortex and pith, and this is agreed with [2].

Number of
xylem rows

Vascular
bundles
thickness

200-215
(210)

Xylem
thickness

125.9-135.8
(133)

Phloem
thickness

70.4-78
(75)

Cortex
thickness

Collenchyma
thickness

7.5-15.2
(13.4)

Chlorenchyma
thickness

Epidermis
thickness

Table 1. characters cross section of stem in the species Carissa macrocarpa (µm).

6-10
(8)

8-12
(10)

8-10
(8)

15-26
(20)

Figure 2. Cross section of stem in the species Carissa macrocarpa X40.
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3.2. Leaves
3.2.1. Service view of leaves
The ordinary epidermal cells on both sides of leaf consist from oblong to-coordinate cells like bee
cells with straight walls to semi-wavy on the side (Figure 3) this is due to changes in the shape of the
outer tangential walls and the inner tangential walls of the cells [14]. The average of cell long on the
upper epidermis of leaf reached to 46.2 µm and the average of width 43.2 µm also the average of cell
long on the lower epidermis reached to 32 µm and the average of width 29 µm.
3.2.2. The Complex of stomata of leaves
The stomata appeared on the lower surface only and these results agree with [1]. Their diffused on that
surface varied as they appeared in high density, were circular in shape, and the stomatal model was
Tetracytic type, which is surrounded by four normal cells on that surface (Figure 3). It is possible to
rely on the variation in the dimensions of stomata and stomatal evidence as an important anatomical
characteristic that helps in the diagnosis and isolation of the species, it is also a demonstration of plant
efficiency in photosynthesis [2].

Figure 3. Characters of the epidermis and stomata of leaves in the species Carissa macrocarpa
X100.
3.2.3. Longitudinal section of leaves
The epidermis of blade was characterized by upper epidermis and lower epidermis, but they were
almost identical, were consist from simple and uniseriate epidermal cells, with square shapes to
polygonal ridges, stacked together, and straight walls have low wavy, and the lower epidermis
appeared thinner and more stomata than the upper epidermis, the average thickness of upper epidermis
reached to 22 µm, while the average thickness of the lower epidermis was 10 µm. The epidermal cells
covered a layer of the thick-toothed cuticle (Figure 4). The mesophyll tissue, which follows the upper
epidermal layer, appears to consist of the upper Palisade parenchyma and the lower spongy
parenchyma, the type of this arrangement of mesophyll known bifacial and this type is a common
form in the most leaves of plants. The palisade layer consist from 1-2 rows of oblong cells with
narrow intercellular space between cells, its longitudinal axis is perpendicular to the leaf surface and
contains chloroplasts, the average thickness of palisade layer reached to 62 µm, so the spongy layer of
mesophyll consists from loose tissue have air lacunae between the cells and the cells irregular shape
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consist from druses crystals and ailerons grains, the rows of it reached to 2-3 rows and the average
thickness of spongy layer reached to 94 µm, so the average of thickness of blade reached to 120.8 µm
(Table 2 ). The result of the study of appeared that the midrib has almost straight from the upper to the
zigzag from the lower (Figure 4) the tissue of midrib consist from two types of cells, the Angular
collenchyma, occupied the corners of the middle race against the vascular bundle and exchanged with
chlorenchyma cells, spherical to polygonal shape, containing an abundance of chloroplasts. The
Crystals were also observed in the tissue and around the vascular bundles. The study showed that the
vascular tissue in the midrib is only an extension of the vascular strand from the stem to the blade.
Therefore, the vascular tissue retained its components of xylem and phloem elements. The vascular
tissue appeared in the midrib in the form of veins, consisting of vascular bundles branching into
several intertwined branches and thus the main vascular bundle showed the largest bundles in the
middle ovate broad shape, and the average thickness of the vascular bundle was 33 µm. In addition to
the emergence of sub-vascular bundles spread in the leaf blade less in size as we move away from the
midrib, 1-2 rows of parenchyma cells surrounded by the vascular bundle compose the bundle sheath.
The results of the present study confirmed that there are differences in the anatomical characteristics
shown by the leaves of the species under study and the leaf consider is the most plant-specific part of
the anatomical characteristics and the most consistent, this agrees with [8] that appeared the leaf has
been used extensively to solve the most difficult taxonomic problems between different genus and
species.
Table 2. Characters of longitudinal section of baled and midrib of leaves in the species Carissa
macrocarpa (µm).
Upper
Lower
Spongy
Vascular
Palisade layer
Blade
Epidermis
Epidermis
layer
bundles
thickness
thickness
thickness
thickness
thickness
thickness
18-24
9.2-13.1
220-305
260-300
115-130
20-38
(22)
(10)
(62)
(94)
(120.8)
(33)
*The number between parentheses refer to average

Figure 4. Cross section of blade and midrib in the species Carissa macrocarpa X40.
3.3. Crystals
The results of the present study showed crystals and their forms, and that one plant species may
contain two or more types of crystals of different shapes and sizes and this is due to the form and
nature of the isolated cell Idoblast, which acts as a template responsible for the shape of the crystal, the
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crystals consist from calcium oxalate is a toxic acid which is produced by the plant's biological
activity. Oxalic acid is a toxic acid and is therefore transformed by cells into insoluble compounds in
the form of crystals that minimize their toxic effect [1]. The druses crystals appeared as a diffuse on
the upper and lower leaves surfaces and appeared within the spongy layer and parenchyma tissue of
their blade, as well as in the tissue of the cortex and pith of stem (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Druses crystals of the leaves in the species Carissa macrocarpa X100.
3.4. Starch grains
The starch is one of the most important materials stored in plant cells and the composition of these
granules depends on the physiological conditions associated with the plant [15]. The phenotypic
characteristics of these plants vary depending on the location and shape of the starch grains like the
center of the grain formation (hilum), and the presence or absence of layers as well as the nature of
those granules layers of being simple or complex or semi-complex [16]. The starch grains appeared in
the parenchyma tissue as complex types have two hilum and the arrangement of the layers around each
of them, the hilum circular shape un-centric location (Figure 6) also showed the Aleurone grains in the
epidermis of leaves (Figure 7). Starch grains are an important anatomical characteristic in isolating
plant species [17].

Figure 6. starch grains of the leaves in the species Carissa macrocarpa (X100).

Figure 7. Aleurone grains of the leaves in the species Carissa macrocarpa (X100).
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3.5. Venation system of leaves
The type of venation in the leaves of this species has a reticulate system, a characteristic of
Dicotylidone [18], which was a type of Camptodromous, in this type the midrib penetrates the blade
longitudinally, characterized by being larger than the rest of the veins, thicker and longer than the rest
veins, the secondary veins. Branching from the midrib don’t reach to the margin of leaf and this veins
branching and bifurcate and come back together to form a brochidodromous network type, in this type
the veins do not end at the edge of the leaf and each secondary veins is connected with the higher vein
and linked to each other composes prominent arches (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Venation pattern of the leaves in the species Carissa macrocarpa (cm).
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Abstract. In this study, we synthesized a series of benzimidazole compounds containing. 1,3,4thiadiazole ring from many reaction steps. The obtained benzimidazole series were characterized by
melting point, Data from FT-IR and 1H-13C-NMR and In vitro screening of antibacterial activity against
strains of selected pathogenic Gram-positive (Staphylococcus aureus, Bacillus subtilis) and Gramnegative (Acinetobacter baumannii, Pseudomonas aeruginosa) bacteria relative to (Amoxicillin) and
(Ciprofloxacin) as standard antibacterial agents has shown high pharmacological activity.

Keywords: benzimidazole, 1,3,4-thiadiazole, antibacterial activity, 1,2-o-phenylenediamine

1. Introduction
Benzimidazoles remain one of the most robust classes of antimicrobial agents, despite several attempts to create
a new structural template in the search for more effective antimicrobials. [1–8]. Benzimidazoles are considered
to be a possible class of heterocyclic bioactive compounds with a wide range of biological activities. In fact, this
nucleus is a component of vitamin B12 [9]. As a consequence, benzimidazoles have diverse biological
properties, such as antifungal.[4], antitumor[10–12],antiviral[13,14] ,antihistaminic[15]. benzimidazole and its
derivatives have also been used as optical lasers and polymer dyes in optoelectronics.[16,17], For the
identification of biologically important molecules such as DNA, RNA or proteins and enzymes, organic
luminophores, fluorescent fags [18]. In a large spectrum of therapeutically important agents, The nucleus of
1,3,4-thiadiazole has been incorporated. Which mainly provides antimicrobial operations [19]. In many fields,
There are enough applications for 1,3,4-thiadiazole. As antibacterial medicines, the first applications of the
medicinal industry were [20].
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and physical measurements
Without purification from Aldrich, many of the starting materials and solvents were collected and
used.On the SHIMADZU model FT-IR-8400S, the FT-IR spectrum was registered, 1H and 13C-NMR spectra
were recorded on the BRUKER model Ultra Shield 500 MHz spectrophotometer using DMSO-d6 as solvent
and TMS as internal comparison. The melting points were registered and are unreliable by the Stuart smp3
electronic system.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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2.2. Methods of preparation and physical data of synthesised compounds 1(a,b), 2(a–e), 3(a-e), and 4(a-j).
Common method for synthesizing 1(a-b) of compounds.
Mixing (20) mmol of o-phenylene diamine derivatives, (20 mmol) of CS2, (20) mmol of KOH, (25) mL of
EtOH and (5) mL of reflux-heated H2O in a 100 ml circular flask for 3 hours, carefully inserted (0.5 g) of
(charcoal) and continued reflux for 10 minutes, Filtered charcoal was extracted by filtration and (25 mL) of hot
water was added.. In order to complete the crystallization, the mixture obtained was held in an ice bath for (3 h),
the material obtained was distilled, dried and recrystallized from ethanol, and TLC(mobile phase:
CH3(CH2)4CH3: CH3COOCH2CH3 (1:1))

2.2.1.1. 2-mercaptobenzimidazole (1a).
Light beige powder, m.p 305-307 °c, FT- ir (cm-1) 3155 (NH), 3093 (CH, aromatic), 2569 (S-H), 1620 (C=N),
1585 and 1462 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.
2.2.1.2. 2-mercapto-5-methylbenzimidazole (1b).
Light brown powder, yield (80%), m.p 286-288 °C, FT-ir (cm-1) 3132 (N-H), 3041 (C-H, aromatic), 2968-2862
(C-H, aliphatic), 2573 (S-H), 1625 (C=N), 1593 and 1469 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.
Specific protocol for compound synthesis 2(a-e).
For 3 hours, The resultant mixture of (ArCOOH) (20 mmol), (NH2NHCSNH2) (1.82 g, 20 mmol) and POCl3
(10 mL) was refluxed gently. H2O (50 mL) was applied slowly after cooling and The mixture of reactions was
refluxed and purified for 4 h. The distilled KOH solution neutralized the solvent and the precipitate was purified
and recycled from EtOH,and TLC was tested for the completion of the reaction and for the purity of the
compounds (mobile phase: CH3(CH2)4CH3: CH3COOCH2CH3(1:3)).
2.2.2.1. 2-Amino-5-(phenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazole (2a).
Pale yellow powder, yield (76%), m.p 224-227 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3275 and 3113 (NH2), 3043 (C-H, aromatic),
1631 (C=N), 1581 and 1469 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.
2.2.2.2. 2-Amino-5-(4-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazole (2b).
Yellow powder, yield (80%), m.p 226-229 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3271 and 3105 (NH2), 3047 (C-H, aromatic), 1631
(C=N), 1597 and 1462 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.
2.2.2.3. 2-Amino-5-(2-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazole (2c).
Yellow powder, yield (70%), m.p 214-216 °C, Rf = 0.58; FT- ir (cm-1) 3282 and 3105 (NH2), 3028 (C-H,
aromatic), 1635 (C=N), 1597 and 1458 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.
2.2.2.4. 2-Amino-5-(4-nitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazole (2d).
Dark yellow powder, yield (78%), m.p 244-247 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3259 and 3113 (NH2), 3066 (C-H, aromatic),
1627 (C=N), 1597 and 1458 (C=C, aromatic), 1508 and 1346 (NO2) was obtained.
2.2.2.5. 2-Amino-5-(3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazole (2e).
Dark yellow powder, yield (75%), m.p 265-268 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3275 and 3116 (NH2), 3055 (C-H, aromatic),
1624 (C=N), 1593 and 1419 (C=C, aromatic), 1539 and 1350 (NO2) was obtained.
Common method for synthesizing 3(a-e) compounds.
Compounds 2(a-e) (5 mmol) were dissolved in DMF, and the reaction mixtures were added to TEA (5 mmol).
The reaction mixtures were slowly applied to chloroacetyl chloride (10 mmol). The mixture of reactions was
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heated under reflux for 2 h. The solution was then applied to crushed ice, filtering the substance collected,
Washed with H2O, dried and recrystallized from C2H5OH.
2.2.3.1. 2-chloro-N-(5-phenyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (3a)
Pale yellow powder, yield (82%), m.p 233-235 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3182 (N-H), 3043 (C-H, aromatic), 2947, 2835
(C-H, aliphatic), 1705 (C=O), 1627 (C=N), 1573 and 1438 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.
2.2.3.2. 2-chloro-N-(5-(4-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (3b)
Beige powder, yield (85%), m.p 254-256 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3170 (N-H), 3043 (C-H, aromatic), 2943, 2835 (CH, aliphatic), 1705 (C=O), 1631 (C=N), 1570 and 1442 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.

2.2.3.3. 2-chloro-N-(5-(2-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (3c)
Beige powder, yield (84%), m.p 230-232 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3174 (N-H), 3032 (C-H, aromatic), 2939, 2831 (CH, aliphatic), 1708 (C=O), 1624 (C=N), 1581 and 1438 (C=C, aromatic) was obtained.

2.2.3.4. 2-chloro-N-(5-(4-nitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (3d)
Dark beige powder, yield (80%), m.p 250-252 °C, Rf = 0.47; FT- ir (cm-1) 3163 (N-H), 3032 (C-H, aromatic),
2943, 2839 (C-H, aliphatic), 1708 (C=O), 1627 (C=N), 1593 and 1438 (C=C, aromatic), 1519 and 1346 (NO2)
was obtained.

2.2.3.5. 2-chloro-N-(5-(3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (3e)
Pale brown powder, yield (86%), m.p 240-243 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3182 (N-H), 3035 (C-H, aromatic), 2943, 2877
(C-H, aliphatic), 1712 (C=O), 1624 (C=N), 1593 and 1438 (C=C, aromatic), 1543 and 1350 (NO2) was
obtained.
The general protocol for compound synthesis 4(a-j).
A mixture of 2-chloro-N- (5-((un)substituted phenyl)-1,3,4 thiadiazole-2-yl) acetamide (5 mmol), compouds
1(a,b) (5 mmol) and K2CO3 (5 mmol) in DMF (25 mL) was refluxed for 10 h. The solvent was then added into
the crushed ice, refining and recrystallizing the liquid derived from ethanol, TLC tested the end of the reaction
and the compounds' purity. (mobile phase: CH3(CH2)4CH3: CH3COOCH2CH3 (2:3)).

2.2.4.1. 2-((benzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-phenyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4a)
Beige powder, yield (60%), m.p 188-190 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3336 (N-H), 3155 (N-H, benzimidazole),3035 (C-H,
aromatic), 2951, 2881 (C-H, aliphatic), 1670 (C=O), 1616 (C=N), 1558 and 1435 (C=C, aromatic); 1H-NMR
(DMSO-d6, 500 MHz, δ) 4.45 (s, 2H, CH2), 7.15-7.75 (m, 9H, Ar-H), 8.58 (s, 1H, NH), 12.55 (s, 1H,
benzimidazole-NH); 13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz, δ) 36.74, 114.35, 121.88, 122.97, 127.08, 129.66, 130.42,
131.47, 139.97, 150.62, 161.08, 162.57, 169.43 was obtained.
2.2.4.2. 2-((5-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-phenyl-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4b)
Dark brown powder, yield (71%), m.p 222-225 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3317 (N-H), 3167 (N-H, benzimidazole),3028
(C-H, aromatic), 2908, 2808 (C-H, aliphatic), 1674 (C=O), 1627 (C=N), 1570 and 1438 (C=C, aromatic); 1HNMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz, δ) 2.37 (s, 3H, CH3), 4.43 (s, 2H, CH2), 6.95-7.52 (m, 8H, Ar-H), 8.59 (s, 1H, NH),
13.14 (s, 1H, benzimidazole-NH); 13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz, δ) 21.62, 35.33, 120.04, 123.35, 125.50,
127.36, 129.78, 130.54, 131.07, 149.03, 158.81, 162.50, 167.55 was obtained.
2.2.4.3. 2-((benzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(4-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4c)
Dark brown powder, yield (62%), m.p 190-192 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3298 (N-H), 3163 (N-H, benzimidazole),3051
(C-H, aromatic), 2900, 2819 (C-H, aliphatic), 1678 (C=O), 1620 (C=N), 1593 and 1438 (C=C, aromatic); 1H-
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NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz, δ) 4.34 (s, 2H, CH2), 7.12-7.91 (m, 8H, Ar-H), 8.55 (s, 1H, NH), 12.60 (s, 1H,
benzimidazole-NH); 13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz, δ) 35.40, 119.71, 122.71, 128.29, 128.96, 129.55, 129.77,
130.27, 132.70, 134.40, 135.63, 149.68, 159.01, 162.73, 169.30 was obtained.
2.2.4.4. 2-((5-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(4-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4d)
Dark beige powder, yield (58%), m.p 190-194 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3305 (N-H), 3159 (N-H, benzimidazole),3047
(C-H, aromatic), 2939, 2873 (C-H, aliphatic), 1678 (C=O), 1624 (C=N), 1593 and 1438 (C=C, aromatic) was
obtained.
2.2.4.5. 2-((benzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(2-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4e)
Dark beige powder, yield (68%), m.p 217-219 °C, FT-IR (KBr disk, cm-1) 3325 (N-H), 3155 (N-H,
benzimidazole),3035 (C-H, aromatic), 2962, 2897 (C-H, aliphatic), 1674 (C=O), 1620 (C=N), 1573 and 1435
(C=C, aromatic); 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz, δ) 4.38 (s, 2H, CH2), 7.12-7.81 (m, 8H, Ar-H), 8.62 (s, 1H,
NH), 12.38 (s, 1H, benzimidazole-NH); 13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz, δ) 36.31, 114.35, 121.91, 128.17,
130.02, 130.94, 131.18, 131.40, 131.80, 139.94, 150.36, 157.45, 163.26, 169.06 was obtained.
2.2.4.6. 2-((5-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(2-chlorophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4f).
Pale brown powder, yield (55%), m.p 225-227 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3282 (N-H), 3167 (N-H, benzimidazole),3032
(C-H, aromatic), 2920, 2823 (C-H, aliphatic), 1678 (C=O), 1631 (C=N), 1577 and 1435 (C=C, aromatic); 1HNMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz, δ) 2.36 (s, 3H, CH3), 4.42 (s, 2H, CH2), 6.94-7.62 (m, 7H, Ar-H), 8.53 (s, 1H, NH),
12.47 (s, 1H, benzimidazole-NH); 13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz, δ) 21.62, 35.47, 120.49, 123.32, 126.03,
128.25, 129.42, 130.98, 131.23, 131.48, 132.16, 149.14, 158.21, 160.94, 167.96 was obtained.
2.2.4.7. 2-((benzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(4-nitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4g).
Brown powder, yield (59%), m.p 193-196 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3317 (N-H), 3155 (N-H, benzimidazole),3074 (CH, aromatic), 2935, 2866 (C-H, aliphatic), 1670 (C=O), 1624 (C=N), 1589 and 1431 (C=C, aromatic), 1516,
1342 (NO2) was obtained.
2.2.4.8. 2-((5-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(4-nitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4h).
Dark brown powder, yield (63%), m.p 189-192 °C, FT-IR (KBr disk, cm-1) 3329 (N-H), 3167 (N-H,
benzimidazole),3074 (C-H, aromatic), 2927, 2862 (C-H, aliphatic), 1681 (C=O), 1627 (C=N), 1593 and 1435
(C=C, aromatic), 1523, 1346 (NO2) was obtained.
2.2.4.9. 2-((benzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4i).
Dark brown powder, yield (66%), m.p 246-249 °C, FT-IR (KBr disk, cm-1) 3321 (N-H), 3174 (N-H,
benzimidazole),3089 (C-H, aromatic), 2981, 2885 (C-H, aliphatic), 1685 (C=O), 1631 (C=N), 1589 and 1423
(C=C, aromatic), 1539 and 1346 (NO2) was obtained.
2.2.4.10. 2-((5-methylbenzimidazol-2-yl)thio)-N-(5-(3,5-dinitrophenyl)-1,3,4-thiadiazol-2-yl)acetamide (4j)
Dark brown powder, yield (60%), m.p 215-218 °C, FT- ir (cm-1) 3348 (N-H), 3167 (N-H, benzimidazole),3101
(C-H, aromatic), 2951, 2873 (C-H, aliphatic), 1662 (C=O), 1624 (C=N), 1589 and 1423 (C=C, aromatic), 1543
and 1346 (NO2); 1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 500 MHz, δ) 2.31 (s, 3H, CH3), 4.52 (s, 2H, CH2), 6.93-7.76 (m, 6H, ArH), 8.61 (s, 1H, NH), 12.47 (s, 1H, benzimidazole-NH); 13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 125 MHz, δ) 21.38, 36.23,
123.59, 125.94, 126.19, 128.52, 130.60, 132.06, 132.87, 136.05, 148.70, 159.16, 162.74, 168.17 was obtained.
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3.Results and discussion
3.1.Synthesis
The synthetic route of title compounds 4(a-j) is presented in Scheme 1. Cyclization of 5-(un)substituted-o-phenylenediamine with CS2 The compounds 1(a, b) were given in The existence of KOH in the
EtOH medium. These synthesized compounds were characterized by FT-IR. In the IR spectra of the compounds,
stretching band belonging to (N-H), (S-H) and (C=N) were observed at the range (3155-3132 cm-1),(2573-2569
cm-1) and (1625-1620 cm-1) respectively.
In the presence of phosphorous oxide chloride, 2-amino-5-(substituted)-1,3,4-thiadiazole 2(a-e) was
synthesized by the reaction of different carboxylic acid derivatives with thiosemicarbazide. Compound 2(a-e)
FT-IR spectra demonstrated the presence at (1635-1624 cm-1) of a group of C = N and two bands at (3282-3259
cm-1) and (3116-3105 cm-1) that may be attributed to asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of the
NH2 group.
Compounds 3(a-e) were synthesized by a reaction of compounds 2(a-e) with chloroacetyl chloride in the
presence of TEA in the DMF medium to yielded compounds 3(a-e). The chemical structures of these
compounds were elucidated via FT-IR. In the IR spectra of all compounds, the occurrence of amide group (NH) bonds was confirmed through bands in the region of (3182-3163 cm-1). Due to the occurrence of a sharp
peak at (1712-1705 cm-1), the inclusion of the carbonyl group (C = O) in the structure is confirmed. Also
confirmed by the existence of a sharp absorption band at (1631-1624 cm-1) was the existence of C = N in the
1,3,4-thiadiazole nucleus. Compounds 1(a, b) were reacted with compounds (3a-e) in the DMF medium in the
anhydrous K2CO3 to give the target compounds 4(a-j) in the final step. FT-IR, 1H NMR, and 13C identified the
chemical structures of all target compounds. The IR data acquired for the final compounds 4(a-j) allow us to a
large degree to validate their formation. By analyzing data for both synthesized compounds and absorption
peaks at (3348-3282 cm-1), (3174-3155 cm-1) and (1685-1662 cm-1) the presence of N-H amide, N-H
benzimidazole and C=O groups was confirmed, respectively. The presence of C-H bonds in the final products
was allocated to a steep peak at (2981-2808 cm-1). sharp absorption band at(1631-1616)confirmed the presence
of C=N in the benzimidazole and 1,3,4-thiadiazole nucleus In the 1HNMR spectra of all compounds, the
methylene protons have resonated at δ (4.52-4.34) ppm and this down filed value can be attributed to the
inductive effect of the carbonyl group. The singlet NH signal of benzimidazole has appeared at δ (13.14-12.38)
in all compounds. The signals belonging to the aromatic region was seen at δ (7.91-6.93) ppm. In the 13CNMR
spectra, the methylene carbon between the sulfur atom and carbonyl group was observed at δ (36.74-35.33)
ppm. Two carbons on the thiadiazole ring were observed at δ (163.26 -157.45) ppm. While the carbonyl carbon
was observed at δ (169.43-167.55) ppm. All other aromatic carbons were recorded between δ (139.97) and δ
(114.35).
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Scheme 1. General scheme of the prepared compounds
Table 1. Physical properties of molecules that are synthesized
Comp.
No.
1a
1b

M.wt

Color

M.P (oC)

Yield %

Rf

H

Molecular
Formula
C7H6N2S

150.20

Light beige

305-307

78

0.57

CH3

C8H8N2S

164.23

Light brown

286-288

80

0.59

R

R1

2a

H

C8H7N3S

177.23

Pale yellow

224-227

76

0.46

2b

4-Cl

C8H6ClN3S

211.67

Yellow

226-229

80

0.51

2c

2-Cl

C8H6ClN3S

211.67

Yellow

214-216

70

0.58

2d

4-NO2

C8H6N4O2S

222.22

Dark yellow

244-247

78

0.45

2e

3,5-diNO2

C8H5N5O4S

267.22

Dark yellow

265-268

75

0.62

3a

H

C10H8ClN3OS

253.70

Pale yellow

233-235

82

0.48

3b

4-Cl

C10H7Cl2N3OS

288.15

Beige

254-256

85

0.54

3c

2-Cl

C10H7Cl2N3OS

288.15

Beige

230-232

84

0.48

3d

4-NO2

C10H7ClN4O3S

298.70

Dark beige

250-252

80

0.47

3e

3,5-diNO2

C10H6ClN5O5S

343.70

Pale brown

240-243

86

0.53

4a

H

H

C17H13N5OS2

367.45

Beige

188-190

60

0.43

4b

CH3

H

C18H15N5OS2

381.47

Dark brown

222-225

71

0.46

4c

H

4-Cl

C17H12ClN5OS2

401.89

Dark brown

190-192

62

0.48
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4d

CH3

4-Cl

C18H14ClN5OS2

415.91

Dark beige

190-194

58

0.49

4e

H

2-Cl

C17H12ClN5OS2

401.89

Dark beige

217-219

68

0.46

4f

CH3

2-Cl

C18H14ClN5OS2

415.91

Pale brown

225-227

55

0.50

4g

H

4-NO2

C17H12N6O3S2

412.44

Brown

193-196

59

0.44

4h

CH3

4-NO2

C18H14N6O3S2

426.47

Dark brown

189-192

63

0.41

4i

H

3,5-diNO2

C17H11N7O5S2

457.44

Dark brown

246-249

66

0.47

4j

CH3

3,5-diNO2

C18H13N7O5S2

471.47

Dark brown

215-218

60

0.51

3.2.Biological evaluation
The antibacterial operation in vitro was carried out against Gram-positive bacteria, including S. For
aureus, B. And Gram-negative bacteria, including A, subtilis. P. aeruginosa, Baumannii. Many of the
synthesized compounds 4(a-j) have been tested for antibacterial activity by calculating the inhibition zone in
mm using the cup-plate agar diffusion method[22]. (Amoxicillin and Ciprofloxacin) have been used as a typical
antibacterial activity medication. The observations are illustrated in Table 2.
If we display the (inhibition zone) data of some synthesized compounds 4(a-j) in Table ( 2), some
significant findings are observed:
The first showed good activity against (P. aeruginosa) compounds (4d) (4 g), while only compounds (4d) (4 g)
showed good activity against (B. subtilis). We also showed that some of the compounds (4b) (4h) have strong
activity against (S. aureus), while no antibacterial activity against (A. baumannii) was seen in all compounds
4(a-j).

Table 1. The antibacterial efficacy of compounds synthesized

Zone of inhibition ( in mm )
Comp. No.

4a
4b
4c

4d
4e

Concentration
(mg / ml)

Gram-positive

Gram-negative

B. subtilis

S. aureus

A.baumannii

P. aeruginosa

100

-

10

-

12

50

-

7

-

8

100

-

15

-

12

50

-

8

-

9

100

11

-

-

13

50

10

-

-

12

100

28

-

-

20

50

17

-

-

15

100

-

-

-

13

50

-

-

-

15
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4g

100

22

10

-

18

50

14

11

-

10

100

17

18

-

15

50

14

14

-

14

Amoxicillin

25

22

11

-

-

Ciprofloxacin

10

29

29

28

14

-

-

-

-

4h

DMSO solvent

4.Conclusion
Benzimidazole compounds of thiadiazole moiety have been formed and structurally characterized using
spectroscopic techniques.. Pharmacological research has been conducted to examine the replacement effects on
antibacterial function, with some variants exhibiting high to moderate activity against bacteria.
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Abstract.The current study measuring the effectiveness and purification of the
enzyme (arginase) in the serum of kidney diseases samples were collected from
Samarra General Hospital from October to December 2019, 60 samples were
collected from the infected and 25 samples from he healthy people control group of
ages 30-55 years, the effectiveness of the control group was 6.87 ± 2.95, and the
patient group was 25.71 ± 8.39., the purification process was carried out using
Sephadex G-200 and EDEA cellulose - using a column of separation with dimensions
(32 x 1.5nm), the molecular weight of the enzyme was 245 kDa. The study included
measuring the level of urea 83.7 ± 23.4mg/dl, Creatinine 2.85 ± 1.19 mg/dl, Total
protein 3.8 ± 0.6 mg/dl, Albumin 4.120 ± 0.02 mg/dl, Uric acid 5.19 ± 1.52 mg/dl and
Globulin was 1.29 ± 0.01 mg/dl. at P≤0.01.

Keywords: Arginase enzyme, purification, activity,Kidney.
1.Introduction
Arginase (EC 3.5.3.1, Arginine amidinase, canavanase, L-arginase, arginine transamidinase)
is an enzyme containing manganese. This enzyme catalyzes the following reaction:
arginine H2O → ornithine+ urea. This enzyme is considered the last enzyme in the urea cycle.
It is widely present in all areas of life. It is ubiquitous to all domains of life.Arginase
stimulates the fifth step and is the final step in the urea cycle, which are chain biochemical
reactions that occur in mammals that aim to rid the body of harmful ammonia. Specifically,
arginine converts L-arginine to L-ornithine and urea [1,2] Mammalian arginase is active as a
trimer, except that some bacterial arginases form hexmeric arginases. [3] In order to maintain
proper function, the enzyme needs a two-molecule metal cluster of manganese. These ions
coordinate Mn2 + with water, directing the molecule and fixing it. They also allow water to act
as a nucleophilic antipyretic and attack L-arginine, breaking it down into ornithine and urea
[4] In most mammals, there are two types of this type of enzyme; the first is Arginase I,
which functions in the urea cycle, and its location is in the cytoplasm of the liver cells. The
second isozyme, Arginase II, is involved in the regulation of arginine / ornithine levels within
cells. And its place in the mitochondria in many different tissues of the body, and it is very
abundant in both the prostate and the kidneys. They may also be found, at lower levels, in
macrophages, lactating mammary glands, and the brain. [5] We can find a second isozyme
even in the absence of other urea cycle enzymes [4]
Arginases catalyze the divalent cation-dependent hydrolysis of L-arginine as it synthesizes the
non-protein amino acids L-ornithine and urea. This reaction is the last step in the biogenesis
of urea in the liver. flux during this reaction is very large, that an adult person excretes about
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10 kg of urea/year. The urea cycle arginase (arginase I or liver arginase) is considered
cytosolic, and is the best characterized of the mammalian arginases. A second isozyme,
arginase II or kidney arginase, it is location is mitochondria. The type I and type II arginases
in human are related by 58% sequence identity (6), and they are immunologically distinct.
Comparative properties of 2 arginase enzymes have been discussed in a number of new
reviews [2-4]. With it, the activity of arginase has been detected in many non-hepatic tissues
that lack the complete urea cycle; This reaction is thought to be a source of ornithine, the
biosynthetic precursors of proline and polyamines. For example, in the lactating mammary
glands, the activity of arginase is increased to about 25% found in the liver in order to provide
proline needed for milk protein (prolactin) synthesis [5]. Ornithine is also a biosynthetic
precursor of polyamine [6], the muscular activity of arginine is increased by 25-fold during
pregnancy to provide the fast-growing fetus with polyamines to enable cell proliferation [7].
It has become evident that the rapidly dividing tissue requirement to enhance polyamine
biosynthesis is achieved through increased arginase activity as found in gastric cancers [8-10]
and in breast cancer [9]. Recently, arginase activity has been detected in some human colon
cancer and human breast cancer cell lines [10].

2.Material and Methods
25 blood samples were collected for normal cases of both sexes as control, their ages ranged
between 30-55 years Samples were collected from Samarra General Hospital for the period
from October to December after being diagnosed by specialized doctors on the basis of urea
and creatinine examination, as 60 blood samples were collected for both sexes, whose ages
ranged between 30-55 years.
• The blood was drawn the vein using a single-use 5 ml plastic syringe and the blood was
placed in clean plastic tubes with a size of the blood serum separated from the coagulated
part, and then the serum was withdrawn by a micropipette, after which the enzyme activity
was measured directly and the sample was kept in freezing for the purpose of Make other
required measurements
a- Measuring the activity of the arginase enzyme for kidney disease samples and healthy
samples, using the ready-made kit for the arginase enzyme ELISA, as mentioned[11].
b- Purification of the arginase enzyme in samples with kidney disease: it was done according
to the stages[12](saturation ammonium sulphate , Dialysis, Gel filtration, Ion exchange)
Enzyme unit: It is the amount of enzyme that catalyzes a reaction of 1 μl of the substrate in
per minute
2.1.Saturation of ammonium sulphate
The serum proteins were precipitated using graduated concentrations of ammonium sulphate
until reaching a saturation rate of 60%, as 3 gm of ammonium sulfate was added to 5 ml of
serum during a period of (60 - 45) minutes by placing the serum in an ice bath with
continuous stirring, usually thawing after freezing. Precipitate with 4ml of 0.1M Tris buffer HCl pH 7.2.
2.2.Dialysis
It is one of the most important and oldest methods used in purifying enzymes, and the aim of
which is to remove the remainder of the added ammonium sulfate to precipitate the proteins
by placing the dissolved protein in the above step in the dialysis bag after measuring the
activity (arginase enzyme) and protein concentration, and dipping the bag in 0.1M buffer
solution Tris - HCl pH 7.2 The buffer solution was changed from time to time for an entire
night. This step was performed at 4 ° C to maintain the enzyme effectiveness, and after the
end of the membrane separation process, the effectiveness (arginase enzyme) and protein
concentration were measured.
2.3.Gel filtration
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The basis for the work of this technique is the difference in the molecular weight, as it was
used to purify the symmetric separated by gel filtration chromatography using a Sephadex
G200 gel filtration column, as 20 fraction collected the volume of each fraction was 4 ml
where the effectiveness of (arginase enzyme) was measured and the total protein level of all
the separated parts was measured.
2.4.Ion exchange
A separation column with dimensions (32 x 1.5) cm was used that contains DEAE cellulose25 gel, which separates the compounds depending on the charge, and the gel material was
placed at a height of 20 cm by pouring the gel on the walls of the separation column quietly
and diagonally to prevent the formation of bubbles, after placing a suitable piece of glass
wool at the end of the column, The blood serum was injected into the separator column in a
circular motion and on the walls of the separator column, followed by ashake prosses using
the buffer solution with a pH of 7.2, and the collection process was carried out at a flow rate
of 0.63 ml/min, i.e. at a rate of 1.09 ml/ minute for each part, by a manual method, as was
followed up. Calculation of the protein concentration by measuring the absorbance of the
separated parts, where the activity of arginase enzyme was measured and the total protein
level was measured for all the separated parts at 450nm wavelength.
-Estimation of the enzyme molecular weight: the molecular weight of the enzyme was
estimated by filtering at [13,14].
2.5. Biochemical tests
The level of urea, creatinine, albumin, total protein and uric acid was measured using a readymade assay (Kit) supplied by Biolab Corporation. The globulin was calculated from the
following equation Globulin concentration = total protein - albumin
3.Results and discussion
1- The Effectiveness of (arginase enzyme) was measured in the serum of patients have kidney
diseases compared with healthy patients, according to the following table kidney and healthy
patients, according to the following table
Table 1. shows the Effectiveness of the arginase enzyme in the blood serum of kidney
diseases and healthy people at the probability level P≤0.01
Arginase Enzyme activity (unit)
Control group
Patient group

Total and standard deviation
6.87±2.95
25.71±8.39

P-Value
≤0.01

It is evident from the table above that the activity of arginase enzyme in the serum of kidney
patients increased compared to healthy people at the probability level P≤0.01, and this is
consistent with what was mentioned (Alshamaa and. Al-Obaidi) [15], where a significant
increase in the activity of the arginase enzyme was observed. In all the studied age stages, as
well as the current study consistent with what was mentioned (Scalia) [16]
Those who have hypothesized that this elevation is caused by histopathology, tumors, and
pathological changes such as apoptosis, kidney infection and oxidative fatigue (disruption of
the balance between the production of reactive oxygen types (free radicals) and antioxidant
defenses, are discussed in relation to their potential role in the production of tissue damage)
that increases The nitrogen oxide ranges that block the transit of urea and creatinine
throughout the liver.
The high activity of arginase associated with acute kidney disease, therefore, alters the
epithelial cell function in heart disease and kidney disease. (Heisel et al.) [17] Arginase also
reduces the excretion of sodium from the kidneys when consuming small amounts of salt, but
stimulates sodium excretion in the case of high salt amounts (Lakowicz). [18]
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Table 2. shows the stages of purification (arginase enzyme) in serum of kidney patients
Steps
of
purifications

Volume
) ml)

Crude serum
Ammonium
sulphate
Dialysis
Gel filtration

Activity

Total
Activity

Protein
Conc
(mg/ml)

Specific
activity
)mg)

Yield
%

Total
protein
(mg)

5

10.1

50.05

7.3

1.32

100

1

36.5

3.5

10.19

35.36

6.2

1.64

74.2

1.2

21.7

4

10.3

41.2

4.1

2.5

84.9

1.8

16.4

4

10.7

42.8

2.5

4.28

88

3.2

10

14
12
10
Activity (ng/ml)

Folds

8
6
4
2
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Fraction No.
active enzyme(ng/ml)
Total proteine(mg/ml)

Figure 1 shows the purification of the enzyme arginase using Sephadex G-200
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Total Protein Con (mg/mL)

12
10
8
6
4
2
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Fraction No.
activeenzyme(ng/ml)

Total Protein Con.mg/dl

Figure 2 also shows ion exchange chromatography using EDEA-cellulose for the separated
fractions versus the total protein.
The electrolysis revealed that the molecular weight of the enzyme is high and reaches 245
kDa, according to the figure below

Figure 3 Electrolysis analysis showing the molecular weight of the enzyme, up to 245 kDa,
using the acrylamide gel.
‘Figure (3) ’ shows the molecular weight of the arginase enzyme separated by electrophoresis
[14,15],the electrophoresis analysis revealed the presence of two arginase peaks, according to
the figure below
Figure (4) Highest effective electrophoresis of separated fractions by chromatography using
Sephadex G-200 to isolate the arginase enzyme.
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Figure 4 Electrophoresis to isolate the enzyme arginase in serum of kidney patients [13]
The literature indicates that the arginase enzyme contains two isotopes, one in red blood cells
of the liver (ARGI) at a high level and the other (ARGII) at a lower level in mitochondria in
many tissues [5].
Table 3. shows the level of urea in the serum of patients compared with healthy subjects
measured in units (mgldL) at the probability level P≤0.01
Urea level in units (mgldL)

Mean ± standard deviation

P-Value

Control group

27.92±3.2

≤0.01

Patient group

83.7±23.4

The above table shows a significant increase in the level of urea in the blood serum of patients
with kidney disease compared to healthy people, This is in agreement with (Hasan) [19]
Where he found a significant increase in the level of urea in patients with renal impairment, as
well as the current results are consistent with the findings of (Al-gharaghouly) [20] that
refers to the significant increase in the level of urea in patients with renal impairment. The
current result is consistent with what was mentioned by Loughridge L., [21]. The reason for
this increase is the weakening of kidney function with age, as this is due to the reduction of
glomerular filtrate after the age of thirty.
Table 4. shows the level of creatinine in the blood serum of people with kidney disease
(mgldL) compared to healthy people with the p ≤ 0.01 level.
Creatinine level In units (mg dL)

Mean ± standard deviation

P-Value

Control group

0.83±0.7

≤0.01

Patient group

2.85±1.19

The table above shows a significant increase in the level of creatinine in the serum of kidney
diseases compared to healthy people, and these results were consistent with the result of
(Hababi) [22], (Philip et al.)[23]. The reasons for the increase in the level of creatinine in the
blood indicate the fact that creatinine is waste of nitrogen metabolism processes, which are
excreted with urine in the normal state, but in the case of a kidney disorder that may lead to a
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gradual loss of kidney function and a failure in filtration, which leads to an increase in the
concentration of creatinine in the body. The patients who suffer from chronic renal failure and
diabetic nephropathy suffer from a decrease in the value of glomerular filtration( Hasan) [19]
Table 5. shows the level of total protein (mg/dL) in the serum of kidney patients compared
with healthy people with a probability level P≤0.05
Total protein level In units (mg/ dL)

Mean ± standard deviation

P-Value

Control group
Patient group

6.53±0.2
3.8±0.6

≤0.05

Table 5 the level of total protein in the serum of kidney patients compared with healthy
people, where it was found that there are significant differences at the level of probability
P≤0.05 and this is consistent with (Al-gharaghouly) [20], where it was mentioned that there
is a decrease in the level of total protein at all ages. In patients with renal insufficiency, and
also agrees with(Muthu), [24] that the reason for this decrease is inflammation in the renal
glomeruli, which leads to its appearance in the urine.
Table 6. shows the level of albumin in kidney disease serum compared to healthy people with
the probability level P≤0.01
The level of albumin unit (mgldL)

Mean ± standard deviation

P-Value

Control group
Patient group

4.120±0.02
2.51±0.39

≤0.01

Table 6 The level of albumin in kidney disease serum compared to healthy people, where a
significant difference was found at the probability level P≤0.01. The result of the current
study is consistent with what was found by( Hasan) (19), where a significant decrease was
observed compared with The result is also consistent with the findings of healthy people
(Junlin et al) [25], The reasons for the decrease refer to kidney damage resulting from chronic
renal failure and diabetic nephropathy, which leads to loss of albumin through damaged filter
units and glomeruli, the amount of albumin in the urine increases and there is a decrease in
the concentration of albumin in the blood, which ultimately leads to a state of
hypoalbuminemia. Roche, M.;] [26], or that the possible cause is due to poor nutrition and the
increased need for albumin in the body [Maher Borai @eta] [27].
Table 7. shows the level of globulin in serum of kidney disease compared to healthy people
with the probability level P≤0.01.
Globulin level (mgldL)

Mean ± standard deviation

P-Value

Control group
Patient group

2.41±0.06
1.29±0.01

≤0.01

Table 8. shows the level of uric acid in the blood serum of kidney patients compared with
healthy people with no significant differences.NS = 0
Uric acid level in units (mg dL)

Mean ± standard deviation

P-Value

Control group

4.7±0.28

NS

Patient group

5.19±0.28

It can be seen from Table 8 uric acid is one of the non-protein organic compounds in the
blood and represents in humans the final product of the metabolism of purines, a substance
that is difficult to dissolve in water. The majority of it must be excreted through urine, as 20%
of it is filtered through the kidneys (Salih) [28]. The formation of uric acid depends on the
extent to which the food contains nucleoproteins, as well as on the extent to which the food
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contains free purine bases, as is the case in tea and coffee, as well as on the process of
destruction that occurs in the cells of the body, Its level in the blood increases due to a
decrease in the percentage of renal filtration of uric acid as a result of renal failure as well as
in the case of lytic anemia and pernicious anemia as well as gout (Fiedman@eta) [29]
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Abstract. In this study, the compound 4,4'-((1E,1'E)-(methylenebis(4,1-phenylene))bis (diazene -2,1diyl))bis (naphthalen-1-ol) synthesized by reaction of 4,4'-Diaminodiphenylmethane with Alphanaphthol. This compound was identified by using an element C.H.N analyzer, Infra-Red spectrum,
Ultraviolet and Visible spectrum, and GC-Mass spectrometry. We used olive peels to adsorb the
synthesized dye from an ethanol solution. The results obtained showed that olive peel has a good
adsorption on the bis-azo dye. Temperature and pH effect were studied under multiple conditions. The
result showed that the adsorption increased with temperature increasing, and adsorption efficiency
according to pH as 7<4<9. Theoretical treatment was studied in gas phase for molecular mechanics
and semi-empirical computations using the hyper chem8 program. Dipole moment, formation heat and
binding energy were done via the methods (PM3 and ZINDO/S) at 25 ºC. Electrostatic potential of
active sites were also studied for the newly synthesized bis-azo dye. Vibrational values were evaluate
using PM3 method, the theoretical frequencies obtained from the calculations were consistent with the
experimental values. HOMO & LUMO (frontier orbitals) were studied by PM3 method, electronic
spectrum was also studied using ZINDO/S method and compared with experimental spectrums. The
results obtained were closely related between the theoretical and experimental spectrum.

Keywords: Bis-azo, Olive peel, Adsorption, Theoretical study.

1.Introduction
More than one million tons of dyes are produced annually, 60-70% of them are azo dyes. The use of dyes has
increased over the years, and widely used in various industries such as textiles, paint, paper, cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals, printing, and foodstuffs [1]. Dyes are one of the main pollutants [2-4]. A literature survey
identified adsorption as a potential technique for purifying wastewater from dyes. Adsorption is the most
preferred method for treating liquid waste in textile industry compared to other available physical, biological
and chemical methods, due to its simple, flexible design and ease of use [5]. Some side products may be
produced from the adsorption process, some of which may be beneficial or at least non-toxic, The adsorption
process is also considered to involve lower operating costs. Moreover, it has no environmental problems,
don’t produce any sludge and produce high quality treated water. Although adsorption is an excellent dye
removal technique, it has significant limitations to its application due to the limited availability of low-cost
adsorbents [6,7]. One of the most commonly used adsorbent is activated carbon, as it is characterized by its
high surface area and great adsorption capacity. Due to the high cost and lack of reusability of activated
carbon, the need to explore new adsorbents with low cost, reusable, biodegradable and the possibility of
regeneration, as well as the high efficiency of removing dyes, has increased. Many adsorbents have been
implemented to adsorb dyes from wastewater with low cost and high efficiency, most of them are natural and
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modified clays, modified agricultural by-products, bagasse, chitosan ash, industrial waste, coconut pulp,
charcoal, peat and neem leaves [8, 9]. The cost of adsorbents is usually unstable and frequently changing
depending on the changes in prices in the markets, and it varies greatly according to the manufacturing
companies, even if they contain exactly the same material. The material chosen for a specific application
should preferably be less expensive and more suited to specifications to achieve its intended use. The
variation and diversity of adsorbents and the expansion in their spread and manufacture make the selection
process difficult [10]. In the present work, a new dye was synthesized and its adsorbent effects on olive peels
were identified, along with the theoretical study of some properties of the synthesized dye.

2.Experimental
2.1. Chemicals and Instruments
The materials and solvents that used were supplied by Sigma Aldrich, Fluka, and BDH. C.H.N elementals
were measured by EM - 017. FT˗IR spectra were recorded on an FT˗IR―8400S plus spectrometer operating
from (4000―400 cm-1) in KBr pellets. UV―Visible spectra were recorded by UV―1800 PC Shimadzu, AlMuthanna University, Semawa, Iraq. The GC-Mass spectra were recorded on at 70 eV using Agilent
technologies mass selective detector 5973 watt work in the department of chemistry, Technology Shareef
University, Tehran, Iran.
2.2.Preparation of ( MBN) compound
The compound of 4,4'-((1E,1'E)-(methylenebis(4,1-phenylene))bis (diimide -2,1-diyl))bis (naphthalen-1-ol)
(MBN) diazotized by following the method described in literature [11], 4,4'-Diaminodi phenylmethane
(0.01mol) was dissolved in conc. HCl (3 mL) and (10 mL) of distilled water, after that the mixture cooled in
an ice bath, after the temperature reached less than 5 °C, (10 mL) of cooled solution of (0.01 mole) sodium
nitrite was added dropwise to keep the temperature below 5 °C for 15 minutes. After that, the reaction
mixture was added to an alkaline solution of (0.02 mole) alpha-naphthol slowly and left for 20 minutes, the
reaction mixture irradiated with a microwave at 700 W for 5 minutes, after the reaction was completed, the
precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with distilled water and dried. Physical data of MBN are
described in Table 1.
Table1. Physical data of MBN compound
Color

melting
point (ºC)

yield %

m.wt
(g/mol)

Dark red

232-234

90

508.57

C
78.51
(77.93)

Found (calc.)%
H
N
4.82
10.30
(4.76)
(11.02)

2.3. Olive peel surface preparation
A surface of olive peel used as an adsorbent was prepared from fresh olives picked and cut into small pieces,
washed several times with distilled water to remove dust, dried in the air and grinded into a fine powder, then
washed the powder with distilled water and making sure that the impurities were removed and then dried in
an oven at a temperature of 60 °C for two hours.
2.4.Preparation of Stock solution
A stock aqueous solution of the synthesized bis-azo dye was prepared at a concentration of 125 ppm by
dissolving 125 mg of the dye in 1000 mL of ethanol. Using UV-visible spectrophotometer for determining
the maximum absorbance wavelength of MBN at 250-700 nm. To plot the standard curve, several
concentrations of MBN dye were prepared from (2-10 ppm), which were used to measure the different dye
concentrations in ethanolic solution.
2.5.Study pH effect on Adsorption of MBN
0.1N of hydrochloric HCl and 0.1N of NaOH was added to different concentrations of MBN dye to justify
pH, to study the effect of pH changing on adsorption efficiency of MBN dye on 0.05 g of the powdered olive
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peel. The mixture stirred at 5 °C for one hour, MBN dye concentrations were determined by measuring the
absorbance at wavelength of 488.00 nm of the solution.
2.6.Study the temperature effect on the bis-azo compound adsorption
A volume solutions of 10 mL were used with different concentrations with pH 7 of the MBN dye which was
added to 0.05 g of olive peel. The mixture stirred for one hour to be exposed to the same temperature at 298,
308, 318 K, MBN dye concentrations were also determined by measuring the absorbance at wavelength of
488.00 nm of the solution.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Synthesis of MBN dye.
MBN was prepared according to the following Scheme:

º

Figure 1. scheme for the synthesis route of MBN compound
The prepared compound was characterized by FT-IR spectroscopy, GC-Mass spectrometry and C.H.N.
analysis.
3.2.Spectroscopic Studies:
3.2.1.Infrared Spectral Study:
FT-IR spectrum of MBN showed the disappearance of NH2 stretching bands at 3354 cm-1 and appearance of
broad peak for phenolic OH at 3444 cm-1. FT-IR spectrum also showed the appearance of strong peaks at
1618 and 1498 cm-1 for C=C and N=N groups, respectively (Figure 2) [12,13].
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Table 2. FT-IR spectra of MBN compound.
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1498 s

1618 s

3032 m

3444 b

Where: m: medium, s: strong and b: broad

Figure 3 . UV-Visible spectrum of MBN compound
3.2.2.UV–Vis spectral data for MBN compound:
The azo functional group (-N=N-) usually absorb at the wavelength range from (350 - 370) nm [13]. The
electronic spectrum of MBN compound exhibits transitions at (488, 314.5 and 253) nm respectively, these
bands probably belong to n-π * and π-π* transition of N=N group [14].
3.2.3.Analysis of mass spectrum:
The mass spectrum of MBN compound showed the molecular ion peak at m/z = 508(R%55), the important
fragmentation peaks shown at m/z = 466(R%1), m/z = 367(R%5), m/z = 353(R%20), m/z =337(R%10), m/z
= 171(R%15), m/z = 157(R%5), m/z = 143(R%100), m/z =129(R%10), m/z = 115(R%50), as shown in
‘Figure 4’.

Figure 4 . Mass spectrum of MBN compound
3.3.Study of Adsorption of MBN compound
The study of adsorption of MBN on the surface olive peel at temperature 298 K was calculated and the
amount of absorbent material drawn against equilibrium concentration to give the general form of isotherm
adsorption
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Figure 5 . The amount of adsorbent material against concentration
3.3.1.Effect of Temperature
The effect of temperature on the adsorption of synthesized MBN dye at different temperatures, which are
298, 308 and 318 K was studied at a constant pH. The temperature changes showed an obvious change in the
efficiency of dye adsorption on the olive peel, it was found that the adsorption of MBN increases with
increasing the temperature, so the reaction is endothermic [15], as it shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Adsorption of MBN on olive peel at different temperatures
3.3.2.The Effect of Initial pH
The effect of changing pH on the efficiency of adsorption of the dye on the surface of the olive peels was
studied at different pH ranges (4 – 9) by adding acidic or basic solutions, it was found that the adsorption
efficiency decreases when the pH is reduced, reaching its highest level at 9 PH value to decrease and reach
its lowest levels at 4 pH value and this change can be explained by the fact that at basic medium the
efficiency of adsorption increases because positive charges have a tendency to bond with the surface greater
than the association with the solvent molecules [16], as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Adsorption of MBN on olive peel at different pH values
3.4.Theoretical Studies
3.4.1.Energies and Dipole Moment
The study of energetic theoretically could predict the occurrence of molecular processes or not. Low energy
systems are the most stable in all computational chemistry techniques, so their molecular structure is
compatible with the structure with the minimum energy [17]. Dipole moment was used to measure the
charge density of the dye. The accuracy of the overall distribution of electrons in the molecule is difficult to
assess because it contains all of the multiple dipole moments. In this study, standard enthalpy of formation
(ΔHfº), dipole moment (µ) and binding energy (ΔEb) of MBN compound were calculated theoretically by
PM3 method and HOMO & LUMO (frontier orbitals) were calculated also by using PM3 method.
Table 3. Formation, binding energies and dipole moment for MBN dye
ΔEb
(KJ.mol-1)
-93139.47

∆H˚f (KJ.mol-1)
-61922.91

µ (debye)

HOMO

LUMO

4.54

-8.54

-0.85

∆Egab
(KJ.mol-1)
7.69

3.4.2.Theoretical Vibration Frequencies
PM3 method was used to evaluate vibrational frequencies of MBN compound following literature [18]. The
theoretical spectra from the semi-empirical computation help explain peaks of the experimental spectrum of
MBN. The most characteristic calculated vibrational frequencies were chosen for the bis-azo dye assignment.
The theoretical wave number of the synthesized dye showed some differences against experimental values,
and these differences are mostly acceptable in computational chemistry.
Table 4. Theoretical and experimental frequencies in cm-1 of MBN compound
C=C

N=N

C-H

O-H

1684.65*
1618.33**
(3.9)***

1508.60*
1498.74**
)0.6)***

3084.92*
3032.20**
(1.7)***

3144.36*
3444.98**
(9.6) ***

Where:
* : Theoretical value
** : Experimental value
***: Error %
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Figure 8. Theoretical vibrational frequencies of MBN compound
3.4.3.Theoretical UV-Spectrum
Theoretical electronic data of MBN dye was evaluated by ZINDO / S method, the results showed that there
is high acceptable between the experimental and theoretical data.
Table 5. Theoretical and experimental electronic data of MBN compound
Transitions
n→π*
π→π*
π→π*

Theoretical
355.05 nm
338.73 nm
271.89 nm

7

Experimental
488.00 nm
314.50 nm
253.00 nm
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Figure 9. Theoretical electronic spectrum of MBN compound.
4.Conclusion
1- The results showed the ability of olive peels to adsorb the synthesized dye with high efficiency under
normal conditions of temperature and pH.
2- Adsorption efficiency of MBN dye on olive peel increases with the increasing of temperature as it
follows: 298<308<318 K.
3- Adsorption efficiency of MBN dye on olive peel according to pH values, increases in basic and
decreases in acidic mediums as it follows: 4<7<9 pH values.
4- The theoretical results of formation and binding energies showed that the synthesized dye was a
stable compound.
5- MBN dye structure was confirmed by the experimental spectra and found that it is almost similar
with the theoretical results calculated by PM3 and ZINDO / S methods.
6- Active sites of MBN dye were evaluated theoretically using semi-empirical methods.
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Absract.Cobalt
and
vanadium
complexes
with
(E)-2-(2-hydroxy-3methoxybenzylidene)hydrazine-1-carboxamide were synthesized. The ligand was
structurally characterized by FTIR, 1HNMR and 13CNMR spectroscopy. The
interaction activity of ligand and complexes was investigated with DNA by
spectroscopical and physical methods. The results showed an intercalative binding
between the synthesized compounds and DNA.

Keywords: Methoxysalicylaldehyde, Semicarbazide, EDX, DNA, Viscosity
1.Introduction
Sulfur and nitrogen donor ligands have received particular attention as one of the essential
fields in coordination chemistry. Semicarbazones are among the main nitrogen/oxygen
compounds which are provide variable binding modes, structural variety and biological
applications [1-3]. The atoms coordination modes allow flexibility to semicarbazone ligands
to coordinate with the metal ion that giving one or multi-nuclear complexes [4-7].
Semicarbazone metal complexes show perfect stability that can support the biological
activity, reduces the toxicity and become a dependable source for creating novel biologically
active compounds [8, 9].
Cobalt and vanadium are essential elements in biological systems [10]. The presence of cobalt
in vitamin B12 makes it a regulator for the DNA synthesis. Cobalt uses as a supplement of the
B12 vitamin due to it participates in the coenzyme of this vitamin [11]. In the other hand,
vanadium complexes are described as therapeutic agents and promising drugs against
diabetes, cancer and parasitic diseases [12, 13].
DNA has an important role in the biological processes because of its responsibility about
intelligence and directed synthesis of biomolecules of enzymes and proteins during
duplication and reproduction for genetic intelligence in living cells. Metal complexes are
reported an attractive binding sites with DNA [14, 15]. Three noncovalent binding modes are
well known; electrostatic, groove and intercalation [16–18]. Transition metal complexes have
been received the large part of attention to create new nonradioactive tests of DNA
construction [19, 20], new curative agents capable to cleave DNA, and DNA-mediated
electron transfer reactions [21-23].
The biological properties of semicarbazones depend on the way that the metal ion is
coordinated which determines the lipophilic properties that are responsible on the rate of entry
into the cell [24]. The reported studies revealed that the complexes are higher bioactivities,
lower side effects and lower drug-resistance than that of free ligand [25]. This work has
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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described the synthesis, characterization and DNA binding of vanadium and cobalt complexes
based on semicarbazone which are explaining in scheme 1.

Scheme 1. Ligand and complexes general synthetic procedure

2.Experimental
2.1.Material and Instruments
All chemicals were obtained from Sigma Aldrich and used without more purification. DNA
was obtained from human blood. FTIR spectra were conducted on a Shimadzu (FTIR -8400S,
Japan) spectrometer using KBr pellets. Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) were
recorded at room temperature. Electronic spectra were recorded by UV-Vis double-beam
spectrophotometer (Spectroscan-80D, England). 1HNMR and 13CNMR recorded spectra by
using DMSO-d6 as solvent on a BRUKER 500 MHz spectrometer.
2.2. Synthesis of (E)-2-(2-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzylidene) hydrazine-1-carboxamide
A solution of 3-methoxysalicylaldehyde in (15 ml) ethanol dissolving (0.3735 g , 2.25 mmol)
adding to semicarbazide solution in (15 ml) ethanol dissolving (0.25 g, 2.25 mmol). The
resulting yellow solution was stirring for 2h with refluxing, filtered the solution with washing
the precipitate by ethanol, then left to dried. Yield: 85%, mp:189-190 ̊ C
2.3.Synthesis of vanadium complex
A solution of VOSO4 5H2O (0.985 mmol, 0.25 g) dissolving in (20 ml) ethanol added to a
solution of 3-methoxy-2 hydroxybenzaldehyde hydrazinecarboamide in (20 ml) ethanol
dissolving (0.985 mmol, 0.2195 g). The red solution for 2h was refluxed, with filtration, by
ethanol washing the precipitate, then left to dried. Yield: 80%, mp: 234-236 ̊ C
2.4.Synthesis of cobalt complex
A solution of Co(acac)2 in (20 ml) ethanol dissolving (0.25 g, 1.00 mmol) has been added to a
solution of 3-methoxy-2- hydroxybenzaldehyde hydrazinecarboamide in (20 ml) ethanol
dissolving (0.2195 g, 0.985 mmol) . The brown solution for 2 h was refluxed with filtration,
and washed the precipitate with ethanol , then left to dried. Yield: 77%, mp: 243-245 ̊ C
2.5.DNA binding assay
The DNA binding was performed in NaCl buffer (pH= 7.2), 6.3 mM Tris-HCl/50 mM. We
prepared DNA stock solution in 6.3 mM Tris-HCl/50 mM of (pH= 7.2) buffer NaCl by
dissolving a suitable amount of DNA at room temperature. For 48 h the product was stored in
the refrigerator. A DNA buffered solution showed two UV absorbance at (260 and 280) nm a
2
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ca.1.9: 1, ratio indicating the DNA was free of protein. The concentration of DNA was
determined by the UV absorbance at 260 nm by using known molar absorption coefficient
(6600 M-1cm-1) value [26], the reference (Tris/HCl buffer solution) was scanned from 230 nm
to 600 nm.
measurements viscosity were achieved using a Cannon Manning Semi-Micro viscometer
which is immersed in a water bath a thermostatic at 37 0 C. By using digital stopwatch flow
times were conducted manually. Calculating values viscosity from the observing the flow
time DNA-containing solutions (t) using (t0) for correcting the solvent mixture , ɳ= t - t0 . The
data viscosity were presented as ( ɳ / ɳ0)1/3 versus [complex]/[DNA] where ɳ and ɳ0 are the
complex viscosity in presence of DNA and the viscosity of DNA alone respectively [27].

3.Results and Discussion
V(IV) and Co(II) complexes were synthesized with salicylaldehyde derivative based on
semicarbazones. The complexes and ligand are strongly soluble in DMSO, air-stable, and
strongly stable in aqueous solutions. UV and 1H NMR spectra recording after preparation, (3,
30) days and 3 months, showing a high stability at room temperature.
The ligand showed1H NMR , FTIR , and 13C NMR spectra. In FTIR, the band of 3351 cm-1 to
3451 cm-1 due to υ (N–H) stretching, bands at about 3146 cm-1 corresponding to υ (O – H)
group, ligand band at about 1585 cm-1 is due to υ (C=N) group, the bands at about 1600 cm-1
to 1612 cm-1 attributed to υ (C=N-N-C). band at about 1550 cm-1 to 1559 cm-1 is assigned to
the stretching frequency of the phenolic bond (C – O). The chelation of semicarbazone ligand
can easily be detected by monitoring the ligand position bands which are shifted to low or
high energy upon complexation. The stretching phenolic( C–O) band has upward shifted to
appeared in the region 1560-1568 cm-1. In both complexes, υ (C=N) underwent a change in
intensity and frequency, caused by complexation and downshifted to higher frequency to
appeared in the region (1580 cm-1 ). In 1H NMR spectrum ‘Figure 1 ’.The signal appeared at
(3.80) ppm attributed to the CH3 protons of CH3O group. doublet signals at (6.91) ppm and
(7.34) ppm are due to the aromatic protons 4 and 6, respectively. The triplet signal at (6.74)
ppm is due to the aromatic proton 5. a singlet signal emerged at 8.16 ppm is attributed to the
proton of CH=N group. The broad signal emerged at (6.37) ppm is due to the NH2 protons,
whereas, the singlet signal emerged at (10.18) ppm is due to OH proton. In 13C NMR
spectrum, the carbon of the CH3 group is appeared at 56.30 ppm, Figure 2. The signals in the
range 112.65 ppm to 145.76 ppm are due to the aromatic carbons and the signals at 148.32
and 157.04 ppm are due to the carbons of (C=N) and (C=O), respectively.
The complexes were identified by the energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX) which
confirmed that the ligands were successfully chelated with Co and V, Figure 3.
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Figure 1. 1HNMR spectrum of ligand.

Figure 2. 13CNMR spectrum of ligand.
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Figure 3. EDX analysis of cobalt complex (A) and vanadium complex (B).
3.1.Interaction with the DNA
3.1.1. studies of Electronic absorption
The electronic absorptions result studies are shown in (Figure 4). Ligand is exhibits two band
absorptions at (245 nm and 352 nm) are attributed to transitions π-π*and n- π*, respectively.
In addition, the complexes exhibited new bands at 403 nm and 670 nm are attributed to d-d
transitions for the vanadium and cobalt complexes, sequentively. The π-π* absorption bands is
chosen to track the DNA interaction with complexes and ligands . spectroscopic titrations
revealed that the increased amounts of (DNA) are lead to decreasing in absorptions intensity
(hypochromism) of the complexes and their ligands, Figure 4. This spectral behavior are
suggests DNA intercalative binding, since lead to the hypochromism in spectral bands [28,
29].

Figure 4. UV spectra of ligand (a) and its complex with cobalt (b) and vanadium (c). The
arrows show the absorbance changes with DNA amounts .
3.1.2.Viscosity studies
Viscosity is one of the most important experiment that can be utilized to explain binding of
compounds modes to DNA . . The results showed increases viscosity with increases
amounts of ligand or complexes, Figure 5. These results have confirmed the intercalation
of the compounds into DNA because the intercalation leads an stiffing and extension helix of
DNA which consequently guide to increases viscosity of DNA solutions [30].
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Fig. 5. Ligands and complexes viscometric results at 37 °C.

4.CONCLUSION
Two
complexes
of
cobalt
and
vanadium
with
(E)-2-(2-hydroxy-3methoxybenzylidene)hydrazine-1-carboxamid ligand were synthesized. The compounds were
characterized by FTIR, 1HNMR, 13CNMR and EDX techniques. The interaction between the
compounds and DNA was investigated. The results of UV–Vis spectroscopy and viscosity
measurement showed a hypochromic shift and an intercalative mode. The obtained results
have offering a promising therapeutic reagent for cancerous diseases.
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Abstract.The current research describes the application of the water quality index (WQI)
based on the collection of 50 samples of water sample for 10 wells for five months in the
village of Kakhirta in Al-Ayadiyah subdistrict, northwest of Nineveh Governorate. The model
was applied using 13 parameters (pH, TDS (total dissolved salts), DO (dissolved oxygen), T.A
(Total Alkaline), Cl, Ca, Na, Mg, K, PO4, SO4, TPC (Total Plate Count), and F. Colif. (Faecal
coliform) depending on the results obtained from the model. The groundwater quality ranged
between (218 - 765), which indicates deterioration in water quality due to the high numbers of
bacteria TPC and F. Colif., as well as the high total alkaline T.A and hypoxia in the water
more the recommended limits for drinking water.

1.Introduction
Water enters the soil naturally because of the hydrological cycle of water in nature. The quality of
groundwater changes during its movement inside the soil and its cohesion with rocks, as the water
interacts with some of its constituent elements and melts from them and deposits others according to
the quality of the rocks, the quality of water and the nature of its movement[1]. As a result of natural
factors, it is very little compared to the pollution that occurs from human intervention, as human
activity affects water quality in one way or another on water quality, and humans have a direct and
indirect influence in changing the quality and quantity of groundwater[2].
Groundwater is one of the most important parts of water resources as it constitutes 71.7% of the
world's drinkable water. Groundwater contains calcium, magnesium, and sodium salts. in high
concentrations to make this water hardness due to its exposure to soluble substances in geological
formations in addition to the salts transported in it [3]. The tremendous development in the
development of agricultural and animal fields and the establishment of industrial and population
gatherings around the wells have increased their pollution problems and have become a health threat
to the consumers of these wells' water[4].
The influence of sewage and industrial waste through the soil into the water layers is a source of
danger for groundwater pollution and deterioration of its quality, which made it more exposure to
contamination[5]. Therefore, the current study aimed to know the quality of groundwater by
collecting groundwater samples for ten wells in the village of Kakhirta, analyzing them, and then
determining their suitability for drinking water purposes Depending on the standard parameters
applicable internationally.
Many researchers have been studied the qualitative characteristics of groundwater in various regions
of Iraq, Al-Shanona and others[6] have studied the water wells of Abu Maria village of Tal Afar
district to determine its suitability for drinking and household uses, The results of the study showed a
high concentration of salts, as the total hardness concentration reached 2020 mg. l-1, and sulfates
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reached 2136 mg. l-1. The results also showed a decrease in WQI that water was of very poor quality
for drinking and is not suitable for household uses according to the classification. Al-Saffawi[7] also
studied the quality of the groundwater in the Al-Mahlabiah sub-district northwest of the city of Mosul,
to evaluate it for drinking purposes. The results of the study reached a high concentration of some
measured characteristics, especially solid dissolved salts and calcium ions. (3390, 673, 2271) mg. l-1,
respectively, which will affect the values of the Water Quality Index, this indicates that 83% of the
studied water samples are of poor class after applying the Canadian model[7], and this is attributed to
the geological formations that the water passes through, It requires some simple treatments, such as
slow freezing and melting, to improve its quality before using it for drinking.
Jaafar and others[8] assessed the quality of water wells in the Rashidiya area, north of the city of
Mosul, for drinking and domestic use, as water samples were collected from ten wells scattered in the
study area for bacteriological and chemical examinations using the log. model to Evaluation the
quality of well water using 11 parameters, the results of the Water Quality Index indicated that all
well water is not suitable for domestic use and drinking this deterioration because of bacterial
contamination. (Total number of TPC and F. coliform bacteria), high salt concentration, total
hardness, and sulfate ions.
1.1.Geology of the study area

The region consists of the formation of the Fatʹha (the middle Miocene), the sediments of this
formation were characterized by being periodic and containing different stones such as
limestone. This formation's thickness ranges from (64-818) m. The containment of this
formation on a large number of cracks and fractures filled with sand made it have a high
capacity on the storage of groundwater, but its containment of gypsum in large quantities had
a negative impact on the quality of the water contained within it, as the dissolution of the
elements of limestone rocks in the water makes them rich in magnesium and calcium
compounds[9,10].
1.2.Description of the study area
The study area included the selection of 10 wells in the village of Kakhirta, affiliated to Al-Ayadiyah
subdistrict in Nineveh governorate, in the area Trapped between latitudes (36˚55ʹ06ʹʹ) and
(36˚55ʹ90ʹʹ) to the north and between longitudes (42˚34ʹ45ʹʹ) and (42˚35ʹ01ʹʹ) to the east (Table 1,
‘Figure 1’)). This choice came because this village does not contain stations to purify drinking water,
and the people depend on well water[11].

Table 1. Coordinates, Altitude, and depth of the studied wells
Well

E

N

Altitude (m)

Depth (m)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

42˚34ʹ88ʹʹ
42˚34ʹ71ʹʹ
42˚34ʹ93ʹʹ
42˚34ʹ45ʹʹ
42˚34ʹ59ʹʹ
42˚34ʹ95ʹʹ
42˚35ʹ01ʹʹ
42˚34ʹ68ʹʹ
42˚34ʹ70ʹʹ
42˚35ʹ00ʹʹ

36˚55ʹ90ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ87ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ73ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ68ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ45ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ60ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ34ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ31ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ12ʹʹ
36˚55ʹ06ʹʹ

406
406
407
406
407
407
407
407
407
407

45
61
40
35
50
63
38
55
67
43
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Figure 1. Map of Kakhirta village in Nineveh governorate showing the studied wells
2.Materials and Methods
In the study, 50 water samples were collected from ten wells spread all over Kakhirta village using
cleaned polyethylene bottles, and homogenized with each a sample before Filling. As for oxygen,
samples were collected from them Water using special bottles installed in the field by Addition of a
solution of manganese sulfate (Winkler A) and Alkaline iodide azide solution (Winkler B), as in
Bacteriological examination samples and sterile vials used and samples were kept out of light
Container until reaching the laboratory. It measures the pH of water and TDS values using the field
device and, in the lab, every variable like O2, TA, phosphate, Sulphate, Na, Ca, K, Cl, Mg, TDS, TPC,
and F. colif. were measured. Based on international standard methods[12.13]. The following devices
were used in the analyzes: spectrophotometer, flame photometer, pH meter, TDS meter, and turbidity
meters.
2.1.WQI calculation
Several variables have been selected that have an impact on the use of drinking water for their use in
finding the quality of water for drinking purposes. These variables pH, O2, TDS, T.A, Ca, Mg, Cl, Na,
K, PO4, SO4, TPC, and F. Colif. And has been computed using the following equation[14-17]:
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K =1/ ∑

(1)

Wn = K /Si
(2)
qn =100×[Vn –Vi] / [Si –Vi]
(3)
WQI =∑
/ ∑
(4)
Where to:
K: proportionality constant., Wn weight value for each property., Si: permissible normal
concentration as seen in the Table 2, qn: consistency ranking for each parameter., Vn: calculated
value., Vi: ideal values.
The WQI values are categorized into five categories: excellent quality water (IWQI 0-25), good
(IWQI 26-50), poor (IWQI 51-75), very poor (IWQI 76-100), and Unfit for drinking (IWQI> 100
)[18-20].

Table 2. standard values and Wn for parameters
parameters
pH
TDS
O2
T.A
Ca
Mg
Cl
Na
K
PO4
SO4
TPC
F. Colif.

Standard limit (Si)
6.5 -8.5
1000
5
150
50
50
200
200
12
10
400
10
0
∑

Wn
0.207792208
0.001558442
0.311688312
0.010389610
0.007792208
0.010389610
0.006233766
0.007792208
0.12987013
0.155844156
0.003896104
0.155844156
0
1.019516

3.Results and Discussion
The health concerns associated with the chemical components of drinking water differ from those
associated with microbial contamination and primarily stem from the ability of these chemical
components to cause harm to health after long periods of drinking the water. Chemical composition of
water can lead to health problems as a result of a single exposure, except for their effects through
accidental, widespread contamination of the drinking water supply. Moreover, experience shows that
in many such incidents, the water becomes unfit for drinking as a result of the unacceptable taste,
smell, and appearance[21].
The most common and widespread health risk associated with drinking water is biological
contamination, the effects of which mean that great attention must always be paid for monitoring.
Priority needs to be given to improve and develop drinking water supplies, which represent the
greatest public health risk[22].
The pH values recorded in the study were moderate and within the permissible limits for drinking
water, which ranged between (7.01 – 7.76) as in table (3), due to the distance of its water from the
direct air changes that caused the dissolution of carbon dioxide in the water. In addition to the high
regulatory capacity of hard and Alkaline water rich in bicarbonate, which resists change in pH[23].
The results shown in Table 3 indicated a decrease in the concentration of DO in well water, as 50% of
the studied samples were less than the standard permissible limits for drinking water, which ranged
between (2.40-8) mg. l-1, and the reason for the decrease in values is The percentage of oxygen
saturation decreases due to the high salinity, as well as the lack of contact of water wells with the air.
The great deficiency of this factor has a very negative impact on the aquatic ecosystem, as it leads to
an increase in the activity of anaerobic microorganisms and changing the interaction paths for organic
materials to produce substances harmful to the aquatic environment, and this explains for us the
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emission of unpleasant odors from some water wells in the study area as shown in the equations The
following[24].
Table 3 shown that all values of TDS in the groundwater of wells were within the permissible limits
except for well No. (8) whose values exceeded 1000 mg. l-1. This is because the concentration of total
dissolved salts in groundwater depends on the type of rocks and soils that are in contact with them,
and on the period that the contact process, movement, and source of groundwater take[25].
The results of the T.A in the water of the study wells did not come within the standard specifications
for drinking and for all wells, which means ranged between (248 - 444) mg. l-1. The high T.A of well
water in the current study shown in Table 3 is due to alkaline bicarbonate, due to its abundance and
resulting from the dissolution of lime materials, which is the main source for it[26]. High
concentrations of the alkaline of drinking water reduce the secretion of gastric juice (inhibit the action
of the enzyme pepsin), which results in an imbalance in the digestive process, vomiting, and nausea,
as well as some research indicates delayed growth and weight loss[27].
High concentrations of sodium ions in drinking water lead to health problems for heart and kidney
disease[28]. The results of the levels of sodium and potassium concentrations in this study were
within the standard specifications for drinking water, which ranged between (48 - 97) mg. l-1 and
(2.20 – 9.2) mg. l-1 except for well No. 2, 8, and 10 for sodium, and well No. 5 and 7 for potassium
which exceeded the permissible limits for drinking.
Chlorides enter the human digestive system through drinking water and their taste is unpalatable if it
exceeds its limits and also affects the osmotic pressure of the person. The concentration of chloride
ions in groundwater depends on the type of rocks and geological layers in which the groundwater
passes[27] and since 90% of the study wells found that the chloride ion is within the standard
specifications of drinking water, which did not exceed 200 mg. l-1 except for well No. (8.)
The results of the calcium and magnesium ion concentration mean in well water was not within the
drinking water standard specifications, which ranged between (80 - 129) mg. l-1 and (55 - 87) mg. l-1
respectively. The presence of dolomite and calcite rocks in the Fatʹha layer was attributed to the high
values of ionic concentration in the study area[9].
The sulfate ion present in the groundwater and formed as a result of the dissolution and Disintegration
of gypsum and anhydrite rocks. High concentrations of sulfates in drinking water produce a noticeable
taste and can also degrade the piping system[29]. The recommended upper limit is 400 mg. l-1 in
water intended for human use, and the values of the studied well water ranged between (80-880) mg.l1
where 50% of the well water was outside the recommended limits for drinking, the high
concentrations of sulfates in the groundwater in the research area are attributed to the presence of
mucin deposits that contain gypsum and limestone[9], as in the Table 4.

Table 3. Summary results of the present study chemical analyses mg. l-1
wells
1

2

3

4

Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean

pH
7.16
7.49
7.28
0.14
7.36
7.52
7.44
0.06
7.29
7.76
7.50
0.20
7.25
7.54
7.39

TDS
470
779
649
128
329
545
476
93
591
765
666
70
384
497
433

O2
4.00
6.40
5.04
0.88
2.40
6.40
4.32
1.53
3.60
6.80
5.04
1.28
2.40
6.80
5.44

5

T.A
270
370
328
38
296
400
342
40
380
430
408
19
368
410
388

Cl
62
84
69
9
76
170
112
38
60
86
70
10
38
44
41

Na
92
96
94
2
48
245
189
80
90
93
92
1
71
75
74

K
2.50
4.90
3.16
0.98
2.70
5.70
3.46
1.26
5.50
9.20
6.88
1.52
3.80
6.40
4.62
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SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±

5

6

7

8

9

10

0.12
7.08
7.46
7.20
0.15
7.03
7.32
7.15
0.14
7.08
7.38
7.20
0.12
7.25
7.49
7.39
0.09
7.01
7.57
7.35
0.21
7.08
7.43
7.22
0.14

45
760
978
885
79
588
685
631
35
545
735
625
73
1111
1405
1237
107
456
534
491
29
732
940
803
84

1.80
4.40
8.00
5.44
1.46
4.00
6.00
4.72
0.87
4.00
7.20
5.36
1.25
3.20
6.00
4.72
1.15
3.60
5.20
4.24
0.61
3.20
6.40
5.36
1.37

17
344
420
389
31
400
416
407
7
412
470
444
21
120
400
248
104
344
400
382
26
224
450
368
90

2
116
128
124
5
70
88
79
7
62
68
65
3
210
374
285
58
50
58
53
3
70
124
94
22

2
90
93
91
1
77
81
79
2
86
88
87
1
180
375
273
78
94
97
95
1
82
235
115
67

1.02
5.90
19.00
9.40
5.45
4.90
8.20
5.86
1.35
2.20
30.50
8.78
12.27
5.20
8.20
6.20
1.32
3.00
5.30
4.06
1.11
3.70
5.90
4.88
0.94

As for phosphate ions PO4, studies indicate that it is non-toxic to humans and animals unless it is
present in high levels, which may cause digestive problems. The results in table (4) showed a decrease
in the content of phosphate ions in the studied well water, which ranged between (0.00 - 1.54) mg. l-1.
It is also noted that the phosphate concentrations decreased compared to the negative ions studied,
which is due to the ability to precipitate phosphate in the form of calcium phosphate in addition to its
adsorption by surfaces mud minutes, which reduces its transfer to the water environment, and the
frequent use of phosphate fertilizers and detergents is the main source of phosphates in groundwater,
and in general, the concentration of phosphate ions is within the permissible limits for drinking[30].

Table 4. Summary results of the present study chemical analyses mg. l-1
wells
1

2

3

4

5

Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±

PO4
0.00
0.26
0.05
0.12
0.00
1.05
0.21
0.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15
0.03
0.07
0.00
0.49
0.10
0.22

SO4
220
510
360
110
200
820
504
267
110
320
210
80
80
220
146
59
170
470
300
113

Ca
80
138
104
21
64
125
87
23
80
130
109
21
80
120
96
16
88
189
127
37

6

Mg
17
77
62
25
7
91
58
32
19
96
68
30
30
82
55
23
20
115
87
38

TPC*
20
508
231
186
66
1632
640
604
88
1440
545
528
112
2720
801
1083
41
3040
899
1227

F. Colif*
0
23
5
10
0
7
1
3
3
240
108
121
0
15
8
7
0
4
2
2
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Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±
Min
Max
Mean
SD±

7

8

9

10

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.86
0.31
0.36
0.00
0.60
0.15
0.26
0.00
0.75
0.17
0.33
0.30
1.54
0.84
0.56

180
390
244
84
200
310
236
44
330
880
660
241
140
320
204
71
240
404
297
70

104
152
129
18
88
104
99
7
112
136
122
11
64
122
80
23
96
144
128
19

40
101
81
24
47
96
77
19
42
120
87
29
10
86
56
28
3
110
69
47

181
2352
935
839
152
2000
738
783
97
1616
771
610
54
1440
766
622
5
1760
822
710

0
93
21
40
0
460
122
200
0
4
1
2
0
4
2
2
0
23
6
10

* 102 cell. ml-1

Water is contaminated with microbes as a result of the infiltration of human or animal waste into it.
This bacterial contamination leads to an increase in infectious diseases. It is one of the most important
types of bacteria that are considered evidence of water pollution with F. colif. bacteria, which is one
of the causes of disease, foremost among which is diarrheal diseases that kill approximately 5500
people around the world, most of them children under the age of five[31]. Through the results of the
detection of TPC and F. Colif bacteria and their comparison with standard specifications, whose rates
ranged between (231-935) 102 cell. ml-1 and (1-122) 102 cell. ml-1, it appears that all well water is not
suitable for drinking, which means contamination of groundwater with samples of sewage or leakage
in septic tanks for the study area[7].

3.1.WQI
The WQI model was applied on 13 parameters as shown in Table 2 to evaluate the water of the
studied wells for drinking and household uses, and the results are shown in Table 5 indicate that the
values of WQI ranged between (218 - 765), When comparing the results of water classification, we
found that 100% of the groundwater of the study area was of unfit for drinking quality for drinking
and household uses, and this deterioration was mainly due to the studied standards exceeding the
permissible limits according to the standard specifications, especially oxygen and TPC, which affects
the high (qn×Wn) values. Which is directly proportional to the WQI values.

Table 5. Results of overall WQI calculation with corresponding water quality status Wells
para.
pH
TDS
O2
T.A
Cl
Ca
Mg

qn
qn×Wn
qn
qn×Wn
qn
qn×Wn
qn
qn×Wn
qn
qn×Wn
qn
qn×Wn
qn

1
52
10.76
31
0.05
99
30.75
357
3.71
18
0.11
217
1.69
48

2
63
13.01
9
0.01
123
38.23
383
3.98
45
0.28
149
1.16
32

3
67
13.85
33
0.05
99
30.75
516
5.36
19
0.12
236
1.84
73

4
60
12.40
4
0.01
85
26.60
475
4.94
1
0.00
184
1.43
20

5
47
9.69
61
0.09
85
26.60
478
4.96
52
0.33
309
2.41
146

7

6
43
9.00
29
0.04
109
34.08
514
5.34
24
0.15
317
2.47
124

7
47
9.70
28
0.04
88
27.43
587
6.10
16
0.10
197
1.53
106

8
60
12.39
105
0.16
109
34.08
195
2.03
153
0.95
288
2.24
149

9
56
11.73
11
0.02
125
39.06
463
4.81
8
0.05
121
0.95
23

10
48
9.96
50
0.08
88
27.43
435
4.52
34
0.21
312
2.43
75
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qn×Wn
qn
qn×Wn
K
qn
qn×Wn
PO4
qn
qn×Wn
SO4
qn
qn×Wn
TPC
qn
qn×Wn
F. Colf.
qn
qn×Wn
WQI
Water Quality
Na

0.50
18
0.14
12
1.51
1
0.08
85
0.33
1104
172.0
27
0.067
218
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

0.33
91
0.70
15
1.90
2
0.33
140
0.55
3152
491.22
7
0.017
542
Unfit
for
drinkin
g

0.75
17
0.13
49
6.34
0
0.00
27
0.10
2674
416.7
541
1.355
468
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

0.20
3
0.02
26
3.40
0
0.05
2
0.01
3954
616.21
41
0.102
654
Unfit
for
drinkin
g

1.52
16
0.13
74
9.61
1
0.15
62
0.24
4445
692.7
11
0.025
736
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

1.29
7
0.05
39
5.01
0
0.00
40
0.16
4623
720.5
104
0.260
765
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

1.11
13
0.10
68
8.81
3
0.48
37
0.14
3642
567.5
610
1.525
613
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

1.54
156
1.20
42
5.45
2
0.23
200
0.78
3807
593.3
4
0.010
643
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

0.24
19
0.15
21
2.68
2
0.27
25
0.10
3782
589.4
11
0.025
639
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

0.78
35
0.27
29
3.74
8
1.31
60
0.23
4059
632.57
32
0.080
672
Unfit
for
drinki
ng

4.Conclusions
The study has concluded the following:
1. The TDS was suitable for drinking water for all well water except for Well No. 8.
2. The T.A is above the permissible limits for drinking water for all wells.
3. Low DO values up to 50% of well water at standard specifications.
4. A large increase to TPC for all well water is considered one of the most influential parameters in
the results that all well water is not suitable for drinking and household uses.
5. The potential health consequences of bacterial contamination must be of great importance and not
be tolerated.
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Abstract. The corrosion inhibition effect of a new furan derivative (furan-2-ylmethyl
sulfanyl acetic acid furan-2-ylmethylenehydrazide) on mild steel in 1.0 M HCl was
investigated using corrosion potential (ECORR) and potentiodynamic polarization.
The obtained results indicated that the new furan derivative (furan-2-ylmethyl
sulfanyl acetic acid furan-2-ylmethylenehydrazide) (FSFD) has a promising inhibitive
effects on the corrosion of mild steel in 1.0 M HCl across all of the conditions
examined. The density functional theory (DFT) study was performed on the new
furan derivative (FSFD) at the B3LYP/6-311G (d,p) basis set level to explore the
relation between their inhibition efficiency and molecular electronic structure. The
final experimental results showed that FSFD act as a good corrosion inhibitor in the
acidic solution for mild steel which is in agreement with the results of the theoretical
study.
Keywords: Furan derivative, FSFD, Mild Steel, Corrosion inhibitor.

1. Introduction
Corrosion is a fundamental property of metals and alloys in an acidic or saline solution.
Studies on corrosion represent a growing field due to substantial financial losses in various
sectors and require extensive efforts to limit its impact [1-3]. Recent years have witnessed a
growing academic interest in studies on inhibitor corrosion in many ways. Corrosion inhibitor
is an increasingly important area particularly in industria [4-6]. Recent years have shown
interest in using organic compounds containing sulfur, oxygen, and nitrogen atoms to inhibit
corrosion process [7-9]. Organic compounds with heteroatoms are among the most widely
used in inhibitor corrosion due to the effect of the polar groups and Pi-electrons on the iron
surface and minimizing the effect of corrosion [10-11]. In this work, we used a new furan
derivative FSFD with molecular formula (C12O3N2SH12) as show in Figure 1. FSFD was
synthesized and characterized by Luma S.A. [12]. A new furan derivative was applied as
corrosion inhibitor by investigated in the mild steel in acidic solution (1.0 M HCl) with
different concentrations using electrochemical measurements and theoretical treatment using
Gaussian 05 in two media (vacuum and ethanol solvent).

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Figure 1. Structure of (furan-2-ylmethyl sulfanyl acetic acid furan-2-ylmethylenehydrazide)
2. Experimental
2.1 Preparation of carbon steel sample
Mild steel which has the configuration percentages as shown in Table 1 was used.
Table 1. Structure of carbon steel [13].
Metal

Amount

Metal

Amount

Fe%

99.579

P%

0.002

S%

0.0154

C%

0.03

Cu%

0.065

Mo%

0.002

Mn%

288

C%

0.0199

Zn%

99.989

V%

0.0005

The sample of mild steel was subjected to surface cleaning by absolute ethanol and drying in
acetone. The specimen material was fabricated in circular samples with dimensions of 2.5 cm
in diameter and used as working electrode.
2.2 Preparation solutions
2.2.1 Blank solution
Corrosive solution (1.0 M HCl) was prepared. Dilution of analytical grade 35.4% HCl with
purified water up of to 1 liter. Blank solution consisted of 990 ml of 1.0 M HCl and
completed to 1 L with 10 ml ethanol solvent.
2.2.2 Corrosion Inhibitor FSFD solution
Three different concentrations (100, 200, 300 ppm) were prepared by dissolving FSFD
powder in the ethanol solvent and transferred to a volumetric flask of 10 ml.
2.3 Corrosion Potential (ECORR) Measurements
The electrochemical system consisting of a potentiostate, three electrodes, with a controlled
computer and standard corrosion cell was used. The thermostat was among the most widely,
used to control the temperature of (1.0 M HCl) which flows through the external vessel at 30
o
C. Figure 2 shows the corrosion cell, and the three electrodes were:
1-The first is the reference electrodes which based on its potential consist of AgCl, Ag, KCl,
and the outer solution filled with the prepared hydrochloric acid solution (1.0 M HCl). The
reference electrode, a lugging tube placed at the distance 2mm from working electrode.
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2- The second electrode is auxiliary consists of high purity platinum rod with 0.6 mm in
diameter and 10 cm in length.
3- The third is working electrode (mild steel) which was mounted in the working electrode
load with 1 cm2 surface area the opening uncovered to the acidic solution.

Figure 2. (a) The corrosion cell and the three electrodes.
(b) Experimental set up.

2.4 Experimental Procedure
The corrosion rate calculation protocol was carried out in compliance with the following
steps:
1- One liter of corrosive media has been applied to the corrosion cell (see paragraph 2.3).
2- The temperature of the solution has been raised to the desired value with the use of the
circulator of the water bath.
3- The first programmed step in this measurement is the open-circuit potential and the
polarization curve starts at an open-circuit potential of approximately ± 200 mV from the
open-circuit.
4- Measurements of corrosion for mild steel were assessed at 1.0 M. HCl with potentiostatic
and blank solution followed by an inhibitor at different concentrations.
5- Corrosion current density (I mA) and corrosion potential (E mV) are calculated from the
polarization curve as seen in Table (2) and in Figures (3-5).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Potentiostatic Polarization Measurement
In order to investigate the effects of electronic structure of FSFD compound as inhibitor
corrosion, the theoretical study was conducted for FSFD compound [14]. The potentiostatic
polarization curves for mild steel without and with FSFD immersed in 1.0 M HCl solution at
temperatures range 303K are show in Figures 3, 4, 5 and the results are listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Polarization parameters for different concentrations of the FSFD at mild steel in
acidic solution at 303 K.
Conc (ppm) -Ecorr.(Mv)

Icorr.(µA.cm-2)

-bc (mv/Dec) ba (mV/Dec) W(Lg.m-2.d-1)P(Lmm.y-1)

Rp(Ω.cm2) IE% CR (mpy)

0

490.1

872.24

87.5

100.2

12.45

3.44

23

0

403

100

467.1

410.46

86.4

88.1

6.99

1.98

46

53

190

200

476.5

234.66

49.5

87.6

3.67

1.54

59

73

108

300

448.8

201.15

79.8

72.0

1.74

0.99

82

77

92

Figure 3. Potentioatatic Polarization curves for uncoated and coated mild steel with 100pp of
FSFD in 1.0 M HCl Solution at 303 K.

Figure 4. Potentioatatic Polarization curves for uncoated and coated mild steel with 200ppm
of FSFD in 1.0 M HCl Solution at 303 K.
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Figure 5. Potentioatatic Polarization curves for uncoated and coated mild steel with 300ppm
of FSFD in 1.0 M HCl Solution at 303 K.
Values of corrosion potentials Ecorr, corrosion current densities icorr, cathodic and anodic
Tafel slopes bc and ba. Rp polarization resistance which determination by equation (1), CR
corrosion rate determination by equation. (2), the inhibition efficiency of FSFD can calculated
from equation (3),
RP =

(1)

RP =
CR = 0.13 (

icorr

(2)

e: Chemical equivalent
p: density of mild steel
𝐼(%)=

)×100

(3)

where ic𝑜𝑟𝑟 and iinhc𝑜𝑟r are referred to the corrosion current density without and with the
addition of the inhibitor, respectively.
Result shows that corrosion current density were decreased with increased the concentration
of the FSFD compound and the inhibition efficiency increased due to the FSFD effect on the
anodic and cathodic the electrochemical corrosion reaction because FSFD contain
heteroatoms like nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen atoms as well as lone pairs of electrons present
on N, S and O atoms and the planarity are the important structural features that rule to
adsorption of these molecules onto the surface of the iron and prevent the continued corrosion
[15-16].
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3.2 Computational study
3.2.1. Molecular geometry
All the work on the computer was carried out using Gaussian-05 series of programs at the
DFT and (B3LYP)/ 6-311G (d, p) basis set level as so to explore the connection among their
inhibition efficiency and molecular electronic structure of a new furan derivative (furan-2ylmethyl sulfanyl acetic acid furan-2- ylmethylenehydrazide) (FSFD) in ethanol and without
solvent (vacuum) as seen in Figure 6. The computational structural parameters such as bond
length and dihedral angles were calculated by ChemDraw of Mopac program (ver. 10) as
shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Figure 6. Optimized molecular structure of FSFD compound.

Table 3. Bond length of FSFD compound.
Bond
C(1)-O(2)
C(1)-C(5)
C(1)-H(19)
O(2)-C(3)
C(3)-C(4)
C(3)-C(6)
C(4)-C(5)
C(4)-H(20)
C(5)-H(21)
C(6)-S(7)
C(6)-H(22)
C(6)-H(23)

Actual (Ao)

Optimal (Ao)

1.3631
1.3611
1.0944
1.3670
1.3656
1.5012
1.4305
1.0962
1.0961
1.8188
1.1142
1.1135

1.4210
1.3370
1.1000
1.4210
1.3370
1.4970
1.5030
1.1000
1.1000
1.8150
1.1130
1.1130

Bond

Actual(Ao)

Optimal (Ao)

1.8197
1.5230
1.1133
1.1148
1.3690
1.2067
1.3507
1.0096
1.2776
1.4640
1.1044

1.8150
1.5090
1.1130
1.1130
1.3673
1.2080
1.0120
1.2600
1.5030
1.1000

S(7)-C(8)
C(8)-C(9)
C(8)-H(24)
C(8)-H(25)
C(9)-N(10)
C(9)-O(11)
N(10)-N(12)
N(10)-H(26)
N(12)-C(13)
C(13)-C(14)
C(13)-H(27)

Table 4. Dihedral angles of FSFD compound.
Atoms
C(1)-O(2)-C(3)-C(6)
C(1)-O(2)-C(3)-C(4)
C(6)-C(3)-C(4)-H(20)
C(6)-C(3)-C(4)-C(5)
O(2)-C(3)-C(4)-H(20)
O(2)-C(3)-C(4)-C(5)
C(4)-C(3)-C(6)-H(23)
C(4)-C(3)-C(6)-H(22)

Dihedral Angle (deg.)
179.049
0.191
0.814
-179.049
179.644
-0.219
148.686
31.787

Atoms
H(20)-C(4)-C(5)-H(21)
H(20)-C(4)-C(5)-C(1)
H(23)-C(6)-S(7)-C(8)
H(22)-C(6)-S(7)-C(8)
H(24)-C(8)-C(9)-O(11)
H(24)-C(8)-C(9)-N(10)
S(7)-C(8)-C(9)-O(11)
S(7)-C(8)-C(9)-N(10)

6

Dihedral Angle (deg.)
0.029
-179.702
-67.095
53.027
132.787
-47.504
-103.631
76.076
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C(4)-C(3)-C(6)-S(7)
O(2)-C(3)-C(6)-H(23)
O(2)-C(3)-C(6)-H(22)
O(2)-C(3)-C(6)-S(7)
C(3)-C(4)-C(5)-H(21)

-89.238
-29.983
-146.887
92.086
179.893

C(3)-C(4)-C(5)-C(1)

0.161

O(11)-C(9)-N(10)-H(26)
O(11)-C(9)-N(10)-N(12)
C(16)-C(17)-C(18)-H(30)
H(29)-C(17)-C(18)-C(14)
H(29)-C(17)-C(18)-H(30)

كهيعص
2.324
-170.172
177.943
179.794
-1.644

3.2.2 Calculation of the main quantum parameters
The quantum chemical properties such as total energy, energy gap (∆Egap), softness (S),
dipole moment (µ), hardness (η), EHOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital energy), ELUMO
(lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy), ionization energy (I), the absolute
electronegativity (χ), the fractions of electrons transferred (∆N), the electrophilicity index (ω),
and electron affinity (A) were completed using (DFT) at the (B3LYP) / 6-311G (d, p) basis
set as shown in Table 5. Quantum chemical parameters were estimated by using the following
equations (1-7):
I= - EHOMO
(1)
(2)
A= - ELUMO
η

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

ω=

(7)

Table 5. Quantum chemical parameters for inhibitor FSFD calculated using DFT / B3LYP/ 6311G (d,p) in ethanol and vacuum solvent.
Parameters

Ethanol solvent

Vacuum

-32599.730
- 6.286
-1.793

- 32599.395
- 6.122
-1.793

∆Egap (eV)

4.493

4.329

µ ( Debye)

3.5493

2.8168

I (eV)
A (eV)
η (eV)
ω (eV)
χ (eV)
S (eV)-1
∆N (eV)

6.286
1.793
2.247
3.631
4.0395
0.445
0.658

6.122
1.793
2.165
3.618
3.958
0.462
0.703

Total Energy (eV)
EHOMO (eV)
ELUMO (eV)

Table 5 shows the theoretical data for FSFD. It is obvious that the values of HOMO energy
was increased in ethanol than in vacuum, the HOMO energy is often associated with the
electron donating ability of the molecule. So inhibitor with high value of HOMO energy have
a tendency to donate electrons to appropriate acceptor with low empty molecular orbital
energy. The decrease in the ELUMO value leads to higher inhibitory efficiency due capability of
the FSFD compound to accept electrons from metal iron.
The ∆Egap is an important parameter that should be considered. When the energy gap value
decreases the reactivity of molecular system increases [17]. Moreover, the ∆E gap is a part of
the reactivity of the inhibitor molecule towards the adsorption on the metal surface.
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As well as, the dipole moment (µ) is the maximum parameter that could be applied to
describe the polarity of a molecule [18]. Where an increase in the dipole moment of the
molecules leads to an increase in the inhibition efficiency. The inhibitor FSFD has 3.5493
Debye which reﬂects the increase of the reactivity more than the media without solvent. The
electron density distributions, molecular optimization of the frontier molecular orbitals,
highest occupied molecular orbital energy and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital energy of
the inhibitor FSFD in ethanol solvent and vacuum are presented in Figure (7).

Figure 7 .(A) HOMO in ethanol solvent and vacuum and (B) LUMO in ethanol solvent and
vacuum of the inhibitor FSFD using DFT / B3LYP / 6-311 G (d, p).
Molecular orbitals HOMO shows that the electronic density is totally centered on the
heteroatoms oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur and the furan ring, the LUMO present an important
electronic density distributed over most of molecule. This result agrees with the distribution
of the Mulliken charges and the direction of the polar direction (moment) are presented in
Figure 8 and listed in Table 6.
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Figure 8. Mulliken charge distribution (MCD) of the FSFD inhibitor.

Table 6. MCD values (10-3) of the inhibitor FSFD
Atom

1C

2O

3C

4C

5C

Mulliken charge

548*
65.6**

-262
-245

131
138

-159
-145

-173
-156

6C
333
-340
11O
-394
-352
16C
85
866
21H
120
100
26H
235
218

7S
668
118
12N
-182
-159
17C
-174
-162
22H
177
153
27H
148
136

8C
-444
-451
13C
59
584
18C
-126
128
23H
179
188
28H
142
120

9C
412
410
14C
87
90
19H
131
108
24H
190
183
29H
130
112

10N
-274
-280
15O
-259
-251
20H
116
971
25H
184
168
30H
130
117

Atom
Mulliken charge
Atom
Mulliken charge
Atom
Mulliken charge
Atom
Mulliken charge
Atom
Mulliken charge

*Ethanol solvent, **Vacuum
Figure 8 and Table 6 display Mulliken charge distribution values. It can be realized that the
some C atoms and heteroatoms, N, O, S have maximum charge intensity. The large
electronic intensity regions are mostly the sites that electrophiles can attack through [19].
Thus, some C atoms, S, O and N are the active cores that easily the atom gives away its
electrons to the unoccupied orbital of the metal [20]. Several reports have shown that some
heteroatoms with more negatively charged is the more it can be hold as a thin film on the mild
steel surface through the donor-acceptor style reaction [21].
4. Conclusions
A new synthesized furan derivative FSFD was investigated using electrochemical
measurements and quantum chemical calculations as corrosion inhibition. Experimental
results exhibited good corrosion inhibition impact on iron metal surface with maximum
inhibition efficiencies of 77% in acidic solution (1.0 M) at 303 K. The contribution of
theoretical results has been to confirm with the experimental results.
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Abstract. The objective of the present work was to establish the antimicrobial activity of
four species of Melaleuca (i.e. Melaleuca leucandron, Melaleuca armillaris, Melaleuca
linarifolia, & Melaleuca ericifolia) methanolic extracts and five species of Syzygium (i.e.,
Syzygium samaragense, Syzygium jambos, Syzygium gratum, Syzygium paniculatum &
Syzygium malaccense). To research the chemical composition of the most promising
extracts, as well. The antimicrobial activity was evaluated against four pathogenic
microbial strains, namely Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Candida albicans and
Aspergillus niger, the antioxidant activity was evaluated by 2,2'-diphenyl-1picrylhydrazyl radical (DPPH), while the chemical composition was calculated by gas
chromatography coupled to a mass spectrometry method (GC/MS). For the genus of
Melaleuca, S. After therapy, aureus pathogens were inhibited with their methanolic
extracts with an 8.0-20.0 mm range of inhibition zones, E. Coli with a 0.0-21.0 mm
inhibition zone size, C. Albicans with an inhibition zone size of 9.0-18.0 mm, and A.
Niger with an inhibition zone scale of 0.0-15.0 mm. Whereas, for the genus Syzygium, S.
After treatment with their methanolic extracts, aureus pathogens were inhibited with a
10.0-20.0 mm range of inhibition zones, E. Coli, with an inhibition zone size of 0.0-14.0
mm, C. Albicans with an inhibition zone size of 0.0-21.0 mm, and A. Niger with a range
of inhibition zones of 0.0-9.0 mm. The IC50 values in the DPPH assay ranged from 34.60
to 60.97μg/ml for the species Melaleuca. The IC50 values for the Syzygium species
ranged from 29.81 to 52.95μg/ml compared to 7.35μg/ml for the normal ascorbic acid.
GC/MS research showed that Syzygium gratum's methanolic extract consists of 39
compounds comprising 99.08 percent, with Veridiflorol (7.16 percent) and 2-methyl, 3Hexanone being the main compounds (5.74 percent ). While Melaleuca armillaris'
methanolic extract consists of 30 compounds comprising 97.66%, with Veridiflorol
(18.36%) and Globulolol compounds being the key compounds (12.57 percent ).

Keywords: Myrtaceae; Melaleuca sp.; Syzygium sp.; Antimicrobial, DPPH,
GC/MS.
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1. Introduction:
The resistance to the presence of antibiotics by pathogenic microbial strains remains a major
challenge. Infectious diseases caused by bacterial and fungal infections are, however, known to
be a great health concern. Microbial resistance to antimicrobial agents has increased dramatically
recently, so it is very important to look for alternative antimicrobial agents from natural sources,
such as plants or herbs, in order to address this challenge[1,2]. A variety of plant, fungal and
marine extracts have therefore been screened for their antimicrobial activity [3-12]. In addition,
due to their biomedical properties against microbes, plants develop a high diversity of secondary
metabolites with a prominent role for defense against predators and microbial pathogens[13.]
During normal oxygen metabolism, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced as secondary
products. The over-production of such organisms, including DNA, proteins, and lipids,
contributes to damage to essential cells and tissues in the human body. This phenomenon is
considered to be associated with oxidative stress and is associated with chronic diseases such as
cancer, coronary artery disease, hypertension, and diabetes[14-20.]
Involved in the Myrtales Order, the Myrtaceae family has approximately 130 genera and
approximately 3800-5800 species, primarily tropical and subtropical, concentrated in the
Neotropics and Australia[21]. The Melaleuca L. genus. (Myrtaceae) primarily occurs in Australia
and contains around 250 species. The most common chemical constituents of this genus are
essential oils[22], as well as flavonoids[23, 24], phenolic acids[25] and tannins[25, 26.]
In addition, the genus Syzygium (Myrtaceae) includes around 1200-1800 species, especially
flowering plants. Species of this genus are widely distributed in Africa and Southeast Asia[27,
28]. The efficacy of Syzygium species against various bacterial strain types has been
demonstrated in several studies [29, 30]. In the various Syzygium species, numerous groups of
secondary metabolites have been identified, including flavonoids[31], proanthocyanidins[32],
chalcons[33], and phenolic acids[34, 31]. In this context, the chemical profiles, antimicrobial
activities and antioxidant activities of some species of Melaleuca and Syzygium grown in Egypt
have been described in the current study.
2. Materials and Methods:
2.1. Plants materials
Fresh leaves of four Melaleuca (i.e., Melaleuca leucandron, Melaleuca armillaris, Melaleuca
linarifolia, and Melaleuca ericifolia) and five Syzygium (i.e., Syzygium samaragense, Syzygium
jambos, Syzygium gratum, Syzygium paniculatum and Syzygium malaccense) species were
collected from different locations including; Zoo Garden, El-Orman Garden and Mazhar
Botanical Garden, Giza, Egypt during April, 2019. The plant was taxonomically identified by Dr.
Tearse Labib, Department of Flora and Taxonomy, El-Orman Botanical Garden, Giza, Egypt.
2.2. Extraction
The dried leaves were grinded and extracted with methanol (50 gm for each plant sample) at
room temperature for four days (8×500 ml). The combined extracts were filtered evaporated
under vacuum until becoming dry at 40°C.
2.3. In vitro antimicrobial evaluation
The antimicrobial activities were evaluated by using disc agar plate assay against four different
pathogenic microbial strains, Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Candida albicans and
Aspergillus niger according to the reported procedures [35,36]. Neomycin (100 µg/disc) and
Cyclohexamide (100 µg/disc) were used as antibacterial and antifungal standards, respectively
2.4. Antiradical activity:
The antiradical action of the tested samples was evaluated according to the reported methodology
illustrated by [37], briefly different dilutions of each sample (2 ml) were added to
(2 ml)
solution of 0.1 mmol/l 2,2'-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl radical (DPPH). An equal amount of
methanol and DPPH were acted as a regulator. After 20 min of incubation at 37oC in the dark, the
absorbance was registered at 517 nm. The test was accomplished in triplicate. The antiradical
action was estimated and the SC50 (concentration of analyte needed to sweep fifty percent of the
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radical) value was calculated. The reduction in the absorbance of DPPH solution reveals an
increase of the DPPH radical masking potential. The DPPH radical scavenging activity was
estimated according to the following equation:
% DPPH radical scavenging activity = [(1- 𝐴sample / 𝐴control)] × 100
(1)
Where 𝐴sample and 𝐴control are the absorbance of the sample and control.
2.5. GC/MS analysis
GC/MS investigation of the most active samples was carried out according to the reported
procedures [7], using a Thermo Scientific, Trace GC Ultra/ISQ Single Quadrupole MS,TG-5MS
fused silica capillary column (30 m, 0.251 mm, 0.1 mm film thickness). For GC/MS detection, an
electron ionization system with ionization energy of 70 eV was used, Helium gas was used as the
carrier gas at a constant flow rate of 1ml/min. The injector and MS transfer line temperature was
set at 280°C. The oven temperature was programmed to an initial temperature of 50°C (hold 2
min) to 150 °C at an increasing rate of 7°C/min. then to 270 at an increasing rate of 5°C/min
(hold 2 min) then to 310°C as a final temperature at an increasing rate of 3.5°C/min (hold 10
min). The quantification of all the identified components was investigated using a percent relative
peak area. A tentative identification of the compounds was performed based on the comparison of
the irrelative retention time and mass spectra with those of the NIST, WILLY library data of the
GC/MS system.
3. Results and Discussion:
3.1. In vitro evaluation of the antimicrobial activities of Melaleuca species
Table 1 and 'Figure 1' show the results linked to antimicrobial inhibition zones of methanolic leaf
extracts of four Melaleuca species against four pathogenic microbial strains. The areas of
inhibition for M. It was between 10 and 20 mm of leucandron. While, because of M. There were
between 8 and 18 mm of armillaris, for M. There were between 8 and 15 mm of linarifolia, and
for M. There were 8 and 21 mm of ericifolia. The microbial strains which are most susceptible to
the M. S. was leucandron extract. S. Aureus, as well as A. Niger, with 20 and 15 mm inhibition
areas, respectively. While, the most vulnerable microbial strains to the M. The extract from
Armillaris was C. Albicans with an 18 mm inhibition zone. The most potent activity for M. was
also reported. Against E ericifolia. 21 mm coli with an inhibition zone. To date, very few studies
in the literature describe the antimicrobial activity of extracts of the Melaleuca species, but the
most frequently published papers deal with the antimicrobial activity of their essential oils.
Antimicrobial activity of the extract of M. crude leaf. Five microbial strains were tested against
Quinquenervia. The 10 mg concentration inhibition zones were 13.4 mm against S. Aureus,
against B 11.5 mm. 14.1 mm against E, cereus. Coli, and any action against C is registered. S. and
Albicans. [38]. Typhimurium
Antibacterial activity of the leaves and flowers of M methanolic extracts. Eight pathogens,
namely Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Bacillus cereus, Staphylococcus epidermidis,
Salmonella typhimurium, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Pasteurella
multocida, have been tested against cajuputi. The extracts showed activity against bacterial strains
of Gram+ve; B. 6.33 mm/12.33 mm (leaves/flowers) cereus, S. 12.33 mm/ 12.33 mm
(leaves/flowers) of aureus, and S. Epidermidis 13.66 mm/ 17.33 mm (leaves/flowers), while no
activity against Gram-negative bacterial strains has been reported[39]. In addition, a recent
analysis has discovered that the aqueous extract of M. Alternifolia grown in Australia
demonstrated antimicrobial activity with a MIC of 0.25 mg/ml against P. aeruginosa [40].
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Table 1. The antimicrobial activity of the methanolic extracts of four Melaleuca species using
four pathogenic microbes
Clear zone (φmm)

Sample

M. leucandron

S.

E.

C.

A.

aureus

coli

albicans

niger

20

0

10

15

M. armillaris

8

0

18

9

M. linarifolia

10

15

11

8

M. ericifolia

8

21

9

0

Figure 1. Antimicrobial inhibition zones of the methanolic extracts of four Melaleuca species
against four pathogenic microbes. M.le: Melaleuca leucandron; M.a: Melaleuca armillaris; M.l:
Melaleuca linarifolia; M.er: Melaleuca ericifolia.
3.2. In vitro evaluation of the antimicrobial activities of Syzygium species
The methanolic extracts from the leaves of five Syzygium species were subjected to in vitro
antimicrobial activity test against four pathogenic microbial strains, i.e., S. aureus, E. coli, C.
albicans, and A. niger. Results presented in Table 2 and‘Figure 2’ revealed the antimicrobial
activity of these extracts. It has been found that S. jambos and S. paniculatum showed a
remarkable activity against all test microbes except the fungus. However, S. jambos showed
almost the highest antimicrobial activity against S. aureus (20 mm), E. coli (8 mm), C. albicans
(21 mm), and A. niger (7 mm). Our findings are in agreement with some extent with several
previous studies [41-42].
A present study has reported that the inhibition zones of S. polyanthum leaves extract against
There were 7.00 mm, 9.33 mm, 9.67 mm, 7.00 mm, 6.67 mm, 9.33 mm, 6.67 mm, 8.33 mm, and
6.67 mm of foodborne pathogens on E. For coli, K. Pneumoniasis, L. P. aeruginosa,
monocytogenes, P. mirabilis, S. With aureus, S. Typhimurium, V. cholerae and, respectively, V.
parahaemolyticus[42]. In addition, the acetone bark extract of Syzygium cordatum showed an
inhibition zone diameter of 22 mm for Staphylococcus aureus, 19 mm for Bacillus subtilis and 18
mm for each of Enterococcus fecalis, Enterobacter cloacae and Proteus mirabilis[43.]
Interestingly, a previous study showed that the extract of hydroalcoholic leaves from S. Cumini
demonstrated antimicrobial activity against six microbial pathogenic strains, viz., S. Mutans, S.
Mutans Yeah. Oralis, S. From Parasanguis, S. For salivarius, S. L and sp. Casei with 15 mm, 15
mm, 19 mm, 13.5 mm, 15.5 mm and 15.5 mm inhibition zones respectively [44]. The
antimicrobial activity was evaluated for the different solvent extracts of Syzygium alternifolium
leaves. The inhibition zones ranged between 4-8 mm (Staphylococcus aureus), 4-7 mm
(Escherichia coli), 3-15 mm (Staphylococcus aureus), and 3-15 mm (Escherichia coli),
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respectively. (Pseudomonas aeruginosa), 3-9 mm (Candida albicans), 5-10 mm (Pencillium
notatum), and 2-6 mm (Enterococcus) [45].
The antimicrobial activity of the hydroalcoholic extract of Syzygium cumini leaves was evaluated
via agar diffusion method. The inhibition zones were 12.0 mm, 14.7 mm, 9.7 mm, 8.7 mm, 10.0
mm, 9.0 mm, and 8.3 mm against Candida albicans, Candida krusei, Enterococcus faecalis,
Kocuria rhizophila, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus, Shigella flexneri,
respectively [46].
The ethanol extracts of the fruits and seeds parts of Syzygium samaragense were evaluated for
their antimicrobial activities against certain clinical isolates, the inhibition zones were 16 mm
fruits, 25 mm seeds, 10 mm fruits, 18 mm seeds, 11 mm fruits, 23 mm seeds, and 9 mm fruits, 21
mm seeds, respectively against S. aureus, S. typhi, P. aeruginosa and E. coli. While, the aqueous
extracts showed low antimicrobial activities with inhibition zones of 7 mm fruits, 11 mm seeds, 0
mm fruits, 9 mm seeds, 0 mm fruits, 10 mm seeds, and 0 mm fruits, 9 mm seeds, respectively
against S. aureus, S. typhi, P. aeruginosa and E. coli [47].
In accordance with a recent study, the aqueous methanol extract (85% MeOH) of Syzygium
jambos leaves grown in Egypt showed antimicrobial activity against four microbial strains with
inhibition ones of 13.5 mm, 11.0 mm, 13.5 mm, and 11.5 mm, respectively for Staphylococcus
aureus, Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Candida
albicans [41].
Table 2. The antimicrobial activity of the methanolic extracts of five Syzygium species using four
pathogenic microbes
Clear zone (φmm)

Sample
S. aureus

E.

C. albicans

coli

A.
niger

S. samaragense

15

14

10

0

S. jambos

20

8

21

7

S. gratum

10

0

0

0

S. paniculatum

12

13

8

9

S. malaccense

13

9

12

0
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Figure 2. Antimicrobial inhibition zones of the methanolic extracts of five Syzygium species
against four pathogenic microbes. S.s.: Syzygium samaragense; S.j.: Syzygium jambos; S.g.:
Syzygium gratum; S.p.: Syzygium paniculatum; S.m.: Syzygium malaccense.
3.3. DPPH free radical scavenging biochemical activity
The DPPH free radical masking properties of the crude methanolic extracts of four Melaleuca and
five Syzygium species are reported in Table 3. For Melaleuca species, the IC50 values for the
tested extracts ranged from 34.60 to 60.79 µg/ml compared to ascorbic acid with IC50 equal to
7.35 µg/ml. The results are in the order: Melaleuca armillaris (IC50: 34.60 µg/ml) ˃ Melaleuca
ericifolia (IC50: 49.92 µg/ml) ˃ Melaleuca linarifolia (IC50: 59.54 µg/ml) ˃ Melaleuca
leucandron (IC50: 60.97 µg/ml). While for Syzygium species, the Syzygium gratum extract showed
the highest antioxidant activity with IC50 value of 29.81µg/ml, followed by Syzygium paniculatum
(IC50: 40.95 µg/ml), Syzygium samaragense (IC50: 41.50 µg/ml), Syzygium jambos (IC50: 48.13
µg/ml), and Syzygium malaccense (IC50: 52.95 µg/ml), respectively, compared to ascorbic acid
with IC50 equal to 7.35 µg/ml.
In this regard, a recent study dealt with the DPPH antiradical activity of the methanolic
extracts of the leaves parts of seven Syzygium species from Indonesia has suggested that IC50
values were in the order; S. jambos (7.90 µg/ml), S. malaccences (10.77 µg/ml), S. samarangense
(13.85 µg/ml), S. cumini (16.91µg/ml), S. aqueum (20.24 µg/ml), S. aromaticum (21.51 µg/ml),
and S. polyanthum (26.03 µg/ml). The obtained results were matched to some extent with our
current findings [48].
IC50 values of DPPH free radical scavenging activities of M. leucadendron solvents extracts were
5.1, 55.7, 4.8 and 60.0 µg/ml, respectively for methanol, chloroform, butanol and water extracts
[49]. Also, free radical masking antioxidant activity of the methanolic extract of the leaves part of
Melaleuca leucadendra from Indonesia was evaluated and IC50 value was 22.46 µg/ml [48]. The
methanolic extract from flowers and leaves parts of Melaleuca cajuputi were evaluated for their
DPPH free radical scavenging antioxidant activity, the leaves extract showed a higher scavenging
activity with IC50 value of 10 μg/ml, while the flower extract showed an IC50 value of 25 μg/ml
[50, 57]. Also, the Inhibition percent's of DPPH radical by the aqueous leaves extract of Syzygium
cumini were 62.23%, 82.6%, and 87.13% at 100, 150 and 200 µg/ml, respectively. While, for the
ethanolic extract 6%, 9%, and 25% were 100, 150 and 200 µg/ml, respectively [51]. IC50 values
of DPPH free radical scavenging activities of aqueous and methanolic extracts of S. cumini were
24.77, and 9.97 µg/ml, respectively for aqueous and methanolic extracts [52].
Table 3. DPPH free radical scavenging activity of the methanolic extracts of four Melaleuca and
five Syzygium species
DPPH free radical scavenging activity SC50 (𝜇g/ml)a

Sample
Melaleuca leucandron

60.97 ± 0.59

Melaleuca armillaris

34.60 ± 0.15

Melaleuca linarifolia

59.54 ± 0.38

Melaleuca ericifolia

49.92 ± 0.13

Syzygium samaragense

41.50 ± 0.36

Syzygium jambos

48.13 ± 0.24

Syzygium gratum

29.81± 0.27

Syzygium paniculatum

40.95 ± 0.17

Syzygium malaccense

52.95 ± 0.20

Ascorbic acid

7.35 ± 0.47

a

SC50: concentration in 𝜇g/ml required for scavenging the DPPH radical (100 𝜇g/ml) by 50 %, it
was calculated by probit-graphic interpolation for ten concentration levels.
3.4.GC/MS analysis of the methanolic extract of Syzygium gratum
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GC/MS analysis of the methanolic extract of Syzygium gratum comprises 39 ingredients. The
overall peak areas of the identified components constitutes 99.08 %, the prospects of the
chemical skeletons of the identified components are recorded in table (4): The main biochemical
compounds are Veridiflorol C15H26O (7.16%), 2-methyl, 3-Hexanone C7H14O (5.74%),
Pentadecanoic acid, 14-methyl-, methyl ester C17H34O2 (4.98%), Nonadecane C19H40 (4.77%),
2,6,10,15-tetramethyl, and Heptadecane C21H44 (4.12%), collectively represented 26.77 % of the
total peak areas ‘Figure 3’. The identification was accomplished using computer search usergenerated reference libraries, incorporating mass spectra [53-55]. Peaks were examined by singleion chromatographic reconstruction to confirm their homogeneity. Occasionally, when identical
spectra have not been found, only the structural type of the isomer component was proposed on
the bases of its mass spectral fragmentation. Reference compounds were co-chromatographed
when possible to confirm GC retention times. 3-Piperidinamine, 1-ethyl-, N-[3-[naziridyl]propylidene]-3-methylaminopropylamine, Carbamic acid, hydroxy-, ethyl ester, and 3Oxabicyclo[3.3.0]octan-2-one,7-methylene were detected by GC/MS analysis as major
constituents in the methanolic extract of Syzygium calophyllifolium [56].

Figure 3. GC/MS profile of the methanolic extract of Syzygium gratum.
Table 4. GC/MS investigation of the methanolic extract of Syzygium gratum
Peak
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Rt
(min.)
10.11
11.40
16.33
17.55
19.24
20.95
21.76
22.47
22.82
24.01
24.20
24.35
25.12
25.61
26.57
27.49
27.57

M.W.

M.F.

184
160
156
212
196
184
198
206
226
238
222
192
220
222
296
268
150

C13H28
C9H20O2
C11H24
C15H32
C14H28
C13H28
C14H30
C14H22O
C16H34
C17H34
C15H26O
C13H20O
C15H24O
C15H26O
C21H44
C19H40
C10H14O

Area
%
2.02
1.14
3.30
1.49
2.65
1.37
3.84
2.17
2.17
3.93
7.16
2.14
1.19
1.21
4.12
4.77
3.98

18

27.67

234

C15H22O2

1.48

19
20
21
22
23

28.31
28.44
28.62
29.04
29.14

242
254
236
270
306

C16H34O
C18H38
C16H28O
C17H34O2
C20H34O2

2.71
2.35
2.02
2.03
1.32

7

Identified compounds
2, 4, 6, Trimethyl, Decane
(2RS,3RS)-2-Butyl-3-methylbutane-1,4-diol
2,6,6-trimethyl, Octane
2,6,11-trimethyl, Dodecane
3-Tetradecene
2,3,7-trimethyl, Decane
2,3,5,8-tetramethyl, Decane
2,4-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl), Phenol
Hexadecane
1-Heptadecene
Veridiflorol
αIonone
Aromadendrene oxide-(1)
αCadinol
2,6,10,15-tetramethyl, Heptadecane
Nonadecane
1-carboxaldehyde,4-(1-methyletheny),
1-Cyclohexene
7-(1,3-Dimethylbuta-1,3-dienyl)-1,6,6-trimethyl3,8-dioxatricyclo[5.1.0.0(2,4)]octane
1-Hexadecanol
2,2,4,9,11,11-hexamethyl, Dodecane
7,11-Hexadecadienal
Isopropyl myristate
Butyl, 6,9,12-hexadecatrienoate
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24
25
26
27
28
29

29.33
29.42
29.74
30.90
31.02
31.46

208
268
258
114
270
292

C14H24O
C18H36O
C15H14O4
C7H14O
C17H34O2
C18H28O3

2.29
3.25
3.77
5.74
4.98
1.15

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

31.70
32.32
34.14
34.27
34.79
35.52
35.87
37.54
41.62

282
282
394
282
380
408
422
310
390

C20H42
C20H42
C28H58
C18H34O2
C27H56
C29H60
C30H62
C22H46
C24H38O4

1.07
2.52
2.43
1.25
2.06
1.33
1.90
1.42
2.28

39
T%

45.51

410

C30H50

1.08
99.08
%

à,2,6,6-tetramethyl,1-Cyclohexene-1-butanal
6,10,14-trimethyl-2-Pentadecanone
4-(3-Hydroxyphenoxy)benzoic acid ethyl ester
2-methyl, 3-Hexanone
Pentadecanoic acid,14-methyl-, methyl ester
Benzenepropanoic acid,3,5-bis(1,1-dimethylethyl
)-4-hydroxy-, methyl ester
2,6,11,15-tetramethyl, Hexadecane
Eicosane
Octacosane
dihydro-5-tetradecyl, 2(3H)-Furanone
Heptacosane
Nonacosane
Triacontane
Docosane
1,2-Benzenedicarboxylicacid, bis(2-ethylhexyl)
ester
Squalene

Rt: Retention time; M.W.: Molecular Weight; M.F.: Molecular Formula
3.5. GC/MS investigation of the methanolic extract of Melaleuca armillaris
The GC/MS study of Melaleuca armillaris methanolic extract consists of 30 ingredients. Table 5
shows the prospects of the chemical skeletons of the identified components in the overall peak
areas of the identified components: the main biochemical compounds are Veridiflorol C15H26O
(18.36 percent), Globulol C15H26O (12.57 percent), (+) spathulenol C15H24O (7.53 percent),
Cyclopropa[c,d]pentalene-1,3-dione,
hexahydro-4(2-methyl-2-propenyl)-2,2,4-t.
The
identification was achieved by using user-generated reference libraries for computer search,
integrating mass spectra[53-55]. Ethanone, 4H-1-Benzopyran-4-one, 1,4-Naphthalenedione,
Alpha.-Tetralone, Caryophyllene Bicyclo,[7.2.0]undec-4ene, 1H-Cycloprop[e]azulen-7-ol, 2Naphthalenemethano, Squalene, and Stigmast-5-en-3-ol[57] were detected by GC/MS study of
the methanolic extract of Melaleuca cajuputi grown in Malaysia.

Figure 4. GC/MS profile of the methanolic extract of Melaleuca armillaris.
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Table 5. GC/MS investigation of the methanolic extract of Melaleuca armillaris
Peak
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rt
(min.)
14.07
19.85
20.52
22.85
23.45
23.88
24.02
24.20
24.35
24.44

M.W.

M.F.

154
178
204
202
222
220
222
222
177
232

C10H18O
C11H14O2
C15H24
C15H22
C15H26O
C15H24O
C15H26O
C15H26O
C9H7NOS
C15H20O2

Area
%
1.62
1.10
1.96
0.90
3.21
7.53
12.57
18.36
1.03
4.71

11

24.65

222

C14H22O2

3.62

12
13
14
15

24.90
25.01
25.11
25.32

164
222
290
222

C12H20
C15H26O
C19H30O2
C15H26O

5.35
2.95
0.69
2.35

16
17
18
19

25.61
27.02
27.57
27.67

222
220
232
324

C15H26O
C15H24O
C15H20O2
C23H32O

1.36
2.79
3.33
0.70

20
21
22

28.31
28.43
28.62

254
310
254

C16H30O2
C22H46
C15H26O3

0.76
5.31
1.08

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
T%

29.04
29.14
29.42
29.73
31.03
34.13
34.28
34.50

270
292
268
285
270
422
314
296

C17H34O2
C19H32O2
C18H36O
C19H14O
C17H34O2
C30H62
C19H38O3
C20H40O

1.56
2.52
1.07
1.92
2.50
1.18
1.59
1.28
97.66 %

Identified compounds
3-Cyclohexene-1-methanol, à,à,4-trimethyl
2-Butanone,4-(4-methoxyphenyl)trans-Caryophyllene
trans-calamenene
Epiglobulol
(+) spathulenol
Globulol
Veridiflorol
5-(2'-Thienyl)pyrrole-2-carbaldehyde
Cyclopropa[c,d]pentalene-1,3-dione,hexahydro-4-(2methyl-2-propenyl)-2,2,4-trimethyl
2-Heptanone,6-(3-acetyl-2-methyl-1-cyclopropen-1-y
l)-6-methyl
1H-Indene,1-ethylideneoctahydro-7a-methyl
Cubenol
Methyl 8,10-octadecadiynoate
1,4-Methanoazulen-7-ol,
decahydro-1,5,5,8a-tetramethyl
αacorenol
Isoaromadendrene epoxide
(-)-oxidoselina-1,3,7(11)- trien-8-one
2-[4-methyl-6-(2,6,6-trimethylcyclohex-1-enyl)hexa1,3,5-trienyl]cyclohex-1-en1-Carboxaldehyde
9-Hexadecenoic acid
Docosane
Perhydrocyclopropa[e]azulene-4,5,6-triol,1,1,4,6-tetr
amethyl
Isopropyl myristate
Methyl3-cis,9-cis,12-cis-octadecatrienoate
2-Pentadecanone, 6,10,14-trimethyl6-methyl-7(12h)-benz[a]anthracenone
Pentadecanoic acid, 14-methyl-, methyl ester
Triacontane
Octadecanoic acid,4-hydroxy-, methyl ester
Phytol

Rt: Retention time; M.W.: Molecular Weight; M.F.: Molecular Formula
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Figure 5. Chemical structures of the major biochemical compounds identified by GC/MS
analysis from the methanolic extract of Syzygium gratum and Melaleuca armillaris.
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Abstract. This paper is summarized with one of the applications of adsorption
behavior; A UV-Vis method has been applied to survey the isotherm of adsorption.
Results for experimental showed the applicability of Langmuir equation. The effect
of temperature on the adsorption of cobalt (II) Complex by bentonite surface was
studied. The results shown that the amount of adsorption was formed to increase,
such as the temperature increase (Endothermic process). Cobalt (II) Complex has
adsorption studies by bentonite surface at different pH values (1.6-10); these
studies displayed an increase in adsorption with increasing pH.
∆G, ∆H, and ∆S thermodynamic functions of the cobalt (II) Complex for their
adsorption have been calculated.
Keywords: Adsorption, Langmuir , cobalt (II) Complex, ethanol, bentonite.
1. Introduction

Heavy metals have a high effect on plants, animals, and public health. Heavy metals are also
more toxic than other metals [1]. Harmfulness of heavy metals is a part of being dangerous for
living organisms when overdoing the particular limits. The existence of heavy metals in
nature may be influence biodegraded, producing health problems for animals, plants, and
humans [2,3].
Inorganic waste of the industries always has heavy metals like Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, and Cd, etc., which
tend to collect in the chain for food [4]. That is related to their high solubility in the aquatic medium,
as well as; toxic metals can be adsorbed by living organism. When these metals come into the food
chain for one time which it may be concentrate and collect in the human body [5].
The removal of toxic metals, like cobalt, from wastewater, is fundamental and good for human health
and the environment. Sharp effects of acute cobalt injuring on humans life which can contain
(asthmatic symptoms and harm for heart, thyroid, and liver). At higher concentrations of (cobalt), it

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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may be too caused (genetic mutations in living cells), accenting the requirement for increasing
consciousness of the problems related to cobalt toxicity [6].
The removal processes of metal, such as adsorption, it is too important. This process is inexpensive,
simple, and more active than the other techniques, like (solvent extraction, electrolytic processes,
chemical precipitation, ion-exchange, membrane separation, reverse osmosis, or biological systems)
[7]. The molecule formula of bentonite is (Mg2Al10Si24O60(OH)12[Na, Ca ]), [8].
In this paper, we have examined the probability of the adsorption of various concentrations of cobalt
(II) complex on to (bentonite) clay surface in various (pH solution), and the various temperature was
studied.
2. Materials & Methods
2.1. Synthesis:

2.1.1. Synthesis of the ligand [(H2L)[4-(5,5-dimethyl-3-oxocyclohex-1-enylamino)-N-(5methylisoxazol-3-yl) benzene sulfonamide].
The preparation of the ligand (H2L) was carried out according to the published procedure in
literature [9], by fusing of sulfamethoxazole and dimedone at (140) ºC for 1/2 hour.

2.1.2.Synthesis of cobalt (II) Complex [Co(H2L)(HA)]
The metal solution of CoCl2.6H2O (0.061g,0.26mmole) was dissolved in (10) ml ethanol, and it
was stirred for ten minutes. The H2L ligand solution (0.1g, 0.026mmole) in (10) ml ethanol after
accustomed for pH=8 using few drops of KOH solution was added to the metal solution. Finally,
a solution of 3-amino phenol(HA) (0.03g,0.027mmole) in (10) ml ethanol was also added to the
above metal solution. These results of the mixture were heated under reflux for (3) hrs. After that,
the mixture was filtered. However, the precipitate was washed with an extra of ethanol and dried
at room temperature for twenty-four hours. A bluish-green solid was acquired. Weight (0.13 g),
yield (93.5%), m.p (˃350 C°) dec. The synthesis route of the complex is shown in Figure 1. The
microanalysis of results for the complex and some of its physical properties is given in Table 1.

O
NH

Co
H 3C

O

O

CH3

N

S

O

HN
CH3
O

NH

[Co(H2L)(HA)]
Figure 1. A proposed structure of cobalt (II) Complex
Table 1. Microanalysis results and some physical properties for the cobalt(II) Complex
Empirical Formula

M.wt

Color

M.P (C)

M
Found, (Calc)%

Yield
%

m S.cm2
(molar–1)

[Co(H2L)(HA)]

556.52

Bluish green

112

9.98 , (10.59)

93.5

17.02

M.P= melting point, Calc=calculated, M.wt = molecular weight,
2.2. Preparation of Clay Powder:
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Bentonite clay sample having the (montmorillonite mineral). It was used as an adsorbent; it was
obtained from (The General Company for Geological Survey and Mining, Baghdad, Iraq). Bentonite
dried in an oven for 4 hours at 200ºC. The clay was ground and sieved by using (0.75 mesh). The
results are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. the chemical analysis of bentonite
Constituent

SiO2

Al2O3

CaO

Fe2O3

MgO

Na2O

So3

Wt %

(54.66)

(14.65)

(4.77)

(4.88)

(6)

0.65

1.2

Losson
ignition
13.06

2.3. Preparation of Solutions:
2.3.1.Standard Stock Solution of cobalt (II) Complex solution (100 mg/L)
A standard stock solution of cobalt (II) Complex (100mg/L) was prepared by dissolving
(0.01g) of [Co(H2L)(HA)]in (3mL) of ethanol. The volumetric flask (100mL) was completed
to the mark with an ethanol solvent.
2.3.2.Calibration Curve:
Cobalt (II) Complex solution of different concentration was prepared as mentioned in (3-4) by
serial dilution absorbance values of these solutions were measured at the specified (λ max = 477
nm) value for cobalt (II) Complex and plotted versus the concentration values as in Figure (2).
These results were treated by (Least Square method). Concentration (2.5-100 mg / L) that
obeys Beer- Lambert's law was then used in subsequent quantitative estimation of the
concentration. Quantities of cobalt (II) Complex adsorbed were determined by Visbspectrophotometric technique.

Figure 2, Calibration curve of cobalt (II) Complex solution

3.

Results and Discussion

The synthesized cobalt (II) Complex [Co(H2L)(HA)] has been characterized by FT-IR, (C.H.N), UVVis spectroscopic methods[10-12]. [IR spectra of complex exhibited bands with convenient shifts due
to complex figuration table (3) and (U.V-Vis) spectrum for the complex, Table 4 and Figure3.
Table 3. FT-IR spectral data (wave number ) cm–1 of the cobalt(II) Complex
COMPOUND
[H2L]

(OH)
PHENOL
_

(NH2)

(SNH)

_

3302

(CNH)
3205

3

(C=N)

( C=O)

1612

1571

AS(S=O)
S(S=O)
1363
1137

(CO–
N)
_

(CO–
O)
_
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LIGAND [HA]
[CO(H2L)(HA)]

3548
_

3362
3298

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

3301

3201

1629

1572

1328
1163

543
514

474
437

Table 4. Electronic spectral data of the cobalt(II) Complex
WAVENUMBER
COMPOUND

–1

Nm

[CO(H2L)(HA)]

cm

MAX
MOLAR–1
CM–1

ASSIGNMENT
L.F
L.F

268
353

37313
28328

1425
1897

477
613
679

22371
16313
14727

1985
685
913

SUGGESTED
STRUCTURE

C.T
A2→4T2 (F)
4
A2→4T1 (F)
4

Figure 3. Spectrum of cobalt(II) Complex solution shows λmax at(477) nm
3.1.Effect of shaking time on equilibrium adsorption system
The time that is sufficient for the adsorption operation to reach equilibrium at 25 C˚, C˚ = 50
mg /L and Particle size = 75 µm has been studied. Table (5) shown the time intervals needed
for each pair of adsorbent – adsorbant to attain equilibrium.
Table 5. Equilibrium time for each adsorbent –adsorbant pair
Co
(mg/L)

50

Time
(minute)

Ce
(mg/L)

Equilibrium Time
(minute)

15
30
45
60
75
90
120

15.29
11.92
10.69
10.67
11.68
11.68
11.68

75

3.2.Adsorption of cobalt (II) Complex [Co(H2L)(HA)]
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The adsorption cobalt (II) Complex from ethanol solution on bentonite has been studied
initially at room temperature (25)C˚ as well as at ( 10,37.5 and 50) C˚. Table 6 shown the
related results by the first concentration of cobalt (II) Complex, the equilibrium concentration
(Ce ), and the quantity adsorbed on clay ( Qe ).The results shown an increase in adsorptive
capacities of the clay as the concentration of cobalt(II) Complex Increased until reaching a
limited value [13].
Table 6. adsorption values of cobalt (II) Complex ,on bentonite surface at various temperatures
Co
(mg/L)
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

Ce
(mg/L)
0.0211
0.5298
2.1603
3.7635
5.8016
8.1611
9.8854
11.3862
12.7635
14.4972

10C
Qe
(mg/g)
0.1659
0.3156
0.4279
0.5412
0.6399
0.7279
0.8371
0.9537
1.0412
1.1834

Ce/Qe
(g/L)
0.127185
1.678707
5.048609
6.953991
9.066417
11.21184
11.8091
11.93897
12.25845
12.25046

Ce
(mg/L)
0.0135
0.0679
0.6282
1.5941
3.2364
5.0701
7.1321
9.2114
10.8016
12.6821

25C
Qe
(mg/g)
0.1662
0.3311
0.479
0.6135
0.7254
0.8309
0.9289
1.0262
1.1399
1.2439

Ce/Qe
(g/L)
0.081227
0.205074
1.311482
2.59837
4.461538
6.101938
7.678006
8.976223
9.475919
10.19543

Ce
(mg/L)
0.1766
0.3941
0.9987
2.1875
3.2744
4.7146
5.8288
7.4222
8.9733
10.6114

37.5C
Qe
(mg/g)
0.1607
0.3201
0.4796
0.5937
0.7241
0.8428
0.9723
1.0792
1.2142
1.3129

Ce/Qe
(g/L)
1.098942
1.231178
2.08236
3.684521
4.522027
5.593972
5.994858
6.877502
7.390298
8.082413

Ce
(mg/L)
0.6114
0.7744
2.0027
3.6821
5.4755
6.9429
8.6548
10.0951
11.6441
13.6005

50C
Qe
(mg/g)
0.1462
0.3075
0.3999
0.5439
0.6508
0.7685
0.8781
0.9968
1.1118
1.2133

3.3.Adsorption Isotherm
In figure (4) the general shape of cobalt (II) Complex adsorption isotherms, when (Qe) is a
function to (Ce) among (10- 50 Co )]. The isotherm of cobalt (II) Complex on bentonite
consistent with shape
(L1- type) on (Giles classification). The isotherm of the
mentioned system obeyed Langmuire equation leading to the assumption of high
adsorption affinity between the cobalt (II) Complex and the clay surface in addition to the
formation of one adsorption layer of cobalt (II) Complex on the clay surface[14]. The data
of experimental adsorption were applied to both the empirical Freundlich equation and the
theoretical Longmuir isotherm equation]. These results indicated the applicability of
Longmuir isotherm as shown by the linear relationship of (Ce / Qe) versus (Ce), Figure
(5). The Langmuir constant empirical values (Qmax) (maximum adsorption capacity), (Ka)
(energy of adsorption), and correlation coefficients of cobalt(II) Complex by bentonite
surface was obtained from the linear equation at different temperatures. The values are
summarized in Table 7. The results showed that the maximum adsorption capacity (Qmax)
of cobalt(II) Complex by bentonite (increased when temperature increase), showing that
(Qmax) enhanced at higher (T). The energy of adsorption (Ka) is enhanced
(10 and 25
Co) more than (37.5 and 50 Co) by bentonite surface.[15-16].

5

Ce/Qe
(g/L)
4.181943
2.518374
5.008002
6.769811
8.413491
9.034353
9.856281
10.12751
10.4732
11.20951
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Figure 4. Adsorption isotherm of cobalt (II) Complex on bentonite surface at various T

Figure 5. the linear form of Langmuir isotherm of cobalt (II) Complex on bentonite surface at
different temperatures
Table 7. the Longmuir constant empirical values and the correlation coefficients for the adsorption
of cobalt (II) Complex by bentonite surface at different temperature
Temperature (C)
10.0
25.0
37.5
50.0

Qmax (mg/g)
1.2153
1.2235
1.4830
1.6246

Ka (L/g)
0.3215
0.8288
0.4087
0.1598

R2
0.8752
0.9586
0.9468
0.9034

3.4.Effect of temperature on adsorption
The effect of temperature on the adsorption extent of cobalt (II) Complex by bentonite has been
studied. Table (6) and Figure (4) illustrate data and general shapes of cobalt (II) Complex
adsorption at (10, 25, 37.5, and 50 C˚). The results showed an increase in the amount of cobalt
(II) Complex adsorbed by bentonite with increasing temperature.Hence the adsorption process
appeared endothermic. This means the interaction between bentonite and the cobalt (II)
Complex requires appreciable energy in order to take place [17].Endothermic cobalt (II)
Complex uptake may also be explained as a result of probable (absorption process), in which
the ions diffuse inside the crystal lattice of the clay and (the diffusing speed increase with
increasing of temperature). (This behavior referred to the absorption process, which means that
the absorption process may come accompanied by an adsorption process) [18]. It can also
explain the increase in the amount of cobalt (II) Complex adsorbed by bentonite with
increasing temperatures according to the effect of temperature on the weak bonds between the
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clay platelets. Bentonite is consist of three platelets of aluminum –silicate connect to one
another by weak bonds, so the increase in the temperature may be broken these weak bonds
that lead to a change in the geometry of the pore of the clay, causing an increase in adsorption
extent as a result of an increase in surface area of the clay [13].The study of the temperature
effect on adsorption of cobalt (II) Complex by bentonite will help in evaluating the basic
thermodynamic function Free energy (ΔG), Enthalpy (ΔH), and Entropy (ΔS) of the adsorption
process.
The change in free energy (ΔGo) could be determined from the equation [19].
ΔGo = -RTlnK
Where
ΔGo : the standard free energy of change (K.J.mole-1).
R: the gas constant (8.314 J.mol-1.deg-1).
K: the thermodynamic equilibrium constant [20].

(1)

Xm: the maximum value of the equilibrium concentration (Ce) (mg of adsorbate per liter of
solution).
Ce: the equilibrium concentration of the adsorbate expressed in (mg) per one liter of
solution
Qe : the quantities adsorbed on bentonite
The heat of adsorption (ΔHo ) may be obtained from the equation [20].

The change in entropies (ΔSo ) was calculated from the Gibbs equation:
ΔGo = ΔHo – TΔSo
(4)
Table (8) gives K values at different temperatures plotting (lnK) versus (1/T) should
produce a straight line with a slop = (-ΔH/R) as shown in Figure (6).Table (9) shown the
basic thermodynamic values of cobalt (II) Complex adsorption by bentonite surface at
different temperatures.[The positive values of (ΔHo) indicate the endothermic nature of the
process while the positive (ΔSo ) corresponds to increase the disorder of the system
increase, the negative values of (ΔGo) confirm the feasibility of the process and the
spontaneous nature of sorption][8].
Table 8. effect of temperature on the thermodynamic equilibrium constant for adsorption of cobalt
(II) Complex by bentonite surface
Ce
(mg/L)

T(C)

T(K)

10.6

10.0
25.0
37.5
50.0

283.0
298.0
310.5
323.0

1/T
(K–1)
0.003534
0.003356
0.003221
0.003096

Qe
(mg/g)
0.96
1.12
1.32
1.08

Equilibrium
constant (K)
72.4528
84.5283
99.6226
81.5094

l n Qmax

LnK

-0.0408
0.1133
0.2776
0.0769

4.2829
4.4370
4.6013
4.4007

Table 9. [values of a thermodynamic function for the adsorption of cobalt (II) Complex by
bentonite surface at different temperatures ]
G
(kJ.mol–1 )
-8.7227
-10.2541
-10.3499
-10.3335

H
(kJ.mol–1 )
+ 2.3559

7

S
(J.mol–1.K–1)
+ 39.1471
+ 42.3154
+ 40.9204
+ 39.2860
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Figure 6 . plot of ln K against reciprocal absolute temperature for adsorption of cobalt (II)
Complex by bentonite surface
3.5.Effect of pH on the adsorption
The effect of pH on the adsorption of cobalt (II) Complex with the clay (bentonite) in
different media (pH =1.6-10) has been studied using a fixed concentration at 25 Co . Figure
(7) (demonstrate the influence of pH on the adsorption).
The results showed an (increase in adsorption quantities of cobalt (II) Complex on clay
surface with increasing pH values of the solution).The amount of absorbent material is low
in the acid medium and then increases in the base medium. This was due to the fact that the
complex was unstable in the strong acid circles. The complex tends to decompose and thus
reduces the amount of adsorption. In the base medium, the complex was stable, and thus
the amount of adsorption increases (the surface becomes saturated) [13].

Figure 7 .Effect of pH on adsorption of cobalt (II) Complex by bentonite surface at 25 oC
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Abstract. Heterocyclic azo compound 2-(8-quinolyl azo)-4,6-dimethyl phenol as a primary ligand
and imidazole molecule as a secondary ligand in the basic medium were prepared with novel
mixed ligand complexes of Hg(II), Mn(II), Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) ions, these compounds were
characterized by Mass, 1HNMR, IR, UV-Vis, Magnetic susbtibility and Molar Conductivity,
which suggested octahedral conductivity. Free ligands and five mixed ligand complexes of Hg(II),
Mn(II), Ni(II), Co(II) and Cu(II) metal ions with a general formula of [M(L1)(L2)2Cl] against
eight pathogenic multidrug resistance bacteria, six G-ve bacteria (Pr. mirabilis, S. typhi, E. coli, P.
aeroginosa, A. baumanii and K. pneumoniae) and two G+ve bacteria (E. faecalis and S. aureus)
were capable of antimicrobial efficacy. The findings show that free ligands have had stronger
antibacterial activity on S. Bacterial isolation of typhi and P. aeroginosa relative to other isolates.
As for the effectiveness of metal complexes, compared to G+ve bacteria, they usually have a large
antibacterial effect on G-ve bacteria, whereas the Hg(II) ion complex has a higher antibacterial
effect on most bacterial isolates compared to other metal complexes. Compared with other metal
complexes, Mn (II) ion complexes demonstrated poorer antibacterial activity..

Key words: Imidazole, azo, mixed ligand complexes, MDR bacteria, biological activity.
1.Introduction :
In recent years, researchers have seen an interesting increase in the preparation of mixed ligand
complexes, especially in the biological fields[1]. These complexes contained high bioavailability ligands
that prove their value, such as the imidazole molecule, known to be included in the structure of several
biological systems such as histidine, in addition to its anti-bacterial and antifungal activity, imidazole was
considered a monodintate ligand that coordinated through nitrogen number with various metal ions (3) [24] .
In several areas, such as quantitative, qualitative and biological research, Azo compounds have
demonstrated their potential and significance[5.6]. They were characterized by their stability and
sensitivity, and also showed their skill in the field of coordination chemistry, especially heterocyclic azo
ligands that are considered to be a remarkable form of quinoline compounds that act as di and tridentate
ligands[2,7.8].
A global issue that threatens our ability to kill common infectious diseases is resistance to antimicrobial
agents. It occurs naturally over time through genetic alterations or can occur in lower growth due to the

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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liveliness of unkilled bacteria [9]. The guidelines recommended by the WHO are to prevent infections and
prevent the prevalence of resistance, pathway resistant bacteria, to increase the use of current antibiotics
and to promote the emergence of new antibiotics and to develop new diagnostic tests for resistant bacteria
in order to avoid lethal diseases due to antibiotic-resistant bacteria. While several studies have been
conducted in recent years to tackle multidrug-resistant microorganisms, further advances are still required
to develop new and effective molecules in order to extend the antibiotic treatment options[10].
The goal of this study is to prepare new mixed ligand complexes by primarily using azo quinoline ligand
and imidazole molecule as secondary ligand with five divalent ions Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and
Hg(II) than by testing their biological activity against eight pathogenic bacteria isolated from different
clinical specimens that are multi-drug resistance.
2.Instruments and chemicals :
AB SCIEX 3200 QTRAP Mass Analyzer reported mass spectrum, while Shimadzu UV-1650 UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer, Japan, and IR spectra performed electronic spectra on Shimadzu FTIR8400 by KBr
disk in the region (400-4000) cm-1, Costech ECS Elemental 4010 measured element analysis, and
720(WTW) measured molar conductivity, 1HNMR spectra in the DMM spectra.
2.1. Main Ligand (QADMP) Preparation and Complexes:
The primary ligand (QADMP) was prepared by diazonation of 8-amino quinoline with 4,6-dimethyl
phenol in the presence of (NaNO2) and hydrochloric acid at temperatures between (0-5)oC [11] as shown
in scheme (1), while the complexes of metal ions were prepared by mixing (10) mmol of each metal ion
chloride with (10) mmol of (QADMP) (L1) and (20) mmol of each metal ion chloride with (10) mmol of
(M:L1:L2) (1:1:2) Table 1 describes the percentage of complexes and some of their physicochemical
properties.

Scheme 1. Preparation reaction of primary ligand (QADMP)
2.2.Biological Activity
2.2.1.Collection and diagnosis of bacterial isolates:
The following multidrug resistance pathogenic bacterial isolates (MDR): six grams of bacteria (Proteus
mirabilis, Salmonella typhi, Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeroginosa, Acinetobacter baumanii and
Klebsiella pneumoniae) and two grams of bacteria (Staphyllococcus aureus and Enterococcus faecalis)
were isolated from various clinical samples, such as burns, stools, synovial fluids, wounds, vomit, A
variety of morphological as well as biochemical tests were used to diagnose isolates [12], which were
later recently verified using the Vitek-2 compact system GP and GN card automatic bacterial recognition
instrument. BHI broth supplemented with (15 percent) glycerol at (-20 °C) was stored on all bacterial
isolates. On BHIA, the isolates were sub-cultivated and incubated for 24 hours at 37 ° C before use.
2.2.2.Preparation of ligands (L1) ,(L2), and the Complexes Concentrations:
The concentrations below were utilized in the biological activity test:
1- Free ligands concentrations: (0.02) gram of the powder of every ligands (L1) and (L2) has been
dissolved in (1) ml of DMSO to yield (20) mg/ml concentration.
2- Mixed ligand complexes concentrations: (0.02) gram of powder of every mixed ligand complexes of
the studied ions were dissolved in (1) ml of DMSO to yield concentration (20) mg/ml.
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2.2.3.Antibacterial activity experimental

The preparation of bacterial suspensions was as Ramalivhana, et al. [13] explained. Agar well
diffusion method was utilized to evaluate free ligand and mixed ligand ion complexes
antibacterial activity versus bacterial isolates [14] .. MHA medium was utilized to evaluate the
biological activity of free ligand and mixed ligand complexes of ions versus bacterial isolates.
2.2.4.Agar well diffusion assay
Bacterial isolate suspensions were prepared to match the normal 0.5 McFarland. Distribution of 100 μl of
the BHIB bacterial suspension using the micropipette on the surfaces of the MHA layer. Wells were
punctured using a sterile cork borer on all the culture plates. One of the wells was perforation in the center
of the plate, adding 100 μl of Gentamicin as a positive control; adding 100μl of DMSO as a negative
control in the other well; adding 100μl of free ligand and mixed ligand ion complexes alone, adding five
wells to the [M(L1)(L2)2]Cl complexes in the residual wells. Then the cultivation plates were incubated
at 37 ° C for 24 h. The clear inhibition zone around wells has been measured in mm. Testing was
performed in triplicate [15] .
Table 1. Some of the physicochemical properties of ligands and their complexes
Elemental Analysis Calcl. (Found)
Empirical Formula

M.wt.

Yield(%)

C%

H%

N%

M%

m.p (oC)

C17H15ON3 (L1)

277

85

73.63

5.45

15.15

------

56-58

(73.61)

(5.47)

(15.13)

52.93

5.92

41.15

-------

90 - 92

(52.91)

(5.90)

(41.14)

54.72

4.79

19.42

10.88

245-247

(54.71)

(4.81)

(19.45)

(10.86)

54.29

4.75

19.27

11.58

(54.30)

(4.73)

(19.25)

(11.61)

54.31

4.76

19.28

11.54

(54.35)

(4.78)

(19.26)

(11.54)

53.80

4.71

19.09

12.38

(53.82)

(4.70)

(19.05)

(12.40)

42.47

3.72

15.07

30.83

(42.50)

(3.74)

(15.10)

--------

C3H4N2

(L2)

C23H24ClMnN7O

C23H24ClCoN7O

C23H24ClNiN7O

C23H24ClCuN7O

C23H24ClHgN7O

68.07

504.88

508.88

508.64

513.49

651.14

-

502.87

84

71

81

76

3.Results and Discussion

3

259-261

265-267

271-273

284-286
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Mass spectra of the (QADMP ) (L1) show molecular peak at m/z= 277.26 which is agreed with the
molecular weight of the free ligand , mass fragmentation take two paths the first one started by losing
(N2) molecule at (250.24) that represented the mother peak , while the second path started by cleavage (N=N- ) bond to give two peaks at (m/z = 144.19) and (m/z=137.17) that due to the fragments which have
molecular formula (C9H8N2) and (C8H11NO) respectively , molecular peak in mass spectrum of Ni(II)
complex appeared at m/z = 508.46 which was concerted with molecular weight of this complex the initial
fragmentation was started by berk Cl- ion from it , as shown in Figures 1 , 2 and schemes 2 , 3 :

Figure 1. Mass spectrum of (QADMP ) ligand
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Scheme 2. Mass fragmentation of (QADMP ) ligand
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Figure 2. Mass Spectrum of Nickel (II) Complex

Scheme 3. Mass fragmentation of Ni(II) Complex
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1HNMR spectra of primary ligand (QADMP ) in DMSO solvent showed two singlet peaks at (2.46) ppm
, and (2.62) ppm due to the protons of methyl groups (-CH3) , singlet peak at (5.58) ppm of (-OH) [11],
while the peaks of aromatic protons appeared between (6.87-7.64) ppm [16] , Some changes found in
1HNMR spectra of Hg(II) complex a singlet peaks at (1.36) and (12.36) ppm for (H2) , and (H1) protons
of imidazole ring appeared and absence of (-OH) peak as a result of it's coordination with metal ion after
deprotonation , as shown in Figures ( 3 , 4 ') .

Figure 3 . 1HNMR Spectra of primary ligand (QAMPD) in DMSO

Figure 4. 1HNMR Spectra of Hg (II) complex in DMSO
IR spectrum of free ligand (QADMP ) (L1) showed the v(C-O) [17] of phenolic group at (1265) cmwhich was shifted to lower wave numbers in the complexes , also the change in position and intensity of
this bond in plane and out of plane was appeared in the complexes , these changes give an indicating of
participation of (-OH) group after deprotonation in coordination process . The wave number in
(1498)cm- in (L1) spectra due to v(C-N=N-C) group [18] also shifted to lower wave numbers in the
complexes which was indicted the coordination of this ligand through one of nitrogen atoms of azo
group with each of metal ions , also the v (C=N) of imidazole (L2) [19] at (1541) cm – showed red shift
in the complexes that considered as an evidence for coordination of this ligand by (N3) atom , New peaks
were appeared in the complexes refers to v(M-O) and v(M-N) considered as additional proof of the
coordination of the two ligands , as shown in Table 2 .
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Table 2. IR wavenumber (cm-) values of free ligands and their complexes

v(C=N)
v(C-O)
Quinoline

Compound

v(C-O)

v (C-O)

v(C=N)
v(C-N=N-C)

imidazole

phenolic

phenolic

Phenolic
In plane

Out of
plane

v(M-O)

v(M-N)

(QADMP ) (L1)

-----

1506 m

1498 m

1265 m

684 m

856 m

-----

-----

Imidazole(L2)

1541m

------

-------

-------

------

-------

-----

-----

[Mn(L1) (L2)2Cl]

1524 m

1454 s

1409 m

1213 m

638 m

867 m

509 w

476 w

[Co(L1) (L2)2Cl]

1530 m

1471 s

1433 m

1294 m

659 m

894 m

528 w

445 w

[Ni(L1) (L2)2Cl]

1533 m

1469 s

1440 m

1255 m

672 m

869 m

584 w

472 w

[Cu(L1) (L2)2Cl]

1530 m

1467 m

1444 m

1236 m

667 m

867 m

507 w

439 w

[Hg(L1) (L2)2Cl]

1525 m

1473 s

1442 m

1257 m

661 m

879 m

549 w

457 w

UV-Vis. Spectra of (QADMP ) (L1) in ethanol shows three bands at (219,226,266) nm due to (π –π*)
transitions of the aromatic rings , Intra charge transfer , and one band in (375) nm for (n-π*) transitions
all of these bands appears red shift in the complexes spectra as a result of coordination , the values are
explained in the ‘Figures 5-7 ’ and Table 3.
Conductivity measurements of the complexes in (DMSO) solvent showed the non-ionic character [20] ,
also it was observed that the silver chloride salt was not deposited when added when adding drops of
silver nitrate solution to solution of soluble complexes in ethanol and (DMSO) solvents confirming the
absence of chloride ion outside the coordination sphere . Magnetic susbtibility showed that the
complexes of Mn(II) , Co(II) , Ni(II) , and Cu(II) have octahedral geometry with high spin values while
the complex of Hg(II) is diamagnetic due to absence of single electrons in the electronic configuration as
shown in Table 3.

Figure 5 . UV-Vis. Spectra of primary ligand (QAMPD)
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Figure 6 . UV-Vis. Spectra of Mn(II) Mixed ligand complex

Figure 7 . UV-Vis. Spectra of Cu(II) Mixed ligand complex
Table 3 . Electronic transitions , and conductivity measurements of free ligands and their complexes
Molar
Conductivity

λ max
Compound

Transitions
(nm)

S.Cm2.mole-

375

n-π*

266

Intra C.T

226

π-π*

219

π-π*

278

n-π*

227

π-π*

498

MLCT

346

C.T

268

π-π*

(QADMP ) (L1)

Imidazole(L2)

[Mn(L1) (L2)2Cl]

9

μ.eff.
Geometry
(B.M.)

-------

--------

------

--------

--------

-------

19.2

5.74

Octahedral
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214

π-π*

584

MLCT

342

C.T

266

π-π*

214

π-π*

536

MLCT

346

C.T

266

π-π*

212

π-π*

541

MLCT

[Co(L1) (L2)2Cl]

[Ni(L1) (L2)2Cl]

17.5

4.76

Octahedral

17.4

2.83

Octahedral

16.6

1.73

C.T

Distorted

[Cu(L1) (L2)2Cl]
π-π*

Octahedral

π-π*
546

MLCT

350

C.T

266

π-π*

224

π-π*

21.7

[Hg(L1) (L2)2Cl]

------

Octahedral

From the results presented suggested that the complexes have octahedral geometry where the
primary ligand (QADMP ) coordinated with each metal ion as a tridentate from oxygen atom of
hydroxyl group after deprotonation, one nitrogen atom of azo group , and nitrogen atom of
quinoline ring while the secondary ligand (imidazole ) coordinated through nitrogen atom
number (3) of heterocyclic ring., as shown in ‘Figure 8 ’.

Figure 8. Suggested general formula of the mix ligand complexes
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3.1.Antibacterial efficiency of free ligand and ligand complexes:
The ability of antibacterial efficiency of free ligand (QADMP ) (L1) and five mixed ligand complexes of
studied ions which have a general structure [M(L1)(L2)2Cl] to each ion toward eight MDR bacteria, two
G +ve bacteria (E. faecalis and S. aureus) and six G –ve bacteria (Pr. mirabilis, S. typhi, E. coli, P.
aeroginosa, A. baumanii and K. pneumoniae) were evaluated by the present or absence of inhibition zone
around the holes. The results of the antibacterial effectiveness of various ingredients in solutions are listed
in Table, and Figure. The study proves that free ligand is best at killing the bacteria Staphylococcus. typhi
and P. aeroginosa isolates were better than the other isolates.
As for the efficacy of the metal complexes, they typically have a strong antibacterial efficacy on G-ve
bacteria comparison to G +ve bacteria, whereas Hg (II) ion complexes had greater biological efficacy on
most bacterial isolates than other metal complexes while Mn (II) ion complex had weaker antibacterial
efficacy comparing to other metal complexes Table ( 5). The results in this paper conflict with the result
of [2] that found the complexes to have strong antibacterial activity against gram-negative bacteria.The
free ligand (L1) showed high antibacterial efficiency on S. typhi and P. aeroginosa than other mixed
ligand complexes of ions. Hg (II) ion complexes had higher biological efficacy on E. faecalis, S. aureus ,
Pr. mirabilis, E. coli, A. baumanii and K. pneumonia.
Preliminary studies of antimicrobial activity showed which the azo dye containing 1,3,4- benzothiozole
moiety had a possible antibacterial efficacy [21].
The improvement of antimicrobial efficacy of the free ligand might be related to transient metal chelation
along with it. Complicated reduction of metal ion polarity by ligand coordination and increased
lipophilicity of the metals [22] . This makes it easy for the novel prepared complex to penetrate the
bacterial lipoid cell membrane and inhibit its growing.
Some studies showed the potential of methyl nitro imidazole to reduce the growth of G-ve bacteria
including K. pneumoniae, Proteus merablis, E. coli and P. auroginosa in addition to reducing effects on
G+ve bacteria. This ligand could release free radicals which destroy and kill bacteria [23] .
In addition, the azo compounds are reported to have a variety of biological functions, including nucleic
acid inhibition, protein synthesis, nitrogen fixation and carcinogenesis [24]. Azo derivatives and their
metal combinations are too extremely essential pigments for artificial leather and vinyl polymers [25].
They are the strong pharmaceutical agents with adaptable therapeutic efficiency such as antimicrobial
[26-29] efficiency, DNA, RNA, and protein synthesis, nitrogen fixation, and cancer [30].

Figure 9 : Comparison of inhibition zone measurement (mm) of free ligand (QADMP ) (L1) against
multidrug resistance bacteria.
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Table 4 Inhibition zone measurements (antibacterial activity) of free ligand against multidrug
resistance bacteria
Inhibition zone(mm) [Free

Type of bacteria

ligand (L1)]

Staphylococcus aureus

22

Enterococcus faecalis

12

Escherichia coli

13

Klebsiella pneumoniae

15

Proteus mirabilis

12

Pseudomonas aeroginosa

31

Salmonella typhi

35

Acinetobacter baumannii

15

Table 5 . Inhibition zone measurements (antibacterial activity) of mixed ligand complexes of
Hg(II), Co(II), Mn(II), Cu(II) and Ni(II) ions against multidrug resistance bacteria

Inhibition zone (mm)

Compound

S. aureus

E.
faecalis

E. coli

A.
baumannii

S. typhi

K. pneumoniae

P.

P.

mirabilis

aeroginosa

Mn (L1)(L2)2Cl

12

0

15

18

18

12

0

15

Co (L1)(L2)2Cl

24

13

14

15

15

14

17

25

Ni (L1)(L2)2Cl

18

0

20

12

13

17

13

20

Cu (L1)(L2)2Cl

18

13

14

13

12

15

14

13

Hg (L1)(L2)2Cl

25

20

24

22

26

23

16

17

[(L1)(L2)2Cl]

[Mn(L1)(L2)2Cl
]

[Ni(L1)(L2)2Cl]

[Hg(L1)(L2)2Cl]

[Co(L1)(L2)2Cl]
[Cu(L1)(L2)2Cl]

Figure 10. Antibiogram pattern of free ligand and five mixed ligand complexes of Hg(II), Mn(II), Ni(II),
Co(II) and Cu(II) ions against Acinetobacter baumannii.
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4.Conclusions :
For primary azo ligand (QADMP) (L1) and imidazole molecule (L2) as a secondary molecule with a
general formula [M(L1) (L2)2Cl] and octahedral geometry, new mixed ligand complexes of Mn(II),
Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and Hg(II) have been prepared. Biologically active molecules possessing
antimicrobial properties are proposed in this study. These new complexes of free and mixed ligands show
essential antimicrobial activities. A strong antimicrobial efficacy of azo dye with 1,3,4-thiadiazole moiety
was shown in preparatory antimicrobial activity studies. Therefore, it can be concluded that this new class
of compounds certainly provides a greater promise to discover a potent antimicrobial agent.
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Abstract: New blend material membranes as fibers produced by electrospinning
technology and these membranes were characterized and evaluated their properties in this
research. Polyacrynitrile polymer mixed physically with polystyrene to produce the blend
membranes. FTIR confirm the occurrence of polymeric blends by establishing the
absence of new chemical reactions occurs. The hydrophobicity of the membrane was
reduced by increase the PAN percent in the blend. Field emission scanning electron
microscopy used to study the morphologies of the membranes and illustrated the average
diameters of produced fibers which found about 1.68-0.73 μm. The average pore size
found about 1.28 – 0.31 μm for blend membranes. The result showed an increasing in
fibers diameter and pore size with increasing of the PAN percent while the membranes
porosity still high percentage about 98%.

KeyWords: Blend materials, Electrospinning technique, FE-SEM, Polyacrnitrile.
1. Introduction:
Polymeric blends are a member of a class of materials similar to alloys in metals; where at
least two polymers were mixed together in order to produce a new material that has various
properties [1]. Reason of blending include the formation of new with low cost materials,
development materials with wide range properties, increasing their performance, Adjusting the
composition of materials, and conceder as recyclable method for polymeric scrap [2, 3].
Polyacrylonitrile is a thermoplastic polymer with useful properties such as good strength and
modulus of elasticity with thermal stability [4]. Polyacrylonitrile prepared as films, fibers,
foams, and other forms and the polyacrylonitrile have a significant property that related to
absorb of toxic metal ions [5]. Polystyrene is also a human synthesis polymeric material, with
properties such as transparent to light, stiff and have high modulus. It has wide range
applications and considered an economic polymer with high volume production. Blend
formation from polystyrene and polyacrylonitrile have present good dispersion with thermal
stability, and superior physical properties [6].Electrospinning technology consider adaptable
and effectively method for producing
polymeric fibers with wide range of diameters from
nano to micro scale [7]. Electrospinning had been used to produce fibers since 1934 and
applied for various polymeric materials and composites [8]. Electrospun fibers membrane have
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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3D structure with high specific surface and surface roughness, produced membranes have
special fields application such as sensors [9], filters [10], solar cells [11], catalysts [12], tissues
[13], hydrophobicity surfaces [14],etc. Also the electrospinning had special features like low
cost, high production rate, high degree of flexibility that provide a good control on the
membranes, so controlling on formed fibers properties like membrane morphology, degree of
homogeneity, porosity percent, structure type (hollow, parallel, network fibers) by changing
the process parameters [15].The present work for produce new blend materials from
polystyrene and polyacrynitrile in different ratios using electrospinning technique and
produced the blend in the form of nano, submicron fibers diameter from
polystyrene/polyacrynitrile. This approach will provide to prepare the samples with relatively
high surface area and low cost.
2. Experimental Part:
2.1. Materials that used in this study were:
2.1.1. Polystyrene with molecular weight of Mw = 250,000 gm/mol purchased from (Sigma
Aldrich, USA). N,N-dimethylformamide purchased from (Central Drug House (P) Ltd, India).
Polyacrylonitrile with molecular weight of Mw = 150,000 gm/mol purchased from (MACKLIN,
Chine).
2.1.2. Polystyrene Solution preparation was done by solving polystyrene (Mw=250000, USA) in
dimethylformamide by stirring for 2 hours at ambient temperature to form 20 wt. % PS solution.
Polyacrylonitrile Solution preparation was done by solving polyacrylonitrile (Mw=1500000,
China) in dimethylformamide by stirring for 1 hour at ambient temperature to form 10 wt. %
PAN solution.
2.1.3. Polystyrene solution at a concentration of (20 %) and polyacrylonitrile solution at a
concentration of (10 %) were mixed to produce blends as follows: The PAN solution was added
to PS solution in ratio (1:9, 2:8, 3:7 and 4:6), then mixed together by using magnetic stir the both
solutions under laboratory temperature for 30 minutes to form a good dispersion solution.
2.1.4. Electrospinning process was done by (Bio-electrospinning/ Electrospray system ESB-200,
South Korea) [16]. The prepared blend solutions were feeding over a needle (diameter = 0.7mm)
using a syringe (10 ml). The power supply was fixed to a syringe needle tip and the collector.
Where the operating parameters of electrospinning device were: 20 KV voltage, 1 ml/hour flow
rate, 15 cm distance between electrodes and 2 hour operating time at ambient temperature with
(25-30%) humidity, these parameters will be fixed for all following solutions.
2.2. Characterization
2.2.1. FE-SEM (Model: MIRA 3-XMU) was used to obtain the morphology of electrospinning
membranes. The fibrous membranes were cutting into small piece then coating with a thin layer
of gold by sputtering. The fibers diameter and distribution of the electrospinning membranes were
carried by the FE-SEM images using the Auto CAD 2010 software.
2.2.2. EDX spectroscopy analysis was done using FE-SEM device, used X-rays to emit from
electrospinning membranes surface during bombing by electrons to investigate the basic
constitution of membranes.
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2.2.3. FT-IR Spectroscopy device (Model: BRUKER, TENSOR-27) for elecrospinning
membranes were done using wavenumber ranging from 4000 cm-1 to 400 cm-1 in order to sure of
the blending concept happened.
2.2.4. Wettability of the electrospinning membranes surface was measured in the term of contact
angle (type: CAM 110, Germany) at ambient conditions. Contact angle was measuring by drop
method. A liquid droplet (5 μL volume) was dropping on the membranes and measured in all
sides then takes the average value, contact angle take the average of five values at different
positions on the surface.
3. Results and Discussion:
3.1. Field Emission Scanning electron microscopy:
‘Figure 1’. Presented the morphology of the 20wt.% polystyrene electrospinning film and showed
a bead structure because of an uncompleted stretching in polymer chains that result broken of
polymeric solutions as droplets in elecrospinning process [17].

Figure 1. FE-SEM images for 20% polystyrene membrane
‘Figure 2’. Illustrated the analysis of FE-SEM image, and showed the average fibers diameter,
pores size and their distributions, also some fibers diameter might appear in micron scale due to
fast solution feeding that occur in the beginning of the electrospinning. 20% wt. polystyrene has
chosen to produce the electrospun composite membranes because it’s easy to spin in
electrospinning and present thin and smooth fibers, high porosity and surface area.
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Figure 2. Illustrated (A) fiber diameter distributions (B) pores size distributions
for 20% polystyrene
‘Figure 3’. Showed the morphology of the electrospun PS/PAN membranes and presents a
significant reducing in beads formation with increasing the incorporation of polyacrylonitrile in
the polystyrene polymers, predominantly due to that the expansion of polyacrylonitrile results in a
higher electric charge density on the surface of ejected jet conveyed by electrospinning [18].

Figure 3. FE-SEM images for polystyrene membranes with different PAN concentration
(10, 20, 30 and 40%) respectively
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High solution surface tension and viscosity are not encouraging to ejected, while the repulsive
force encouraging the droplets to eject. When used a small force the feeding of the jet decrease,
while the jet split increased [19]. PAN solution works to obstruct droplets splitting, so resulting to
produce in thinner fibers with small pore size as shown in ‘figure 4’.

Figure 4. Illustrated the effect PAN concentration on fiber diameter, fiber diameter distribution,
pores size and pores size Distribution
This result concurs with Li Peng [20], who illustrated that when increase the PAN concentration
in other polymeric material will lead to raise viscosity and conductivity of solutions. And explain
the effect of repulsive forces when its consider main factor, cause reducing in fiber diameters
with increased the PAN concentrations.
3.2 Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
Figure 5. Showed the EDX chart for 20% wt. polystyrene electrospinning membrane and present
the composition of the membrane that formed basically from carbon and oxygen, confirming
founds of carbon in fiber structure besides to find gold due to coat process .
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Figure 5. EDX for 20% polystyrene electrospun membrane

‘Figure 6’. Illustrated the EDX spectrum for polystyrene with (10, 20, 30 and 40%) PAN
membranes which suggest that the chemical composition consists mainly from mainly carbon and
oxygen, confirming founds of carbon in fiber structure due to chemical composition of
polyacrynitrile besides to gold due to coat process.

Figure 6. EDX for polystyrene membranes with different PAN concentration
(10, 20, 30 and 40%) respectively
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3.3 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
‘Figure 7’. showed FTIR spectra for polystyrene 20% concentration electrospinning films with
the principle peaks. The peaks at the wavenumbers of 3082.44 and 3025.74 related to aromatic CH bond, while the peaks at the wavenumbers of 1601.23, 1492.73, and 1451.83 related to
aromatic C=C bond, these peaks represent the benzene ring. The peaks at the wavenumbers of
753.69 and 696.43 related to C-H bond out-of-plane and indicate that benzene ring has only one
substituent side, also there are peaks at the wavenumbers of 2921.77 and 2850.39 caused by
existing of methylene group. All the peaks agreed with Noor M. Jalal [21].

Figure 7. FTIR for 20 % polystyrene membranes
‘Figure 8’. presents the (FTIR) spectrum of polystyrene and polystyrene with (10, 20, 30 and
40%) PAN. The presence of generally small decease in intensity in C-H Aromatic ring and CH2
of methylene bonds peaks followed by increasing the intensity until reach high intensity in C-H
out-of-plane bonds peaks as compare to the FTIR spectrum polystyrene electrospinning
membrane when decrease in the infrared wavelength. While, there is a new (C≡N stretching of
nitrile) bonds was formed in (2243.5 cm-1) where in 20% polystyrene membrane not formed that
represent the side group of polyacrynitrile. This result agreed with Pan Wi [22], who present the
peaks of polystyrene and polyacrynitrile and notice the absence in effect of the two polymers that
caused to lack in intermolecular interaction.
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Figure 8. FTIR for polystyrene membranes with different PAN concentration (10, 20, 30 and
40%) respectively
3.4 Contact Angle Measurement
‘Figure 9’. showed the effect of increase PAN concentration in 20 % polystyrene on water contact
angle which observed the increased from 128° to 106° as the PAN concentration increased due to
the polyacrylnitrile hydrophobic nature with contact angle about 80 to 90 for pure membranes,
that cause to reduce the hydrophobicity for polystyrene [23].

Figure 9. Illustrated the effect of PAN concentrations on the contact angle
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4 Conclusions
electrospinning method used for preparing polymeric blends from polystyrene with
polyacrylonitrile in form of micro/nano-fibers. FE-SEM used to characterize the morphological
changes and the reducing in fibers diameter with increasing of PAN concentrations. FTIR
approved the blend concept by there is no chemical reaction occurred. Also observed a
decreasing in membranes wettability with increasing of PAN concentrations since the
polyacrylonitrile has hydrophobic properties but lower than polystyrene hydrophobicity.
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Abstract. One of the major health problems causing defects or damage to one or more of the four
heart valves [aortic, mitral, pulmonary, and tricuspid] is valvular heart disease [VHD]; it occurs
due to congenital abnormalities or acquired pathology. It is a defect that results in weak heart
valves and is therefore unable to function as precise pathways of the blood. The aim of the current
study was to evaluate the ferroxidase activity of ceruloplasmin (Cp) and the lipid profile of
valvular heart disease patients in sera. Ninety subjects were included in this study and 60 patients
with HDV were divided into two subgroups according to the affected valve: 33 patients with aortic
valve disease (AV) and 27 patients with mitral valve disease (MV group). In addition, 30 healthy
individuals were registered in all groups as control(C) group Serum copper (Cu), total protein
(TP), activity and specific activity of ferroxidase Cp, and lipid profile were measured. The results
showed that there was a highly significant increase in patient (AV & MV) groups compared to the
C group in activity, specific Cp and Cu activity levels. In addition, compared to the C group,
triglyceride (TG) and very low density lipoprotein (VLDL) levels showed a highly significant
increase in the AV and MV groups. No significant differences were found between patients and
control groups in TP, Total Cholesterol (TC), Low Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol (LDL-C) &
High Density Lipoprotein Cholesterol (HDL-C) levels. Likewise, for all parameters, there were no
significant differences between the AV and MV groups. In conclusion, the high serum level of Cu
and the activity of Cp ferroxidase may be considered to be a risk factor for VHD.

Keywords: Heart valve disease, Ceruloplasmin, copper, lipid profile
1. Introduction
Valvular heart disease (VHD) is a pathological situation correlated with heart valves. The affected valve
may be inefficient to close fully, led to not opening and closing of the heart properly, this allows an
amount of blood to leak backward. Also, this may happen due to the stiffened, thickened or fused leaflets
causing the improper opening of the valve [1]. Valves that are involved in VHD, including: on the left
(aortic and mitral) and the right (pulmonary and tricuspid) [2].
VHD can evolve before birth or acquired during the life due to some infection such as: a rheumatic fever;
while acquired VHD is more common. Sometimes the reason is unknown, but often the valves structure
changes as a result of mineral deposits, either all over it or its surrounding tissues [3].
Unfortunately, all functional disorders of heart valves may not lead directly to specific symptoms. The
injured may remain undetected the disease for a long period of time that may extend to years. Because the
disease is not discovered and neglected, the heart will suffer from real damage and thus all fuse disorders
are a rotational burden on the heart and eventually lead to heart failure [4].
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Ceruloplasmin (Cp) [EC 1.16.3.1, Ferroxidase; Iron (II): O2 oxidoreductase] can be defined as the major
blue copper containing glycoprotein which has a molecular weight of 132 kDa. It is consists of a single
polypeptide chain of (1046) amino acid residues with carbohydrate content (between 7% and 8%).
Essentially, Cp is synthesized and secreted by the liver as well as its expression was also found in
numerous organs such as: heart, lung, kidney, brain and lymphocytes [5].
Ceruloplasmin, the multifunctional copper containing enzyme, possesses significant functions such
ferroxidase activity, oxidase activity, transport, mobilization, and homeostasis of copper, serum
antioxidant, and endogenous modulator of the inflammatory response [6,7]. Interestingly, the copper (Cu)
in Cp plays an important role in iron oxidation before it is transported to the plasma. In recent years, it has
become increasingly evident that the essential metal plays critical roles in a wide range of physiological
processes, Fe, Zn, Mn, and Cu. Remarkably, Cu importance is apparent in human physiology [8].
Lipid profile is about tests group which are often requested together to determine the heart disease risk.
Therefore, these tests are considered good indicators which someone is possible to have a heart attack or
stroke due to blockage of blood vessels or arteries hardening. It is typically comprises: [9] (i) total
cholesterol [TC] that strongly associated with progression of heart disease [10]; (ii) High density
lipoprotein-cholesterol [HDL-C] which is also known as good cholesterol, and its function to protect from
atherosclerosis [11]; (iii) Triglycerides [TG] are a form of bloodstream fat that derived from glycerol and
fatty acids [12]. It has several functions, such: an excellent insulation material which forms a layer around
the body that conserves heat and converts toxic excess of the sugars required for brain functions [13]; (iv)
Low density lipoprotein-cholesterol [LDL-C] which is also called bad cholesterol, and its Cholesterolrich lipoproteins that result from the breakdown and removal of TG from intermediate-density
lipoproteins. However, elevated LDL-C levels in blood increase the risk of artery and heart disease [14].
Thus, the current study aims to determine the Cp ferroxidase activity, Cu level and evaluate the lipid
profile parameters in sera of Iraqi patients with VHD.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Topics for Research
This research enrolled participants who attended the Baghdad, Iraq, Ibn Al-Bitar Center for Cardiac
Surgery. Group 1 consists of 33 aortic valve (AV) patients (17 male and 16 female) with an age
(55.5±13.3 years) and BMI (28.73±6.26) kg/m2. Ninety individuals were classified into three classes.
Group 2: consists of 27 patients with mitral valve (MV) (10 male and 17 female) aged (53.81±10.00
years) and BMI (28.99±4.01) kg/m2 respectively. Group 3: a control group (C) composed of 30 healthy
individuals (16 male and 14 female) with age (46.63 ± 8.79 years) and BMI (28.35 ± 3.79) kg/m2.
Patients with diabetes, kidney and liver disorders were the criterion for exclusion. The body mass index
(BMI) was measured in kilograms by weight, divided into square meters by length.
The study protocol was accepted by the College of Sciences/ University of Baghdad Ethical Committee.
2.2. Samples
In the plane tube, blood samples (10 ml) were obtained from all participant (patient and control) groups.
The tubes were left at room temperature for coagulation for 10 minutes. The blood samples were then
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min. The serum was isolated, aliquoted and processed for analysis at (-20
° C).
2.3 Cp Activity of ferroxidase and Total protein levels
The Cp (U/L) ferroxidase activity was calculated using the Erel[15] process. Results at a wavelength of
600 nm were measured using the Colorimetric method and absorbance. Using a total protein reagent kit
(AGAPPE, Switzerland), serum total protein levels (g/dl) were calculated by observing a Biuret reaction
to determine the basic activity of Cp ferroxidase. The basic Cp activity was expressed in protein U per
g[6].
2.4 Copper concentration determination in serum
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A direct colorimetric assay kit (LTA, Milano, Italy) without sample deproteinization[16] was used to
evaluate copper in serum. The 3,5-DiBr-PAESA chromogen reacts with cupric ions (Cu2+Cu+) and
forms a blue-violet compound. The absorbance was then measured at a wavelength of 580 nm. The
strength of the color is proportional to the sample concentration of Cu.
2.5 Lipid Profile Determination
For quantitative in vitro diagnostic measurements, serum total cholesterol (TC) was calculated using the
colorimetric method Cholesterol Oxidase Phenol 4-Amino antipyrine peroxidase {CHOD-PAP} method
[17], whereas triglycerides (TG) levels were assessed using the GPO-PAP enzyme assay [17,18]. A twostep assay was used to estimate HDL-C: (1) precipitation and then (2) enzymatic determination [17].
Using Friedwald's formula[19], serum LDL-C and VLDL levels were calculated.
2.6 Review of Statistics
SPSS version 21 (One-Way ANOVA) performed data analysis in this study, where the difference is
considered to be highly significant at P<0.001, meaningful at P<0.05 and non-significant at P>0.05. The
data is expressed as mean ± norm (mean ± SD) variance.
P>0.05. The data is expressed as mean ± norm (mean ± SD) variance.
3. Results
The mean ± SD of age, gender and BMI for all AV, MV & C groups is shown in Table 1. There was a
large difference in age between patients (AV & MV) and control (p<0.05), as shown in Table (1). In
addition, there were no substantial variations (P>0.05) in BMI between the patients and the control
groups.
Table 1. Age, gender and BMI of all studied groups.
Groups
Parameters

C
(n=30)

AV
(n=33)

MV
(n=27)

Age (years)

46.63±8.79

55.50±13.3*

53.81±10.0*

Male (%)

16 (53.3%)

17 (51.5%)

10 (37.0%)

Female (%)

14 (46.6%)

16 (48.4%)

17 (70.8%)

28.35±3.79

28.73±6.26

28.99±4.01

Gender

BMI (Kg/m2)

* p<0.05, ** p<0.001
Table 2 presents the Cp ferroxidase function, TP and Cp specific activity in both patients (AV & MV) and
C groups. Cp activity and specific activity were found to be highly significant changes in the AV and MV
groups relative to the C group (p<0.001), although no significant differences between AV and MV were
observed. The findings, meanwhile, showed no major differences in TP levels in all the groups examined.
Table 2. Mean values ± SD of total protein, Cp ferroxidase and specific activities in the serum of patients
and control groups.
Groups
Parameters
Cp ferroxidase activity
(U/L)

C
n=30

AV
n=33

MV
n = 27

836.53± 50.11

1735.59 ± 101.61**

1735.33± 75.95**
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Total protein
(g/dl)

6.380 ± 0.449

6.685 ± 0.988

6.815 ± 0.769

Cp specific activity
(U/g)

13.179 ± 1.245

26.50 ± 4.101**

25.763 ± 2.99**

Cu μg/dl

113.7±17.871

182.4±17.609**

190.8±13.771**

* p<0.05, ** p<0.001
In addition, the serum Cu concentration of both patient groups (AV & MV) showed a highly significant increase
(p<0.001) relative to the C group, while there were no significant differences between AV and MV.
Comparing the two patient groups (AV&MV) with the C group in Table 3, the findings showed that there was a
highly significant increase in TG and VLDL levels (p<0.001) in the patient group relative to the C group.
Furthermore, the findings in Table 3 showed no substantial differences (p>0.05) in the levels of TC, LDL-C and
HDL-C in the AV and MV groups with respect to the C group. The findings also showed no major variations in all
parameters between the AV and MV classes (TC, TG, HDL-C, LDL-C and VLDL).
Table 3. Mean values ± SD of lipid profiles parameters levels in the serum of patients and control groups.
Groups
Parameters

C
n=30

AV
n=33

MV
n = 27

TC (mg/dl)

176.33±17.91

178.74±16.77

185.44±15.83

TG (mg/dl)

118.6±19.13

178.9±16.44**

185.44±12.87**

HDL-C (mg/dl)

46.57±6.35

47.82±6.35

48.96±4.71

LDL-C (mg/dl)

106.0±17.29

97.72±13.14

99.41±18.43

VLDL (mg/dl)

23.72±3.83

35.79±3.21**

37.07±2.57**

* p<0.05, ** p<0.001

4. Discussion
Ceruloplasmin (Cp) is a human serum protein that holds about 95% of the total Cu plasma in healthy
individuals. It is synthesized in the liver [95% in the hepatocyte], but other forms of cells, such as
astrocytes, monocytes, and sertoli, are also formed [20]. A number of studies on several forms of
cardiovascular diseases [CVD] have reported a near link between increasing serum Cp and an increased
risk of myocardial infarction (MI), arteriosclerosis, angina and coronary artery disease (CAD) [21-23],
while there are few studies on Cp in rheumatic patients and VHD [20]. This is the first research, to the
best of our knowledge, to deal with the relationship between Cp and VHD activity, which showed that Cp
ferroxidase activity was significantly elevated in patients with VHD. A previous study carried out in
children with acute rheumatic fever documented elevated levels of Cp at the time of diagnosis [24].
Similarly, Petelenz et al. also revealed that Cp levels were significantly increased relative to safe controls
in acquired VHD patients [25].
Ceruloplasmin (Cp) is the most enzymatic contributor to the antioxidant protection of human plasma,
which acts as an antioxidant through various mechanisms, such as: inhibition of iron-dependent lipid
peroxidation and formation of hydroxyl radical [OH] from hydrogen peroxide through its involvement in
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ferroxidase, reaction and scavenging of H2O2 and superoxide anion, and inhibition of copper-induced
lipid peroxidation
Unfortunately, there is no clear explanation of the function and status of Cp in cardiovascular
pathophysiology. One of the mechanisms shown by Cp to have major oxidase activities, including the
ability to catalytically consume NO through NO oxidase activity, resulting in decreased bioavailability of
NO plasma as well as enhancing oxidation of low-density lipoprotein [22, 27]. NO also plays an
important role in heart contraction and alteration in the secretion of endogenous NO may lead to heart
failure (HF)[22,28]. The key proatherogenic role of oxidized low-density lipoprotein in the arterial wall,
however, is that reduced NO bioavailability promotes endothelial dysfunction, which also leads to
atherosclerosis[22]. In vitro and in vivo studies in humans with aceruloplasminemia showed a decrease in
the activity of plasma NO oxidase following Cp immunodepletion [27,29]. Thus, via increased NO
oxidase activity, high Cp levels can decrease the available NO in the heart; then leading to increased
oxidative stress (OS) causes further dysfunction, which would explain the correlation between higher Cp
levels and heart disease incidents.
Essentially, Cu, which plays a vital role in the oxidant/antioxidant, is one of the significant trace elements
for humans. Cu dyshomeostasis can result in cardiovascular disease (CVD). Several studies therefore
support the possibility that high Cu levels can increase the risk of CVD [30]. The current study showed a
higher than safe control level of Cu in VHD. In particular, there are no studies in the literature to examine
the degree of Cu in VHD; we compared our findings with other forms of CVD, however. In a study
conducted in patients with HF, serum Cu levels were found to be higher than in healthy individuals,
finding an important correlation between high serum Cu and HF [31]. It is also increasingly recognized
that Cu is an important mediator in MI, CAD and atherosclerosis development and progression [30,32].
In addition, the high serum Cu in VHD is likely to represent a highly significant increase in Cp, which
binds approximately 95% of the serum's circulating Cu [33]. Cp has also been shown to have many
functions in the transportation of Cu, coagulation, angiogenesis, oxidant stress defense, and iron
homeostasis. In addition, Cp oxidizes the {ferroxidase function} of Fe2+ to Fe3+ to be connected to
transferrin, exerts the activity of antioxidant glutathione peroxidase, and scavenges reactive oxygen
species {ROS}. It is also likely to be mainly involved in iron-mediated free radical injury protection
[34,35].
Several studies have shown several parallels between atherosclerosis and calcific aortic stenosis (CAS)
histopathologic features [36-38]. Atherosclerosis risk factors and CAS also interfere; one of them is
dyslipidemia [39,40]. In AV and MV situations, as well as controls, the lipid profile was carried out in the
present analysis. The findings showed a highly significant rise in the amount of TG in patients as opposed
to controls. This result is in line with Peltier et al.[41], who documented higher levels of TG in patients
with CAS. Another study carried out in patients with VHD showed that the amount of TG in patients was
substantially higher compared to normal individuals. Hypertriglyceridemia is therefore caused by excess
TG in the blood, and elevated TG in the blood has been linked to atherosclerosis[14]. Mean TC, HDL-C
and LDL-C levels in this sample, meanwhile, showed no substantial difference in both patients and
control groups. Our findings are consistent with the results of previous studies by Afaq et al. and Ortlepp
et al. [42,43]. In comparison to the other studies reported by Peltier et al. who found that there was a rise
in TC level (hypercholesteremia) in patients with CAS[41] and Hasan et al. who found that there were
significantly higher LDL-C and TC levels, while significantly lower HDL-C levels were observed in
patients with VHD compared with normal individuals [14]. Regarding the level of LDL-C, our research
was in line with the study which showed insignificant levels of LDL-C between patients with calcific
valvular heart disease and controls [44].
5. Conclusion
There is no research that discusses the enzymatic behavior of Cp in patients with VHD to date by
reviewing the literature. The current findings concluded that changes in Cp ferroxidase activity and Cu
levels were found to be highly important in groups of VHD patients and could be used as risk factors for
disease prognosis and diagnosis. The Cp value can also be used as an independent biomarker related to
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the level of VHD. For all factors, except for triglycerides (TG), there were no variations in the lipid
profile that could be used as a predictor for predicting the early occurrence of VHD
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Abstract To regeneration of oils which are used in cars engines to lubricate its moving
parts, and to get rid of highly contaminants which must be separated to reuse the engine
oils. In the column chromatography, the waste oil was treaded as mobile phase (eluent)
with petroleum ether (40-60oC), while the red mud (alhuor) is a stationary phase for
adsorbed the impurities. The effect of the new method using deepeutectic solvent (DESs
Reline) as a kind of ionic liquids to help extract impurities by adsorption (choline chloride
and urea). Moreover, some thermal and physicochemical properties like density, thermal
and electrical conductivity, ash percentages, viscosity, specific gravity and pH values
were determined. Values were determ.using TGA for blank oil for comparison and
differential scanning calorimetric analyses (DSC).

Keywords: Reline, oils ,choline chloride, physicochemical properties, waste oils
1.Introduction
Enormous amount of cars oils is considered as destructive waste into the environment in Mosul
(the main city in Nenavah/ Iraq), and discarding of used oil in Tigris river, which produces
complications not only the water contamination (the only source of people drinking in the area)
but also destructive to river life. One gallon of engine oil approximately pollute a million gallon
of water including plants [1]. Waste oil used in cars engines to lubricate the moving parts of
engine, but it picks up highly contaminants compounds which must be separated in order to
reuse the engine oil [2]. So to prevent undesirable properties in engine oil, many additives are
used. The laboratory recycling of waste oils depends on the procedures of the refining and
chemicals used in these procedures and depend on the type of used oil also, in this paper we will
use deep fusion solvent which is a new method (DESs) as a kind of ionic liquid is used to help
extract impurities by adsorption. Deep eutectic solvents (DESs) are extensively recognized as a
novel type of ionic liquids (ILs) since they share many features and properties with ILs. Deep
eutectic solvents (DESs) and ILs have been used mutually in the literature though it is essential
to indicate that these are really two different types of solvent [3]. DESs are formed from a
eutectic mixture of Lewis or Brønsted acids and bases which can include anionic and/or cationic
species; in disparity, ILs are formed from systems composed primarily of one type of discrete
anion and cation. It is explain here that the chemical properties of DESs and ILS suggest
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application areas which are significantly different although the physical properties of DESs are
similar to other ILS [4]. The investigation into DESs has intensified in this decade, eversince the
possible for new chemical knowledges was grasped, they have recommended that choline
chloride based DESs and Bronsted-Loury acid (hydrogen donor) were effective to remove free
glycerol from palm-oil [5]. This waste oil can be distilled into diesel fuel or marine fuel in a
process similar to oil re-refining, but without the final hydrotreating process [6]. Paul [7] define
the used oil re-refining as the process of restoring used oil to new oil by removing chemical
impurities and heavy metals using reclaimed waste lubricating by hydro treating after washing
with a polyglycol ether [8]. In 1998, Al-Khazraji used different thermally activated clays which
gave best results of reclaiming of used lubricating oils when they were treated with diluted
hydrochloric acid [9]. In current work it is the first time to use ionic liquid type of DESs (Reline)
in recycle process of oil re-refining, which was only used by modelling and simulation of CO2
removal from model shale gas along with the physicochemical properties of DESs, which were
employed for the modelling and simulation of CO2 removal studies [10].
2. Materials and Methods
Iraqi Red mud (alhuor), Petroleum ether 40-60 OC, Urea, Choline chloride and Engine oil (new)
and used.
2.1 Instruments
The instruments used are electrical conductivity, Weiss – Techn. Werk Statlen, WTW). LBR and
pH meter, Philips. TGA and DSC analysis were done by scanning TGA using Horizontal
balance and carried out using Mettler-Toledo TGA/ DSC star system in pottery (silica) crucibles
at temperatures ranging from (25 to 600◦C) with heating rate of (20◦C/min) under air
atmosphere.
2.2 Preparation of choline chloride – urea DESs (Reline)
A mixture of choline chloride (1 mole) and urea (2 mole) is heated and stirred at 80-100 °C until a clear
solution is beginning to form[11]. The product was cooled and used without any purification. The
freezing point of the product is 12oC [12].
2.3 Activation of red mud (Al-Khazraji,1998)
The red mud is grinding very well, then it is washed in a sink with water for many times. The
resulting mud is draying in microwave oven, then grinding again and is saved in 80 mesh size
save. The resulting particles are washed with water, heated in oven at (100 – 120 oC) and then
heated in another oven at (600- 800oC).
2.4 Setting the column chromatography
A column was packed with the red mud (absorbent)(about 30 gm) into a cylindrical glass with
size (2*30 cm) [13]. The base of the tube contains a glass wool pad to grip the solid phase in
place. A solution of oil (20ml.) and DESs (Reline) in petroleum ether (50ml.) ‘Table 1’ was
added. Then, the used oil was eluted from the top of the column and 90% of the mixture solvent
(64ml. was received from the tap control. This is a simple laboratory column which runs
by gravity flow which can be increased by extending the solvent (petroleum ether) filled column
above the top of the stationary phase or decreased by the stopcock controls’ Figure 1’.
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Table 1. The amounts of DESs (Reline) used.
Sample

No.

Type of oil

Weight of DESs (Reline)
(gm)

1

fresh

-------

2

fresh

1.5

3

fresh

2.5

4

fresh

3.5

5

regenerated

-------

6

Regenerated

1.5

7

Regenerated

2.5

8

Regenerated

3.5

Table 2. DSC results for analyzed with( without )DESs (Reline) oil samples (which isolated
from oxygen).
Sample

DSC Results

No.

(oC)
Exothermic peaks

Endothermic peaks

5

275

313

6

282

328

7

290

328

8

294

340

3. Results and Discussion
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The reaction of quaternary ammonium salt choline chloride and urea is atom efficient since all the
atoms present in the starting materials are incorporated in the products DESs (Reline), as in
equation 1, the preparation of DES in ethanol [14].

Figure 1. Preparation of DESs (Reline)
While red mud is a stationary phase for adsorbed the impurities, mobile phase (eluent) is
petroleum ether (40-60oC) because it is a solvent used to move the recycle oil through the
column. It is selected for two reasons. First, it's retention factor value of approximately 0.2 - 0.3
for diminish the time and the amount of eluent to run the chromatography, and the latter is the
different impurities in the used oil can be separated effectively. Chromatography is an important
characteristic that affects the oil's ability to transfer heat from the engine is its thermal properties,
the increasing of the values of thermal conductivity (k) of recycle oil samples (5-8) (which is the
measure of their abilities to conduct heat) to 35.83211267x105 cal.cm-2.sec-1 for sample No (8) of
the highest amount of Reline (3.5 gm) than that of standard (new) oil 33.73493976 *10 5 cal.cm2
.sec-1. Also, specific heats of recycle oil samples (5-8) were only less than the unused samples 14 by only less than 0.03oC cm-3(25oC) ‘Table 3’the oil transfers heat more efficiently, the higher
the thermal conductivity and specific heat[15]
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Table 3. The Physical properties of the new and used oil:
Sample
No.

Density
(gm .cm
)

-2

Thermal

Electrical

Ash

Viscosity Specific heat

conductivity

Conductivity

content

Poise

(cal.cm-2.sec-1. oC

(Ohm.cm-1 *108)

%

(25OC)

(25OC)

pH

o

C. cm3

*105)

1

0.830

33.73493976

0.65

0.18

3.1428

0.50049

6.51

2

0.826

33.88000

0.66

0.0

3.233

0.498078

6.89

3

0.8.6

34.72069479

0.85

0.0

3.210

0.486018

6.59

4

0.81

34.45923457

0.75

0.0

2.998

0.48843

6.98

5

0.8.5

34.763822609

1.08

1.23

2.778

0.485415

8.14

6

0.784

35.69500000

0.93

1.03

2.861

0.472752

8.10

7

0.798

35.06877193

0.92

0.39

2.911

0.481194

6.91

8

0.781

35.83211267

0.82

0.54

2.678

0.470943

6.70

Heat transfer happens at a lesser degree in sample (5) of low thermal conductivity than in other
samples (6-8) of high thermal conductivity. For instance, samples typically have high thermal
conductivity and are very efficient at conducting heat. Sample No. 7 had the best neutralizing
value of pH = 6.91 of all other regenerated samples. The acidity of engine oils favorites the
neutral pH. The polar nature of DESs (Reline) has therefore shown to decrease the electrical
conductivity of waste oil 0.26-0.15-ohm cm-1, Also, as amount of DESs (Reline), the polar nature
increases from 1.5-2.5 gm as viscosity increase from 2.861 to 2.911 Poise, more viscosity means
thicker the oil (at higher temperatures, thick oils have more renitence to shearing and losing film
strength and these best values indicate that the regenerated oils show minimum contamination).
These results come with agreement of ash content percentage which is also 0.39% for sample (7)
which is the best oil purity (ash content is very important factors).. Specific gravity in cal. / gm
°C. Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) is measure the change in weight during heating or
cooling, it studies of recycle samples show that sample No (5) without DESs (Reline) and sample
No. (6) with 1.5 gm verifies less stability at 279oC and 281oC, respectively, with only 10% of
weight loss at these temperatures as shown in ‘Figure 2’ and ‘Figure 3’. The same study indicates
that samples (7 and 8) of only (1.5 and 2.5 gm) DESs respectively, ‘Figure 4’ and ‘Figure 5’
verified more stability at 300OC with only 10% of weight loss at this temperature.
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Figure 3. TGA of Sample (6)

Figure 2. TGA of Sample (5)

Figure 4 . TGA of Sample (7)

Figure 5 . TGA of Sample (8)

Similar to TGA, differential scanning calorimetric analyses (DSC) are valid tools in the study of
the thermal and oxidative stability of drying oils [16]. DSC analysis can be fit for the estimate
the sample stability and the calculation of the film formation (the very first stages) since oil
layers have been painted out. The differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is measuring the
absorbed or released heat during heating or cooling. The DSC data shows Table 2, ‘Figure5-8’
an exothermic and endothermic peaks and the decreases in the heat generation is due to
decreasing of unburned impurities (such as aromatic hydrocarbons) in the recycle oil. the
maximum amount of DESs with sample No (8) gives larger peak of endothermic heat
340oC[17].The results of these regenerated samples, Sample No(7) of (2.5gm) of DESs (Reline)
gives the best result.
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Figure 6. DSC of Sample No. (5)

Figure 7. DSC of Sample No. (6)

Figure 8. DSC of Sample No. (7)

Figure 9. DSC of Sample No. (8)

4. Conclusion
The methodology presented in this work wass succeeded in the removal of waste materials and
thus regenerate most properties of the engine lubricating synthetic oil for its reuse. This was
achieved by using column chromatography, the waste oil was treated as mobile
phase (eluent) with petroleum ether (40-60oC), while the red mud is a stationary phase for
adsorbed the impurities. The effect of this new method of using deep-eutectic solvent (DESs
Reline) as a kind of ionic liquids to help extract impurities by adsorption (choline chloride and
urea). Moreover, sample No (7) of (2.5gm) of DESs (Reline) showed the best result.
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Abstract: The equivalent conductivities of proline in water, methanol were studied in
the temperature range of 288.15 to 313.15 K at 5 K intervals, in mixtures of methanol
and water at percentages of10 %, 20%, 30%, 40% and, 50% of methanol at 37οC. The
experimental data were treated by the Lee-Wheaton conductivity equation of
unsymmetrical electrolytes (1:2) (1 molecule of metal with 2 molecules of ligand)
derived to calculate the conductivity parameters, equivalent conductance at infinite
dilution Λₒ, ionic conductivity, association constant Ka and the main distance between
ions in solution( R) at best fit values of (ϬΛ). Thermodynamic quantities for the ionassociation reaction (∆Go, ∆Ho and ∆So) have been also measured. The results of the
analysis showed that the ions of the complex can be separated by solvent molecules
(SSIP). The values of Ka, Λο and R were found to be different from one solvent to
another depending on the interactions in the solution. Furthermore, the chemical
structure of the Proline-Mn complex was optimized by using of Gaussian interface
version 16.0 program of chem3D to optimiz the features of complex molecule. The
suggested statistical model possesses only two parameters with excellent values of the
square regression coefficient (r2) and cross-validation (q2) are equal to 0.999 and
0.994, respectively, which refers to the perfect relationship between Ka value and the
physical properties of the solvent.
Keywords: Proline Complex, Electrical Conductivities, Lee-Wheaton equation,
Thermodynamic parameter, Gaussian program, Semi-empirical.

1. Introduction:
Proline (Pro), composed of an amino group and a carboxylic acid, is an amino acid. It is the only
amino acid with a secondary alpha-amino group that naturally exists, which explains its more basic
character with respect to many other alpha-amino acids. Pro and its derivative in organic reaction are
also used as asymmetric catalysts. It is an osmoprotectant and is also used in many biotechnological
and medicinal applications [1]. The biological function of several transition metals with mixed amino
acid complexes have been revealed, putting them in many biochemical processes [2–5]. Pro has been
estimated in different ways such as HPLC [6-8], flow-injection analysis [9], kinetic study [10],
capillary electrophoresis [11] in addition to theoretical study [12,13]. The complexes of amino acids

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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with metals are interesting to be studied by electrical methods especially by conductivity methods. For
example, the Tyrosine conductivity has been studied in aqueous solutions at 310.16 K, also Co(II)-,
Mn(II)-, Ni(II)-, Fe(II)-prepared tyrosine complexes to form [Ni(tyr)3]Cl2, [Co(tyr)3]Cl2,
[Fe(tyr)3]Cl2, and [Mn(tyr)3]Cl2 complexes at various temperatures. Numerous complexes of Co(II),
Ni(II) and Fe(II) with different ligands of amino acids (e.g. Glycine, Histidine, Cysteine and
Arginine) were prepared and diagnosed using various techniques and then studying their
electrochemical conductivity in several solvents [14-15].
The electrical conductivity of solutions depends on the nature of the solute and solvent. For a solvent,
the main parameter is the dielectric constant [16]. It is interest to study the effect of temperature and
solvent on the electrical conductivity of complexes [17]. In this study, Molar conductivities of dilute
solutions for the complex: Mn(II)(Proline) in water, methanol and mixture of them were measured in
the temperature range (288.15 - 313.15 K ). The ionic molar conductivity (Λ), association constant
(Ka) and distance parameter (R), were determined by treating experimental data with Lee-Wheaton
conductivity equation.
Hence, the ion-association thermodynamic quantities (ΔG o, ΔH o and ΔS o) are a very useful study of
intermolecular interactions, geometric influences of solutions structural, thermo-physical and bulk
properties. The study of the transport properties (conductance, viscosity,density and ionic mobility) of
electrolytes in aqueous and partly aqueous media, It provides us more detail about ion-ion and ionsolvent interactions in these solutions especially from thermodynamic point of view [18,19].
All Computational Details using semi-empirical methods with the Gaussian'09 software package were
carried out. Semi-empirical approaches adopt what are sometimes referred to as empirical techniques
where there is no clear using of the two-electron component of the Hamiltonian. Roald Hoffmann
suggested the expanded Huckel approach for all valence electron systems. Chem 3D ultra-program
were used for a graphic presentation, and to optimized using semi empirical quantum chemical
computation [20].
2. Experimental
The Mn(II) complex with proline was prepared by mixing 0.001mole (0.1258g) of MnCl2.4H2O in
25ml of conductivity water, its conductivity was equal (2μS), with 0.003 mole (0.3439g) of the
proline in 25 ml of conductivity water and refluxed for two hours. On cooling, the complex was
precipitated. Magnetic electronic spectra, IR measurement were used to investigate composition of
complex [21]. Conductivity water was prepared by redistilling water three times with the addition of
1.5g/L KmnO4 and 0.05g/L KOH [22]. A general method eas used for measuring the conductivity of
the electrolytes. The conductivity cell was washed , dried and then weighted empty and kept at a
constant temperature (± 0.1ºC) using a water circulating ultra thermostat . A certain amount of
solution was injected into the conductivity cell and the conductivity of solution was measured by
(WTW) Inolab (740) computerized conductivity meter. Another known amount of solution was
injected by a syringe (1ml) and the measurement was repeated. Generally about (15) addition have
been made by weighting the amount for each one.
2.1.Computational details
Theoretical calculations were carried out using GAUSSIAN 09 package software implemented on a
Lenovo-PC computer with a 2.6 GHz processor. Initial estimation of the structural geometry of the
prolin complex was obtained by a molecular mechanic methods (MM2, MD), and for further
optimization of geometry, we used the AM1 then PM3 method. Finally, Statistical analysis of the
experimental results was performed, using Minitab software release 14.1 to find a mathematical
equation that describe the relationship between the Ka and the important solvent properties ( dielectric
constant and viscosity) of the mix methanol and water at different percentages.
3. RESULTS AND DISCISSION
3.1. Molecular Geometry Optimization
Geometry optimization was carried out to determine the best atomic arrangement that makes the
molecule more stable. Optimized geometrical parameters such as bond lengths and bond angles and
dihedral angles of proline-Mn(II) complex were calculated by semi empirical methods using
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parameter PM3[23].The optimized structures with atom labeling and number labeling of complex are
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Semi-empirical-calculated optimized structure (at PM3 level of theory) of Proline-Mn
complex
After minimizing the energy, the molecule will be in minimum energy level (more stable), then was
determine the internal coordinates of atoms of the complex molecule as shown in the Table 1. After
that measured the Huckel charge, from the Huckel charge measurement on each atom of complex
molecule, we can deduce that the manganese atom have the largest amount of charge, followed by the
three nitrogen atoms.
Table 1. PM3-calculated bond lengths and angles between all atoms of the complex molecule.
Atom

Bond
atom

bond length
atom (A˚)

Angle
Atom
(A)

Angle (˚)

2nd Angle
Atom (A˚)

2nd Angle (˚)

2nd Angle Type

C(3)
N(4)

C(3)

1.438

Mn(25)

N(4)

1.846

C(3)

104

N(12)

Mn(25)

1.846

N(4)

90

C(3)

-127.488

Dihedral

N(20)

Mn(25)

1.846

N(4)

90

N(12)

90

Pro-R

C(11)

N(12)

1.438

Mn(25)

104

N(4)

63.433

Dihedral

C(19)

N(20)

1.438

Mn(25)

104

N(4)

127.21

Dihedral

C(5)

N(4)

1.438

C(3)

104

Mn(25)

109.5

Pro-S

O(7)

Mn(25)

1.81

N(4)

90

N(12)

90

Pro-S

C(13)

N(12)

1.438

C(11)

104

Mn(25)

109.5

Pro-R

O(15)

Mn(25)

1.81

N(4)

90

O(7)

90

Pro-R

C(21)

N(20)

1.438

C(19)

104

Mn(25)

109.5

Pro-R

O(23)

Mn(25)

1.81

N(4)

90

O(7)

90

Pro-R

C(6)

C(3)

1.509

N(4)

104

C(5)

-179.161

Dihedral

C(2)

C(3)

1.523

N(4)

104

C(6)

107.8

Pro-S

C(14)

C(11)

1.509

N(12)

104

C(13)

154.66

Dihedral

C(10)

C(11)

1.523

N(12)

104

C(14)

107.8

Pro-R

C(22)

C(19)

1.509

N(20)

104

C(21)

179.973

Dihedral
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C(18)

C(19)

1.523

N(20)

104

C(22)

107.8

Pro-R

C(1)

C(5)

1.951

N(4)

90.278

C(3)

53.812

Dihedral

C(9)

C(13)

1.523

N(12)

104

C(11)

-41.253

Dihedral

C(17)

C(21)

1.523

N(20)

104

C(19)

-40.289

Dihedral

O(8)

C(6)

1.208

C(3)

131.989

O(7)

131.989

Pro-S

O(16)

C(14)

1.208

C(11)

161.472

O(15)

161.472

Pro-R

O(24)

C(22)

1.208

C(19)

131.694

O(23)

131.694

Pro-R

H(30)

C(3)

1.113

C(2)

112.303

N(4)

115.659

Pro-R

H(37)

C(11)

1.113

C(10)

112.303

N(12)

115.659

Pro-S

H(44)

C(19)

1.113

C(18)

112.303

N(20)

115.659

Pro-S

H(26)

C(1)

1.113

C(2)

111.843

C(5)

111.843

Pro-R

H(27)

C(1)

1.113

C(2)

115.113

C(5)

115.113

Pro-S

H(28)

C(2)

1.113

C(1)

110.797

C(3)

110.797

Pro-R

H(29)

C(2)

1.113

C(1)

112.642

C(3)

112.642

Pro-S

H(31)

C(5)

1.113

C(1)

114.005

N(4)

114.005

Pro-R

H(32)

C(5)

1.113

C(1)

120.26

N(4)

120.26

Pro-S

H(33)

C(9)

1.113

C(10)

110.543

C(13)

110.543

Pro-S

H(34)

C(9)

1.113

C(10)

112.043

C(13)

112.043

Pro-R

H(35)

C(10)

1.113

C(9)

110.641

C(11)

110.641

Pro-S

H(36)

C(10)

1.113

C(9)

112.275

C(11)

112.275

Pro-R

H(38)

C(13)

1.113

C(9)

110.797

N(12)

110.797

Pro-S

H(39)

C(13)

1.113

C(9)

112.642

N(12)

112.642

Pro-R

H(40)

C(17)

1.113

C(18)

111.147

C(21)

111.147

Pro-S

H(41)

C(17)

1.113

C(18)

113.468

C(21)

113.468

Pro-R

H(42)

C(18)

1.113

C(17)

114.708

C(19)

114.708

Pro-S

H(43)

C(18)

1.113

C(17)

121.948

C(19)

121.948

Pro-R

H(45)

C(21)

1.113

C(17)

110.797

N(20)

110.797

Pro-S

H(46)

C(21)

1.113

C(17)

112.642

N(20)

112.642

Pro-R

3.2 Conductivity analysis
The equivalent conductivity (Λequiv.) at each concentration of each electrolyte solution was calculated
by the following equation:
(Λequiv.) = 1000σ / C1C2

(1)

Where σ is the specific conductance obtained experimentally, C1 and C2 are the equivalent
concentration of 2:1 and 1:1 electrolytes used respectively[24]. Table 2a, 2b,and 2c shows the values
of the equivalent conductivity and concentrations of the two electrolytes salts (2:1) determined
experimentally. The Kohlrausch equations was used to discover types of electrolyte through plot the
relation between equivalent conductivity against the square root of concentration [25] at different
temperature (288.16 -313.16 K) and different solvent (water ,methanol, and their mixtures) as shown
in the Figures 2a, 2b and 2c.
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Table 2a. Molar concentration (M) and Equivalent conductance of [Mn(pro)3]Cl2 in water at different
temperatures
Conc.
Mole/L
*10-7

√Conc.
(mole/L)
*10-4

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
288.16 K

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
293.16 K

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
298.16 K

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
303.16 K

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
308.16 K

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
313.16 K

2.5643

7.1990

194.9821

210.0046

195.0748

192.9125

257.3206

189.5213

5.0213

10.2689

165.9666

190.9497

190.9014

164.2526

230.0771

184.239

7.5435

12.5406

154.5371

185.9497

173.0658

152.9858

196.8279

172.8288

9.8325

14.3921

152.4805

177.9343

166.0891

150.9934

184.6956

166.3414

12.2964

16.0571

149.0946

170.0499

159.5157

147.6829

174.6973

160.2151

14.7457

17.4490

147.4802

168.6692

144.1688

146.1662

168.166

156.3808

16.9542

18.6958

147.0327

169.5794

135.1085

145.589

165.8528

150.961

19.2708

20.0543

146.9388

165.0565

127.3933

137.1891

163.1273

149.8349

21.5852

21.1831

146.9516

162.1295

126.3367

130.1396

158.3273

146.3369

23.8737

22.3235

146.6762

161.2595

125.9081

129.9399

155.9928

140.0646

26.2474

23.2902

146.0461

160.3251

122.3702

128.704

153.8403

133.8626

28.2739

24.3409

141.4737

157.021

120.1549

127.0049

149.8012

130.5831

30.4031

25.2974

140.0465

151.9279

120.873

124.2806

148.8608

127.3397

32.6374

26.1169

139.665

150.9272

120.4697

121.4671

146.9295

124.0498

Λ
(Ohm- 1 . equive-1.cm2 )

300

T=288.16 K

T=293.16 K

250

T=298.16 K

200

T=303.16 K

150

T=308.16 K

100

T=313.16 K

0

5

10
15
√Conc.104M

20

Figure 2a. The relation between the square root of concentration and the equivalent conductance of
[Mn(pro)3]Cl2in water at different temperatures
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Table 2b. Molar concentration (M) and Equivalent conductance of [Mn(pro)3]Cl2 in methanol at
different temperatures

6.55604

8.0969

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
288.16 K
77.7410

12.8632

11.3416

76.2651

77.2447

74.0047

64.2040

64.7040

76.1726

19.3808

13.9215

68.7964

76.1236

66.7687

59.6598

60.1211

69.6153

25.3026

15.9068

65.8691

65.7373

63.9330

58.7554

52.6280

66.6383

31.6924

17.8023

63.1065

62.9772

61.2569

57.3355

47.2685

63.8290

38.0817

19.5145

61.2716

61.1434

59.4811

56.9934

43.7078

57.5337

43.8606

20.9429

60.7986

60.6685

59.0265

56.4978

41.7432

53.7839

49.9570

22.3510

60.0514

59.9202

58.3060

52.9118

39.9800

50.5822

56.0792

23.6810

59.4396

59.3069

57.7168

50.0831

38.5826

48.0535

61.9826

24.8963

56.4674

59.0214

57.4462

47.9801

37.5924

46.1840

68.4457

26.1621

53.5704

58.3046

56.7561

45.8649

36.4736

44.2733

73.8580

27.1768

51.9013

58.5320

56.9842

44.7424

36.0535

43.2991

79.5650

28.2072

50.2732

56.4208

54.9356

43.6111

35.5585

42.2996

85.6442

29.2650

48.6508

54.3548

52.9308

42.4462

34.9770

41.2530

Conc.
Mole/L
*10-7

√Conc.
(mole/L)
*10-4

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
293.16 K
77.5926

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
298.16 K
75.4429

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
303.16 K
75.5798

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
308.16 K
76.1726

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
313.16 K
78.6841

100
Λ
(Ohm- 1 . equive-1.cm2 )

T=288.16 K
T=293.16 K

80

T= 298.16 K
T=303.16 K

60

T=308.16 K
T=313.16 K

40
20
0

5

10
15
20
√Conc.104M

25

30

Figure 2b. The relation between the square root of concentration and the equivalent conductance of
[Mn(pro)3]Cl2 in methanol at different temperatures
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Table 2c. Molar concentration (M) and Equivalent conductance of[Mn(pro)3]Cl2 at different
percentage of methanol in water
Conc.
Mole/L
*10-7

√Conc.
(mole/L)
*10-4

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
10%

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
20%

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
30%

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
40%

Λ
(Ohm- 1 .
equive-1
.cm2 )
50%

5.1620

375.2790

258.8416

244.8986

234.5255

239.1073

5.2282

7.2308

286.8876

230.8790

208.7791

186.9101

182.7888

7.8743

8.8760

253.8579

197.0221

184.6778

165.3729

161.7446

10.2086

10.1419

226.8457

184.4627

176.7567

158.3136

154.8570

12.8855

11.3510

206.9663

174.0534

169.2722

151.6456

148.3508

15.4832

12.4431

193.7569

155.9976

164.2815

147.2094

133.7389

17.8329

13.3541

186.9163

145.1320

162.9573

146.0531

125.0464

20.1315

14.2524

180.5070

135.9232

160.8930

144.2348

117.6217

22.8384

15.1009

175.4092

128.6584

151.2318

142.7413

111.7597

25.2536

15.8761

171.9211

123.2607

143.9772

135.5834

107.4304

27.8625

16.6841

167.6471

117.8233

136.8409

128.6017

102.9995

30.3722

17.3312

160.9114

114.9500

132.8120

129.9980

100.7538

32.5904

17.9886

154.5163

112.0496

128.8455

125.6846

98.4460

34.8368

18.6637

148.3239

109.0575

124.8550

121.4132

96.0249

Λ
(Ohm- . equive-1.cm2 )

2.6646

400

10%

350
300

20%

250
200

30%

150
100

40%

50
0
0

5

10
√Conc.104M

15

20

50%

Figure 2c. The relation between the square root of concentration and Equivalent conductance of
[Mn(pro)3]Cl2 at different percentage of methanol in water
Figures 2a and 2b show the relations between (Λ) and concentration (√c) for the studied complex at
different temperatures. Gave a curved line, these relationships which indicate that complex of amino
acid was weakly associated in different solvents and temperatures [26]. Moreover, Figure 2c shows
the relation between (Λ) and the square root of concentration (√c) for the studied complex at different
percentages of methanol to water which also gave a curve line. The Lee-Wheaton equation (LW) for
unsymmetrical electrolytes is used for analyses of the conductance data for mixed electrolyte
solutions using a computer program (AM1).
The theoretical equivalent conductance is given by the following equation.
Λequiv.= Σ |Zi| mi λi / ΣCn
(2)
Where Zi is the charge, mi: molar concentration, λi: equivalent conductivity for each
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ionic species present in the solution and Cn is the stoichiometric equivalent concentration of
electrolyte species n. It was found earlier that Ka and λ°s value for single ion and for ion-pair are
constant from one system to another for symmetrical, asymmetrical and mixed electrolytes by using
LW equation[27].The input data of the computer program (AM1) are: solvent parameters (T, D, η),
charges Zi and limiting conductivities λ°i for each ionic species. Kassociation for each ion association
equilibrium as shown in tables (3a, 3b and 3c); for mixture as an example and the experimental data
which are the stoichiometric concentration of the two electrolytes solution within the experimentally
determined equivalent conductivities calculated from equation (1). The computer program (AM1)
calculated the minimum standard deviation σs(Λ) between Λ equiv. (found experimentally) using
equation (1) and Λequiv. (Calculated by using equation (2) as
σs(Λ) = (Λequiv.– Λexperi.)3……..(3)
at the appropriate (R) values (R: the overall distance parameter), where R is only the variable
parameter, for each set of the data of each experiment done[28]. Tables 3a, 3b and, 3c show the
results of proline complex analysis in water and methanol at different temperatures and at mixtures.
Table 3a. The values at constant Ka, Λ,the distance between R(A°) and σΛ of the[Mn(pro)3]Cl2 at
different temperatures in water solvent.
T
(K)

Ka

288.16
293.16
298.16
303.16
308.16
313.16

30
25
72
92
82
122

Λ°
(Ohm-1 .equive-1
.cm2 )

R
(A°)

бΛ

90
110
74
78
98
92

7.4
7.1
7.5
7.4
7.0
7.0

0.072
0.112
0.171
0.127
0.168
0.128

Table 3b. The values at constant Ka, Λ,the distance between R(A°) and σΛ of the[Mn(pro) 3]Cl2 at
different temperatures in methanol solvent.
T
(K)
288.16
293.16
298.16
303.16
308.16
313.16

6
10
10
8
6

Λ°
(Ohm- 1 equive-1
cm2 )
18
15
12
11
10

R
(A°)
5.4
5.8
4.5
5.2
5

0.07
0.061
0.057
0.085
0.151

4

6

5.9

0.102

Ka

бΛ

Table 3c. The values at constant Ka, Λ,the distance between R(A°) and σΛ of the [Mn(pro)3]Cl2
in different percentage of methanol in water.
Λ°
(Ohm- 1 . equive-1.
cm2 )

R
(A°)

бΛ

%

Ka

10

52

122

5.5

0.209

20

71

120

7.9

0.21

30

92

91

7.2

0.161

40

110

82

8.1

0.112

50

132

62

8.2

0.169
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It is noted that the Ka values of complex increase with increasing temperature because the electronic
density of the solvent decrease, associations will decrease that the solvent molecules will be attracted
and thus ion association increase. The results of distance parameter R show that complexes
electrolytes form solvent separated ion pairs (R is between 4-8) these high values of R indicated that
cations and anions are separated by many solvent molecules since the association was high with
increased temperatures [29]. The values of σΛ give an indication of good best-fit values [30].
3.3 Calculation of the thermodynamic parameters (ΔH, ΔG, ΔS)
Thermodynamic functions of proline complex were estimated through the value of the equilibrium
constant at different temperatures by the Vant-Hoff equation. ΔH values were calculated from the
relation between lnKa against 1/T as shown in Figures 3a and 3b. The relation gives a straight line for
complex solutions [31] .
ΔH
lnKa = ─ ── + C

(4)

RT
While ΔS values were calculated from the equation :
ΔG = ΔH – T ΔS

(5)

and ΔG from the equation :
ΔG = – R T lnKa

(6)

The values of thermodynamic parameters (ΔH, ΔG, ΔS) shows in Table (4a and 4b)
Table 4a. Thermodynamic parameters of [Mn(pro)3]Cl2 in water.
T
(K)

ΔS
(J.mol-1.K-1)

ΔG
(KJ.mol-1)

ΔH
(KJ.mol-1)

Ln ka

-5.59

3.401

288.16

28.26

-8.1444

293.16
298.16
303.16
308.16
313.16

26.74
35.54
37.58
36.62
39.93

-7.84163
-10.5963
-11.3917
-11.2850
-12.5021

9
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4.522
4.407
4.804
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y = -5.5935x + 22.734
R² = 0.8163

6
5
4

lnKa 3
2
1
0
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

(1\T)*1000 (K-1)

Figure 3a. The relation between the ln Ka &1/T of [Mn(pro)3]Cl2 in water.
Table 4b. Thermodynamic parameters of [Mn(pro)3]Cl2 in methanol.
T
(K)

ΔS
(J.mol-1.K-1)

ΔG
(KJ.mol-1)

ΔH
(KJ.mol-1)

288.16
293.16
298.16
303.16
308.16
313.16

28.8
31.26
32.68
34.57
35.55
36.83

-8.299
-9.163
-9.742
-10.48
-10.95
-11.53

-3.41

Ln ka
3.466
3.761
3.932
4.159
4.277
4.431

5
4
3

lnKa

2

y = -3.4088x + 15.357
R² = 0.9861

1
0
3.1

3.2

3.3

3.4

3.5

(1\T)*1000 (K-1)

Figure 3b. The relation between the ln Ka &1/T of [Mn(pro)3]Cl2 in methanol
The values of ΔH (enthalpy of association) were negative(exothermic) which show that the operation
was hydration, while ΔG (Gibbs free energy) had negative values which depend upon the kind of ions
and in agreement with the relation, which means that the reaction was spontaneous towards the
association and the values of ΔS were also positive (increase the random with increase the
temperature) [32].
3.4 Statistical analysis
After completing the analysis of conductivity results and determining the Ka and R, the statistical
analysis used to find the relationship between the parameters by suggesting an intensive model that is
nearly close to accurate mathematical methods with excellent regression parameters. Thus, the first
descriptor was selected in accordance with the simple correlation between the Ka and the adjusted
parameters as exhibited in Table 5. Below the model equation (eq.7), which was obtained by multiple
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linear regression, with r2 and q2 equal to 0.999 and 0.994 respectively. The suggested model can be
used to predict the Ka value from the dielectric constant and viscosity of solvents before experiments.
Ka = 531 - 0.6 dielectric const. - 65472 Viscosity

% MeOH

10
20
30
40
50

(7)

Table (5):physical parameters and Ka in different mixture solvents
Ka
Viscosity
Density Dielectric Const.
R
Λ°
(Poise)
(g/cm3)
(A°)
(Ohm- 1. equive-1
.cm2 )
52
0.00664
0.9737
69.64
5.5
122
71
0.00638
0.9534
65.2
7.9
120
92
0.00612
0.9331
60.8
7.2
91
110
0.00586
0.9128
56.418
8.1
82
132
0.0056
0.8925
52
8.2
62

Table (6): Theoretical and expermental value of Ka according to the suggested model
Obs
Ka expermentaly
Ka theoriticaly
Training set
1
52
51.647
2
71
71.065
3
110
111.213
4
132
131.075
Test set
5
92
93.83
4.Conclusions:
The present work reports conductivity data for proline-Mn solutions in water, methanol at different
temperatures and in mixtures of methanol in water, which were measured by assisting the leeWheaton equation at the best fit values of standard deviled ( σ Λ) for analyzing the data of
unsymmetrical electrolytes included. The values of conductivity parameters such as association
constant Ka, Λο, and distance parameter R, were differ from one solvent to another depending on
dielectric constant and viscosity and interactions in solution. An indication of the above can be said
that the electrophoretic effect or asymmetric effect. The Affected Ka values were in the following
order [mixture> methanol> water], due to the difference in the density, viscosity and, dielectric
constant which decreases with the increase of alcohol content. Consequently,
increased
intermolecular interaction and ionic hydration between the methanol and water molecules are
responsible for the decrease in density which is in coherence with the available literature values.
Therefore, the mixture results are better than those of methanol or water alone. Also, from theoretical
results, the effect of the solvent property upon the Ka is in matching with the experimental results.
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Abstract. The aim of this study was estimation the concentration of heavy and trace
element in blood samples for autism spectrum disorder material and method: sixty
patients with autism participated in the present study, all of these patients are
registered in an autism center in Basrah province( Iraq). At the same time, 30 healthy
children contributed in the study as a control group. The heavy levels were estimated
and trace elements (chromium , zinc, selenium, copper, lead, mercury and iron) in the
patient and control groups by used energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The
basic principle should appear in the X-rays emitted by the different energies coming
from the sample at the same time as a beam of an electron is moving its factors.
Conclusion: The results showed that there was no significant difference between
patients and the control group in all trace elements except zinc. On the other hand,
the study showed that there was no significant change between male and female in all
levels of trace elements except selenium.

Key words: Trace elements , Autism Spectrum Disorder ,Energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy.
1. Introduction
Autism spectrum disorder is a disorder that affects children at an early age, characterized
by difficulty in communicating with others, slow speech, aggression and isolation, the causes
of which are unknown [1]. Hereditary and ecological reasons were involved within the
disease [2]. Trace elements are existing in several forms in the nature, and these elements are
actual necessary for the body to achieve different functions, where this elements acting as
cofactors for various enzymes. Serum iron level showed correlation with oxidative stress
markers in several disease such as beta thalassemia major [3]. On the other hand, the scientist
was explained the effect of some elements in function of more glands which was that effect
on the some hormones [4]. In addition, the researchers have shown that the high level
concentration of some trace elements consider an important factors for increase oxidative
stress [5]. Researchers have also shown that there is a significant relationship between trace
elements and genetic factors, as a result of this relationship, oxidative stress is impaired [6].
In addition ,the researchers explained the relationship of iron with oxidative stress and
consequently the effect of oxidative stress on glands and production of hormones, which in
turn regulate the vital activities of the human body [6].Despite the importance of these
elements in the human function, an increase in their concentrations in the blood is considered
toxic, On the other hand, any lack of concentration causes a defect in many life processes
studies have proven a correlation between the accumulation of heavy elements in the blood
and memory impairment [7], Mental disorders. In addition, the researcher explained the effect
of trace elements including iron, on the oxidation of fats and consequently its negative effect
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on oxidative stress and on steroid hormones and neurons [7,8], neurological and behavioral
abnormalities and neurotoxicity [9-12].
Objective: The aim of the current study was to compare the level of trace elements in
patients with autism and control group.
2. Subject and Method
Sixty patients with autism were contributed in this study. Their ages were between 3 and 6
years. These patients are listed at a specialized autism center in Basrah province (Iraq). Blood
sample was taken from them after the agreement of their parents. To estimate the
concentration of trace elements, a technique was used energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS). Primary precept needs to have an appearance at of released X-rays of different
energies coming from the sample at the similar time as a beam of electron moves its factors.
The amount and composition of metal nanoparticles can without difficulty be identified from
the floor of the given sample [13].
3. Statistical Analysis
The data collated after biochemical analysis were subjected to statistical calculation using
statistical software (Megastat). The mean, standard deviation of mean and F-distribution test
were obtained. Critical value or test of probability less than 0.05 (p< 0.05) was regarded
significant and microsoft excel (2010) and Minitab v. 14 was also used.
4. Result and discussion
Table 1. shows the level of chromium , zinc, selenium, copper, lead, mercury and iron for
autism patients and their control group .
Table 1. level of chromium , zinc, selenium, copper, lead, mercury and iron for autism
spectrum disorder and their control group.
Parameter

Patients

Control

P-value

Chromium ng/mL

2230.4 ± 1796.2

2745.7 ± 1497.7

0.155214

Zinc ng/mL

24072.3 ± 7359.8

33952.3 ± 15533.7

0.002182*

Selenium ng/mL

23297.6 ± 9813.8

27441.9 ± 8833.4

0.047508*

Copper ng/mL

26818.4 ± 11359

29626.3 ± 8657.2

0.196874

Lead ng/mL

65012.9 ± 23703.6

64568.5 ± 17341.9

0.919859

Mercury ng/mL

48341.8 ± 10280.1

48309.3 ± 8753.8

0.98759

Iron ng/mL

4686.3 ± 4059

6827.2 ± 6169

0.092182

The results in Table 1 show there is no significant change in all trace elements(p>0.05)
except zinc and selenium which have a significant decrease (p≤0.05). These results are
consistent with study of Knutson & Mitchell( 2019), Where they studied the effect of trace
elements on neurons in vitro they found that the effect of these trace elements very little
except when the concentration of a very high level. On the other hand, Knutson & Mitchell
explained that zinc is the most important elements that affect the function of neurons and
brain [14].
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Figure 1. The level of zinc in autism patients and control group
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Figure 2. The level of selenium in autism patients and control group

In the other hand, the results showed non –significant change in chromium, Copper,
lead, mercury and iron in ASD samples as compare control group. These results are
consistent with a study of (14),which they proved that that most trace elements have a
normal level in autism patients.
Table 2. level of chromium , zinc, selenium, copper, lead, mercury and iron in male with
autism spectrum disorder .
Parameter

Patients/Male

Control/Male

P-value

Chromium (ng/mL)

2315.8±1812.2

2763.4±1567.1

0.351

Zinc (ng/mL)

24769.4±7134.5

38385.4±12591.3

0.0004*
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Selenium (ng/mL)

25019.4±9905.7

25926.4±7658.5

0.709

Copper (ng/mL)

26951.4±11296.1

29020.4±9736.5

0.487

Lead (ng/mL)

66515.4±23227.6

67736.1±5143

0.751

Mercury (ng/mL)

47558.7±11956.6

50246.5±3309.5

0.192

Iron (ng/mL)

4623.4±4145.4

7767.9±6580.2

0.081

The results refers to no significant change in male with ASD for all parameters(p>0.05)
except zinc(p≤0.05).
Table 3. level of chromium , zinc, selenium, copper, lead, mercury and iron in female with
autism spectrum disorder .
Parameter

Patients/Female

Control/Female

P-value

Chromium (ng/mL)

2046.2±1795.8

2722.6±1464.9

0.251941

Zinc (ng/mL)

22568±7806.3

28155.1±17535.5

0.297741

Selenium (ng/mL)

19582.3±8735.8

29423.7±10142

0.009*

Copper (ng/mL)

26531.5±11799.9

30418.6±7316

0.259

Lead (ng/mL)

61771±25029.7

60426.2±25665.6

0.884

Mercury (ng/mL)

50031.6±4929.1

45776.2±12582.5

0.265

Iron (ng/mL)

4822.1±3973.3

5597.1±5598.6

0.672

The results refers to no significant change in female with ASD for all parameters
(p>0.05) except selenium(p≤0.05).
Table 4. Comparison between male and female with autism spectrum disorder for level of
chromium , zinc, selenium, copper, lead, mercury and iron.
Parameter

Male

Female

P-value

Chromium (ng/mL)

2315.8±1812.2

2046.2±1795.8

0.593

Zinc (ng/mL)

24769.4±7134.5

22568±7806.3

0.304

Selenium (ng/mL)

25019.4±9905.7

19582.3±8735.8

0.038*

Copper (ng/mL)

26951.4±11296.1

26531.5±11799.9

0.897

Lead (ng/mL)

66515.4±23227.6

61771±25029.7

0.489

Mercury (ng/mL)

47558.7±11956.6

50031.6±4929.1

0.262
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Iron (ng/mL)

4623.4±4145.4

4822.1±3973.3

0.859

The results in Table 4 have shown there is no significant change between male and female
with ASD for all parameters (p>0.05) except selenium(p≤0.05). Pfaender, et al., 2017
compared the current results with his findings and show that the most of the trace elements
have a high level for the comparison group such as such as copper, mercury, lead, and others
suffered from a decrease in their level such as iron, selenium and zinc the contradiction
between this research and current research. The research group measured these trace elements
during the sampling of hair and nails for ASD, while the current research took blood samples
only, knowing that trace elements are more stable in tissues than in blood due to the
persistence of heavy elements in those tissues. The second reason is the environmental and
regional variances between the two researches, where environmental pollution plays an
important role in the levels of trace elements in individuals. At the same time, the size of
pollution varies from region to another [15]. Researchers have proven that the level of

zinc in men is higher than the level of zinc in women, as zinc is affected by many
factors, the most important of which is BMI, TG, Metabolic Syndrome, and since
autistic people suffer from problems in absorption and metabolism. It also suffers
from the variation in zinc levels between men and women[16]. The results in Figure 2
and Figure 3 do not show any change in the levels of trace elements which were listed
in this figure in male and female. (Baker.,2016) The difference that occurs in the
levels of trace elements is not affected by gender, but it is affected by the environment
in which the person lives as there is no difference between men and women in the
concentrations of trace elements. There is a difference in the concentrations of these
elements between male and female because of the geographical environment in which
the person lives, this explains the results of the current research. Differential
expression of a big range of genes has proven to correlate with blood degrees of lead
and mercury in children with ASD (2). High blood concentration of mercury in the
course of diverse developmental tiers consequent to genetically decreased capacity to
excrete mercury is shown to reason immunological, neurological and behavioral
abnormalities very much like the ones seen in ASDs [17]. The chance of an aggregate
of genetic and environmental elements specifically exposure to metals inside the
etiology of ASDs. Therefore, appears to be sturdy and cannot be omitted because of
the large environmental. Cadmium is a xenobiotic of high toxicity. It has neurotoxic,
hepatotoxic, mutagenic, carcinogenic and teratogenic effects (it is protected with the aid of
the international agency for research on cancer IARC into the group 1 of sellers of a showed
carcinogenic impact on humans). Moreover, Cd impairs metabolism of Ca, Mg, Fe, Zn, Se
and Cu, which causes morphological and functional modifications specially organs[18]. Cd is
absorbed into a human body in particular via the digestive tract and respiratory gadget. As
regards Cd in meals within the digestive tract, it's miles absorbed in approximately 6% in
adults and up to 60% in kids [18]. Although Zn may be an environmental pollutant in addition
to the cause of sideroblastic anemia in instances of excessive exposure, it's miles an vital trace
element for human beings. Zn is vital in the synthesis of nucleic acids, cell replication in
addition to tissue boom and repair, particularly in toddlers. Zinc deficiency negatively affects
immunity, neuropathy, and difficulty in wound healing [19]. Zn also deficiency effects in
excessive absorption of poisonous metals together with Cd and Pb, and enhances the
formation of their deposits inside the body. Deficiency of Zn and Mg blended with an
extended burden of poisonous metals may additionally play the main epigenetic position
inside the pathogenesis of sicknesses from the autism spectrum [20]. Apart from the Mg
deficiency, a number of autistic kids additionally show that the deficiency of Zn and Ca.
Moreover, a courting among the deficiency of Zn and Mg were found. Every fourth baby
suffers from the deficiency of each factors concurrently [19]. Most of the research concerned
with studying the effect of selenium on autism disorder on children proves that the level of
selenium decreases significantly in autistic children and this supports the current results of the
current research. As for the high level of selenium in boys more than that of girls, there are no
clear and compelling physiological reasons that explain the reason for the difference, but
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perhaps the reason is due to the special care enjoyed by boys but not girls.cFor example, give
them some nutritional supplement that contains trace elements important to treat the autism
[21].
5. Conclusion

It can be concluded from this study that the levels of trace elements such as chromium
,copper, lead, mercury, selenium and iron are normal in children with autism spectrum
disorders. While the level of zinc is significantly lower in patients compared to the
control group. Also concluded no significant change between male and female in all
levels of trace elements except selenium which showed a significant decrease in
female patients compared to male patients.
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Abstract. By condensation of benzaldehyde with thiourea in absolute ethanol
in the presence of glacial acetic acid as a catalyst, the Schiff base(1benzylidenethiourea)[I] was synthesized by synthesis of 4-(3benzylidenethioureido)-4-thioxobut-2-enoic acid compound[II] by reaction of
maleic anhydride with schiff base [I] in DMF. When treating compound [II]
with ammonium persulfate (NH4)2S2O8 (APS) as an ethanol initiator to
obtain polymer [III], compound [III] reacted to polymer [IV] with SOCl2 in
benzene. Sulfamethizole, celecoxib, salbutamol, 4-aminoantipyrine to yield
polymers [V-VIII], compound [IV] reaction with different drugs. Spectral
evidence established the structure of synthesized compounds: FTIR and
1HNMR, UV-Vis Spectroscopy and Elemental Analysis (C.H.N-S) . These
synthesized derivatives [V-VIII] were tested for their antibacterial activity
against Bacillus subtilis (G+) and Escherichia coli (G-) by agar well diffusion
process, and the results showed that all polymers had a greater diameter of
the growth inhibition region. This may be relative to the presence of
sulfamethizole medication, maleimide group and Schiff bases, Polymer[V]
demonstrated excellent inhibition against Bacillus subtilisa and E.coli.
Keyword : Schiff base , Antibacterial activity, Salbutamol , Celecoxib ,
Maleimide , sulfamethizole.
1. Introduction
Schiff bases are a group of compounds containing (-HC=N-) formed from condensing
products of aromatic aldehydes or primary amine ketones [1]. Schiff bases are commonly
used in various fields, such as medical chemistry [2], antibacterial, antiviral, pharmacological,
antioxidant and cancer activities [3-5]. In addition, the Schiff base enhances the biopolymer's
stability[6]. A generic formula, H2C2(CO)2NH, has maleimide compounds. The name 'maleimide' derives from the maleic acid and imide combination [7]. Maleimides are an essential
type of heterocyclic compounds contained in natural products[8] and are used in organic and
medicinal chemistry[9]. In pharmaceutical products with biological specific functions, such as
antibacterial, anticancer, antitumor, tuberculostatic activity, anti-microbial, antiviral and
antigenic activities, maleimides have important significance [10,11]. In order to be able to use
multiple macromolecule systems, such as thermostability materials[12], self-healing
systems[13], click reactions[14] and antibody-drug conjugates[15], Chemistry's
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Maleimide[MI] has acquired a senior interest in both polymer and biological sciences. The
structure of the alpha,β-unsaturated imide allows Maleimide to be extremely versatile. First,
the two carbonyl groups have hydrogen bonding interaction power that can be used to modify
the behavior of polymerization[16]. The feasibility of preparing higher and thermally stable
polymers[17] is the copolymerization of maleimides with Schiff base supply. In addition to
the process ability of maleimide polymer, flexible units within the polymer backbone can also
be increased.
2. Experimental
Materials : All chemicals supplied from Merck and Aldrich.
Techniques : FTIR spectra recorded using KBr , discs on a 8400s Shimadzu
spectrophotometer and FTIR spectrophotometer , Shimadzo [Ir prestige-21] . 1HNMR spectra
carried out by : Bruker , ultra shield 300 MHz , : Switzerland and are reported in ppm.
2.1.Synthetic Procedures:
2.1.1.Preparation of Schiff base[1-benzylidenethiourea] [I] [18] :
This compound was prepared from the reaction of benzeldehyde [1.06 g. , 0.01 mol] with
thiourea [0.76 g. , 0.01 mol] in (30 ml.) ethanol and [3]drops of glacial acetic acid , the
mixture refluxing at 70°C for 12h. . The course of the reaction was followed up using a
technique TLC. When the reaction was completion , separated as yellow-colored product
which was filtered , dried and recrystallized by methanol . Yield 85% ; m.p[129-131]0C.
Elemental Analysis , Calcd : C% = 58.53; H% = 4.87; N% = 17.07; S%= 19.51 , Found: C%
= 58.67; H% = 4.98 ; N% =17.27 S% = 18.98.
2.1.2.Synthesis of 4-[3-benzylidenethioureido]-4-thioxobut-2-enoic acid[II] [19]
Mix Maleic anhydride [0.98 g. , 0.01mol] and [ 1.64 g. , 0.01mol] Schiff base [I] in 25ml
DMF then refluxed about 4hr. , the viscous result washed with diethyl ether and then dried at
room temperature. Yield 73% ; m.p[198-200]oC. Elemental Analysis , Calcd : C% =54.96 ;
H% = 3.81; N% = 10.68 ; S% = 12.21
Found: C% = 55.99 ; H% =3.90 ; N% =10.15; S% = 12.87
2.1.3.Synthesis of polymer[III] [20] :
[0.27g ,0.001mol] of compound [II] was mixed with (0.22gm) of ammonium per sulfate
[APS] as initiator of polymerization in (15 ml.) of ethanol . The mixture stirring for 2-3 hrs
at room temperature , then refluxed about 12hr. Filtered , washed with cold EtOH absolute ,
dried and recrystallized with ethanol to gave the required product [III].
2.1.4.Synthesis of polymer[IV] [21]
0.01 mol of compound [III] mixed with 0.01mol of thionyl chloride in 25ml. of dry benzene
and reflux for (6hr) The Amount of SOCl2 and benzene separated under vacuum after cooling.
2.1.5.Synthesis of polymers [V-VIII] [22]
A mixture [0.01mol] of compound [IV] and [0.01 mol ] of drug [sulfamethizole or
celecoxib or salbutamol or 4-aminoantipyrine] in 20 ml. of DMF . The mixture refluxed about
3 hr. Filtered , wash with ethanol absolute , dried and recrystallized from EtOH to gave the
required product[V-VIII].
3. Result and Discussion
-1benzylidenethiourea[I] was prepared to give good yield to compound[I] by reaction of
benzaldehyde with thiourea in absolute ethanol. FTIR and 1HNMR spectroscopy were used to
identify this Schiff base [I]. The FTIR spectra, Fig.(1) shown at (1647)cm-1 appearance band
refers to the azomethine group and two (3325,3149)cm-1 appearance bands attributable to
NH2 . 1HNMR (DMSO) spectrum, Fig.(2) showed a signal at δ(2.11) ppm attributable to the
NH2 group, a sharp singlet at δ(8.1) ppm for one proton attributed to CH=N and several
signals for aromatic protons at δ(7.32-7.83) ppm. Compound [II] produces maleic anhydrides
with Schiff base [I] in DMF from the reaction. FTIR spectroscopy detected the compound
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[II]. 3400-2400 (OH), 3184 (NH) group, 3041 (C-H arom.) group, 1739 (C=O) of carboxylic
acid, 1654(C=O-NH), 1641(C=N), 1591(C=C)Aromatic and 1126(C=S). FTIR
absorption[a,cm-1]: Polymer [III] was synthesized with ethanol using ammonium per sulfate
(APS) as the initiator via the reaction compound [II]. The stretching band referred to the O-H
of the COOH moiety in the area (3406-2800)cm-1, the stretching band of the N-H group
appeared at (3170) cm-1-, 3007 (C-H arom.)-, 2941,2856 (C-H aliph.) and the stretching band
to (C=O) for COOH appeared at 1735cm-1.
In order to achieve transformation to a new function group, acid chloride was considered a
very active intermediate, so we aimed at synthesizing compound[IV] by reaction
compound[III] with thionyl chloride, the acid chloride[IV]formed as residue was used in the
next reaction without further purification. Polymers [V-VIII] is synthesized with drugs
(sulfamethizole or celecoxib or salbutamol or 4-aminoantipyrine) from the reacted polymer
[IV] . FT-IR spectrum for compound [VII], acyl chloride absorption band disappearance and
absorption band appearance at (1729) cm-1 refer to (C=O-O), N-H group stretch band
appeared at (3214) cm-1 and OH, C=O-NH and C=N stretch bands appeared at(3438), (1687),
(1630) cm-1 respectively. 1H NMR (δ ppm): sharp singlet signal at δ (1.17) refers to nine
C(CH3)3 protons, signal at δ (2.01) due to proton NH of [NH-C(CH3)3] group, -CH=CH
chemical shift disappears and shows chemical shift at δ (2.73-2.98) due to-[CH-CH]n-,
doublet signal at (3.17-3.40) connected to CH2 proton and triplet signal at δ(4.47) due to CH
proton signals at δ(5.65),(5.77) due to proton CH2O and (5.77) Compound FT-IR spectrum
[VIII] (200, cm-1): reveals the current absorption band due to amide (C=O) in the area
(1687)cm-1 and absorption band disappearance due to acyl chloride. A signal at δ (2.73) due
to protons of [C[CH3]] group, -CH=CH chemical shift disappears and shows chemical shift at
δ (2.98-3.23) ppm due to-(CH-CH)n-, signal at δ(3.45) refer to protons of [N(CH3)] group,
signal at δ(6.02) refer to proton of (NH-C=O) group, multiple signals at δ(6.91-7.25)
attributable to aromatic protons, signal at δ(7.97) attributable to CH=N, multiple signals at
δ(6.91-7.25) The UV-Vis compound spectrum[VII,VIII] displays the peaks of absorption
at(280-332), (290-2320) that can be attributed to(π-π*) and (n-π*).
Table1.FT-IR of polymers[V-VIII]

Comp.
No.

υ (N-H)

υ (C-H)
aliph.

υ (C=O)
amide

υ (C=O)
ester.

υ
(C=N)

υ (C=S)

[V]

3351

2933-2872

1670

-

1627

1141

[VI]

3329

2924-2856

1680

-

1637

1132

[VII]

3214

2920-2850

1687

1729

1630

1157

[VIII]

3190

2964-2804

1687

-

1631

1193
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Figure1.FT-IR of compound[I]

Figure 2 . 1H-NMR of compound [I]
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Figure 3. FT-IR of compound[V]

Fig.(4).FT-IR of compound[VI]
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Figure 5. FT-IR of compound[VII]

Figure 6 . 1H-NMR of compound [VII]
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Figure 7 . FT-IR of compound[VIII]

Figure 8 . 1H-NMR of compound [VIII]
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Figure 9. U.V. spectrum of compound [VII]

Figure 10. U.V. spectrum of compound [VIII]
4. Biological Activity:
The polymers [V-VIII] were tested by the agar well diffusion method (Barry, 1977) for
their antibacterial activity against Bacillus subtilis [G+] and Escherichia coli [G-] (in vitro),
the standard drug used to compare the synthesized polymers with penicillin (50μg / ml) . The
results showed that the growth inhibition zone diameter of all polymers was higher.
Compound[V] demonstrated strong inhibition against Bacillus subtilisa and E.coli, which
may be linked to the existence of the drug sulfamethizole, since this drug is a sulfonamidederived antibacterial. It is effective against a wide variety of gram-negative and gram-positive
bacteria as an antibiotic. The polymer[V] also includes Maleimide group and Schiff bases that
have strong antibacterial activity.
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Table2. The inhibition zone of some synthesized compounds[V-VIII].

Comp.

E .coli

Bacillus cereus

Penicillin

17

23

[V]

28

22

[VI]

14

15

[VII]

23

20

[VIII]

16

16

Figure 11 .Antibacterial activities of polymers
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Scheme 1. The synthetic route for target derivatives[I-VIII]
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Abstract . This paper uses the potentiometric method to evaluate (amitriptyline
hydrochloride, AM) by creating selective electrodes for AM drugs with the active
ingredient (Ammonium Reinackate, AR) using a plasticizer (Dibutyl phthalate, DBP).
The results showed that for (Coated Wire Electrode (CWE)) and Coated Graphite
Electrode (CGE) respectively, the Nernstian slope of the prepared Am-AR-DBP
electrodes is (57.293, 58.803 mV / decade). With a pH range of (4-7) and a
concentration range of 1 ⁇ 10 ⁇ ^(-6)-1 ⁇ 10 ⁇ ^(-1) M for both electrodes, the
upper and lower limit of detection for the Am-AR-DBP CGE is 0.2042M, 4.8 ⁇ 10
⁇ ^(-7) M, and the upper and lower limit of detection for the Am-AR-DBP CWE
electrode is 0.2051M, 4.91 ⁇ 10^(-7) M, respectively. The response time ranges from
20-83 sec, 14-76 sec for CWE and CGE electrodes respectively. For the CWE
electrode, the age of the electrodes is 26 days, and for the CGE electrode, 42 days.
The research included calculating the selectivity with the presence of interferers of
these electrodes where the K(i,j)^pot values for all ions were less than 1. In the
estimation of the drug Amitriptyline Hydrochloride in the pharmaceutical preparation
(Amitriptyline tablets), the manufactured electrodes were used by following the direct
process, the standard method of additions, the possible titration method and the
homogeneity of the material sample, as well as the drug was estimated in urine and
blood plasma with a recovery of not less than 100.57 for urine and 99.46 f for urine.

Keywords :Amitriptyline hydrochloride, Ion selective electrodes, Coated
Wire Electrod; Coated Graphite Electrode, Ion pair.
1. Introduction:
Electrochemical sensors are one of the smallest chemical tools that can give instant and direct
information when a specific compound or ion is present in complex samples. Among the
different classes of chemical sensors, ion selective electrodes used in potential sensors are one
of the most widely used. Potential detection by ion selective electrodes (ISEs) provide several
advantages over other analysis methods such as speed, ease of operation, simple
instrumentation, relatively fast response, wide dynamic range, reasonable selectivity, and low
cost [1]. A selective electrode is generally known as a chemical sensor capable of converting
the activity of a particular ion dissolved in a solution into an electrical potential that can be
measured with a voltmeter or pH meter [2,3] The formula for amtriptyline hydrochloride is
[4]
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The molecular formula [4] is C20H23N, HCl, and its molecular weight is 313.9 g / mol, and the
scientific name for the drug [5] is
3-(10,11-Dihydro-5H-dibenzo[a,d][7]annulen-5-ylidene)-N,Ndimethyl propan -1- amine
hydrochloride.It is in the form of white powder or colorless crystals, easily dissolved in water,
alcohol, and dichloromethane [6]. Amitriptyline hydrochloride is used to treat mental / mood
problems such as depression. It may help improve mood and feelings of well-being, relieve
anxiety and tension, aid in a better sleep, and increase the patient's energy level. This
medication belongs to a class of drugs called tricyclic antidepressants[7]. Due to the medical
importance of this drug, it has been determined by many different analytical methods, such as
spectroscopy [8,9], HPLC (10,11), (RP-HPLC) [12], Voltmeter technology(13), and gas Liquid
chromatography [14], capillary electrophoresis method [15], LC-MS technique [16], liquid
chromatography [17], flow injection technique [18], thin-layer chromatography [19],
fluorometry (20), and atomic absorption spectroscopy [21]. In this study, several selective
electrodes were manufactured for the determination of Amitriptyline hydrochloride in its pure
form, in its pharmaceutical preparations, and in biological fluids. Two types of electrodes
were prepared (Coated Graphite Electrode (CGE) and Coated Wire Electrode (CWE).
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Apparatus
Jenway 3310 pH Meter, HANNA Instruments pH Meter 211, calomel electrode Swiss source,
JENWAY Hot Plate with Stirrer-Germany, C.H.N Perkin Elmer USA 2400 Series II element
analyzer.
2.2. Materials and Reagents
All chemicals used were of a high degree of purity and supplied by SDI, BDH, and Fluka
1.solution of Amitriptyline hydrochloride, AM 10-1 M.
Prepared the standard solution of Amitriptyline hydrochloride at a concentration of 10-1 M by
dissolving 3.1390 grams in deionized distilled water using a 100 mL volumetric flask and
complete the volume with deionic distilled water to the mark and the other standard solutions
(10-2-10-8) M were prepared by dilution With deionized distilled water.
2.3 .Ammonium reinackate solution, AR 10-1 M.
Prepared the solution by dissolving 3.5444 g of the substance in a 100 mL volumetric flask
and complete the volume with deionized distilled water to the mark.
2.4 Hydrochloric acid at a concentration of approx 0.1 M.
0.8 mL of concentrated hydrochloric acid (12 N) was transferred by a graduated pipette to a
100 mL volumetric flask containing 50 mL deionized distilled water and the volume was
completed with deionized distilled water to the mark.
2.5 Sodium hydroxide at a concentration of approx 0.1 M.
Dissolved 0.4 g of the substance in a 100 mL volumetric flask and complete the volume with
deionized distilled water to the mark.
2.6 Amitriptyline Tabletes preparation solution 25 mg.
Ten tablets containing 0.25 g of the basic substance Amitriptyline hydrochloride developed
by the State Medicines and Medical Supplies Company of Samarra were crushed in an agate
mortar and 1,025 grams was the average weight of one tablet. When 1,2867 g of the
pharmaceutical preparation was taken and then dissolved with an ultrasonic system in
deionized distilled water with Shake to ensure full dissolution and filtered with Whatman
filter paper, the filtrate was then diluted in a 100 mL volumetric flask and the volume was
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completed with deionized distilled water to the mark, so the result was a solution with a
concentration of 10-2 M and a concentration of 100 mL.
2.7 Biological fluid solutions (urine, blood plasma) 0.01 M
In a stopper test tube, 4.5 mL of human plasma or urine were Then added, 0.5 mL was added
at a concentration of 0.1 M amtriptyline hydrochloride, and the tube was shaken for 1 minute.
Other solutions of different concentrations were prepared by dilution with deionized distilled
water.
2.8 Preparation of the ion-pair
The ion pair was prepared by combining 10 ml of AM drug solution at 10-1 M concentration
with 10 ml of AR solution at 10-1 M concentration with stirring to form a light red AM-AR
precipitate, then the precipitate was filtered and washed several times with deionized distilled
water and left for two days at the temperature of the laboratory until dehydration and the
precipitate was dehydrated and washed several times with deionized distilled water (1).
Table 1. Element Analysis for the AM-AR ion pair
Element analysis
Found
Calculated
Formula

%C
43.24
43.13

AM-AR
%H
%N
5.38
16.76
5.43
16.75
[𝐶20 𝐻24 𝑁𝐶𝑙][𝐶4 𝐻10 𝐶𝑟𝑁7 𝑆4 ]. 𝐻2 𝑂

2.9. Preparation of the Electrodes
2.9.1. Coated Graphite Electrode (CGE)
Through a series of preliminary experiments, the selective membrane was prepared by mixing
its components according to weight ratios, which gave the best membranes in terms of the
nature of the membrane and its response according to the following: The coated graphite
electrode was prepared by encapsulating a pure carbon rod (5.5 cm in length, 8 mm in
diameter) with a tight polyethylene tube. A mixture consisting of (10% AM-AR, 30% PVC,
60% DBP as plasticizer) was prepared. And then dissolve the mixture in (5 ml) of THF,
which is considered a good solvent and adhesive, and then continue stirring until we get a
thick solution at a volume of 2-3 ml of the mixture. 1cm of the uncoated graphite rod was
immersed (5) times each immersion for 10 seconds, between each immersion and another (23) minutes, then left in the air for an hour to dry. The electrode was immersed in a 1 × 10−2
M solution of amtriptyline hydrochloride for different periods, then the other end of the
coated carbon rod was connected with an insulated copper wire and connected to a
Potentiometer recorder [22].
2.9.2. Coated Wire Electrode (CWE)
Via a series of preliminary experiments, the selective membrane was prepared by mixing its
components according to the weight ratios given by the best membranes in terms of the nature
of the membrane and its reaction according to the following: when the silver wire was washed
with nitric acid, rinsed with distilled water, dried with acetone, and then left to dry. The silver
wire should be insulated well (8 cm long and 2 mm in diameter). We leave the silver wire 1
cm from both ends exposed and uninsulated. A mixture was prepared consisting of (10% AMAR, 30% PVC, 60% DBP as plasticizer). And then dissolve the mixture into (5 ml) THF,
which is known to be a strong solvent and adhesive, and then continue stirring until 2-3 ml of
the mixture has a thick solution. 1 cm of unwrapped silver wire (5) was submerged every 10
seconds between each dip and another (2-3) minutes, then left in the air to dry for an hour.
For different times, the electrode was submerged in an amtriptyline hydrochloride solution of
1 ⁇ 10^(-2) M, then the other end of the silver wire was attached to the potentiometer
recorder[23].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Study the optimal components of (CWE, CGE)
In a 50 ml glass beaker, the AM-AR electrode (CWE, CGE) was immersed with a calomel
electrode, and the potential difference was recorded for the pharmaceutical solutions at
concentrations of 10-8 - 10-1 M and a corresponding graph of (-) the logarithm of the solutions
concentration and the results are shown in Table (2). Solutions concentrations that are less
than 1 × 10-6 M did not show a linear response in the (CWE, CGE) electrodes and were
therefore neglected in the subsequent experiments. Two types of electrodes were prepared,
CWE and CGE, with different proportions. The electrode (No. 1) is the best AM-AR-DBP
CGE electrode, with the Nirnste slope being about 58.62 mV.decade-1, and the electrode (No.
4) the best Am-AR-DBP CWE electrode, where the Nirnesty slope gives about
56.85mV.decade-1 , This can be seen from Table (2). The properties and specifications of
these selective electrodes that are manufactured for the medicinal substance have been studied
according to the following Table (2):
Table 2. Improvement of CWE and CGE electrode components
Elect
rode
No.

PVC
(%)

plasticizer
(%)

1
2
3

30
30
30

60
63
65

10
11
12

30
30
30

60
63
65

Am-AR
(%)

Slope
𝐦𝐕
𝐝𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐝𝐞

Linear range M

R2

1×10-6 - 1×10-1
1×10-6 - 1×10-1
1×10-6 - 1×10-1

0.9998
0.9951
0.9876

1 10-6 - 1 10-1
1 10-6 - 1 10-1
1 10-6 - 1 10-1

0.9996
0.9991
0.9993

AM-AR-DBP, CGE
10
58.62
7
53.29
5
52.22
AM-AR-DBP, CWE
10
56.85
7
54.66
5
53.91

3.2 Effect of pH
In order to research the effect of the pH on the electrode's potential response, the potential
was determined by adding NaOH or HCl to a constant concentration of 1 ⁇ 10 ⁇ ^(-4) M of
amtriptyline hydrochloride solution and to different pH values ranging from (1-10). As a
function of pH in Fig., the potential shift was plotted. 1. The results indicated that the
potential of the electrode is constant between the pH (4-7). In this range, no interference from
hydrogen ions or hydroxyl ions was observed. Fluctuations in the potential value at a pH of
more than 7 can be due to the formation of soluble and insoluble complexes with hydroxyl
ions in the solution of the medication amtriptyline hydrochloride. As for the fluctuations at a
pH below 4, it is likely to be due to the partial protonation of the formed complex. The results
of this research are shown in Figure 5 (1).

350
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Figure 1. Effect of pH on the potential response of AM-AR-DBP Electrodes
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3.3. Effect of Temperature
The potential change was measured by changing the temperature of the solution from (5-85)
C for a concentration of 1 × 10−4 M, and the relationship between the temperature and the
measured potential difference was plotted, and it was found that the best temperature range in
which the electrodes would operate is between (10-50) oC for (CWE, CGE) electrodes. which
was used in the subsequent experiments, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. It shows a
significant increase in the potential difference values at higher temperatures, which can be
attributed to the increase in the movement of drug solution particles inside and outside the
electrode. The temperature that is less than 5 °C was neglected due to the freezing of the
solution, as the phenomenon of water anomalies occurs at a temperature of 4 °C, so the
surface of the solution becomes freezing, preventing the electrode from performing its work,
which makes measuring the potential difference of the solution at a temperature less than 5 °C
is not possible.

400

CWE

CGE

60

70

300
200
Emv
100
0
0

10

30 T ºC 40

20

50

80

Figure 2. Effect of Temperature on the potential response of AM-AR-DBP Electrodes
3.4. Effect of electrode immersion time on electrode performance
The effect of submerging the AM-AR-DBP electrodes in a 1 × 10−2 M solution of
Amitriptyline hydrochloride was studied for different periods by measuring and following the
slope values until the readings stabilized and the highest value of the Nernstatic slope was
obtained. The slope values reached their maximum values for the prepared AM-AR-DBP
electrodes (58.62, 56.85) mV / (decade) after continuous immersion for (12, 24 hours) CWE
and CGE electrodes respectively.
3.5. Calibration Curve and Detection limit
After determining the optimal conditions of the pH and temperature in several experiments, a
calibration curve was drawn, and it is evident in Figure 3 how linear the calibration curve is.
The upper and lower detection limit of the prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes were calculated
and the upper and lower detection limit of the CGE electrode was 0.2042M, 4.8 × 10−7 M
respectively, and the upper and lower detection limit of the CWE electrode was 0.2051M,
4.91 × 10−7 M respectively.

500

y = -58.803x + 480.56
R² = 0.9999

400
300
EmV
200
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CGE

y = -57.293x + 425.41
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Figure 3. calibration curve of AM-AR-DBP Electrodes
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3.6.Precision and accuracy
After drawing the calibration curve for the AM-AR-DBP electrodes, precision and accuracy
were studied by calculating the potential of different drug concentrations to be tested within
the linear range of the calibration curve for (7) consecutive readings and at the optimal
selected conditions, and the results are shown in the Table (3).
Table 3. Precision and accuracy of results for AM-AR-DBP electrodes
Sample

Taken [AM] M
1 × 10−1
1 × 10−2
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−4
1 × 10−5
1 × 10−6

Found [AM] M
%Recovery
1.0095 × 10−1
100.95
1.0018 × 10−2
100.18
9.941 × 10−4
99.41
102.58
1.0258 × 10−4
97.88
9.788 × 10−6
97.10
9.71 × 10−7
99.683 ± 2.0120
6
4.0483
-1.9
2.0183

Sample

Taken [AM] M

Found [AM] M

%Recovery

%RE

CWE

1 × 10−1
1 × 10−2
1 × 10−3
1 × 10−4
1 × 10−5
1 × 10−6

9.9530 × 10−2
1.007 × 10−2
9.7.880 × 10−4
9.9040 × 10−5
1.002 × 10−5
1.0140 × 10−6

99.53
100.70
97.88
99.04
100.20
101.40

-0.47
0.70
- 2.12
- 0.96
0.20
1.40

CGE

%Mean ± SD
n
Variance
%RE
%RSD

%Mean ± SD
n
Variance
%RE
%RSD

%RE
0.95
0.18
- 0.59
2.58
- 2.12
-2.90

99.7916 ± 1.145
6
1.311
- 0.2083
1.1473

In addition to good recovery and relative error values, Table (3) shows a value for the relative
standard deviation of the AM-AR-DBP electrodes which are 2.0183% and 1.1473% for the
CGE and CWE electrodes respectively for the concentrations selected from the calibration
curve. These results indicate that the prepared electrodes can be used. To estimate the drug
with high accuracy and Precision.
3.7. Response Time
The Response Time of the electrodes was studied by immersing the electrode in the solution
of the drug to be analyzed at concentrations of 10-6-10-1 M and measuring the potential
difference for each solution and determining the response time and the results are shown in
Figure (4) and it is clear that the response time of the prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes
ranges Between 20-83 seconds, 14-76 seconds for CWE and CGE electrodes respectively.
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Figure 4. Response Time of AM-AR-DBP Electrodes
3.8. Study the life time of the Electrode
The lifetime of the AM-AR-DBP electrode was calculated by repeating the calibration two or
three times a week for each prepared electrode, with Nernstatic slope follow-up values, as no
deviation or decrease in Nernstatic slope was observed for 26 days, 42 for CWE and CGE
electrodes, respectively. After that, a negative deflection was shown by the electrodes. In
general, the explanation for the end of the electrode's existence could be due to the leakage of
the electrode material (the active substance).
3.9. Selectivity
The electrodes showed high selectivity in the direction of the drug without the potential being
affected by the interfering ions selected through the selectivity coefficient values that are less
than one and shown in Table (4). The selectivity was measured by the separate solutions
method (24), where the potential of the drug solution was measured at a concentration of
1 × 10−3 M without adding the interfering ion (𝐸𝑖 ), then the potential of the interfering ion
solution was measured at a concentration of 1 × 10−3 M Alone (𝐸𝑗 ).
Table 4. selectivity coefficient values
the interfering ion
𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 M
𝑵𝒂𝟏+
𝑲𝟏+
𝑵𝑯𝟒 𝟏+
𝑩𝒂𝟐+
𝑪𝒂𝟐+
𝑴𝒈𝟐+
𝑪𝒍𝟏−
𝑩𝒓𝟏−
𝑰𝟏−
𝑵𝑶𝟑 −𝟏
𝑪𝑶𝟑 𝟏−
𝑺𝑶𝟒 𝟐−
Glucose
Fructose
Starch

Selectivity coefficient values
𝐩𝐨𝐭
𝑲𝐢,𝐣
AM-AR-DBP
CWE
CGE
5.001 × 10−1
4.444 × 10−1
4.878 × 10−1
4.100 × 10−1
−1
4.099 × 10
3.911 × 10−1
−3
4.111 × 10
5.998 × 10−3
−3
9.0012 × 10
60333 × 10−3
4.111 × 10−3
7.321 × 10−3
−2
9.678 × 10
8.008 × 10−2
−2
6.321 × 10
7.191 × 10−2
3.665 × 10−2
2.900 × 10−2
2.988 × 10−2
3.434 × 10−2
−2
4.432 × 10
8.801 × 10−2
−2
2.200 × 10
3.120 × 10−2
−3
1.922 × 10
2.222 × 10−3
−3
8.004 × 10
6.990 × 10−3
7.777 × 10−3
5.000 × 10−3

3.10. Robustness and Ruggedness
The robustness of the analytical method used for the AM-AR-DBP electrodes prepared for
both types CWE and CGE was examined by using ethanol as a solvent instead of water in the
preparation of drug solutions for the concentration range 1 × 10−6 − 1 × 10−1 M. As for the
rigidity of the method, it was studied by using another Potentiometer recorder (HANNA
Instruments 211 pH Meter) with changing the laboratory used, and the results are shown in
Table (5).
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Table 5. Robustness and Ruggedness of the analytical method used for AM-AR-DBP
electrodes
Robustness

Parameter

CGE
101.015 ± 2.3942
6
5.7324
1.0150
2.3701

%Mean ± SD
n
Variance
%RE
%RSD

CWE
101.2466 ± 2.0018
6
4.0072
1.2466
1.9771
Ruggedness

Parameter
%Mean ± SD
n
Variance
%RE
%RSD

CGE

CWE

100.01 ± 1.6865
6
2.8445
0.0100
1.6863

99.800 ± 1.6015
6
2.5648
-0.2000
1.6047

3.11. Applications of drug Amitriptyline hydrochloride in pharmaceutical preparations
3.11.1. The direct method
The drug was estimated in the pharmaceutical formulation, Amitriptyline tablets, using the
prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes, and the results are shown in Table (6).
Table 6. Estimating the drug by the direct method
Sample
AM-AR-DBP

Taken [AM]
M

Found [AM] M

%Recovery

%RE

%RSD*

CWE

5 × 10−2
5 × 10−3

5.0261 × 10−2
5.0857 × 10−3

100.522
101.71

0.522
1.714

0.2548
0.3042

CGE

5 × 10−2
5 × 10−3

4.9891 × 10−2
4.9508 × 10−3

99.7827
99.0160

- 0.217
-0.984

0.1565
0.3175

The good recovery values using the prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes and the relative
standard deviation values for the CWE, CGE electrodes confirm that the estimation using
these electrodes is of high Precision and accuracy.
3.11.2. Standard Additions Method
The calibration curves for the standard additions method of AM on the pharmaceutical
preparation Amitriptyline tablets of the prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes are shown in Fig.
(5). Depending on the straight-line equation and when y = 0, x = -2.0064 for the CWE
electrode and x = -2.0247 for the CGE electrode, it represents the volume of the standard
solution Vs with a concentration of 1 × 10−3M, and using the relationship:
C V = -Vs X
Since C = concentration of the pharmaceutical preparation solution (required), V = volume of
Amitriptyline tablet preparation solution = 10 ml, X = standard solution concentration of the
pure drug additive = 1 × 10−3M, Vs = volume of standard solution Of the drug.
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Figure 5. Standard Additions Curves for Estimation of AM in (Amitriptyline Tablet) using
the prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes.
Table 7. Estimating the drug by the Standard Additions method
Sample
AM-AR-DBP

Taken [AM]
M

Found [AM] M

%Recovery

%RE

CWE

2 × 10−4

2.0064 × 10−4

100.32

0.32

CGE

2 × 10−4

2.0247 × 10−4

101.23

1.23

The recovery values of the amitriptyline hydrochloride concentration using AM-AR-DBP
electrodes prepared after application for the pharmaceutical preparation of amitriptyline
tablets are shown in Table (7). We infer from these good results of recovery values and
relative error that the electrodes developed and used in the determination of amitriptyline
hydrochloride in the amitriptyline tablet pharmaceutical preparation are electrodes that give
good precision results.
3.11.3. potentiometric titration method
The drug was estimated in the pharmaceutical preparation amitriptyline tablets using the
prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes and the results are shown in Table (8) after the graph of the
values of the potential of the solution AM, its concentration 1 × 10−3 M and its volume of 10
ml against the titrant solution AR Its concentration is 1 × 10−3 M, and the end point is
defined as a bisection of the steeply sloping portion of the curve which is analogous to the
inverse of the letter S.
Table 8 . Estimating the drug by the potentiometric titration method
Sample
AM-AR-DBP

Taken
[AM] M

Found [AM] M

%Mean* ± SD

CWE

1 × 10−3

1.0083 × 10−3

100.83 ±2.5000

100.83

0.83

2.4794

CGE

1 × 10−3

1.0027 × 10−3

100.27± 2.6352

100.27

0.27

2.6281

Average of nine potential readings *
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3.11.4. Study the homogeneity of content
The drug was measured using the prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes in the
pharmaceutical formulation, amitriptyline tablets, and the results are shown in the table (9).
After a series of bakers had been prepared and one tablet was dissolved in 100 ml of
deionized distilled water in each baker, then the potential was measured and the concentration
of the solution was determined by the calibration curve.
Table 9. Estimating the drug by the homogeneity of content method
Sample
AM-AR-DBP

Taken [AM] M

Found [AM] M

%Recovery*

%RE

CWE

7.9643 × 10−4

7.8595 × 10−4

98.6800

-1.32

CGE

7.9643 × 10−4

8.0068 × 10−4

100.5341

0.5341

Average of six potential readings

*

3.11.5. Determination of drug in urine and blood plasma
amitriptyline hydrochloride was estimated in urine and blood plasma in the pharmaceutical
formulation Amitriptyline tablets using AM-AR-DBP electrodes prepared and the results are
shown in Table (10).
Table 10 . Estimating the drug in urine and blood plasma
Sample Urine
AM-AR-DBP

Taken [AM] M

Found* [AM] M

%Recovery

%RE

CWE

2 × 10−3

2.0179 × 10−3

100.89

0.89

CGE

2 × 10−3

2.0115 × 10−3

100.57

Sample Urine
AM-AR-DBP

Taken [AM] M

Found* [AM] M

%Recovery*

%RE

CWE

2 × 10−3

1.9945 × 10−3

99.7274

-0.2725

CGE

−3

−3

99.4600

- 0.5399

2 × 10

1.9892 × 10

0.57

Average of seven potential readings *
4. Conclusion
In the presence of DBP as a plasticizer, Ion-selective electrodes consisting of an electrically
active material resulting from the interaction of AM with AR were produced. A linear
response range (10-6-10-1 M) with a slope equal to (57.293, 58.803 mV / decade) was
achieved by the prepared AM-AR-DBP electrodes. The CGE electrode's upper and lower
detection limit was 0.2042M, 4.8 ⁇ 10 ⁇ ^(-7) M, and the CWE electrode's upper and lower
detection limit was 0.2051M, 4.91 ⁇ 10^(-7) M. For both CWE and CGE electrodes, the
lifetime of the electrodes was (26 days, 42 days). This new technique has been shown to be
highly accurate and successfully applied to pharmaceutical preparation (Amitriptyline
tablets), urine and plasma blood.
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Abstract. The combustion and pyrolysis processes of sewage sludge were studied in
the current report. Two kinds of sewage sludge(SS) were used, SS the sewage sludge
was not treated, while SS-U90KHz the ultrasonic bath pre-treated sewage sludge with
a frequency of 90KHz was not treated. Wastewater treatment plants are the origins of
waste sludge. Analyses were performed roughly and finally. Thermogravimetric
research analyzed the thermal behaviour of the analysed sewage bucket (TGA). The
samples were heated at a constant rate of 25 to 800 Celsius by air (combustion) and
nitrogen flow (pyrolysis). For sludges which have been investigated. In the TG/DTG
curves, comparable thermal profiles were available. All of the TG/curves DTG's were
divided into three periods. At the same time, during the combustion stage, the sewage
sludge decomposition occurred in the 180-580 0C range. The pyrolysis procedure
took place at a lower rate, but less weight loss..

1. Introduction
Wastewater sludge is a by-product of wastewater treatment comprising organic compounds,
microorganisms and harmful substances, including heavy metals[1], weakly biodegradable
organic compounds, microbes, viruses, pharmaceuticals and dioxins that are not easily
disposable[2,3]. At least 20 metals are dangerous and half of them are released into the
atmosphere to the point of posing a danger to public health[4]. When the waste sludge is
treated, a number of operations are performed which rapidly decompose the concentrations of
organic materials. The safe removal of wastewater sludge is one of the world's greatest
environmental issues [5]. As sludge has a relatively high "calorific value," it is particularly
fascinating to have energetic processing technologies, including thermal pyrolysis and
combustion. The main advantages of combustion are the decreasing volumes provided by the
centimeters relative to the initial commodities. This waste can be transformed by combustion
into heat energy [6]. On the other hand, pyrolysis is a promising technique that makes it a
valuable fuel that can be developed for the manufacture of fuels of a different sort, such as oil
and gas[7]. Since most of the hazardous components are partially stored in the monkey[8], it
seems that this process is less polluting than combustion. Like gas produced by the
gasification of waste [9]. Coal combustion is a value for gaseous gas filtered pyrolysis as well
as an understanding of the process of sludge pyrolysis is a first step in developing our
combustion knowledge during the time of explosive combustion. Other methods have been
followed[10], and sludge has been used in compound adsorbents[11,12,13] for the extraction
of poisons such as NO2 and SH2. The sludge is, in other words, still very useful. Sewage
sludge pyrolysis studies and documents have been released. Pyrolysis and drying methods
were examined by Kasakura and Hiraoka, taking into account the economies of various
choices. Seggiani et al.[14] studied the decomposition of four wastewater sludge sites,
showing that sewage sludge pyrolysis was prone to small quantities of organic salt and to the
decomposition of two different reactions. An significant research method for the biomass
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conversion of electricity[15] has been the alteration of multiple wastewater treatment plant
sludge (WWTP) to modify the fuel properties of sludge and its actions during pyrolysis and
combustion using ultrasound waves as pre-treatment[15]. This will build up energy through
cavitation and then quickly discharge the energy through the immediate collapse of a
cavitation bubble, which will break up the chemical connection and kill the interface
constraints of the multi-phase system and increase the heat and mass flow[16]. About
Subhedar et.al. [17] clarified some of the multiple findings of lignocellulose ultrasound. In
certain cases, the ultrasound had a remarkable capacity to sever the chemical bonds of the
biomass materials, allowing it to eliminate compounds of interest such as cellulose,
hemicellulose or lignin. This research is being carried out to compare two samples of
sandstone with pyrolysis and combustion in drainage plants. In pyrolysis and sludge
combustion, TG results were achieved in N2 and O2 atmospheres in the 25 800C temperature
range of the ultrasonic wave 90 K Hz. Compared to other papers, the research carried out in
this study is relevant for both of the two activities found, as it analyzes pyrolysis and
combustion for the same sludge form.
2. Material and Techniques
2.1 Sample collection
The samples of sewage sludge have been taken from a factory of treating waste water plant
(Al– Rustumiya, Baghdad, Iraq).
2.2 Techniques
2.2.1. Prior-treating Techniques
An ultrasonic bath processor was used to treat (100 g) of sewage sludge powder which
melted, scattered in a good way with 200 millilitres of filtered water, after that the mix sample
settled in ultrasonic bath for 1 hr at 180 W power and exposed to 90 KHz frequency at
steady temperature 80C. as a final point, the mixture has been gathered by using filtrating
sucked and drained off at one hundred and fiveC for twenty-four hr.
2.2.2.Using TGA analysing Device for High Temperature Decomposition:
SS and SS-U90KHz samples have been analysed utilizing an analyser of thermal properties
(Linseis STA PT1000) for creating thermo-graphs in a flowing of nitrogen and oxygen . the
specimen has been put under a heat rate of 10C per minute. the primary sample weight has
been nearly at (seven – ten) milligrams for every single run, besides the losing in weight data
have been noticed at a degree of heat constant reach to 800 degrees.
3.
Results and Discussion
In the inert atmosphere (pyrolysis) and in the oxidative atmosphere (combustion), the
experimental variations in weight fraction vs. temperature were established in active runs at a
temperature of 10 ° C min-1 as shown in 'Figure. 1 'for two samples of SS and SS-90KHz,
define the following differences.
Table 1: Approximate and ultimate analysis for SS and SS – U90KHz samples.
SS
3.9
53.9
2.9
45.3
26.42
3.9
26.0
3.10
0.71

Humidity (wt%)
Volatile matter (wt%)
Fixed carbon (wt%)
Ash content (wt%)
C total (wt%)
H (wt%)
O (wt%)
N (wt%)
S total (wt%)

2

SS-U90 KHz
4.1
65.9
8.8
30.0
40.56
5.5
28.3
6.65
1.25
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3.1 Pyrolysis results on thermographer and derivative thermogravimetry TG/DTG analysis
Sludge pyrolyzing is an inert thermal method, where organic material is subject to a sequence
of complicated reactions, causing explosive production and organic condensation, which
eventually contribute to the formation of carbon dioxide. The processes of devolatilization of
sludge follow.
Sludge -------------- volatile material (H2, CO, CO2, H2O, CxHy, etc) + Char
Directed thermogravimetry (DTG) of the samples of sludge pyrolysis confirmed a paralyse of
sludge elements (biodegradable organic and bacterial substances and nondegradable
substances) at two peaks partly overlapping or one peak and one shoulder of 180, 550 C.
Specimens for sludges pyrolysis derivative thermogravimetry (DTG) A pyrolysis of sludges
explained a top and a shoulder between 180 and 550 C. Two primary periods in this
temperature range were regarded: (a) The bulk of reactive pyrolysis was considered for the
first cycle (from around 180 to 385 C). Components (organic material biodegradable) were
collected along with less reactive partial pyrolysis of the (bacterial components, the pyrolysis
of which was initiated further at higher temperatures. (b) Less reactive portion (most usually
bacterial) pyrolysis [18] was carried out in the second era (385-550 C). In addition, a light
char devolatilization (secondary pyrolysis) causing the breakdown of the C-C terminal bonds
in a concentrated organic composition in the char was detected at temperatures greater than
550 C. The end was observed. Other scientists [19,20,21] suggested that the above
devolatilization has risen due to the non-biodegradable pyrolysis of the material. Moisture
loss along with certain volatiles at temperatures below 200 C The high temperature was
between 90 0C and 97 0C because of the lack of humidity. In Table 2 for pyrolysis and
burning, the percentages of weight loss for each stage are shown to compare the weight loss
of pyrolysis between these two methods, and to remember the ultrasound effect of pyrolysis
and combustion. The lost weight is referred to in the same foundation for each sludge. The
pyrolysis data thus contains a char production as a weight loss percentage. The profile and the
two contrasting peaks vary from the sample of SS-U90KHz ‘Figure 1’ Due to ultrasound
waves breaking up the chemical bond and disrupt the interface constraint of the multi-phase
device, and boost heating and mass transfer, SS samples loss mass lower (36.2 wt. percent)
than SS-U90KHz (59.1 wt. percent) If soaked samples were applied to the bath, biomass
would well, resulting in lower crystallinity and a higher surface area, which increased
structural interruption, moreover the lignin-carbohydrate bond decreased, lowering lignin
percentage and digestibility of cellulose greater than previously during longer periods of
treatment [22, 23, 24].
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Figure 1. Comparison between pyrolysis and combustion sketch (TG and DTG) of
SS and SS-U90KHz.
3.2 Combustion results on thermographmetry and Derivative thermogravimetry TG/DTG
analysis
The combustion of sludge is a complicated process that occurs in many phases. A pyrolysis
loop begins the combustion process along with a fuel gas and a solid cargo. The gas generated
burn when it comes to O2. Finally, the expanding O2 oxidizes the char. The reactions
involved during combustion are the following:
Pyrolysis period: Sludge ----------- volatile material (H2, CO, CO2, H2O, CxHy, etc) + char
Volatile combustion: volatile material + O2 ---------CO2 + H2O
Char combustion: char + O2 --------CO2
These partly agree with the reactions observed in Table 2 during each cycle. The SS sludge's
combustion sketch was different from that of the SS-U90KHz batch, similar to the DTG
combustion sketches of pyrolysis 'Figure 1' consisting of two partly overlapping peaks
between 180 and 550 C of approximately SS-90KHz. For SS sludge and the plateau, one top
and two shoulders of 200 and 600C can be found due to carbonate decomposition at 685 C.
Eventually, the sludge combustion cycle was divided into three main stages. Two sub-periods
were seen for SS in the second cycle and only carbon decomposition was used in the third
cycle in the combustion of the SS sample. Table 2 displays the percentages of weight loss
during sludge sample combustion during different times.
In the first step, in contrast to the pyrolysis analysis of combustion and pyrolysis profiles of
SS-U90KHz sludge, the DTG combustion profile was similar in nature. On the other hand,
several differences in DTG combustion may be noted in the case of pyrolysis (table 2). The
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first combustion cycle deteriorated in relation to pyrolysis. A lower peak temperature and
high mass velocity loss were exhibited in the resulting DTG combustion peak. Data in Table
2 indicate that during the initial combustion process, only a volatile part of that formed in the
first and second pyrolysis cycles was burnt (70.9 percent). This implies that the process of
devolatilization/volatile combustion overlapped and lasted in the 2nd century. Starting from
the 2nd one. A plateau loss (differing from the shoulder of the pyrolysis skirt) was confirmed
by the combustion profile. Mass losses occurred on the 2nd table according to the results of
Table 2 due to both the combustion of the chariot and the end of the devolatilization/volatile
combustion process of the portion of bacterial matter initiated in the first stage of the SSU90KHz sludge. The SS-U90KHz was 27.9 percent through instability / combustion and 15.2
percent through carbohydrate combustion.
For SS burning, first. A period between 200 C and 375 C was identified, with a single limit of
about 59.5 Wt percent weight loss, which was greater than that obtained in pyrolysis (36.2 Wt
percent ). The drawing identified two small shoulders between 375 C and 600 C associated
with the combustion of carbohydrates in the 2nd century. The shoulders were 3 to 515
centimeters by 70 centimeters and 5 to 600 centimeters by 515 centimeters. Beginning with
the seventh. With a high of 685 C, the weight loss was 7.0Wt percent (See Table 2) due to the
carbon division between 60C and 800 C. The rate of devolatilization/volatile combustion
(59.5 percent wt) was high in the former, according to the data from Table 2. Compared to
66.8 percent and the Second Pyrolysis Stage of the SS, period of the first volatile produced. In
the entire SS sludge combustion process, the following processes were also used: superficial
water loss, decomposition and auto-gasification reactions, combustion of flux and carbon, and
combustion of charcoal.
Table 2. wt% loss for both samples (SS and SSu90KHz) in each period in pyrolysis and
combustion processes.
1st
period

2nd period

3rd
period

Chara

Pyrolysis
SS (200-380-550-800 Co)
SS-u90KHz (180-385-550-800 Co)

36.2
59.1

30.6
19.6

22.5
4.3

10.7
17

Combustion
SS (200-375-515-600-800 Co)
SS-u90KHz (180-370-550-800 Co)

59.5
55.4

24b 9.5c
43.1

7.0
1.5

Sludge (period)

a

Char obtained also regard as a wt % loss.
1st sub period.
c nd
2 sub period.
b

4. Conclusions
To evaluate the effect of sludge treatment on pyrolysis and combustion, thermographmetric
analysis was used. First, two samples were used for waste sludge SS without treatment and
the second was used as a pretreatment with a frequency of 90 KHz for SS-U90KHz using
ultrasonic baths. The combustion and pyrolysis were considered for two forms of sewage
sludge. there is Some variations were found between the drawings of the combustion and
pyrolysis phase of sewage sludge samples generated by the chemical composition.
Combustion under a controlled oxidizing atmosphere is a mechanism that turns any
carbonaceous feed into a functional heating value gaseous substance, leaving solid remains
behind. The only pyrolysis discrepancy that is done under the inert atmosphere. The main
process of devolatilization associated with the degradation of protein and soluble
polysaccharides occurred during pyrolysis between 200 and 550 C. The oxidation of the
sample was over 500 C during combustion. The char oxidation switched to lower
temperatures as the concentration of oxygen rose. We will note the influence of the presence
of oxygen on thermal decomposition by comparing the combustion and pyrolysis DTG
diagrams.
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Abstract. The present study investigated the use of pretreated fish bone (PTFB) as a new
surface, natural waste and low-cost adsorbent for the adsorption of Methyl green (MG, as
model toxic basic dye) from aqueous solutions. The functional groups and surface
morphology of the untreated fish bone (FB) and pretreated fish bone were characterized
using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Energy
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS),respectively. The effect of operating parameters
including contact time, pH, adsorbent dose, temperature, and inorganic salt was evaluated.
Langmuir, Freundlich and Temkin adsorption isotherm models were studied and the results
showed that the adsorption of basic dye followed Freundlich isotherm. Kinetic modeling of
the data at different temperatures confirmed pseudo-second-order(P-2-O) model, along with
calculated thermodynamic parameters depicted that the adsorption process is spontaneous
and endothermic in nature. Diffusion studies suggested that intra-particle diffusion is not the
singular rate-controlling factor. The results indicated that 92% of MG capable of being
sequestered under optimum adsorption conditions: pH 10.64, adsorbent dose 0.1 g/L, and 60
min contact time. Finally, the results showed that the pretreated fish bone can be effectively
used as a proper adsorbent for the adsorption of cationic dye from aqueous solutions.

Keywords: Fishbone, Methyl
parameters,Intra-particle diffusion

green,

Temkin

isotherm,

Thermodynamic

1. Introduction
The pollution of water stands for a serious environmental problem for human and aquatic systems.
Many applications such as printing, tanning, food, textile, and cosmetics industries typically employ
biological molecules as dyes to color their products. It has been supposed that cationic dyes have been
in general more toxicity levels as compared with anionic dyes [1]. Cationic (basic) dyes have typically
employed in silk, nylon, acrylic and wool dyeing in textile production owing to noble solubility of
synthetic dyes, and may be existing in trace quantities in built-up wastewaters. The existence of
cationic dyes in aquatic streams averts light from water penetrating and has a passive influence on
photosynthesis. Features like poisonousness and non-biodegradability stand for the consequence of
complex dyes structures. Consequently, they represent against risk to environmental health and
human. Therefore, the removal of cationic dye from aquatic system before discharging into water
bodies is needed [2]. Methyl green (MC), a cationic dye, is one of the most frequently used dye stuff
and it causes hazardous problems both water environments and human life.
Many treatment systems have been used for the removal of different kinds of dyes from aqueous
solutions such as, flocculation [3], photocatalytic degradation [4], microbiological decomposition [5],
fungus biosorbent [6], and adsorption [7].
Recently, adsorption method has been initiated as being economical and more effectual as compared
with physical and chemical techniques. Its process has succeeded in eliminating organic and inorganic
pollutants [8], as a result of being cost-effective, astraight forward process and simple design.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Recently, diverse adsorbent materials were employed for removing organic material and color.
Naturally, cheap and in effect materials like agronomic materials, food manufacturing by-products and
animal bones like fish bones were employed as adsorbents for the removal of organic and inorganic
contaminates in recent times. Several economical absorbents in the literature were used for dyes
removal including lignocellulosic material [9], sunflower seed hull [10], coconut coir [11], bauxite
clay [12], and fish bone [13]. Bones have 70 % inorganic and 30 % organic phases by weight [14].
The hydroxyl apatite Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 creates the foremost portion of inorganic phase and it is an
effectual adsorption material as a result of its capability or removing completely charged contaminates
based on ion exchange reacting with calcium ions on a bone surface [2].
The main objective of the present research is to use fish bone (FB) as new adsorbent and to study its
capability for the adsorption of cationic dye from aqueous solutions. As a model dye, methyl green
was selected for the adsorption analyses. In our current study, the surface categorization of PTFB will
be examined using Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) , scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy(EDS). Additionally, contact time of adsorption, adsorbent dose,
temperature, pH, and salt effect parameters were investigated. The adsorption kinetic, isotherm
behaviors were compared and the thermodynamic parameters were determined as well.

2. Experimental
2.1 Pretreatment of fish bones sorbent
Fish bones was collected from a local fish shops in Al-Kadhumyia city, Iraq. Firstly, the fish bones
were washed for a number of times with hot purified water for removing the soluble and residue
impurities from the bones. Then, the washed fish bones was dried up in the oven at 90 ºC and ground
into fine powder by a mortar.
2.2. Pretreatment of fish bones sorbent
Fifteen gram of ground fish bones was treated with100 mL of 0.1 M aqueous solution of NaOH and
stirred at room temperature for 4 hours. Then, 3g ofAl2O3 gradually added and stirred at room
temperature for 5 hours. The treated fish bones were filtered, washed several time with distilled water,
and then dried in an oven at 80ºC for 6 hours; milled and sieved in the size ≤75μm. Lastly, the treated
fish bones powder was kept in the air tight container to be ready for a use.
2.3. Adsorption experimental method
Basic dye, Methyl green (MG), was employed without additional purification. The dye features and
chemical structure are listed in Table 1. The stock solution was prepared by dissolving 1 g of dye in
1000 mL distilled water. The pH solution was adjusted to 7.42 for MG as optimum value obtained
from the optimization study conducted in our previous study[15].NaOH (Merck) and HCl (Merck)
have employed for adjusting the pH of the solutions. NaCl that have employed for studying the
influence of mineral salt on dye removal has as well gotten from Merck. To examine the effect of
temperature, 0.1 g of fish bones with 10mL MG dye solutions of known concentration (60-140mg.L-1)
in 100 mL Erlenmeyer flasks, shaken on a temperature-controlled shaker at 25, 35 and 45 ºC. After the
equilibrium time elapsed, the suspension was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 5 min., then filtered to be
analyzed for MG concentration using UV–Vis spectrophotometer (double beam, T-80, England) at a
maximum wavelength of 618 nm. The MG uptake loading capacity (mg/g) of fish bones for each
concentration at equilibrium was determined as follows:
qe = (Co − Ce) ×V/ Wt

(1)

Here, Co and Ce (mg/L) are for the initial and equilibrium solution concentrations of MG, respectively,
V (L) is for the volume of the dye solution, and Wt (g/L) represents the dose of used adsorbent. The
MG removal percent was calculated for each run by the following equation:
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R% = (Co − Ce)/Co × 100

(2)

Table 1. Dye structure and characteristics.
IUPAC Name
[4-[[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]-(4dimethylazaniumylidenecyclohexa-2,5-dien-1ylidene)methyl]phenyl]trimethylazanium;dichloride

Molecular
Formula

Molecular
Weight

Synonyms

color

C26H33N3Cl2

458.471
g/mol

Basic Blue 20,
Methyl green
chloride

Bluegreen

2.4. fish bondes Characterization
Characterization of the fish bones has investigated using scanning electron microscopy (T-SCAN
Mira3 France) and Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, Hitachi, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan)to
investigate the surface morphology of fish bones. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis
(Shimadzu 8400, Japan) in the scanning range of(4000–500 cm–1)was used to identify the functional
groups of fish bones surface.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. FTIR spectroscopy analysis
The FTIR analysis of untreated Fish bones and PTFB is given in (Figure 1.a,b). The band in
‘Figure1a’ observed at 3344.68 cm-1 can be assigned to the O–H stretching bond. The two bands at
2922.55 and 2852.81 cm−1 were attributed to the C-H stretching bond. The stretching band of C=O
groups is placed at 1741.78 cm−1 [2]. The bands at 1020.38 and 960.58 cm−1 are related to vibrations
of –PO4 −3 groups. The stretching mode of N=O is attributed to band at 1456.30 cm−1. The band at
871.85 cm−1 is assigned to C-C stretching [16]. After treatment with NaOH and Al2O3 ‘Figure1 b’, the
band at 3344.68 cm-1 shifted and changed the intensity of this band at around 3473.91 cm-1. The band
at 981.80 cm-1 is assigned to Al–O bond vibrations. The bands at 848.71 and 642.32cm-1 are
characteristics
of
vibrational
modes
of
alumina
O–Al–O
bond
[17].
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Figure 1 a. FTIR spectra of untreated fish bones surface (FB).
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Figure 1b. FTIR spectra of pretreated fish bones surface (PTFB).
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3.2. SEM analysis
The SEM images for characterizing fish bones surface before and after treatment are depicted in
‘Figure2 a,b’. Before treatment ‘Figure2a’, the fish bone shows a clean surface with several numbers
heterogeneous pores and holes, which create a huge free surface area [2]. After treatment ‘Figure2b’,
the morphology of fish bones has roughness surfaces and the distinct openings of pores as well enable
the dye ions accessibility into the internal bones part [16,18].

Figure 2.SEM images of fish bones surface(a) untreated FB (b) PTFB.
3.3. Elemental analysis
Elemental analysis of untreated FB and PTFB surfaces was examined by energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) analysis. Detailed composition of untreated FB and PTFB samples with EDS
diagram is given in ‘Figure3a, b’. In the EDS spectrum ‘Figure 3 a’ of untreated FB (C, O, Ca and P)
were detected. The EDS spectrum after treatment with NaOH and Al 2O3 revealed the existence of Al
element (17.58 Wt%) of FB surface ‘Figure 3 b’. The content of O, P and Ca increased from 34.29
Wt%, 8.59 Wt% and 10.31 Wt% to 37.08 Wt%, 12.62 Wt% and 15.62 Wt%, respectively, while the
content of C declined from 46.45 Wt% to 17.10 Wt%. It was an evident that most of Al is deposited on
the fish bones surface.
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Figure 3.Energy dispersive X-ray analysis images and composition of fish bones surface (a) untreated
FB (b) PTFB.

3.4. Effect of sorbent dose
Regulating the influence of adsorbent dose in experiments, one of the useful significant parameters
influencing adsorption, have accomplished with a primary dye concentration of 80 mg/L and
adsorbent dose in the interval 0.05-0.8g/L at 25º C. The experiment consequences have illustrated
in‘Figure4’. As the adsorbent dose has increased, the MG dye removal efficiencies have raised from
79.3% to 98.6 %. Actually, the amount of existing adsorption sites rises by raising the adsorbent dose
and volume of pores wherever adsorption takes a place. Accordingly, the highly applicable adsorbent
dose for MG dye removal has adjusted to 0.8 g/L[19]. Similar observations have been made earlier
[20, 21].
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Figure 4.Effect of adsorbent dose on adsorption of MG onto PTFB surface(initial MG conc. 80 mg/L,
pH 7.42 and 25 ºC).
3.5. Salt effect
The effect of inorganic salt (i.e. NaCl) on adsorption capacity of MG on PTFB surface is shown in
Figure 5.The dye adsorption increased from 7.11 to 7.94 mg/g with the increasing NaCl concentration
ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 M.This MG attachment to the solid can be regulated through electrostatic
interactions increasing along with its adsorption capacity. The increased MG adsorption capacity
under salt adding is based on the dye molecules aggregation generated by the salt ion actions, and this
raises the adsorption capacity of dye onto PTFB surface [22].

Figure 5. Effect of ionic strength on MG adsorption (initial MG conc. 80 mg/L, pH 7.42 and 25 ºC).
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3.6. Effect of pH
The pH effect on MG adsorption by PTFB surface was studied at 25ºC, initial concentration of 80
mg/L and adsorbent dose of 0.1 g. To obtain the desired pH a few drops of 0.1 M NaOH or HCl was
added. Figure6 explains the influence of pH on the adsorption of MG at pH range of 1.88–10.64. The
dye removal was increased with increasing pH. The low value of dye removal at pH 1.88 is may be as
a result of the protonation of functional groups that creates the adsorbent surface in more positive and
investigate the repulsion among dye cations and adsorbent [2]. When the pH is increased, the amount
of negatively charged sites on the surface of adsorbent surface increased and the removal percentage
of MG as well rises. This might be due to the increasing in electrostatic attractions among the MG
cation and the adsorbent’s functional groups [23]. Related performance has stated by other scholars for
the adsorbing basic dye in [24, 25].

Figure 6.Effect of pH on MG adsorption(initial MG conc. 80 mg/L and 25ºC).
3.7. Kinetic modeling
A kinetics study of adsorption was necessary to investigate the effect of contact time. The resulting
parameters of adsorption kinetic, as shown in ‘Figure 7’, after a contact time of 30min, there was no
change in cationic dye (MG) adsorption capacity on PTFB surface. Thus, we selected 60 min as the
best contact time for all the MG adsorption experiments on the adsorbent surface [26]. The rapid
uptake of MG dye molecules from aqueous solution refers to the adsorption process efficiency.
Moreover, it is evident that the adsorption capacity of PTFB surface increased rapidly with increasing
of contact time due to the availability of active sites on the surface [27].
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Figure 7.The effect of contact time of MG adsorption onto PTFB surface (initial MG conc. 80 mg/L,
pH 7.42 and 25 ºC).
The adsorption process kinetics were studied using the pseudo-first-order (P -1-O)equation 3 [28], and
the pseudo-second-order(P-2-O) equation 4 [ 29] models
ln(qe-qt) = lnqe- k1t

(3)




(4)

=


 

+




Here, k1(min–1) and k2 (g·mg–1·min–1) are the kinetic rate constants, respectively. qe and qt (mg/g) are
the MG adsorbed concentrations at equilibrium and at time of adsorption t (min), respectively. The P
-1-O constants (k1and qe) were calculated from slopes and intercepts as given in Figure 8a. P -2-O
constants k2and qe were determined from the slopes and intercepts from ‘Figure 8 b’, respectively. The
results of experimental data with the (P -1-O ) and (P -2-O ) for adsorption of MG onto PTFB have
shown in Table2.Consequences indicated great correlation coefficient magnitudes by ranging (0.99990.9997) for system and a good agreement between (qecal.) and (qeexp.) magnitudes specifying the
applicability of the P-2-O kinetic model for PTFB system.[30].Related consequences have found in
[31,32].
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Figure 8. Pseudo-first order (a) and Pseudo-second order(b) kinetics for MG dye adsorption onto
PTFB surface at different temperatures.
Table2. Kinetics parameters for the adsorption of MG onto PTFB surface (Co= 80 mg/L).

Adsorbent

T(K)

PTFB

298
308
318

Pseudo-first order
qe,exp
qe,calc
K 1 (min )
mg/g
mg/g
0.0747
6.7381
0.5387
0.0579
7.0686
2.6093
0.0448
7.9889
2.4783
–1

2

R

0.9578
0.9970
0.9266

Pseudo-second order
qe,calc
K2(g·mg-1·min–1)
R2
mg/g
0.1112
6.8965
0.9997
0.1361
7.1428
0.9999
0.1547
8.0000
0.9998

3.8. Kinetic model validity
The fitting and applicability of the isotherm model to the kinetic parameters have compared through
judging from the R2 magnitudes and the normalized standard deviation Δqt (%) determined from
equation 5. The normalized standard deviation, Δqt (%) has employed for confirming the used kinetic
model to refer to the adsorption process. It is given as:
∑(

ෙTt= 100

    
)
 

(5)



Where n is the data points number, qexp and qcal (mg/g) stand for the experimental and calculated
adsorption capacity magnitudes. Lower magnitude of Δqt specifies very well agreement between
experimental and calculated data. The Δqt magnitudes for p-2-O are 4.2666%, 3.3900% and 2.7166%
at 25ºC, 35ºC and 45ºC, respectively. Thus, the pseudo-second-order kinetic model appears to be the
best fitting model for adsorption of MG dye onto PTFB surface[33].
3.9. Adsorption mechanism
Adsorption kinetics can be typically controlled by various mechanisms. The highly general ones are
based on the diffusion mechanisms that can be clarified by intraparticle diffusion model suggested by
Weber and Morris [34]. Intraparticle diffusion model is given as
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 = 

.

+

(6)

kid, the intra-particle diffusion rate constant (mg/g min0.5) can be obtained from the slope of the linear
plot of qt versus t1/2and I (mg/g) is a constant‘Figure9’.The interceptions of plot reveals the boundary
layer influence. Greater magnitudes of intercept means bigger contribution of surface sorption in the
rate-controlling step. If the regression of qt against t0.5 is linear and passes through the origin, then
intraparticle diffusion is the solitary rate-limiting step. In the case of linear plots at every concentration
didn’t pass through the origin, it shows that the intraparticle diffusion wasn’t only rate controlling step
[35]. The magnitudes of kid and I and the resultant regression coefficients have recorded in Table
3.The magnitudes of Kid and I listed in Table3 explain that the constants I values are not zero. This
specified that the intraparticle diffusion is not the only rate-limiting step but other process is feasibly
be involved in the adsorbing process [8].

Figure 9.The intra-particle diffusion for MG dye adsorption onto PTFB surface at different
temperatures.
Table 3.intraparticle diffusion rate constants for the adsorption of MG onto PTFB surface at different
temperatures.

Adsorbent

PTFB

T(K)
298

kid (mg/g min0.5)
0.1548

308

0.1347

318

0.1187

12

I (mg/g)
5.7654
6.1739
7.1374

R2
0.9747
0.9969
0.9435
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3.10. Equilibrium study
For optimizing the design of adsorption system for the adsorbates adsorption, it is essential to create
the most suitable correlation for the equilibrium curves. Diverse isotherm models have been reported
to refer to the equilibrium features of adsorption. Several of these models are Langmuir, Freundlich,
and Temkin models.
Langmuir isotherm is effective for monolayer adsorption. The linearized equation can be represented
as follow [36]:



=

1
 !

+



(7)



Where, Ce(mg/L) is equilibrium concentration of MG in solution, qm (mg/g) is the Langmuir
monolayer adsorption capacity and KL(L/mg) is Langmuir constant. qm and KL values can be
determined from the slope and intercept of the linear plots of Ce/qe against Ce.
The Freundlich isotherm model, which is frequently employed for describing non-specific adsorption,
was employed to clarify the adsorption data. The linear form of the Freundlich equation as given as
below [37]:
1
"#$% = "#$& + "#%
'

(8)

Where, KF is Freundlich coefficient related to adsorption capacity(mg/g) and n(related to adsorption
intensity) were obtained from the values of slope and intercept of the plots of log qe against log Ce
Regarding Temkin adsorption isotherm, the energy of adsorption is in a linear function of the surface
coverage because of adsorbent-adsorbate interactions. Temkin isotherm equation has in general been
adopted as [38]:
% = * "' "',- + * "' "'%

(9)

Where B = RT/b, b stands for Temkin constant and associated with heat of adsorption (J/mol), A
represents Temkin isotherm constant (L/g), R for the gas constant (8.314 J/mol K), and T is the
absolute temperature (K). The magnitudes of (B) and (AT ) can be determined from the slope and
interception by the graph plotted between qe and lnCe.
The isotherm parameters for the three models are introduced in Table 4. In terms of R2 values,
Freundlich isotherm skwed the highest values for dye within the temperature range used.
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Table 4. Isotherm parameters for MG adsorption onto PTFB surface.
Isotherm
Langmuir
KL(L/mg)
qm(mg/g)
R2

298 K

308 K

318 K

-0.0362
-8.1967
0.9751

-0.0321
-17.2413
0.9043

12.3456
13.5135
0.9930

Freundlich
KF
1/n
R2

0.0492
1.9555
0.9919

0.2513
1.5170
0.9925

10.6340
1.0267
0.9952

Temkin
BT(J/mol)
AT(L/g)
R2

15.6479
0.1262
0.9597

12.7073
0.1969
0.9683

1.3572
2921.9310
0.9820

3.11. Thermodynamic analyses
The uptake of MG dye by the PTFB rises with raising the temperature ratifying the endothermic nature
of the adsorption step. The variation in standard free energy (∆G°), enthalpy (∆H°) and entropy (∆S°)
of adsorption have computed by [39]
ΔG° = –RT lnKo

(10)

Where R is the gas constant (8.314J·mol–1K–1 ) and T is the absolute temperature.
The distribution adsorption coefficient (Kd) [40] is determined by the following equation:
 =

/0 /
/

×

2
3

(11)

Where Co is the initial MG concentration and Ce is the equilibrium MG concentration in (mg/L). V is
the sample volume (mL) and Wt is the weight of the adsorbent (g/L).
The standard enthalpy change (ΔH°) and the standard entropy change (ΔS°) were calculating using
equation 12:
(12)

lnKo = (∆Sº/ R)–(∆Hº/RT)

The equilibrium constant (Ko) was determined by plotting lnKd against Ce and extrapolating Ceto. The
value of the intercept is that of lnKo [12].
Thermodynamic parameters obtained are summarized in Table5. The negative values of ΔG° obtained
reveal that the adsorption process is favorable and that it is spontaneous and is observed to decrease
with increase in the temperature, signifying that the adsorption process of MG on PTFB surface is
more advantageous under higher temperatures [41]. Positive magnitude of ΔH° indicates endothermic
features of the adsorption process. The positive ΔS° magnitude for MG adsorption on PTFB indicates
the randomness and reveals the affinity of adsorbent surface concerning MG[42].
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Table5. Thermodynamic parameters for the adsorption of MG.
Adsorbent

T(K)

ΔG° (kJ.mol−1)

PTFB

298
308
318

-13.3819
-15.8513
-28.7596

ΔHo
(kJ. mol−1)

ΔSo
(J. K−1. mol−1)

214.0082

757.5908

4. Conclusions
Fish bones, one of the most numerous fish-processing industry waste and natural products, were used
for MG adsorption. With many specific advantages such as low- cost, availability, natural origin, and
high adsorption capacity. In this study, the adsorption of basic dye (methyl green) from aqueous
solutions was based on pretreated fish bone as a new adsorbent surface. Kinetic, isotherm, and
thermodynamic parameters of the adsorption process were investigated. The resultant data of
adsorption process are fitted in good manner to Freundlich isotherm. The second-order-model has
been in highly agreed to the acquired results. The adsorption process has been spontaneous and
endothermic in nature in relation to the negative and positive magnitudes of ΔG° and ΔH°,
respectively. The influence of different parameters including, pH, contact time, temperature, inorganic
salt and adsorbent dose was studied. The resultant has depicted that pretreated fish bones can be
efficiently employed as a low-cost adsorbent for the adsorption of basic dyes from aqueous solutions
and could contribute to the protection of the environment.
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Abstract: The synthesis of ligands with N2S2 donor sets that include imine, an amide,
thioether, thiolate moieties and their metal complexes were achieved. The new
Schiff-base
ligands;
N-(2-((2,4-diphenyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2-mercaptoethyl)thio)- acetamide (H2L1) and N-(2-((2,4-dip-tolyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9-ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2-mercaptoethyl)thio)
acetamide (H2L2) were obtained from the reaction of amine precursors with 1,4dithian-2-one in the presence of triethylamine as a base in the CHCl 3 medium.
Complexes of the general formula K2[M(Ln)Cl2], (where: M = Mn (II), Co(II) and
Ni(II)) and [M(Ln)], (where: M = Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II); n =1-2, expect
[Cu(HL2)Cl]) were isolated. The entity of ligands and complexes including their
purity were confirmed using elemental microanalysis (C.H.N.S), atomic absorption
(A.A), chloride content, conductivity measurement’s, melting point and thermal
analysis technique. The molecular structures were elucidated with FT-IR, UV-Vis,
magnetic susceptibility, 1H- and 13C-NMR and mass spectroscopy. The synthesised
compounds were evaluated for their activity against bacterial strains (G+ and G-) and
fungi species. The tested compounds indicated that; the ligands have not shown any
antimicrobial activity against Escherichia coli. The Cd(II) complexes, for ligands
H2L1 and H2L2, display the higher antimicrobial activity, compared with the other
complexes. The H2L1 and H2L2 have not shown any activity against Candida
albicans. All complexes for ligands (H2L1 and H2L2) exhibited less activity against
Candida albicans, compared with other types of fungi.

Keywords: Schiff-bases, N2S2 ligand system, Metal complexes, Structural
characterisation, Biological activity.
1. Introduction
Compounds incorporate nitrogen and sulfur in their frameworks are a class of organic species
that attracted a range of chemist researchers (organic, inorganic and bioinorganic chemists)
[1]. The impact of these species on chemistry stimulated researches to investigate and
implementing a range of synthetic protocols to increase yields and stability of these materials.
These species have shown a range of potential applications, including their role as useful
chelating agents for radio-metals of transition and representative elements [2]. They have also
used as biomedical agents, in radiopharmaceutical [2], medicine [3] and as a mimic for
bioactive molecules, in catalysis, analytical chemistry, coordination chemistry [4],
environmental, materials and supramolecular chemistry [5]. Mannich-bases are an important
organic species that pronounced a range of uses and applications in chemistry. Compounds
derived from 2,4-bis(R-phenyl)-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9-one are interesting materials that
used as organic reagents in the fabrication of natural-based blocks including the synthesis of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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phenanthridine-based compounds [6,7]. Further, compounds include N2S2 systems are
remarkable materials that played a part in the expansion of chemistry and nuclear medicine
[8]. Thus, the formation of functionalised Mannich-bases with N, S atoms should be an
important class of compounds. They provide a flexible hard/soft system, upon acting as a
chelating ligand to the metal centre. In this work, we describe the synthesis and
characterisation of two multidentate N2S2 heterocyclic ligands N-(2-((2,4-diphenyl-3-azabi
cyclo[3.3.1] nonan-9-ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2-mercapto ethyl)thio)acetamide (H2L1) and
N-(2-((2,4-di-p-tolyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9-ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2-mercapto
ethyl)thio)acetamide (H2L2) and their metal complexes. The anti-bacterial and anti-fungi
behaviour of ligands and their complexes were also investigated.
2. Experimental
2.1. Materials and methods
All reagents in this work were commercially available and used without further
purification. 1,4-Dithian-2-one and ligands were obtained by a reported method [8,9].
2.2. Physical measurements
A Heraeus instrument (Vario EL) and a Perkin-Elmer 2400 Series-II analyser were used
to obtain elemental analyses (C.H.N.S) at Materials Research Centre, Ministry for Science and
Technology, Baghdad, IRAQ. Uncorrected melting points were recorded using an electrothermal Stuart SMP40 apparatus. FT-IR spectra were measured as KBr discs using a Biotic
600 FT-IR spectrophotometer in the range 4000-400 cm-1 FTIR and as CsI discs in the range
4000-200 cm-1 on a Shimadzu 8400s FT-IR at College of Science, University of Baghdad.
Electronic spectra were measured from 200-1100 nm for 10-3 M solutions in DMSO at room
temperature with (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer type Shimadzu 1800, using quartz cell of 1.0
cm length. The measurements were obtained at Ibn Sina Company, Ministry of Industry,
Baghdad, Iraq. Mass spectra were obtained as Electrospray (ES) using an LTQ-FT mass
spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientiﬁc). The spectra were recorded at the University of
Manchester Metropolitan, UK. The spectral data were recorded in the positive mode. NMR
spectra (1H, 13C-NMR) were recorded in DMSO-d6 solutions using a Brucker-400 MHz and a
JEOL-400 MHz for 1HNMR and 100.61 MHz for 13C-NMR, respectively, and TMS was used
as an internal standard for 1HNMR measurement. The samples were recorded at the
University of Manchester Metropolitan, UK and Isfahan University, Islamic Republic of Iran.
Metals were determined using a Shimadzu atomic absorption spectrophotometer (F.A.A)
680G. Chloride was determined using a 686-titro processor-665 Dosimat-Metrohm Swiss. in
Ibn Sina Company, Ministry of Industry Baghdad, Iraq. Conductivity measurements were
made with DMSO solutions using a Eutech Instruments Co, 150 digital conductivity meter,
and magnetic moments were determined at 298 k with a Sherwood Scientific magnetic
susceptibility balance. Thermal analyses were performed under an argon atmosphere on an
STA PT-1000 Linseis company /Germany with a heating rate of 10 ºC/min. at College of
Education for Pure Science (Ibn Al-Haitham), University of Baghdad. The evaluation of
ligands and their metal complexes against four bacterial strains (Escherichia coli,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus stubtilis) and four fungi
species (Candida albicans, Candida glabrata, Candida tropicalis and Candida parapsilsis)
were performed using agar-well diffusion. The results were recorded at College of Science,
Baghdad University and at College of Education for Pure Science (Ibn Al-Haitham),
University of Baghdad.
2.3. Synthesis
2.3.1. Preparation of precursors (M1, M2, A1 and A2)
The preparation of M1 and M2 was performed according to a published method [10,11]
and the preparation of A1 and A2 was achieved using a reported method [12].
2.3.1.1. Preparation of (1R,2R,4R,5S)-2,4-diphenyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9-one (M1)
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A solution of benzaldehyde (1.33ml, 13mmol), ammonium acetate (0.5g, 6.500mmol) and
cyclohexanone (0.674ml, 6.500mmol) [2:1:1] in ethanol (20ml) was mixed together. The
reaction mixture was allowed heating between 30-40 ºC for 6h, during which time a yellow
solid was formed. However, upon using MeOH medium for 4h reflux the reaction yielded an
identical compound. The solid was collected by filtration, washed with ethanol (5ml), and
diethylether (10ml) and then dried under vacuum. Yield: 1.26g (93%), m.p = 108-110 ºC. FTIR data (cm-1), 3313 ν(N–H), 3032 ν(C–H)arom, 2920 and 2850 ν(C–H)alip, 1716 ν(C=O), 1581
and 1558 ν(C=C), 1492 ν(N–H). NMR data (ppm), 1H (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH = 1.60 (2H,
m, C10-H); 1.76 (4H, quar, 3.6 Hz, JHH = 9.6 Hz, C9,9`-H); 2.60 (2H, dd, JHH = 6 Hz, C8,8`-H);
2.80 (2H, t, JHH = 4.8 Hz, C7,7`-H); 7.80 ppm (1H, s, N-H); 7.02 and 7.11 (C1,1`-H; 2H, t, JHH
= 5.2 Hz) and (C2,2`, 6,6`-H; 4H, t, JHH = 5.2 Hz), respectively; 7.43 ppm (4H, d, JHH = 6 Hz)
was assigned to (C3,3`, 5,5`-H); 13C NMR (100.63 MHz, DMSO-d6): δc = 22.89 (C10), 25.61
(C9,9`), 55.69 (C7,7`), 58.93 (C8,8`), 124.09 (C1,1`), 131.08 (C2,2`, 6,6`) and (C3,3`, 5,5`), 139.37
(C4,4`), 203.40 (C=O). The electrospray (+) mass spectrum of M1 shows no molecular ion
peak for M1. Peak detected at m/z = 266.2844 amu assigned to [M-(C2H2)+H)]+ for
C18H20NO, requires = 266.1539. The other peaks detected at m/z = 240.2844, 174.1106 and
107.0409 were assigned to [(M-C2H2+C2)]+, [(M-C2H+C2+C6H)]+ and [(M-C2H+C2+
C6H+C4H14)]+.
2.3.1.2. Preparation of (1R,2R,4R,5S)-2,4-di-p-tolyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9-one (M2)
The method used to prepare M2 was analogous to the starting material M1, but with the used
of 4-methylbenzaldehyde instead of benzaldehyde. The amounts of other reagents used were
adjusted accordingly, and a similar workup procedure was used to give compound M2 as a
pale-yellow solid. Yield: 1.53g (54 %) , m.p. = 168-170 ºC. FT-IR data (cm-1), 3298 ν(N–H),
3020 ν(C–H)arom, 2858 and 2927 ν(C–H)alip, 1705 ν(C=O), 1577 and 1550 ν(C=C), 1512 ν(N–
H). NMR data (ppm), 1H (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH = 1.57 (2H, m, C10-H); 1.67 (4H, m,
C9,9`-H); 1.77 and 1.79 (2H, d, JHH = 6 Hz, C8,8`-H); 2. 71 (2H, t, JHH = 5.6 Hz, C7,7`-H); 2.91
ppm (6H, s, 2CH3); 4.36 (1H, s, N-H); 7.38 (4H, d, JHH = 7.2 Hz, (C2,2`, 6,6`-H); and 7.43 ppm
(4H, d, JHH = 7.2 Hz (C3,3`, 5,5`-H). 13C NMR (100.63 MHz, DMSO-d6): δc = 23.75 (C10); 25.98
(C9,9`); 44.61 (C methyl); 56.19 (C8,8`); 58.79 (C7,7`); 124.93 (C3,3`, 5,5`); 126.71 (C2,2`, 6,6`);
135.61(C1,1`); 138.93 (C4,4`) and 209.69 (C=O). The electrospray (+) mass spectrum of M2
shows the molecular ion peak for M2 at m/z = 319.0421 amu for C22H25NO, requires =
319.1936. Peaks recorded at m/z = 275.1434 and 151.4732 amu attributed to [M(CH3CH2CH3)]+ and [M-(CH3CH2CH3)+(C10H4)]+.
2.3.1.3. Preparation of 2-(((1R,2S,4R,5S,E)-2,4-diphenyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9ylidene)amino)ethan-1-amine (A1)
A solution of ethylenediamine (0.160g, 2.663mmol) dissolved in ethanol (20ml) was
added to a mixture of M1 (0.8g, 2.747mmol) in ethanol (20ml). The reaction mixture was
treated with 2ml of concentration hydrochloride acid, and then allowed to reflux for 6h. The
reaction mixture was left for a slow evaporation and yellow crystals were obtained that
isolated by filtration, washed with cold ethanol (5ml) and diethylether (10ml) and then dried
under vacuum. Yield: 0.104g (65%), m.p = 194-196 ºC. FT-IR data (cm-1), 3309 and 3248
ν(N–H), 1639 ν(C=N), 1504 δ(N–H), 119 ν(C–N). NMR data (ppm), 1H NMR (400 MHz,
DMSO-d6): δH = 1.24 (6H, m, C9,9` and C10-H); 1.75 (2H, m, C12-H); 2.28-2.41 (5H, m,
C8,8`,C11-H and N-H); 3.16 (2H, d, JHH = 7.6 Hz, C7,7`-H); 7.25 (C1,1`-H; 2H, t, JHH = 4.4 Hz);
7.35 (C2,2`, 6,6`-H; 4H, t, JHH = 4.4 Hz); 7.46 (4H, dd, JHH = 3.6 and 7.3 Hz) (C3,3`, 5,5`-H). 13C
NMR (100.63 MHz, DMSO-d6): δc = 23.80 (C9, 9`); 27.83 (C10); 28.80 (C8, 8`); 35.39(C7,7`);
46.82 (C12); 49.44(C11); 122.35 (C1,1`); 127.08 (C3,3`, C2,2`); 127.24 (C6,6`); 142.49
(C4,4`);152.49 (C=N). The electrospray (+) mass spectrum of A1 revealed a peak at m/z =
333.1042 amu assigned to (M)+ for C22H27N3, requires = 333.2205 and the following
fragments at 304.1548 and 264.1742 amu were related to [M-CH3N]+ and [M(CH3N+C3H4)]+, respectively.
2.3.1.4 Preparation of 2-(((1R,2S,4R,5S,E)-2,4-di-p-tolyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9ylidene)amino)ethan-1-amine (A2)
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An analogues method for the isolation of precursor A1 was used to prepare A2, but
M2 was used in place of M1 and other reagents were adjusted accordingly. A yellow solid was
obtained, yield = 0.2155g (75 %), m.p. = 113-115 ºC. FT-IR data (cm-1), 3421 ν(N–H), 1658
ν(C=N), 1508 δ(N–H), 1311 ν(C–N). NMR data (ppm), 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6): δH
= 1.18 (6H, m, C9,9`, C10 -H); 1.55 (2H, m, C12-H); 2.20-2.25 (5H, m, C8,8`, C11-H) and N-H;
3.10 (2H, d, JHH = 5.2 Hz C7,7`-H); 3.76 (6H, s, 2 x CH3); = 7.02 (4H, d, JHH = 7.6 Hz, C2,2`,
13
C NMR (100.63 MHz, DMSO-d6): δc =
6,6`-H); 7.70 (4H, d, J HH = 7.6 Hz, C3,3`, 5,5`-H).
21.82 (Cmethyl); 22.02 (C9, 9`); 24.50 (C10); 29.84 (C8, 8`); 39.28 (C7,7`); 43.41 (C12); 51.36
(C11); 124.58 (C2,2`,C6,6`); 126.43 (C3,3`, C5,5`); 134.34 (C1,1`); 137.75 (C4,4`); 153.39 (C=N).
The electrospray (+) mass spectrum of A2 showed the mass ion peak at m/z = 347.0251 amu
assigned to (M-(CH3)+H)+ for C23H29N3. Peaks detected at m/z = 303.1755 and 169.1104
were correlated to [(M-(CH3)+(CH4N2)]+ and [(M-(CH3)+(CH4N2)]+(C12H14)]+.
2.3.2. Synthesis of ligands (H2L1 and H2L2)
2.3.2.1. Synthesis of N-(2-(((1R,2R,4R,5S,Z)-2,4-diphenyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2-mercaptoethyl)thio)acetamide (H2L1)
A mixture of 1,4-dithian-2-one (0.080g, 0.597mmol) in CHCl3 (10ml) was added dropwise,
under N2 atmosphere, to a mixture of precursor A1 (0.233g, 0.699mmol) in CHCl3 (10ml).
The reaction mixture was stirred under nitrogen atmosphere for 3h. A white solid that formed
was collected by filtration, washed with diethylether (10ml) and then allowed to dry under
vacuum. Yield: 0.056 g (70 %), m.p. = 312-315 ºC. Ft-IR data (cm1), 3417 ν(N-H)amide, 1662
ν(C=O)amide, 1604 ν(C=N), 2555 ν(S-H), 1531 and 1492 ν(C=C)arom, 1346 ν(C-N), 1056 and
914 ν(C-S). NMR spectra (ppm), 1H (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), see Figure 1; δH = 1.23 (3H, m,
H10, S-H); 1.60 (2H, t, JHH = 8.8 Hz, H14); 1.81 (9H, m, H8,8`, H9,9`, H11 and N-H); 2.61 (2H, t,
H15, JHH = 6.4 Hz); 2.87(2H, d, H7,7` , JHH = 5.2 Hz); 3.16 (2H, t, H12, JHH = 6.4 Hz); 3.63(2H,
s, H13); 7.44 (2H, t, JHH = 5.2 Hz, H1,1`); 7.57 (4H, t, JHH = 5.2 Hz, H 2,2`; 6,6`); 7.77 (4H, d, JHH
= 4.8 Hz, H3,3`; 5,5`); 8.09 (1H, s, N-H)amide. ), 13C (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), Figure 2; δc= 24.49
(C10); 25.52 (C9,9`); 28.80 (C8,8`); 32.56 (C15); 41.18 (C14); 46.42 (C13); 48.13 (C12); 56.79
(C11); 60.97 (C7,7`) 125.10(C1,1`); 126.95(C2,2`, 6,6`);127.11 (C3,3`, 5,5`); 138.28 (C4,4`); 157.79
(C=N); 175.86 (C=O). The electrospray (+) mass spectrum of H2L1 showed the parent ion
peak at m/z = 467.3040 amu corresponding to (M)+, requires; 467.2065 and the following
fragments at 374.2201, 261.1360 and 160.8401 amu were assigned to [M-(C2H6S2)+H]+, [M(C2H6S2+C9H5)]+ and [M-(C2H6S2+C9H5+C5H11NO)]+, respectively.
2.3.2.2. Synthesis of N-(2-(((1R,2R,4R,5S,Z)-2,4-di-p-tolyl-3-azabicyclo[3.3.1]nonan-9ylidene)amino)ethyl)-2-((2-mercaptoethyl)thio)acetamide( H2L2)
The method adopted to prepare H2L2 was similar to that for H2L1, but with precursor
A2 instead of A1. Other reaction reagents were adjusted accordingly and an analogues workup
procedure that implemented resulted in the isolation of the required ligand. Yield: 0.2155g
(75 %), m.p. = 320-322ºC. IR data (cm1), 3398 ν(N-H)amide, 1674 ν(C=O)amide, 1616 ν(C=N),
2619 ν(S-H), 1577and 1523 ν(C=C)arom, 1323 ν(C-N), 1033 and 9254 ν(C-S). NMR data
(ppm), Figure 1; 1H (400 MHz, DMSO-d6), see Figure 1; δH = 1.02 (3H, m, H10, S-H);1.582
(2H, t, JHH = 8.8 Hz, H14); 1.44 (9H, m, H8,8`, H9,9`, H11 and N-H); 1.71 (2H, t, H15, JHH = 6.4
Hz); 2.73(2H, d, H7,7` , JHH = 5.2 Hz); 2.86 (2H, t, H12, JHH = 6.4 Hz); 3.09(2H, s, H13); 3.59
(2H, t, JHH = 5.2 Hz, 2x CH3); 3.70 (4H, t, JHH = 5.2 Hz, H 2,2`; 6,6`); 7.15 (4H, d, JHH = 4.8 Hz,
H3,3`; 5,5`); 7.45 (1H, s, N-H)amide. ): 8.12. 13C (100 MHz, DMSO-d6), Figure 2; δc= 20.40
(Cmethyl); 23.19 (C9,9`); 26.35 (C10); 28.75 (C8,8`); 32.26 (C15); 35.46 (C7,7`); 41.15 (C14); 44.79
(C13); 46.14 (C12); 54.37 (C11); 126.35 (C2,2`, 6,6`);128.26 (C3,3`, 5,5`); 134.69 (C4,4`); 136.69
(C1,1`); 146.84 (C=N); 177.69 (C=O). The electrospray (+) mass spectrum of H2L1 recorded a
peak at m/z = 495.2304 amu related to (M)+, requires; 495.2378. Fragments at 403.3873,
374.2201 and 261.1360 amu correspond to [M-(SCH2SCH2)]+, [M-(SCH2SCH2)+(CH2NH)]+
and [M-(SCH2SCH2)+ (CH3NH2)+(NHCCOCHCHCHCH)]+, respectively. Elemental
microanalyses of precursors and ligands, colours, yields and melting points are placed in
Table 1.
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Figure 1. 1HNMR spectra of H2L1 and H2L2 in DMSO-d6.
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Figure 2. 13CNMR spectra of ligands H2L1 and H2L2 in DMSO-d6.
Table 1. Microanalyses data and physical properties for precursors and ligands.
Comp.
M1

Empirical
formula
C20H21NO

M.wt
g/mol
291.38

Yield
(%)
93

108-110

White

M2

C22H25NO

319.44

54

168-170

Pale-yellow

A1

C22H27N3

333.46

65

194-196

Off-white

A2

C24H31N3

361.52

75

113-115

Yellow

H2L1

C26H33N3O
S2
C28H37N3O
S2

467.68

70

312-315

White

495.74

75

320-322

White

H2L2

m.p. ºC

Colour

6

C
82.69
(82.44)
82.24
(82.72)
79.47
(79.24)
80.02
(79.73)
66.22
(66.77)
67.11
(67.84)

Found/(Calc.)%
H
N
7.83
5.03
(7.26)
4.81)
8.23
4.95
(7.89)
(4.38)
8.75
12.98
(8.16)
(12.60)
8.17
11.82
(8.64)
(11.62)
7.75
8.44
(7.11)
(8.98)
7.95
8.27
(7.52)
(8.48)

S
13.48
(13.71)
12.11
(12.94)
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2.3.3. Synthesis of the complexes with H2L1 and H2L2
A mixture of the title ligand (0.1g, 0.180mmol) in 20ml of a mixture solution of
ethanol:chloroform 1:1 and potassium hydroxide (0.03g, 0.541mmol) in ethanol (5ml) was
stirred for 10 min. To the above mixture was added dropwise an ethanolic solution (10ml) of
the metal chloride (0.043g, 0.180mmol). The resulting mixture was refluxed under N2
atmosphere for 3h. A solid that formed was filtered, washed by ethanol and diethyl ether, and
dried under vacuum. Elemental analysis data, colours, and yields for the ligands and their
complexes are given in Table (2).
2.4. Determination of biological activity
The evaluation of compounds (ligands and complexes) against four bacterial strains
(Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus) and four
fungi species (Candida albicans, Candida glabrata, Candida tropicalis and Candida
parapsilsis) were performed using agar-well diffusion. In this method, the wells were dug in
the media with the help of a sterile metallic borer with centres at least 6 mm. A 100 μL
concentration of the title specimen 1 mg/mL in DMSO was placed in the individual wells
[13]. The Petri dishes were incubated in the incubator for 24h at 37 ºC. The biological activity
was observed by measuring the diameter of inhibition zones (mm).
Table 2. Elemental analyses, some physical properties, yields and colours of (H2L1 –H2L2)
complexes.
Chemical
Formula

M.wt
g/mol

Yiel
d
(%)

Colour

m.p.
ºC

K2[Mn(L1)Cl2]

699.7
0

56

Brown

310*

µeff
per
one
atom
1.85

K2[Co(L1)Cl2]

673.7
0

40

Darkblue

295*

4.96

46.63
(46.3
1)

4.36
(4.60)

6.74
(6.23)

9.73
(9.48)

8.11
(8.74)

K2[Ni(L1)Cl2]

673.4
6

62

Paleblue

285*

3.83

46.80
(46.3
2)

4.22
(4.60)

6.64
(6.23)

9.71
(9.50)

8.97
(8.71)

[Cu(L1)]

529.2
2

73

Palegreen

250*

1.78

5.53
(5.85)

8,03
(7.93)

12.71
(12.09)

[Zn(L1)]

531.0
5

66

White

305*

5.88
(5.83)

7.92
(7.90)

12.08
(12.05)

[Cd(L1)]

578.0
9

68

White

315*

5.82
(5.36)

7.72
(7.26)

11.23
(11.07)

12.62
(12.00
)
12.35
(12.31
)
9.86
(9.64)

K2[Mn(L2)Cl2]

697.7
6

42

Brown

275*

1.79

58.39
(58.9
5)
58.67
(58.7
5)
54.23
(53.9
7)
48.67
(48.5
1)

5.27
(5.01)

5.76
(6.01)

9.43
(9.17)

7.48
(7.87)

K2[Co(L2)Cl2]

701.7
5

71

Greenblue

280*

4.90

4.51
(4.98)

5.24
(5.98)

9.30
(9.11)

8.82
(8.39)

K2[Ni(L2)Cl2]

701.5
1

85

Paleblue

290*

3.31

47.61
(47.8
7)
47.33
(47.8
9)

4.80
(4.70)

5.22
(5.98)

9.31
(9.12)

8.90
(8.36)

[Cu(HL2)]Cl

558.2
8

41

Blue

310*

1.69

60.51
(60.1
8)

6.65
(6.44)

7.27
(7.52)

11.70
(11.46)

11.72
(11.48
)

7

Microanalysis
Found, (Calc.)%
N
S

C

H

46.39
(46.5
8)

4.21
(4.43)

6.68
(6.27)

M

Cl

9.87
(9.55)

8.30
(7.85)

10.0
2
(10.5
8)
10.7
4
(10.5
2)
10.6
7
(10.5
2)
0
0
0
0
0
0
10.4
3
(10.1
6)
9.89
(10.1
0)
10.2
3
(10.1
0)
6.16
6.34
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[Zn(L2)]

559.1
1

50

White

310*

[Cd(L2)]

606.1
4

68

White

315*

60.71
(60.0
9)
55.17
(55.4
3)

6.62
(6.25)

7.72
(7.51)

11.22
(11.44)

5.29
(5.77)

6.54
(6.92)

10.29
(10.55)

11.40
(11.69
)
18.85
(18.54
)

*= Decomposition temp.
3. Results and discussion
Ligands were prepared from the reaction of amine precursors with 1,4-dithian-2one. The preparation of the precursors was achieved into two steps; the first step includes
Mannich-reaction of benzaldehyde or its derivative with ammonium acetate and
cyclohexanone in the presence of ethanol to isolate precursors M1 and M2. The second step
focused on the reaction of precursors with ethylenediamine to obtain amine compounds A1
and A2. The ligands were synthesised from the reaction of 1,4-dithian-2-one and amine
precursors in the presence of triethylamine as a base in CHCl3 medium, which gave the title
ligands (H2L1 and H2L2), see Scheme (1). Elemental analysis Table 1, FT-IR (Table 3), NMR
(1H- and 13C-NMR) and mass spectra were implemented to determine the entity of
compounds (precursors and ligands).

Scheme 1. Synthetic route for precursors and ligands H2L1 and H2L2.
Complexes of the ligands with Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II) ions
were synthesised by heating 1 mmole of each ligand with 1 mmole of metal chloride using a
mixture of ethanol/chloroform medium at reflux using KOH as a base. In the
ethanol/chloroform solution of KOH, the deprotonation of the ligands is occurred that
facilitated the formation of K2[Co(HLn)Cl2], K2[Mn(HLn)Cl2], K2[Ni(HLn)Cl2], [Cu(HLn)],
[Zn(HLn)] and [Cd(HLn)] (M = Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II), and Cd(II), Ln = L1 or
L2), Scheme 2. The complexes are air-stable and soluble in DMSO (bar other organic
solvents). Elemental analysis and other physical properties of the complexes are placed in
Table 4. Physico-chemical data agree well with the proposed formulas. The prominent
infrared peaks and their assignments for the ligands and complexes are included in Table 3.
The electronic data (UV-Vis) with their assignments for ligands and complexes are placed in
Table 4.
8
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Scheme 2. General synthetic route of (H2L1and H2L2) complexes.

3.1. FT-IR and NMR spectra
The FT-IR spectra of free ligands display bands due to ν(C=O)amide, ν(C=N)imine
and ν(C-N) groups. The distinct frequency around 2555-2619 cm1 related to ν(S–H), confirms
the presence of the ligands in the thiol form [14]. The FT-IR spectra of the complexes
exhibited H2L1 and H2L2 bands with the proper shifts due to complex formation (Table 3).
Band assigned to ν(S-H) in the free ligands was disappeared in the spectra of complexes, due
to the involvement of sulfur atom, as a thiolate moiety, in complex formation. The
ν(C=O)amide and ν(C=N)imine at ca. 1662,1674 cm1 and at ca. 1604-1616 cm1 in the free ligands
were recorded at lower frequencies, indicated a reduced bond order, and observed around
1631-1651; 1600 and 1639-1651; 1600 cm1 for H2L1 and H2L2 complexes, respectively. This
shift confirmed the involvement of the N atoms of these moieties in the coordination to the
metal centre. Bands detected around 1056-1029; 898-855 cm-1 and 1083-1033; 898-855 cm-1
were attributed to ν(C-S) for complexes of H2L1 and H2L2, respectively indicating the
involvement of sulfur atoms upon coordination to metal centre [15]. At lower frequency, the
complexes exhibited bands around 416-493 and 333-383 cm1 attributed to ν(M-N) and ν(MS), respectively. Bands observed around 244-262 and 243-277 cm1 in the spectra of
K2[Mn(L1)Cl2], K2[Co(L1)Cl2], K2[Mn(L2)Cl2] and K2[Ni(L2)Cl2] are related to ν(M-Cl) [16].
The appearance of two bands indicated the coordination of the Cl atoms in the cis
conformation.

Table 3. Infrared spectral data (wavenumber, ν¯) cm-1 of (H2L1 - H2L1) and their complexes
Compound
H2L1

ν(N-H)
3417

ν(C=O)

ν(C=N)

ν(C=C)

amid

imine

arom

1662

1604

1531
1492

9

ν(C-N)

ν(C-S)

ν(M-N)

ν(M-S)

ν(M-Cl)

1323

1056
914

-

-

-
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K2[Mn(L1)Cl2
]
K2[Co(L1)Cl2]

3490

1651

1600

3485

1631

1600

K2[Ni(L1)Cl2]

3500

1651

1600

[Cu(L1)]

3495

1651

1600

[Zn(L1)]

3500

1643

1600

[Cd(L1)]

3500

1647

1600

H2L2

3398

1674

1616

K2[Mn(L2)Cl2
]
K2[Co(L2)Cl2]

3490

1651

1600

3495

1639

1600

K2[Ni(L2)Cl2]

3500

1651

1600

[Cu(HL2)]Cl

1647

1600

[Zn(L2)]

3302
3232
3455

1651

1600

[Cd(L2)]

3485

1651

1600

1585
1508
1581
1492
1504
1489
1577
1504
1577
1500
1585
1543
1577
1523
1558
1508
1504
1454
1504
1489
1570
1504
1570
1504
1543
1504

1342
1338
1342
1342
1334
1330
1323
1342
1342
1342
1342
1338
1330

1033
864
1029
891
1033
860
1033
855
1045
857
1064
898
1033
925
1060
891
1053
887
1056
855
1083
879
1083
891
1064
898

470
428
466
443
464
447
493
455
455
416
459
447
-

362
347
370
339

262
244
254
248

-

-

462
439
479
439
462
439
474
443
466
443
474
459

383
333

277
243

366
339

248
244

1
13
The
H
and
C
NMR
spectra
of
ligands
revealed
peaks related to the various proton and carbon nuclei consistent with the proposed structural
formula. The 1HNMR spectrum of [Cd(L1)] Figure 3; in DMSO-d6 solution indicated two
characteristic sets of chemical shifts in the aliphatic and aromatic regions. In the aromatic
region, the spectrum indicated signals at; 7.57 ppm (4H, d, JHH = 4 Hz, H3,3`; 5,5`); 7.17 (4H, t,
JHH = 8 Hz, H2,2`;6,6`); 7.02 ppm (2H, t, JHH = 8 Hz, H1,1`). The aliphatic region shows chemical
shifts at 3.99 (2H, s, H13); 3.41 (2H, t, H12, JHH = 8 Hz); 2.68 (2H, s, H7,7); 2.34 (2H, t, H15);
1.60 (9H, m, H8,8`, H9,9`, H11 and N-H); 1.14 (2H, t, H14, JHH = 8 Hz); 1.01 (2H, m, H10). The
spectrum indicated no signals may attribute to N-H of the amide groups and S-H of thiol,
confirming the involvement of these moieties in complexation, and making the ligand
behaves as -2 species upon complexation. 22.61 (C10); 23.50 (C9,9`); 28.36 (C8,8`) 29.61 (C15);
38.07(C14); 39.81(C13); 41.10(C12) 44.27 (C11); 67.52 (C7,7`); 128.27(C1,1`); 128.60 (C2,2`, 6,6`);
131.63 (C3,3`, 5,5`); 137.43 (C4,4`); 167.06 (C=N); 188.12 (C=O). The 13C-NMR spectrum of
[Cd(L2)] displayed signals at; 22.30 (Cmethyl); 23.80 (C9,9`); 28.24 (C10); 28.55 (C8,8`); 34.49
(C15); 43.95 (C7,7`); 50.28 (C14); 55.42 (C13) and (C12); 55.76 (C11); 128.21(C2,2`, 6,6`); (C3,3`,
5,5`) 132.55; 134.45 (C4,4`); 135.17 (C1,1`); 159.76 (C=N); (C=O) 188.87 ppm. The chemical
shift for the imine and amide groups by ca. 10-13 and 11-13 ppm, respectively in comparison
with that in the free ligand confirmed the involvement of the nitrogen atoms of the imine and
amide groups in complexation. This shift is related to the deshielding occurred to these
moieties by the Cd(II) centre upon complexation.
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Figure 3. 1HNMR spectrum of [Cd(L1)] complex in DMSO-d6.
3.2. Mass spectra
The obtained mass spectra of the ligands agreed with the suggested structural formula
(see experimental section and ‘Figure 4’.

Figure 4 . ESI (+) mass spectra of H2L1 and H2L2
The accurate electrospray (+) mass spectrum of K2[Ni(L1)Cl2] Figure 5; indicated a peak at
m/z = 671.4532 amu, requires = 670.9913 corresponding to (M)+. The successive fragments at
487.3041, 374.2202, 261.1360 and 160.8402 were assigned to [M-(C5H6S)+(C4H2S)]+,[M(C5H6S)+(C4H2S)+(CHCl2NO)]+, [M-(HCN)+(2HCl)+(C4H8S2)+(HCN)+(C6H4O)+(C5H2C5 H6
S)+(C4H2S)+(CHCl2NO)+(HCN)+(C7H2)]+ and [M-(C5H6S)+(C4H2S)+(CHCl2NO)+(HCN)+
(C8H3N)+(C6H13N)]+, respectively.
11
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Figure 5. ESI (+) mass spectrum of K2[Ni(L1)Cl2].

3.3.

Electronic spectra, magnetic moments, and conductivity measurements

The electronic data of H2L1 and H2L2 display absorption peak at 206, 205 and 345, 360 nm,
respectively related to overlaps of π → π* and n → π* transitions. The spectra of H2L1
complexes showed hypsochromic shift peaks correlated to the ligand field transitions (π→π*
and n→π*) [17-19], bar Cu(II) complex that exhibited a bathochromic shift. The electronic
spectrum of Mn(II) complex revealed peaks in the d-d region at 441 and 762 nm assigned to
6
A1g(F)→4T2g(G) and 6A1g→4T1g(G) transitions, respectively indicating a distorted octahedral
geometry about Mn(II) ion [20-21]. These data with the magnetic moment value confirmed an
octahedral geometry around the Mn(II) atom. The Co(II) complex displays more peaks in the
d-d region at 413, 537 and 674 nm due to 2Eg→2T1g or 2T2g, 2Eg→4T1g(F) and 4T1g(F)→4A2g(F),
respectively. This spectrum is characteristic for Co(II) complexes with distorted octahedral
geometries around Co atom [22-24]. The eff value for this complex is included at the range of
octahedral confirming octahedral geometry about metal centre. The Ni(II) complex showed
peaks at 417, 610 and 681 nm related to 3A2g→1T1g(P), 3A2g→3T1g(p) and 3A2g→3T1g(F)
transitions, respectively confirmed a distorted octahedral geometry around Ni atom [16]. The
paramagnetic behaviour of the Ni(II) complex suggested a distorted octahedral geometry. The
Cu(II) complex displayed a peak in the d-d region at 828 nm attributed to d-d transition
attributed to 2B1g→2A2g, confirming a distorted square planar arrangement about Cu atom
[25-27]. The proposed distorted square planar arrangement for the pale-green Cu(II) complex
is supported by its magnetic measurement value and other analytical data. The spectra of the
Zn(II) and Cd(II) complexes revealed peaks related to ligand field (π→π* and n→π*). These
diamagnetic complexes (d10 system) normally prefer tetrahedral structures. The conductance
values of the Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II) complexes were in the range of
13.1-76.99 Ω-1cm2mol-1 indicating 2:1 electrolytic behaviour of the Mn(II), Co(II) and Ni(II),
while those of the Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II) complexes were indicating nonelectrolytes [2728]. The electronic spectra of H2L2 complexes revealed peaks that attributed to the ligand field
(π→π* and n→π* transitions) [16-18]. The electronic spectrum of Mn(II) complex displayed
peaks at 434 and 639 nm correlated to 6A1g(F)→4T2g(G) and 6A1g→4T2g(G) transitions,
respectively confirming a distorted octahedral structure around Mn atom [23]. These data with
the value of magnetic moment support an octahedral geometry around the Mn atom.
The Co(II) complex displays additional peaks in the d-d area at 438 and 680 nm due to
4
T1g(F)→4A2g(F) and 4T1g→4T2g(F) transitions, respectively. This spectrum is characteristic for
Co(II) complexes that adopt distorted octahedral structures [23]. The magnetic moment value
of the Co(II) complex is in the agreement of octahedral structure with a high spin
configuration around Co(II) ion. The Ni(II) complex displayed a peak at 641 nm related to
3
A2g→3T1g transition, confirming a distorted octahedral sphere about Ni atom [23]. The Ni(II)
complex is paramagnetic with a value consists of the distorted octahedral geometry. The
electronic spectrum of this complex was in agreement with this assignment. Cu(II) complex
showed a peak in the d-d region at 794 nm attributed to d-d transition 2B1g→2B2g
demonstrating a distorted square planar geometry about Cu atom [14]. The suggested distorted
square planar geometry of the blue Cu(II) complex is supported by magnetic moment value
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and other analytical data. The spectra of the Zn(II) and Cd(II) compounds indicated peaks
attributed to ligand field (π→π* and n→π*). These diamagnetic complexes (d10 system)
normally prefer tetrahedral structures. The molar conductance values of the Mn(II), Co(II),
Ni(II), Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II) complexes were in the range of 7.07-78.21 Ω-1cm2mol-1
indicating 2:1 electrolytic behaviour of the Mn(II), Co(II) and Ni(II), while those of the
Cu(II), Zn(II) and Cd(II) complexes were indicating nonelectrolytes, except Cu(II) complex
that indicated a 1:1 electrolytic behaviour [27-28].
Table 4. Electronic spectral data of (H2L1- H2L2) complexes in DMSO solutions.
Comp.
1

H2L

K2[Mn(L1)Cl2]

K2[Co(L1)Cl2]

Band
Position
λnm
285
360
275
345
441
762
269
350
413
537
674

Wavenum
ber
(cm-1)
35087
27777
36363
28985
22675
13123
37174
28571
24213
18621
14836

Extinction
coefficient
ɛmax(dm3 mol-1 cm-1)
2197
545
1146
33
32
20
1724
70
72
71
51

M(Ω
cm2mol-1)

Suggested
geometry

75.08

Distorted
Octahedral

76.99

Distorted
Octahedral

Assignment
1

π→π
n→π*
π→π*
n→π*
6
A1g→4T2g(G)
6
A1g→4T2g
π→π*
n→π*
4
T2g(F)→4A2g
(F)

4

T2g(F)→4A2g
(F)

4

(F)

T2g →4A2g
(F)

1

K2[Ni(L )Cl2]

[Cu(L1)]
[Zn(L1)]
[Cd(L1)]
H2L2
K2[Mn(L2)Cl2]

K2[Co(L2)Cl2]

265
350
417
610
681
290
828

37735
28571
23980
16393
14684
34482
12077

1033
36
126
120
206
2312
78

π→π*
n→π*
3
A2g→1T1g(P)
3
A2g→3T1g(F)
3
A2g→3T1g(F)
π→π*
2
B1g→ 2A2g

74.65

Distorted
Octahedral

16.77

264
350
270
341
265
345
268
350
434
639
270
438
680

37878
28571
37037
29325
37735
28985
37313
28571
23041
15649
37037
22831
14705

646
48
1484
53
1254
45
1696
300
308
25
1957
123
102

π→π*
n→π*
π→π*
n→π*
π→π*
n→π*
π→π*
n→π*
6
A1g→4T2g(G)
6
A1g→4T2g(G)
π→π*
4
Tg(F)→4A2g(

14.11

Distorted
Square
Planar
Distorted
Tetrahedral
Distorted
Tetrahedral

13.1

78.21

Distorted
Octahedral

76.01

Distorted
Octahedral

74.54

Distorted
Octahedral

32.27

Distorted
Square
Planar
Distorted
Tetrahedral
Distorted
Tetrahedral

F)

4

T1g(F)→4A2g
(F)

2

K2[Ni(L )Cl2]
[Cu(HL2)]Cl
[Zn(L2)]
[Cd(L2)]

268
350
641
266
300
794
267
350
269
350

37313
28571
15600
37594
33333
12594
37453
28571
37174
28571

1684
195
188
1469
45
36
1600
75
1832
85

3.4. Thermal gravimetric analysis

13

π→π*
n→π*
3
A2g→3T1g(F)
π→π*
n→π*
2
B1g→2B2g
π→π*
n→π*
π→π*
n→π*

13.77
7.07
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This technique was implemented to study the thermal properties of compounds
(stability and chemical composition of ligands and some complexes). TGA analysis
supported the determination of the melting points of compounds and identifying their
decomposition steps, see Table (5). The TGA peak of the ligand Figure 6; observed at 399.9
ºC indicated the loss of (C20H22N2) fragment, (det. = 12.364 mg, 60.904 %; calc. = 12.357
mg). The other step occurred at 521.8 ºC revealed the loss of (CH3NO) portion, (det. = 1.941
mg, 9.562 %; calc. = 1.921 mg). The third step of the decomposition of the compound at
593.3 ºC is linked to the evolving of (CH2S) segment, (obs. = 1.956 mg, 9.633 %; calc. =
1.958 mg). The remaining deposit of the compound above 598.0 ºC is associated with the loss
of (C4H6S), (obs. = 4.040 mg, 19.901%; calc. = 3.668 mg). The differences in the weight may
be related to a sublimation process that occurred at high temperature. The DSC curve
recorded peaks at 317.1, 337.0, 524.1 and 593.3 ºC, which refer to an endothermic
decomposition process. While the peak at 344.0 ºC was referred to an exothermic
decomposition process. The exothermic and endothermic peaks may specify combustion of
the organic ligand in an argon environment [29-30]. The thermogram for K2[Co(L1)Cl2]
Figure 7; which confirmed the Co(II) complex is stable up to 285.0 ºC. In the TGA curve,
peak detected at 408.6 ºC is related to the loss of (C7H4, C7H7NO and 2HCl) segments, (det. =
9.954 mg, 54.997 %; calc. = 9.941 mg). The second step at 594.0 ºC that indicated the loss of
(2C) fragment, (obs. = 0.619 mg, 3.429%; calc. = 0.646 mg). The final residue of the
compound that recorded above 598.0 ºC is correlated to the (Co, 2K, N2, 2H2S, CH4 and
C2H6), (det. = 7.534 41.573 %; calc. = 7.512 mg). The DSC curve indicated peaks at 283.0,
325.4, 353.6, 419.2 and 594.0 ºC correlated to an endothermic decomposition process. The
endothermic peaks may show combustion of the organic ligand in the inert atmosphere [2930]. The last endothermic peak may indicate the braking of the metal-ligand bond. The
thermogram for [Cu(L1)] Figure 8; which shows the Cu(II) complex is stable up to 220.0 ºC.
The TGA peak at 259.9 ºC attributed to the loss of (C2H2) group, (det. = 0.835 mg, 4.347 %;
calc. = 0.946 mg). The differences between the observed and calculated weight may be
related to the sublimation process. The second step occurred at 391.9 ºC account for the loss
of (C4H6S2, C6H6 and NH3) portions, (det. = 7.698 mg, 40.092 %; calc. = 7.711 mg). The
third step of the decomposition of the compound is observed at 515.5 ºC, which attributed to
the loss of (2H2 and NH3) fragments, (obs. = 0.771 mg, 4.016 %; calc. = 0.765 mg). The final
residue of the compound recorded above 598.0 ºC is assigned to the (Cu, HCN and
C12H5NO), (obs. = 9.896 mg, 51.543 %; calc. = 9.778 mg). The DSC curve indicated
endothermic decomposition processes at temperatures 220.4, 280.4, 334.6 and 515.5 ºC.
Peaks at 436.1 and 459.4 ºC attributed to exothermic decomposition steps. The exothermic
and endothermic curves may relate to the combustion of the organic ligand in the inert
atmosphere [29-30]. The last endothermic peak may signify the metal-ligand bond breaking.
While the thermogram for H2L2 is shown in Figure 9; The analysis chart indicated the ligand
is intact up to 325.0 ºC. The TGA curve measured at 336.9 ºC attributed to the mass loss of
(C5H7NO) segment, (obs. = 3.845 mg, 19.612 %; calc. = 3.844 mg). The second step took
place at 399.3 ºC confirmed the loss of (C5H6S2, C5H5N and C3H4) portions, (obs. = 12.979
mg, 66.217 %; calc. = 12.985 mg). The third decomposition step of the compound at 577.5 ºC
is assigned to the mass loss of (C2H4) fragment, (obs. = 1.146 mg, 5.8471 %; calc. = 1.110
mg). The final residue that observed above 598.0 ºC is attributed to the elimination of (C3H6)
portion, (obs. = 1.631 mg, 8.322 %; calc. = 1.664 mg). In the DSC curve, peaks at 331.3,
363.1 and 577.5 ºC indicate endothermic decomposition processes. Peaks at 535.0 and 568.8
refer to exothermic decomposition processes. The exothermic and endothermic curves may
relate to the pyrolysis of the organic ligand in the inert atmosphere [29-30]. The thermogram
for K2[Mn(L2)CL2] Figure 10; that revealed the Mn(II) complex is steady up to 272.0 ºC.
The TGA curve observed at 399.3 ºC related to the loss of (C5H6, 2HCl, NH3, H2S, C5H10S
and C7H8) portions, (obs. = 11.014 mg, 55.0305 %; calc. = 11.010 mg). The second and third
steps occurred at 485.3 and 580.28 ºC indicated the evolving of (HCN) compound, (obs. =
0.779 mg, 3.894 %; calc. = 0.779 mg). The final residue of the compound at 598.0 ºC is
related to the loss of (Mn, 2K, N2, and C9O), (obs. = 8.215 mg, 41.0755 %; calc. = 8.186 mg).
The DSC curve displayed peaks at 272.0, 351.8, 418.3, 449.2, 504.3 and 580.2 ºC refer to
endothermic decomposition processes. The endothermic peaks may relate to the combustion
of the organic ligand in an argon environment [29-30]. The last endothermic peak may
signify the metal-ligand bond breaking. The thermogram for K2[Ni(L2)Cl2], Figure 11; which
revealed the Ni(II) complex is stable up to 288.8 ºC. The TGA peak observed at 411.9 ºC
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confirmed the loss of (C7H11N, C4H8S2 and C8H10) segments, (obs. = 10.070 mg, 47.952 %;
calc. = 10.069 mg). The second and third step occurred at 443.9 and 594.8 ºC indicated the
loss of (C2H4 and HCN) fragments, (det. = 1.663 mg, 7.919 %; calc. = 1.655 mg). The
remaining residue above 598.0 ºC related to the (NiO, 2K, Cl2, HCN and 4C), (det. = 9.267
mg, 44.128 %; calc. = 8.978 mg). The DSC analysis shows peaks at 288.8, 347.7, 502.7 and
594.8 ºC refer to endothermic decomposition processes. The peak at 477.0 ºC refers to an
exothermic decomposition step. The exothermic and endothermic peaks may conclude
combustion of the organic compound in the inert atmosphere [29-30]. The final endothermic
peak attributed to the metal-ligand bond breaking.

Figure 6. (TGA/ DTA and DSC) thermogram of H2L1 in an argon atmosphere.

Figure 7 . (TGA/ DTA and DSC) thermogram of K2[Co(L1)Cl2] in an argon atmosphere.
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Figure 8. (TGA/ DTA and DSC) thermogram of [Cu(L1)] in an argon atmosphere.

Figure 9. (TGA/ DTA and DSC) thermogram of ligand H2L2 in an argon atmosphere.

Figure 10. (TGA/ DTA and DSC) thermogram of K2[Mn(L2)Cl2] in an argon atmosphere.
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Figure 11. (TGA/ DTA and DSC) thermogram of K2[Ni(L2)Cl2] in an argon atmosphere.
Table 5. TGA/DTA/DSC data for ligands (H2L1-H2L2) and complexes.

Compound

Stable
up to °C

H2L1

317.1

K2[Co(L1)Cl2
]

1

[Cu(L )]

2

H 2L

K2[Mn(L2)Cl
2]

K2[Co(L2)Cl2
]

K2[Ni(L2)Cl2]

Stage

Decomposition
temperature
°
C

Nature of
transformation/inter
mediate formed%
mass found (calc.)

1

399.9

12.364 (12.357)

2
3

521.1

1.941 (1.921)
1.956 (1.958)

1

408.6

9.954 (9.941)

2

594.0

0.619 (0.646)

1

259.9

0.835 (0.946)

2

391.9

7.698 (7.711)

3
1

515.5
336.9

0.771 (0.765)
3.845 (3.844)

2

399.3

12.979 (12.985)

3

577.7

1.146 (1.110)

1

393.3

11.014 (11.010)

2+3

485.3 and 580.2

0.779 (0.779)

1

406.2

9.774 (9.784)

2

595.7

0.619 (0.621)

1

411.9

10.070 (10.069)

2+3

443.9 and 594.3

1.663 (1.655)

285.0

220.0

325.0

272.0

Nature of
DSC peak
and temp.
°
C
317.1 Endo
337.0 Endo
344.0 Exo
524.1 Endo
283.0 Enod
325.4 Endo
353.6 Endo
419.2 Endo
220.4 Endo
280.4 Endo
334.6 Endo
436.1 Exo
459.4 Exo
331.3 Endo
363.1
Endo
Endo
272.0 Endo
351.8 Endo
418.3 Endo
449.2 Endo
504.3 Exo
284.8 Endo
325.8 Endo

DTG
peak
temp.
°
C
593.3

594.0

515.5

577.7

580.2

595.7

284.8

288.8
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513.8 Endo
288.8 Endo
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477.0
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Exo
502.7
Endo

4. Antimicrobial activity
The compounds (ligands and complexes) were screened against four bacterial strains
(Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus) and four
fungi species (Candida albicans, Candida glabrata, Candida tropicalis and Candida
parapsilsis). The measured areas of inhibition against the growth of different microorganisms
were listed in Tables (6 and 7). These data show the inhibition capacity of the prepared
compounds on the tested bacteria and fungi species. It is found that metal complexes have
antimicrobial activity against bacterial strains and fungi species. This attributed to the
complexation influence that allows the participation of the inherent positive charge of the
metal ion in complexes with the negative charge provided by the donor atoms of the ligand.
Subsequently, the π-electron will distribute over the entire chelate ring resulting in the
increases of the lipophilic character of the metal chelate system. This shall help its mobility
through the cell membranes [31-32].
Table 6. The bacterial activity of (H2L1 - H2L2) and their complexes.
Gram-negative (G−)
No.

Compound

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Control
H2L1
K2[Mn(L1)Cl2]
K2[Co(L1)Cl2]
K2[Ni(L1)Cl2]
[Cu(L1)]
[Zn(L1)]

8

[Cd(L1)]

9

Escherichia
coli
Av.
----5
14.5
19.67
13.67
14
44.67

SD±

H2L2

10

Gram-positive (G+)

Pseudomonas
aeruginosa
SD±

0
1.18
0
0.24
2.36
1.41
2.01

Av.
--11.67
9.33
14.33
12.00
11.33
0
21.33

0

1.65

16.67

K2[Mn(L2)Cl2]

6.67

9.43

11

K2[Co(L2)Cl2]

3.67

12

K2[Ni(L2)Cl2]

13

[Cu(HL2)]Cl

SD±

7.07
2.83
0
5.66
3.77
0.47

25

0

36.67

0.76

1.02

16.67

0

17

0.71

6.67

0.24

6.67

2.36

16.67

0.24

2.60

3.67

0

4.33

3.06

0

0

15.67

2.60

15.67

0.24

3

4.24

9.33

0.47

14.67

6.60

14.67

4.01

0

0

9

1.41

0

15

0

10

2.83

14

1.41

0.94

23.67

1.18

12

0.71

15.67

3.77

14

[Zn(L )]

15

[Cd(L2)]

23.67

1.65
0.24
0.47
0.71
0.94
0
1.08

Av.
--10
12
0
4
9.67
14.33

SD±

Staphylococcus
aureus
Av.
--10
17.33
0
10.33
13.67
11.33

15

2

Bacillus
stubtilis

0
1.18
0
0.24
2.36
1.15

5. Conclusions
In the present publication, we have investigated the synthesis, structural
characterisation and coordination bonding mode of metal complexes isolated from the
reaction of multidentate N2S2 heterocyclic ligands (H2L1 and H2L2) with a range of metal
ions. The coordination chemistry and overall structure of the complexes were concluded
using a range of analytical and spectroscopic techniques. Further, thermal properties of the
ligands and some complexes were established using TGA, DTA and DSC analyses.
Biological activities revealed that the ligands and their metal complexes showed different
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activity effect on both types of the Gram-positive (G+) and Gram-negative (G-) of the tested
bacteria and four species of fungi.
Table 7. Fungi activity of ligands and their complexes.
No.

Compound

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Control
H2L1
K2[Mn(L1)Cl2]
K2[Co(L1)Cl2]
K2[Ni(L1)Cl2]
[Cu(L1)]
[Zn(L1)]
[Cd(L1)]
H2L2
K2[Mn(L2)Cl2]
K2[Co(L2)Cl2]
K2[Ni(L2)Cl2]
[Cu(HL2)]Cl
[Zn(L2)]
[Cd(L2)]

Candida
albicans
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
8
0
0
0
9
0
0
13

Candida
glabrata
0
13
14
10
22
14
10
24
0
13
0
11
0
12
22

Candida
tropicalis
0
10
10
18
19
11
18
33
0
15
18
0
16
10
22

Candida
parapsilsis
0
13
10
20
16
15
0
30
0
16
12
10
12
15
22
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Abstract. In this paper; the modern method was used to remove the congo red dye (CR) from its
aqueous solutions by chemometric separation. The nano charcoal activated (NCA) was used to
remove the CR and the factors affecting the adsorption process were studied simultaneously to reduce
the number of experiments followed and to rely on central composite design and the method of
response surface by used statistica 12 program. This gives the relationship between all the variables
simultaneously. It was found that the removal efficiency reached to 98.371%.

Keyword: Chemometric Method, Congo Red Dye, Nano Charcoal Activated, Adsorption,
and Simultaneously.

1.Introduction:
Environmental pollution in general and water pollution in particular is a problem of significant importance in
many countries [1]. Water pollution hurts human health [2] as liquid pollutants such as heavy metal ions and
dyes are among most critical diseases [3]. These dyes are used in many vital industries such as paper, fabric,
tanning and painting [4]. Congo red dye (CR) is one of the known industrial dyes and it is one of the oldest
dyes used, Figure (1) [5]. The molecular formula for this dye is (C32H22N6Na2O6S2) [6]. Despite the benefits
of its use in the medical field and the food field, but when discharged into water it causes pollution [7]. There
are many techniques to remove the dyes from water including the adsorption method as one of the most
crucial methods ]8[. Adsorption is used to remove dyes from water because it is simple to operate, cheap,
and highly efficient [9]. Nano charcoal activated (NCA) is widely used as an adsorbent in separation
processes due to its large surface area, low price and painless preparation [10].
(NCA) had stimulated research society to solve the problems of the environment [11]. This nano is very
useful for removing by adsorption of various water, air and soil contaminants [12]. Moreover, the decline in
water quality has led researchers to use new adsorbents to treat water with charcoal activated [13]. NCA is an
excellent adsorbent as its surface that can be adjusted with the addition of other materials and has a high ratio
of the volume to the surface area. In addition, it is relatively low cost of production and it is able to reuse
[14]. Using coating, stabilizing, and functionalization (NCA) can be modified surface [15]. In the (NCA)
surface coating process, clusters are not formed due to the particle dispersion when water molecules
containing contaminants (hydrophilicity) are attracted [16]. Therefore, the surface modification of (NCA)
will improve its ability to adsorb many pollutants such as dyes and ions of heavy metals [17]. The coating of
surface phenomenon helps convert the geometry of closely-packed cubic to nanoparticles in compacts and
robust [18].
In this study, the nano charcoal activated (NCA) was used to remove congo red dye (CR) from its aqueous
solutions by chemometric separation, making the process less expensive, more productive and
environmentally friendly after determining the optimum adsorption conditions.
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Figure 1. Chemical Structure of Congo Red Dye (CR)
2.The experimental part:
2.1.Chemicals and instruments:
Throughout this study, a high pure and analytical grade was used for all chemical substances and reagents,
including nano charcoal activated (NCA) from (BDH), positive congo red dye (CR) from Sigma-Aldrich
with purity 99.5%. During the experiments, ultra-pure water was used. Shimadzu UV-Vis Spectrophotometer
1650Pc was used for specifying the residual (CR) in the experiments. Adjusted pH by adding 0.01 M NaOH
or 0.01 M HCl and measured by WTW pH meter InoLab 730. A shaker water bath from Amerexa was used
to maintain a steady mixing temperature, and it was set to 150 rpm throughout the experiments.
The stock solution of 100 mg/L of (CR) was prepared by dissolving 0.01000 g in a small volume of ultrapure water and transferred to a 100 mL volumetric flask, diluted with water to a mark. Every day freshly
prepares in the range of 30-0.05 mg/L solutions to create a calibration curve. The dye concentration in the
aqueous solution was measured via the absorbance (Abs.) at λmax equal to 522 nm by the Least-squares
method.

[𝐶𝑅]𝑚𝑔/𝐿 =

Abs. −𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡
Slope

(1)

2.2.The methodology of experiments:
In this study, all experiments were performed after an added amount of (CR) with nano charcoal activated in
the Erlenmeyer flask, placed in the shaker water bath. In order to obtain the optimum conditions for the
process of removing (CR) from its aqueous solutions, the effect of five different factors was studied
simultaneously and at three levels as shown in table (1); the initial concentration of (CR), the amount of nano
charcoal activated, pH, shaking time, and the temperature depended on central composite design [19] and the
method of response surface [20] by used STATISTICA 12 program.
Table 1. Factors, Symbol and Coded level to Natural Level by Chemometric Separation
Factors

Symbol

-1

0

+1

Coded level to natural
level

The initial concentration of (CR)
X1
10
20
30
10
(mg/L)
Amount of Nano charcoal activated( g)
X2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.2
pH
X3
2
6
10
4
Shaking time ( min)
X4
15
25
35
10
Temperature ( K)
X5
290
310
330
20
For the passage from coded variable level to natural variable level, the following equations were used: X1 = ([CR]mg/L
- 20)/10; X2 = (NCA - 0.4/0.2); X3 = (pH−6)/4; X4 = (Time - 25/10) and X5 = (Temperature - 310)/20.

The adsorption process behaviour can be explained based on the empirical second-order polynomial model
below [21]:
𝑛

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 +
𝑖=1

𝑛

∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑖 𝑋𝑖2
𝑖=1

𝑛−1

𝑛

+ ∑ ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑗 𝑋𝑖 𝑋𝑗
𝑖=1 𝑗=𝑖+1

2

(2)
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Where β0 is a constant, βi is the linear coefficient, βii is the quadratic coefficient, and βij is the interaction
effect coefficient. Xi and Xj are the symbolic values of the factors.
The amount of residual dye was measured at λmax. The quantity (CR) adsorbed onto nano charcoal activated
qe (mg/g) and the removal efficiency R%, which were determined by the following equations:

𝑉𝐿
𝑚𝑔

(3)

𝐶0 − 𝐶𝑒
× 100
𝐶0

(4)

𝑞𝑒 = (𝐶0 − 𝐶𝑒 ) ×
𝑅% =

If the initial concentration (CR) is C0 (mg/L), the equilibrium concentration Ce (mg/L) of (CR), the Nano
charcoal activated mass is m (g), and the solution volume is V(L).
3.Result and Discussion:
3.1.Calibration curve for (CR):

Concentrations of (CR) ranged between (30.0-0.05) mg/L in their aqueous solutions were measured
at λmax = 522 nm for creating the calibration curve, as in ‘Figure 2’ by the Least-squares method.

Figure 2. Calibration Curve for Congo Red Dye (CR)
3.2.The optimum conditions:
After studying simultaneously for Nano charcoal activated (NCA) to remove Congo Red dye (CR) from its
aqueous solutions by chemometric separation in different conditions [22]; The following results were
obtained in ‘Figures 3-12’ .
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Figure 3. The relationship between the initial concentration of (CR) and amount of nano charcoal activated

Figure 4. The relationship between the initial concentration of (CR) and pH

Figure 5. The relationship between the initial concentration of (CR) and Time
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Figure 6. The relationship between the initial concentration of (CR) and temperature

Figure 7. The relationship between amount of nano charcoal activated and pH

Figure 8. The relationship between amount of nano charcoal activated and Time
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Figure 9. The relationship between amount of nano charcoal activated and temperature

Figure 10. The relationship between pH and time

Figure 11. The relationship between pH and temperature
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Figure 12. The relationship between time and temperature
By studying the relationship between the five variables with each other and using the statistica 12 program,
optimal conditions were found for each factor [23] as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Optimal conditions by chemometric separation for (CR)
Factors
The initial concentration of (CR)
(mg/L)
Amount of Nano charcoal activated (g)
pH
Shaking time (min)
Temperature ( K)

Symbol
X1

Optimal Conditions
15.341

X2
X3
X4
X5

0.258
4.671
20.470
309.455

When applying this model to the (CR) dye, it was found that the removal efficiency R% reached 98.371%, as
shown in ‘ Figure 13 ’.
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Figure 13. The removal efficiency of congo red dye (CR)
4.Conclusions:
The chemometric separation method is one of the modern, easy and inexpensive methods as it depends on
reducing the number of experiments and thus reducing pollution inside the laboratory. The method relied on
the use of nano charcoal activated to remove the congo red dye (CR) from its aqueous solutions based on
five factors which are the initial concentration of (CR), the amount of nano charcoal activated, pH, shaking
time and the temperature depended on Box-Behnken design and the method of response surface by used
statistica 12 program and to study the effect of these factors on each other at the same time. The obtained
results are satisfactory and compared to the classic methods used in the process of removing dyes.
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Abstract. this paper contains preparation of Active carbon surface (AC) from pro so
millet grain husks and Loading and activating by Iron oxide and hydrogen peroxide
sequentially to obtain surface (ACIPE). The changes of previous processes on
Active carbon surface were diagnosed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) and Scanning electron microscopy ( SEM ) . These surfaces (AC and ACIPE )
were using as adsorbent for removing of congo red dye from aqueous solutions
under certain conditions through batch system .More than one kinetic model was
applied to congo red dye adsorption process and it was found that the most kinetic
model applied to it is a model ( pseudo second order model). In addition to the
adsorption efficiency of the surface after activation and loading, it was much better
than the main surface where the adsorption efficiency of the first and second surface
was equal ( 27% , 85% ) sequentially at higher temperatures .

Keyword: Active carbon; waste plant; Adsorption; Conge red.
1.Introduction
Industrial waste dumped in water is a serious environmental issue in the world, especially
developing countries. [1-3]. The presence of many organic and inorganic pollutants in water
areas by different industries stimulated the world's attention because of its harmful effects on
the
environment
and
human
health
[4,5].
Dyes are one of the most dangerous pollutants, which are produced in large quantities in the
form of liquid waste from several different industries such as textiles, paper, rubber, leather,
cosmetics and food industries. The unacceptable treatment of these colored wastes of water
has negative effects on living organisms in nature in addition to harmful health effects on
humans [6,7]. Therefore, it is important to remove the dyes from the waste before releasing it
into the environment [8]. Among these dyes is the Congo red dye (CR) , an anion dye, (4aminonaphthalene-1-sulphonic acid) is a benzidine-based anionic diazo dye, which is
generated by some industries, They are toxic to many organisms and suspect they are
carcinogenic and mutagenic [6]. Several physical, chemical and microbial methods have been
used to remove CR from colored water [7,9]. Adsorption technology is preferred among
several techniques, as it is simple, easy and efficient, and it uses environmental friendly
adsorbents— such as activated carbon [10], montmorillonite [11], rice husk [12], bentonite
[13],
Activated carbon has a high surface area and this qualifies it to adsorb many pollutants,
including organic pollutants, but it is also characterized by its high cost and inability to
recover it [2,10]. Use Aloe Vera leaf shells as a cheap absorbent material to produce activated
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carbon to absorb the CR dye from industrial wastewater. Particle sizes of 300 to 500
micrometer were carbonized in an oven at 550 ° C [14].
One of the recent studies included the synthesis of activated carbon by collecting leaves and
trunks of the Bambusa plant. Then they were thermally and chemically treated with nitric and
phosphoric acids. The properties of the resulting carbon surface have been diagnosed with
several techniques (FTIR, EDX, SEM and BET). The adsorption of the methylene blue dye
on the activated carbon surface has been studied due to its relatively large surface area and a
high degree of porosity.[15] The aim of this study was to prepare new surface (activated
carbon ) from Millet crusts, loaded with oxidized iron particles and use as adsorbent surfaces
of Congo red dye.
2.Experiments part
2.1.Materials and methods
2.1.1. Congo red dye
Congo red dye the sodium salt of 3,3'-(biphenyl-4,4'-diyldidiazene-2,1-diyl)bis(4aminonaphthalene-1-sulfonate) (chemical formula :C32H22N6Na2O6S2 ,M.wt: 696.66 g/mol)
was
obtained
from
Merck
(Darmstadt,
Germany)
,
Used in this study as an adsorbent material without any purification. Use distilled water twice
to prepare all required solutions and reagents.. chemical structure of Congo red dye was
shown as ‘Figure 1’ , Congo red [3, 9- bis dimethylaminophenazo thionium chloride], λ max =
498 nm.

Figure 1. chemical structure of Dye
2.2. Preparation of activated carbon
2.2a. Iron loading on carbon surface
Millet husks were collected from a famous Iraqi market for birds ( algazel market ) in
Baghdad, Iraq, where the crusts were washed several times from the liquefied water and
distilled water to remove the dust and foreign bodies, then the crusts were burned after being
wrapped with silicon sheets in a burning oven ( Furnaces oven Vindon Scientific
LTD, OLDHAM, England ) at a temperature ( 500ºC ) for an ( 3 ) hour, Then the grinding
process was done with a home mill,A certain amount of the resulting carbon surface was
suspended in (400 ) ml of water under the influence of ultrasound and continuous stirring for
a period of ( 90 ) minutes interspersed with the gradual addition of (0.5) gram of iron oxide,
and then the filtering and drying process was completed in an oven (Daihan Labtech Oven ,
LDO-60e,south korea) at a temperature (80ºC) Then grinding., the result was a carbon surface
with the symbol ( AC ).
2.2b. Activation of loaded crbon surface
Amount of the modified carbon surface was taken with iron particales and added to (300 ) ml
of hydrogen peroxide with constant stirring and dispersion by ultrasound for one hour and
then the carbon surface It was washed with distilled water many times and then filtered and
dried at a temperature (80ºC ) after grinding and sieving at size of 150 µm to produce the
modified carbon surface, symbol (ACIPE).
2.3. Sorption Experiment of Congo red (CR)
Adsorption of the Congo red dye was carried out with an initial concentration ( 55 mg/L) and
its factors were studied in terms of the adsorbent dose, contact time and the temperature in the
batch system, which includes direct contact between the dye solution with the weight of the
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surfaces(AC,ACIPE) studied in round flask ( 50 ml ) placed in shaker water bath (Labtech
,South korea) at a thermal range ( 288 , 298 , 308 , 318 ) K and at A period of time (5120)min , then separated of adsorbent surface for the dye solution by a centrifuge (Hettich
EBA-20,Germany ) and then the absorbance of the dye solution was measured by the UV-vis
spectrophotometer (Shimadzu 1800,Japan ) the amount of adsorbed dye (mg/g) is calculated
through the following equation:[16]

qt=V(C0-Ct)/m

(1)

where qt = the amount of solute adsorbed from the solution at time. V = Volume of the
adsorbate (L), C0= the concentration before congo red adsorption, Ct= the concentration after
Congo red adsorption and m = the weight of the adsorbent(g).
3.Result and discussion
3.1.Characterization of AC and ACIPE surfaces
3.1.1.FTIR analysis
‘Figures 2 , 3’ shown the FTIR spectra of (AC) and (ACIPE) surfaces respectively ,We
noticed from the ‘Figures 2,3 ’ the presence of peaks for (ACIPE) surface after the loading
and activation process more than the (AC) surface before loading and activation, which
indicates the reorganization of surface oxides after being exposed to heat in high temperatures
in addition to its treatment with iron oxides and hydrogen peroxide, and this leads to changes
in the peaks locations, intensity and shape in addition to disappearance And the emergence of
new peaks, which indicates the success of the process of loading and activation to cause
changes in the carbon surfaces studied.Where we note the presence of a weak and wide peak
that is within the range (3300-3000) cm-1 stretch vibration returns to the (OH) group in
addition to the vibration of aliphatic compounds already present in the cellulosic tissue of the
carbon surface (AC),Also found at ( 1699 cm-1) return to the (C=O) group and also the
presence of a peak at (1576 cm-1) returns to the bend vibration of the (NH) group for primary
amine compounds with a peak at (1367cm-1) returns to the vibration of the( C-O )group For
alcoholic and carboxylic compounds as well, these compounds contain a peak at( 1211cm-1)
which is due to the bend vibration of (OH) group in addition to the vibration of the group
CH at frequencies within the area of (1100-550cm-1) as well as the presence of weak peaks at
frequencies less than( 500cm -1) which are due to the bend patterns of the aromatic
compounds in the cellulosic tissue. These peaks give a less sharp and more homogeneous
spectrum, which gives a less active characteristic in terms of functional groups,While we
observe a spectrum ‘Figure 2’ that includes sharper and more pronounced peaks, especially
those that appear at (3160 cm-1) and which are due to the vibration of (OH) group of the
carbon surface (ACIPE) after treatment with hydrogen peroxide and iron oxide this gives a
less homogeneous spectrum which gives a more effective characteristic in terms of totals
Effective functionality compared to the first surface.[17,18]
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Figure 2. FTIR spectrum of AC surface

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of ACIPE surface
3.1.2.FESEM analysis
The FESEM images exhibited a description of the morphology of the surfaces of the studied
materials with specific enlarging dimensions and forces (100 nm) from the figure. The surface
morphologies of (AC) and (ACIPE) surfaces were observed, the FESEM image ‘Figure 4 ’
of the first surface shown surface particles in the form of individual longitudinal particles that
are more than (200nm) intermittently interfering with each other to give Irregular clusters,
this in the end gives heterogeneous surfaces, not at the level of their surfaces or at the end,
which may cause a kind of obstruction in the reception of any of the materials to be loaded to
it, and thus this affects his efficiency when using it in a specific field, as the ‘Figure 5’
(FESEM) includes On the second surface, surfaces are more flat, in addition to large cavities
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On the whole, it given more uniform, homogenous and porous scarves, which greatly
improves its surface properties.[ 19]

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of (AC)surface

Figure 5. SEM micrographs of (ACIPE )surface
3.2.Study of (CR) adsorption
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qe(mg/g)

3.2.1.Effect of adsorbent dose
Absorption dose is an important parameter that strongly influences the adsorption process by
affecting the adsorption capacity. Therefore, the influence of adsorbent dose on ( CR) dye
adsorption by ( AC,ACIPE ) surfaces were investigated in the range of ( 0.01-0.05) g . We
noticed from the ‘Figure 6’ that the greatest adsorbing amount of dye for both surfaces was at
weight ( 0.01 g) and then after that either they are relatively stable or decrease with the
increase in the weight of the adsorbed surface and this was due to more than the reason that
the surfaces may have reached the level of saturation and there are no places for more
adsorbed dye particles, which pushes the escape from surface to solution [20]
40
35
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15
10
5
0

AC
ACIPE

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

w(g)

Figure 6. Effect of adsorbents dose on adsorption of (CR) dye
3.2.2.Effect of contact time on (CR) dye adsorption
‘Figure 7 ’ shown the time effect on initial concentration (55 mg/L) adsorption of ( CR )
dye by adsorbents (AC,ACIPE) . ‘Figure 7 ’ shown an increase in the amount of adsorbed
dye with increasing time. This increase was rapid during (10), and then the adsorption speed
of the dye on both surfaces slows down to a constant amount of adsorption at the time (45
min) and ( 60 min ) of the surfaces ( AC ) and ( ACIPE ) sequentially. This time represents
The equilibriminum time for adsorption of the dye on both surfaces. This time and beyond
represents the saturation area of the two surfaces with this dye. [21,22]
40
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Figure 7. Effect of contact time on the adsorption of (CR) dye on both adsorbents
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3.2.3.Effect of temperature on (CR) dye adsorption
‘Figures 8 , 9 ’ Explained the effect of temperature on the dye adsorption rate (CR) on
adsorbents (AC, ACIPE), researched at four different temperatures (288, 298,308 and 318 ) K
, using the initial concentration of (55 mg/L ) . It was observed that the removal percentage
of (CR) increases with increasing temperature for both adsorbents studied. An increase in
temperature increases the rate of diffusion of the adsorbate molecules across the external
boundabotry layer and within the internal pores of the adsorbent particles, due to a decrease in
the viscosity of the solution. The obtained results revealed that an increase in temperature
from 288 to 318 K increased the (AC) surface adsorption efficiency from 16%.1 to 27%
while at same range temperatures K increased the (ACIPE ) surface adsorption efficiency
from 65%. to 85% . This phenomenon indicates that the adsorption process was of a
endothermic nature. This may be due to the movement of the particles, which generally
increases with increasing temperature, which facilitates the formation of mono layers.[23,24]
30
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Figure 8. Effect of temperature on the adsorption efficiency of (CR) dye on (AC) surface
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Figure 9. Effect of temperature on the adsorption efficiency of (CR) dye on ( ACIPE )
surface
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3.2.4.Kinetic study
A study was conducted Kinetics of the (CR) dye adsorption process on both surfaces (
AC,ACIPE ) from the application of the most famous kinetic models (pseudo first order [25]
and pseudo second order [26]) which were recorded in Tables 1,2 where they were
represented graphically to obtain ‘ Figures 10a,b ’ for the pseudo first order for (AC ,ACIPE
) surfaces and ‘Figures 11a,b ’ for the pseudo second order for (AC ,ACIPE ) surfaces and
from these figures are calculated coefficients of the two orders and included in the Tables
1,2.

b

a
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2
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Figure 10.the graphical representation of first order of (CR) dye adsorption on a)AC ,b)
ACIPE surfaces at different temperatures
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Figure 11. the graphical representation of second order of (CR) dye adsorption on a) AC ,b)
ACIPE surfaces at different temperatures
Table 1 .Kinetic parameters for adsorption of (CR) dye onto AC surface based on Pseudo
(first and second ) order equations
Model kinetic
Pseudo-first
order

ln(qe-qt) = lnqe-k1t

Parameter
k1(min-1)
qe(mg/g)

8

288
0.0553
12.9461

Temperature / K
298
308
0.0455 0.0227
4.8235 3.2713

318
0.0254
9.2202
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Pseudosecond order

t/qt=1/k2q2e + (1/qe)t

R2
k2(g/mg.min)
qe(mg/g)
R2

0.8282
0.0020
11.976
0.805

0.9448
0.0237
9.727
0.997

0.8217
0.0295
10.964
0.998

0.8897
0.0063
15.723
0.967

Table 2 .Kinetic parameters for adsorption of (CR) dye onto ACIPE surface based on Pseudo
(first and second ) orders equations
Model kinetic
Pseudo-first
order

ln(qe-qt) = lnqe-k1t

Pseudosecond order

t/qt=1/k2q2e + (1/qe)t

Parameter
k1(min-1)
qe(mg/g)
R2
k2(g/mg.min)
qe(mg/g)
R2

288
0.0207
7.3419
0.9844
0.0121
36.231
0.998

Temperature / K
298
308
0.0429
0.0318
3.2828
4.9170
0.9714
0.676
0.0432
0.0260
36.231
46.082
0.999
0.999

318
0.0165
2.8688
0.7561
0.0374
46.948
0.999

Where qt(exp) (mg.g-1) and qe(theo) (mg.g-1) were the adsorption capacity of dye at time t and at
equilibrium, k1 (min-1) and k2 (g.mg-1.min-1) are the rate constants of pseudo-first order and
pseudo-second order models respectively.
From the Tables 1,2 shown the applicability of the pseudo second order equation more than
the pseudo first order to the (CR) dye adsorption process for both adsorbents because the
values of ( R2) for the second order were higher than their values for the first order and on
the other hand the values of (qe) (practical and theoretical) for the second rank are closer
more than the The first order.[27]
4.Conclusion
In this study we concluded that the process of activating and modifying the carbon surface
(AC) with iron particles and hydrogen peroxide was introduced through diagnostic tools
( FESEM,FTIR ) in addition to this process led to improving the adsorption efficiency of the
ACIPE surface and was ( 85 %) while it was for the (AC) surface (27 %) and the nature of
both processes was endothermic. adsorption (CR) dye follows a pseudo-second kinetics,
which follows the mechanism of monolayer chemical adsorption.
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Abstract. The speech signals inserted in the computer may be mixed as a result of interference
with signals from other sources. These signals may be speech signals or noise. One of the most
famous examples of this problem when a group of people speaking in the same time is the
“Cocktail Party”. This problem produces a mixture of different speech signals, called the mixed
signal. To solve this problem, the audio signals that make up the mixed-signal must be restored to
their sources. This task is called separating audio sources. In this paper, supervised Deep Recurrent
Neural Networks with Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (Supervised DRNN-BLSTM) were
used. To achieve a monaural source separation, we build a model to separate audio signals from a
monaural mixed signal. This mixed signal consists of two different audio signals (male-female).
We predict two types of time-frequency masks (Ideal Ratio Mask (IRM), and Optimal Ratio Mask
(ORM). They are used to achieve the separation of the target audio sources from the mixed signal.
We test the model on a dataset with (500) mixed signals. Each mixed signal three seconds in length
and consists of two speaker signals (Female-Male). They are recorded in a stereo format at
8192kHz, our approach achieves Signal-to-Distortion ratio (SDR) (0.183.db), Source-tointerference Ratio (SIR) (0.198.db), and Source-to-Artifacts Ratio (SAR) (0.13.db) gain using
(ORM) mask compared to the existing model using (IRM) mask.
Keywords: Monaural source separation, Ideal ratio mask (IRM), Optimal Ratio Mask (ORM),
Deep Neural Network, Cocktail party problem.

1.Introduction
In the field of sound processing, separation methods are used to extract the interfering sounds of speakers
in a mixture of different audio signals. The term (Source) is used on the signals forming the mixture, while
the task is called Blind Source Separation (BSS)[1]. The process of separating single-channel audio
sources is a special case of separating audio sources because the separation is done using a single mixedsignal. This adds another challenge as the different signals overlap in time and frequency, making the
separation process more difficult [2]. Recent researches on supervised single-channel source separation as
in [3,4,5], have enhanced the (BSS) techniques by merging the sources training to generate linear and
nonlinear models. These models achieve an efficient source separation. The development of deep learning
techniques in recent years has a significant impact on the evolution of the performance of source
separation algorithms, where deep learning techniques have been used to separate different types of audio
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signals, including mixed musical signals, speech signals from noise, separating interfering and
synchronous speech signals[6]. The models based on Deep Neural Networks(DNN) have improved the
source separation tasks because their learning capacity allows effective modeling of the interaction
between the source signal and the acoustic environment in a nonlinear manner as well as the dynamic
structure of speech. Discriminative features are also important[6,14].(DNNs) are usually used to predict
time-frequency mask that contributes to determining the contribution of each source in the mixed signal.
The Ideal mask estimation shouldn’t be hard to estimate by learning machine and should obtain good
separation results[10]. Separation task carried out in the time-frequency domain(TF-domain) as recovering
the Short-Time Discrete Fourier Transformation (STFT) of the source signals  (, ) for each time frame
t and frequency f , as follow[11]:


(, ) =  [ +  ] [] exp −


2 



(1)

The input to the network is the magnitude spectrogram of the mixed-signal assigned to
training (, ), and the original signals for each source ((,) ) and((,) )[5]. After
training the output prediction of the network are ((,) ) and ((.) ) [12].
To reconstruct estimated time-domain frames, an inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) can
be used from the estimated STFT ((,) ) of each source signal. The overlap-add operation with
the synthesis window v[n] is used to reconstruct the estimate ((,) ) of the target signal[11]


=    (, ) exp



2 



(2 )

() [] =  ( −  ) (,) ( −  )

(3)

(,) []



2. Methodology of the Problem
The process of separating the audio source signals from single-channel mixed signal requires an
estimation of (S) sources from the mixed-signal, as in equation (4).


() =   ()

(4)



Where  (),  = 1 … , is   of sources to be estimated, while () is the observed mixture[7]. For
simplicity, we assume that the mixed signal is consisting of two different signals ! (), ! () as in
Equation (5)

() = ! () + ! ()

(5)

This problem can be solved in the (STFT) Domain. Let (, ) be the corresponding (STFT) of the
mixed-signal (), where  denotes the time domain,  represents the frames index and  is the
frequency-index of the STFT domain of the signal. This problem can be formulated as follows:
(, ) =  (, ) +  (, )

(6)
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Where  (, ) and  (, ) are the unknown (STFTs) of the sources in the mixed signal. Given (, )
the aim of monaural source separation is to recover one or more desired signals from the mixed signal[8].
The typical setup assumed that only (STFT) magnitude spectra is available and differences between the
phase angles of the (STFT) of the sources are ignored during the separation task. This is used only when
reconstruct the time domain waveforms of the sources. [9]. The magnitude spectrogram of the measured
audio signal can be written as the sum of source signals magnitude spectrograms as follows:
| | ≈ | (, )|+| (, )|
(7)
We use the matrix form to represent the magnitude spectrograms where  and  denote the spectral
frame and frequency index respectively, as follows:
(, ) ≈  (, ) +  (, )

(8)

Where  (, ) and  (, ) are the unknown magnitude spectrograms of the sources that need to be
estimated[8]. The magnitude spectrogram of the mixture signal |(, )| , together with spectral features
are fed into (DNN) to predict time-frequency mask for each speaker. The masks are multiplied by the
mixture using (element-wise multiplication operation) to estimate the magnitude STFT of the desired
speaker. The separated waveforms of the estimated speaker are resynthesized using inverse(STFT), the
estimated magnitude of the speaker, and noisy phase information.[10]
3. Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (BLSTM)
The (BLSTM) combines long short-term memory (LSTM) and bi-directional iterative recurrent
neural network (BI-RNN). The recurrent neural network (RNN) is a special development of
artificial neural networks to process continuous data. Due to the problem of gradient vanishing or
explosion, the (LSTM) was created, which consists of three gates (input - forget - output). Both
(RNN) and (LSTM) can obtain information from the previous context only. To solve this
problem(BLSTM) was used [10]. The (BLSTM) consists of two hidden recurrent layers, receive the
input string separately in two opposite directions, one in the forward direction, and the other in the
backward direction. Both layers are connected to the same output layer. Thus enabling access to
long contexts in two different directions [12]. In a single cell (LSTM), the hidden serial vector is
calculated by calculating the output of each gate as in the following equations:
(9)
 = #$%  + & ℎ* + - /
(10)
 = #(%  + & ℎ* + - )
: = #(%;  + &; ℎ* + -; )
(11)
(12)
 = <ℎ$%> ℎ + &> ℎ* + -> /
(13)
? = ?* ⊙  +  ⊙ 
ℎ = tanh(? ) ⊙ :
(14)
Where  is cell’s input, ? and ℎ the state and output respectively, at time t.  ,  and : are forget
gate, input gate and output gate, respectively. %, & denote the trainable weight matrices, b the bias
vectors and # the activation function of the hidden layer. In (BLSTM) the equation (14) cannot be used
directly, instead, the forward hidden sequence h1 and backward hidden sequence h2 is computed as
shown in equation(15) and (16) respectively[13].
AAAA⃗ = (% A⃗  + % A⃗ A⃗ ℎ
A⃗
(15)
ℎ
A⃗
C
  D + -
⃖AAAA = (% ⃖A  + % ⃖A ⃖A ℎ
⃖A
ℎ
⃖A
C
  D + -

(16)
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4. Mask Estimation Using Deep Neural Network(DNN)
Deep neural networks are usually used to predict a mask. This mask is used to determine the
contribution of each source in the training mixed signal. The input to the network is the magnitude
spectrogram of the training mixed-signal (F ), the original signals for each source (F )
and(F )[7]. After training, the output prediction of the network are (F ) and (F ) [13]. To
smooth the spectra results, two types of masks are estimated separately by the model, the first mask
is the ideal ratio mask (IRM) which is a smooth form of an ideal binary mask (IBM),(IRM) mask
represented in equation (17)
 (, )
G&H = (
)I
(17)
 (, ) +  (, )
Where  (, ) and  (, ) are the energy of each speech signal in mixed-signal, in each (TF Unit).
(β) is the square root value used as a tunable parameter, which is usually set to ( 0.5). (IRM) the mask
used to conserve the speech energy of each (TF unit), assuming  and  are uncorrelated[14]. The second
mask is the optimal ratio mask (ORM) which can be derived by minimizing mean square error(MSE)
between the clean speech signal and the target speech signal that has been estimated and can be defined by
equation (18).
H(, ) =

| (, ) + &( (, ) ∗ (, ))
(18)
| (, )| + | (, )| + 2&( (, ) ∗ (, ))

Where  and  represent the spectrum of the two speech signals in the mixed-signal at frame (t)
and frequency(f). The symbol (*) indicates the conjugate operation, while R (°) represents the real
component of the spectrum. The ORM differs from the IRM in the presence of the coherent part by
&((, ) ∗ (, )), whose value is equal to zero in the IRM. The (ORM) achieves high efficiency in
the separation process in the case of a high correlation between the speech signal and the noise
signal. The mask ORM values range from (-∞, + ∞), which makes the estimation process more
difficult. So the values of the ORM mask are determined using the hyperbolic tangent function as
in equation (19).
K&H(, ) = L

1 − M *NO(,)
1 + M *NO(,)

(19)

Where c=0.1 is the steepness, while K is equal to 10, it restricts the values of the ORM between (-10, +
10). Equation (18) is the basic equation of the ORM mask[14].
5. Network architecture
The (DRNN_BLSTM) architecture based on monaural speech separation was used in this paper. To
estimate the mask that can determine the contribution of each source in the mixed signal . We adopt
the magnitude spectrogram of the mixed-signal, using (STFT) with Hann window the size is set to
(512) ), and the reference masks of the clean sources (male-female). The network trained to predict
the mask closest to the reference masks by minimizing the mean squared error between the
predicted and the reference mask, the predicted mask is then used for separation. The (DRNNBLISTM) model consists of two sub-networks, the first network is used to estimate masks for the
male signal, while the other is used to estimate masks for the female signal. Each sub-network
consists of three hidden layers (BLSTM) (128cell),followed by (dense layer) (64cell),and
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(BLSTM) layer with (512cell). The activation function is used to train the model type (Tanh). The
architecture of the proposed model is shown in figure (1).

Figure (1) DRNN-BLSTM Model

6. Dataset and Results
The dataset used to train the network consists of (500) preprocessed mixed-signal consists of two
different signals (female-male) with (3) seconds length and frequency (8192Hz). These audio files
are collected from the internet and combined to form the mixed signals . The trained model was
tested on (10) mixed signals for each mask and the results of the separation process differ according
to the used mask. So the efficiency of the network performance was measured using three types of
metrics: signal to distortion ratio (SDR), the signal to interference ratio (SIR) addition to signal to
artifact ratio (SAR) in the signal generated by the separation process. Figure (2) shows the
combined signal and the source signal, as well as the separated signal using the (IRM) mask, and
Figure (2) shows the separation process for the same signal using the (ORM) mask. The
performance of the separation model is evaluated based on SDR, SIR and SAR calculated using the
BSS evaluation toolbox, Table(1), show the results of these three metrics when use (IRM) and
(ORM) in separation task. The separating results show that the signal separation process using the
(ORM) mask achieved (SDR) slightly higher (0.183.db) than it is when using the (IRM). As well as
for (SIR) by (0.198 .db) is higher when using the (IRM). While (SAR) in both (IRM) and (ORM), its
percentage is high, but the difference between the two masks is (0.13 .db). The efficiency of separation
using (ORM) is high in the case of a high correlation between the combined signals, and the loss function
represented by the learning curve of the neural network using the root mean square. Propagation
(RMSprop) optimizer reduces the value of the error function to reach the best value in which the error
function is lower. As in Figure (3), which shows the loss function when training the network to predict
each of the filters (IRM) and (ORM) using the hyperbolic tangent function as activation function with a
range of [1, -1]. We achieved the best results for both masks
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Figure (2) the original source signal and the estimated signal Using IRM Mask

Figure (3) the original source signal and the estimated signal Using ORM Mask
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Table(1) performance comparison of two masks measures
Masks

SDR

SIR

SAR

(IRM)

6.164

7.189

14.020

(ORM)

6.347

7.387

14.150

.

Figure (4) loss function (a) (IRM) (b) (ORM) using (Tanh)

7. Conclusions
The use of Supervised (DNN) in monaural source separation has effectively contributed to achieving
separation results, especially in the case of separating large data such as audio signals. As the network
extracts the characteristics from the data automatically the (TF masks) showed improvement in separation
results better than the use of direct mapping, where the resulted mask was directly used to perform the
separation. The (IRM) mask depend on the information of the magnitude spectrogram for both mix and
source signal, the results of separation using (IRM) mask has improved good performance and the
estimated signal improves high quality and intelligibility, but less than the efficiency when using (ORM)
mask due to the correlation between the source signal and signals in the mixed signal.
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Abstract. In order to enhance the production efficiency, scheduling problem of job-shop has
used that thought of complex problem with complicated constraints and structure . This
problem is characterized as NP-hard. In most cases, the excessive complexity of the problem
makes it difficult to discover the best solution within affordable time. Hence, searching for
estimated solutions in polynomial time rather than precise solutions at excessive cost is favored
for challenging situations of the problem. In this paper, a parallel genetic algorithm with
proposed adaptive genetic operators and migration operation is applied for job-shop scheduling
problem . Through tests on numerous different experimental cases, the adaptive operator of
genetic algorithm and the parallelism strategy are considerably improving the results
effectively while decreasing the computation time. Also, the migration operation gives a
greater effect on the performance of the algorithms.
Keywords: Job-Shop, Scheduling, Genetic Algorithm, Adaptive Genetic Operators, Migration
Operation, Parallel Algorithm

1. Introduction
Job-Shop Scheduling Problem is a conventional combinational optimization problem. It is common in
present day production industries in which numerous processing machines need to be allocated fairly
and operation orders of the jobs order need to be sorted well to enhance manufacturing efficiency. Its
most important characteristic includes numerous machines with same function but distinct operation
time [1].Efficient methods of solving scheduling problems can have major effects on profitability
product quality. The big matter is the minimization of the whole elapsed time between the start of the
first operation and the completion of the last operation (the makespan). The shortest makespan is the
simplest and most extensively used criterion among any other measures of scheduling quality. In
general, the difficulty of the Job-Shop Scheduling problem makes it very difficult for conventional
search-based approaches to find near-optima in reasonable time. This has led to recent interest to adopt
genetic algorithms to deal with these problems [2].Genetic algorithm (GA) is a flexible in dealing with
complicated problems and normal attribute of parallel processing, that randomly and successfully
pattern and search at big state space, and rapidly converge to the optimal or near-optimal solution, so it
gets extensively interest in the discipline of scheduling. Experimental tests showed GAs’ scheduling
performances in a several different criterions are better than heuristic and stochastic hill-climbing
approaches. All these illustrate that GAs are so appropriate to solve scheduling problem [3].The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the job-shop scheduling problem, the design of the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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system of solving job-shop scheduling problem using parallel genetic algorithm, and finally, the
results of the system and some concluding remarks are given.
2. Job-Shop Scheduling Problem Description
Scheduling for the adaptable activity shop is essential in the two fields of creation administration and
combinatorial improvement. Be that as it may, it is very hard to accomplish an ideal answer to this
issue in medium and genuine size issue with conventional improvement approaches inferable from the
high computational unpredictability [4].
2.1.
Problem Description
The JSSP is a scheduling problem that assumes M various machines and N various jobs. Each job
consists of Q operations and each operation needs a different machine. The jobs' operations are
handled in a fixed processing order which specifies the precedence restrictions. The job's operations
are completely ordered so that no job's operation can begin earlier than the completion of its
predecessor [5]. The operation sequence of every job is predetermined whereas each operation will be
processed on any a machine from a group of candidate machines [6]. To achieve optimal performance,
the system should satisfy the scheduling goals, which include: selection of the most appropriate
machine for every process, and approve the optimal sequence of processing and time of every work
process on every machine [3].
2.2.

Problem Formulation

The JSSP is defined by:
• J = {J1 , J2, … , Jn } the set of n independent jobs,
• O = {(O11 , O12 , ... ), (O21 ,O22 , ... ) ... (On1 On2, ...)} the set of operations, where Oji is
operation i of job j.
• M = {m1, m2 ,... mk } a set of machines.
The goal is to find a schedule of operations that minimizes the completion times of all jobs (MakeSpan
of the schedule):
Makespan = Min (Max ( T1 , T2 , … , Tn)

………. (1)

where, Tj is the completion time of job J.
2.3.

Parallel Genetic Algorithm for JSSP

The following sections illustrate the application of parallel GA for solving JSSP:
2.4.

Parallel GA

GA is a powerful approach used in many various areas to search for a near-optimal solution when
searching for the optimal solution is too expensive[7]. Though, parallelization is also an appropriate
way to enhance the process time and the efficiency in the exploration of the search space. Certainly,
GAs are ‘naturally parallelizable’, for example, their population-based features enable us to assess in a
parallel manner the fitness of each individual [7]. To exploit parallelism in GAs, various ways exist;
these include: master–slave models, fine-grained models, island models, and hybrid models. Island
models are the foremost known to consider on parallel GAs. Populations on islands are free to
converge toward totally different sub-optima with a quicker improvement of the average fitness and a
migration operator will facilitate combine good features that emerge from different local islands [8].
The advantages of the parallel design are as follows:
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• Since more than GA work together, GA get new search points in exploring space via various
techniques, this strategy increases the searching process range and decreases the probability of
premature convergence.
• Because of the independent evolution, individuals from heterogeneous islands gain different
characters from a range of different solutions. Thus, the migration performance is improved [9].
In this paper, three Genetic Algorithms are used in parallel mode. Each GA consists of two main keys:
choosing an encoding representation of the problem; and defining the genetic operators [7].
2.5.

Encoding and Fitness Evaluation for JSSP

• Encoding Representation of a schedule
As a schedule consists of a sequence of total operations OP, it can be represented as follows:
OP = {op ij | i = 1, 2, . . ., N and j = 1, 2, . . ., M

... (2)

Where: op is the operation, i is the job number, j indicates the operation number of job i, N is the set of
jobs, and M is the set of available machines. The ij indices of the operation op are encoded as a
sequence number (index) of a chromosome's gene which can be represented by two fields: the first
field consists of the machine's number and the second field of a gene is the completion time of the
operation [2].
The chromosome length is equal to the product of the number of jobs and the total number of
machines in a given problem [10].
• Evaluation of Fitness Function
The fitness value can be evaluated by summing the total completion time of the operations on each
machine (TCT). The total completion time with maximum value is the chromosome's fitness value [2],
as follows:
Fitness Value = Maximum of (TCTx) = Max (TCTx)
Where:
x : is the machine number, 1 ≤x ≤ M,
M: is the no. of machines.

… (3)

2.6.
The Operators and the Proposed Adaptive Operators of GA
The three genetic algorithms adopted in this paper use several types of GA operators. Some of them
are the same as original GA operators and the other are improved and adapted to give best results.

• Original GA Operators
For selection operator, the system uses tournament selection technique with tournament of two and
three. For crossover operator, one-point crossover and two-point crossover operator are used. For
mutation operator, random selection of chromosome and randomly replace a position in it with
random value [11].

• The Proposed Adaptive Operators of GA
i.

Adaptive Selection Operator:

Because of the size of the population of every generation is constant ,each time one
individual chosen, there is an excessive possibility that individuals with high fitness are selected over
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and over whereas individuals with low fitness aren't selected at all. However, when the generation
number increased, the population will contain many good but identical individuals.
The
proposed selection operator
is
as
follows:
in each tournament selection,
the individual having the greater fitness is added to the new population and removed from
the parent population. Such that, every individual can be chosen solely as soon as such that
the population's diversity is ensured.
ii.
Adaptive Crossover Operator
In this paper, a special crossover operator is adopted which randomly selects two individuals, and then
checks whether they have common points (i.e., common machine number within a schedule). If not,
then the crossover will not be performed and the two parents from the population are copied to the
population of the next generation. If they have only one common point, then that point is the crossover
point. If there are more than one common points, then the crossover point is randomly selected.
iii.
Adaptive Mutation Operator
The mutation operator is improved as follows: after a random selection of an operation within a
schedule, this operation is reassigned to a machine away from the original machine in two locations in
circular style. That is, if the machine number is x, then reassign to machine number x+2, and if the
original machine is the last machine then reassign to machine 2.
2.7.
The Migration Operation
The migration operation is the process of swapping individuals amongst the subpopulations of the GA.
The operation of migration improves the population's genes and consequently will
increase the diversity and speed up the convergence of the algorithm.
The essential migration's parameters are the interval of migration, rate of migration,
the technique for choosing migrating individuals, the technique for changing an individual by the new
one in the receiving subpopulation, and the type of topology.
The migration topology adopted in this paper is based on the unidirectional ring topology by which the
communications between islands are done on a unidirectional ring, and hence an island can send
migrants to its next neighbors and receive migrants only from its previous neighbors.
Each sub-population sends and receives the best individual from the neighbor sub-population, and
exchanges the worst one in its pool by the received individual. The rate of migration was determined
as a fixed number of the best individuals in the population in each interval. The interval in terms of
generations in GA [12].
3.
The Implementation of The System
The system uses three genetic algorithms (GA1, GA2, and AGA which stands for Adaptive Genetic
Algorithm) work in parallel mode. It starts by dividing the initial population into three parts. GA1 is
applied on the first part, GA2 is applied on the second part, and AGA is applied on the third part.
The types of genetic operators used in each genetic algorithm are shown in Table (1).
Table (1): GA Operators Used in GAs
GA1

GA2

AGA

Selection

Tournament
(Size= 2)

Tournament
(Size= 3)

Adaptive selection

Crossover

One-point

Two-point

Adaptive
Crossover

Mutation

Classical (random
change)

Classical (random
change)

Adaptive Mutation

GA Operators
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The detailed steps of the system are shown in Figure (1).

No

yes

NO

No

yes

yes

Figure (1): The Steps of The System of The Parallel GA.
4. Experimental Settings and Results
Various cases of different job-shop problem are taken. However, All the three genetic algorithms use
the same case instances in order to compare the implementation results among them.
Firstly, Table (2) shows various problem instances. These instances are different in the
number of machines in the system and the number of jobs.
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Table (2): The Problem Instances Used by The System
Instance number
No. of Machines
No. of jobs
1
6
6
2
10
10
3
8
8
4
10
4
5
10
5
The system specifications and the parameters used with their assigned values are described in Table
(3).
Table (3): The System's Parameters Settings
Parameter Name
Value
Sub-population size
50 individuals
Max No. of Generations
500
Crossover Rate (pc)
0.7
Mutation Rate (pm)
0.1
No. of Migrant Individuals
4
The adopted migration policy is done by the selection of the best individuals from the sending island
and the replacement of the worst individuals in the destination island.
The result of applying each genetic algorithm on any of the problem instances is a schedule having a
minimum makespan of a schedule. The Table (4) and Figure (2) show the makespans from GA1, GA2,
and AGA.

Instance
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Table (4): The resultant makespan from GA1, GA2, and AGA
Makespan of GA1
Makespan of GA2
Makespan of AGA
Without
With
Without
With
Without
With
Migration Migration Migration Migration Migration Migration
68
54
70
50
62
48
196
112
185
88
86
75
107
89
101
84
84
61
240
205
232
194
190
172
181
167
177
155
154
128

From Table (4) and Figure (2), it is obvious that the best makespan is from the schedule resulted from
AGA with migration operation, while the worst makespan resulted from GA1.
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Figure (2): The makespans from GA1, GA2, and AGA.
The converged generation numbers for GA1, GA2, and AGA at which the algorithms reach the best
schedule are shown in Table (5). Table (5) and Figure (3) show the converged generation number with
and without applying the migration operation.
Table (5): The Converged Generation Number from GA1, GA2, and AGA
Instance
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Gen. No. of GA1
Without
With
Migration Migration
165
144
254
219
137
130
277
215
116
103

Gen. No. of GA2
Without
With
Migration Migration
146
142
202
197
129
111
238
221
108
106

Gen. No. of AGA
Without
With
Migration Migration
90
77
132
101
107
85
134
120
98
95

The results displayed in Table (4) and Table (5) showed that the GA2 gives better makespan and better
converged generation number than the GA1. This is due to: (i) the larger tournament size of selection
operator adopted in GA2 than that in GA1, (ii) the two-point crossover operator used in GA2 that
provides more diversity than one-point crossover in GA1.
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Figure (3): The Converged Generation Number from GA1, GA2, and AGA
Also, the applying of the migration operation significantly enhanced the performance (makespan and
converged generation number) in GA1, GA2, and AGA.
However, Table (4) and Table (5) show that the AGA gives a better performance than GA1 and GA2
in all problems' instances.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a system of implementation of a parallel genetic algorithm to find the best
schedule of a job-shop scheduling problem. The system proposes adaptations for the three GA
operators. It demonstrates that by dividing the initial population and uses adaptive GA operators in
parallel mode give best schedule, and less computation time.
The system uses three genetic algorithms each with different type of genetic operators. The use of
adaptive selection operator, adaptive crossover operator, and adaptive mutation operator in the third
algorithm has significantly improves the system performance in terms of the resulted schedule and
time it takes to find the best solution. The application of migration operation among the three genetic
algorithms greatly enhanced the system performance.
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Abstract. The Cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT) is the next step in enhancing the accuracy
and reliability of the Internet of Things (IoT) technology used for Cognitive Computing, which
plays a main role in health and disease diagnosis. The study was suggested a diagnosis method
to sound sensitivity by developing a framework with IoT and cloud based on a facial
expression recognition system. It was achieved through the creation of a cognitive IoT
hardware-based environment and the elements of the programs that are implemented to test the
behaviour of people suffering from sound sensitivity, this operation is done by using a camera
and image processing and it used Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as a facial recognition
software to track human facial emotions through live video. The sentiment values were
analysed that they were collected and stored in a cloud using Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) protocol. These emotions were categorized as abnormal or normal. Normal states
represented by happy or natural feelings that give the impression that the environment is
suitable for people's senses and that they do not suffer from discomfort towards this
environment, therefore; the system operates on a mechanism to increase the volume in this
environment by using an Arduino microcontroller. Although the device operates automatically
in the event of hypersensitivity detection, it reduces this severity. The obtained results showed
the efficiency of the proposed system in recognizing facial emotions with 80% accuracy.

1. Introduction
The Significant advancements in telecommunications networks and the advent of the Internet of
Things (IoT) paradigm have resulted in remarkable improvements in the everyday usage of computer
resources and applications. The IoT is an evolving model of communication in which computers,
cameras and sensors act as objects or 'things' capable of sensing their environment, communicating
with each other, and sharing knowledge over the Internet [1, 2]. IoT key purpose is to allow us to
define, signify, navigate and monitor items individually at any time and everywhere by the use of the
Internet. A large number of intelligent and autonomous applications and resources will result from
interconnected system networks, bringing substantial personal, technical and economic benefits [3, 4].
More recently, the Internet of Things paradigm has been used to build information ecosystems such as
smart communities and diagnostic networks for human operation, with various functional fields and
similar facilities in the medical industry, for example. The aim of creating such smart environments is
to make human life more prosperous and convenient by resolving the problems of living conditions,
energy use and industrial needs [5]. This purpose is clear, and is reflected in the significant increase in
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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applications for open and IoT-based services across various networks. IoT technology can be used in
order to create a human behaviour diagnostic system. In order to provide the medical personnel with
information, good medical diagnosis and control, proper care and comfort. The use of IoT technology
puts together doctors and patients in new health care applications for real-time tracking and hospital
management. One of the core technologies of IoT improvements in the healthcare monitoring system
is the emotions recognition system based on the Internet of Things [6].
In this paper, a Human Activity Diagnosis System is proposed. The system consists of three essential
entities: first, physical elements, smart sensors and actuators; secondly, a communication network
(wired/wireless) typically interconnecting the physical compounds; third, intelligent processing of
information, for the management and control of the human activity diagnostic system, using the
Artificial Intelligence algorithms (e.g. CNN).
The contributions made by this paper are as follows:
● Cognitive IoT for smart diagnosis systems: this paper provides prototyping of smart diagnosis
systems (hardware and software) for measuring sound sensitivity.
● Designing a face and emotion recognition system: the paper using Convolution neural network
(CNN) as a software to detect faces and emotions signs.
● TCP protocol-based sound management system: the paper includes a control system that uses
Arduino to publish and subscribe to cloud server features using the TCP protocol.
2.
Related Works
The Human Activity Diagnosis System Based on the Internet of Things has become a highly
developed research in the field of healthy intelligence, various approaches were proposed for
designing such systems.
Söhsten and Murilo, in 2013, proposed performance evaluations on a neighboring Emgu CV multifacial detection system and versions communicating with Windows Azure, calculating in real time the
amount of facial information processed and the classification element. The greater the number of faces
processed is better in terms of reliability [5].
Diego Castro et al., in 2017, presented a new method for Human Activity Recognition (HAR) based
on the Internet of Things (IoT) by remotely tracking vital signs. To assess the activities conducted
within four pre-established categories (lie, sit, walk, and jog), they use machine learning algorithms.
Meanwhile, using a remote monitoring component with remote visualization and programmable
alarms, it is able to provide input during and after the operation is completed [6].
Martin Magdin, et al., in 2019, presented the study of reactions recorded by the face analysis method.
The experiment was performed on a group of 50 students from universities. 100 random images were
presented to each student and the student's response to the image was registered. The reactions
reported were subsequently compared to the predicted image response. Several imperfections in the
face recognition method have been illustrated by the findings of the experiment. The machine has
trouble classifying gestures and is unable to identify and understand inner emotions that an individual
may experience when the picture is seen. Only feelings conveyed externally on a face through
hormonal changes in some areas of the face can be identified through facial recognition systems [7].
Stefan Oniga and József Sütő in 2012, discussed studies using IoT technology for autonomous
everyday life support for aged people or people with disabilities. The aim is to build a system that
makes it possible to remain in a familiar atmosphere for as long as possible. The larger spread of
assistive devices and the Internet of Things (IoT) would make this possible. In order to build a
dynamic assistive device with functional capabilities and learning behavior, the authors plan to bring
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together the current achievements in the area of the Internet of Things and Assistive Technology. In
order to be eventually evaluated for a medical diagnosis, they used IoT technology to track the status
of a patient in real-time or to get critical details [8].
Fadhil and Mandeel, in 2018, a remote tracking system for children with autism has been developed to
help experts track the success of their patients and interpret the analysis of data. This method monitors
the cases' reactions to different emotions such as sorrow, enthusiasm, nervousness, appetite,
trepidation and relaxation, and then logs this detail [9].
3.
Proposed System
In this paper, a diagnosis method to sound sensitivity by developing a framework using IoT and cloud
computing for a facial expression recognition system is suggested. In the following subsections the
face recognition and emotion detection algorithms are discussed in detail.
3.1. System Parameters
The proposed system depends on many parameters:
●
●

●

Emotion: It is a case of mindfulness link with the nervous system. The emotions can be
categorized as normal (i.e. happy) and abnormal (i.e. sad). Emotions parameter is represented
by , where (
).
Sound Intensity: It is the power that sound waves hold per unit area in a direction vertical to
that area, International System of Units defined intensity of sound - as watts per square meter
, represents the parameter of sound intensity where
, and and
denote the initial and maximal sound intensity respectively.
Levels of Sensitivity: Experience many levels to find a human sensitivity to sound. The
sensitivity level is placed through the symbol
where
,
is the first
sensitivity level and
is the highest sensitivity level.

3.2. System Model
The mechanism of the system can be specifically created based on the diagnostic process performed at
multiple sensitivity levels. Figure 1 shows the diagram of the diagnostic system. The sentiment
detection system can interpret the captured data that represent the video frames and produce the
emotions to describe the person's reaction to the sound. Sentiment collected from the previous stage,
which was processed in the patient's computer to determine if the person is in a normal state or
abnormal and choose the appropriate volume level for each condition. The results are then sent to the
cloud that uses Internet protocols. Objects Encapsulated in a TCP Datagram. The results uploaded in
the cloud can be accessed by the other party for checking if the emotions values are normal or not.
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Figure 1. The diagram of proposed diagnosis system.
3.3. System Work
The value of sound intensity , which decreases or increases depending on the equations and
conditions described below, is calculated by the control system of the diagnostic system for acoustic
sensitivities as follows:
1. The system of diagnosis determines the range of the levels of sensitivity .
2. The maximal intensity of sound
the initial intensity of sound.

is set by the diagnostic system and the test begins with

3. The intensity of sound difference value
determined from the following equation:

,

which increases/decreases at each stage can be
……..

(1)

4. Diagnosis system regulates the at each level.
5.
normality is an indicator to raise the intensity of sound and vice versa.
1. The intensity of sound is determined from the following equation for normal
emotions:
…… (2)
2. The intensity of sound is determined from the following equation for abnormal
emotions:
………. (3)
6. When it notices abnormal feelings or when

equals

, the system stops.

The flowchart for the diagnostic sound sensitivity method displayed in Figure 2.
3.4. Facial Emotion Detection
In human life, emotions play a significant role. Human face represents at different times or moments
how he feels or in what mood he is. Emotional factors have an enormous effect on social intelligence,
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such as understanding interaction, making decisions, and helping to understand human behavioural
aspects. The processing of facial emotion recognition passes through three stages [10]:
1. Facial Detection: Face position in any photo can be identified, offline video or live
video.
2. Facial Recognition: Comparing various faces to define which faces belonging to the
same individual. This is achieved by comparing the embedding vectors of the face.
3. Emotion Detection: Classifying the emotion as being on the forehead happy, angry,
sad, neutral, surprise, disgust or fear.as shown in Figure 3.
In this paper, facial emotions recognition will be used to support the faces and emotions detection of
autism people and patients with sensitivity to sound.

START
APPLY INITIAL SENSITIVITY
LEVEL DENOTED BY
APPLY INITIAL VALUE OF SOUND
INTENSITY DENOTED BY

YES

IS ?

CHECK EMOTIONS VALUES

NO

IS
NORMAL?

YES

NO

END
Figure 2. Sound Sensitivity Diagnostic Flowchart.
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Figure 3. Example for Emotions Detection.
The mechanism used for emotion detection in this project is based on Deep learning. Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) is one of the deep learning algorithms specialized in the images that have the
best high resolution. The CNN, as well as other hidden layers, it consists of an input and output node.
These layers are usually categorized into four forms: convolution, max pooling, flattening and full
connection (short for fully-connected) [11] as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. CNN sequence to classify handwritten digits [11].
4.
Design and Implementation
The software/hardware components of the system and the detailed description of its implementation is
given in this section. The components that need to build the proposed system are Arduino Uno,
Arduino WiFi Shield, Servomotor, Micro USB cable, breadboard, jumper wires, Smartphone, two
laptops and sound generator. Figure 5 illustrates the system components.
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Figure 5. Components needed for Human Activity Diagnosis System.
4.1. Live Video Processing System
A smartphone (Redmi note 7) was utilized to recognize the patient's face during live video capturing
mode for the purpose of detecting and examining his emotions. DroidCam software was used for both
interfaces of emotion detection system (smartphone and laptop) that are connected via Wi-Fi using
Wi-Fi IP and DroidCam port 4747 4.3. DroidCam software was connected to reprogrammed software
written by python 2.7 language using. PyCharm Community Edition 2020.2 x64 for face and emotion
detection in laptop.
4.2. Emotions Detection
After taking the picture through the smartphone the image enters the analysis algorithm (as shown in
Figure 6) which is as we mentioned in the third section convolutional neural network in which the
patient's condition is (happy, angry, sad, neutral, surprise, disgust or fear). Currently, only these cases
are taken into account due to limited time.

Figure 6. Emotions detection
This algorithm relies on training the network by entering more than 1792 emotional images for
training and nearly 20 emotional images to test the neural network, the dimensions of the input image
are 48 * 48, it is implemented using Kiras Library, which is a Python compiler used in TensorFlow
library including machine learning tools and algorithms.
Inserting images into the convolution layer, whose size is the size of the input image, which creates
very important features and by applying the filter that determines the edges of the image where the
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images wanted for training were entered into the convolution layer four times to find the desired, then
enter the Max pooling layer which is 24 * 24 in the first layer and continues to decrease each time, this
layer is repeated four times as well. Then enter the Max pooling layer.
The size is 24 * 24 in the first layer then continues to decrease each time and repeat this layer four
times also, after that flattening layer which flattens the matrices emerging from the previous two
layers. We have repeated this layer three times then the image or arrays enter the neural network for
training.
The emotions results are extracted from the input image as follows:
1. If the percentage of normal features inside the output matrix increases, the output value is
normal
2. If a decrease in the percentage of normal features and an increase in abnormal features is
observed within the trained network, the output will be abnormal. As shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Output matrix of the CNN.
4.3. Cloud Implementation
After completing the processing on the patient's computer, the edge node (i.e. PC) sends the complete
results to the cloud, which can be accessed from anywhere. The results and patient photos are
displayed on the cloud as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Uploaded results on Cloud.
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4.4. Devices of Sound Control
The sound control system contains the sound control knob (micro kigdom Q280) Arduino, servo
engine, board and wires integrating to control the rotation of the sound volume control knob. The
sound frequency of the sound generator should be between 0 dB and 70 dB. The control knob of sound
volume is connected to the servomotor in order to increase or decrease the volume of sound through
rotating it clockwise or counter-clockwise. To connect the Arduino Uno (low-level language) with
Python (high-level language) we need to use the Firmata firmware from Arduino Uno.
4.5. System Implementation
After the completion of the configuration and installation of the software/hardware
components of the system will look as shown in Figure 9. The practical implementation of the
system will be as follows:

Figure 9. Circuit Connections for the proposed system.
1. The patient sits in front of the mobile camera that connected to the first computer through the
Wi-Fi network.
2. Providing internet service to ensure that the results are sent to the cloud, which in turn reaches
the doctor in any place.
3. When clicking from the controller's computer, an instruction is sent to the patient's computer on
the second party via the TCP protocol to take a picture of the patient.
4. The facial recognition algorithm determines the patient's condition.
5. And then the computer sends the results to the cloud, at the same time the computer sends an
instruction to the motor to move according to the results.
5.
Results
Each case was examined to determine his/her sensitivity to sound using Nostalgia music for Yanni (it
is adjusted in terms of duration to be appropriate for examination) for sensitivity ranging from 1 to 5
levels system works to increase this intensity within certain periods ranging from 106 sec to 636 sec
depending on the patient sensitivity and examination situation. At each sensitivity level the case was
examined to detect his/her emotions to find out if he is in a normal situation or suffers from sensitivity
toward this sound intensity. This intensity was automatically increased when the case was confirmed
to be normal and stable and vice versa if he turns out to be disturbed.
In figure 10 four cases are examined. Case 1 in Figure 10-A displays a normal emotional reaction for
all levels of the heard sound. While the other cases in Figure 10 (B, C and D) illustrate a
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hypersensitivity to a specific level of sound intensity. After the patient suffers from hypersensitivity,
the sound intensity is reduced automatically to the previous level.

Figure 10. The sound sensitivity examination.
6.
Conclusion
This paper introduced a smart diagnostic device to detect sound sensitivity to the effects of the
surrounding atmosphere using cloud computing and cognitive IoT. The system prototype can be
adopted as an effective system in medical centres dealing with the diagnosis of hypersensitivity toward
environmental parameters. Several experiments have been conducted using different algorithms as
fuzzy algorithm. These experiments showed that a convolutional neural network is 80% more accurate
than as fuzzy algorithm but requires more time in training. Also, this system applies the idea of social
spacing, especially in the context of the spread of the new Coronavirus. The proposed system is
effective in diagnosing and responding to autistic patients with sound sensitivity.
As a suggestion for future works, hands and head motion detection can be added to the proposed
system to support emotion detection. Also, with the training of many networks and the introduction of
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all aspects of body language, can be converted into a polygraph system in criminal cases, with many
factors such as light and sound and manipulation of guilty room temperature and other factors.

7.
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Abstract. In modern devices, many personal identification systems are used using various
biometrics to confirm the identity of an individual and identify him for several purposes. Some
of these essential biometrics are used in this paper to help identify a person while attaining
social distance because of the widespread epidemics. The features of the face, eyes, nose, and
finally, the features of the mouth are used in this article. The work begins by detecting the parts
of multibiometric from the input images using Viola-Jones face detection algorithm with a
modification to it then segment them. After that, various initial treatment processes begin
which helps clarify them to facilitate subsequent operations. Also, a Histogram of oriented
gradient method(HOG) is used to extract the significant features of those image segments. The
extracted features from these segments are entered into the developed cuckoo search
algorithm(DCSA), the best image segment within the used dataset is searched for similar in
terms of characteristics to the entered image segment. The work has also been developed so
that the system is executed on two cores using parallel processing technology to utilize the
processor as much as possible and reduce the time it takes to implement the system and
identify the person concerned. A high identification rate has been reached, reaching 99.25%,
and overall speed up 1.40323
sec relative to serial execution
.
Keywords: Multi biometric, Cuckoo Search Optimization Algorithm, Preprocessing, ViolaJones Face Detection Algorithm, HOG, DCSA, Parallel Processing.

1. Introduction.
The emergence of some epidemic diseases such as the recently introduced Corona disease, which is
transmitted rapidly through contact, has led to a reduction in the use of systems and techniques that are
used to confirm the identity and which require touching the associated devices. Such as the use of
fingerprints, palm prints, or even the use of live signatures, as these techniques were rapid methods of
spreading diseases among people. Also, the needing for social distancing has led most people to carry
out their activities, work, and lessons through computer services and the Internet, which has increased
the needing for institutions and official departments to confirm the identity of the people who
communicate with them. Therefore, experts have recently resorted to advocating the development and
use of personal identification techniques that reduce contact between people by focusing on safer
biometrics that have strong characteristics to distinguish people at the same time.
Multibiometric Systems mean systems that rely on multiple biometric characteristics are systems that
use more than one physiological or behavioral characteristic for the same person[1], and the most
striking biometric solution is facial identification[2].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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In [3] the authors suggested a mapping technique for Using deep convolutional neural
recognition(DCNNs) networks consists of the proposed architecture for two branches of DCNNs to
map the high and low-resolution face images, [4] build a deep neural network for deeply encoding the
face regions, also [5],[6]built an application for facial recognition for a Convolutional Neural
Networks Biometric Network-Based, While [2]A facial classification strategy was proposed using the
support vector machine algorithm,[7] Propose a multi-biometric face recognition technique to extract
deep features from various facial regions using multiple convolutional neural networks (CNNs). A
system that uses KELM to identify normalized face images is proposed in [8] to compensate for the
effects of light variations.
In this paper, the clearest multibiometric for digital camera capture, the simplest availability and the
most accurate and recognizable for individuals were adopted, Where the work relied on using the
characteristics of the face, eyes, nose, and mouth separately using modified Viola-Jones face detection
algorithm, as these characteristics express the person clearly. Where the algorithm (Histogram of
oriented gradient algorithm) is used in the process of extracting important characteristics, reducing the
dimensions, and developing an algorithm(Cuckoo Search Algorithm CSA) one of the metaheuristic
algorithms, to make the algorithm better in the process of searching for the ideal solution and reaching
the desired goal. Also proposed an algorithm for the execution of work on 2 cores to achieve optimum
utilization of the processor inside the computer and achieve a high speed of execution. So that the
work aims to achieve the identification of people by using multiple biometric features with a high
recognition rate and short execution time.
2. Traditional cuckoo search optimization algorithm:
It is an intelligent algorithm that is considered one of the metaheuristic algorithms for optimization
and random searching, first introduced in 2009[9] that simulates the behavior of one of the cuckoo
bird family types in finding the nest and raising the young. Where this bird searches for a suitable nest
randomly from the nests of other birds to lay its eggs in it so that the owner of the nest does not
suspect the host, and each egg from the original nest represents a solution, while the cuckoo's egg
represents a new solution[10].
3. Proposed work:
3.1. Creating dataset :
In the first stage of the system’s work, the original dataset is created, which consists of 180 diverse
natural images for a large group of people. The number of models varies for each person, as some
people have some changes in taking pictures, for example changing the state of the mouth (silence,
laughing, taking out the tongue, changing movement The mouth is in a different direction.) Also, some
changes may occur to the type and shape of the covering over the head. It may also change at times
from the shape of the eyes by adding different medical glasses, as well as other changes such as the
background and the distance from the camera. For this purpose, a smartphone camera is used, Also
some standard datasets are used, some pictures can be seen in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Examples of the dataset of the proposed system.

3.2.Preprocessing:
To facilitate smooth implementation of the algorithm steps, the input images are preprocessed at this
stage, These preprocessed include unifying the input image sizes for all images into a single size, then
converting it from (RGB) color space images to gray-level color space images.
3.3. Detect the segments of the multibiometric for each facial image:
Here at this stage, the multibiometric segments are identified and cut from the original image
separately and stored in a special matrix, which is done by using a detection algorithm based on the
Viola-Jones face detection algorithm[11]. Besides, a special programmatic section was used to modify
the algorithm, whereby the nose area is used to obtain the mouth area easily. After the nose is
determined, the square of dimensions by which the nose was defined is shifted downwards to easily
identify the mouth without making mistakes with a small amount of enlargement of those dimensions,
this is because the nose area is stronger in the detection process with this algorithm, that will help to
get the segments correctly while not allowing false possibilities or segments that are out of place.
Whenever the square of the nose contour is shifted by the length of the nose of the person (the length
of the vertical side of the square) while expanding the square by the width of the nose of the person
(the length of the horizontal side of the square) to show us the square that correctly defines the mouth
area of the person. The mechanism of action is thus shown in Figure 2. The method of detecting and
segmenting an image from the images entered into the device is shown in figure 3.

Figure 2. Defining the mouth area by shifting and enlarging the square that determines the nose
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Figure3. Detecting and segmenting Multibiometric(Face, Eye, Mouth, Noise) of an image
3.4. Feature extraction:
The Feature extraction process was carried out using the Histogram of oriented gradient (HOG)
method to obtain the best characteristics and features of each segment of multibiometric that belong to
one of the images in the dataset. In most systems for recognizing objects or people, a strong set of
extracted properties is relied upon. This method relies on studying edge descriptors based on
gradation[12]. It uses a gradient of local intensity or distribution in the direction of the edge to
describe an object's appearance. So effectively, HOG features will be resolving the issues of
classification and identification systems[13], First of all, HOG is calculated, usually by convolution,
by finding the horizontal gradients and vertical gradients in the image. For both the horizontal
direction and vertical direction, use the (One_Dimention)point discrete derivative mask for, which is(1,0,1) in the horizontal direction and(-1,0,1) in the vertical direction, The value of the gradient can be
calculated according to the value of each pixel in the image using the equation:
√

(1)

It is also possible to measure the angle of the gradient for each pixel of the image by using the
equation:
(2)
Where
represents the result of the convolution in the vertical direction, while
result of the convolution in the horizontal direction[14].

represents the

3.5.Developing Cuckoo search Algorithm (DCSA):
The process of extracting the previously mentioned traits was applied to each of the biometric
segments that were segmented from all the images, whether in the dataset or entered into the system,
which were later used as inputs to the cuckoo search algorithm, and this represents a hybridization of
the algorithm so that it deals with the extracted properties and not with the images and segments
directly.
The goal of the basic search optimized cuckoo algorithm is to replace the bad (solution) individuals
with the good individuals in the nest. This is done by using the fitness function [10],[15]. Therefore,
the algorithm has been developed to suit the work in searching for the optimal solution, which
represents the best match of the properties of the biometric segments with the corresponding segments
in the dataset. Therefore, the Euclidean distance equation was used as a function of fitness for all
individuals or solutions available in each generation which is can be defined as the following
equation:[16][17]
(3)
√
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Where D is the distance between x which has(x1,x2)coordinates, and y which has(y1,y2) point. Thus,
the pseudo-code of the DCSA algorithm can be written as follows in figure 4[18][91], where:s is the
solution(egg), m is the nests, pr the probability of egg laid by a cuckoo is discovered by host bird with
pr [0, 1], D is the fitness value which calculated by equation 3.

Input: host nests m, cuckoo egg s.
Output: best nest.
Begin
1. Objective function : f s s
s s … … sd t
2. Initial population created of m host nests si
i 12 …… m
3. while (t <Max number of Generation)
4. Randomly get a cuckoo
5. Evaluate cuckoo fitness (Di)
6. Choosing a nest randomly among m(say, j)
7. if (]Di > Dj(
8. Replace the solution j with the current new solution i;
9. end
10. A fraction (pr) are left worse nests and new ones are created;
11. Hold the best solution
12. Rank all the solutions then find the current best
13. end while
14. Post-process results and visualization
end
Figure 4. DCSA Algorithm Pseudo Code
3.6.
Parallel Processing Method:
Parallel processing implies faster execution of the program by breaking the main program into several
components and running simultaneously as each component operates on a separate processor or
kernel[20][21]. The program is divided into two separate parts, so that each part is executed on a
different core in the processor, to implement this method I used : (Intel ® Core TM i5-7200U, CPU @
2.50GHZ 2.70GHZ) computer, Windows10 Processor OS. figure 5 represents a system execution by
using two cores(kernels) which are called workers in MATLAB programming language.
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Start
Read Input Images

Dataset

Preprocessing Images

Face Detection
Feature Extraction
Implement DCSA
algorithm and Keep the
best solution(sol1)

Eyes Detection
Feature Extraction
Implement DCSA
algorithm and Keep the
best solution(sol3)
Nose Detection
Feature Extraction
Implement DCSA
algorithm and Keep the
best solution(sol4)

Mouth Detection
Feature Extraction
Implement DCSA
algorithm and Keep the
best solution(sol2)

If [(sol1 or sol2)=
(sol3 or sol4)]

End

Result

Figure 5. Flowchart of the Parallel Processing Method
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Where the Master responsible for:
a.
It provides the possibility of choosing the method used in the implementation and works to
prepare the work environment as a whole in the case of parallel implementation.
b.
Calling the necessary functions for parallel execution.
c.
Process the input image as preliminary processing and then pass it on to the workers later.
d.
Open parallel environment.
e.
Preparing the workers and giving each worker his data and functions that it will work on.
f.
Close the parallel environment.
g.
Collecting and arranging the results and examining the solutions obtained to find the best.
h.
Output results.
While the worker will responsible for:
a.
Receive the data the worker needs from the master, including the target image that he wants to
identify.
b.
Implementation of the feature extracting method and developed cuckoo algorithm and
searching for the best solution for two types of the biometric segment.
c.
Return the best solutions to the master.
4. Measures Used To Calculate System Results:
To calculate the results obtained after implementing the developed algorithm and applying the
aforementioned work steps, a set of important measures are used. These measures are divided into two
main types, one that calculates the results of the system’s accuracy in identifying people through its
biometric characteristics and the success of the proposed algorithm for that purpose. As for the second
type, it is concerned with measuring the speed and efficiency obtained from the implementation of the
proposed algorithm in identifying people after implementing it in a parallel manner. The first type
includes two measures, so The following measures can be used to calculate the identification
results[21][22]:
t id ti i d
1)
ifi i
1
(4)
t

i

Which represents the percentage of the number of people who have been identified in the system
successfully, and the higher the value of this scale, the stronger the system will be in identifying
people.
i
id ti i d
2)
ifi i
1
(5)
t

i

Which represents the percentage of the number of people who have been not identified in the
system, and the lower value of this scale, the stronger the system will be in identifying people.
As for the second type, as seen in the following two equations, the measure of the increasing speed
and the measure of the increase in the efficiency was used to prove the efficiency and performance
of the system.
1)

ti

ti

i
ti

ti

ti

i

d

(6)

This scale represents the acceleration factor of the system when we use parallel processing, which
helps increase the execution speed of the intelligent system and depends on the execution time spent.
Whenever the output value of this equation is greater than 1, the system is considered to be better in
terms of execution speed.
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2)

ffi i

(7)

The measure of increased efficiency depends on the scale of the acceleration factor, and that c
represents the number of cores used in the execution. In terms of speed-up efficiency, the greater value
of the output for this equation, the system is considered better.
5. Results and Analysis.
Practical experiments were conducted and the system was tested in identifying images of people in
two ways (parallel execution and sequential execution). The input images were identified by finding
the best solutions in recognizing the face, eyes, nose, and mouth, which represent the multibiometric
for each image of a person. The result is calculated in favor of the image of the optimal solution that
emerged from the implementation of the algorithm of cuckoos developed four times each time for a
specific type of multibiometric and the detection of the solution closest to it. if the solutions returned
from the four algorithms(DCSA algorithm for face identification, DCSA algorithm for mouth
identification, DCSA algorithm for nose identification, DCSA algorithm for eyes identification) do not
match, then the facial recognition solution with the mouth recognition solution is considered and must
match with the nose recognition solution with the eye recognition dependent solution. This is because
the biometric characteristics of the face and the nose are stronger than the biometric characteristics of
the eyes and mouth. This is due to the possibility that the person will wear eyeglasses, use colored
lenses, or make some striking movements of the mouth that cause the inability to recognize them.
Table 1 shows the most important results obtained from implementing the system on 180 images. We
note from the results of the table that the strongest biometric characteristics are the facial and nose
characteristics due to the lack of their changes even with changing the headcover sometimes, where
the face and nose biometric identification ratio was 100%. It also appears that the IR of biometric for
the eyes is 98.6% which is stronger than the biometric for the mouth that the IR of it is 98.4%, that is
because the addition of glass glasses does not affect the results to a large extent as it affects moving
the mouth or opening and closing it. Also, notice that the use of two cores to implement the system is
much faster 1.40323 times compares to serial execution, as well as the efficiency of the system has
achieved high efficiency estimated at 0.701615, which is considered to be very good even though the
parallel execution needs to do a lot of additional executive operations that are not needed by the
sequential execution. Figure 5 shows the implementation of the system as an example and the results
with the data information of the person. Table 2. demonstrates a comparison of the recognition results
using previously used algorithms with the proposed algorithm DCSA.
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Table 1. Results of the system execution
No.

Type of
Multibiometric

Type of Execution

IR

WIR

1
2
3
4
5

Face
Nose
Eyes
Mouth
Face

100
100
98.6
98.4
100

6

Nose

7

Eyes

8

Mouth

Serial Execution
Serial Execution
Serial Execution
Serial Execution
Parallel Execution
Using 2 cores
Parallel Execution
Using 2 cores
Parallel Execution
Using 2 cores
Parallel Execution
Using 2 cores
Total

Speed Up
Efficiency

0.0
0.0
1.4
1.6
0.0

Speed Up
times(in
seconds)
1
1
1
1
1.40323

100

0.0

1.40323

0.701615

98.6

1.4

1.40323

0.701615

98.4

1.6

1.40323

0.701615

99.25

0.75

1.40323

0.701615

Figure 6. Example of system execution
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Table 2. A comparison between Algorithms(among works )
No.

Algorithm

1

2
3
4

Two-Branch Deep Convolutional Neural
Network
Architecture[3]
deep neural networks [4]
Convolutional Neural Networks [5]
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)[6]

5
6

support vector machine[2]
deep learning[7]

7
8

light variations [8]
Proposed Algorithm(DCSA)

Biometric
Type
Face

Recognition
Rate
80.8% to 98.8%

Face
Face
Face

98.52%
98.75%
98.75

Face
Face,
Nose,
Eyes,
Mouth
Face
Face,
Nose,
Eyes,
Mouth

94% to 99 %
93.77% to 97.94

98.89%
99.25

6. Conclusion and future work.
The adoption of the developed cuckoo search algorithm along with the trait extraction algorithm used
in the Persons identification system has proven its worth in reducing the possible solutions and
reaching the optimal solution at a high speed. Also, the adoption of multiple biometrics has given
power in identifying people while achieving social distancing, so a person who relies on this type of
system does not need to touch devices for this purpose. Although the camera used to take pictures is a
non-fixed camera, so the total IR reached 99.25, which is an excellent value in personal identification
ratio, This can be seen by observing the outcome of identification obtained in Table 1, and the
comparison made with other algorithms shown in Table 2. The great results that have been achieved
give high confidence in using the system with established verification systems in institutions and
official departments. Also, the use of parallel execution has given importance to this kind of
exploitation of available computer capabilities, which helps in developing systems specialized in
identifying people quickly where the speed up reached 1.40323 times compares to serial execution and
the Speed Up Efficiency 0.701615 which is high.
As future work, we can develop the work to include another type of biometric in addition to the one
used in the research. Also, additional other algorithms can be used in the trait extraction process to
reduce the possibility of error such as PCA, LDA,.. etc. Also, with the increase in the number of
dataset images, more than two cores can be used in the execution of the system to increase the
utilization of the processor and ensure the utilization of the time spent.
Some limitations may appear in this algorithm, which is not identifying a specific area of the biometric
areas used by the method, and this may be due to the lack of clarity of the taken image or to the rapid
movement of the person during the capture, which distorts the image completely, or to some external
environmental influences that affect the clarity of the image such as the presence of blur On the lens or
taking the photo in a relatively dark place, etc., which negatively affects the identification results.
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Abstract. In the wake of the outbreak of the new coronavirus, the countries in the world have
fought to combat the spread of infection and imposed preventive measures to compel the
population to social distancing, which led to a global crisis. Important strategies must be studied
and identified to prevent and control the spread of coronavirus COVID-19 disease 2019. In this
paper, the effect of preventive strategies on COVID-19 spread was studied, a model based on
supervised data mining algorithms was presented and the best algorithm was suggested on the basis
of accuracy. In this model, three classifiers (Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron and J48) depended
on the questionnaires filled out by Basra City respondents. The questionnaires consisted of 25
questions that covered fields most related to and that affect the prevention of COVID-19 spread,
including demographic, psychological, health management, cognitive, awareness and preventive
factors. A total of 1017 respondents were collected. This model was developed using Weka 3.8
tool. Results showed that quarantine played an important role in controlling the spread of the
disease. By comparing the accuracy of the algorithms used, the best algorithm was found to be J48.
Key words: Supervised Data Mining, COVID-19, Predictions, Accuracy, NB, MLP, J48.

1. Introduction
A new type of coronavirus has been discovered recently after it has been identified as the cause of the
spread of one of the diseases that started in China from December 2019. The resulting disease is called
coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19). In March 2020, the World Health Organization declared COVID-19 as a
pandemic [1]. Evidence that men are more likely to die from COVID-19 than women is growing. People
who suffer from aging diseases, weak immunity and lung-related diseases are the most affected [2]. The
signs and symptoms of the disease may appear 2–14 days after exposure and may include the following:
fever, coughing, shortness of breath, runny nose, headache, diarrhoea, vomiting and loss of sense of smell
and taste. For protection from this epidemic, people must avoid contact with others and surfaces; avoid
touching eyes, nose or mouth; wash hands frequently with soap and water; and maintain social distancing
by 1–3 m [3]. The two important stages of COVID-19 are stages 2 and 3. Stage 2 involves infection from
one person to another, whilst stage 3 involves infection from society. In accordance with COVID-19 stages,
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the action plan could be determined by different countries. In Basra, the first case of COVID-19 was
documented on 24 February 2020, originating from Najaf-Iraq. After 3 months, this disease spread in
almost all areas of the city. A total of 22,926 cases have been recorded thus far. Among them, 16,817
recovered and 630 died. In this research, the following questions were answered: first, what are the most

important factors that reduce the spread of COVID-19? Second, among the supervised data mining
(DM) algorithms used, which could best predict the prevention of the spread of the disease? These
questions were answered using DM techniques.
2. DM Technique
DM is a computational process applied in many areas; it aims to obtain useful and hidden predictive
knowledge. DM techniques are used to construct a model where new information could be identified by
unknown information [4]. One popular feature of all DM techniques is automated learning that recognises
new patterns in the observed datasets [5]. DM specialists have devoted their careers to enhance the
understanding on how to process and draw conclusions from huge quantities of knowledge depending on
the techniques from the intersection of database management, machine learning and statistics. Thus, they
divided the algorithms into two simple groups: supervised and unsupervised algorithms [6] [7]. Supervised
DM is used to build models by using training data with a familiar class to which the data belong. The
training data are composed of a series of training examples. Each example is a pair consisting of a vector of
attribute value and a desired output class. A supervised learning algorithm analyses the training data and
generates a feature inferred, which could be used to map new examples. This algorithm allows to
determine the classes labels correctly for unseen instances. Classification methods belong to this group. The
most popular classification methods are decision trees, classification rules, Bayesian networks and neural
networks [8] [9]. The role of unsupervised learning is more complex than that of supervised learning
because its only aims at searching the data for interesting connections and attempts to group elements by
postulating class descriptions for sufficient numbers of classes to cover all objects in the database [10].
These tasks range from the identification of potentially useful regularities among the data couched in the
language of description given to the discovery of concepts by conceptual clustering and constructive
inference and further discovery of empirical laws relating to concepts developed by the method. Clustering
and association rule methods belong to this group [8] [11]. Several different classifier models are available
in the literature and determining the best method is not possible as they vary from each other in several
aspects, such as learning rate, amount of training data, speed of classification and accuracy. In this paper,
the effect of three algorithms, namely, Naive Bayes (NB), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and J48, on data
analysis was discussed. These three classifier algorithms were used to predict the final class (prevention of
COVID-19 spread) that some new unlabelled attributes belong to. The selected algorithms were also used
to find the most convenient method to predict the final class.
2.1 Naive Bayes
NB algorithm is one of the most popular machine learning methods, specifically data analysis and
classification. This method relies on the statistical concept of Bayes’ theorem, which calculates the
probability of a specific result by using available information [12]. This classifier is called naive because it
relies on the principle of independence assumptions, that is, the relationship among all attributes and
features is considered independent of one another [13]. The NB classifier model is characterised by the ease
of construction and development and the ability to process large data, outperforming a number of
sophisticated and sophisticated algorithms. The model is trained with the data and its available properties in
databases, determines the type of new records and then classifies them on the basis of data and statistics
previously available [14]. It is used in many systems, such as for identifying harmful messages; classifying
documents, such as in news sites, to anticipate the type of document (e.g. politics, sports and technology);
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recognising the views and feelings in the text content (negative, positive or optimistic) and in face
recognition in pictures [15].
2.2 Multilayer Perceptron
MLP algorithm is one of the most popular neural networks algorithms. It consists of a perceptron, an
input layer for receiving the signal, an output layer for making a decision or prediction about the data and
an infinite number of hidden layers, which are MLP’s true computational engine between the two layers
[16]. MLP is also applied to supervised machine learning problems; they train on a collection of pairs of
input–output and learn to model the correlation between those pairs. Network training requires adjusting
the model’s parameters (weights) to reduce error [17] [18]. This network could also be used for
unsupervised machine learning by using auto-associative structure, where similar values are set for the
network inputs and outputs. This method is intensive in computational terms. For any fair representation,
the MLP network must have at least three hidden layers, thus requiring a long time [19] [20].
2.3 J48
J48 algorithm is an extension of ID3 algorithm. It was developed by Ross Quinlan in 1993 to generate a
tree-like hierarchy and construct classification trees that represent a flowchart structure, in which the nonterminal nodes indicate the attribute tests and the terminal nodes represent the decision outcomes [21] [22].
This classifier is one of the most widely used machine learning language processing domains. The main
advantages of this algorithm are easy construction of graphical classification and low-cost formal
generation. However, this algorithm does not generate multiple redundant attributes and modules and it is
quite susceptible to noise in the data [23].
3. Model
3.1
Data Discerption
Quantitative method relies on the use of questionnaire survey. In this work, questionnaires were built on
Google Docs to collect data online. These questionnaires were used to collect data of the real direction and
challenges of the respondents in Basra City on the basis of on their different experiences, allowing for
collection of more accurate coded data. The research data, a total of 1017 samples, were collected in March
of 2020. The six main parts of the questionnaire were demographic, psychological, health management,
cognitive, awareness and preventive factors. Table 1 shows the questionnaire parts, question number and
question description and the respondents’ answers. These answers were shortened and converted from
nominal to numeric type for ease of use and understanding. The answers were classified on the basis of
Likert scale as follows: 1 for strongly agree, 2 for agree, 3 for not applicable, 4 for disagree and 5 strongly
disagree. The initial step in data pre-processing involved preparing the data and converting them for
evaluation and processing using MS Excel. In the second step, the collected responses were converted
carefully using Weka 3.8 tool.
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Table 1. Questionnaire Description

Part

Demographic Data

Psychological
Factors

Health Management
Factors

Cognitive Factors

No.

Distribution

Q1

Gender

Q2

Age (years)

Q3

Job

Q4

Address

Q5

Level of Education

Q6
Q7

Social media is the most influencing factor of my psychological state.
I suffer from nervous tension and anxiety during this period.

Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12

I consider storing goods and food items a necessity in this period.
Seeking help from psychologists is necessary during this period.
Basra is one of the healthiest cities to fight COVID-19.
The medical personnel from the province are ready to deal with the virus.
The crisis could be overcome by connecting health institutions with international scientific
research centres.
I support receiving medical personnel from outside Iraq, such as China.
One of the most important transmission routes of infection is inhalation of the droplets
produced when an infected person sneezes or coughs.
Contact with surfaces contaminated with droplets from an infected person is a typical way to
catch the disease.
COVID-19 one of the most dangerous infectious viruses in recent times.
Taking nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, such as Provin and Punestan, reduce the severity
of symptoms.
Staying away from markets, restaurants and gatherings is a good way to prevent the spread of
the virus.
I support the compulsory quarantine of all expats from abroad.
I support curfews and disruption of circuits and schools and I encourage e-learning.
I support isolating infected people in hospitals far from residential areas.
Meat and eggs should be cooked well.
It is necessary to wear masks and paws when leaving the house.
The immune system is strengthened by taking high doses of zinc and vitamin C.
Washing hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds and using sterilisers containing
70% alcohol are the basic information that I know.

Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17

Awareness Factors

Q18

Preventive Factors

Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25

Total of all items

Rank
Male
Female
15–24
25–34
35–44
45–54
> 54
Healthcare field
Engineering field
Teaching field
Student
Earner
Unemployed
City centre
City outskirts
Ph. D.
MS. C.
BS. C.
Diploma
Secondary
Middle
Primary
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 51, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1, 2, 3, 4, 5
25
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3.2 Questionnaire Reliability
Reliability is the extent to which an instrument would produce the same results, whether the measurement
under the same conditions was to be taken again. For example, measuring people’s height and weight is
also extremely reliable [24]. Cronbach’s alpha is statistically one of most effective methods to measure
internal consistency and reliability; it is used to calculate the extent to which the questions in the survey all
measure the same underlying construct. When Cronbach’s alpha > 0.7, its internal reliability performance is
satisfactory [25]. Table 2 shows that the Cronbach’s alpha was 0.8 for the scaled variables, which consisted
of 21 items (parts 2–5) and 1017 respondents.
Table 2. Questionnaire Reliability

Cronbach’s alpha

No. of items

0.8

21

Reliability Statistics
No. of respondents
1017

% of respondents
100%

4. Results and Discussions
A Weka software package developed at Waikato University in New Zealand was used to implement this
study. This package is run on Java, and it stands out as perhaps the most professional and extensive
package of machine learning algorithms [26]. Analysing the effect of attributes is necessary to obtain an
enhanced insight into the importance of the attributes. Thus, the effect of certain attributes of the model on
the final class was analysed in the present study. This analysis discussed the most correlated attributes
(respondents) to the final class (prevention of COVID-19 spread) and how they may affect the final class.
This stage revealed the average correlation of the attributes with the final class. The respondents with high
correlation could be regarded as points of advice for interested parties in this field. Weka provides several
filters that could be used to clean up the data before invoking a classifier. In this stage, a filter
(CorrelationAttributeEval) was used to find the correlation between attributes and the final class. This filter
evaluated the value of an attribute by calculating the correlation (Pearson’s) between it and the final class.
Table 3. Correlation Rate of Responses
Sequence

Respondent

Average

Sequence

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Q19
Q16
Q24
Q22
Q25
Q15
Q20
Q11
Q4
Q10
Q23
Q18

0.15624
0.14841
0.13699
0.10039
0.0961
0.09046
0.08735
0.07532
0.0587
0.05505
0.04537
0.04358

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Respond
ent
Q3
Q6
Q8
Q5
Q17
Q14
Q1
Q2
Q9
Q7
Q12
Q13

Average
0.04214
0.03534
0.03149
0.03136
0.02950
0.01748
0.0159
0.01316
0.00743
0.00483
0.00414
0.00352

Table 3 displays the correlation rate with the evaluation mode between the attributes and the final class (10fold cross validation) to ensure accuracy. This analysis aimed to determine the importance of each attribute
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individually. The responses were ranked from the highest to the lowest correlation rate with the final class.
Those with the highest correlation rates represent the value most correlated with the final class. The results
showed that Q19 affected the final class the most, followed by Q16, Q24, Q22 and Q25, whereas Q9, Q7,
Q12 and Q13 had the smallest output effect. Some experiments were also conducted to evaluate the
performance and usefulness of the different classification models of the prevention of COVID-19 spread.
The results are summarized in Tables 4–6.
Table 4. Predictive Results of Classifier Models
Evaluation Criteria
NB
0.05
906
110
89.17%

Timing to Build Model (in seconds)
Correctly Classified Instances
Incorrectly Classified Instances
Prediction Accuracy

Classifier Models
MLP
J48
25.49
0.05
934
953
82
64
91.92%
93.79%

Table 5. Comparison of Performance
Evaluation Criteria

Classifier Models
NB
0.2017
0.122
0.2975
114.27%
192.29%

Kappa Statistics
Mean Absolute Error
Root Mean Squared Error
Relative Absolute Error
Root Relative Squared Error

MLP
0.1542
0.0835
0.2676
78.23%
116.26%

J48
0.1368
0.099
0.2412
92.73%
104.80%

Table 6. Comparison of Evaluation Measures
Classifier Model
NB
MLP
J48

TP
0.925
0.964
0.987

FP
0.667
0.825
0.895

Precision
0.959
0.952
0.0.949

Recall
0.925
0.175
0.987

The performance of the three models was measured on the basis of three criteria: prediction accuracy,
building time and error average, as shown in Figures 1–3, respectively.

Figure 1. Prediction Accuracy
Figure 1 illustrates the classifier models used in the experiment; the accuracy average of NB algorithm was
the lowest.
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Figure 2. Building Time of Classifier Models
Figure 2 illustrates the building time of the three models under consideration. Amongst them, the MLP
classifier took the longest time to build a model, whereas the NB and J48 classifiers learned to construct a
model quickly for the given data. Figure 3 displays the correctly and incorrectly classified instances.

Figure 3. Error average
The performance of machine learning techniques is highly dependent upon the quality of the training data.
Confusion matrices are extremely useful for evaluating the classifier models. A confusion matrix is a table
used to define a classification model's output on a collection of training data for which the true values are
known. In table 7 there are two possible predicted classes: "A" and "B". "A = yes" would mean they
predicating the prevention of COVID-19 spread, and "B = no" would mean they do not . For example, The
classifier made a total of 1017 predictions . Out of those 1017 cases, the classifier "NB" predicted "A" 981
times, and "B" 36 times. In reality, 998 respondents in the sample have the prevention, and 19 respondents
do not. Briefly, the columns in table7 represent the predictions, whilst the rows indicate the final class.

.
Table 7. Confusion Matrices
Classifier Model
NB
MLP
J48

A
969
12
992
14
983
10

B
29
7
6
5
15
9

A
B
A
B
A
B

In general, the experiments proved that cross validation was statistically good in the classifier performance.
Good results lead to large numbers and small down the main diagonal, perfectly zero off-diagonal
elements. As shown in Table 7, the classifier algorithms (MLP, NB and J48) demonstrated good results,
indicating that DM methods could effectively help in the prevention of COVID-19 spread.
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Figure 4 demonstrates the tree of the J48 classifier algorithm, which was the best method to show
the most connected questions to the final class. Each node represent a question and its branches
are drawn in accordance with the answers.

Figure 4. J48 Classifier Algorithm

5. Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of COVID-19 spread in Basra City was studied by applying three supervised
DM algorithms to predict the prevention of COVID-19 spread. The performance of the learning methods
was evaluated on the basis of their prediction accuracy. The results indicated that the J48 classifier
outperformed the NB and MLP methods. A good classifier model must be accurate and comprehensible.
This study was based on the questionnaires filled out by respondents from Basra City and the DM
techniques were applied after the data were collected. This method could help medical departments by
limiting the spread of the disease and reducing infection by taking necessary precautions in a timely manner
and improve the quality of health institutions. For future works, the experiment could be expanded with
more special attributes to obtain more accurate results. Many specific technologies could also be used when
using different factors.
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Abstract. The global economy is constantly evolving and corporate technology and business are an
important factor in this development and because of the accompanying negative impact on the
environment and society, the role of sustainability and sustainable development highlights. To
further investigate the scope of the green software development process and its integration with
information systems such as the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, we presented this
study due to its importance in minimizing the negative effects of information technology on our
natural environment. In this connection, there is a have to combine sustainability and information
technology allow organizations to behave in a manner to going greener. Comprehending that the
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is one of the very effective commercial enterprise
solutions for organizations, it is necessary to align its use with sustainability factors through the
utilization of green IT practices, the objective of this research study is to provide a design model to
enhance ERP system in green software development process. So every company must look into the
impact of the utilization of Information and communications technology (ICT) on our natural
environment and take care to adopt methods to decrease the effects negative on its. Therefore,
knowledge management (KM) can be used as the facilitation tool. This research paper presents the
results of qualitative research, which proposes a model that to the possibility of enhancing the
implementation of the ERP system in the Green Software Development Process by using green IT
practices and knowledge management as facilitation tools.

1. Introduction
The global economy is constantly evolving and corporate technology and business are an important factor
in this development and because of the accompanying negative impact on the environment and society,
the role of sustainability and sustainable development highlights. This actually is the place the
sustainability idea is needed, with the purpose to make a balanced interplay between economic
investments, useful resource utilization, and social advancement for modern wishes and future
potentials[1], [2]. In this connection, there is a have to combine sustainability and information technology
allow organizations to behave in a manner to going greener [3]. The green or Greenness has become an
important topic that goes into all aspects of life around the world including information technology and
business. In general, Merriam-Webster (An American Dictionary of the English Language) defined a
green is "tending to preserve environmental quality (as by being recyclable, biodegradable, or nonpolluting)" [4].
In 2018, Hayri ACAR consider sustainable software at the outside of the green software. Therefore,
that mean the green must respect sustainable criteria. In this regard, UN cited the sustainability criteria
only have three main dimensions, which are economic growth, environmental protection, and social
equality[5].
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Because the globalization changing very speedily in business, competition increased, and information
technology rapidly growths, companies have to undertake enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
furnished with software program and hardware amenities[6][7] to typically meet the technical data
necessities of companies along with the desire of owner to strengthen corporate competitiveness[8].
Comprehending that the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system is one of the very effective
commercial enterprise solutions for organizations, In doing so, it have now been an important contributor
to environmental degradation brought on by resource consumption, greenhouse (carbon) emissions, and
wastage[9]. As a consequence, it's essential to align its use with sustainability elements through the
utilization of green information technology (IT) [3], So every company must look into the impact of the
utilization of Information and communications technology (ICT) on our natural environment and take care
to adopt methods to decrease the effects negative on its [3][9][10].
2. Related work
The development of information and communication technologies has an impact on the development of all
types of software and applications in the organization. At the same time, the phenomenon of globalization
and the external environment were more complex with the new need and conditions for institutions in
terms of reducing the negative effects on the environment[11]. For this reason, a high-quality information
system is now a necessity for every enterprise to be capable to make bigger competitiveness with the aid
of decreasing fees via higher logistics. Previous reviews of the literature need more research in the scope
of the green software development process, as well as little research on the topic of green software
development process with ERP system, so we focused on this as shown in (Figure 1) where we note that
the ERP system and the software development process and knowledge management are all within the
environment of the green software development process, and this leads to a high quality of data and
software in the enterprise. In these circumstances, companies have two challenges: to generate and put in
force an infrastructure for information technologies with purposes for storing and sharing information and
to successfully use this information for the decision-making process[11].
Because of the negative effects on the environment resulting from its software, systems, and
applications in organizations[3], the objective of this study is to the possibility of enhancing the
implementation of the ERP system in Green SDP by using green IT practices and knowledge management
as a facilitation tools. Moreover, knowledge can also being a significant intangible asset to attain success
in the situation of green sustainable development [12]. The organization can take advantage of the benefits
of ERP systems and knowledge management and achieve success in the competition globally[11]. In this
regard, In 2003 Darshana Sedera et al. propose a model to empirically assessing the impact of KM on the
success of ERP systems.
In 2007 Rosemary and Sukunesan show there is an opportunity that may be explored, are the many
companies that undertake IT implementation towards sustainable development and many of those
companies have a basis in KM[13]. Currently, organizations have assigned very significance to the
knowledge, which is generated internal and external the company, think about it an priceless asset to
acquire sustainable benefits and due to the have an effect on enhancing their processes, rendering it
fundamental to generate techniques focused at knowledge management[14].
In this regard, Pattarin and Vichita in 2019 developed a framework by means of integrating the
essential concepts from sustainability and knowledge management [1]. In 2019, Minodora, et al. proposed
a framework to explore the connection between green IT practices and ERP to check how green IT
provides a chance for organizations to enhance ERP in greater environmentally answerable initiatives [3].
However, they published that the connection between ERP and green IT practices is now not relevant,
specifically due to the fact of the low stage of environmentally friendly lifestyle inside companies. So they
advised that organizations should start to provoke an massive layout now not simply addressing the
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operational stage of these systems, however moreover the integration of sustainability factors in software
program quality, administration elements of ERP implementation, or enterprise attitudes to going
green[3].
In this regard, the objective of this study is to possibility of enhance the implementation of ERP
system in Green SDP by using green IT practices and knowledge management as a facilitation tools. This
leads to new knowledge in this field that combines ERP, Green SDP, SDP and KM, as well as focusing on
the quality factor of data and software.
3. Methodology
The objective of this research study is to provide a design model to enhance ERP system in green software
development process by using green IT practices and knowledge management as a facilitation tools , to
achieve this objective, we conducted are:
1. Reconnoitering of previous studies on the subject of the research study based on keywords such as
Green Process Software Development (GSDP), Software Development (SDP) or it is also called
Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC), Project Planning (ERP) and Knowledge Management (KM).
2. Analysis (filtering and summarizing) the existing researches, provide a systematic review.
3. Propose and design a model to enhance the ERP system in the green software development process.
4. Propose model
Based on the literature review and to achieve the goal of this paper, we propose a design model to enhance
ERP system in GSDP. This model consists of five components: ERP, software development process,
green software development process, green IT practices, and knowledge management. The importance of
this model comes from the green software development process, which is about producing nature-friendly
software products with the aim of reducing the terrible environmental impacts on our environment, using
green IT practices in SDLC that can be successfully implemented. (Figure 1) shows the model proposed.

Figure1.

ERPs in Green SDP model

4.1. ERP system
ERP system is one of the integrated information systems, which continues to evolve as information
technologies evolve and business requirements continue to diversify [8], [15]. The opinions about ERP
evolution are different; Rashid et al. (2002) described that evolution as follows: in the 1960s the
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organizations were used inventory control packages to automating systems, were using programming
languages to writing like COBOL and FORTRAN. In the 1970s, Material requirement and planning
(MRP) structures had been used to sketch the requirements of product and components inside a process of
production[16]. After that, at 1980s, manufacturing resource planning (MRPII) was evolved to enhance
the process of production; it added modules to include business planning, production planning, finance,
engineering, human resources, distribution, and shop floor in one computer system (Wallace, 1990). Then
these concepts expanded, were appeared ERP systems in the 1990s, which have the ability to integrate the
business processes throughout a company[8][17].
Irwan et al. 2018, defined ERP "is a software for business management system which integrates all
business functions, processes, and information between different departments inside the company. This
business software system will allow companies to automate and integrate the majority of their business
processes, share common data and practices across the entire enterprise, and produce and access
information in a real-time environment"[18].
ERP systems may provide a company with multiple benefits. However, it is very important these
benefits outweigh the expenses of the system and they need to provided that the proper system for the
company is chosen and the system is implemented properly[7]. According to Deloitte 1998, the ERP
system is a software system package for business[19] that lets in the enterprise to: automate and combine
the majority of its enterprise processes, share common practices and data throughout the whole enterprise
produce, and get admission to information in real-time.
There are many vendors, which provide an ERP system like SAP, Oracle, Microsoft et al.; they have
relied on various ERP software programs according to customer needs. Most ERP solutions run along
with Unix and Linux operating systems or Windows platform[20] [21]. We will take SAP ERP system as
a case study. SAP word abbreviation means "Systems Applications and Products" in Data Processing.
(SAP AG) by using definition, can be the title of the ERP software program alongside the title of the
organization. SAP AG Software is absolutely a European multinational, established in 1972 by five
engineers were worked at the IBM company are Plattner, Wellenreuther, Hector, Tschira, and Hopp. They
improve software program solutions for client relationships and managing enterprise operations[22]. In
practice, this business enterprise software program is known as (SAP), and the professional name is SAP
ERP. (SAP AG) is the world's greatest provider of business enterprise software program that, in 2017,
served extra than 345,000 clients in over a hundred ninety nations (SAP AG, 2017b). The Enterprise
Software section of the organization has developed industry-specific features in the software product for
over twenty-five industries to client relations and manage commercial enterprise operations for
organizations [23].
SAP provides ERP solutions, to all enterprise areas, inclusive of midsize and small businesses. Where
SAP launched its first ERP software program in 1979 as R/2, then redesigned the software program in
1992 the usage of a client-server architecture. R/3 used to be the ensuing software; it grew to be an
immediately hit. With the assertion of it a client-server SAP R/3 system, SAP AG, which already the
greatest issuer in the ERP market, brought a system that used to be attractive to small-sized and medium
organizations in addition to the large organizations that already make use of SAP software program [24].
The key features of SAP R/3 software are:
1. SAP R/3 software runs on truly any software/hardware platform and may use numerous database
management systems.
2. The programing code of SAP R/3 is wrote in an interpretive language known as ABAP. (ABAP is a
German abbreviation that, translate as loosely, mean "Advanced Business Application
Programming"). ABAP is very comparable in its syntax to COBOL. Use of the ABAP language
permits SAP clients to increasing the functions of the software product.
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SAP
presents
a
massive
array
of
widespread
reports
and
a
report writer, "Advanced Business Application Programming" (ABAP). ABAP programming language is
an
object-oriented
environment
that
generates
reports
or
transactions.
The ABAP surroundings limited in offers some automatic report generation and query tools. To obtain the
total advantage of the ABAP surroundings, one should be a proficient programmer [20].
Generally SAP ERP is primarily based on a database that treats with numerous commercial enterprise
features interior exclusive modules like finance, sales, purchase, human resources, inventory, and
manufacturing [23]. However, SAP ERP is a commercial enterprise system designed to assist the
optimization of business processes within an enterprise and associated process management
activities[25][26].
4.2. Software development process
SDP is also called SDLC "Software development life cycle" is a procedure that produces a software
program with the very best high-quality and lowest price in a short time. SDLC consists of a detailed
sketch for how to develop, maintain, replace, and alter a software system[27]. However, SDP is a
systematic technique for developing software program applications. Introducing any idea early in the
SDLC can make sure that the idea is propagated via a number of phases [28].
Below are the software development lifecycle stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Requirement: gather all the information and requirements to conceive a concrete expectation to the
software product.
Design: is a phase do a clear and expert design of the system and software to obtain all the
requirements of the preceding phase with the aid of the developers and architects of the system.
Implementation: The software design will now be translated into code.
Testing: each module will be tested to make sure that the software product is completely free of any
defects.
Installation: install the product up to be ready for customer use.
Maintenance: fine-tuning and enhancements of the system and begin planning to the feasible features
and functionalities that should be inserted into the software.
Retirement: is the removal of a software release from production, it is also known as system
decommissioning.

4.3. Green software development process
Green or Greenness has become an important topic that goes into all aspects of life around the world
including information technology and business. In general, Merriam-Webster (An American Dictionary of
the English Language) defined a green is tending to reserve environmental qualities (such as by being
biodegradable, recyclable , or non- contaminating)[4]. In 2018, Hayri ACAR consider sustainable
software at the outside of the green software. Therefore, that mean the green must respect sustainable
criteria. In this regard, UN cited the sustainability criteria only have three main dimensions, which are
economic growth, environmental protection, and social equality[5].
GSD is a methodical processes which allow a disciplined, systematic and well-organized development of
green software products[12]. Green SD is concerning to use green finest practices during SDLC process.
The Key idea of Green SD is regarding manufacturing of nature-friendly software products with the aim
of minimizing negative ecological impacts to our natural environment[29][30]. The main goal of GSD is
about using green practices in SDLC for making greener software products, including any kinds of
application software and system software products[31][32][28].
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GSD includes seven phases: 1) Requirement, 2) Design, 3) Implementation, 4) Testing, 5) Installation,
6) Maintenance, and 7) Retirement [33]. Consciousness of environmental concerns and green practices
must certainly be promoted at the starting of the software development [31][34]. Alike, building a secure
software, security concepts should be presented in the initial SDLC phases. Likewise, presenting energy
awareness early confirms that the energy-related expenditures could be minimized in later SDLC
phases[28]. McXin Tee, Rusli Abdullah, J. Din, S. Abdullah, and L. Wu (2017) proposed a framework to
explore relations between five independent variables (ethical motivation, competitive motivation,
managerial motivation, financial motivation, and regulatory motivation) and Green SD adoption through
using KM acts as simplification tools[29]; But the result of the empirical analysis showed the only
motivating factor that expressively contributes to motivate software practitioners in adopting Green SD is
the ethical motivation.
4.4. Green IT practices
Green practices are expressed as collections of knowledge about green policies and activities that gather
the most common environmental issues[35][31]. To do make work environment harmful and decreasing
the overall expense of ownership, green IT proposes some of the main pros that can be done if green
policies and frameworks based on green IT should be implemented correctly. Some of these benefits
are[36]:
1. Green IT reduces total energy costs of the organizations.
2. It extends or elongate the life of existing data center kit by cleverly revitalizing equipment, taking
benefit of energy efficiencies.
3. It lowers IT maintenance actions and costs and improves over- all impression of the organization.
4. It reduces environmental stewardship and saves money and by appropriate disposal of discarded and
toxic hardware, by suggesting new hardware’s which are environment friendly, consume less energy
and easy to get rid of.
5. It reduce global warming effects by reducing overall carbon footprints.
6. It reduces smog, Acid rains and global climate change effects.
7. It reduces the emanation of CO2, thereby reducing the respirational problems faced by different
types.
8. It reduces the straining on the electricity grid.
9. Free up spaces on data center floors.
Thus, based on the green IT maturity model suggested by Foogooa et al. [37], the next three focal points
are contained in the model in our research: energy efficiency and data centers, asset lifecycle, and people
practices[3].
4.5. Knowledge management
KM is defined as a cyclical process concerning to phases of collecting knowledge from varied sources,
then storing the knowledge in an appropriate format and place, and finally upgrading the present
knowledge with the goal of making new values to organizations[29], [38], [39]. Knowledge is really a
melted mixture of experience, related information, and expert insight that provides a construction for
evaluating and combining new experiences and information. It initiates and is applied in the awareness of
a knower[40][14].
Knowledge could be split into two kinds: explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. The tacit knowledge
is the better practices, intuitions, heuristic, special know-how, practical skills, and so on. Its individual
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knowledge that's difficult to formalize or expressive. The explicit knowledge could be transmitted and
codified in recognized and systematic language[40].
The utilization of KM can upraise sustainability through its essential processes and activities[1]. KM
processes are composed of four groups of activities working with the management of explicit and tacit
knowledge within the organization[41] .
1. Knowledge creation: could be the improvement of new knowledge or replacement of the existing one,
where inventions and solutions are generated.
2. Knowledge retrieval and storage: are described the memory that preserves, keep and share knowledge
across time and space, which supports reduce replication of work and wastefulness of resources.
3. Knowledge transfer: could be the exchange of knowledge at different levels between individuals,
groups, or organizations using various communication methods.
4. Knowledge application: is the process that knowledge is utilized in practice to be able to bring
competitive advantage to life.
And the knowledge evolution cycle consists of five phases [42]:
1. Originate/create knowledge: members of an organization develop knowledge through learning,
problem solving, innovation, creativity, and importation from outside sources.
2. Capture/acquire knowledge: members acquire and capture information about knowledge in the explicit
forms.
3. Transform/organize knowledge: in written material and knowledge bases.
4. Deploy/access knowledge: organizations distribute through education, training program, and
automated knowledge base system or expert networks.
5. Apply knowledge: KM aims to make knowledge available whenever it is needed.
5. Discussion
In this paper, We got to know the ERP system (definition, stages of development, importance and
suppliers... etc.) of many research papers, as well as identifying the most important practices applied in the
software development lifecycle to get a practical environment for the development of green software,
which must be without or less an impact on the environment. In addition, we got know the importance of
knowledge management in the organization and its relationship with the project planning system and the
green software development environment.
The proposed model for improving the implementation of ERP system in the green software
development process environment is important in improving software quality as well as knowledge quality
because it requires the implementation of ERP in a pure, environmentally friendly environment, with less
of (energy consumption, carbon emissions and waste of resources).
6. Conclusion
The adoption of ERP system is important for companies around the world, and the implementation of ERP
continues to face many problems. There are many studies in this regard, but there is no framework that
demonstrates the possibility of improving the implementation of the ERP system in a green software
development process environment as it is pure and environmentally friendly.
In this paper we propose a model to improve the implementation of the ERP system in a green software
development process environment based on knowledge management and IT practices as support tools.
The result model shows how knowledge management has been used as a management to enhance the
green software development process environment.
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In the future, we will provide a questionnaire for specialists in this field to verify the validity of the
model, and we suggest that there should be a field study of some companies that use ERP system in
Iraq/Basra and urge them to implement the system in a friendly environment. One of the limitations of this
study is that it is a theoretical study, not an application, as well as the ability to develop an algorithm for
the model.
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Abstract. COVID 19 has spread rapidly around the world due to the lack of a suitable vaccine;
therefore the early prediction of those infected with this virus is extremely important attempting to
control it by quarantining the infected people and giving them possible medical attention to limit its
spread. This work suggests a model for predicting the COVID 19 virus using feature selection
techniques. The proposed model consists of three stages which include the preprocessing stage, the
features selection stage, and the classification stage. This work uses a data set consists of 8571
records, with forty features for patients from different countries. Two feature selection techniques
are used in order to select the best features that affect the prediction of the proposed model. These
are the Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) as wrapper feature selection and the Extra Tree
Classifier (ETC) as embedded feature selection. Two classification methods are applied for
classifying the features vectors which include the Naïve Bayesian method and Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) method. The results were 56.181%, 97.906% respectively when
classifying all features and 66.329%, 99.924% respectively when classifying the best ten features
using features selection techniques.
Keywords: Feature selection, COVID 19, Recursive Feature Elimination, Extra Tree Classifier,
Restricted Boltzmann Machine, Naïve Bayesian.

1. Introduction
COVID 19 is an infectious disease that spreads through the air. Besides, it can live on rooftops for about
two days, and it was initially called the Wuhan virus because of its origin from Wuhan, China, where the
first human case was recorded [3]. Then the disease spreads rapidly and within a month turned into a
pandemic affecting people all over the world in a negatively way. This prompted the World Health
Organization (WHO) to declare a general global health emergency by the end of January 2020. Symptoms
may appear on the infected person or not, but in either cases, the infected person can spread the virus. The
incubation period ranges from two days to two weeks. The symptoms are different, such as fever,
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shortness of breath, cough, chest pain, loss of sense of smell and taste, vomiting, headache, nausea,
laziness, and others [4, 5].
In general, there is no vaccine available for COVID 19 and information about it remains limited. There
are several clinical trials to understand how the virus could be redeveloped in an attempt to produce a
vaccine [6].
To limit the virus spread, governments around the world have taken various measures such as closing
borders and commercial complexes, suspending education in universities and schools and converting them
to e-learning, and suspending gatherings, etc., which affected various aspects of life, especially the
economic aspect. People have been made aware of the importance of practicing simple steps such as
staying home, regularly washing and sterilizing hands, social distancing, and wearing masks. Figure (1)
gives COVID 19 cases distribution worldwide, in November 2020 [2].

Fig. (1) COVID 19 cases distribution worldwide, in November 2020 [2].

The goal of this work is to suggest a model for predicting the disease of COVID 19 using feature selection
techniques. The feature selection techniques are used for selecting the important features which affect the
accuracy of the classification for the model.
The main contribution of this work is the prediction of the COVID 19 disease using two types of feature
selection techniques, which are REF as wrapper feature selection method and ETC as embedded feature
selection method and comparing between them by the results in order to select the most important
features, then extracted the optimal number of features in the dataset contained different information,
different types of data (text, number, and date), missing value, and large numbers. Two types of
classification techniques are used including the Naïve Bayesian and RBM which are applied on different
number of features for comparing the results.
This paper is ordered as follows: Section 2 presents the literature review. Section 3 describes the proposed
work including the dataset used, basic preprocessing operations, feature selection, and classification.
Section 4 presents the results and discussion while section 5 gives the conclusions.
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2. Literature Review
This section presents the work related to COVID 19 prediction based on feature selection techniques.
Warda M. Shaban et al. [5] suggested a strategy to diagnosis COVID 19 using a hybrid feature selection
that used filter method as a rapid feature selection and then used genetic algorithm as a wrapper method to
select the most important features from those extracted from chest Computed Tomography (CT) images
and then an Enhanced K-Nearest Neighbour (EKNN) classifier was used. This method achieved 96% of
accuracy.
Liang Sun et al. [7] proposed an Adaptive Feature Selection guided Deep Forest (AFS-DF) for COVID 19
classification based on chest CT images. AFS-DF was evaluated on a dataset with 1495 patients of
COVID 19 and 1027 patients of community and gained an accuracy of 91.79%.
Bejoy Abraham, and Madhu S. Nair [8] investigated the effectiveness of a combination of several pretrained Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for COVID 19 detection from X-ray images. The
method used a combination of features extracted from multi-CNN with correlation based feature selection
technique in combination with subset size forward selection, and a linear forward selection based search
technique to determine the optimal feature subset and Bayesnet classifier. They achieved an accuracy of
91.16% when tested on a dataset with 453 COVID 19 images and 497 non-COVID images, and 97.44%
on a dataset consisting of 71 COVID 19 images and 7 non-COVID images.
Mohammad Pourhomayoun, and Mahdi Shakibi [9] applied different filter and wrapper methods for
feature selection to select 42 features out of 112 features. Then they used several machine-learning
algorithms to predict mortality in patients with COVID 19. They used a dataset of more than 117,000
laboratory-confirmed COVID 19 patients from76 countries. The Neural Network algorithm achieved

the best performance and accuracy of 93%.
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3. The Proposed Work The proposed work consists of three stages. These are pre-processing stage,
features selection stage, and finally the classification stage. In each stage, more than one step and
techniques are used for achieving the goal of each stage. Figure (2) shows the structure of the proposed
model.

Pre Processing Stage
Data
Acquisition

Data Cleaning

RFE Method

Wrapper Method

ETC Method

Embedded Method

The best
feature vector

Data
Normalizing

Data Transforming

Feature Selection Stage

All feature vector

The best
feature vector

Classification Stage

RBM
Classifier

Classifier
Decision

Classification Stage

Naïve Bayesian
Classifier

RBM
Classifier

Classifier
Decision

Classifier
Decision

Fig. (2) The structure of the proposed model.
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3.1 The Pre-processing Stage
This stage is also known as data preparation. It is a very important stage to build a good model and
enhance the accuracy [10]. The dataset used in this work had been collecting by the WHO, which
contained 8571 records from thirty-eight countries.
Figure (3) shows the number of records for each country in the dataset. The dataset included forty features
with different types (time, text, and number), with type (CSV) file. The proposed model undergoes preprocessing in three steps, namely data cleaning, transforming and normalization
- Data cleaning processing. The data set may have insufficient data, missing data, too much data in
rows or in columns, duplicate data and outlier values. In this work, the data has been cleaned through
processing the missing value by fill each missing value with the nearest value.
- Data transforming process has been applied through transforming data into numeric forms.
- Data normalizing has been performed by applying min max scalar using the following equation

z  (x  min) / (max  min)

…(1)

Fig. (3) The number of records and countries in the dataset.

3.2 The Feature Selection Stage
To improve learning performance, dimensionality reduction was used when there are a large
number of input features, which divided into feature extraction and feature selection techniques. Feature
extraction extracts a new set of features that is smaller than that resulting from feature selection, so the
discriminative power is better. Because of that, it is more useful for signal processing, information
retrieval, and image analysis, but a combination of features may have no physical meaning, so feature
extraction is not a good approach in respect of transparency, interpretability, and readability. Feature
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selection builds a subset of the original features. This is useful when interpretability knowledge extraction
is crucial, as in medicine, and since this work is based on a medical problem, we will concentrate on
feature selection. There are three types of feature selection: filters, wrappers, and embedded. Filters
concentrate on the general characteristics of the data. So they are independent of any learning method, not
computationally costly and have a good generalization capacity. Wrappers and embedded methods both
are required for selecting features. For wrappers, an induction method evaluates candidate subsets of
features. They are more computationally costly than filters but perform better. Embedded methods lie
between filters and wrappers because the selection is part of the training process for the induction method.
The search for the best subset of features is performed during the training of the classifier and, because of
that; embedded methods are less computationally costly than wrappers. There is also a hybrid method,
which combines different feature selection algorithms in a sequential manner [11].
In this work, the number of features in the dataset is forty. Table (1) presents the features of the dataset.
The goal of this stage is selecting the important features which affect the prediction of the model. Two
methods are used for selecting features: Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) method and the Extra Tree
Classifier (ETC) method. The RFE is one of the wrapper feature selection method. It works by recursively
removing attributes and building a model on those attributes that remain. It uses accuracy metric to rank the
feature according to their importance. It takes the model to be used and the number of required features as
input and gives the ranking of all the variables, the value (one) being most important. It also gives its
support, the value (True) being a relevant feature and (False) value being an irrelevant feature. Algorithm
(1) shows the steps of the RFE.
Algorithm (1) The steps of the RFE method.
Step1:- Train the logistic regression model using training set.
Step2:- Calculate the performance of the model.
Step3:- Calculate the variable ranking.
Step4:- For each subset size S i do
1. keep the S i most important variable
2. preprocessing the data
3. train the model using S i predictors
4. calculate the performance of the model.
5. recalculate the ranking for each predictors.
End
Step5:- Calculate the performance for all

Si

Step6:- Determine the number of the predictors.
Step7:- END.
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The (ETC) method is an embedded feature selection method. It depends on decision trees where each
decision tree is created from the unusual training sample. Then, at each test node, each tree is provided
with a random sample of N features from the feature set from which each decision tree must select the best
feature to split the data based on the Gini Index using equation (2) as a mathematical criterion [12]. This
random sample of features leads to the creation of multiple de-correlated decision trees.
c

I G  1   p 2j

…(2)

j 1

Table (1) The features of the dataset [1].
No.

Feature’s Name

No.

Feature’s Name

1

iso_code

21

new_tests_smoothed_per_thousand

2

Continent

22

tests_per_case

3

Location

23

positive_rate

4

Date

24

tests_units

5

total_cases

25

stringency_index

6

new_cases_smoothed

26

population

7

total_deaths

27

population_density

8

new_deaths

28

median_age

9

new_deaths_smoothed

29

aged_65_older

10

total_cases_per_million

30

aged_70_older

11

new_cases_per_million

31

gdp_per_capita

12

new_cases_smoothed_per_million

32

extreme_poverty

13

total_deaths_per_million

33

cardiovasc_death_rate

14

new_deaths_per_million

34

diabetes_prevalence

15

new_deaths_smoothed_per_million

35

female_smokers

16

new_tests

36

male_smokers

17

total_tests

37

handwashing_facilities

18

total_tests_per_thousand

38

hospital_beds_per_thousand

19

new_tests_per_thousand

39

life_expectancy

20

new_tests_smoothed

40

human_development_index
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3.3 The Classification Stage
Also, it is known as decision making. The goal of this stage is to classify the feature vector [13]. In this
stage, the feature vector is classified using two methods: the Naïve Bayesian (NB) method and Restricted
Boltzmann Machine (RBM) method. NB is a simple classifier based on the Bayes theorem which assumes
that the features are independent. This classifier has worked well in many real-world situations. It is a very
fast and has a good performance. The main advantages of this classifier are the conditional independence
assumption, which helps to obtain a quick classification, and the probabilistic hypotheses. Parameters of
probability distributions are obtained from the training material [14].
RBM is an algorithm useful for dimensionality reduction, feature learning, regression, classification, and
collaborative filtering. RBM is a two-layered stochastic recurrent neural network capable of unsupervised
learning and feature extraction [15]. It is an energy based model that can be viewed as a single layer
undirected neural network which consists of two binary layers, the visible layer, and hidden layers. There
are no effects between nodes in a single layer of RBM[16].
4 The Results and Discussion
This paper suggests a model for predicting the COVID 19 disease using features selection
techniques and two methods for classifying the features vector. The implementation of the proposed work
was achieved using Python (V.3.5) as programming language, Jet Brains Pycharm (V.2018.2) as
framework. As described earlier, the suggested method consists of three main stages. Firstly, the data preprocessing which was contained more than one process because of the nature of the collected dataset
which has missing values, extra data, and different types of data. Secondly, the features selection was
achieved by using two models for selecting features (the wrapper method and the embedded method). In
this stage, the number of features selected was: ten features and twenty features. The RFE is one of the
wrapper methods which was applied for selecting the 10 features and 20 features. Figure (4) presents the
sorting of ten important features using RFE. The true value means the relevant feature while the false
value means the irrelevant feature. Also, it can be viewed as ranking; the value (one) is the most
important feature while the remainder values mean the rank of each feature depending on its
importance.
Selected Features of EFR

Features Ranking of EFR

Fig. (4) The results of RFE method.
The second method applied for selecting features was ETC. Table (2) shows the values of features
depend on their importance. While Figure (5) and (6) show the sorting of features depends on the
importance of features for (10 most important features and 20 most important features respectively).
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Table (2) The values of importance for features
Feature’s Name

The value

Feature’s Name

The value

iso_code

0.0000

new_tests_smoothed_per_thousand

0.017507

Continent

0.0000

tests_per_case

0.017407

Location

0.0000

positive_rate

0.015329

Date

0.0000

tests_units

0.0000

total_cases

0.075913

stringency_index

0.037782

New_deaths

0.040493

population

0.004229

new_cases_smoothed

0.075071

population_density

0.002263

total_deaths

0.047183

median_age

0.006317

new_deaths_smoothed

0.044856

aged_65_older

0.008087

total_cases_per_million

0.071144

aged_70_older

0.016779

new_cases_per_million

0.180063

gdp_per_capita

0.005155

new_cases_smoothed_per_million

0.076830

extreme_poverty

0.004050

total_deaths_per_million

0.047108

cardiovasc_death_rate

0.004266

new_deaths_per_million

0.036282

diabetes_prevalence

0.008391

new_deaths_smoothed_per_million

0.040993

female_smokers

0.002974

new_tests

0.016462

male_smokers

0.004460

total_tests

0.016644

handwashing_facilities

0.005238

total_tests_per_thousand

0.016404

hospital_beds_per_thousand

0.005043

new_tests_per_thousand

0.014537

life_expectancy

0.005591

new_tests_smoothed

0.019729

human_development_index

0.009421
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Fig. (5) The sorting of important ten features using ETC.

Fig. (6) The sorting of important twenty features using ETC.
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Finally, the classification stage aimed to classify the features vector. In this stage, two methods were
applied including the NB method and RBM method. The dataset was split into 70% for training and 30%
for testing to predicate the disease of COVID 19. The equation (3) was used for computing the accuracy
of the proposed work.
Accuracy 

Number of correct predictions
Total number of predictions

…(3)

Table (3) presents the results of classification using two methods (NB and RBM) with three cases: firstly,
for all features, secondly, for the best 20 features, and finally, for 10 best features which selected in
features selection stage. The results show that there is an improvement in accuracy when using the
techniques of selecting features. Also, the RBM classifier got a good accuracy comparing with (NB)
classifiers.
Table (3) The accuracy of the methods.

The Method

The accuracy

The accuracy for

The accuracy for

for all features

best 20 features

best 10 features

NB

56.181%

61.780%

66.329%

RBM

97.906%

98.949%

99.924%

As shown in figures (4) and (5), the results of the RFE method and ETC method in selecting the important
features are approximate. As shown in table (3), the accuracy when using the best ten features is more
than the accuracy of the best twenty features. This is because of the correlation between these features. So,
it can eliminate the correlated features which may cause a decrease the accuracy and performance as all.
By comparing the results of this work with the results of the related works, this work had more accuracy
especially when using RBM method comparing with the related works in spite of increasing the size of the
dataset except for the work in Reference [8], but this work got more accuracy comparing with that study.
The features selection techniques had a more positive impaction on the classification of the feature vector.
5 The Conclusion
In this work, the prediction of COVID 19 disease using the techniques of feature selection had
been achieved. The dataset contained different information about the disease from different countries.
The proposed system contains three stages. More than one steps has been applied for preparing the data
for the next stage. In the features selection stage, two types of techniques (RFE and ETC) were used for
selecting the important features from forty features. The results of the two methods for the important
features were approximate. The selecting of the important features affected the accuracy of the proposed
work. The accuracy was very good when used RBM technique more than the NB technique.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a new approach, of Clustering Ultrasound images using the Hybrid
Filter (CUHF) to determine the gender of the fetus in the early stages. The possible advantage of
CUHF, a better result can be achieved when fuzzy c-mean FCM returns incorrect clusters. The
proposed approach is conducted in two steps. Firstly, a preprocessing step to decrease the noise
presented in ultrasound images by applying the filters: Local Binary Pattern (LBP), median,
median and discrete wavelet (DWT), (median, DWT & LBP) and (median & Laplacian) ML.
Secondly, implementing Fuzzy C-Mean (FCM) for clustering the resulted images from the first
step. Amongst those filters, Median & Laplace has recorded a better accuracy. Our experimental
evaluation on real data from the Kadhimiya teaching hospital shows that the proposed CUHF is a
better method when compared to the accuracy of the other integrated filters.
Keywords: Fuzzy C-mean, Filters Integration, Noise Reduction, Fetus Gender.

1. Introduction.
Many studies have focused on the use of fuzzy logic techniques to improve medical diagnostics [1]. The
fuzzy c-mean algorithm (FCM) [2] is one of the most famous algorithms which can assist in decisionmaking [3]. [4] Proposed a novel approach to measure the muscle thickness from ultrasound images of the
lumbar area to diagnose low back pain effectively. [5] Used robust Optimal GLCM features linked to
FCM segmentation algorithm which is employed to cluster the kidney cysts and tumor from the ultrasound
kidney images. However, others applied filters before implementing FCM to reduce the speckle in
ultrasound images to obtain better results.
Filters play a major role in the pre-processing step which could assist researchers to reduce the noise of
images [6]. Other studies also used filters for enhancing ultrasound images [7]. [8]Adopted a special
study on "noise reduction" by using a wiener filter and discrete wavelet transform in a homomorphic
region. The use of the Weiner filter and wavelet conversion is utilized to reduce the noise of ultrasound
[8]. Besides, (LBP) local binary pattern operator to provide the classification Ultrasonic Thyroid of HOG
Features[9]. A median filter is used in artifact removal in radiological ultrasound images [10]. In addition,
several studies reported that filters can be useful to improve the FCM algorithm. For example, [11] used
LBP with fuzzy c-mean to extract features in underwater images. [12] Integrated wavelet into FCM for
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reconstructing morphological grayscale of sparse regularization. Moreover, improved malignant diagnosis
using FCM based on the improved median of lung images [13].
In this study, we propose CUHF a new approach for improving the performance of FCM by using such an
algorithm that tries different applied filters as preprocess on Ultrasound images. The proposed approach
uses single and combination filters until the CUHF records the highest accuracy. The design of our
approach was to detect the gender of the fetus by extracting selected features. Many difficulties were
challenged such as the complexity of uterine tissue and the similarity of the fetus features were difficult to
distinguish. Kadhimiya teaching hospital was selected because pregnancies attend the sonar department to
do regular checks. The test of pregnant mothers was conducted to obtain the source of medical images for
educational purposes. The images include related features from the ultrasound device (UD) during the
second and third trimester of pregnancy. Our initial experimental results show that the CUHF approach
achieves a better accuracy when the ML filter is applied and compared to those obtained when using FCM
and other used filters.
2. Pre-Processing & Filters Applied to CUHF Approach
This section describes the used filters to reduce the noise of ultrasound images. These filters are applied to
reduce the noise to enhance the performance of the FCM algorithm. Ultrasound images contain a noise
which may cause damage conditions because of variation of the velocity with beam frequency. Therefore
the preprocess step contains a series of image enhancement stages that can be listed as follows: noise
removal, segmentation, and normalization. To remove the noise associated with the ultrasound image, a
suitable filter will be applied to reduce the noise and maintain the original details of the image. Images are
next partitioned into multiple segments for object recognition. Ultimately, the images are normalized into
the range of pixel intensity of 256 x 256. The difference between the edges and the noise will produce a
frame (3*3) into the next candidate filter.
2.1 Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
LBP is a local binary pattern that works as a character revealer can be executed on ultrasound images. The
basic algorithm idea can be described as two-parent surface textures. The native operator classifies pixels
of the image by specifying the 3 x 3 (LBP) of each pixel with the value of the center and a result is a
binary number, (LBP) as classification or fragmentation properties by applying a summation of the
probability of fabric pattern in the histogram [14]. The reason for the failure of the LBP in the
classification is because it is influenced by the contour, which is often a "high contrast".
First, When LBP is applied to the ultrasound images; the proposed CUHF approach converts them into
greyscale. Secondly, it divides the examined frame into cells 3x3 pixels. Third, compare the pixel to each
of its 8 neighbors” .Follow the pixels clockwise or counterclockwise. If the center pixel's value is greater
than the neighbor's value”, then the value is 1 else value is 0. “After computing this for every neighbor
pixel, the values are listed in a clockwise manner and the equivalent decimal value is calculated”. Finally
“Once done for every pixel, the values are grouped in 256 bins and the histogram is created”, the output is
the enhanced filter.
2.2 Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
Is an easy-to-implement conversion in which wavelets are sampled instead of separate DWT. It is
important to use because the transform uses a Fourier transform instead of using a fixed-width frame,
DWT as well as the time it takes to calculate a conversion very quickly compared to a Fourier transform
that takes more time, the conversion depends mainly on the wavelet matrix, which can be calculated faster
than the Fourier matrix. The method of hiding information can also be used as DWT [15], [16]. The
process of converting wavelets is a simple idea. The original image is divided into 4 new sub-images.
Each sub-image is (25%) the original image by analyzing each image in different frequency bands with
varying degrees of accuracy.
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Each image is decomposed by four levels using the separate wavelet conversion at each level. (HH, HL,
LH) and Details (LL) Transactions, Rounding The sub picture appears in the upper right, lower left, and
lower right as an approximation of the original image because it contains high-frequency components of
the original image. As for the upper left sub-picture, it appears as the original image and looks smoother,
with the lower frequency components of the original image [17].
2.3 Median Filtering
Median and Nonlinear digital filtering is mostly used for noise removal of "spots" from ultrasound images
[18]. This method is effective and widely used in digital image processing because it maintains sharp
edges when noise is removed [19]. It calculates the median by sorting all pixel values from surrounding
neighborhoods in the numerical approach and then replaces corresponding pixels with the pixel value. The
median is also provided the simplicity of eliminating noise when compared with other filters. Especially
for ultrasound images, this filter is very important [18].
Table1 Unsorted Vectors
1
0
0
0
8
7
5
29
14
Taken the above example, unsorted vectors are (1, 0, 5, 0, 8, 29, 0, 7, 14), sorted vector are (0, 0, 0, 1, 5, 7,
8, 14, 29) Median value is 5. It is noted in Figure 1 that the images contain a higher percentage of noise
than the image (B) resulting in the results as shown below:
(A)

(B)

Figure 1 Applying Median Filter

(A) The original image before the implementation of the median filter
(B) Filtered image after the implementation of the median filter
When the median filter is applied to the proposed CUHF, an Input of 256*256 ultrasound images is
obtained. In the first step, the entire matrix of the image pixel is padded with zeros or ones on all sides.
Second, the frame will be an array, store the 3*3 neighbor value in the array, and sort the neighboring
pixels into order. Finally, replace the value of a center pixel with the median value from the list, the
enhanced filter is obtained.
2.4 Laplacian Filtering
Laplacian is considered as a two-dimension isotropies’ measure of the second spatial derivative of an
image. It highlights areas of fast intensity change and consequently often utilized for edge detection with
the technique of zero-crossing edge detectors. This filter is frequently applied on images that have first
been smoothed with something approximating a Gaussian filter to reduce its sensitivity to noise. Therefore
the two variants will be labeled together. A single gray level image is normally taken as an input and
generates another gray level of the image as output [20]. The Laplacian L(x,y) of an image with pixel
intensity values is, x & y are random variables, ə= an integral transform that converts a function of a real
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variable, I = integral maps a function from original to function space, the equation of Laplacian is given
below :
ə 

ə 

(, ) = ə  + ə



(1)

Equation 1 Laplacian Intensity Metric [21]

Because the input of the image appears as a set of discrete pixels, a discrete convolution kernel can be
approximated as second derivatives. Thus, in the definition of the Laplacian, small kernels could be
relatively sensitive to noise. The image is preferably Gaussian smoothed before applying the Laplacian
filter. This pre-processing step decreases the high-frequency noise contents before the differentiation step.
The combination of filters could lead to better results. [22] Proposed hybrid filter of image processing
approach which improves the Gabor function to execute the image classification. [23] Suggested a new
speckle-noise reduction algorithm in medical ultrasound images by combining a wavelet
transform and Laplacian filter. [24] suggested a hybrid median filter as a noise removal based non-liener
filter for image enhancement. It is suggested for Gaussian noise removal from the medical image. The
introduced hybrid filtering technique is for the removal of Gaussian noise from medical images. The
research conducted on extracting skeleton on Kinect images [25] supported the idea of combining filters to
reduce the noise and obtain better performance. This encouraged the researcher to try combining median
and Laplacian filters to remove the noise and detect edges of ultrasound images.
2.5 Feature Extraction
Extracting features is the most important step in image classification. It helps to extract the attribute of the
image as perfect as possible. [26] Described that the extraction of features of visual information from the
image and saves properties oriented in the database features. The feature extracting is originated to extract
visual information from the image and save oriented properties in the database features. Extract feature
finds the image description in the form value feature for each pixel. For a given image, the GLCM (GrayLevel Co-Occurrence Matrix) works by calculating how often pairs of pixels are made in images and then
extracting statistical measures from that matrix, in a given space relationship. Features can be derived
from the original image to be combined with the GLCM features. The derived from an image that has
been optimized and used as features to cluster the fabric of digital images [27]. The features are useful for
clustering and retrieving similar images and provide information on the distribution properties of the
density level of the Image. The tissue attributes are extracted from the common presence matrix and the
mathematical equations are given the textile profiles as shown in the algorithm of [28].
In addition, the original selected features of the fetuses are bi-parietal diameter (BPD), femur length (FL),
Liquor, Placenta, FH+ve, uterine wall contraction, congenital anomaly, longitudinal lie, single or twin,
contrast, entropy, diabetes. Moreover, the age of pregnancies was taken between (15 - 40) weeks of
pregnancy.
Feature Extraction Algorithm:
Input: “Number of image of ( mxn) gray scale image.
Output: 12 features.
Step 1: Select data set of image.
Step 2: Construct GLCM for images.
Step 3: Calculate feature from GLCM.
Step 4: Put all feature in matrix.
Step 5: Normalize feature.
Step 5.1: Calculates mean, variance, standard deviation, skewness for each feature.
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2.6 Fuzzy C – Mean Algorithm
Data mining algorithms have been used for improving many fields [29]. One of the most useful algorithms
is FCM. It is a method of clustering in which each data can be assigned to more than one cluster. It
involves allocating data points to clusters for instance items in the same cluster are as similar as possible,
while items fitting to different clusters are as dissimilar as possible. These similarity measures contain
distance, connectivity, and intensity. In hard clustering, data belong to different clusters, where each point
can only belong to precisely one cluster. In fuzzy clustering, data points can belong to many clusters.
Membership scores are allocated to each of the dataset points (tags). These membership scores refer to the
degree to which data points fit each group. Therefore, points on the edge of a cluster, with higher
membership scores, could be in the cluster to higher scores than refers in the center of the cluster. FCM
has been a very significant approach for image processing in clustering objects in images. In the last
decades, mathematicians presented the spatial term into the FCM algorithm to develop the accuracy of
clustering under noise [30].
Enhanced FCM has been utilized to distinguish between different actions using image-based features [31].
As a result, FCM is still the most spread for its practical success which can discover the basic skeletons of
data that are used in many engineering and scientific fields for example medical images and search for
biological data [32].
3. Proposed approach: CUHF to Enhance the Performance of Clustering.
This stage was performed through collecting images after the ethical approval is obtained of pregnancies
in the maternity hospital. An experimental methodology has been utilized to obtain the best results. The
used filters in the first experiments were produced unsatisfactory results because of low accuracy. All
filters are applied before implementing the FCM algorithm to remove noise as shown in Figure 2. We first
applied the LBP filter but undesirable results were obtained. Thus, to improve the performance of FCM,
we second applied the Median filtering technique on these images as a pre-processing step of noise
reduction. Afterward, Median & DWT are applied to the CUHF approach, the accuracy went slightly
better. (Median, DWT & LBP) are examined to obtain good results but undesirable accuracy is gained by
this integration. As shown in CUHF Algorithm, the attempt was to try one or a combination of the
determined filters to obtain the best results. After the selected features are extracted the CUHF allocates
the number of clusters i.e. Cn. In addition, the approach chooses the appropriate level of membership of
fuzziness m > 1. After initializing the partition matrix randomly U, the Calculation of the centers of
Vector (C^ ((k)) will be completed. Calculate the Euclidean distance ( ) to update fuzzy membership
matrix Uij, if the distance is less than the membership ε the approach must be stopped otherwise it should
return to the step of calculating the centers of Vectors. The best results are obtained by the proposed
(Median & Laplacian) ML when compared to other applied filters. The combination of filters is to
enhance the performance of clustering. ML is an integration of non-linear and linear filters. The attempt
was to remove the noise using the Median filter and then pass the result to the Laplacian filter to allocate
the fetus’s edges. ML produces better results for noise reduction, preservation of structures and key
details. The Hybrid Filter is used for de-noising and smoothing images as shown in
Figure 3 (B), whereas in the same figure (A) the image is still distorted. The filter fits in with the local
variation and the performance of the smoothing feature extraction.
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Start
(US) Ultrasound Image acquisition
Image Preprocessing

Local Binary Pattern (LBP)

Median Filter

Median & DWT Filters

Median,
DWT&LBP Filters

Feature Extraction
Dataset of images
Fuzzy C-Mean Algorithm

C2

C1
Results

End

Figure 2 The Proposed System CUHF

4. Results and Discussions

(A)
(B)
(A) The original image before the implementation of the Hybrid Filter
(B) Filtered image after the implementation of the Hybrid Filter
Figure 3 Applying Hybrid Filter
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To examine the accuracy of CUHF, tests were carried out using a dataset gained from Kadhimiya teaching
hospital.

Algorithm: CUHF
Input dataset: 100 ultrasound images.
Preprocess (Try filters):
1- LBP.
2- Median.
3- Median & DWT.
4- Median, DWT & LBP.
5- Median & Laplacian (ML).
Feature Extraction (FL, BPD, Liquor, Placenta, FH+ve, uterine wall contraction, congenital
anomaly, longitudinal lie, single or twin).
Dataset of images.
Fuzzy c-mean:
1: select the data set of feature extraction.
2: Select the number of clusters Cn.
3: Select an appropriate level of cluster fuzziness m > 1.
4: Initialize the partition matrix randomly, such that =    , () ∈ Mf c.
5: Calculate the cluster centers Vector  () =   ℎ () , using the expression given
below:
6: Calculate the Euclidean distance
7: Update fuzzy membership matrix. !"#  $ . % $ > 0,
then STOP; otherwise return to step 5
Results: c1 or c2

EXP1
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

EXP2

Female

Male

TP,TN

35

36

29

FP, FN

15

14

42

Accuracy

70

72

Female

Male

TP,TN

24

21

FP, FN

26

Accuracy

48

80
60
40
20
0

Figure 5 Median Filtering Results

Figure 4 LBP Results
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In the conducted experiments, the results of CUHF approach will be illustrated as a clustering of the fetal
sex, the determination of the ultrasound images is divided into 2 clusters. In addition, a total of 100 images
of the ultrasound device were used to measure the features dimensions 50 males and 50 female. This
section highlights the implementation of LBP, DWT, and combination of (Median & DWT), (Median,
DWT&LBP) and (Median & Laplacian) filters, and how the best results are obtained.
Figures displayed in the results section are to show the outcomes of the experiments conducted on the
proposed approach. It starts with the experiments of LBP and ends with the hybrid ML filter till the
research reached reasonable outcomes. For all charts, The “Accuracy” recaps the evaluation of FCM after
applying a filter of LBP, Median, Median & DWT, (Median, DWT & LBP), and proposed ML. TP, FP,
TN, FN refer to True Positive, False Positive, True Negative, and False Negative respectively. In addition,
Cluster1 and Cluster2 represent the images of the females and males respectively.

EXP4

EXP3
100
80
60
40
20
0

80
60
40
20
0

Female

Male

Female

Male

TP,TN

42

41

TP,TN

31

25

FP, FN

8

9

FP, FN

19

25

Accuracy

85

82

Accuracy

62

50

Figure 7 Median, DWT& LBP Filtering

Figure 6 Median & DWT’ Filtering

The initial experiment was conducted on the FCM algorithm to obtain reasonable clusters. FCM algorithm
on its own returns 20 TP & 19 FP which records 40% and 38% respectively. This research attempts to
enhance the performance of FCM by improving accuracy.
Experiment1: the bar chart in Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the LBP filter. From the chart, it clear that
cluster1 consists of (24) images which are clustered as a TP, whereas 26 of them are clustered as a FP
wrongfully. The Accuracy summarizes the evaluation of LBP respectively 48%, which is lowest among
the conducted experiments. Also, Cluster2 returned a 21 TN and 29 FN of males with an accuracy of 42%
which gave unsatisfactory results. Therefore more experiments are needed to obtain better results.
Experiment 2: From the chart in Figure 5, it is noticed that the accuracy of Median Filtering is 70% with
35 TP and 15 FP wrongfully clustered images, cluster1. In addition, in Cluster 2, 36 are clustered as a TN
and 14 FN with an accuracy of 72%. This gave a better accuracy compared to Experiment 1.
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The third experiment is conducted using Median & DWT filters. The outcomes show that cluster1 consists
of 42 TP whereas 8 are categorized as FP with an accuracy 85% as shown in Figure 6. Also, 41 TN and 9
FN of males are clustered with an accuracy of 82%, this gave a better accuracy compared to experiments 1
and 2.
The Fourth experiment (Median, DWT&LBP) is integrated. Figure 7 shows the results of cluster1 which
consists of 31 TP images, 19 FP with an accuracy of 62%. Clusters contained 25 TN and 25 FN which
indicates 50% accuracy. This outcome refers to the worst results compared to experiments 2 and 3 but
better than 1, which indicates that LBP could cause non-preferred results due to produce rather long
histograms, which slow down the recognition especially on image database.
In the fifth experiment, when the Median & Laplacian filter is applied to the CUHF approach, the
outcomes of cluster1, cluster2 consist of 45 TP, 5 FP, 47 TN, and 3 FN with the accuracy of 90% and 94%
respectively as shown in Figure 8. This gives the highest accuracy when compared to all the conducted
experiments in this study.

EXP5
100
50
0
TP,TN

Female

Male

45

47

FP, FN

5

3

Accuracy

90

94

Figure 8 ML Hybrid Filtering

The result in experiment 5 showed that the best method of clustering was obtained from the application of
the ML hybrid filter. The implementation of the median filter and Laplacian filter has directed the
experiments to the highest accuracy. In experiment 5, total accuracy in both Claster1 and Claster2 was
higher than the results obtained in experiments 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Besides, when using the median filter, the results were fairly good compared to LBP. (Median & DWT)
filter, the results were better compared to the accuracy when using the (Median, DWT & LBP), because it
is affected by the contours that are often (High Contrast). The greatly improved accuracy rate is obtained
in the proposed ML filter when the union of median and discrete wavelet was employed to match a target
of enhanced ultrasound images. The CUHF approach is presented with a path to take this research further.
5. Conclusion and Recommendations
This paper has presented a new approach, CUHF, to improve the performance of FCM clustering. The
CUHF approach uses a new hybrid filter ML as a process that produces far fewer clustered images than
would be produced from basic FCM. It uses a new approach to extracting important features to determine
the gender of the fetus in ultrasound images. The best ratings were obtained from the images for the ML
filter and the inability of the LBP images to give correct clustering. The experimental results have shown
that the advantages of CUHF over classic FCM when unrelated images are clustered. The outcome of the
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CUHF approach, cluster1, cluster2 returned 45 TP, 5 FP, 47 TN, and 3 FN with the accuracy of 90% and
94% respectively. This gives the highest accuracy when compared to all the conducted experiments in this
study. It is recommended to consider other methods such as Fourier Transform as well as the adoption of
other prediction algorithms e.g. SIFT to reduce the dimension in the field of clustering. Also, the Fuzzy
Neural Network for clustering fuzzy images can be used for a training net that can predict the gender of
the fetus in the early stages to obtain better results.
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Abstract. Air pollution has a wide and great influence on the concentration of constituents of
the atmosphere, which leads to many effects such as acid rains and global warming. In order to
avoid such unwanted adverse imbalances in the nature, designing an air pollution monitoring
system (APMS) is very important. This paper discussed the development of an effective
solution for monitoring the air pollution by making an Arduino-Based Air Pollution
Monitoring System (APMS( . Carbon monoxide and Carbon Dioxide concentration levels in
air were measured and monitored using MQ4 and MQ7 gas sensors and Arduino atmega
microcontroller. These sensors can detect many harmful gases and can be used for measuring
their amount very accurately .The concentrations of CO and CO2 in particle per million (PPM)
will be monitored and displayed on the LCD very easily. based on these measurements the
pollution level could be monitored, determined, and displayed .The experiments were carried
out using the developed wireless APMS under various physical conditions. The results showed
that the designed system collects reliable and reasonable real time pollution data .Three hour
sampling time was executed in each location. One of the logical functions that are widely used
is fuzzy logic . A fuzzy logic artificial intelligence for gas sensors is used which clarifies the
presence as well as the concentration of CO and CO2 efficiently. Fuzzy logic will gives the
decision about whether the air is polluted or unpolluted. This logic function we can process
some existing data into a form of output which can be in the form of a status or state of action
that will be performed by a tool .This proposed system will contribute in the construction of an
APMS in the outdoor or even in the indoor environment.
Keywords: Air pollution, Carbon monoxide, Carbon dioxide, Arduino, Gas sensors, Fuzzy
Logic, Membership Function

1. Introduction.
One of the world’s unembellished environment issues is air pollution. World Health Organization
(WHO) reported that, in developing countries there are about 3 million people died annually due to air
pollution [1]. The emergence of air pollution in many countries all over the world is a result of the
industrial growth and road transport [2]. Air pollution contributes in the climate change. Exposure to
CO gas leads to various and different health effects. This gas affects the central nervous systems, the
cardiovascular system, blood, and lungs [2]. Effect of CO depends on the physiological status, the
health of exposed person, exposure time and the pollutant concentration [3]. On the other hand CO2
gas can be considered as a basic indication for air quality. The concentration of CO2 is about 350 PPM
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
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in the outdoor atmosphere [4]. The main profits of APMS are improving the environment, reducing
costs, better risk control, better pollution detection, and reduced errors. The main artificial intelligence
methods of soft computing namely fuzzy logic, neural network and genetic algorithm have shown
great ability in solving complex non-linear system identification and control problems. Several
research efforts have been expended to use evolutionary methods as effective tools for system
identification. Among these methodologies, fuzzy rule based systems have been an active research
field for their unique ability to build models based on experimental data [4]. This paper is arranged as
follows: Section 2 contains the related works and Section 3 explains background theory. It also
explains the implementation of the system. Section 4 presents, demonstrates, and discusses the results
obtained from the developed system while Section 5 presents the conclusions of this proposed system.
2. Related works:
There are many studies and researches that have been proposed, analyzed, and published on the
subject of air pollution monitoring systems (APMS), such as [3], where concentrations of carbon
monoxide in indoor and outdoor air of Ghalyun cafes were measured using a portable gas meter
(Honeywell BW MAX XTII, Brandt Instruments, Inc. Canada). In [5], shows a Novel Fuzzy Logic
Model for Multiple Gas Sensor Array where the outputs from an integrated multiple gas sensor was
used to specifically select the presence and concentration of four gases namely Hydrogen, methane,
LPG and Carbon monoxide. In [6], the concept of IoT is used to monitor the air pollution using
MQ135 Gas sensor through Arduino Uno. In [7], the author attempts to develop an effective solution
for pollution monitoring using wireless sensor networks (WSN) on a real time basis namely real time
wireless air pollution monitoring system. Each of these studies has different methods, number of
sensors, types of machine learning, microcontrollers to realize of the APMS. In this paper, the carbon
dioxide (CO2) concentration and carbon monoxide (CO) concentration were monitored, and then the
readings were analyzed using fuzzy logic with several rules and memberships to decide the degree of
risk according to air pollution, and display the results and measurements of CO and CO2 and the
output of fuzzy logic. The Atmega microcontroller was used in this system. This proposed APMS may
participate in the development process of a comprehensive outdoor air pollution monitoring systems in
the future. It may also support indoor air pollution monitoring.
3. Background theory
3.1. Carbon monoxide (CO): It is a non–irritating, colorless, odorless, tasteless, poisonous and
Pollutant gas [7][8]. It may be emitted by anthropogenic or natural sources into the environment [3]. It is
formed when carbon (C) in fuels such as petrol, wood, coal, and natural gas hasn't burned completely.
Air quality may be affected by emitting sources of CO such as tobacco smoke, gas stoves, fireplaces,
and other types of fuel burners [2]. CO produces carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) through reacting with
blood hemoglobin molecules; this will reduce oxygen (O2) supplied to the body organs. The
concentration of COHb in blood is considered as an indicator for exposure to CO [2][9]. In this article
CO concentrations had been surveyed in the outdoor air in Baghdad; the capital of Iraq.
3.2. Carbon dioxide (CO2): It is a non-toxic, non-flammable, colorless, odorless, and non-reactive
gas. It is a naturally sub product of cellular respirational process and a as a result of burning the fossil
fuels. Exposure to high concentrations of CO2 may cause a risk to life [7]. In this article CO2
concentrations had been surveyed in the outdoor air in Baghdad; the capital of Iraq.
3.3. MQ7 Gas Sensor (CO Sensor): This is a low cost, simply used with extremely high sensitivity
for sensing Carbon Monoxide (CO) concentrations in the air. This sensor has the ability to sense and
detect CO-gas concentrations within a range from 20 to 2000 PPM wherever the sensor is placed.
MQ7 has fast time of response. The output of the sensor is the analog resistance of it. MQ7 sensor
consumes not more than 150 mA at a voltage of 5 V. It is very stable sensor with the characteristic of
long life. It is an ideal sensor to use for a CO alarm [7]. MQ7 Gas Sensor is shown in fig.1.
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Figure 1 MQ7 Gas Sensor (CO Sensor)
The sensitive material of MQ7 is SnO2 is. It has a low conductivity in the clean air. MQ7 can detect
CO at low temperatures when heated by 1.5V. The conductivity of MQ7 sensor is high along
whenever the gas concentration is rising. At high temperatures when the sensor is heated by 5.0V, it
will clean the gases which had been adsorbed at low temperatures. MQ7 can detect various gases that
contains CO. This sensor is very suitable to use for different applications [7].
3.4. MQ4 Gas Sensor (CO2 Sensor): The MQ4 gas sensor is using SnO2 as a sensitive material to
sense and detect combustible gasses which includes methane, propane, and butane. This gas sensor
can detect concentrations of methane / natural gas in the range of 200 PPM to 10,000 PPM. This range
is very suitable to detect gas leaks. MQ4 is simple and analog voltage interface that requires one
analog input pin only from the microcontroller. MQ4 is a perfect gas sensor for Air Pollution
Monitoring System (APMS) can sense CO2, smoke, NH3, Benzene, alcohol, and other gases. MQ4 is
a low cost gas sensor and it's suitable for many different applications [7]. MQ4 Gas Sensor is shown in
fig.2.

Figure 2 MQ4 Gas Sensor (CO2 Sensor)
MQ4 is a sensitive gas sensor to the changes in temperature. The variations in the readings of CO 2 are
small if it happened according to temperature changes. It's (<100 PPM) on the low range, and it's
(<1000 PPM) on the high range. These variations in the readings of CO2 due to the change in
temperature may become negligible as compared to the whole changes in concentration of CO2 if the
design was good. Sensor's accuracy can be improved to make the entire experiments in a constant
temperature if the sensor is calibrated at the desired temperature. MQ4 operates in temperatures within
the range 20-30C, but it may be used outside this range [5].
3.5 Arduino:
Arduino is a flexible micro-controller and a development environment that is used for controlling
devices and reading data from all types and categories of sensors. It's simple, extensible; also it has a
great success, wide adoption and spread between users. The previous properties of Arduino lead to
continuous development of several software libraries and hardware extensions which enable it to
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communicate wirelessly as well as using wires with the Internet. Arduino is an open hardware
platform. Sensors do the function of collecting data from the surrounded environment and generating
information to raise awareness about the context by monitoring any change in the environment, then
the corresponding things will make the needed responses. Here, using the MQ4 and MQ7 gas sensor
gives the ability to monitor various kinds of dangerous gases and Arduino mega 2560 microcontroller
considered as the heart of Air Pollution Monitoring System (APMS) because it controls the entire
monitoring process. Arduino mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega2560. It has
54 digital input / output pins where 15 of them can be used as PWM outputs, 16 analog inputs, 4
UARTs (hardware serial ports), a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a power jack, a USB connection, an ICSP
header as well as a reset button. Arduino contains all the things that are needed for supporting the
microcontroller. It can be connected simply and easily to a computer using a USB cable. Arduino also
can be powered with a battery or an AC-to-DC adapter to get started [6]. The tracking APMS was
developed in order to monitor air pollution even at the remote and far sites accurately. APMS is very
helpful for those who are involved in monitoring the environment. Arduino-Based APMS uses the
required data to adjust air parameters on time and to update the risk of environmental parameters
during the standard period of time. In addition to that, Arduino-Based APMS and its sensors readings
of measurements relevant to environmental parameters can be employed in a very efficient manner to
detect the carbon monoxide concentration (CO) and carbon dioxide concentration (CO2). Arduino
Mega is shown in fig.3.

Figure 3 Arduino Mega

3.6. Fuzzy Logic:
The approach of Fuzzy logic (FL) has been introduced by the artificial intelligence researcher Lotfi A.
Zadeh in 1965. FL methodology focuses on the purpose of making a decision for deficient data with a
concept named true or false and the degrees of truth. The fuzzy logic set includes the classical set
[9][10]. The fuzziness of elements had been implemented using membership functions in the set of
solution which is based on experiment regardless knowledge. The membership function is
implemented using the methodology of weighted rate inside fuzzy logic interference system
[11][12][13].

4. The designed system and implementation
4.1 Proposed system architecture:
In this paper an Arduino-Based Air Pollution Monitoring System (Arduino-Based APMS) was
designed and implemented with the use of Fuzzy logic as a type of artificial intelligence as shown in
Fig 4. The data collected using MQ4 and MQ7 sensors is analyzed by the method of FL and graphs
based on the fuzzy inferences had been also generated using this method. Using FL has many
advantages like there isn’t any need for many data sets for analyzing the collected data. The second
advantage of using FL is its power of interpretation as well as its simplicity [10][14][15]. The approach of
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Mamdani Fuzzy Inference (MFI) is a simple and a commonly used Fuzzy methodology [13]. The MFI
structure depends on the operations of min-max. MFI method has a wide spread acceptance. It is a
well suited method for human inputs. The output of MFI can be transferred easily to a linguistic form
[13]
. In this system we can monitor air pollution using Arduino and gas sensors that available locally to
monitor gases such as Carbon monoxide (CO) and Carbon dioxide (CO2) which considered so
dangerous and harmful gases to people. This APMS will display the concentration of CO and CO2 in
PPM on LCD so we can observe and monitor them very easily. Measurements of CO and CO2
concentration levels were taken in the Iraqi capital, Baghdad. Different measurements were made
within different times during day and night. The reading were recorded and displayed such that there
is 2 minutes between each reading and another. The information obtained from these gas sensors is
recorded then will be sending to the destination device through the Arduino atmega microcontroller.
The level of air pollution can be viewed by people wirelessly using this method. APMS will reduce
cost, it's reliable and a very comfortable system to use it for any place to monitor these gases.

Figure 4 APMS architecture
In this paper the outputs were produced using a fuzzy rule based system according to the inputs for the
system. Two input parameters had been entered to the APMS. The first input is CO concentration and
it consists of 2 membership functions. The second input is CO2 concentration and it consists of 3
membership functions. The output of APMS is the degree of pollution and it consists of 3 membership
functions.
All the membership functions of inputs and output were graphed in Matlab using the trapezoidal
function. The membership function for CO concentration is demonstrated in Fig. 5 with the parameters
low and high to analyze CO concentration whereas Fig. 6 shows the membership function for CO2
concentration with the parameters low, medium and high for analyzing CO2 concentration. In Fig. 7
the membership function for output is shown with the parameters low, medium and high to analyze it.

Figure 5 membership function of CO concentration
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Figure 6 membership function of CO2 concentration

Figure 7 membership function of the output
The number of fuzzy rules that governed the APMS is 6 and it's determined according to the given
membership function of the parameters as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Fuzzy rules of the APMS input and output parameters

No.

Input

Output

CO concentration

CO2 concentration

degree of pollution

1

Low

Low

Low (Normal air)

2

High

Low

High (Low level of pollution)

3

Low

Medium

Medium (Low level of pollution)

4

High

Medium

High (Air is polluted)

5

Low

High

High (Low level of pollution)

6

High

High

High (Air is polluted)

Fig. 8 shows the Fuzzy Logic Inference System where CO and CO2 concentrations are the inputs of
the system. Fuzzification and Defuzzification methods were carried out and the degree of pollution is
the output of APMS.
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Figure 8 Fuzzy Inference System
4.2 Implementation of APMS:
Figure 9 shows the connections between of the LCD and the Arduino microcontroller board through
the VCC, GND, SDA and SCL pins also the figure shows how to connect the sensors MQ4 and MQ7
to the power (5v) and ground through wires, while the wire that transfers information of the CO
concentration sensor was connected to one of the analog pins (A0) and the information wire of the
CO2 concentration sensor was connected by wire to the analog pin (A1) of the Arduino. The power of
the Arduino microcontroller can be supplied in the following three ways, the 1st way is by laptop using
the USB port and the 2nd way is by using an external adapter which connected to the power jack in the
microcontroller and the 3rd way is by using batteries that are connected to Vin port.

Figure 9 Installation of Arduino-Based APMS circuit
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5. Results and discussion.
The developed Arduino-Based Air Pollution Monitoring System (APMS) is checked using different
measurements in different situations and conditions from normal and common states to abnormal and
uncommon states of air. These different tests and results shows minimum error rate and high accuracy
in sensing CO and CO2.
Through the experiments that had been carried in several times and conditions, it had been noticed that
when the levels of air pollutions (CO and CO2 concentrations) are within the normal range, APMS
gives a low risk notification whereas if one of the levels of CO and CO2 concentrations is not within
the normal range and the pollution is in risky levels, APMS will give a risk notification which is
appropriate to the data as shown in fig.10, so people who involves with air pollution will be able to
know how dangerous the situation is, in very easy and high speed way, in order to do the necessary
measurements.

Figure 10 Implementation of Arduino-Based APMS circuit

6. Conclusion and future work.
The risk of environmental pollution can be reduced when Arduino and gas sensors are used in
detecting air pollution with the aid of an intelligent fuzzy logic system. Arduino can enable easy and
simple integration with air pollution monitoring sensors (MQ4 and MQ7 gas sensors). This paper
demonstrates a very simple and easy-to-use system. The libraries of fuzzy logic system which is found
in the Arduino mega microcontroller software was used to analyze the data and information recorded
from MQ4 and MQ7 sensors, and then it gives the decision about the risk directly. Using Arduino
made the information of the APMS to be recorded for all of those who are involved with
environmental monitoring. It's appeared from this experiment that using APMS gives good results that
one can rely on it. APMS is easy, quick, and accurate system. It can be used for monitoring
everywhere and for any period of time without any obstacles or problems.
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Abstract. Animal detection techniques are one of the researcher's interests and challenge.
There are many difficulties faces by the researchers in this field that reduce the detection
performance and efficiency, such as variation of image illumination, animal occlusion, the
similarity of animal colors with background environment, etc.
Multi-label Image Detection and classification of Mammals animals is the goal of this paper
which we proposed to achieve in this proposal by using Single Shot Multi-Box Detector (SSD)
and MobileNet v1 coco_2017 model. Localizing and classifying multiple objects (animals) of
the Mammal category in digital images is another goal. The suggested SSD is regarded as a
more accurate, fast, and efficient way to detect objects of different sizes based on deep learning
technology.
In this proposal, we used 2000 images in the network were collected from the standard dataset
(such as Caltech 101) and the net. The SSD framework improves the detection and recognition
processes of Convolution Neural Network (CNN). During the prediction time, the network
introduces scores to the presence of every object class and bounded each object in the image
with a box. Each box has a label that indicates the type of the object and the score represents
the probability of the relationship of the object to that type. Boxes during the process are
modified for getting the best matching to the object's shape. The experimental results of this
work proved the efficiency of classifying and detecting animals even in the variation of
illumination, pose, and occlusion. Detection and classification accuracy is up to 98.7 %. This
suggestion is more reliable and accurate than other similar works and detects a wide range of
Mammals animals, unlike other similar works.
Keywords: Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Networks, Animals Classification,
Mammals, Reptiles.

1. Introduction
Visual monitoring in animal scenes is currently one of the most distinguished research issues in the
field of Computer Vision (CV), but the ways of detecting and understanding dynamic objects are still
inaccessible [1], [2]. Animal detection methods are helpful to solve various problems such as prevent
risky animal intrusion in a residential area [3]. It is also a part of a large work for a robot to detect and
classify objects in critical situations such as natural disasters or other accidents which need to different
objects such as human, animal and other [4]. Another example is self-driving cars, for which
accurately detecting pedestrians, animals, street signs, or other vehicles, is a crucial feature when
maximizing the safety of such systems. As well, it provides a great value in biomedical laboratories by
monitoring laboratory animals using a powerful following method which can extract a rodent from a
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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frame under an uncontrolled environment [5]. Furthermore, it increases the efficiency and productivity
of laboratory staff by reducing the time spent in direct monitoring of animals, also, to have a better
understanding of animal behavior. Deep (CNN) or ConvNet has accomplished important success in
the computer vision field, like target detection, target tracking, image classification, and semantic
image segmentation [6]. It is a multi-layered neural network with a special architecture to detect
complex features in data. Object detection means to predict the location of an object along with its
category in static images which is one of the most critical computer vision problems [7], [8]. It often
uses extracted characteristics and learning algorithms to identify the object belonging to a certain
category of objects in a static image [9]. Several types of CNNs are existing; MobileNet is considered
as one of the important applications for this type of CNN networks [10]. The architecture of
“Depthwise Separable Convolutions” greatly decreases the number of parameters compared to the
normal CNN that has the same depth. This results in lightweight neural networks. The MobileNetSSD Model is a Single-Shot Multibox Detection (SSD) used as the pre-trained models for detecting
and classification multi animals in difficult cases like detect part of an animal in lighting/illumination
conditions [11], [8]. This combining between them gives us fast and sufficient performance to detect
and classify the object. This architecture is more suitable for mobile and vision-based mobile
applications where there is a lack of computing power [12]. SSD approach utilizes deep neural
network technique to detect and classify the target objects and this limits the output area for bounding
boxes in the default boxes set over different aspect ratios and scales per each spatial position of the
feature map. At the prediction time, the network introduces scores to the presence of each object class
in every default box. As well, it inserts modification to these boxes for getting the best matching of the
object's shape. Then, the current network collects predictions from multi-feature maps with various
scales for handling objects of different volumes.
1.1.
Research Problem
Animal detection and recognition is still a challenging task at the moment and there is no distinctive
technique that provides a strong and efficient solution to all situations.
To summarize some of these challenges as follows:
1.
The great variation in the appearance and the size of animals belonging to a particular
category.
2.
Lighting / Illumination Conditions: The image color of the picture is highly susceptible to light
intensity and light direction variations.
3.
Detect and classify animals are placed in arbitrary poses in the cluttered and the occluded
environment, and in rotate states.
1.2.
Paper Contributions
The contributions of this paper are presented in this section as follows:
1.
Detecting the single and multi-animals of the Mammals category and also no animal category
in case there is no mammal animal inside the image.
2.
Detecting all types of the mammals' category.
3.
Detecting and classifying the animals when the variation of image light/illumination, in a
blurry and dark image.
2.
Related Work
This section briefly presents the existing related works on the classification and tracking of animals.
Norouzzadeh, et al. (2018) trained Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs) to recognize,
amount, and describe behaviors of 48 species in 3.2 million images (Dataset Snapshot Serengeti). This
neural network automatically recognized animals with 93.8% accuracy. Their results suggested that
Deep Learning (DL) enables an inexpensive, large-scale, unobtrusive, and real-time gathering of
wealth information around large numbers of wild animals. To test how best DL can automatic
information elicitation from images of the camera trap, they collected millions of labeled data from the
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Snapshot Serengeti (SS) dataset, the latest development of (DNN) engineering, and modern
supercomputing [13].
Verma and Gupta (2018) focused on monitoring and analysis of wildlife through detection of the
animal from natural scenes obtained by camera trap networks. They implemented a model of animal
recognition using a self-learned feature of feature Deep CNN. Then this set of features was used for
the process of classification using the state of art algorithms of Machine Learning (ML), which
supported k-nearest neighbor, vector machine, and ensemble tree. Their results presented an accuracy
of 91.4% [14].
(Schneider, et al. 2018) proposed network to train and compare two classifiers of deep learning object
detection, Faster YOLO v2.0, and R-CNN to recognize, classify, and localize species of animals
within images of camera-trap using datasets. The results were with average accuracies of 93.0% and
76.7% on the two datasets [15].
Xuefeng Liu et al. (2019) suggested a MobileNetV2-based embedded system combined with deep
learning and learning transfer. This model aims to classify images of marine animals in an efficient
way and in real-time. Firstly, these images were collected by using a robot equipped with a built-in
device underwater. Subsequently, the proposed model has been created depending on CNN according
to the images of "marine animals" which could guarantee the requirements in real-time.
Then, for further enhance rankings, learning transfer was used. After that, the model was trained using
selected images of marine animals. Lastly, this trained model has been applied in the embedded
devices and categorized underwater images of marine animals in real-time [16].
Deboleena Roy, et al. (2020) proposed an adaptive hierarchical network architecture made up of
DCNNs which can evolve and learn as new data becomes available. This network organized the
incrementally accessible data into feature-oriented super-classes and enhanced it by applying selfgrowth functionality to existing hierarchical CNN models. Compared to fine-tuning a deep network,
the proposed hierarchical model achieved an important reduction in training effort while retaining
competitive accuracy on CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100 [17].
3.
SSD MobileNet Pre-Trained Model
MobileNet SSD model is one of the pre-trained models which includes integrating the SSD and
MobileNet model [18]. SSD is a popular algorithm used as an object detector while Mobilenet is a
convolutional neural network used as a features extractor to produce high-level features [19]. It is pretrained on some public datasets like the Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset for detecting
and classifying multi-objects. The architecture of the SSD MobileNet model is lightweight in its
architecture which is more suitable for mobile and embedded based vision applications where there is
a lack of computing power. This architecture was proposed by Google. It uses depthwise separable
convolutions which basically means it performs a single convolution on each colour (input) channel
rather than combining all three and flattening it.
The pointwise convolution then applies a 1×1 convolution to combine the outputs of the depthwise
convolution. This factorization has the effect of drastically reducing computation and model size [20],
[21].
This type of convolution divides the resulting output into two layers: a separate filtration layer, and a
combination layer. The combination of these two layers will reduce the size of the model, thereby
decreasing computational power requirements. A pre-trained model transfers the learned features or
weights to begin the tuning process, and it allows the object detector to be trained with a limited
amount of training. It is a very common and powerful method for the technique of deep learning of
small image datasets which is to usage a pre-trained network [18].
4.
SSD MobileNet Architecture
CNN in SSD is fully convolutional, based on MobileNet which serves as the backbone network [22].
Next, many additional CONV layers gradually decrease in size [23]. To detect smaller objects, the SSD
uses extra shoaly layers with higher accuracy. For objects of various sizes, SSD detects multi metrics
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by working on multiple convolution feature maps, each of which has the appropriate bounding boxes
that predict dozens of categories and box offsets [24], [25]. In SSD, for the primacy of every object
category inside each bounding box, a score is generated, followed by adjusting the bounding box to best
match the shape of the object before detection [11]. SSD accomplishes its goal with the help of the
multi-tasking loss function which represents the difference between the predicted and actual values
[24]. It is created for getting the minimal of that function for optimizing the model and improving the
accurate predictions. SSD is a feed-forward CNN. it associates each cell in the feature maps used for
prediction with a set of the default bounding boxes (it is called also anchors) [24]. The algorithm
predicts the offsets relative to a default box in the cell and a confidence score that expresses the
presence of a target object class inside the default box [22]. For making the bounding box detectors
particular, so each detector tries to predict just one object and various detectors will find various
objects. SSD assigns each bounding box's detector to a particular position in the image. In this manner,
detectors learn to specify objects at specific locations. MobileNet SSD model is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: MobileNet SSD Model [26]
5.
Research Methodology
The multi-label image classification model is proposed for detecting and classifying multiple objects
(animals) of the Mammal category in static images. SSD MobileNet v1 model is used in this work,
figure 2 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed model.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed model
5.1. Pre-processing Stages for Deep Learning
The most common parameters for input image data are the number of images, number of channels,
image height, and image width. Several steps of images pre-processing should be implemented before
using it in deep learning:
a.
Standard aspect ratio image scaling
b.
Normalize the input image to the range of (0, 1) and reduce the dimension of the image to
meet the standard range value and dimension for the SSD network.
c.
Image Augmentations Techniques are used in this work to solve some of the challenges facing
the detection and classification of the animal in static images, for example, when the animal may
appear truncated or partially occluded, the animals may change their shape, or problem of
Lighting/Illumination Conditions.
5.2.
Proposed Method of Multi-Label Image Classification
The proposed method of Multi-Label Image Classification is used for the following:
1. Classification + Localization: Classifying an image as a mammal category or no animal, also,
localizing the target object inside the image to locate the main object in an image.
2. Object Detection: Detecting all types of mammal categories and drawing bounding boxes around
them. Figure 3 shows the localization, classification, and detection of two samples of our results by this
method.
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Figure 3: Localization, classification, and detection object (animal)
In this research, the SSD MobileNet v1 model is used to detect and classify multiple (objects) animals
of mammal’s class even in difficult cases like detecting part of the animal in lighting/ illumination
conditions. Both MobileNets and Single Shot Multibox Detection (SSD) are combined and pre-trained
on the COCO_2017 dataset for detecting and classifying multiple objects in difficult cases. It is an
efficient CNN architecture for mobile and applications of embedded vision [19].
The Common Objects in Context (COCO) dataset is the public dataset used widely to address the issue
of large training datasets and to train models to depend on the image and to overcome of data
limitations problem provided by Microsoft. Presently, this dataset performs like some of the best object
detection data. It includes (300,000) segmented images with (80) various object categories with highly
accurate location labels. This combination of SSD and MobileNet has achieved fast detection speed
while maintaining high detection quality. The dataset used in this work includes 2000 colored images in
different sizes like (128 x 128, 256 x 256, 512 x 512, 1024 x 1024) pixels of two categories (Mammal
category and no animal category).
This model pre-processes the images by resizes the input image sizes into 300×300 pixels to meet the
requirements of the SSD mobile net model. This new size of images is used for the process of detection.
Detection performs with localizing and classifying multiple objects in still images.
The outputs of the proposed model represent four matrixes which mapped to the indices 0 - 3,
(Locations, Classes, Scores, and No. of detections) as shown in table 1. 20 epochs have been selected
during the network training.

Table 1. The model outputs
Index

Name

Description

0

Locations

1

Classes

They represent (floating-point values which fall in the range [0 – 1]), where object
location represents the “top, left, bottom, right” of the bounding boxes at the model.
A matrix of two integers is output as floating-point values [0 – 1], every index
referring to the class label index for the labels file.

2

Scores

An array of two floating values which are between 0 and 1 represents the probability
of detecting a class.

3

No. of
detections

A matrix of length one implicates the term “floating-point value” which is the entire
No. of detection results for two objects detected.
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5.3.
Algorithm of SSD Detection
The steps of the SSD algorithm which used in this work are as follow:
Input: RGB image.
Output: Represent four matrices that are mapped to the indices 0 - 3 (Locations, Classes, Scores, and
No. of detections).
1.
Apply CONV Layers to extract features at different sizes using various filters to get Feature
Maps.
2.
Get various feature maps at different sizes as output to fed SSD.
3.
From each spatial location in Feature Maps, generate MultiClass Classification and Bounding
Box Regression.
4.
Add CONV layers to get smaller feature maps and continue the steps of detection.
5.
Filter the bounding boxes by using IoU metrics, and the hard negative mining.
6.
Compute the loss using a collection of classification (softmax), and detection (smooth L1).
5.4.
Proposed Model Architecture
Our architecture of the Single Shot MultiBox Detector MobileNet model is based on (Depthwise
Separable Convolutions) which is divided into two CONV layers, one layer for the filtering and the
other for combining. The MobileNet model implements a single default filter for each neural input
channel to initiate feature extraction. After the Depthwise Convolution, a (1 × 1) Pointwise
Convolution follows to incorporate the Depthwise Convolution output. All these separable layers are
followed by the batch norm, and ReLU nonlinearity expects the last (FC) layer that feeds into a
softmax layer to classify as having no nonlinearity.
Filters on Mobilenet work for each color channel separately unlike the traditional CNN, and later
combine the three results in one value. This factorization has the effect of drastically reducing
computation and model size.
In this proposed model, (32, 64) filters with sizes (5 x5) are used to extract features from the input
images followed by 2 max-pooling (pool size=2). Figure 4 illustrates the proposed model SSD
MobileNet.

Figure 4: Proposed model SSD MobileNet V1
The model is extended by many convolutional layers. In SSD, the priority of creating a bounding box
is to the target object with a high score. And then adjusting the bounding box according to the
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location, scale, and aspect ratios to get the best match to the shapes of the object (to the ground truth
boxes).
During training time, each feature map is used for predicting bounding boxes and the variety in the
size of the feature map allows object detection with various accuracy. Boxes are filtered by IoU
metrics and Hard Negative Mining. IoU is a perfect metric to measure the overlap between the
predicted box and the ground-truth as computed in equation (1) and as shown in figure 5. The ideal
value between them has a 100% IoU, but particularly, the result over 50% is commonly considered a
correct prediction. Finally, the predicted box will be determined with maximum overlap with ground
truth.

𝐼𝑜𝑈 =

𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛

…………………………………………………………….....…(1)

Figure 5: Intersection over union (IOU)
Loss Function is used in this model which is the weighted sum of the loss of confidence “𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 ” and
loss of localization “𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐 ”, as shown in equation 2.
1
𝐿(𝑥, 𝑐, 𝑙, 𝑔) = 𝑁 (𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑐) + 𝑎𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐 (𝑥, 𝑙, 𝑔))…………………………………….… (2)
Where:
𝐿𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 : loss of confidence
𝐿𝑙𝑜𝑐 : loss of localization
𝑁: number of matched default bounding boxes.
α: the weight for the localization loss.
𝑙: predicted box
𝑔: ground truth box
𝑐: class score
X: Input image
6.
Experiment Results
The input images used in this model is RGB, and the dataset used consists of 2000 different images.
1000 images were selected for each category (mammals, and no animal). The proposed method was
evaluated by the following tests:
6.1.
Detection and Classification Single Animal from Different Types of Mammals
In this test, 1000 images of mammals included different types of mammals such as a dog, cat, deer,
bear, rabbit, etc. have been selected. This proposed model has detected and classified all types of
mammal categories in images and bounded them by a box successfully as shown in figure 6.
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Figure 6: Detection and classification of the single animal from different types of Mammals
6.2.
Detection and Classification Single Object of no animal Category
In this test, 1000 images of no animal category which include different types of objects belong to no
animal category have been used. This model has detected and classified the objects of this category in
images and bounded them by a box successfully as shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: Detection and classification of a single object of no animal’s category
6.3.
Detection and Classification Multi animals of Mammals Category
In this test, the model has detected and classified the multi similar and different animals of mammals
in one image successfully and bounded them by a box as shown in figure 8.

Different animals

Similar animals

Figure 8: Detection and classification multi animals of mammals Category
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6.4. Detection and Classification Multi Objects of no animal Category
In this test, the model has detected and classified multi objects of no animal category and bounded
them by a box successfully as shown in figure 9.

Figure 9: Detection and classification multi objects of no animal category
6.5. Detection and Classification Parts of Mammals in Image
In this test, the model has been detected and classified parts of animals displayed in the image
successfully, figure 10 shows samples of the detected cut parts of animals.

Figure 10: Detection and classification cut parts of animal
6.6. Detection and Classification Mammals with Rotate Their Shapes
In this test, the proposed model has detected and classified the Mammals even in case of rotating their
shapes in image and bounding them by box successfully as shown in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Detection and Classification Mammals with Rotate Their Shapes
6.7. Detection and Classification the Animals from Dark Images
In this test, the model has detected and classified the animals from dark images successfully and
bounding them by a box successfully as shown in figure 12.

Figure 12: Detection and classification of the Animals from Dark Images
6.8. Detection and Classification of the Animals from Blurry Images
This model tested to detect and classify the animals from blurry images; the model successfully
detected and classified the animals in the blurry image as shown in figure 13.
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Figure 13: Detect and classify animals from blurry images
7. Comparison Between the Proposed Work Against the Others
Most studies are only detecting the specific types of a certain category but they are not detecting all
types of animals that belong to a certain category. These studies also are not detecting a part of
(object) animal in image, and are not detecting the objects in the dark images or under variation of
illumination conditions. Most of them have not collected images; they used the online ImageNet
dataset. Table 2 shows a comparison between the proposed work against the other works.

Table 2: Comparison between the proposed work against the other works
No.

Research Goal

[27]

Detecting of large fauna in the open
savannah of "Maasai Mara National
Reserve, Kenya from very altitude
resolution GeoEye-1 satellite" images.
Identifying, and recognizing the
animal images for Monitoring of
Automated Wildlife” Bird, Rat,
Bandicoot, Rabbit, Mouse, Cat”.
Recognizing and classifying animals
located in "Slovak country" which is
called "wolf, fox, brown bear, deer,
and wild boar".
Detecting
animals
in
images,
identifying species, and counting them.

[28]

[29]

[13]

Method

Test
Accuracy

By combining the features of "pixels
based and object-based approaches of 90-96%
image classification".
94.2 %
Using Deep CNNs.
Using a collection of some approaches
“SIFT - Scale-invariant feature
transform, SURF - Speeded Up Robust
Features”.
Applying DNNs to automatically
extract features from the images in the
wild animal's dataset called "Snapshot
Serengeti (SS) dataset".

12

(50 , 80,
86)%

93.8%
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[30]

Detecting and monitoring cattle with a Using (CNNs) for recognizing the
drone.
objects taken in the images.

[6]

Tracking a
zebraﬁsh.

[7]

[33]

[12]

The
proposed
work

group

unmarked Suggesting a "semi-automatic multiorganism tracking method" for dealing
with partial blockages by using
Kalman Filter to keep tracking of
every animal.
Detecting and classifying “bear, hog, Using CNN, this model is compared to
fox, deer, and wolf”, in the image.
high image recognition approaches
like, “Principal Component Analysis,
Local Binary Patterns Histograms,
Linear Discriminant Analysis, and
Support Vector Machine”.
Monitoring pets as dogs in smart cities Using the Learning Technique “Oneutilizing animal biometrics.
Shot Similarity (OSS) via distance
metric.
Developing a detector that analyses the Using CNN “ SSD MobileNet V2”.
images of video from camera traps in
real-time. These images are related to
"rhinoceros, humans and a set of six
common large animals in the African
savannah".
Detecting, localizing, and classifying The proposed method used a “CNNs
mammal in an image. Also, solve the training, combine with pre-trained
problems of detecting animals in case Single Shot Detector (SSD) MobileNet
of part of an animal in image, various v1 architecture”.
illumination environment, and blurry
image.

87%

of

87.85%

97%

96.87%

90%

98.7%

8. Conclusions
In this work, the SSD and Mobilenet-v1 are proved as an accurate and fast method for detection,
classification, and localization the animal in static images.
Most other studies are only detecting the specific types of a certain category but they are not detecting
all types of animals that belong to the Mammals category as we did in the current proposal.
Several tests have been done in the SSD MobileNet v1 model, and the model has achieved good
results in the detection and classification of the object (animal). The results were very effective, the
accuracy of detection using 20 epochs was up 98.7% which is promising compared with the other
works.
This model successfully detected and classified the single and multiple objects in the static images.
Moreover, this model successfully detected and classified the animal in different illumination such as
dark and blurry images. Also, it could detect and classify the animal when there is a part of the animal
in the image. Each object in the image was detected and bounded by boxes, besides labeling it.
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Abstract. The art of preventing the detection of hidden information messages is the way that
steganography work. Several algorithms have been proposed for steganographic techniques. A
major portion of these algorithms is specified for image steganography because the image has a
high level of redundancy. This paper proposed an image steganography technique using a
dynamic threshold produced by the discrete cosine coefficient. After dividing the green and
blue channel of the cover image into 1*3-pixel blocks, check if any bits of green channel block
less or equal to threshold then start to store the secret bits in blue channel block, and to increase
the security not all bits in the chosen block used to store the secret bits. Firstly, store in the
center of the block and then store another bit in the write or left bit depended on differences
between them.
The proposed method was applied to many color images and many measurement terms used to
show the efficiency of it. The experiment result showed good result that the PSNR = 53.76,
MSE = 0.273, SSIM= 0.999, with embedding rates 0.55
Key Words: Steganography, DCT, and Least Significant Bit (LSB)

1. Introduction
Steganography is the technique of covered writing [1] it tends to hide the digital message with the
digital data of different carriers’ media, the carrier’s media may be audio, image, movie, etc. [2,3]. For
hiding secret information inside an image, several algorithms have been proposed. The main important
element used in image steganography is carrier image also known as cover-image; it is the media to
hide the secret information by using some embedding algorithms. Embedding algorithm: it is
combining the cover image with the secret information. Stego -image: it is the image obtained after
embedding the secret message that is the goal of the image steganography technique. The two images
(the stego -image and cover image) must have the same quality and without distorting the quality of
the cover image [4].
Steganography techniques can be done into two types of domains: spatial and frequency domain. In
the spatial domain technique, the secret information is embedded directly in pixels of the image.
Where in the frequency domain also known as the transform domain, the image is transformed, and
then the secret information is embedded in it [5].
The most common and simplest steganography method is the Least Significant Bit. It is a spatial
domain substitution process where the secret message is hidden in the least significant bit pixels of the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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cover image [6]. Various algorithms for steganography hide a large number of secret information in
the first least significant bits of the cover-image pixels. Because the sensitivity of the human visual
system is very weak, the Presence of the hidden secret information unable to be noticed [7]. If the
message is simply hidden in the least significant bits of the Sequential pixels, it can be easily
destroyed by filtering, compression, or a less than size transmutation to get the original hidden
message. So, this technique must be modified and combined with another transform to resist any
stego-analysis methods [8] transformation technique based on the covert the cover image from the
spatial domain into frequency coefficients by manipulation of the orthogonal transform of the image
through using different transformation techniques like Discrete Cosine Transformation DCT [9].
This paper proposed a method that combines the Least Significant Bit (LSB) and Discrete
Cosine Transform (DCT). This is done by separate the color image into RGB channels and then
applying DCT transform on the green channel to find the dynamic threshold by using the DCT
coefficient. The dynamic threshold used to select the block to hide text data in the blue channel based
on the absolute differences between the value on the pixels in the block, The pixels in the block of
cover image satisfying the threshold condition are not in Sequential locations makes this proposed
method stronger and secured. The rest of the research is ordered as follows; Section 2 illustrated the
discrete cosine transform with its general equation. Section 3 described the proposed algorithm with
its block diagram, performance measurement explained in Section 4 and the corresponding
simulations and discussions are done in section5. Finally, the conclusion of the paper was given in
section 6.
2. Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
For image and signal processing DCT is orthogonally transformed with many advantages such as little
in bit error rate and high compression ratio with good in both synthetic effects of calculation
complexity and information integration ability. It broke the image into three frequency bands the low,
high, and mid as in Fig1 [8,9].

Fig 1. The DCT transform of An Image
The one-dimension DCT equation (k data items) is:
F(u)=𝛼(𝑢) ∑𝑘−1
𝑥=0 𝑓(𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑠 ⌊

(2𝑥+1)𝑢𝜋
2𝑘

⌋

(1)

for u = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K-1.
The two-dimension DCT equation (k by L image) is [10]:
𝐾−1
F(u, v)=𝛼(𝑢)𝑎(𝑣) ∑𝑘−1
𝑥=0 ∑𝑦=0 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) cos [

(2𝑥+1)𝑢𝜋
(2𝑦+1)𝑢𝜋
] 𝑐𝑜𝑠 [ 2𝐾 ]
2𝐾

(2)

for u,v = 0, 1, 2, . . . , K-1 Here, the input image is of size K × L. The pixel intensity is f(i, j);
and DCT coefficient is F(u,v).
Broken the image into 8 by 8 blocks pixels and applying DCT to each block Through working
left to right, top to bottom is how to used DCT in steganography [11].
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3. Proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm used the discrete cosine transform on the cover image. The DCT transform
was applied on the green of the color cover image, calculate the threshold for each row, divide the blue
channel and green channel into non overlapping block 1*3 and then check if any bits of green channel
block less or equal to threshold then store one of the secret bits in center of blue channel block and the
other in right or left according to the differences between the pixels. This way is ensuring secret bits is
non embedding in consecutive pixels, which increase the security. Final step in the proposed method
applied inverse DCT transform on green channel and combined it with blue channel after embedding
and red channel to get the stego- image as shown in Fig 2 and explain the hiding for two bit of secret
text in example as shown in Fig 3.
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Fig 2. The main block diagram of the proposed method
An embedded and extracts algorithm are shown in 3.1 & 3.2
3.1. Embedded data process
The embedding algorithm
Input: color image with the size [M x N], secret text.
Output: stego_image.
Begin
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Step 1: Read the color image and separate it into three channels R, G, and B.
Step 2: Apply DCT transform on G channel.
Step3: Calculate the dynamic threshold by the following equation (3) Ti = 1/(𝑁 − 1) ∑𝑁−1
𝑗=1 | (Ci, j −
Ci, j + 1)| , i= 1 to M
(3)
Where
Ci, j is the DCT coefficient in i row, j column
Step 4: Apply inverse DCT on G channel
Step 5: Divide B and G channels into non overlapping blocks of size 1 x 3, PL, PX, and PR.
Step 6: Convert the secret text into binary bits.
Step 7: i=1, L=1
While (i≤ M and L≤ length of secret bits) do
j=1
// the counter of blocks in each row
While (j≤ N/3 and L≤ length of secret bits) do
If (PL, PX, and PR) in block [i, j] in G channel ≤ Ti then
- Store secret bit in LSB of PX in block [i, j] in B channel
- If |(PX - PL)| ≥ | (PX – PR)| of B channel
- store another secret bit in LSB of PR
Else
- store another secret bit in LSB of PL
L= L+2;
End //
- j= j+1
End // end of j
i=i+1
End // end of i
Step 8: Reconstruct the stego-image by combination the three-color channels of the image to produce
stego-image
End.
3.2. Extraction Secret text process, the extracting algorithm
Input: stego_image
Output: secret text
Begin
Step 1: Read the color image and separate it into three channels R, G, and B.
Step 2: Apply DCT transform on G channel.
Step3: Calculate the dynamic threshold by using eq. (3)
Step 4: Divide G and B channel into non overlapping block of size 1 x 3, PL, PX, and PR.
Step 5: i=1, L=1
While (I ≤ M) do
j=1
// the counter of blocks in each row
While (j ≤ N/3) do
If (PL, PX, and PR) in block [i, j] of G channel ≤ Ti then
- extract secret bit from LSB of PX in block [i, j] of B channel
- If |(PX - PL)| ≥ |(PX – PR)| of B channel
- extract another secret bit in LSB of PR
Else
- extract another secret bit in LSB of PL
End //
j= j+1
End // end of j
i=i+1
End // end of i
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Step 6: Convert the extracted bits to Ascii then to text
End
An Implementation example for the proposed algorithm is as follows:
After applying DCT on the green channel and calculate the dynamic threshold for each row, divide the
blue and green channel into non overlapping blocks of size 1 x 3, (PL, PX, and PR).
Suppose the threshold of row i in green channel = 151
If any pixel (PL or PX or PR) in the block (i, j) of green channel < =151
Store secret bit in LSB of PX in the block (i, j) of blue channel
Calculate the difference between the center pixel and the right, left pixels in block (i, j) of blue channel
|Px-PL|= |165-170| =5
| Px-PR|=|165-162|= 3
| (PX - PL) | ≥ | (PX – PR) |

(4)

Store another secret bit in LSB of PR of blue channel.

Block (i, j) of
green channel

PL

PX

PR

150

153

145

Block (i ,j) of
blue channel

PL

PX

PR

170

165

162

10101010

10100101

10100010

Secret Text

Block (i,j) of
blue channel
after embedded

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 11 1 10 0 0 0 0 1 10 …

PL

PX

10101010

10100100

PR
10100011

Fig 3. shows the blocks of the green and blue channel of the implemented example.

4. Performance measurement
The digital quality of an image can be calculated by using many parameters to measure the
performance of the proposing method:
4.1. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)
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The peak signal-to-noise ratio between two images is computed using PSNR the ratio is used to
measure the quality between the cover-image and a stego- image. When PSNR is high, good quality of
stego-image is obtained. (MSE) mean square error represents the differences between the pixels of two
images (cover image (CI) and stego-image (SI)). The PSNR equation is [13,14].
PSNR= 10 Log10

RI2
MSE

(5)

1
n
= mn ∑m
k=1 ∑l=1[CI(k, l)

MSE
− SI(k, l)]2
(6)
Where m and n are representing the image size, RI is the maximum value of the image’s pixels.
4.2. Structural Similarity Index Measure (SSIM)
SSIM is an improvement method of the classical PSNR & MSE methods which is used to determine
the resemblance between two images. [0,1] is the range value of the SSIM index. If the index is high
then it means more similarity of two images (cover image (CI), and stego-image (SI)), and it’s
calculated as the follows:
SSIM (x1,y1)=

(2𝜇𝑥1 𝜇𝑦1 +𝑐1 )(2𝜎𝑥1𝑦1 +𝑐2 )

2 +𝜇 2 +𝑐 )(𝜎 2 +𝜎 2 +𝑐 )
(𝜇𝑥1
1
2
𝑦1
𝑥1
𝑦1

(7)

Where 𝑥1 and 𝑦1 are two windows of common size, 𝜇𝑥1 is the average of 𝑥1, 𝜇𝑦1 is the average of 𝑦1,
𝜎𝑥1 2 is the variance of 𝑥1, 𝜎𝑦1 2 is the variance of 𝑦1 and 𝜎𝑥1𝑦1 is the covariance of 𝑥1 and 𝑦1 [15].
4.3. Image histogram
One of the important criteria of security analysis is histogram. The security for the encrypt message is
more guaranteed as the histogram of the image being is more uniform [16]. The x axis and y axis of
the histogram graph explains the pixel difference between each pair and the number of occurrences,
respectively. Comparing the histogram of cover and the stego-image to monitor unusual shapes as a
result of an embedding algorithm or to identify pixels distribution, it is considered as one of the
effective experiments of a stego-image identify the pixels distribution [17, 18].

5. Results and Discussion
The proposed algorithm was implemented and tested on several standard images. The cover images
with the size (256 × 256) color – scale are used such as (a) Lena, (b) Baboon, (c) pepper, (d) monarch,
(e) sails and (f) tulips as shown in Fig. 4. Fig 5 shows the stego image after embedding 36000 secret
bits with embedded rate ER =0.55.
Many metrics are used to measure the performance of proposed method such as PSNR, MSE and
SSIM and the result shown in table -1, High value of PSNR indicates good perceptual quality of stegoimage and the high value of SSIM indicate that have more similarity between cover image and stegoimage

(a)

(b)
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(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 4. The cover image (a) Lena, (b) Baboon, (c)pepper, (d) monarch, (e) sails and (f) tulips

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 5. the stego-images (a) Lena, (b) Baboon, (c)pepper, (d) monarch, (e) sails and (f) tulips
Table 1. PSNR, MSE and SSIM values for different cover images
Image

PSNR

MSE

SSIM

Lena

53.750

0.274

0.998

Pepper

53.764

0.273

0.998

Baboon

53.730

0.275

0.999

Monarch

53.720

0.276

0.997

Sails

53.770

0.272

0.999

Tulips

53.731

0.275

0.999

The histogram for the blue channel to the cover images and the stego images are shown in Fig.
6. It can be seen the high correlation between cover and stego- images.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)
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(k)
(l)
Figure 6. histogram for cover and stego images: (a) Cover Lena image, (b) Stego -Lena image, (c)
Cover Baboon image, (d) Stego -Baboon image , (e) cover pepper image (f) stego- pepper image, (g)
cover monarch image (h) stego -monarch image , (i) cover sails image (j) stego -sails image (k) cover
tulips image, and (l) stego -tulips image
6. Conclusion
To increase the security in the steganography methods, the process of hiding the secret bits must not in
a consecutive manner. In this proposed method the dynamic threshold was produced based on DCT
coefficient in the green channel of the cover. The blue channel was divided into blocks of size 1*3.
The block is selected to hide the secret data depend on the dynamic threshold. Two pixels only in each
selected block were used to hide the secret bit to increase the security, these two pixels are the center
pixel in the block and the right or left pixel of the center. The proposed method maintained good result
depend on the high value of PSNR and SSIM
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Abstract. In the field of data processing and analysis, the dataset may be a large set of features
that restrict data usability and applicability, and thus the dimensions of data sets need to be
reduced. Feature selection is the process of removing as much of the redundant and irrelevant
features as possible from the original dataset to improve the mining process efficiency.This
paper presented a study to evaluate and compare the effect of filter and wrapper methods as
feature selection approaches in terms of classification accuracy and time complexity. The
Naive Bayes Classifier and three classification datasets from the UCI repository are utilizing in
the classification procedure. To investigate the effect of feature selection methods, they are
applied to the different characteristics datasets to obtain the selected feature vectors which are
then classified according to each dataset category. The datasets used in this paper are the Iris,
Ionosphere, and Ovarian Cancer dataset.Experimental results indicate that the filter and
wrapper methods provide approximately equal classification accuracy where the average
accuracy value of the Ionosphere and Ovarian Cancer dataset is 0.78 and 0.91 for the same
selected feature vectors respectively. For Iris dataset, the filter method outperforms the wrapper
method by achieving the same accuracy value using only half number of selected features. The
results also show that the filter method surpasses when considering the execution time.
Keywords: Feature selection, Naive Bayes classifier, Iris, Ionosphere, Ovarian cancer.

1. Introduction
Data Classification is an analysis technique used to categorize data into different classes.
Classification process is carried out in two phases which are training phase and testing phase. In the
first phase, also known as learning phase, the classifier model is trained using a classification
algorithm with a pre-determined set of data inputs called the training data set. The classifier model, in
the second phase, is employed for the classification process with another set of data, called the testing
data set. The training and testing data sets are prepared by dividing the general data set by a certain
percentage, noting that testing data samples are not included in the training data set [1].
The classification process depends on two main factors which are the classifiers used and the feature
vectors extracted [2]. Different advanced classifiers have a powerful learning ability and high
performance such as Convolution Neural Networks (CNN), K- Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes Technique, and Random Forest [3, 4]. Feature extraction is an
important step for multimedia processing such as video retrieval, image classification and object
recognition. Feature extraction aims to extract relevant information from the data to obtain a robust
descriptor and reduce huge data content. Massive data will produce a high dimensionality of the
feature vector, which greatly decreases the efficiency of the classification process [5].
Feature selection is always discussed with feature extraction; it is a procedure in machine learning to
selects a useful sub-features set that helps in finding the most important features of model
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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construction. Feature selection eliminates redundant and irrelevant features as much as possible [6].
The motivation for feature selection is dimensionality reduction of feature vectors to decrease the time
complexity, as well as remove irrelevant features that lead to false prediction and thus reduce the
performance of classifier [7].
Researchers attempt to extract important features or minimize noise and redundant features from the
high dimensions of feature vectors utilizing diverse feature selection techniques.
In [8] Torija and Ruiz proposed prediction model for urban environments based on machine learning
regression and feature selection techniques. Three feature selection methods were used which are
correlation based feature subset selection, wrapper for feature subset selection and the principal
component analysis to reduce time complexity and resources cost for the large number of variables
involved in urban environments.
Imtiaz et al. in [9] designed brain tumor segmentation method using multi planar superpixel level
features extracted from magnetic resonance imaging. A histogram based consistency analysis was
applied as a feature selection method to reduce the feature vectors. In [10] Haidar and Verma proposed
a method for selecting optimal input features and network parameters based on a hybrid genetic
algorithm for artificial neural networks which was applied for rainfall forecasting.
In [11] Bolon-Canedo and Remeseiro give a detailed survey of feature selection techniques using in
image analysis process, they considered four fields in the review which are image classification,
image segmentation, image annotation and image retrieval. Silva et al. in [12] combined the feature
selection methods applied on training data and machine learning algorithms to identify predictors of
prediabetes for enhancing predictive performance of prediabetes. Tumar et al. in [13] Binary Moth
Flame Optimization (BMFO) was used as feature selection algorithm to reduce data dimensions for
improving the performance of Software fault prediction (SFP) model.
Magesh and Swarnalatha employed Decision Tree (TD) for optimal feature selection in [14]. After
identifying a subset of the features, classification algorithms such As Random Forest (RF), Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Linear Model (LM) and DT were applied for heart disease prediction and
their performances are evaluated. Feature dimensions were reduced by approximately 61% without
affecting classification accuracy. In [15] Liu et al. presented feature selection method based on
independent feature space search to improve the text classification performance.
The summary from previous studies is that feature selection methods aim to reduce the feature
dimensions as much as possible while maintaining the predictive accuracy of the classifiers. The
objective of this paper is to evaluate and compares the effect of feature selection methods in term of
classification accuracy and time complexity.
2. Feature Selection Approaches
Feature selection methods aim to reduce the data dimensionality by selecting a subset of extracted
features to create a classification models. Feature selection methods search for a subset of features that
achieve an optimal response from the classification algorithms so that the learning algorithms can
focus on the relevant features that are more useful for the prediction process. Improving the
performance of prediction and providing more faster and cost effective predictors are the main
advantages of feature selection methods. Using too many features can degrade performance of
prediction even when all features are relevant and contain information about the response variable [16,
17].
The feature selection methods can be classified into three approaches [18]:
1. Filter approach aim to measure features importance based on the general features characteristics
such as features variance and features relevance to the response. The important features are
selected as a step in pre-processing the data and then the model is trained using the selected
features. Therefore, this approach is not related to the training algorithm.
2. Wrapper approach aims to select better subsets of features to enhance the performance of the
learning algorithm. It starts training model using a subset of features and then removes or add a
features based on a selection criterion. The selection criterion directly evaluates the model
performance that results from removing or adding a feature. Model training and improving is
repeated until the stopping criteria are met.
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3. Embedded approach learns importance of feature as part of the model learning process. When the
model is trained, the importance of the features is obtained in the trained model. Often the
embedded approach cannot achieve better learning performance than wrapper approach.
3. Naive Bayes Classifier
Naive Bayesian classifier is a probabilistic classifier that applies the Bayes’ theorem along with Naive
assumptions about feature independence. Assume that each instance in the learning set is defined by
attribute vector X = (x1, x2, x3,……xn), and the m classes C = (C1, C2, …,Cm,) exist. The naive
Bayes classifier assigns the X to the class of maximum probability. The maximized probability can be
defined as the follows [19, 20]:
P(Ci |X) =

P(X|Ci ) P(Ci )
P(X)

(1)

Where
P(Ci | X): The probability of Ci in case X occurs.
P(X | Ci): The probability of X in case Ci occurs.
P(X): The probability of X.
P(Ci): The probability of Ci.
The classification problem according to equation (1) is calculating the P(Ci | X) since it finds the
probability that the given X belongs to class Ci. Because P(X) is a constant and generally assumed
P(Ci) have the same probability, only the maximum value of P(X | Ci ) must be determined.
Assuming that the relationships of attribute in each class are statistically independent of each other, P
(X | Ci ) can be estimated as follows [19, 20]:
P(𝑋|Ci ) = ∏𝑛𝑘=1 P(𝑥𝑘 |Ci )
(2)
This assumption results in efficient data classification process and simpler computation cost.
4. Methodology and Materials
In this section, details of methodology, classification datasets and performance evaluation measures
are described.
4.1. The Methodology
The method in this paper is designed for comparison and finding the most appropriate feature selection
methods for classification task. Their effects are evaluated based on performance of Naive Bayes
classifier according to classification accuracy and time complexity.
The paper method consists of several steps. First, three popular datasets are collected from the UCI
repository to conduct the experiments. Each dataset is divided into two subsets including training data
and testing data. Second, the features selection methods are applied to select essential features. The
next, Naive Bayes classifier is employed for classification process. Further, the comparison is
performed to highlight the strengths and effectiveness of features selection methods in data
classification.
The feature selection approaches employed in this paper are filter and wrapper method. The filter
method rank importance of features using Relief algorithm. Whereas, wrapper method defines a subset
of the training data that best predict the testing data by sequentially selecting features until there is no
change in defined criterion value. The criterion adopted is mean squared error.
4.2. Classification Datasets
Three classification datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Database Repository were used in the
process of evaluating the impact of feature selection methods for data classification. Datasets vary in
the number of instances, the number of attributes, and the number of classes, which allows testing the
effect of feature selection in different cases.
• Iris Dataset: represent data describing Iris flower of three related species. The dataset consists of
150 instances belonging to three classes which are "Iris Setosa", "Iris Virginica" and "Iris
Versicolor". Each instance consists of 4 attributes measured in centimeters which are the sepal
length, sepal width, petal length and petal width [21].
• Ionosphere Dataset: represent data receiving from the classification of radar returns from the
ionosphere. The dataset consists of 351 instances belonging to two classes which are "Good" and
"bad" and each instance consists of 34 attributes [22].
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• Ovarian Cancer Dataset: the dataset exemplify the information on cancer of ovarian for different
patients. The dataset consists of 261 instances belonging to two classes which are "Cancer" and
"Normal" and each instance consists of 4000 attributes [23]. Table 1 gives a summary describing
the three datasets.
Table 1. The datasets summarization
Attribute
Dataset Name
Characteristics
Iris
Real
Ionosphere
Integer, Real
Ovarian Cancer
Real

Instances
Number
150
351
261

Attributes
Number
4
34
4000

Associated Task
Classification
Classification
Classification

4.3. Performance Evaluation Measures
The evaluation measure is based on the classification accuracy that summarizes the classification
performance as the percentage of the number of correctly classified instances out of the total number
of instances. The measure values are based on the statistical values of True Positive (TP: actual and
predicted values are correct positive), True Negative (TN: actual and predicted values are correct
negative), False Positive (FP: actual value is negative while predicted value is positive), and False
Negative (FN: actual value is positive while predicted value is negative) [24, 25].
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁
Accuracy = 𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁
(3)
The error classification can be calculated from classification accuracy because they are complements
of each other. The classification error measured as the percentage of the number of incorrectly
classified instances out of the total number of instances [1].
Error Rate = Accuracy − 1
(4)
A confusion matrix is a visual summary of the predictions made by a classification model organized as
a matrix. It provides a clear picture of which classes are being correctly and incorrectly predicted and
what type of errors are being made. Matrix rows represent the actual classes, and matrix columns
indicate the predicted classes. The cell values represent the number of predictions made for a class that
are actually for a given class. Classification accuracy can be calculated by computing by averaging the
values across the main diagonal of confusion matrix. High score refers to high classification accuracy
[6, 24].
Computational complexity is an important aspect of an effective classification model. Since features
selection helps reduce the time consumed, execution time is also used to evaluate performance; it
measures the response speed of the classification model.
5. Experimental Results
Initially, from each dataset, 70% of samples are selected randomly for training data and 30% of
samples are also selected randomly for testing data. The method implementation and experiments are
performed on Hp PC with an Intel Core i7–5500 4.40GHz CPU and 12GB RAM running Matlab
2018a.
The filter method is applied to three datasets, where the importance of each feature attribute is
calculated. To get an accurate assessment, Naive Bayes performs the classification process using the
most important feature attribute, and then gradually increases the feature attributes used in the
classification process according to their importance. The classification accuracy, error rate and
execution time are recorded with each addition.
Table2 shows the classification performance of Iris dataset for different cases, starting with the first
case that uses the most important attribute feature, which is the fourth attribute, and ending with the
last case that uses all the features attribute. Table 3 shows confusion matrixes of the predictions made
by a classification model to the four cases.
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Cases
Case 1

Table 2. Effect of the filter method for Iris dataset classification
Execution
Selected Attributes
Accuracy
Error Rate
Time in sec.
4th
0.944
0.055
0.1162

Case 2

4th,3th

Case 3

th

Case 4

0.972

0.027

0.1361

4 ,3 ,1

0.972

0.027

0.1512

4th,3th,1th,2th

0.972

0.027

0.1812

th

th

Table 3. Confusion matrixes of filter method for Iris dataset.
Case 1

Case 2

Classes
Setosa Versicolor Virginica
Name
Setosa
1
0
0
Versicolor
0
1
0
Virginica
0
0.083
0.916

Classes
Name
Setosa
Versicolor
Virginica

Setosa
1
0
0

Setosa
1
0
0

0
1
0.0833

0
0
0.916

Case 4

Case 3
Classes
Name
Setosa
Versicolor
Virginica

Versicolor Virginica

Classes
Name
Setosa
Versicolor
Virginica

Versicolor Virginica
0
1
0.083

0
0
0.916

Setosa
1
0
0

Versicolor Virginica
0
1
0.166

0
0
0.833

The effects of filter method are clear, it can correctly determine the most important feature attribute. It
can be noted that the classification accuracy based on only one feature attribute is very close to the
accuracy using more than one feature attribute and with less execution time.
With the same procedure, the filter method is applied to the Ionosphere and Ovarian Cancer dataset,
taking into account that the number of feature attributes is large in these datasets, so larger numbers of
feature attributes are used by the classifier in each time for brevity.
The performance results are presented in Table 3 and Table 4 for Ionosphere and Ovarian Cancer
dataset respectively, while Table 5 and Table 7 show the corresponding confusion matrixes.
Table 4. Effect of the filter method for Ionosphere dataset classification
Execution
Cases
Selected Attributes
Accuracy
Error Rate
Time in sec.
Case 1
The first 4th attributes
0.784
0.215
0.3030
Case 2

The first 8th attributes

0.874

0.125

0.3273

Case 3

The first 16th attributes

Case 4

0.899

0.100

0.3696

th

0.923

0.076

0.4340

th

The first 24 attributes

Case 5

The first 32 attributes

0.927

0.072

0.4831

Case 6

All attributes

0.912

0.087

0.5159
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Table 5. Confusion matrixes of filter method for Ionosphere dataset
Case 1
Classes
Good
Name
Good 0.585
0.015
Bad

Case 2
Classes
Good
Name
Good 0.780
0.031
Bad

Bad
0.414
0.984

Case 4
Classes
Good
Name
Good 0.878
0.031
Bad

Case 3
Bad
0.219
0.968

Classes
Good
Name
Good 0.829
0.031
Bad

Case 5
Classes
Good
Name
Good 0.902
0.0468
Bad

Bad
0.121
0.968

Bad
0.170
0.968

Case 6
Bad
0.097
0.953

Classes
Good
Name
Good 0.902
0.078
Bad

Bad
0.097
0.921

.
Table 6. Effect of the filter method for Ovarian Cancer dataset classification
Execution
Cases
Selected Attributes
Accuracy
Error Rate
Time in sec.
Case 1
The first 5th attribute
0.907
0.092
8.7709
Case 2

The first 500th attribute
th

0.858

0.141

11. 4085

Case 3

The first 1000 attribute

0.839

0.160

14.2684

Case 4

The first 1500th attribute

0.839

0.160

17.8197

th

Case 5

The first 2000 attribute

0.858

0.141

19.4085

Case 6

The first 2500th attribute

Case 7

0.858

0.141

21.9515

th

0.858

0.141

25.1981

th

The first 3000 attribute

Case 8

The first 3500 attribute

0.839

0.160

27.3748

Case 9

All attribute

0.826

0.173

31.1855

Table 7. Confusion matrixes of filter method for Ovarian Cancer dataset.
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Classes
Cancer Normal
Name
Cancer
1
0
Normal 0.185
0.814

Classes
Cancer Normal
Name
0.135
Cancer 0.864
0.851
Normal 0.148

Classes
Cancer Normal
Name
0.135
Cancer 0.864
0.814
Normal 0.185

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

Classes
Cancer Normal
Name
0.135
Cancer 0.864
0.814
Normal 0.185

Classes
Cancer Normal
Name
0.135
Cancer 0.864
0.851
Normal 0.148

Classes
Cancer Normal
Name
0.135
Cancer 0.864
0.851
Normal 0.148

Case 7

Case 8

Case 9

Classes
Name

Cancer Normal

Classes
Name

Cancer Normal
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Cancer
Normal

0.864
0.148

0.135
0.851

Cancer
Normal

0.864
0.185

0.135
0.814

Cancer
Normal

0.837
0.185

0.162
0.814

For Ionosphere dataset, the accuracy is improving every time a new feature attribute is added and
correspondingly execution time increases as shown in Table 3.
Referring to Table 4, fluctuations in the accuracy values can be observed. Where the accuracy values
are expected to have a uniform increase when the feature attribute used are also increased, as in
previous datasets. This is due to the variousness and heterogeneity of the Ovarian Cancer dataset,
which influenced the process of determining the importance of each feature attribute.
The wrapper method is applied on the training data only from each dataset to determine the feature
attributes that can be used in the classification process as explained earlier. The results of criterion
values and the final features attributes selected are listed in Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 for Iris,
Ionosphere and Ovarian Cancer dataset respectively.
Table 8. Wrapper feature selection for Iris dataset
Steps
Added Attributes
Criterion Value
1

4th

0.00457491

2

2

th

0.00456496

3

3th

0.00449546

4

th

1

0.00308608
th

Final Attributes

th

th

1 , 2 ,3 ,4

th

Table 9. Wrapper feature selection for Ionosphere dataset
Steps
Added Attributes
Criterion Value
1

5th

0.00704117

2

th

0.00434487

1

th

3

10

4

24th

0.00416756
0.00401223
th

1 , 5 , 10 , 24th

Final Attributes

th

th

Table 10. Wrapper feature selection for Ovarian Cancer dataset
Steps
Added Attributes
Criterion Value
1

3032th

0.00748559

2

2337th

0.00432453

3

2680

th

0.00218727

4

2735

th

0.00085638

5

2236th

Final Attributes

0.00045620
th

th

th

2236 , 2337 , 2680 , 2735th , 3032th

It is noticeable that the feature dimensions of Ionosphere and Ovarian Cancer dataset were reduced by
wrapper method, while the Iris dataset was not affected.
The classification was performed by Naive Bayes algorithm based on the selected attributes feature
only. The results are presented in Table 8 details the classification accuracy, error rate and execution
7
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time of the three datasets, while Table 11 illustrate the classification performance as confusion
matrixes.
Table 11. Effect of the wrapper method for datasets classification
Dataset Name

Attributes Included

Accuracy

Error Rate

Iris

4th, 2th, 3th, 1th

0.972

0.027

Execution
Time in sec.
4.5212

0.793

0.206

37.654

0.917

0.082

2400.106

th

Ionosphere

th

th

th

1 , 5 , 10 , 24
2236th, 2337th, 2680th,
2735th , 3032th

Ovarian Cancer

Table 12. Confusion matrixes of wrapper method for datasets classification

Classes
Name
Setosa
Versicol
or
Virginic
a

Iris Dataset
Setos Versicol
a
or
1
0

Ionosphere Dataset

Ovarian Cancer Dataset

Virgini
ca
0

Classe
s
Name

Classe
s
Name
Cance
r
Norm
al

0

1

0

Good

0

0.083

0.916

Bad

Goo
d

Bad

0.63
4
0.04
6

0.36
5
0.95
3

Cance
r

Norm
al

0.945

0.054

0.111

0.888

.
Although the accuracy classification achieved by applying the wrapper method or filter method
appears to be similar to the same number of selected feature attributes as shown in Table 8. But the
execution time increased exponentially when using a large dataset, which is consistent with the
expected results.
It should be noted that the wrapper method was able to identify the most related feature attributes from
Ovarian Cancer dataset. Whereas the five selected feature attributes employed in the classification
process can achieve 0.917 accuracy classification. This indicates the efficiency and ability of the
wrapper method to deal with heterogeneous and varied datasets.
A clear picture was presented by visualizing the comparison of the filter and wrapper method
according to the classification accuracy and execution time in a graphical representation illustrated in
Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Filter Method
1

0.972 0.972

0.8
Accuracy

Wrapper Method
0.907 0.917
0.784 0.793

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Iris

Ionosphere

OvarianCancer

Figure 1. The Accuracy comparison
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Filter Method

Wrapper Method

2000

Time in seconds

1800.1
1500

1000

500

0

0.13 4.52
Iris

0.3 37.6
Ionosphere

8.77
OvarianCancer

Figure 2. The execution time comparison
The comparison was made and it can be inferred from the accuracy values that applying the filter and
wrapper method has almost the same accuracy value, but the wrapper method consumed more time.
6. Conclusions
Feature selection methods aim to find the most relevant features to the problem domain resulting in
improved prediction accuracy and computational speed. The effect of two feature selection methods
was assessed in this paper depended on the time consuming for determining the selected feature
vectors and the classification accuracy of Naive Bayes algorithm for different datasets.
It is noted upon examining the results obtained that the wrapper method achieved almost the same
classification accuracy as the filter method, but at the cost of time consumption. The exaction time
required to determine the selected feature vectors increases dramatically with the volume of the
dataset. Regardless of the extraction time, the wrapper method specified the most relevant features
than the filter method when using heterogeneity dataset.
On the other hand, the filter method gave flexibility in choosing the appropriate features that helped to
achieve high classification accuracy while maintaining a reasonable execution time. This makes the
filter method more suitable for datasets of various sizes.
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Abstract. The present paper builds a security system to encrypt and hide important text data.
The system utilized an AES method to conduct an encryption process, followed by hiding the
encrypted data using an improved Pixel Value Difference (PVD) technique. The method works
to builds a map to hide data in a non-sequential way by relying on a hyperchaotic system to
increase the security level. The system methodology proposed that the data embedding process
is in one of the three levels of the colour image (Red, Green, and Blue), where the embedding
level will determined based on the coordinates of the PVD pair points that is increase the
efficiency of performance. A set of measures was used to measure the quality of steganography
where we used MSE, PSNR, SNR, and Corr, and the results are well and satisfactory. The
proposed method records the least MSE value with 0.85348784908256, while the Corr values
did not decrease about 0.994145776227782. The proposed method also proved successful and
effective in retrieving and decoding data, where the BER scale was equal to zero for all
retrieved text.
Keywords: Data hiding, AES, Pixel Value Difference, hyperchaotic.

1. Introduction
In the last era, the Internet has been seen as a suitable manner for transferring digital data, as it can be
considered an inexpensive manner to transfer digital quickly [1]. Using the internet has many
disadvantages, one of them is the weakness of data security due to all forbidden users from accessing
data can monitor and detect the data, and that's why steganography was used[2].Steganography is a
way to keep communication protected and minimize the risk of attack while moving through the
channel. In general, different kinds of files, such as text, photos, video, and sound can be used as
covers to hide information. However, the cover with high redundancy will be more appropriate, so the
sound and image files are the typical format used to hide information [3].The classic steganography
included a confidential text in the original file to enhance the level of security. Moreover, the use of
keys makes the removal or detection of original embedded text very hard when the user keys are not
known.Steganography and cryptography are two ways of protecting confidential data. However, they
are different, steganography hides the existence of secret data, but cryptography hides the meaning of
secret data. These are important technologies that work on the internet to provide security [4], [5].
Many authors proposed methods that used the chaotic system to verify encryption and information
hiding [6], [7], [8]. In our paper, a method that combined cryptography and steganography was used
by relying on a hyperchaotic system.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Related work
In the last era, a large number of authors have proposed different methods for encrypting and
hiding secure data. In [9] Das and Basak propose a scheme of data hiding, focusing on the security of
message, and uses the pixel value difference to hide confidential data where the bitstream has altered
before hiding in each block of the pixel. The cover image is split into non-overlapping blocks, then
these blocks are distinguished with specific ranks, evaluated from the pixel value difference of every
specific block. In the process of embedding, the secret data are chosen from different bins that are
identified rely on the array of rank. A new data hiding method has been proposed using pixel-value
differencing (PVD) in dual images. In this method, more secret data can be embedded with the
increase in the value of the difference from neighboring pixels. In the suggested method, the original
image is split into non-overlapping blocks and the maximum pixel value difference is computed to
embed confidential data. On the sender's side, the secret data length that can be embedded is computed
by using the maximum difference value of a pixel and the log function, convert the bits of confidential
text to decimal, and then embedded them into the two stego-images after applying the floor function
and ceil function. On the receiver's side, confidential text can be extracted and the original image
restored by using correlation between two stego-images. After restoring the original image from two
stego-images, the confidential text can be obtained using the maximum value difference (PVD) and
the log function [10]. A new steganography technique was proposed to hide secret data and produce
the stego-image. To estimate the smoothness and contrast of the pixels, we examine the relationship
between adjacent pixels. In this technique, the pixels are first arranged in an ascending manner, then
take the value of the highest pixel common with the other two pixels, after that apply Pixel Value
Difference (PVD) method in each block. To obtain the three-pixel components, should be readjusting
the two overlapping blocks. After that calculate the block of the new stego-pixel. In this method, take
the lowest and middle pixel as the common pixel and perform the same procedure [11]. A new method
was proposed that combined compression of data with the data hiding technique. To enhance the
quality after embedding and the flow of data processing signal, the neural network was used in the
communication channel. Compression of Data enhances the capacity when hiding a large amount of
data. Steganography of Image that relying on neural network ensure that the size and quality of the
stego-image do not change after hiding the secret data [12]. A method of improved reversible image
steganography is proposed to rely on the ordering of pixel value to enhance the capacity of
steganography. Before the process of steganography, one group of three continuous and adjacent
pixels are considered, where the minimum and maximum values are used for calculating the value of
difference and the values of difference are registered. The method determines the pixels in rows and
columns that have more steganography difference values, after that steps of cipher text retrieval are
implemented in the rows and columns of the image. It replace the block in the selected frame with
groups of pixels that are read continuously, thus improve the capacity of steganography effectively
[13]. Swain in [14] suggested a method of steganography in two variables using a combination of
modified LSB substitution and pixel value difference (PVD). The first variable uses blocks of 2 × 3
pixels and the second uses blocks of 3× 3 pixels. In one of a block of the pixels, pixel value difference
with other adjacent pixels are computed. This method exploited the edges in more than one direction,
so analysis of pixel difference histogram (PDH) cannot find out this steganography. The substitution
of LSB is performed in one pixel of the block, so this steganography cannot be detected by RS
analysis also. To address the fall-off boundary problem (FOBP), appropriate equations must be used
during the embedding process. In [15] the proposed method found a solution to the problem of
detection of pixel value differencing (PVD) by analysis of pixel difference histogram (PDH). The
resolution for this problem could be (1) using vertical, horizontal, and diagonal edges and (2) utilizing
adaptive quantization ranges. This displays an adaptive pixel value difference (PVD) method utilizing
blocks of 6-pixels. There are two variants. Variant1 operates on blocks of 2×3-pixels, and variant 2
operates on blocks of 3×2-pixels. For each block in variant1, secret data are hidden utilizing the four
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pixels of the corner utilizing the pixels of the column in the middle for discovering the horizontal and
diagonal edges. In the same way, for each block in variant2, secret data are hidden utilizing the four
pixels of the corner utilizing the pixels of the row in the middle for discovering the vertical and
diagonal edges. In [16] Rojali and et al show that the concealment of secret data is utilizing the Multi
Pixel Value Differencing (MPVD) algorithm, using the pixel value difference. The improvement was
done by utilizing tables of six intervals. This method aims to increase the capacity of steganography
and to maintain the level of security.
3. The proposed algorithm:
The proposed algorithm contains three stages (i) Encryption of secret data using Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) algorithm, (ii) Selection the locations of the pixels that will be used to
hide the encrypted secret data by relying on the hyperchaotic system to enhance the level of security
and the efficiency of performance, (iii) Hiding the encrypted secret data in the cover image using Pixel
Value Difference (PVD) method in order to enhance the capacity of information hiding.
The process of encryption is done using AES. AES is an asymmetric encryption algorithm, encryption
and decryption operations include a number of rounds, and the number of rounds is depending on the
length of the key. Each round performs four transformations in the encryption process. Decryption in
AES includes reverse of the processes using in the encryption process [17], [18].
Hyperchaotic system: Chaos is the science of the nonlinear, unexpected, and unpredictable.
Therefore, it has recently been used in a lot of research to enhance the security level and
confidentiality. We used the Hyperchaotic system to select the locations of the pixels that the
encrypted secret data will be hidden in them. This system shows us to expect the unexpected. Chaos
Theory deals with things that are nonlinear and impossible to control or predict effectively [19], [20].
Theory of Chaos is one of the branches of physics and mathematics, rely on the manner of dynamical
systems that are effected to initial conditions highly. That is defined as the effect of a butterfly. The
chaos is useful in hiding secret data because: (i) nonlinear behaviours and complexity, (ii) Sensibility
rely on initial values. When the initial value is specified in any system, it is easy to expect the new
state of the system, but in the chaos system is impossible to predict the long term [21].
We used a 4D hyperchaotic system is derived from the famous 3D Lorenz system [19], [20] which is
depicted as:
̇
̇
{
̇
̇
In which
are state variable, and
are control parameters. The above system is
exhibiting hyperchaotic behaviour under the initial parameters
. Figure (1)
shows the system attractors. In our method, we use the hyperchaotic system to determine the positions
of the pixels that are used to hide secret data.

Figure (1): The attractors of hyperchaotic system
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Hiding of encrypted secret data is rely on the Pixel Value Difference (PVD) method, but in a style that
ensures a type of distributed diffusion depending on the x-axis coordinate and y-axis coordinate of the
pair of pixels that are used in the hiding process, hiding three bits from the encrypted confidential data
in the red layer, green layer and blue layer in a specified manner.
3.1 Suggested method steps at a sender's side:
1.
Select the cover image.
2.
Enter the important secret text to be encrypted.
3.
Make the important text encryption process using AES to get the encrypted text.
4.
Convert the encrypted text to Binary code.
5.
Calculate the size of encrypted text.
6.
Enter the initial values for the hyperchaotic system.
7.
Build a hiding map based on a hyperchaotic system.
8.
Comparing the capacity of the resulting map with the size of the encrypted text to be hidden,
If the capacity is sufficient, go to step 9, else go back to 6 to update the initial values of
hyperchaotic system.
9.
Determine which layer will be used to hide data (Red layer, or Green, or Blue) depending
on the x-axis coordinate and y-axis coordinate of the pair of pixels that are used in the hiding
Process:
If ( Xi * Yi+1 )%3
•
=0
Then the hidden process will be Red layer.
•
=1
Then the hidden process will be the Green layer.
•
=2
Then the hidden process will be the Blue layer.
10. Calculate the number of bits that will be hidden in any layer using the PVD method, this
process is done according to the range table that was used to find the number of bits
depends on the difference of pixels.
11. Repeat step 9 until all encrypted text has been hidden.
12. Get the stego-image that contains the encrypted text data.
3.2 Suggested method steps at a receiver's side:
1.
Enter the stego-image.
2.
Enter the initial values for the hyperchaotic system.
3.
Build an extraction map based on a hyperchaotic system.
4.
Determine which layer will hold the hidden data (Red layer, or Green, or Blue) depending
on the x-axis coordinate and y-axis coordinate of the pair of pixels that are used in the
extraction process:
If (Xi * Yi+1) %3
•
=0
Then the extraction process will be Red layer.
•
=1
Then the extraction process will be the Green layer.
•
=2
Then the extraction process will be Blue layer.
5.
Calculate the number of bits drawn from any layer using the PVD method, this process is
done according to the range table that was used to find the number of hidden bits depends on
the difference values of pixels.
6.
Retrieve all cipher hidden text.
7.
Decrypt cipher text using AES algorithm.
8.
Get the important secret text.

Fig (1). Is the Block diagram clear the sender processes encryption & embedding and the receiver
processes extracting & decryption in the proposed algorithm.
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4. Results and Analysis:
The Suggested method was implemented in Matlab 2019, and it has implemented to different size
images to show the capability of using it for all different images sizes and the results were shown in
table.1 which is below.
Table 1. The Used Cover & Stego images
Name of Image

Cover Image

Stego Image

Img 1

Img 2

Img 3

Img 4

Img 5

Img 6
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Img 7

Table 2. The histogram of images before and after Hiding
Name of Image

Cover Image histogram

Stego Image histogram

Img 1

Img 2

Img 3

Img 4

Img 5

Img 6
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Img 7

We are used many metrics to show the efficiency, the Mean Square Error (MSE), the Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), correlation coefficient (Corr).
MSE is used to calculate the amount of distortion in the image, whereas PSNR is a measure of the
stego image quality by comparing the cover image with the stego-image. MSE, PSNR and SNR can be
calculated as follows: [22], [23], [24].
(

)

Where C_max represents the max value in the image.
∑∑

∑
∑

∑

∑

[

]

Where M, N Represents row and column of the image, x_(ij ) represents the cover image and y_ij
represents an image that includes secret text.
Also, it could compare the two images by using the correlation. The better value of correlation is to
be near to one [25],[26],[27].
∑
√∑

̅

∑

∑

̅

√∑

̅
(∑

̅)

Where ̅ ̅ Represents the mean of images x and y and can be calculated as follows:
̅

∑

∑

…………….….. (6)

And

̅

∑

∑

……….. (7)

Bit error rate (BER) It is a measure of the accuracy of the retrieved information calculate as the
actual number of bit positions which are varied in the stego-image compared with the original image
[5].
Table 3.The Values of metrics on different Images
Corr
SNR

Image
name

MSE

Image 1

2.42928299387316

0.999463019629443

8

33.9135498071767

PSNR

BER

41.3058183398367
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Image 2
Image 3
Image 4
Image 5
Image 6
Image 7

2.84100851187182
1.93450888296249
1.69615192209505
0.85348784908256
1.43589641645462
3.26398121243482

0.999436178520677
0.999704386489412
0.994145776227782
0.999717801954953
0.999595710880613
0.999161047633477

33.0398631471044
37.9550318696187
25.9174259673571
33.5559859881410
36.5437518677764
33.4770570635068

39.8278753104839
41.7862567233412
32.9150448252477
44.8064898245093
43.3625274094347
39.2480536436209

After noticing the values in table 3, we find that the values of the MSE are small amount, the
maximum value is 3.26398121243482, and this gives a good idea aboutthe algorithm quality. And find
that the values of Corr between two images is very near to one, which indicates a high correlation
between two images. The PSNR values between the cover image and the stego-image were large, so
that no noticeable distortions occurred, meaning that the algorithm achieved a high percentage in the
inability to distinguish the cover image from the stego-image, or in other words the inability to detect.
And as shown by the (BER) values, the algorithm was able to retrieve the hidden secret data
completely without errors.
Table 4. Comparison between previous methods that used PVD and Suggested method
Method name
MSE
PSNR
Our method
Ref9
Ref12

0.853487849082563 44.8064898245093
4.926098000000000 41.2057720000000
3.532000000000000 44.5273000000000

In Table 4 the values of best results were compared in the three methods (In this comparison, we
compared between the best results in our method, Ref9 and Ref12). We note from the table that the
proposed method achieved the best results.
Conclusion
The combination of encryption and hiding is one of the successful ways to protect confidential
data from exposure to any detection or disclosure by unauthorized persons or entities. The system
suggested using the AES method to perform the encryption process. Moreover, the system also
suggested using the PVD method to perform the concealment process, but using this method for
traditional masking may lead to the easy discovery of the hidden data. So we used it differently than
the usual manner, where we suggested that the selection of the pixel pairs for the PVD method
depends on a very turbulent system, which adds to the method's complexity and the inability to guess
the locations of the data hiding. The research also suggested using all three levels of the image to
perform the hiding process, where hiding is done at one of the levels for each pixel, and the level is
determined depending on the location of the hiding, which increases the level of security provided by
the proposed method. And because the success rate of the work can only be determined through
metrics, we have tested the quality of our work through metrics MSE, PSNR, SNR, and Corr, and all
of them have proven the good quality of the hiding process. The BER standard also confirmed the
validity of the hiding and encryption process, which indicates that the proposed method can be
adopted to protect important data.
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Abstract: In this paper, we propose an experimental study of multi-camera collaborative
network for surveillance the highway traffic turn in real life scenario, the target of surveillance
based offline video processing is capturing the violated vehicles that driving violated paths in
many cases specified by user-defined rules. Best topology of the experiment zone is considered
and covered by four pillars; each has two (fixed and motorized) cameras that casing the entire
specific effective field of view. As to author knowledge, there is no such available experiment,
and hence, it could serve researchers that interested in. However, the experiment is done for
around 180 recorded hours for 8 videos during 9 days, each video for one camera. It is
designed based on the collaborative cameras principle for intelligent video surveillance
systems and the outcomes show that the surveillance and the tracking of violated vehicles have
been successes in most user-defined rules cases for more than 90 % cases.
Keywords: Traffic violations; Area topology; Multi-camera collaborative network; Video
analysis; Intelligent video surveillance systems.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the cameras in use not only respond on the basis of the sensed data, but also support each
other by their information, through multi-camera collaborative network MCCN. Coupling between
two cameras may be affected geometrically and kinematic connections are the principal forms of
coupling. To analyze low and higher resolution events, cooperation between static and dynamic
cameras with their specific parameters is important. Field of view FOV is the maximum viewable
angle from a camera. Spatial resolution is the ratio of the total number of pixels on its image element
excited by the projection of an object in the real world. Higher spatial resolution may capture more
data and makes pictures clearer. Depth of field is called the sum of distance between nearest and
farthest objects that appear in an acceptably sharp focus of an image. To automatically extract valuable
information from video data, intelligent video surveillance systems IVSSs is required with more
scalability, flexibility and efficiency. IVSSs technology was used to monitor traffic, identify road
collisions and control crowd activity in public spaces. The primary aim for surveillance is to retain
understanding of the situation by fusing information from various cameras into a cohesive model of
people, actions, and events to help a remote user understand anomalous and irregular activities [1, 2].
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Single camera is weaker for tracking because it is covering a small area of such environment. It
has problems such as segmentation of objects, occlusion of objects, etc. Multi-camera coordination
had, until recently, allowed overlapping FOV. MCCN Setup works more efficiently with occlusion.
Occlusion can be managed as the job of monitoring every single object by switched to another camera
which can clearly realize it. Coordination and monitoring of MCCN performs many tasks; capturing
and analyzing videos obtained from multiple cameras; Fuses the important information gained from
different network cameras; it carries out the control actions necessary for the monitoring task in
question [3-6]. However, we introduce short introduction at first section, and the traffic experimental
considerations with weaknesses is arranged on second. The methodology and the topology of the
experiment showed at the third section. The results and discussions, and conclusion have been
explained consequently at last two sections.
2. Traffic experimental considerations
According to [7], many situations need to be addressed as to the surveilled area as following.
The state transportation departments also maintain traffic cameras which simply track vehicle flows on
roads and major arteries to conclude the valuable data. As well as monitoring the roads for collisions
or significant delays, traffic camera footage is instrumental in future road growth and construction
decisions. Monitor rules, cameras used to monitor speed and red light rules efficiently record driving
violations and issue tickets. Promote safe driving, the visible intersection security cameras will
encourage healthy driving practices and prevent moving violations. Weather-Traffic cameras are
vulnerable to weather harm when they are tracking intersections or checking for traffic jams. The
traffic security camera can damage, or destroy, heating, wind, rain, snow and ice. Accidents, there is
also the risk that accidents will damage traffic cameras as they are placed on busy roads and
intersections. Traffic surveillance cameras and red light or speed cameras have different functions and
should therefore be regarded separately during set-up. For installing traffic control in right way, one
may need to answer the following questions, what are your area's main roads? When is traffic the
heaviest in your area (Rush Hour) at what time? Is traffic actually congested by other features on the
roads? However, you need to install cameras to overlook specific areas of congestion and to make
certain that all camera lanes are clearly clear and have a good view. Camera bodies can help protect
the sensor from weather conditions by temperature and humidity. All above situations are
considerations for specific surveillance systems which is very important to be taken into account when
such system designs.
3. Methodology
3.1. Experiment design and considerations
Wired video system design is reliability and confidence; the ensuring to mix and match the most
appropriate system components from different vendors as well as the power to optimize or expand the
system to any size which demands quite knowledge. We need to know what the different components
and how they work, and how they interact to construct a good reliable and perfect system. At the same
time, the appropriate network and storage solutions depend greatly on the selected cameras, the
camera settings such as resolution, compression, frame rate, and the number of cameras . One
advantage of such wired system is to avoid the bandwidth and storage problems over complex and
dynamic scenes on the applied scenario, so you may have to work on easy solutions, reducing the
frame rate, lowering the resolution, or increasing the compression as to your proposed system
requirements and best performance [8]. The considerations of our experiment include the following.
We use outdoor-ready bullet cameras in general because of the environment of our scenario is noisy
on traffic highway road. We use fixed cameras to keep all field of view FOV in watching, and
(motorized, or PTZ) cameras with a large optical zoom to give us high-quality images for an effective
zone in the work area especially for capturing the platelet numbers of vehicles, and to balance the cost
of the budgets. Other considerations are involved within the devices such as day and night light-
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sensitivity measurements, tamper- proof requirements, discreet installation, covering the area, FOV
detection with high-details images for objects like license platelet recognition, analytic the system in
general. To represent one meter of a scene, you need to 70-100 pixels in general, but for more details
images such as human faces recognition or license platelets numbers' capturing and identification,
operations like this needs to increase as many as 500 pixels per one meter. For license platelet
numbers identification on vehicle with size 2×2 meters, we need to use one megapixel camera
resolution or more. As to Fredrik Nilsson [8] in chapter (17), practices for indoor dome camera 2.8
mm lens mounted at 3 meters with straight FOV founded that the 125 pixels per meter is for face
recognition while more than 250 pixel per meter is for face identification as to figure 1.

Figure 1. Person standing 6.5 meters away can be identified when the camera is mounted at a height
of 3 meters. The horizontal coverage of the camera is shown in (a) and the vertical coverage in (b).
For positive identification of such small details of license platelets numbers or human faces and
based on pixel density of horizontal dimension, Swedish National Laboratory of Forensic Science
SKL recommend 80 pixels across a face for identification, while the international standard published
by CELENEC, recommend a sufficient 40-100 pixels [9]. Because of most license platelets have the
same width which is around 0.16 meter, then measuring its pixels will be easy as to the following
figure 2.

Figure 2. The impact of resolution increasing over different pixels number.
For calculation, we need the surveillance area dimensions which are scene width SW, scene
high SH, the number of pixels needed for platelet resolution PR, and platelet width PW. Now, we can
compute the number of pixels for the scene resolution horizontally SRH and vertically SRV as to the
following Equation (1) and (2).
𝑆𝑅(𝐻) =

𝑆𝑊
× 𝑃𝑅 (𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ)
𝑃𝑊
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𝑆𝑅(𝑉) =

𝑆𝐻
× 𝑃𝑅(ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ)
𝑃𝐻

(2)

Now, to calculate SRH as to Equation (1), the general platelet dimensions are (20×10)
(width×high) cm and assume that SW equal to (4 m ×125 pixel /20 cm) × 80, the result is 2,000 pixels.
For SRV calculation, by assume SW equal to (0.70 m ×250 pixel/10 cm) × 40, the result is 700 pixels.
In the scene, to identify the platelet number with high resolution based on above, we need 2000×700
pixels resolution which stands for 1080p to PTZ or Motorize cameras (optical zooming) while fixed
5MP 2560×1920 pixels (digital zooming) over the entire scene resolution to identification the vehicles.
The general dimensions measures as standard for high definition HD videos are as following. 720p (1
MP) 1280×720 HD equal to 921.600 pixels (resolution = 922 of kilo pixels), 1080p (2MP) 1920×1080
Full HD (FHD) equal to 2.07 million pixels, 2048 × (unspecified) (2 K) equal to more than 2.000.000
pixels (cinema resolution), 1440p (4MP) 2560×1440 Quad HD (QHD) equal to 3.686.400 pixels,
2560×1920 (5MP) equal to 4.915.200 pixels, 2160p (4 K) (3480×2160) Ultra HD (UHD) equal to
7.516.800 pixels, and 4680p (8K) (7680×4320) as in figure 3[10]. However, by determining the
required resolutions, the calculation of the number of cameras needed to cover the surveillance area
can be identified. Number of cameras needed is equal to horizontal scene resolution divided by camera
resolution. For our experiment, the vehicles size more than 2×1.5 meters and then 5MP camera will be
more quite enough.

Figure 3. 1080p (2MP) specifications.
3.2. Experiment topology
We test and select the best topology of cameras positions of our experimental system by four
pillars, two cameras for each, four rules to detect the violated vehicles as in figure 4. The first rule is
rule 1, vehicles that take the violated path (inverse direction) for cross over to the opposite side of the
road straight from the area of pillar 1 to the best topology of cameras positions of our experimental
system area of pillar 3 and vice versa. The second rule is rule 2, vehicles that take the violated path
(inverse direction) for cross over to the opposite side of the road straight from the area of pillar 2 to the
area of pillar 4 and vice versa. The third rule is rule 3, vehicles that take the violated path (inverse
direction) for moving on the same side of the road straight from the area of pillar 2 to the area of pillar
1 and vice versa. The forth second rule is rule 4, vehicles that take the violated path (inverse direction)
for moving on the same side of the road straight from the area of pillar 4 to the area of pillar 3 and vice
versa.
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Figure 4. Applied topology based the proposed user-defined rules (R1: rule one, R2: rule two, R3:
rule three, and R4: rule four) of our scenario. Yellow rectangle: effective FOVs (optical motorized
zone) watched by all four motorized cameras in the pillars.
For achieving that, we cooperates four fixed and four motorized cameras to capture the violated
vehicles and its plate late numbers for identification purposes. Based on that, the vehicles tracking will
be done based on birth and death zones and trajectories of them will be analyzed based on above rules
to report each violated one. Each violated vehicle will be reported with its specific properties and
metadata such as (time, numbers of frames, front side images of vehicle, rear side images of vehicle,
platelets licenses images, etc.) using video processing and machine learning techniques such as Haar
cascade classifier. Also, it is important to consider the relations of effective FOVs time and objects
appearances between cameras over the scene cameras' motion, and scene structure for any applied
tracking algorithm. Several relationships exist between the images with different views are very
important for the construction of vehicles tracking. However, the performance of any IVSS is subject
to the performance of its cameras, hardware costs, installation costs, maintenance costs and operating
costs [11, 12, 13].

3.3. Experiment Setting up
The purpose of our experiment is to detect all violated vehicles such as car, bus, truck, and
scooter that take a violated path to be turned on double inverse side of highway road. The detection
will be done based on the conception of MCCNs on single device video recording DVR system via
RG59 coaxial cable based on two stages. The first stage is for measuring the distances between each
pillar that will carry up two cameras as in figure 5. Four pillars positioned on the rectangle figure, each
carried up two cameras, the upper camera is fixed 5MP (at 3 meters of height) to covering the entire
area while the lower one is a motorized or PTZ 2MP (at 2.75 meters of height) which set to capture
platelets of vehicle. This scenario will help in covering the front and rear of the vehicle at same time.
Capturing platelets of vehicles over specific recorded frames is done by setting the optical lens for the
better length (4 – 5 meters) to be wider (catch misleading vehicles) and clear when recovering the
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frames from both two opposite pillars. The fixed 5MP cameras are settled as to covering the same
FOV for each pillar. DVR unit is used to control and simultaneous the time ticks and dates on frames
of different recorded videos, and however, many positions and situations are tried and studied until the
best setting up and shooting video is accomplished. However, the following Figure 5 shows all first
stage representations.

Figure 5. First stage representations: area topology with distances and directions. Red arrows: pillars
positions, blue box: control unit position.
The second stage is for DVR software installation and setting up different properties for all
eight cameras where all viewed in one control monitor. For best recording process, we choose one
hour time duration of each video (to be saved), 11 frame per second FPS for fixed cameras, and 13
(manufacturing setting) FPS for motorized or PTZ cameras. Table 1 below shows the setting options
used in practices.
Table 1. The applied setting for cameras and video information.
Camera

Fixed Cameras

Motorize or
PTZ Cameras

Frame rate

Width × Height

11 FPS

1920×1080

11 FPS

2560×1920

25 FPS

1920×1080

13 FPS

1920×1080

6

Video Type and Duration

MPEG-4 / H.264 / 1 hour
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Figure 6. Second stage representation: setting process of experiment tools and
DVR software.
4. Results and Discussions
We show how the recording videos are cooperated for the purpose of capturing the violated
vehicles based on the proposed user-defined rule one (R1) and rule two (R2) with its platelets
information identification, the times of violation, and other important metadata from all cameras as to
their specific purposes into scenario and generating them as new reports. We present the cooperating
benefits for avoiding the problems of overlapping effective E-FOVs such as full and partial
occlusions, technology mistakes during recording time, and other situations.

4.1. Overall Scene
One violated vehicle based user-defined rule one (R1) of scene number 1926.jpg from all four
fixed 5MP cameras (11 fps) and its corresponding 2276.jpg from all four motorized cameras (13 fps)
on (29/09/2019 1:02:59 PM) as to the following figures 7, and 8.
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Figure 7. Background scene over four fixed cameras at frame 1926.jpg. Top left: fixed camera
installed on pillar 3. Top right: fixed camera installed on pillar 1. Bottom left: fixed camera
installed on pillar 2. Bottom right: fixed camera installed on pillar 4.

Figure 8. Capturing platelets of violated vehicle (2276.jpg) that detected by R1. First row: two
frames of PTZ cameras on optical motorized zone. Second row: two frames of motorised cameras
on optical motorized zone. Third row: zoomed PTZ frames of first row. Note that platelets license
form in Arabic language and numbers (50972 M / Baghdad, Iraq).
8
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4.2. Occluded Scene
The following situations in figures 9 and 10 are for occluded scenes, the first one is harmed
platelets case and the second one is for misleading vehicles case. It solved by other cooperated
cameras on different positions.

Figure 9. Harmed Platelet of violated vehicle captured by rule two (R2) from one rear side
only at frame (15412.jpg) in 29/09/2019 on 1:19:45 PM. Note that platelets license form in
Arabic language and numbers (6406, Iraq, Basra).

Figure 10. Violated vehicle of inverse rule one (R1) from one front side only at frame
14802.jpg. Note that only one tire is present on PTZ motorized zone by pillar 3 camera while
it is captured by PTZ camera of pillar 1 clearly. Date of recording is 2/10/2019 on
1:14:06 PM. Note that platelets license form in Arabic language and numbers (362081, Irbil,
Iraq).

4.3. Technical and emerged mistakes
The founded noisy camera video output (factory errors) as in fixed camera of pillar 4 can be
avoided by other cooperated cameras' videos based MCCN principle and video processing techniques.
The number of each frame for each camera should be equal but in the PTZ and motorized cameras and
based on factory setting; they have 13 FPS while it is 11 FPS in fixed cameras. This problem is solved
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as the calculation of the following Equations (3), (4), and (5) for fixed cameras and Equation (6) for
motorize or PTZ cameras.
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 (𝐶𝑆) =

𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟(𝑓𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑)
11

(3)

𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝐶𝑆 = 𝐶𝑆 × 11

(4)

𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝐹𝐶𝐹) = 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 − 𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝐶𝑆

(5)

𝑀𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 (𝑀𝐶𝐹) = 𝐶𝑆 × 13 + 𝐹𝐶𝐹

(6)

As an example of above figures 8 and 9, the current second (1926÷11) equal to 175 seconds as
to Equation (3) while the current frame in the current second is 1926 - (175×11) equal to 1 as to
Equation (4) and Equation (5). The current frame in motorize camera is (175×13) +1 which equal to
frame number 2276.jpg as to Equation (6). The fixed cameras on pillars 3 and 4 (both are 5MP) have
noisy appearance video output (company errors) and they need to be processed, therefore the problem
is solved by the opposite and cooperated cameras as to the same rules of violated. Over all the
recorded videos of different daytimes, there are more than 90% cases are successes in capturing the
violated vehicles among the user-defined rules. This will help effectively in vehicles detection and
tracking using video processing and machine learning techniques. However, by solving and avoiding
the technical and emerge errors of experiment setting; there will achieving 100 % success.
5. Conclusion
We propose a methodology of using techniques and technologies in cooperate with MCCN and
area topology principles by explain how to take the important criteria into account for achieving a
good IVSS results. Based on that, we design an experimental study following the mentioned scenario
of traffic turn on highway in real life environment; the resulted recorded videos will be very helpful
and serve in design and test IVSS over video processing and machine learning techniques. The
topology of the experiment has been set as best as possible to eliminate the costs of financial,
technical, and operational equipment's and hence; the four settled user-defined rules summarize the
surveillance process of the violated vehicles by allowing to detect objects initially and tracking it over
specific regions of interests in offline processing (to be identified) finally. However, the gathered raw
data set will be available online for researchers to use and generate perfect IVSS for object detection,
tracking, and identification.
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Abstract. Blockchain technology has revolutionized economic transactions, and it is expected to
spread and influence other fields. It can create innovative and destructive effects on the systems that
need to be executed, store, verified, and continually update digital data among participating parties.
Moreover, it provides security, privacy, trust, and transparency. In the education field, there is a shy
presence of some blockchain applications, and the majority of them have a pilot character. Hence, a
model based on blockchain is introduced in this study, which aims to provides easy to apply for
certificates, as well as share and verify these certificates with a third party. Moreover, the mechanism
of the proposed model proposes permanent distributed hashes records of students’ certificates in
Higher Education to reduce forgery. In conclusion, the study discussed the opportunities, benefits,
features, and challenges are represented by deploying this model in the Higher Education field.
Keywords. Blockchain Applications, Consensus, Automated Certificate Educational Systems,
University Digital Certificate.

1. Introduction
In our increasingly interconnected world and with the constantly increasing and evolving use of
computer systems in various areas of contemporary life. In addition to the rapid increase in the
speed of internet connections and with the fact that most computer users are novice or untrusted,
who have sophisticated computers with high-speed internet connection [1]. Consequently, all that
lead to facilitate and increase of security threats and abuse rises that facing the digital systems.
Therefore, it is necessary to replace or develop other technologies to preserve digital systems from
many security threats and adds layers of protection and trust. A powerful opportunity can emerge
from utilizing new blockchain technology. This technology is expected to develop various
industries objectives such as economic, society, medical, businesses, and education. As a result, it is
necessary to explore and identify the advantage and challenges of blockchain technology [2].
Blockchain technology can be defined as a time-stamped and tamper-resistant distributed digital
ledger. It can allow validate and secure the transactions and update records in a transparent,
synchronized, and decentralized with the consensus of a majority scheme and is considered a part of
the fourth industrial revolution.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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[3]. This mechanism for generating and managing digital data can be effective across
sectors, for instance, when it moves toward increasing productivity and automating processes,
reducing cost, or promote new organizational and business models [4].
Blockchain technology has numerous advantage, it enables known and unknown parties
who do not have a specific trust in each other to exchange any kind of digital assets such as
educational and medical records, services, money, goods, or contracts on a peer-to-peer network
without the need to central authorize to provide the trust [5]. On the other hand, blockchain faces
many underlying technical challenges such as bottlenecks, scalability and performance,
interoperability, high-energy consumption, and protection of personal and sensitive data, which are,
depending on the type of blockchain [5]. Moreover, regulatory and standardization uncertainties
about the formal status of this technology also lead to more risks and ambiguity for companies and
other organizations that are interested in deploying blockchain or experimenting with it [6].
At present, many of the potential advantages of blockchain are unrealized or yet to be fully
examined. Blockchain evolution faces critical questions about the potential effect, added value, or
the specific direction of adoption [7]. However, blockchain technology has seen a burst of interest
in recent years and it is expected that it will lead to a revolution that will significantly disrupt the
way that the data are shared and create prominence in the evolution of the digital world. It is a
highly promising field that requires further researches, experiments, and implementation in
different areas [8].
This study objectives not only to explorer blockchain technology and its features but also to
provide a view on the opportunities and challenges for it’s used within the Higher Education
context. So, we designed a model that utilized blockchain features that could be applicable used to
secure, fast, online, and accurately generate and verify academic certificates with a few manual
work and without the chance to certificates forgery. After this introduction, the study reviews in
section 2, the most related works that discuss the document forgery problem. Section 3 presents the
proposed model. In section 4, the outputs of the proposed model based on a set of theoretical points
are discussed and lastly the conclusion.
2. Background
The origin of prevalent academic fraud can be traced back to people without educational
qualifications who want to become rich, powerful, honor, or being employed in a short period.
Unemployed youth, graduates, and potential college students soon learned that intellectual effort
and the need for serious study is not required to achieve their wish, instead, seek connections and
then obtain forgery credentials by any means [9]. However, hired fraudulent means became broad.
In [10], the researcher explains that academic fraud consists of a broad range of suspicious
activities in the academic field, among them is mutating of the content of the certificates, which
originated from a legitimate issuer to suit the holder's need. Researchers in [11] defined academic
fraud as the intended misrepresentation of academic achievement that may have a harmful
consequence on other parties. Another definition of fake degrees has been introduced by [12,13]
which describes it as a certificate obtained from a bogus institution (diploma mills) that holds an
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original establishment but has not been issued by the claimed institution. Furthermore, another type
of academic fraud is both the origin and content of the certificate are fake; however, it may be
difficult to disclose them [13]. According to [14], there are various sources of fake degrees
including unaccredited degree-granting institutions, degree mills, and corrupt officials at academic
foundations.
Document verification is the process taken to ensure that the documents received from the
owner are genuine and that the owner is legitimate [15, 16]. The verification of the certificate
removes suspicion about the certificate content and the issuer educational institution. Whether the
certificate issued by the alleged institution, as well as, the issuing institution is authentic[15,17].
This always validates the issuing institution and the qualifications provided. The goal of verification
is also to ensure that the certificate has not been altered by the holder and whether it has been truly
issued to the owner [11, 16- 17]. Certificate verification is steps to seeks and trace to ensuring that
the certificate is authentic from its source, means of issuance, and other details about the basis for
issuance. It is the process that establishes the originality of something using a confirmed technique.
[18].
Electronic verification was used, to facilitate and automation of some processes, as well as,
the authentication can be accomplished instantly, which saves time for all parties. Furthermore,
certificates are shared more easily and securely [18, 19]. It is automation and uses some of the
appropriate tools such as verification through a web portal without making a central database to
ensure data privacy. This technique operates within a digital certificate and facilitates automatic
verification of a degree by a third party without the need of the issuing institution [18.19].
An online certificate system is a web-based system that contains a secure database that can
be viewed by three levels of users - the issuing institution, the degree holder, and the third party.
The institution issues a digital certificate to a graduate student after fulfilling the academic
requirements. On the other hand, the student applied the affirmation to access and share the
electronic certificate. Meanwhile, a third party (verifier) also inquires into the system webpage to
verify the certificate.
Blockchain technology is a distributed digital ledger with the consensus of a majority
scheme that promotes systems that need to be executed, store, verified, and continually update
digital data among participating parties. Distributed ledger technology protects and retains the
transaction recording and asset tracking and sharing in a decentralized manner [20].
Through the previous studies, it can be noted the there are big problems with forging official
documents and the methods to verify these documents. This research aims to propose a model based
on permission blockchain that stores compact data proofs of academic certificates in a decentralized
database that enables students easy to apply certificates and easy methods to verify and share with a
third party.
3- The Proposed Model
In this section, we will describe and illustrate the phases and workings steps of the proposed model.
We start with a high-level overview of the main phases in the proposed model. The research aims to
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design a model for a trust system to exporting, securing, and ensure the validity of the higher
certifications of graduate students.
The main advantage of the proposed model is to ensure the validity of students' certificates
in a safe, direct, trust, and fast manner. It also allows students to electronically request a copy of the
certification. The proposed model store the validity of academic certificates in a safely
electronically compact method depending on blockchain technology. Furthermore, it allows
ensuring the validity of students' academic certificates by any interested verifier and from
anywhere. This model proposed a permission blockchain distributed system to deployed
verifications of students' certificates to prevent the process of forgery certificates, as well as to add
transparency and trust in the issuing and export process by ensuring the authenticity of the issuance
of those documents. The permission blockchain proposed by the model involved in all student
affairs departments belongs to universities of the Ministry of Higher Education. It allows the
network participating to add, update, and confirm the student's certifications by a consensus
mechanism.
The hash function was used to obtain a one-way encrypted and compressed copy of the
students' certifications, and these hashes are stored on the blockchain after the verification processes
by participants parties are done. As a result of using the proposed techniques above in the proposed
model, we prevent the process of issuing a tampered certificate. Furthermore allowing nonparticipants parties of blockchain networks such as other companies and organizations to securely
and instantaneously check the validity of the student's certificate that is provided to it.
The proposed system includes three main stages, which are issuing certificates, demanding
the creation of certification, and verifying the validity of the certifications. Each one of these phases
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will be explained in the following sections. Fig. 1. Show workflow of research proposed model.
Fig. 1. Proposed Model Work Flow
3.1 Students Certificates Issuer
The first phase of the proposed model work begins with the process of submitting the graduating
student's grades by the department's examination committee to the proposed central system of the
university. After completing this process, the system directs these results to the dean of the faculty,
the person who in charge, or the person with authority and here there are two cases. The first case is
returning the results to the examination committee for modification within the terms and conditions.
The second case agrees to approval (consider as a signed) and issue students' grades and
certificates. Then the each signed students’ certificate is hashed by the system and forwarded with
the hashes to the college’s registration department. As well as the same copy of these certificates is
sent to the student affairs department at the university. The output of the hash function is a string of
a certain length, which is the hash value. The proposed model extracting the hash value for each
student's certificate separately which is considered a verification checksum for each certificate.
After receiving certificates carried out by the approval of the authority holder, these
certificates with their hashes are stored in a local database individually by the college’s registration
department and the student affairs department at the university. The system sent and deploy only
hash values on the universities' blockchain network if the match of hash values occurs between the
Student Affairs Department compared with the College Register Department for the same
certificates, and if no match means suspicious altering has occurred in certificates, and a person
with authority revisions are required. Fig.2. show the steps of certifications issuer.

Fig.2. Steps of Certificates Issuer
3.2 Request the Student’s Certificate
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The proposed system allows any graduated students from any one of the participating
universities in this system to request a graduation certificate from anywhere in the world at any
time. It provides a portal or application based on the Internet that allows the student to request an
addressed certificate to the desired destination according to the rules. In the case of using the portal,
the student should enter important information such as the full name, college, department, and the
destination to which the certificate is to be addressed in addition to a valid email address. The
certificate issued is sending to the student's email address. In the case of using the application, it
will be an electronic wallet in which the student receives and save all the certificates issued to him.
Furthermore, by this wallet, all the details of the student can be identified through a specific serial
number or a public key when contacting the system or when requesting the certificate. It also saves
all previously issued certificates.
Upon receiving the application submitted by the student to get the academic certificate, the
system will verify the student’s identity and whether he has the right to apply for the certificate. If
the information provided by the student is correct, the system will direct the application to the
registration department in the specified college for the required procedure. The Registration
Department performs a first validity check by extracts the student's information and grades stored
locally and calculates the hash value for this information and compares it with the hash value stored
on the blockchain network to ensure that there is no tampering with locally stored certificate
information. Upon completion of the verification of the validation process of the students'
information, this information with the destination to which the certificate is to be addressed that
taken as requested from the student shall be submitted as an unsigned student certificate issued to
the Dean’s office for approval (signing).
After obtaining the approval of the dean, the date and number of the certificate issued are
given by the system. To deploy the newly created certificate information, it is sent to the Student
Affairs Department that performs a second validity check by calculating the hash value of the new
certificate's main information and comparing it with the stored hash value in the universities
blockchain network. When a match occurs, it means that there is no tampering with the newly
created certificate main information and sends a newly created hash value of the new student
certificate to the blockchain network to be approved and stored.
After obtaining the approval of the members participating in the network to publish and
store the value of the new hash, the process of storing the new hash is performed and a confirmation
message sends to the system. Upon completion of the storage process, a copy of the certificate
required by the system is sent to the student's electronic wallet or via the electronic email, as
mentioned previously. Students can also go to the college’s registration department to receive the
hard copy of that attested certificate.
Fig.3. show steps to apply for a certificate.
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Fig. 3. Steps to Apply for Certificate

3.3 Validations of Certificates
This phase is considered the practical and actual result of the system, as it represents the
benefit of applying the proposed model. Actual works of this phase begin when an institution or a
company wanted to verify the validity of the certificates submitted to it to obtain the advertised
position. As the proposed system provides a webpage or application that can be accessed from
anyone, any time, and anywhere in the world without the need to participate or pay for the system.
The gate could be a portal or an application based on the Internet, which enables anyone to verify
the correctness of the students' certification instantly. Even when the absence of the institution that
granting this certificate for any reason, such as stopping its work or being exposed to any natural or
intentional disaster such as fires or floods.
When the graduate student provides his gained higher certificate information to obtain a
specific position within a specific company(get hire). Therefore, the company or organization needs
to verify the validity of the submitted certificate from the concerned person. In this case, the
company employer can verify the validity of the provided certificate in a real, reliable, and safe way
through a portal belong to the system.
The work of this phase begins when enters only the important information of the certificate
which is the name, average grade, date, issue number, agency, or the certificate is uploaded
electronically (if the certificate is submitted to the company electronically) through the portal by an
employer in the company. The received information of the certificate submit to the portal is entered
at the same hash function used when creating and stored the original certificate hash on the
blockchain network. Then a query is created to perform a search for a match of the generated hash
within universities blockchain network stored hashes. If a match is found means that the certificate
information is correct and the validity message will be shown.
If there is no match for any reason such as a mistake in the entry process or a process that
changes any information from the certificate information (forging the certificate). In this case, there
will be no match of the stored hashes on the blockchain network and the system will be shown a
message of failure or error through the portal. Fig.4. show steps to verify the certificate.
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Fig.4. Steps of Certificate Verification
4. Results and Discussion
To understand the expected outputs from applying this model to the certificates system, it must be
compared with the current systems of the issuer the paper and electronic certificates. Moreover,
explain the problems and weaknesses to solve or enhance them using blockchain technology. This
section describes the most important problems in the current systems.
Certifications acquired over a long period from different accredited educational institutions
throughout the country or the world, need to be approved for their originality. The verified process
is becoming more difficult and takes long periods due to the increase in the number of universities,
colleges, courses, and students. Educational institutions spend a lot of time, effort, and resources in
creating academic certificates for students as well as verifying transcripts and data starting from
their date’s births, records of accomplishment, and capabilities.
The trust, security, transparency, and speed along with automation through digitization are offered
by blockchain technology that comes as leverage to the education industry across the world. The
results of adopting the proposed model are summarized below:
1- Easy Verification Mechanism and Accurate Information: A portal can be used by the third-party
who want to verify the certificate.
2- Convenient: The students need to no longer provide many papers with proof of their originality
each time they use to apply for a job.
3- Cost-effective: The digitization of the process of the creation and validation of the certificates
reduces the costs for all parties.
4- Time-efficient: The increased speed of creating and verifying the certificates as the certificates
can be delivered and verified digitally.
5- Data Privacy and Security: Students' academic achievement is stored in the local and private
database of an educational institution, as well as store hashes of those credentials, which are stored
on the blockchain that is cryptographically protected. As result, prevent the issuance of forgery
certificates and at the same time, students' creational is safe and reliable.
6-. Secure Transactions, Transparent, and Immutable Data: The hashes are approved and authorized
by a consensus mechanism. Moreover, all blockchain participants store the same transactional data
that vastly improve the trust in the whole system.
7- Availability: The verification of certificate is there at any time and from anywhere even when the
problem of unavailability of the educational institution such stops using the network, that their
equipment malfunctions, or even stop institution work.
On the other hand, to develop a reliable and secure blockchain certificate system with high
functionality and usability, a group of solid technical and mathematical foundation experts of
blockchain is needed. This presents a shortcoming for practitioners and researchers in the field of
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education. Blockchain technology is difficult to comprehend by educators, learners, and other
professional parties. Universities need to know how the adoption of the blockchain will affect their
privacy, database rights, and other confidential information. This study aims to establish a model
for blockchain technology accreditation for certificate verification systems but does not address the
technical aspects of implementation. Further studies will be necessary to realize the implications of
adopting this technology for enhanced implementation.
5. CONCLUSION
The development of distributed and secure electronic systems has become an important subject in
line with the development of the digital world. The application of blockchain technology is an
excellent example of these systems that provides exciting features such as transparency, trust, and
decentralization with untampered and permanents data records. The implementation of such
technology to systems for issuing students' certificates, especially when the individuals are subject
to many academic studies and training from several different institutions and they obtain several
certificates, is critical. The process of preserving these certificates in a way that is permanent, not
tampered with, or forged is very important. Moreover, it is important to presents an opportunity for
third parties to verify shared certificates quickly, securely, and independently. The proposed model
fulfills for preventing forgery certificates and managing digital academic credentials mainly in
terms of the trust, high outputs, availability, transparency, low costs, and resource consumption,
especially with the existence of many educational institutions nowadays. This study does not
address the technicalities of implementation. Further studies to design and facilitate the creation and
implementation of the blockchain solution in education are recommended.
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Abstract. The concept of interfacing brains with robots/machines has been capturing human
interests for a long time. The technology of the Brain-computer interface (BCI) has been aimed
at building an interface between the brain and any electronic/electrical device (such as, smart
home appliance, a wheelchair, and robotics devices) with the use of the electroencephalogram
(EEG) that can be defined as a non-invasive approach for the measurement of the electrical
potentials from the electrodes that have been placed on the scalp, produced by the activity of
the brain. Over the past years, pattern classification was a highly challenging research field.
Presently, the tasks of the pattern classification. In this paper, we chose motor imagery with the
use of the single trial EEG signal, the SOM has been utilized to classify the signal processing
algorithm ( FICA). In comparison to other algorithms of the EEG signal analyses. It has
achieved a classification accuracy of up to 88.% in comparison with the other method where
the reported accuracy has been 65%. The SOM classification algorithm has been fast, simple,
efficient, and easy to use. It achieved satisfactory results at the BCI
Keywords: brain computer interface (BCI), FICA, SMO,

1. Introduction
BCI can be defined as a direct connection between an animal or human brain (or brain cell culture)
and an external device that has the ability the directly conducting of some external actions, based on
signals provided by the brain. Before that, a team of researchers at Tsinghua Univ. have developed a
set of internationally advanced approaches for pattern classification and signal processing, they have
utilized this group of approaches for the successful implementation of BCI for the real-time brain
activity cortical signal interpretations [1].
The EEG method was utilized for establishing portable asynchronous and synchronous controls for the
applications of the BCI.
BCI may also be known as the Mind-Machine Interface (MMI), BMI or the direct neural interface.
Those terms have led to the recognition of the BCI as a tube of direct communication between the
brain and an external device as can be seen in Fig1 [2].
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Figure1 Brain computer interface system

The technology of the BCI has been divided mainly into 2 brain activity measurement types, which
are: the invasive BCI, and the non-invasive BCI, according to the way that the electrodes to record the
electrical brain activity.
The non-invasive EEG-based BCIs can be defined as the best interface for space of the applications
for the people who have severe motor disabilities due to their non-invasiveness, practicality, low cost,
simplicity to use and portability. For some of the disabled patients that have paralysis or physical
disabilities whereas the brain functions normally, even though they have the consciousness and
thought of a normal large brain, they are not capable of communicating with the external environment
by severely damaged nervous system and muscle and independently complete daily works. Which
resulted in serious mental and physical trauma, and they live very painful lives that will have an
impact on their process of recovery to some degree. The way of restoring or enhancing their
communication and control abilities to outside world was the aim which was pursued for years in the
medical rehabilitation area[3].
Invasive BCI can result in immune reactions, causing dangerous harm to a user, and it’s barely
accepted by the disabled people due to the method’s invasiveness, requiring a special surgery, and its
cost with the equipment is quite high and not yet covered by most of the governments. Even though
the non-invasive BCI has a lower accuracy compared to invasive BCI, which remains rather less
expensive in comparison to all of the other approaches and everyone can accept it easily [4][5].
There is a number of the models for controlling computer or machine with the use of the
signal characteristics of the human brain and most popular ones are the motor imagery [6][7][8] [9].
P300 wave[10][11][12], steady state visual evoked potentials (SSVEP) [13].
The commonly utilized signal processing and classification approaches of the motor imagery with the
use of the single trial EEG signal. Which include fast Fourier transformation (FFT), canonical
correlation analysis (CCA), wavelet transformation, support vector machine (SVMs), and linear
discriminant analysis (LDA).
In some previous research, the EEG has been used for various tasks [26].
In [8] it is seen that authors suggested new deep NNs like the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) have been utilized for the classification of right- and left-hand
motor imagery. after analyzation with Wavelet Transform.
In [14]: They have utilized an FFT for the extraction of the important features from a signal. After
that, the obtained features are input signals of an FNN based classifier, the BCI for Controlling
Wheelchairs they have discovered that using FFN is of a high effectiveness in classifying the signals
of the EEG.
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In[15]: have suggested an innovative model of classification, which has been referred to as multimodal fuzzy fusion-based brain-computer interface system. There have been 10 volunteers who have
carried out a motor imagery-based BCI experimentation, the system accomplished the maximum
accuracy, of up to 78.45% and 78.81% with Sugeno and Choquet integrals, respectively. The authors
have presented a new idea for the enhancement BCI systems that adopt fuzzy integrals
In[16]: This study implemented algorithms that have the ability of separating and classifying the taskassociated EEG signal from the ongoing signals of EEG. This separation has been carried out through
the hybridization between a classical approach which is represented by the process of filtering and a
modern approach which is represented by Stone’s BSS method to their ability of the isolation and
deletion of the artefacts have an impact on system efficiency, as well as the task-related EEG signal
have been categorized with the use of the NB. The obtained recognition rate results have been 82%
The remainder of this paper was arranged as: the important topics are discussed in the following
section. In part3, the proposed model is discussed. Experimental results are presented in part4. Finally,
the conclusions of this research are presented in part5.
2. Features extraction and dimension reduction
Raw EEG this raw was not used as a feature to identify patterns in the interfaces between the brain and
the computer (BCI) due to the large amount of data generated from it. One second of an EEG
recording containing 8000 features, it needs a method to reduce the dimensions or extract Important
information only.
(FFT) As in a raw EEG, the Fourier transform contains a large amount of data,
(Autoregressive AR) In regression techniques, the model is modeled so that a voltage is predicted
from a voltage N that precedes it. Regression coefficients are used as features for pattern recognition,
(wavelet) Wavelet shifting features of the (time-domain) and (frequency- domain) due to the fact that
it allows the user to view the change in frequency bands over time. In the case of an intermittent wave
transfer,
(Transform wavelet Discrete) The maximum number of conversion parameters is equal to the number
of samples in the basic signal, While (a continuous Wavelet transfer ) creates a lot of additional
transactions.
Several methods have been utilized for the extraction of the features from the EEG signals like the
independent component analysis (ICA), principal component analysis (PCA), wavelet Packet
Decomposition(WPD), and genetic algorithms.
3. Fast Independent Component Analysis ( FICA).
Fast ICA is an efficient implementation of ICA technique and a technique of popularly utilized
BSS approach [17]. It has computational efficiency and needs a smaller amount of memory compared
to other algorithms due to the fact that it is capable of estimating independent components one after
the other. It additionally has the benefit of multi-component extracting, and the performance of the
system does not degrade [18]. The ICA modeling is performed with the use of Equation (1):
Z = A M . sD
(1)
Here, Z indicates the observed matrix, Am represents the separating matrix, and sD represents
determined sources. ICA is mainly utilized for the identification of separating matrix X for the sake of
attaining the independent components in independent criteria pre-requisites.
∗
(2. )
sD
= X. Z
−1
X = Am
(3)
FastICA uses kurtosis for the independent components estimation Whitening is usually performed on
data before the execution of the algorithm[19].
Before applying a FICA algorithm on the data, it is necessary to perform some pre-processing
techniques, like the centering and whitening of the data that makes the issue of the estimation of ICA
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better and simpler conditioned [20]
1. Centering: the most necessary and basic pre-processing is centering observed variables through the
subtraction of their sample average, that is:
x = x’ − E{x’} …
(4)
where x represents centered signal,
x’ is the observed signal, and
E{x’} represents the expectation of x’.
Also the independent components have been made 0-mean, since
E{s}=A-1E{x}
After the estimation of mixing matrix as well as independent components for 0-mean data, this
subtracted mean may be re-constructed simply through the addition of the A-1E{x’} to 0-mean
independent component.
2. Whitening: whitening the observed data is another useful preprocessing strategy in FICA. The
purpose of whitening is to transform the observed vector x to another vector z, so that its components
have not been correlated and their variance equal to unity. In another word the covariance matrix of z
equals the identity matrix:
E{z zT}=I … (5)
The whitening is a linear transformation that transforms the
observed vector x by linearly multiplying it with some matrix V
z(k)=Vx(k) … 6)
where z is the whitened vector, and
V represents the whitening matrix.
The whitening matrix has been obtained by using Eigen value decomposition (EVD) approach of
covariance matrix:
Cx=E{xxT}=EDET … (7)
where Cx represents covariance matrix of x,
D represents the diagonal Eigen values matrix of Cx.
E represents orthogonal Eigen vectors matrix of Cx,
Thus, whitening matrix has been given as
V=D-1/2 ET
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) Algorithm
SMO can be defined as one of the algorithms, which improve SVMs algorithm for the purpose of
tackling QP problem. It performs the reduction of large amounts of the time, which is consumed by
the SVMs throughout the phase of the training due to the QP optimization problem solution. The
concept of the SMO is that it performs the separation of QP problem to smaller problems and
analytically solves them. SMO has more capability for handling larger training sets due to the fact that
it requires a linear memory amount on the training set. Therefore, the SMO is more appropriate for the
EEG signal, which involves large size feature vectors. Moreover, it scales with large training sets and
its implementation is quite simple [21][22].
3.The Proposed Classification System
The formation of a system of interfaces between the brain and the proposed computer includes three
main steps that are included in Fig (2). The first step: obtaining the signal, the second step: processing
the signal using a FICA, JADE algorithm, in the third step: classifying the data by SOM algorithm to
classify the movement the left or right index finger.
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Figure2 Block diagram of the proposed system

3.1 Data Recording
EEG signals data were collected using computerized EEG device at a sampling rate of 256Hz
according to computerized EEG device specifications. The scalp was covered by 19 electrodes that
were based on 10-20 international system, as can be seen from (Fig3). The were been acquired from
[12]

Figure3 Location of the EEG channels based upon the international 10-20
system [23].
This step includes obtaining the information that has been gathered from the EEG device and arrange
it into excel sheet for additional processing. Table1. illustrates the basic data specifications. Data
recording in 2 sessions one for the left index finger and the second one for the right movements each
one of the sessions consists of numerous trails, every one of which is 10sec long, 19 channel signals
and every one of the signals includes 256 samples in Hz.
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TABLE1 DATA SET SPECIFICATIONS.
Gender
male

age

24

position

1meter from
computer
monitor

motion

Medical
condition

static

healthy

situation

Sit on
chair

3.2 Processing signals
3.2.1 Attribute extraction and proposed algorithms
In the original articles, the datasets have been pre-processed in a variety of ways. In order to gain
fair comparison of the performance, to eliminate noises. in this work, we using FICA to analyses
signal EEG raw To improve the system.
Steps of FICA Algorithms
Step1: Centering
Step2: Whitening
Step3: data have been centered through the subtraction of the average value of every one of the
data matrix columns X.
Step4: data matrix will be ‘whitened’ through the projection of data on its principal component
orientations in other words, X -> XK where K stands for a pre-whitening matrix. The number of
the components may be identified by a user.
Step5: ICA algorithm performs an estimation of a matrix W s.t XKW = S . W has been selected for
the maximization of neg-entropy approximation under constraints that W represents orthonormal
matrix. Such constraint makes sure that estimated components are not correlated. This algorithm
has been based upon a fixed-point scheme of iteration for the maximization of neg-entropy.
3.2.2 Classification
The classification procedures were performed In the presented study, through the use of Sequential
Minimal Optimization algorithms (SMO): As shown by the algorithm below[22].
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Algorithm: Simplified SMO

Input
C=regularization parameter

tol: numerical tolerance
max- passes: max # of times to iterate over α' s without changing
(x1,y1),………(xm,ym):training date
Out put
α∈ Rm: Lagrange multipliers for solution
b ∈R: threshold for solution
• Initialize αi = 0, ∀i, b = 0.
• Initialize passes=0
• While (passes < max- passes)
•
num-changed -alphas = 0
•
for i = 1, . . . m,

Calculate Ei = f(x (i) ) − y (i) using (2).
if ((y (i)Ei < −tol && αi < C) || (y (i)Ei > tol && αi > 0))
•
Select j ≠ i randomly.
•
Calculate Ej = f(x (j) ) − y (j) using (2).
•
Save old α’s: αi (old) = αi , αj (old) = αj .
•
Compute L and H by (10) or (11).
•
if (L == H)
continue to next i.
•
Compute η by (14).

4. Results
Classification Accuracy
The present section includes a discussion of results in the case of using 2 algorithms, which are (FICA,
JADE) and a SOM Classifier in the system of the brain interface between computer. Comparing them in the
case of using the same classifier, we noticed that the classification accuracy when using the SOM algorithm
with the FICA algorithm reached 88% and it led to the improvement of the system where the classification
accuracy without processing was 64%, and when it was processed using the JADE algorithm, the
classification accuracy was 65%.. The results are shown in tables (2)-(4).
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Table (2) illustrates the Detailed Accuracy by movement Right index finger
Preprocessing

EEG

Classification

precision

RAW

F-

Recall

Measure

Right

Without

index

processing

finger

SOM

0.792

0.069

0.036

With JADE

0.750

0.667

0.66

with FICA

1.000

0.800

0.667

proposed
work

Table (3) illustrates the Detailed Accuracy by movement Left index finger
Preprocessing

EEG

Classific

precision

ation

RAW
Left index

Without

finger

processing

F-

Recall

Measure

SOM

0.495

0.660

0.990

With JADE

0.500

0.571

0.667

with FICA

0.800

0.889

1.000

proposed work

Table (4 ): results of the suggested study and table numbers have shown that the suggested work performs
better and provides higher accuracy of the rating. Where it represents Results of weighted Average classification
And the time it takes to build the classifier model
Table 4. Results of weighted Average classification
Pre-

Classification

and time utilizing the suggested methods

precision

F-Measure

Recall

Time

0.647

0.358

0.502

0.13 seconds

With JADE

0.656

0.631

0.625

0.05 seconds

with FICA

88.6

0.851

0.857

0.05 seconds

processing
With no
processing
EEG data

SOM

proposed
work
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In general, the suggested study has been providing more sufficient performance: compared to other methods
through the experimentation whit, which is why, the FICA was chosen to be enhanced due to the fact that it
has been more sufficient already, compared to other utilized blind source separation approaches with the SOM
method. Results have given gave better rating accuracy equal to 88% . as can be seen from Fig (4)

Fig 4. accuracy using proposed techniques.
The thesis presented by Salem 2007 [20] under the title (Design and The implementation of an AI control unit based on the
'brain-computer interface) is the closest research in this study. Use the same dataset (19) channels and FICA algorithm for
analyses the EEG of signal the BCI. Signal was classified using an adaptive pattern classifier Consists of a set of Kohonen
Self-Organization Map (SOM) And LVQ While we used classifier Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO). The results of
the comparison between the system in the proposed study and the thesis [20] were shown in table (5) and Fig (5).
Table 5. Results of comparing the proposed techniques with previous technologies
data
input

Classifier

Precision %

analysis

Left index

right index

finger

finger

data

(SOM) And LVQ

25

45.8

RAW EEG

Sequential Minimal Optimization

49

79

FICA

(SOM) And LVQ

53.3

75

Sequential Minimal Optimization

80

100
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fig (5). comparing the proposed techniques with previous technologies

5. Conclusions
In the present research, the impact of the EEG -BCI performance enhancement has been shown by employing a
suitable classifier. There are numerous sparse characteristics with dimensions that exceed 2,650. Training a
massive amount of data with the use of traditional approaches is insufficient and expensive. This is why SMO
has been chosen which operates best on the sparse data with the high dimensions. The results of the
classification have been enhanced by utilizing it. The SMO speeds up the process of training, as well as
reducing the classification errors. The precision which has been obtained from the use of the SMO has been
88%
.
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Abstract. Automatic Modulation Recognition (AMR) has a significant impact in the military
as well as civil applications. Recognizing the modulation of the received signal has been
considered as an intermediate step between the detection and demodulation of the signal.
Which is why, in many military and communication systems, the AMR is considered as part of
the system. Presently, due to increasing digital modulations in military and civil applications.
Digital modulation recognition is especially important. Usually for the AMR a small number of
the received signal features are obtained and utilized. The choice of the suitable feature plays
an important part in the increase of AMR efficiency. The presented paper indicates hybrid
intelligent system for the recognitions of digital signal types, consisting of 3 major modules:
classifier module, feature extraction module and J48 Classifier that was used for the first time
in our research in the field of classification of modulated signals and optimization module by
Chicken Swarm Optimization (CSO) . To get better results of the system suggested
optimization the features to discard weak or irrelevant features in the system and keep only
strong relevant features Chicken Swarm Optimization. The results of simulation confirm the
high accuracy of recognition that is related to the suggested system even at low SNR.
keywords: Hybrid System, Automatic modulation recognition, Chicken Swarm Optimization
Algorithm, J48 Algorithm

1.Introduction.
Automatic Modulation Recognition the second stage which is used after detection of the embedded
signals to demodulate them [1] is capable of recognizing the received signal’s modulation type
between the pre-supposed modulation numbers. The automatic modulation recognition is of a
significant impact on the military and civil applications in the present day, as a result of the increase in
the digital modulations in the military and civil applications the recognition of the digital modulation
is particularly important. Generally, for the automatic modulation recognition, a few features of the
received signal will be obtained and utilized. The choice of suitable features is of a significant impact
on the increase of recognition efficiency [2]. In [3] used the neural network algorithm choosing 10
modified signals (2-ASK, 4-ASK, 2-FSK, 4-FSK, 2-PSK, 4-PSK, 4-QAM, 16-QAM, 64-QAM). The
existence of the Gaussian noise -5dB to 20dB. Results have shown an increase in the accuracy of
recognition of the modification type. In [4] This study uses 2 convolutional neural network (CNN)based DL models. The experimental results have demonstrated the considerable advantage of the
performance and the feasibility of the applications of the DL-based method for the classification of the
modulation. In [5] Suggested novel algorithm for distinguishing six types of digital: modulation
approaches (2ASK, 2FSK, 2PSK,4 ASK,4 FSK, and 4 PSK) High-resolution result for new algorithms
have been demonstrated even when SNR = 4dB. In [6] They proposed a data-based model to classify
automatic settings without relying on expert features such as high-frequency moments. The accuracy
of the results was 90% in the SNR variance ranging from 0dB to 20d In this research, the following
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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digital signals have been considered: (2ASK, 2PSK, 4PSK, 8PSK, 8QAM,16QAM,32QAM, 64 QAM,
128QAM, and 256QAM) is enhancing modulated signal features, which leads to the reduction of the
properties of the signal by the increase of system accuracy in detections and identifications of the
signal type with the use of the Chicken Swarm optimization algorithm . In The general outline of the
present paper is: After introduction, features extraction and algorithms of the optimization will be
reviewed in Section2 the classification will be provided in Section3. Section4 provides some of the
simulation results, and finally, the conclusions of the present research will be provided in section5.
2. Feature Extraction and Optimization
The standard system of pattern recognition after carrying out some operations of the pre-processing
usually decreases the raw data set size through the extraction of a group of the distinctive attributes
that are referred to as features. The necessity for the feature extraction results from the potential
incapability of using raw data. In the field of signal recognition, selecting good features results in
enabling the classifier from distinguishing higher and more digital signals, as well as helping the
reduction of the classifier’s complexity. A variety of digital signal types are known for different
characteristics which is why they find the accurate features to identify them (particularly in the cases
of the higher-order moment, cumulant) is a complicated task.. according to the researches, statistical
features present a good way to discriminate the types of the considered digital signals [7] .
2.1. Moments

Probability distribution moments can be defined as a model of expected value and defining
the character of the probability density function. Concerning digital signals the specification for 𝑖 𝑡ℎ the
moment for finite length is specified via:
𝑁

𝜇𝑖 = ∑(𝑠𝑘 − 𝜇)𝑖 𝑓(𝑠𝑘 )

(1)

𝐾=1

Where N can be defined as the data length, 𝑠𝑘 is the random variable, subscript (k) is integer-valued, μ
is the mean value of a random variable. Let the signal has a zero mean (μ= 0), thus equation (1)
becomes:
𝑁

𝜇𝑖 = ∑ 𝑆𝑘𝑖 𝑓(𝑠𝑘 )

(2)

𝐾=1

The auto-moment regarding random variable is:
𝐸𝑠,𝑝+𝑞,𝑝 = 𝐸[𝑆 𝑃 (𝑆 ∗ )𝑞 ]

(3)

The (p) represents the number of the non-conjugated terms (q) represents the number of conjugated
terms, (p+q) represent moment order, and (S) is a discrete random variable[8]
2.2 CUMULANTS
Cumulants are also statistical features If the characteristic equation of a random variable S
with zero mean is :
F(𝑡) = 𝐸[𝑒 𝑗𝑡𝑠 ]

(4)

Expanding the Logarithm of equation (4) by applying a Taylor series we obtain
(𝑗𝑡 𝑛 )
:𝑔(𝑡) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 {𝐸[𝑒 𝑗𝑡𝑠 ] ∑∞
}
𝑛=1 𝑘𝑛
𝑛!

Where(𝑘𝑛 ) is called the cumulant, (t) is time The nth-order cumulant is comparable to nth order
moment thus
2
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𝐶𝑠,𝑝+𝑞,𝑝 = 𝐶𝑢𝑚 [𝑠(𝑡),
⏟ … , 𝑠(𝑡), 𝑆
⏟∗ (𝑡), … , 𝑆 ∗ (𝑡), ]
𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠

(5)

𝑞𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠

The cumulants can be derived from moment :
𝑐𝑢𝑚[𝑠1 , … . 𝑠𝑛 ] = ∑∀𝑣(−1)𝑞−1

(𝑞 − 1)! 𝐸[∏𝑗𝜖𝑣1 𝑠𝑗 ] … 𝐸 [∏𝑗𝜖𝑣𝑞 𝑠𝑗 ]

(6)

𝑣 = (𝑣1 , … . . , 𝑣𝑞 ) for the indexes (1, 2, ..., n), (q)

The summation will be implemented on partitions
represents the number of elements in partition [1].
2.3 Optimization

To get better results of the system optimization is suggested to the features to discard weak or
irrelevant features in the system and keep only strong relevant features, to check the accuracy of the
system and comparing the results obtained from applying the feature optimization algorithm and
without applying it .algorithm used for feature optimization (BAT swarm).
2.4 Chicken Swarm Algorithm (CSO)
CSO may be characterized as an advanced intelligent approach that has been proposed to a lot
of behaviors related to chickens cocks and hens in their process when they search for food. In the CSO
the chicken swarm in the search space is mapped as a specific individual of the particle. The chicken
particle swarm, cock particle swarm, and hen particle swarm have been organized according to the
fitness value of the particle, and a variety of the search modes will be utilized by every one of the subswarms [9]. In this algorithm, more than a few particles with the best fitness are selected as the cock
particle swarm which can be characterized as:
𝑡
2
(𝑥)𝑡+1
(7)
𝑖,𝑗 = (𝑥)𝑖,𝑗 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑛(0, 𝜎 )
𝑡+1
𝑡
where 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 represents the position regarding 𝑗-the dimension of a particle 𝑖 in 𝑡+1 and 𝑡
iterations respectively rand n (0, 𝜎 2 ) represents the random number of Gauss distribution whose
variance is 𝜎 2 The parameter 𝜎 2 could be computed via
1,
𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 < 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑘
2
(𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑘 − 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 )
(8)
𝜎 ={
exp (
) , 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 ≥ 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑘
(|𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 | + 𝜉)
where 𝑖, 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑟 size] and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑘. 𝑟size can be defined as the number of cock swarms. 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 and 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑘
represents the values of the fitness regarding cock particle 𝑖 & 𝑘, respectively; 𝜉 can be defined as a
fairly small number. Moreover, most particles with the best fitness will be selected as the hen swarm.
Its random search will be carried out by population cocks of .hen and that of others, which may be
given as:
𝑡+1
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑋𝑖,𝑗
= 𝑋𝑖,𝑗
+ 𝑠2𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑. (𝑋𝑟1
(9)
,𝑗 , 𝑋𝑖,𝑗 )+ . . 𝑠2 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑. (𝑋𝑟2 ,𝑗 , 𝑋𝑖,𝑗 )
𝑡
𝑡
where 𝑋𝑟1,𝑗 and 𝑋𝑟1,𝑗 represents the position related to cock individual 𝑟1 in a population of the hen
𝑋𝑗 and cock individual 𝑟2 in other populations, respectively. rand can be defined as a uniform random
number over [0, 1]. 𝑆1 & 𝑆2 indicate the weight that is estimated by
S1= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

(𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖−𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑟1 )
(|𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 |+𝜉)

)

S2= 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑟2 − 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 )
(10)
where 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑟1 and. 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑟2 represents, fitness value regarding the cock individual 𝑟1 in hen population 𝑋𝑗
and the cock individual 𝑟2 in other populations. Each one of the individuals, apart from a hen. swarm
and cock swarm will be specified as chick swarm. Its mode of search follows the search mode of the
hen swarm which has been provided as:
𝑡+1
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑋𝑖,𝑗
= 𝑋𝑖,𝑗
+ 𝐹𝐿. (𝑋𝑚,𝑗
− 𝑋𝑖,𝑗
(11)
), 𝐹𝐿 ∈ [0,2]
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where FL. represents a parameter, indicating that a chick will follow its mother to search for
𝑡
food. 𝑋𝑚,𝑗
indicates the 𝑖th chick’s mother’s position (𝑚 ∈ [.1,𝑁]) [9].

3. CLASSIFIER
3.1 Classification Algorithms
Classification can be defined as a very important problem of data mining. Its input can be described as
a data-set of the training record, where every one of the records got several attributes. Numerical
attributes can be defined as the attributes that have numerical domains and categorical attributes,
which are attributes that have non-numerical domains. In addition to that, there has been as well, a
distinguished attribute which has been referred to as Class label. Such classification has been intended
for the construction of a console model that may be utilized for the prediction of the future of the class
label [10] unlabeled records. Numerous models of classification have been utilized and a method
which is referred to as the called decision tree has been utilized in the present paper.
3.2 . Decision trees
Decision trees are used for delineating the process of decision-making. It is a classifier that is
embodied with a tree construction that is similar to a flowchart, which was used extensively for
embodying the models of association, as a result of its graspable nature which holds to mind human
reasoning. They have been used for categorizing the instances through sorting those instances down
the 3 from origin to a small leaf node, running the instance association. Each one of the nodes is
specifying an instance examination and each one of the divisions is corresponding to a potential
advantage of that attribute. The decision tree in [11] performs the building of the regression or
classification models as a tree structure. It performs a division of the data-set to smaller and smaller
sub-sets as at a similar period a related decision tree has been developed incrementally. The final
result is a tree alongside the leaf and the decision nodes. The decision node has 2 or more divisions
and the leaf node embodies a decision or association. The topmost decision node in the tree,
corresponding to the optimal predictor produced the origin node

3.3 DECISION TREE (J48)
One of the best algorithms of machine learning to examine the data continuously and
categorically. J48 is utilized for the classification of a variety of applications and provide precise
classification results: J-48 is a highly sufficient algorithm of machine learning which is utilized for the
categorical and continuous examination of data C 4.5 (J-48) is one of the algorithms utilized for the
generation of the decision tree, it has been advanced by R. Quinlan. C 4.5 is an extension of the earlier
ID-3 algorithm by Quinlan. The C 4.5 actualizes (J 48) for the creation of a trimmed C 4.5 decision
tree. All information aspects are split into smaller sub-sets to base a decision. J 48 considers the
standardized data gain which is the result of splitting information through the selection of an attribute.
In a summary, attribute extreme standardized data gained has been deployed. The smaller sub-sets are
gathered again by the algorithm. Split strategies are stopped in the case where a sub-set has an index
that has a similar class in every instance. J-48 produces a decision node with the use of expected class
(J 48) estimations, the decision tree is capable of dealing with certain properties, the missing or lost
data attribute estimations, and different attribute costs. Here the precision may be expanded with
pruning [12, 13].
4. The Step of J48
Step1// Labeling of the leaf with a similar class in the case where instances are part of the same class.
Step2// For every one of the attributes, the possible data is figured and data gain will be obtained from
the attribute test.
Step3// Ultimately, the optimal attribute is selected according to the current parameter of selection:
4
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4.1 THE PROPOSED MODULATION CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
The System which has been presented in This paper consists of 2 phases: Phase one: the
electromagnetic signals. HOMs and HOCs were used for feature extraction (FE). MATLAB programs
were designed to fulfill the tasks. the extracted HOMs and HOCs were obtained as a matrix of the
dataset. Output FE was improved using the Chicken swarm optimization algorithm Phase 2: The
outputs of the first stage are applied as inputs into the J48 to classify the signal and predict the signal
type
Fig.
(1)
demonstrates
the
-diagram
of
the
Proposed
System.

Figure 1 . A diagram of the proposed method

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT:
This section discusses the Results of using the Algorithm chicken Swarm Optimization and (J48) to
classify 10 types of The modified signal (8 QAM, 16QAM, 32 QAM, 64QAM, 128 QAM, 256 QAM,
2PSK, 4 PSK, 8 PSK, 2 ASK Within the level of SNR (-2, -1,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7, 8,910,11and 12) dB and
comparing these results when classifying without optimization the feature of signals in an algorithm
(J48 decision tree) is for each type of signal and the accuracy of the rating as shown in Table 1 Each
type of signal. The success rate in identifying signals after using the CSO algorithm is higher as
indicated in Table 3which means more system efficiency.
Results of classification accuracy using (J48 decision tree) without optimization where the accuracy
ratio was 87% to the proposed methodology.
Table1. Represents Classification criteria of the suggested algorithm's without optimization
Criteria of Classification

Signal Type-

Classification

Re-call

F-Measure

Accuracy
8 QAM

%100

100

100

16 QAM

%100

100

100

32QAM

86

83

83

64 QAM

86

83

83

128QAM

86

83

83

256QAM

%100

100

100

2 ASK

%100

100

100

2 PSK

71

73

75

4PSK

75

100

100

8PSK

86

86

83
5
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120

100
80
60
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40

F-Measure

20

Precision

0

Figure 2 The classification Accuracy without optimization
Represents results Accuracy using (J48 decision tree) with CSO where the accuracy ratio was 95 % to
the proposed methodology.
Criteria of Classification

Signal Type

Classification Accuracy

Re-call

F-Measure

8QAM

%90

100

100

16QAM

%100

100

100

32QAM

95%

91

90

64QAM

88%

88

86

128QAM

%100

100

100

256QAM

%100

100

100

2ASK

%100

100

100

2PSK

88%

83

82

4PSK

93%

93

92

8PSK

%88

87

86

Table- 2. Represents Rresult's Classification criteria of the Proposed algorithm's with optimization

120
100
80
60

Recall

40

F-Measure

20

Precision

0

Figure 3 The classification Accuracy with optimization
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Conclusions
In the present research, Ten digital signal types Modulated were generated in the MATLAB program
in an SNR level that ranges within (-2, dB . after that,
statistical features have been extracted (Moment, Cumulant) of signals, above. optimizing features
with (CSO algorithm) Using the (J48 decision tree) as a classifier The results showed higher
classification accuracy when optimization the features by CSO up to 95% even at low noise levels
compared to the classification accuracy without Optimize.
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Abstract. An opportunistic resource utilization network (denoted as Oppnet) is a type of
network that enables its node to cooperate in an opportunistic and ad hoc manner. Cooperation
in oppnet includes sharing node computational resources, rather than only opportunistic
communication in the traditional opportunistic networks. The key idea of oppnet is its ability to
grow from seed node (initiator) to expanded oppnet via joining more nodes until getting the
desired resources in a timely manner. This expansion raises the security risk of joining
malicious nodes and threatens the oppnet including nodes and data. Besides, uncontrolled
oppnet expansion might allow joining nodes with low computational capabilities or limited
resources that have delayed responses, and hence affect the performance of oppnet. This study
aims to mitigate these two problems by proposing a new oppnet paradigm (an enhanced
version of original oppnet) called Trust-based Secure Cooperative Oppnet (TSCO) that
utilizing a trust as a foundation for security and cooperation. Trust foundation is the major
aspect of TSCO, which relies mainly on establishing trust value for each oppnet node and
updating these values based on cooperation experience with those nodes. In TSCO, oppnet
nodes have classified based on their trust values in which the highest trust value has the
priority to join oppnet, if it exists within the specific range. Otherwise, the second-highest trust
value takes priority, and so on. To test the feasibility of TSCO in realistic systems, a
framework of using TSCO as an oppnet expansion control regarding security and cooperation
is simulated. The experimental results show that TSCO has a better performance in terms of
secure, success expansion, and cooperation. The success rate of TSCO is higher than the
success rate of the original oppnet (our experimental baseline). In addition, regarding the time
of satisfying oppnet tasks, TSCO shows less average latency than the baseline.
Keywords: Trust, Security, Cooperation, Opportunistic Networks

1. Introduction
Opportunistic resource utilization networks (oppnets) considered in this study are categories of ad hoc
networks where diverse nodes, not originally designed as oppnet nodes, join it dynamically to perform
certain tasks they have been called to participate in. Oppnets use opportunistically all kinds of
resources including computation, communication, storage, sensing, actuation, etc.
Trust considered in this study is an aspect of security and reliability. In other words, trust is formulated
and integrated within oppnet architecture to assure that only secure nodes with a sufficient level of
trust, resources, reliability, and past cooperation experience can join the oppnet. If a node does not has
an experience, an initial trust value assigns for it, and then this value is updated based on the new
experience with oppnet. This section provides a theoretical background about the major aspects and
terms considered in this research including oppnet, trust, security, and cooperation. Section 2 reviews
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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the literature and outlines a selected set of works that have similarity with our work and distinguishes
our work in the literature. Section 3 describes the proposed Trust-based Secure Cooperative Oppnet
(TSCO) static and dynamic architectures. Section 4 presents an evaluation framework for testing the
feasibility and efficiency of the proposed TSCO model. Section 5 shows the experimental results and
discusses the results in terms of the satisfying the goals of the study. Finally, section 5 concludes the
paper and draws the directions for future work.
2. Background
2.1. Opportunistic Resource Utilization Networks
Opportunistic resource utilization network (Oppnet) is a special kind of ad hoc networks that enables
opportunistic use of all kinds of resources, services, or capabilities (incl. hardware, software,
applications, etc.), and opportunistic communications which happen to be within the oppnet’s
reach [1]. Oppnet starts as a relatively small network, known as seed network, which grows into an
expanded oppnet. It should be noted that the more pervasive is the environment in which the oppnet
operates the more benefits they can provide (the higher interoperability, with more heterogeneous
software and hardware components). Oppnets can be consider collaborative distributed systems [2],
since integration of resources can only be achieved through collaboration. Entities collaborate with an
oppnet, by sharing diverse resources, to help it achieving a certain goal. Oppnets can also be consider
ad hoc networks, peer-to peer (P2P) systems, and self-organizing networks (SONs) since they share
many of their capabilities and characteristics. In particular, they share node localization and selforganization qualities with ad hoc networks; growth-by-joining abilities with P2P systems and
forming, organization, and management.
Oppnet consists of three major components: seed, Decentralized Command Center (DCC),
helpers, and Oppnet Virtual Machine (OVM) [3]. Seed is a single node or multiple neighboured nodes
that initiated the oppnet deployment (expansion) process due to a need for resources. DCC is a
controller, which can include an arbitrary subset of seed, works on inviting foreign nodes to help in
reaching oppnet goals. The initial seed oppnet grows into an expanded oppnet. Helpers are foreign or
oppnet entities that accept the DCC invitation. The OVM is a set of primitives that create a universal
platform for application-level communication within and among oppnets. This communication is the
basis for opportunistic utilization of all resources. OVM primitives can be downloaded to any system
or device to make it oppnet-enabled, that is, able to communicate and share resources with other
oppnets or oppnet-enabled nodes. Oppnet operation, illustrated in Figure 1, initiated by the seed
oppnet when it declares the need for help by other surrounding nodes. The DCC notified by this
declaration, via command sent by the seed, and starts the growth process. The growth consists of three
steps: discovering enough candidate helpers, admitting them into oppnet, and integrating their
resources into oppnet. This process prepare helpers to cooperate. Once the cooperation has done and
the goal of an oppnet has achieved, DCC releases helpers’ resources and finalizes the oppnet process.
Note that the oppnet DCC presides over the operations of the oppnet throughout its lifecycle.
2.2. Trust
Trust is an abstract concept, which combines many complicated factors. It can be reflected by utility,
availability, reliability, confidence, and quality of services, reputation, and other concepts [4]. Trust
can be defined as a particular level of subjective probability which an agent will perform a particular
action for a specified period within a specified context. In opportunistic networks, trust of a specific
node is a subjective estimation done by another peer node on the reliability and accuracy of
information received from or traversing through that node [5]. The Level of trust is a probability
varying from 0 (complete distrust) to 1 (complete trust). In this sense, trustworthiness is a measure of
the actual probability that the trustees will behave as expected. Trustworthiness defined as the
objective probability that the trustee performs a particular action on which the interests of the trustor
depend. If the trustor ignores the difference between the believed (i.e., trust) and the actual (i.e.,
trustworthiness) probability, there is a risk of trust miscalculation. There is misplaced trust when the
perceived trust is higher than the actual trustworthiness. Misplaced trust increases risk and thus
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enhances the chance of deceit as well. On the other hand, when the perceived trust is lower than the
actual trustworthiness, the trustee is distrusted more than warranted. Hence, the trustor may lose
potentially good opportunities to cooperate with partners with high trustworthiness [6].
2.2.1. Trust Properties. Due to the unique characteristics of oppnets environments and the inherent
unreliability of the wireless channels, the concept of trust in oppnets should be carefully defined. The
main properties of trust in such environments can be defined in many directions. Trust is dynamic: In
mobile environments, information is typically incomplete and can change rapidly due to node
mobility, so building trust in such environments is based on temporally and spatially local
information [7]. In order to capture the dynamicity of trust, it should be expressed as a continuous
variable, rather than as a binary or even discrete-valued entity. Trust is subjective: Different level of
trust can be determined by a trustor node against the same trustee node due to different experiences
derived from a dynamically changing network topology. Trust is not necessarily transitive: If A trusts
B, and B trusts C, it does not guarantee A trusts C. Transitivity of trust between two entities to a third
party requires two types of trust to be done by a trustor: trust in a trustee and trust in the trustee’s
recommendation of the third party [8]. Trust is asymmetric: Node A with higher capability (e.g., more
energy or computational power) may not trust node B with lower capability at the same level that node
B trusts node A.
2.2.2. Establishment of Trust. Two common ways to establish trust are through using policies or
reputation. Hard evidence trust used in policies, and the estimation of trust used in reputation
systems [9]. Policies determine specifically the conditions necessary to obtain trust, and can
predetermine the actions and outcomes if certain conditions are met. Using policies to establish trust is
based on managing and exchanging credentials and enforcing access policies. Reputation is an
assessment based on the history of observations of or interactions with an entity. This assessment can
be done either directly with the evaluator (subjective experience) or as reported by others
(recommendations or third party verification). Using reputation to establish trust, focusing on the past
performance or interactions for an entity which are combined to assess its future behavior. English et
al. [10] defines four steps for establishing trust: trust formation, trust evolution, and trust exploitation.
Trust formation is the process of establishing the initial trustworthiness value of each cooperator, then
using the available trust evidences of the principal to set the initial trust value. If no evidence available
for a principal regarding the specific action, it is possible use available trust evidence from other
actions with the principal. Trust evolution is the evolution of trust values over time. New evidence
from experience can modifies the stored trust value directly, producing a new trust value. Trust update
is the process of adding experience evidence to the store of trust after each evaluation. The store
contains the set of all trust evidences, and it is possible to re-evaluate trust values based on the most
recent evidence. Trust exploitation is the process of determining the expected behavior of cooperator
based on trust values of that cooperator.
2.3. Security
One of the major challenges of an oppnet is to timely detect and identify the malicious devices, and to
prevent them from joining the network and ensure the privacy and security of the oppnet. Based on the
standard ISO 7498-24 [11], there are eight security services with acronym CIA-AANN-A that define
security are confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, access control, non-repudiation,
notarization, auditability. Confidentiality is the property that information is not made available or
disclosed to unauthorized individuals, entities, or processes. Integrity is the property that data has not
been altered or destroyed in an unauthorized manner. Availability is the property of being accessible
and useable upon demand by an authorized entity. Authentication is the corroboration that an entity is
the one claimed, and the source of data received is as claimed. Access control is the prevention of
unauthorized use of a resource. It includes the prevention of use of a resource (by an authorized entity)
in an unauthorized manner. Non-repudiation is the prevention of entities’ denial to be involved in all
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or part of a communication. Notarization is the registration of data with a trusted third party that
allows (to assure) the accuracy of its characteristics such as content, origin, time, and delivery.
Auditability is the ability of a system to trace all actions related to a given asset.
2.4. Cooperation
Cooperation can be defined as a joint collaboration interaction between two or more principals (Ps), to
perform one or more actions (As) on one of the principals’ resources. There are five services for
cooperation process, outlined in Figure 2, are cooperation request analyzer, cooperative risk
assessment, cooperation decision, cooperation monitoring, and cooperation evaluation [10].
Functionally, cooperation services process the cooperation request denoted by Req(P, A), where P
determines which node has to participate, A determines which action has to be done by P in
cooperative processing. Cooperation services work in a sequence manner to determine whether the
action A can take place by using the principal’s P resources. In cooperation request analyzer service,
the contents of the received cooperation request Req(P, A) is analyzed to determine whether P has the
necessary resources to allow the action A to take place. The request analyzer provides cooperative risk
assessment with the results of request analysis. Cooperative risk assessment determines whether the
risks are acceptable to enable cooperation to proceed. It estimates the risk of interacting with a
particular principal P for a particular action A based on the outcomes from cooperation request
analyzer and trust exploitation. In cooperation decision service the decision about enabling
cooperation process takes place. The cooperation decision made based on the outcomes from
cooperative risk assessment. In cooperation monitoring service, the progress of the individual
cooperation actions is monitored to ensure that the interaction is progressing towards the desired
outcome, and a negative outcome predicted during the cooperative risk assessment for that interaction.
In cooperation evaluation service, trust foundation is provided with the evaluation of the interactions.
The evaluation based on the range of outcomes established during cooperative risk assessment.

Figure 1. Oppnet operation flow diagram.

Figure 2. Cooperation process flow diagram.
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3. Literature Review
Message forwarding opportunistic networks are wider investigated in the literature than opportunistic
resource utilization networks. Although, they share that same opportunistic principle unless the latter
is more general and includes opportunistic communication. This section outlines researchers’ work in
the literature regarding trust, security, and cooperation in opportunistic networks or opportunistic
resource utilization networks and distinguishes our work from them.
In [3], the author proposed a virtual machine for opportunistic resource utilization networks as a
universal standard for the application-level of oppnet resource sharing. Oppnet virtual machine
(OVM) is defined as a set of primitives that are designed to create a middleware for application-level
resource acquisition by oppnet-enabled devices and systems. Any computational entity can be oppnetenabled by downloading and installing the OVM primitives that enables those entities acquire and
communicate computational resources in an opportunistic manner. The author improved the original
OVM primitives by developing non-monolithic OVM-based oppnet middleware to support a very
broad and diverse set of applications. This work improved oppnet in terms of primitives and
applications. While, our work improves oppnet in terms of security and cooperation. Wu et al. [12]
provided a systematic description of security threats in opportunistic networks. They also proposed a
general security architecture of opportunistic networks and analyzed many security aspects including
access control and authentication, privacy protection, secure routing, cooperation mechanisms, and
trust management. In addition, they surveyed various trust and security solutions for opportunistic
networks. This work investigated security and trust management in opportunistic communication
rather than opportunistic resource utilization, as we do. Yao et al. [13] proposed the incorporating
social trust concept for the routing decision opportunistic networks. They presented a Trust Routing
based on Social Similarity (TRSS) scheme based on the common interests or social similarities of
nodes. Social features are extracted from the social history record of a given node in opportunistic
network. They established social trust based on observed nodes’ trustworthiness and based on direct or
indirect recommendations. This work utilized social similarities to establish trust. While, we utilize
actual cooperation experience to establish and maintain trust values for nodes. Kumar et al. [14]
proposed altruism-dependent trust-based data forwarding mechanism, denoted ATDTN. In ATDTN,
altruism value associated with each node representing its trust in the opportunistic network and
determining its participation in forwarding messages or sharing resources. This study relied on
altruism, which is established by social interactions, as a major factor of trust. While, we classify
oppnet nodes based on their calculated trust values and manage their task assignment in opportunistic
recourse utilization based on the calculated trust. Alajeely et al. [15] provided an overview of the
major security issues in opportunistic networks and surveyed various security protection approaches to
mitigating these issues. They described different types of attacks that can specifically affect routing in
opportunistic networks, such as Blackhole attacks Wormhole attacks, Sybil attacks, Selective
Dropping attacks, and Selfish attacks. Then, they outlined the defense against each type of attacks in
terms of trust as a factor used in the defense process. Trust calculated mutually by interactive nodes
through direct and indirect reputation and recommendation. This study utilized trust for security only.
While, we utilize trust for security and cooperation to assure secure, effective, and efficient oppnet.
4. The Proposed TSCO Model
This section presents the proposed Trust based Secure and Collaborative Oppnet (TSCO) by outlining
its static and dynamic architectures as well as the way of establishing trust based on the helpers
classification described in Ref. [16].
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4.1. Static TSCO Architecture
Figure 3 illustrates the static TSCO architecture, which includes four major components: oppnet,
cooperation blocks, security services, and trust foundation. TSCO architecture components built in the
matter that follows the basic oppnet operations to keep the functionality of oppnet. Security block
consists of eight sub blocks; each represents a single security services (as explained in Subsection 2.3).
Cooperation block consists of five sub blocks; each represents a single cooperation service in the
cooperation process (as explained in Subsection 2.4). Trust Foundation acts as a basis for both
cooperation services and security services. It sends tv for P to cooperative risk assessment to help
determining risk level of P and to ensure that P satisfies security services. It also update trust value of
an admitted helper based on information from cooperative processing unit that includes cooperation
monitoring and cooperation evaluation.
4.2. Dynamic TSCO Architecture
Figure 4 shows the basic TSCO operations. DCC can grow the oppnet into the expanded oppnet by
admitting other nodes. After determining enough candidates by DCC, cooperation request analyzer
can analyze each cooperation request Req(P, A) to determine whether the helper P has the required
resources to participate doing the action A. Then it feeds this information to the cooperative risk
assessment. In this stage, cooperative risk assessment estimates every helper’s risk with respect to its
trust value; it also helps DCC to make decision about the admission of the candidate helpers. Once
candidate helper admitted, this means it passed cooperative risk assessment, and it is expected to be
cooperative. Then DCC integrates helper’s resources in oppnet to start cooperative process. In this
stage, the admitted helper will be under cooperation monitoring and evaluation stages to provide the
information needed for trust calculation. Based on the cooperation monitoring and evaluation
information, trust foundation starts calculating trust value for the admitted helper, and supplies
cooperative risk assessment with this information. All the security, cooperation, and trust information
about a specific helper stored in the DCC record for future references. In Figure 4, DCC controls every
single block. However, control interactions by CC are not shown to avoid “crowding the picture.” The
solid arrows indicate control flow between architecture blocks, and broken lines indicate data flow.
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Figure 3. Static TSCO architecture.

Figure 4. Dynamic TSCO architecture.

4.3. Establishment of Trust in TSCO
In TSCO system, DCC maintains trust value (Tv) for each helper P based on the set of all evidence
values (EV) that related to the helper P including first-hand experience (EX) values and second-hand
reputation (RP) values. Each of these sets of evidence has two subsets, positive and negative. For
instance, EX represents the set of possible experience values for Helper P. Experience values consists
of two subsets, EXpos. (positive experience) and EXneg. (negative experience) for the interactions. If
there is no evidence related to the admitted helper P, DCC has to establish an Initial Trust Value (ITv)
for P. Establishing an ITv in TSCO system depends on the helper type, based on the classification of
helpers [16]. Table 1 illustrates estimate interval values for each helper type that can be establish as
ITv. The evolution of a stored Tv value over time is important in TSCO system to ensure accuracy of
Tv. For this reason, Trust Evolution takes a new piece of evidence and modifies the stored trust value
Tv directly, producing a new trust value Tv. After cooperative processing, new evidence outcome is
an experience evidence that shoud be added to the stored trust information. This information contains
all trust evidence, EV. When new evEV arrives as the latest experience of the helper, Trust Update
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modifies EV to produce an updated set of trust evidence, EV [10].
Table 1. Initial and evolution of helpers’ trust values.
Helper
Type
Private
Unknown
Public
Unknown
Trusted
Known
Oppnet
Reservists

Initial tv
Range

tv
Evolution

tv
Change

Resulting
tv Range

0 - 50%

Up / Down

Large

0 - 70%

50 - 70%

Up / Down

Medium

30 - 90%

70 - 90%

Relatively
Constant

Small

60 - 100%

90-100%

Constant

None

90 - 100%

5. Evaluation Framework
This section presents an evaluation framework for testing the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed
TSCO model. The evaluation framework including experimental setup, simulation parameters, and
evaluation metrics.
5.1. Experimental Setup
Simulation experiments are conducted for original oppnet model, which considered as a baseline in
which a performance of TSCO compared with, and TSCO model. For the purpose of accurate
comparison, experiments are designed to be implemented for both models (baseline and TSCO)
simultaneously and within the same network configuration. The simulation is conducted using SimPy,
a process-based discrete event simulation package based on standard Python. The simulation is
implemented in the PyCharm IDE (Integrated Development Environment). The simulation runs on an
Intel Core i7-4710 HQ 250 GHz processor with 8 GB RAM. To test TSCO performance on different
network topology sizes, we have varied the size of expanded oppnet by considering five levels of
scalable oppnet, namely, L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5. These levels starting from small scale to a larger scale
and so on. We consider these levels to simulate the realistic oppnet scenarios. Note that, within each
level, many oppnet tasks can be done locally at the edge level. While, other oppnet tasks might require
more communications to be done at fog or cloud levels [17].
5.2. Simulation Parameters
Three major types of nodes are defined and configured in the simulation are SEED, DCC, and HLPR.
These nodes are the major actors in the simulation where the SEED (defined in Subsection 2.1)
initiates oppnet growth process, the DCC (defined in Subsection 2.1) manages the growth and the
cooperation processes, HLPR (helper) participates in the oppnet cooperation process. As a network
node, we define two simulation parameters, CPU speed and the number of processing cores. The CPU
speed is the maximum number of instructions in which a node’s CPU can process per second. CPU
speed defined in MIPS (Million Instructions Per Second) [18]. Note that DCC has higher computation
power that both SEED and HLPR nodes due to the management tasks required by it. In addition,
typically, SEED nodes have the lowest computation power in oppnet environment since they always
need resources from others so they initiate oppnet to get help. Helper resources are defined in the
simulation using two parameters: capacity, which define the number of computational resource a
helper has; and queuing type, which defines how helper node handle multiple help request based on
network queuing theory [19]. Three major types of packets are defined in the simulation are Help
Request (HR), Normal Help (NH), and TSCO Help (TH). These packet types are configured using two
parameters: packet size, which simulated as a random variable with Poisson distribution [20]; and
packet processing efforts, which simulated as a random variable with Binomial distribution [21]. The
type of carried packet into three types defines the network links: Help Request Link (HR-Link),
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Normal Help Link (NH-Link), and TSCO Help Link (TH-Link). These link types are configured using
two parameters: bandwidth, which is the maximum number of bits per second that can be transmitted
via the link, defined by Mbps (Megabits per second) [22]; and propagation delay, which is a period
from the instant when the last bit of a packet is placed onto a transmission link by the sending node till
the instant when the last bit of the packet is received by the receiving node [23]. Trust value for each
type of oppnet helpers (outlined in Table 1) is defined in the simulation for four classes of oppnet
helpers: Private Unknown Helper (PrUH), Public Unknown Helper (PuUH), Trusted Known Helper
(TKH), and Oppnet Reservists Helper (ORH). Each helper class is configured in the simulation using
two parameters: Trust Value Range, which determines the minimum and maximum trust value this
helper class can have; and Trust Value Probability, which simulated as a random variable with
Uniform distribution [24]. Table 2 lists the simulation the abovementioned parameters.
Table 2. Simulation Parameters.
Parameter
Node
Resource
Packet

Link

Trust

Instance
SEED
DCC
HLPR
HLPR_REC
HR
NH
TH
HR-Link
NH-Link
TH-Link
PrUH
PuUH
TKH
ORH

Type

Value
4000
10000
6000
2




CPU Speed
(MIPS)
Capacity
Packet Size
(Poisson)

Type

Value

Number of Cores

2
4
2

Queuing Type

FIFO
n = 30, p = 0.75
Processing Effort n = 30, p = 0.75
(Binomial)
n = 30, p = 0.75

2
50
Propagation Delay
4
100
(ms)
4
120
0 - 49
l = 0, h = 0.49
Trust Value
50 - 69
l = 0.5, h = 0.69
Trust Value Range
Probability
70 - 89
l = 0.7, h = 0.89
(Uniform)
90 - 100
l = 0.9, h = 1
Bandwidth
(Mbps)

5.3. Evaluation Metrics
Two metrics are considered in the simulation experiments are latency and success rate. The latency
(LAT) for an oppnet task is defined as the period between the moment of submission of help request
by seed node and the moment when competing the oppnet task. More specifically, LAT is the period
from the instant when the first bit of HR is sent by a given SEED for a task till the instant when either
the last bit of NH packet is delivered to SEED or the last bit of TH packet for this task is delivered to
the SEED oppnet via DCC-HLPRs hope of communications. The success rate is defined as a number
of successfully performed oppnet tasks to the number of total tasks in the experiment. We conducted
two ways to accurately calculate success rate for oppnet task. First, we define a threshold in term of
response time by helper to help request. The motivation for that is the mobility nature of oppnet
helper, if a helper A within the seed oppnet reach at time t1 and it receives the help request, there is no
guarantee that at time t1+n , the helper A is still in the reach of oppnet or it successfully forwarded the
help request to other candidate helper. Second, we use the hypergeometric distribution [25], which is a
discrete probability distribution that describes the probability of successes within a scale of events.
Where uniform distribution used to calculate the probable range of success helps for the baseline and
TSCO models and similarly the probable range of fail helps. Then, the binomial distribution used to
calculate the probability of good samples (successes) and bad samples (fails) from the total sample
size. Finally, hypergeometric distribution utilized to find the success rate of an experiment.
6. Results and Discussion
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This section shows and discusses the experimental simulation results of using the proposed TSCO
model as compared with the baseline (original oppnet model outlined and illustrated in Section 2.1 and
Figure 1, respectively). According to our evaluation metrics (Subsection 5.3), experimental results
have shown and discussed for each metric separately in a separate subsection.
6.1. Success Rate
Figure 5 shows the simulation experimental results regarding the absolute success rate . The
simulation experiments are conducted for five levels of expanded oppnet are L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5. For
each level, the chart shows the total number of helps happened at that level of network configuration
as well as the number of normal (baseline) success helps, which is used as the base in which the
number of TSCO success helps compare with. The results show that with increasing the scale of
oppnet from L1 to L5, the number of helps increase as well as the number of successes for both
baseline and TSCO models. This is a normal phenomenon since based on the nature of oppnet
structure and operation, the victims increases the probability of helps happened and hence increases
the number of successes, accordingly. However, TSCO shows a higher number of success rate than the
baseline for all levels. In the baseline oppnet, only 47% of total helps happened in the system are
succeeded. While, in the TSCO system, 75% of total helps happened in the system are succeeded.
Hence, TSCO shows a better performance than the baseline with 28% regarding the absolute success
rate.
Figure 6 shows the simulation experimental results regarding the relative success rate. For each
level, the chart shows the relative success rate at that level both the baseline and TSCO models. The
experimental results show that with increasing the scale of oppnet from L1 to L5, the success rate is
relatively stays stable with slightly increasing for both baseline and TSCO models. This is also a
normal phenomenon since the success rate calculated relatively with the scale of victims. However,
TSCO shows a higher success rate than the baseline for all levels. The average success rate for
baseline is 44%. While, The average success rate for TSCO is 76%. Hence, TSCO over performances
the baseline with 32% regarding the relative success rate.
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Figure 5. Absolute success rate .
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Figure 6. Relative success rate.

6.2. Latency
Figure 7 shows the simulation experimental results regarding the absolute latency. The simulation
experiments are also conducted for five levels of expanded oppnet are L1, L2, L3, L4, and L5. For each
level, the chart shows the absolute latency at that level for both the baseline and TSCO models. The
results show that with increasing the scale of oppnet from L1 to L5, the absolute latency increases
slightly for both baseline and TSCO models. This is a normal phenomenon since the latency in this
experiment is calculated as an accumulative quantity. Hence, increasing the scale of oppnet victims
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increases the absolute latency, accordingly. However, TSCO shows a lower latency than the baseline
for all levels. In average, TSCO has 35% less absolute latency than the baseline.
Figure 8 shows the simulation experimental results regarding the relative latency. For each
level, the chart shows the relative latency at that level for both the baseline and TSCO models. The
experimental results show that with increasing the scale of oppnet from L1 to L5, the relative latency
is sharply decreasing for both baseline and TSCO models. This is a normal phenomenon since the
latency is calculated relatively with the scale of victims. The absolute latency divided by the number
of helps happened at each level and with increasing the scale by levels, the relative latency decreases
accordingly. TSCO shows a lower relative latency than the baseline for all levels. In average, TSCO
has 26% less relative latency than the baseline.
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7. Conclusions
Opportunistic resource utilization networks can be significantly optimized by increasing their
performance in terms of security and cooperation. Adding security control to the oppnet architecture
assures the protection from selfish or malicious helpers. Furthermore, adding cooperation control
improves the reliability of oppnet performance. In our perspective, the common key to improve both
security and cooperation in oppnet is Trust.
In this paper, we proposed a new oppnet paradigm denoted TSCO, which integrate security and
cooperation controls based on trust with the original oppnet architecture. A theoretical background on
the major research terminologies, including oppnet, trust, security, and cooperation, is provided. Then,
we distinguished our work in the literature. A conceptual design is presented for the proposed TSCO
model including its static and dynamic architectures.
To prove the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed TSCO model, we have introduced a
framework of performance evaluation including simulation experimental setup, simulation parameters,
and evaluation metrics. Experiments are conducted for both TSCO and the original oppnet,
simultaneously. The experimental results show that TSCO over performed the original oppnet (as a
baseline) regarding absolute and relative success rate with 28% and 32%, respectively. TSCO also
have shown a better performance than the original oppnet regarding absolute and relative latency with
35% and 26%, respectively.
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Abstract. In this work, we modified Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind to match the
characteristics of a second order differential equation that is a result of a separation of the
variable technique used to solve a partial differential diffusion equation. The resultant
polynomials solution in one spatial dimension is found and the corresponding changing
parameters for the first order differential equation in time are extracted accordingly. The method
is tested for applicability, stability, and convergence.

1. Introduction
Differential Equations (DEs) are widely used as models for variables behavior in many phenomena in
different fields of science. While setting DE to the model certain phenomenon can be achieved if all the
variables, parameters, and relations are known, the solution of this DE is another story. An only a small
fraction of different types of DEs can be solved analytically and exactly, while most of them have no
known analytical exact solution. Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) represent a special type of DEs,
where two or more independent variables exist, and they have special importance in the fields of
engineering and physics. PDEs have no analytical exact solution in most cases; so many techniques are
used to find an approximate solution instead. These techniques can be classified into two major types:
numerical solution and series solution. Each technique has its advantages and disadvantages. The
numerical solution, mainly by using a finite difference technique, has the advantages of both simplicity
and wide applicability if convergence criteria are followed. The disadvantage of the numerical solution
is the non function results representation, the result is only values of the variables at the limited number
of nodes specified by the solution. The series solution has the advantage of representing the solution as
a sum of analytical functions applied at all the space of the problem, but to achieve this task more
complicated steps and different approaches are needed for different DEs.One of the most powerful
methods used to solve PDEs is using Orthogonal Polynomials (OPs) together with the separation of
variables technique [17, 18, 3, 19, 9]. Different other techniques also used such as the Fokas method [6,
1, 2]. There are different types of OPs, most of them were used for solving DEs. Among them, Fourier
series are widely used, due to their characters that their second derivatives are a constant multiple of
their values that match, widely used, second order DEs [26, 25, 15, 12]. But when the Fourier series is
not compatible with the problem symmetry and\or boundary values, then other OPs can be used, where
they can be matched to the problem boundary conditions [7,4,21,24,16,5], or they can be matched to the
problem symmetry [20] and develop a correct solution. Chebyshev Polynomials CPs are OPs, which
have many interesting properties [22, 29, 11]. CPs are widely used in fitting due to their high efficiency
in reducing the error of interpolation [27], and for that, they are used to find the particular solution of
different types of DEs [23].CPs are also used in solving different types of DEs [8,13,10,28].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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In this work we used CPs of the first kind [22] and the separation of variables technique, to solve
the diffusion equation. CPs is modified to match the diffusion equation characteristics and boundary
conditions. The strategy is tested for convergence and stability, and the results are compared with that
of well-known method of using the Fourier series and separation of variables that compatible with the
chosen examples.
2. Problem definitions:
2.1 Diffusion equation
The diffusion equation represents a time varying, the spatial balance of specific particles that are
generated, absorbed, and leaked out/in due to non field diffusion [14].
Diffusion equation in a homogeneous medium can be written as:
1 𝜕∅(𝑟̅ , 𝑡)
− D ∇2 ∅(𝑟̅ , 𝑡) = 𝑠(𝑟̅ , 𝑡) − ∑𝑎 . ∅(𝑟̅ , 𝑡)
𝑣 𝜕𝑡

(1)

Where:
First term: Particles flux rate of change with time
Second term: Particles leakage rate
Third term: Particles generation rate
Fourth term: particles absorbing rate
2.2 Orthogonal series
Any continuous function can be expanded in an infinite series as:
∞

𝑓(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 . 𝑠𝑖 (𝑥)

(2)

𝑖=0

An orthogonal series is a special type, with the property:
𝑥2

0
∫ 𝑠𝑖 (𝑥) × 𝑠𝑗 (𝑥) × 𝑤(𝑥) = {
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡

𝑖≠𝑗
𝑖=𝑗

(3)

𝑥1
∞
Chebyshev Polynomials ∑∞
i=0 a i . Ti (𝑥), and trigonometric polynomials ∑i=0 a i . cos(i𝑥), are examples of
orthogonal polynomials.

2.3 Problem setting and examples
Normalizing the problem, eq. (1), by setting:𝑣 = 1, 𝐷 = 1, ∑𝑎 = 1 and let: 𝑠(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐾. ∑𝑎 ∅(𝑥, 𝑡),
𝐾: 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 . Equation (1) in one spatial dimension will be
𝜕∅(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕 2 ∅(𝑥, 𝑡)
−
= (𝑘 − 1) ∅(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝑥 2

(4)

The method will be tested for two examples:
Example A, have a spatial symmetrical initial condition:
∅(𝑥, 0) = 4𝑥(1 − 𝑥); ∅(0, 𝑡) = 0; ∅(1, 𝑡) = 0

(5A)

Example B, asymmetrical initial condition:
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∅(𝑥, 0) = 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)(2 − 𝑥)(3 − 𝑥); ∅(0, 𝑡) = 0; ∅(1, 𝑡) = 0

(5B)

3. Solution using Fourier analysis and Separation of Variables (SFASV).
Let
∅(𝑥, 𝑡) = ∅𝑥(𝑥). ∅𝑡(𝑡)

(6)

Equation (4) will be:
𝑑∅𝑡(𝑡)
d2 ∅𝑥(𝑥)
− ∅𝑡(𝑡)
= (𝑘 − 1) ∅𝑥(𝑥). ∅𝑡(𝑡)
𝑑𝑡
dx 2
1 𝑑∅𝑡(𝑡)
1 d2 ∅𝑥(𝑥)
−
= (𝑘 − 1)
∅𝑡(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∅𝑥(𝑥) d𝑥 2
∅𝑥(𝑥)

(7)
(8)

Equation (8) can be split to two equations:
1 𝑑∅𝑡(𝑡)
= 𝑎1
∅𝑡(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
1 𝑑2 ∅𝑥(𝑥)
= −(𝑏1 )2
∅𝑥(𝑥) 𝑑𝑥 2

(9)
(10)

Where their solutions are:
∅𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐴2. 𝑒 𝑎1 .𝑡
∅𝑥(𝑥) = 𝐵1. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑏1 . 𝑥) + 𝐵2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑏1 . 𝑥)

(11)
(12)

The general solution will be
∅(𝑥, 𝑡) = [𝐶1. 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑏1 . 𝑥) + 𝐶2. 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑏1 . 𝑥)]. 𝑒 𝑎1 .𝑡

(13)

From the boundary condition ∅(0, 𝑡) = 0, one can find that C1=0.
From the boundary condition ∅(1, 𝑡) = 0, one can find that:𝑏1 = 𝑛. 𝜋, 𝑛 = 1(1)∞
Note that
𝑎1 + (𝑏1 )2 = (𝑘 − 1), hence 𝑎1 = (𝑘 − 1) − (𝑛𝜋)2
Then the solution will be:
∅(𝑥, 𝑡) =

∑

𝐶𝑛 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑛𝜋. 𝑥) . 𝑒

((𝑘−1)−(𝑛𝜋)2 ) .𝑡

(14)

𝑛=1(1)∞

And from the initial condition: ∅(𝑥, 0) = 4𝑥(1 − 𝑥)
∅(𝑥, 0) =

∑

𝐶𝑛 . 𝑠𝑖𝑛 (𝑛𝜋. 𝑥)

(15)

𝐶𝑛 = 2 ∫ ∅(𝑥, 0). 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝜋. 𝑥) . 𝑑𝑥

(16)

𝑛=1(1)∞

This will give:
1

0

3
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Moreover, for the given examples:
1

Cn = 2 ∫ 4𝑥(1 − 𝑥). sin(𝑛𝜋. 𝑥) . 𝑑𝑥
0

(17A)

1

Cn = 2 ∫ 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)(2 − 𝑥)(3 − 𝑥). sin(𝑛𝜋. 𝑥) . 𝑑𝑥

(17B)

0

32
] , 𝑛 = 1(2)∞ , 𝑜𝑑𝑑
(𝑛𝜋)3
𝐶𝑛 = 0, 𝑛 = 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
48
Cn = [
] , 𝑛 = 2(2)∞ , 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
(𝑛𝜋)3
40
96
Cn = [
−
] , 𝑛 = 1(2)∞ , 𝑜𝑑𝑑
3
(𝑛𝜋)
(𝑛𝜋)5
Cn = [

(18A)

(18B)

Then (14) will be:
∅(𝑥, 𝑡) =

∑

[

n=1(2)∞

∅(𝑥, 𝑡) =

∑

32
] . sin (𝑛𝜋. 𝑥) . exp (((𝑘 − 1) − (𝑛𝜋)2 ) . 𝑡)
(𝑛𝜋)3

[

𝑛=2(2)∞

(19A)

48
] . 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝜋. 𝑥) . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (((𝑘 − 1) − (𝑛𝜋)2 ) . 𝑡)
(𝑛𝜋)3

+

∑
𝑛=1(2)∞

[

40
96
−
] . 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝜋. 𝑥) . 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (((𝑘 − 1) − (𝑛𝜋)2 ) . 𝑡)
3
(𝑛𝜋)
(𝑛𝜋)5

(19B)

4. Solution using Chebyshev Polynomials and Separation of Variables (SCPSV).
Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind have the following recurrence relations [22].
𝑇1 (𝑥) = 1,

𝑇2 (𝑥) = 𝑥, 𝑇𝑛+1 (𝑥) = 2𝑥. 𝑇𝑛 (𝑥) − 𝑇𝑛−1 (𝑥)

They are listed with their second derivatives up to i=9 in Table1.
Table1: Some Chebyshev first kind polynomials, and their second derivatives.
i
𝑇𝑖 (𝑥)
𝑇𝑖 "(𝑥)
1
1
0
2
X
0
3
2x2-1
4
3
4
4x -3x
24x
5
8x4-8x2+1
96x2-16
6
16x5-20x3+5x
320x3-120x
7
32x6-48x4+18x2-1
960x4-576x2+36
7
5
3
8
64x -112x +56x -7x
2688x5-2240x3+336x
8
6
4
2
9
128x -256x +160x -32x +1
7168x6-7680x4+1920x2-64
We have equation (4):
=0.

𝜕∅(𝑥,𝑡)
∂2 ∅(𝑥,𝑡)
−
𝜕𝑡
∂𝑥 2

= (𝑘 − 1) ∅(𝑥, 𝑡), and the boundaries are: x= [0,1], and t initial

4
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Note that for the problem {x=[0,1], t=[0,∞)}, while Chebyshev polynomials are defined in the interval
𝑦+1
{y=(-1,1)}. Therefore, axis transformation is required. Let: 𝑥 = 2 , 𝑦 = 2𝑥 − 1 . Then (4, 9, and 10)
will be:
𝜕∅(𝑦, 𝑡)
∂2 ∅(𝑦, 𝑡)
− 4
= (𝑘 − 1) ∅(𝑦, 𝑡)
𝜕𝑡
∂y 2
1 𝑑∅𝑡(𝑡)
= 𝑎1
∅𝑡(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
d2 ∅𝑦(𝑦)
𝑏1 2
=
−
(
) ∅𝑦(𝑦)
dy 2
2

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

The boundaries are y= [-1,1], and t initial=0, and where for example (A):
∅(𝑦, 0) = ( 1 − 𝑦 2 ); ∅(−1, 𝑡) = 0; ∅(1, 𝑡) = 0
15−8𝑦−14𝑦 2 +8𝑦 3 −𝑦 4 )
);
16

And for example (B):∅(𝑦, 0) = (
Let the solution of (10.1) is:

∅(−1, 𝑡) = 0; ∅(1, 𝑡) = 0

∞

∅𝑦(𝑦) = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 . ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦)

(20)

𝑖=1

∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦) = (𝑇𝑖 (𝑦) − 𝑇𝑖+2 (𝑦)) + 𝐸𝑃

(21)

And the total solution is:
∞

∅(𝑦, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 . ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦) . exp(𝑎1𝑖 . 𝑡)
𝑖=1

(22)

2

𝑎1𝑖 = (𝑘 − 1) − (𝑖𝜋)

Where Equation Polynomial is an extension to (𝑇𝑖 (𝑦) − 𝑇𝑖+2 (𝑦)) that will make the second derivative
𝑏

2

of ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦) a constant, (− ( 2𝑖) ), multiple of ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦) itself, and matching the characteristics of (10.1).
To find the EP(extended polynomial), multiply the second term in the function (𝑇𝑖 (𝑦) − 𝑇𝑖+2 (𝑦)) by
𝑏

2

the value of (− ( 2𝑖) ), and add it to the second derivative, and add its double integral to the function,
b

2

and so on. Some ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦), their second derivatives, and the corresponding (− ( 2i ) ) values are shown
in Table2.
b 2

Table2: Some ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦), their second derivatives, and (− ( 2i) ) values.
i

𝑇𝑖 (𝑦)

1

1

2

y

3

2

2y -1

∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦) =𝑇𝑖 (𝑦) − 𝑇𝑖+2 (𝑦) + EP
-y10/56700+y8/1260-y6/45+y4/32y2+2
11
-3y /3850+y9/70 -6y7/35+6y5/54y3+4y
3125y14/13621608625y12/149688+125y10/2268125y8/252+25y6/9-y4/3-8y4+10y22

5

d2 ∅𝑦(𝑦)
dy 2

𝑏𝑖 2
−( )
2

-y8/630+2y6/45-2y4/3+4y2-4

-2

-3y9/35+36y7/35 -36y5/5+24y324y

-6

3125y12/74844625y10/1134+625y8/126250y6/9+250y4/3-4y2-96y2+20

-10
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4

-59049 y17/238238000 +6561
y15/1751750 -8(18)7 y13/(13!)
+8(18)5 y11/(11!) -8(18)4 y9/(9!)
+8(18)3 y7/(7!) -28 y5/516y5+24y3-8y

4y3-3y

-59049 y15/875875 +19683
y13/25025 -13122 y11/1925
+1458 y9/35 -5832 y7/35 +1944
y5/5-112 y3-320 y3+144y

-18

Note that:
(bi )2(s)=4*s2+4,
(bi )2(s)=4*s2+8,

s=odd
s=even
∞

∅𝑦𝑠 (𝑜𝑑𝑑)(𝑦) = ∑

𝑠−1
(−1) 2

𝑗=1,3,5
∞

∅𝑦𝑠 (𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛)(𝑦) = ∑

(23)
(24)
𝑏𝑠2
(2) ( )
4

𝑗−1
2

𝑗

𝑠+2
(−1) 2

𝑗=2,4,6

𝑏𝑠2 2
(2𝑠) ( )
4

𝑦 𝑗−1
.
(𝑗 − 1)!

−1

.

𝑦 𝑗−1
(𝑗 − 1)!

(25)

(26)

Note that the solution in (22), SCPSV, is a floating solution with respect to the boundary conditions.
This represents an advantage, that it can be used for any boundary conditions while SFASV is limited
to zero boundary conditions. To match the solution to the problem boundary conditions, the stated
boundary conditions and that obtained from the floating solution are matched by a quadratic function in
the spatial dimension, since it is the order of ∅𝑦1 (𝑦). This show reasonable stability and convergence.
5. Results and discussion:
The (SFASV) is found according to (19) for the two examples. The solutions are modeled using Matlab,
and it is found that the results are stable for N=7 (n truncated at 7). The (SCPSV) are also found
according to (22) using Matlab, for different values of N (series truncation value of i), where ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦) are
found according to (25 &26) and where j truncated at different (M𝑖 ) values (M=1, 2, &3 are used), and
where for M>3 there are no effective changes in the results. (bi) values are found by (23&24) and 𝐶𝑖
values are found by a least-square fitting of ∅𝑦𝑖 (𝑦) to the initial condition, according to (20).The total
transient solutions for (k=20, 𝑡𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 = 0.1) by SFASV with N=7 and by SCPSV with N=25, M=3 are
shown in Fig. (1) for example A and in Fig. (2) for Example B. While total transient solution figures
show no differences between the two methods, one can use better descriptive comparisons. Fig. (3&4)
shows the solutions by SCPSV for different N&M values compared to the solution by SFASV with
N=7, for examples A & B respectively. Fig. (5) shows an average of the absolute difference of the whole
solutions between SFASV with N=7 and SCPSV for different N & M values, for example, B. Example
A shows the same behavior. Figures (3, 4 &5) show clearly the SCPSV stability and convergence with
N & M values.
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Fig (1): Comparison between SFASV & SCPSV for examples A

Fig (2): Comparison between SFASV & SCPSV for examples B

N=5, M=1

N=5, M=1
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N=5, M=3

N=5, M=3

N=25, M=3

N=25, M=3

Fig (3): The solution at 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑖. = 0.1, by SCPSV for
different N &M values compared to SFASV
solution with N=7, for Example B.

Fig (4): The solution at 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑖. =0.1, by SCPSV for
different N &M values compared to SFASV
solution with N=7, for Example A

Fig(5): Average of the absolute difference of the whole solutions between SFASV with N=7 and
SCASV, for different N & M values, for example B.
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Abstract. In this paper, the methods of weighted residuals: Collocation Method (CM), Least
Squares Method (LSM) and Galerkin Method (GM) are used to solve the thin film flow (TFF)
equation. The weighted residual methods were implemented to get an approximate solution to
the TFF equation. The accuracy of the obtained results is checked by calculating the maximum
error remainder functions (MER). Moreover, the outcomes were examined in comparison with
the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4) and good agreements have been achieved. All the
evaluations have been successfully implemented by using the computer system Mathematica ®10.

1. Introduction
Physical phenomena and engineering problems are often formulated in the form of ordinary differential
equations with initial or boundary conditions. Many researchers have studied the exact or approximate
solution of these types of equations [1, 2].
Thin liquid films are important in many applications, for example, the non-Newtonian fluids are
polymer, oils, and greases, melts, blood and drilling muds. Solving the nonlinear problems is still not an
easy task, and the exact solution cannot be obtained for many problems, therefore, either approximate
or numerical solutions can be achieved. Many researchers have studied and addressed non-Newtonian
fluid behavior problems with a wide range of applications [3, 4].
During the past few years many researchers have been interested to study the non-Newtonian fluids,
thin film equation and treated by using different analytic methods such as: He [5] has solved the TFF
equation by using the variational iteration method (VIM), AL-Jawary [6] solved the TFF equation by
Temimi and Ansari method (TAM), Al-Jawary et al.[7] applied the Banach contraction principle method
(BCPM) to find the approximate solutions of the nonlinear TFF equation and made a comparison with
the solutions obtained from the variational iteration method and the homotopy perturbation method.
Moreover, Sajid and Hayat [8] applied the homotopy perturbation method to provide the analytic
solutions to two TFF equations of third order. Also, Manafian and Sindi [9] have solved the TFF
equation by the optimal homotopy asymptotic method (OHAM).
On the other hand, there are accurate and reliable approximate techniques used to solve differential
equations: the Collocation method, least square method and Galerkin method. Arnau et al. [10]
introduced and used a new method constructed on a polynomial collocation to solve the models of onedimensional flow in the systems of intake and exhaust of interior combustion engines. Also, Aswhad
[11] applied the collocation method with the Bernstein polynomials as a basis function to solve the first
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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order linear delay differential equations approximated. Moreover, Vaferi et al. [12] presented the
transient pressure response study by using the method of orthogonal collocation to solve the diffusion
equation in the system of radial transient flow, Raghad et al. [13] obtained the approximate solutions
for nth-order retarded by using Collocation method with the aid of B-Spline functions and Weddle
method, Ahuja [14] obtained the solution using the technique of normal modes and weighted residual
Galerkin approximation. Also, Ganji and Hatami [15] have been applied the collocation, Galerkin and
least square methods for solving Jeffery-Hamel Flow. Daşcioğlu and Acar [16] used the collocation
method for approximate solutions of initial and boundary value problems. Furthermore, Al-Hawasy and
Jaber [17] used the Galerkin method to demonstrate the existence and uniqueness theorem of the state
vector solution, Al-Hawasy and Jawad [18] applied the Galekin finite element method for the equations
of the nonlinear parabolic boundary value problem, Tufekci et al.[19] studied the forced vibration
characteristics of the rotating disk by using the Galerkin method.
This paper aims to apply the weighted residuals methods (WRMs): Collocation Method (CM), Least
Squares Method (LSM) and Galerkin Method (GM) to find the approximate solutions of the TFF
equation.
This paper is arranged as follows: In section 2, the nonlinear TFF problem will be presented. The
basic concepts of the methods of weighted residuals are introduced in section 3. In section 4, solving the
nonlinear TFF equation will be introduced by the weighted residuals methods. Finally, the conclusion
is given in section 5.
2. The Nonlinear TFF Problem
In this section, the flow of thin film of the non-Newtonian fluid will be presented on a moving belt [20].
The flow is fixed, laminar and uniform. The thickness of the film is uniform as well as the flow. We can
introduce the governing equations of this problem as follows
𝑑2 𝑢
𝑑𝑥 2

6(𝑘2 +𝑘3 ) 𝑑𝑢 2 𝑑 2 𝑢
𝜌𝑔
( )
− = 0,
𝜇
𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑥 2
𝜇
𝑑𝑢
= 𝑘, and 𝑑𝑥 = 0, 𝑎𝑡 𝑥 = 𝛿,

+

𝑢(0)

(1)
(2)

where 𝑢 is the velocity, 𝑘2 and 𝑘3 are the third degree fluid materiality constants, 𝜇 symbolize the
dynamic viscosity, 𝜌 present a density, 𝑔 is gravitational acceleration, 𝛿 describes the thickness of the
film and 𝑘 is the belt speed.
We can write the dimensionless variables as below
𝑥=

𝑥
𝛿

,𝑢 =

𝑢
𝑘

,𝛾 =

(𝑘2 +𝑘3 )𝑘 2
,
𝜇𝛿 2

and 𝜎 =

𝜌𝑔𝛿 2
𝜇𝑘

(3)

By removing (˘) from equation (3) and substituting equation (3) in equations (1) and (2), the equation
of dimensionless form for the nonlinear boundary value problem is
𝑑2 𝑢
𝑑𝑥 2

𝑑𝑢

𝑑2 𝑢

+ 6𝛾(𝑑𝑥 )2 𝑑𝑥 2 − 𝜎 = 0,

𝑢(0) = 1, and

𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑥

(4)

= 0, 𝑥 = 1.

(5)

Equation (4) is considered to be a well-posed problem because it is a second order nonlinear ODE and
it has two boundary conditions.
By integrating equation (4) twice and using the boundary conditions given in equation (5), we get:
𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑥

+ 2𝛾( )3 − 𝜎𝑥 = 𝑎,

(6)
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where 𝑎 is the constant of integration process. To calculate the constant in equation (6), we used the 2nd
condition given in equation (5), and then the value of 𝑎 = −𝜎. Thus, we can write the nonlinear system
in equations (4) and (5) as follows
𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑢
𝑑𝑥

+ 2𝛾( )3 − 𝜎(𝑥 − 1) = 0, where 𝑢(0) = 1.

(7)

3. Weighted Residuals Methods (WRMs) [ 12, 15]
The basic idea of the weighted residuals method is to find the approximate solution in the form of a
polynomial to the differential equation of the formula
𝐷[𝑢(𝑥)] = 𝜀(𝑥).
(8)
Let us assume that 𝑢̃ is approximate to 𝑢, and 𝑢̃ is a linear combination of basis functions selected
by a linearly independent set that must satisfy the boundary conditions, that is:
𝑢 ≅ 𝑢̃ = ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑐𝑖 𝜑𝑖 .

(9)

Substituting equation (9) in equation (8), when the differential operator D is linear or nonlinear, the
result of the operation is generally 𝜀(𝑥). So, there will be an error or residual:
𝑅(𝑥) = 𝐷(𝑢̃(𝑥)) − 𝜀(𝑥) ≠ 0.

(10)

The idea in the WRMs is to impose the error to zero. That is:
𝑅(𝑥)𝑊𝑖 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 0, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛

∫𝑋

(11)

The number of weight functions 𝑊𝑖 is similar to the number of unknown constants 𝑐𝑖 in 𝑢̃. The results
will be the set of n algebraic equations of 𝑐𝑖 . Three methods of WRMs will be presented in the next
subsections to solve these equations and get the values of unknown constants.
3.1. Collocation Method(CM)
This method is based on the weighting functions, which depend on the Dirac δ functions in the domain.
Such that
1
𝑥 = 𝑥𝑖
𝛿(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖 ) = {
.
(12)
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Thus, the integral of the weighted residual results in the residual equals zero at some selected points
in the domain. That is, insert equation (12) in equation(11), results in 𝑅(𝑥𝑖 ) = 0.
3.2. Least Squares Method(LSM)
This method depends on the minimization of the continuous summation of all the squared residuals.
That is, a minimum of
𝑆 = ∫𝑋 𝑅(𝑥)𝑅(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = ∫𝑋 𝑅 2 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 ,

(13)

The derivatives of equation (13) must be zero with respect to all the unknown parameters, in order to
obtain a minimum of a scalar function. That is,
𝜕𝑆
𝜕𝑐𝑖

= 2 ∫𝑋

𝜕𝑅

𝑅(𝑥) 𝜕𝑐 𝑑𝑥 = 0.

(14)

𝑖

Then, compared equation (14) to equation (11), the weight functions can be
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𝜕𝑅

𝑊𝑖 = 2 𝜕𝑐 .

(15)

𝑖

However, the "2" will be canceled from the equation (15), we can neglect it. Then, the LSM weight
functions are just the residual derivatives for the unknown constants:
𝜕𝑅

𝑊𝑖 = 𝜕𝑐 .

(16)

𝑖

3.3. Galerkin Method (GM)
This method can be considered as a modification of the LSM. The derivative of the approximate function
is used instead of the residual derivative for the unknown 𝑐𝑖 . In other words, if the function is
approximated as in equation (9), then the weight functions are given by
̃
𝜕𝑢

𝑊𝑖 = 𝜕𝑐 ,

(17)

∫𝑋 𝑊𝑖 𝑅(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 0, 𝑖 = 1,2, … ,6.

(18)

𝑖

By substituting equation (17) in equation (18) and putting the weighted residual integration equal to
zero, then the unknown coefficients in the approximate solution will be determined.
4. Solving The Nonlinear TFF Equation by The Method of Three Weighted Residuals
Before solving the nonlinear TFF equation, we recall the Weierstrass theorem [21]:
Theorem 4.1: If 𝑢: [𝑎, 𝑏] → ∁ is continuous and 𝜖 > 0 then there exists a polynomial 𝑝 such
that |𝑢(𝑥) − 𝑝(𝑥)| < 𝜖, for all 𝑥 ∈ [𝑎, 𝑏].
4.1. CM for Solving TFF Equation
The trial function is considered as [22]:
𝑢̃(𝑥) = 1 + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑐𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑛

𝑛 =6.

(19)

Where, equation (19) satisfies the initial condition. By replacing equation (19) in equation (10) and using
equation (7), then we get the residual function:
𝑅(𝑥) = −𝜎(−1 + 𝑥) + 𝑐1 + 2𝑥𝑐2 + 3𝑥 2 𝑐3 + 4𝑥 3 𝑐4 + 5𝑥 4 𝑐5 + 6𝑥 5 𝑐6 + 2𝛾(𝑐1 + 2𝑥𝑐2 + 3𝑥 2 𝑐3 +
4𝑥 3 𝑐4 + 5𝑥 4 𝑐5 + 6𝑥 5 𝑐6 )3 ,
(20)
Furthermore, the residual function should be tend to zero, to reach this goal, we first collocate equation
(20) at 𝑛 − 1 suitable points and choosing by [23]:
1

𝑖𝜋

𝑥𝑖 = (2) (𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑛 ) + 1) , 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛

(21)

By substituting equation (21) and choosing the values of 𝛾 = 0.5 and 𝜎 = 0.3 as proposed in [24] in
equation (20), then a set of six equations and six unknown coefficients were obtained by replacement
these points into the residual function 𝑅(𝑥) with 𝑛 = 6. After solving these unknown parameters
𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , 𝑐3 , 𝑐4 , 𝑐5 and 𝑐6 , the formula of the ̃𝑢(𝑥) will be determined
𝑢̃(𝑥) = 1. −0.2784179903218099𝑥 + 0.12170283596956218𝑥 2 +
0.013323650734029828𝑥 3 + 0.000641634296380529𝑥 4 − 0.0012608938213647149𝑥 5 −
0.00020578092642242158𝑥 6 .
(22)
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4.2. LSM for Solving TFF Equation
The trial function in equation (19) must satisfy the initial condition, and the residual will be defined by
equation (20). By replacing the residual function R(x) given in equation (14) with taking into account
equation (16), a set of six equations will be obtained. We will solve this system of equations to find the
values of coefficients 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , 𝑐3 , 𝑐4 , 𝑐5 and 𝑐6 , we get:
𝑢̃(𝑥) = 1. −0.2784200109488398𝑥 + 0.12174092145386706𝑥 2 +
0.013114374195112015𝑥 3 + 0.0011173100601081297𝑥 4 − 0.001736399714055255𝑥 5 −
0.000032540026460812244𝑥 6 .
(23)
4.3. GM for Solving TFF Equation
In this method, the approximate function 𝑢̃(𝑥) is derived with respect to the unknown coefficients 𝑐𝑖 to
obtain the weight function 𝑊𝑖 as mentioned in the equations (17) and (18), the weight functions will be:
𝑊1 = 𝑥 , 𝑊2 = 𝑥 2 , 𝑊3 = 𝑥 3 , 𝑊4 = 𝑥 4 , 𝑊5 = 𝑥 5 , 𝑊6 = 𝑥 6 .
𝑏
∫𝑎 (1 + 𝑊𝑖 )𝑅(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 0, 𝑖 = 1,2, … ,6.

(24)
(25)

By substituting equation (24) into equation (25), and applying equation (14), we getting a system of
algebraic equations that will be solved to get the values of unknown coefficients, and substituting these
values into equation (19), we have:
𝑢̃(𝑥) = 1. −0.2784269835482562𝑥 + 0.12180368394378813𝑥 2 +
0.012886759804023607𝑥 3 + 0.0015069962962708115𝑥 4 − 0.00205157568378486𝑥 5 +
0.00006458861736018161𝑥 6 .
(26)
To check the accuracy of the approximate solutions and since the exact solution is unknown, we
define the following maximal error remainder function
𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑛 = |𝐸𝑅𝑛 | ,
where
𝑑

(27)
𝑑

3

𝐸𝑅𝑛 (𝑥) = 𝑑𝑥 (𝑢̃(𝑥)) + 2𝛾 (𝑑𝑥 (𝑢̃(𝑥))) − 𝜎(𝑥 − 1) = 0.

(28)

Figure 1. Comparison between ũ(x) obtained by the WRMs and the RK4 for 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 when γ = 0.5
and σ = 0.3.
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Figure 2.The logarithmic plots for the curves of the MER Collocation ,MER Galerkin and MER LeastSquares
when γ = 0.5 and σ = 0.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) MER Collocation with various value
of γ when σ = 0.3

(b)MER Collocation with various values
of σ when γ = 0.5

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) MER Galerkin with various values
of γ when σ = 0.3

(b) MER Galerkin with various
when γ = 0.5.

(a)

values of σ

(b)

Figure 5. (a) MER LeastSquares with various values
of γ when σ = 0.3 .

(b)MER LeastSquares with various values of σ
when γ = 0.5.
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Figure 1 shows good agreements have been obtained between the approximate solution from the use
of WRMs as shown in the equations (22), (23) and (26) and the numerical solution obtained by the RK4
method. Also, Figure 2 shows the approximate solution obtained by the LSM has a lower error and good
accuracy compared to the other methods.
Moreover, figures 3, 4 and 5 are present the effects of 𝛾 and 𝜎 values on the error of 𝑀𝐸𝑅𝑛 of the
WRMs of the CM, GM and LSM, respectively that calculated according to the equations (27) and (28).
An additional numerical examination can be performed by studying the influence of the non-Newtonian
parameter 𝛾 and the value 𝜎 on the velocity given in equation (7). The differences are shown in figures
6(a), 7(a), and 8(a), when the 𝛾 value is stationary, the velocity tends to the Newtonian state when
𝜎 values increase. On the other side, figures. 6(b), 7(b), and 8(b) show that the non-Newtonian
parameter 𝛾 is decreased when 𝜎 is kept fixed; the solution approaching the Newtonian case.
(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a)Impact of σ on ũ(x) when γ = 0.5.

(b)Impact of γ on ũ(x)when σ = 0.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Impact of σ on ũ(x) when γ = 0 .5.

(b) Impact of γ on ũ(x)when σ = 0.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Impact of σ on ̃u(x) when γ = 0 .5.

(b) Impact of γ on ũ(x) when σ = 0.3.
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Table 1 presents the values of ̃𝑢(𝑥) when 𝛾 = 0.5 and 𝜎 = 0.3 which are obtained by applying the CM,
LSM, GM and RK4 method, a good agreement between the approximate solution obtained by the
proposed methods and RK4 method. Furthermore, table 2 presents the numerical values of the 𝑀𝐸𝑅
functions for the three proposed methods, and the errors will be reduced when the values of n are
increased, and the errors of the LSM are less than others which state that the LSM provides the best
approximate solution.
Table 1. The numerical values of ̃u(x)of the WRMs and the RK4 when 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
Collocation method
Least squares method
Galerkin method
𝑥
0
1
1
1
0.1 0.9733886043269592 0.9733886168283186 0.9733883554928777
0.2 0.9492917145391648 0.9492917796275736 0.9492916035500591
0.3 0.9277895799620559 0.9277895747879666 0.9277894474313629
0.4 0.9089606426799659 0.9089605521220884 0.9089603841643205
0.5 0.8928796540578701 0.892879582613215 0.8928793589128667
0.6 0.8796156431008654 0.879615692734783 0.8796154658498363
0.7 0.8692297366513823 0.869229875341048 0.8692296955332617
0.8 0.8617728314241317 0.8617728771289226 0.8617727287864787
0.9 0.857283117878783 0.8572829626709952 0.8572827770820347
1 0.8557834559303754 0.8557836550197314 0.8557834694294016

RK4 method
1
0.973388601990387
0.949291738668734
0.927789602067225
0.908960607718007
0.892879576638441
0.879615623459763
0.869229840138577
0.861772926590367
0.857282975441083
0.85578364908701

Table 2. The numerical values of the MERof the WRMs when m = 0.3 and β = 0.5
𝑀𝐸𝑅𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠
𝑀𝐸𝑅𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑀𝐸𝑅𝐺𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛
 𝑛
1
0.29999999999999993
0.15
0.2
2
0.015253981352280344
0.006405659219384741
0.011817721123391134
3
0.002520086249197119
0.0008507902995215852
0.0016576442422136968
4
0.0005682077594781135
0.00014125376564085024 0.00042630589671925623
5 0.000002715662320165648 0.000003343758328659685 0.0000051585839074067
6 0.000013983660434798394 0.000003043944378259069 0.000011084666400668769
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we obtained the approximate solution to the TFF equation by applying the WRMs which
are the CM, LSM, and GM. The approximate solutions obtained that provided the WRMs are reliable
and effective methods. A good agreement has been achieved by comparing the numerical solution
obtained by using the 4th-order Runge-Kutta method and the proposed methods. It can be concluded
from the figures and tables, that the maximal error remainder will be reduced when the values of
polynomial power n are increased. Moreover, the LSM provided the best approximate solution with less
error. Finally, we found that selecting the parameters had an influence on convergence as well.
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Abstract: Binary knapsack problem has received considerable attention in combinational
optimization. Various meta-heuristic algorithms are dedicated to solve this problem in the
literature. Recently, a binary flower pollination algorithm (BFPA) was proposed, which has been
successfully applied to solve 0-1 knapsack problem. In this paper, two new time-varying transfer
functions are proposed to improve the exploration and exploitation capability of the BFPA with
the best solution and short computing time. Based on small, medium, and high-dimensional
scales of the knapsack problem, the computational results reveal that the proposed time-varying
transfer functions not only to find the best possible solutions but also to have less computational
time. Compared to the standard transfer functions, the efficiency of the proposed time-varying
transfer functions is superior, especially in the high-dimensional scales.

1. Introduction
The process of optimization is searching and finding the optimal solution of a given problem [1, 2]. In
general, based on the nature of the search space and decision variables, an optimization problem can be
divided into three main classes: continuous, discrete and mixed integer optimization problem [3, 4]. The
binary optimization problems are a set classes of the discrete optimization problem in which the decision
variable is a set of bits.
The knapsack problem is an optimization problem that can be modelled as a discrete binary
optimization problem. The knapsack problem has widely studied in many real world applications, such
as project selection, cutting stock problems, scheduling problems, resource allocation, and investment
decision making [5-7].
There are several methods that have been developed to solve knapsack problem which can be divided
into two types: exact methods, such as branch and bound method and dynamic programming. These
methods can give the exact solution, but it is effective for small sized problems. The second type
includes approximate methods that can give an approximate solution, but at reasonable times compared
to exact methods [8-10].
In recent years, several meta-heuristic methods were proposed for tackling 0-1 knapsack problem,
such as monarch butterfly optimization (MBO)[11], bat algorithm (BA)[12,13], particle swarm
optimization (PSO)[14-16], monkey algorithm (MA)[17], ant colony optimization (ACO)[18],
amoeboid organism algorithm (AOA)[19], and harmony search (HS)[20].
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The flower pollination algorithm is a bio-inspired algorithm that mimics the pollination characteristics
of flowers in plants. Flower pollination algorithm is first proposed by Yang [21] for solving single
objective optimization problems. In (2014) Yang et al.[22] extended flower pollination algorithm for
solving multi objective optimization problems. In (2015) Yang [23] proposed a binary flower pollination
algorithm to tackle a feature selection problem. Abdel-Basset et al. [9] proposed a binary version of
flower pollination algorithm for solving both small and large scale knapsack problem. Compared with
some other algorithms, the flower pollination algorithm can perform better in terms of the global
convergence and the convergence speed.
In the binary flower pollination algorithm, a transformation function is used to convert the continuous
values generated from the algorithm into binary ones, and, therefore it is able to provide a binary flower
pollination algorithm a sufficient amount to balance between exploration and exploitation [24].
In this paper, two efficient time-varying transfer functions are proposed to solve the 0 –1 knapsack
problem. The proposed transfer functions are based on combining the S-shaped and V-shaped transfer
functions with time-varying concept.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the basic 0 –1 knapsack
problem. Section 3 introduces binary flower pollination algorithm. In Section 4, the proposed timevarying transfer functions are presented. Section 5 presents and discusses the experimental results. In
section 6, conclusion is drawn.
2. Knapsack problem
Knapsack problem is a NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem and defined as follows [8, 25]:
Given a set of n items, each item i has a profit ci and weight wi . The objective is to select a subset
of the items such that the total profit is maximized without exceeding the knapsack's capacity M .
Mathematically, the knapsack problem can be formulated as follows:
𝑀𝑎𝑥 f ( x ) =

n

c x
i =1

i

(1)

i

s.t.
n

w
i =1

i

(2)

xi  M

where

1 if
xi = 
0

item i is selecled
otherwise

To solve knapsack problem, we select a subset of the items of the binary vector x i such that the
optimal solution satisfies the constraint in Eq. (2) and maximizes the objective function in Eq.(1).
In such a constrained optimization problem, the penalty function is used to handle the constrained
knapsack problem. As known, the knapsack problem is a maximization problem that can be converted
into minimization by multiplying Eq. (1) by -1. As a result, the penalty function can be written as follow:
(3)
Min ( x ) = −f ( x ) +  Max ( 0, h )
Where h =

n

w
i =1

i

x i − M and  represents the penalty coefficient. In this paper  set to 1010 for

all tests. The penalty function can be described in Figure1.
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Figure 1: Penalty function
A Repair operator is treated the infeasible solutions which violates the constraint in Eq. (2) by
converting them into feasible solutions and also improve the feasible solutions. The repair operator
algorithm can be applied in two stages. The first stage is to convert the infeasible solution into feasible
by taking out the items of the lower c i / w i ratio so as the constraint in Eq. (2) is not to exceed the
knapsack capacity. The second stage is to improve the feasible solution by adding the items of the high
c i / w i ratio to the knapsack with the keeping of the constraint.
3. Binary flower pollination algorithm(BFPA)
Yang (2012) proposed a new algorithm for global optimization called flower pollination algorithm
[21]. It is a meta-heuristic algorithm that mimics nature, inspired of the pollination process in flowers.
Pollination in flowers can be taken two forms: biotic pollination and abiotic pollination. In the first
type, the pollen is transferred by pollination like insects and animals. While the second form based on
wind and diffusion in the water.
Pollination can be divided into self-pollination and cross-pollination. Self-pollination is transferring
the pollens from one flower to the same flower or different flowers in the same plant. Cross-pollination
is transferring the pollens from one flower to another flower of a different plant. A flower and its pollen
represented a solution to the optimization problem. In the flower pollination algorithm, four basic rules
are used[21, 26, 27]:
1. The global pollination includes biotic and cross-pollination, the pollinators move in a way that
follows a lévy flight distribution.
2. The local pollination includes abiotic and self-pollination.
3. Flower constancy can be considered as the reproduction probability that is proportional to the
similarity of two flowers involved.
4. We use a switch probability p   0,1 to switch between global pollination and local
pollination.
Rules 1 and 3 can be expressed mathematically as:

x it +1 = x it +  L (  ) ( x it − g * )

3

(4)
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t
*
where x i is the solution vector or the pollen i at iteration t , g is the current best solution that is

found at the current iteration,  is a scaling factor to control the step size, L (  ) is the step size in the
lévy flights which is representing the strength of the pollination. Since pollinators move over a long
distance with various distance steps, a lévy flight can be used to mimic this behaviour. That is, L  0
from a lévy distribution as
  

 2   1  S  S  0
)
0
 1+   (

S 

 (  ) sin 
L~

(5)

Yang (2012) proposed  (  ) , the standard gamma function, and  = 1.5 . This distribution is valid
for large steps S  0 . In (1994), Mantegna used the Gaussian distribution for generating the step size
S by generating two random numbers U and V as follows [26]:
U
S = 1/  U ~ N ( 0,  2 ) , V ~ N ( 0,1) (6)
V
1/ 


 (1 +  )
sin ( / 2 ) 

 =
*
 −1
  (1 +  ) / 2 

2

2

2

(7)

For local pollination, rules 2 and 3 can be expressed as:

x it +1 = x it + k ( x tj − x kt )

(8)

where x j and x k are the pollens (solution vectors) from different flowers of the same plant. k is the

parameter draws from a uniform distribution in  0,1 . To switch between common global pollination

to intensive local pollination, we used rule 4. In 2012,Yang suggested that switch probability or
proximity probability p = 0.8 for most applications. The flower pollination algorithm can be presented
in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Flower pollination algorithm
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4. The proposed time-varying transfer functions
The knapsack problem can be modeled as a discrete problem in which the solution vector is binary,
where 1 corresponds to that an item will be selected in the knapsack and 0 otherwise. In any binary
algorithm, where one uses the step vector to calculate the probability of changing positions, the transfer
functions significantly impact the balance between exploration and exploitation[24, 28].
In BFPA, the transfer function is used to map a continuous search space to a binary one, and the
updating process is designed to switch positions of pollens between 0 and 1 in binary search spaces. In
order to build this binary vector, a transfer function in Eq. (9) can be used after Eq. (8), in which the
new solution is constrained to only binary values:

T (x )  r
o .w

1 if
x it = 
0

(9)

 

where r  0,1 is a random number, T ( x ) is the transfer function.
Mirjalili and Lewis [29] introduced eight transfer functions and divided them into two families: SShaped transfer functions and V-Shaped transfer functions. These transfer functions are listed in Table
1. The transfer function was tested by Mirjalili and Lewis on 25 benchmark functions. The results show
that V-shaped transfer functions are useful for the binary particle swarm optimization, especially V4
function has merit for solving these functions. Teng et al.[30] has demonstrated the effect of V-shaped
transfer function using binary particle swarm optimization on the feature selection problem. The
experimental tests reveal that the efficiency of the proposed method.
In optimization algorithm, it is expected that the focus of the early stages of the implementation the
algorithm will be on exploration to avoid falling into the local point, but in later stages of implementing
the algorithm focuses more on exploitation to improve the quality of the solution[24, 28].
In this paper, two dynamic transfer functions are adapted form Mafarja, Aljarah [28] and Islam, Li
[24], and proposed to improve the BFPA with the following considerations [24]:
1. In the early stages of the implementation, the transfer function should provide a high probability
of flipping all the bits of x i so that the BFPA can provide a stronger exploration.
2. In the intermediate stages of the implementation, the BFPA should start shifting from
exploration to exploitation. This can achieved by using a transfer function that can reduce the
probability of flipping all the bits of x i .
3. In the final stages of the implementation, the transfer function should provide a low probability
of flipping all the bits of x i , so that the BFPA can provide a stronger exploitation capability.
In our proposed time-varying transfer function (TV), a new control parameter  is added in the
original transfer function. This  is a time varying variable which starts with large value and gradually
decreases over time. Two types of  are proposed as follow:




 1 = 1 −

t
T

t

 1,max +  1,min
T


(10)

and

  2,max −  2,min 

T



 2 =  2,max − t 

(11)

where  max and  min are the minimum and maximum values of the control parameter  , and T is the
maximum iteration of the BFPA. Table 2 lists the two proposed time-varying transfer functions.
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Table 1: Families of transfer functions
S-Shaped family
S1

1
T (x ) =
1 + e −2 x

S2

T (x ) =

S3

T (x ) =

S4

T (x ) =

V-Shaped family
V1
V2

T ( x ) = tanh ( x )

x
−
2

V3

T (x ) =

x
3

V4

1
1 + e −x
1
1+ e
1
1+ e

  
T ( x ) = erf 
x 
2



−

T (x ) =

x
1+ x 2

 
arctan  x 

2 
2

Table 2: The two proposed time-varying transfer functions.
Time-varying 1

Time-varying 2

1

T1S1

TV S ( x ) =

T1S2

TV S ( x ) =

T1S3

TV S ( x ) =

T1S4

TV S ( x ) =

−2 x

1

1+ e
1

−x

1+ e
1

1

1+ e

TV S ( x ) =

T2S2

TV S ( x ) =

−

x
21

T2S3

TV S ( x ) =

−

x
31

T2S4

TV S ( x ) =

1+ e
1

1

T2S1

−2 x

1 + e 2
1
−x

1 + e 2
1
−

x
2 2

−

x
3 2

1+ e
1
1+ e

Table 3: The two proposed time-varying transfer functions.

T1V1

 x
TV V ( x ) = erf 
 2 1

T1V2

x 
TVV ( x ) = tanh  
 1 

T1V3

T1V4

TV V ( x ) =

TVV ( x ) =





x / 1
1 + x / 1
2

x 
arctan 


 2 1 
2

T2V1

T2V2

T2V3

T2V4

5. Computational results

6

 x
TV V ( x ) = erf 
 2 2





x 
TVV ( x ) = tanh  
2 
TV V ( x ) =

TVV ( x ) =

x /2
1+ x 2 / 2

 x 
arctan 


 2 2 
2
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5.1. Parameter setting
For the binary flower pollination algorithm, the parameters were setting as follows: the population size
=50,  = 1.5 , p = 0.8 . In this paper, we use linear decreasing time varying where  max = 4 ,

 min = 0.1 , and T represents the maximum number of iterations.

5.2 Comparison results
To verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed time-varying transfer functions method for
solving 0–1 Knapsack problem, three scales of the knapsack problem are considered: low, medium, and
high-dimensional scales. In this paper, all the results are obtained from 50 independent trials. The best
solution, the worst solution, the mean and the standard deviation (SD) values, Mean iterations are
reported as evaluation criteria. All of the computational experiments were conducted in Matlab 13a on
a PC with an Intel Pentium Core i7-7500 processor (2.9 GHz) with 16GB of RAM in the Windows 10
OS.
5.2.1 Low scale 0-1 KP
The performance of the improved algorithm is investigated to solve ten low scale 0-1 KP instances (kp1 to kp-10), which are taken from [9, 13]. The dimensions in this case are ranging from 4 to 23. The
information dimension, capacity, weights and profits for these ten instances are described in Table S1
(Appendix). Table 4 shows the comparison results for all the used different transfer functions for the
kp1 and kp10. The rest instances are listed in Table S2 (Appendix).
As observed from the results in Table 4 and Table S2, for the low scale knapsack problems, there is
no difference among the results of using the proposed time-varying transfer functions and the standard
transfer functions in terms of the best, worse, mean, and SD values. The major difference among the
performance of the proposed time-varying transfer functions and the standard transfer functions in not
expected because of relatively small numbered items. Contrary, the proposed time-varying transfer
functions give optimal results with less number of iterations. The mean iterations of the proposed timevarying transfer functions are obviously better than the standard transfer functions for kp8, kp9, and
kp10 where the number of items is higher than the others. Moreover, comparing between the two
proposed transfer function, the required iterations to get the optimal solution using Eq. (11) is less than
of Eq. (10) for kp8, kp9, and kp10.
Table 4: Results obtained by the transfer functions for the low scale 0–1 KP
Instance
kp-1

Transfer
function

Best

Mean

Worst

SD

Mean
iterations

S1

35

35

35

0

1

S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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kp-10

T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767
9767

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2.28
4.44
9.8
15.64
1.2
1.2
1.24
1.12
4.39
1.95
7.19
15.19
1.12
1.08
1.15
1
2.95
2.17
8.42
12.76
1.15
1
1.04
1

5.2.2 Medium scale 0-1 KP

To further evaluate the performance of proposed time-varying transfer functions in medium
scale 0-1 Knapsack problem, ten medium size 0-1 KP instances (kp-11 to kp-20) are taken from
[9, 13] in which the items are between 30 and 75. The description of these ten instances is
described in Table S3 (Appendix). Table 5 summarizes the comparison results for all the used
different transfer functions for the kp15 and kp20. The rest instances results are reported in
Table S4 (Appendix).
Obviously, it is evident from Table 5 and Table S4 that the proposed time-varying transfer functions
obtained the same best, worse, mean, and SD values as the standard transfer functions. From Tables 5
and S4, for the mean iterations, the proposed time-varying transfer functions are superior to the other
eight standard transfer functions on kp11 to kp20. This indicates that the proposed time-varying transfer
functions is comparatively fast. For example, in kp20, the reduction in mean iteration of T1S2 and T2S2
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functions was 37.61% and 49.81% lower than that of S2, respectively. On the other hand, the reduction
in mean iteration of T1V4 and T2V4 functions was 40.08% and 60.32% lower than that of V4,
respectively.
Further, it was noted that the v-shaped transfer functions are usually yielded the least iterations
compared to S-shaped transfer functions. On the other hand, comparing between the two proposed
transfer functions, the required iterations to get an optimal solution using Eq. (11) is less than of Eq.
(10) for all the 0-1 Knapsack problems. Additionally, the number of iterations of T2V1, T2V2, T2V3,
and T2V4 are obviously small than T1V1, T1V2, T1V3, and T1V4.
Table 5: Results obtained by the transfer functions for the medium scale 0–1 KP
Instance
kp-15

kp-20

Transfer
function
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1

Best
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614

Mean
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614

9

Worst
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
2440
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614

SD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean
iterations
9.72
29.4
21.64
15.6
5.56
3.4
2.44
1.8
19.84
17.04
12.12
8.48
1.08
1.16
1.16
1.12
25.16
16.8
15.56
9.92
1.04
1.04
1.04
1
48.53
125.41
115.36
137.4
18.54
8.46
6.82
4.89
50.18
78.24
82.13
92.74
10.21
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T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614

3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614

3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614
3614

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4.18
4.53
2.93
46.65
62.94
91.6
69.34
7.26
3.62
3.98
1.94

5.2.3 High-dimensional scale 0-1 KP
To further highlight the benefits of our proposed time-varying transfer functions, three cases have
been investigated. The first case handles the uncorrelated problem (kp21 – kp25) where the weights w i
are uncorrelated with the profits c i . Each w i and c i is randomly chosen from 5 to 20 and from 5 to
40, respectively. The second case handles the weakly correlated problem (kp26 – kp30). In this case,
the weights w i and the profits c i can be expressed as follows: w i  5, 20 and c i  w i − 5,w i + 5
. The third case handles the strongly correlated problem (kp31 – kp35). In this case, w i and c i can be
calculated as: w i  5, 20 and c i  w i + 5 . The knapsack capacity for the kp-21-kp35 can be
calculated as M = 0.75 

n

w
i =1

i

. The dimension sizes varying from 100 to 2000 items. For all used

transfer functions, the maximum iteration is set to 10000. Tables 6 – 8 reports the comparison results
for all the used different transfer functions for the kp22, kp25, kp27, kp30, kp32, and kp35. The rest
problems are listed in Tables S5 – S7 (Appendix). Based on the obtained results, several points are
concluded.
(1) It can be seen that the proposed time-varying transfer functions significantly outperform the
standard transfer functions on all evaluation measures including the best, mean, worst, and
standard deviations.
(2) As observed from the results, the proposed time-varying V-shaped transfer functions, T1V1
– T2V4, can easily find the optimal values with small SD in all uncorrelated, weakly
correlated, and strongly correlated problems.
(3) It is obvious that there is an improvement for searching the global optimal solution when using
T2V1, T2V2, T2V3, and T2V4 compared to T1V1, T1V2, T1V3, and T1V4. This leads to the
performance dominance of T2V1, T2V2, T2V3, and T2V4 against those performed on the
T1V1, T1V2, T1V3, and T1V4.
(4) The mean iteration values of time-varying V-shaped transfer functions, T1V1 – T2V4, are
obviously superior to S1, S2, S3, S4, V1, V2, V3, and V4 for all high-dimensional scale
problems. The performance of T2V1, T2V2, T2V3, and T2V4 is better than that of T1V1,
T1V2, T1V3, and T1V4.
(5) Compared to the proposed time-varying V-shaped transfer functions, T2V4 is significantly
improving the performance metrics with lower SD and mean iterations.
Table 6: Comparison results of uncorrelated high-dimensional scale 0–1 KP
Instance

Dimension

Transfer
function

Best

Mean

10

Worst

SD

Mean
iterations
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kp-22

500

kp-25

2000

S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

10340
10338
10338
10338
10345
10345
10345
10345
10345
10343
10343
10343
10345
10345
10345
10345
10345
10343
10343
10343
10345
10345
10345
10345
40612
40610
40610
40610
40615
40615
40615
40615
40616
40614
40614
40614
40616
40616
40616
40616
40616
40614
40614
40614
40616
40616
40616
40616

10338
10302.2
10306.6
10311
10345
10345
10345
10345
10345
10333.4
10328.6
10323.8
10345
10345
10345
10345
10345
10325
10327.2
10328.4
10345
10345
10345
10345
40598.2
40554.8
40549
40544.9
40611.8
40612.4
40611.2
40612.8
40610.6
40599.5
40611.8
40610.2
40614.6
40615
40614.2
40615.2
40611.2
40610.6
40611.4
40610.8
40614
40614.8
40614.6
40615.4

10335
10225
10225
10225
10345
10345
10345
10345
10345
10319
10319
10319
10345
10345
10345
10345
10345
10319
10319
10319
10345
10345
10345
10345
40589
40525
40525
40525
40610
40610
40610
40610
40595
40590
40590
40590
40611
40611
40611
40611
40595
40590
40590
40590
40611
40611
40611
40611

2.739
25.46
26.923
20.01
0
0
0
0
0
13.145
13.145
10.733
0
0
0
0
0
10.392
9.96
9.044
0
0
0
0
12.674
33.945
37.259
38.157
15.375
14.281
16.158
14.825
9.521
20.98
19.353
21.97
8.34
7.921
8.95
6.56
8.536
19.561
17.562
20.315
7.65
6.98
6.551
5.439

1038
2394
2187
2541
185
103
161
94
1074
1851
2018
1932
110
95
104
73
1022
1915
1893
1801
100
94
99
69
6285
8136
7985
7612
3485
2952
3624
2531
4258
6395
5927
6042
2493
2051
2964
1950
4381
6134
5630
6729
2654
1983
2452
1875

Table 7: Comparison results of weakly correlated high-dimensional scale 0–1 KP
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Instance

Dimension

kp-27

500

kp-30

2000

Transfer
function
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

Best

Mean

Worst

SD

5197
5190
5190
5190
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
21044
21025
21025
21025
21068
21068
21068
21068
21081
21078
21078
21078
21081
21081
21081
21081
21081
21078
21078
21078
21081
21081
21081
21081

5185.2
5186.2
5185.4
5185.6
5193.4
5193
5194.2
5194.6
5197
5194.8
5195.4
5194.2
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5195
5194.8
5194.4
5197
5197
5197
5197
21036.5
21005.2
21004.8
21005.1
21057
21057.4
21056.8
21057.8
21079.2
21074
21073
21074.6
21079
21079.2
21078
21079.2
21079
21074.8
21075
21074
21078
21079
21078.6
21079.4

5175
5184
5184
5184
5190
5190
5190
5190
5197
5194
5194
5194
5197
5197
5197
5197
5197
5194
5194
5194
5197
5197
5197
5197
21018
20890
20890
20890
21033
21033
21033
21033
21070
21062
21062
21062
21075
21075
21075
21075
21070
21062
21062
21062
21075
21075
21075
21075

8.624
9.943
8.67
8.24
4.96
5.63
5.176
4.641
0
2.67
1.954
1.37
0
0
0
0
0
1.095
2.04
1.93
0
0
0
0
20.652
44.67
46.391
45.752
17.297
18.632
15.348
14.982
12.358
27.291
28.9
25.367
9.452
8.651
10.12
8.654
11.92
29.381
25.648
28.31
11.51
8.372
9.62
8.05

12

Mean
iterations
1002
1980
1542
1834
162
90
166
75
995
1091
1124
1387
123
84
98
61
981
1192
1184
1207
111
88
93
56
6018
9820
9453
9572
3091
2735
3120
2493
5304
7659
7362
7710
2514
2183
2907
2061
5297
7640
7193
7684
2761
2031
2897
2005
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Table 8: Comparison results of strongly correlated high-dimensional scale 0–1 KP
Instance

Dimension

kp-32

500

kp-35

2000

Transfer
function
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3

Best

Mean

Worst

SD

6783
6779
6779
6779
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
27285
27292
27292
27292
27356
27356
27356
27356
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362
27362

6783
6775.6
6776
6775
6781.5
6782
6781.9
6782.4
6783
6780
6780.2
6780.9
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6781.2
6780.8
6782
6783
6783
6783
6783
27279.6
27276
27277.2
27276.1
27349
27350
27349.8
27351
27359
27358
27357
27357.6
27360
27361
27360.2
27361.6
27358.2
27357.6
27358
27357
27361
27360.9
27361.4

6783
6768
6768
6768
6779
6779
6779
6779
6783
6776
6776
6776
6783
6783
6783
6783
6783
6776
6776
6776
6783
6783
6783
6783
27246
27230
27230
27230
27344
27344
27344
27344
27350
27349
27349
27349
27358
27358
27358
27358
27350
27349
27349
27349
27358
27358
27358

0
5.681
6.16
5.935
3.94
4.67
4.914
3.952
0
3.68
2.942
4.37
0
0
0
0
0
4.518
5.63
4.09
0
0
0
0
15.162
30.37
35.61
29.49
10.34
12.57
11.31
11.94
9.58
16.54
18.36
15.29
3.67
2.94
3.05
3.58
10.17
14.89
16.52
17.13
2.34
3.61
2.57

13

Mean
iterations
978
1862
1734
1815
138
105
133
100
1086
1273
1360
1109
97
57
96
50
1050
1241
1293
1113
101
55
90
51
5506
6931
6654
6837
2741
2652
2903
2511
6347
5028
5391
5727
1890
1682
1954
1509
3583
5126
6084
5737
1903
1530
1827
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T2V4

27362

27361.8

27358

2.09

1493

6. Conclusion
In this paper, two time-varying transfer functions are proposed to improve the exploration and
exploitation capability of the binary flower pollination algorithm in solving the 0–1 KP problem
efficiently. The experimental results show that the introduction of time-varying parameter in the transfer
function can improve the performance of BFPA in solving small, medium, and high-dimensional scales
0–1 KP problems. Additionally, the experimental results show that proposed time-varying V-shaped
transfer functions outperform the other S-shaped transfer functions in terms of the best, worse, mean,
SD values, and the mean iterations.
Appendix
Table S1: The description of the low scale 0-1 KP instances
Instance

dimension

kp-1
kp-2
kp-3
kp-4

4
4
5
7

capacity
M
20
11
80
50

kp-5

10

269

kp-6

10

60

kp-7

15

375

kp-8

20

879

kp-9

20

878

23

kp-10

10000

weights W

profits C

w=[6 5 9 7]
w=[2 4 6 7]
w=[15 20 17 8 31]
w=[31 10 20 19 4 3 6]
w=[95 4 60 32 23 72 80 62 65
46]
w=[30 25 20 18 17 11 5 2 1 1]
w=[56.358531 80.874050
47.987304 89.596240
74.660482 85.894345
51.353496 1.498459
36.445204 16.589862
44.569231 0.466933
37.788018 57.118442
60.716575]
w=[84 83 43 4 44 6 82 92 25 83
56 18 58 14 48 70 96 32 68
92]
w=[92 4 43 83 84 68 92 82 6 44
32 18 56 83 25 96 70 48 14
58]
w=[983 982 981 980 979 978
488 976 972 486 486 972
972 485 485 969 966 483
964 963 961 958 959]

c=[9 11 13 15]
c=[6 10 12 13]
c=[33 24 36 37 12]
c=[70 20 39 37 7 5 10]
c=[55 10 47 5 4 50 8 61 85
87]
c=[20 18 17 15 15 10 5 3 1 1]
c=[0.125126 19.330424
58.500931 35.029145
82.284005 17.410810
71.050142 30.399487
9.140294 14.731285
98.852504 11.908322
0.891140 53.166295
60.176397]
c=[91 72 90 46 55 8 35 75 61
15 77 40 63 75 29 75 17
78 40 44]
c=[44 46 90 72 91 40 75 35 8
54 78 40 77 15 61 17 75]
c=[981 980 979 978 977 976
487 974 970 485 485 970
970 484 484 976 974 482
962 961 959 958 857]

Table S2: Results obtained by the transfer functions for the low scale 0–1 KP
Instance

kp-2

Transfer
function
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2

Best
23
23
23
23
23
23

Mean
23
23
23
23
23
23

14

Worst
23
23
23
23
23
23

SD
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean
iterations
1
1
1
1
1
1
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kp-3

kp-4

V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107

15

23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
130
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.08
1.04
1.04
1
1
1
1
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kp-5

kp-6

T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2

107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

16

107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
295
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.12
1.92
1.32
1.16
1.16
1.04
1.04
1.04
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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kp-7

kp-8

T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
481.069
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025

17

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
481.07
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.36
1.68
1.24
1.68
1.68
1.56
1.52
1.28
1.95
1.22
1.15
1.56
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T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

kp-9

1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024

1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024

1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1025
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024
1024

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.49
1.23
1.07
1.04
2.14
1.02
1.04
1.32
1.59
1.14
1.04
1
1.6
1.72
1.16
1.92
1.92
2
2.04
1.48
2.5
1.04
1.04
1.21
1.07
1.94
1.83
1.08
1.91
1.29
1.12
1.67
1.54
1.44
1.75
1

Table S3: Medium size 0–1 KP test problems
Instance dimension

kp-11

kp-12

30

35

capacity
M

weights W

577

w=[46 17 35 1 26 17 17 48 38 17
32 21 29 48 31 8 42 37 6 9 15
22 27 14 42 40 14 31 6 34]

655

w=[7 4 36 47 6 33 8 35 32 3 40 50
22 18 3 12 30 31 13 33 4 48 5
17 33 26 27 19 39 15 33 47 17
41 40]

18

profits C
c=[57 64 50 6 52 6 85 60 70 65
63 96 18 48 85 50 77 18 70
92 17 43 5 23 67 88 35 3 91
48]
c=[35 67 30 69 40 40 21 73 82
93 52 20 61 20 42 86 43 93
38 70 59 11 42 93 6 39 25
23 36 93 51 81 36 46 96]
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kp-13

kp-14

kp-15

kp-16

kp-17

kp-18

kp-19

kp-20

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

819

w=[28 23 35 38 20 29 11 48 26 14
12 48 35 36 33 39 30 26 44 20
13 15 46 36 43 19 32 2 47 24
26 39 17 32 17 16 33 22 6 12]

907

w=[18 12 38 12 23 13 18 46 1 7 20
43 11 47 49 19 50 7 39 29 32
25 12 8 32 41 34 24 48 30 12
35 17 38 50 14 47 35 5 13 47
24 45 39 1]

882

w=[15 40 22 28 50 35 49 5 45 3 7
32 19 16 40 16 31 24 15 42 29
4 14 9 29 11 25 37 48 39 5 47
49 31 48 17 46 1 25 8 16 9 30
33 18 3 3 3 4 1]

1050

w=[27 15 46 5 40 9 36 12 11 11 49
20 32 3 12 44 24 1 24 42 44 16
12 42 22 26 10 8 46 50 20 42
48 45 43 35 9 12 22 2 14 50 16
29 31 46 20 35 11 4 32 35 15
29 16]

1006

w=[7 13 47 33 38 41 3 21 37 7 32
13 42 42 23 20 49 1 20 25 31 4
8 33 11 6 3 9 26 44 39 7 4 34
25 25 16 17 46 23 38 10 5 11
28 34 47 3 9 22 17 5 41 20 33
29 1 33 16 14]

1319

w=[47 27 24 27 17 17 50 24 38 34
40 14 15 36 10 42 9 48 37 7 43
47 29 20 23 36 14 2 48 50 39
50 25 7 24 38 34 44 38 31 14
17 42 20 5 44 22 9 1 33 19 19
23 26 16 24 1 9 16 38 30 36 41
43 6]

1426

w=[4 16 16 2 9 44 33 43 14 45 11
49 21 12 41 19 26 38 42 20 5
14 40 47 29 47 30 50 39 10 26
33 44 31 50 7 15 24 7 12 10 34
17 40 28 12 35 3 29 50 19 28
47 13 42 9 44 14 43 41 10 49
13 39 41 25 46 6 7 43]

1433

w=[24 45 15 40 9 37 13 5 43 35 48
50 27 46 24 45 2 7 38 20 20 31
2 20 3 35 27 4 21 22 33 11 5
24 37 31 46 13 12 12 41 36 44
36 34 22 29 50 48 17 8 21 28 2

19

c=[13 16 42 69 66 68 1 13 77
85 75 95 92 23 51 79 53 62
56 74 7 50 23 34 56 75 42
51 13 22 30 45 25 27 90 59
94 62 26 11]
c=[98 70 66 33 2 58 4 27 20 45
77 63 32 30 8 18 73 9 92 43
8 58 84 35 78 71 60 38 40
43 43 22 50 4 57 5 88 87 34
98 96 99 16 1 25]
c=[78 69 87 59 63 12 22 4 45
33 29 50 19 94 95 60 1 91
69 8 100 32 81 47 59 48 56
18 59 16 45 54 47 84 100
98 75 20 4 19 58 63 37 64
90 26 29 13 53 83]
c=[98 74 76 4 12 27 90 98 100
35 30 19 75 72 19 44 5 66
79 87 79 44 35 6 82 11 1 28
95 68 39 86 68 61 44 97 83
2 15 49 59 30 44 40 14 96
37 84 5 43 8 32 95 86 18]
c=[81 37 70 64 97 21 60 9 55
85 5 33 71 87 51 100 43 27
48 17 16 27 76 61 97 78 58
46 29 76 10 11 74 36 59 30
72 37 72 100 9 47 10 73 92
9 52 56 69 30 61 20 66 70
46 16 43 60 33 84]
c=[47 63 81 57 3 80 28 83 69
61 39 7 100 67 23 10 25 91
22 48 91 20 45 62 60 67 27
43 80 94 47 31 44 31 28 14
17 50 9 93 15 17 72 68 36
10 1 38 79 45 10 81 66 46
54 53 63 65 20 81 20 42 24
28 1]
c=[66 76 71 61 4 20 34 65 22 8
99 21 99 62 25 52 72 26 12
55 22 32 98 31 95 42 2 32
16 100 46 55 27 89 11 83
43 93 53 88 36 41 60 92 14
5 41 60 92 30 55 79 33 10
45 3 68 12 20 54 63 38 61
85 71 40 58 25 73 35]
c=[2 73 82 12 49 35 78 29 83
18 87 93 20 6 55 1 83 91 71
25 59 94 90 61 80 84 57 1
26 44 44 88 7 34 18 25 73
29 24 14 23 82 38 67 94 43
61 97 37 67 32 89 30 30 91
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44 45 25 11 37 35 24 9 40 45 8
47 1 22 1 12 36 35 14 17 5]

50 21 3 18 31 97 79 68 85
43 71 49 83 44 86 1 100 28
4 16]

Table S4: Results obtained by the transfer functions for the medium scale 0–1 KP
Transfer
Instance

kp-11

kp-12

function
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1

Best
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689

Mean
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689

20

Worst
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1437
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689

SD
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mean
iterations
2.48
7.8
6.96
4.92
1.84
2.04
1.24
1.12
5.7
3.56
5.81
4.17
1.14
1.94
1.08
1.04
3.87
3.92
4.91
2.55
1.04
1.37
1
1
3.8
7.96
4.88
3.76
2.2
1.92
1.68
1.36
4.24
3.6
3.48
3.8
1.04
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kp-13

kp-14

T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3

1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033

1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033

21

1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1689
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
1821
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.16
1.04
1.04
4.88
3.8
4.64
3.16
1.24
1
1.08
1
8.28
37.8
22.2
17.92
4.56
3.72
2.68
1.96
11.56
22.41
16.63
12.65
3.47
2.34
1.94
1.04
9.53
19.3
18.66
10.06
1.94
1.15
1.35
1.23
3.28
22
25.28
22.88
3.52
2.32
2.08
1.48
5.19
14.55
20.12
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kp-16

kp-17

T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2

2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917

2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2651
2650.2
2651
2650.2
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917

22

2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2033
2651
2647
2651
2643
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2651
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.69
0
2.53
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

19.49
1.42
1.42
1.19
1.04
3.92
12.95
17.88
14.94
1.08
1.12
1.04
1.04
13.56
524.3
423.53
360.6
11.36
9.12
5.04
3.2
20.82
347.16
279.31
318
8.94
6.78
3.92
1.9
15.34
328.5
223.96
6.95
7.15
4.52
2.94
1.08
6.08
81.88
43.44
42.88
3.52
2.88
2.16
1.8
8.5
50.73
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kp-18

kp-19

T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1

2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223

2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2818
2817.1
2817.1
2817.1
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
3223
3221.2
3221.2
3221.2
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223

23

2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2917
2818
2817
2817
2817
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
2818
3223
3221
3221
3221
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.32
0.32
0.32
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.632
0.632
0.632
0
0
0
0
0

40.95
39.27
1.93
1.96
1.04
1
6.94
48.33
35.97
31.94
1.26
1.75
1.23
1
24.28
978.5
965.5
905.5
94.76
39.6
30.36
18.52
30.65
766.3
598.5
832.9
71.2
23.9
19.43
8.69
27.83
515.8
691.6
536.4
74.9
21.95
15.35
6.94
95.68
985.5
589.5
765.3
13.1
9.43
7.93
4.1
120.6
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T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223

3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223

3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223
3223

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

645.35
428.6
594.82
9.72
9.18
4.38
2.14
89.5
583.8
357.91
455.91
8.16
6.28
6.13
1.91

Table S5: Comparison results of uncorrelated large size 0–1 KP
Instance

Dimension

kp-21

100

kp-23

1000

Transfer
function
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4

Best

Mean

Worst

SD

2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
20348
20340
20340
20340

2060
2038.4
2036.8
2043
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2049
2049.8
2048.4
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2049.6
2049
2049.6
2060
2060
2060
2060
20339.6
20327.2
20329.4
20326.8

2060
2023
2023
2023
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2045
2045
2045
2060
2060
2060
2060
2060
2048
2048
2048
2060
2060
2060
2060
20334
20308
20308
20308

0
19.756
17.387
18.886
0
0
0
0
0
6.519
6.14
7.092
0
0
0
0
0
6.542
6.633
5.941
0
0
0
0
7.668
17.527
15.027
17.181

24

Mean
iterations
142
350
353
351
95
88
90
76
169
153
215
201
57
45
62
39
185
162
224
240
61
42
59
34
2859
4781
4618
4237
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kp-24

1500

V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

20350
20350
20350
20350
20350
20349
20349
20349
20350
20350
20350
20350
20350
20349
20349
20349
20350
20350
20350
20350
31255
31250
31250
31250
31257
31257
31257
31257
31257
31256
31256
31256
31257
31257
31257
31257
31257
31256
31256
31256
31257
31257
31257
31257

20347.6
20348
20348.4
20349.2
20344.8
20338.8
20339.4
20338.8
20348.8
20349.4
20348.8
20349.4
20346
20342.2
20343.6
20340.2
20349.2
20349.2
20349
20349.6
31247.8
31224.2
31222
31224
31249.8
31250.8
31250.4
31252.2
31254.6
31237.6
31235.4
31236.4
31255.8
31256
31256.2
31256.4
31255
31237.4
31238.6
31238.4
31255.8
31256
31255.6
31256.4

20346
20346
20346
20346
20342
20332
20332
20332
20348
20348
20348
20348
20342
20332
20332
20332
20348
20348
20348
20348
31241
31198
31198
31198
31245
31245
31245
31245
31253
31228
31228
31228
31255
31255
31255
31255
31253
31228
31228
31228
31255
31255
31255
31255

2.19
2
2.19
1.789
3.899
9.311
8.848
7.12
1.095
0.894
0.837
0.894
3.742
9.3
7.8
8.526
1.095
0.837
1
0.894
6.686
26.04
23.63
25.76
5.215
4.49
4.67
4.38
2.19
13.45
14.69
15.646
1.095
1
0.837
0.821
2
12.605
12.954
11.06
0.837
0.707
0.894
0.821

531
498
562
415
2094
3586
3428
4057
463
401
443
381
2099
3308
3258
3974
492
391
412
328
4289
6722
5983
5347
1025
992
1349
903
2951
4228
3984
4129
751
694
789
562
2493
4059
4286
4178
842
697
981
509

Table S6: Comparison results of weakly correlated large size 0–1 KP
Instance

Dimension

kp-26

100

Transfer
function
S1

Best

Mean

Worst

SD

1016

1016

1016

0

25

Mean
iterations
120
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kp-28

1000

kp-29

1500

S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3

1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
10352
10351
10351
10351
10356
10356
10356
10356
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
10357
15446
15400
15400

997.2
994.2
998
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1004
1007
1009.4
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1009.6
1012
1011.2
1016
1016
1016
1016
10345.4
10348.2
10347.8
10348
10353.6
10354
10353.8
10354.4
10354.2
10352.1
10351.6
10351.4
10355.1
10356
10355.4
10356.2
10354
10351.8
10351.2
10532
10355.4
10356.1
10356
10356.2
15441.6
15383.4
15384

26

989
989
989
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
999
999
999
1016
1016
1016
1016
1016
1008
1008
1008
1016
1016
1016
1016
10340
10338
10338
10338
10350
10350
10350
10350
10352
10344
10344
10344
10354
10354
10354
10354
10352
10344
10344
10344
10354
10354
10354
10354
15432
15365
15365

11.278
9.952
10.677
0
0
0
0
0
7.661
6.166
7.057
0
0
0
0
0
3.578
4
3.347
0
0
0
0
9.631
13.964
14.57
13.238
5.613
4.679
5.348
4.069
2.15
7.281
6.823
6.134
2.36
1.068
2.06
0.985
2.01
7.328
7.054
6.832
2.456
1.37
1.254
0.895
7.627
21.975
19.713

325
298
337
86
79
83
62
157
129
194
173
65
49
64
30
160
122
188
169
64
39
61
31
2156
3924
3615
4025
492
385
477
336
2294
2960
3458
3512
418
304
393
300
2341
3001
2923
3194
407
318
371
303
4091
5906
5213
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S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

15400
15496
15496
15496
15496
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507
15507

15383.6
15486
15486.4
15486.2
15486.8
15491
15495.6
15494.8
15495
15502
15503.2
15502.6
15503.2
15491.6
15494.2
15494
15495.4
15502.6
15503
15502
15503.4

15365
15454
15454
15454
15454
15470
15460
15460
15460
15490
15490
15490
15490
15454
15460
15460
15460
15490
15490
15490
15490

20.668
10.634
9.248
11.573
8.275
5.382
13.627
14.351
12.01
5.617
4.319
4.065
4.319
5.915
12.951
13.986
13.035
4.972
3.658
5.349
4.568

5194
1395
1082
1267
990
3924
4615
4208
4792
971
898
919
805
3902
4593
4321
4435
850
777
882
692

Table S7: Comparison results of strongly correlated large size 0–1 KP
Instance

Dimension

kp-31

100

kp-33

1000

Transfer
function
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1

Best

Mean

Worst

SD

1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
13410

1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
13405.2

1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
1332
13395

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7.391

27

Mean
iterations
95
184
176
190
54
31
50
29
109
123
125
120
40
25
33
19
137
114
122
108
47
27
30
25
1945
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kp-34

1500

S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4
S1
S2
S3
S4
V1
V2
V3
V4
T1S1
T1S2
T1S3
T1S4
T1V1
T1V2
T1V3
T1V4
T2S1
T2S2
T2S3
T2S4
T2V1
T2V2
T2V3
T2V4

13390
13390
13390
13448
13448
13448
13448
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
13454
20295
20289
20289
20289
20310
20310
20310
20310
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314
20314

13386
13385.9
13386.4
13441
13442
13441.6
13442.4
13449
13448.5
13448
13447.2
13454
13454
13454
13454
13447
13448
13447.8
13448.2
13454
13454
13454
13454
20284
20277.2
20276
20276.8
20306
20306.8
20306.4
20307
20312
20310
20310.6
20311
20314
20314
20314
20314
20312.6
20311
20310.6
20310.4
20314
20314
20314
20314

13370
13370
13370
13436
13436
13436
13436
13440
13440
13440
13440
13454
13454
13454
13454
13440
13440
13440
13440
13454
13454
13454
13454
20252
20246
20246
20246
20302
20302
20302
20302
20300
20296
20296
20296
20314
20314
20314
20314
20300
20296
20296
20296
20314
20314
20314
20314

18.62
19.28
17.54
12.68
10.25
11.39
10.09
9.52
10.27
9.35
11.24
0
0
0
0
10.14
8.37
9.63
8.921
0
0
0
0
10.692
25.34
27.137
26.821
9.38
8.937
9.036
10.02
6.35
16.93
18.37
20.589
0
0
0
0
5.83
19.34
15.61
13.29
0
0
0
0

3026
2915
3108
1154
1093
1251
1001
2397
2108
2293
2604
938
756
849
720
2253
2204
2157
2384
961
770
902
738
3157
5089
4975
5013
1085
1020
1017
1003
3681
3054
3376
3128
984
793
980
751
3507
3182
3259
3204
901
800
826
748
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Abstract. The Syriac language is one of the oldest languages in the world. So far, some people
speak it, for example in Iraq, Syria, southeastern Turkey and other countries. In this work, the
Syriac letters were coded according to what was adopted by Sami and Mahmood in 2017 using
the e-abacus diagram. More than one method is used to encode the English letters or diagrams
that follow the concepts of partition theory. Each of them was taking its own path and the vision
was to start with what Mohommed et al looked like in 2015 through the orbit concept. Then
make the comparisons to observe the most efficient, fastest and most accurate method that could
be followed.

1. Introduction
Let r be a nonnegative integer. The composition δ = (δ1 , δ2 , … , δn ) of r is a sequence of non-negative
integers such that |δ| = ∑nj=1 δj = r. The composition is called a partition of r if δj ≥ δj+1 ∀ j ≥ 1.
Fix δ is a partition of r and defining βi = δi + b − i, 1 ≤ i ≤ b. The set {β1 , β2 , ⋯ βb } is said to be the
set of β - number for δ, see [1]. Let e be a positive integer number greater than or equal to 2, we can
represent numbers by a diagram called e-abacus diagram, see [2], as shown in Table 1:

Table 1. e-Abacus Diagram
run.1
0
e
2e
⋮

run.2
1
e+1
2e + 1
⋮

...
...
...
⋮

run. e
e−1
2e − 1
3e − 1
⋮

Where every β-numbers will be represented by a (●) which takes its location in e-abacus diagram
and in case of non-existence of β- numbers then the value in e-abacus diagram will be represented by a

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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blank. For example, if δ = (7,7,6,5,5,5,4,2,1) and e = 4, b = 9 then the set of
number is {1,3,6,8,9,10,12,14,15} then e-abacus diagram for this partition is:

0
4
8
12

1
5
9
13

2
6
10
14

3
7
11
15

●
●

●
●
-

●
●
●

β –

●
●

Figure 1. e-Abacus Diagram for δ = (7,7,6,5,5,5,4,2,1)
Fayers is one of the creators who added a lot to this topic so much so we might refer here to [3-5].
Sami and Mahmood [6] developed a design for the shape of the 22 Syriac letters; (to learn more about
this language see [7,8], through the e-abacus diagram technology and e = 7 in order to ensure that the
shape becomes more accurate and clear if we choose e less than 7. We mention, the following example:

●
-

●
-

●
-

●
●
-

●
-

●
●
●

●
●
●

Figure 2. The Partition of 3rd - Syraic letter
is(372 , 32,31,26,25, 222 , 214 ) where e=7.

The problem that, we want to solve is how we change the parameters of the Syraic letters (to become
unreadable as if I were sending a secret message), so we had the concept of “Orbits” presented in 2015
by Mohommed et al the best assistant to solve this dilemma.
2. The Orbits
The movement in orbits that were presented by Mohommed et al [9-11] and later on [12], made a major
impact on the research that followed on the e-abacus diagram as it lads here to many ideas such as
[13,14]. A new coding idea for the English letters which adopted e = 5 was introduced [15]; (these
comparisons are possible, especially since there is a lot of research dealing with more than one language,
for example we mention each of them [15], Based on [16] there are four orbits in e-abacus if e = 7 as
shown in Figure3:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2
2
2
2
2
1

1
2
3
3
3
2
1

1
2
3
4
3
2
1

1
2
3
3
3
2
1

1
2
2
2
2
2
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2

Figure 3. The
four orbits.
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The first (1), is the external path, where we do not change anything as a result of our need for the
first site to be empty, see [17]. The Second (2), which is immediately following the first and here we
will notice the presence of 16 sites that have not been fully studied in [11]. The third (3), this path
contains 8 possible movements, and the fourth (4), is the last orbit that is usually fixed in place, because
it contains only one location (site), then this orbit has no effect.
In this work we would like to point out here that we will move only on the second orbit without the
rest, because the third orbit is the same movements that were addressed in [11]. We denoted by any
move in each orbit by mk , where 1 ≤ k ≤ 4.
2.1. Movement on the Second Orbit
It is normal to move in the movement from the first until the arrival of the possible movements, in order
to formulate this work easily, the James abacus diagram is converted to matrix form [12] as shown in
Figure4.:

𝑎22
𝑎32
𝑎42
𝑎52
𝑎62

𝑎23

𝑎24

𝑎25

𝑎63

𝑎64

𝑎65

𝑎26
𝑎36
𝑎46
𝑎56
𝑎66

Figure 4. The
locations of
2nd-orbit.

Rule (2.1.1): When choosing a partition for any Syriac letter where e = 7 and the value of βi is equal
to the location 𝑎𝜏𝜌 within [m1 ;1; m3 ; m4 ] where 𝜌 be column number, and 𝜏 the number of rows in the
James abacus diagram then:
𝑎𝜏𝜌 → {

𝑎𝜏(𝜌∓1)
𝑎(𝜏∓1)𝜌

if
if

( 𝜏 = 2 (or 6)) ˄ ( 𝜌 = 2, … , 5 (or 3, … ,6))resp. ,
( 𝜏 = 2, … ,5 (or 3, … ,6) ˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp. ,

(1)

Proof: Here is the ideal movement (with clockwise and the amount of movement is equal to one), we
have one path, it will start from 𝑎22 up to 𝑎26 (respectively from 𝑎66 to 𝑎62 ) provided it does not exceed
it; we mean that does not go to 𝑎27 (respectively 𝑎61 ) where this is outside the scope of the second orbit.
Also form 𝑎26 → 𝑎36 → ⋯ → 𝑎66 (respectively from 𝑎62 → 𝑎52 → ⋯ → 𝑎22 ). This movement is not
complicated and therefore the possibilities are limited.
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●
-

Figure 5. The movement when m2 = 1

- - - - ● - - ● ●
- - ●
- - ●
- - -

-

- - - - ●
● ● ●
● ●

Figure6. The new partition of 3rdSyriac
letter
is
(372 , 322 , 31,27,26,23, 212 , 20,15)

Then we have a new partition for each Syriac letter after using this method, the movement will generate
a new table and a new partition as show in Table 2:

Table2. Syriac Letters
Letter
ܐ
ܒ
ܓ
ܕ
ܗ
ܘ
ܙ
ܚ
ܛ
ܝ
ܟـ
ܠ
ܡـ
ܢـ
ܣ

Origin partition
(43,37,31,25,
19,13)
(308 , 244 )
(372 , 32,31,26,
25, 222 , 214 )
(37,32,26, 203 ,
16,15, 113 )
(29, 273 , 26,24,
23, 226 )
(305 , 29, 242 , 192 ,
142 , 9, 85 )
(42,37,31,25,19
, 13)
(393 )
(342 , 31, 305 , 29,
28, 232 , 17)
(402 )

Letter
[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܐ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܒ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܓ
ܕ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]
[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܗ
ܘ
ܙ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

After one move
(43,37,31,25,
19,13)
(30, 297 , 26,25, 242 )
(372 , 322 , 31,27,26,
23, 212 , 20,15)
(37,32, 262 , 21,20,
163 , 122 )
(29, 262 , 252 , 24,23,22
, 214 , 15)
(305 , 29, 242 , 192 , 143
, 10, 94 )

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

(42,37,31,25,19,13)

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

(39,382 )
(342 , 312 , 304 , 27,26,
232 , 17)
(40,39)

ܚ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܛ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܝ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

(32, 318 , 29)

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

(327 , 27,24,17)
(29, 288 , 26,25,23
, 16)
8
(32 , 26,20)

(328 , 31,26)

ܟـ

(327 , 31,24,17)
(298 , 28, 242 , 23
, 16)
8
(32 , 26,20)

ܠ

ܡـ

(288 , 27,26, 242 , 23

ܣ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܢـ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]
[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

4

(28,278
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ܥ

, 20)
7
(33 , 32,25)

ܥ

, 262 ,25,23,20)
(337 , 28,25)

ܦ

(308 , 242 , 192 )

ܦ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

(30, 297 , 26, 252 , 20)

ܨ

(423 , 38,31, 262 )

ܨ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

ܩ

(308 , 29, 253 )

ܩ
ܪ

ܫ

(38,32, 263 , 22,21
, 173 , 6)
(317 , 303 , 25)

ܫ

(423 , 382 , 32,27)
(30, 298 , 27,26,
25)
(38, , 322 , 27,26,223 ,
18,17,6)
7
(31 , 292 , 28,25)

ܬ

(354 , 29,23,17)

ܬ

ܪ

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]
[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

[m1 ,1,m3 ,m4 ]

(35, 343 , 29,23,17)

Rule (2.1.2): When choosing a partition for any Syriac letter where e = 7 and the value of βi is equal
to the location 𝑎𝜏𝜌 within [m1 ;2; m3 ; m4 ] will be:

𝑎𝜏𝜌 →

𝑎𝜏(𝜌∓2)
𝑎(𝜏∓2)𝜌

if (𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
˄ (𝜌 = 2, … , 4 (or 4, … ,6))resp. ,
if ( 𝜏 = 2, … ,4 (or 4, … ,6))
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp. ,

𝑎(𝜏∓1)(𝜌∓1) if ( 𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
{ 𝑎(𝜏∓1)(𝜌±1) if (𝜏 = 5 (or 3))

˄ (𝜌 = 5 (or 3))resp. ,
˄ ( 𝜌 = 6 (or 2))resp.,

(2)

Proof: The reason for the many relationships here is that there are two paths that never cross between
them.
The calculating all cases of each path separately, we will be in front of all the cases mentioned in the
text of the theorem.

Figure 7. The
movement when
m2=2.
For example, if we have the 3rd - Syriac letter then the new partition when m2 = 2 it will be:
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●
-

●
-

●
●
-

●
●
-

●
-

●
●

●
●
●

Figure 8. The new partition
when m2 = 2 is
(372 323 , 31,26,23, 212 , 20,8)

It is important to say that whenever the value of m2 exceeds 1 or 2, we will have completely different
paths for each of the rules (2.1.1) and (2.1.2), meaning that we will inevitably have completely different
possibilities, as the following relationship shows:
Rule (2.1.3): When choosing a partition for any Syriac letter where e = 7 and the value of βi is equal
to the location 𝑎𝜏𝜌 within [m1 ; m2 ; m3 ; m4 ] will be:
When m2 = 3, then we have:

(i)

𝑎𝜏(𝜌∓3)
𝑎(𝜏∓3)𝜌
𝑎(𝜏∓2)(𝜌∓1)

𝑎𝜏𝜌 →

𝑎(𝜏±2)(𝜌∓1)
𝑎(𝜏∓1)(𝜌∓2)
{ 𝑎(𝜏∓1)(𝜌±2)

(ii)

𝑎𝜏𝜌 →

if
if
if

(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
(𝜏 = 2,3 (or 5,6))
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))

˄ (𝜌 = 2, 3(or 5,6))resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2)), resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 5 (or 3))resp.,

if
if
if

(𝜏 = 4)
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
(𝜏 = 5 (or 3))

˄ (𝜌 = 2 (or 6))resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 4) resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp.,

(3)

If we take m2 = 4:
𝑎𝜏(𝜌∓4)
𝑎(𝜏∓4)𝜌
𝑎(𝜏∓1)(𝜌∓3)

if (𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
if (𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
if (𝜏 = 2 (or 6))

˄ ( 𝜌 = 2 (or 6)) resp. ,
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2))resp. ,
˄ (𝜌 = 3 (or 5))resp.,

𝑎(𝜏 ±1)(𝜌±3)
𝑎(𝜏∓2)(𝜌∓2)
𝑎(𝜏∓2)(𝜌±2)
𝑎(𝜏∓3)(𝜌∓1)
{ 𝑎(𝜏∓3)(𝜌±1)

if (𝜏 = 5 (or 3))
if (𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
if (𝜏 = 4)
if (𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
if (𝜏 = 3 (or 5))

˄
˄
˄
˄
˄

(iii) If we take m2 = 5, then we have:

6

(𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp. ,
(𝜌 = 4) resp.,
(𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp. ,
(𝜌 = 5 (or 3))resp.,
(𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp. ,

(4)
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𝑎𝜏𝜌

𝑎(𝜏∓1)(𝜌∓4)
𝑎(𝜏±1)(𝜌∓4)
𝑎(𝜏∓4)(𝜌∓1)
𝑎(𝜏 ∓4)(𝜌±1)
→
𝑎(𝜏±2)(𝜌±3)
𝑎(𝜏±3)(𝜌±2)
𝑎(𝜏∓3)(𝜌±3)
{𝑎(𝜏±2)(𝜌∓3)

( 𝜏 = 2 (or 6)) ˄ (𝜌 = 2 (or 6)) resp.,
(𝜏 = 3 (or 5)) ˄ (𝜌 = 2 (or 6)) resp. ,
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
˄ (𝜌 = 5 (or 3))resp.,
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2))resp.,
(𝜏 = 6 (or 2)) ˄ (𝜌 = 5 (or 3))resp.,
(𝜏 = 6 (or 2)) ˄ (𝜌 = 4) resp.,
(𝜏 = 2 (or 5)) ˄ (𝜌 = 6) resp.,
(𝜏 = 4)
˄ (𝜌 = 2 (or 6)) resp.,

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

(5)

(iv)When m2 = 6, then we have the following formula:

𝑎𝜏𝜌

𝑎(𝜏∓2)(𝜌∓4)
𝑎(𝜏±2)(𝜌±4)
𝑎(𝜏∓4)(𝜌∓2)
𝑎(𝜏 ±4)(𝜌∓2)
→
𝑎(𝜏∓3)(𝜌∓3)
𝑎(𝜏±3)(𝜌∓3)
𝑎𝜏(𝜌±4)
{𝑎(𝜏∓4)𝜌

(𝜏 = 2 (or 6)) ˄ ( 𝜌 = 2 (or 6))resp.
(𝜏 = 4)
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp. ,
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6)) ˄ (𝜌 = 4) resp.,
(𝜏 = 6 (or 2))
˄ ( 𝜌 = 2 (or 6))resp.,
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
˄ (𝜌 = 3 (or 5))resp.,
(𝜏 = 5 (or 3))
˄ (𝜌 = 2(or 6))resp.,
(𝜏 = 5 (or 3))
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp.,
if
(𝜏 = 2(or 6))
˄ (𝜌 = 5 (or 3)) resp. ,

if
if
if
if
if
if
if

(6)

(v) When m2 = 7, we have:

𝑎𝜏𝜌

𝑎(𝜏∓3)(𝜌∓4)
𝑎(𝜏∓4)(𝜌∓3)
𝑎(𝜏±1)(𝜌±4)
𝑎(𝜏 ±4)(𝜌±1)
→
𝑎(𝜏±1)(𝜌∓4)
𝑎(𝜏∓4)(𝜌±1)
𝑎(𝜏∓3)(𝜌±4)
𝑎
{ (𝜏±4)(𝜌∓3)

(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
(𝜏 = 5 (or 3))
(𝜏 = 6 (or 2))
(𝜏 = 4)
(𝜏 = 2 (or 6))
(𝜏 = 3 (or 5))
(𝜏 = 6(or 2))

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

˄ (𝜌 = 2 (or 6)) resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 3 (or 5)) resp. ,
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2))resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 4) resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 2 (or 6))resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 5(or 3))resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 6 (or 2)) resp.,
˄ (𝜌 = 2 (or 6)) resp.,

(7)

(vi) When m2 = 8, we have:

𝑎𝜏𝜌

𝑎(𝜏∓4)(𝜌∓4)

IF

𝑎(𝜏±4)(𝜌±2)
𝑎(𝜏∓4)𝜌
𝑎(𝜏 ∓4)(𝜌±2)
→
𝑎(𝜏±4)(𝜌∓4)
𝑎(𝜏∓2)(𝜌±4)
𝑎𝜏(𝜌±4)
{𝑎(𝜏∓2)(𝜌∓4)

IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF
IF

( 𝜏 = 2 (OR 6))

˄ (𝜌 = 2 (OR 6)) RESP.,

( 𝜏 = 6 (OR 2)) ˄ (𝜌 = 5 (OR 3))RESP.
(𝜏 = 2 (OR 6)) ˄ (𝜌 = 4) RESP.,
(𝜏 = 2 (OR 6)) ˄ (𝜌 = 5 (OR3))RESP.,
(𝜏 = 6 (OR 2)) ˄ (𝜌 = 2 (OR 6))RESP.,
(𝜏 = 3 (OR 5)) ˄ ( 𝜌 = 6(OR 2))RESP.,
(𝜏 = 4)
˄ ( 𝜌 = 6 (OR 2)) RESP.,
(𝜏 = 3(OR 5)) ˄ ( 𝜌 = 2 (OR 6)) RESP. ,
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Finally, (vii) if m2 = 9, … ,15, then we have the same cases as m2 = 7, … ,1 respectively but with
changing rows by columns in additions to reversing the values of 𝜏 and 𝜌.

Table 3. The partition of two letters after application 3≤m2≤15.
Letter
ܒ
[m1 ,3,m3 ,m4 ]

ܒ

[m1 ,4,m3 ,m4 ]

ܒ

[m1 ,5,m3 ,m4 ]

ܒ

[m1 ,6,m3 ,m4 ]

ܒ

[m1 ,7,m3 ,m4 ]

ܒ

Partition

(30,29,284 , 24,23,
222 , 21,15)
(30,28,273 , 23,22,
212 , 20,14,8)
(30,27,262 , 22,21,202
, 19,13, 82 )
(30,263 , 20,192 , 18
, 12, 83 )
(30,252 , 21,20,192 ,
11, 84 )
(30,252 , 19,182 17, 85 )

[m1 ,9,m3 ,m4 ]

(30,252 , 19,182 , 14
, 11, 94 )

[m1 ,10,m3 ,m4 ]

(30,252 , 194 , 15, 93 , 8)

[m1 ,11,m3 ,m4 ]

(30,253 , 204 , 16, 102 , 9)

[m1 ,12,m3 ,m4 ]

(302 , 263 , 214 17,11,10)

[m1 ,13,m3 ,m4 ]

(303 , 273 , 224 , 18,11)

[m1 ,14,m3 ,m4 ]

(304 , 283 , 234 , 12)

[m1 ,15,m3 ,m4 ]

(305 , 293 , 24, 232 , 19)

ܒ
ܒ
ܒ
ܒ
ܒ
ܒ
ܒ

Partition
2

(37 , 32,31,26,25
, 222 , 214 )
(372 , 32, 312 , 30,26
[m ,3,m ,m ]
 ܓ1 3 4
, 23, 212 , 20,9)
(372 , 32, 302 , 25,24,
[m ,4,m ,m ]
 ܓ1 3 4
23, 212 , 20,10)
(372 , 32, 292 , 25,
[m ,5,m ,m ]
 ܓ1 3 4
22, 204 , 11)
(372 , 32,28,24,23
[m ,6,m ,m ]
 ܓ1 3 4
, 22, 202 , 19,14,12)
(372 , 32,23,22,21,
[m ,7,m ,m ]
 ܓ1 3 4
194 , 18,8)
(372 , 32,23, 202 ,
[m ,8,m ,m ]
 ܓ1 3 4
194 , 14,9)
2
(37 , 32,25,24,21
[m ,9,m ,m ]
 ܓ1 3 4
192 , 18,13,9,8 )
2
2
2
[m ,10,m3 ,m4 ] (37 , 32 , 24,21, 19
 ܓ1
, 18,9, )
2
(37
,
32,31,24,214
[m ,11,m3 ,m4 ]
 ܓ1
, 192 , 18,10, 92 )
2
[m ,12,m3 ,m4 ] (37 , 32,30,24,21
 ܓ1
2
, 19 , 18,17, 102 )
(372 , 32,29,24, 212
[m ,13,m3 ,m4 ]
 ܓ1
, 202 , 19, 112 )
(372 , 32,28,26,25
[m ,14,m3 ,m4 ]
 ܓ1
, 22,202 , 19,18,12)
2
2
2
[m ,15,m3 ,m4 ] (37 , 32 , 24,23, 22 ,
 ܓ1
212 , 20,19)

(308 , 244 )

[m1 ,8,m3 ,m4 ]

ܒ

Letter
ܓ

3. Computer Solution
In this work we used mohommed et al method [9,10] to encode any Syriac letter by using Microsoft
Visual Studio 2017 and C#. The Program starts by creating two (1-D) arrays with 49 values each (index
starts from 0 to 48 because C# is a zero-based array indexing language). The first array is the nodes
array. By default, all values of nodes array are set to zero. The other array is the modified-nodes array.
This is where the values of nodes are stored after applying the movement steps.
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Figure 9. Chart illustrates the values of an array (modified- nodes) of an array (nodes).

The first step of this algorithm is to choose the nodes that form the most similar shape to the desired
letter. When a cell at row R and column C is selected to be a node; the nodes array value of address
(R*7+C) is set to1. After selecting all nodes values, the next step is the orbital movement. To avoid data
loss, the modified array is stored in a separate array called modified-nodes. Values of first orbit and
forth orbit are moved directly from nodes array to modified-nodes array. Values of second and third
orbit are displaced depending on m2 and m3 values respectively.
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Note that the same chart can be used to copy values from modified-nodes array back into nodes array
(in case of receiving coded data and trying to retrieve the original layout). The only differences in that
case will be replacing values of (m2 with 16 − m2 ) and (m3 with 8 − m3 ) and the equation (modifiednodes[p] = nodes[n]) will be (nodes[p] = modified-nodes[n]).
The last step of the algorithm is to number the partitions based on the (Partition theory). One
important point to mention is that the modified-nodes array is a one-dimensional array used to store data
of a two-dimensional array. The addresses of the modified-nodes are converted into 2-D array addressing
by dividing the address of modified-nodes by 7. For each modified-nodes index i, the row index of the
corresponding 2-D array address r is i/7 (ignoring the reminder) while the column index r is i mod 7;
(this method can change if the formulas used in [18,19].

Figure 10. Illustrates The 3rd Syriac letter After Applying
[m1 ;11;m3 ;m4 ].
4. Results and Discussion
It is quite natural to study the basics of the subject matter of coding, for examples we mention each of
them [20-22], let’s understand how we deal with developing ideas here. Perhaps it is important to note
that, this coding note that, this coding used for Syriac letters is completely different from how the coding
of these letters was handled by Sami and Mahmood [6] which was by extended Vigenere Cipher; (more
on this technology can see [22,23], in the sense of using another medium and not died through the
scheme itself, also [24,25].
We also have to add that the technology prepared by [26, 27] has a benefit that can be combined with
the idea of this paper to become more difficult to reveal or infer the origin of the letter.
5. Conclusion
From the foregoing it becomes quite clear that each method followed was useful for changing the
features of the letter and each time according to a specific mechanism completely different from the
other. Some of it is easy and it changes a simple part of the shape, and another is complicated, so I have
a case whose details are not easy to reveal, especially if more than one case is combined. For this, we
suggest that if we want a very difficult message, we should use merging more than one method.
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Abstract. In the present paper first we recall the definition of algebra fuzzy metric space and
some basic properties of algebra fuzzy metric space are introduced. Our goal is to prove the fixed
point theorem in fuzzy complete algebra fuzzy metric space. Finally, the application to this
theorem introduced.

1.Introduction
Kider in 2011 [1] introduced a fuzzy normed space. Also he proved this fuzzy normed space has
completion in [2]. Again Kider introduced a new fuzzy normed space in 2012 [3]. Kider and Hussain in
2014 [4] introduced a new type of fuzzy metric space called standard fuzzy metric space and they study
continuous, uniform continuous mappings on a standard fuzzy metric spaces. Again Kider in 2014 [5]
study completeness of Hausdorff standard fuzzy metric spaces.
Kider and Kadhum in 2017 [6] introduced the fuzzy norm for a fuzzy bounded operator on a fuzzy
normed space and proved its basic properties then other properties were proved by Kadhum in 2017 [7].
Ali in 2018 [8] proved the basic properties of complete fuzzy normed algebra. Kider and Ali in 2018 [9]
introduced the notion of fuzzy absolute value and study properties of finite dimensional fuzzy normed
space. Again Kider and Ali in 2019 [10] introduced a new type of fuzzy normed algebra and they study
properties of a complete fuzzy normed algebra.
The concept of general fuzzy normed space was presented by Kider and Gheeab in 2019 [11] [12]
also they proved basic properties of this space and the general fuzzy normed space GFB (V, U). Kider
and Kadhum in 2019 [13] introduce the notion of fuzzy compact linear operator and proved its basic
properties a gain Kider and Kadhum in 2019 [14] study properties of fuzzy closed linear operator. For
more information about fuzzy metric spaces also see [15, 16].
In 2020 Kider [17] introduced the notion of fuzzy soft metric space after that he investigated and
proved some basic properties of this space again Kider in 2020 [18] introduced a new type of fuzzy
metric space he called it algebra fuzzy metric space after that the basic properties of this space is proved.
In the present paper first we recall the notion of algebra fuzzy metric space which is a new type of
fuzzy metric space then we recall basic properties of this space that will be used later in this paper. After
that we introduce the main result in this paper it is the fixed point theorem with which prove to show
that the important of this theorem and application to system of linear equation, solution of the differential
equation, Fredholm integral equation and Volterra integral equation are introduced.
2. Basic Properties of Algebra fuzzy metric space
Definition 2.1: [18]
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Let ⊗: 𝐼 × 𝐼 → 𝐼 be a binary operation function then ⊗ is said to be continuous t-conorm ( or simply
t-conorm) if it satisfies the following conditions 𝑠, 𝑟 , 𝑧, 𝑤 ∈ 𝐼 where 𝐼 = [0, 1]
(i)𝑠 ⊗ 𝑟 = 𝑟 ⊗ 𝑠
(ii) 𝑠 ⊗ [𝑟 ⊗ 𝑧] = [𝑠 ⊗ 𝑟] ⊗ 𝑧
(iii) ⊗ is continuous function
(iv)𝑠 ⊗ 0 = 0
(v) (𝑠 ⊗ 𝑟) ≤ (𝑧 ⊗ 𝑤) whenever 𝑠 ≤ 𝑧 and 𝑟 ≤ 𝑤.
Lemma 2.2: [18]
If ⊗ is a continuous t-conorm on I then
(i)1 ⊗ 1 = 1
(ii)0 ⊗ 1 = 1 ⊗ 0 = 1
(iii)0 ⊗ 0 = 0
(iv)𝑎 ⊗ 𝑎 ≥ 𝑎 for all 𝑎 ∈ [0, 1].
Example 2.3: [18]
The algebra product 𝑎 ⊗ 𝑏 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 – 𝑎𝑏 is a continuous t-conorm for all 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐼.
Definition 2.4: [18]
̃ in S is represented by D
̃ = {(𝑠, μD̃ (𝑠)): 𝑠𝑆, 0 ≤ μD̃ (𝑠) ≤ 1} where
Assume that 𝑆 ≠ ∅, a fuzzy set D
μD̃ (𝑠): 𝑆 → [0,1] is a membership function.
The following definition the main definition
Definition 2.5: [18]
A triple (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) is said to be the algebra fuzzy metric space if S≠ ∅, ⊗ is a continuous t- conorm and
𝑚: 𝑆 × 𝑆 → [0, 1] satisfying the following conditions:
(1)0 ≤ 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑟) ≤ 1 ;
(2) 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑟) = 0 if and only if 𝑠 = 𝑟;
(3) 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑟) = 𝑚(𝑟, 𝑠) ;
(4) 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑡) ≤ 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑟) ⊗ 𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡)
For all s, r, t  S then the triple (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) is said to be the algebra fuzzy metric space
Example 2.6:[18]
𝑑(𝑠,𝑢)
If (𝑆, 𝑑) is a metric space and 𝑡 ⊗ 𝑟 = 𝑡 + 𝑟 – 𝑡𝑟 for all t, r ∈ [0, 1]. Put 𝑚𝑑 (𝑠, 𝑢) = 1+𝑑(𝑠,𝑢) for
all s, u  S. Then (𝑆, 𝑚𝑑 ,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space. 𝑚𝑑 is known as the algebra fuzzy metric
comes from d.
Example 2.7: [18]

0
𝑖𝑓 𝑠 = 𝑢
If 𝑆 ≠ ∅ put 𝑚𝐷 (𝑠, 𝑢) = {
1
𝑖𝑓 𝑠 ≠ 𝑢
Then (𝑆, 𝑚𝐷 ,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space known as the discrete algebra fuzzy
metric space.
Definition 2.8: [18]
If (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space then 𝑓𝑏(𝑠, 𝑗) = {𝑢𝑆: 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑢) < 𝑗} is known as an open
fuzzy ball with center sS and radius j ∈(0, 1). Similarly closed fuzzy ball is defined by
𝑓𝑏[𝑠, 𝑗] = {𝑢𝑆: 𝑚(𝑠, 𝑢) ≤ 𝑗}.
Definition 2.9: [18]
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If (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space and W⊆S is known as fuzzy open if 𝑓𝑏(𝑤, 𝑗) ⊆ 𝑊 for any
arbitrary w∈W and for some j ∈(0, 1).
Also 𝐷 ⊆ 𝑆 is known as fuzzy closed if 𝐷 𝐶 is fuzzy open then the fuzzy closure
̅ is defined to be the smallest fuzzy closed set contains D.
of D, D
Definition 2.10: [18]
If (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space then 𝐷 ⊆ 𝑆 is known as fuzzy dense in S
̅ =S.
whenever D
Theorem 2.11: [18]
If 𝑓𝑏(𝑠, 𝑗) is open fuzzy ball in algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊚) then it is a fuzzy open set.
Proposition 2.12: [18]
In algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) 𝑠𝑛 → 𝑠 if and only if 𝑚(𝑠𝑛 , 𝑠) → 0.
Definition 2.13: [18]
In algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) a sequence (𝑠𝑛 ) is fuzzy Cauchy if for each r∈(0, 1) then we
can find N such that 𝑚(𝑠𝑛 , 𝑠𝑚 ) < 𝑟, for each m, n ≤ N.
Definition 2.14: [18]
An algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) is known as fuzzy complete if (𝑠𝑛 ) is fuzzy Cauchy
sequence then 𝑠𝑛 → 𝑠 ∈ S.
Theorem 2.15: [18]
In algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) 𝑖𝑓 𝑠𝑛 → 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 then (𝑠𝑛 ) is fuzzy Cauchy sequence.
Definition 2.16: [18]
Anon empty set D in algebra fuzzy metric space (S, m, ⊗) is known as fuzzy bounded whenever we
can find s∈(0, 1) with 𝐷 ⊂ 𝑓𝑏(𝑑, 𝑠) for some d ∈S. Also a sequence (𝑑𝑛 ) in algebra fuzzy metric
space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) is fuzzy bounded if we can find s∈(0, 1) with {𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , … , 𝑑𝑛 , … } ⊆ 𝑓𝑏(𝑑, 𝑠) for some
d ∈S.
Lemma 2.17:[18]
In algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) If the sequence (𝑠𝑛 ) ∈S with 𝑠𝑛 → 𝑠 ∈S. Then (𝑠𝑛 ) is fuzzy
bounded.
Lemma 2.18: [18]
In algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) if (𝑠𝑛 ) ∈ S with 𝑠𝑛 →s ∈S and 𝑠𝑛 → d ∈S as n→ ∞. Then s=d.
Theorem 2.19: [18]
̅ if and only if there is (dn ) ∈ D with dn → d.
In algebra fuzzy metric space (𝑆, 𝑚,⊗) when D⊂S then dD
Definition 2.20: [18]
If (𝑆, 𝑚𝑆 ,⊗) and (𝑉, 𝑚𝑉 ,⊗) are two algebra fuzzy metric spaces and W  S. Then a function 𝑇: 𝑆 → 𝑉 is
called fuzzy continuous at w∈W. If for every 0 < 𝑟 < 1, we can find some 0 < 𝑡 < 1, with
mV [𝑇(𝑤), 𝑇(𝑠)] < 𝑟 as s∈W and mS (𝑤, 𝑠) < 𝑡.
Also f is said to be fuzzy continuous on W if it is fuzzy continuous at every point of W.
Theorem 2.21: [18]
If (𝑆, 𝑚𝑆 ,⊗) and (𝑉, 𝑚𝑉 ,⊗) are two algebra fuzzy metric spaces and 𝑊  𝑆. Then a function 𝑇: 𝑆 → 𝑉 is
fuzzy continuous at w∈W if and only if whenever wn → 𝑤 in W then 𝑇(𝑤𝑛 ) → 𝑇(𝑤) in V.
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Theorem 2.22: [18]
The function 𝑇: 𝑆 → 𝑉 is fuzzy continuous on S if and only if 𝑇 −1 (𝐷) is fuzzy open in S for all fuzzy open
subset D of V where (𝑆, 𝑚𝑆 ,⊗) and (𝑉, 𝑚𝑉 ,⊗) are algebra fuzzy metric spaces.
3.Fixed Point Theorem
Definition 3.1:
If (𝑈, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space then the function 𝑆: 𝑈 → 𝑈 is known as a fuzzy contraction
on U if we can find r∈(0, 1) with 𝑚[𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑣)] ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) for all u, v ∈U. The constant r is called
the fuzzy contraction constant.
The proof of the next result is clear and hence is omitted.
Theorem 3.2:
Suppose that (𝑈, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space. If the function 𝑆: 𝑈 → 𝑈 is a fuzzy contraction on
U then S is fuzzy continuous.
The following theorem is the key of all results in this section
Theorem 3.3:
Suppose that (𝑈, 𝑚,⊗) is fuzzy complete algebra fuzzy metric space where 𝑈 ≠ ∅, 𝑎 ⊗ 𝑏 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 −
𝑎𝑏 for all a, b∈I and assume that the function 𝑆: 𝑈 → 𝑈 is a fuzzy contraction on U that is we can find
r∈(0, 1) with 𝑚[𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑣)] ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) for all u, v ∈U. Then S has exactly one fixed point.
Proof: The construction of the iterative sequence (𝑢𝑘 ) follows by Choosing 𝑢0 ∈U and define
𝑆(𝑢0 ) = 𝑢1 , 𝑆(𝑢1 ) = 𝑆 2 (𝑢0 ) = 𝑢2 , … , 𝑆 𝑘 (𝑢0 ) = 𝑢𝑘 , …
(1)
Now (𝑢𝑘 ) is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence follows from the next steps
𝑚(𝑢𝑛+1 , 𝑢𝑛 ) = 𝑚[𝑆(𝑢𝑛 ), 𝑆(𝑢𝑛−1 )] ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢𝑛 , 𝑢𝑛−1 ) = 𝑟 𝑚[𝑆(𝑢𝑛−1 ), 𝑆(𝑢𝑛−2 )]
≤ 𝑟 2 𝑚(𝑢𝑛−1 , 𝑢𝑛−2 ) = 𝑟 2 𝑚[𝑆(𝑢𝑛−2 ), 𝑆(𝑢𝑛−3 )]
And so on we have
𝑚(𝑢𝑛+1 , 𝑢𝑛 ) ≤ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑚(𝑢1 , 𝑢0 )
(2)
Therefore if we take n>j ≥N for some N ∈ ℕ we have
𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢𝑛 ) ≤ 𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢𝑗+1 ) ⊗ 𝑚(𝑢𝑗+1 , 𝑢𝑗+2 ) ⊗, … ,⊗ 𝑚(𝑢𝑛−1 , 𝑢𝑛 )
≤ 𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢𝑗+1 ) + 𝑚(𝑢𝑗+1 , 𝑢𝑗+2 ) +, … , 𝑚(𝑢𝑛−1 , 𝑢𝑛 ) – [𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢𝑗+1 )𝑚(𝑢𝑗+1 , 𝑢𝑗+2 ) …
𝑚(𝑢𝑛−1 , 𝑢𝑛 )]
≤ [𝑟 𝑗 + 𝑟 𝑗+1 + … + 𝑟 𝑛−𝑗 ] 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 ) – [𝑟 𝑗 𝑟 𝑗+1 … 𝑟 𝑛−𝑗 ] 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 )
𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢𝑛 ) ≤ [(𝑟 𝑗

1−𝑟 𝑛−𝑗
1−𝑟

) – (𝑟 [(𝑛−𝑗)𝑗+(𝑛−𝑗)] )] 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 )
1−𝑟 𝑛−𝑗

(3)

Now choose t ∈(0, 1) so that [(𝑟 𝑗 1−𝑟 ) – (𝑟 [(𝑛−𝑗)𝑗+(𝑛−𝑗)] )] 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 ) < 𝑡.
Thus 𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢𝑛 ) < 𝑡 for all n>j ≥N that is (𝑢𝑘 ) is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence but U is fuzzy complete so
we can find u∈U such that (𝑢𝑘 ) is fuzzy converges to u.
The proof of u is a fixed point of S follows from the following steps
𝑚(𝑢, 𝑆(𝑢)) ≤ 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑢𝑛 ) ⊗ 𝑚(𝑢𝑛 , 𝑆(𝑢))
≤ 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑢𝑛 ) + 𝑚(𝑢𝑛 , 𝑆(𝑢)) − 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑢𝑛 ) 𝑚(𝑢𝑛 , 𝑆(𝑢))
≤ 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑢𝑛 ) + 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢𝑛−1 , 𝑢) − 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑢𝑛 ) 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢𝑛−1 , 𝑢)
By taking limit to both sides as n→ ∞ and using 𝑢𝑘 →u getting 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑆(𝑢)) = 0 which implies that
S(u)=u.
Finally, to show that u is the only fixed point of S. Assume that S(u)=u and S(y) = y that is S has two
fixed points u and s. Now
𝑚(𝑢, 𝑦) = 𝑚(𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑦)) ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑦). Thus 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑦) = 0 since r ∈(0, 1). Hence u=y.
Corollary 3.4:
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In Theorem 3.3 the iterative sequence (𝑢𝑘 ) where 𝑢0 is arbitrary fuzzy converges to the unique fixed
point u of S. Error estimates are the prior
𝑟𝑗

𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢) ≤ [
] 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 )
1−𝑟
and the posterior estimates
𝑟
𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢) ≤ [1−𝑟 ] 𝑚(𝑢𝑗−1 , 𝑢𝑗 )

(4)
(5)

Proof: The inequality (4) follows from inequality (3)
𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢𝑛 ) ≤ [(𝑟 𝑗

1−𝑟 𝑛−𝑗
1−𝑟

) – (𝑟 (𝑛−𝑗)𝑗+(𝑛−𝑗)] )] m(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 ). Since r ∈(0, 1) we

have (1 − 𝑟 𝑛−𝑗 ) ∈(0, 1) hence by letting n→ ∞ we have inequality (4)
𝑟𝑗
𝑚(𝑢𝑗 , 𝑢) ≤ [
] 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 ).
1−𝑟
Now we derive (5) by taking j=1 and writing 𝑦0 for 𝑢0 and 𝑦1 for 𝑢1 we have from (4)
𝑟
m(𝑦1 , u) ≤ [
] m(𝑦0 , 𝑦1 ). Putting 𝑦0 =𝑢𝑗−1 we have 𝑦1 = 𝑆(𝑦0 ) = 𝑢𝑗 thus we obtain (5).
1−𝑟

Theorem 3.5:
Suppose that 𝑆: 𝑈 → 𝑈 is a function where (𝑈, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space and 𝑎 ⊗ 𝑏 = 𝑎 +
𝑏 − 𝑎𝑏 for all a, b∈I. Assume that 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑆(𝑢0 )) < (1 − 𝑟)𝑡 and S is a fuzzy contraction on the closed
fuzzy ball 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡] that is we can find r∈(0, 1) with 𝑚[𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑣)] ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) for all u, v ∈ 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡].
Then the iterative sequence (𝑢𝑘 ) fuzzy converges to 𝑢 ∈ 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡], this u is fixed point of S and it is
the only fixed point of S in 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡].
Proof:
(𝑢𝑘 ) ∈ 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡] follows from the next step. In inequality (3) put j=0 and use
𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑆(𝑢0 )) < (1 − 𝑟)𝑡 we have
1
𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢𝑛 ) ≤ [
− 𝑟 𝑛 ]𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 )
(1 − 𝑟)
1
=[
] 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 ) − 𝑟 𝑛 𝑚(𝑢0 , 𝑢1 )
(1 − 𝑟)
< 𝑡 − (1 − 𝑟) 𝑟 𝑛 𝑡 < 𝑡.
Hence (𝑢𝑘 ) ∈ 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡] also 𝑢 ∈ 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡] since (𝑢𝑘 ) is fuzzy converges to u and 𝑓𝑏[𝑢0 , 𝑡] is closed.
Now from the proof of Theorem 3.3 the other assertion of the theorem follows.
Definition 3.6:
Let ℝ be the field of real numbers and ⨂ be a continuous t-norm. A fuzzy set aℝ is a function from ℝ
to I is called algebra fuzzy absolute value on ℝ if it satisfies the following conditions for all r, s ∈ ℝ;
(1) 𝑎ℝ (𝑟) ∈ 𝐼
(2) aℝ (r) = 0 if and only if r=0
(3) 𝑎ℝ (𝑠𝑟) ≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝑠) ∙ 𝑎ℝ (𝑟)
(4) 𝑎ℝ (𝑠 + 𝑟) ≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝑠)⨂𝑎ℝ (𝑟)
Then the triple (ℝ, 𝑎ℝ , ⨂) is called algebra fuzzy absolute value space.
Example 3.7:
Let U=C[a, b] and t⊗s=t + s −ts for all t, s ∈I. Define 𝑚(𝑓, 𝑔) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [𝑓(𝑡) – 𝑔(𝑡)] then
(𝑈, 𝑚, ⨂) is algebra fuzzy metric space.
Proof:
(1)Since aℝ [𝑓(𝑡) – 𝑔(𝑡)] ∈ (0, 1) for all t∈[a, b] it is clear that m(f, g) ∈(0, 1)
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(2)m(f, g) = 0 if and only if 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [𝑓(𝑡) – 𝑔(𝑡)] = 0 if and only if 𝑎ℝ [𝑓(𝑡) – 𝑔(𝑡)] = 0 for
all t ∈ [a, b] if and only if f(t) –g(t) =0 for all t ∈ [a, b] if and only if f(t) =g(t) for all t ∈ [a, b] if and
only if f=g.
(3)it is clear that 𝑚(𝑓, 𝑔) = 𝑚(𝑔, 𝑓).
(4)𝑚(𝑓, 𝑔) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [𝑓(𝑡) – ℎ(𝑡) + ℎ(𝑡) – 𝑔(𝑡)]
≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [𝑓(𝑡) – ℎ(𝑡)] ⨂ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [ℎ(𝑡) – 𝑔(𝑡)]
≤ 𝑚(𝑓, ℎ) ⨂ 𝑚(ℎ, 𝑔)
For all f, g, h ∈U. Hence (U, m, ⨂) is algebra fuzzy metric space.
Theorem 3.8:
If 𝑎 ⊗ 𝑏 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 − 𝑎𝑏 for all a, b ∈I define m: ℝ2 →I by 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑎ℝ (𝑢 − 𝑣) for all u, v∈ ℝ.
Then (ℝ, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space.
Proof:
(1)it is clear that m(u, v) ∈I for all u, v∈ ℝ.
(2) 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 0 if and only if aℝ (u−v)=0 if and only if u−v=0 if and only if u=v.
(3)it is clear that 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑚(𝑣, 𝑢)
(4)𝑚(𝑢, 𝑧) = 𝑎ℝ (𝑢 − 𝑧) = 𝑎ℝ (𝑢 − 𝑣 + 𝑣 – 𝑧)
≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝑢 − 𝑣) ⊗ 𝑎ℝ (𝑣 − 𝑧)
≤ 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) ⊗ 𝑚(𝑣, 𝑧)
Hence (ℝ, 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space
Theorem 3.9:
If 𝑠 ⊗ 𝑟 = 𝑠 + 𝑟 − 𝑠𝑟 for all s, r ∈I then (ℝ, 𝑚,⊗) is a fuzzy complete where 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑎ℝ (𝑢 − 𝑣)
for all u, v∈ ℝ.
Proof:
Let (𝑟n ) be a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in ℝ then (𝑟n ) has a monotonic subsequence (𝑟𝑛j ) but (𝑟n ) is a
fuzzy bounded hence (𝑟𝑛j ) is a fuzzy bounded thus (𝑟𝑛j ) fuzzy approaches to r∈ ℝ that is every s∈(0,
1) we can find N ∈ ℕ with 𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑛k − 𝑟k ) ≤ 𝑠. Since (𝑟n ) is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in ℝ so 𝑎ℝ (𝑟m −
𝑟n ) ≤ 𝑠 for all m, n ≥N. That is for k ≥N,
𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑛k − 𝑟k ) ≤ 𝑠. Now for all k≥N
𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑘 – 𝑟 ) ≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑘 – 𝑟𝑛𝑘 + 𝑟𝑛𝑘 − 𝑟)
≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑘 – 𝑟𝑛𝑘 ) ⊗ 𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑛𝑘 − 𝑟 )
≤s⊗s
Now we can find t∈(0, 1) with s ⊗ s <t that is 𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑘 − 𝑟 ) ≤ t. Thus (𝑟𝑛 ) approaches to r∈ ℝ. Hence
(ℝ, m, ⊗) is a fuzzy complete.
Example 3.10:
If 𝑠 ⊗ 𝑡 = 𝑠 + 𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡 for all s, t ∈I define m: ℝ𝑛 → 𝐼 by 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛼𝑗 − 𝛽𝑗 ) for all 𝑢 =
(𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , … , 𝛼𝑛 ), 𝑣 = (𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽𝑛 ) ∈ ℝ𝑛 . Then (ℝ𝑛 , 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space.
Proof:
(1)it is clear that m(u, v) ∈I for all u, v∈ ℝ𝑛 .
(2) 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 0 if and only if 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 aℝ (𝛼𝑗 −𝛽𝑗 ) if and only if aℝ (𝛼𝑗 −𝛽𝑗 ) for all j=1, 2, …,n if and
only if 𝛼𝑗 −𝛽𝑗 =0 for all j=1, 2, …,n if and only if 𝛼𝑗 = 𝛽𝑗 for all j=1, 2, …,n if and only if u=v.
(3)it is clear that 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑚(𝑣, 𝑢)
(4) 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑧) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛼𝑗 – 𝛾𝑗 )
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛼𝑗 − 𝛽𝑗 + 𝛽𝑗 − 𝛾𝑗 )
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≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛼𝑗 − 𝛽𝑗 ) ⊗ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛽𝑗 − 𝛾𝑗 )
≤ 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) ⊗ 𝑚(𝑣, 𝑧)
Where 𝑧 = (𝛾1 , 𝛾2 , … , 𝛾𝑛 ) ∈ ℝ𝑛 .
Hence (ℝ𝑛 , 𝑚,⊗) is algebra fuzzy metric space
Example 3.11:
If 𝑠 ⊗ 𝑡 = 𝑠 + 𝑡 − 𝑠𝑡 for all s, t ∈I then (ℝ𝑛 , 𝑚,⊗) is fuzzy complete where m: ℝ𝑛 →I is defined by
𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛼𝑗 − 𝛽𝑗 ) for all 𝑢 = (𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , … , 𝛼𝑛 ), 𝑣 = (𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽𝑛 ) ∈ ℝ𝑛 .
Proof:
Consider a fuzzy Cauchy sequence (𝑢𝑘 ) in ℝ𝑛 putting 𝑢𝑘 = (𝑟1𝑘 , 𝑟2𝑘 , … 𝑟𝑛𝑘 ). Since (𝑢𝑘 ) is fuzzy Cauchy
so for any s∈ (0, 1) we can find N∈ ℕ with
𝑚(𝑢𝑘 , 𝑢𝑗 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑖𝑘 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) < 𝑠
(6)
for all k, j ≥N and i=1, 2, …, n. This implies that aℝ (𝑟𝑖𝑘 − 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) < 𝑟.
This shows that for any fixed i, 1≤ i ≤n the sequence (𝑟𝑖1 , 𝑟𝑖2 , … )is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in
(ℝ, 𝑚,⊗). But (ℝ, 𝑚,⊗) is fuzzy complete by Theorem 3.10 so it fuzzy converges that is 𝑟𝑖𝑘 → 𝑟𝑖 as
k→ ∞. Now we use these n limits to define u=(𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , …, 𝑟𝑛 ) it is clear that u∈ ℝ𝑛 . From (6) by letting
j→ ∞ we have
𝑚(𝑢𝑘 , 𝑢) = 𝑚(𝑢𝑘 , 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑢𝑗 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖 𝑎ℝ (𝑟𝑖𝑘 − 𝑟𝑖 ) < 𝑠
𝑗→∞

Thus (𝑢𝑘 ) is fuzzy converges to u. Hence (ℝ𝑛 , 𝑚,⊗) is fuzzy complete.
Example 3.12:
Let 𝑈 = 𝐶[𝑎, 𝑏] and 𝑡 ⊗ 𝑠 = 𝑡 + 𝑠 − 𝑡𝑠 for all t, s ∈I. then (𝑈, 𝑚, ⨂) is fuzzy complete where
𝑚(𝑓, 𝑔) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [𝑓(𝑡) – 𝑔(𝑡)]
Proof:
Let (𝑓𝑘 ) be a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in C[a, b]. Then for any s ∈ (0, 1)we can find N∈ ℕ such that for
m, n ≥N we have
𝑚(𝑓𝑘 , 𝑓𝑛 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [𝑓𝑘 (𝑡) – 𝑓𝑛 (𝑡)] < 𝑠
(7)
Hence for fixed t=𝑡0 ∈[a, b], 𝑎ℝ [𝑓𝑘 (𝑡0 )– 𝑓𝑛 (𝑡0 )] < 𝑠. This shows that (𝑓1 (𝑡0 ), 𝑓2(𝑡0 ), …) is fuzzy
Cauchy sequence in (ℝ, 𝑚,⊗). But (ℝ, 𝑚,⊗) is fuzzy complete by Example 3.9 so it is fuzzy converge
to f(𝑡0 ). In this way we can associate with each t ∈[a, b] a unique f(t) ∈ ℝ. This defines a function f on
[a, b] and we show that f ∈C[a, b] and (𝑓𝑘 ) fuzzy converges to f. From (7) with n→ ∞ we have
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈[𝑎,𝑏] 𝑎ℝ [𝑓𝑘(𝑡) – 𝑓(𝑡)] < 𝑠 for all k≥N. Hence for every t∈[a, b],
𝑎ℝ [𝑓𝑘 (𝑡) – 𝑓(𝑡)] < 𝑠 for all k≥N.
This shows that (𝑓𝑘 (t)) fuzzy converge to f(t) uniformly on [a, b]. Since all members of (𝑓𝑘 ) are fuzzy
continuous on [a, b] and the fuzzy convergence is uniform the limit function f is fuzzy continuous on [a,
b]. Hence 𝑓 ∈ 𝐶[𝑎, 𝑏]. Also (𝑓𝑘 ) fuzzy converges to f. Hence (𝐶[𝑎, 𝑏], 𝑚, ⨂) is fuzzy complete.
4.Application of Fixed Point Theorem
The following result is an application of Theorem 3.3 to system of linear equations
Theorem 4.1:
If the system of n linear equations
𝑢 = 𝐶𝑢 + 𝑏
(𝐶 = (𝑐𝑗𝑘 ), 𝑏 given)
(8)
in n unknowns 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , …, 𝛼𝑛 , (the component of u) satisfies
∑𝑛𝑘=1 aℝ (𝑐𝑗𝑘 ) < 1, (𝑗 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛)
(9)
(0)
It has only one solution u. This solution can be obtained as the limit of the iterative sequence (𝑢 ,
𝑢(1) , 𝑢(2) , …) where 𝑢(𝑗) is arbitrary and
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𝑢(𝑗+1) = 𝐶𝑢(𝑗) + 𝑏, ( 𝑗 = 0, 1, , , , )
Error bounds are

(10)

𝑟
𝑟𝑗
𝑚(𝑢(𝑗) , 𝑢) ≤ [(
)]𝑚(𝑢(𝑗−1) , 𝑢(𝑗) ) ≤ [(
)]𝑚(𝑢(0) , 𝑢(1) )
1−𝑟
1−𝑟

Proof:
Let 𝑣 = (𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽𝑛 ), 𝑤 = (𝛾1 , 𝛾2 , … , 𝛾𝑛 ) ∈ ℝ𝑛 . From Example 3.10 and Example 3.11, (ℝ𝑛 , 𝑚,⊗
) is fuzzy complete algebra fuzzy metric space.
Now define S: ℝ𝑛 → ℝ𝑛 by v= S(u)=Cu+b where C=(𝑐𝑗𝑘 ) is a fixed n×n real matrix and b∈ ℝ𝑛 . First
we will show that S is a fuzzy contraction 𝛽𝑗 =∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑐𝑗𝑘 𝛼𝑗 + 𝜎𝑗 where b=(𝜎1 , 𝜎2 , …, 𝜎𝑛 ). Putting
S(w)=z where z=(𝛿1 , 𝛿2 , …, 𝛿𝑛 ). Now
𝑚(𝑣, 𝑧) = 𝑚(𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑤)) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛽𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (∑

𝑛

𝑘=1

𝑐𝑗𝑘 (𝛼𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 ))

≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 [𝑎ℝ (𝛼𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 ) 𝑎ℝ (𝑐𝑗𝑘 )] ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝛼𝑗 − 𝛿𝑗 ) 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 𝑎ℝ (𝑐𝑗𝑘 )
Thus 𝑚(𝑣, 𝑧) ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑤) where 𝑟 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗 aℝ (𝑐𝑗𝑘 ).
Now the assertion of the theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Definition 4.2:
Suppose that (ℝ, 𝑎ℝ , ⨂) is algebra fuzzy absolute value space. The function 𝑓: ℝ → ℝ is said to be
satisfying a fuzzy Lipschitz condition if aℝ [f(t) – f(s)] ≤ k aℝ (t – s) for all t, s ∈ ℝ where the constant
k is called fuzzy Lipschitz constant.
The next result is an application of Theorem 3.3 to differential equations.
Theorem 4.3:
Let f be fuzzy continuous function on the rectangle 𝐷 = {(𝑡, 𝑢): |𝑡 − 𝑡0 | ≤ 𝑎, |𝑢 − 𝑢0 | ≤ 𝑏}and fuzzy
bounded on D that is 𝑎ℝ (𝑓(𝑡, 𝑢)) ≤ 𝑐 for all (t, u)∈D. Suppose that f satisfies a fuzzy Lipschitz condition
on D with respect to its second argument, that is there is a constant k such that for (t, u), (t, v) ∈D,
𝑑𝑢
aℝ (𝑓(𝑡, 𝑢) – 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑣)) ≤ 𝑘aℝ (𝑢 – 𝑣). Then the initial value problem
= 𝑓(𝑡, 𝑢), 𝑢(𝑡0 ) = 𝑢0 has a
𝑑𝑡

𝑏 1

unique solution. This solution exists on an interval [𝑡0 – 𝛽, 𝑡0 + 𝛽] where 𝛽 <min{a, 𝑐 , 𝑘}
Proof:
Let 𝐶(𝐽) be the algebra fuzzy metric space of all real-valued continuous functions on the interval 𝐽 =
[𝑡0 – 𝛽, 𝑡0 + 𝛽] with fuzzy metric defined by 𝑚(𝑓, 𝑔) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈𝐽 𝑎ℝ [𝑓(𝑡) − 𝑔(𝑡)]. Then by Example
3.7 and Example 3.12 (C(J), m, ⨂) is fuzzy complete algebra fuzzy metric space. Let 𝐶́ be the subspace
of C(J) consisting of all those functions u ∈C(J) that satisfy aℝ (u(t)− 𝑢0 ) ≤ c𝛽, It is clear that 𝐶́ is closed
in C(J). 𝐶́ is fuzzy complete.
𝑑𝑢
By integration we see that 𝑑𝑡 =f(t, u) can be written u=S(u) where S: 𝐶́ → 𝐶́ is defined by 𝑆(𝑢(𝑡)) =
𝑡
𝑢0 + ∫𝑡 𝑓(𝜏, 𝑢(𝜏))𝑑𝜏. S is defined for all u ∈ 𝐶́ since c𝛽 <b so that if u ∈ 𝐶́ then 𝜏 ∈J and (𝜏, u(𝜏))∈
0
D and the integration exists since f is fuzzy continuous on D. To see S
maps 𝐶́ into itself
𝑡
𝑎ℝ [𝑆(𝑢(𝑡)) − 𝑢0 ] ≤ 𝑎ℝ [∫𝑡 𝑓(𝜏, 𝑢(𝜏)𝑑𝜏] ≤ 𝑐𝑎ℝ [𝑡 − 𝑡0 ] ≤ 𝑐𝛽.
0
Now we will show that S is a fuzzy contraction on 𝐶́ . By the fuzzy Lipschitz condition, we have
𝑡

𝑎ℝ [𝑆(𝑢(𝑡)) − 𝑆(𝑣(𝑡)] = 𝑎ℝ [∫ [𝑓(𝜏, 𝑢(𝜏)) − 𝑓(𝜏, 𝑣(𝜏)]𝑑𝜏
𝑡0

≤ 𝑎ℝ [𝑡 − 𝑡0 ] 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜏∈𝐽 𝑘 𝑎ℝ [𝑢(𝜏) − 𝑣(𝜏)]
≤ 𝑘𝛽𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
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But the last expression does not depends on t. we can take the maximum on the left and have
𝑚[𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑣)] ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) where r=k𝛽. Thus S is a fuzzy contraction on 𝐶́ . Then Theorem 3.3 implies
that S has a unique fixed point u ∈ 𝐶́ that is a fuzzy continuous function u on J satisfying 𝑢 = 𝑆(𝑢). Or
𝑡
𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑢0 + ∫𝑡 𝑓(𝜏, 𝑢(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
(11)
0

Since (𝜏, 𝑢(𝜏)) ∈D where f is fuzzy continuous (8) may be differentiated.
𝑑𝑢
Hence u is even differentiable and satisfies 𝑑𝑡 =f(t, u), u(𝑡0 )= 𝑢0 .
𝑑𝑢

Conversely every solution of 𝑑𝑡 =f(t, u), u(𝑡0 )= 𝑢0 must satisfy (11).
The next result is an application of Theorem 3.3 to integral equations
Theorem 4.4:
Suppose k and v in the Fredholm integral equation
𝑏
𝑢(𝑡) − 𝜇 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑢(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 = 𝑣(𝑡)
are fuzzy continuous on J×J where J=[a, b] respectively and assume that 𝜇 satisfies
1
𝑎ℝ (𝜇) < 𝑐(𝑏−𝑎)

(12)
(13)

Where c is defined in
𝑎ℝ (𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)) ≤ 𝑐 for all (𝑡, 𝜏) ∈ 𝐺
(14)
Then (12) has a unique solution u on J. This function u is the limit of the iterative sequence (𝑢0 , 𝑢1 ,
…) where 𝑢0 is any fuzzy continuous function on J for n=0, 1, …
𝑏
𝑢𝑛+1 (𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡) + 𝜇 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑢𝑛 (𝜏)𝑑𝜏
(15)
Proof:
The kernel function k of (12) is a given function on the square G=J×J and v is a given function on J.
We assume that v∈C[a, b] and k is fuzzy continuous on G. Then k is fuzzy bounded on G by (14).
Now (12) can be written S(u)=u where
𝑏
𝑆(𝑢) = 𝑣(𝑡) + 𝜇 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑢(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
(16)
Formula (16) defines an operator 𝑆: 𝐶[𝑎, 𝑏] → 𝐶[𝑎, 𝑏]. Now
𝑚(𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑦)) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈𝐽 𝑎ℝ [𝑆𝑢(𝑡) – 𝑆𝑦(𝑡)]
b

= aℝ (μ)maxt∈J aℝ [∫ k(t, τ)[u(τ) − y(τ)]dτ
𝑏

a

≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝜇)𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈𝐽 ∫ 𝑎ℝ {𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)[𝑢(𝜏) − 𝑦(𝜏)]}𝑑𝜏
𝑏

𝑎

≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝜇)𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑡∈𝐽 ∫ 𝑎ℝ {𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)}𝑎ℝ {[𝑢(𝜏) − 𝑦(𝜏)]}𝑑𝜏
𝑎

𝑏

≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝜇)𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥𝜎∈𝐽 𝑎ℝ [𝑢(𝜎)– 𝑦(𝜎)] ∫ 𝑑𝜏
𝑎

≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝜇) 𝑐 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑦)(𝑏 − 𝑎)
This can be written 𝑚(𝑆(𝑢), 𝑆(𝑦)) ≤ 𝑟 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑦) where 𝑟 = 𝑎ℝ (𝜇) 𝑐(𝑏 − 𝑎)
We see that S becomes a fuzzy contraction from (13). Then Theorem 3.3 implies that S has a unique
fixed point u on J. This function u is the limit of the iterative sequence (𝑢0 , 𝑢1 , …) where 𝑢0 is any
𝑏
fuzzy continuous function on J for n=0, 1, … 𝑢𝑛+1 (𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡) + 𝜇 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑢𝑛 (𝜏)𝑑𝜏.
Theorem 4.5:
Suppose that v in Volterra integral equation
𝑡
𝑢(𝑡) – 𝜇 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑢(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 = 𝑣(𝑡)
is fuzzy continuous on J and the kernel k is fuzzy continuous on the
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triangular region D in the t𝜏-plane by a≤ 𝜏 ≤t, a≤t≤b. Then equation (17) has a unique solution u on J
for every 𝜇.
Proof:
We see that equation (16) can be written u=S(u) with 𝑆: 𝐶(𝐽) → 𝐶(𝐽)defined by
𝑡
𝑆(𝑢(𝑡)) = 𝑣(𝑡) + 𝜇 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)𝑢(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
(18)
since k is fuzzy continuous on R and R is fuzzy closed also k is fuzzy bounded function on D so
aℝ (𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)) ≤ 𝑐 for all (𝑡, 𝜏) ∈ 𝐷
(19)
Now for all u, v ∈C(J) we have
𝑡
𝑎ℝ [𝑆𝑢(𝑡) − 𝑆𝑣(𝑡)] = 𝑎ℝ (𝜇)𝑎ℝ [∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)(𝑢(𝜏) − 𝑣(𝜏))𝑑𝜏]
𝑡

𝑎ℝ [𝑆𝑢(𝑡) − 𝑆𝑣(𝑡)] ≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝜇)𝑐 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) ∫𝑎 𝑑𝜏 = 𝑎ℝ (𝜇) 𝑐 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) (𝑡 − 𝑎)
We show by induction that

(20)

𝑎ℝ [𝑆 𝑚 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑆 𝑚 𝑣(𝑡)] ≤ 𝑎ℝ (𝜇) 𝑚 𝑐 𝑚
𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
𝑚!
For m=1 this is (20). Assume that (21) holds for any m we obtain
𝑡
𝑎ℝ [𝑆 𝑚+1 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑆 𝑚+1 𝑣(𝑡)] = 𝑎ℝ (𝜇)𝑎ℝ [∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑡, 𝜏)(𝑆 𝑚 𝑢(𝜏) − 𝑆 𝑚 𝑣(𝜏))𝑑𝜏]

(21)

(𝑡−𝑎)𝑚

𝑡

≤ aℝ (𝜇)𝑐 ∫𝑎 aℝ (𝜇) 𝑚 𝑐 𝑚
≤ aℝ (𝜇) 𝑚+1 𝑐 𝑚+1

(𝑡−𝑎)𝑚
𝑑𝜏 𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
𝑚!

(𝑡−𝑎)𝑚+1
𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣)
(𝑚+1)!

Which complete the inductive proof of (21). Using (t−a) ≤(t−b) on the right hand of (21) then taking
the maximum over t∈J on the left we obtain from (20)
(𝑡−𝑎)𝑚

m(𝑆 𝑚 u, 𝑆 𝑚 v) ≤ 𝑟𝑚 m(u, v) where 𝑟𝑚 = aℝ (𝜇) 𝑚 𝑐 𝑚 𝑚!
For any fixed 𝜇 and sufficiently large m we have 𝑟𝑚 <1. Hence the corresponding 𝑆 𝑚 is a fuzzy
contraction on C(J). The assertion of our theorem now follows from Theorem 3.3.
Lemma 4.6:
Let 𝑆: 𝑈 → 𝑈 be a function where (𝑈, 𝑚,⊗) is a fuzzy complete algebra fuzzy metric spaces. Suppose
that 𝑆 𝑚 is a fuzzy contraction on U for some m∈ ℕ. Then S has a unique fixed point.
Proof:
By assumption 𝑆 𝑚 =T is a fuzzy contraction on U by Theorem 3.3 this function T has a unique fixed
point y that is T(y)=y. Hence 𝑇 𝑛 (y)=y. Now Theorem 3.3 also implies that for every u∈U 𝑇 𝑛 (u) →y as
n→ ∞. For the particular u=S(y) since 𝑇 𝑛 = 𝑆 𝑛𝑚 we obtain
𝑦 = 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑇 𝑛 𝑆𝑦 = 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑆𝑇 𝑛 𝑦 = 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑆𝑦 = 𝑆𝑦.
𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

This shows that y is a fixed point of S. Since every fixed point of S is also a fixed point of T we see that
S cannot have more than one fixed point.
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Abstract: In this paper, we study the convergence and∆ −convergence results of 𝐾 −iteration
process for Lipschizian self-mapping with 𝐿 ≥ 1in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) spaces , 𝐻 > 0 .

𝟏 −Introduction
Let 𝐷 a positive number . A metric space (𝐸, 𝑑) is said to be a𝐷 − geodesic space if any two
points of 𝐸 with the distance less than 𝐷 are joined by a geodesic .If 𝐻 > 0,then 𝐸 is said to be
a 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) space if and only if it
is
𝐷𝐻 − geodesic
and
any
geodesic
triangle∆(𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑤) in 𝐸with𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑤) + 𝑑(𝑤, 𝑥) < 2 𝐷𝐻 satisfies the 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) inequality
.If 𝐻 < 0,then 𝐸 is said to be a𝐶𝐴𝑇 (𝐻) space if and only if it is a geodesic space such that all of
its geodesic triangle satisfy the 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻 inequalitysee ([1]).
He et
al .[2]definedMann iteration in𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻)spaces , 𝐻 > 0 for self mapping 𝑉 as follows , for any 𝑥1 ∈ 𝐸
𝑥𝑛+1 = (1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝛾𝑛 𝑉𝑥𝑛 ; 𝑛 ≥ 0 … (𝑖)
Where {𝛾𝑛 }is sequence in (0,1) and proved the sequencedefined by (𝑖) converges in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻)
spaces.
Kifayat U., Kashif I. and Muhammed A. [3] introdused𝐾 − iteration in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(0), space for Suzuki
generalized nonexpansive self mapping 𝑉 as follows , for any 𝑥1 ∈ 𝐸
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑉𝑦𝑛
𝑦𝑛 = 𝑉(1 − 𝜎𝑛 )𝑉𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝜎𝑛 𝑉𝑧𝑛
𝑧𝑛 = (1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝛾𝑛 𝑉𝑥𝑛 ; 𝑛 ≥ 0

… (𝑖𝑖)

Where {𝜎𝑛 }and{𝛾𝑛 } are sequences in (0,1) and proved the sequence defined by (𝑖𝑖) converges in
𝐶𝐴𝑇(0 space .
Raweerots S . [4] denote the set of fixed points of the mapping 𝑉 by 𝐹(𝑉) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝐸; 𝑉𝑥 = 𝑥}.
On the other hand 𝐴 sequence {𝑦𝑛 } in the space 𝐴 is said to be ∆ − converges to 𝑦 if 𝑦 is the
unique asymptotic center of {𝑣𝑛 }for everysubsequence {𝑣𝑛 }of {𝑦𝑛 } . we write ∆ − lim 𝑦𝑛 = 𝑦 .
𝑛→∞
where the asymptotic center 𝐶({𝑦𝑛 })of {𝑦𝑛 }is the set
𝐶({𝑦𝑛 }) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝐴: 𝑟({𝑦𝑛 }) = 𝑟(𝑦, {𝑦𝑛 })} .see ([5])
Das and Debata [6]introdused Ishikawa iteration in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(0) space for two nonexpansiveself
mapping𝑠 𝑉 and 𝑊as follows, forany𝑥1 ∈ 𝐸
𝑥𝑛+1 = (1 − 𝜎𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝜎𝑛 𝑊𝑦𝑛
𝑦𝑛 = (1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝛾𝑛 𝑉𝑥𝑛 ; 𝑛 ≥ 0 … (𝑖𝑖𝑖)
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Where {𝜎𝑛 }and {𝛾𝑛 } are sequences in (0,1) and proved the sequence defined by (𝑖𝑖𝑖)∆ − converges
in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(0) space . Jun[7]defined Ishikawa iteration in𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻), 𝐻 > 0 space for self mapping 𝑉as
follows , for any 𝑥1 ∈ 𝐸
𝑥𝑛+1 = (1 − 𝜎𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝜎𝑛 𝑉𝑦𝑛
𝑦𝑛 = (1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝛾𝑛 𝑉𝑥𝑛 ; 𝑛 ≥ 0 … (𝑣)
{𝜎
}and{𝛾
}
Where 𝑛
𝑛 are sequences in (0,1) and proved the sequencedefined by (𝑣)∆ − converges to
a fixed point of𝑉 in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) space .
2- Preliminaries
In this section ,we provide some definitions and lemmas which will be used
Lemma
π⁄2−μ
(2.1)[8]: Let 𝐻 > 0 and(𝐸, 𝑑) is a complete 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) spacewith diam (E) =
for some 𝜇 ∈
√H
(0, 𝜋⁄2 ) . Then
𝑑((1 − 𝜎)𝑥 ⊕ 𝜎𝑦 , 𝑤) ≤ (1 − 𝜎)𝑑(𝑥, 𝑤) + 𝜎𝑑(𝑦, 𝑤)
for all 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑤 ∈ 𝐸 and 𝜎 ∈ (0,1).
Definition (2.2)[3]: Let 𝐺 be a non−empty and convex subset of a CAT(H)spaceand 𝑉: 𝐺 → 𝐺
is
a
mapping
for
any
𝑥1 ∈ 𝐸 ,
the
sequence {𝑥𝑛 }
define
by
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑉𝑦𝑛
𝑦𝑛 = 𝑉((1 − 𝜎𝑛 )𝑉𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝜎𝑛 𝑉𝑧𝑛 )
𝑧𝑛 = (1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝛾𝑛 𝑉𝑥𝑛 ; 𝑛 ≥ 0
… (1)
is said to be 𝐾 − iteration sequence𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻)space, {𝜎𝑛 }and {𝛾𝑛 } are sequences in (0,1).
Definition (2.3)[9]: Let 𝐺 be a non−empty and convex subset of 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻). A mapping
𝑉: 𝐺 → 𝐺 is said to be
(𝑖) Lipschizian if 𝑑(𝑉𝑥, 𝑉𝑦) ≤ 𝐿 𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦) … (2)
for all 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐺 and 𝐿 ≥ 1
Definition (2.4)[4]: 𝐴 point 𝑦 ∈ 𝐸 is a ∆ − cluster point of {𝑦𝑛 } if there exist asubsequence of
{𝑦𝑛 }that ∆ − converges to𝑦 ,for a sequence{𝑦𝑛 }in 𝐴 .
Lemma(2.5 ), [2] ∶ Let(𝐸, 𝑑) is a complete 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻)space . 𝑞 ∈ 𝐸
𝐷
Suppose that a sequence{𝑦𝑛 } in 𝐴 ∆ − converges to𝑦such that 𝑟(𝑞, 𝑦𝑛 ) < 2𝐻 . Then 𝑑(𝑦, 𝑞) ≤
lim inf 𝑑(𝑦𝑛 , 𝑞)
𝑛→∞

Definition (2.6)[4] ∶ Let (𝐸, 𝑑) be a complete metric space and 𝐺be a non−empty subset of 𝐸 . Then
a sequence {𝑦𝑛 } in 𝐸 isFej é r monotone with respect to 𝐺 . If 𝑑(𝑦𝑛+1 , 𝑞) ≤ 𝑑(𝑦𝑛 , 𝑞), 𝑛 ≥
0 andfor all 𝑞 ∈ 𝐺.
Lemma(2.7 ), [2] ∶Let 𝐻 > 0 and(𝐸, 𝑑) is a complete 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) space , 𝐺 is a nonempty subset
of 𝐸 . Suppose that the sequence {𝑦𝑛 } in 𝐸isFejé r monotone with respect to 𝐺 and the asymptotic
𝜋
radius 𝑟({𝑦𝑛 }) of{𝑦𝑛 } is less than 2 .If any∆ −cluster point of{𝑥𝑛 } in 𝐺. Then{𝑦𝑛 } ∆ − converges to a
point in 𝐺 .
Definition (2.8)[1]: Let G be a non − empty and convex
subset of 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻)space. A
sequence{𝑦𝑛 }inG issaid to be an approximate fixed point sequence for G if lim 𝑑( 𝑦𝑛 , 𝑉𝑦𝑛 ) = 0 .
𝑛→∞

𝟑 −Main Theorem

2
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In this section , The convergence and ∆ −convergenceresults of 𝐾 − iteration process has been
proved .
Theorem(3.1): Let 𝐻 > 0 and(𝐸, 𝑑) is acomplete 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) space with
π⁄2−μ
diam (E) =
for some𝜇 ∈ (0, 𝜋⁄2 ), 𝐺 is a nonempty and convex subset of 𝐸 and 𝑉: 𝐺 → 𝐺is
√H
Lipschizian mapping with𝐿 ≥ 1 , 𝐹 ≠ ∅.Let{𝑥𝑛 }define by condition (1) with𝛾𝑛 and𝜎𝑛 ∈ (0,1). If
𝐺 is complete and lim inf 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0 or
𝑛→∞

lim sup𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0, then {𝑥𝑛 }converges to a unique point in 𝐹 .

𝑛→∞

Proof: Let 𝑞 ∈ 𝐹, from lemma (2.1), condition(1)and(2),
𝑑(𝑧𝑛 , 𝑞) = 𝑑((1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝛾𝑛 𝑉𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞)
≤ (1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) + 𝛾𝑛 𝑑(𝑉𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞)
≤ (1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) + 𝛾𝑛 𝐿 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞)
= (1 − 𝛾𝑛 + 𝛾𝑛 𝐿)𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞)
≤ (1 + 𝛾𝑛 𝐿)𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) … (3)
From lemma (2.1), condition(1), (2)and(3), we get
𝑑(𝑦𝑛 , 𝑞) = 𝑑(𝑉(1 − 𝜎𝑛 )𝑉𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝜎𝑛 𝑉𝑧𝑛 , 𝑞)
≤ 𝐿 𝑑((1 − 𝜎𝑛 )𝑉𝑥𝑛 ⊕ 𝜎𝑛 𝑉𝑧𝑛 , 𝑞)
≤ 𝐿[(1 − 𝛾𝑛 )𝑑(𝑉𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) + 𝜎𝑛 𝑑(𝑉𝑧𝑛 , 𝑞)]
≤ 𝐿[(1 − 𝜎𝑛 ) 𝐿 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) + 𝜎𝑛 𝐿 𝑑(𝑧𝑛 , 𝑞)]
= [𝐿2 + 𝜎𝑛 𝛾𝑛 𝐿3 ]𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞)
= 𝐿2 [1 + 𝜎𝑛 𝛾𝑛 𝐿]𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) … (4)
From lemma (2.1), condition(1), (2), (3)and(4), we get
𝑑(𝑥𝑛+1 , 𝑞) = 𝑑(𝑉𝑦𝑛 , 𝑞)
≤ 𝐿 𝑑(𝑦𝑛 , 𝑞)
= 𝐿3 [1 + 𝜎𝑛 𝛾𝑛 𝐿]𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞)
Hence , for all𝑛 , 𝑚 𝜖 𝑁 and every 𝑞 ∈ 𝐹, there exist𝑠 𝑊 > 0 such that,
𝑑(𝑥𝑛+𝑚 , 𝑞) ≤ 𝑊 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) .
Now we show that {𝑥𝑛 } is acaushysequence in 𝐺, since lim 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0, so for each 𝛿 > 0,
𝑛→∞

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒 𝑛1 ∈ 𝑁 such that
𝛿
𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) <
for all n > n1
𝑊+1
Thus
, there exist𝑠 𝜌 ∈ 𝐹 such that
𝛿
𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝜌) <
for all n > n1 , we get
𝑊+1
𝑑(𝑥𝑛+𝑚 , 𝑥𝑛 ) ≤ 𝑑(𝑥𝑛+𝑚 , 𝜌) + 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝜌)
≤ 𝑊𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝜌) + 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝜌)
≤ ( 𝑊 + 1 )𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝜌)
𝛿
≤(𝑊+1)
=𝛿,
𝑊+1
therefore{𝑥𝑛 } is a caushysequence in 𝐺 . From the completeness of 𝐺 , we get lim {𝑥𝑛 }existsand
𝑛→∞

equals𝜌 ∈ 𝐺, thereforefor all𝛿1 > 0
there exist𝑠 𝑛1 ∈ 𝑁such that 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝜌) <
Now , lim inf 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0 or lim sup 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0
𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

gives that lim 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0.So there exist𝑠 𝑛2 ∈ 𝑁withn2 > n1
𝑛→∞

𝛿

1
𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝜌) < 3(2+3𝜗
.
)
1

Thus there exist𝑠 𝜃 ∈ 𝐹 such that

3

𝛿1
3(2 + 3𝜗1 )
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𝛿

𝑑(𝑥𝑛2 , 𝜃) < 3(4+ 13𝜗 ), we obtain
1

𝑑(𝑉𝜌, 𝜌) ≤ 𝑑(𝑉𝜌 , 𝜃 ) + 𝑑(𝜃, 𝑥𝑛2 ) + 𝑑(𝑥𝑛2 , 𝜌)
≤ 𝐿 𝑑(𝜌 , 𝜃 ) + 𝑑(𝜃, 𝑥𝑛2 ) + 𝑑(𝑥𝑛2 , 𝜌)
𝛿1
𝛿1
𝛿1
≤
+
+
3(4 + 3𝜗1 )L 3(4 + 3𝜗1 ) 3(2 + 3𝜗1 )
𝛿1
𝛿1
≤ 𝐿 (4 + 3𝜗1 )
+ (4 + 3𝜗1 )
3(4 + 3𝜗1 )L
3(4 + 3𝜗1 )
+(2 + 𝜗1 )𝛿1 /3(2 + 𝜗1 )
𝛿1 𝛿1 𝛿1
=
+ + = 𝛿1
3
3
3
Since 𝛿1 is arbitrary so 𝑑(𝑉𝜌, 𝜌), so thus𝑉𝜌 = 𝜌 , there fore𝜌 ∈ 𝐹.
Corollary (3.2) Let (𝐸, 𝑑) is a complete 𝐶𝐴𝑇(0) space , 𝐺 is a nonempty and convex subset
of 𝐸 and 𝑉: 𝐺 → 𝐺 is Lipschizian mapping
with 𝐿 ≥ 1 , 𝐹 ≠ ∅. Let {𝑥𝑛 }define by condition(1) with 𝛾𝑛 and𝜎𝑛 ∈ (0,1). If 𝐺 is
complete and lim inf 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0 or lim sup𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0, the{𝑥𝑛 }converges to a unique point in
𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

𝐹.
Corollary(3.3) Let 𝐸 , 𝐺, 𝑉 and{𝑥𝑛 } be as in theorem(3.1) with 𝐹(𝑉) ≠ ∅ if
(𝑖){𝑥𝑛 } is an approximate fixed point sequence for 𝑉
(𝑖𝑖)there exists a function
𝜏: [0, ∞[ → [0, ∞[
0 and𝜏(𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑉𝑥𝑛 ) ≥ 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹 ), for all 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁
then {𝑥𝑛 }converges to a unique point in 𝐹 .

which is right continuous at

0, 𝜏(0) =

proof ;From (𝑖) and (𝑖𝑖) , we get
lim 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) ≤ lim 𝜏(𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑉𝑥𝑛 )

𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

= 𝜏 lim (𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑉𝑥𝑛 )
𝑛→∞

Thus lim 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0 .

= 𝜏(0) = 0

𝑛→∞

Thus lim inf 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0 and lim sup 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹) = 0 .
𝑛→∞
𝑛→∞
By theorem(3.1) , {𝑥𝑛 }converges to a unique point in𝐹 .
Corollary (3.4) Let 𝐸 , 𝐺, 𝑉 and {𝑥𝑛 } be as inCorollary(3.2) with 𝐹(𝑉) ≠ ∅ if
(𝑖){𝑥𝑛 } is approximate fixed point sequence for 𝑉
(𝑖𝑖)there exists a function
𝜏: [0, ∞[ → [0, ∞[
which is right continuous at
0 and𝜏(𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑉𝑥𝑛 ) ≥ 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝐹 ), for all 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁
then {𝑥𝑛 } converges to a unique point in 𝐹 .

0, 𝜏(0) =

Theorem(3.5)Let 𝐸 , 𝐺, 𝑉 and{𝑥𝑛 } be as in theorem(3.1) with 𝐹(𝑉) ≠ ∅if
𝑇
(𝑖) 𝑑(𝑥0 , 𝐹) < 𝐻 for 𝑥0 ∈ 𝐺 . (𝑖𝑖){𝑥𝑛 } is
Fej é r
monotone
with
respect
to
4
𝐺. (𝑖𝑖𝑖){𝑥𝑛 } is an approximate fixed point sequence for 𝑉. then{𝑥𝑛 } ∆ −converges to a point in
𝐹.
proof ∶Set 𝐹0 = 𝐹 ∩ 𝐵𝜋 (𝑥0 ) .
2

Let {𝑥𝑛 } is Fejé r monotonewith respect to 𝐹0 and𝑞 ∈ 𝐹 such that 𝑑(𝑥0 , 𝑞) <

4

𝜋
4

. Then 𝑞 ∈ 𝐹0 we get
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𝑑(𝑥𝑛+1 , 𝑞) ≤ 𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑞) ≤ 𝑑(𝑥0 , 𝑞) <
Hence 𝑟({𝑥𝑛 }) <

𝜋
4

𝜋
, for all 𝑛 ≥ 0.
4

… (5)

from lemma (2.7) ,let𝑞 ∈ 𝐺be a ∆ − cluster point of {𝑥𝑛 }, then there exists asubsequence {𝑥𝑛𝑙 }of{𝑥𝑛 }
𝜋
which ∆ − converges to 𝑞 . By (5) , we obtain 𝑟(𝑞, {𝑥𝑛𝑙 }) ≤ 𝑑(𝑥0 , 𝑞) < 4 .
Using lemma (2.5) , we get
𝜋
𝑑(𝑞, 𝑥0 ) ≤ 𝑑(𝑞, 𝑞) + 𝑑(𝑥0 , 𝑞) ≤ lim inf 𝑑( 𝑥𝑛𝑙 , 𝑞) + 𝑑(𝑥0 , 𝑞) < .
𝑙→∞
4
That is 𝑞 ∈ 𝐵𝜋 (𝑥0 ) . From condition (𝑖𝑖𝑖), we obtain
2

lim sup 𝑑( 𝑉𝑞 , 𝑥𝑛𝑙 ) ≤ lim sup 𝑑( 𝑉𝑞 , 𝑉𝑥𝑛𝑙 ) + lim sup 𝑑( 𝑉𝑥𝑛𝑙 , 𝑥𝑛𝑙 )

𝑙→∞

𝑙→∞

𝑙→∞

≤ lim sup 𝑑( 𝑞 , 𝑥𝑛𝑙 )
𝑙→∞

Hence 𝑉𝑞 ∈ 𝐶({𝑥𝑛𝑙 })and𝑉𝑞 = 𝑞 . Then 𝑞 ∈ 𝐹0 and using lemma (2.7) , we get{𝑥𝑛 } ∆ − converges
to a point in 𝐹 .
Corollary (3.6) Let 𝐸 , 𝐺, 𝑉 and{𝑥𝑛 } be as in corollary(3.2) with 𝐹(𝑉) ≠ ∅ if
𝑇
(𝑖) 𝑑(𝑥0 , 𝐹) < 𝐻 for 𝑥0 ∈ 𝐺 . (𝑖𝑖){𝑥𝑛 }is Fejé r monotone with respect to 𝐻. (𝑖𝑖𝑖){𝑥𝑛 } is
4
approximate fixed point sequence for𝑉. then{𝑥𝑛 } ∆ − converges to a point in 𝐹 .

an

4- Conclusions
The convergence and ∆ −convergenceresults of 𝐾 − iteration process has been proved when
used Lipschizian self mapping with 𝐿 ≥ 1 in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(𝐻) , 𝐻 > 0 spaces . alsoe stablished
the
convergence and ∆ −convergence results has been in 𝐶𝐴𝑇(0)spaces .
5- Suggestion
1 − we can useuniformly Lipschizian mapping to established the convergence and
convergesresults ofK − Iteration .
2 − we can use another iteration to established the convergence and ∆ − convergesresults .

∆−
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Radiative peristaltic transport of Ree-Eyring fluid
through porous medium in asymmetric channel
subjected to combined effect of inclined MHD and
convective conditions
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Abstract. This study emphasizes the flow phenomenon of trapped bolus traveling along the
interior walls of asymmetric inclined channels contains a non-Newtonian Ree-Eyring. The flow
was exposed to influenced by inclined MHD field, thermal heat radiative, and porous media.
Further, no slip and convective thermal conditions are considered. Mathematical expression for
governing equations are reformulated and in accordance with lubrication approximations,
nonlinear partial differential equations of the flow reduced into a system of ordinary differential
equations associated with boundary conditions an approximate solution is deduced by
implementing perturbation strategy for tiny A Ree-Eyring fluid parameter. Finally, a graphical
description is presented to figure out the elevation behavior of flow quantities i.e. velocity
profile, temperature distribution, pressure rise, and streamlines formulation due to variation of
emerging involved parameters. The study analyzed that the velocity profile reveals mixed
behavior via increment of Ree-Eyring parameters η, A as well as Hartman number H and Darcy
number Da. whereas the thermal radiative parameter Rn accelerates the temperature distribution
profile. The study calculations are made by the “Mathematica 11.3” package.

1. Introduction
Peristaltic pumping is a type of fluid motion that appears when a progressive wave of area clasping and
compressing propagates along the wall of a distensible channel. Bolus development through the
esophagus, movement of blood in small vessels, intrauterine fluid motion, lymph transport, and embryo
motion through the uterine cavity are the biological applications of the peristaltic mechanism. Moreover,
it is an inherent property of many modern industrial applicable such as the ceramic and porcelain
industry, nuclear industry, pharmaceutical industry, and heart-lung machines [1]. After the first attempt
on peristaltic transport given by Latham [2]. Fung and Yih [3] introduced the peristaltic mechanism in
the laboratory frame. Nowadays many pieces of literature are available on peristalsis considering
different fluids models and flow configurations see Refs. [4,5,6].
Incited by the fact that enormous fluids in nature have an immense impact in modern industry,
science, and technology is non-Newtonian like paints, cosmetic products, colloidal fluids, certain oils,
and shampoo known by their behavior cannot be predicted by a single constitutive equation [7,6].
Inspired by the aforementioned applicable literature survey, many researchers presented various models
to visualize the non-Newtonian fluid models. Recently the most considerable non-Newtonian fluid
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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gained the attraction of many researchers due to its wide medical and scientific application. Furthermore,
its constitutive equation is derived from the kinetic theory of liquids, not from empirical relations alike
the power-law model, and it properly reduced into the Newtonian fluid model at high shear stress known
by Ree-Eyring fluid [8,9]. numerous scientific literature outlined the peristaltic transport of Ree-Eyring
with different effects and flow situations in Refs. [10-12].
On other hand, a flow through magneto hydrodynamic (MHD) field has vigorous attention in recent
years via its vastly applicable in metallurgy processes, engineering, geophysics, and industry. Plasma
confinement, nuclear reactor, bleeding reduction during surgeries, stirring, crystal growth process, and
MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) to diagnose the disease are several utilization of electrically fluid
flows in the presence of (MHD) field [13]. In view of these diverse, many studied considering the
peristaltic transport of MHD various fluid models are mentioned through the studies [7,14-16].
Thermal radiation can control the excess heat generation inside the body since high temperatures
pose serious stresses for the human body which leads to injury or even death. This effect occurs in many
physiological, technological, and industrial processes like plasma tissue heat conduction, MHD
generators, laser surgery, destruction of cancer tumors, polymer processing industry, etc. However, the
rate of heat or energy transfer between two bodies via thermal radiation essentially depends on the
absolute temperature difference this means that the influence of thermal radiation on fluid flow has
major coverage at high temperatures. Motivated by these developments some modern attempts have
been devoted to investigating the influence of thermal radiation on the peristaltic mechanism for
different non-Newtonian fluid. Nikiforov [17] elevate an electromagnetic hyperthermia technique in
which the undesired cancer cells are exposed to a higher temperature field of more than 41 °C with aid
of thermal radiation. In such a technique, a magnetic liquid is injected into the malignant tissues and
then exposing the framework to an alternating current. So, the temperature is produced in the infused
magnetic fluid and hence the cancer cells will be destroyed see also [14]. Hayat et al. [18] analyzed
numerically heat transfer due to viscous dissipation and radiation on peristaltic flow of Sutter by fluid
in a vertical channel. While Bhatti et al. [19] explored theoretically nonlinear thermal radiation impact
on EMHD peristaltic propulsion of non-Newtonian fluid-particle (dusty) suspensions in a planar channel
including a homogenous porous media. Naveed Imrana et al. [20] discuss the influence of
heterogeneous-homogenous effect in the peristaltic flow of non-Newtonian Rabinowitsch fluid
considering thermal radiation effects and viscous dissipation for more knowledge in this aspect see
Refs.[21-26].
From the aforementioned survey, we conclude that no attempt has been made to examine the
combined impact of heat radiative, and inclined (MHD) on peristaltic transport of Non-Newtonian ReeEyring fluid yet and the current study will fill this gap. In this article, we explore the peristaltic transport
of Ree-Eyring fluid past through inclined asymmetric porous channel subjected to the combined
influence of thermal radiation and inclined (MHD) field. Velocity no-slip and convective boundary
conditions are taken into account. The flow is illustrated in the laboratory frame which is transformed
into a wave frame. The flow mathematical system was simplified by considering the assumption of
infinite wave length and low Reynolds number. Analytical solution for stream function and temperature
distribution function is evaluated by implementing the regular perturbation method. The impact of
impeded physical parameters on the flow quantities is discussed in detail through figures.
2. Mathematical Model
Reconsidering the peristaltic transport of an incompressible electrically conducting Ree-Eyring fluid in
asymmetric an inclined channel at an angle (𝛼1 ) and width (𝑑1 + 𝑑2 ) through porous media see Figure
⃑ = (𝛽0 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼2 , 𝛽0 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼2 ). The
1. The flow is incident to inclined uniform magnetic ﬁeld of strength 𝐵
induced magnetic field is neglected by taken a small magnetic Reynolds number. The flow is
propagating by the sinusoidal waves of length 𝜆 with different amplitudes and phases moving with a
constant speed (𝑐) along the walls of the channels.
The geometry of the walls surfaces is given by [4]
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2𝜋(𝑋−𝑐𝑡)

𝑌1 = 𝐻1 (𝑋, 𝑡) = 𝑑1 + 𝑎1 𝐶𝑜𝑠 (
),
(1)
𝜆
𝑌2 = 𝐻2 (𝑋, 𝑡) = −𝑑2 − 𝑎2 𝐶𝑜𝑠 (2𝜋(𝑋 − 𝑐𝑡)/𝜆 + Ø),
(2)
Where 𝑌1 , 𝑌2 are the upper and lower wall respectively 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 are the wave amplitudes, 𝑡 is the time,
and (𝑋, 𝑌) the Cartesian coordinates in a fixed frame. Ø is the phase different and Ø ∈ [0, 𝜋] such that
when (Ø = 0) corresponds to asymmetric channel with waves out of phase, while (Ø = 𝜋) , the waves
in phase. Further 𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∅ satisfy the condition.
𝑎1 2 + 𝑎2 2 + 𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑑1 𝑑2 𝑐𝑜𝑠∅ ≤ (𝑑1 + 𝑑2 )2 ,
(3)
Y
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Figure 1. The geometry of the Inclined Asymmetric Channel [4]
To calculate the Lorentz force applying the following Ohm’s formula [27] as below
⃑ ×𝐵
⃑]×𝐵
⃑,
𝐹 = 𝜎[𝑉
(4)
We have
̅𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 − 𝑉̅ 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ), 𝜎𝛽0 2 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 (𝑈
̅𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 − 𝑉̅ 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 )),
𝐹 = (−𝜎𝛽0 2 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 (𝑈
(5)
⃑
̅
̅
𝐹 is the magnetic force, 𝐽 is the current density vector, 𝑉 = (𝑈, 𝑉 , 0) the velocity field, 𝜎 the
electrical conductivity.
The governing equations of continuity, motion, and energy can be constructed as
̅
̅
𝜕𝑈
𝜕𝑉
+ = 0,
𝜕𝑋
𝜕𝑌
̅
̅
𝜕𝑈
̅ 𝜕𝑈 +
𝜌(𝜕𝑡 + 𝑈
𝜕𝑋
̅
𝜕𝑉
𝜌(
𝜕𝑡

̅
+𝑈

𝜕𝑇
𝜌𝑐𝑃 ( 𝜕𝑡

+

̅
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑋

(6)
𝑉̅

̅
𝜕𝑈
)
𝜕𝑌

= − 𝜕𝑋 +

𝜕𝑆̌𝑋𝑋
𝜕𝑋

+ 𝑉̅

̅
𝜕𝑉
)
𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑃̅
−
𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑆̌𝑋𝑌
𝜕𝑋

̅ 𝜕𝑇
𝑈
𝜕𝑋

+

𝜕𝑇
𝑉̅ 𝜕𝑌)

𝜕𝑃̅

+

𝜕𝑆̌𝑋𝑌
̅𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1
— 𝜎𝛽0 2 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 (𝑈
𝜕𝑌

+

𝜕𝑆̌𝑌𝑌
𝜕𝑌

𝜌𝑔𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼2 ,

=

+

𝜌𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼2 ,

=

− 𝑉̅ 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ) −

𝜇
̅
𝑈
𝜅0

+
(7)

2

̅𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 − 𝑉̅ 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ) −
+ 𝜎𝛽0 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 (𝑈

̅
̅
𝜕2 𝑇
𝜕2 𝑇
𝜕𝑈
𝜕𝑉
𝐾 (𝜕𝑋 2 + 𝜕𝑌 2 ) + 𝑆̌𝑋𝑋 𝜕𝑋 + 𝑆̌𝑌𝑌 𝜕𝑌
̅𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 − 𝑉̅ 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ) 2 ,
𝜎𝛽0 2 (𝑈

+

̅
𝜕𝑈
𝑆̌𝑋𝑌 ( 𝜕𝑌

+

𝜇
𝑉̅
𝜅0

̅
𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑞
) − 𝜕𝑌𝑟
𝜕𝑋

−
(8)

+

(9)
Where 𝜎 is the electrical conductivity, 𝐾 is thermal conductivity, 𝜅0 posity parameter, 𝜌 density, 𝑐𝑃
specific heat, 𝑇 is the temperature vector, 𝑃̅ the pressure.
Using Rosseland approximation for radiation, the radiative heat flux 𝑞𝑟 is given by
𝑞𝑟 = −

4𝜎1 𝜕𝑇 4
,
3𝑘1 𝜕𝑌

(10)

𝜎1 is the Stefan-Boltzman constant and 𝑘1 is the mean absorption coefficient. By assuming a
sufficiently small temperature difference in the flow, the term
the Taylor series approximation for 𝑇 4 in terms of 𝑇0 take the following form
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𝑇 4 ≅ 4𝑇0 3 𝑇 − 3𝑇0 4 ,
(11)
placement of equation (10) and equation (11) into equation (9), the energy equation will take the
form
3
2
2
̅
̅
̅
̅
𝜕𝑇
̅ 𝜕𝑇 + 𝑉̅ 𝜕𝑇 ) = 𝐾 ( 𝜕 𝑇2 + 𝜕 𝑇2 ) + 𝑆̌𝑋𝑋 𝜕𝑈 + ̌𝑆𝑌𝑌 𝜕𝑉 + 𝑆̌𝑋𝑌 (𝜕𝑈 + 𝜕𝑉) + 16𝑇0 𝜎1 𝜕𝑇 +
𝜌𝑐𝑃 ( + 𝑈
𝜕𝑡

𝜕𝑋

𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑋

𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑋

̅𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 − 𝑉̅ 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ) 2 ,
𝜎𝛽0 2 (𝑈
With the boundary conditions
̅ = 0, 𝜓 = 𝐹 , 𝐾 𝜕𝑇 = −𝛽1 (𝑇 − 𝑇0 ), 𝑎𝑡 𝑌 = 𝐻1
𝑈
2
𝜕𝑦
}
𝐹
̅ = 0, 𝜓 = − , 𝐾 𝜕𝑇 = −𝛽1 (𝑇 − 𝑇1 ), 𝑎𝑡 𝑌 = 𝐻2
𝑈
2
𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑌

𝜕𝑋

3𝑘1

𝜕𝑌

(12)

(13)

The stress tensor for Ree-Eyring fluid is given as follows [28]:
̅
̅
𝜕𝑉
1
1 𝜕𝑉
𝑆̌𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 𝜕𝑋 𝑖 + 𝛽 𝑆𝑖𝑛ℎ−1 (𝑐 𝜕𝑋𝑖 ) 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,2
𝑗

𝑆𝑖𝑛ℎ−1 (

(14)

𝑗

̅𝑖
1 𝜕𝑉
)
𝑐 𝜕𝑋𝑗

≈

̅𝑖
1 𝜕𝑉
𝑐 𝜕𝑋𝑗

−

1
6

(

̅𝑖 3
1 𝜕𝑉
) ,
𝑐 𝜕𝑋𝑗

Then
̅
𝜕𝑉
1
𝑆̌𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇 𝜕𝑋𝑖 + 𝛽𝑐

̅𝑖
𝜕𝑉
1 𝜕𝑋𝑗

𝑗

̅
𝜕𝑉

1

− 6𝛽𝑐

1

3

̅𝑖
1 𝜕𝑉
|
𝜕𝑋𝑗

|𝑐

≪ 1,

(15)

3

(𝜕𝑋 𝑖 )

(16)

𝑗

̅, 𝑉̅2 = 𝑉̅ , 𝑥1 = 𝑋, 𝑥2 = 𝑌.
Where 𝑉̅1 = 𝑈
̌
𝑆𝑖𝑗 represents the extra stress tensor, 𝛽, 𝑐1 are the fluid parameter, and 𝜇 is the dynamic viscosity.
In view of equation (16), the laboratory frame components of extra stress tensor become
̅
𝜕𝑈
1 𝜕𝑋
̅
1 𝜕𝑈

1
̅
𝑆̌𝑋𝑋 = 𝜇 𝜕𝑈
+ 𝛽𝑐
𝜕𝑋

𝑆̌𝑋𝑌 = 𝜇

̅
𝜕𝑈
𝜕𝑌

+ 𝛽𝑐

1

𝜕𝑌

̅
𝜕𝑉
1 𝜕𝑋
̅
1 𝜕𝑉

̅ 3
𝜕𝑈

1

− 6𝛽𝑐

3

(𝜕𝑋 )

1
6𝛽𝑐1 3

( 𝜕𝑌 )

1

(𝜕𝑋)

1

−

1
̅
𝜕𝑉
𝑆̌𝑌𝑋 = 𝜇 𝜕𝑋
+ 𝛽𝑐

− 6𝛽𝑐

̅
𝑆̌𝑌𝑌 = 𝜇 𝜕𝑉
+ 𝛽𝑐
𝜕𝑌

− 6𝛽𝑐

1

3

1

̅ 3
𝜕𝑈
̅ 3
𝜕𝑉

,

(17)

̅ 3
𝜕𝑉

(𝜕𝑌 )

}
1 𝜕𝑌
1
By the following transformations, we furnished the relationship between laboratory frame (𝑋, 𝑌) and
wave frame (𝑥̌, 𝑦̌) coordinates
̅ − 𝑐 , 𝑣̅ = 𝑉̅ , 𝑝̅ (𝑥̌, 𝑦̌) = 𝑃̅(𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑡),
𝑥̌ = 𝑋 − 𝑐𝑡̅ , 𝑦̌ = 𝑌 , 𝑢̅ = 𝑈
(18)
Employing the above equation, we transform equations (1), (2) and (6) - (17) in wave frame and then
normalize the resulting equations by considering the following dimensionless quantities [25,27]

̅
𝑉
𝐻
𝐻
𝑑 2 𝑝̅
𝑑
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝜓
, ℎ1 = 1 , ℎ2 = 2 , 𝑝 = 2 , 𝛿 = 2 , 𝑢 =
, 𝑣 = −𝛿 , 𝑆 =
𝑐
𝑑2
𝑑2
𝜆𝜇𝑐
𝜆
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥
𝜌𝑐𝑑2
𝑇−𝑇0
𝜇𝑐𝑃
𝜎
𝑐2
, 𝑅𝑒 =
, 𝜃=
, 𝑃𝑟 =
, 𝐻 = 𝛽0 𝑑2 √ , 𝐸𝑐 = (𝑇
, 𝐵𝑟 = 𝐸𝑐 𝑃𝑟 , 𝐹𝑟 =
𝜇
(𝑇1 −𝑇0 )
𝑘
𝜇
𝑐𝑃 1 −𝑇0 )
𝑎
𝑎
𝑑
𝜅
1
𝜂 𝑐 2
16𝜎 𝑇 3
𝛽
= 𝑑1 , 𝑏 = 𝑑2 , 𝑑 = 𝑑1 , 𝐷𝑎 = 𝑑 02 , 𝜂 = 𝜇𝛽𝑐 , 𝐴 = 6 (𝑐 𝑑) , 𝑅𝑛 = 3𝑘 1𝜇𝑐0 , 𝜔1 = 𝐾1 ,
(19)
2
2
2
2
1
1
1 𝑃

𝑥̌
,𝑦
𝜆
𝑑2 𝑆̌(𝑥̌)

𝑥=

𝜇𝑐
𝑐
√𝑔𝑑2

,𝑎

3

=

𝑦̌
𝑑2

, 𝑢=

̅
𝑈
𝑐

,𝑣 =

Where 𝑅𝑒 is Renolds number, 𝛿wave number, 𝑃𝑟 Prandtl number, 𝐻 Hartman number, 𝐸𝑐 Eckret
number, 𝐵𝑟 Brinkman number, 𝐹𝑟 Froude number, 𝐷𝑎 Darcy number, 𝑅𝑛 is the thermal radiation
parameter, 𝜂, 𝐴 are the Ree- Eyring fluid parameters, 𝜔1 is the heat Biot number 𝑎, 𝑏 the amplitude ratio
of the upper and lower wall, and 𝜓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) is the stream function.
Using the assumptions of long wavelength and low Renolds number approximation and equation
(19), the flow equations reduced and simplified to the forms
𝜕
𝜕
1
𝑅𝑒 𝛿(𝜓𝑦 𝜓𝑥𝑦 − 𝜓𝑥 𝜓𝑦𝑦 ) = −𝑝𝑥 + 𝛿 𝜕𝑥 𝑆𝑥𝑥 + 𝜕𝑦 𝑆𝑥𝑦 − 𝐻 2 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 (𝜓𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 − 𝛿𝜓𝑥 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ) − 𝐷𝑎 𝜓𝑦 +
𝑅𝑒
𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼2 ,
𝐹𝑟

(20)
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𝜕

𝜕

𝑅𝑒 𝛿 3 (−𝜓𝑦 𝜓𝑥𝑥 − 𝜓𝑥 𝜓𝑥𝑦 ) = −𝑝𝑦 + 𝛿 2 𝜕𝑥 𝑆𝑥𝑦 + 𝛿 𝜕𝑦 𝑆𝑦𝑦 − 𝛿𝐻 2 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 (𝜓𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 + 𝛿𝜓𝑥 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ) −
𝛿
𝜓
𝐷𝑎 𝑥

𝑅𝑒

− 𝛿 𝐹𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼2 ,

(21)

𝑃𝑟𝑅𝑒 𝛿(𝜓𝑦 𝜃𝑥 − 𝜓𝑥 𝜃𝑦 ) = (𝛿 2 𝜃𝑥𝑥 + 𝜃𝑦𝑦 ) + Pr 𝑅𝑛 𝜃𝑦𝑦 + 𝛿𝑆𝑥𝑥 𝜓𝑦𝑥 + 𝑆𝑥𝑦 (−𝛿 2 𝜓𝑥𝑦 + 𝜓𝑦𝑦 ) −
2

𝛿𝑆𝑦𝑦 𝜓𝑥𝑦 + 𝐻 2 𝐵𝑟(𝜓𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 + 𝛿𝜓𝑥 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼1 ) ,
By applying(𝑅𝑒 ≪ 0, 𝛿 → 0) we finally get
𝜕
1
𝑅𝑒
0 = −𝑝𝑥 + 𝑆𝑥𝑦 − 𝐻 2 𝜓𝑦 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 )2 − 𝜓𝑦 + 𝑆𝑖𝑛𝛼2 ,

(22)

0 = −𝑝𝑦 ,

(24)

𝜕𝑦

𝐷𝑎

(23)

𝐹𝑟

2

(1 + Pr 𝑅𝑛) 𝜃𝑦𝑦 + 𝑆𝑥𝑦 𝜓𝑦𝑦 + 𝐻 2 𝐵𝑟(𝜓𝑦 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 ) = 0,
Eliminating 𝑝 from equations (23) and (24), we have the following equation
0=

𝜕2
𝑆
𝜕𝑦 2 𝑥𝑦

1
𝜓 ,
𝐷𝑎 𝑦𝑦
𝐴(𝜓𝑦𝑦 )3 .

− 𝐻 2 𝜓𝑦𝑦 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 )2 −

(25)
(26)

Where 𝑆𝑥𝑦 = (1 + 𝜂)𝜓𝑦𝑦 −
Associated with the following dimensionless boundary conditions
𝐹

𝜓𝑦 = 0, 𝜓 = 2 ,
𝜓𝑦 = 0, 𝜓 =

𝐹
− 2,

𝜃𝑦 = −𝜔1 𝜃,

𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = ℎ1

𝜃𝑦 = −𝜔1 (𝜃 − 1),

𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = ℎ2

},

(27)

In which 𝑦 = ℎ1 = 𝑑 + 𝑎 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑥) and 𝑦 = ℎ2 = −1 − 𝑏 𝐶𝑜𝑠(𝑥 + Ø) dimensionless upper and
lower walls and 𝐹 is the non-dimensional mean ﬂow which related to the non-dimensional time- mean
flow 𝜗 by following dimensionless relationship
𝐹 = 𝜗 − 1 − 𝑑,
(28)
And the pressure rise per wavelength is
1 𝑑𝑝
∆𝑝𝜆 = ∫0 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑥,
(29)
3. Methodology of solution
Dimensionless equations (25) and (27) are highly complicated, non-linear and thus the closed form
solution for arbitrary values of all parameters is impossible hence we adopt the perturbation method for
the analytical solution of the problem. Inserting the following expressions
𝜓 = 𝜓0 + 𝐴 𝜓1 + 𝑂(𝐴)2 ,
(30)
2
𝜃 = 𝜃0 + 𝐴 𝜃1 + 𝑂(𝐴) ,
(31)
𝐹 = 𝐹0 + 𝐴 𝐹1 + 𝑂(𝐴)2 ,
(32)
Substituting equations (30) - (32) into equations (25) - (28) and then comparing the coefficients of
the same power of 𝐴 up to the first order we obtain the following systems
3.1. Zeroth order system
The general form of the zeroth-order system is
1
(1 + 𝜂)𝜓0𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − (𝐻 2 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 )2 + ) 𝜓0𝑦𝑦 = 0,
𝐷𝑎
2

(1 + 𝑃𝑟 𝑅𝑛) 𝜃0𝑦𝑦 + (1 + 𝜂)(𝜓0𝑦𝑦 ) +
the boundary conditions are
𝜓0𝑦 = 0, 𝜓0 =
𝜓0𝑦 = 0, 𝜓0 =

𝐹
− 20 ,

𝐹0
, 𝜃0𝑦
2

(33)

𝐻 2 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 )2 𝐵𝑟𝜓0𝑦 2

= −𝐵1 𝜃0 , 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = ℎ1

𝜃0𝑦 = −𝐵1 (𝜃0 − 1), 𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = ℎ2

3.2. First order system
The first- order system is
(1 + 𝜂)𝜓1𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − (𝐻 2 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 )2 +

1
) 𝜓1𝑦𝑦
𝐷𝑎

𝜕2

= 0,

},

(35)

3

− 𝜕𝑦2 (𝜓1𝑦𝑦 ) = 0,

5

(34)

(36)
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(1 + 𝑃𝑟 𝑅𝑛) 𝜃1𝑦𝑦 + 𝐵𝑟(1 + 𝜂) ((𝜓1𝑦𝑦 )2 − (𝜓0𝑦𝑦 ) ) + 𝐵𝑟𝐻 2 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 )2 𝐵𝑟𝜓1𝑦 2 = 0,
With the respect to the boundary conditions
𝜓1𝑦 = 0,

𝜓1 =

𝜓1𝑦 = 0, 𝜓1 =

𝐹1
,
2

𝐹
− 21 ,

𝜃1𝑦 = −𝜔1 𝜃1 ,

𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = ℎ1

𝜃1𝑦 = −𝜔1 (𝜃1 − 1),

𝑎𝑡 𝑦 = ℎ2

(37)

},

(38)

Solving both systems using Mathematica program, the closed form for stream function 𝜓, and
temperature field 𝜃 will be obtained
−

𝑣𝑦

2𝑣𝑦

𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1+𝜂)(𝑒 √1+𝜂 c1 +c2 )
𝜓=
+ c3
𝑣2
𝐵𝑟(𝐴4 +𝐴5 +𝐴6 )
𝜃0 = r1 + 𝑦 r2 − 2(𝑣+𝑃𝑟𝑅𝑛𝑣)
,

𝐴 +𝐴 +𝐴

1
2
3
+ 𝑦𝑐4 + 𝐴 (8𝑣(1+𝜂)
3⁄2 + 𝑐7 + 𝑦𝑐8 ) ,

2𝑣𝑦

Br

𝜃1 = 𝑟3 + 𝑦𝑟4 + 128(1+𝑃𝑟𝑅𝑛)𝑣(1+𝜂)2 (𝐴7 − 𝐴8 − 4𝑒 √1+𝜂 (−18𝑐14 𝑐22 𝑣𝑦 2 (1 + 𝜂) −
4𝑒

−

2𝑣𝑦
√1+𝜂

(−18c12 c24 𝑣𝑦 2 (1 + 𝜂) −
3𝑣𝑦

−

𝐴12 +𝐴13
)+
𝑣

𝐴9 +𝐴10 +𝐴11
𝑣

+

𝐴14 + 𝐴15 − 𝐴16 ),

3𝑣𝑦

𝑐2 3 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1+𝜂)3⁄2
𝑣

𝑐 3 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1+𝜂)3⁄2
𝐴1 =
+ 1
,
𝑣
𝑣𝑦
⁄2
3
(1+𝜂) (−15𝑐1 2 𝑐2 +4∗𝑐5 +4𝜂∗𝑐5 )
𝐴2 = 2𝑒 √1+𝜂 (6𝑐1 2 𝑐2 𝑦(1 + 𝜂) +
),
𝑣
𝑣𝑦
⁄
3
2
2
−
2(1+𝜂) (−15𝑐1 𝑐2 +4∗𝑐6 +4𝜂∗𝑐6 )
𝐴3 = 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (−12𝑐1 𝑐2 2 𝑦(1 + 𝜂) +
),
𝑣
1/2
1
𝑣 = (𝐻 2 (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝛼1 )2 + 𝐷𝑎) ,
−

𝐴4 =

𝐴5 = −
𝐴6 =

2𝑣𝑦

2𝑣𝑦

𝑐22 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1+𝜂)2
2𝑣

+

𝑐12 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1+𝜂)2
,
2𝑣

𝑣𝑦
−
√1+𝜂
2𝑐2𝑒
𝐻 2 (1+𝜂)3⁄2 𝐶𝑜𝑠[𝛼

1
𝑣𝑦 2 (𝑐4 𝐻2
2

𝑣2

1

]2

+

𝑣𝑦
√1+𝜂
2𝑐1𝑒
𝐻 2 (1+𝜂)3⁄2 𝐶𝑜𝑠[𝛼

2
1]

𝑣2

,

+ 4𝑐1 𝑐2 (1 + 𝜂) + 𝑐4 𝐻 2 𝐶𝑜𝑠[2𝛼1 ]),
−

3

3 3 4

2 3

3⁄2

𝐴7 = (48𝑐1 𝑐2 𝑣 𝑦 + 64𝑐1𝑐2(𝑐2𝑐5 − 𝑐1𝑐6)𝑣 𝑦 (1 + 𝜂)
6𝑣𝑦
9𝑐16 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1+𝜂)2

2𝑣
3

𝐴8 = 𝑐2 𝑒

4𝑣𝑦

+

4𝑣𝑦
√1+𝜂

−

𝑐13 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1 +

𝜂)(−27𝑐12 𝑐2𝑦√1 + 𝜂 +

(1 + 𝜂)(−27𝑐1𝑐22 𝑦√1 + 𝜂 −

−

6𝑣𝑦

9𝑐26 𝑒 √1+𝜂 (1+𝜂)2
2𝑣

−

(1+𝜂)(8𝑐1+27𝑐12 𝑐2−18𝑐5+8𝑐1𝜂−18𝑐5𝜂)
),
𝑣

(1+𝜂)(8𝑐2+27𝑐1𝑐22 −18𝑐6+8𝑐2𝜂−18𝑐6𝜂)
),
𝑣

𝐴9 = (1 + 𝜂)2 (−32𝑐13 𝑐2 + 63𝑐14 𝑐22 − 36𝑐12 𝑐2𝑐5 + 8𝑐52 + 18𝑐13 𝑐6 − 32𝑐13 𝑐2𝜂,
𝐴10 = −36𝑐12 𝑐2𝑐5𝜂 + 16𝑐52 𝜂 + 18𝑐13 𝑐6𝜂 + 8𝑐52 𝜂 2 ),
𝐴11 = 3𝑦(−27𝑐14 𝑐22 𝑣√1 + 𝜂 + 8𝑐12 𝑐2𝑐5𝑣√1 + 𝜂 − 27𝑐14 𝑐22 𝑣𝜂√1 + 𝜂 +
16𝑐12 𝑐2𝑐5𝑣𝜂√1 + 𝜂 + 8𝑐12 𝑐2𝑐5𝑣𝜂 2 √1 + 𝜂),
𝐴12 = (1 + 𝜂)2 (−32𝑐1𝑐23 + 63𝑐12 𝑐24 + 18𝑐23 𝑐5 − 36𝑐1𝑐22 𝑐6 + 8𝑐62 − 32𝑐1𝑐23 𝜂 +
18𝑐23 𝑐5𝜂 − 36𝑐1𝑐22 𝑐6𝜂 + 16𝑐62 𝜂 + 8𝑐62 𝜂 2 ),
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𝐴13 = 3𝑦(−27𝑐12 𝑐24 𝑣√1 + 𝜂 + 8𝑐1𝑐22 𝑐6𝑣√1 + 𝜂 − 27𝑐12 𝑐24 𝑣𝜂√1 + 𝜂 +
16𝑐1𝑐22 𝑐6𝑣𝜂√1 + 𝜂 + 8𝑐1𝑐22 𝑐6𝑣𝜂 2 √1 + 𝜂),
−

𝐴14 =

𝐴15= −

3𝑣𝑦

−

16𝑐13 𝑒 √1+𝜂 𝐻 2 (1+𝜂)5⁄2 𝐶𝑜𝑠[𝛼1 ]2
,
3𝑣 2

𝑣𝑦
(1+𝜂)3⁄2 (−21𝑐12 𝑐2+4𝑐5+4𝑐5𝜂)
√1+𝜂
32𝑒
𝐻 2 (1+𝜂)(6𝑐12 𝑐2𝑦(1+𝜂)+
)𝐶𝑜𝑠[𝛼1 ]2
𝑣

𝑣
−

𝐴16=

3𝑣𝑦

16𝑐23 𝑒 √1+𝜂 𝐻 2 (1+𝜂)5⁄2 𝐶𝑜𝑠[𝛼1 ]2
3𝑣 2

𝑣𝑦

3⁄2 (−21c1c22 +4c6+4c6𝜂)

(1+𝜂)
32𝑒 √1+𝜂 𝐻 2 (1+𝜂)(−6c1c22 𝑦(1+𝜂)+

𝑣

,

)Cos[𝛼1 ]2

𝑣

,

𝐴17= 2𝑣𝑦 2 (1 + 𝜂)(117𝑐13 𝑐23 − 48𝑐1𝑐22 𝑐5(1 + 𝜂) − 48𝑐12 𝑐2(4𝑐2 + 𝑐6)(1 + 𝜂) + 16(1 +
𝜂)(𝑐8𝐻 2 + 4𝑐5𝑐6(1 + 𝜂)) + 16𝑐8𝐻 2 (1 + 𝜂)𝐶𝑜𝑠[2𝛼1 ])),
Where 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , 𝑐3 , 𝑐4 , 𝑐5 , 𝑐6 , 𝑐7 , 𝑐8 , 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 , 𝑟3 , 𝑟4 can be found using simple calculations.
4. Result and discussions
In this part of the work, graphical results are illustrated in order to figure out the impact of various
emerging parameters such as 𝜅, 𝐻, 𝜂, and A on velocity, temperature profiles, pressure rise, and trapping
phenomenon.
4.1. Velocity profile
The effect of Darcy number 𝐷𝑎 , Hartman number 𝐻 , Ree-Eyring fluid parameters 𝜂, 𝐴 , phase
difference parameter 𝜙, and lower wall amplitude parameter 𝑏 respectively on the velocity curve
quantifies in figure 2(a)-(f). we attributed an enhancement in the velocity ﬁeld at the center of the
channel due to the rise in Darcy number 𝐷𝑎, whereas it decreases over the rest of the channel crosssection by increasing Darcy number 𝐷𝑎 via figure 2(a). However, ascending values of Hartman number
𝐻 directly related to Lorentz force that resists the fluid flow and consequently decreases its velocity see
figure 2(b). Whereas From figures 2(c) and (d) two opposite behaviors are seen for the higher magnitude
of Ree-Eyring fluid parameters 𝜂 and 𝐴 respectively on velocity profile i.e. the magnitude of velocity is
an increment in 𝜂 resulted in an increase of 𝑢(𝑦) in the central part of the channel and decreases toward
the walls whereas this result is revers with 𝐴 impact. In figures, 2(e) and (f) two opposite reactions are
noticed on the velocity profile via increment of 𝜙 magnitude. It depicts 𝑢(𝑦) decays at the region(0 ≤
𝑦 ≤ 0.22), while it reflects increasing behavior for the rest channel. Larger values of 𝑏 parameter lead
to a reduction in velocity profile at the central part of the channel while this result is reversed toward the
boundaries.
(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. Velocity profile for different values of (a) permeability parameter 𝜅 (b) Hartman number 𝐻
(c) Ree- Eyring parameter 𝜂 (d) Ree- Eyring parameter 𝐴 (e) phase difference parameter 𝜙 (f) lower
wall amplitude parameter 𝑏 and for fixed values of parameters{𝑎 = 0.04, 𝑑 = 0.3, 𝜗 = 1.4, 𝑥 =
π
0.3, α1 = 6 }
4.2. Temperature distribution
In this part, we characterize graphical behavior of temperature distribution profile against variation of
Prandtl number 𝑃𝑟, Brinkman number 𝐵𝑟, thermal radiation parameter 𝑅𝑛, Hartman number 𝐻, Darcy
number 𝐷𝑎, heat generation parameter 𝐵1 . figure 3(a) reveals the direct reaction of 𝑃𝑟 on temperature
profile 𝜃(𝑦). Whereas increment of 𝐵𝑟 tends to drop in 𝜃(𝑦) field see figure 3(b). The impression of
𝜃(𝑦) against the ascending value of 𝑅𝑛 is considered in figure 3(c). We observed that 𝜃(𝑦) behaves as
an increasing function upon 𝑅𝑛 rises since it increases the surface heat flux so 𝜃(𝑦) is developed. It
reveals from figure 3(d) that increment of Hartman number causes markedly resistance to temperature
distribution profile. Due to enhancement in Darcy number,𝜃(𝑦) tends to raise near the boundary regions
whereas fluid temperature remains stable in the central part of the channel see figure 3(e). It is visualized
from figure 3(f) that the heat generation parameter 𝐵1 is directly proportional to the temperature
distribution profile.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3. Temperature profile for different values of (a) Prandtl number 𝑃𝑟 (b) Brinkman number
𝐵𝑟 (c) Thermal radiative number 𝑅𝑛 (d) Hartman number 𝐻 (e) Darcy number 𝐷𝑎
(f) Heat
𝜋
generation parameter 𝐵1 and for fixed parameters {𝑎 = 0.3, 𝑏 = 0.1, 𝑑 = 0.3, 𝜙 = 2 , 𝑥 = 0.1, 𝜂 =
𝜋

0.2, 𝐴 = 0.02, 𝜗 = 0.71, 𝛼1 = 2 }.

4.3. Pumping phenomenon
The most interesting phenomenon that is used to visualize the physiological behavior of fluids in the
peristaltic mechanism is characterized by pumping phenomena. figure 4 illustrates the consequence
of pressure rise ∆𝑝𝜆 against the averaged flow rate 𝜗 via variation of the following pertinent parameters
Hartman number 𝐻 , Darcy number 𝐷𝑎, Ree- Eyring parameters 𝜂, and 𝐴. The figures portrayed the
parabolic behavior for ∆𝑝𝜆 profile. Furthermore, we noticed that the whole pumping region varied into
four regions, the peristaltic pumping where(∆𝑝𝜆 > 0, 𝜗 > 0), augmented pumping where (∆𝑝𝜆 <
0, 𝜗 > 0) and (∆𝑝𝜆 < 0, 𝜗 < 0) and retrograde pumping where (∆𝑝𝜆 > 0, 𝜗 < 0) while free pumping
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is recognized for(∆𝑝𝜆 = 0). Figure 4(a) prepared to visualize the variation of ∆𝑝𝜆 against 𝜗 for various
values of 𝐻. It is obvious that higher values of 𝐻 cause the augmented and retrograde pumping regions
to decreases whereas growth in peristaltic pumping is witnessed. However, the completely opposite
response on pumping flow is appeared due to enhance 𝐷𝑎 magnitude which means the flow can pass
easily without imposing higher pressure shown in figure 4(b). One can contemplate from figures 4(c)
and 4(d), the dissimilar action for 𝜂, and 𝐴 parameters respectively on pumping characteristic i.e. 𝜂 is
developing the augmented and retrograde pumping regions while the peristaltic pumping has a
depressing function whereas this situation is absolutely reversed for enhancing 𝐴 parameter further free
pumping is recognized where (𝜗 > 0.55).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Pressure rise ∆𝑃𝜆 versus 𝜗 via various values of (a) Hartman number𝐻 (b) Darcy
number 𝐷𝑎 (c) Ree- Eyring parameter 𝜂 (d) Ree- Eyring parameter 𝐴 with {𝑎 = 0.1, 𝑏 = 0.3, 𝑑 =
𝜋
𝜋
𝜋
0.3, 𝜙 = 2 , 𝑦 = 0.1, 𝑡 = 0.1, 𝛼1 = 6 , 𝛼2 = 2 , Re = 0.1, Fr = 0.1}.
4.4. Trapping characteristic
Formation of a circular path or bolus interior the flow streamlines along the peristaltic wave is known
by trapping, we highlighted in this subsection upon the influences of some interesting pertinent
parameters like Hartman number 𝐻, Darcy number 𝐷𝑎, angle inclination parameter 𝛼1 , phase difference
parameter 𝜙, Ree-Eyring parameters 𝜂 and 𝐴 , and time flow rate parameter 𝜗 with respect to fixed
parameters {𝑎 = 0.3, 𝑏 = 0.1, 𝑑 = 0.3, 𝑡 = 0.1} on the trapping phenomenon. figure 5 captured the
diminished behavior for the streamlines contours in size and number due to a rise in 𝐻 magnitude which
leads to enhance Lorentz force that opposite the flow in return. Whereas figure 6 identifies the direct
influences of Darcy's number on the magnitude and number of moving trapping bolus. No remarkable
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changes on the streamlines pattern were seen for ascending variation in 𝛼1 values i.e. the trapping bolus
developed very slowly with 𝛼1 see figure 7. The significant impact of emerging parameter 𝜙 on
trapping bolus is outlined in figure 8, it is noticed that the size and number of trapped bolus declines
for higher values of 𝜙 . Figures 9 and 10 recorded enhancement impact for the two Ree- Eyring
embedded parameters 𝜂 and 𝐴 on trapping bolus phenomenon. An elevation of flow rate parameter 𝜗
produces more bolus as well as their size enhance see figure 11.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Streamlines contours for multiple values of Hartman number 𝐻 = {1, 1.5}
(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Streamlines contours for multiple values of Darcy number 𝐷𝑎 = {0.3, 0.8}.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Streamlines contours for multiple values of angle inclination parameter 𝛼1 = {𝜋/3, 𝜋}.
(a)

(b)

𝜋

Figure 8. Streamlines contours for multiple values of phase difference parameter ∅ = { 6 , 𝜋}.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 9. Streamlines contours for multiple values of Ree-Eyring fluid parameter 𝜂 = {0.2, 0.6}.
(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Streamlines contours for multiple values of Ree-Eyring fluid parameter 𝐴 = {0.1, 0.3}.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 11. Streamlines contours for multiple values of time flow rate parameter 𝜗 = {1, 1.8}.
5. conclusions
In this investigation, several effects like inclined MHD, convective conditions, porous media, and
radiative thermal on the peristaltic transport of Ree-Eyring fluid through the asymmetric channel are
presented. The dimensionless nonlinear partial differential equations are simplified by adopting the
restriction of infinite wavelength and small Renold numbers and then solved exactly using the
perturbation technique. Some major outcomes from the graphical analysis of this study are listed below:
1.The velocity profile showed mixed responses throughout the channel via increasing all pertinent
interesting physical parameters 𝐻, 𝐷𝑎, ∅, 𝜂, 𝐴, 𝑏.
2. The Effect of Hartman number𝐻, Ree-Eyring fluid parameter𝐴, and lower wall amplitude parameter
𝑏 on the velocity distribution is totally same and completely opposite 𝐷𝑎, ∅, 𝜂 impact.
3. It is noticed from figures that Brinkman number oppositely affected on temperature distribution
profile whereas Prandtl number directly affected on 𝜃(𝑦).
4. Hartman number 𝐻 shows a decreasing behavior on temperature profile while 𝜃(𝑦) is increasing
function with radiative thermal parameter 𝑅𝑛 .
5. The temperature distribution axial greatly affected by risen up heat generation parameter 𝐵1 however,
one can be noticed that 𝜃(𝑦) enhanced near the walls and remains stable in the central part of the
channel due to increasing Darcy number 𝐷𝑎 .
6. The pressure rise profile shows a parabolic nature moreover growth in peristaltic pumping is noticed
for 𝐻 whereas the opposite result is found via ascending magnitude of 𝐷𝑎.
7. The graphical discussion portrayed totally opposite behavior for Ree-Eyring parameters 𝜂 and 𝐴 on
pressure rise.
8. Two asymmetric regions observed for the trapping phenomenon as well as the figures pretend to
increase the trapped bolus magnitude and the number of circulation with 𝐷𝑎, 𝜂, 𝐴, 𝜙 , and flow rate
parameter 𝜗, in other hands a diminished function for 𝐻 on trapped bolus is seen.
9. No remarkable effect of 𝛼1 on trapping, phenomena is noticed.
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Abstract. The dynamic fault tree expands fault tree by giving the design of complex system
components' actions and crossings. Because DFT is high grade design and simple to use it is
proving a rising not fail through reliability researchers. Unluckily, an issue of problems as yet
stays when we using DFT These problems are (1) There are no formalities, (2) restriction in
symbolic analysis and thus sensitiveness to increasing the trouble, and (3) there is a few of
modular type- structure. Chain of Markov (I/O-IMC) input/output formularization are used to
analyse DFT. I/O-IMC have accurate semantics and are expansion of uninterrupted-time Markov
chains with output and input conducts.

1. Introduction
There are many diverse items of the dynamic fault tree analysis which are: dynamic gates, static gates
and basic event. The determining the gates on dynamic fault tree analysis we become strong analysis of
action and reaction through member of complex system which produce a dynamic fault tree analysis
more developed than static fault tree analysis. Through figuring a DFT three major dynamic gates: stand
by (spare) gate, primacy (priority) gate (PAND) and functional dependency gate which are usually used.
FT were evolved to accelerate unreliability analysis of the minuteman skyrocket system, which stock a
precise, schematic, conjectural procedure to construe reliability. Conventional FT used Boolean gates
to illustrate how the component fiascos fuse together make system fiasco which are analyze utilizing cut
sets (or Boolean algebraic technique) or Monte Carlo emulation.
2. Preliminaries
In this Section some definitions about fault tree, dynamic fault tree, static fault trees are given
2.1 Definition [8]: A fault tree is formulation fugue impersonation of certain relationships which effect
a system hazard backwards to search for all its possible causes.
2.2 Definition [5]: Static Fault Trees (briefly SFT or FT) are consisting of gates OR, AND, and K-outof-N, they are combinatorial or fixed (static) gates.
2.3 Definition [5]: Dynamic Fault Trees (briefly DFT) consisting of in addition to the static gates (OR,
AND, and K-out-of-N), basic events, and dynamic gates (PAND, FDEP, WSP, and SEQ).
2.4 Definition [7]: A fault tree is a figural exemplification of specific connections which effect a system
hazard back terms for all its potential causes.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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2.5 Definition [7]: A path set is a collection of fault tree commences which if none of them exist will
surety that the top event not exist.
2.6 Definition [8]: A cut set is collection of synthesizes which that when the synthesizes in the cut are
taken away the system there is no route from one station to the other.
2.7 Definition [8]: A minimal cut set is a least set of fault tree commences which if all happen, will give
rise to the top event to happen
3. Dynamic gates
Pictorial display and explications of most usually used dynamic gates are presented in figure (1). Spare
gates have one mine and one or several stand by (spare) inputs. When initial input event was fail, spare
input substitutes it. Stand by gates make output when elementary and all stand by events fail. There are
many kinds of spare gates: cool gates(CSP), snug (warm) gates (WSP) and spicy (hot) gates (HSP). If
the amount of fault eventuality of particular component is equal to 𝛾, in state when component actions
as stand by, value of failure probability equal to 𝛿𝛾, if 𝛿 = 0, gate is cool(CSP) and it is inactive
(quiescent) state. If 𝛿 = 1, gate is spicy (HSP). In other hands if 0 < 𝛿 < 1 gate is snug (WSP).
Functional dependency gate(FDEP) contains of causative event (basic event or output for rational gate)
and vassal events. All vassal (dependent) events rely on causative (trigger) event. When causative event
occurs, all vassal events have occur. Output of gate (FDEP) is not taking into reckoning in computation
of fiasco likelihood. Primacy gate (PAND) which has two input A and B, both of them can be basic or
outputs of other logical gates. Primacy gates unsuccessful if all input components failure in the coincided
row.

output

Mine input

output

Side input

Trigger
event

Dependent event

B- Functional dependency gate FDEP

A- Spare gate

output

Outp
ut

SEQ

1
Inputs

……...

n

D-Sequent gate SEQ

C- Priority gate (PAND)
Figure (1) Dynamic Gates
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4. Reduction method:
In this section we introduce a method to calculate the failure of some systems once in fault tree and in
dynamic fault tree.
4.1 Reduction fault tree: Consider that the fault tree in the figure (2):

T

H1

H2

L

N

H3

M

N

H4

L

Figure (2) Fault tree

By using Boolean algebra:
T = H1. H2, H1 = L + H3, H2 = N + H4, H3 = M+ N, H4 = L. M
T = H1. H2
= [L + H3] [N + H4]
Substitute H3 by M + N
= [ L + (M + N)] [N + H4]
= L. N + L H4 +N. H3 + H3. H4
= L. N + L. H4 + N. M+ N. N+ M. H4 + N. H4
= (L. N + N. M + N + N. H4) + L. H4 + M. H4
= N + L. H4 + M. H4 = N + L (L. M) + (L. M) = N + L. M + L. M
= N + L. M
New the equivalent fault tree is:

3

M
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T

L.M

N

L

M

Figure (3) reduction fault tree

4.2 Example (1):
Suppose that the fault tree in the figure (2) and assume that each component (L, M and N) has
reliability (0.9) then the reliability of a system is as follow:
T = H1. H2 ,then from 5.1 we get that :𝑇 = 𝑁 + 𝐿. 𝑀
𝑇 = 0.9 + (0.9 ∗ 0.9) = 0.729
4.3 Reduction dynamic fault tree:
Assume that dynamic fault tree as showing in figure (4):

T

A

Proc1

B

Proc6

D

C

Proc7

Proc2

Figure (4) Dynamic Fault Tree
4

Proc4

Proc5

Proc3
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T

4/7

3/5

7Proc

Figure (5)

The Dynamic fault tree (DFT) in figure (4) can be consider as a Fault tree of type k-out-of –n or (4 outof 7) as in figure (5) by replacing a set of OR gates one for each basic event instead of the functional
dependency gate (FDFP) which easier in calculation of system reliability.
The fault tree in figure (5) can be represented as a parallel series system contains (35) paths since the
7!
7×6×5×4!
combination (7−4)! 4! = 3! × 4! = 35
We get the same numerical results for the two fault trees in figure (4) and (5).

1

4/7

2
IN

OUT

3

7
Figure (6) for a system 4-out-of-7
For simplicity to engineers and technologists we can change DFT into equivalent SFT via replacing a
set of OR gates one for each basic event instead of the dynamic gate (FDEP) i.e.𝑀𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 as
shown in Figure (7) below :
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T
4\7

C7

C6

C5

C3

C4

C2

C1

Figure (7) dynamic gate (FDEP)
For getting 𝑟 successes out of 𝑛 trials the reliability of 𝑟 − 𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑜𝑓 − 𝑛 system 𝑅𝑆 is :
𝑛
𝑛
𝑅𝑆 = ∑ ( ) (𝑅)𝑟 (1 − 𝑅)𝑛−𝑟
𝑟
𝑥=𝑟

4.4 Example (2):
A space vehicle need three out of four engines to operate to achieve orbit. If every engine has a reliability
of 0.97, then to calculate the reliability of achieving orbit.
Sol:
𝑅𝑆 = (43)(0.97)3 (0.03)4−3 + (44)(0.97)4 (0.03)4−4
= 4(0.97)3 (0.03) + (0.97)4
= 4(0.912673)(0.03) + (0.88529281)
= 0.10952076 + 0.88529281
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑅𝑆 = 0.99481357
Conclusion
In this study a reduction method is used for a dynamic fault tree (DFT) to a simpler fault tree and we
get the same numerical result since the DFT is an important too in reliability of complex system for the
analysis is of two cases quantitative and qualitative which have a great role to determine the system
failure.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Abstract. This paper presents the concepts of prepaths, paths, and cycles in 𝛼-topological spaces
and studies them in orderable spaces. Also, many relationships are proved with their
equivalences using some properties in topological spaces like compactness and locally
connectedness.

1. Introduction
Graph theory is an important part of mathematics, so many sciences are interested in the applications of
graphs in multiple aspects [1]. Paths and cycles are some of basic combinatorial properties of graphs
which are defined in [2, 3, 4] in addition in general topology in [5, 6, 7]. Cyclically orderable spaces are
defined and studied in [8], and some new concepts are presented in [9].
Many years ago, many concepts had been studied in topological spaces, like 𝛼-open (𝛼-closed) sets
[10] and they have generalized and developed to get another new concept with new relationships to
extend the mathematics knowledges [11, 12, 13].
In this paper, we introduce the concepts of prepaths, paths, and cycles with the topological viewpoint
in 𝛼-topological space. Also, we study their equivalence relationships with convexity and intervals in
an orderable space. In addition compactness, order-complete, and locally connectedness.
2. Preliminaries and basic definitions
Through this section, any graph G contains the set of vertices VG and the set of edges EG . The non-empty
set X = VG ∪ EG used to define a topology τ on it which satisfied the general topological conditions,
and for simplest (X, τ) refers to the topological space that we constructed it. For A ⊆ X, the interior and
the closure of A in X with respect to τ are denoted by Int(A) and Cl(A). A sub set A is said to be an αopen set, if it satisfied A ⊆ Int(Cl(Int(A))) for all A ⊆ X, and the complement of A in X is an α-closed
set. It is clear that every open set is α-open, but in general the reverse is not true. We obtain an αtopology τα by taking all α-open sets, and (X, τα ) is an α-topological space. Furthermore, the interior
of A in this space with respect to τα is denoted by α-Int(A) = ∪ { B | B ⊆ A, B is α-open}, while the
closure of A denoted by α-Cl A) = ∩ { B | A ⊆ B, B is α-closed}.
We recall some basic definitions, remarks and facts in topology and graph.
Definition 2.1: Let X be a topological space, then:
1) X is called connected space if there do not exist two disjoint, nonempty, open sets A and B such that
X = A ∪ B. Otherwise, X is disconnected [7].
2) X is called separated space if there are two unordered disjoint subsets of X such that each one is the
complement of the other [7].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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3) if A is a subset of X, then the intersection of Cl(A) and Cl(X - A) is called the boundary points of A
[5].
4) the component of X is the largest connected subspace of X, and an adherent component denoted as
K(x) \ {x} is the component of X contains x without x itself [3].
5) X is said to be S1 -space if every singleton is either open or closed [3].
6) an α-topological space X is called an α-separated space if there are two unordered disjoint subsets
of X, such that each one is the complement of the other [9].
7) any family of X has the finite intersection property if the intersection is non-empty of any finite
subfamily [7].
8) if B ⊆ X , then the intersection of all α-open sets contained B is called α-surrounding set of B, and
denoted by B α⋄ [9].
Definition 2.2 [3]: If x is any point in a connected topological space X, and X \ {x} is not connected,
then x is called a cutpoint of X . Otherwise x is a non-cutpoint (that is an endpoint).
Theorem 2.3 [3]: Let X be a topological space, then the next statements are equivalence:
(A) ∀ x, y, z ∈ X: x < y < z, there exists a total order ≤ on X such that y disconnects x from z.
(B) for each triple of points S in X, there exists a point in S which disconnects the other two.
(C) ∀ x ∈ X, every adherent component of x denoted by K(x) \ {x}, has at most one endpoint, also any
cutpoint is strongly cutpoint.
Corollary 2.4 [3]: Let X be a connected topological space has at least four points, then X is S1 -space,
and any two non-incident points disconnect the others, but no one do.
Definition 2.5 [3]: Let X be a connected topological space, then :
1) X is a prepath denoted by P if |X| ≤ 2 with any topology except the indiscrete one, otherwise, X
satisfies theorem (2.3) when |X| ≥ 3.
2) a prepath is called a path if it is locally connected.
3) X is a precycle if it satisfies corollary (2.4).
4) a locally connected precycle is called a cycle.
Facts 2.6 [3,7]:
A) Let A be a connected subset of a connected topological space X, and K a component of X \ A. Then
X \ K is connected.
B) Let Y be a subspace of a topological space X, then any component of Y is contained in a component
of X.
C) let X be a topological space with exactly two components, then {K1 , K 2 } is a separation of X if and
only if K1 , K 2 are the components of X.
D) If C is a connected subset of a topological space, and A is a subset such that C ⊆ A ⊆ Cl(C), then A
is connected.
E) A topological space X is locally connected if and only if each component of each open set is open.
Definition 2.7 [3]: If P is a prepath, then the interval topology on P is the collection of intervals of P
which is a base for a this topology on P.
Theorem 2.8 [3]: A prepath is locally connected if and only if the topology concurs with the interval
topology.
Definition 2.9 [3]: Let ≤ be a binary relation on X with a ∈ X, then ω(x) = {x ∈ X | x > a}, Ω (x) = {x
∈ X | x ≥ a}, δ(x) = {x ∈ X | x < a} and ∆(x) = {x ∈ X | x ≤ a}.
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Definition 2.10 [11]: Let ≤ be a total order on X, a subset of X of the form L ∩ U is an interval where
U and L are taking one of the following forms:
1. X.
2. ω(a), for some a ∈ X and (δ(b), for some b ∈ X).
3. Ω(a), for some a ∈ X and (∆(b), for some b ∈ X).
Definition 2.11 [3]: Let X be a totally ordered space. A subset S of X is said to be convex if for all a, b
∈ S, and a < x < b, then x ∈ S for all x ∈ X.
Theorem 2.12 [3]: Let S be a subset of a complete totally ordered set, then it is convex if and only if S
is an interval.
Definition 2.13 [3]: A convex subset containing exactly two points is called a jump.
Definition 2.14 [3]: A convex subset S of a totally ordered space X is said to be a chain, if S is order
isomorphic onto a convex subset of Z.
Corollary 2.15 [3]: Every chain in a totally ordered space is contained in a maximal one.
Corollary 2.16 [3]: Any two maximal chains in a totally ordered set are disjoint.
Definition 2.17 [3]: Let X be any set, S ⊆ X with a binary relation on X, S is said to be strongly upperbounded (lower-bounded) if S has a maximum (respectively, minimum) M (respectively, m), where M
(respectively, m) is strictly bounded from above (respectively, below). Also, S is strongly bounded if it
is both strong (upper-bounded and lower-bounded). However, S is partially strongly bounded if it
satisfies one of them.
We notice that a chain is finite if it has both minimum and maximum.
Corollary 2.18 [9]: Let X be an α-topological space, and x, y, z ∈ X. If y α-separates x and z, then y αdisconnects x and z.
Corollary 2.19 [9]: Let X be an α-connected topological space, x is an α-cutpoint of X, then only one of
the next statements are holding for any α-separation {B1 , B2 }of X \ {x}:
1. {x} is α-closed, Bi is α-open in X, and α-Cl(Bi ) = Bi ∪{x} is α-closed, for i = 1,2
2. {x} is α-open, Bi is α-closed in X, and Biα⋄ = Bi ∪{x} is α-open, for i = 1, 2.
Theorem 2.20 [9]: Let X be an α-connected topological space, x be an α-cutpoint of X, then there exist
two nonempty α-closed sets F1 , F2 in X, such that F1 ∪ F2 ∪ {x} = X, {F1 \ {x}, F2 \ {x}} is an αseparation of X \ {x} and only one of the following statements are holding:
1. {x} = (F1 ∩ F2 ) with {x} is an α-closed.
2. {F1 , F2 , {x}} is a partition of X with {x} is an α-open.
Theorem 2.21 [9]: If X is an α-connected topological space, h is an α-hyperedge of X with finite number
of α-boundary points, then each α-component of X \ {h} includes an α-boundary point of h. Specifically,
X \ {h} contains at most two α-connected components, when h is an edge.
Corollary 2.22 [9]: Let X be an α-connected topological space, x is a cutedge, then an α-adherent
component K α (x) \ {x} contains exactly two α-connected components, each α-component consisting of
one α-boundary point of x.
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Definition 2.23 [3]: An ordered pair (A, B) is said to be a gap, if A and B have no maximum and no
minimum respectively.
Fact 2.24 [3]: Any total order has no gaps if and only if it is order-complete.
Definition 2.25 [3]: Let X be any set, a triplex relation S ⊆ X 3 is said to be a cyclic order on X if:
* (a, b, c) ∉ S where a ≠ b ≠ c ≠ a if and only if (c, b, a) ∈ S
* if (a, b, c) ∈ S, then (b, c, a) ∈ S
* if (a, b, c) ∈ S and (a, c, d) ∈ S, then (a, b, d) ∈ S
If S is a cyclic order on X and Y is a subset of X, then there exists a cyclic order S ∗ = S ∩ Y 3 inherited
on Y by the classes contains all its elements in Y.
Furthermore, the ordered space S ∗ is called a cyclic subsequence of S, where S is finite.
3. Prepaths in Alpha Topological Spaces
In this section, we introduce some concepts of α-topological spaces and investigate the relationships
between them.
The first important theorem can be proven in the same way as in [3], we need it here to define an αprepath and in the proof of theorem (3.4).
Theorem 3.1: Let X be a topological space, then the next statements are equivalents:
(A) ∀ x, y, z ∈ X: x < y < z, there exists a total order ≤ on X such that y α-disconnects x from z.
(B) For each triple of points S in X, there exists a point in S which α-disconnects the other two.
(C) ∀ x ∈ X, every α-adherent component of x denoted as K α (x) \ {x}, has at most one endpoint, also
any α-cutpoint is strongly α-cutpoint.
(*) if X is an α-connected in this theorem, then the 3rd statement means that for all x ∈ X, X \ {x} has
mostly two α-component contains one endpoint in each one.
Definition 3.2: An an 𝛼-connected topological space X is said to be an 𝛼-prepath denoted by 𝑃𝛼 if |X| ≤
2 with any 𝛼-topology except the indiscreet one, otherwise |X| ≥ 3 and X satisfies the conditions of
theorem (3.1).
Definition 3.3: An 𝛼-topological space X is said to be 𝛼-topologized graph if:
* any singleton is either 𝛼-open or 𝛼-closed.
* X has at most two 𝛼-boundary points, for all x ∈ X.
The next theorem shows that an 𝛼-prepath is always an 𝛼-topologized graph.
Theorem 3.4: Let X be an 𝛼-connected topological space, if X is an 𝛼-prepath then:
1. X is an 𝛼-topologized graph.
2. Every edge in X is a cutedge or a loop which is an endpoint.
Proof: Suppose X is an 𝛼-prepath, then X has many cases. Firstly, X is trivially an 𝛼-topologized graph
if it is an empty set because it is 𝛼-clopen . Secondly, When X is a singleton element, so it has a unique
point and it is 𝛼-open and 𝛼-closed. Thirdly, when X have two points, we can get exactly two 𝛼connected topologies, the first one is the indiscrete 𝛼-topology which excepted in definition (3.2) and
the second one is an 𝛼-topologized graph with exactly one vertex with one loop.
Finally, when X has at least three points, we must prove it is an 𝛼-topologized graph by satisfying the
conditions of definition (3.3). Now, we discuss being x is an 𝛼-cutpoint or an 𝛼-endpoint. Suppose that
x is an 𝛼-cutpoint, it is either 𝛼-open or 𝛼-closed by corollary (2.19). Furthermore, all 𝛼-cutpoints are
strong 𝛼-cutpoints by theorem (3.1 part C). Thus, when x is an 𝛼-open, we have that an 𝛼-boundary of
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x contains exactly two points by theorem (2.21). So, x is a proper edge, that is a cutedge because x is an
𝛼-cutpoint.
Now, suppose that x is an endpoint, so X must has at least one 𝛼-cutpoint, and mostly two endpoints
because it has at least three points. Let y be any 𝛼-cutpoint in X, and 𝐴𝑦 , 𝐵𝑦 be the 𝛼-connected
components of X \ {y}. Define C as the set of all 𝛼-cutpoints, and = ⋂𝑦∈𝐶 ̅̅̅̅
𝐴𝑦 , so 𝑥 ∈ 𝐴𝑦 implies that
𝑥 ∈ 𝑊.
Now, assume that y is another endpoint in W, such that 𝑦 ≠ 𝑥, and take another point to be an 𝛼cutpoint like w. Since y ∈ W, we have that 𝑦 ∈ ̅̅̅̅
𝐴𝑤 , by theorem (2.20) which leads to either 𝑦 ∈ 𝐴𝑤 or
y = w. That means x and y lie in the same 𝛼-connected component of X \ {w}, that is a contradiction
with (*) of theorem (3.1) since the component contains two endpoints together. Also the second choice
impossibly hold, because y an endpoint and w is an 𝛼-cutpoint. Hence, W does not contain any endpoints
excepting x.
Suppose that 𝑦1 ≠ 𝑦2 are two 𝛼-cutpoints in W. Clearly, x cannot 𝛼-disconnect 𝑦1 and 𝑦2 because
it is an endpoint. So, for the three elements {x, 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 }, if 𝑦1 𝛼-disconnects x with 𝑦2 , then 𝑦2 ∉ 𝐴𝑦1
implies 𝑦2 ∉ 𝑊 (otherwise if 𝑦2 𝛼-disconnects x with 𝑦1 , then 𝑦1 ∉ 𝐴𝑦2 implies 𝑦1 ∉ 𝑊), by using
(3.1B) is a contradiction. So, W contains mostly one element besides x, and it is an 𝛼-cutpoint. If W =
{x}, then {x} is 𝛼-closed, since it is the intersection of 𝛼-closed sets. Otherwise, when W = {x, y} for
some 𝛼-cutpoint y, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐴𝑦 . Hence 𝐴𝑦 = {x} is 𝛼-open and 𝛼-Cl(x) = {x, y} by corollary (2.19), (that is
a loop).
Corollary 3.5: Let X be an 𝛼-connected topological space, x, y, z ∈ X, then only one of them 𝛼disconnects the others.
Proof: Suppose that y 𝛼-disconnect x and z, and assume that 𝐾𝛼 (𝑥) define the 𝛼-component of X \ {y}
which contains x. So X \ 𝐾𝛼 (𝑥) is an 𝛼-connected set containing y and z without x by (2.6A). So x can
not 𝛼-disconnect y from z. By the same way, z cannot 𝛼-disconnect x from y.
The next theorem is proved in [9], and it is very useful in our proofs.
Theorem 3.6: If X be an 𝛼-connected topological space, x is an 𝛼-cutpoint of X. If {A, B} is an 𝛼separation of X \ {x}, then A ∪ {x} is an 𝛼-connected (so as B).
The next theorem shows that 𝛼-disconnected and 𝛼-separated are equivalent in 𝛼-connected prepaths.
Theorem 3.7: Let X be an 𝛼-connected topological space, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) ∀ x, y, z ∈ X, there exists a total order ≤ on X such that, if x < y < z, then y is a strong 𝛼-cutpoint
and 𝛼-disconnects x from z.
(2) ∀ x, y, z ∈ X, there exists a total order ≤ on X such that, if x < y < z, then y 𝛼-separates x from z.
(3) ∀ x, y, z ∈ X, there exists a total order ≤ on X such that, if x < y < z, then y 𝛼-disconnects x from
z.
(4) For any three disjoint points, there exists exactly one of them that 𝛼-disconnects the others.
(5) For any three disjoint points, there exists exactly one of them that 𝛼-separates the others.
(6) For any three disjoint points, there exists exactly one strong 𝛼-cutpoint of them that 𝛼-disconnects
the others.
Proof: Firstly, we should prove the equivalent of the first three statements, and later we should prove
the last three of them.
(1) ⇒ (2) ⇒ (3) ⇒ (1)
(1) ⇒ (2); Let x < y < z, then X \ {y} has exactly two 𝛼-connected components, 𝐾𝑥 , 𝐾𝑧 such that x ∈
𝐾𝑥 , z ∈ 𝐾𝑧 . So we obtain that {𝐾𝑥 , 𝐾𝑧 } is an 𝛼-separation of X \ {y}, and y 𝛼-separates x and z by facts
(2.6C)
(2) ⇒ (3); This prove is coming immediately from corollary (2.18).
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(3) ⇒ (1); Since y 𝛼-disconnects x from z by (3), implies that y is an 𝛼-cutpoint, and a strong 𝛼-cutpoint
by using theorem (3.1).
(6) ⇒ (5) ⇒ (4) ⇒ (6)
(6) ⇒ (5); Take any three disjoint points such that one of them is strong 𝛼-cutpoint, so it 𝛼-disconnects
the others. Also it 𝛼-separetes them.
(5) ⇒ (4); This prove is coming immediately from corollary (2.18).
(4) ⇒ (6); Since there exists one point that 𝛼-disconnects the others, implies that it is an 𝛼-cutpoint, and
a strong 𝛼-cutpoint by using theorem (3.1).
Now to prove the equivalent between the two sets of statements, we shall prove that (3) and (4) are
coincides.
(3) ⇔ (4): This proves is direct from conditions of theorem (3.1).
Corollary 3.8: Let X be an 𝛼-connected topological space, and the total order ≤ on X is satisfying the
2nd condition of theorem (3.7). If y 𝛼-separates x from z, then either x < y < z, otherwise z < y < x.
Proof: Since y 𝛼-separates x from z, then there exists an 𝛼-separation {H, K} of X \ {y} such that x ∈
H and z ∈ K. So x < y < z. But, if the result not hold, assume that y < x < z, (x < z < y). Then x should
𝛼-separate y and z (z should 𝛼-separate x and y). But by theorem (3.6) {y} ∪ K (H ∪{y}) is an 𝛼connected subset containing y and z but not x (containing x and y but not z), this is contradiction.
Definition 3.9: Let 𝑃𝛼 be any 𝛼-prepath, then every total order defined on 𝑃𝛼 is said to be 𝛼-compatible
with 𝑃𝛼 when it is satisfying conditions of theorem (3.7).
Theorem 3.10: Any subset B of an 𝛼-prepath 𝑃𝛼 is an 𝛼-connected if and only if B is an 𝛼-prepath.
Moreover, any compatible total order of an 𝛼-connected subset of 𝑃𝛼 is exactly this one inherits from
𝑃𝛼 .
Proof: Let B be an 𝛼-prepath subset of an 𝛼-prepath X, if B is an 𝛼-disconnected, then that is
contradiction with theorem (3.1), so B is an 𝛼-connected.
Conversely, let B is an 𝛼-connected subset, and ≤𝐵 is inherited total order by B from a compatible one
≤ on 𝑃𝛼 . Let x, y, z ∈ B and x <𝐵 y <𝐵 z, implies that x < y < z and y 𝛼-disconnects x from z, that is
mean, each of x and z belong to different 𝛼-components of X \ {y}, so they belong to different 𝛼connected components of B \ {y}. Hence ≤𝐵 on B satisfies the 3rd condition of the theorem (3.7).
Definition 3.11: Let 𝑃𝛼 be an 𝛼-prepath, a point x ∈ 𝑃𝛼 is internal if it is not extremum with respect to a
compatible total order, and terminal otherwise, so the 𝛼-cutpoints are the internal points, and the
endpoints are the terminal.
Definition 3.12: An 𝛼-prepath is said to be 𝛼-bounded, if the compatible total orders are 𝛼-bounded.
That means, it is an 𝛼-prepath with two terminal points. Moreover, some compatible total order is 𝛼bounded from above (respectively, below) but not from below (respectively, above), the 𝛼-prepath is
said to be one-sided.
Definition 3.13: Let X be an 𝛼-topological space, a, b ∈ X, a subset 𝑃𝛼 of X is said to be an ab- 𝛼-prepath
if it is a (bounded) 𝛼-prepath with two terminal points a minimum point and b maximum point.
Definition 3.14: Let X be an 𝛼-topological space, X is said to be an ab-𝛼-prepath connected space, if X
contains an 𝛼-prepath for every a, b ∈ X.
Theorem 3.15: Let 𝑃𝛼 be 𝛼-prepath, then a point x ∈ 𝑃𝛼 is an endpoint if and only if it is an extremum
with respect to a compatible total order. Furthermore, very 𝛼-prepath has at most two endpoints.
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Proof: Let x ∈ 𝑃𝛼 be an endpoint, to prove x is extremum. Assume that x is not extremum (not minimum
nor maximum) with respect to a compatible total order ≤, then there exist two points a, b such that a
< x < b, so we obtain that x is an 𝛼-cutpoint. That is a contradiction, hence every non 𝛼-cutpoint is a
maximum or a minimum. Conversely, if x is not an endpoint, it is an 𝛼-cutpoint, then there exists at
least two points a, b such that x 𝛼-separates them. So we get a < x < b (b < x < a) by corollary (3.8),
implies that x is not maximum nor minimum (not extremum). That is contradicting the hypothesis, hence
X is an endpoint.
Let 𝑃𝛼 be 𝛼-prepath, and has three distinct endpoints a, b, c in X. Then any two of them must be 𝛼disconnected by the third one, which became an 𝛼-cutpoint. That is contradiction. Therefore, 𝑃𝛼 must
has at most two endpoints.
The next corollary shows that if x is an 𝛼-cutpoint, then either 𝛿(x) or ∆(x)((ω(x) or 𝛺(x)) is 𝛼-open.
Corollary 3.16: Let 𝑃𝛼 be 𝛼-prepath, x ∈ 𝑃𝛼 be an internal point with a fixed compatible total order.
Then one of the following must satisfy:
(1) x is an edge, ∆(x) and 𝛺(x) are 𝛼-open, 𝛿(x) and ω(x) are 𝛼-closed, (𝛿(𝑥))𝛼⋄ = ∆(x) and (𝜔(𝑥))𝛼⋄
= 𝛺(x).
(2) x is a vertex, ∆(x) and 𝛺(x) are 𝛼-closed, 𝛿(x) and ω(x) are 𝛼-open, 𝛼-Cl(𝛿(x)) = ∆(x) and 𝛼-Cl(ω(x))
= 𝛺(x).
Proof: Assume x is an internal point, and fixed ≤ as a compatible order, then x is an 𝛼-cutpoint and a
strong 𝛼-cutpoint by theorem (3.1). Suppose that 𝐾1 , 𝐾2 are the two 𝛼-components of 𝑃𝛼 \ {x}. So we
can prove that {𝐾1 , 𝐾2 } = {𝛿(x), ω(x)}, by using definition (2.17). But, if not, then there exist two
points a ∈ 𝐾1 , b ∈ 𝐾2 such that a < x < b. Hence x is 𝛼-disconnected a from b. This is contradiction,
since 𝐾1 , 𝐾2 are two 𝛼-connected sets containing a and b respectively but not x.
Definition 3.17: Let 𝑃𝛼 be an 𝛼-prepath with a fix compatible order, and let a ∈ 𝑃𝛼 . The 𝛼-open tail from
a upwards (respectively, downwards) is the largest 𝛼-open subset of 𝑃𝛼 contained in 𝛺(a) (∆(a)).
- If a is a terminal point, we have two cases: when a is maximum then the 𝛼-open tail from a upwards
is 𝑃𝛼 , and when a is minimum the 𝛼-open tail from a downwards is {a} where {a} is 𝛼-open or equal ∅
if not.
- If a is an 𝛼-cutpoint, the 𝛼-open tail from a upwards (downwards) is 𝜔(x) (𝛿(x)) or 𝛺(x) (∆(x))
depending on what condition is satisfied from corollary (3.16).
Definition 3.18: Let 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 be any two points in an 𝛼-topologized hypergraph H, then{𝑥1 , 𝑥2 } is said to
be an edge-vertex incident pair if any one of them is a vertex and the other is an incident edge.
Theorem 3.19: If 𝑃𝛼 is an 𝛼-prepath, then:
1. {x, y} is an edge-vertex incident pair if and only if it is a jump with respect to a compatible total
order.
2. any terminal edge exactly has one endvertex, and any internal edge has exactly two endvertices.
Proof: Suppose that e is an edge with an incident vertex v, and {e, v} is not a jump. If e < v or (v < e),
this leads to the existence of a point x such that e < x < v or (v < x < e) . So we obtain y is an 𝛼cutpoint, by using theorem (3.15), and (x,∞) is an 𝛼-open set containing v but not e, by corollary (3.16)
and definition (3.17).That is a contradiction, since e and v are incident.
Conversely, Let ≤ be an compatible total order, and {x, y} a jump. Assume that x < y or (y < x), then
𝑃𝛼 = ∆(x) ∪ 𝛺(y), where they are disjoint. If x, y are both edges, then both these sets are 𝛼-open, but if
they are both vertices, then both these sets are 𝛼-closed, by corollary (3.16). Hence, {∆(x), 𝛺(x)} is an
𝛼-separation of 𝑃𝛼 , which contradiction with being 𝑃𝛼 is 𝛼-connected.
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Since every edge is a cutedge or a loop from theorem (3.4). So an internal edge is a cutedge, by theorem
(3.15). Therefore, it has exactly two endvertices by corollary (2.22), and since terminal points are not 𝛼cutpoints, then they are loops. Therefore, they are incident with exactly one vertex.
Corollary 3.20: Let 𝑃𝛼 be an 𝛼-prepath, 𝐴 be a convex subset of 𝑃𝛼 with at least two points. If a ∈ 𝐴\𝐴𝛼° ,
then a is an extremum point for A, but not for 𝑃𝛼 .
Proof: Let ≤ be an compatible total order for 𝑃𝛼 . Assume that there exist two points in A such that a
between them, (that is ∃ x, y ∈ A, where x < a < y). Then 〈𝑥, 𝑦〉 is 𝛼-open contains a, but A is convex,
then a is contained in A, so a ∈ 𝐴𝛼° , that is a contradiction. Therefore, a is an extremum point of A. To
prove that a is not an extremum point of 𝑃𝛼 let b be another point in A. By contradiction, let a be a
minimum point of 𝑃𝛼 , then [a, 𝑏⟩ = (-∞, 𝑏⟩ is an 𝛼-open subset of A containing a. That is contradiction,
hence a cannot be a minimum for 𝑃𝛼 . By the same way a can not be a maximum. Therefore, a is not an
extremum for 𝑃𝛼 .
The following theorem can be proven similarly as in [3], and we need it in the subsequence details of
proofs.
Theorem 3.21: A subset of an 𝛼-prepath is an 𝛼-connected if and only if it is convex.
Corollary 3.22: If 𝑃𝛼 is an 𝛼-prepath and ≤ a compatible total order, then ≤ is an order-complete.
Proof: By way of contradiction, we must prove that there are no gaps, let (A, B) be a gap, and A must
be convex, since (A, B) is a cut. If A is not 𝛼-open, then there exists some point a ∈ 𝐴 \𝐴𝛼° by corollary
(3.20). So a is an extremum for A, and the same as B, which is contradicting the definition of a gap
definition (2.23). Therefore A and B are 𝛼-open, then {A, B} is an 𝛼-separation of the 𝛼-connected
space 𝑃𝛼 , that is contradiction.
Corollary 3.23: Let X be an 𝛼-prepath, M ⊆ X, then the next statements are equivalent:
(1) M is 𝛼-connected.
(2) M is an 𝛼-prepath.
(3) M is convex.
(4) M is an interval.
Proof: We prove (1) ↔ (2) by using theorem (3.10), and (2) ↔ (3) by using theorem (3.21), and (3) ↔
(4) by using theorem (2.12), so to prove (4) ↔ (1) we use corollary (2.22) and corollary (3.22).
Theorem 3.24: Let X be an 𝛼-topological space, a, b ∈ X, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) For all x ∈ X \ {a, b}, x 𝛼-disconnects a from b.
(2) For all S ⸦ X, such that {a, b}⊆ S, S is 𝛼-disconnected.
Proof: Suppose that (1) satisfies, assume that S ⸦ X contains {a, b}. Take x ∈ X \ S, and define W = X
\ {x}. Let a ∈ 𝑆𝑎 , b ∈ 𝑆𝑏 be the 𝛼-connected components of S containing a, b. So a ∈ 𝑊𝑎 , b ∈ 𝑊𝑏 is the
𝛼-connected components of W containing a, b. Since S ⊆ W, we get that 𝑆𝑎 ⊆ 𝑊𝑎 and 𝑆𝑏 ⊆ 𝑊𝑏 by the
fact that 𝛼-connected components form a partition of the point set of an 𝛼-topological space and facts
(2.6B). But, 𝑊𝑎 and 𝑊𝑏 are different, then 𝑆𝑎 and 𝑆𝑏 are disjoint. So, S is 𝛼-disconnected, we get (2).
Now suppose that (2) holds, Assume that x ∈ X \ {a, b}. So, if S = X \ {x} ⸦ X contains a, b, then S is
𝛼-disconnected. Assume that a, b are in the same 𝛼-connected component K of X \ {x}. So K is a subset
of X \ {x} containing a, b, and hence K is 𝛼-connected, that is a contradiction. So a and b must contain
in a different 𝛼-connected components of X \ {x}.
4. Paths and Cycles in Alpha Topologica Spaces
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In this section, we introduce some basic definitions and facts on 𝛼-topological spaces which we need it
to define our new concepts. Moreover, we study some important relationships in 𝛼-space.
Definition 4.1: Let 𝑃𝛼 be an 𝛼-prepath, we can define the interval 𝛼-topology on 𝑃𝛼 by taking a subbase
contains X and all open intervals (−∞, x), (x, ∞) on 𝑃𝛼 for some vertex x and we can obtain (the base,
the topology, and the 𝛼-topology) of 𝑃𝛼 . We should refer to that the 𝛼-open sets in the interval 𝛼topology are 𝛼-open sets in general topology on 𝑃𝛼 .
Corollary 4.2: An 𝛼-topological space X is a locally 𝛼-connected if and only if each component of each
𝛼-open set in X is 𝛼-open.
Proof: Let K be a component of 𝛼-open set U in a locally 𝛼-connected space X, x ∈ K. So there is an 𝛼open connected set V such that x ∈ V ⸦ U, and V ⸦ K, therefor K is 𝛼-open.
Conversely, assume that the components of every 𝛼-open set is 𝛼-open in X. Let U be any 𝛼-open
neighborhood containing x in X, then there is an 𝛼-component K containing x of U which is an 𝛼-open
connected neighborhood in U. That is, x ∈ K ⸦ U. Hence, X is locally 𝛼-connected.
Theorem 4.3: An 𝛼-prepath is locally 𝛼-connected if and only if the 𝛼-topology concurs with the interval
𝛼-topology.
Proof: Let 𝑃𝛼 be an 𝛼-prepath, and let U be an 𝛼-open set in 𝑃𝛼 containing x, assume that 𝑃𝛼 is locally
𝛼-connected. We have to show that U contains an 𝛼-open interval containing x. By corollary (3.23), we
obtain that 𝐾𝑈 (𝑥) is an interval, because it is an 𝛼-connected of 𝑃𝛼 . Since 𝑃𝛼 is locally 𝛼-connected and
U is 𝛼-open, the components 𝐾(𝑈)(𝑥) is 𝛼-open by corollary (4.2).
Conversely, assume that 𝑃𝛼 has the interval 𝛼-topology and U ⊆ 𝑃𝛼 is 𝛼-open. Then the union of every
𝛼-open intervals is 𝛼-open, means, ⋃𝑖∈𝐼 𝐽𝑖 where the 𝐽𝑖 are 𝛼-open intervals. Now, if x ∈ K, where K is
any 𝛼-component of U, is an 𝛼-open interval. So we get x ∈ 𝐽𝑖 for some i. But 𝐽𝑖 is an 𝛼-connected
subset of U, therefore 𝐽𝑖 ⊆ K. Hence, 𝑃𝛼 is locally 𝛼-connected.
Definition 4.4: Let X be an 𝛼-connected topological space, an 𝛼-prepath is called an 𝛼-path if it is locally
𝛼-connected.
If we have an 𝛼-prepath say ab, we can express it by ab-𝛼-prepath, and it is an ab-𝛼-path if it is locally
𝛼-connected. If there exists an 𝛼-topology on X such that X is an 𝛼-prepath(𝛼-path) with a total order
≤ is compatible with X, then ≤ on X is an 𝛼-prepath(𝛼-path) compatible.
Theorem 4.5: Let X be an 𝛼-connected topological space with the interval 𝛼-topology 𝜏𝛼 ∗, and X is an
𝛼-prepath, then X is an 𝛼-path with compatible orders, and it has the same 𝛼-connected subsets.
Proof: Let 𝜏𝛼 ∗ be the interval 𝛼-topology on X, then any 𝛼-separation in 𝜏𝛼 ∗ should be an 𝛼-separation
in 𝜏𝛼 , Since 𝜏𝛼 ∗ ⊆ 𝜏𝛼 . Hence, X is 𝛼-connected with respect to 𝜏𝛼 ∗.
Assume that ≤ is a compatible total order on X with respect to 𝜏𝛼 . Let x, y, z be any three points on X
such that x < y < z. If y is a vertex, then we have an 𝛼-separation {(−∞, y), (y, ∞)} of X \ {y}, and y 𝛼separates x from z. But, if y is an edge (not external), then it has a previous vertex a and a latter vertex
b. So we have an 𝛼-separation {(−∞, b) \ {y}, (a, ∞) \ {y}} of X \ {y}. Hence, X is an 𝛼-prepath
compatible with the same total order ≤ with respect to 𝜏𝛼 ∗. That is implying that the intervals with
respect to the orders compatible with 𝜏𝛼 ∗ are exactly the intervals with respect to the original 𝛼topology 𝜏𝛼 . Hence, X is locally 𝛼-connected with respect to 𝜏𝛼 ∗, by (4.3), that is, (X, 𝜏𝛼 ∗) is an 𝛼-path.
The next definition was introduced in [13].
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Definition 4.6: An 𝛼-topological space X is said to be 𝛼-compact if every 𝛼-open cover has a finite
subcover.
Corollary 4.7: If X is an 𝛼-topological space, then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) X is 𝛼-compact.
(2) If every family of 𝛼-closed sets has the finite intersection property, then it has a non-empty
intersection.
Proof: (1) → (2) Let X be an 𝛼-compact space, by contradiction, let {𝐹𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} be a collection of 𝛼closed sets such that ⋂𝑖∈𝐼 𝐹𝑖 = ∅. Then we have an 𝛼-open cover {X - 𝐹𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}. Since X is 𝛼-compact,
then there exists a finite subcover {X - 𝐹𝑖 }𝑛𝑖=1 , and ⋂𝑛𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖 = ∅. That is contradicting with the finite
intersection property, hence ⋂𝑖∈𝐼 𝐹𝑖 ≠ ∅.
(2) → (1) Let {𝑈𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} be an 𝛼-open cover of X such that X = ∪ {𝑈𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} and does not have a finite
subcover, then X - {𝑈𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} = {𝐹𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} is a nonempty 𝛼-closed sets. Hence ⋂𝑛𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖 ≠ ∅ when
⋂𝑖∈𝐼 𝐹𝑖 ≠ ∅ because of the finite intersection property by (2). So X - ∩ {𝐹𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} = ∪ {𝑈𝑖 |𝑖 ∈ 𝐼},
moreover X - ⋂𝑛𝑖=1 𝐹𝑖 = ⋃𝑛𝑖=1 𝑈𝑖 which is a finite subcover of {𝑈𝑖 | 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}. Hence, X is an 𝛼-compact.
The next theorem is very important because it shows the relation between compactness and locally
connectedness in 𝛼-topological spaces. Therefore, we take it here without proof, so we can write its
proof in another place.
Theorem 4.8: If 𝑃𝛼 is an 𝛼-bounded prepath, then 𝑃𝛼 is 𝛼-compact if and only if it is locally 𝛼-connected.
From the above theorem, we can conclude the next corollary.
Corollary 4.9: Let 𝑃𝛼 be an 𝛼-bounded prepath, then the next statements are equivalent:
(1) 𝑃𝛼 is 𝛼-compact.
(2) 𝑃𝛼 is locally 𝛼-connected.
(3) The 𝛼-topology of 𝑃𝛼 concurs with the interval 𝛼-topology.
Proof: we can see the equivalence the above statements directly by using theorem (4.8) and theorem
(4.3).
Definition 4.10: An 𝛼-topological space X is said to be 𝛼-𝑆1 space if every singleton is either 𝛼-open or
𝛼-closed.
We introduced the next theorem to use it when we define precycle and cycle.
Theorem 4.11: If X is an 𝛼-connected topological space with at least four points, then the following
statements are equivalent:
1. For every four points, no one 𝛼-disconnects the remaining, however, some two 𝛼-disconnect, and
are 𝛼-disconnected by the others.
2. There exists a cyclic order on X such that for every four points a, b, c, d, we have that a, c 𝛼separate(𝛼-disconnect) b and d if and only if 〈𝑤, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧〉 is a cyclic subsequence for some choice of w,
y ∈ {a, c} and x, z ∈ {b, d}.
3. X is 𝛼-𝑆1 , and for every finite subset A, the complement of A and A have the same number of 𝛼connected components.
4. X is 𝛼-𝑆1 and every two non-incident points 𝛼-disconnects, but no one point do.
Proof: (1) → (2) Let S be a cyclic order on X, and a, b, c, d, be disjoint points with a, c 𝛼-separate(𝛼disconnect) b and d. Now suppose that Y ⊆ X, then Y inherits a cyclic order S* = S ∩ Y4 such that all
quadruple with entries in Y. Since S is finite, then the obtaining ordered space is a cyclic subsequence
of S. By (1), since a, c 𝛼-separate(𝛼-disconnect) b and d, that means they are belong to different
component. So, there is four points w, x, y, z in Y such that {w, y} = {a, c} ∩ Y, and {x, z} = {b, d} ∩
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Y, since Y is a subspace of X. That leads to w, y ∈ {a, c} and x, z ∈ {b, d}, because they belong to the
intersection.
(2) → (3) from (2) we have a cyclic subsequence ordered space such that w, y ∈ {a, c} and x, z ∈ {b,
d} which makes an 𝛼-separation any four points into two disjoint finite sets. Each one of them is being
the complement of the other by definition (2.1). Hence, any one of these sets have the same number of
𝛼-connected components by facts (2.6A).
(3) → (4) X is 𝛼-𝑆1 space, and A is a finite subset that has the same number of 𝛼-component with its
complement. So there is an 𝛼-separation of X into two 𝛼-connected subsets by facts (2.6C). If A contains
only one elemen, t then it is an 𝛼-open(𝛼-closed) connected which can not 𝛼-disconnect the other points
in X. However, if it contains two elements, it is a jump. So, it is an edge-vertex incident pair by theorem
(3.19). Therefore, the two points can not 𝛼-separate the two others points. Hence, they are non-incident
to 𝛼-separate the others.
(4) → (1) we have X is 𝛼-𝑆1 space, for every four points on X, any two points which non-incident are 𝛼disconnect the other two, so they are 𝛼-disconnected. Since X is 𝛼-𝑆1 and 𝛼-connected, then there has
not any point that 𝛼-disconnect the other three points in X.
Definition 4.12: An 𝛼-connected topological space X is said to be an 𝛼-precycle, if |X| = 2, and X is
an 𝛼-topolgized graph contains one vertex and one edge (a loop) only. Otherwise, If |X| ≥ 4, and X
satisfies the statements of theorem (4.11).
Definition 4.13: An 𝛼-precycle is called an 𝛼-cycle if it is locally 𝛼-connected.
The following simple example shows the idea of precycles and cycles by using the above definitions.
Example 4.14: Let 𝑋 = 𝑉𝐺 ∪ 𝐸𝐺 = {𝑣, 𝑒} be a set consists of one vertex and one edge (loop), with 𝜏𝑋 =
{∅, 𝑋, {𝑣}}, then (𝑋, 𝜏) is a topological space such that the elements of 𝜏 are open sets and their
complements are closed sets. So the 𝛼-topology of X is 𝜏𝛼𝑋 = {∅, 𝑋, {v}} which contains an α-open sets
and their complements are α-closed set. We can see that X is an α-connected space, therefore it is an αprecycle by definition (4.12). Moreover, it is an α-cycle since it is locally α-connected by definition
(4.13).
5. Conclusion
Through this paper, alpha-prepaths, alpha-paths, and alpha-cycles have been formulated and some
relationships have been discussed. Moreover, several theorems and corollaries have been proved to
continuum the future searches and works to define a new concepts which are related with them like
cycle spaces.
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Abstract. The Transmuted Topp Leone Flexible Weibull distribution was developed in this
paper using the Transmuted Topp Leone family of distributions and its basic statistical properties
were established. Estimation of model parameters was considered using the maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) method and three real life applications were provided. The TTLFW
distribution is a promising model as its performance relative to other compounds probability
models like the Exponentiated Flexible Weibull, Weibull Flexible Weibull, Kumaraswamy
Flexible Weibull, Beta Flexible Weibull, Gamma Flexible Weibull, and Exponentiated
Generalized Flexible Weibull distributions is quite credible.

1 Introduction
Probability models have played important roles in many areas of study like finance, biology,
engineering, and so on. Many of these probability models have been modelled extended and/or
generalized using families of distributions; these families of distributions give room for the introduction
of additional shape parameters into the existing probability models. Examples of the existing families
of distributions include Kumaraswamy-G family of distribution [1], Gompertz family of distribution
[2], Weibull-G family of distribution [3], and a host of others which are mentioned in [4 - 7], and the
references therein. However, developing families of distributions have taken a new dimension where
two families of distributions are combined to produce a more robust family. For instance, Kumaraswamy
Transmuted-G family of distribution [8], exponentiated Weibull-H family of distribution [9], Beta
Transmuted {H family of distribution [10], Generalized Transmuted-G family of distribution [11],
Transmuted Topp-Leone G family of distribution [12], Marshall-Olkin Topp Leone-G family of
distributions [13], and some other ones are notable examples. These families have been used in the
literature to extend several existing standard probability models and their potentials have been recorded.
The performance of these families is impressive when fitted to real-life events, and this is a major
motivation for this present research.
This research aims to explore the work of [12] who combined the Topp Leone family of distributions
[14] and Transmuted family of distributions [15]. Particularly, this research considered extending the
Flexible Weibull distribution using the Transmuted Topp-Leone G family of distributions. Flexible
Weibull (FW) distribution is one of the medications of the well-known Weibull distribution which caters
for the disadvantage of not being able to model datasets with a non-monotonic failure rate. The FW
distribution exhibits increasing, decreasing, or bathtub shaped failure rate, it has also received
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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consideration in clinical studies, life testing experiments, reliability analysis and applied statistics ([16],
[17], and [18]). In the next section, the Transmuted Topp-Leone Flexible Weibull distribution is
developed and its basic statistical properties are explicitly derived including estimation of model
parameters while real life applications are provided in section 3.
2. The Transmuted Topp Leone Flexible Weibull (TTLFW) Distribution
For a random variable 𝑦, the Transmuted Topp-Leone family of distribution is defined by the following
densities:
𝐹(𝑦) = (1 + 𝜆){1 − [1 − 𝐺(𝑦)]2 }𝛼 − 𝜆{1 − [1 − 𝐺(𝑦)]2 }2𝛼

(1)

and
𝑓(𝑦) = 2𝛼𝑔(𝑦)[1 − 𝐺(𝑦)]{1 − [1 − 𝐺(𝑦)]2 }𝛼−1 {1 + 𝜆 − 2𝜆{1 − [1 − 𝐺(𝑦)]2 }𝛼 }

(2)

where y ≥ 0. 𝛼 > 0 and |𝜆| ≤ 1 are shape parameters, 𝐹(𝑦) and 𝑓(𝑦) are regarded as the cumulative
distribution function (c.d.f) and probability density function (p.d.f) respectively.
Also, the densities of the Flexible Weibull distribution are:
𝐺(𝑦) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦−

𝜃
𝑦

)

; 𝑦 > 0, 𝛽 > 0, 𝜃 > 0

(3)

and
𝑔(𝑦) = (𝛽 +

𝜃

𝜃

𝛽𝑦−
𝛽𝑦−
𝜃
𝑦 𝑒𝑥 𝑝 (−𝑒
𝑦)
)𝑒
𝑦2

; 𝑦 > 0, 𝛽 > 0, 𝜃 > 0

(4)

To derive the c.d.f of the Transmuted Topp-Leone Flexible Weibull distribution, equation (3) is
substituted into equation (1) as follows:
𝐹(𝑦) = (1 + 𝜆) {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦−

𝜃
𝑦

2 𝛼

) ] } − 𝜆 {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦−

𝜃
𝑦

2 2𝛼

)] }

(5)

Similarly, the corresponding pdf is obtained by substituting equations (3) and (4) into equation (2) as
follows:
2 𝛼−1

2

𝜃
𝜃
𝜃 𝛽𝑦−𝜃
𝛽𝑦−
𝛽𝑦−
𝑦 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒
𝑦 ) ] {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒
𝑦) ] }
𝑓(𝑦) = 2𝛼 (𝛽 + 2 ) 𝑒
𝑦

× ((1 + 𝜆) {−2𝜆 {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦−

𝜃
𝑦

2 𝛼

) ] } })

(6)

for y ≥ 0. 𝛼 > 0 and |𝜆| ≤ 1, 𝛽 > 0, 𝜃 > 0.
The plots for the p.d.f and c.d.f of TTLFW distribution are presented in figures 1 and 2 respectively.
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Figure 1: PDF of Transmuted Topp Leone Flexible Weibull Distribution
The plot in figure 1 suggests that the shape of the TTLFW distribution is decreasing and unimodal

Figure 2: The c.d.f plot for the TTLFW Distribution
2.1 Reliability Analysis
Survival Function is obtained as:
𝑆(𝑦) = 1 − 𝐹(𝑦)
Thus, the survival function for TTLFW distribution is:
𝑆(𝑦) = 1 − ((1 + 𝜆) {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦−

𝜃
𝑦

2 𝛼

) ] } − 𝜆 {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

The Failure rate is obtained as:

3

𝛽𝑦−

𝜃
𝑦

2 2𝛼

)] } )

(7)
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ℎ(𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑦)/𝑆(𝑦)
Thus, the failure rate for TTLFW distribution is:
2 𝛼−1

2

𝜃
𝜃
𝜃 𝛽𝑦−𝜃
𝛽𝑦−
𝛽𝑦−
𝑦 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒
𝑦 ) ] {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒
𝑦) ] }
ℎ(𝑦) = 2𝛼 (𝛽 + 2 ) 𝑒
𝑦

((1+𝜆){−2𝜆{1−[𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

×

𝛽𝑦−

2
𝜃
𝑦) ] }

𝛼

})

(8)

2 𝛼
2 2𝛼
𝜃
𝜃
𝛽𝑦−
𝛽𝑦−
𝑦 ) ] } −𝜆{1−[𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒
𝑦 ) ] } )]
[1−((1+𝜆){1−[𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑦 > 0, 𝛼 > 0, |𝜆| ≤ 1, 𝛽 > 0, 𝜃 > 0
The plot for the failure rate of TTLFW distribution is presented in figure 3.

Figure 3: Plot for the failure rate of the TTLFW Distribution
Figure 3 suggests that the shape for the failure rate of TTLFW distribution is uni-antimodal, unimodal,
and increasing.
2.2 Quantile Function
The quantile function of the TTLFW distribution can be obtain by find the inverse equation (5) with
some algebra. The quantile function is obtained as:
𝑄(𝑢) = 𝐹 −1 (𝑢)
𝑄(𝑢) =

𝑙𝑛 𝑙𝑛 [− 𝑙𝑛 𝑙𝑛 (𝜌) ] + √{𝑙𝑛[−𝑙𝑛(𝜌)]}2 + 𝑢𝛽𝜃
2𝛽

where

4
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1
1 2
2

𝜌 = {1 − [

1 + 𝜆 − √(1 + 𝜆)2 − 𝑢𝜆𝑢
] }
2𝜆

and 𝑈 ∼ 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚(0,1)
The median can be obtained when ‘u’ is set at 0.5. Random samples are generated from the TTLFW
distribution using:
𝑦=

𝑙𝑛 ∣ −𝑙𝑛(𝜌)] + √{𝑙𝑛 ∣ −𝑙𝑛(𝜌)]}2 + 𝑢𝛽𝜃
2𝛽

(10)

2.3 Estimation of Parameter
Let 𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑛 represent random samples from the TTLFW distribution. By the method of maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE), the likelihood function of the TTLFW distribution is:
𝑛

𝑓(𝑦𝑖 ∣ 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜃) = ∏[𝑓(𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑛 ; 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜃)]
𝑖=1
𝑛

2

𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
𝛽𝑦 −
𝛽𝑦 −
𝑓(𝑦𝑖 ∣ 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜃) = ∏ 2𝛼 (𝛽 + 2 ) 𝑒 𝑖 𝑦 [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒 𝑖 𝑦𝑖 ) ]
y𝑖
𝑖=1

× {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦𝑖 −

2 𝛼−1
𝜃
𝑦𝑖 ) ] }
{1 +

𝜆 − 2𝜆 {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦−

2 𝛼
𝜃
𝑦) ] } }

The log-likelihood function say; 𝑙(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜃|𝑦𝑖 )= log [𝑓(𝑦𝑖 |𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜃)] is then given as:
𝜃

1

𝑙(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜃 ∣ 𝑦𝑖 ) = 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(2) + 𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝛼) + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝛽 + 𝑦2 ) + 𝛽 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 − 𝜃 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (𝑦 ) −
𝑖

𝑖

2𝑒

1
𝑛
𝛽 ∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 −𝜃 ∑𝑖=1(𝑦 )
𝑖

+ (𝛼 − 1) ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙𝑜𝑔 {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

2𝜆 {1 − [𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝑒

𝛽𝑦𝑖 −

𝜃
𝑦𝑖

𝜃
𝛽𝑦𝑖 −
𝑦𝑖

2

)] } +

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙𝑜𝑔 {1 + 𝜆 −

2 𝛼

)] } }

(11)

The partial derivatives of l(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜃|𝑦𝑖 ) for each of the model parameters are equated to zero;
𝑑𝑙(𝛼,𝛽,𝜆,𝜃∣𝑦𝑖 )
𝑑𝛼

= 0,

𝑑𝑙(𝛼,𝛽,𝜆,𝜃∣𝑦𝑖 )
𝑑𝛽

= 0,

𝑑𝑙(𝛼,𝛽,𝜆,𝜃∣𝑦𝑖 )
𝑑𝜆

= 0, and

𝑑𝑙(𝛼,𝛽,𝜆,𝜃∣𝑦𝑖 )
𝑑𝜃

= 0.

The expressions are solved simultaneously to give the maximum likelihood estimates of the
parameters. Since the solutions cannot be obtained in closed forms, numerical methods can be used to
obtain the estimates using software like R, MAPLE, and so on. In particular, R software was used in
this research to obtain the parameter estimates using iterative methods and with the aid of datasets.
3. Applications
To demonstrate the potentials of the TTLFW distribution, two different datasets are used and models
like the Exponentiated Flexible Weibull (EFW), Weibull Flexible Weibull (WFW), Kumaraswamy
Flexible Weibull (KuFW), Beta Flexible Weibull (BFW), Gamma Flexible Weibull (GaFW) and
Exponentiated Generalized Flexible Weibull (EGFW) distributions are used as the basis for comparison.
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The following selection criteria; Negative Likelihood function (NLL), Bayesian Information Criteria
(BIC), Akaike Information Criteria (AIC), Consistent Akaike Information Criteria (CAIC), Hannan and
Quinn Information Criteria (HQIC) are used to determine the model with the best fit. The Saphiro Wilk
(W) statistic, Kolmogorov Smirnov (KS) statistic, and the Anderson Darling statistic are also obtained.
It is preferable to have low values for these selection criteria; therefore, the probability model with the
lowest value for these criteria is selected as the distribution with the best fit. R software was used for all
the analyses.
First Data: The dataset on time to failure for 40 suits of turbochargers in diesel engines was
considered. [19] has previously used the dataset, the observations are:
1.6, 2.0, 2.6, 3.0, 3.5, 3.9, 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, 5.0, 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 6.0, 6.0, 6.1,
6.3, 6.5, 6.5, 6.7, 7.0, 7.1, 7.3, 7.3, 7.3, 7.7, 7.7, 7.8, 7.9, 8.0, 8.1, 8.3, 8.4, 8.4,
8.5, 8.7, 8.8, 9.0
The result corresponding to the time to failure dataset is presented in table 1.
Table 1: Estimates, NLL, AIC, CAIC, BIC, and HQIC for the time-to-failure data
Model
TTLFW

EFW

WFW

KuFW

BFW

GaFw

EGFW

Estimates
𝛼̂ = 0.1517
𝜆̂ = 0.577
̂
𝜃 = 0.6165
𝛽̂ = 48.938
𝛼̂ = 14.49
𝜆̂ = 0.182
̂
𝜃 = 0.0806
𝛼̂ = 1.6144
𝜆̂ = 10.67
𝜃̂ = 0.361
𝛽̂ = 1.425
𝛼̂ = 17.774
𝜆̂ = 24.933
𝜃̂ = 0.086
𝛽̂ = 0.1653
𝛼̂ = 34.432
𝜆̂ = 6.397
̂
𝜃 = 0.1019
𝛽̂ = 0.0187
𝛼̂ = 4.7806
𝜆̂ = 0.2434
𝜃̂ = 0.3497
𝛼̂ = 0.1022
𝜆̂ = 1.9209
𝜃̂ = 0.4057
𝛽̂ = 0.9977

NLL
AIC
78.95826 165.9165

CAIC
167.0594

BIC
172.672

HQIC
168.3591

83.300

172.601

173.268

177.668

174.433

79.790

167.584

168.724

174.336

170.024

81.100

170.200

171.343

176.955

172.642

82.714

173.425

174.564

180.181

175.686

81.339

168.675

169.346

173.746

170.511

80.706

169.412

170.555

176.162

171.855

The result for the goodness of fit test is presented in table 2.
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Table 2: The W, A, KS Statistics, and p-value using the time-to-failure data
Models

W − Statistic A − Statistic

KS − Statistic

K S p − value

TTLFW

0.0222

0.1880

0.0942

0.8690

EFW

0.0918

0.6668

0.1071

0.7481

WFW

0.0313

0.2363

0.0910

0.8645

KuFW

0.0498

0.3789

0.0979

0.8372

BFW

0.0778

0.5742

0.1050

0.7697

GaFW

0.0536

0.4071

0.0999

0.8192

EGFW

0.0444

0.3385

0.0907

0.8970

The histogram plot for the data set with the competing models is displayed in figure 4 while the empirical
cdf (ecdf) plot is presented in figure 5.

Figure 4: The histogram plot for the time-to-failure dataset

Figure 5: The ecdf plot for the time-to-failure dataset
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Second Data: The dataset on the exceedances of the Wheatson river was also considered. The dataset
has been analyzed previously by [20]. The observations are: 1.7, 1.4, 0.6, 9.0, 5.6, 1.5, 2.2, 18.7, 2.2,
1.7, 30.8, 2.5, 14.4, 8.5, 39.0, 7.0, 13.3, 27.4, 1.1, 25.5, 0.3, 20.1, 4.2, 1.0, 0.4, 11.6, 15.0, 0.4, 25.5, 27.1,
20.6, 14.1, 11.0, 2.8, 3.4, 20.2, 5.3, 22.1, 7.3, 14.1, 11.9, 16.8, 0.7, 1.1, 22.9, 9.9, 21.5, 5.3, 1.9, 2.5, 1.7,
10.4, 27.6, 9.7, 13.0, 14.4, 0.1, 10.7, 36.4, 27.5, 12.0, 1.7, 1.1, 30.0, 2.7,2.5, 9.3, 37.6, 0.6, 3.6, 64.0,
27.0. The result corresponding to the exceedances of the Wheatson river dataset is presented in table 3.
Table 3: Estimates, NLL, AIC, CAIC, BIC and HQIC for the exceedances of the Wheatson river
dataset
Model
Estimates
NLL
AIC
CAIC
BIC
HQIC
TTLFW
252.018
512.0
512.6
521.1
515.6
𝛼̂ = 4.231
̂𝜆 = 0.883
𝜃̂ = 0.025
𝛽̂ = 0.243
EFW
514.1
522.5
516.8
𝛼̂ = 2.215 253.786 513.7
̂𝜆 = 0.035
𝜃̂ = 0.475
WFW
517.3
525.8
520.3
𝛼̂ = 1.333 254.367 516.7
̂𝜆 = 1.554
𝜃̂ = 0.033
𝛽̂ = 0.740
KuFW
515.8
524.8
518.8
𝛼̂ = 4.252 253.757 515.1
̂𝜆 = 2.727
𝜃̂ = 0.024
𝛽̂ = 0.2.63
BFW
516.4
524.8
519.4
𝛼̂ = 2.457 253.876 515.7
̂𝜆 = 1.097
𝜃̂ = 0.034
𝛽̂ = 0.432
GaFw
514.6
521.1
517.0
𝛼̂ = 1.596 254.153 514.3
𝜆̂ = 0.037
𝜃̂ = 0.636
EGFW
516.3
524.8
519.5
𝛼̂ = 1.045 253.877 515.7
̂𝜆 = 2.370
𝜃̂ = 0.035
𝛽̂ = 0.446
The result for the goodness of fit test is presented in table 4.
Table 4: The W, A, KS and p - value using the exceedances of the Wheatson river dataset
Models

W − Statistic

TTLFW 0.0845

A − Statistic
0.6457

K S − Statistic
0.0816

K Sp – value
0.7229

EFW

0.1259

0.9205

0.0964

0.5140

WFW

0.1516

1.0732

0.1040

0.4172
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KuFW

0.1153

0.8482

0.0959

0.5217

BFW

0.1242

0.9098

0.0966

0.5119

GaFW

0.1396

1.0033

0.0989

0.4808

EGFW

0.1245

0.9124

0.0969

0.5084

The histogram plot for the data set with the competing models is displayed in figure 6 while the empirical
cdf (ecdf) plot is presented in figure 7.

Figure 6: Histogram of the exceedances of the Wheatson river dataset with the competing models

Figure 7: The ecdf plot of the exceedances of the Wheatson river dataset with the competing models
Clearly, all the two applications provided indicate that the TTLFW distribution is better than the other
models based on the values of the criteria used. It has lower values for the NLL, AIC, CAIC, BIC, and
HQIC. The histogram and ecdf plots also support all the results presented in tables 1 to 4.
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4. Conclusion
The Transmuted Topp-Leone Flexible Weibull (TTLFW) distribution has been successfully derived in
this research. It’s properties have been established and applications to two real datasets have been
provided. The TTLFW distribution exhibits decreasing and unimodal shapes while its failure rate
exhibits increasing, unimodal and uni-antimodal shapes. The applications provided reveal that the
TTLFW distribution is a good competitor as it performs creditably well than the Exponentiated Flexible
Weibull, Weibull Flexible Weibull, Kumaraswamy Flexible Weibull, Beta Flexible Weibull, Gamma
Flexible Weibull, and Exponentiated Generalized Flexible Weibull distributions under the considered
selection criteria.
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Abstract. In this paper, we employ the maximum likelihood estimator in addition to the
shrinkage estimation procedure to estimate the system reliability (𝑅𝑘 ) contain 𝐾 𝑡ℎ parallel
components in the stress- strength model, when the stress and strength are independent and
non-identically random variables and they follow two parameters Exponentiated Inverted
Weibull Distribution (EIWD). Comparisons among the proposed estimators were presented
depend on simulation established on mean squared error (MSE) criteria.

1. Introduction

The parallel stress-strength model occurs when a system has a mixture of k independent component with
the strengths 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … … . , 𝑋𝑘 and each component of this system is subject to a common stress Y. the
system works successfully if at least one of the components survives, it is termed parallel in the analogy
with electric circuits [4].
The reliability of the above system denoted by 𝑅𝑘 take the attention in this work and the formula of
such stress - strength reliability when the stress and strength are independent random variable can be
expressed as follow:
𝑅𝑘 = 𝑃(𝑌 < max(𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … … . , 𝑋𝑘 )
(1)
In (2006), Mokhlis estimated the reliability system contains two parallel components via four different
methods based bivariate exponential distribution [1]. In (2013), Ali estimated the reliability of the parallel
stress-strength system with a non-identical component using Lomax distribution using estimation
methods namely: MLE, LS, PCE and MOM [2]. In (2017), Fatima estimated three types of system
reliability (one component, 𝑘 𝑡ℎ parallel component and multicomponent in the stress-strength model for
Exponentiated Weibull distribution using; MLE, MOM, and three shrinkage methods and made a
comparison among them [3]. And in (2018) Cheng estimated the system reliability in S-S models based
on Exponentiated Pareto distribution using different estimation methods [4].
The aim of the present paper is to estimate the reliability ( Rk ) of the system contain 𝐾 𝑡ℎ parallel
components have strengths (𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … … . , 𝑋𝑘 ) subjected to common stress Y ( stress-strength model)
based on Exponentiated Inverted Weibull distribution with unknown shape parameter θ and known shape
β ( β =4 ) via different estimation methods like MLE, as well as some shrinkage estimation methods and
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make a comparison among the proposed estimator methods using simulation depends on mean squared
error.
The probability density function pdf of a r.v. X distributed as Exponentiated Inverted Weibull
distribution (EIWD) is as below [5].
−𝛽

𝜃

𝑓(𝑥; 𝜃, 𝛽) = 𝛽𝜃𝑥 −(𝛽+1) (𝑒 −𝑥 ) ; 𝑥 > 0, 𝜃 > 0
And the cumulative distribution function (c.d. f.) of X will be:
−𝛽

(2)

𝜃

𝐹(𝑥; 𝜃, 𝛽) = (𝑒 −𝑥 ) ; 𝑥 > 0, 𝜃 > 0
(3)
Assume X1,X2,…,Xk arises strength have (EIWD) with parameter 𝛼𝑖 , i=1,2,..., k and Y refer to common
stress follow (EIWD) with parameter 𝛼𝑘+1 .
The system reliability Rk of the 𝐾 𝑡ℎ parallel in pre mentioned stress-strength model can be obtained as
the following [6].
R(k) =P(𝑦 < max(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … … . , 𝑥𝑘 ))
∞
Rk =∫𝑜 𝐹̅𝑧 (y) f(y) dy
Where, z= max(x1 , x2 , … … . , xk )
∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖

−𝛽

𝐹𝑧 (𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑍 < 𝑧) = (𝑒 −𝑧 )
∞

−𝛽

∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖

Rk= ∫𝑜 [1 − (𝑒 −𝑦 )
Let w=𝑒 −𝑦

−𝛽

−𝛽

1

𝑑𝑦

1
− −1
𝛽

1
(−𝑙𝑛𝑤)
𝑑𝑤
𝛽𝑤
𝑘
∑𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 (𝑤)𝜃(𝑘+1) −1

→ 𝑑𝑦 =

Rk =∫𝑜 𝜃𝑘+1 (1 − 𝑤

𝜃𝑘+1

] 𝜃𝑘+1 𝛽𝑦 −(𝛽+1) (𝑒 −𝑦 )

)

𝑑𝑤

1
=∫𝑜 𝜃𝑘+1 (𝑤)𝜃(𝑘+1)−1 𝑑𝑤

= 𝜃𝑘+1 B(𝜃𝑘+1 , 1) −
Where, B (. , .) denote to Beta function.
And by simplification, Rk became:
Rk =

𝑘+1
1
− ∫𝑜 𝜃𝑘+1 (𝑤)∑𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 −1 𝑑𝑤
𝜃𝑘+1 B(∑𝑘+1
𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 , 1)

∑𝑘
𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖

(4)

∑𝑘+1
𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖

2. Estimation Methods of Rk
2.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE)
Let x11,x12,…,x1n ; x21,x22,…,x2n ; xk1,xk2,…,xkn form EIWD(𝜃𝑖 , 𝛽) , respectively, for i=1,2,..,k and y1,
y2,…, ym follows EIWD (𝜃𝑘+1 , 𝛽). Then the likelihood functions:
𝑛𝑖
l= l (𝛼𝑖 , 𝜆; 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦)=∏𝑖=1
(∏𝑘𝑖=1 𝑓(𝑥𝑖𝑗 )) ∏𝑚
𝑡=1 𝑔( 𝑦𝑡 )
−β

𝜃𝑖

𝜃𝑘+1

𝑛𝑖
−(β+1)
∏𝑘𝑖=1 β𝜃𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗 −(β+1) (𝑒 −𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) ∏𝑚
= ∏𝑗=1
(𝑒 − 𝑦𝑡 )
𝑡=1 β𝜃𝑘+1 𝑦𝑡
−β

𝑛𝑖
𝑛𝑖
ln(𝑙) = ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 𝑙𝑛𝜃𝑖 + ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 𝑙𝑛β − (β − 1) ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1
𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑖𝑗 − ∑𝑘𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1
𝜃𝑖 𝑥𝑖𝑗 −β + 𝑚𝑙𝑛𝛽 + 𝑚𝑙𝑛𝛽 +
𝑚
−β
𝑚𝑙𝑛𝜃𝑘+1 − (β − 1) ∑𝑚
𝑡=1 𝑙𝑛 𝑦𝑡 − 𝜃𝑘+1 ∑𝑡=1 𝑦𝑡
dLn(𝑙)
d𝜃𝑖

𝑖
= 𝜃𝑖 − ∑𝑗=1
𝑥𝑖𝑗 −β = 0

𝑛

dLn(𝑙)
d𝜃𝑘+1

=𝜃

𝑛

𝑖

𝑚

𝑘+1

; i=1,2,….,k

−β
− ∑𝑚
=0
𝑡=1 𝑦𝑡

Thus, the maximum likelihood estimator of the parameters 𝜃𝑖 , i=1,2,…,k,k+1 will be as follows:
𝜃̂𝑖 𝑚𝑙𝑒 =

𝑛

𝑛𝑖

𝑖 𝑥 −β
∑𝑗=1
𝑖𝑗

; i=1,2,…,k

2

(5)
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𝑚
𝜃̂𝑘+1 𝑚𝑙𝑒 = ∑𝑚 𝑦 −β

(6)

𝑡

𝑡=1

Noted that, 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑚𝑙𝑒 is biased estimator for all i , i=1,2,…,k+1, since 𝐸(𝜃̂𝑖 mle ) ≠ 𝜃𝑖 =

ʓ
ʓ−1

ʓ−1
Hence, 𝜃̂𝑖 ub =
𝜃̂𝑖 𝑚𝑙𝑒 will be unbiased estimators of 𝜃𝑖 , i=1,2,..,k+1, and ʓ may refers to 𝑛𝑖 ,
ʓ

i=1,…,k or refer to m .

2

(𝜃 )
Also, it is known that the 𝑉𝑎𝑟( 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 ) = 𝑖 ; 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑘 + 1
ʓ−2
̂
By substituting 𝜃𝑖 mle ; i=1,2….,k+1 in equation (4), we get the reliability estimation 𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒 model as
bellow:
𝑘

̂

∑𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 𝑚𝑙𝑒
𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒 = 𝑘+1
̂

(7)

∑𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 𝑚𝑙𝑒

2.2. Shrinkage Estimation Method
Thompson in 1968, proposed the problem of shrink a usual estimator 𝜃̂ of the parameter 𝜃 to prior
information 𝜃0 using shrinkage weight factor 𝑘(𝛼̂), such that 0 ≤ 𝑘(𝛼̂ ) ≤1. He believes that 𝜃0 is closed
to the true value of 𝜃 or 𝜃0 maybe near the true value of 𝜃. Thus, the form of Thompson - Type shrinkage
estimator of 𝜃 𝑖 say 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑠ℎ will be [7].
𝜃̂𝑖 𝑠ℎ = 𝑘𝜃̂𝑢𝑏 + (1 − 𝑘)𝜃0
(8)
One of the most important methods of finding the value of k it can be made by minimizing of
MSE(𝜃̂𝑠ℎ ).[11]
MSE(𝜃̂𝑖 𝑠ℎ ) = 𝐸( 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑠ℎ − 𝜃)2
= 𝐸( 𝑘𝑖 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 + (1 − 𝑘𝑖 )𝜃𝑖 0 − 𝜃)2
= 𝐸(𝑘𝑖 ( 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 − 𝜃𝑖 0 ) − (𝜃 − 𝜃𝑖 0 ))2
̂𝑖 )
𝑑𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝜃
𝑠ℎ

= 2𝑘𝑖 𝐸(𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 − 𝜃𝑖 0 )2 − 2(1 − 𝑘𝑖 )(𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 − 𝜃𝑖 0 )2
= 2𝑘𝑖 𝐸( 𝜃̂𝑖 − 𝜃𝑖 )2 − 2(1 − 𝑘𝑖 )( 𝜃̂𝑖 − 𝜃𝑖 )2

𝑑𝑘𝑖

0

𝑢𝑏

0

𝑢𝑏

0

2
0 = 𝑘𝑖 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 ) − ( 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 − 𝜃𝑖 0 ) + 𝑘𝑖 (𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 − 𝜃𝑖 0 )2

𝑘𝑖 =

̂𝑖 −𝜃𝑖 )2
(𝜃
𝑢𝑏
0

(9)

̂𝑖 −𝜃𝑖 )2 +𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜃
̂𝑖 )
(𝜃
𝑢𝑏
0
𝑢𝑏

Then, by compensating in an equation (7), we get 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑠ℎ it also comes:
𝜃̂𝑖 𝑠ℎ =

̂𝑖 −𝜃𝑖 )2
(𝜃
𝑢𝑏
0

̂𝑖 −𝜃𝑖 )2 +𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜃
̂𝑖 )
(𝜃
𝑢𝑏
0
𝑢𝑏

𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 + (1 −

̂ 𝑖 −𝜃𝑖 )2
(𝜃
𝑢𝑏
0

̂ 𝑖 −𝜃𝑖 )2 +𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜃
̂𝑖 )
(𝜃
𝑢𝑏
0
𝑢𝑏

)𝜃𝑖 0 ; for i=1,2,….,k+1

Thus, based on equation (4), the reliability estimation of k components parallel system in (S-S)
model using shrinkage estimation methods will be:
𝑘

̂

∑𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 𝑠ℎ
𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ = 𝑘+1
̂

(10)

∑𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 𝑠ℎ

2.3. Preliminary Test Single Stage Shrinkage Estimator
The preliminary test single stage shrinkage estimator (SS) introduced in this article as an estimator of
the level of significance () for test the hypotheses 𝐻𝟎 : 𝜃 = 𝜃0 vs. 𝐻𝟏 : 𝜃 ≠ 𝜃0 if 𝐻𝟎 accepted we use
the shrinkage estimator. However; if 𝐻𝟎 rejected, we choose 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 , then the form of preliminary test
single stage shrinkage estimator as below [8].
𝛹(𝜃̂𝑖 ) 𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏 + (1 − 𝛹(𝜃̂𝑖 )) 𝜃0 , 𝑖𝑓 𝐻𝟎 ∈ 𝑅
𝜃̂𝑖 𝑠𝑠 = {
(11)
𝜃̂𝑖 𝑢𝑏
, 𝑖𝑓 𝐻𝟎 ∉ 𝑅

3
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Assume that: 𝛹(𝜃̂𝑖 ) = 𝑒 −𝑛𝑖 and 𝛹(𝜃̂𝑘+1 ) = 𝑒 −𝑚 ; i=1,…k.
(12)
Where, R is the preliminary test region for acceptance of size ∆ for testing the hypothesis 𝐻𝟎 : θ = 𝜃0
2𝑛𝜃0
against the hypothesis 𝐻𝑨 : θ ≠ 𝜃0 using the test statistic 𝑇(𝜃̂⁄𝜃) =
⁄̂ .
𝜃𝑖
𝑅 = [𝜒𝛥2
where, 𝜒𝛥2 and 𝜒 2 𝛥
,2𝑛
1−
2

2

,2𝑛

≤

2𝑛𝜃0
̂𝑖
𝜃

≤ 𝜒2 𝛥]
1−

2

are respectively the lower and upper 100(∆/2) percentile point of Chi-square

2

distribution with (2n) degree of freedom [9].
Hence, via equation ( 4), the reliability estimation of k components parallel system in (S-S) models
using single stage shrinkage estimator become:
𝑘

̂

∑𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 ss
𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠𝑠 = 𝑘+1
̂

(13)

∑𝑖=1 𝜃𝑖 ss

3. Simulation Experiments
In this section, numerical results were studied to compare the performance of the different estimators of
reliability using different sample sizes (20, 60 and 100) based on 1000 replication via MSE criteria. For
this purpose, Monte Carlo simulation was employed by generating the random sample from the
continuous uniform distribution defined on the interval (0,1) as ui1,ui2,…, 𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑖 ;i=1,2, and v1, v2,…, vm.
Transform uniform random samples to follows some distributions special case of n using (c. d. f.) [10,11].
𝜃𝑖

−β

𝐹(𝑥𝑖 𝑡 ) = (𝑒 −𝑥𝑖𝑡 )
−β

𝜃𝑖

𝑈𝑖 𝑡 = (𝑒 −𝑥𝑖𝑡 )

1

−

𝑥𝑖𝑡 = −(𝑙𝑛(𝑈𝑖 )𝜃𝑖 )

1

1
𝛽

, i=1,2
−

1

And, by the same method, we get 𝑦𝑗 , 𝑦𝑗 = −(𝑙𝑛(𝑉𝐽 )𝜃𝑘+1 ) 𝛽
The following steps, Compute the real value of Rk in equation (4) and the value of estimation methods
of all proposal methods 𝑅̂𝑘𝑚𝑙𝑒 , 𝑅̂𝑘𝑠ℎ , 𝑅̂𝑘𝑠𝑠 in equations (6), (10), and (13) respectively.
Based on (L=1000) replication, we calculate the MSE for all proposed estimation methods of ̂𝑅k as
follows:
2
1
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑𝐿𝑖=1(𝑅̂𝑘 − 𝑅𝑘 )
𝑖

𝐿

At this instant, the estimation of reliability parallel system of stress- strength model for some different
assumption parameters 𝑜𝑓 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 and 𝛽 = 4 through the following tables:
Table1.Values of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.700000000 , 𝜃1 = 1, 𝜃2 = 2.5, 𝜃3 = 1.5 and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

(20,20,20)

01000206003007.0
0
010033270.737037
3
0100236030.600.3
.
01060.0023030030
3
01000327.0076700
0

010002.037630000.

010666300..66077
3
010666300..63360
3
010666300..66000
0
010666300..66300
2
010666300..66.76
7

(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)

010602.7066070.00
010676000002.000.
0100.00066733.76.
0106333700003730.

4
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(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

0100200020000000
0
0106230030300063
0
0100273.300.003.
7
0100.60603000203
0
01060233220002..
.
0100..0.03.0307.
7
01002.2660276007
7
0106200770063300
0
01066037700007.2
0
0106670300.73207
0
0106737676030003
3
01066.370032230.
.
01066030.0626337
7
01067600060700.0
7
0100330700763.03
0
01002703.0303032
0
0106007306263233
7
010003000.0.3022
0
0100062030320003
2
01067063003060.0
.
01066...0700070.
0
01066632033..033
0

010660.00300.3000
0106606322.020020
01003707233030260
01066000006207200
010607060062.73.3
01060307.73370000
01060066000.30303
01000000002.2.360
010660203230232.3
010630.0336263000
01003030030..0277
01000..3320036200
0106623333.7.0363
0106076.3306.0.02
01060006003030300
010600736030..622
010022320.0036730
01000000006277360
01066673060300606
01003770037370003
01000003032600303
01066632300020020

5

010666300..66002
0
010666300..63063
3
010666300..66237
0
010666300..66302
3
010666300..63627
2
010666300..6603.
0
010666300..66723
2
010666300..66.02
0
010666300..66330
0
010666300..66330
0
010666300..66770
3
010666300..66330
0
010666300..66330
0
010666300..66033
0
010666300..66222
0
010666300..66200
0
010666300..66060
0
010666300..66330
0
010666300..66330
0
010666300..66700
3
010666300..66330
0
010666300..66330
0
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Table2. MSE of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.7000000000 , 𝜃1 = 1, 𝜃2 = 2.5, 𝜃3 = 1.5 and 𝛽 = 4
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

01002306003230002
0100.67.030060023
0100.060073272306
010030220.2230300
0100.37732070.603
0100.0776.00.3330
0100306003..02720
0100..06007022070
01000670000000303
0100236000.63370.
0100.32320200633.
0100.0007.7.66030
010030.0600000000
0100.330227333072
0100062..00270306
010030060636.03.2
0100.06600.03.063
01000070.732.0..0
0100270.030302033
0100.060630622007
0100.060070.20363
010037.0022733630
0100..02303.73000
01000320333332036
01003020720.00073
0100.077300.70062
010000.3632030706

01002.020.03.0632
0100.607.66700300
0100.032203003362
0100300.000222000
0100.326060337000
0100.020036000630
01003030003002303
0100..00026322300
0100062033.23770.
01002020700000032
0100.3363003.0000
0100.077330226023
01003207003333060
0100.3.0763370006
01000622060607703
01003006032..0.06
0100.0302.000323.
0100007207206370
0100236.220000.2.
0100.000200003330
0100.00000.060306
0100333003003.730
0100..7.707207762
010003230.726..2
0100320372020.20.
0100.020360300063
01000006220037700

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆
01000000000266030
0100000000026603.
0100000000026603.
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266031
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
0100000000026603.
0100000000026603.
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
0100000000026603.
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030
01000000000266030

Table3.Values of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.80000000 , 𝜃1 = 2.5, 𝜃2 = 1.5, 𝜃3 = 1and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)

01060072000636670
01303.67630000060
01303070307.000.3
01060020300362000
01300360300302223
01303000737073307
010603030207.0360
01303002666..3200

01060..76.370.703
010606.7060006023
01060.33026.72066
01066063367002762
010600.602.603320
01063322.33700066
010632020000.00.0
01066003..0002032

6

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆
01066630070606.02
01066630070603606
01066630070606303
01066630070603030
0106663007060.300
01066630070602.70
01066630070600307
01066630070603002
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(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

0130.3207070.0623
01060.23273003.03
010667007003.0.06
0.801179751899114
01062020037227202
01063000260003007
01300.00330603032
01060302026230300
01066007030600323
010663720007.2200
01060300000000.66
0130..320.30200.0
0130002623.032603
0106020.000030300
01066600023337022
01066303706003673
01060700.633.2003
010630.07003.3630
0106606630.02300.

01060600000202003
010660007.30.3332
010607030.0763300
0.798083813579648
01066072763020030
01063032.67600.70
01066077030672620
0130.00200266..7.
01300.00003002022
01066.33070702322
0130.37336.202020
01066323060302030
01063230233303302
0130.233000303002
01300023023230323
010667030.3360330
0130332.367066700
0106603307203.376
01066300.00700000

01066630070600.26
0106663007060.360
01066630070606003
0.799920047972490
0106663007060306.
0106663007060.330
0106663007060.330
01066630070603632
0106663007060.330
0106663007060.330
01066630070602602
0106663007060.300
0106663007060.207
01066630070603.70
0106663007060.330
0106663007060.330
010666300706000.0
0106663007060.330
0106663007060.330

Table4. MSE of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.80000000 , 𝜃1 = 2.5, 𝜃2 = 1.5, 𝜃3 = 1and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

01003.0.76.300032
0100...33602.0033
01000632360030000
0100.67.200.360.0
0100.0003003233.0
0100033.770000303
01003020063000000
0100.0.00360.2.60
0100000.020063006
0100.030730700036
0100000030330.300
010000.036..00.00
0100.000700070200
0100007260.200072
010000003636333.6
0100.06.030003002
01000037000063063
010000000063.3073
0100.020.003003.0
0100000.762000000
010000020300703.3

01003.0666.023307
0100..27303600322
0100.0.7600073320
0100.37.0070003.3
0100.000067000307
010003.0063602720
0100.6.6203003307
01000662.337227.0
0.000070300002360
0100.0330203030.2
0.000761049088573
0100003.677003020
0100.0363.3203030
010000237223330.0
010000033300030.6
0100.70700030.360
010000.0323300307
0100000067600..30
0100.02220.7.7037
01000063002602327
0100000333306633.

01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
01000000000263230
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(100,60,20)
0100.0.3003230303 0100.767607660070 01000000000263230
(100,60,60)
010000307.7300633 010000.3607030270 01000000000263230
(100,60,100)
010007732..200302 0100077.203632066 01000000000263230
(100,100,20) 0100.7000003003.. 0100.200000063037 01000000000263230
(100,100,60)
0100000.702.766.7 01000000000300603 01000000000263230
(100,100,100) 0100020003076.063 01000207.03030026 01000000000263230
Table5.Values of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.50000000 , 𝜃1 = 1.5, 𝜃2 = 1, 𝜃3 = 2.5 and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

0100.7..37007.003
01003223.3002.002
010000.0033730703
0100070730.0.7032
0100707.300633070
01002006636207070
01003003073.33707
01003733206003230
01000203.200.0000
0176360726.7.2306
01002600677333332
01000.0300630.677
017606203703.3333
0176300..20.70767
0100.020003023.33
01760703.0626007.
01763003623723.00
0100.660000063603
0100..70..6000002
01003000667006260
01002.000.0300370
0176300.60000362.
0176607.732307300
01000306023606270
0176600063.330033
01766000700330303
017663..0000.0000

0100.207676336333
01000030.63000630
01760007733332333
010020603600..303
01766000020302200
01760.237.6320.20
01000200007306.30
01763.37300.20632
01000270000203627
01002336200302206
01000020607.0.003
0100..00602076030
01007.30000060302
0176300.6607063.0
01766300003070060
010003.2037003000
01766330.20300006
010006633.03.6360
0100063227.000027
01000720.23366736
01766.20.06736070
01000000300.3.020
0100003230.066060
01766000223.06366
01006267000000007
01000030006003300
017663.3207637003

0100006667002220.
01000066670020260
01000066670022.30
01000066670020000
01000066670020030
0100006667002.262
0100006667007.32.
01000066670020073
01000066670023030
01000066670022372
0100006667002030.
01000066670020306
01000066670022..0
01000066670020606
01000066670020606
01000066670020060
01000066670020606
01000066670020606
010000666700200.0
01000066670022230
0100006667002002.
01000066670070033
01000066670020606
01000066670020606
01000066670072600
01000066670020606
01000066670020606

Table6. MSE of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.50000000 , 𝜃1 = 1.5, 𝜃2 = 1, 𝜃3 = 2.5 and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆
010070...07.33.37 0100770303.333333 010000000066330.0
010033.7302323700 01003036007326700 010000000066330..
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(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

0100322.030300300
010070.6030302370
01003763220.60006
0100.67367.030006
01007763.02023033
010033030027003..
0100.3023.02.0.33
010070.3203302306
010030062.0736.0.
0100.007200220232
0100206370.033330
0100.036000030.00
0100.032300330223
01002003020302670
0100.7600330773.0
0100.0303.2273003
01007070.7.203000
0100.3.0000.07737
0100.70332703220.
01002222003073032
0100.72..03200.30
0100063776220.67.
01002003370372303
0100.723003372670
01000602060.00002

01003373006000002
01007733.00360023
01003707007.33030
0100.33003023.032
0100720.600.03.6.
01003303002032002
0100.073707027072
010026..2337.0632
0100.6070..000073
0100.0203002.0.36
01002007620000323
0100.007233032000
0100.002600003307
0100200.703620602
0100.700006322303
0100.000000.60036
0100260360300.0.7
0100.00.730333603
0100.700322370003
0100236063.03.707
0100.7.6.20660202
0100060300.707233
0100200330330.7.6
0100.73.000032006
01000673303060300

010000000066330.0
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330.0
010000000066330.3
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330.0
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330.0
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330..
010000000066330.0
010000000066330..
010000000066330.3
010000000066330..
010000000066330.0
010000000066330.3
010000000066330..
010000000066330.0

Table7.Values of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.538461538461538 , 𝜃1 = 2, 𝜃2 = 1.5, 𝜃3 = 3and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

0102637.0306.23.3
01072600000233630
01070330763037362
01020.0060037330.
01072326702030733
0107300030..0.227
0102000636370070.
0107.3030033307.7
0107.303060306203
01022.00600630670
0107003000.303.20
01073.02330.36.00
0102200032...3300

010263.3320723...
0102000370003000.
01020600200030330
01026000600733.33
01026..0072.72230
01020.70000.0.700
01070060706273600
010203063020306.0
01020.02073037003
0102000066030220.
01020077376..3000
0102060323.70.366
0107.373270020020

01023030033006202
01023030033006.33
010230300330030.6
01023030033000200
01023030033002003
01023030033006000
01023030033006730
01023030033002060
010230300330033.0
010230300330000.0
01023030033003370
01023030033003003
01023030033000606
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(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

01020020033.02070
010263330323.302.
01020302273703.36
01020.0037230062.
010263000.6370377
0102003..7032.030
01026.360..67333.
01072.0007..70037
01023.30.62030307
01023377060030330
01023602307000002
01022.60003003760
0102363.306007203
010200.0000303700

010200203203660.0
01023.00062230006
01077066302006670
01020300070.030.0
010236200063.0003
0107.060300002007
0102003600060.000
01023377003203237
01070.3.73060.6.2
01026032062363300
0102337707333700.
010736007337.7..3
0107003.20230.070
010200.3363020367

0102303003300.3.7
0102303003300.3.7
01023030033000000
0102303003300.3.7
0102303003300.3.7
010230300330006.7
01023030033000733
01023030033002062
01023030033000.6.
0102303003300.3.7
0102303003300.3.7
01023030033002003
0102303003300.3.7
0102303003300.3.7

Table8. MSE of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.538461538461538 , 𝜃1 = 2, 𝜃2 = 1.5, 𝜃3 = 3and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

01007007066003037
01003000737000006
01003.0006.033700
01007.03000606076
01003302023030002
0100.060032072363
01007006.323..007
01003370.670360.3
0100.630.03726000
01002033.3.02.333
01003000027022373
0100.000.6023.367
0100200.203300003
0100.7702670.3330
0100..00326.600.3
0100227067003703.
0100.7.0020060336
0100.073760700630
0100207330.7360.0
0100.3.03.0736363
0100.002302707.37
01002070033.0223.
0100.773.30200700
0100.0300363.0303
010020.002.000732
0100.22060.0233..

010077377072.3632
0100306.030203600
010030000.3036000
010026003033060..
01003.32.02300300
0100.07706.203300
010023000007.7632
01003.03373000220
0100.3033307722.3
0100202.200302633
010030.00.0002003
0100.000.0.0.3007
01002027.60000300
0100.7223367.0.20
0100..70003220303
01002300037232000
0100.2632070.6007
0100.02707233002.
010027.3600.33007
0100.000723200037
0100.77230.220006
01002766020300632
0100.72006233.37.
0100.0.3633633000
01002260370002003
0100.233.70303630

01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763076
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763076
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
01000000002763073
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(100,100,100) 01000673720637006

01000672076000026

01000000002763073

Table 9.Values of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.692307692307692 , 𝜃1 = 1.5, 𝜃2 = 3, 𝜃3 = 2and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

01036700030307207
01060037320603320
0106606773603.303
01033367.02..0000
01060.32200033233
0106007700.063630
010360630073302.0
010670.7060000603
01063066300060300
01033676...000020
010670.0303033000
01060703073070027
0103370.37.0063..
0106303.072073706
010636..3700.02.2
01030062037707660
01063236003330030
01063.0736.0333.6
01036..733000.063
01063073600023322
01062600300033002
010307.0223003330
01063066360330.00
01063070326700006
01033762323232260
0106.060620002600
0106.00730.7303.3

010360300030.2370
01036030232000030
0106000330030.700
0106200.6.0037303
010630030.300.203
0106.3007003.0270
010670.360300.360
01063000032700370
010366002.360320.
0106.200073006306
01036307007023700
010602300.02.7323
010607.3633070330
010630300.0202060
0106.7600000072.0
01062000307000000
010622366.030003.
0106.032600000200
01036..733000.063
01033037030002363
0103323.200060.00
01067670637066000
01063002006006.30
0106.3000606333.3
010606.6000.300.0
0106230600023.003
0106.000600770060

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆
01063360302772.36
01063360302770233
01063360302700030
010633603027730.0
0106336030277002.
01063360302770000
01063360302776.0.
01063360302773737
01063360302770032
01063360302770..0
01063360302770000
0106336030277360.
0106336030270.262
01063360302770033
01063360302770033
01063360302770.73
01063360302770033
01063360302770033
01063360302770002
01063360302770030
01063360302770037
0106336030270.366
01063360302770033
01063360302770033
01063360302703002
01063360302770033
01063360302770033

Table10. MSE of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.692307692307692 , 𝜃1 = 1.5, 𝜃2 = 3, 𝜃3 = 2and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)

01002000602000603
01003307030003000
0100.320.00276000
01002062.03720673
0100.7.733.370070
0100..3370.263370
0100306320.067002

0100270.700636033
01003.63700037000
0100.30020.60000.
0100360.30.03.0.0
0100.260.02763073
0100...2..0322.0.
01003000073002003

01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
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(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

0100.30033006.226
01000603.60000060
0100200070272730.
0100.033330373.0.
0100.770072030602
010036.066670000.
0100.3030.0020062
01000306632060.03
0100333.30.6.2230
0100.022600067722
01000000636.30330
010020.3072.03220
0100.0073220020.0
0100.23.030602027
010030.70000320.0
0100...330.023333
01000603360200666
01003000720026337
0100..03.3003603.
0100000302.33.300

0100.320.700300.6
01000607.30.000.0
0100277300..303.7
0100.0037.7702000
0100.73.7033.0000
01003000030073700
0100.30.000060030
0100030300077.006
0100302630..30730
0100.032000007036
01000000266000033
01002200.20207700
0100.070336030600
0100.20000.600002
01003702203030032
0100..0003363200.
010006072.63600.0
0100372670600200.
0100..026.0700000
01000073306.03003

01000000000.26633
01000000000.2663.
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.2663.
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.2663.
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.2663.
01000000000.26633
01000000000.26633
01000000000.2663.

Table11.Values of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.769230769230769 , 𝜃1 = 3, 𝜃2 = 2, 𝜃3 = 1.5and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

010033063023000.6
0100.760.2630.006
010020.000603022.
0100060.33627...0
0100.06.002.07006
0100.2022.0000302
010006.6260303707
0100060.766706000
010000.30.6.36007
010073000030.0720
01003020060.00076
0100.732000000.63
010070777.03060.3
01003.300.0332066
010036007202.0730
010073062.7000.00
010066.2.00027030
01000.0.030377200
0100700..32.02230
01006203637020732

0100360223760.307
010000330600..200
010006036.222030.
01003236.26272266
0100006260.077607
01000062237060303
0100000023002373.
01000630023673332
01000033323327302
0100033002277.200
01006030070370076
0100036732030.63.
010066070.232307.
01003.6.063.06262
010000300227070.0
0100.3200000.00.7
0100023.363030030
01006260030..07.7
010033763366333.0
0100003.330230300

01006.32702063300
01006.32702036033
01006.32702060600
01006.32702033600
01006.32702060306
01006.32702060020
01006.32702060607
01006.3270206203.
01006.3270203620.
01006.32702030200
01006.32702060006
01006.32702060330
01006.3270206.000
01006.32702060000
01006.32702060000
01006.32702062700
01006.32702060000
01006.32702060000
01006.32702036000
01006.32702036320
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(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

010003.623303303.
0100300600.726033
01000370063360770
01003260200200763
01003037000002200
01000.62266.30370
01006023000000337

01000602000020270
0100620027.30702.
010006030.6220000
010006.6236.33.2.
0100662.030.27000
01003230030277373
01006026600030000

01006.32702063002
01006.32702036070
01006.32702060000
01006.32702060000
01006.32702036637
01006.32702060000
01006.32702060000

Table12. MSE of the 𝑅̂k when 𝑅𝑘 = 0.769230769230769 , 𝜃1 = 3, 𝜃2 = 2, 𝜃3 = 1.5 and 𝛽 = 4.
(𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚)
(20,20,20)
(20,20,60)
(20,20,100)
(20,60,20)
(20,60,60)
(20,60,100)
(20,100,20)
(20,100,60)
(20,100,100)
(60,20,20)
(60,20,60)
(60,20,100)
(60,60,20)
(60,60,60)
(60,60,100)
(60,100,20)
(60,100,60)
(60,100,100)
(100,20,20)
(100,20,60)
(100,20,100)
(100,60,20)
(100,60,60)
(100,60,100)
(100,100,20)
(100,100,60)
(100,100,100)

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑚𝑙𝑒

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑠ℎ

𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆

010037200302000.0
0100.2.70.0.27.20
0100..72.37630632
01003773003670003
0100.320222630070
01000633.20036602
01003723002.00030
0100.3007.03330.0
0100063.003220000
01003.66226.60262
010006003.000..03
01000000006362007
01003.3033000070.
01000337036000306
0.000586706327036
0100.620077000300
010003.3670730030
010000272.3030602
01003.00303030703
01000360000630776
010003.3203.33222
0100.603320700000
01000020027600.00
010000.0020060003
0100.307332.33333
010000000023.3002
010000.03073..063

01003202007022722
0100.22363333.633
0100..00060303777
0100323007600.320
0100.3333.0663602
01000633007..0706
010032.066060.706
0100.30070630063.
010006.306.326..0
010030000030.0337
01000607303300070
01000000200067000
0100.63.062222200
01000300033073002
0.000589015710074
0100.3002036.3.33
01000307.3070.067
0100002.306730000
0100.6006.0026030
01000330300302036
01000307.03033730
0100.3070000..736
0100003060230..70
010000.027.0623.0
0100.0.03327..033
01000003720373327
010000.7.007.6733

0100000000332300.
0100000000332300.
0100000000332300.
0100000000332300.
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
01000000003323000
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
01000000003323000
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
0.000000002238750
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
01000000003323000
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
01000000003323000
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
01000000003323000
0100000000332300.
01000000003323000
01000000003323000

4. Results Analysis
From the tables above, for all 𝑛1 = (20,60,100), 𝑛2= (20,60,100) and m=(20,60,100), we conclude that
when Δ=0.05 ,the minimum (MSE) for 𝑅̂kss held using single stage shrinkage estimator (SS) so it is the
best for all 𝑛𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2 and m, follow by the shrinkage methods using 𝑅̂ksh and finally by the Maximum
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Likelihood estimator 𝑅̂kMLE , but in case, when (𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑚) = (20,20,60), (20,20,100), (60,60,100)
and (𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , 𝜃3 ) = (1,2.5,1.5) , (2.5,1.5,1) and (3,2,1.5) seen that the second best methods using
Maximum Likelihood estimator and follows the shrinkage methods and seen that the MSE for the
preliminary test single stage shrinkage estimator (SS) is equal for all 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚 , when we used 𝐾 =
𝑒 −𝑛𝑖 .
5. Conclusion
The simulation results exhibited that, the preliminary test single stage shrinkage estimator (SS) is the best
way. Then the resulting estimator 𝑅̂𝑘 𝑆𝑆 perform well and will be the best estimator than the other in the
sense of MSE, and the shrinkage estimator using in this paper near on the Maximum Likelihood estimator.
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Abstract. The goal of this article is to give the concepts of Regular space and Normal space in
the topological graph space also generalize α and β that to Regular space and Normal space
where the relationship between these concepts were given. Finally, some characteristics of these
concepts were investigated.

1. Introduction
Graph theory [3] is one of the fundamental topics of modern mathematics. This theory is also used in
most branches of knowledge, as it has applications and uses of great benefits in topics of scientific and
economic importance such as game theory, mathematical programming, connection theory and electrical
networks in addition to its use in physics, organic chemistry, economics, civil engineering, biology and
many other fields.
Kosterlitz [5] given the relationship between graph theory and topology. The topology is created by
graph theory and the study of topological properties in graph theory. Some researchers make the
relationship only on the vertices of the graph, while others make it on the edges. But the process is to
create a schematic diagram of a particular topology that was not interested before ([6] and [8].
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1 [3]: A graph H is a set l ≠ ∅ of elements called vertices graph with a family L from
unarranged pairs of vertices a graph is called an edge. It is called set vertices graph l(H) and family edge
m( H) and We express a graph of ordered pairs H(l, M).
Definition 2.2 [7]: A directed graph or digraph D as set w that is non-empty of elements called vertices
I and edges M with a family of ordered pairs of vertices denoted by (l, M).
A directed graph is expressed as an ordered pair (l, D) and denoted set vertices l(D) and family directed
edge M(D).
Definition 2.3 [6]:
Let H(l, m) be a graph, we call K is a sub graph from H and can write by K ⊆ H if
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l(K) ⊆ l(H), m(K) ⊆ m(H). The spanning sub graph from a graph is a sub graph acquired by edge
deletions only.
Definition 2.4 [4]: A topological space (S,σ) is called regular space if for every non-empty closed set F
and a point m which does not belong to F, there are open sets U1 , U2 s.t. m ∈ U1 F ∉ U2 and U1 ∩ U2 =
∅.
Definition 2.5 [4]: A topological space (S,σ) is called normal space iff for every non-empty closed set
F1 , F2 , there is a pair U1 , U2 of open set s.t. F1 ⊆ U1 F2 ⊆ U2 and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅ .
Definition 2.6: A subset K of a space S is called:
(4) α-open [2] if K ⊆int(cl(int(K))).
(5) β-open [9] if K ⊆cl(int(cl(K))).
Definition 2.7[1]: Let (L, H) be a graph, l∈ L(H) then we define the post stage is the set of all vertices
which is not a neighborhood of l. QH is the collection of (lR) is called sub basis of graph BH =
∩n j=1 QHj is called bases of the graph. Then the union of BH is form a topology on H and (L(H), σH ) is
called a topological graph.
Example 2.8[1]: Let (L, H) be a graph, We'll create a topology via graph as follows:
l1 (H) = {l1 , l2 } , l2 (H) = {l3 , l4 }, l3 (H) = {l1 }, l4 (H) = {l2 }, l5 (H) = {l2 , l5 }. Then a
subbase is a topology is SH = {{l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l1 }, {l2 }, {l2 , l5 }}. The base is
{L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l3 }, {l1 }, {l2 }, {l2 , l5 }}. Therefore, the topological graph of H is
L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l3 }, {l1 }, {l2 }, {l2 , l5 }, {l1 , l3 }, {l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 }, {l1 , l2 , l3 },
{
}
{l1 , l3 , l4 }, , {l2 , l3 , l4 }, {l1 , l2 , l5 }, {l3 , l2 , l5 }, {l3 , l4 , l2 , l5 }
l1

l2

l3

l4

BH =
σH =

l5
Figure 1 Topology via graph
3- Regular and Normal Space on Topological Graph Space
In this section, we give new definitions of Regular and Normal space on topological graph space with
relation among them.
Definition 3.1: A topological graph (L(H), σH ) is called H-Regular space if for any vertices l from L(H)
and F is closed set vertices s.t, l ∉ F, there exist post two stages from any vertices U1 , U2 s.t. l ∈ U1
F ∉ U2 and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅ .
Definition 3.2: A topological graph (L(H), σH ) is called H-Normal space if for any two closed vertices
F1 , F2 from L(H), there exists two post stage from any vertices U1 , U2 s.t. F1 ∈ U1 F2 ∉ U2 and U1 ∩
U2 = ∅ .
Definition 3.3: A topological graph (L(H), σH ) is called H-α-Regular space if for any vertices l from
L(H) and F is α-closed vertices s.t, l ∉ F, there exist α-post two stages from any vertices U1 , U2 s.t.
l ∈ U1 F ∉ U2 and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅ .
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Definition 3.4: A topological graph (L(H), σH ) is called H-β-Regular space if for any vertices l from
L(H) and F is is β-closed set vertices s.t, l ∉ F, there exist two β-post stage from any vertices U1 , U2
s.t. l ∈ U1 F ∉ U2 and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅ .
Definition 3.5: A topological graph (L(H), σH ) is called H-α-Normal space if for any two α-closed
vertices F1 , F2 there exist two α-post stage from any vertices U1 , U2 s.t. F1 ∈ U1 F2 ∉ U2 and U1 ∩
U2 = ∅ .
Definition 3.6: A topological graph (L(H), σH ) is called H-β-Normal space if for any two β-closed
vertices F1 , F2 , there exist two β-post stage from any vertices U1 , U2 s.t. F1 ∈ U1 F2 ∉ U2 and U1 ∩
U2 = ∅ .
Theorem 3.7. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then L(H) is satisfied following:
H-Regular space

H-α-Regular space

H-β-Regular space
Proof: H-regular space ⟹ H-α-Regular space: Let (L(H), σH ) be H-Regular space and let each of l is
vertices and F is closed vertices s.t, l ∉ F, since (L(H), σH ) be H-Regular space, then F is α-closed
vertices (every closed vertices are α-closed vertices). Thus, there exist α-post two stages from any α
vertices U1 , U2 s.t. l ∈ U1 F ∉ U2 and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅ . Therefore (L(H), σH ) is H-α-Regular space.
H-regular space ⟹ H-β-Regular space: It is clear.
H-regular space ⟹ H-β-Regular space: Let (L(H), σH ) be H-α-Regular space and let each of l is
vertices and F is α-closed vertices s.t, l ∉ F, since (L(H), σH ) be H-α-Regular space, then F is β-closed
vertices (every α - closed vertices is β-closed vertices). Thus, there exist β-post two stages from any β
vertices U1 , U2 s.t. l ∈ U1 F ∉ U2 and U1 ∩ U2 = ∅ . Therefore (L(H), σH ) is H-β-Regular space.
Example 3.8: Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. We'll create a topology via a graph.
We take l1 (H) = {l1 , l2 } , l2 (H) = {l3 , l4 }, l3 (H) = {l1 }, l4 (H) = {l2 }, l5 (H) = {l2 , l3 }.
Then a subbase is a topology is SH = {{l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l1 }, {l2 }, {l2 , l3 }}. The base is BH =
{L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l3 }, {l1 }, {l2 }, {l2 , l3 }}. Therefore, the topological graph on H is σH =
L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l3 }, {l1 }, {l2 }, {l2 , l3 }, {l1 , l3 }, {l1 , l2 , l3 , l4 }, {l1 , l2 , l3 },
{
}.
{l1 , l3 , l4 }, , {l2 , l3 , l4 },
Then (L(H), σH ) is H-α-Regular space, but (L(H), σH ) is not H-Regular space, because there is not
exist disjoint post two stages for any vertices and closed set vertices in this graph.
Example 3.9: Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space We'll create a topology via a graph.
We take l1 (H) = {l1 , l2 } , l2 (H) = {l3 , l4 } . Then a sub base is a topology is
SH = {{l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l2 }}. The base is BH = {L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l2 }}. Therefore, the topological
graph on H is σH = {L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l3 , l4 }, {l2 }, {l2 , l3 , l4 }}.
Then (L(H), σH ) is H-β-Regular space, but (L(H), σH ) is not H- α-Regular space, because there is not
exist disjoint post two stages for any vertices and α-closed set vertices in this graph. Also (L(H), σH ) is
not H-Regular space, because there is not exist disjoint post two stages for any vertices and closed set
vertices in this graph.
Proposition 3.10. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then L(H) is satisfied the following:
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H-Normal space

H-α- Normal space

H-β- Normal space
Proof: H-Normal space ⟹ H-α- Normal space: Let (L(H), σH ) be H-normal space and let and two
αclosed vertices F1 , F2 , since (L(H), σH ) then F is α-closed vertices (every closed vertices are α-closed
vertices). Thus, there exist α-post two stages from any vertices U1 , U2 s.t. F1 ∈ U1 F2 ∉ U2 and U1 ∩
U2 = ∅ . Therefore (L(H), σH ) is H-α-Normal space.
H-Normal space ⟹ H-β-Normal space: it is same above.
H- α-Normal space ⟹ H-β-Normal space: it is same above.
Example 3.11: Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. We'll create a topology via a graph. We
take
l1 (H) = {l1 } , l2 (H) = {l2 , l4 }, l3 (H) = {l3 }, l4 (H) = {l4 }.
Then a subbase is a topology is SH = {{l2 , l4 }, {l1 , l3 }, {l3 }, {l4 }}. The base is BH =
{L(H), ∅, {l2 , l4 }, {l1 , l3 }, {l3 }, {l4 }}. Therefore, the topological graph on H is σH =
{L(H), ∅, {l2 , l4 }, {l1 , l3 }, {l3 }, {l4 }, {l1 , l3 , l4 }, {l2 , l3 , l4 }, {l3 , l4 }}.
Then (L(H), σH ) is H-αnormal space, but (L(H), σH ) is not H- normal space, because there is not exist
disjoint post two stages contain two closed vertices for any two vertices in this graph.
Example 3.12: Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space . We'll create a topology via a graph.
We take l1 (H) = {l1 }, l2 (H) = {l2 , l4 }, l3 (H) = {l1 , l3 }.Then a sub base is a topology
SH = {{l1 }, {l2 , l4 }, {l2 , l3 }}. The base is BH = {L(H), ∅, {l1 }, {l2 , l4 }, {l2 , l3 }, {l2 }}.
Therefore,
the
topological
graph
on
L(H)
is
σH =
{L(H), ∅, {l1 }, {l2 , l4 }, {l2 , l3 }, {l2 }, {l1 , l2 , l4 }, {l1 , l2 , l3 }, {l1 , l2 }, {l2 , l3 , l4 }}.
Then (L(H), σH ) is H- β-Normal space, but (L(H), σH ) is not H- α-Normal space, because there is not
exist disjoint post two stages contain two β-closed vertices for two α-vertices in this graph.
Remark 3.13. The relation between H-Normal space with H-Regular space (H-α-Normal space with Hα-Regular space, and H-β-Normal space with H-β-Regular space) are independent relations.
We
show this following:
1- Recall Example 3.8.We see that (L(H), σH ) is H-α-Regular space, but it is not H-α-Normal space.
2- Recall Example 3.11.We see that (L(H), σH ) is H- β-Regular space, but it is not H-β-Normal space.
3- Recall Example 3.8.We see that (L(H), σH ) is H- H-α-Normal space, but it is not H-α-Regular space.
4- Recall Example 3.8.We see that (L(H), σH ) is H- β-Normal space, but it is not H-β-Regular space.
Example 3.14: Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. We'll create a topology via a graph.
We take l1 (H) = {l1 }, l2 (H) = {l2 , l3 }. Then a sub base is a topology is
SH = {{l1 }, {l2 , l3 }}. The base is BH = {L(H), ∅, {l1 }, {l2 , l3 }}. Therefore, the topological graph on L(H)
is σH = {L(H), ∅, {l1 }, {l2 , l3 }}. Then (L(H), σH ) is H-Normal space, but (L(H), σH ) is not H-Regular
space, because there is not exist disjoint post two stages for any two α-vertices in this graph.
Example 3.15: Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. We'll create a topology via a graph.
We take l1 (H) = {l2 }, l2 (H) = {l2 , l3 } , l2 (H) = {l3 } .
Then a sub base is a topology is SH = {{l2 }{l2 , l3 }, {l3 }}. The base is BH = {L(H), ∅, {l2 }, {l2 , l3 }, {l3 }}.
Therefore, the topological graph on L(H) is σH = {L(H), ∅, {l2 }{l2 , l3 }, {l3 }}. Then (L(H), σH ) is H-
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regular space, but (L(H), σH ) is not H- normal space, because there is not exist disjoint post two stages
for any two α-vertices contain two closed vertices in this graph.
4-Some Properties of Regular and Normal Space on Topological Graph
In the section, we introduce some properties of Regular and Normal Space on Topological Graph.
We start by the following proposition:
Proposition 4.1. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then the following are equivalents:
1) L(H) is H-Regular space.
2) For each l ∈ l(H), F is closed a post stage and F ⊆ M(F), there exists a post stage K s.t, l ∈ l(H) ⊆
clH (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
Proof: (1) ⟹ (2) Assume that L(H) is H-Regular space, F is closed a post stage and
l ∈ M(F), then there exists a post stage K s.t, l ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH (l(H)) ,so that
M (clH (l(H))) and clH (l(H)) ⊆ M(F) . Thus l ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
(2) ⟹ (1) Assume that F is closed a post stage, l ∈ M(F), so that there exists a post stage K s.t. l ∈
l(H) ⊆ clH (l(H)) ⊆ M(F). Thus l ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH (l(H)) ⊆ M(F), so F ⊆ M (clH (l(H))) which is a
disjoint post stage. Thus L(H) is H-Regular space.
Remark 4.2. The converse of above Proposition is not true. The following example shows that the
opposite of the above theorem is incorrect.
Example 4.3. Let (L, H) be a graph, We'll create a topology via graph as follows:
l1 (H) = {l1 } , l2 (H) = {l3 }, l3 (H) = {l2 } . Then a sub base is a topology is
SH = {{l1 } , {l3 }, {l2 }}. The base is BH = {L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l1 , l3 }, {l3 , l2 }, {l3 }, {l1 }, {l2 }}. Therefore, the
topological graph on H is σH = {L(H), ∅, {l1 , l2 } , {l1 , l3 }, {l3 , l2 }, {l3 }, {l1 }, {l2 }}
Then {l1 , l2 } is closed a post stage and {l1 , l2 } ⊆ M({l1 , l2 }), there exists a post stage K s.t, {l1 , l2 } ∈
l(H) ⊆ clH ({l1 , l2 } ) ⊆ M({l1 , l2 } ) , but L(H) is not H-Regular space.
Proposition 4.4. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then the following are equivalents:
1) L(H) is H-α-Regular space.
2) For each l ∈ l(H), F is α-closed a post stage and F ⊆ M(F), there exists a post stage αK s.t. l ∈ l(H) ⊆
αclH (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
Proof: it is obvious.
Remark 4.5 the converse of above Proposition is not true. The following example shows that the opposite
of the above theorem is incorrect.
Example 4.6: Recall Example 3.3. Then {l1 } is α-closed a post stage and {l1 } ⊆ M({l1 }), there exists a
post stage K s.t, {l1 } ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH ({l1 } ) ⊆ M({l1 } ) , but L(H) is not H-α-Regular space.
Proposition 4.7. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then the following are equivalents:
1) L(H) is H- β regular space.
2) For each l ∈ l(H), F is β -closed a post stage and F ⊆ M(F), there exists a post stage βK s.t, l ∈ l(H) ⊆
βclH (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
Proof: it is obvious.
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Remark 4.8 the converse of above Proposition is not true. The following example shows that the opposite
of the above theorem is incorrect.
Example 4.9: Recall Example 3.3. Then {l1 , l3 } is β-closed a post stage and {l1 , l3 } ⊆ M({l1 , l3 }), there
exists a post stage K s.t, {l1 , l3 } ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH ({{l1 , l3 }} ) ⊆ M({{l1 , l3 }} ) , but L(H) is not H-β-Regular
space.
Proposition 4.10. Let (L(H), σH ) be H-Regular topological graph space and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 = l2 .
Then clH (l1 ) = clH (l2 ).
Proof: Assume that (L(H), σH ) be H-Regular and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 = l2 . Suppose that clH (l1 ) ≠ clH (l2 )
. Then l1 ∉ clH (l2 ) and l2 ∉ clH (l1 ) , since l1 ∉ clH (l2 )
then there exists a post K s.t, clH (l1 ) ⊆ K, so l1 ∈ M(clH (l2 )) and l1 ∈ M(K),
which is a closed post stage. So clH (l1 ) ⊆ M(K). ThusclH (l1 ) = clH (l2 ).
Proposition 4.11. Let (L(H), σH ) be H- α-Regular topological graph space and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 =
l2 . Then αclH (l1 ) = αclH (l2 ).
Proof: it is clear.
Proposition 4.12. Let (L(H), σH ) be H- β-Regular topological graph space and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 =
l2 . Then βclH (l1 ) = βclH (l2 ).
Proof: it is clear.
Proposition 4.13. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then the following are equivalents:
1) L(H) is H-Normal space.
2) For each l ∈ l(H), F is closed a post stage and F ⊆ M(F), there exists a post stage K s.t, l ∈ l(H) ⊇
int H (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
Proof: (1) ⟹ (2) Assume that L(H) is H-Regular space, F is closed a post stage and
l ∈ M(F), then there exists a post stage K s.t, l ∈ l(H) ⊇ int H (l(H)), so that
M (int H (l(H))) and int H (l(H)) ⊆ M(F) . Thus l ∈ l(H) ⊇ int H (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
(2) ⟹ (1) Assume that F is closed a post stage, l ∈ M(F) ,so that there exists a post stage K s.t, l ∈
l(H) ⊇ int H (l(H)) ⊆ M(F) .Thus l ∈ l(H) ⊇ int H (l(H)) ⊆ M(F) , so F ⊆ M (int H (l(H))) which is a
disjoint post stage.Thus L(H) is H-Normal space.
Remark 4.14 the converse of above Proposition is not true. The following example shows that the
opposite of the above theorem is incorrect.
Example 4.15: Recall Example 3.15. Then {l1 } is closed a post stage and {l1 } ⊆ M({l1 }), there exists a
post stage K s.t, {l1 } ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH ({{l1 }} ) ⊆ M({{l1 }} ), but L(H) is not H- Normal space.
Proposition 3.16. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then the following are equivalents:
1) L(H) is H-α-Normal space.
2) For each l ∈ l(H), F is α-closed a post stage and F ⊆ M(F), there exists a post stage αK s.t, l ∈ l(H) ⊇
αint H (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
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Proof: it is obvious.
Remark 4.17 the converse of above Proposition is not true. The following example shows that the
opposite of the above theorem is incorrect.
Example 4.18: Recall Example 3.8. Then {l2 } is α-closed a post stage and {l2 } ⊆ M({l2 }), there exists
a post stage K s.t, {l2 } ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH ({{l2 }} ) ⊆ M({{l2 }} ), but L(H) is not H-α-Regular space.
Proposition 4.19. Let (L(H), σH ) be a topological graph space. Then the following are equivalents:
1) L(H) is H- β-Normal space.
2) For each l ∈ l(H), F is β-closed a post stage and F ⊆ M(F), there exists a post stage βK s.t. l ∈ l(H) ⊇
β int H (l(H)) ⊆ M(F).
Proof: it is obvious.
Remark 4.20 the converse of above Proposition is not true. The following example shows that the
opposite of the above theorem is incorrect.
Example 4.21: Recall Example 3.11. Then {l1 , l2 } is β-closed a post stage and {l1 , l2 } ⊆ M({l1 , l2 }),
there exists a post stage K s.t. {l1 , l2 } ∈ l(H) ⊆ clH ({{l1 , l2 }} ) ⊆ M({{l1 , l2 }} ) , but L(H) is not H-βRegular space.
Proposition 4.22. Let (L(H), σH ) be H- normal topological graph space and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 = l2 . Then
int H (l1 ) = int H (l2 ).
Proof: Assume that (L(H), σH ) be H-Normal and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 = l2 . Suppose that int H (l1 ) ≠
int H (l2 ).Then l1 ∉ int H (l2 ) and l2 ∉ int H (l1 ), since l1 ∉ int H (l2 )
then there exists a post K s.t, int H (l1 ) ⊇ K, so l1 ∈ M( int H (l2 )) and l1 ∈ M(K),
which is a closed post stage. So int H (l1 ) ⊇ M(K). Thus int H (l1 ) = int H (l2 ).
Proposition 4.23. Let (L(H), σH ) be H- α-Normal topological graph space and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 =
l2 . Then αint H (l1 ) = αint H (l2 ).
Proof: it is clear.
Proposition 4.24. Let (L(H), σH ) be H- β-Normal topological graph space and l1 , l2 ∈ l(H), l1 =
l2 . Then βint H (l1 ) = βint H (l2 ).
Proof: it is clear.
5. Conclusion
The regular space and the normal space were generalized to the space of the topological graph statement,
as well as the 𝛼 and 𝛽 were generalized to both spaces, and we studied the relationships among these
generalizations and gave us opposite examples of cases in which the opposite is not valid. We also
obtained cases for all these generalizations.
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Abstract. The concepts 𝔾-g-closedness and 𝔾-g-openness were used to popularize presented
modern classes of separation axioms in grill topological spaces. Many relationships between
multiple kinds of these classes are summarized, too.

1. Introduction
A nonempty collection 𝔾 of nonempty subsets of a topological space Ӿ is named a Grill if
i. ᾉ ∈ 𝔾 and ᾉ ⊆ ℬ ⊆ Ӿ then ℬ ∈ 𝔾
ii. ᾉ, ℬ ⊆ Ӿ and ᾉ ∪ ℬ ∈ 𝔾 then ᾉ ∈ 𝔾 𝑜𝑟 ℬ ∈ 𝔾 [1]. Let Ӿ be a nonempty set. Then the
following families are grills on Ӿ. [1-3]
•
{∅} and P(Ӿ)\{∅} are trivial examples of grills on Ӿ.
•
𝔾 ͚ the grill of all infinite subsets of Ӿ.
•
𝔾𝑐𝑜 the grill of all uncountable subsets of Ӿ.
•
𝔾𝑝 ={ Λ: Λ ∈ P(Ӿ), 𝑝 ∈ Λ } is a specific point grills on Ӿ.
•
𝔾ᾉ ={ ℬ: ℬ ∈ P(Ӿ), ℬ  ᾉ𝑐 ≠ ∅}, and
If (Ӿ,ȶ) is a topological space, then the family of all non-nowhere dense subsets called 𝔾 ={ ᾉ ⊆ Ӿ:
int ȶ clȶ (ᾉ) ≠ ∅}. Is the one of kinds of grill on Ӿ.
Let 𝔾 be a grill on a topological space(Ӿ,ȶ). The operator φ: P(Ӿ)→P(Ӿ) was defined by 𝜑 (ᾉ)={ӿ∈ Ӿ
\ Ư ᾉ∈𝔾, for all Ư∈ȶ(ӿ)}, ȶ(ӿ) denotes the neighborhood of ӿ. A mapping : P(Ӿ)→P(Ӿ) is defined as
 (ᾉ)=ᾉ ∪ φ (ᾉ) for all ᾉ ∈ P(Ӿ) [4-6].
The map  satisfies Kuratowski closure axioms: [3,4]
(i)
 (∅) = ∅,
(ii)
If ᾉ ⊆ ℬ, then  (ᾉ) ⊆  (ℬ),
(iii)
If ᾉ ⊆ Ӿ, then  ( (ᾉ)) =  (ᾉ),
(iv)
If ᾉ, ℬ ⊆ Ӿ, then  (ᾉ ∪ ℬ) =  (ᾉ) ∪  (ℬ).
In this research, we presented 𝔾-g-closed set and it is complement 𝔾-g-open set some notions
have been presented by new kinds of separation axioms like: 𝔾-g-Ŧ0 -space, 𝔾-g-Ŧ1 -space, 𝔾-g-Ŧ2 space. ■
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Separation Axioms with Grill-Topological Open Set
Definition 2. 1: In grill topological space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾), let ⅅ ⊆ Ӿ. ⅅ is said to be grill-g-closed set denoted
by "𝔾-g-closed", if (ⅅ - Ư) ∉ 𝔾 then, (𝑐𝑙(ⅅ) - Ư) ∉ 𝔾 where every, Ư ⊆ Ӿ and Ư ∈ ȶ.
Now, ⅅ 𝑐 is a grill-g-open set denoted by "𝔾-g-open" .The family of all "𝔾-g-closed" sets denoted by
𝔾𝐠C(Ӿ). The family of all "𝔾-g-open" sets denoted by 𝔾𝐠O(Ӿ).
Example 2. 2: Consider the space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾), where Ӿ = { ᶂ1, ᶂ2, ᶂ3}, ȶ = {Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}, { ᶂ2}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ2}}, and
𝔾 = {Ӿ, { ᶂ1}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ2}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ3}}. So,
P(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}, { ᶂ2}, { ᶂ3}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ2}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ3}, { ᶂ2, ᶂ3}}
𝔾gC(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}, { ᶂ2}, { ᶂ3}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ2}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ3}, { ᶂ2, ᶂ3}}, 𝔾gO(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}, { ᶂ2}, { ᶂ3}, { ᶂ1,
ᶂ2}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ3}, { ᶂ2, ᶂ3}}.
Remark 2. 3: For any (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) then
i. Every closed set is a 𝔾-g-closed set.
ii. Every open set is a 𝔾-g-open set.
The converse of Remark 2. 3 is not true. See Example 2. 2.
{ᶂ1} is a 𝔾-g-closed set, but {ᶂ1} is not closed set.
{ᶂ1, ᶂ3} is a 𝔾-g-open set, but {ᶂ1, ᶂ3} is not open set.
Definition 2. 4: The space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾-g-Ŧ0 -space shortly “𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space” if for each ꬺ  ꬻ and ꬺ, ꬻ
∈ Ӿ, there exist Ư ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ) whenever, ꬺ ∈ Ư and ꬻ ∉ Ư or ꬺ ∉ Ư and ꬻ ∈ Ư.
Example 2. 5: Consider the space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾), where Ӿ = { ᶂ1, ᶂ2 }, ȶ = {Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}} and 𝔾 = {Ӿ, { ᶂ2}}.
𝔾gC(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ2}}, 𝔾gO(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}}. Hence (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space.
Proposition 2. 6: If (Ӿ, ȶ ) is a Ŧ0 -space then (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space.
Proof: By Remark 2. 3. (ii).For each Ư ∈ ȶ, then Ư is a 𝔾g-open set ,so the proof is over.
Definition 2. 7: The space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾-g-Ŧ1 -space shortly “𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space” if for each ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ӿ and
ꬺ  ꬻ. Then there are 𝔾g-open sets Ư1, Ư2 whenever ꬺ ∈ Ư1 , ꬻ ∉ Ư1 and ꬻ ∈ Ư2 , ꬺ ∉ Ư2 .
Example 2. 8: A space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) when Ӿ = ₦, where ₦ is the set of all natural numbers, ȶ= ȶcof = { Ư 
₦, Ư𝑐 is a finite set}  ∅ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝔾 = P(Ӿ)\{∅}. So (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space. Since for each ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ӿ
and ꬺ  ꬻ. Then there are 𝔾g-open sets (₦ - {ꬻ}), (₦ - {ꬺ}) whenever {ꬻ} and {ꬺ} are two finite sets
such that (ꬺ ∈ (₦ - {ꬻ})) , (ꬻ ∉ (₦ - {ꬻ})) and (ꬺ ∉ (₦ - {ꬺ})) , (ꬻ ∈ (₦ - {ꬺ})).
Proposition 2. 9: If (Ӿ, ȶ ) is a Ŧ1 -space then (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space.
Proof: By Remark 2. 3.(ii).For each Ư ∈ ȶ, then Ư is a 𝔾g-open set ,so the proof is over.
Proposition 2. 10: If (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space then it is a 𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space.
Proof: Let ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ӿ such that ꬺ  ꬻ since (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space, then there exists Ư1, Ư2 ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ)
such that, ꬺ ∈ Ư1 , ꬻ ∉ Ư1 and ꬻ ∈ Ư2 , ꬺ ∉ Ư2 . Then there exist Ư ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ) whenever, ꬺ ∈ Ư , ꬻ ∉
Ư and ꬺ ∉ Ư , ꬻ ∈ Ư .
The converse of proposition 2. 10 is not true for example 2. 11.
Example 2. 11: The grill topological space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space, where Ӿ = {ᶂ1, ᶂ2}, ȶ = {Ӿ, ∅, {
ᶂ2}} and 𝔾 = {Ӿ, { ᶂ1}}. 𝔾gC(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}}, 𝔾gO(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, {ᶂ2}}. The grill topological space
(Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is not 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space, since for any elements ᶂ1  ᶂ2, there is no 𝔾g-open set Ư containing ᶂ1 which
does not contain ᶂ2.
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Definition 2. 12: The space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾-g-Ŧ2 -space shortly “𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space” if for each ꬺ  ꬻ. There
are 𝔾g-open sets Ư1 , Ư2 whenever ꬺ ∈ Ư1 , ꬻ ∈ Ư2 and Ư1  Ư2 = ∅.
Example 2. 13: Consider the space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾), where Ӿ = { ᶂ1, ᶂ2, ᶂ3}, ȶ = {Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}, {ᶂ2}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ2}}, and
𝔾 = {Ӿ, { ᶂ1}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ2 }, { ᶂ1 , ᶂ3}}. So, 𝔾gC(Ӿ) = P(Ӿ) = 𝔾gO(Ӿ). Hence (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space.
Proposition 2. 14: If (Ӿ, ȶ ) is a Ŧ2 -space then (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space.
Proof: By Remark 2. 3. (ii).For each Ư ∈ ȶ, then Ư is a 𝔾g-open set ,so the proof is over.
Proposition 2. 15: If (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space then it is a 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space.
Proof: Let ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ӿ whenever, ꬺ  ꬻ since (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space, then there are 𝔾g-open sets Ư1, Ư2
such that ꬺ ∈ Ư1 , ꬻ ∈ Ư2 and Ư1  Ư2 = ∅. Implies ꬺ ∈ Ư1 and ꬻ ∉ Ư1 or ꬻ ∈ Ư2 and ꬺ ∉ Ư2 .
The converse of proposition 2. 15 is not true see example 2. 8.
A space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space. Which is not 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space, since there is no two 𝔾g-open sets,
Ư1, Ư2 such that Ư1  Ư2 = ∅.
Remark 2. 16: We have formerly noted that (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space whenever, it is a Ŧ𝑖 -space (for
every 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }).
The converse of Remark 2. 16 is not true in general for example 2. 17.
Example 2. 17: Consider the space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾), where Ӿ = { ᶂ1, ᶂ2, ᶂ3}, ȶ = {Ӿ, ∅}, and 𝔾 = P(Ӿ)\{∅}. So,
𝔾gC(Ӿ) = P(Ӿ) = 𝔾gO(Ӿ). Then the space (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space (for every 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }). But the
space (Ӿ, ȶ) is not Ŧ𝑖 -space (for every 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }).
The following diagram shows the relations between the various kinds of concepts of our formerly
mentioned.
Diagram (2. 1)
𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space

Ŧ2 -space

Ŧ1 -space
𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space

𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space

Ŧ0 -space
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Relationships among Ŧ𝑖 -space and 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space
3. Separation Axioms with Some Types of Open Functions
Definition 3. 1: The function Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) →( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is called
i. 𝔾-g-open function, shortly "𝔾go-function" if Ҕ (Ư) ∈ Ǥg-o(Ұ) whenever, Ư ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ).
ii. 𝔾∗ -g-open function, shortly "𝔾∗ go-function" if Ҕ (Ư) ∈ Ǥg-o(Ұ) whenever, Ư ∈ ȶ.
iii. 𝔾∗∗-g-open function, shortly "𝔾∗∗ go-function" if Ҕ (Ư) ∈ ƫ whenever, Ư ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ).
Proposition 3. 2: If (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space and Ҕ is an onto, 𝔾go-function from ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) to ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ
) then Ұ is a Ǥg-Ŧ𝑖 -space (for every 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }).
Proof: If 𝑖 = 0: Let ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ұ such that ꬺ  ꬻ. Since Ҕ is an onto function, then Ҕ−1(ꬺ)  ∅  Ҕ−1 (ꬻ) and
Ҕ−1 (ꬺ), Ҕ−1(ꬻ) ∈ Ӿ and Ҕ−1 (ꬺ)  Ҕ−1 (ꬻ). Since (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space, then there exist Ư ∈ 𝔾go(Ӿ) whenever Ҕ−1 (ꬺ) ∈ Ư , Ҕ−1 (ꬻ) ∉ Ư or Ҕ−1 (ꬺ) ∉ Ư, Ҕ−1(ꬻ) ∈ Ư. Since Ҕ is a 𝔾go-function, then
Ҕ(Ư) is a Ǥg-open set such that ꬺ ∈ Ҕ(Ư) and ꬻ ∉ Ҕ(Ư) or ꬺ ∉ Ҕ(Ư) and ꬻ ∈ Ҕ(Ư). Hence Ұ is a ǤgŦ0 -space. If 𝑖 = 1: Let ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ұ such that ꬺ  ꬻ. Since Ҕ is an onto function, then Ҕ−1 (ꬺ)  ∅  Ҕ−1 (ꬻ)
and Ҕ−1(ꬺ), Ҕ−1 (ꬻ) ∈ Ӿ and Ҕ−1 (ꬺ)  Ҕ−1 (ꬻ). So (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ1 -space, then there exists Ư1, Ư2
∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ) such that Ҕ−1 (ꬺ) ∈ Ư1 , Ҕ−1 (ꬻ) ∉ Ư1 and Ҕ−1(ꬻ) ∈ Ư2 , Ҕ−1 (ꬺ) ∉ Ư2 . By the condition Ҕ
is a 𝔾go-function, Ҕ(Ư1 ), Ҕ(Ư2 ) are Ǥg-open sets in Ұ such that ꬺ ∈ Ҕ(Ư1 ) , ꬻ ∉ Ҕ(Ư1 ) and ꬻ ∈ Ҕ(Ư2 )
, ꬺ ∉ Ҕ(Ư2 ). Hence ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is a Ǥg-Ŧ1 -space.
If 𝑖 = 2: The same proof above , but Ҕ(Ư1 )  Ҕ(Ư2 ) = ∅. Hence ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is a Ǥg-Ŧ2 -space.
Corollary 3. 3: If (Ӿ, ȶ ) is a Ŧ𝑖 -space and Ҕ is an onto, 𝔾∗ go-function from ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) to ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) then
( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is a Ǥg-Ŧ𝑖 -space, where 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }.
Proof: Follows from Ҕ(Ư) is a Ǥg-open in ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) for all open set Ư in Ӿ .
Corollary 3. 4: If (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space and Ҕ is an onto, 𝔾∗∗ go-function from ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) to ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ
) then Ұ is a Ŧ𝑖 -space, where 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }.
Proof: Follows from Ҕ(Ư) is an open set in Ұ for all 𝔾g-open set Ư in ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾).
Corollary 3. 5: If Ҕ is an onto and open function from ( Ӿ, ȶ ) to ( Ұ, ƫ ) and (Ӿ, ȶ) is a Ŧ𝑖 -space, then ( Ұ,
ƫ, Ǥ ) is a Ǥg-Ŧ𝑖 -space, where 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }, for any grill Ǥ on ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ).
Definition 3. 6: The function Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) →( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is called
i. 𝔾-g-continuous function, shortly "𝔾g-continuous function" if Ҕ−1 (Ư) ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ) for all Ư ∈ ƫ.
ii. Strongly-𝔾-g-continuous function, shortly "Strongly-𝔾g-continuous function" if Ҕ−1 (Ư) ∈ ȶ for
every, Ư ∈ Ǥg-o(Ұ).
iii. 𝔾-g-irresolute function, shortly "𝔾g-irresolute function" if Ҕ−1 (Ư) ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ) for every, Ư ∈ Ǥgo(Ұ).
Proposition 3. 7: If ( Ұ, ƫ ) is a Ŧ𝑖 -space and Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) → ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is an injective, 𝔾g-continuous
function then ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space, where 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }.
Proof: If 𝑖 = 0: Let ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ӿ such that ꬺ  ꬻ. Since Ҕ is an injective function, then Ҕ(ꬺ)  Ҕ(ꬻ), where,
Ҕ(ꬺ), Ҕ(ꬻ) ∈ Ұ. So, ( Ұ, ƫ ) is a Ŧ0 -space, then there exist Ư ∈ ƫ whenever, Ҕ(ꬺ) ∈ Ư, Ҕ(ꬻ) ∉ Ư or Ҕ(ꬺ)
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∉ Ư, Ҕ(ꬻ) ∈ Ư. By Ҕ is a 𝔾g-continuous function, then Ҕ−1(Ư) ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ) whenever, ꬺ ∈ Ҕ−1(Ư), ꬻ
∉ Ҕ−1 (Ư) or ꬺ ∉ Ҕ−1 (Ư), ꬻ ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư). Hence ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ0 -space.
If 𝑖 = 1: Let ꬺ, ꬻ ∈ Ӿ such that ꬺ  ꬻ. Since Ҕ is an injective function, then Ҕ(ꬺ)  Ҕ(ꬻ), where, Ҕ(ꬺ),
Ҕ(ꬻ) ∈ Ұ. So, ( Ұ, ƫ ) is a Ŧ1 -space, then there exists Ư1 , Ư2 ∈ ƫ whenever, Ҕ(ꬺ) ∈ Ư1 , Ҕ(ꬻ) ∉ Ư1 and
Ҕ(ꬻ) ∈ Ư2 , Ҕ(ꬺ) ∉ Ư2 . Since Ҕ is a 𝔾g-continuous function, then Ҕ−1(Ư1 ) and Ҕ−1 (Ư2 ) are 𝔾g-open
sets whenever, ꬺ ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư1 ) , ꬻ ∉ Ҕ−1(Ư1 ) and ꬻ ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư2 ) , ꬺ ∉ Ҕ−1 (Ư2 ). Hence (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾gŦ1 -space.
If 𝑖 = 2: The same proof above but Ҕ(Ư1 )  Ҕ(Ư2 ) = ∅. Hence ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is a Ǥg-Ŧ2 -space.
Remark 3. 8: Let Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) →( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is a function
If Ҕ is a continuous function, then Ҕ is a 𝔾g- continuous function
Corollary 3. 9: If ( Ұ, ƫ ) is a Ŧ𝑖 -space and Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) →( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is an injective continuous function,
then ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space, where 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }.
Proof: Since every continuous function is a 𝔾g-continuous function by Proposition 3. 7, then Corollary
3. 5, is applicable
Proposition 3. 10: If ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is a Ǥg-Ŧ𝑖 -space and Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) → ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is an injective strongly𝔾g-continuous function then ( Ӿ, ȶ ) is a Ŧ𝑖 -space, where 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }.
Proof: Follows from, Ҕ−1(Ư) ∈ ȶ for each Ư ∈ Ǥg-o(Ұ).
Proposition 3. 11: If ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is a Ǥg-Ŧ𝑖 -space and Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) → ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) is an injective 𝔾g-irresolute
function then ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ𝑖 -space, where 𝑖 ∈ { 0, 1, 2 }.
Proof: Since Ҕ−1 (Ư) ∈ 𝔾g-o(Ӿ) for each Ư ∈ Ǥg-o(Ұ).
4. Gg-Convergence Sequence
Definition 4. 1: Let ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) be a grill topological space, where ӿ0 ∈ Ӿ and (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ be a sequence in
Ӿ. Then (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ is called Gg-Convergence to ӿ0 shortly Șꬻ ⤳ ӿ0 if for every Gg-open set Ư where,
ӿ0 ∈ Ư there exist Ҡ ∈ ₦ where, Șꬻ ∈ Ư for every ꬻ ≥ Ҡ. A sequence (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ is called Gg-divergence,
if it is not Gg-Convergence.
Theorem 4. 2: If (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space then every Gg-Convergence sequence in Ӿ has a unique
limit point.
Proof: Let (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ be a sequence in Ӿ where, Șꬻ ⤳ ӿ1 and Șꬻ ⤳ ӿ2 ; ӿ1 ӿ2 where, ӿ1 , ӿ2 ∈ Ӿ. Since
(Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is a 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space then there exists Ư1, Ư2 ∈ 𝔾go(Ӿ) such that ӿ1 ∈ Ư1 and ӿ2 ∈ Ư2 where
Ư1  Ư2 = ∅. Since Șꬻ ⤳ ӿ1 and ӿ1 ∈ Ư1 ∈ 𝔾go(Ӿ) implies there exist Ҡ1 ∈ ₦; Șꬻ ∈ Ư1 for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ1 .
So, Șꬻ ⤳ ӿ2 and ӿ2 ∈ Ư2 ∈ 𝔾go(Ӿ) implies there exist Ҡ2 ∈ ₦; Șꬻ ∈ Ư2 for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ2 . Hence, Ư1  Ư2
 ∅, that is contradiction.
The prerequisite that a space Ӿ is a 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space is very necessary to make Theorem 4. 2 is proper.
Example 4. 3: Let (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) be a grill topological space, where, Ӿ = { ᶂ1, ᶂ2, ᶂ3}, ȶ = {Ӿ, ∅}, and 𝔾 = {Ӿ, {
ᶂ3}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ3 }, { ᶂ2 , ᶂ3}}. Then 𝔾gC(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅,{ ᶂ3}, { ᶂ1, ᶂ3}, { ᶂ2, ᶂ3}}, 𝔾gO(Ӿ) = { Ӿ, ∅, { ᶂ1}, { ᶂ2}, {
ᶂ1, ᶂ2}}.The sequence (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ in Ӿ, where Șꬻ = ᶂ3 for all ꬻ ∈ ₦. The sequence (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ has one limit point
such that Șꬻ ⤳ ᶂ3, but (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) is not 𝔾g-Ŧ2 -space.
Proposition 4. 4: If a sequence (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ is a Gg-convergence to ӿ0 in (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾), then it is a convergence
to ӿ0 .
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Proof: Let Ư be an open set in Ӿ where, ӿ0 ∈ Ư. By Remark 2. 3. (ii). Ư is a Gg-open set in Ӿ where,
ӿ0 ∈ Ư. Since (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ is a Gg-convergent to ӿ0 , then there exist Ҡ ∈ ₦ where, Șꬻ ∈ Ư for every ꬻ ≥
Ҡ. Hence (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ is a convergent to ӿ0 .
The converse of Proposition 4. 4 is not true for example 4. 5.
Example 4. 5: Let (Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) be a grill topological space, where, Ӿ = ₦ set of all natural numbers ȶ = {Ӿ, ∅},
and 𝔾 = P(Ӿ)\{∅}, 𝔾gC(Ӿ) = P(Ӿ) = 𝔾gO(Ӿ). The sequence (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ where Șꬻ = ꬻ for all ꬻ ∈ ₦ is a
convergent to ꬻ for all ꬻ ∈ ₦, which is not Gg-convergence for any element in ₦.
Proposition 4. 6: Let Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) → ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) be an injective and 𝔾g-irresolute function and (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦
be a sequence in Ӿ. Then Ҕ(Șꬻ ) ⤳ Ҕ( ӿ0 ) in ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) whenever, Șꬻ ⤳ ӿ0 in ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾).
Proof: Let Ư is a Ǥg-open set in Ұ where Ҕ( ӿ0 ) ∈ Ư. Since Ҕ is a 𝔾g-irresolute function, then Ҕ−1(Ư)
is a Gg-open set where, ӿ0 ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư). Since (Șꬻ )ꬻ∈ ₦ is a Gg-convergent to ӿ0 , then there exist Ҡ ∈ ₦
where, Șꬻ ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư) for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ. Since Ҕ is an injective function, then there exist Ҡ ∈ ₦ where, Ҕ(Șꬻ )
∈ Ư for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ. Hence Ҕ(Șꬻ ) is a Gg-convergent to Ҕ( ӿ0 ).
Theorem 4. 7: Let Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) → ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) be an injective and 𝔾g-continuous function and (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ be
a sequence in Ӿ. Then Ҕ(Șꬻ ) → Ҕ( ӿ0 ) in ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) whenever, Șꬻ ⤳ ӿ0 in ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾).
Proof: Let Ư is an open set in ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) where, Ҕ( ӿ0 ) ∈ Ư. Since Ҕ is a 𝔾g- continuous function, then
Ҕ−1 (Ư) is a Gg-open set in ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) where, ӿ0 ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư). Since (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ is a Gg-convergent to ӿ0 , then
there exist Ҡ ∈ ₦ where, Șꬻ ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư) for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ. Since Ҕ is an injective function, then there exist
Ҡ ∈ ₦ where, Ҕ(Șꬻ ) ∈ Ư for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ. Hence Ҕ(Șꬻ ) is a convergent to Ҕ( ӿ0 ).
Proposition 4. 8: Let Ҕ: ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾) → ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) be an injective and strongly-𝔾g-continuous function and
(Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ be a sequence in Ӿ. Then Ҕ(Șꬻ ) ⤳ Ҕ( ӿ0 ) in ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) whenever, Șꬻ → ӿ0 in ( Ӿ, ȶ, 𝔾).
Proof: Let Ư is a Ǥg-open set in ( Ұ, ƫ, Ǥ ) where Ҕ( ӿ0 ) ∈ Ư. Since Ҕ is a strongly-𝔾g-continuous
function, then Ҕ−1 (Ư) is an open set in Ӿ where, ӿ0 ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư). Since (Șꬻ )ꬻ ∈ ₦ is a convergent to ӿ0 ,
then there exist Ҡ ∈ ₦ where, Șꬻ ∈ Ҕ−1 (Ư) for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ. Since Ҕ is an injective function, then there
exist Ҡ ∈ ₦ where, Ҕ(Șꬻ ) ∈ Ư for all ꬻ ≥ Ҡ. Hence Ҕ(Șꬻ ) is a Gg-convergent to Ҕ( ӿ0 ).
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Abstract. We present the notion of bipolar fuzzy k-ideals with thresholds
of a KU-algebra
with semigroup and give some basic properties of this ideal. Also, we study some relations about
a bipolar fuzzy k-ideal with thresholds

and a k-ideal of a KU-semigroup.

1.Introduction
The idea of a fuzzy set was initialed in 1965 by the author Zadeh [12]. Since, the fuzzy set has been
applied to most mathematical fields and other sciences. The notion of fuzzy KU-ideals of ·KU-algebras
was introduced by Mostafa et al [6] they given some properties related to fuzzy KU-ideals. In [4] Lee
introduced an extension of ·fuzzy sets namely, bipolar fuzzy· sets. This concept is an extension of fuzzy
sets from[0, 1] to [-1, 1]. Some authors introduced a bipolar fuzzy set on different algebraic structures,
see [3], [5], [7] , [8],[10] and [11]. In this paper, the bipolar ·fuzzy set with· thresholds
to·k-ideal
of KU-algebra with semigroup is introduced and some basic relations between a bipolar fuzzy k-ideal
with thresholds

and a k-ideal are proved.

2. Basic concepts
To complete this work, we collect some essential definitions and properties related to KU-algebra with
semigroup and bipolar fuzzy logic.

Definition2.1 [9]. Algebra(ℵ,∗ ,0) is called a KU-algebra if, for all𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜏 ∈ ℵ,
(k𝑢1 ) (𝜒 ∗ 𝛾) ∗ [(𝛾 ∗ 𝜏) ∗ (𝜒 ∗ 𝜏)] = 0
(𝑘𝑢2 ) 𝜒 ∗0 = 0
(𝑘𝑢3 ) 0*𝜒 = 𝜒
(𝑘𝑢4 )𝜒*𝛾 = 0 and𝛾 ∗ 𝜒 implies 𝜒 = 𝛾 and
(𝑘𝑢5 )𝜒 ∗ 𝜒 = 0
A binary relation

on

ordered set. It follows that

is define by𝜒 ≤ 𝛾 ⟺ 𝛾 ∗ 𝜒 = 0. It follows that ( ,≤)is a~ partially
~is ~satisfies the following statements. For all

,
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(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

,
,
implies
.

Theorem2.2[6].ˑLet(ℵ,∗ ,0) be a KU-algebra. Then, for all𝜒,𝛾, 𝜏 ∈ ℵ,
(1) if 𝜒 ≤ 𝛾 imply 𝛾 ∗ 𝜏 ≤ 𝜒 ∗ 𝜏
(2) 𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏) = 𝛾 ∗ (𝜒 ∗ 𝜏)
(3) ((𝛾 ∗ 𝜒) ∗ 𝜒) ≤ 𝛾.
Example 2.3 [9]. Let ℵ = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐} be a set and
table

∗
0
𝑎
𝑏
𝑐

0
0
0
0
0

𝑎
𝑎
0
𝑏
0

a binary operation defined in the following

𝑏 𝑐
𝑏 𝑐
0 𝑏
0 𝑎
0 0

It is easy to see that(ℵ,∗ ,0) is a KU-algebra.
Definition 2.4 [9]. Let(ℵ,∗ ,0) be a KU-algebra and 𝛪 be a non-ˑempty subset ofˑ . Then 𝛪 is
calledˑˑan ˑideal of if ˑfor any𝜒,𝛾 ∈ ℵ,ˑthen
(i) 0 ∈ 𝛪and
(ii) If 𝜒 ∗ 𝛾 ∈ 𝛪 and 𝜒 ∈ 𝛪 imply 𝛾 ∈ 𝛪.ˑˑ
Definition 2.5 [6]. Let 𝛪 be a subset of a KU-algebra(ℵ,∗ ,0) and 𝐼 ≠ 𝜑 . Then 𝛪 is named a
KU-ideal of , if
(𝛪1 ) 0 ∈ 𝛪 and
(𝛪2 )∀𝜒,𝛾, 𝜏 ∈ ℵ, if (𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏)) ∈ 𝐼, 𝛾 ∈ 𝛪 , then 𝜒 ∗ 𝜏 ∈ 𝛪.
Definition2.6[2]. A KU-semigroup is a nonempty set
constant~0 satisfying the following~~
(I) (ℵ,∗ ,0) isˑa KU-algebra
(II) (ℵ,∘)is aˑsemigroup

with two binary operations ~∗,∘ and a

(III) The operation is distributiveˑ (on both sides) over the operation , i.e.
𝜒 ∘ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏) = (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ∗ (𝜒 ∘ 𝜏)𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝜒 ∗ 𝛾) ∘ 𝜏 = (𝜒 ∘ 𝜏) ∗ (𝛾 ∘ 𝜏), for all𝜒,𝛾, 𝜏 ∈ 𝛸
Example 2.7[2]. Letˑℵ = {0,1,2,3}beˑa set. Define ˑ-operation and
following tables

2

-operation by the
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*
0
1
2
3

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
2
0
1

2
2
0
0
0
2

3
3
2
1
0
3

0
1

1

2
3

1

1
2

2

2

3

Thenˑ(ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) is aˑKU - semigroup.
Definition 2.8[2]. AˑsubKU-semigroup is a non-empty subset
satisfied 𝜒 ∗ 𝛾, 𝜒 ∘ 𝛾 ∈ 𝛢, for all 𝜒,𝛾 ∈ 𝛢.

of aˑKU-semigroup ℵ and it is

Definition2.9[2]. Let (ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) be a KU-semigroup and 𝜑 ≠ 𝐼ℵ. Then
𝐼 is named an S-ideal of , if
(i) 𝐼 is an ideal of a KU-algebra(ℵ,∗ ,0).
(ii) For all 𝜒 ∈ ℵ, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼, we have𝜒 ∘ 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼 and 𝑎 ∘ 𝜒 ∈ 𝐼.
Definition2.10[2]. Let (ℵ,∗,∘ ,0)~be a KU-semigroup and 𝜑 ≠ 𝐴ℵ. Then

is said to be a k-

ideal of ~ , if~
i)
is an KU-ideal of a KU-algebra~(ℵ,∗ ,0),
ii) For all𝜒 ∈ 𝛸~,𝑎 ∈ 𝛢, we have~𝜒 ∘ 𝑎 ∈ 𝛢 and 𝑎 ∘ 𝜒 ∈ 𝛢~.
""
Now, we review some concepts of fuzzy logic.
Let

be the collection of objects and a fuzzy set is a function

membership value of

in

and

ˑ

, if for all

is called the

.

The setˑ
Defintion2.11[1]. Let

, then

, where
be a fuzzy setˑ inˑ

is said to be a level set of
, then

.

is called a fuzzy sub KU-semi group of

. Then

i) ˑ
ii) ˑ

.ˑ

Defintion2.12[1]. A fuzzy setˑ
following conditions are satisfied

in

ˑis calledˑaˑfuzzyˑk-ideal, if for all

3

, the
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ˑ
(k1)

,

(k2)

,

(k3)

.
ˑ be a set with two operations

Example2.13[1]. Letˑ
following tables

∗
0
𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

0
𝑎
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

0
0
0
0
0
0

𝑎
𝑎
0
𝑐
𝑎
𝑎

𝑏
𝑏
𝑏
0
𝑏
𝑏

𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
𝑐
0
𝑐

𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
𝑑
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

𝑎
0
0
0
0
𝑎

𝑏
0

𝑐
0

𝑑
0

0
0
0
𝑏

0
0
𝑏
𝑐

0
𝑏
𝑐
𝑑

Thenˑ

is a~ KU-semigroup. Define a fuzzy setˑ

and

are defined by the

ˑby

,ˑ

,ˑ
. Then
is a fuzzy k-ideal.
In the following, we recall some basic concepts about a bipolar fuzzy set.
Definition2.14[4]. The concept (a bipolar fuzzy set

) in a set

is an object having the form

𝜇 − : ℵ → [−1,0]and

, where

are two fuzzy mappings. The two membership degrees

𝜇 + (𝜒)denotes the fulfillment degree of𝜒
degree of 𝜒

to the property corresponding of

and
and the fulfillment

, respectively. The symbol 𝐵 = (𝜒, 𝜇 − , 𝜇 + )

to some implicit counter-property of

is used instead of 𝐵 = {(𝜒, 𝜇 − (𝜒), 𝜇 + (𝜒)|𝜒 ∈ ℵ}
and the concept of a bipolar fuzzy set instead of the concept of
bipolar-valued fuzzy set.
Definition2.15[4]. Let 𝐵

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

be a bipolar fuzzy set. Then

4
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(1) For any

𝐵𝑠−

−

= {𝜒 ∈ ℵ: 𝜇 (𝜒) ≤

, (𝑠, 𝑡) ∈ [−1,0] × [0,1]. the set
𝑠} is named a negative s-cut of 𝐵 = (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

and the set

𝐵𝑡+ = {𝜒 ∈ ℵ: 𝜇+ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑡} is called the positive t-cut of
(2) The set
(3)

The

is called a
set

is

called

a

(4) The set

level subset of B.

strong

is named a strong positive t-cut of

.

negative

s-cut

of

and

.

is called a strong

-level subset of B.

Kareem and Hasan [3] introduced the bipolar fuzzy k-ideal of KU-semigroup as follows:
Definition2.16[3]. A fuzzy setˑ

in

is called a bipolar fuzzy sub KU-semi groupˑof ˑℵ
ˑ 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ ℵ

satisfies the following conditionˑ: for all
i)

if it is

and

𝜇 − (𝜒 ∗ 𝛾) ≤

and

.ˑ

{𝜇 − (𝜒), 𝜇 − (𝛾)} .
ii)

be a KU-semigroup. A set 𝐵 = (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

Defintion2.17[3]. Let

called a bipolar fuzzy k-ideal if, for all 𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜏 ∈ ℵ
(BF1)

of

is

. The following conditions are satisfied

𝜇 + (0) ≥ 𝜇 + (𝜒),

and

𝜇 − (𝜒 ∗ 𝜏) ≤ {𝜇 − (𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏)), 𝜇 − (𝛾)}, ,

(BF2)
.
(BF3)

𝜇 − (𝜒𝛾) ≤

,

{𝜇 − (𝜒), 𝜇 − (𝛾)} , 𝜇 + (𝜒𝛾) ≥ {𝜇 + (𝜒), 𝜇 + (𝛾)} .
3. (BF) ideals with Thresholds

of a KU-semigroup

We will define the notion of bipolar fuzzy k-ideal with thresholds
proved some of its properties
In what follows, we denote a bipolar fuzzy by (BF) and let
where

and

such that

,

are arbitrary values.

Definition 3.1. A (BF) subset
thresholds

of a KU-semigroup and

if, for all

in

is called a (BF) sub KU-semigroupˑ with

,

(1)

and

(2)

and

5

.
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Remark 3.2. A (BF) sub KU-semigroupˑof
with

and

is a (BF) sub KU-semigroupˑwith thresholds

.

Corollary 3.3. Every (BF) sub KU-semigroup of

is a (BF) sub KU-semigroup with thresholds

.
The reverse of Corollary 3.3 is incorrect. The~ example 3.4~ shows ~the reverse
Example 3.4. Let
following tables

∗
0
1
2
3

0
1
2
3
Then (

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

= {0, 1, 2, 3} be a set with two operations

1
1
0
2
0

2
2
0
0
0

3
3
2
1
0

1
0
1
0
1

2
0
0
2
2

3
0
1
2
3

, *, 0) is a KU-semigroup. Now, we define

and

are defined by the

by

and
It is clear that

is a (BF) sub KU-semigroup with thresholds

(BF) sub KU-semigroup since

of

but not a

and
.

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )
if, for all 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ ℵ

Defintion3.5. A (BF) set 𝐵
thresholds
(Bi1)

of

in

and

(Bi2)

and

(Bi3) )

and
.

6

is named a (BF) S-ideal with
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Definition 3.6. A (BF) set
all

of

is named a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

, if, for

. Then

(BI1)

and

,

(BI2)

,
.

(BI3)

and
.

Example 3.7. Let

∗
0
1
2
3

0
1
2
3
Then (

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

= {0, 1, 2, 3} be a set with the following tables

1
1
0
2
0

2
2
0
0
0

3
3
2
1
0

1
0
1
0
1

2
0
0
2
2

3
0
1
2
3

, *, 0) is a KU-semigroup. Define

by

and
Then

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

Remark 3.8. If

and

, then a (BF) k-ideal of

of

.

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

.

Lemma 3.9. Every (BF) k-ideal of is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds
.
Proof. Clear.
The reverse of Lemma3.9 is incorrect. The~ example 3.10~ shows ~the reverse
Example 3.10. Let ℵ = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐}

with

by

and

7

defined as in Example (3.6), we can define
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It is clear that

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

of

ideal, since

but it is not a (BF) k-

and
.

Proposition 3.11. Let

be a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds
and

Proof. If

, then

with thresholds

. If

, then

.

and by (
of

of

)

, since

is a (BF) k-ideal

,we get

And

Proposition 3.12. Let

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

of

. Then the

following condition is hold, for all
and

.

Proof.
Let
using

be a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds
and

of

. If we put

in (BI2) and by

. We get:

And

Proposition 3.13. Let
holds in

be a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds
, then

. If the inequality

and
, for all

Proof. Assume that the inequality

of

.

holds in

8

, then

and by (BI2)
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But

by (1) i.e.

and

But

i.e.

.
be a KU-semigroup, a (BF) set 𝐵

Theorem 3.14. Let ℵ

a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds
thresholds

of

Proof. (⇒) Let 𝐵

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

if and only if 𝐵

of

of ℵ
is a (BF) S-ideal with

.
be a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

of

𝜒 = 0 in (BI2), then

we put

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

(BI3) is true. Hence 𝐵
.
(⇐) Let 𝐵

. If

is
and

Also, since 𝐵

is

.

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

of

is a (BF) S-ideal with thresholds
be a (BF) S-ideal with thresholds

of

, then
of
, then

and
. And by Theorem (2.2)(2), we get
and
. Also, since 𝐵
is a (BF) S-ideal with thresholds

𝐵 = (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

, then (Bi3) is true. Hence

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

Theorem 3.15. The set
is a k-ideal of

of

= (𝜒, 𝜇− , 𝜇+ )

of

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

. For any

9

of

.
if and only if
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Proof. (

) Let

,

and

and

such that

, then

, so by(BI2),

and

Let

, and

. Then
and

and

. since

, also

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

of

. Then
and
. This implies that,
and

. Thus

, also
of

. Also Let

and

. As

, then

and

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

, then

and
. Then

. Thus
(

) Let

. Hence

is a k-ideal of

and

.

such that

and
then there exist

such that

and
. This shows that
and

, also
, since

,

is a k-ideal of

and

,

and

. Then

. Thus

, but this is a contradiction to

. Thus
and
. Also, suppose that
and

then there exist

,

such that

and

. This shows that
, also

k-ideal of
Thus

. Therefore

,

and

. Thus

, but this is a contradiction to
and

10

,
, and since
and

and
is a
.
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. The proof is completed
Theorem 3.16. If

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds
is a k-ideal of

of

, where

, then

and

.
Proof. Suppose that
for all

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

. Let

and

,

of

, then

. Then

. Since

. Now,
and

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

, then

of

and
. Hence

and

. This show that

. Also, for any

and
with thresholds

of

,

and

, then

. Since

is a (BF) k-ideal

, then

and

. Hence
. Thus

. Hence the set

Theorem 3.17. A nonempty subset

of

and

is a k-ideal of

.

is a k-ideal if and only if a (BF) subset

of

defined as follows:

and
of

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

.

Proof. Since is a k-ideal of
Now, we have

, then

, hence

and

.

And

Hence
Let
and

be such that

and

, then

. Hence

. Therefore

and
. If
and

,

or
. Thus

and

11

, then
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. Also, let
. Hence

and

and

, then

or

, then

. Therefore
and
. If

,

and

. Thus
and
. Consequently

ideal with thresholds
Conversely, let

of

is a (BF) k-

.
and

. Then

. As

,

and

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

of

. Therefore
And

. This implies that
and
and
of

. Hence

. Also, let

. As

, then

,

is a (BF) k-ideal with thresholds

. Therefore

And

. This implies that
and

. Hence

. It follows that

is a k-ideal of

.
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Solution BBM-Burger Equation via Quartic Trigonometric Bspline Approach
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Department of Mathematics, University of Anbar, Al-anbar, Iraq
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Abstract. In the present work, the new quartic trigonometric B-spline approach based on finite
difference scheme is described to solve the one dimensional non-linear equation of (Benjamin –
Bona-Mahony- Burger). Dirichlet boundary with the help of applying the von-Neumann stability
analysis is also used in this description. While the time derivative part is discretized by using the
finite difference scheme. In the space dimension, the quartic trigonometric B-spline is also used
as an interpolation function. The execution of this method which is used in the present work
showed that the quartic trigonometric B-spline method is a more efficient and effective tool and
gives better results according to the comparisons that are made with the precise solution for a
different time and some other published numerical methods.

1. Introduction
Nonlinear phenomena have important roles in physical and engineering issues in addition to that in
applied mathematics they take different parameters depending on various factors. The mathematics
model of propagation of small amplitude long waves in nonlinear dispersive media is described by the
following (B-B-M-B) equation [3].




 




0
t
x
x
xx xxt

x  [ , ] , t  [0, T ]

(1)

For both  and  are constants, and applying the flowed initial and boundary conditions

u( x,0)  g ( x)
x [ , ]
u( , t )  u( , t )  0

(2)
(3)
In the case of physical applications, the dispersive effect of Equation 1 same as (B-B-M-B) equation,
while the dissipative effect is similar to Burgers equation that is an alternative sample for Korteweg-de
Vries Burger’s equation.
In the previous studies, many researchers are focused to solve same these equations by applying
different numerical methods’. Arora et al. [1] solved the BBM-Burger by used the quartic B-spline
approach, and he got good results as compared with the exact solution and the other researchers’
solutions. Omrain & Ayadi [2] are used the Crank-Nicolson-type finite difference method to prove the
stability and uniqueness of the corresponding approaches by the means of the discrete energy method.
Salih et al. [3] presented the cubic trigonometric B-spline approach to solve (B-B-M-B) equations. They
have obtained good results with high rate of accuracy and efficiency when they have compared the
fining results with those ones obtained by Zarebnia & Parvaz [4], where they have used the cubic Bspline collection method to solve the same equation. Yin & Piao [5] solved the equation by using the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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quadratic B-Spline finite element method. The predicted numerical solutions give that the scheme is
efficient and feasible when compared with the exact solution.
Because of the effectiveness of the B-spline method in a numerical solution for different linear partial
and non-linear differential equations, it has great attention on interest in its use in many previous works
that are mentioned in the literature. It also has many geometric properties such as local support and the
ability to deal with local phenomena, which makes it used in a solution of partial non-linear differential
equations effortlessly and easily. The trigonometric B-spline (T-BS) gives more accurate results than
the T-BS functions for solving the non-linear initial boundary value problems [6].
In the present work, the (QT-BS) method will represent to obtain the approximate solution of the (BB-M-B) equation. Zin et al [7] used this approach to obtain a numerical solution to the Korteweg-de
Vries equation. The detailed outline of this work deals with the following: In section2, discuss the (QTBS) method will explain. In section 3, discussing the proposed numerical solution. In section 4,
investigate the stability of the method. In section 5, the obtained results of approximate experiments will
present and then compared with the obtained results for some of the previous methods. Finally, in section
6, the conclusions of the current work will write down.
QT-BS Method
In this section, we give the QT basis function based on [7, 8].

 4 ( x j ),
 3
2
 ( x j ) ( x j  2 )   ( x j ) ( x j 3 )

2
3
 ( x j ) ( x j  4 ) ( x j 1 )   ( x j 5 ) ( x j 1 ),
 2
2
 ( x j ) ( x j 3 )   ( x j ) ( x j  4 ) ( x j 1 ) ( x j 3 )
2
2

1  ( x j ) ( x j  4 ) ( x j  2 )   ( x j 5 ) ( x j 1 ) ( x j 3 )
TB5, j ( x)  
z  ( x ) ( x ) ( x ) ( x )   2 ( x ) 2 ( x ),
j 5
j 1
j 4
j 2
j 5
j 2

3
2
 ( x j ) ( x j  4 )   ( x j  5) ( x j 1 ) ( x j  4 )
 2
3
 ( x j 5 ) ( x j  2 ) ( x j  4 )   ( x j 5 ) ( x j 3 ),
 4 ( x ),
j 5

0

 x  xj
 2

where  ( x j )  sin 

x  [ x j , x j 1 )
x  [ x j 1 , x j  2 )

x  [ x j  2 , x j 3 )
x  [ x j 3 , x j  4 ]
x  [ x j  4 , x j 5 ]
otherwise


 xj  x 
h
 3h 
 ,  ( x j )  sin 
 and z  sin   sin  h  sin   sin(2h)
2
 2 

 2 

Due to the B-spline's domestic support characteristics, there are only four non-zero functions,
[ x j , x j 1 ] .

B5, j 4 ( x j ), B5, j 3 ( x j ), B5, j 2 ( x j ) and B5, j 1 ( x j ) over subinterval

Where h  (  ) n and values of TB5, j ( x) are tabulated in Table 1
4
Table 1: Values of TBi ( x)

x

x j 4

x j 3

x j 2

x j 1

xj

TB5, j

1
3
5

2
4
5

2
4
5

1
3
5

0

TBj
TB"j

2

0
0

(4)
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6

TB '"j

7

7

6

0

Where

h
sin 3 ( )
5  6 cos(h)
2
1 
,2 
2
3h
8cos (h) cos(h)(1  2 cos(h))
sin(h) sin( ) sin(2h)
2
1
1
1
3 
,4  
,5 
2sin(h) cos(h)(1  2 cos(h))
sin(2 h)
sin(h) sin(2h)
h
cos( )(1  4 cos(h))
1  2 cos(h)
2
6 
, 7 
3h
h
sin(h) sin( ) sin(2h)
2sin 2 ( ) sin(2h)
2
2
3. Numerical Approach
The QT-BS method will be discussed in this section for solving the (B-B-M-B) equation numerically.
The solution domain will be divided equally in the knots into subintervals. Our aim for (B-B-M-B)
equation is using QT-BS to find an approximate solution like [8, 9].

j 

n 1

 C TB

j 4

j

5, j

(5)

( x)

where C j (t ) is a time dependent unknown to be determined where j  0,1,2,..., n . In order to obtain
approximate estimates of the solution, the values of B5, j ( x) and its derivatives at the node points are
required and these derivatives are tabulated by using approximate functions (4) and (5). The values at
j
the U i node and its derivatives up to second order are
 i  1C ij  4   2C ij 3   2C ij  2  1C ij 1 ,
j

 i   C i   C i   C i   C i
3 j 4
4 j 3
4 j 2
3 j 1
 x j

i
i
i
i
i
 xx  j   5C j  4   5C j 3   5C j  2   5C j 1

i
 xxx  j   6C ij  4   7 C ij 3   7 C ij  2   6 C ij 1

The approximations for the solutions of (B-B-M-B) equation at t j 1 th time level can be as

(6)

(  xx )n1  (   xx )n
(7)
]   nj 1  (1   ) nj  0
t
n
n
n
n
Where  j  [ ( xx ) j  ( x ) j   ( x ) j ] and the subscripts n and n  1 are successive time
levels, n  0,1, 2,.. and t is the time step. By using the following formula:
(8)
( x )n1   n1 xn   n xn1  n1 xn
The scheme equation (7) with the placement of the nodal w and derivatives using (6) becomes the
[

following difference equation with variable C j , j  4,..., n  1 and noted the crank-Nicolson
scheme when   0.5

†1 C nj 41  †2Cnj 13  †3 C nj 21  †4 C nj 11 

C nj 41 

1

2

Cnj 13 

Where

3

C nj 21 

3

4

C nj 11

(9)
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t n
t
 t
 x )1  ( n   ) 3  (1 
) 5
2
2
2
t
t
 t
†2  (1   xn ) 2  ( n   ) 4  (1 
) 5
2
2
2
t
t
 t
†3  (1   xn ) 2  ( n   ) 4  (1 
) 5
2
2
2
t
t
 t
†4  (1   xn )1  ( n   ) 3  (1 
) 5
2
2
2
t
t
 3  (   1) 5
1  1 
2
2
t
t
 4  (1   ) 5
2  2 
2
2
t
t
 4  (1   ) 5
3  2 
2
2
t
t
 3  (   1) 5
4  1 
2
2
†1  (1 

(10)

On simplification (9) the system consists of a linear equation ( N  1) in ( N  4) unknown
C  [Cnj 4 ,...,CnN 1 ] at the time level t  ti 1 . In order to obtain the unique solution to the system,
n

adds three equations obtained from the boundary conditions. The system consists ( N  4)  ( N  4)
as follows:

( N 4)( N 4) C n1   ( N 4)( N 4) C n
1 xN 4

1 xN 4

From the initial conditions and its derivatives, we will compute initial vector by use it get
approximate solution

( 0j ) x  g ' ( x j )
 0
''
( j ) xx  g ( x j )
 0
 j  g ( x j )
 0
'
( j ) x  g ( x j )

j0
j0
(11)

j  0,1,..N
jN

From equation (11), we obtain the system consist ( N  4)  ( N  4) which can be solved by
Gauss-Jordan elimination method [8].
4. Stability Analysis
In this section, the investigation was performed to stability analysis of the proposed scheme using the
von Neumann method. The nonlinear term  x is linearized as considering a constant as  in equation
(1). Therefore, the equation that is got is the same as of [1].

 t   x   x   xx  xxt  0

The linearized form of proposed scheme as following:

C nj 41 

1

2

Cnj 13  3C nj 21 

4

C nj 11  1C nj 41  2 Cnj 13  3C nj 21  4C nj 11

where

4

(12)
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t
 t
(   ) 3  (1 
) 5 ,
2
2
t
 t
(   ) 4  (1 
) 5 ,
2  2 
2
2
t
 t
(   ) 4  (1 
) 5 ,
3  2 
2
2
t
 t
(   ) 3  (1 
) 5 ,
4  1 
2
2
t
 t
1  1  (   ) 3  (1 
) 5 ,
2
2
t
 t
2   2  (   ) 4  (1 
) 5 ,
2
2
t
 t
3   2  (   ) 4  (1 
) 5 ,
2
2
t
 t
4  1  (   ) 3  (1 
) 5 ,
2
2
n
n
Substitution of D j   exp(imh ) into equation (12) where = √−1 , after simplifying the equation
1

 1 

(12), we get



A1  iB1
A2  iB2

(13)

where

t
t
(   ) 4 )  (1  (   ) 3  )(cos(2 h))
2
2
t
 t
t
(( 2  (   ) 4  2(1 
) 5 )  (1  (   ) 3 ))(cos( h))
2
2
2
t
t
B1  (((1  (   ) 3 )  ( 2  (   ) 4 ))(sin( h))
2
2
t
 t
(1  (   ) 3  (1 
) 5 )(sin(2 h))
2
2
t
t
A2  ( 2  (   ) 4 )  ((1  (   ) 3 )(cos(2 h)))
2
2
t
t
(( 2  (   ) 4 )  (1  (   ) 3 ))(cos( h))
2
2
t
 t
t
B2  (1  (   ) 3  2(1 
) 5 )   2  (   ) 4 ))(sin( h))
2
2
2
t
 t
(1  (   ) 3  (1 
) 5 )(sin(2 h))
2
2
A1  ( 2 

simplifying the equation (13), we obtain

0

g5
 cos( h)  1
2  g5

So the linear numerical diagram of the (B-B-M-B) equation is unconditionally stable.
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5. Test problem and discussion
The efficiency and accurateness of the proposed method can be illustrated in the following two examples
in this section with L and L2 being the error criteria that are computed by L  max  exact
  inum and
j
i

2

L2  h    exact
  num
j
j

 i

The conservation laws apply on equation (1) as follows [9].
n







1
C1   ( x, t )dx, C2   ( x, t ) 2 dx, C3   [ ( x, t ) 2   ( x, t )3 ]dx
3



Where C1 , C2 , C3 match mass, momentum and energy, respectively.
Then for validation, the numerical solutions obtained by testing the QT-BS method of equation (BB-M-B) (1) are compared with the precise solutions and with the results of numerical methods that have
been found in the literature. It was noted that numerical results are expected at different time scales.
Example 5.1
Consider the (B-B-M-B) problem [3] with   1.0 and   1.0 ,

 t  x  x  xxt  xx  0

with initial condition

x [12,12] , t [0, T ]

 ( x,0)  g ( x)  sec h2  x 4  , 12  x  12

boundary conditions as follows:

 (12, t )  sec h2  3  t 3 , (12, t )  sec h2 3  t 3

2
The precise solution of this problem is  ( x, t )  sec h  x 4  t 3 . The QT-BS method is employed

to calculate the numerical solutions of this problem. For the purpose of comparison, the numerical results
obtained in this paper are found to be more accurate as compared to CuBS [4]. The absolute errors at
different time levels with h  1 200 and t  0.01 at different time levels in Table 2 and Table 3.
Figuer1 shows a graph of approximate space-time and a good agreement with their precise solutions at
0.2  t  1 . Figuer2 depicts the error at T=2 and A=200.
Table 2: Absolute errors for Example5.1
x

Present method

-12
-10
-5
0
5
10
12

CuBS [4]

t  0.2

t  0.5

t  0.7

t  0.2

t  0.5

t  0.7

2.1164-16
1.2931E-03
6.0445E-03
1.7425E-02
5.816E-03
1.6463E-03
0

6.9389E-17
2.6551E-03
1.4880E-02
3.9343E-02
1.2295E-02
4.8198E-03
0

1.1015E-16
3.2522E-03
2.0122E-02
4.9853E-02
1.4373E-02
7.4331E-03
3.4694E-18

3.33E-11
2.29E-02
2.56E-01
9.78E-01
3.19E-01
3.04E-02
2.00E-10

2.23E-10
1.98E-02
2.24E-01
9.33E-01
3.80E-01
3.97E-02
6.66E-11

3.33E-11
1.79E-02
2.06E-01
8.97E-01
4.23E-01
4.72E-02
2.66E-10

Table 3: Absolute errors for Example5.1
x

Present
method

CuBS [4]
t  1.5

t  2.0

t  1.0

t  1.5

t  2.0

4.1373E-16

1.3097E-16

1.33E-11

1.26E-10

8.66E-11

t  1.0

-12

1.06E-16
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-10
-5
0
5
10
12

6.9002E-04
3.0994E-03
8.9008E-03
3.0181E-03
7.7837E-04
0

4.0285E-03
3.5237E-02
5.2923E-02
5.2377E-03
2.1844E-02
0

3.7824E-03
4.0018E-02
2.8860E-02
4.5119E-2
3.3271E-02
0

1.54E-02
1.82E-01
8.38E-01
4.87E-01
6.05E-02
1.13E-09

1.19E-02
1.49E-01
7.33E-01
5.89E-01
8.86E-02
-3.33E-10

9.16E-03
1.23E-01
6.31E-01
6.76E-01
1.25E-01
-1.01E-16

Table 4:Invariants for N=200 at different time
t
0.2
0.4
0.8
1.0
1.5
2.0

C1
7.9572
7.9515
7.9356
7.9251
7.8901
7.8396

C2
5.2432
5.1574
4.9472
4.9220
4.767
4.5860

C3
5.1590
5.0775
4.9248
4.8530
4.6850
4.5302

Figuer.1. Approximate solution and exact solution at different value to time level 0.2  t  1 .
problem5.1.
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Figure.2.Erroer plot at T=2 and N=200 of problem 5.1
Example 5.2
Consider the B-B-M- B inhomogeneous problem [1] with   1.0 and   1.0 , 𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝜋]

 t  x  x  xxt  xx  e( t ) [cos( x)  sin( x)  0.5 e( t ) sin(2 x)
initial conditions

 ( x,0)  sin( x)

The boundary conditions are taken from the precise solution  ( x, t )  e( t ) sin( x) . The result for
𝐿∞ and 𝐿2 errors for N=121 and different value to T in table 5 are comparison with [1]. The numerical
results obtained in this paper are found to be more accurate. In table 6, we take different values to N and
T=10 with t  0.01 and the result is comparison with [1]. We illustrate and show that the QT-BS is
more accurate than the method suggested by Arora and Omarani. Figure 3 shows approximate and a
good agreement with their exact solutions T.
Table 5: 𝐿2 and 𝐿∞ Errors at N=121 and different time-levelsa for Example5.2
Error
t=1
𝑳∞
𝑳𝟐

1.25801E-3
1.25667E-3

present
method
t=2
1.10980E-3
1.1099E-3

QuBS [1]
t=4

t=10

t2

t=10

3.83346E-4
3.78937E-4

2.89577E-6
2.64010E-6

2.83801E-3
1.72970E-3

4.05946E-6
4.07835E-6

Table 6: 𝐿2 Error at T=10 and different value for N Example5.2
N present method
10
1.0275E-4
20
2.5540E-5

QuBs[1]
1,7147E-4
5.6341E-5
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80
320

2.6413E-6
2.6826E-6

7.2635E-6
8.163E-7

3.329E-4
2.076E-5

Table 7: Invariants for N=121 at different time
T
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

C1
1.6370
1.3410
1.0985
0.8999
0.7372

C2
1.0529
0.7065
0.4741
0.3182
0.2135

C3
0.6954
0.4650
0.3090
0.2038
0.1332

Figure.3. Approximate solution and exact solution at different value to T.problem5.2.
6. Conclusions
The quartic trigonometric B-spline method is proposed to solve the BBM-Berger equation in the present
work. Applying this method is occurred by taking two examples and then compare the results with cubic
B-spline method as in example one. The obtained results from the proposed method are given more
accuracy than the cubic B-spline method but in example two the comparison is made with both quartic
B-spline and finite difference methods. Then, the founded results from the proposed methods give high
accuracy and efficiency than both of quartic B-spline and finite difference methods. Finally, the
obtained results from the proposed method are validated with the von Neumann method for the purpose
of checking the stability and getting unconditionally stable.
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Abstract. In this paper, a new class of non-convex functions called semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex
functions are presented. This class represents a natural extension of semi strongly 𝐸-convex
functions shown in the literature. Different properties of this class of functions are discussed.
Optimality properties of constrained optimization problems in which the objective function or
the inequality constraints functions are semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex are proved for this class.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries
Convex analysis studied and employed widely in applied mathematics, especially in optimization and
optimal control (see e.g., [1-2]). Several attempts were made in the literature to generalize and extend
convex sets and convex functions. For instance, the class of 𝐸-convex sets and 𝐸-convex functions,
introduced first by Youness [3], that introduced as one class of generalized classical convex sets and
convex functions in finite dimensional Euclidian space. Youness inspired many researchers to extend
many concepts from convex analysis into 𝐸-convexity and applying 𝐸-convexity in optimization
problems see (e.g., [4-12]). The class of 𝐸-convex sets and 𝐸-convex functions is extended into strongly
𝐸-convex sets and 𝐸-convex functions [13-14]. Moreover, 𝐸-convexity results extended to new classes
such as semi 𝐸-convex functions [15-16] and semi strongly 𝐸-convex functions [17]. 𝐸-convex sets
and functions are also extended to another class called (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex sets and (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex functions
[18-19]. The results related to semi 𝐸-convexity mentioned earlier are also extended into semi (𝐸, 𝐹)convexity [20]. By combining semi strongly 𝐸-convexity and (𝐸, 𝐹)-convexity, we introduce in this
paper the class of semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex functions and studying some of their properties. In
section 2, the definition of strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex functions are introduced, and some examples related
to the new function are shown. In section 3, some important properties related to semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)convex functions are proved. Finally, section 4 discusses some optimality criteria of a constrained
optimization problem are proved as an application of (𝐸, 𝐹)-convexity to optimization problems in this
section.
Denote by ℝ𝑛 , the 𝑛-dimensional Euclidean space. Throughout the paper, the following assumption
is required.
Assumption: Let ∅ ≠ 𝑆 ⊆ ℝ𝑛 and 𝑓: ℝ𝑛 → ℝ be a real valued function. Suppose that 𝐸, 𝐹: ℝ𝑛 →
𝑛
ℝ are two mappings.
For the rest of the paper, 𝑆, 𝑓, 𝐸, and 𝐹 are defined as in the Assumption. Next, some definitions and
related concepts that are necessary in the sequel are recalled.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Definition 1.1 Let 𝑆, 𝑓, 𝐸, and 𝐹 are assumed as in the Assumption then, for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and for each
𝛿 ∈ [0,1], 𝑆 is called
1. 𝐸-convex if 𝛿𝐸(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝐸(𝑦) ∈ 𝑆. [3]
2. Strongly 𝐸-convex set if 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸(𝑥))) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐸(𝑦)) ∈ 𝑆. for all 𝛼 ∈ [0,1].
[13]
3. (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex if 𝛿𝐸(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹(𝑦) ∈ 𝑆. [18]
4. Strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set if 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆. for all 𝛼 ∈ [0,1].
[21]
Remark 1.2
i.
For the rest of the paper, 𝐸(𝑥) and 𝐹(𝑦) are written as 𝐸𝑥 and 𝐹𝑦.
ii.
In [18], the mappings 𝐸 and 𝐹 are considered as point to set maps. As a result, the set 𝑆 is called
(𝐸, 𝐹)-convex if 𝛿𝐸(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹(𝑦) ⊆ 𝑆. In this paper, we deal with 𝐸 and 𝐹 as point to
point mappings.
Proposition 1.3 If 𝑆𝑖 ⊆ ℝ𝑛 , for 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚, are strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex sets, then ⋂𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 is a strongly
(𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set.
Proof. Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ⋂𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 and 𝜆, 𝛼 ∈ [0,1], this means 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 , for each 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚 . From the
assumption, 𝑆𝑖 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set, we get 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆𝑖 for all 𝑖 =
𝑚
1,2, … , 𝑚. This means, 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ ⋂𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 . Hence, ⋂𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)convex set.
Definition 1.4 Let 𝑆, 𝑓, 𝐸, and 𝐹 are assumed as in the Assumption then, for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and for all
𝛿, 𝛼 ∈ [0,1], 𝑓 is called
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

𝐸-convex function if 𝑆 is 𝐸-convex and 𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐸𝑦) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝐸𝑥) + (1 −
𝛿)𝑓(𝐸𝑦). [3]
Strongly 𝐸-convex function if 𝑆 is strongly 𝐸-convex and 𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 +
𝐸𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝐸𝑦). [13]
Semi strongly 𝐸-convex function if 𝑆 is strongly 𝐸-convex and 𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) +
(1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐸𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦). [17]
(𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function if 𝑆 is (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex and 𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹𝑦) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝐸𝑥) +
(1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝐹𝑦). [18]
Semi (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function if 𝑆 is (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex and 𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹𝑦) ≤
𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦). [20]
Strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆, if 𝑆 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex and
𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝐹𝑦). [21]

Definition 1.5 [1] The level set of 𝑓 is denoted by 𝐻𝛾 and defined as 𝐻𝛾 = {𝑥 ∈ 𝑆: 𝑓(𝑥) ≤ 𝛾}.
2. Semi strongly (𝑬, 𝑭)-convex functions
In this section, we introduce the concepts of semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex and provide some related
examples and properties.
Definition 2.1 Let 𝑆 is a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set. A function 𝑓 is called semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex
function on 𝑆, if for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛿, 𝛼 ∈ [0,1],
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𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦).
The function 𝑓 is called strictly semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex if for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 (𝑥 ≠ 𝑦),
𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) < 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦).
Remark 2.2 Every semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function is semi (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function [21] (when 𝛼 =
0). The converse is not true as the following example shows.
Example 2.3 Let 𝑆 = ℝ, 𝑓: ℝ → ℝ, and 𝐸, 𝐹: ℝ → ℝ such that
1
if 𝑥 = 0
0
if 𝑥 = 0
𝑓(𝑥) = {
,
𝐸(𝑥) = {
−3
otherwise
3
otherwise
and 𝐹(𝑥) = {

0
1

if 𝑥 = 0
.
otherwise

Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℝ and 𝛿 ∈ [0,1]. First, we show that
𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹𝑦) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦).
We consider four cases:
Case 1: If 𝑥 = 𝑦 = 0, then
𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹𝑦) = 𝑓(𝛿𝐸(0) + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹(0)) = 𝑓(0) = 1, and
𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = 𝛿𝑓(0) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(0) = 𝛿(1) + (1 − 𝛿)(1) = 1.
Case 2: If 𝑥 ≠ 0 and 𝑦 ≠ 0, then
𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹𝑦) = 𝑓(𝛿(3) + (1 − 𝛿)(1)) = 𝑓(2𝛿 + 1) = −3, and
𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = 𝛿(−3) + (1 − 𝛿)(−3) = −3.
Case 3: If 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑦 ≠ 0, then
𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹𝑦) = 𝑓(𝛿(0) + (1 − 𝛿)(1))
1
𝑖𝑓 𝛿 = 1
= 𝑓(1 − 𝛿) = {
,
−3
𝑖𝑓 𝛿 ≠ 1
On the other hand, 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = 𝛿𝑓(0) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦)
= 𝛿(1) + (1 − 𝛿)(−3) = 4𝛿 − 3
If 𝛿 = 1, then 4𝛿 − 3 = 1 and if 0 ≤ 𝛿 < 1, then 4𝛿 − 3 ≥ −3
Case 4: If 𝑥 ≠ 0 and 𝑦 = 0, then
𝑓(𝛿𝐸𝑥 + (1 − 𝛿)𝐹𝑦) = 𝑓(𝛿(3) + (1 − 𝛿)(0))
1
𝑖𝑓 𝛿 = 0
= 𝑓(3𝛿) = {
,
−3
otherwise
and 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(0)
= 𝛿(−3) + (1 − 𝛿)(1) = −4𝛿 + 1
If 𝛿 = 0, then −4𝛿 + 1 = 1 and if 0 < 𝛿 ≤ 1, then −4𝛿 + 1 ≥ −3.
All cases imply that, 𝑓(𝛿(𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦).
Hence, 𝑓 is semi (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function.
1
Now, let 𝛼 = 2 , 𝑥 = −6, 𝑦 = 1, 𝛿 = 1, then
𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) = 𝑓(−3 + 𝐸(−6))
= 𝑓(−3 + 3) = 1.
(2.1)
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On the other hand, 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = 𝑓(−6) = −3.
From (2.1) and (2.2),

(2.2)

𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) > 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦),
which shows that 𝑓 is not semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function.
Remark 2.4 A strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function is not necessary semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function
as it is illustrated in the next example.
Example 2.5 Let 𝑆 = ℝ and 𝑓, 𝐸, 𝐹: ℝ → ℝ such that for each 𝑥 ∈ ℝ
2
𝑓(𝑥) = {
1
𝐸(𝑥) = 0 and 𝐹(𝑥) =
1
2

1
2

𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ [0,2]
,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

. From [21, Example 2.9], 𝑓 is a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function. Now, let

𝛼 = , 𝑥 = 2, 𝑦 = −1, 𝛿 = 0, then 𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) = 𝑓(0) = 2.
And, 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = (1 − 0)𝑓(−1) = 1.
(2.4)
From (2.3) and (2.4), 𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) > 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦).
This yield, 𝑓 is not semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function.

(2.3)

Proposition 2.6 If 𝑓 is a semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set 𝑆, then
𝑓(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑓(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ≤ 𝑓(𝑦), for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼 ∈ [0,1].
Proof. Suppose that 𝑓 is a semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set 𝑆, then
for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼, 𝛿 ∈ [0,1], we have 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆 and 𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 +
𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦). Thus for 𝛿 = 1, 𝑓(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥) and for 𝛿 =
0, we obtain 𝑓(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ≤ 𝑓(𝑦) .
Next proposition shows the relation between strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function and semi strongly
(𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function.
Proposition 2.7 Let 𝑆 be a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set. Then, a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function 𝑓 on 𝑆
is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function if and only if 𝑓(𝐸𝑥) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑓(𝐹𝑦) ≤ 𝑓(𝑦), for any 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈
𝑆.
Proof. From assumptions 𝑓 is a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆 and 𝑓(𝐸𝑥) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑓(𝐹𝑦) ≤
𝑓(𝑦), for all 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼, 𝛿 ∈ [0,1], we get
𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝐹𝑦)
≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦)
Thus, 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆. Assume now 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)convex function, so from Proposition 2.6, we have
𝑓(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑓(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ≤ 𝑓(𝑦) for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼 ∈ [0,1].
Take 𝛼 = 0 to obtain the required conclusion.
3. Some Properties of Semi Strongly (𝑬, 𝑭)-convex Functions
In this section, some basic properties of semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹 )-convex functions such as closedness,
supremum and composite are discussed.
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Proposition 3.1 If 𝑓𝑖 : ℝ𝑛 → ℝ, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚 are semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex functions on the strongly
(𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set 𝑆 such that 𝑓(𝑥) = ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥), then 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on
𝑆 for each 𝑎𝑖 ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛.
Proof. From the hypothesis, for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and for all 𝛿, 𝛼 ∈ [0,1] , we have
𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆 and
𝑚

𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦))
𝑖=1

𝑚
≤ 𝛿 ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿) ∑𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑓𝑖 (𝑦)
= 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦)

This implies, 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆.
Proposition 3.2 Let 𝐼 be an index set and 𝑓𝑖 : ℝ𝑛 → ℝ for each 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 be a family of bounded above and
semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex functions on the strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set 𝑆. Then, 𝑓(𝑥) = sup 𝑓𝑖 (𝑥)
𝑖∈I

is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex on 𝑆.
Proof. From the assumptions, for each 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and for each 𝛿, 𝛼 ∈ [0,1], we have 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) +
(1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆 and
𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) = sup{𝑓𝑖 (𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦))}
𝑖∈I

≤ sup{𝛿𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓𝑖 (𝑦)}
𝑖∈I

where in the last inequality we used the fact that 𝑓𝑖 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex for each 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 and
𝑓𝑖 is bounded above for all 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼. The inequality above yields
= 𝛿sup𝑓𝑖 (𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)sup𝑓𝑖 (𝑦) = 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦).
𝑖∈I

𝑖∈I

This means 𝑓 is a semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex on 𝑆.
Proposition 3.3 Let 𝑓 be a semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on the strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set 𝑆.
Let 𝐺: ℝ → ℝ be a non decreasing convex function, then 𝐺 ∘ 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function
on 𝑆.
Proof. Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛿, 𝛼 ∈ [0,1]. From the assumptions on 𝑆 and 𝑓, we get 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) +
(1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆 and
𝑓( 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦)
From the assumptions on 𝐺, the last inequality yields
(𝐺 ∘ 𝑓)(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝐺( 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦))
≤ 𝛿 (𝐺 ∘ 𝑓)(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝐺 ∘ 𝑓)(𝑦)
This implies, 𝐺 ∘ 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹) −convex function on 𝑆.
Proposition 3.4 Suppose 𝑓 is a semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set 𝑀,
then for all 𝛾 ∈ ℝ the level set 𝐻𝛾 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set.
Proof. From the assumptions, for any𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐻𝛾 and for each 𝛼, 𝜆 ∈ [0,1], 𝑓(𝑥) ≤ 𝛾 and 𝑓(𝑦) ≤ 𝛾.
Since 𝑓 is a semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆, then 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆 and
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𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦)
≤ 𝛿𝛾 + (1 − 𝛿)𝛾 = 𝛾
This means, 𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝐻𝛾 . Hence, 𝐻𝛾 is a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set.
4. Optimality Properties of Semi Strongly (𝑬, 𝑭)-convex Functions
In this section, some optimality criteria of constrained optimization problems, in which the objective
function or the inequality constraints functions are semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex, are discussed. First,
denote by (P), the following constrained optimization problem.
min 𝑓(𝑥)
subject to 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆,
where 𝑆 and 𝑓 are assumed as in the Assumption. Let 𝑔𝑖 : ℝ𝑛 → ℝ for each 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚 such that 𝑆 =
{𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑛 : 𝑔𝑖 (𝑥) ≤ 0 for each 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑚}.
Definition 4.1 In the Problem (P), the set of optimal solutions is denoted by 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓 and is defined
as 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓 = {𝑥 ∗ ∈ 𝑆: 𝑓(𝑥 ∗ ) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥), 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆}.
The next theorem, introduced in [21], is needed in the sequel.
Theorem 4.2 In Problem (P), let 𝑆 be a strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set and 𝑓(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥) for each 𝑥 ∈
𝑆, 𝛼 ∈ [0,1]. If 𝑥 ∗ ∈ 𝑆 is a solution of the following problem denoted by (𝑃1 )
min 𝑓(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥)
subject to 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆
Then 𝛼𝑥 ∗ + 𝐸𝑥 ∗ is an optimal solution of Problem (𝑃).
Because of Proposition 2.6 and the proceeding theorem, we have the following result.
Corollary 4.3 Consider problem (𝑃) such that 𝑆 be strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set and 𝑓 is semi strongly
(𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function. If 𝑥 ∗ ∈ 𝑆 is solution of the following problem denoted by (𝑃1 )
min 𝑓(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥)
subject to 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆.
Then 𝛼𝑥 ∗ + 𝐸𝑥 ∗ is an optimal solution of problem (𝑃).
Proof. Since 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑀, then from Proposition 2.6, 𝑓(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥) ≤
𝑓(𝑥). Now, from Theorem 4.2, we obtain the required result.
Next, we prove that, under simple condition, the constraint set 𝑆 of Problem (P) is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)convex set.
Theorem 4.4 If 𝑔𝑖 are semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex functions for each 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚, then 𝑀 is strongly
(𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, we have 𝑆𝑖 = {𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑛 : 𝑔𝑖 (𝑥) ≤ 0} is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set for each 𝑖 =
1,2, … , 𝑚. Thus, using Proposition 1.3, 𝑆 = ⋂𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑖 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set.
The following three result provides sufficient condition under which 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)convex.
Theorem 4.5 Let 𝑆 be strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set. If 𝑓 is semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆.
Then, 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓 of problem (𝑃) is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set.
Proof. Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓 such that 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦. From Definition 4.1, 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑦) = 𝑃∗ . If 𝑓 is semi
strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆, then for each 𝛼, 𝛿 ∈ [0,1], we have
𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆 and
𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) ≤ 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = 𝑃∗
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Since 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑃∗ , this fact with the last inequality forces
𝑥∈𝑆

𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓. Hence, 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set.
Theorem 4.6 Let 𝑆 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set. If 𝑓 is strictly semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function
on 𝑆, then 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓 is unique.
Proof. On the contrary, let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 two different optimal solutions of problem (𝑃), i.e., 𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑦).
Since 𝑆 is strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex set and 𝑓 is strictly semi strongly (𝐸, 𝐹)-convex function on 𝑆, we
have for 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦 and 𝛼, 𝛿 ∈ (0,1),
𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦) ∈ 𝑆 and
𝑓(𝛿(𝛼𝑥 + 𝐸𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)(𝛼𝑦 + 𝐹𝑦)) < 𝛿𝑓(𝑥) + (1 − 𝛿)𝑓(𝑦) = 𝑓(𝑥),
which is contradiction. Thus, 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑆 𝑓 of problem (𝑃) is unique.
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Abstract. In this paper, we suggest a new method for the numerical solution of fuzzy nonlinear
equations in parametric form using a new Conjugate Gradient Technique. Table of the numerical
solution is given to show the efficiency of the proposed method and which is compared with
classical algorithms such as (Fletcher and Reeves (FR), Polak and Ribiere (PRP), and Fletcher
(CD)) techniques.

1.Introduction
Recently, Systems of simultaneous nonlinear equations have been played a major role in various areas
of science such as mathematics, statistic, engineering social sciences, robotics, and medicines. The idea
of fuzzy numbers and mathematic activity with these numbers were first presented and researched
by[1][2][3][4][5]. One of the significant utilization of fuzzy number-crunching is nonlinear systems
whose parameters are all or partially represented by fuzzy numbers [6- 8]. Standard analytical methods
like Buckley and Qu method [9][10], cannot be suitable for resolving the equations such as

iii-

  +   +   +  −

= ,

 − sin() = ,
Where , , , , , , and are fuzzy numbers. In this way, we need to build up the numerical
techniques to find the roots of such equations. Here, we think about these conditions, as a rule, as
() = .
whose parameters are all or partially represented by fuzzy numbers, [11] research the performance
of Newton’s scheme for getting the solve of the fuzzy nonlinear equations and reached out to the systems
of fuzzy nonlinear equations by [12]. Newton’s technique converges quickly if the initial point is picked
near the solution point. The primary downside of Newton's strategy is figuring the Hessian matrix in
each epoch. Probably the easiest variation of Newton’s technique was considered by[13] for solution
the double fuzzy nonlinear equations. Another type of Newton’s technique known as LevenbergMarquardt alteration was used to fathom fuzzy nonlinear equations by[14]. Authors in [15] applied also
the Broyden's technique to solve the fuzzy nonlinear equations. Every one of these techniques is
Newton-like which requires the calculation and storage of either Hessian matrix or approximate Hessian
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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matrix at every iterative of iterations. Newly, a diagonal update method for solving fuzzy nonlinear
equations was proposed by[14]. A gradient based technique by [16] was applied to get the optimal value
of variables of fuzzy nonlinear equations. This technique is simple and requires no Hessian matrix
assessment during calculations. Be that as it may, method convergence is linear and very slow toward
the optimal solution [17]. The steepest descent technique is additionally affected by ill-conditioning
[18].
In this work, we developed a new conjugate gradient coefficient and applied it to solve fuzzy
nonlinear equations. The conjugate gradient technique is known to be easy and high proficient in taking
care of optimization problem. The plan in this work is to convert the parametric form of a fuzzy nonlinear
Algebraic equation into an unconstrained optimization problem before applying the new conjugate
gradient technique to get the optimal solution.
2. Preliminaries
Definition 1. A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set like : ℝ ⟶  = [0,1] which satisfies[19][20],
1. u is upper semi continuous,
2.() = 0 outside some interval [, ],
3.There are real numbers ,  such that  ≤ ≤  ≤  and
i.
() is monotonic increasing on [, ],
ii.
() is monotonic decreasing on [, ],
iii.
() = 1, ≤  ≤ .
The set of all these fuzzy numbers is denoted by E. An equivalent parametric is also given in[21] as
follows.
Definition 2. A fuzzy number u in parametric form is a pair (, ) of function (), (),0 ≤  ≤ 1,
which satisfies the following requirements:
1- ()is a bounded monotonic increasing left continuous function,
2- ()is a bounded monotonic decreasing left continuous function,
3- () ≤ (),0 ≤  ≤ 1.
A popular fuzzy number is the trapezoidal fuzzy number  = ( ,  , , ) with interval defuzzifier
[ ,  ] and left fuzziness  and right fuzziness  where the membership function is
1
 −  ≤  ≤  ,
⎧ ( −  + ),
⎪
1,
 ∈ [ ,  ],
() =
1
⎨ ( −  + ),
 ≤  ≤  + ,
⎪ 
⎩ 0,
otherwise.
Its parametric form is
() =  −  + , () =  +  + .
Let  (ℝ) be the set of all trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. The addition and scalar multiplication of
fuzzy numbers are defined by the extension principle and can be equivalently represented as follows.
For arbitrary  = (, ),  = (, )and  > 0 we define addition ( + )and multiplication by scalar 
as
(1)
! + "() =  + , ( + ) =  + ,
!"() = (),

(2)

!"() = ().
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3. New conjugate gradient method for solving fuzzy nonlinear equations
In this section we will show some of the conjugate gradient methods and then suggest a new algorithm
for conjugate gradient algorithm for solving fuzzy nonlinear equations
(3)
#$% = # + &# # ,  ≥ 1
Where &# step-size that satisfy the standard wolfe conditions
(4)
(# + &# # ) ≤ (# ) + *&# #- #
(5)
# (# + &# # ) ≥ # #
or strong wolfe conditions
(6)
(# + &# # ) ≤ () + *&# #- #
(7)
|# (# + &# # )| ≤ −# #
=1
− %,
(8)
#$% = /
≥1
− #$% + # # ,
The Fletcher and Reeves (FR) [22], Fletcher (CD) [23], Polak and Ribiere (PRP) [24] and  is scalar.
 23 =
 ;< =

∥5678 ∥9
, see [22]
∥56 ∥9
?∥5678 ∥9
, see [23]
56@ A6

 B3B =
Where

@
5678
C6

∥56 ∥9
#

, see [24]

= ∇ (# ), and let # =

#$%

−

#

yk  g k 1  g k .

Now we suggest a new of conjugate gradient algorithm for solving fuzzy nonlinear equations depend
basically on norm-1 instead of norm-2 in Fletcher-Reeves (FR) algorithm so we get new formula
(9)
#$% = − #$% + #EFG #
H
∥ #$% ∥%
(10)
#EFG =
∥ # ∥%H
4. The Descent property for a new Conjugate Gradient Method (CGM)
In this part, we have to show the descent property for our proposed new conjugate gradient method,
denoted by #EFG .
Theorem (1)
Consider the search direction given by equation (9) and (10) if &# computed by strong wolfe condition
#$% < 0.
(6) and (7) then #$%

#$% = − #$% + #EFG # , for all k  1
Proof:The proof is by using mathematical inducement
1- If  = 1 then %- % < 0, % = − % →< 0.
2- Let the relation #- # < −| # | for all  where 0 <  < 1.
3- We prove that the relation is true when  =  + 1 by multiplying the equation (9) in
#$% = − #$% + #EFG #
#EFG =

∥5678 ∥98
∥56 ∥98

Multiply above equation by #$%
Using the following inequality∥  ∥H ≤∥  ∥% ≤ √L ∥  ∥H We get

3

#$%

we obtain
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#$% #$%
#$% #$%
‖ #$% ‖H

= −‖

H
#$% ‖

≤ −1 +

N

+

∥5678 ∥98
∥56 ∥98

#$% #

≤ −‖

#$% ‖

H

+

‖5678 ‖9
# N
N #$%
‖56 ‖9

#$% # N
‖ # ‖H

By strong wolfe conditions #- # ≤ −|
‖ # ‖H
#$% #$%
≤
−1
+
≤ −1 − 
‖ #$% ‖H
‖ # ‖H
∴ #$%
#$% ≤ −(1 + )| #$% |

#|

5. Global convergence study
We will display that CG method with #EFG convergences globally. We need some assumption for
the convergence of the proposed new algorithm.
Assumption (1)
1- Assume is bound below in the level set P = { ∈ Q R : () ≤ ( )}; In some Initial point.
2is continuously differentiable and its gradient is Lipchitz continuous, that is there exist S > 0
such that [25]:
∥ () − () ∥≤ S ∥  −  ∥ ∀,  ∈ U .
On the other hand, under Assumption (1), it is clear that there exist positive constants B such
‖‖ ≤ V, ∀ ∈ P
(11)
(12)
∥ W () ∥≤ X, ∀ ∈ P
Lemma (1)
Suppose that Assumption (1) and equation (11) hold. Take into consideration any conjugate
gradient method in from (3) and (8), where dY is a descent direction and &# is obtained by the strong
wolfe conditions if
1
≥∞
Z
∥ #$% ∥H
#\%

Then we have
_`a `L ∥ # ∥= 0

#→b

More details can be found in[26][27][28][29][30][31].
Theorem (2)
Assume that Assumption (1) and equation (11) and the descent condition hold. Consider a
conjugate gradient scheme in the form
#$% = − #$% + #EFG #
where

k

is computed from strong Wolfe line search condition for more details see[32][33][34] , If

the objective function is uniformly on set S, then _`a (`L ∥
R→b

Proof

4

#

∥) = 0 .
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+ #EFG% #
∥ #$% ∥%H
EFG%
#
=
∥ # ∥%H
∥ #$% ∥=∥ − #$% + #EFG% # ∥
∥ #$% ∥%H
 ∥
∥ #$% ∥=∥ − #$% +
∥ # ∥%H #
∥ #$% ∥%H
 ∥
∥ #$% ∥=∥ − #$% +
∥ # ∥%H #
√L ∥ #$% ∥H
∥ # ∥
∥ #$% ∥≤∥ #$% ∥ +
∥ # ∥%H
√L ∥ #$% ∥
∥ # ∥) ∥ #$% ∥
∥ #$% ∥≤ (1 +
∥ # ∥%H
#$% = −

Let c = (1 +

#$%

√R∥5678 ∥
∥56 ∥98

∥ # ∥)

∥ #$% ∥≤ c ∥ #$% ∥
1 1
1
≥ ( H) H Z 1 = ∞
e
H
c X
∥ #$% ∥
#f%

Therefore, we have contradiction
_`a (`L ∥ # ∥) = 0.
R→b

6. Numerical Examples
In this part, we present the numerical solution of some examples using the new proposed method for
CG method for fuzzy nonlinear equations. All computations are carried out on MATLAB 9.0 using a
double precision computer. We use the stop criterion ∥ #$% ∥< 10?g , and employ the new method to
solve fuzzy nonlinear equations. Then, we compare with the other methods (Fletcher and Reeves (FR),
Polak and Ribiere (PRP), and Fletcher (CD)).
Example 1: Consider the fuzzy nonlinear equation [9]
(3,4,5) H + (1,2,3) = (1,2,3)
Without any loss of generality, assume that x is positive, and then the parametric form of this equation
is as follows:
(3 + ) H () + (1 + )() − (1 + ) = 0,
m
H
(5 − ) () + (3 − )() − (3 − ) = 0.
The above system needs initial values as follows. For  = 1
4 H (1) + 2(1) − 2 = 0,
m H
4 (1) + 2(1) − 2 = 0,
For  = 0
3 H (0) + (0) − 1 = 0,
m H
5 (0) + (0) − 3 = 0
With initial values
 = ((0), (1), (1), (0)) = (0.434,0.5,0.5,0.681)
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Example 2: Consider the fuzzy nonlinear equation [9]
(4,6,8) H + (2,3,4)  − (8,12,16) = (5,6,7)
Without any loss of generality, assume that x is positive, and then the parametric form of this equation
is as follows:
(4 + 2) H () + (2 + )() − (3 + 3) = 0,
m
H
(8 − 2) () + (4 − )() − (9 − 3) = 0.
The above system needs initial values as follows. For  = 1
6 H (1) + 3(1) − 6 = 0,
m H
6 (1) + 3(1) − 6 = 0,
For  = 0
4 H (0) + 2(0) − 3 = 0,
m H
8 (0) + 4(0) − 9 = 0,
With initial values
 = ((0), (1), (1), (0)) = (0.651,0.7808,0.7808,0.8397)
Example 3: Consider the fuzzy nonlinear equation [9]
(1,2,3)  + (2,3,4) H + (3,4,5) = (5,8,13)
Without any loss of generality, assume that x is positive, and then the parametric form of this equation
is as follows:
(1 + )  () + (2 + ) H () − (2 + 2) = 0,
m

H
(3 − ) () + (4 − ) () − (8 − 4) = 0.
The above system needs initial values as follows. For  = 1
2  (1) + 3 H (1) − 4 = 0,
m 
H
2 (1) + 3 (1) − 4 = 0,
For  = 0
  (0) + 2 H (0) − 2 = 0,
m 
H
3 (0) + 4 (0) − 8 = 0.
With initial values
 = ((0), (1), (1), (0)) = (0.76,0.91,0.91,1.06) .
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7.Conclusions
We presented in this research a new type conjugate gradient technique for solving fuzzy nonlinear
equations, and the proposed algorithm has shown high efficiency in solving these problems with the
least number of iterations and higher accuracy in reaching the approximate solution of the function.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to a geometric construction of Surface Complete (k, r)-cap in PG(3,7).
We found that the maximum complete (k, 2)-cap which is called an ovaloid, exists in PG (3, 7)
when k = 23. Moreover the complete (k, 3)-caps, (k, 4)-caps and (k, 5)-caps,(k,6)-caps , (k,7)caps , (k,8)-caps, and we obtain a new example for theorem(2.8 ).

1-Introduction
I study of finite projective spaces PG (3, q) over Galois field GF(q), it is the largest of the projective
plane over Galois field, Hirschfield, 1985 [5], gives the finite projective spaces of three dimensions.
Hirschfield,1998 [1], give the basic definition and theorems of projective geometries over finite fields,
and Al-Mukhtar, in 2008 [4] give the complete Arcs and surfaces in Three-dimensional projective space
over Galois field and give (k, r)-caps in PG(3,q) over Galois fields GF(q), q = 2,3, and 5.In 2017 [2]
Kareem give the complete (k, r)-Cap in PG (3, p) Over Galois Field GF (4) . In 2019[5] thus,give the
arcs, caps, generalizations: results and problems, in 50 years of Combinatorics, Graph Theory, and
computing. In this work we construct the (k, r)-caps in PG (3, 4). This paper is divided into three
sections, section one is the preliminaries of projective 3-space which contains some definitions and
theorems for that concept and section two consists of the construction of a geometric construction of
surface complete (k, r)-cap (k, r)-caps for r = 2, 3, 4, 5 in PG (3, 7). Also, we obtain a new example. In
section three obtain the conclusion. This work I have done manually without using the computer
program.
2- Preliminaries
2.1 Definition: "Projective 3-Space" [20], [23], [24],[25],[26]
A projective 3-space PG(3,k) over a field k is a 3-dimensional projective space with that consists of
points, lines, and planes with the incidence relation between them. The projective 3-space satisfies the
following axioms:
A) Any two distinct points are contained in a unique line.
B) Any three distinct non-collinear points, also any line and a point not on the line are contained in a
unique plane.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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C) Any two distinct coplanar lines intersect in a unique point.
D) Any line not on a given plane intersects the plane in a unique point.
E) Any two distinct planes intersect in a unique line.
A projective space PG(3,p) over Galois field GF(p), p = qm for some prime number q and some
integer m, is a 3-dimensional projective space. Any point in PG(3,p) has the form of a quadruple
(x1,x2,x3,x4), where x1,x2,x3,x4 are elements in GF(p) with except for the quadruple consisting of four
zero elements.
Two quadruples (x1,x2,x3,x4) and (y1,y2,y3,y4) represent the same point if there exists  in GF(p)\{0}
such that (x1,x2,x3,x4) =  (y1,y2,y3,y4)."
"Similarly, any plane in PG(3,p) has the form of a quadruple [x1,x2,x3,x4], where x1,x2,x3,x4 are
elements in GF(p) with the exception of the quadruple consisting of four zero elements."
Two quadruples [x1,x2,x3,x4] and [y1,y2,y3,y4] represent the same plane if there exists  in GF(p)\{0}
such that [x1,x2,x3,x4] =  [y1,y2,y3,y4]
Also a point p(x1,x2,x3,x4) is incident with the plane  [a1,a2,a3,a4] iff a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3 + a4x4 = 0."
2.2 Definition: "Plan ", [21],[22]
A plan  in PG(3,p) is the set of all points p(x1,x2,x3,x4) satisfying a linear equation u1x1 + u2x2 + u3x3
+ u4x4 = 0. This plane is denoted by  [u1,u2,u3,u4]."
2.3 Theorem: [6],[7],[8]
"Four distinct points A(x1,x2,x3,x4), B(y1,y2,y3,y4), C(z1,z2,z3,z4) and D(w1,w2,w3,w4) are coplanar iff
x1 x 2 x 3 x 4
y
y 2 y3 y 4
 1
 0 ."
z1 z 2 z3 z 4
w1 w 2 w 3 w 4
2.4 Corollary: [11],[12]
If four distinct points A(x1,x2,x3,x4), B(y1,y2,y3,y4), C(z1,z2,z3,z4) and D(w1,w2,w3,w4) are collinear,
then  = 0."
2.5 Theorem: [5]
The points of PG(3,p) have unique forms which are (1,0,0,0), (x,1,0,0), (x,y,1,0), (x,y,z,1) for all x, y,
z in GF(p)."
2.6 Theorem: [13]
The planes of PG(3,p) have unique forms which are [1,0,0,0], [x,1,0,0], [x,y,1,0], [x,y,z,1] for all x, y,
z in GF(p)."
2.7 Theorem: [10]
"A projective 3-space PG(3,p) satisfies the following:
A) Every line contains exactly p + 1 points and every point is on exactly p + 1 lines.
B) Every plane contains exactly p2 + p + 1 points (lines) and every point is on exactly p2 + p + 1 planes.
C) There exist p3 + p2 + p + 1 of points and there exists p3 + p2 + p + 1 of planes.
D) Any two planes intersect in exactly p + 1 points and any line is on exactly p + 1 planes, and any two
points are on exactly p + 1 planes."
2.8 Theorem: [14]
"There exists (p2+1)(p2+p+1) of lines in PG(3,P)."
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2.9 Definition: [16]
A (k,ℓ)-set in PG(3,p) is a set of k spaces ℓ. A k-set is a (k,0)-set that is a set of k-points.
"
2.10 Definition: "(k,r)-cap", [13]
A (k,r)-cap is a set of k points in PG(n,p) with n  3, such that at most r points on any line. Thus (k,2)cap is a set of k points in PG(3,p), such that no three of them are collinear.
"
2.11 Definition: "Complete (k,r)-cap", [15]
"A (k,r)-cap is a complete if it is not contained in a (k+1,r)-cap."
2.12 Definition: [18]
Let Ci be the number of points of index i in PG(3,p) which are not on a (k,r)-cap, then the constants Ci
of (k,r)-cap satisfy the following:


i)

C



i

 p3  p 2  p  1  k



k(k  1)...(k  n  1) 2
(p  p  1  n)
n!
where  is the smallest i for which Ci 0,  be the largest i for which Ci 0."

ii)

iC



i



2.13 Remark: [15]
The (k,r)-cap is complete iff C0 = 0."
2.14 Definition: [16]
The i-secant of a (k,r)-cap is a line intersects the cap in exactly i points, that is 0-secant is an external
line, 1-secant is an unisecant line, 2-secant is a bisecant line and 3-secant is a trisecant line."
2.15 Rrmark:[16]
A (k, r)-cap is maximum iff every line in PG(3,p) is a 0-secant or r-secant."
2.16 Theorem: [19],[22]
A maximum (k, 2)-cap in PG(3,p) is an ovaloid."
3. The Approximate Algorithm of (k,r)-Cap in PG(3,7):
By using theorem (1.7) we will find the number of (k,r)-cap in the projective space PG(3,7) is (k,8)cap, A (k,r)-cap is a complete if it is not contained in a (k+1,r)-cap .
If the opposite is true that we can add {p} to the (k,r)-arc B= A ∪{p} , and constriction A (k+1,r)cap, that is a contradiction of assuming.
We assume that want to construct the complete (k,2)-cap having a maximum number of points, we
are starting with the reference five-point (Reference points) and we will add a few points (to take
attention we want to constrict one arc no more of that ),also we find with all time, the points of index
zero we add one of the themes, the set B become have six elements, we continue to the adding one of
points (index zero) of all times. Finally, we have reached the times k that we cannot add any points to
the (k,2)-cap. That is B is the required complete caps. We are repeating the method to finding the
required complete (k,3)-cap and (k,4)-cap….(k , q+1)-cap, and finding his arcs in all levels, with the
attention that the reference points are growing by add from the points of index zero of all levels.
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Figure 1: A representation a (k,n)-cap of projective space PG(3,7) by using computer programming.
3.1 The (k, 2)-caps in PG (3,7):
PG (3, 7) contains 400 points and 400 planes such that each point is on 57 planes and every plane
contains 57 points and every line contains 8 points and it is the intersection of 8 planes, (table 1 and 2).
In table (1), the set A={1,2,9,58,115} is taken which is the set of unit and reference points 1=(1,0,0,0),
2=(0,1,0,0), 9=(0,0,1,0), 58=(0,0,0,1), 115=(1,1,1,1), this set is a (5,2)-cap since no three points of A
are collinear as in table (2).
A is a (5,2)-cap, which is not complete since there exists some point of index zero for it, which are
(18
19
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
38
39
40
41
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
50
52
53
54
55
56
57
67
68
69
70
71
73
74
75
76
77
78
80
81
82
83
84
85
87
88
89
90
91
92
94
95
96
97
98
99
101
102
103
104
105
106
109
110
111
112
113
121
123
124
125
126
127
128
130
131
132
133
134
135
137
138
139
140
141
142
144
145
146
147
148
149
151
152
153
154
155
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
344
345
346
347
348
349
350
351
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399).
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Then, one can add some of them to A in order to obtain a complete (23,2)-cap
B=A{18,24,33,67,73,82,109,124,132,141,147,169,170,187,203,217,247,384}={1,2,9,18,24,33,58,67
,73,82,109,115,124,132,141,147,169,170,187,203,217,247,384}. B is the maximum (23,2)-cap in
PG(3,7), since every line is a 0-secant or 2-secant, B is called an ovaloid
2

*
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*
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*
* *
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*
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*
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*
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*

170

*
*

115
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203

*

247

*

*
187

*

*

9

348

*

*
18

Figure 2 : Ovaloid for a (k,2)-cap in PG(3,7)
3.2 The (k, 3)-caps in PG (3, 7):
Let B={1,2,9,18,24,33,58,67,73,82,109,115,124,132,141,147,169,170,187,203,217,247,384} be a
(23,2)-cap. The points of index zero are (3
4
5
6 7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
20
21 22 23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
34
35
36 37 38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49 50 51
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
60
61
62
63 64 65
66
68
69
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
78 79 80
81
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92 93 94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105 106107
108
110
111
112
113
114
116
117
118
119
120 121122
123
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
133
134
135 136137
138
139
140
142
143
144
145
146
148
149
150 151152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163 164165
166
167
168
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178 179180
181
182
183
184
185
186
188
189
190
191
192 193194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
204
205
206 207208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
218
219
220 221222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233 234235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246 248249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260 261262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273 274275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286 287288
289
290
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291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299 300301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312 313314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325 326327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338 339340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
349
350
351
352 353354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365 366367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378 379380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391 392393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400) .
The distinct (k,3)-cap can be constructed by adding some points of index zero for B, which are:
3,10,16,27,35,46,55,59,65,76,84,104,110,118,121,130,157,158,166,172,185,211,216,221,224,228,240
,246,273,336,369. Then,
C=B{3,10,16,27,35,46,55,59,65,76,84,104,110,118,121,130,157,158,166,172,185,211,216,221,224,
228,240,246,273,336,369}={1,2,3,9,10,16,18,24,27,33,35,46,55,58,59,65,67,73,76,82,84,104,109,110
,115,118,121,124,130,132,141,147,157,158,166,169,170,172,185,187,203,211,216,217,221,224,228,2
40,246,247,273,336,348,369 },C is complete (54,3)-cap ,C is a complete (k, 3)-cap.
3.3 The (k, 4)-caps in PG(3,7):
We can construct complete (k,4)-caps by adding some points of index zero for C which are (4
6
7
8
11
12
13
14
15
17 19 20
21
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
34 36 37
38
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
48
49 50 51
52
54
56
57
60
61
62
63
64
66 68 69
70
72
74
75
77
78
79
80
81
83 85 86
87
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97 98 99
100
102
103
105
106
107
108
111
112
113 114
116
119
120
122
123
125
126
127
128
129
131 133
135
136
137
138
139
140
142
143
144
145
146
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
159
160
161
163
164
165
167
168
171
173
174
175
176
177
178
180
181
182
183
184
186
188
189
190
191
192
193
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
204
205
206
207
209
210
212
213
214
215
218
219
220
222
223
225
227
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
242
243
244
245
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
270
271
272
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
344
345
346
347
349
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
364
365
366
367
368
370
371
372
373
374
375
376
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386
387
388
389
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400),

5
22
39
53
71
88
101
117
134
148
162
179
194
208
226
241
256
269
283
296
309
322
335
350
363
377
390

by
adding
to
C
thirty
three
of
these
points
which
are
{4,19,25,54,60,69,72,80,91,111,114,131,135,136,162,164,175,183,198,205,218,227,231,242,270,276,
289,296,302,313,329,333,344}. Thus can get a complete (k,4)-cap call
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D={1,2,3,4,9,10,16,18,19,24,25,27,33,35,46,54,55,58,59,60,65,67,69,72,73,76,80,82,84,91,104,109,1
10,111,114,115,118,121,124,130,131,132,135,136,141,147,157,158,162,164,166,169,170,172,175,18
3,185,187,198,203,205,211,216,217,218,221,224,227,228,231,240,242,246,247,270,273,276,289,296,
302,313,329,333,336,344,348,369}. D is the complete (87,4)-cap.
3.4 The (k,5)-caps in PG(3,7):
In section five, D is a complete (87,4)-cap. The points of index zero for D are (5 6
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
21
22 23 26
30
31
32
34
36
37
38
39
40 41 42
45
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
56 57 61
64
66
68
70
71
74
75
77
78 79 81
86
87
88
89
90
92
93
94
95 96 97
100
101
102
103
105
106
107
108
112 113116
120
122
123
125
126
127
128
129
133 134137
140
142
143
144
145
146
148
149
150 151152
155
156
159
160
161
163
165
167
168 171173
177
178
179
180
181
182
184
186
188 189190
193
194
195
196
197
199
200
201
202 204206
209
210
212
213
214
215
219
220
222 223225
230
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239 241243
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256 257258
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269 271272
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285 286287
291
292
293
294
295
297
298
299
300 301303
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
314
315 316317
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328 330331
335
337
338
339
340
341
342
343
345 346347
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359 360361
364
365
366
367
368
370
371
372
373 374375
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385
386 387388
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398
399 400), then

7
28
43
62
83
98
117
138
153
174
191
207
226
244
259
274
288
304
318
332
349
362
376
389

8
29
44
63
85
99
119
139
154
176
192
208
229
245
260
275
290
305
319
334
350
363
377
390

E=D{5,26,31,48,61,66,75,79,88,89,90,107,117,122,125,140,148,168,174,188,193,199,206,209,212,
220,232,248,258,263,285,288,291,293,324,347} .
E is the complete (123,5)-cap.
3.5 The (k,6)-caps in PG(3,7):
In (2.4), E
8
30
47
71
96
116
142
159
181
201
226
245
262

is a complete (123,5)-cap. The points of index zero for E are
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
21
32
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
49
50
51
52
53
56
57
62
74
77
78
81
83
85
86
87
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
105
119
120
123
126
127
128
129
133
143
144
145
146
149
150
151
152
160
161
163
165
167
171
173
176
182
184
186
189
190
191
192
194
202
204
207
208
210
213
214
215
229
230
233
234
235
236
237
238
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
264
265
266
267
268
269
271
272

7

(6
22 23 28
42 43 44
63 64 68
92 93 94
106 108112
134 137138
153 154155
177 178179
195 196197
219 222223
239 241243
257 259260
274 275277

7
29
45
70
95
113
139
156
180
200
225
244
261
278
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279
280
281
282
283
284
286
287
290
292 294295
297
298
299
300
301
303
304
305
306
307
308 309310
311
312
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322 323325
326
327
328
330
331
332
334
335
337
338
339 340341
342
343
345
346
349
350
351
352
353
354
355 356357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368 370371
372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
381
382
383 384385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396 397398
399
400). Then,
by adding to E thirty
of these points which are
{6,22,70,83,87,93,102,126,129,134,146,180,189,194,197,215,234,237,239,245,249,286,292,301,321,
323,345,346,351,399} .
F={1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10,16,18,19,22,24,25,26,27,31,33,35,46,48,54,55,58,59,60,61,65,66,67,69,70,72,73,7
5,76,79,80,82,84,87,88,89,90,91,93,102,104,107,109,110,111,114,115,117,118,121,122,124,125,126,
129,130,131,132,134,135,136,140,141,146,147,148,157,158,162,164,166,168,169,170,172,174,175,1
80,183,185,187,188,189,193,194,197,198,199,203,205,206,209,211,212,215,216,217,218,220,221,22
4,227,228,231,232,234,237,239,240,242,245,246,247,248,249,258,263,270,273,276,285,286,288,289,
291,292,293,296,301,302,313,323,324,329,333,336,344,345,346,347,348,351,369,399}
is
the
complete (153,6)-cap.
3.6 The (k,7)-caps in PG(3,7):
In (2.5), F is a complete (153,6)-cap. The points of index zero for F are (7
8
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
21
23
28 29 30
32
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44 45 47
49
50
51
52
53
56
57
62
63
64
68 71 74
77
78
81
85
86
92
94
95
96
97
98 99 100
101
103
105
106
108
112
113
116
119
120
123 127128
133
137
138
139
142
143
144
145
149
150
151 152153
154
155
156
159
160
161
163
165
167
171
173 176177
178
179
181
182
184
186
190
191
192
195
196 200201
202
204
207
208
210
213
214
219
222
223
225 226229
230
233
235
236
238
241
243
244
250
251
252 253254
255
256
257
259
260
261
262
264
265
266
267 268269
271
272
274
275
277
278
279
280
281
282
283 284287
290
294
295
297
298
299
300
303
304
305
306 307308
309
310
311
312
314
315
316
317
318
319
320 322325
326
327
328
330
331
332
334
335
337
338
339 340341
342
343
349
350
352
353
354
355
356
357
358 359360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
370
371
372 373374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385 386387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398 400), then by adding to
F twenty nine of these points which are
{7,28,52,56,103,112,123,128,144,150,159,160,171,186,196,214,219,222,241,251,252,282,294,300,32
7,330,358,365,375} .
G={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,16,18,19,22,24,25,26,27,28,31,33,35,46,48,52,54,55,56,58,59,60,61,65,66,67,6
9,70,72,73,75,76,79,80,82,84,87,88,89,90,91,93,102,103,104,107,109,110,111,112,114,115,117,118,1
21,122,123,124,125,126,128,129,130,131,132,134,135,136,140,141,144,146,147,148,150,157,158,15
9,160,162,164,166,168,169,170,171,172,174,175,180,183,185,186,187,188,189,193,194,196,197,198,
199,203,205,206,209,211,212,214,215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,224,227,228,231,232,234,237,2
39,240,241,242,245,246,247,248,249,251,252,258,263,270,273,276,282,285,286,288,289,291,292,29
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3,294,296,300,301,302,313,321,323,324,327,329,330,333,336,344,345,346,347,348,351,358,365,369,
375,399} is the complete (182,7)-cap.
3.7 The (k,8)-caps in PG(3,7):
In (2.6) , G is a complete (182,7)-cap. The points of index zero for G are
(8
11
12
13
14
15
17
20
21
23
28 29 30
32
34
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44 45 47
49
50
51
52
53
56
57
62
63
64
68 71 74
77
78
81
85
86
92
94
95
96
97
98 99 100
101
103
105
106
108
112
113
116
119
120
123 127128
133
137
138
139
142
143
144
145
149
150
151 152153
154
155
156
159
160
161
163
165
167
171
173 176177
178
179
181
182
184
186
190
191
192
195
196 200201
202
204
207
208
210
213
214
219
222
223
225 226229
230
233
235
236
238
241
243
244
250
251
252 253254
255
256
257
259
260
261
262
264
265
266
267 268269
271
272
274
275
277
278
279
280
281
282
283 284287
290
294
295
297
298
299
300
303
304
305
306 307308
309
310
311
312
314
315
316
317
318
319
320 322325
326
327
328
330
331
332
334
335
337
338
339 340341
342
343
349
350
352
353
354
355
356
357
358 359360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
370
371
372 373374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383
384
385 386387
388
389
390
391
392
393
394
395
396
397
398 400), then by adding to G
forty
of
these
points
which
are
{8,11,17,23,32,36,39,42,68,74,77,81,94,116,119,138,143,163,173,177,182,204,210,235,253,265,268,
274,278,279,283,295,299,310,328,331,356,385,398,400} .
H={1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,16,17,18,19,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,31,33,32,35,39,42,46,48,52,54,55,56,58,
59,60,61,65,66,67,68,69,70,72,73,74,75,76,79,80,81,82,83,84,87,88,89,90,91,93,102,103,104,107,109
,110,111,112,114,115,116,117,118,119,121,122,123,124,125,126,128,129,130,131,132,134,135,136,1
38,140,141,143,144,146,147,148,150,157,158,159,160,162,163,164,166,168,169,170,171,172,173,17
4,175,177,180,182,183,185,186,187,188,189,193,194,196,197,198,199,203,204,205,206,209,210,211,
212,214,215,216,217,218,219,220,221,222,224,227,228,231,232,234,237,239,240,241,242,245,246,2
47,248,249,251,252,253,258,263,265,268,270,273,274,276,278,279,282,283,285,286,288,289,291,29
2,293,294,295,296,299,300,301,302,310,313,321,323,324,327,328,329,330,331,333,336,344,345,346,
347,348,351,356,358,365,369,375,385,398,399,400}
is the complete (222,8)-cap which can be obtained for any line of PG(3,7) contains eight points and
hence there are no more than eight are collinear.
3.8 Theorem:
( a )-There exists a maximum complete 23-cap in PG(3,7).
( b )- There exists a complete (54, 3)-cap in PG(3,7).
( c )- There exists a complete (87, 4)-cap in PG(3,7).
( d )- There exists a complete (123, 5)-cap in PG(3,7).
( e )- There exists a complete (153, 6)-cap in PG(3,7).
( f )- There exists a complete (182, 7)-cap in PG(3,7).
( g )- There exists a complete (222, 8)-cap in PG(3,7).
Proof:
It will be sufficient to give an example of a maximum complete 23-cap in PG(3,7) These examples
were also checked on completeness using . Computer programming
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A complete (23,2) in PG(3,7), A complete (54,3) in PG(3,7), A complete (87,4) in PG(3,7), A complete
(123,5) in PG(3,7), A complete (153,6) in PG(3,7), A complete (182,7) in PG(3,7), A complete (222,8)
in PG(3,7).
the points constituting the complete caps in the respective space in PG(n, q) are denoted with
homogeneous coordinates (x0,x1,x2,…….,xn), in accordance with the terminology used in the preceding.
An example of maximum complete 23-cap in PG(3,7)
{ ( 1,0,0,0) , ( 0,1,0,0) , ( 0,0,1,0) , ( 2,1,1,0) , ( 1,2,1,0) , ( 3,3,1,0) ,( 0,0,0,1) , ( 2,1,0,1) , ( 1,2,0,1) ,
( 3,3,0,1) , ( 2,0,1,1) , ( 3,2,1,1) , ( 4,3,1,1) , ( 6,4,1,1) ,
( 5,5,1,1) , ( 6,1,2,1) , ( 0,2,2,1) , ( 3,4,2,1) ,
( 5,6,2,1) , ( 5,1,3,1) , ( 0,6,3,1) , ( 4,4,6,1) } .
An example of a complete (54,3)-cap in PG(3,7).
{( 1,0,0,0) , ( 0,1,0,0) , ( 1,1,0,0) , ( 0,0,1,0) , ( 1,0,1,0) , ( 0,1,1,0) , ( 2,1,1,0) , ( 1,2,1,0) , ( 4,2,1,0) , (
3,3,1,0) , ( 5,3,1,0) , ( 2,5,1,0) , ( 4,6,1,0) , ( 0,0,0,1) , ( 1,0,0,1) , ( 0,1,0,1) , ( 2,1,0,1) , ( 1,2,0,1) , (
4,2,0,1) , ( 3,3,0,1) , ( 5,3,0,1) , ( 4,6,0,1) , ( 2,0,1,1) , ( 3,0,1,1) , ( 1,1,1,1) , ( 4,1,1,1) , ( 0,2,1,1) , (
3,2,1,1) , ( 2,3,1,1) , ( 4,3,1,1) , ( 6,4,1,1) , ( 5,5,1,1) , ( 1,0,2,1) , ( 2,0,2,1) , ( 3,1,2,1) , ( 6,1,2,1) , (
0,2,2,1) , ( 2,2,2,1) , ( 1,4,2,1) , ( 3,4,2,1) , ( 5,6,2,1) , ( 6,0,3,1) , ( 4,1,3,1) , ( 5,1,3,1) , ( 2,2,3,1) , (
5,2,3,1) , ( 2,3,3,1) , ( 0,5,3,1) , ( 6,5,3,1) , ( 0,6,3,1) , ( 5,2,4,1) , ( 5,4,5,1) , ( 3,6,5,1) , ( 3,2,6,1) }.
An example of a complete (87,4)-cap in PG(3,7).
{( 1,0,0,0) , ( 0,1,0,0) , ( 1,1,0,0) , ( 0,0,1,0) , ( 1,0,1,0) , ( 0,1,1,0) , ( 2,1,1,0) , ( 1,2,1,0) , ( 4,2,1,0) , (
3,3,1,0) , ( 5,3,1,0) , ( 2,5,1,0) , ( 4,6,1,0) , ( 0,0,0,1) , ( 1,0,0,1) , ( 0,1,0,1) , ( 2,1,0,1) , ( 1,2,0,1) , (
4,2,0,1) , ( 3,3,0,1) , ( 5,3,0,1) , ( 4,6,0,1) , ( 2,0,1,1) , ( 3,0,1,1) , ( 1,1,1,1) , ( 4,1,1,1) , ( 0,2,1,1) , (
3,2,1,1) , ( 2,3,1,1) , ( 4,3,1,1) , ( 6,4,1,1) , ( 5,5,1,1) , ( 1,0,2,1) , ( 2,0,2,1) , ( 3,1,2,1) ,( 6,1,2,1) , (
0,2,2,1) , ( 2,2,2,1) , ( 1,4,2,1) , ( 3,4,2,1) , ( 5,6,2,1) , ( 6,0,3,1) , ( 4,1,3,1) , ( 5,1,3,1) , ( 2,2,3,1) , (
5,2,3,1) , ( 2,3,3,1) , ( 0,5,3,1) , ( 6,5,3,1) , ( 0,6,3,1) , ( 5,2,4,1) , ( 5,4,5,1) , ( 3,6,5,1) , ( 3,2,6,1) , (
2,1,0,0) , ( 3,1,1,0) , ( 2,2,1,0) , ( 3,6,1,0) , ( 2,0,0,1) , ( 4,1,0,1) , ( 0,2,0,1) , ( 1,3,0,1) , ( 5,4,0,1) , (
4,0,1,1) , ( 0,1,1,1) , ( 3,3,1,1) , ( 0,4,1,1) , ( 1,4,1,1) , ( 6,0,2,1) , ( 1,1,2,1) ,( 5,2,2,1) , ( 6,3,2,1) , (
0,6,2,1) , ( 0,0,3,1) , ( 6,1,3,1) , ( 1,3,3,1) , ( 5,3,3,1) , ( 2,5,3,1) , ( 2,2,4,1) , ( 1,3,4,1) , ( 0,5,4,1) , (
0,6,4,1) , ( 6,6,4,1) , ( 3,1,5,1) , ( 5,3,5,1) , ( 2,4,5,1) , ( 6,5,5,1) }.
An example of a complete (123,5)-cap in PG(3,7).
{( 1,0,0,0) , ( 0,1,0,0) , ( 1,1,0,0) , ( 0,0,1,0) , ( 1,0,1,0) , ( 0,1,1,0) , ( 2,1,1,0) , ( 1,2,1,0) , ( 4,2,1,0) , (
3,3,1,0) , ( 5,3,1,0) , ( 2,5,1,0) , ( 4,6,1,0) , ( 0,0,0,1) , ( 1,0,0,1) , ( 0,1,0,1) , ( 2,1,0,1) , ( 1,2,0,1) , (
4,2,0,1) , ( 3,3,0,1) , ( 5,3,0,1) , ( 4,6,0,1) , ( 2,0,1,1) , ( 3,0,1,1) , ( 1,1,1,1) , ( 4,1,1,1) , ( 0,2,1,1) , (
3,2,1,1) , ( 2,3,1,1) , ( 4,3,1,1) , ( 6,4,1,1) , ( 5,5,1,1) , ( 1,0,2,1) , ( 2,0,2,1) , ( 3,1,2,1) ,( 6,1,2,1) , (
0,2,2,1) , ( 2,2,2,1) , ( 1,4,2,1) , ( 3,4,2,1) , ( 5,6,2,1) , ( 6,0,3,1) ,( 4,1,3,1) , ( 5,1,3,1) , ( 2,2,3,1) , (
5,2,3,1) , ( 2,3,3,1) , ( 0,5,3,1) , ( 6,5,3,1) ,( 0,6,3,1) , ( 5,2,4,1) , ( 5,4,5,1) , ( 3,6,5,1) , ( 3,2,6,1) , (
2,1,0,0) , ( 3,1,1,0) , ( 2,2,1,0) , ( 3,6,1,0) , ( 2,0,0,1) , ( 4,1,0,1) , ( 0,2,0,1) , ( 1,3,0,1) , ( 5,4,0,1) , (
4,0,1,1) , ( 0,1,1,1) , ( 3,3,1,1) , ( 0,4,1,1) , ( 1,4,1,1) , ( 6,0,2,1) , ( 1,1,2,1) , ( 5,2,2,1) , ( 6,3,2,1) , (
0,6,2,1) , ( 0,0,3,1) , ( 6,1,3,1) , ( 1,3,3,1) , ( 5,3,3,1) ,( 2,5,3,1) , ( 2,2,4,1) , ( 1,3,4,1) , ( 0,5,4,1) , (
0,6,4,1) , ( 6,6,4,1) , ( 3,1,5,1) , ( 5,3,5,1) , ( 2,4,5,1) , ( 6,5,5,1) , ( 3,1,0,0) , ( 3,2,1,0) , ( 1,3,1,0) , (
4,5,1,0) , ( 3,0,0,1) , ( 1,1,0,1) , ( 3,2,0,1) , ( 0,3,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 4,4,0,1) ,( 0,0,1,1) , (
3,1,1,1) , ( 1,2,1,1) , ( 4,2,1,1) , ( 5,4,1,1) , ( 6,5,1,1) , ( 5,1,2,1) ,( 4,2,2,1) , ( 4,4,2,1) , ( 2,5,2,1) , (
1,6,2,1) , ( 1,0,3,1) , ( 4,0,3,1) , ( 0,1,3,1) ,( 1,2,3,1) , ( 6,3,3,1) , ( 1,6,3,1) , ( 4,0,4,1) , ( 2,1,4,1) , (
3,4,4,1) , ( 6,4,4,1) , ( 2,5,4,1) , ( 4,5,4,1) , ( 0,3,5,1) , ( 2,6,5,1) }.
An example of a complete (153,6)-cap in PG(3,7).
{( 1,0,0,0) , ( 0,1,0,0) , ( 1,1,0,0) , ( 0,0,1,0) , ( 1,0,1,0) , ( 0,1,1,0) , ( 2,1,1,0) , ( 1,2,1,0) , ( 4,2,1,0) ,
( 3,3,1,0) , ( 5,3,1,0) , ( 2,5,1,0) , ( 4,6,1,0) , ( 0,0,0,1) , ( 1,0,0,1) , ( 0,1,0,1) , ( 2,1,0,1) , ( 1,2,0,1) , (
4,2,0,1) , ( 3,3,0,1) , ( 5,3,0,1) ,
( 4,6,0,1) , ( 2,0,1,1) , ( 3,0,1,1) , ( 1,1,1,1) , ( 4,1,1,1) , ( 0,2,1,1) , (
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3,2,1,1) ,
( 2,3,1,1) , ( 4,3,1,1) , ( 6,4,1,1) , ( 5,5,1,1) , ( 1,0,2,1) , ( 2,0,2,1) , ( 3,1,2,1) ,
( 6,1,2,1)
, ( 0,2,2,1) , ( 2,2,2,1) , ( 1,4,2,1) , ( 3,4,2,1) , ( 5,6,2,1) , ( 6,0,3,1) , ( 4,1,3,1) , ( 5,1,3,1) , ( 2,2,3,1) ,
( 5,2,3,1) , ( 2,3,3,1) , ( 0,5,3,1) , ( 6,5,3,1) , ( 0,6,3,1) , ( 5,2,4,1) , ( 5,4,5,1) , ( 3,6,5,1) , ( 3,2,6,1) , (
2,1,0,0) , ( 3,1,1,0) ,
( 2,2,1,0) , ( 3,6,1,0) , ( 2,0,0,1) , ( 4,1,0,1) , ( 0,2,0,1) , ( 1,3,0,1) , ( 5,4,0,1) ,
( 4,0,1,1) , ( 0,1,1,1) , ( 3,3,1,1) , ( 0,4,1,1) , ( 1,4,1,1) , ( 6,0,2,1) , ( 1,1,2,1) , ( 5,2,2,1) , ( 6,3,2,1) , (
0,6,2,1) , ( 0,0,3,1) , ( 6,1,3,1) , ( 1,3,3,1) , ( 5,3,3,1) ,
( 2,5,3,1) , ( 2,2,4,1) , ( 1,3,4,1) , ( 0,5,4,1) , (
0,6,4,1) , ( 6,6,4,1) , ( 3,1,5,1) ,
( 5,3,5,1) , ( 2,4,5,1) , ( 6,5,5,1) , ( 3,1,0,0) , ( 3,2,1,0) , ( 1,3,1,0) , (
4,5,1,0) ,
( 3,0,0,1) , ( 1,1,0,1) , ( 3,2,0,1) , ( 0,3,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 4,4,0,1) ,
( 0,0,1,1)
, ( 3,1,1,1) , ( 1,2,1,1) , ( 4,2,1,1) , ( 5,4,1,1) , ( 6,5,1,1) , ( 5,1,2,1) , ( 4,2,2,1) , ( 4,4,2,1) , ( 2,5,2,1) ,
( 1,6,2,1) , ( 1,0,3,1) , ( 4,0,3,1) , ( 0,1,3,1) , ( 1,2,3,1) , ( 6,3,3,1) , ( 1,6,3,1) , ( 4,0,4,1) , ( 2,1,4,1) , (
3,4,4,1) , ( 6,4,4,1) ,
( 2,5,4,1) , ( 4,5,4,1) , ( 0,3,5,1) , ( 2,6,5,1) , ( 4,1,0,0) , ( 6,1,1,0) ,( 5,1,0,1) ,
( 4,3,0,1) , ( 1,4,0,1) , ( 0,5,0,1) , ( 2,6,0,1) , ( 5,2,1,1) , ( 1,3,1,1) , ( 6,3,1,1) , ( 4,5,1,1) , ( 3,3,2,1) , (
5,4,2,1) , ( 3,5,2,1) , ( 6,5,2,1) , ( 3,1,3,1) , ( 1,4,3,1) ,
( 4,4,3,1) , ( 6,4,3,1) , ( 5,5,3,1) , ( 2,6,3,1) , (
4,4,4,1) , ( 3,5,4,1) , ( 5,6,4,1) , ( 4,2,5,1) , ( 6,2,5,1) , ( 0,6,5,1) , ( 1,6,5,1) , ( 6,6,5,1) , ( 5,6,6,1) }.
An example of a complete (182,7)-cap in PG(3,7).
{( 1,0,0,0) , ( 0,1,0,0) , ( 1,1,0,0) , ( 0,0,1,0) , ( 1,0,1,0) , ( 0,1,1,0) , ( 2,1,1,0) , ( 1,2,1,0) , ( 4,2,1,0) ,
( 3,3,1,0) , ( 5,3,1,0) , ( 2,5,1,0) , ( 4,6,1,0) , ( 0,0,0,1) ,
( 1,0,0,1) , ( 0,1,0,1) , ( 2,1,0,1) , ( 1,2,0,1) ,
( 4,2,0,1) , ( 3,3,0,1) , ( 5,3,0,1) ,
( 4,6,0,1) , ( 2,0,1,1) , ( 3,0,1,1) , ( 1,1,1,1) , ( 4,1,1,1) , ( 0,2,1,1) ,
( 3,2,1,1) , ( 2,3,1,1) , ( 4,3,1,1) , ( 6,4,1,1) , ( 5,5,1,1) , ( 1,0,2,1) , ( 2,0,2,1) , ( 3,1,2,1) , ( 6,1,2,1)
, ( 0,2,2,1) , ( 2,2,2,1) , ( 1,4,2,1) , ( 3,4,2,1) , ( 5,6,2,1) , ( 6,0,3,1) ,
( 4,1,3,1) , ( 5,1,3,1) , ( 2,2,3,1)
, ( 5,2,3,1) , ( 2,3,3,1) , ( 0,5,3,1) , ( 6,5,3,1) ,
( 0,6,3,1) , ( 5,2,4,1) , ( 5,4,5,1) , ( 3,6,5,1) , ( 3,2,6,1)
, ( 2,1,0,0) , ( 3,1,1,0) ,
( 2,2,1,0) , ( 3,6,1,0) , ( 2,0,0,1) , ( 4,1,0,1) , ( 0,2,0,1) , ( 1,3,0,1) , ( 5,4,0,1)
, ( 4,0,1,1) , ( 0,1,1,1) , ( 3,3,1,1) , ( 0,4,1,1) , ( 1,4,1,1) , ( 6,0,2,1) , ( 1,1,2,1) , ( 5,2,2,1) , ( 6,3,2,1)
, ( 0,6,2,1) , ( 0,0,3,1) , ( 6,1,3,1) , ( 1,3,3,1) , ( 5,3,3,1) ,
( 2,5,3,1) , ( 2,2,4,1) , ( 1,3,4,1) , ( 0,5,4,1)
, ( 0,6,4,1) , ( 6,6,4,1) , ( 3,1,5,1) ,
( 5,3,5,1) , ( 2,4,5,1) , ( 6,5,5,1) , ( 3,1,0,0) , ( 3,2,1,0) , ( 1,3,1,0)
, ( 4,5,1,0) , ( 3,0,0,1) , ( 1,1,0,1) , ( 3,2,0,1) , ( 0,3,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 4,4,0,1) , ( 0,0,1,1)
, ( 3,1,1,1) , ( 1,2,1,1) , ( 4,2,1,1) , ( 5,4,1,1) , ( 6,5,1,1) , ( 5,1,2,1) ,
( 4,2,2,1) , ( 4,4,2,1) , ( 2,5,2,1)
, ( 1,6,2,1) , ( 1,0,3,1) , ( 4,0,3,1) , ( 0,1,3,1) ,
( 1,2,3,1) , ( 6,3,3,1) , ( 1,6,3,1) , ( 4,0,4,1) , ( 2,1,4,1)
, ( 3,4,4,1) , ( 6,4,4,1) ,
( 2,5,4,1) , ( 4,5,4,1) , ( 0,3,5,1) , ( 2,6,5,1) , ( 4,1,0,0) , ( 6,1,1,0) ,( 5,1,0,1)
, ( 4,3,0,1) , ( 1,4,0,1) , ( 0,5,0,1) , ( 2,6,0,1) , ( 5,2,1,1) , ( 1,3,1,1) , ( 6,3,1,1) , ( 4,5,1,1) , ( 3,3,2,1)
, ( 5,4,2,1) , ( 3,5,2,1) , ( 6,5,2,1) , ( 3,1,3,1) , ( 1,4,3,1) ,
( 4,4,3,1) , ( 6,4,3,1) , ( 5,5,3,1) , ( 2,6,3,1)
, ( 4,4,4,1) , ( 3,5,4,1) , ( 5,6,4,1) ,
( 4,2,5,1) , ( 6,2,5,1) , ( 0,6,5,1) , ( 1,6,5,1) , ( 6,6,5,1) , ( 5,6,6,1)
( 5,1,0,0) ,
( 5,2,1,0) , ( 1,6,1,0) , ( 5,6,1,0) , ( 3,6,0,1) , ( 5,0,1,1) , ( 2,2,1,1) , ( 0,3,1,1) , ( 2,5,1,1)
, ( 1,6,1,1) , ( 3,0,2,1) , ( 4,0,2,1) , ( 1,2,2,1) , ( 2,4,2,1) , ( 5,5,2,1) ,
( 2,1,3,1) , ( 0,2,3,1) , ( 3,2,3,1)
, ( 1,5,3,1) , ( 4,6,3,1) , ( 5,6,3,1) , ( 0,4,4,1) ,
( 5,5,4,1) , ( 4,6,4,1) , ( 3,3,5,1) , ( 6,3,5,1) , ( 6,0,6,1)
, ( 6,1,6,1) , ( 2,3,6,1)}.
An example of a complete (222,8)-cap in PG(3,7)
{( 1,0,0,0) , ( 0,1,0,0) , ( 1,1,0,0) , ( 0,0,1,0) , ( 1,0,1,0) , ( 0,1,1,0) , ( 2,1,1,0) , ( 1,2,1,0) , ( 4,2,1,0) ,
( 3,3,1,0) , ( 5,3,1,0) , ( 2,5,1,0) , ( 4,6,1,0) , ( 0,0,0,1) ,
( 1,0,0,1) , ( 0,1,0,1) , ( 2,1,0,1) , ( 1,2,0,1) ,
( 4,2,0,1) , ( 3,3,0,1) , ( 5,3,0,1) ,
( 4,6,0,1) , ( 2,0,1,1) , ( 3,0,1,1) , ( 1,1,1,1) , ( 4,1,1,1) , ( 0,2,1,1) ,
( 3,2,1,1) , ( 2,3,1,1) , ( 4,3,1,1) , ( 6,4,1,1) , ( 5,5,1,1) , ( 1,0,2,1) , ( 2,0,2,1) , ( 3,1,2,1) , ( 6,1,2,1)
, ( 0,2,2,1) , ( 2,2,2,1) , ( 1,4,2,1) , ( 3,4,2,1) , ( 5,6,2,1) , ( 6,0,3,1) ,
( 4,1,3,1) , ( 5,1,3,1) , ( 2,2,3,1)
, ( 5,2,3,1) , ( 2,3,3,1) , ( 0,5,3,1) , ( 6,5,3,1) ,
( 0,6,3,1) , ( 5,2,4,1) , ( 5,4,5,1) , ( 3,6,5,1) , ( 3,2,6,1)
, ( 2,1,0,0) , ( 3,1,1,0) ,
( 2,2,1,0) , ( 3,6,1,0) , ( 2,0,0,1) , ( 4,1,0,1) , ( 0,2,0,1) , ( 1,3,0,1) , ( 5,4,0,1)
, ( 4,0,1,1) , ( 0,1,1,1) , ( 3,3,1,1) , ( 0,4,1,1) , ( 1,4,1,1) , ( 6,0,2,1) , ( 1,1,2,1) , ( 5,2,2,1) , ( 6,3,2,1)
, ( 0,6,2,1) , ( 0,0,3,1) , ( 6,1,3,1) , ( 1,3,3,1) , ( 5,3,3,1) ,
( 2,5,3,1) , ( 2,2,4,1) , ( 1,3,4,1) , ( 0,5,4,1)
, ( 0,6,4,1) , ( 6,6,4,1) , ( 3,1,5,1) ,
( 5,3,5,1) , ( 2,4,5,1) , ( 6,5,5,1) , ( 3,1,0,0) , ( 3,2,1,0) , ( 1,3,1,0)
, ( 4,5,1,0) , ( 3,0,0,1) , ( 1,1,0,1) , ( 3,2,0,1) , ( 0,3,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 2,4,0,1) , ( 4,4,0,1) , ( 0,0,1,1)
, ( 3,1,1,1) , ( 1,2,1,1) , ( 4,2,1,1) , ( 5,4,1,1) , ( 6,5,1,1) , ( 5,1,2,1) ,
( 4,2,2,1) , ( 4,4,2,1) , ( 2,5,2,1)
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, ( 1,6,2,1) , ( 1,0,3,1) , ( 4,0,3,1) , ( 0,1,3,1) ,
( 1,2,3,1) , ( 6,3,3,1) , ( 1,6,3,1) , ( 4,0,4,1) , ( 2,1,4,1)
, ( 3,4,4,1) , ( 6,4,4,1) ,
( 2,5,4,1) , ( 4,5,4,1) , ( 0,3,5,1) , ( 2,6,5,1) , ( 4,1,0,0) , ( 6,1,1,0) ,( 5,1,0,1)
, ( 4,3,0,1) , ( 1,4,0,1) , ( 0,5,0,1) , ( 2,6,0,1) , ( 5,2,1,1) , ( 1,3,1,1) , ( 6,3,1,1) , ( 4,5,1,1) , ( 3,3,2,1)
, ( 5,4,2,1) , ( 3,5,2,1) , ( 6,5,2,1) , ( 3,1,3,1) , ( 1,4,3,1) ,
( 4,4,3,1) , ( 6,4,3,1) , ( 5,5,3,1) , ( 2,6,3,1)
, ( 4,4,4,1) , ( 3,5,4,1) , ( 5,6,4,1) ,
( 4,2,5,1) , ( 6,2,5,1) , ( 0,6,5,1) , ( 1,6,5,1) , ( 6,6,5,1) , ( 5,6,6,1)
( 5,1,0,0) ,
( 5,2,1,0) , ( 1,6,1,0) , ( 5,6,1,0) , ( 3,6,0,1) , ( 5,0,1,1) , ( 2,2,1,1) , ( 0,3,1,1) , ( 2,5,1,1)
, ( 1,6,1,1) , ( 3,0,2,1) , ( 4,0,2,1) , ( 1,2,2,1) , ( 2,4,2,1) , ( 5,5,2,1) ,
( 2,1,3,1) , ( 0,2,3,1) , ( 3,2,3,1)
, ( 1,5,3,1) , ( 4,6,3,1) , ( 5,6,3,1) , ( 0,4,4,1) ,
( 5,5,4,1) , ( 4,6,4,1) , ( 3,3,5,1) , ( 6,3,5,1) , ( 6,0,6,1)
, ( 6,1,6,1) , ( 2,3,6,1),
( 6,1,0,0) , ( 2,0,1,0) , ( 1,1,1,0) , ( 0,2,1,0) , ( 2,3,1,0) , ( 6,3,1,0) , ( 2,4,1,0)
,
( 5,4,1,0) , ( 3,1,0,1) , ( 2,2,0,1) , ( 5,2,0,1) , ( 2,3,0,1) , ( 1,5,0,1) , ( 2,1,1,1) ,
( 5,1,1,1) , (
3,4,1,1) , ( 1,5,1,1) , ( 0,1,2,1) , ( 3,2,2,1) , ( 0,3,2,1) , ( 5,3,2,1) ,
( 6,6,2,1) , ( 5,0,3,1) , ( 2,4,3,1) , (
6,6,3,1) , ( 4,1,4,1) , ( 0,2,4,1) , ( 6,2,4,1) ,
( 3,3,4,1) , ( 4,3,4,1) , ( 1,4,4,1) , ( 6,5,4,1) , ( 3,6,4,1) , (
0,1,5,1) , ( 4,3,5,1) , ( 0,4,5,1) , ( 4,0,6,1) , ( 5,4,6,1) , ( 4,6,6,1) , ( 6,6,6,1) }.
Table 1. Points and Plans of PG (3, 7)
I

1

2

2 9 16 23 30 37 44 51 58 65 72 79 86 93 100 107 114
142 149 156 163 170 177 184 191 198 205 212 219 226
(1,0,0,0) 254 261 268 275 282 289 296 303 310 317 324 331 338
366 373
1 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 107 108
112 113 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 205 206 207 208
(0,1,0,0) 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 303 304 305 306 307 308
354 355

128
240
352
387
110
210
352
357

πi
135
247
359
394
111
211
353
358

126
234
349
385

132
240
354
391

138
253
360
397

.

.

400

121
233
345
380
109
209
309
356

pi

8 15 21 27 33 39 45 51 59 65 78 84 90 96 102 107 120
144 150 162 168 174 180 186 192 198 210 216 222 228
(6,6,6,1) 258 264 270 276 282 295 301 306 312 318 324 337 343
366 379

Table 2. Plane and lines of 𝑃𝐺(3,7)
2 2

2

2

2

2

2

2

9

9

9

9

9

9

9 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 23 23 23 23 23 23 23 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

9 58 107 156 205 254 303 352 58 65 72 79 86 93 100 58 65 72 79 86 93 100 58 65 72 79 86 93 100 58 65 72 79 86 93 100
16 65 114 163 212 261 310 359 107 114 121 128 135 142 149 114 121 128 135 142 149 107 121 128 135 142 149 107 114 128 135 142 149 107 114 121
23 72 121 170 219 268 317 366 156 163 170 177 184 191 198 170 177 184 191 198 156 163 184 191 198 156 163 170 177 198 156 163 170 177 184 191
30 79 128 177 226 275 324 373 205 212 219 226 233 240 247 226 233 240 247 205 212 219 247 205 212 219 226 233 240 219 226 233 240 247 205 212
37 86 135 184 233 282 331 380 254 261 268 275 282 289 296 282 289 296 254 261 268 275 261 268 275 282 289 296 254 289 296 254 261 268 275 282
44 93 142 191 240 289 338 387 303 310 317 324 331 338 345 338 345 303 310 317 324 331 324 331 338 345 303 310 317 310 317 324 331 338 345 303
51 100 149 198 247 296 345 394 352 359 366 373 380 387 394 394 352 359 366 373 380 387 387 394 352 359 366 373 380 380 387 394 352 359 366 373

All necessary verifications have been performed Utilizing a computer, so the proof of our theorems
now ends. We have proven theoretically and practically that the maximum value of k such that k-cap
exists is 23.
Table (3) The sizes of the known complete k-caps in PG(3, q).Tq = (q2 + q + 4) / 2
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q

t2(3,q)

Size k of the known complete
caps with t2(3,q)≤k≤m2’(3,q)

m2’(3,q)

m2(3,q)

3

8

8=Tq

8

10

4

10

10,12,13,14 =Tq+2

14

17

5

12

and 12≤k≤18

20

26

32

50

k=20= Tq+3
7

17

and 17≤k≤30
k=32= Tq+2

8

14≤

20≤k≤41=Tq+3

60≤

65

9

15≤

24≤k≤48=Tq+1

78≤

82

11

18≤

30≤k≤70=Tq+2

116≤

122

13

21≤

36≤k≤93=Tq

162≤

170

16

25≤

41≤k≤138=Tq

242≤

257

17

26≤

51≤k≤157=Tq+2

278≤

290

19

19≤

58≤k≤192=Tq

348≤

362

23

35≤

72≤k≤280=Tq+2

512≤

530

3.9 Theorem: in PG(3,7)
m2(3,7)=17-30.
3.10 Corollary: in PG(3,7)
m'2(3,7)=23.
4. Conclusions:
From the above results, the distinct complete (K,n)-caps in PG(3,7), 2≤ n≤ 8
Is as follows:
(K, 2)-cap, where k=23 is a complete cap which is ovaloid.
(K, 3)-cap, where k=54 is a complete cap.
(K, 4)-cap, where k=87 is a complete cap.
(K, 5)-cap, where k=123 is a complete cap.
(K, 6)-cap, where k=153 is a complete cap.
(K, 7)-cap, where k=182 is a complete cap.
(K, 8)-cap, where k=222 is a complete cap, which is the whole space in PG (3, 7).
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Abstract. In this paper, stability in a polynomial model called a polynomial self- regression
model with trigonometric boundaries was studied. A linear approximation technique was used,
and the Box-Genghis method was used in data analysis, and time series modeling of numbers of
people with media. Data were obtained from AL-Yarmouk Hospital in Baghdad AL-Karkh for
the period (2011- 2016) shows the numbers of patients with the disease through the technique of
Linear approximation. Then we found the single point and the stability of the final cycle, and we
tried to apply the results that we obtained on the correct data for audit.
Keywords. stability ,dynamic ,single ,limit cycle

1. Introduction
The subject of time series is one of the important topics through which most sciences can be entered
in the way of medical, natural, biological sciences, human development sociology and many other
sciences. Time series analysis methods are among the most used statistical methods, where any
phenomenon can be analyzed for periods. Time is equal and not equal. The high interest in the subject
of time series is due to the urgent need for a reliable and highly effective forecasting system So that it
can be relied upon to explain many phenomena in different Journals [4]. Our research focuses on
studying the stability of a proposed model Polynomial called the polynomial self-regression model
polynomial autoregressive model with trigonometric terms(PAR). This model usually has cyclic
nonlinear behavior and limit cycles. And we will try to find the traits of the dross or the stability of the
singular point Using the method of linear approximation for the proposed nonlinear model and some
other statistical characteristics.
2. Basic concepts and principles
2.1 Time Series
time series is a collection of data a recorded for particular phenomenon during a specific period that was
economical, social, or statistical, and arranged sequentially according to time. Usually, the periods
between the observations anal the other are equal.
A mathematical time series defines a sequence of random variables, defined within the probability space.
Multivariate and index t, which belongs to the T group and denotes the time series usually
{𝑥(𝑡); −∞ < 𝑡 < ∞, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇}or abbreviated {𝑥(𝑡)}.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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If it takes continuous values then the time series It is called " Continuous-time" if it takes intermittent
value 𝑡 = 𝑜, ∓1, ∓2, … then the series is called "Time-Discrete " symbolizes the god with the symbol
{𝑥𝑡 ; 𝑡 = 𝑜, ∓1, ∓2, … }𝑜𝑟{𝑥𝑡 }[2].
2.2 The polynomial model
To be {y(t)} Time series,{𝑧𝑡 } White annoyances . Assuming that f(0) Into the equation:
y(t)=f(y(t-1),,y(t-p),z(t-1)………,z(t-p))+𝑧𝑡
A p-degree polynomial We will get a polynomial self-regression model and have the following formula:
y(t)= p(t-1),….,y(t-p),z(t-1),…..,(t-q)) +z(t)
(1)
If that p(0) is degree polynomial and {z(t)} White annoyances from a degree q.[7]
2.3 Exponential Autoregressive model
In [9], the Japanese researcher Ozaki defined the exponential regression model from the rank P as
follows:
𝑝

𝑥2

𝑥𝑡 = ∑(∝𝑖 + 𝜋𝑒 −𝑡−1 )𝑥𝑡−𝑖 + 𝑍𝑡

(2)

𝑖=𝑙

Where {𝑍𝑡 } is an independent and uniform distribution of white inconvenience, and 𝑖 = 1,2, … 𝑝 and
∝𝑖 , 𝜋𝑖 Constant quantities represent model coefficients.
2.4 polynomial autoregressive model with trigonometric
This proposed model is a polynomial Self- regression model with the terms of trigonometric functions
with the following form:
𝑝

𝜋
𝑥𝑡 = ∑ 𝛼𝑖 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−𝑘 )]𝑖 + 𝑍𝑡 ; 𝑘 = 1,2,3, …
2
𝑖=𝑙

Where, {𝑥𝑡 } is a time series, ∝𝑖 is constant, 𝑍𝑡 white inconveniences, and 𝑡 = 𝑜, ∓1, ∓2, …
3. The theoretical Side
3.1 Nonlinear Dynamical System
In dynamic systems covered by non-Linear differential equations, they have often used Approximation
methods for converting it into a system of linear differential equations, and there are two methods of
approximation that depend on the structure. The physical system of the kinematic system and these two
methods are approximation by wise cutting and approximation to the local sin. The stability of the
kinematic systems depends mainly on the behavior of the solution, whether it approaches one point or a
closed curve when the solution is cyclical or not. Non-Linear systems have several characteristics,
including:
1. The nature of the Jump, since 𝑐𝑥̇ (𝑡)are the decaying force and ∝ 𝑥(𝑡) + 𝐵𝑥 3 (𝑡) is the reference
force of the oscillating force.
2. Reliability between the amplitude of the oscillator and the frequency, which Can beseen in models
of random vibrations.
3. Having the final cycle and this behavior of the solution is clearly shown in the vender POL formula
that formulated:
𝑥̈ (𝑡) − 𝐵(1 − 𝑥 2 (𝑡))𝑥̇ (𝑡)+∝ 𝑥(𝑡) = 0

(3)

𝑑𝑥(𝑡)

Where 𝑥̇ (𝑡) = 𝑑𝑡
And one of the most important techniques used to bring non-linear systems closer to Linear local systems
near a single point. The stationary solution to the system is to approximate the local linear technique
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and to demonstrate this technique. We have a non-Linear differential equation, and it is converted into
a linear differential equation with the following steps:
1. Reducing the rank of the equation.
2. Writing it in the' space form.
3. Finding the fixed solution of the system, as follows:
We do not have the following equation: (Vander pol equation):
𝑥̈ (𝑡) − (1 − 𝑥 2 )𝑥̇ + 𝑥 = 0

(4)

And put 𝑥̇ = 𝑦 the equation (2-2) becomes as:
𝑦̇ = (1 − 𝑥 2 )𝑦 − 𝑥

(5)

By rewriting it as the state space, that (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑇 is the state vector, and that the only fixed point in the
system (2-3) is the origin point, and the fixed solution at this point is zero (𝑥̇ = 𝑜, 𝑦̇ = 𝑜).
Using the Taylor (2-3) system expansion around its original point, we obtain:
𝑥̇ = 𝑜 ∗ 𝑥 + 1 ∗ 𝑦
𝑦̇ = (−1 − 2𝑥𝑦)𝑥 + (1 − 𝑥 2 )𝑦

(6)

The expansion of Taylor is rounded in equation (2-4) to the second term only, given that the functions
𝑋(𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝑌(𝑥, 𝑦) are functions with two variables 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑥(𝑜, 𝑜) = 𝑜, 𝑦(𝑜, 𝑜) = 𝑜 at the original
point:
0
[
−1 − 2𝑥𝑦

𝑥.
𝑥
1
2 ]=[𝑦 . ] [𝑦 ]
1−𝑥

(7)

And this system has an original point becomes as follows:
.
𝑥
0 1 𝑥
(8)
[
] [𝑦 . ] = [𝑦 ]
−1 1
That is:
𝑥̇ = 𝑦
𝑦̇ = −𝑥 + 𝑦
That is, the equation for Van DerpoL (2-3) and near to that fixed point becomes a linear equation as
follows:

𝑥̈ − 𝑥̇ + 𝑥 = 0

(9)

This technique can be applied single non – zero points as well since non-Linear kinematic systems
include single zero and non – zero points. The stability of these systems is determined by the behavior
of the solution path when approaching these isolated 𝑡 ⟶ ∞, points, or moving away from them when
𝑡 and here represents time [12],[8].
3.2 Stationary and Stability
In many engineering and physical matters, we come across processes that can be described as
statistically, stable, this means that if we get views of a process of this type and it is done.
Divide them into groups of periods. The different sections of these observations appear similar, and with
more accurate words. The statistical characteristics are constant and do not change with time. Random
operations that act in this way are called phased operations [1]. It means that there is no growth or
erosion of time series data, in other words. The data are spread around a fixed medium and have a
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constant variance. That means 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑡 it must have the same probability density function, that
is, 𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑡 ) = 𝑓(𝑥1+𝑘 , 𝑥2+𝑘 , 𝑥3+𝑘 , … , 𝑥𝑡+𝑘 ) since k it represents a real exception. And that
the Joint probability distribution does not change with the change in the period or when the displacement
is carried out in a fixed number. It has been shown by the word priestly that the varied operations are
usually created through a stable system that reaches the steady-state after an appropriate period. Specific
output, and therefore the system is mathematically stable. if the roots of the system equation in the form
of the defaults factor lie all outside the unit circle, and that the characteristics of the characteristics'
equation are all located within the unit circle [1].
3.3 Singular point
The single point of the form ∈ is defined;
𝑥𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑡−1 , … , 𝑥𝑡−𝑝 )

(10)

it is the one that the path of the model closes above, and the approach is either when 𝑡 ⟶ ∞ 𝑜𝑟𝑡 ⟶
−∞.
If the path approach is when 𝑡 ⟶ ∞ it is called single stable point. And if the path approaches a point
∈ when 𝑡 ⟶ ∞ , then a single point is called unstable. And the necessary condition and what is sufficient
for ∈ is to achieve the relationship: [10] [12], ∈= 𝑓(∈).
3.4 Limit cycle
Let us have the following model: 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑡−1 , … , 𝑥𝑡−𝑝 ).
Limit cycle of the above model is defined as the isolated and closed path. 𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑡+2 , … , 𝑥𝑡+𝑞 = 𝑥𝑡
Since q represents a positive integer. The isolated path is defined as any path that begins very close to
Limit cycle and approaches it either when 𝑡 ⟶ ∞ or 𝑡 ⟶ −∞ifit is approaching it when 𝑡 ⟶ ∞ it is
called a stable Limit cycle, but if the approach is when 𝑡 ⟶ −∞ it is called an unstable limit cycle,but
the closed path is if the initial values 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑝 belong to the Limit cycle, then
(𝑥1+𝑘𝑞 , … , 𝑥𝑝+𝑘𝑞 ) = (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑝 )for each positive integer K whereas P is the period to the Limit cycle,
and it is the closed path points, and that q and k represent appositive integer [10].
3.5 Find the stability of non-linear models using Linear approximation
The Linear approximation method was proposed to find the stability of the non-Linear models based on
the approximation technique in the previous paragraph that was applied to the non-linear exponential
time series models by the researcher Ozaki. The method is summarized in two stages:
First stage: Finding the non-zero single Point of the non-Linear Model.
Second Stage: Stability test of this point using Linear approximation technique.
3.6 stability of the Polynomial self-regression model with the Limits of trigonometric functions
Let us have the following form:
∞

𝜋
𝑥𝑡 = ∑ 𝛼𝑖 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−𝑘 )]𝑖 + 𝑍𝑡 ; 𝑘 = 1,2, …
2

(11)

𝑖=1

As ∝𝑖 constant and 𝑍𝑡 white inconveniences.
We assume that 𝑘 = 1 (i.e. we will get Polynomials with trigonometric function and 𝑥𝑡−1 ) that is:
∞
𝜋
(12)
𝑥𝑡 = ∑ ∝𝑗 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−1 )]𝑗 + 𝑍𝑡
2
𝑖=1
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3.7 Find the single point of the proposed model
To have the model defined in equation (2-10), we assume the effect of {𝑧𝑡 }equals zero and by using the
definition of a single point, and by assuming that∈𝑛 ⟶ 𝑜For each 𝑛 ≥ ,4 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 = 1,2,3,4 in equation (210) and using the decomposition of Taylor we get:
⟹∈2 +

1
𝐴
∈− =0
𝐵
𝐵

(13)

Where as:
𝐴 =∝1 +∝2 + ∝3 + ∝4
𝜋2
𝐵=
(∝1 + 2 ∝2 + 3 ∝3 + 4 ∝4 )
8
That is:
−1 √ 1 2
𝐴
𝐵 ± (𝐵) + 4 𝐵
⟹∈=
2

(14)

3.8 Single point of the proposed grade of rank k (k=2,3,…)
To find the single point of the proposed model (2 – 9) of rank k, we neglect the effect of 𝑍𝑡 on the form
(2–9), so we obtain:
∞
𝜋
𝑥𝑡 = ∑ ∝𝑗 [𝑐𝑜 𝑠 ( 𝑋𝑡−𝑘 )]𝑗 ; 𝑘 = 2,3, …
2
𝑗=1

Using the definition of a single point, we obtain:
∞
𝜋
∈= ∑ ∝𝑗 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( ∈)]𝑗
2
𝑗=1

The individual points are not flogged to any rank, and we follow a formula similar to the way the single
point is found when k=1.
3.9 Non–Zero single point stability of the polynomialmodel (proposed)
We will attempt to test the stability of the non – zero single point using the local linear approximation
method near the single point as follows:
Let us have the model defined in (2–10) to assume the effect of 𝑍𝑡 non – existent and using the Taylor
decoder and compensation for 𝑥𝑡 =∈ +∈𝑡 where ∈are a very small amount and that ∀𝑛 ≥ 2; ∈𝑛𝑡−1 ⟶
𝑜, 𝐽 = 1,2,3,4 we get:
∈ +∈𝑡 = 𝐴 − 𝐵(∈2 + 2 ∈ ∈𝑡−1 )

(15)

Where as:
𝐴 =∝1 +∝2 +∝3 +∝4
𝜋2
𝐵=
(∝1 + 2 ∝2 + 3 ∝3 + 4 ∝4 )
8
Since then:
−1 √ 1 2
𝐴
𝐵 + (𝐵) + 4 𝐵
∈=
2
With compensation in (15), we obtain:
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∈ +∈𝑡 = 𝐴 − 𝐵(∈2 + 2 ∈ ∈𝑡−1 )

(16)

Accordingly, the model is stable if it is:
|1 − √1 + 4𝐴𝐵| < 1

(17)

3.10 Limit cycle stability
We will find the stability of the limit cycle based on the following two views:
Theorem (1): the limit cycle in turn 𝑎, 𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑡+2 , … , 𝑥𝑡+𝑞 ,of the exponential regression from the first
order is stable in orbit if the following condition is met:
𝑞
2

2
)𝑒 −𝑥𝑡+𝑞−𝑗 ]| < 1
|∏[∅𝑗 + 𝜋𝑗 (1 − 2𝑥𝑡+𝑞−𝑗
𝑗=1

The proof: Note [9]
Theorem (2): The limit cycle in turn q of the form (1 – 13) is stable if it is:
∈𝑡+𝑞
|
|<1
∈𝑡
Proof: Note [10]
3.10.1 Issue (1)
The limit cycle of the cycle q (if any) of the proposed model when p = 1 is stable if the condition is met:
𝑞

𝜋
|∏[𝛼𝑗 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−1 )]𝑗 | < 1
2
𝑗=1

The proof:
We assume that the proposed model has a limit cycle in the period q and 𝑞 > 1 as:
𝑥𝑡 , 𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑡+2 , … , 𝑥𝑡+𝑞 = 𝑥𝑡
It is a closed and isolated path.
Let us have the model defined in equation (12) below:
∞
𝜋
𝑥𝑡 = ∑ ∝𝑗 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−𝑘 )]𝑗 + 𝑧𝑡
2
𝑗=1

We take a special case when k = 1, j = 1 and generalize the idea in the same way.
𝜋
𝑥𝑡 =∝1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−1 ) + 𝑍𝑡
2
∞

𝜋
𝑥𝑡 = ∑ ∝𝑗 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−𝑘 )]𝑗 + 𝑧𝑡
2
𝑗=1

We take a special case when k = 1, j = 1 and generalize the idea in the same way.
𝜋
𝑥𝑡 =∝1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−1 ) + 𝑍𝑡
2
𝜋
∞
( 𝑥𝑡−1 )2𝑘
𝑘 2
𝑥𝑡 =∝1 ∑(−1)
+ 𝑍𝑡
2𝑘!

(18)

𝑘=𝑜

Let 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝑠 +∈𝑠 and assume that |∈𝑠−1 |𝑛 ⟶ 𝑜 for each 𝑛 ≥ 2 and neglecting the effect {𝑧(𝑡)} we get
study of the stability of a nonlinear self-regression model:
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𝑥𝑠 +∈𝑠 =∝ [1 −

𝜋
( 2 )2
2!

2
𝑥𝑠−1

𝜋
𝜋
𝜋
(2 )4
(2 )6
2(2 )2
4
6
+
𝑥
−
𝑥
+ ⋯ ] −∝
𝑥
∈
+
4! 𝑠−1
6! 𝑠−1
2! 𝑠−1 𝑠−1

𝜋
𝜋
4(2 )4
6(2 )6
3
∝
𝑥
∈
−∝
𝑥6 ∈ + ⋯
4! 𝑠−1 𝑠−1
6! 𝑠−1 𝑠−1
That is:
𝜋
2(2 )2
∈𝑠 = −𝛼1
𝑥
∈ + 𝑜(𝑥𝑠−1 ∈𝑠−1 )
2! 𝑠−1 𝑠−1

(19)

Leads to ∈𝑠 = 𝛽𝑥𝑠−1 ∈𝑠−1

(20)

Assume that:
𝜋
2(2 )2
𝛽 = −𝛼
2!
𝑇(𝑥𝑡−1 ) = 𝛽𝑥𝑠−1
𝑞

⟹∈𝑡+𝑞 = |∏ 𝑇(𝑥𝑡+𝑞−𝑖 )| ∈𝑡
𝑖=1
𝑞

|

∈𝑡+𝑞
| = |∏ 𝑇(𝑥𝑡+𝑞−𝑖 )|
∈𝑡
𝑖=1

For the sake of zero convergence this ratio must be less than one:
𝑞

|∏ 𝑇(𝑥𝑡+𝑞−𝑖 )| < 1
𝑖=1

Thus, the model has a stable orbital limit cycle if the following condition is met:
𝑞

|∏ 𝛽(𝑥𝑡+𝑞−𝑖 )| < 1

(21)

𝑖=1

And by this, the proof is made.
3.10.2 Issue (2)
The proposed model has a limit cycle if it is:
∈𝑡+𝑞
|
|<1
∈𝑡
The proof:
Let us have the model defined by the equation (18)
Neglecting the effect {𝑧𝑡 } and using the assumptions in the previous paragraphs, we obtained the
following form:
∈𝑡 = (1 − √1 + 4𝐴𝐵) ∈𝑡−1
Where:
𝐴 =∝1 +∝2 +∝3 +∝4
𝜋2
𝐵=
(∝1 + 2 ∝2 + 3 ∝3 + 4 ∝4 )
8
We assume that:
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𝐶 = (1 − √1 + 4𝐴𝐵)
We get:
∈𝑡 = 𝐶 ∈𝑡−1
∈𝑡+𝑞 = 𝐶 𝑞 ∈𝑡
That is:
∈𝑡+𝑞
∈𝑡+𝑞
= 𝐶𝑞 ⟹ |
| = |𝐶 𝑞 | < 1
∈𝑡
∈𝑡
And this condition is fulfilled if it is |𝐶| < 1. And then the proof ends.
Example 3.1
Let us have the following model:
𝜋
𝑥𝑡 = 0.398 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−1 ) + 𝑧(𝑡)
2
And refer to the stability condition of the proposed model, we get the single point ∈= 0.29256 and
using the relationship (16) we get:
∈1 = −0.70784 ∈𝑡−1
And since |𝜆| < 1 and therefore the model is stable.
The following figures show the stability of the model and by assuming different initial values.[15]

Figure (1). the serial series generated from the model
We notice from the above figures that the series generated by the model does not depend on the initial
condition and that paths an approach to the limit cycle.
Example 3.2
Let us have the following model
𝜋
𝑥𝑡 = 2.787 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑥𝑡−1 ) + 𝑧(𝑡)
2
And from it we get ∈= 1.26104, and from the relationship (16) we get the form ∈𝑡 = −2.44025 ∈𝑡−1 .
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That is, 1 < |𝜆| which indicates that the stability condition has not been fulfilled, the form (2) is not
stable.[15]
The following figures illustrate this:

Figure (2). the serial series generated from the model(2)
4. The practical side
4.1 introduction
During this time we will try to rely on the way (Box- Genghis) in the analysis and Modeling of the
time series of numbers of People with media, where data was obtained from the Yarmouk Hospital in
Baghdad/ AL-karkh for the period (2011- 2016) represented by the number of patients with the
disease.
1-The first stage: diagnosing the model (Model-identification)
2.The second stage: estimating the parameters of the Model (Parameters Estimation)
3- Third stage: suitability test of the personalized Model (Diagnostic checking) [3).
4.2 Data analysis
Figure (1) represents the graph of the time series. where the axis of the Years is the time t, and the axis
of the antibiotics represents the numbers of patients with this disease, which represents the studied time
series {𝑥𝑡 }. As we note that the series fluctuates irregularly, which indicates that the series is not crossed
in the middle and that the series follows a periodic, irregular system, that is, it repeats itself for a specific
period.
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Figure(3). Diagram of the series represented by the number of cases of media

The figures (2), (3) and(4) represent the fee for the self-correlation function, the partial self-correlation
function, and a drawing for the incidence of this disease.

Figure(4). auto correlation function for the original data
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Figure(5). partial auto- link function for the original data

Figure(6). Charting the nature of the original data
Where we note that the sequence is not related, and we find that more than 8% approximately of the Self
1.92
- Correlation coefficients are outside the constraint ± 𝑛 , but they are close to the natural distribution,
√

as we note that most of the data are close to the main axis of the nature drawing.
4.3 Modeling
From the observation of the graph of the series, figure (1) we find that the series is not arranged in the
Middle, and fluctuate periodically, almost irregularly.
In order to convert it into a time series ranging in the Middle, the differences were taken for it,that is:
𝑌𝑡 = ∆𝑑𝑥𝑡 …
𝑑 = 1,2, … ; ∆= (1 − 𝐵)
𝑥𝑡 Represents the original series, 𝑌𝑡 Represents the transformed series. And B
displacementposteriortrigger, which is known as the following:
𝐵𝑥𝑟𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡−𝑟 ; 𝑟 = 1,2, …
And the shape (s) represents the transformed sequence (d =1), and we find that the sequence is rounded
around the medium.
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Figure(7). the serial drawing of the converted data

Figure (8) is a self-correlation function for the converted data
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Figure(9) the partial self-correlation function for the converted data

Figure(10) Charting the natural of the transferred data
As for the shapes (6), (7) and (8), the represents the drawing of the self and partial correlation function
and the nature drawing, as we note that the serial data are not correlated and where we observe more
1.92
than 12% of the self-correlation coefficients that are outside the constraint ±
but they are close to
√𝑛

the natural distribution.
Depending on the graphical description and correlation function diagram, we have noticed that the
series possesses periodic, characteristics and irregular cycle swhich enables us to use non -Liner
models to represent the series.
Since the model we have is a polynomial model, since:
𝑝

𝜋
𝑦𝑡 = ∑ ∝𝑗 [𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 )]𝑗 + 𝑍𝑡
2
𝑗=1

We will try to construct models form the first anal second ranks to demonstrate the stability of the
model above using relationships obtained in the hypothetical side of the previous paragraphs.
let p = l be in the form above:
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𝜋
𝑦𝑡 =∝1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ) + 𝑍𝑡
2
Using the Mathlab program, we obtained the following form:
𝜋
𝑦𝑡 = 0.0811 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 2 𝑦𝑡−1 ) + 𝑍𝑡
𝜎𝑧2 = 0.1476576
𝑁𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −1.83249
And when p = 2 that is:
𝜋
𝜋
𝑦𝑡 =∝1 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ) +∝2 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ))2 + 𝑍𝑡
2
2
We obtained the following form:
𝜋
𝜋
𝑦𝑡 = 0.0798 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ) + 0.0373 (𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ))2 + 𝑍𝑡
2

𝜎𝑧2 = 0.1722664
𝑁𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −1.545764

2

4.4 Stability
In this paragraph, we will attempt to apply the relationships (single Point and Limit cycle stability)
obtained in the theoretical side of the models that were constructed to represent the studied sequence.
EXAMPLE 4.4.1 Polynomial regression model of the first order
That is:
𝜋
𝑦1 = 0.0622 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ) + 𝑍𝑡
2
Where as:
𝜎𝑧2 = 0.168576
𝑁𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −1.842783
∝= 0.0822
i.The single Point
of the above model is by using the relationship (14) is:
∈= 0.06018272
ii. single point stability:
Using relationship (16), we get the following form:
∈1 = −0.0348714 ∈𝑡−1
It is a first-order self – regression model and the characteristic equation for the model is:
v + 0.0348714 = 0
That is 𝜆 = −0.0348714 is the root of the equation, and it is clear that the above model is stable
because |𝜆| < 1
iii. Limit cycle stability:
The higher model has a stable orbital limit cycle if the condition is met:
∈𝑡+𝑞
|
|<1
∈𝑡
From the relationship (16) and the hypotheses in that paragraph we obtained:
∈𝑡 = 𝐴 ∈𝑡−1
From which we obtain:
𝑐 = −0.0348625
Therefore, the condition for the model to have a stable limit cycle is |𝐶 𝑞 | < 1, and since |𝐶| < 1 the
amount |𝐶 𝑞 | < 1 is fulfilled for all values 𝑞 > 1
So the model has a limit – cycles
EXAMPLE 4.4.2The polynomial regression model of the second-order that is:
𝜋
𝜋
𝑦𝑡 = 0.0876 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ) + 0.0373(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑠 ( 𝑦𝑡−1 ))2 + 𝑍𝑡
2
2
Whereas:
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𝜎𝑧2 = 0.1512664
𝑁𝐵𝐼𝐶 = −1.444782
∝1 = 0.0876
∝2 = 0.0474
i.The single Point of the above model is by using the relationship (14) is:
∈= 0.12848034
ii. The stability of a single point using the relationship (16), we get the following model:
∈𝑡 = −0.108305263 ∈𝑡−1
It is a second-order subjective regression model, and the characteristic equation for the model is:
v + 0.108305263 = 0
That is 𝜆 = −0.108305263
The root of the equation it is clear that the model is stable above because |𝜆| < 1
iii. Stability limit cycle the above form have Stability limit cycle if the condition is true:
∈𝑡+9
|
|<1
∈𝑡
It is a relationship(16) and hypotheses we get .
∈𝑡 = 𝐴 ∈𝑡−1
From them we get.
C= -0.108305263
And so it is condition of stability limit cycle |𝐶 𝑞 | < 1
Since the |𝐶| < 1 the value |𝐶 𝑞 | < 1 all values will be fulfilled q> 1 so the model has stability limit
cycle
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Abstract. Let R be a Ring with identity and let T be a unitary left Module over R. In this paper,
we recall the concepts of generalized projectivity and *generalized projectivity. These types of
projectivity are very useful for the study on direct sums of Modules to be semihollow-lifting.

1. Introduction
A Submodule H of an R-Module S is small Submodule of S (H ≪ S) if for every Submodule D of S
such that S = H + D implies D = S[1]. A Submodule H of an R-Module S is semismall of S (H ≪S S)
if H = 0 or H/F ≪ S/F ∀ nonzero Submodule F of H[2]. Let S be an R-Module and H, F be
Submodules of S such that F ⊂ H ⊂ S. F is semicoessential Submodule of H in S ( F ⊆sce H in S) if
H
S
S
≪S F[3]. An R-Module S is semihollow-lifting if for every Submodule H of S with H hollow, there
F
exists a Submodule F of S such that S = F⨁F* and F ⊆sce H in S[4].
A Module K is said to be generalized L-projective (or L cojective) if, for any epimorphism g ∶ L →
X and any homomorphism f ∶ K → X, there exist decompositions K = K1 ⊕ K2, L = L1 ⊕ L2, a
homomorphism h1∶ K1 → L1 and an epimorphism h2∶ L2 → K2 such that g ◦ h1 = f |K1 and f ◦ h2 = g|L2
[5].
That is, K is generalized L-projective if any diagram

𝑓
𝐿

𝑔

𝑋

0

Can be imbedded in a diagram
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𝐾
⊕

𝐾1

𝐾2

ℎ1
𝐿1

=

𝑓

ℎ2

𝐿2

⊕

= 𝐿

𝑔

𝑋

0

Such that h2 is onto, g ◦ h1 = f |K1 and f ◦ h2 = g |L2 .
The following proposition gives properties of the generalized projectivity. ■
Proposition1: [5] Let K and L be Modules with K is generalized L-projective, Thus for any direct
summand L* of L , the Module K is generalized L*-projective.
We need the following lemma.
Lemma2: Let 𝑆= K⊕L and let L be a semihollow-lifting Module. If K is generalized L-projective, then
S
for any Submodule N of 𝑆 with hollow and S = N+L, there exists N′ ⊆sce N in 𝑆 with K′ ⊆ K and L′ ⊆
N
L such that S = N′ ⊕ K′ ⊕ L′.
S

S

Proof: Let N be a Submodule of 𝑆 with N hollow and S = N+L. By second isomorphism theorem, N =
L

L

N+L
N

≅ N∩L and hence N∩L is hollow. Then by [6,Th.1], there exists a decomposition L = L1⊕ L2 s.t L2 ⊆ N ∩
L and (N ∩ L) ∩ L1 = N ∩ L1≪S L1. 𝑆= N+L = N+L1+L2 = N+L1. Since S = K⊕L, thus S = K⊕ L1 ⊕ L2.
By modular law, N = N ∩ S = N ∩(K⊕L1⊕ L2) = (N ∩ (K ⊕ L1)) ⊕ L2. Let A = K⊕ L1, thus N = (A ∩
N) ⊕ L2. Since S = N+L1 and L1 ⊆ A, then A = A ∩ (N+L1) = (A ∩ N)+L1. Since K is generalized Lprojective and L1 is a direct summand of L, Then by Prop.1, K is generalized L1-projective. But A=
K ⊕ L1 and A = (A ∩ N)+L1, therefore there exists a decomposition A = T ⊕ K′ ⊕ L′1 = T+L1 with T ⊆
A ∩ N, K′ ⊆ K and L′1 ⊆ L1. Since T ⊆ A ∩ N, L2 ⊆N and T ∩ L2 = 0, thus L2⊕T⊆N. Now, S = N+L1 =
(A ∩ N)+L2+L1 = A+ L2 = (T+L2)+L1. Since S = (T+L2)+L1 and N ∩ L1≪S L1, thus by [2], ( T ⊕ L2) ⊆sce
N in 𝑆. Since 𝑆 = K⊕L = (K⊕L1)⊕ L2 and A = K ⊕ L1, then 𝑆 = A⊕L2 = T ⊕ K′⊕ L′1⊕ L2. Then S =
(T ⊕ L2)⊕ K′⊕ L′1, where (T ⊕ L2) ⊆sce N in 𝑆, K′⊆ K and L′1⊆ L.
In the following proposition we give conditions to obtain the direct sum of two Modules is
semihollow-lifting.
Proposition3: Let S = K⊕ L be a Module, where K is generalized L-projective and L is semihollowS
lifting. If for every Submodule N of S with N is hollow, S ≠ K+N. Then S is semihollow-lifting.
S

Proof: Let N be a Submodule of S s.t N is hollow. Thus S ≠ K+N. Now,
K+N

S

L+N

S

L+N

S
N

=
S

K⨁L
N

=

K+N
N

+

L+N
N

S

. Since N

is hollow, thus either N = N or N = N. But S ≠ K+N, therefore N = N and hence S = L+N. Since
K is generalized L-projective and L is semihollow-lifting, thus by Lemma2, there exists N′ ⊆sce N in S,
with K′⊆ K and L′⊆ L s.t S = N′ ⊕ K′ ⊕ L′. Then S is a semihollow-lifting Module.
Let T1 and T2 be R-Modules, recall that T1 is h-semismall T2- projective if every homomorphism
T
T
T
g:T1→ W2,(where W is a Submodule of T2), W2 is hollow and Im g ≪s W2 can be lifted to a homomorphism
φ: T1 → T2[7].
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Proposition4: Let S = K⊕L has (D3). If L is a semihollow-lifting Module and K is generalized Lprojective then K is h-semismall L-projective.
Proof:

Let

N be

S
N

K⨁L
N

K+N
N

S
N′

L+N

L+N′

a

Submodule

of S

s.t

L+N
N

S
N

is

hollow

and

S ≠ K+N.

But,

=
=
+
, therefore N ⊆sce (K+N) in S and hence S = L+N. Since K is generalized Lprojective and L is semihollow-lifting, thus by Lemma2, there exists N′ ⊆sce N in S with K′⊆ K and
S
S
L′⊆ L s.t S = N′⊕ K′⊕ L′. Since N is semihollow, thus by [3,Prop.7], N′ is a semihollow Module. Now,
N

= N′ = N′ + N′. But N′ ⊆sce N in 𝑆, therefore S = L + N′. Since 𝑆 has (D3) and L, N′ are direct
summands of 𝑆, then L ∩ N′ is a direct summand of 𝑆. Since L ∩ N′⊆ N′, thus N′ = (L ∩ N′) ⊕ A, for
some A ⊆ N′. Hence S = L+N′ = L+ ((L ∩ N′) ⊕ A) . this implies that S = L ⊕ A. Then K is h-semismall
L-projective.
Lemma5: [8] If 𝑆 = K + N, where K and N are supplemented Modules. Then S is supplemented, and any
Submodule
X
of
S
has
a
supplement
of
the
form
K′ + N′ with K′ ⊆ K and N′ ⊆ N.
Assume that X is a supplement Submodule of S, thus K′ and X + N′ are mutual supplements in S and
the same is true for N′ and X + K′.
Now, we prove the following proposition.
Proposition 6 : Let S = K⊕L, where K and L are supplemented Modules and L is semihollow-lifting. If
S
K is generalized L-projective, then for every coclosed Submodule X of S such that X is hollow, there
exists a Submodule N of S such that either S = N ⊕ K′′ or S = N ⊕ L′′, where K′′ ⊆ K and L′′⊆ L and N
⊆ce H in S such that H is a supplement Submodule in S and X ⊆ H.
S

Proof: Let X be a coclosed Submodule of S s.t X is hollow. Since K and L are supplemented Modules,
thus by Lemma 5, S is supplemented and X has a supplement K′⊕ L′, where K′ ⊆ K and L′ ⊆ L. Since S
is supplemented, thus by [9, Lemma1.1], the coclosed Submodules are supplements. Then X is a
supplement Submodule of S. By Lemma5, X+K′ and X+L′ are supplement Submodules of S, also X + K′
S
and L′ are mutual supplements in S. Thus S = (X+K′)+L′ and hence S = (X+K′)+L. Since X is hollow,
S

thus by [3,prop3], X+K′ is semihollow. But K is generalized L-projective and L is semihollow-lifting, so
by Lemma2, there exists a Submodule N of 𝑆 s.t N ⊆sce ( X+K′) in 𝑆 and S = N⊕K′′⊕ L′′ , for some
S
S
K′′⊆ K and L′′⊆ L. Let H = X+K′. Since H is hollow, thus by [3,prop7], N is semihollow. But by second
S

isomorphism theorem, N ≅ K′′⊕ L′′, therefore either K′′ = 0 or L′′ = 0. Thus either 𝑆 = N ⊕ K′′ or 𝑆
= N ⊕ L′′, where N ⊆sce H, H is a supplement Submodule of 𝑆 and X ⊆ H.
Let S = K⊕ L. Then K is *generalized L-projective (or L-*cojective), if for any supplement N of L
in S, S decomposes as S = N ⊕ K′⊕ L′, with K′⊆ K and L′⊆ L[5].
The following proposition gives properties of *generalized projectivity.
Proposition 7: [10] Let L* be a direct summand of L. If K is *generalized L-projective, thus K is
*generalized L*-projective.
Proposition 8: Let S = K⊕L be a Module, where K is *generalized L-projective and L is semihollowS
lifting. If X ⊆scc S such that is hollow with 𝑆 = X+L, then 𝑆 is decomposes S = X ⊕ K′⊕ L′ with K′ ⊆
X
K and L′ ⊆ L.
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Proof: Let X be a semicoclosbmodule of S s.t
S
X

X+L
X

L
X∩L

L
X∩L

S
X

is hollow with S = X+L. By the second isomorphism

theorem,
=
≅
. Then
is hollow.Since L is semihollow-lifting, thus by [6.Th.1], there
exists a decomposition L = L1⊕ L2 s.t L1 ⊆ X ∩ L and (X ∩ L)∩ L2≪S L2 and hence X ∩ L2≪S L2. Since
S = K ⊕ L, thus S = K ⊕ L1⊕ L2. Let N = K ⊕ L2, thus S = N ⊕ L1. By modular law, X = X ∩(N ⊕ L1)
= (X ∩ N)⊕L1, thus X = X1⊕L1, where X1 = X ∩ N. Since S = X+L, thus S = X+L1+L2 = X+L2. Again by
modular law, N = N ∩ (X+L2) = (N ∩ X)+L2, hence N = X1+L2. Since X ∩ L2≪S L2, thus X1 ∩ L2≪S L2.
Then L2 is
a semisupplement of X1 in N, since X1 is a direct summand of X and
X ⊆cc S, thus by [10, Lemma 2.3], X1 ⊆cc S. Since X1 ∩ L2 ≪S S and X1 ⊆cc S, then by [2], X1 ∩ L2 ≪S
X1 and hence X1 is a semisupplement of L2 in N. But K is *generalized L-projective and L2 is a direct
summand of L, thus by Prop.7, K is *generalized L2 -projective. Since X1 is a semisupplement of L2 in
N, thus N = X1⊕ K′⊕ L′2 , where K′⊆ K and L′2⊆ L2. But S = N ⊕ L1, therefore S = X1⊕ K′⊕ L′2⊕ L1
and hence S = X1⊕ L1⊕ K′⊕ L′2. Since X = X1⊕ L1, thus S = X ⊕ K′⊕ L′2 with K′⊆ K and L′2⊆L .
Remark9[11] Every hollow module is amply supplemented.
Proposition10[9] Let S be an amply supplemented Module. Thus every Submodule of S has a coclosure
Submodule.
Proposition 11: [9] Let S be a weakly supplemented Module and K ⊆ N be Submodules of S such that
N
S
⊆
and K ⊆scc S. Then N ⊆scc S.
K scc K
Proposition12[11] Epimorphic image of hollow Module is hollow.
The following propositions give properties of Modules which have hollow factor Modules.
Proposition 13 : Let S be an R-Module, and let K and N be Submodules of S such that K ⊂ N ⊂ S, if
S
N

is a hollow Module, thus
Proof:

Suppose

that

hollow.
S
K

is

hollow,

define

a

map

f:

f(s+K) = s+N , for all s ∈ S. It is clear that f is an epimorphism. Since
S
N

S
K

S
K

S
K

→

S
N

as

follows

is hollow thus by Prop.12,

is hollow.

Proposition 14: Let S = K⊕ L be a weakly supplemented R-Module, where K is *generalized LS
projective and L is semihollow-lifting. Then for any semicoclosed Submodule X of S such that X is
hollow, either S = X ⊕ K′ or S = X ⊕ L′ where K′ ⊆ K and L′ ⊆ L.
Proof:

Let

X

be

a

semicoclosed

Submodule

of

S

s.t

S
X

is

hollow.

Then

by

S
K+X
S
Remark9, X is amply supplemented.Then by Prop.10, X has a semicoclosure in X . That is, there exists
N
S
N
K+X
S
a semicoclosed Submodule X in X s.t X ⊆sce X in X . Thus by the third isomorphism theorem,
N
S
N ⊆sce (K+X) in S. Since X ⊆scc S and
⊆scc and S is a weakly supplemented Module, thus
X
X
S K⨁L K+X L+X
N ⊆scc S. Since N ⊆ce (K+X) in S, thus K+X ≠ S. But X = X = X + X , therefore, X ⊆ce (K+X) in
S
S
S, thus S = L+X this implies that S = L+N. Since X is hollow and X ⊆ N thus by Prop.13, N is hollow.

But K is *generalized L-projective and L is semihollow-lifting, thus by Prop.8, S decomposes as
S
S
S = N⊕K′⊕ L′, with K′⊆ K and L′⊆ L. Then by the second isomorphism theorem, ≅ K′⊕ L′. But
N

4

N
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S

is hollow, therefore, either K′ = 0 or L′ = 0. Thus either S = N ⊕ K′ or S = N ⊕ L′. If S = N ⊕ K′, thus X
N⨁K′

N

K′ ⨁X

S

= X = X ⊕ X . Since X is hollow, thus X ⊆ce N in S, then S = X ⊕ K′, where K′⊆ K.
By the similar way, if S = N⊕L′ then S = X ⊕ L′, where L′⊆ L .
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Abstract. In this article, we recalled different types of iterations as Mann, Ishikawa, Noor, CRiteration and, Modified 𝒮𝒫_iteration of quasi 𝛿-contraction mappings, and we proved that all
these iterations equivalent to approximate fixed points of δ -contraction mappings in Banach
spaces.

1. Introduction:
The iterations methods are used to calculate a non-expansive mapping fixed point. Many of applied
science and engineering's physical problems are commonly formulated as functional equations. These
equations can conveniently be written in the form of fixed-point equations. An iterative method that
approximates the solution of these equations in fewer stages is always needed. At the heart of systematic
research, activity was the analysis of variational inequalities and complementarity concerns of mappings
meeting those constraints. In view, fact that problems of variational inequalities are particularly useful
in optimization theory, which can be found by solving an equation with some special type of nonlinear
function for various forms of mappings, several studies are dealing with iterative methods, see[1-12], so
it is very important to develop some faster Iterative process to find the approximate solution. Now we
give some well- known Iteration methods.
The Mann iterative scheme was invented in 1953, see [13], and was used to obtain convergence to a
fixed point for many functions for which the Banach principle fails. For example, the author showed
that, for any continuous self map of a closed and bounded interval, the Mann iteration converges to a
fixed point of the function. In 1974, Ishikawa [14] devised a new iteration scheme to establish
convergence for a Lipschitzian pseudo contractive map in a situation where the Mann iteration process
failed to converge. Let (𝑋, ‖ . ‖) be a Banach space, 𝒯 be self -mapping on 𝒞 and ∅ ≠ 𝒞 be a closed
convex subset of 𝑋. we recalled different types of iterations as Mann, Ishikawa, Noor, CR- iteration and
Modified 𝒮𝒫_iteration respectively:
1. Let 𝑟0 𝜖 𝒞 𝑟𝑛+1 = (1 − 𝑎𝑛 )𝑟𝑛 + 𝑎𝑛 𝒯𝑟𝑛 , 𝑛 𝜖𝑁, where 〈 𝑎𝑛 〉∞
𝑛=0 be a sequence in (0, 1).
2. Let 𝑐0 ∈ 𝒞 , 𝑐𝑛+1 = ( 1 − 𝑎𝑛 )𝑐𝑛 + 𝑎𝑛 𝒯𝑑𝑛 ,
∞
𝑑𝑛 = ( 1 − 𝑏𝑛 )𝑐𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 𝒯𝑐𝑛 , 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁, where 〈 𝑎𝑛 〉∞
𝑛=0 and 〈 𝑏𝑛 〉𝑛=0 be a sequence in (0, 1).
3. The third iteration process is referred to as Noor, in 2000 [15] introduced the following iterative
𝑢0 ∈ 𝒞 , 𝑢𝑛+1 = ( 1 − 𝑎𝑛 )𝑢𝑛 + 𝑎𝑛 𝒯𝑞𝑛 ,
𝑞𝑛 = ( 1 − 𝑏𝑛 )𝑢𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 𝒯𝑝𝑛 ,
𝑝𝑛 = ( 1 − 𝑐𝑛 )𝑢𝑛 + 𝑐𝑛 𝒯𝑢𝑛 , n ∈ 𝑁
∞
∞
where 〈 𝑎𝑛 〉∞
𝑛=0 , 〈 𝑏𝑛 〉𝑛=0 and 〈 𝑐𝑛 〉𝑛=0 are sequences in (0, 1).
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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4. The fourth CR- iteration, in 2012 [16] introduced the following iterative ,
𝑘0 ∈ 𝒞 ,
𝑘𝑛+1 = ( 1 − 𝑎𝑛 )𝑚𝑛 + 𝑎𝑛 𝒯𝑚𝑛 ,
𝑚𝑛 = ( 1 − 𝑏𝑛 )𝒯𝑘𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 𝒯𝒪𝑛
∞
∞
𝒪𝑛 = (1 − 𝑐𝑛 )𝑘𝑛 − 𝑐𝑛 𝒯𝑘𝑛 , where 〈 𝑎𝑛 〉∞
𝑛=0 , 〈 𝑏𝑛 〉𝑛=0 and 〈𝑐𝑛 〉𝑛=0 are sequences in (0, 1).
5. The fifth Modified 𝒮𝒫_iteration, in 2014 [17] introduced the following iterative,
𝑑0 ∈ 𝒞 ,
𝑑𝑛+1 = 𝒯𝑡𝑛 ,
𝑡𝑛 = ( 1 − 𝑎𝑛 )𝑠𝑛 + 𝑎𝑛 𝒯𝑠𝑛 ,
𝑠𝑛 = ( 1 − 𝑏𝑛 )𝑑𝑛 + 𝑏𝑛 𝒯𝑑𝑛
∞
where 〈 𝑎𝑛 〉∞
𝑛=0 and 〈 𝑏𝑛 〉𝑛=0 are sequences in (0, 1).
1.1 Lemma:[18]
̃ ∞
Let 〈ãn 〉∞
n=0 and 〈bn 〉n=0 be nonnegative real sequences satisfying the following condition:
̃n
b
ãn n+1 ≤ (1 − n )ãn + b̃n , where n  (0,1), for all n ≥ n0 , ∑∞
 0 as n  
n=1 n = ∞ and 
n

. Then lim ãn = 0.
n

1.2 Lemma:[19]
Let 〈 xn 〉∞
n=0 be nonnegative real sequences and there exists n0  ℕ, such that for all a n ≥ n0 satisfying
the following condition:
xn+1 ≤ (1 − n )xn + n an ,
Where n  (0,1) for all n ℕ, ∑∞
n=1 n = ∞. Then the following inequality holds:
0 ≤ lim sup xn ≤ lim sup an .
n

n

1.3 Definition:[20]
Let (𝒩, ‖ . ‖) be a normed space and 𝒯 be self - mapping on 𝒩. Then 𝒯 is called quasi δ −contraction
if satisfy the following inequality: For all 𝓍 , 𝓎 ∈ 𝒩
|| 𝒯𝓍 – 𝒯𝓎 || ≤ δ|| 𝓍– 𝓎 || + L𝓂 (𝓍, 𝓎) ,for some 0 ≤ δ < 1 , L ≥ 0 , where
𝓂(𝓍, 𝓎) = min{║𝓍 − 𝒯𝓍║, ║𝓎 − 𝒯𝓎║, ║𝓍 − 𝒯𝓎║, ║𝓎 − 𝒯𝓍║}.
1.4 Definition:[21]
∞
∞
Let 〈 an 〉∞
n=0 and 〈 bn 〉n=0 be two sequences converging to the same fixed point p . We say that 〈 a n 〉n=0
||
a
–
p
||
n
converges faster than 〈 bn 〉∞
n=0 if lim ||b – p || = 0 .
n

n

2. Main Results
During this section, .we will study the convergence equivalent between many iterations by using quasi
δ –contraction.
2.1 Theorem: Let 𝒯 a quasi δ -contraction mapping on 𝒞 which has a unique fixed point 𝓅 . Consider
∞
the Ishikawa and Mann iterations with real sequences 〈 an 〉∞
n=0 , 〈 bn 〉n=0 lies in [0 , 1]. Then the
following assertions are equivalent :
i. The Mann iteration converges to 𝓅 .
ii. The Ishikawa iteration converges to 𝓅.
Proof: To show that (i) ⇒ (ii) .i.e, if the Mann iteration converges to 𝓅 then the Ishikawa iteration does
converge to 𝓅 too.
Now Consider Mann and The Ishikawa iterations, we have
║rn+1 − cn+1 ║ = ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − (1 − an )cn − an 𝒯dn ║
≤ (1 − an )║rn − cn ║ + an ║𝒯rn − 𝒯dn ║
≤ (1 − an )║rn − cn ║ + δan ║rn − dn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , dn )
(2.1)
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And,
║rn − dn ║

= ║rn − (1 − bn )cn − bn 𝒯cn ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − cn ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯cn ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − cn ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δbn ║rn − cn ║ + bn L𝓂 (rn , cn ) (2.2)
Substituting (2.2) in (2.1), we obtain
║rn+1 − cn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an )║rn − cn ║ + δan (1 − bn )║rn − cn ║ + δan bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+ δ2 an bn ║rn − cn ║ + δan bn L𝓂 (rn , cn ) + an L𝓂 (rn , dn )
≤ [1 − an + δan (1 − bn ) + δan bn ]║rn − cn ║ + δan ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δan L𝓂 (rn , cn ) + an L𝓂 (rn , dn )
≤ [1 − an (1 − δ(1 − bn ) − δbn )]║rn − cn ║ + δan bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δan bn L𝓂 (rn , cn ) + an L𝓂 (rn , dn )
≤ [1 − an (1 − δ(1 − bn + bn ))]║rn − cn ║ + + δan ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δan L𝓂 (rn , cn ) + an L𝓂 (rn , dn )
≤ [1 − an (1 − δ)]║rn − cn ║ + δan ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δan L𝓂 (rn , cn ) + an L𝓂 (rn , dn )
Since δ ϵ (0, 1) and [an (1 − δ)] < 1, we have
║rn+1 − cn+1 ║ ≤ [1 − an (1 − δ)]║rn − cn ║ + δan ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δan L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║c − 𝒯cn ║, ║dn − 𝒯cn ║, ║r − 𝒯rn ║}
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║d − 𝒯dn ║, ║rn − 𝒯dn ║, ║dn − 𝒯rn ║}
(1
Let μn = an − δ) ϵ (0, 1)
ãn = ║rn − cn ║, b̃n = δan ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δan L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║c − 𝒯cn ║,
║dn − 𝒯cn ║, ║r − 𝒯rn ║} + an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║d − 𝒯dn ║, ║rn − 𝒯dn ║, ║dn − 𝒯rn ║}
Furthermore using 𝒯𝓅 = 𝓅 and ║rn − 𝓅║ → 0, we have
║rn − 𝒯rn ║ = ║rn − 𝓅 + 𝒯𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║
≤ ║rn − 𝓅║ + δ║rn − 𝓅║ + L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
= (1 + δ)║rn − 𝓅║ + Lmin{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║rn − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║}
Therefore ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ → 0 . So, we get b̌n → 0,
Now, by applying lemma (1.1), we obtain
ǎn = ║rn − cn ║ → 0 as n → 0.
Consequently ;
║rn+1 − cn+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0
Now we show that, (ii) ⇒ (i)
║cn+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ ║cn+1 − 𝓅║ + ║rn+1 − 𝓅║
= ║(1 − an )cn + an 𝒯dn − 𝓅║ + ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − 𝓅║
≤ (1 − an )║cn − 𝓅║ + δan ║dn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
+ (1 − an )║rn − 𝓅║ + δan ║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
≤ (1 − an )║cn − 𝓅║ + δan ║dn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
+ (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
(2.3)
And,
║dn − p ║ = ║(1 − bn ) cn + bn Tcn − p ║
≤ (1 − bn )║cn − 𝓅║ + δbn ║cn − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (cn , 𝓅)
= (1 − bn (1 − δ))║cn − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (cn , 𝓅)
(2.4)
Substituting (2.4) in (2.3), we obtain
║cn+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an )║cn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
+δan (1 − bn (1 − δ))║cn − 𝓅║ + δan bn L𝓂 (cn , 𝓅)
+ (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
║cn+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an ) + δan ║cn − rn + rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
+δan L𝓂 (cn , 𝓅) + (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
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≤ (1 − an (1 − δ)║cn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
+δan L𝓂 (cn , 𝓅) + (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
Since δ ϵ (0 , 1) and [an (1 − δ)] < 1, we have
║cn+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an (1 − δ)║cn − rn ║ + (1 − an (1 − δ))2 ║rn − 𝓅║
+δan L min{║cn − 𝒯cn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯cn ║, ║cn − 𝒯𝓅║}
+an L min{║dn − 𝒯dn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯dn ║, ║dn − 𝒯𝓅║}
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║rn − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║}
Denote that μn = an (1 − δ) ϵ (0, 1)
ǎn = ║cn − rn ║ and b̌n = (1 − an (1 − δ))2 ║rn − 𝓅║
+δan L min{║cn − 𝒯cn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯cn ║, ║cn − 𝒯𝓅║}
+an L min{║dn − 𝒯dn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯dn ║, ║dn − 𝒯𝓅║}
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║rn − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║}
Thus from lemma (1.1), we get
ǎn = ║cn − rn ║ → 0 as n → 0. Therefore,
║cn+1 − rn+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0.
2.2 Theorem: Let 𝒯 a quasi δ -contraction mapping on 𝒞 which has a unique fixed point 𝓅. Consider
∞
the Modified 𝒮𝒫_iteration and Mann iteration with real sequences 〈 an 〉∞
n=0 , 〈 bn 〉n=0 lies in (0, 1). Then
the following assertions are equivalent :
i. The Mann iteration converges to 𝓅 .
ii. The Modified 𝒮𝒫_iteration converges to 𝓅.
Proof. To show that (i) ⇒ (ii. i.e., if the Mann iteration converges to 𝓅 then The Modified 𝒮𝒫_iteration
does converge to 𝓅 too. Now Consider Mann and The Modified 𝒮𝒫_iterations, we have
║rn+1 − dn+1 ║ = ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − 𝒯t n ║
≤ (1 − an )║rn − 𝒯t n ║ + an ║𝒯rn − 𝒯t n ║
≤ (1 − an )║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ(1 − an )║rn − t n ║
+(1 − an )L𝓂 (rn , t n ) + δan ║rn − t n ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , t n )
= (1 − an )║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ║rn − t n ║ + L𝓂 (rn , t n )
(2.5)
And
║rn − t n ║ = ║rn − (1 − an )sn − an 𝒯sn ║
≤ (1 − an )║rn − sn ║ + an ║rn − 𝒯sn ║ + δan ║rn − sn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , sn )
≤ (1 − an )║rn − sn ║ + an ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
≤ (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − sn ║ + an ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , sn )
(2.6)
And,
║rn − sn ║ = ║rn − (1 − bn )dn − bn 𝒯dn ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − dn ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯dn ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − dn ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δbn ║rn − dn ║ + bn L𝓂 (rn , sn )
≤ (1 − bn (1 − δ))║rn − dn ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ +
bn L𝓂 (rn , dn )
(2.7)
Substituting (2.7) in (2.6), we obtain
║rn − t n ║ ≤ (1 − an (1 − δ))[(1 − bn (1 − δ))║rn − dn ║
+ bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + bn L𝓂 (rn , dn )] + an ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , sn )
≤ (1 − bn (1 − δ))║rn − dn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , sn )
+ bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + bn L𝓂 (rn , dn ) + an ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
(2.8)
Substituting (2.8) in (2.5), we obtain
║rn+1 − dn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an )║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + L𝓂 (rn , t n )
+δ[(1 − bn (1 − δ))║rn − dn ║ + bn L𝓂 (rn , dn )
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+ an ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , sn )]
≤ (1 − bn (1 − δ))║rn − dn ║ + (1 − an )║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║s − 𝒯sn ║, ║rn − 𝒯sn ║, ║s − 𝒯rn ║}
+bn L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║d − 𝒯dn ║, ║rn − 𝒯dn ║, ║dn − 𝒯rn ║}
+L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║t n − 𝒯t n ║, ║rn − 𝒯t n ║, ║t n − 𝒯rn ║}
Denote that
μn = bn (1 − δ) ϵ (0 , 1), ǎn = ║rn − dn ║ and b̌n = (1 − an )║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║s − 𝒯sn ║, ║rn − 𝒯sn ║, ║s − 𝒯rn ║}
+bn L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║d − 𝒯dn ║, ║rn − 𝒯dn ║, ║dn − 𝒯rn ║}
+L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║t n − 𝒯t n ║, ║rn − 𝒯t n ║, ║t n − 𝒯rn ║}
Furthermore using 𝒯𝓅 = 𝓅 and ║rn − 𝓅║ → 0, we have
║rn − 𝒯rn ║ = ║rn − 𝓅 + 𝒯𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║
≤ ║rn − 𝓅║ + δ║rn − 𝓅║ + L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
= (1 + δ)║rn − 𝓅║ + Lmin{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║rn − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║}
Then ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ → 0. Because of these results we get bn → 0, by applying lemma (1.1),
we obtain ǎn = ║rn − dn ║ → 0 as n → 0.
Consequently ; ║rn+1 − dn+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0
Now we show that, (ii) ⇒ (i)
║dn+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ ║dn+1 − 𝓅║ + ║rn+1 − 𝓅║
= ║ 𝒯t n − 𝓅║ + ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − 𝓅║
≤ δ║t n − 𝓅║ + L𝓂 (t n , 𝓅) + (1 − an )║rn − 𝓅║
+ δan ║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
≤ δ║t n − 𝓅║ + L𝓂 (t n , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
+(1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║
(2.9)
And,
║t n − p ║ = ║(1 − an ) sn + an Tsn − p ║
≤ (1 − an )║sn − 𝓅║ + δan ║sn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅)
= (1 − an (1 − δ))║sn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅)
(2.10)
And,
║sn − p ║ = ║(1 − bn ) dn + bn Tdn − p ║
≤ (1 − bn )║dn − 𝓅║ + δbn ║dn − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
= (1 − bn (1 − δ))║dn − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
(2.11)
Substituting (2.11) in (2.10), we obtain
║t n − p ║ ≤ (1 − an (1 − δ))[(1 − bn (1 − δ))║dn − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)] + an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅)
≤ (1 − bn (1 − δ))║dn − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅)
(2.12)
Substituting (2.12) in (2.9), we obtain
║dn+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ δ[(1 − bn (1 − δ))║dn − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
+an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅)] + L𝓂 (t n , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅) +(1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║
≤ δ[(1 − bn (1 − δ))(║dn − rn ║ + ║rn − 𝓅║) + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
+an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅)] + L𝓂 (t n , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅) +(1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║
║dn+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − bn (1 − δ))║dn − rn ║ + (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║
+(1 − bn (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅) + L𝓂 (t n , 𝓅)
+an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅) + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
Denote that:
μn = bn (1 − δ) ϵ (0 , 1), ǎn = ║dn − rn ║ and
̌bn = (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + (1 − bn (1 − δ)) ║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (sn , 𝓅)
+L𝓂 (t n , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅) + bn L𝓂 (dn , 𝓅)
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Thus from lemma (1.1), we get
ǎn = ║dn − rn ║ → 0 as n → 0 as a result of these inequalities,
║dn+1 − rn+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0.
2.3 Theorem: Let 𝒯 a quasi δ -contraction mapping on 𝒞 which has a unique fixed point 𝓅 . Consider
∞
∞
the CR iteration and Mann iteration with real sequences 〈 an 〉∞
n=0 , 〈 bn 〉n=0 , 〈 cn 〉n=0 lies in [0, 1] .Then
the following assertions are equivalent :
i.The Mann iteration converges to 𝓅.
ii. The CR iteration converges to 𝓅.
Proof. To show that (i) ⇒ (i, that is if the Mann iteration converges to 𝓅 then The CR iteration does
converge to 𝓅 too. Now Consider Mann and The CR iterations, we have
║rn+1 − k n+1 ║ = ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − (1 − an )mn − an 𝒯mn ║
≤ (1 − an )║rn − mn ║ + an ║𝒯rn − 𝒯mn ║
║rn+1 − k n+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an )║rn − mn ║ + δan ║rn − mn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , mn )
= (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − mn ║ + an L𝓂 (rn , mn )
(2.13)
And,
║rn − mn ║ = ║rn − (1 − bn )𝒯k n + bn 𝒯on ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − 𝒯k n ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯on ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ(1 − bn )║rn − k n ║ + (1 − bn )L𝓂 (rn , k n )
+ bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δbn ║rn − on ║ bn L𝓂 (rn , on )
= ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ(1 − bn )║rn − k n ║
+(1 − bn )L𝓂 (rn , k n ) + δbn ║rn − on ║ + bn L𝓂 (rn , on )
(2.14)
And,
║rn − on ║ = ║rn − (1 − cn )k n − cn 𝒯k n ║
≤ (1 − cn )║rn − k n ║ + cn ║rn − 𝒯k n ║
≤ (1 − cn )║rn − k n ║ + cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δcn ║rn − k n ║ + cn L𝓂 (rn , k n )
(2.15)
≤ (1 − cn (1 − δ))║rn − k n ║ + cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + cn L𝓂 (rn , k n )
Substituting (2.15) in (2.14), we obtain
║rn − mn ║ ≤ ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ(1 − bn )║rn − k n ║ + (1 − bn )L𝓂 (rn , k n )
+δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))║rn − k n ║ + δbn cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δbn cn L𝓂 (rn , k n ) + bn L𝓂 (rn , on )
(2.16)
Substituting (2.16)in (2.13), we obtain
║rn+1 − k n+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an (1 − δ))[║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ(1 − bn )║rn − k n ║ + (1 − bn )L𝓂 (rn , k n )
+ δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))║rn − k n ║ + δbn cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δbn cn L𝓂 (rn , k n ) + bn L𝓂 (rn , on )] + an L𝓂 (rn , mn )
Since δ ϵ (0, 1) and (1 − an (1 − δ)) < 1 , we have
║rn+1 − k n+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an (1 − δ)) ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + [(1 − bn ) + δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))]║rn − k n ║
+(1 − bn )L𝓂 (rn , k n ) + bn L𝓂 (rn , k n ) + bn L𝓂 (rn , on ) + an L𝓂 (rn , mn )
≤ ((1 − an (1 − δ)) ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + [(1 − bn ) + δbn ]║rn − k n ║
+L𝓂 (rn , k n ) + bn L𝓂 (rn , on ) + an L𝓂 (rn , mn )
≤ [(1 − bn (1 − δ )]║rn − k n ║ + ((1 − an (1 − δ)) ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║k − 𝒯k n ║, ║rn − 𝒯k n ║, ║k − 𝒯rn ║}
+bn L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║on − 𝒯on ║, ║rn − 𝒯on ║, ║on − 𝒯rn ║}
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║mn − 𝒯mn ║, ║rn − 𝒯mn ║, ║mn − 𝒯rn ║}
Let μn = an (1 − δ) ϵ (0 , 1),ǎn = ║rn − k n ║and
b̌n = (1 − an (1 − δ)) ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║k − 𝒯k n ║, ║rn − 𝒯k n ║, ║k
− 𝒯rn ║}
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+bn L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║on − 𝒯on ║, ║rn − 𝒯on ║, ║on − 𝒯rn ║}
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║mn − 𝒯mn ║, ║rn − 𝒯mn ║, ║mn − 𝒯rn ║}
Furthermore using 𝒯𝓅 = 𝓅 and ║rn − 𝓅║ → 0, we have
║rn − 𝒯rn ║ = ║rn − 𝓅 + 𝒯𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║
≤ ║rn − 𝓅║ + δ║rn − 𝓅║ + L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
= (1 + δ)║rn − 𝓅║ + Lmin{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║rn − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║}
Then ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ → 0. By applying lemma (1.1), we obtain
an = ║rn − k n ║ → 0 as n → 0.
Consequently ; ║rn+1 − k n+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0
Now we show that, (ii) ⇒ (i)
║k n+1 − rn+1 ║ = ║k n+1 − 𝓅║ + ║rn+1 − 𝓅║
= ║ (1 − an )mn + an 𝒯mn − 𝓅║ + ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − 𝓅║
≤ (1 − an )║mn − 𝓅║ + δan ║mn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (mn , 𝓅)
+(1 − an )║rn − 𝓅║ + δan ║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
= (1 − an (1 − δ))║mn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (mn , 𝓅) + (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║
+L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
(2.17)
And
║mn − p ║ = ║(1 − bn ) Tk n + bn Ton − p ║
≤ δ(1 − bn )║k n − 𝓅║ + (1 − bn )L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅) + δbn ║on − 𝓅║
+bn L𝓂 (on , 𝓅)
(2.18)
And
║on − p ║ = ║(1 − cn ) k n + cn Tk n − p ║
≤ (1 − cn )║k n − 𝓅║ + δcn ║k n − 𝓅║ + cn L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)
= (1 − cn (1 − δ))║k n − 𝓅║ + cn L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)
(2.19)
Substituting (2.19) in (2.18), we obtain
║mn − p ║ ≤ δ(1 − bn )║k n − 𝓅║ + (1 − bn )L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)
+δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))║k n − 𝓅║ + δbn cn L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅) + bn L𝓂 (on , 𝓅)
(2.20)
Substituting (2.20) in (2.17), we obtain
║k n+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an (1 − δ))[ δ(1 − bn )║k n − 𝓅║ + (1 − bn )L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)
+bn L𝓂 (on , 𝓅) + δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))║k n − 𝓅║ + δbn cn L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)]
+ an L𝓂 (mn , 𝓅) + (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
≤ (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − k n + k n − 𝓅║ + (1 − an (1 − δ))[ δ(1 − bn )║k n − 𝓅║
+ (1 − bn )L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅) + bn L𝓂 (on , 𝓅) + δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))║k n − 𝓅║
+δbn cn L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)] + an L𝓂 (mn , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
≤ (1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − k n ║ + [(1 − an (1 − δ)) δ(1 − bn )
+δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))]║k n − 𝓅║ + (1 − bn )L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅) + bn L𝓂 (on , 𝓅)
+δbn cn L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)] + an L𝓂 (mn , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
Denote that
μn = an (1 − δ)ϵ (0 , 1), ǎn = ║rn − k n ║ and
b̌n = [(1 − an (1 − δ)) δ(1 − bn ) + δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))]║k n − 𝓅║
+ (1 − bn )L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅) + bn L𝓂 (on , 𝓅) + δbn cn L𝓂 (k n , 𝓅)] + an L𝓂 (mn , 𝓅) + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
Thus from lemma (1.1), ǎn = ║rn − k n ║ → 0 as n → 0
Therefore, ║k n+1 − rn+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0.
2.4 Theorem: Let 𝒯 a quasi δ -contraction mapping on 𝒞 which has a unique fixed point 𝓅 . Consider
∞
∞
the Noor iteration and Mann iteration with real sequences 〈 an 〉∞
n=0 , 〈 bn 〉n=0 , 〈 cn 〉n=0 lies in[0 , 1]
.Then the following assertions are equivalent :
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The Mann iteration converges to 𝓅.
The Noor iteration converges to 𝓅.
Proof. To show that (i) ⇒ (ii), that is if the Mann iteration converges to 𝓅, then The Noor iteration
does converge to 𝓅 too. Now Consider Mann and The Noor iterations, we have
║rn+1 − un+1 ║ = ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − (1 − an )un − an 𝒯qn ║
≤ (1 − an )║rn − un ║ + δan ║rn − qn ║ +an L𝓂 (rn , qn )
(2.21)
║rn − qn ║ = ║rn − (1 − bn ) un − bn 𝒯pn ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − un ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯pn ║
≤ (1 − bn )║rn − un ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ bn ║rn − pn ║ + bn L𝓂 (rn , pn ) (2.22)
║rn − pn ║ = ║rn − (1 − cn ) un − cn 𝒯un ║
≤ (1 − cn )║rn − un ║ + cn ║rn − 𝒯un ║
≤ (1 − cn )║rn − un ║ + cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ cn ║rn − un ║ + cn L𝓂 (rn , un )
≤ (1 − cn (1 − δ))║rn − un ║ + cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + cn L𝓂 (rn , un )
(2.23)
Substituting (2.23) in (2.22), we obtain
║rn − qn ║ ≤ (1 − bn )║rn − un ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δ bn [(1 − cn (1 − δ))║rn − un ║ + cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+cn L𝓂 (rn , un ) ] + bn L𝓂 (rn , pn )
= (1 − bn )║rn − un ║ + bn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ bn (1 − cn (1 − δ))║rn − un ║
+ δ bn cn ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ bn cn L𝓂 (rn , un ) + δ bn L𝓂 (rn , pn )
║rn − qn ║ ≤ ( (1 − bn ) + δ bn )║rn − un ║ + ( bn + δ bn cn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δ bn cn L𝓂 (rn , un ) + δ bn L𝓂 (rn , pn )
≤ ( (1 − bn (1 − δ ))║rn − un ║ + ( bn + δ bn cn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δ bn cn L𝓂 (rn , un ) + δ bn L𝓂 (rn , pn )
(2.24)
Substituting (2.24) in (2.21), we obtain
║rn+1 − un+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an )║rn − un ║ + δan ( (1 − bn (1 − δ ))║rn − un ║
+( bn + δ bn cn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ bn cn L𝓂 (rn , un ) + δ bn L𝓂 (rn , pn )
+an L𝓂 (rn , qn )
║rn+1 − un+1 ║ ≤ ((1 − an ) + δan ( (1 − bn (1 − δ ))) ║rn − un ║

i.
ii.

+ ( bn + δ bn cn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║ + δ bn cn L𝓂 (rn , un ) + δ bn L𝓂 (rn , pn )
+ an L𝓂 (rn , qn )
≤ ((1 − an ) + δan )║rn − un ║ + ( bn + δ cn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δ bn cn L𝓂 (rn , un ) + δ bn L𝓂 (rn , pn ) +an L𝓂 (rn , qn )
≤ ((1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − un ║ + ( bn + δ cn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δ bn cn L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║un − 𝒯un ║, ║rn − 𝒯un ║, ║un − 𝒯rn ║}
+δ bn Lmin{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║pn − 𝒯pn ║, ║rn − 𝒯pn ║, ║pn − 𝒯rn ║}
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║qn − 𝒯q n ║, ║rn − 𝒯qn ║, ║qn − 𝒯rn ║}
(1
Let μn = an − δ) ϵ (0 , 1),ǎn = ║rn − un ║ and
b̌n = ( bn + δ cn )║rn − 𝒯rn ║
+δ bn cn L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║un − 𝒯un ║, ║rn − 𝒯un ║, ║un − 𝒯rn ║}
+δ bn Lmin{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║pn − 𝒯pn ║, ║rn − 𝒯pn ║, ║pn − 𝒯rn ║}
+an L min{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║qn − 𝒯qn ║, ║rn − 𝒯q n ║, ║qn − 𝒯rn ║}
Furthermore using 𝒯𝓅 = 𝓅 and ║rn − 𝓅║ → 0, we have
║rn − 𝒯rn ║ = ║rn − 𝓅 + 𝒯𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║
≤ ║rn − 𝓅║ + δ║rn − 𝓅║ + L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
= (1 + δ)║rn − 𝓅║ + Lmin{║rn − 𝒯rn ║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯𝓅║, ║rn − 𝒯𝓅║, ║𝓅 − 𝒯rn ║}
Then ║rn − 𝒯rn ║ → 0. Because of these results we get, b̌n → 0, by applying lemma (1.1),
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We obtain ǎn = ║rn − un ║ → 0 as n → 0.
Consequently ;
║rn+1 − un+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0
Now we show that, (ii) ⇒ (i)
║un+1 − rn+1 ║ = ║un+1 − 𝓅║ + ║rn+1 − 𝓅║
= ║ (1 − an )un + an 𝒯qn − 𝓅║ + ║(1 − an )rn + an 𝒯rn − 𝓅║
≤ (1 − an )║un − 𝓅║ + δan ║qn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (qn , 𝓅)
+(1 − an )║rn − 𝓅║ + δan ║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
= (1 − an )║un − 𝓅║ + δan ║qn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (qn , 𝓅)
+(1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
(2.25)
And,
║qn − p ║ = ║(1 − bn ) un + bn Tpn − p ║
≤ (1 − bn )║un − 𝓅║ + δbn ║pn − 𝓅║ +bn L𝓂 (pn , 𝓅)
(2.26)
And,
║pn − p ║ = ║(1 − cn ) un + cn Tun − p ║
≤ (1 − cn )║un − 𝓅║ + δcn ║un − 𝓅║ + cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅)
= (1 − cn (1 − δ))║un − 𝓅║ + cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅)
(2.27)
Substituting (2.27) in (2.26), we obtain
║qn − p ║ ≤ (1 − bn )║un − 𝓅║ + bn L𝓂 (pn , 𝓅) + δbn cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅) + δbn ║un − 𝓅║
= [1 − bn + δbn (1 − cn (1 − δ))]║un − 𝓅║
+ bn L𝓂 (pn , 𝓅) + δbn cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅)
(2.28)
Substituting
(2.28) in (2.25) , we obtain
║un+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an )║un − 𝓅║ + δan ([1 − bn + δbn ]║un − 𝓅║
+ bn L𝓂 (pn , 𝓅) + δbn cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅)) + an L𝓂 (qn , 𝓅)
+(1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
║un+1 − rn+1 ║ ≤ (1 − an (1 − δ )║un − rn + rn − 𝓅║
+ bn L𝓂 (pn , 𝓅) + δbn cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅)) + an L𝓂 (qn , 𝓅)
+(1 − an (1 − δ))║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
≤ (1 − an (1 − δ )║un − rn ║ + bn L𝓂 (pn , 𝓅) + δbn cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅))
2
+ an L𝓂 (qn , 𝓅) + (1 − an (1 − δ)) ║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅)
Let μn = an (1 − δ ) ϵ (0, 1)
ǎn = ║un − rn ║
2
b̌n = (1 − an (1 − δ)) ║rn − 𝓅║ + an L𝓂 (rn , 𝓅) + bn L𝓂 (pn , 𝓅) + δbn cn L𝓂 (un , 𝓅))
+ an L𝓂 (qn , 𝓅)
Thus from lemma( 1.1), we get
ãn = ║un − rn ║ → 0 as n → 0. So,
║un+1 − rn+1 ║ → 0 as n → 0.
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Abstract. Our goal in this article is to recall the notion of algebra fuzzy normed space and its
basic properties to introduce the notion of fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed space. Then
some properties of fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed spaces are proved. After that, we study
a finite dimensional algebra fuzzy normed space and we proved some properties that algebra
fuzzy normed spaces do not admit it.

1.Introduction
In 2009 [1] the fuzzy topological structure of a fuzzy normed space was studied by Sadeqi and Kia. In
2011 [2] Kider introduced a fuzzy normed space. Also he proved this fuzzy normed space has a
completion in [3]. Again in 2012 [4] Kider introduced a new type of fuzzy normed space. In 2013 [5]
Bag and Samanta study some basic results on finite dimensional fuzzy normed linear spaces.
In 2017 [6] Kider and Kadhum introduced the fuzzy norm for a fuzzy bounded operator on a fuzzy
normed space and proved its basic properties then other properties were proved by Kadhum in 2017 [7].
In 2018 [8] Ali proved basic properties of complete fuzzy normed algebra. Again in 2018 [9] Kider and
Ali introduced the notion of fuzzy absolute value and study some properties of finite dimensional fuzzy
normed space.
The concept of general fuzzy normed space was presented by Kider and Gheeab in 2019 [10] [11]
also they proved basic properties of this space and the general fuzzy normed space GFB (V, U). In 2019
[12] Kider and Kadhum introduced the notion fuzzy compact linear operator and proved its basic
properties. In 2020 kider [13] introduced the notion fuzzy soft metric space after that he investigated
and proved some basic properties of this space again kider in 2020 [14] introduced a new type of fuzzy
metric space called algebra fuzzy metric space after that the basic properties of this space is proved.
In this paper, first we recall the notion algebra fuzzy absolute value space and its some basic
properties that introduced by Khudhair and Kider in [15]. Then, we recall the notion algebra fuzzy
normed space and its some basic properties that introduced by Khudhair and Kider in [15]. Our first aim
is to define fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed space then we study this space and proved some of its
basic properties.
The second aim is to assume that the algebra fuzzy normed space has a finite dimension
and proved some basic results that this type of spaces must have.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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2. Basic properties of algebra fuzzy normed space
Definition 2.1: [1]
̃ in S is represented by 𝐃
̃ = {(s, 𝛍𝐃̃ (s)): sS, 0 ≤ 𝛍𝐃̃ (s) ≤ 1} where
Assume that S≠ ∅, a fuzzy set 𝐃
𝛍𝐃̃ (x): S→ I is a membership function where I=[0, 1].
Definition 2.2: [14]
The binary operation ⊚:I × I →I be is said to be continuous t-conorm if it satisfies
(i)r ⊚ s= s ⊚ r, (ii) r ⊚ [s ⊚ w] = [r ⊚ s] ⊚ w, (iii) ⊚ is continuous function
(iv)s ⊚ 0 = 0, (v) (r ⊚ z) ≤ (s ⊚ w) whenever r ≤ s and z ≤ w. For all r, s, z, w ∈ I=[0, 1].
Lemma 2.3: [14]
If ⊚ is a continuous t-conorm on [0, 1] then
(i)1 ⊚ 1=1, (ii)0 ⊚ 1 = 1 ⊚ 0 =1. (iii)0 ⊚ 0 = 0, (iv)p ⊚ p ≥ p for all p ∈ [0, 1].
Remark 2.4: [14]
If ⊚ is a continuous t-conorm then
(i)For any p, q ∈ (0, 1) with p > q we have w ∈ (0, 1) whenever p > q ⊚ w. In general for any p, q ∈
(0, 1) with p > q we can find 𝒘𝟏 , 𝒘𝟐 , …,𝒘𝒌 ∈ (0, 1) whenever p > q ⊚ 𝒘𝟏 ⊚ 𝒘𝟐 ⊚ …⊚ 𝒘𝒌 where
k ∈ ℕ.
(ii) For any r ∈ (0, 1) ∃ s ∈ (0, 1) s. t. s ⊚ s ≤ r. In general for any r ∈ (0, 1) there exists 𝒘𝟏 , 𝒘𝟐 ,…,𝒘𝒌
∈ (0, 1) such that 𝒘𝟏 ⊚ 𝒘𝟐 ⊚ …⊚ 𝒘𝒌 ≤ r where k ∈ ℕ.
Example 2.5: [14]
The algebra product p ⊚ q = p + q – pq is a continuous t-conorm for all p, q ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 2.6: [15]
Let ⊚ be a continuous t-conorm and 𝒂ℝ :ℝ →I be a fuzzy set then a is called algebra fuzzy absolute
value on ℝ if
(1)0< 𝒂ℝ (𝜶) ≤1, (2) 𝒂ℝ (𝜶)=0 if and only if 𝜶=0, (3) 𝒂ℝ (𝜶𝜷) ≤ 𝒂ℝ (𝜶) . 𝒂ℝ (𝜷)
(4) 𝒂ℝ (𝜶 + 𝜷) ≤ 𝒂ℝ (𝜶) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝜷). For all 𝜶, 𝜷 ∈ ℝ. Then (ℝ, 𝒂ℝ , ⊚) is called algebra fuzzy absolute
value space.
Example 2.7: [15]
|𝜶|

𝒊𝒇 𝜶 ≠ 𝟏
Let |. | be absolute value on ℝ and 𝜶 ⊚ 𝜷= 𝜶+ 𝜷 − 𝜶𝜷 for all 𝜶, 𝜷 ∈ I. Define 𝒂|.| (𝜶)={𝟏+|𝜶|
𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝜶 = 𝟏
for all 𝜶 ∈ ℝ. Then (ℝ, 𝒂|.| , ⊚ ) is algebra fuzzy absolute value space. Also 𝒂|.| is called the standard
algebra fuzzy absolute value on ℝ.
Example 2.8: [15]
|.|

|.|

Define 𝒂 : ℝ →I by 𝒂 (r) =

𝟏
|𝒓|
{

𝒊𝒇 𝒓 ≠ 𝟎

𝟎 𝒊𝒇 𝒓 = 𝟎
for all r ∈ ℝ and If s⊚r=s + r −sr for all s, r ∈I. Then (ℝ, 𝒂|.| , ⊚) is algebra fuzzy absolute value space.
This space is called the algebra fuzzy absolute value space induced by |. |.
Definition 2.9: [15]
Let (ℝ, 𝒂ℝ , ⊚) be algebra fuzzy absolute value space and let {𝐩𝐧 }∞
𝐧=𝟏be a sequence in ℝ, we say that
∞
{𝐩𝐧 }𝐧=𝟏 is fuzzy approaches to the limit p as n approaches to ∞ if ∀ s ∈ (0,1) ∃ N ∈ ℕ s. t. 𝒂ℝ (𝐩𝐧 −p)
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< s, ∀ n≥N. If 𝐩𝐧 is fuzzy approaches to the limit p we write 𝐥𝐢𝐦 𝐩𝐧 = p or 𝐩𝐧 →p as n approaches to
𝐧→∞

∞ or 𝐥𝐢𝐦 𝒂ℝ (𝐩𝐧 − 𝐩)=0.
𝐧→∞

Definition 2.10: [15]
Let (ℝ, 𝒂ℝ , ⊚) be algebra fuzzy absolute value space and let {𝐩𝐧 }∞
𝐧=𝟏be a sequence in ℝ, we say that
∞
{𝐩𝐧 }𝐧=𝟏 is fuzzy Cauchy sequence in ℝ if ∀ s ∈ (0,1) ∃ N ∈ ℕ s. t. 𝒂ℝ (𝐩𝐤 − 𝐩𝐦 ) < s, ∀ k, m ≥N.
Definition 2.11: [15]
Let (ℝ, 𝒂ℝ , ⊚) be algebra fuzzy absolute value space. The sequence {𝐪𝐧 }∞
𝐧=𝟏 in ℝ is called fuzzy
bounded if ∃ t ∈ (0, 1) s. t. 𝒂ℝ (𝐪𝐧 ) < t ∀ n ∈ ℕ
Theorem 2.12: [15]
Let (ℝ, 𝒂ℝ , ⊚) be algebra fuzzy absolute value space. If {𝐪𝐧 }∞
𝐧=𝟏 is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in ℝ
then {𝐪𝐧 }∞
is
fuzzy
bounded.
𝐧=𝟏
Definition 2.13; [15]
The algebra fuzzy absolute value (ℝ, 𝒂ℝ , ⊚) is called fuzzy complete if every fuzzy Cauchy sequence
in ℝ fuzzy approaches to a real number in ℝ.
Definition 2.14: [15]
Let U be a vector space over ℝ and let ⊚ be a continuous t-conorm. Let (ℝ, a, ⊚) be algebra fuzzy
absolute value space and n: U→I be a fuzzy set then n is called algebra fuzzy norm on U if
(1)0< n(u) ≤ 1, (2)n(u) =0 if and only if u=0, (3)n(𝜶u) ≤ a(𝜶) n(u) for all 0≠ 𝜶 ∈ ℝ.
(4)n(u + v) ≤ n(u) ⊚ n(v)
For all u, v ∈ U. Then (U, n, ⊚) is called algebra fuzzy normed space.
Example 2.15: [15]
Let U=C[p, b], t⊚s=t + s −ts for all t, s ∈I and (ℝ, a, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy absolute space. Define n(r)
= 𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒔∈[𝒑,𝒃] a[r(s)] for all r ∈ U. Then (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space
Definition 2.16: [15]
Suppose that (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space and assume that (𝒖𝒌 ) ∈ U, we say that (𝒖𝒌 ) is
fuzzy converges to the limit u ask approaches to ∞ if ∀ s ∈ (0,1) ∃ N ∈ ℕ s. t. n(𝐮𝐤 −u) < s, ∀ k≥N.
If (𝒖𝒌 ) is fuzzy approaches to the limit u we write 𝐥𝐢𝐦 𝐮𝐤 =u or 𝐮𝐤 →u as k approaches to ∞ or
𝐤→∞

𝐥𝐢𝐦 𝒏(𝐮𝐤 − 𝐮)=0.

𝐧→∞

Definition 2.17: [15]
Let (U, n, ⊚) be algebra fuzzy normed space . Then the open and closed fuzzy ball with the center u
∈U and radius t, with t ∈ (0, 1) is defined by fb(u, r)= {v ∈U: n(u−v) < t} and fb[u, r]= {v ∈ U: n(u−v)
≤ t}respectively.
Definition 2.18: [15]
Let (U, n, ⊚) be algebra fuzzy normed space and let (𝒖𝒌 ) be a sequence in U, we say that (𝒖𝒌 ) is fuzzy
Cauchy sequence in U if ∀ s ∈ (0, 1) ∋ N ∈ ℕ s. t. n(𝐮𝐤 − 𝐮𝐦 ) < s, ∀ k, m ≥N.
Lemma 2.19: [15]
If (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space then the function u ⟼ n(u) is a fuzzy continuous function
from (U, n, ⊚) → (ℝ, n, ⊚).
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Lemma 2.20: [15]
If (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space then n(u−v) = n(v−u) for all u, v ∈ U.
Definitions 2.21: [15]
If (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space and W⊆U is known as fuzzy open if fb(w, j) ⊆W for any
arbitrary w∈W and for some j ∈(0, 1). Also D⊆U is known as fuzzy closed if 𝑫𝑪 is fuzzy open.
̅ is defined to be the smallest fuzzy closed set contains D.
Moreover the fuzzy closure of D, 𝐃
Definition 2.22: [15]
̅ = U.
If (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space then D⊆U is known as fuzzy dense in U if whenever 𝐃
Theorem 2.23: [15]
If fb(s, j) is an open fuzzy ball in algebra fuzzy normed space (U, n, ⊚) then it is a fuzzy open set.
Definition 2.24: [15]
An algebra fuzzy normed space (U, n, ⊚) is known as fuzzy complete if (𝒔𝒌 ) is fuzzy Cauchy sequence
in U then 𝒔𝒌 →s ∈ U.
Theorem 2.25: [15]
In algebra fuzzy normed space (U, n, ⊚) if 𝒖𝒌 →u ∈ U then (𝒖𝒌 ) is fuzzy Cauchy.
Theorem 2.26: [15]
̅ if and only if there is (𝐝𝐤 ) ∈ D with
In algebra fuzzy normed space (U, n, ⊚) when D⊂U then d𝐃
𝐝𝐤 → d.
3. Fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed space
Definition 3.1:
Let (U, n, ⊚) be algebra fuzzy normed space and P U. Let 𝛀 ={𝑶𝒋 : j∈J where 𝑶𝒋 is fuzzy open set in
U}. Then 𝛀 is called a fuzzy open cover or a fuzzy open covering of P if P ⋃𝑶𝒋 ∈𝛀𝑶𝒋 that is for each
p∈P there is 𝑶𝒌 ∈ 𝛀 such that p∈ 𝑶𝒌 for some k ∈J. A finite sub collection of 𝛀 which itself is a fuzzy
open cover is called a finite fuzzy open sub cover or a finite fuzzy open sub covering of P.
Definition 3.2:
An algebra fuzzy normed space (U, n, ⊚) is said to be fuzzy compact if every fuzzy open covering 𝛀
of U has a finite fuzzy open sub covering that is there is a finite sub collection {𝐎𝟏 , 𝐎𝟐 , 𝐎𝟑 ,…, 𝐎𝐤 } 𝛀
such that U = ⋃𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐎𝐣 .
Definition 3.3:
A nonempty subspace P of U is said to be fuzzy compact if every fuzzy open covering 𝛀 of P has a
finite fuzzy open sub covering that is there is a finite sub collection {𝐎𝟏 , 𝐎𝟐 , 𝐎𝟑 ,…, 𝐎𝐤 } 𝛀 such that
P = ⋃𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐎𝐣 .
Example 3.4:
|𝜶|
The open interval {r∈ ℝ: 0< r<1} in the algebra fuzzy normed space (ℝ, 𝒂|.| , ⊚) where 𝒂|.| (𝜶) = 𝟏+|𝜶|
𝟏

is not fuzzy compact. Since the fuzzy open covering {( 𝐤 ,1): k = 2, 3...} is fuzzy open covering of (0,
1) from which no finite fuzzy open sub covering can be selected.
Remark 3.5:
If P is a finite subset of algebra fuzzy normed space (U, n, ⊚) then P is fuzzy compact.
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Definition 3.6:
Assume that (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space and P be a subset of U. Then P is called fuzzy
totally bounded if for each 0 < r < 1 , there is a finite set of points {𝒑𝟏 , 𝒑𝟐 ,…,𝒑𝒌 } ⊆P such that
whenever u in U, n(u− 𝒑𝒋 ) < r for some 𝒑𝒋 ∈ {𝒑𝟏 ,𝒑𝟐 ,…..,𝒑𝒌 }. This set of points {𝒑𝟏 , 𝒑𝟐 ,..., 𝒑𝒌 } is
called fuzzy r- net.
Proposition 3.7:
A fuzzy totally bounded algebra fuzzy normed space is fuzzy bounded.
Proof:
Let (U, n, ⊚) be fuzzy totally bounded and suppose 0 < r < 1 is given. Then there exists a finite fuzzy
r- net for U, say A. Since A is a finite set of points and 0 < n(A) < 1, where n(A) = sup{n(b−a): b,
a∈A}. Now let 𝐮𝟏 and 𝐮𝟐 be any two points of U. There exists points b and a in A such that n(𝐮𝟏 −b)
<r and n(𝐮𝟐 −a) < r . Now for n(A) and r there is t, where 0 < t < 1 such that r ⊚ n(A) ⊚ r ≤ t. It
follows that
n(𝐮𝟏 − 𝐮𝟐 ) ≤ n(𝐮𝟏 −b) ⊚ n(b−a) ⊚ n(a− 𝐮𝟐 ) ≤ r ⊚ n(A) ⊚ r ≤ t
So, n(U) = sup{n(𝐮𝟏 − 𝐮𝟐 ):𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 X}≤ t . Hence U is fuzzy bounded.
Theorem 3.8:
Let (U, n, ⊚) be algebra fuzzy normed space and let P be a subset of U. Then P is fuzzy totally bounded
if and only if ∀ (𝐩𝐤 ) in P contains subsequence (𝐩𝐤 𝐣 ) which is fuzzy Cauchy.
Proof:
𝟏
Let P be fuzzy totally bounded and (𝐩𝐤 ) ∈P. Consider a finite fuzzy 𝟐 -net in P. Then we can find fuzzy
𝟏
𝟐

open ball of radius with center in the fuzzy

𝟏
𝟐

-net contains infinite elements of (𝐩𝐤 ). Let (𝐩𝟏𝐤 ) denote

the subsequence contains these element. Again consider a finite fuzzy
𝟏
𝟒

𝟏
𝟒

𝟏
𝟒

-net in P. Then we can find

fuzzy open ball of radius with center in the finite fuzzy -net contains infinitely many elements of
(𝐩𝟏𝐤 ).
Let (𝐩𝟐𝐤 ) be the subsequence. After many steps we get (𝐩𝐤 ) ⊇ (𝐩𝟏𝐤 ) ⊇ (𝐩𝟐𝐤 ) ⊇ …
𝟏
𝟏
At the jth step members of (𝐩𝐣𝐤 ) lie in the fuzzy open ball of radius 𝟐𝐣 with center in the fuzzy 𝟐𝐣 -net.
Now (𝐩𝐣𝐣 ) is a subsequence of (𝐩𝐣 ). Assume that r∈ (0, 1). Consider N∈ ℕ so large that
𝟏

𝟏

𝟏

( 𝟐𝐣 ) ⊚ ( 𝟐𝐣+𝟏) ⊚ … ⊚ ( 𝟐𝐦−𝟏 ) < r. Then for m > j > N, we have
n(𝐩𝐣𝐣 − 𝐩𝐦𝐦) ≤ n(𝐩𝐣𝐣 − 𝐩𝐣+𝟏𝐣+𝟏 ) ⊚ n(𝐩𝐣+𝟏𝐣+𝟏 − 𝐩𝐣+𝟐𝐣+𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚n(𝐩𝐦−𝟏𝐦−𝟏 − 𝐩𝐦𝐦)
𝟏

𝟏

𝟏

n(𝐩𝐣𝐣 − 𝐩𝐦𝐦) ≤ ( 𝟐𝐣 ) ⊚ ( 𝟐𝐣+𝟏) ⊚ … ⊚ ( 𝟐𝐦−𝟏 ) < r.
Thus the sequence (𝐩𝐤𝐤 ) is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence.
To prove the converse assume that any sequence (𝐩𝐤 ) in P contains subsequence (𝐩𝐤 𝐣 ) which is fuzzy
Cauchy.
Let r∈ (0, 1) and let 𝐩𝟏 P. If P−fb(𝐩𝟏 ,r) = ∅, we have found a fuzzy r-net put it {𝐩𝟏 }. Or consider 𝐩𝟐 ∈
P − fb(𝐩𝟏 ,r). If P−[fb(𝐩𝟏 ,r) ∪ fb(𝐩𝟐 ,r)] = ∅. We have found a fuzzy r-net put it by {𝐩𝟏 ,𝐩𝟐 }. We must
prove that this process after a finite number of steps stops. If it does not stops, we get (𝐩𝟏 , 𝐩𝟐 , …, 𝐩𝐤 ,…)
with n(𝐩𝐣 − 𝐩𝐦 ) ≥ r, j ≠ m. Thus this implies (𝐩𝐤 ) does not contain subsequence (𝐩𝐤 𝐣 ) which is fuzzy
Cauchy. This is a contradiction.
Proposition 3.9:
If (U, n, ⊚) is a fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed space then U is fuzzy totally bounded.
Proof:
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Let 0 < r < 1 then {fb(p, r) :for p∈U} is a fuzzy open cover of U. But U is fuzzy compact this implies
that {fb(p, r) :for p∈U} contains {fb(𝒑𝟏 , r), fb(𝒑𝟐 , r),…, fb(𝒑𝒌 , r)} such that U=∪𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐟𝐛(𝒑𝒋 , 𝐫). Hence
for 0 < r < 1 { 𝒑𝟏 , 𝒑𝟐 . …, 𝒑𝒌 }U is a finite fuzzy r-net for U. Hence U is fuzzy totally bounded.
Proposition 3.10:
If (U, n, ⊚) is a fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed space then (U, n, ⊚) is fuzzy complete.
Proof:
Assume that (U, n, ⊚) is a fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed which is not fuzzy complete. Then we
can find a fuzzy Cauchy (𝐩𝐤 ) in U does not has a limit in U. Let p∈U, since 𝐩𝐤 ↛p ∃ 0 < r < 1 such
that n(𝐩𝐤 −p) ≥ r for k=1, 2, … but (𝐩𝐤 ) is fuzzy Cauchy ∃ N∈ ℕ s. t. n(𝐩𝐣 − 𝐩𝐦 ) <t ∀ j, m ≥ N.
Choose m ≥ N for which n(𝐩𝐦 −p) < t . So, the fuzzy open ball fb(p, t) contains { 𝐩𝟏 , 𝐩𝟐 , …,𝐩𝐤 }
where k ∈ ℕ. Now consider fuzzy { fb(𝐩𝟏 , t(𝐩𝟏 )), fb(𝐩𝟐 , t(𝐩𝟐 )),… fb(𝐩𝐤 , t(𝐩𝐤 ))} where 0 < t(𝐩𝐤 ) < 1
and U=∪𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐟𝐛(𝒑𝒋 , 𝐭(𝒑𝒋 ). But each fb(𝐩𝐣 , t(𝐩𝐣 ))} contains 𝐩𝐤 for only a finite number of values so U,
must contains 𝐩𝐤 for only a finite number of values of k. This is a contradiction. Hence (U, n, ⊚) must
be fuzzy complete.
Theorem 3.11:
If (U, n, ⊚) is fuzzy totally bounded and fuzzy complete algebra fuzzy normed space then (U, n, ⊚) is
fuzzy compact.
Proof:
Assume that (U, n, ⊚) is not fuzzy compact. Then we can find a fuzzy open covering {𝐎𝛌 : 𝛌∧} of U
that does not have a finite fuzzy open sub covering. But U is fuzzy totally bounded, so it is fuzzy
bounded, hence consider fb(p, r) for some 0 < r < 1 and some p∈U, clearly fb(p, r) ⊆U if U ⊆ fb(p, r)
then we must have U = fb(p, r).
𝐫
Put 𝐭 𝐤 = 𝟐𝐤 but U is fuzzy totally bounded this means that U can be covered by finite fuzzy open balls
of radius 𝐭 𝟏 . By our assumption at least one of these fuzzy open balls, say fb(𝐩𝟏 , 𝐭 𝟏 )≠ ⋃𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐎𝛌𝐣 since
fb(𝐩𝟏 , 𝐭 𝟏 ) is itself fuzzy totally bounded. ∃ 𝐩𝟐 ∈ fb(𝐩𝟏 , 𝐭 𝟏 ), s. t. fb(𝐩𝟐 , 𝐭 𝟐 ) )≠ ⋃𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐎𝛌𝐣 . After many
steps we get a sequence (𝐩𝐤 ) has the property that for each k, fb(𝐩𝐤 , 𝐭 𝐤 ) )≠ ⋃𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐎𝛌𝐣 and 𝐩𝐤+𝟏
∈fb(𝐩𝐤 ,𝐭 𝐤 ). We next show that the sequence (𝐩𝐤 ) is convergent.
Since 𝐩𝐤+𝟏 ∈fb(𝐩𝐤 ,𝐭 𝐤 ) it follows that n(𝐩𝐤 − 𝐩𝐤+𝟏 ) < 𝐭 𝐤 . Let 0  t  1 such that 𝐭 𝐤 ⊚ 𝐭 𝐤+𝟏 ⊚……⊚
𝐭𝐦  t
Hence n(𝐩𝐤 − 𝐩𝐦 ) ≤ n(𝐩𝐤 − 𝐩𝐤+𝟏 ) ⊚……⊚ n(𝐩𝐦−𝟏 − 𝐩𝐦 )
≤ 𝐭 𝐤 ⊚ 𝐭 𝐤+𝟏 ⊚……⊚ 𝐭 𝐦  t
So (𝐩𝐤 ) is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in U and since U is fuzzy complete, it converges to p∈U. Because
p∈U ∃ 𝛌𝟎  ∧ s. t. p∈ 𝐎𝛌𝟎 . Since 𝐎𝛌𝟎 is fuzzy open it contains fb(p, s) for some 0 < s < 1. Let N∈ ℕ
n(𝐩𝐤 −p) < s Then, for any u∈U such that n(u− 𝐩𝐤 ) < 𝐭 𝐤 . It follows that
n(u−p) ≤ n(u− 𝐩𝐤 ) ⊚ n(𝐩𝐤 −p) ≤ 𝐭 𝐤 ⊚s < r,
for some 0 < r < 1. So that fb(𝐩𝐤 , 𝐭 𝐧)  fb(p, r). Therefore fb(𝐩𝐤 ,𝐭 𝐤 ) has a finite fuzzy open sub covering,
namely by the set 𝐎𝛌𝟎 . Since this contradicts fb(𝐩𝐤 , 𝐭 𝐤 ) )≠ ⋃𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝐎𝛌𝐣 . The proof is complete.
Proposition 3.12:
Let (U, n, ⊚) be algebra fuzzy normed space. Then every set {𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 , …,𝐮𝐤 , …}in (U, n, ⊚) has at
least one limit point in U ⟺ every sequence (𝐮𝐤 ) in (U, n, ⊚) contains (𝐮𝐤 𝐣 ) such that 𝐮𝐤 𝐣 →u∈U.
Proof:
Assume that every set {𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 , …,𝐮𝐤 , …}in (U, n, ⊚) has at least one limit point in U. Let (𝐮𝐤 ) ∈ U.
If {𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 ,…., 𝐮𝐤 } then take 𝐮𝐣 ∈ {𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 ,…., 𝐮𝐤 } and (𝐮𝐣 , 𝐮𝐣 , …) ⊆ (𝐮𝐤 ), where (𝐮𝐣 , 𝐮𝐣 , …) → 𝐮𝐣 .
Now consider {𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 ,…., 𝐮𝐤 , …}.
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By our assumption the infinite set {𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 ,….,} has at least one limit point u∈U. Now we construct
(𝐮𝐤 𝐣 ) as follows: Take 𝐤 𝟏 ∈ ℕ s. t. n(𝐮𝐤 𝟏 −u) > 0.
Having defined 𝐤 𝐣 , let 𝐤 𝐣+𝟏 be the smallest integer such that 𝐤 𝐣+𝟏  𝐤 𝐣
and n(𝐮𝐤 𝐣+𝟏 −u) <

𝟏
𝐣+𝟏

. Then the sequence (𝐮𝐤 𝐣 ) fuzzy converges to u.

Conversely assume that every sequence (𝐮𝐤 ) in (U, n, ⊚) contains (𝐮𝐤 𝐣 ) such that 𝐮𝐤 𝐣 →u∈U. Let
S={𝒑𝟏 , 𝒑𝟐 , …} ⊆ U then ∃ (𝐩𝐤 ) in U where 𝐩𝐤 ≠ 𝐩𝐣 . By our assumption (𝐩𝐤 ) contains a subsequence
(𝐩𝐤 𝐢 ) where 𝐩𝐤 𝐢 ≠ 𝐩𝐤 𝐣 and 𝐩𝐤 𝐢 →p∈U. Thus ∀ fb(p, r) we have {𝐩𝐤 𝟏 , 𝐩𝐤 𝟐 , …, 𝐩𝐤 𝐣 , …} ⊆ fb(p, r). But
𝐩𝐤 𝐢 ≠ 𝐩𝐤 𝐣 hence p∈U is a limit point of S.
Theorem 3.13:
Suppose that (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space then the following is equivalent
(1)(U, n, ⊚) is fuzzy compact;
(2) ∀ (𝐮𝐤 ) in (U, n, ⊚) contains (𝐮𝐤 𝐣 ) such that 𝐮𝐤 𝐣 →u∈U.
Proof:
(1)⇒(2)
Consider (𝐮𝐤 ) in U by using Theorem 3.12, it follows that (𝐮𝐤 𝐢 ) ⊆ (𝐮𝐤 ) and (𝐮𝐤 𝐢 ) is a fuzzy Cauchy. But
𝐮𝐤 𝐢 → u∈U since U is fuzzy complete by Theorem 3.11.
(2)⇒(1)
Since every fuzzy convergent sequence is fuzzy Cauchy and by using Theorem 3.11 we have U is fuzzy
totally bounded. Let (𝐩𝐤 ) be a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in U. By (2) (𝐩𝐤 𝐢 ) ⊆ (𝐩𝐤 ) and 𝐩𝐤 𝐢 → p∈U. To
prove that 𝐩𝐤 →p. Consider r∈(0, 1) by Remark 1.2, there is 0 < t < 1 such that r ⊚ r < t.
Now 𝐩𝐤 𝐢 →p, there exist 𝐍𝟏 such that n(𝐩𝐤 𝐢 −p) < r for all 𝐤 𝐢 ≥ 𝐍𝟏 .
Since the sequence (𝐩𝐤 ) is fuzzy Cauchy, there exists 𝐍𝟐 such that
n(𝐩𝐣 − 𝐩𝐦 ) < r for all m, j ≥ 𝐍𝟐 .
Let N = min{𝐍𝟏 , 𝐍𝟐 } then n(𝐩𝐤 −p) ≤ n(𝐩𝐤 − 𝐩𝐤 𝐢 ) ⊚ n(𝐩𝐤 𝐢 −p) ≤ r ⊚ r < t
For all k ≥ N. Hence U is fuzzy complete and by Theorem 3.11 U is fuzzy compact.
Corollary 3.14:
If P is a fuzzy closed subset of the fuzzy compact algebra fuzzy normed space (U, n, ⊚) then P is fuzzy
compact.
Proof:
Let (𝐩𝐤 ) ∈ P. Then (𝐩𝐤 ) in U and (𝐩𝐤 𝐢 ) ⊆ (𝐩𝐤 ) and 𝐩𝐤 𝐢 → p∈U. Thus p∈P since P is fuzzy closed.
Hence by Theorem 3.13 P is fuzzy compact.
Theorem 3.15:
Suppose that (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space and P ⊆U. If P is fuzzy compact then P is a
fuzzy closed subset of U.
Proof:
Consider p ∈U is a limit point of P. Then ∃ (𝐩𝐤 ) in P such that 𝐩𝐤 → p. But then (𝐩𝐤 ) is a fuzzy Cauchy
sequence in P. Because P is fuzzy complete 𝐩𝐤 → q in P. Thus q = p and so q ∈P.Thus P fuzzy closed
since it contains all its limit points.
4. When the dimension of algebra Fuzzy Normed Space is finite
In this section we deal with finite dimensional vector spaces with algebra fuzzy norm.
The following theorem plays the key role in the studying properties of finite dimensional algebra fuzzy
normed linear spaces.
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Theorem 4.1:
Let (U, n, ⊚) be algebra fuzzy normed space and (ℝ, 𝒂ℝ , ⊚) is algebra fuzzy absolute value space.
Suppose that {𝒖𝟏 , 𝒖𝟐 , …,𝒖𝒌 } is linearly independent set in U . Then there is r ∈(0, 1) such that
𝒏𝑼 [𝛂𝟏 𝐮𝟏 + 𝛂𝟐 𝐮𝟐 +…+𝛂𝐤 𝐮𝐤] ≥ r[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )]
Proof:
Assume that we cannot find r ∈(0, 1) such that
𝒏𝑼 [𝛂𝟏 𝐮𝟏 + 𝛂𝟐 𝐮𝟐 +…+𝛂𝐤 𝐮𝐤] ≥ r[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )].
Then we can find a sequence (𝒅𝒎 ) in U where 𝒅𝒎 =𝛂𝟏𝐦 𝐮𝟏+ 𝛂𝟐𝐦 𝐮𝟐+…+𝛂𝐤𝐦 𝐮𝐤 such that 𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐦 ) →0
as 𝐦 → ∞.
Now for each fixed j we have a sequence 𝛂𝐣𝐦 =(𝛂𝐣𝟏 , 𝛂𝐣𝟐 … , 𝛂𝐣𝐦 , … ) is fuzzy bounded since 0≤
𝐚ℝ (𝛂𝐣𝐦 ) ≤1 so (𝛂𝐣𝐦 ) has a convergent subsequence. Let 𝛂𝐣 denote the limit of the subsequence (𝛂𝐣𝐦 )
for each 1≤ 𝐣 ≤k. Let (𝐮𝐣𝐦 ) denote the corresponding subsequence of (𝐝𝐦 ) where the corresponding
subsequence of scalar 𝛂𝐣𝐦 fuzzy converges to 𝛂𝐣 for each 𝟏 ≤ 𝐣 ≤k.
Now put d= ∑𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 then (𝐝𝐦 ) has a subsequence (𝐝𝐣𝐦 ) fuzzy converges to d since {𝒖𝟏 , 𝒖𝟐 , …,𝒖𝒌 }
is linearly independent set so d≠0. Now 𝐝𝐣𝐦 →d implies 𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐣𝐦 ) → 𝐧𝐔 (d) by fuzzy continuity of the
algebra fuzzy norm.
But 𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐦 ) →0 as 𝐦 → ∞ by our assumption and (𝐝𝐣𝐦 ) is a subsequence of (𝐝𝐦 ).Thus 𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐣𝐦 , 𝐭) →0.
Hence 𝐧𝐔 (d)=0 so d=0. This contradicts d ≠0.
Theorem 4.2:
Consider (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space. If D is a subspace of U with finite dimension, then
D is fuzzy complete
Proof:
Consider that (𝒅𝒎 ) is a fuzzy Cauchy sequence in D. Let dim D=k and
B={𝒖𝟏 , 𝒖𝟐 , …,𝒖𝒌 } be any basis for D. Then each 𝐝𝐦 has a unique representation as 𝐝𝐦 = 𝛂𝟏𝐦 𝐮𝟏 +
𝛂𝟐𝐦 𝐮𝟐+…+𝛂𝐤𝐦 𝐮𝐤 since (𝐝𝐦 ) is fuzzy Cauchy sequence so for every t ∈(0, 1) there is N ∈ ℕ such that
𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐦 − 𝐝𝐣 ) ≤t for every m, j ≥N. Now by Theorem 4.1 we have some r ∈(0, 1) such that
r[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏𝐦 − 𝛂𝟏𝐣 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐𝐦 − 𝛂𝟐𝐣 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤𝐦 − 𝛂𝐤𝐣 )] ≤ 𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐦 − 𝐝𝐣 ) = 𝐧𝐔 [∑𝐤𝐢=𝟏(𝛂𝐢𝐦 −
𝒕

𝛂𝐢𝐣 )𝐮𝐢 ] ≤t dividing by 𝐫 we get a(𝛂𝐢𝐦 − 𝛂𝐢𝐣 ) ≤
𝒓
This show that (𝛂𝐢𝟏 , 𝛂𝐢𝟐 ,…) is fuzzy Cauchy sequence in ℝ. Hence
𝛂𝐣𝐦 → 𝛂𝐣 for each 1≤ 𝐣 ≤k . Put d = ∑𝐧𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 . Clearly d ∈D.
Also now for all m>N
𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐦 − 𝐝)= 𝐧𝐔 [∑𝐤𝐢=𝟏(𝛂𝐢𝐦 − 𝛂𝐢 )𝐮𝐢 ]
≤ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏𝐦 − 𝛂𝟏 ) 𝐧𝐔 (𝒖𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐𝐦 − 𝛂𝟐 ) 𝐧𝐔 (𝒖𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤𝐦 − 𝛂𝐤 ) 𝐧𝐔 (𝒖𝒌 )
By taking limit to both sides as 𝐦 → ∞ we get
𝐥𝐢𝐦 𝐧𝐔 (𝐝𝐦 − 𝐝) ≤ 0 ⊚0⊚…⊚0=0. Hence 𝐝𝐦 → 𝐝 and D is fuzzy complete.
𝐦→∞

Definition 4.3:
Consider that (U, 𝒏𝟏 , ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space and (𝒖𝒌 ) ∈ U. Then the algebra fuzzy norm 𝒏𝟐
is said to be equivalent to 𝒏𝟏 whenever 𝒖𝒌 →u∈ U in (U, 𝒏𝟏 , ⊚) if and only if 𝒖𝒌 →u∈ U in (U, 𝒏𝟐 ,
⊚).
Theorem 4.4:
Suppose that (U, 𝒏𝟏 , ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space then the algebra fuzzy norm 𝒏𝟐 is equivalent to
𝒏𝟏 if there exists p, q in (0, 1) such that p𝒏𝟐 (u) ≤ 𝒏𝟏 (u) ≤ q𝒏𝟐 (u).
Proof:
Suppose that 𝒖𝒌 →u∈ U in (U, 𝒏𝟏 , ⊚) then for any r ∈(0, 1) ∃ N∈ ℕ such that
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𝒏𝟏 (𝒖𝒌 –u) )≤r. Now p𝒏𝟐 (𝒖𝒌 –u) ≤ 𝒏𝟏 (𝒖𝒌 –u) )≤r. By dividing both sides by p since p≠0 and taking
limit to both sides as k→ ∞ we get 𝒏𝟐 (𝒖𝒌 –u) →0. Hence we have 𝒖𝒌 →u∈ U in (U, 𝒏𝟐 , ⊚)
Now assume that 𝒖𝒌 →u∈ U in (U, 𝒏𝟐 , ⊚) ∀ r ∈(0, 1) ∃ N∈ ℕ such that 𝒏𝟐 (𝒖𝒌 –u) ≤ r. But 𝒏𝟏 (𝒖𝒌 –u)
≤ q𝒏𝟐 (𝒖𝒌 –u) or 𝒏𝟏 (𝒖𝒌 –u) ≤qr put qr=t∈(0, 1) that is 𝒏𝟏 (𝒖𝒌 –u) ≤t. Hence we have 𝒖𝒌 →u∈ U in (U,
𝒏𝟏 , ⊚).
Theorem 4.5:
Suppose that U is vector space with dim U=k if 𝐧𝟏 and 𝐧𝟐 are two algebra fuzzy norms on U then 𝐧𝟏
is equivalent to 𝐧𝟐 .
Proof:
Since dim U=k and B={𝒖𝟏 , 𝒖𝟐 , …,𝒖𝒌 } be any basis for U. Then for any
u∈ U we have u= ∑𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 . Now
𝐧𝟏 (𝐮)= 𝐧𝟏 (∑𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 ) ≤ 𝐧𝟏 (𝛂𝟏 𝐮𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝐧𝟏 (𝛂𝟐 𝐮𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝐧𝟏 (𝛂𝐤 𝐮𝐤)
≤ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 ) 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮𝐤 )
≤ t[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )]
Where t=max{𝐧𝟏 (𝐮𝟏 ), 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮𝟐 ), …, 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮𝐤 )} that is
𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≤ t[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] or dividing by t
𝟏
𝐧 (𝐮) ≤ [𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] ……….(1)
𝒕 𝟏
Now by Theorem 4.1
𝐧𝟐 (𝐮)= 𝐧𝟐 (∑𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 ) ≥ r[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] or dividing by r
𝟏
𝒓

𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) ≥ [𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] …….(2)
Now from (1) and (2) we have
𝟏
𝟏
𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≤ [𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] ≤ 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) or
𝒕
𝟏
𝒕

𝟏

𝒕

𝒓

𝒕

𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≤ 𝒓 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) this implies that 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≤ 𝒓 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) put 𝒓=q we have
𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≤ q 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) …….(3)
In similar way
𝐧𝟐 (𝐮)= 𝐧𝟐 (∑𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 ) ≤ 𝐧𝟐 (𝛂𝟏 𝐮𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝐧𝟐 (𝛂𝟐 𝐮𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝐧𝟐 (𝛂𝐤 𝐮𝐤)
≤ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 ) 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮𝐤 )
≤ s[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )]
Where s=max{𝐧𝟐 (𝐮𝟏 ), 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮𝟐 ), …, 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮𝐤 )} that is
𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) ≤ s[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] or dividing by s
𝟏
𝐧 (𝐮) ≤ [𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )]
(4)
𝒔 𝟐
Again by Theorem 4.1
𝐧𝟏 (𝐮)= 𝐧𝟏 (∑𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 ) ≥ r[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] or dividing by r
𝟏
𝒓

𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≥ [𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )]
(5)
Now from (4) and (5) we have
𝟏
𝟏
𝟏
𝟏
𝐧 (𝐮) ≥ [𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 )⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )] ≥ 𝒔 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) or 𝒓 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≥ 𝒔 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) this implies that
𝒓 𝟏
𝒔
𝒓

𝒔

𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) ≤ 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) put 𝒓=p we have
p𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) ≤ 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮)
(6)
Now from (3) and (6) we obtain
p𝐧𝟐 (𝐮) ≤ 𝐧𝟏 (𝐮) ≤ q 𝐧𝟐 (𝐮)
Hence by Theorem 4.4, 𝐧𝟏 is fuzzy equivalent to 𝐧𝟐 .
Theorem 4.6:
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Suppose that (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space with dim U=k and D⊂U . If D is fuzzy closed
and fuzzy bounded, then D is fuzzy compact.
Proof:
Since dim U=k and B={𝒖𝟏 , 𝒖𝟐 , …,𝒖𝒌 } be any basis for U. Consider the sequence (𝒅𝒎 ) in D then ∀ r
∈(0, 1) ∃ N∈ ℕ such that 𝒅𝒎 =𝛂𝟏𝐦 𝐮𝟏 +𝛂𝟐𝐦 𝐮𝟐 +…+𝛂𝐤𝐦 𝐮𝐤 , since D is fuzzy bounded so, is (𝒅𝒎 ) that is
𝒏𝑼 (𝒅𝒎 ) <t for all 𝐦 and for some t ∈(0, 1). Now by Theorem 4.1
𝒏𝑼 [𝒅𝒎 ]= 𝒏𝑼 [∑𝐤𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣𝐦 𝐮𝐣 ] ≥ r[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤 )]
Thus r[𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏𝐦 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐𝐦 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤𝐦)] ≤ 𝒏𝑼 [𝒅𝒎 ] <t or
𝒕
𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐣𝐦 ) ≤ [𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟏𝐦 ) ⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝟐𝐦 ) ⊚…⊚ 𝒂ℝ (𝛂𝐤𝐦)] < 𝒓
Hence the sequence (𝛂𝐣𝐦 ) for fixed 𝐣 is fuzzy bounded so it has a limit point 𝛂𝐣 for each 1<j<k. We see
that (𝐝𝐦 ) has a subsequence (𝐳𝐦 ) which converges to z = ∑𝐧𝐣=𝟏 𝛂𝐣 𝐮𝐣 . Since D is closed so z ∈D. But
(𝐝𝐦 ) was an arbitrary sequence in D. Hence D is fuzzy compact.
Lemma 4.7:
Consider that (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space and assume that D and Z two subspace of U with
D⊆Z and D is fuzzy closed. Then for every t∈(0, 1) there is 𝐳 ∈ 𝐙 such that 𝒏𝑼 (z−d)≥t for all d∈D.
Proof:
Let u∈Z−D and put s=𝐢𝐧𝐟𝐝∈𝐃 𝒏𝑼(u−d). Clearly s>0 since D is fuzzy closed. Take t∈(0, 1) with s>t
𝒔
then by definition of infimum there is 𝐝𝟎 ∈D such that s≤ 𝒏𝑼 (𝐮 − 𝐝𝟎 ) ≤ 𝒕 . put z=u−𝐝𝟎 . Now
𝒏𝑼 (z−d)= 𝒏𝑼 (u−𝐝𝟎 −d)= 𝒏𝑼 (u−𝐝𝟏 ) where 𝐝𝟏 =𝐝𝟎 +d. Hence 𝒏𝑼 (z−d)= 𝒏𝑼 (u−𝐝𝟏 )≥s>t.
Theorem 4.8:
Suppose that (U, n, ⊚) is algebra fuzzy normed space and if D={u∈U: 0<n(u)≤1} is a fuzzy closed in
U and is compact then U must be finite dimension.
Proof:
Suppose that D is fuzzy compact and dim U is not finite. Choose 𝐮𝟏 ∈D and let 𝐔𝟏 be the subspace of
U with basis {𝐮𝟏 } so it is fuzzy closed. But 𝐔𝟏 ≠U since dimU is not finite. Now by Lemma 4.7 there
𝟏
is 𝐮𝟐 ∈D such that n(𝐮𝟐 − 𝐮𝟏 )≥t=𝟐. Let 𝐔𝟐 be the subspace of U with basis { 𝐮𝟏 , 𝐮𝟐 }since 𝐔𝟐 ≠U so
𝟏

𝟏

there is 𝐮𝟑 ∈D such that n(𝐮𝟑 − 𝐮𝟐 )≥ 𝟐 and n(𝐮𝟑 − 𝐮𝟏 )≥ 𝟐.
𝟏

Now by induction we get (𝐮𝐤 ) ∈D with n(𝐮𝐦 − 𝐮𝐣 ) )≥ where m≠j. This implies that (𝐮𝐤 ) does not
𝟐
contains a subsequence which is fuzzy converges. This contradicts the compactness of D. Hence dimU
must be finite.
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Abstract. In this paper, we continue studies of several other authors, on QⱤ (quasi-regular) and
JCPI (JCP-injective) rings. In particular, we investigate some characterizations of several basic
properties of QⱤ and JCPI rings. Also, we prove that, if Ɽ is a semisimple and quasi duo, then
Ɽ is strongly regular if and only if every simple singular right Ɽ-modules are JCPI. Keywords:
JCPI-ring, QⱤ-ring, ϻP-ring, strongly regular ring.

1. Introduction
Throughout, this paper is Ɽ denoted an associative ring with identity, and Ɽ-modules is until. For ɗ ∈
Ɽ, ɤ(ɗ ) (ℓ(ɗ )) to denote the right (left), annihilator. We write J(Ɽ),ƴ (Ɽ) (ɀ(Ɽ)), DⱤ for the Jacobson
radical, the right singular ( left singular ) ideal and division ring. A right Ɽ -modules ϻ is called Ῥinjective, if for every principal right ideal I of Ɽ, any right Ɽ-homomorphism of I into ϻ extends to one
of Ɽ into ϻ. Ɽ is called a right Ῥ-injective if Ɽ Ɽ is Ῥ-injective [2]. A ring Ɽ is said to be quasi duo if
every maximal right ideal of Ɽis a two-sided ideal [3]. Regular rings have been studied extensively by
many authors (for example, [9], [5], and [8]). It is well known that a ring Ɽ is regular (strongly regular),
if for any ɗ ∈ Ɽ, there exists Ϧ ∈ Ɽ such that ɗ = ɗ Ϧ ɗ (ɗ = ɗ 2Ϧ) [8]. In section 2, we give a relation
between QⱤ-rings and DⱤ, and in section 3 gives some concepts of right JCPI-ring and the relationship
between these and strongly regular rings.
2. QⱤ -rings
Following [7], a ring Ɽ is said to be right (left) QⱤ -ring, if ɗ ∈ ɗ Ɽ ɗ for all ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ) (ɗ ∉ ɀ (Ɽ)).
Clearly, Ɽ is regular if and only if Ɽ is right (left) QⱤ-ring and ƴ (Ɽ) = 0 (ɀ(Ɽ) = 0 ) ,[7].
Examples: 1) Let ɀ4 be a ring of integers modulo 4. Then Z4 is QⱤ but not DⱤ.
2) Let ɀ5 be a ring of integers modulo 5. Then Z5 is DⱤ and QⱤ. Now, we give some properties
right QⱤ -rings
Proposition 2.1: Let Ɽ be a ring without zero divisors. Then Ɽ is DⱤ ring if and only if Ɽ is QⱤ – ring.
Proof: Let a be a non-zero divisor of Ɽ. Then ɤ(ɗ)=0 and ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ). Since Ɽ is QⱤ - ring, then there
exists Ϧ ∈Ɽ such that ɗ = ɗ Ϧ ɗ, this implies (1-Ϧɗ ) ∈ɤ(ɗ )=0. Hence Ϧɗ =1. Similarly, we can show
that ɗ Ϧ=1. Therefore ɗ is invertible, hence it follows that Ɽ is a DⱤ.
Conversely: It is clear.
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Corollary 2.2: If Ɽ is commutative and without zero divisors, then Ɽ is a field if and only if Ɽ is QⱤring.

Proof: Since Ɽ is the field, then Ɽ is DⱤ and by (Proposition (2.1)) Ɽ is QⱤ – ring.
Conversely: It is clear.
A ring Ɽ is called a right ( left ) ϻP- ring, if every maximal right ( left ) ideal is a left ( right )
pure [3]. A ring Ɽ is called ɀC if ɗ Ϧ = 0 implies Ϧ ɗ = 0 for all ɗ , Ϧ ∈ Ɽ . Ɽ is said to be a
reduced ring if, Ɽ has no non-zero nilpotent element [1].
Lemma 2.3: Let Ɽ be a right ϻP- ring. Then ƴ (Ɽ) =0 [3].From Lemma 2.3 we get the following
results:
Theorem 2.4: Let Ɽ be a right ϻP and QⱤ-ring. Then J(Ɽ) =0.
Proof: Let ɗ ∈ J(Ɽ). Since Ɽ is QⱤ-ring, then there exists Ϧ ∈ Ɽ such that ɗ = ɗ Ϧ ɗ (ƴ (Ɽ) =
0, Lemma 2.3). Since ɗ ∈ J(Ɽ), then 1- ɗ Ϧ is an invertible and hence ( 1- ɗ Ϧ) µ =1, µ ∈ Ɽ.
Consequently ɗ = ɗ (1- ɗ Ϧ) µ =0. Thus J(Ɽ) =0.
Proposition 2.5: Let Ɽ be the right ϻP and ɀC ring. Then Ɽ is right QⱤ –ring.
Proof: suppose that Ɽ is QⱤ - ring, then there exist ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ) such that ɗⱤ + ɤ(ɗ ) ≠ Ɽ, (ƴ (Ɽ)
= 0 Lemma (2.3)). Let ϻ be any maximal right ideal containing ɗⱤ + ɤ(ɗ ). Now since ɗ ∈ ϻ
and Ɽ is ϻP-ring, then ϻ is a left pure and ɗ =Ϧ ɗ for some Ϧ ∈ ϻ, (1-Ϧ) ∈ ℓ(ɗ) = ɤ(ɗ) ⊆ ϻ (Ɽ
is ɀC ). Yielding 1∈ ϻ, which is a contradiction. Therefore Ɽ = ɗⱤ + ɤ(ɗ) . Hence ɗ = ɗϦɗ and
consequently Ɽ is QⱤ – ring.
3- Right JCPI Rings
A right Ɽ - modules ϻ is JCPI if, for each ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ), every right Ɽ -homomorphism from ɗ Ɽ to ϻ can
be extended to one of Ɽ into ϻ.If ⱤⱤ is JCPI, we call Ɽ is a right JCPI-ring[7]. Right Ῥ-injective rings
are right JCPI,[7]. A ring Ɽ is said to be left ( right ) uniform if and only if every non-zero left ( right )
ideal is essential [3]. A ring Ɽ is abelian if every idempotent element is central.
Proposition 3.1: Let Ɽ be a right uniform QⱤ -ring and ℓ(ɗ) ⊆ ɤ(ɗ), for every ɗ ∈R . Then Ɽ either a DⱤ
or a local ring and ƴ (Ɽ) = J(Ɽ ).
Proof : If ƴ (Ɽ ) = 0 , for all 0 ≠ ɗ ∈ Ɽ , hence ɤ(ɗ) = 0 . Therefore by Proposition (2.1) Ɽ is DⱤ. Now
suppose that ƴ (Ɽ) ≠ 0, then for any ɗ ∉ ƴ(Ɽ), ɤ(ɗ ) cannot be essential. If ɤ(ɗ ) ≠0, there exist 0 ≠ ӽ ∈
ɤ(ɗ) and ɗ ӽ =0, and ɤ(ɗ ) is essential, a contradiction. Therefore ɤ(ɗ ) =0, which implies a left invertible
by (Proposition ( 2.1 )). Therefore every proper (maximal) left ideal is contained in ƴ (Ɽ) hence J (Ɽ)
⊆ ƴ (Ɽ). Since every QⱤ - the ring is JCPI –ring, then ƴ(Ɽ) ⊆ J(Ɽ) [7, Theorem 2.5 ]. So ƴ (Ɽ) = J (Ɽ)
is the unique maximal left ideal, thus Ɽ is the local ring.
Proposition 3.2: Let Ɽ be an abelian ring and ɤ(ɗ ) = 0, for ɗ ∈ Ɽ with every principal ideal is JCPI, then
Ɽ is reduced.
Proof: Let ɗ ∈ Ɽ such that ɗ 2 =0. Since ɤ (ɗ) = 0, then ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ). Define f: ɗ Ɽ → ɗ Ɽ, by f (ɗ ɤ) = ɗ ɤ,
for any ɤ ∈ Ɽ. Since ɗ Ɽ is JCPI, then there exists Ϧ ∈ Ɽ such that f(ɗ ɤ) = ɗ Ϧ ɗ ɤ, thus ɗ = ɗ Ϧ ɗ. If we
set e= ɗ Ϧ, then ɗ = e ɗ = ɗ e (Ɽ is an abelian). So ɗ = ɗ (ɗ Ϧ) = ɗ 2Ϧ= 0. Hence, Ɽ is reduced.
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Corollary 3.3: Let Ɽ be an abelian and ɤ(ɗ )=0, for ɗ ∈ Ɽ, with every principal ideal is JCPI. Then ƴ (Ɽ)
=ɀ(Ɽ) =0.
Theorem 3.4: If Ɽ is a ring without zero divisors, Ɽ ⁄ ɗⱤ is JCPI and ɗ Ɽ= Ɽɗ, then Ɽ is a DⱤ.
Proof: Let 0 ≠ ɗ ∈ Ɽ be a non-zero divisor, then ɤ(ɗ) =0 and ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ), there exists any right Ɽ homomorphism of ɗ Ɽ into Ɽ ⁄ ɗ Ɽ extended to one of Ɽ into Ɽ ⁄ ɗⱤ. Define f: ɗ Ɽ → Ɽ ⁄ ɗⱤ by f(ɗ ӽ)=
ӽ + ɗⱤ for all ӽ ∈ Ɽ. So f is well defined, indeed if ɗӽ1=ɗӽ2, then ɗ(ӽ1-ӽ2) =0, (ӽ1–ӽ2) ∈ ɤ(ɗ )=0, hence
f(ɗӽ1)=f(ɗӽ2). Now, since Ɽ ⁄ ɗⱤ is JCPI, then f(ɗӽ)= (c+ɗⱤ )ɗӽ = cɗӽ +ɗⱤ , for some c ∈ Ɽ , In particular
f(ɗ) =1+ ɗⱤ =cɗ + ɗⱤ . Thus 1-cɗ ∈ ɗⱤ = Ɽɗ implies 1 ∈ ɗⱤ, and hence ɗⱤ = Ɽ, thus ɗ Ϧ = 1 for some
Ϧ ∈ Ɽ. Therefore, Ɽ is DⱤ.
Following [4], a right module ϻ is called right an almost WJCPI, if, for any ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ), there exists
an S- sub module ӽɗ of ϻ such that 𝑙ϻ 𝑟Ɽ(ɗ)=ϻɗ ⊕ ӽɗ as left S-sub module (S=End (ϻⱤ )). If Ɽ is almost
WJCPI, then we call ⱤⱤ a right almost WJCPI rings.
Lemma 3.5 [6]: If Ɽ is semisimple and quasi duo rings, then Ɽ is reduced.
Theorem 3.6: Let Ɽ be a semisimple quasi duo. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1- Ɽ is strongly regular.
2- Ɽ is regular.
3- Ɽ is QⱤ.
4- Every right Ɽ -module is JCPI.
5- Every simple Ɽ -module is JCPI.
6- Every simple singular right Ɽ -module is JCPI.
7- Every simple singular right Ɽ -module is almost WJCPI.
Proof: 1→ 2→ 3 → 4 → 5 → 6 →7 are trivial
6 → 1: For any 0 ≠ ɗ ∈ Ɽ. If ɗ Ɽ +ɤ(ɗ) ≠ Ɽ, then there exists a maximal right ideal ϻ of Ɽ containing
ɗ Ɽ + ɤ(ɗ). If ϻ is not essential in Ɽ , then ϻ = ɤ(e) , e2 = e ∈ Ɽ . Therefore e ɗ =0, since Ɽ is an abelian
and ɗe =0. Hence e ∈ ɤ(ɗ) ⊆ ϻ = ɤ(e), which is a contradiction. So ϻ is essential in Ɽ, By hypothesis, Ɽ
⁄ ϻ is JCPI, since ƴ (Ɽ) = 0 (Lemma 3.5), hence for any right Ɽ - homomorphism ɗⱤ → Ɽ ⁄ ϻ can be
extended to Ɽ → Ɽ ⁄ ϻ, defined by f(ɗ ɤ) = ɤ + ϻ, ɤ ∈ Ɽ. Since Ɽ is reduced, then f is a well-defined
right Ɽ-homomorphism. Hence, there exists c ∈ Ɽ such that 1+ ϻ = f(ɗ) = cɗ + ϻ , So 1-cɗ ∈ ϻ , 1∈ ϻ,
because Ɽ is quasi duo. This is a contradiction. Hence ɗ Ɽ +ɤ(ɗ)= Ɽ, and then Ɽ is strongly regular.
7 → 1: Let 0≠ ɗ ∈ Ɽ and ɗ ∉ ƴ (Ɽ) (Ɽ is reduced). If Ϧ Ɽ ⊕ ɤ(Ϧ) ≠ Ɽ. Then ϦⱤ ⊕ ɤ(Ϧ) ⊆ N for some
maximal right ideal of Ɽ. Similarly to prove of [4, Theorem 3.11] we get Ɽ is a strongly regular ring.
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Abstract. Image analysis took wide areas in many fields, including medicine, physics, and other
areas where you need a tool to deal with it smoothly and softly without losing the original image
information. Using an image of a sample of a physical atom that was analyzed and highlighting
the compression and raising the noise, histogram and statistics the image statistics where the best
results were recorded when using a specific threshold i.e. when pressing the methods were used
the first has the threshold methods is Balance sparsity-norm, Remove near 0 and Bal-sparsitynorm(sqrt). As for the methods of raising the noise are fixed form thresholding method with soft
threshold, penalize high with hard threshold, penalize medium with hard threshold, penalize low
with hard threshold, Bal sparsity norm (sqrt) with soft threshold, where image parameters were
divided into approximation coefficients and details coefficients. Through the analysis, a suitable
threshold value was obtained, which helps to restore energy that leads to the fact that the
compressed necessity did not lose much of its original information, which proves the new
wavelets in the field of physical and medical imaging.

1. Introduction
Image compression helped to avoid the problem of the large size that the image needs in storage and
transportation as it is one of the techniques that achieve reducing the space that the image needs for
storage and transportation when analyzing the image and is considered one of the applications that are
obtained by using wavelets [1-3]. Other techniques are to raise the noise, image statistics and histogram
that are recognized through the use of wavelets after the effect of the wavelets used, where the image is
analyzed into coefficients of the approximation and details, and the latter is divided into vertical,
diagonal and horizontal [4-7]. Many of the works included types of standard wavelengths that were used
in the field of image analysis, where these wavelets bear the characteristic of orthogonally and their
affiliation to the fields of linear and non-linear approximation of these common wavelets families are
Symlets (Level 2), coiflets (constitute a family of wavelets with an unusual property-Level 2),
Daubecheis (Level 2) and Haar [8-10]. Multi Resolution Analyze (MRA) that achieves the wavelets
feature of the ability to analyze the wavelets of images, which is the analysis of wavelets into two fields,
is the field scaling function and wavelet function, the field to which the wavelet belongs [11-12].
Wavelets that are constructed from the mother wavelet were used, which we obtain expansion and
contraction with the help of coefficients s and r such as first, second, third and fourth Chebyshev
wavelets, Legendre wavelet Hermite wavelet and Laguerre wavelets [13-22]. Through which the best
results were obtained to reach the optimal solution to solve many numerical problems such as variational
problems, optimal problems, integral equations Fredholm and voltera and integro differential equations.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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In this work, a kind of these wavelengths Second Chebyshev Wavelet Transform (SCWT) have used
in the field of image analysis after demonstrating several theories that qualify them to perform this
function and a technique has obtained Multi Resolution Analyze (MRA) that obtained wavelet analysis
to approximation factors and details. The new wavelet has used to analyze the image that belongs to a
sample of a physical atom [23-32], where image statistics have obtained and noise has removed from
them using methods the first has the threshold methods are Balance sparsity-norm, Remove near 0 and
Bal-sparsity-norm(sqrt) in compression image and in de noising image used methods are soft threshold,
penalize high with hard threshold, penalize medium with hard threshold, penalize low with hard
threshold, Bal sparsity norm(sqrt) with soft threshold, and get the best results, which shows that the
Tables (1-5). The objective of the present work is new wavelets were used for the first time that was
used in other works to solve problems numerically. However, in this work they have used to analyze the
image as it performed its job in the best image by the filter produced from it before that many new
theories have demonstrated to prove its readiness in the field of images. One of these theorems is to
prove the affiliation of the new wavelets to the fields of linear and non-linear approximation because of
the property that the new wavelets possess, which is the property of orthogonality and their contain
Scaling function and the realization of Multi Resolution Analyze (MRA) that achieves the wavelets
feature of the ability to analyse the wavelets of images.
2. Suggested Wavelet Conversions
In this section, wavelets that have been used in previous works are chosen for many numerical solutions
and to reach the optimum solution or the exact solution compared to other wavelets that have been
compared with them where the best is reached. These wavelets will be built on the mother waves in the
Eq. 1
−1

x−r
)
s

s,r (x) = |s| 2  (
where:

 (t ), (t ),...,

(1)

s, r ∈ R, s ≠ 0

 (t ) =  0 (t ), 1 (t ),..., M −1 T

(t )

1
M −1
The elements 0
are the basis functions, orthogonal on the [0,1].
If you don’t wish to use the Word template provided, please set the margins of your Word document as
follows.

2.1. Second Kind of Chebysheve Wavelet Transform (SCWT)
These wavelets are Second Kind of Chebysheve Wavelet Transform (SCWT) [33-34], which have
proven in many actions in the foreground between the sons of their generation from the first, third and
fourth wavelets of the worms of Chebysheve, by comparing the results when solving many numerical
problems. For example, covariance issues Discrete Second Kind of Chebysheve Wavelet Transform
(SCWT), denoted by (t) Ds,r (t) = D(t, s, r, n), the parameters s, r transformed to discrete wavelet by
used x = 2−(n−1) (2n t), d = 2−(n−1) (2s − 1), c = 2−(n−1) by substituting these parameters in Eq. 1
that have obtained Discrete Second Chebysheve Wavelet Transformations (DSCWT) as shown in Eq.
2,
Ds,r (t) =
n

̃ n
{ 22 Dr (2 t − 2s + 1)
0
̃ r (t) = √ 2 Dr (t)
where: D
π

s−1

s

t ∈ [2n−1 , 2n−1 )

(2)

otherwise

r = 0,1,2, … , M − 1 for k = 2 with weight function wr (2n t − 2s + 1) =

√(1 − (2n t − 2s + 1)2 ) on the interval [−1, 1], satisfied the recursive formula
D0 = 1,
D1 = 2t, Dr+1 (t) = 2tDr (t) − Dr−1 (t) , r = 1,2, … , M − 1
2√2
D1,0 =
√π
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D1,1 =
D1,2 =
D1,3 =

2√2
(512t 3
√π

2√2

2√2
√π

(64t 2 − 32t + 3)

√π
1
− 384t 2 + 80t − 4), where: 0 ≤ t < 2
D2,0 =

D2,3 =

2√2
(512t 3
√π

2√2
√π

2√2

(8t − 6)
√π
2√2
=
(64t 2 − 96t + 35)
√π

D2,1 =
D2,2

(8t − 2)

− 1152t 2 + 848t − 204), where:

1
2

≤t<1

With respect to SKCWT the same above have get with the coefficients the function approximation
n−1
T
X(t) ≅ X 2n−1 ,M−1 = ∑2s=1 ∑M−1
(3)
r=0 X s,r Ds,r (t) = X Ds,r (t)
n−1
where: C, Ds,r are 2 M × 1 matrices
T

and

D = [D1,0 , D1,1 , … , D1,M−1 , D2,0 , … , D2n ,M−1 , … D2n ,0 , … D2n ,M−1 ]
T

X = [X10 , X11 , … , X1(M−1) , X 20 , … , X 2(M−1) , … , X 2n , … , X 2n M−1 ]

2.2. Properties of SCWT and It's Scaling Function
Theories that will be demonstrated adapt the smoothness of the proposed waves in many new uses, for
example image processing, such as medical and physical images [35-43], etc. These theories are the
most important mathematical aspects in the field of wavelets
Definition 2.1
For every pair of s, r ∈ Z, define the period Is,r by Is,r = [2−s r, 2−s (r + 1)] which is familiar as dyadic
period. The group of all such period is called dyadic sub periods of R.
The collection of functions
1
(4)
{αs,r (t)}s,r∈Z = 2s α(2−s − r)∀s, r ∈ Z
Definition 2.2
(SCWT scaling function): Eq. 4 is called the scaling function of Second Kind of Chebysheve Wavelet
Transform (SCWT), it defines
α(t) = {2√2 if 0 ≤ t ≤ 1
(5)
0
otherwise
The system of Second Kind of Chebysheve Wavelet Transform (SCWT), ∀s, r ∈ Z define
1
(6)
{Ds,r (t)}s,r∈Z = s α(2−s − r)∀s, r ∈ Z
2

Let f(t) is defined on L2 [0,1] has an expansion in terms of Second Kind of Chebysheve functions as
follows.
2s

∞

2s

f(t) = ∑ < f, αS,r > ωS,r (t) + ∑ ∑ < f, Ds,r > DS,r (t)
s=S
s

ds,r

s=S r=0

s−1
= ∑2s=S as,r ωS,r (t) + ∑∞
s=S ∑r=0 ds,r DS,r (t)
is the details of coefficients and as,r is the approximate coefficients.
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2.3. Multi Resolution Analyses (MRA) With Wavelet
The main coefficients of wavelet DSCWT through a system MRA L2 (R):
f = ∑ ∑ X s,r Ds,r
1
f ∈ Vs = {f(t)|f(t) = s h(2−s t), h(t) ∈ V0 },
2 ⁄2
f(t) = ∑ < f, α(r) > α(r)

(8)

s∈z

Then a MRA of DSCWT on R is a sequence of subspaces {Vs } s ∈ Z of functions L2 on R, First and
foremost, in order for the new wavelets to be ready for the applications that can take place in the next
sections, the following characteristics must be found.
For ∀ s, r ∈ Z, Vs ⊆ Vs+1.
If f(t) is R, then f(t) ∈ span{Vs }s ∈ Z, with ϵ > 0, there is an s ∈ Z and a function g(t) ∈ Vs such
that ‖f − g‖2 < ϵ.
∩s∈Z Vs = {0}.
A function f(t) ∈ V0 ↔ 2−s⁄2 f(2−s t) ∈ Vs .
There exists a function α(t), L 2 on R, called the scaling function such that the collection
α(t − s) is an orthonormal system of translates and V0 = span{α(t − s)}.
Definition 2.3
Let {VS } be an MRA) with scaling function α(t) which satisfies (9) and h(r) in this definition are
considered calibration colander, where
1
Ds,r (t) = 2s D(2−s t − r)
(9)
h(r) =<

1
t
α ( ) , α(t − r)
2
√π

>

α(r)Is the function that has called scaling wavelet
g(t) = (−1)r h(1 − r)
DSCWT is defined
1
t
D(x) = ∑t∈Z g(r) π α(2 − r)
√

(10)
(11)
(12)

Then {Ds,r (t)}s, r ∈ Z is a Chebysheve wavelet orthonormal standard on R.
Definition 2.4
Obtaining the Eq. 13 representing orthogonal projection if the function f is arbitrary
Ps f = ∑s∈Z < f, αs,r > αs,r
(13)
f ∈ L2 when it on to Vs
3. Suggested Wavelet Conversions With Approximation Spaces [44-55]
In this section, many theories that demonstrate the affiliation of wavelets proposed in this paper have
demonstrated approximation spaces.
3.1. Approximation in Space of Square Integrable Functions over R
Let f ∈ L2 (R) is continuous then the bases of SCWT be a series
R−1
f = ∑∞
s=0 ∑r=0 < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)
r

Ds,r be in the interval Is,r = [2−s ,

(r+1)
2−s

(14)

],
s

(r+1)2s

< f, Ds,r >= ∫ f(t)Ds,r (t)dt=2 ⁄2 ∫r2s
f(t)D(2s t − r)dt.
(15)
T
Let S=2 is the coefficients if T∈ S has account in finite sum s= 0, 1, 2,…, 2T − 1 = S, then
S−1
2
T
∑T−1
s=0 ∑r=0 1 + 2 + 2 + ⋯ + 2 − 1 = S − 1 coefficients of in SCWT that for each s only one of the
−s
non-zero coefficients is its size2 ⁄2 .
E is the approximate error in L2 (R), which has determined from the Eq. 16
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2

T−1 R−1

‖f − ∑ ∑ < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)‖
s=0 r=0

2

∞ S−1

= ‖∑ ∑ < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)‖
s=T r=0

L2
2

R−1
∑∞
s=T ∑r=0 |<

=
f, Ds,r >| =
Not: σ is any approximation result.

−s
∑∞
s=T 2

=2

−T

L2
−s

1
S

= = σ(2 ) (16)

Theorem 3.1 (Approximation in LP (R))
Let LP (R) be a partial sum of SCWT and f ∈ LP (R) then
−s⁄
S−1
2)
K = ∑T−1
s=0 ∑r=0 < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t) → E app = σ(2
Proof
E app is a determine the approximate error in LP (R)
T−1 S−1

E app = ‖f − K‖LP = ‖f − ∑ ∑ < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)‖
s=0 r=0
S−1
=‖∑∞
s=I ∑r=0

=(∑∞
s=T 2

LP

< f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)‖L =
P

1⁄
P

−TP⁄
2)

=2

−T⁄
2

= σ2

S−1
(∑∞
s=I ∑r=0 |<

1⁄
P

P

f, Ds,r >| )

−T⁄
2

Theorem 3.2 (Approximation in iPM L ( ,P) )
Let P is a constant 1 < P ≤ ∞ , M > 0 and if f ∈ LiPM (μ, P) then SCWT and TS then
S−1
−Tμ
K(t) = ∑T−1
)
s=0 ∑r=0 < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t) → E app = σ(2
Theorem 3.3 (Approximation in Besov Space B (L (R))
−TS⁄
S−1
s
2)
In SCWT K(t) = ∑T−1
s=0 ∑r=0 < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t) f ∈ F (R) then ∃: T ∈ S → E app = σ(2
T
s (R)
S = 2 and E app :- is the approximate error of in F L2
Proof
2

1⁄
2

∞
S−1
S−1
E app = ‖f − K‖L2 = ‖f − ∑T−1
s=0 ∑r=0 < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)‖L ≤ (∑s=T ∑r=0 |< f, Ds,r >| )
2r

2

S−1
(∑∞
s=T ∑r=0 2S |< f, Ds,r >| )

1⁄
2

2

2

1⁄
2

S−1 r
(2−S ∑∞
s=T ∑r=0 2 |< f, Ds,r >| )
1
2 ⁄2

S−1 Sr
‖f‖FS (L2 (R)) ≅ ((∑∞
s=T ∑r=0 2 |< f, Ds,r >| )

) then E app ≤ 2

from

spaces's

−S⁄
2 ‖f‖ S (L2 (R))
F

4. Nonlinear Approximation in L(R)
Theorem 4.1
If the partial sum of SCWT with f and let f ∈ LP (R)
−s⁄
S−1
2)
K = ∑T−1
s=0 ∑r=0 < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t), s ∈ Z → E app = σ(2
Proof
T−1 S−1

E app ‖f − K‖LP = ‖f − ∑ ∑ < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)‖
s=0 r=0

LP
P

1⁄
P

∞
S−1
S−1
=‖∑∞
s=T+1 ∑r=0 < f, Ds,r > Ds,r (t)‖L = (∑s=T+1 ∑r=0 |< f, Ds,r >| )
1⁄
−TP⁄
P
2
=(∑∞
2
)
s=T+1

P

=

−T
2 ⁄2

=

−T
σ2 ⁄2.

5

where

≤

properties

= σ2

−S⁄
2
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5. New Filter of SCWT
The filter is constructed for the proposed wavelets starting from scaling function for SCWT according
to the Eq. 5 with the wavelength function at zero. The following two basic atoms of wavelets called the
laguerre wavelet.
n
Ds,r (t) = 22 D(2n t − 2s + 1)
for (s, r) ∈ Z2
(17)
n

αs,r (t) = 22 α(2n t − 2s + 1)
for (s, r) ∈ Z2
Eq. 17 is the wavelet equation and Eq. 18 is the scaling equation.

(18)

5.1. The Coefficients of SCWT
In this section, the proposed wavelet coefficients are created. The wavelet coefficients of a signal S, in
Eqns. 19 and 20 the wavelet coefficients and scaling coefficients
δs,r = ∫ S(t)Ds,r (t)dt
in R
(19)
φs,r = ∫ S(t)αs,r (t)dt
in R
(20)
When using the parameters, the signal is rebuilt
S(t) = ∑s∈Z ∑r∈Z δs,r Ds,r (t)
(21)
From MRA the space of scaling function V0
V0 = {f ∈ L2 (R)|f(t) = φ0,r α(2n t − 2n + 1) ∈ l2 (Z)} is span V1 , V2 , … . , Vs = Vs+1 + Ws+1
Ws the space of wavelet function
Wavelet coefficients, when analyzed, have divided into approximate coefficients and details coefficients
of SCWT and scaling function of SCWT Eqns. 22 and 23 show these coefficients from Eq. 20 to obtain
Eq. 22
as (t) = ∑r∈Z φs,r αs,r (t) (Approximate coefficients)
(22)
ds (t) = ∑r∈Z δs,r Ds,r (t) (Details coefficients)
(23)
In level s, then the coefficients whine s = 0 is {φ0,r }
5.2. Decision Tree of SCWT
The signal S found is from level 0 to a0 = S, in level 1 d1 = a0 − a1 then S = d1 + a1 and in level 2
d2 = a1 − a2
= S − d1 − a2
= d2 + d1 + a2
From Eq. 3; if fs,r = S
n−1
T
S = ∑2s=1 ∑M−1
(24)
r=0 δs,r Ds,r (t) = δ Ds,r (t)
In general
S = aN + ∑s≤N ds
(25)
and aN−1 = aN + dN
5.3. Formation Packets of SCWT
By Multi Resolution Analysis with the equation if er , fr ∈ l2
1 1
α = ∑r∈Z er α(t − r) ∈ L2
2 2
D0,r = D(t − r) D ∈ W0 such that
1 1
D = ∑s∈Z fr α(t − r) ∈ L2
2

2

(26)
(27)

In the norm space the interval [0,1) → {Ds,r }s,r∈Z L
The following Algorithm stages explain the construction Packets steps
Algorithm 5.1: construction Packets of SCWT
Step 1: Start with the candidates ur, vr the orthogonal of SCWT and scaling function of SCWT with
MRA of L2 (R) has been the basis of sequences {er }r∈Z and {fr }r∈Z in l2
Step 2: The sequence of functions (Ds )s∈Z

2

( Ln )nN

6
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{

D2r (t) =
D2r+1=

2√2
√π
2√2
√π

∑r=0 vr Dr (2t − s)

(28)

∑r=0 ur Dr (2t − s)

r = 0 → v0 = v1 =

2√2
, u0
√π

= −u1 =

−2√2
√π

(29)

Step 3: The wavelet SCWT in [0,1) in r = 1 and scaling function in r = 0
D2r (t) = Dr (2t) + Dr (2t − 1)
(30)
D2r+1 (t) = Dr (2t) − Dr (2t − 1)
(31)
Step 4: Two copies of Dr in [0, 0.5) for Dr (2t) obtain D2r and in [0.5, 1) obtain D2r+1 from
Dr (2t − 1).
Step 5: The result of smoothed relation for regular function in the interval [0, 2𝑀 − 1]
Dr (2k t − 2s + 1)
Let the (j, k) is the SCWT packet j = 0,1,2,3, … . j ∈ Z , k = 0,1, … , 2j − 1
𝑗 = 0, α0,0 (t) =
(2t − 1)]

√2
D (t)
√π 0

= 1 and j = 1, D1,0 (t) =

j = 2, D2,0 = α0,0 (t) = D1,0 (t) =

The norm in this filter is
High pass filter is

√2
√π

√2
√π

√2
D (t)
√π 0

=

2√2
, D1,1
√π

=

√2
D (2t −
√π 1

1) =

√2
[1 −
√π

√2
D (t)
√π 0

will be obtained high filter and low filter then

[2 − 2] and low pass filter is

√2
√π

[2 2] this filter will be used in the image

analyses after add this filter in MATLAB.
W divided into low pass filter will symbolize the filter L0− D and high pass filter H0− D they are used in
decomposition step and reconstructed with invers SCWT filter denoted by R they are Li− R and Hi− R
with SCWT the figure displays that

Figure 1. The four filters in second Chebyshev Wavelet
Transform.
6. Applied SCWT With Image Processing
In this section, various applications in image processing such as compression and noise removal will be
identified.
6.1. SCWT filter effect on analytic of image
In this section, the proposed wavelets are affected by the color image analysis. Where a physical image
256 × 256 was used for a specific atom, the color image is converted into a gray image. The image is
divided into approximation coefficients, and the detail coefficients by which it is divided into three
vertical, horizontal, and diagonal sections, so the image is divided into four blocks each Block size
(16 × 16), Figure 2 shows the effect of SCWT filter on the proposed image, which is the physical image
[37].
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Figure 2. The effect of wavelets SCWT on the physical image.
6.2. The most Important Operations on the Physical Images
After analyzing the image using SCWT, the new wavelet faces four important operations, statistics,
histograms, compress and de-noise. Figure 3 shows the statistics operation of image physical using
SCWT in level 2 and the norm in statistics in level 1 is 8.91e+0.8 and in level 2 3.22e+04 max norm 256.
6.2.1. The Statistics Image by SCWT
In this section, the effect of SCWT on the image will be displayed in terms of statistics with respect to
the coefficients of approximation factors and details that are divided into vertical, horizontal and
diagonal. Details are shown where the Figure 3 will display the original image with SCWT, Figure 4
shows how the effect Wavelets on approximation and rebuilding coefficients. As for the figure 5, it
shows details of coefficients with rebuilding, showing the differences between them, Approximation
Coefficients (AC), Approximation Reconstructed (AR), Details Horizontal Coefficients (DHC), Details
Vertical Coefficients (DVC), Details Diagonal Coefficients (DDC), Details Horizontal Reconstructed
(DHR), Details Vertical Reconstructed (DVR), Details Diagonal Reconstructed (DDR).

Figure 3. Original statistics image with SCWT.

Figure 4. Approximation coefficients and reconstruct.
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Figure 5. Details coefficients and reconstruct.
6.2.2. The histogram Image by SCWT
This section shows one of the effects of the new wavelet SCWT on the physical sample, where the signal
represents and is equal to a0 see section 5.2 the Figure 6 shows the approximation coefficients in level
1 and 2, and Figure 7 shows the details of coefficients horizontal, vertical and diagonal in level 1 and
2.

Figure 6. The approximation coefficients in level 1 and 2.

Figure 7. The details of coefficients horizontal, vertical and
diagonal in level 1 and 2.
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6.2.3. The Compression Image by SCWT
The appropriate technique for transferring image information without any losing of it's information.
New waves will be used to compress the image. In Matlab program, the compression process is carried
out using two methods, global thresholding and by level thresholding, the first has the threshold methods
is Balance sparsity-norm, Remove near 0 and Bal-sparsity-norm (sqrt). Figure 8 represents the process
of compression using the first method with SCWT, while Table 1 shows the results that were reached
through the first method with the wavelets proposed. The second is with the methods of threshold scarce
high, scarce medium, scarce low, balance sparsity-norm, remove near zero, and bal sparsity norm(sqrt),
are shown in Figures 9 and 10. The results are identified from Table 2.

Figure 8. The compressed by global thresholding with SCWT.
Table 1. The results compressed of Global thresholding method with SCWT.
Global thresholding
Balance spearsity-norm Remove near zero
Thresholding

6.76

6.76

Bal- sparsety norm
5
99.98

Return energy
99.69%
(Information)

99.69%

Number zero 73.38%

73.38%

65.42

L2Norm

1.5

1.5

2.4

L1Norm

681

681

104

Max norm

9

9

14

Figure 9. Details coefficients
and reconstruct.
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Figure 10. Threshold compressed by level method with SCWT.
Table 2. Results compressed by level thresholding with SCWT.
By level thresholding
Thresholding method Scarce high Scarce
medium
Thresholding

L1

10.5

9

Scarce
low
6

L2
0
0
0
Return energy (Information) 99.97% 99.99% 99.98%
22.74% 25.69%
20
Number zero
575 6.646e+04 504.5
L2Norm
1.108
1.273e+05 326.6
L1Norm
5
8
9
Max norm

Balance
Remove Bal sparsity
sparsitynear zero norm(sqrt)
norm
325.8

1.5

18.05

47.3

1.5

18.05

99.92%
30.85%
2.197e+05
961.5
17

100%
14.55%
40.14
63.36
1

96.21%
35.70%
1.004e+06
62.46
100

6.2.4. De-Noising Image by SCWT
Adding new noise to the image or signal helps reduce and restore the noise of the color image or signal,
the simple statistically significant relationship to noise reduction
Let F is the image to be de noised, the image to be restored, e is the noise and ϑ2 I expressed in the
following equation
F(r,s) = l(s,r) + e
(32)
The removal of noise by wavelets consists of three stages
At the level in which the wavelets decompose the image from which the noise is to be removed.
In three directions the choice of threshold from the detail coefficients is with the absolute threshold
dependent on ϑ.
This stage is to reconstruct the image after analysis and be dependent on the approximation coefficients.
The de noising image by SCWT selected thresholding method
1. Fixed form thresholding method with soft threshold.
2. Penalize high with hard threshold.
3. Penalize medium with hard threshold.
4. Penalize low with hard threshold.
5. Bal sparsity norm (sqrt) with soft threshold.
Select noise structure
1. Unscaled white noise
2. Scale white noise
3. Non scale white noise
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Figure 11. De-noising with soft threshold by SCWT.

Figure 12. De-noising with hard threshold by SCWT.
Table 3. The results de noising soft threshold methods with SCWT.
Fixed form Thresholding
Bal Sparsity Norm(sqrt)
Un scaled scale white non scale
Un scaled scale white non scale
white noise
noise
white noise white noise
noise
white noise
Soft threshold

4.158

2

9.247

43.15

18.05

18.05

18.05

L norm

1.431e

L1norm

605.7

116.2

290.8

187.1

187.1

187.1

Max norm

6

12

21

4

23

23

+05

2.791e

+05

7.668e

+05

4.522e

+05

4.522e

+05

4.522e+05

Table 4. The results de noising soft threshold methods with SCWT
Hard threshold
2

Penalize High

Penalize Medium

8.5

4.75

Penalize Low
4.25

5.071e+04

4.344e+04

L norm

1.068e

L1norm

488.4

265

238

Max norm

8

5

4

+05

Table 5. Results of three different methods with the fixed form thresholding.
Method
Hard thresold

Fixed Form Thresholding
Threshold level 1
Horizontal Diagonal

Threshold level 2

Vertical

Un Scaled
white noise
Scale white
noise

12

Horizontal Diagonal

Vertical
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7. Discussion of The Results
In this work, unlike the usual work, a sample of a physical image of an atom was taken to shed the
proposed wavelets and was used for the first time in a physical image analysis for analysis based on the
wavelet image algorithm analysis, where the image was analyzed and its statistics, pressure, and the
noise raising process have obtained. Good results were compared. The standard wavelets in the second
level and the tables in the above sections indicate that and compared with the results obtained, they will
be shown in the Table 4, where this table shows the efficiency of the new wavelets in this research.
The above table will be compared between one of the standard wavelets in level 8, (Symlet 2) has been
compared with the new proposed wavelets. Compresses and compare the image with the results obtained
by the method of Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Tree and relying on the measures obtained. Table 4
shows the compassion results of wavelets according to the following
2552

1. Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR): PSNR = 10log10 ( MSE )

(33)

2. Compression ratio (CR): CR = Compressed image size in bit

(34)

Original image size in bit

Compressed image size in bits

(35)

2
1
∑(I(j, k), G(j, k))
L

(36)

3. Bits per pixel (BPP): Bit Per Pixel = Total number of Pixel in the image
4. Mean Squared Error (MSE): MSE = α2q =

Table 6. Compare the results between SCWT and Symlet 2 filter with loops of true
compression by Set Partitioning in Hierarchical Tree (SPIHT) on Physical image.
Symlet 2 Wavelet Transformations
Loops

MSE

PSNR

1

4.07e+04

2.025

2

9928

3

CR

BPP

Second Chebysheve Wavelet
Transformations (DSCWT)
MSE

PSNR

CR

BPP

0.03% 0.007815 4.07e+04

2.025

0.03%

0.007815

8.162

0.03% 0.007815

9928

8.162

0.03%

0.007815

9928

8.162

0.03% 0.007815

9928

8.162

0.03%

0.008178

4

4324

11.77

0.04% 0.008056

5045

11.1

0.04%

0.0083008

5

3342

12.89

0.04% 0.008911

3029

13.32

0.04%

0.009511

6

1896

15.35

0.06% 0.013306

1460

16.49

0.06%

0.014282

7

1179

17.24

0.09% 0.020508

1079

17.8

0.08%

0.019409

8

622

20.19

0.17% 0.04138

702.7

19.06

0.15%

0.03686

9

337

22.85

0.35% 0.083252

351.8

22.67

0.37%

0.087769

10

154.3

26.25

0.77% 0.18384

149.2

26.39

0.76%

0.18188

11

55.93

30.65

1.53%

0.3667

66.34

29.91

1.35%

0.32446

12

23.65

34.35

2.42% 0.58179

30.82

33.24

2.44%

0.56545

13

10

38.13

3.98% 0.95422

13.52

36.82

4.37%

1.04930

14

4.526

41.57

6.43%

1.5495

5.433

40.78

7.83%

1.8795

15

2.334

44.45

10.46% 2.5096

2.054

45

12.72

3.0525

16

1.483

46.42

16.14% 3.8745

1.108

47.69

18.12%

4.3616

The above table was compared with the results. It was observed that the difference in favor of the
proposed new wavelet starts from step 5, 6 and 7, and this difference is repeated 10, 15 and 16.
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This means the result obtained with the new wavelet SCWT is better than the result obtained from using
the standard wavelet Symlet 2.
8. Conclusion
In this work, wavelets were relied on and were used in many businesses to find the best numerical
solutions. In this work, I found a suitable filter from wavelets SCWT through scaling function and
wavelet function find high pass filter and low pass filter used it to analyze the image where it was
obtained. Good efficiency results obtained using new wavelets compared to the results obtained from
the standard wavelets. Using an image of a sample of a physical atom that was analyzed and highlighting
the compression and raising the noise, histogram and statistics the image statistics where the best results
were recorded when using a specific threshold i.e. when pressing the methods were used the first has
the threshold methods is Balance sparsity-norm, Remove near 0 and Bal-sparsity-norm (sqrt). As for the
methods of raising the noise are fixed form thresholding method with soft threshold, penalize high with
hard threshold, penalize medium with hard threshold, penalize low with hard threshold, Bal sparsity
norm (sqrt) with soft threshold, where image parameters were divided into approximation coefficients
and details coefficients. Through the analysis, a suitable threshold value was obtained, which helps to
restore energy that leads to the fact that the compressed necessity did not lose much of its original
information; which proves the new wavelets in the field of physical and medical imaging.
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Abstract. The study of homomorphisms in cubic sets is considered one of the important concepts
that transfer algebraic properties between different structures, so we study a homomorphism of
a cubic set of a semigroup in a KU-algebra and defined the product of two cubic sets in this
structure. Firstly, we define the image and the inverse image of a cubic set in a KU-semigroup
and achieve some results in this notion. Secondly, the Cartesian product of cubic subsets in a
KU-semigroup is discussed and some important characteristics are proved.

1-Introduction
A new algebraic structure which is named a KU-algebra was introduced by Prabpayak and Leerawat [9,
10]. They studied the concept of homomorphism of a KU-algebra. After that, the notions of fuzzy KUideals and an interval value fuzzy KU-ideals are discussed by Mostafa et al. [7,8]. In [4], Kareem and
Hasan introduced the notion of a KU-algebra with semigroup which is called a KU-semigroup and
defined some types of ideals in this concept. Also, they studied the fuzzy ideals of a KU-semigroup in
[1]. And then, Kareem and Talib [5] introduced the notion of interval value fuzzy k-ideal of KUsemigroup and a few properties are investigated.
The concept of cubic subalgebras/ideals in BCK/BCI-algebras was introduced by Jun et al. [2, 3].
They discussed the relationship between a cubic subalgebra and a cubic ideal. And then, Yaqoob et al
[11] introduced the notion of cubic KU-algebra which is a generalization of the concept of fuzzy KUideals of KU-algebras. In this paper, we study a homomorphism of a cubic set of a semigroup in a KUalgebra and defined the product of two cubic sets in this structure.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we collect some basic definitions and theorems of KU-semigroup, which will be used
in the next sections.
Definition2.1[10]. An Algebra(ℵ,∗ ,0) is called a KU-algebra if, for all𝜒, 𝛾, τ ∈ ℵ,
(ku1 ) (𝜒 ∗ 𝛾) ∗ [(𝛾 ∗ τ) ∗ (𝜒 ∗ τ)] = 0,
(ku2 ) 𝜒 ∗0 = 0,
(ku3 ) 0∗ 𝜒 = 𝜒,
(ku4 ) 𝜒 ∗ 𝛾 = 0 and 𝛾 ∗ 𝜒 implies𝜒 = 𝛾 and
(ku5 ) 𝜒 ∗ 𝜒 = 0.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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A binary relation ≤ on ℵ is define by 𝜒 ≤ 𝛾 ⟺ 𝛾 ∗ 𝜒 = 0. It follows that (ℵ,≤) is a~ partially
ordered set.
Example 2.2 [9]. Let ℵ = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐} be a set and ∗ a binary operation defined in the following table

It is easy to see that(ℵ,∗ ,0) is a KU-algebra.
Theorem2.3[9]. Let (ℵ,∗ ,0) be a KU-algebra. Then, for all𝜒,𝛾, τ ∈ ℵ,
(1) If 𝜒 ≤ 𝛾 imply 𝛾 ∗ τ ≤ 𝜒 ∗ τ,
(2) 𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ τ) = 𝛾 ∗ (𝜒 ∗ τ),
(3) ((𝛾 ∗ 𝜒) ∗ 𝜒) ≤ 𝛾.
Definition 2.4 [9]. Let (ℵ,∗ ,0) be a KU-algebra and 𝛪 be a non-ˑempty subset ofˑℵ. Then 𝛪 is calledˑˑan
ˑideal of ℵ if ˑfor any 𝜒,𝛾 ∈ ℵ,ˑthen
(i) 0 ∈ 𝛪 and
(ii) If 𝜒 ∗ 𝛾 ∈ 𝛪 and 𝜒 ∈ 𝛪 imply 𝛾 ∈ 𝛪.ˑˑ
Definition 2.5 [7].ˑLet 𝛪 be a subset of a KU-algebra(ℵ,∗ ,0) and 𝐼 ≠ 𝜑 . Then 𝛪 is named a KU-ideal
of ℵ, if
(Ι1 ) 0 ∈ 𝛪 and
(Ι2 )∀𝜒,𝛾, 𝜏 ∈ ℵ, (𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏)) ∈ 𝐼, 𝛾 ∈ 𝛪 imply 𝜒 ∗ 𝜏 ∈ 𝛪.
Definition2.6[4]. A KU-semigroup is a nonempty set ℵ with two binary operations ~∗,∘ and a constant
~0 satisfying~ the following~~
(I) (ℵ,∗ ,0) isˑa KU-algebra,
(II) (ℵ,∘) is aˑsemigroup,
(III) The operation ∘ is distributiveˑ (on both sides) over the operation∗, i.e.
𝜒 ∘ (𝛾 ∗ τ) = (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ∗ (𝜒 ∘ τ)and(𝜒 ∗ 𝛾) ∘ τ = (𝜒 ∘ τ) ∗ (𝛾 ∘ τ), for all 𝜒,𝛾, τ ∈ 𝛸.
Example 2.7[4]. Letˑℵ = {0,1,2,3} be a set. Define∗ˑ-operation and ∘-operation by the following tables
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Thenˑ(ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) is aˑKU-semigroup. "
Definition 2.8[4]. AˑsubKU-semigroup is a non-empty subset A of aˑKU-semigroup ℵ and it is
satisfied 𝜒 ∗ 𝛾, 𝜒 ∘ 𝛾 ∈ Α, for all 𝜒,𝛾 ∈ Α.
Definition2.9[4]. Let (ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) be a KU-semigroup and 𝜑 ≠ 𝐼ℵ. Then
𝐼 is named an S-ideal of ℵ, if
(i) 𝐼 is an ideal of a KU-algebra(ℵ,∗ ,0),
(ii) For all 𝜒 ∈ ℵ, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼, we have𝜒 ∘ 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼 and 𝑎 ∘ 𝜒 ∈ 𝐼.
Definition2.10 [4]. Let (ℵ,∗,∘ ,0)~be a KU-semigroup and 𝜑 ≠ 𝐴ℵ. Then~Α is said to be a k-ideal of
ℵ~, if~
i) Α is an KU-ideal of a KU-algebra~(ℵ,∗ ,0),
ii) For all 𝜒 ∈ 𝛸,𝑎 ∈ Α, we have~𝜒 ∘ 𝑎 ∈ Α and 𝑎 ∘ 𝜒 ∈ Α~.
We recall the definition of a cubic set in a KU-semigroup as follows:
Let(ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) be a KU-semigroup. A cubic set Θ in a set ℵ is the structure
Θ = {〈𝑥, 𝜇̃Θ (𝑥), 𝜆Θ (𝑥)〉: 𝑥 ∈ ℵ}, where 𝜇̃Θ : ℵ → 𝐷[0,1] such that
𝜇̃Θ (𝑥) = [𝜇̃Θ 𝐿 (𝑥), 𝜇̃Θ 𝑈 (𝑥)] is an interval valued fuzzy set in ℵ and 𝜆Θ (𝑥) is a fuzzy set in ℵ. We write
a cubic set by briefly as follows Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉,
We can define the level subset of Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉 which is denoted by 𝑈(Θ, 𝑡̃, 𝛼) as follows 𝑈(Θ, 𝑡̃, 𝛼) =
{𝜒 ∈ ℵ: 𝜇̃Θ (𝑥) ≥ 𝑡̃, 𝜆Θ (𝑥) ≤ 𝛼}, for every [0,0] ≤ 𝑡̃ ≤ [1,1] and 𝛼 ∈ [0,1].
Definition2.11[6]. Let(ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) be a KU-semigroup. A cubic set Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉 in ℵ is called a cubic
sub KU-semigroup if: for all 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ ℵ,
(1) 𝜇̃Θ (𝜒 ∗ 𝛾) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ (𝜒)ˑ, 𝜇̃Θ (𝛾)}, 𝜆Θ (𝜒 ∗ 𝛾) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆Θ (𝜒)ˑ, 𝜆Θ (𝛾)}
(2) 𝜇̃Θ (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜇̃Θ (𝛾)}, 𝜆Θ (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜆Θ (𝛾)}.
Example 2.12[6]. Let ℵ = {0,1,2,3}~be a set. We define two operations by theˑ following tables
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Then (ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) ˑis a KU-semigroup. Define 𝜇̃Θ (𝑥)ˑand 𝜆Θ (𝜒) by
𝜇̃Θ (𝑥) = {

[0.2,0.8]
[0.1,0.3]

𝑖𝑓
𝑖𝑓

𝜒 = {0,1,2}
0.2
, 𝜆Θ (𝜒) = {
0.4
𝜒=3

𝑖𝑓 𝜒 = {0,1,2}
,
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 = 3

And by apply definition3.1, we can prove that Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉 is a cubic sub KU-semi group of ℵˑ.
Definition2.13[6]. A cubic set Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉 in ℵ is called a cubic ideal of a KU-semigroup (ℵ,∗,∘ ,0) if
it satisfies the following conditions: for all 𝜒 , 𝛾 ∈ ℵ
(II1) 𝜇̃Θ (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ (𝑥) and 𝜆Θ (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ (𝑥),
(II2) 𝜇̃Θ (𝛾) ≥
𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ (𝜒 ∗ 𝛾), 𝜇̃Θ (𝜒)} , 𝜆Θ (𝛾) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ (𝜒 ∗ 𝛾)ˑ, 𝜆Θ (𝜒)}
(II3) 𝜇̃Θ (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ (𝜒), ˑ𝜇̃Θ (𝛾)}, 𝜆Θ (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜆Θ (𝛾)}.
Example2.14[6]. Let ℵ = {0,1,2} be a set. Define the operations ∗,∘ by the following tables.

Then(ℵ,∗,∘ ,0)ˑis a KU-semigroup. Define Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉 as follows:

[0.4,0.8]
𝑖𝑓 𝜒ϵ {0,2}
0.1
𝑖𝑓 𝜒ϵ{0,2}
and 𝜆Θ (𝑥) = {
0.3
𝑖𝑓
𝜒 =1
[0.1,0.3] 𝑖𝑓
𝜒 =1
Then Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉 is a cubic ideal of ℵ .
𝜇̃Θ (𝑥) = {

Definition2.15[6]. A cubic set Θ = 〈𝜇̃Θ , 𝜆Θ 〉 in ℵ is called a cubic k-ideal of a KU-semigroup(ℵ,∗,∘ ,0)
if it satisfies the following conditions:
For all 𝜒 , 𝛾, τ ∈ ℵ
(𝑪𝒌𝟏 )𝜇̃Θ (0)) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ (𝜒) , and 𝜆Θ (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ (𝑥)
(𝑪𝒌𝟐 )𝜇̃Θ (𝜒 ∗ τ) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ (𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ τ)), 𝜇̃Θ (𝛾)},
𝜆Θ (𝜒 ∗ τ) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆Θ (𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ τ)), 𝜆Θ (𝛾)}
(𝐂𝐤 𝟑 )𝜇̃Θ (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ≥ 𝑟min{𝜇̃Θ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜇̃Θ (𝛾)} ,𝜆Θ (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆Θ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜆Θ (𝛾)}.
3. Homomorphism of a cubic k-ideal
In this section we present definitions the homomorphism, image and preimage of a cubic KU-ideal,
and some results on these concepts.
Definition 3.1. Let f be a mapping from KU-semigroup ℵ into KU-semigroup ℵ′ if Θ =
⟨𝜇̃Θ (𝜒), 𝜆Θ (𝜒)⟩ is a cubic sub set of ℵ , then the image of Θ underf is defined as follows
𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝜇̃Θ (𝜒)𝜒∈ƒ−1 (𝛾) ,
𝑖𝑓 ƒ−1 (𝛾) = { 𝜒 ∈ ℵ: ƒ(𝜒) = 𝛾, 𝛾 ∈ ℵ′ } ≠ ∅
𝑓(𝜇̃Θ )(𝛾) = {
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
And
𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝜆Θ (𝜒)𝜒∈ƒ−1 (𝛾) , 𝑖𝑓ƒ−1 (𝛾) = { 𝜒 ∈ ℵ: ƒ(𝜒) = 𝛾, 𝛾 ∈ ℵ′ } ≠ ∅
𝑓(𝜆Θ )(𝛾) = {
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
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Definition 3.2. Let f be a mapping from ℵ into ℵ′ and β = ⟨𝜇̃β , 𝜆β ⟩ be a cubic set in ℵ′ . Then the inverse
image of β, is defined as 𝑓 −1 (β) = ⟨𝑥, 𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β ), 𝑓 −1 (𝜆β )⟩ with the membership function and nonmembership function respectively are given by 𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝑥)) = 𝜇̃β (𝑓(𝑥)) and 𝑓 −1 (𝜆β (𝑥)) = 𝜆β (𝑓(𝑥)).
It can be shown that 𝑓 −1 (β) is a cubic set.
Theorem 3.3. Let f : ℵ →ℵ′ be an epimorphism between KU-semigroups ℵ and ℵ′ , if Θ =
⟨𝜇̃Θ (𝜒), 𝜆Θ (𝜒)⟩ is a cubic k-ideal in ℵ ,then f (Θ) is a cubic k-ideal in ℵ′ .
Proof:
∀ 𝜒 ′ , 𝛾 ′ ∈ ℵ′ , then ∃ 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ ℵ such that ƒ(𝜒) = 𝜒 ′ and ƒ(𝛾) = 𝛾 ′ . By definition of an image, we have
𝑓(𝜇̃Θ )(𝜒 ′ ) = 𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃𝛩 (𝜒)𝜒∈ƒ−𝟏(𝜒′ ) , for some 𝜒 ∈ ℵ, and
𝑓(𝜆Θ )(𝜒 ′ ) = 𝜆Θ (𝜒 ′ ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜆Θ (𝜒)𝜒∈ƒ−𝟏(𝜒′ ) , for some 𝜒 ∈ ℵ, we have
𝜇̃Θ (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ (𝜒), ∀ 𝜒 ∈ ℵ , then the condition(𝑪𝒌𝟏 ) is
𝑓(𝜇̃Θ )(0′ ) = 𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃Θ (0)0∈ƒ−𝟏(0′ ) ≥ 𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃Θ (𝜒)𝜒∈ƒ−𝟏(𝜒′ ) = 𝑓(𝜇̃Θ )(𝜒)
And
𝑓(𝜆Θ )(0′ ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜆𝛩 (0)0∈ƒ−𝟏 (0′ ) ≤ 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜆𝛩 (𝜒)𝜒∈ƒ−𝟏(𝜒′ ) = 𝑓(𝜆Θ )(𝜒)
(𝑪𝒌𝟐 )For any𝜒 ′ , 𝛾 ′ , τ′ ∈ ℵ′ , let 𝜒0 ∈ 𝑓 −𝟏 (𝜒 ′ ), 𝛾0 ∈ 𝑓 −𝟏 (𝛾 ′ ), τ0 ∈ 𝑓 −𝟏 (τ′ ), since f is a
homomorphism, then ƒ(𝜇̃Θ )(𝜒 ′ ∗ τ′ )=𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃Θ (𝜒0 ∗ τ0 ))𝜒 ∗τ ∈ƒ−𝟏(𝜒′ ∗τ′)
0

≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃Θ (𝜒0 ∗ (𝛾0 ∗ τ0 ))(𝜒

−𝟏

0 ∗(𝛾0 ∗τ0 ))∈ƒ

(𝜒′ ∗𝛾′ ∗τ′ )

0

, 𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃Θ (𝛾0 )𝛾

−𝟏 ′
0 ∈ƒ (𝛾 )

′

= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 {ƒ(𝜇̃Θ )(𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ τ′ ), ƒ(𝜇̃Θ )(𝛾 ′ )}

And then ƒ(𝜆Θ )(𝜒 ′ ∗ τ′ )=𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜆Θ (𝜒0 ∗ τ0 ))𝜒

−𝟏 ′ ′
0 ∗τ0 ∈ƒ (𝜒 ∗τ )

≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{ 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜆Θ (𝜒0 ∗ (𝛾0 ∗ τ0 ))(𝜒
′

′

′

−𝟏 ′
′ ′
0 ∗(𝛾0 ∗τ0 ))∈ƒ (𝜒 ∗(𝛾 ∗τ ))

′

}

′

, 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜆Θ (𝛾0 )𝛾

−𝟏 ′
0 ∈ƒ (𝛾 )

}

=𝑚𝑎𝑥{ƒ(𝜆Θ )(𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ τ )), ƒ(𝜆Θ )(𝛾 )
(𝑪𝒌𝟑 ) ˑFor any 𝜒 ′ , 𝛾 ′ ∈ ℵ′ , let 𝜒0 ∈ ƒ−𝟏 (𝜒 ′ ), 𝛾0 ∈ ƒ−𝟏 (𝛾 ′ ) be such that
ƒ(𝜇̃Θ )(𝜒 ′ ∘ 𝛾 ′ )=𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃(𝜒0 ∘ 𝛾0 ))𝜒 ∘τ ∈ƒ−𝟏(𝜒′ ∘τ′)
0

0

≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃Θ (𝜒0 )(𝜒

−𝟏 ′
0 )∈ƒ (𝜒 )

, 𝑟 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝜇̃Θ (𝛾0 )𝛾

−𝟏 ′
0 )∈ƒ (𝜒 )

, 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜇̃Θ (𝛾0 )𝛾

= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 {ƒ(𝜇̃Θ )(𝜒 ′ ), ƒ(𝜇̃Θ )(𝛾 ′ )} and
ƒ(𝜆Θ )(𝜒 ′ ∘ 𝛾 ′ )=𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜆Θ (𝜒0 ∘ 𝛾0 )𝜒 ∘τ ∈ƒ−𝟏(𝜒′ ∘τ′ )
0

0

≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑖𝑛𝑓𝜇̃Θ (𝜒0 )(𝜒
′

′

−𝟏 ′
0 ∈ƒ (𝛾 )

−𝟏 ′
0 ∈ƒ (𝛾 )

}

}

= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {ƒ(𝜆Θ )(𝜒 ), ƒ(𝜆Θ )(𝛾 )} , hence 𝑓(Θ) is a cubic k-ideal.
Theorem3.4. An epimorphism pre-image of a cubic k-ideal of a KU-semigroupℵ′ also a cubic k-ideal
of KU-semigroup ℵ .
Proof. Let β = ⟨𝜇̃β , 𝜆β ⟩ be a cubic k-ideal of ℵ′ , to prove 𝑓 −1 (β) is a cubic k-ideal of ℵ.
∀ 𝜒 ′ , 𝛾 ′ , τ′ ∈ ℵ′ , then ∃ 𝜒, 𝛾, τ ∈ ℵ such that ƒ(𝜒) = 𝜒 ′ , ƒ(𝛾) = 𝛾 ′ and ƒ(τ) = τ′ ,
(Ck1 ) we have
𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (0)) = 𝜇̃β (𝑓(0)) = 𝜇̃β (0′ ) ≥ 𝜇̃β (𝜒 ′ ) = 𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝜒)) = 𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝜒)), and
𝑓 −1 (𝜆β (0)) = 𝜆β (𝑓(0)) = 𝜆β (0′ ) ≤ 𝜆β (𝜒 ′ ) = 𝜆β (𝑓(𝑥)) = 𝑓 −1 (𝜆β (𝑥)).
(Ck2 )∀ 𝜒 , 𝛾 , τ ∈ ℵ , we have
𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝜒 ∗ τ)) = 𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝜒 ∗ τ)) = 𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝜒) ∗ ƒ(τ)) = 𝜇̃β ( 𝜒 ′ ∗ τ′ )
≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃β ( 𝜒 ′ ∗ (𝛾 ′ ∗ τ′ )), 𝜇̃β (𝛾 ′ )} (since β is a cubic k-ideal of ℵ′ )
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= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝑥) ∗ (ƒ(𝛾) ∗ 𝑓(𝜏)), 𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝛾))} = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃β (𝑓(𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏)), 𝜇̃β (𝑓(𝛾))}
=𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏)), 𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝛾))} . And
𝑓 −1 (𝜆β (𝜒 ∗ τ)) = 𝜆β (ƒ(𝜒 ∗ τ)) = 𝜆β (ƒ(𝜒) ∗ ƒ(τ)) = 𝜆β ( 𝜒 ′ ∗ τ′ )
≤ 𝑚𝑎 𝑥{𝜆β ( 𝜒 ′ ∗ (𝛾 ′ ∗ τ′ )), 𝜆β (𝛾 ′ )} = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆β (ƒ(𝜒) ∗ (ƒ(𝛾) ∗ ƒ(τ)) , 𝜆β (ƒ(𝛾))
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆β (ƒ(𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ τ)) , 𝜆β (ƒ( 𝛾)}
= 𝑚𝑎 𝑥{𝑓 −1 (𝜆𝛩 (𝜒 ∗ (𝛾 ∗ 𝜏)), 𝑓 −1 (𝜆𝛩 (𝛾))}
(Ck3) ∀ 𝜒 , 𝛾 ∈ ℵ , we have
𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾)) = 𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝜒 ∘ 𝛾)) = 𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝜒) ∘ ƒ(𝛾)) = 𝜇̃β ( 𝜒 ′ ∘ 𝛾 ′ ) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃β ( 𝜒 ′ ), 𝜇̃β ( 𝛾 ′ ) }
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝜒)), 𝜇̃β (ƒ(𝛾)) } = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝜒)) , 𝑓 −1 (𝜇̃β (𝛾)) }
and
𝜆β (𝜒 ∘ 𝛾) = 𝜆β (ƒ(𝜒 ∘ 𝛾)) = 𝜆β (ƒ(𝜒) ∘ ƒ(𝛾)) = 𝜆β ( 𝜒 ′ ∘ 𝛾 ′ ) ≤ 𝑚𝑎 𝑥{𝜆𝛽 ( 𝜒 ′ ), 𝜆𝛽 ( 𝛾 ′ )}
≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆β (ƒ(𝜒), 𝜆β (ƒ(𝛾))} = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑓 −1 (𝜆β (𝜒)) , 𝑓 −1 (𝜆β (𝛾))} , that is
β = ⟨𝜇̃β , 𝜆β ⟩ is a cubic k-ideal of ℵ.
Definition3.5. Let Θ1= ⟨𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥), 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥)⟩ and Θ2= ⟨𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥)⟩ be two cubic subsets of KUsemigroup ℵ1and ℵ2 respectively. Then the Cartesian product of cubic subsets Θ1 and Θ2 is denoted by
Θ1Θ2=⟨𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥)⟩ and is defined by
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )} and 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )=max{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 )}, for all
(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∈ ℵ1 × ℵ2 .
Remark3.6. Let ℵ1, ℵ2 be KU-semigroups , we define the binary operations ∗ and ∘ on ℵ1ℵ2 by
(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ) = (𝑥1 ∗ 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 ∗ 𝑦2 ) and
(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∘ (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ) = (𝑥1 ∘ 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 ) , for all (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ) ∈ ℵ1 × ℵ2 .
We can easy to prove that (ℵ1ℵ2 ,∗,∘, (0,0)) is a KU-semigroup.

Theorem 3.7. If Θ1 and Θ2 are two cubic k-ideals of KU-semigroup ℵ1and ℵ2 respectively. Then the
product Θ1 × Θ2 is a cubic k-ideal of ℵ1 × ℵ2 .
Proof: Let Θ1 = ⟨𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥), 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥)⟩ , Θ2 = ⟨𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥)⟩ be two cubic k-ideals.
(CK1) For any (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∈ ℵ1 × ℵ2
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0,0) = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (0),
𝜇̃Θ2 (0)} ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )} = 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
And
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0,0) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆𝛩1 (0), 𝜆𝛩2 (0)} ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 )} = 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 )
(CK2) Let (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ), (τ1 , τ2 ) ∈ ℵ1 × ℵ2
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ (τ1 , τ2 )) = 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 ∗ τ1 , 𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ∗ τ1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )}
≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ∗ (𝑦1 ∗ τ1 )), 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑦1 )}, 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑦2 )}}
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ∗ (𝑦1 ∗ τ1 )), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )} , 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑦1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑦2 )}}
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ ((𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ) ∗ (τ1 , τ2 ))) , 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )} ,
and
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ (τ1 , τ2 )) = 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 ∗ τ1 , 𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ∗ τ1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )}
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≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ∗ (𝑦1 ∗ τ1 )), 𝜆Θ1 (𝑦1 )}, 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑦2 )}}
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ∗ (𝑦1 ∗ τ1 )), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 ))} , 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑦1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑦2 )}}
=𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ ((𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ) ∗ (τ1 , τ2 ))) , 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
(CK3) Let (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ) ∈ ℵ1 × ℵ2
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∘ (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )) = 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 ∘ 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 )
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ∘ 𝑦1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 )}
≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ),𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑦1 )} , 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑦2 )}},
Since both Θ1 and Θ2 are cubic k-ideal, then
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ),𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )} , 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑦1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑦2 )}}
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )} , and
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∘ (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )) = 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 ∘ 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 )
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ∘ 𝑦1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 )}
≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ),𝜆Θ1 (𝑦1 )} , 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑦2 )}},
Since both Θ1 and Θ2 are cubic k-ideal, then
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ),𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 )} , 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆Θ1 (𝑦1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑦2 )}}
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )} , that is Θ1 × Θ2 is a cubic k-ideal of ℵ1 × ℵ2 .
Now we discuss the converse in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.8. Let Θ1 and Θ2 be two cubic k-ideals of KU-semigroup ℵ1and ℵ2 respectively. If Θ1 ×
Θ2 ˑis a cubic k-ideal of ℵ1 × ℵ2 , then
(i) Either 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ1 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) or 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )
,𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ), for all 𝑥1 ∈ ℵ1 , 𝑥2 ∈ ℵ2 .
(ii) If 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ1 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) for all 𝑥1 ∈ ℵ1 . Then either
𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) or 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ).
(iii) If 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥1 ), λΘ2 (0) ≤ λΘ2 (x1 ), for all x1 ∈ ℵ1 , then either
𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) or 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ1 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥1 ).
Proof. (i) Suppose that 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≤ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ), and 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )
, 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ), for some x1 ∈ ℵ1 , 𝑥2 ∈ ℵ2 . Then
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )} ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )} = 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0,0)
And
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 )} ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (0), 𝜆Θ2 (0)} = 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0,0)
, for some x1 ∈ ℵ1 , 𝑥2 ∈ ℵ2 . This is a contradiction. Therefore, either 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ),
𝜆Θ1 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) or 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ), for all 𝑥1 ∈ ℵ1 , 𝑥2 ∈ ℵ2 .
(ii) Suppose that 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) and
𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ) , for all 𝑥1 ∈ ℵ1 , 𝑥2 ∈ ℵ2 .
Then 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0,0) = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (0), 𝜇̃Θ2 (0)} = 𝜇̃Θ2 (0), and
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )} ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ2 (0), 𝜇̃Θ2 (0)} = 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) = 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0,0)
And 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0,0) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (0), 𝜆Θ2 (0)} = 𝜆Θ2 (0) and 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) =
𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 )} ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ2 (0), 𝜆Θ2 (0)} = 𝜆Θ2 (0) = 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0,0)
. This is a contradiction. Therefore, either 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) or
𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ).
(iii)The proof is similar to (ii).
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The partial converse of Theorem3.7 is the following.
Theorem3.9. If Θ2 × Θ2 is a cubic k-ideal of ℵ1 × ℵ2 , then either Θ1 or Θ2 is a cubic k-ideal of KUsemigroup ℵ1, ℵ2 respectively.
Proof. By Proposition (3.8) (i), without loss of generality we assume that 𝜇̃Θ2 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )
, 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ), for all 𝑥2 ∈ ℵ2 . By Proposition (3.8) (iii), then either 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ),
𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ) or 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ1 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥1 ).
If 𝜇̃Θ1 (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Θ1 (𝑥1 ), 𝜆Θ2 (0) ≤ 𝜆Θ1 (𝑥1 ), then
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑥2 ) = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1 (0), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )} = 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 )……..(1)
And
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑥2 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1 (0), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 )} = 𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ) ………(2)
Since Θ2 × Θ2 =⟨𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥)⟩ is a cubic k-ideal of ℵ1 × ℵ2 , then
Let (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ), (τ1 , τ2 ) ∈ ℵ1 × ℵ2
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), (τ1 , τ2 )) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ ((𝑦1 , 𝑦2 ) ∗ (τ1 , τ2 )), 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 ∗ τ1 ), (𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ ((𝑦1 ∗ τ1 ), (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )), 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
= 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 ∗ (𝑦1 ∗ τ1 )), (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )) , 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
Put 𝑥1 = 𝑦1 = τ1 = 0, we have
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((0 ∗ 0 ), (𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((0 ∗ (0 ∗ 0)), (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )) , 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑦2 )}
Then by using equation (1), we get
𝜇̃Θ2 ( 𝑥2 ∗ τ2 ) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )), 𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑦2 )}
And
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), (τ1 , τ2 )) =
≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ ((𝑦1 ∗ τ1 ), (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 ∗ τ1 ), (𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∗ ((𝑦1 ∗ τ1 ), (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
= 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 ∗ (𝑦1 ∗ τ1 )), (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )) , 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
Put 𝑥1 = 𝑦1 = τ1 = 0, we have
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((0 ∗ 0 ), (𝑥2 ∗ τ2 )) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((0 ∗ (0 ∗ 0)), (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )) , 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑦2 )}
Then by using equation (2), we get
𝜆Θ2 ( 𝑥2 ∗ τ2 ) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ∗ (𝑦2 ∗ τ2 )), 𝜆Θ2 (𝑦2 )}.
𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑜 𝑤𝑒 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∘ (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 ∘ 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 ) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
Put 𝑥1 = 𝑦1 = 0, then we have
𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0 ∘ 0, 𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 ) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑥2 ), 𝜇̃Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑦2 )} And by using equation (1), we get
𝜇̃Θ2 (𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 ) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Θ2 ( 𝑥2 ), 𝜇̃Θ2 ( 𝑦2 )}. And 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 ((𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) ∘ (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )) ≤
𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 ∘ 𝑦1 , 𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 ) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )}
Put 𝑥1 = 𝑦1 = 0, then we have
𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0 ∘ 0, 𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 ) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ1×Θ2 (0, 𝑦2 )} And by using equation (2), we get
𝜆Θ2 (𝑥2 ∘ 𝑦2 ) ≤ 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝜆Θ2 ( 𝑥2 ), 𝜆Θ2 ( 𝑦2 )}
It follows that Θ2 is a cubic k-ideal of KU-semigroup ℵ2.
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Abstract. This paper presents an iterative method Accelerated Predictor-Corrector Hally's
Method (AHM) for finding the voltage of a single-diode model for a solar cell from the
equivalent circuit. The purposes of the obtained results are to reduce the number of iterations.
Two numerical methods are applied and compared; Newton's and Hally's methods. The results
showed that the proposed is the most efficient compare with NRM. The purpose of the present
work is to acquire the results of photovoltaic parameters using two numerical models and the
comparison between them. The acquired results presented the suggested technique (NRM) is a
sufficient tool, powerful method to solve this model with the least iteration. All the calculations
are achieved using Matlab program.

1. Introduction
The topics of numerical analysis are very important topics in all different fields of science and it is
indispensable for all scientific branches, especially applied from the study of numerical analysis and
multiple programming languages. Therefore, scientific problems have been solved based on this science
in the scientific working life [1-14]. Nowadays, many researchers have developed different types of
solar cells based on cost and efficiency. These solar cells were prepared using different and easy methods
of preparation, depending on the materials used and the quality of solar cells and the goal is to reduce
cost and increase efficiency [15-25]. Other researchers can be utilizing the mathematical techniques in
order to solving nonlinear equations of various of solar cells structures depending on the technique of
fabrication for inorganic and organic materials for example ceramic materials, silicon solar cells, thin
films solar cells [26-36]. Different techniques have been utilized to calculate the parameters of
photovoltaic cell and mathematical algorithms for example fuzzy set and logic techniques and visual
studio program [37-47]. Recently researchers can be utilizing numerical techniques to solve nonlinear
equations in space depending on Kepler's and Barker equations [48-64].
This article aims is to present a new iterative method Accelerated Predictor-Corrector Hally method
(AHM) for solving nonlinear equation of a solar cell. The propose of reducing the root of iteration in
the numerical solution of the nonlinear equation root. Systematic as the following points: in section two
characterizing the model of a solar cell type single-diode; in section three establishing the root finding
of Newton Raphson technique; whereas; in section four Accelerated Predictor-Corrector Hally method
has been studied; in section five discussion of the results; section six conclusions of the acquired results.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Properties of The equation for a Single Diode Solar Cells [50-61]
Figure 1 presents the equivalent electronic circuit of the photovoltaic cell solar cell.

Figure 1. Single-diode solar cell (electrical circuit).
By applying Kirchhoff's current law of Figure 1; the final equation of the solar cell current can be
extracted according to this equivalent as follows [52-61]
I = Iph − ID
ID = I0 (e

(1)

−Vpv
nVT

− 1)

(2)

−Vpv

I = Iph − I0 (e mVT − 1)

(3)

where:
Iph : the photocurrent in (A), I0 : the diode's reverse saturation current in (A), Vpv and I are the delivered
voltage and current in (A) and (V) respectively.
kT
Thermic voltage can be calculated using the equation VT = = 0.0259 V = 26 mV, at room
q

temperature, air-mass is 1.5; m: (1 < m < 2), k: Boltzmann constant= 1.38 × 10−23 J/K; T: the
temperature of the junction (p − n) (K); q = 1.6 × 10−19 C: the electron charge [36-37].
Iph = Isource
(4)
VD

ID = Is × (enVT − 1)

(5)

Substitute Eq. 4 in Eq. 5 yield
−V

(Isource ) − 10−12 (e1.2∗0.026 − 1) =

V
R

(6)
−12

where: Is : reverse saturation current= 10 A. In the case of parallel, VD = Vpv = V
By the first derivative of Eq. 6, the voltage of the cell is calculated numerically.
3. Newton's Method [50-55]
The following algorithm suggestion for solving Eq. 6 by using NRM
INPUT initial approximate solution x0 = 1,  (tolerance), N: the maximum number of iterations.
The OUTPUT for the approximate solution xn+1
Step 1: Set x = 0
Step 2: while i ≤ x0
Step 3: Calculate
f(x )
xn+1 = xn − f́(xn ) for n = 0, 1, 2, ….
n

|xi − xi−1 | < ε; then OUTPUT xn+1 and stop.
Step 4: if
Step 5: put i = i + 1 and n = n + 1; and go to Step 2.
Step 6: The OUTPUT
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4. Accelerated Predictor-Corrector Hally Method (AHM)
To compare the different numerical methods of iterations, method 1 has been used against the proposed
method 2. Also, Eq. 6 has been solved to demonstrate the performance of the new method, and determine
the consistency and the stability of results. The results are examined using two iterative methods
Method 1: Newton Raphson Method (NRM)
f(x )
xn+1 = xn − ́ n , n = 0, 1, 2, 3, …
f(xn )

Method 2: Accelerated Predictor- Corrector Hally Method (AHM)
f(x )
yn = xn − f́(xn )
n

xn+1 = yn −
zn = x n − x

2×f(yn )f́(yn )
2×f́(yn )2 −f(yn )×f́(yn )
(xn+1 −xn )2

n+2 −2×xn+1 +xn

, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, …

, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, …

−9

We take ε = 10 (tolerance).
For estimating the zero, the following equation is utilized
|f(zn )| < ε, σ = |zn+1 − zn | < ε
5. Results and Discussion
Suppose Eq. 6 is modelled has obtained the following approximate solutions and the NRM and AHM
are achieved based on first initial value x0 . In Table 1 the NRM and AHM of the solution results; voltage
Vpv; current Ipv ; power Ppv of the solar cell. Table 1 shows the obtained results, R = 1 (load resistance).
Table 1. The obtained values using NRM and AHM.
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -NRM
1
0.971416861
0.946732606
0.929865706
0.923247893
0.922434
0.922423136
0.922423135
0.922423135

𝐼𝑝𝑣 - NRM
1
0.971416861
0.946732606
0.929865706
0.923247893
0.922434
0.922423136
0.922423135
0.922423135

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - NRM
1
0.943650719
0.896302627
0.864650231
0.852386673
0.850884484
0.850864443
0.850864439
0.850864439

Figure 2 The obtained values corresponding to Table 1.

3

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.790453895
0.893473304
0.918974787
0.922319866
0.922422989
0.922423135
0.922423135

𝐼𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.790453895
0.893473304
0.918974787
0.922319866
0.922422989
0.922423135
0.922423135

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - AHM
0.624817361
0.798294545
0.844514659
0.850673936
0.850864171
0.850864439
0.850864439
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Figure 2. The obtained solutions of the study result.
Table 2 shows AHM and NRM results; voltage Vpv; current Ipv ; power Ppv of the solar cell R = 2
(load resistance).
Table 2. The obtained values using NRM and AHM.
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -NRM
1
0.97103047
0.94542197
0.92683448
0.91843875
0.91706688
0.9170354
0.91703538
0.91703538

𝐼𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.5
0.48551524
0.47271098
0.46341724
0.45921937
0.45853344
0.4585177
0.45851769
0.45851769

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.5
0.47145009
0.44691135
0.42951107
0.42176486
0.42050584
0.42047696
0.42047695
0.42047695

Figure 3 The obtained values corresponding to Table 2.

4

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.750304127
0.877625808
0.911522541
0.916798941
0.917034659
0.917035382
0.917035382

𝐼𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.375152064
0.438812904
0.455761271
0.45839947
0.458517329
0.458517691
0.458517691

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - AHM
0.281478142
0.385113529
0.415436672
0.420260149
0.420476283
0.420476946
0.420476946
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Figure 3. The obtained solutions of the study result.
In Table 3 shows AHM and NRM results; voltage Vpv; current Ipv ; power Ppv of the solar cell R =
3 (load resistance).
Table 3. The obtained values using NRM and AHM.
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -NRM
1
0.970643792
0.944084232
0.923594243
0.91287784
0.910501262
0.910403531
0.910403374
0.910403374

𝐼𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.333333333
0.323547931
0.314694744
0.307864748
0.304292613
0.303500421
0.303467844
0.303467791
0.303467791

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.333333333
0.31404979
0.297098346
0.284342109
0.277781984
0.276337516
0.276278197
0.276278101
0.276278101

Figure 4 The obtained values corresponding to Table 3.

5

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.691850003
0.854423029
0.90112767
0.909824015
0.91039934
0.910403374
0.910403374

𝐼𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.230616668
0.284807676
0.30037589
0.303274672
0.303466447
0.303467791
0.303467791

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - AHM
0.159552142
0.243346237
0.270677026
0.27592658
0.276275653
0.276278101
0.276278101
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Figure 4. The obtained solutions of the study result.
In Table 4 shows AHM and NRM results; voltage Vpv; current Ipv ; power Ppv of the solar cell R = 4
(load resistance).
Table 4. The obtained values using NRM and AHM.
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -NRM
1
0.970256822
0.94271872
0.920123009
0.906346494
0.902077706
0.901742503
0.901740602
0.901740602

𝐼𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.25
0.242564205
0.23567968
0.230030752
0.226586624
0.225519427
0.225435626
0.225435151
0.22543515

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.25
0.235349575
0.222179646
0.211656588
0.205365992
0.203436047
0.203284885
0.203284028
0.203284028

Figure 5 The obtained values corresponding to Table 4.

6

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.598809171
0.816819533
0.884826124
0.900161102
0.901713938
0.901740591
0.901740602

𝐼𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.149702293
0.204204883
0.221206531
0.225040276
0.225428485
0.225435148
0.22543515

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - AHM
0.089643106
0.166798538
0.195729317
0.202572502
0.203272007
0.203284023
0.203284028
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Figure 5. The obtained solutions of the study result.
In Table 5 shows AHM and NRM results; voltage Vpv; current Ipv ; power Ppv of the solar cell R = 5
(load resistance).
Table 5. The obtained values using NRM and AHM.
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -NRM
1
0.970256822
0.94271872
0.920123009
0.906346494
0.902077706
0.901742503
0.901740602
0.901740602

𝐼𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.25
0.242564205
0.23567968
0.230030752
0.226586624
0.225519427
0.225435626
0.225435151
0.22543515

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - NRM
0.25
0.235349575
0.222179646
0.211656588
0.205365992
0.203436047
0.203284885
0.203284028
0.203284028

Figure 6 The obtained values corresponding to Table 5.

7

𝑉𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.598809171
0.816819533
0.884826124
0.900161102
0.901713938
0.901740591
0.901740602

𝐼𝑝𝑣 -AHM
0.149702293
0.204204883
0.221206531
0.225040276
0.225428485
0.225435148
0.22543515

𝑃𝑝𝑣 - AHM
0.089643106
0.166798538
0.195729317
0.202572502
0.203272007
0.203284023
0.203284028
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Figure 6. The obtained solutions of the study result.
Obtained results plot number of iteration V, I and P-plane and the initial-output values proves that the
proposed method AHM has eight iterations indicated a fast behavior. The comparison between the two
methods NRM and AHM is to acquire the results based on the least number of iterations, which confirms
that the mathematical method with the least number of iterations is better and faster. The results
confirmed with NRM, ten iterations were used, while using the AHM, eight iterations were utilized.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we observed that the efficiency of the new Accelerated Predictor- Corrector Hally method
considerably improve that of Newton method and the given two step method Remark that only 8
iterations are needed to reach the exact solution with small tolerance, while Newton's method requires
ten iterations. Data acquired from the proposed method AHM were found to be sufficient and values for
single diode solar cell were determined with fast convergence, more capable to determine these
parameters and establishing towards the final values.
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Abstract. In this paper, the concept of soft open set is inserted by using soft ideal with
soft 𝑝𝑟𝑒 -open sets, like: soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-open sets "𝑠𝑝ᶅ𝑔-open" some of the characteristics of
these sets are offered. New soft functions are given such as; sᶅ𝑝𝑔-open functions, soft ᶅ*𝑝𝑔open functions, soft ᶅ**𝑝𝑔-open functions, soft ᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠, strongly soft ᶅ𝑝𝑔continuous functions and soft ᶅ𝑝𝑔-irresolute-functions. New separation axioms and
convergences are introduced by using soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-open sets like; 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒. some figures and suggestions have been introduced the relationships with
near soft functions as well some examples are explained.

1. Introduction
In 2011, 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑟 [1] introduced smooth topological space. Many studies have been presented to study
several topological properties using the soft set as 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 groups, 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑠𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
axioms and other properties see [2-4]. As well, Kandil use the Soft ideal Model,
which is a family of soft sets that meet the added genetic and characteristic of Ӽ, to study the ideal of
a soft function [5], The concept of soft topological spaces (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is considered the beginning of the
study of many topological concepts by using the concept of the ideal see [6-9].
In this work, and by using the concept of soft pre- open set and soft ideal, we have defined a new
type of soft near open set. Many properties of this set have also been studied and new types of functions
defined using the concept under study and new types of separation axioms have also been studied by
using this set in (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ).

2. Preliminaries

In this section, some basic concepts about soft space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) with soft ideal were presented.
Definition 2.1: [10] Let Ӽ ≠ ∅ and Ɖ be a set of 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠, and let 𝓅(Ӽ) be the power set of Ӽ.The
collection of Ӽ and 𝑃 ≠ ∅ such that 𝑃 ⊆ Ɖ. (Ӻ, Ɖ) (𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑦 ӺƉ) is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡 over Ӽ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟, Ӻ is a
𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 such that Ӻ: Ɖ → 𝓅(Ӽ). So, ӺƉ = { Ӻ(𝑑): 𝑑 ∈ 𝑃 ⊆ Ɖ , Ӻ ∶ Ɖ → 𝑝(Ӽ) }.The 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 of all
soft sets (briefly ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ)..
Definition 2.2: [10] Let (Ӻ, Ɖ) , (𝒵, Ɖ) ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ. Then (Ӻ, Ɖ) is a soft subset of, (𝒵, Ɖ),
̃ , (𝒵, Ɖ)), if Ӻ(d) ⊆
̃ 𝒵(d) , for all 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ. Now (Ӻ, Ɖ) is a soft subset of (𝒵, Ɖ)and
(briefly(Ӻ, Ɖ) ⊆
̃ , (𝒵, Ɖ).
, (𝒵, Ɖ) is a soft super set of (Ӻ, Ɖ), (Ӻ, Ɖ) ⊆
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Definition 2.3: [11] The complement of (Ӻ, Ɖ) (briefly (Ӻ, Ɖ)′ ) (Ӻ, Ɖ)′ = (Ӻ ′, Ɖ) , Ӻ ′: Ɖ → 𝓅(Ӽ) is a
function such that Ӻ′ (d) = Ӽ ‒ Ӻ(d) , for all 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ and Ӻ ′ is namely the soft complement of Ӻ.
Definition 2.4: [1] Let (Ӻ, Ɖ) be a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 over Ӽ and 𝓍 ∈ Ӽ. If 𝓍 ∈ Ӻ(d) for each d ∈ Ɖ,
̃ (Ӻ, Ɖ).
then 𝓍 ∈
Definition 2.5: [1] (Ӻ, Ɖ) 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑁𝑈𝐿𝐿 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡 (briefly ∅̃ or ØƉ) whenever, ∀ 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ, Ӻ(𝑑) = Ø .
Definition 2.6: [1] (Ӻ, Ɖ) 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡 (briefly Ӽ̃ or Ӽ Ɖ) whenever, ∀ 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ, Ӻ(𝑑) = Ӽ.
Definition 2.7: [1] 𝐿𝑒𝑡 Ʈ is the set of soft sets on Ӽ with the same Ɖ, then Ʈ ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ is a soft topology
on Ӽ if;
̃ (𝑑) = Ø and Ӽ̃(𝑑) = Ӽ, for each 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ
i.
Ӽ̃ , ̃∅ ∈ Ʈ where, ∅
ii.
⋃ α∈Ʌ (Ƞα , Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ whenever, (Ƞα, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ ∀ α ∈ Ʌ ,
̃ (𝒵, Ɖ)) ∈ Ʈ for each (Ӻ, Ɖ) , (𝒵, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ.
iii.
((Ӻ, Ɖ) ∩
The triple (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) i𝑠 𝑎 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑎ce if (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ then (Ƞ, Ɖ) is an open soft set.
Definition 2.8: [12] Let (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) be a soft topological space. A soft set (Ӻ, Ɖ) over Ӽ is a soft
closed set in Ӽ , if (Ӻ, Ɖ)′ ∈ Ʈ , the collection of all 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 closed sets (briefly ŞC (Ӽ) Ɖ).
Definition 2.9: [12] 𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ). Let (Ӻ, Ɖ)′ ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ, then 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
̃ (ℳ, Ɖ) }.
̃ { (ℳ, Ɖ) ∶ (ℳ, Ɖ) ∈ ŞC(Ӽ)Ɖ, (Ӻ, Ɖ) ⊆
of (Ӻ, Ɖ)′, (briefly cl(Ӻ, Ɖ)), cl((Ӻ, Ɖ)) = ∩
Definition 2.10: [12] For any (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ). Let (Ӻ, Ɖ) ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 of (𝒵, Ɖ),
̃ (𝒵, Ɖ)}.
̃ { (ℳ, Ɖ) ∶ (ℳ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ ,(ℳ, Ɖ) ⊆
(briefly int(𝒵, Ɖ)), int(𝒵, Ɖ) = ∪
Definition 2.11:. [2] Two soft sets (℮, Ɖ), (𝒰, Ɖ) in ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ, is said to be soft and disjoint, written
̃ , 𝒲(ᶁ) ∩ 𝒰(ᶁ) = ∅ , for each 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ.
̃ (𝒰, Ɖ) = ∅
(𝒲, Ɖ) ∩
̃ Ӽ̃ are different, written ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝, if 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 exest two
Definition 2.12: . [2] The Two soft point ᶁ𝓜, ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃
̃ (𝒰, Ɖ)
soft sets (℮, Ɖ) and (𝒰, Ɖ) are 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑗𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 ᶁ𝓜 ∈ (℮, Ɖ) and ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ ŞŞ (Ӽ) Ɖ is a soft ideal whenever,
Definition 2.13: [5] 𝐿𝑒𝑡 ᶅ≠ ∅, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ᶅ ⊆
̃ ( 𝒵, Ɖ) ∈
̃ ᶅ and (𝒵, Ɖ) ∈
̃ ᶅ implies, ( Ӻ , Ɖ) ∪
̃ ᶅ.
i. If (Ӻ, Ɖ) ∈
̃ (Ӻ, Ɖ) implies, ( 𝒵, Ɖ) ∈̃ ᶅ.
̃ ᶅ and (𝒵, Ɖ) ⊆
ii. If (Ӻ, Ɖ) ∈
Definition 2.14: [5] The space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) with a soft ideal ᶅ can be defined is (Ӽ,Ʈ,Ɖ, ᶅ) a soft topological
space.
Definition 2.15: [14] For any (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ), then (Ӻ, Ɖ) is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒-open set (briefly Ş𝑝-open set
̃ int(cl(Ӻ, Ɖ)). a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒-closed set (briefly (Ӻ, Ɖ)′).The family of each pre 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡if (Ӻ, Ɖ) ⊆
open sets in (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) (briefly Ş𝑝O(Ӽ)). The 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 of each 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 sets (𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑦
Ş𝑝C(Ӽ)).
Definition 2.16: [2] Let (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) be a soft topological space over Ӽ is a soft- Ʈ0-space if for all, ᶁ𝓜,
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ)
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝. 𝐼𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡 (Ƞ, Ɖ) such that ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) , ᶁ𝓝 ∉
ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ).
or ᶁ𝓜 ∉
Definition 2.17: [2] Let (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) be a soft topological space over Ӽ is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 Ʈ1-space if for all, ᶁ𝓜
̃ (Ӻ, Ɖ) and ᶁ𝓜 ∉
̃
̃ Ӽ̃ 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝. ∃ (Ӻ, Ɖ), (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ whenever, ᶁ ∈
̃ (Ӻ, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∉
ᶁ𝓝, ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ).
(Ƞ, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
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Definition 2.18: [2] 𝐿𝑒𝑡 (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) be a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 topological 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 Ӽ is 𝑠𝑎𝑖𝑑 to be 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-Ʈ2-space if,
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝. ∃ (Ӻ, Ɖ), (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ whenever, ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃ (Ӻ, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ)
for each ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ }.
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) = {∅
and (Ӻ, Ɖ) ∩
Proposition 2.19: [2] For all soft- Ʈi +1-space is a soft- Ʈi-space and i ∈ {0,1,2}
Definition 2.20: [13] Let ŞŞ(Ӽ)𝑃 and ŞŞ(Υ)Ϣ be two collections of soft sets, such that Г: Ӽ → Υ
and Ф: 𝑃 → Ϣ are two functions. Let ƒ ФГ: ŞŞ(Ӽ)𝑃→ ŞŞ(Υ)Ϣ be .a function then;
i. If ( ℳ, P) ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ). ƒФГ(ℳ, 𝒫) = (ƒФГ( ℳ) , Ф(𝑃)) ∈ ŞŞ(Υ)Ϣ whenever,
∪ {Г(ℳ)(𝒶) ∶ 𝒶 ∈ Ф-1(𝒷) ∩ 𝑃} if Ф-1(𝒷) ∩ 𝑃 ≠ ∅
ƒФГ(ℳ) (𝒷) =

for each 𝒷 ∈ Ϣ
∅

Otherwise

ii. If (𝒵, Ϣ) ∈ŞŞ(Υ)Ϣ . Then ƒФГ-1(𝒵, Ϣ) = (ƒФГ-1(𝒵) , Ф-1(Ϣ)) ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ)𝑃 whenever,
Г-1((𝒵(Ф(𝒶))
ƒФГ (𝒵) (𝒶) =

if Ф(𝒶) ∈ Ϣ

for each 𝒶 ∈ P

-1

∅

Otherwise

Now, if Ф and Г are 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 (𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦, injective), functions then ƒФГ is a 𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
(𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦, 𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒)
Deﬁnition 2.21: [15] Let (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) and (Υ, ₸, 𝒮) be soft topological spaces over Ӽ and 𝛶 respectively.
̃ Ӽ̃
Let Г: Ӽ → Υ and Ф ∶ 𝑃 → Ϣ be two functions. Let ƒФГ : ŞŞ(Ӽ)p → ŞŞ(Υ)Ϣ be a function and ᶁℳ∈
̃ Ӽ̃ if for each (𝒢,B) ∈
̃ 𝑁₸ (ƒФГ (ᶁℳ)), there exists a
. The function ƒФГ is soft ФГ-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 at ᶁℳ∈
̃ (𝒢, Ϣ). Then ƒФГ is soft ФГ-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 on 𝜒̃, if ƒФГ is soft
̃ 𝑁₸ ᶁℳ) such that ƒФГ (ℳ, 𝒫) ⊆
(ℳ,𝒫) ∈
ФГ-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 at 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 in Ӽ̃ .
Theorem 2.22: [15] Let (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) and (Υ, ₸, 𝒮) be soft topological spaces over Ӽ and 𝛶 respectively. Let
Г ∶ 𝜒 → 𝜒 and Ф ∶ 𝑃 → Ϣ are two functions. Let ƒФГ : ŞŞ(Ӽ)p → ŞŞ(Υ)Ϣ be a function . ƒФГ is a soft
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 if ƒФГ-1((Ƞ,Ɖ))) ∈ Ʈ, ∀ (Ƞ,Ɖ))) ∈ ₸
Definition 2.23:[16] If 𝑆𝑛 : ℕ ⟶ 𝓅(χ) and S(𝑛) = 𝑆𝑛 ∈ 𝓅(Ӽ) for all 𝑛 ∈ ℕ , 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑆𝑛 is a soft 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
over Ӽ it can be written as S as 𝑆𝑛 or ≺S1 ,S2 ,S3 ,...≻ .
Example ∶ Let Ӽ = {1, 2, 3} , 𝑆: ℕ ⟶ 𝓅(Ӽ) such that 𝑆𝑛 = {2} ∀ 𝑛 ∈ ℕ/{1}. 𝑆1 = {1}, 𝑆2 = 𝑆3 = 𝑆4 =
…
= {2}. Then 𝑆𝑛 =≺{ 1} ,{ 2 },{ 2 },{ 2 },...≻.
Definition 2.24 :[16] For a𝑛𝑦 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐e (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ a set of 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 Ɖ where, ȴ𝓜 ∈
𝓅(Ӽ)/Ӽ and the 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N over Ӽ. Then (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is called 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to ȴ𝓜
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) there 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑘 ∈ ℕ where, 𝑆𝑛
(𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑓𝑙𝑦 𝑆𝑛 ⟶ ȴ𝓜) if for all 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 set (Ƞ, Ɖ) where, ȴ𝓜 ∈
̃
∈ (Ƞ, Ɖ) for 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑛 ⩾ 𝑘 and ȴ𝓜 is called limit point for the soft sequence.
A soft sequence (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, 𝑖𝑓 𝑖𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒.
On 𝒔𝒐𝒇𝒕 𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒂𝒍 𝒑𝒓𝑒-𝒈-𝒄𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒆𝒅 𝒔𝒆𝒕.
Definition 3.1: In 𝑓𝑡 𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ ), let ( Ӻ, Ɖ) ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ then ( Ӻ , Ɖ) is a soft-ᶅ𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-closed set (briefly sᶅ𝑝𝑔-closed). If (Ӻ, Ɖ) - (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ ᶅ then , cl(Ӻ, Ɖ) – (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ ᶅ for each
(Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ş𝑝O(Ӽ). And Ӽ̃ – (Ӻ, Ɖ) is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-open set (briefly 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open set).
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The family of all 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔- closed sets (briefly 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-C(Ӽ)) and the family of all sᶅ𝑝𝑔-open soft sets
(briefly 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ).
̃ ,X
̃, ( Ӻ, Ɖ), (Ƞ, Ɖ)}, ᶅ =
Example 3.2: For a space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ),where Ӽ = {ᶒ, ᶆ}, Ɖ ={d1, d2},Ʈ={∅
̃
{∅, ℳ} such 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 (Ӻ, Ɖ) ={(d1, {∅}), (d2, {ᶒ})}, and(Ƞ,Ɖ)={( d1,{ᶒ}),(d2,{ᶒ})} and (𝑀, Ɖ)
={(d1, {Ø}) , (d2, {ᶒ})} then Ş𝑝O(Ӽ)={ ̃∅, Ӽ̃, (Ӻ, Ɖ), (Ƞ, Ɖ), (𝒵, Ɖ), (ℋ, Ɖ), (ℰ, Ɖ), (𝒩, Ɖ), (𝒢, Ɖ)}, sᶅ𝑝𝑔̃ ̃∅ , (Ӻ′ , Ɖ),(Ƞ′ , Ɖ)}; (Ӻ′ , Ɖ))={(d1, {Ӽ}), (d2, {ᶆ})}, (Ƞ′ , Ɖ)={( d1,{ᶆ}),(d2,{ᶆ})} such
𝐶(Ӽ)Ɖ={ Ӽ,
that (𝒵, Ɖ)={(𝑑1,∅),(𝑑2, χ)}, (ℋ, Ɖ) = {(d1, {ᶒ}), (d2, χ)}, (ℰ, Ɖ)={(𝑑1,{ᶆ}),(𝑑2,{ᶒ})},
(𝒩, Ɖ)={(𝑑1,{ᶆ}),(𝑑2, χ)} and (𝒢, Ɖ)= {(𝑑1, χ) ,(𝑑2,{ᶒ})}.
Remark 3.3: For any (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) then
i. Every closed 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡 is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-closed.
ii. Every 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡 is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-open.
Proof (i) Let (ℳ, Ɖ) 𝑏𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑦 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛 (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) and (Ƞ, Ɖ) be a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒-open set such
that (ℳ, Ɖ) – (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ ᶅ, but cl(ℳ, Ɖ) = (ℳ, Ɖ), since (ℳ, Ɖ) is a closed soft set so, cl(ℳ, Ɖ)(Ƞ, Ɖ) = (ℳ, Ɖ)– (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ ᶅ this implies (ℳ, Ɖ) is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-closed soft set.
(ii) Let (Ƞ, Ɖ) 𝑏𝑒 𝑎𝑛𝑦 open 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 set in (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 Ӽ̃ – (Ƞ, Ɖ) is a closed 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 set this 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 by
(i) (Ӽ̃ - (ℳ, Ɖ))𝑖𝑠 a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-closed set 𝑡ℎ𝑢𝑠 (ℳ, Ɖ)is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-open soft set .
The converse of 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3;3 is not hold. See Example 3:2
i. Let (ℰ ′ , Ɖ) = {(𝒽1, {ᶒ}), (𝒽2, {ᶆ})} is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-closed set, but (ℰ, Ɖ) is not 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 set.
ii. Let (𝒢, Ɖ)= {(𝒽1, {ᶆ}), (𝒽2, {ᶒ})} is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-open set, but (𝒢, Ɖ) ∉ Ʈ.
Definition 3.4: The function ƒβΨ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮) be 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 Ӽ and Υ
respectively . Let Г: Ӽ→Ӽ and Ф:Ɖ →𝒮 are two functions be a mapping. Let ƒФГ: ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ→ ŞŞ(Υ)𝒮 be
a function. then the function ƒФГ is called
(1)soft open if ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ ₸ , ∀(Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ
(2)soft continuous if ƒФГ-1 ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ Ʈ, ∀(Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ ₸
Definition 3.5: The function ƒβΨ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is called
i. Soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-g-open function, (briefly sᶅpg-O-function), if ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-O(Υ)𝒮 whenever, (Ƞ, Ɖ)
∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ.
ii. Soft-ᶅ*-𝑝𝑟𝑒-g-open function, (briefly 𝑠ᶅ*𝑝𝑔-O-function), if ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-O(Υ)𝒮
whenever,(Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ.
iii. Soft-ᶅ**-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-open function, (briefly 𝑠ᶅ** 𝑝𝑔-O-function), if ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ ₸ whenever,(Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈
𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ.
Proposition 3.6: Let ƒФГ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is a 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
i. If ƒФГ is a soft open 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ* 𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
ii. If ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ** 𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a soft open 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
iii. If ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ*𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
iv. If ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ**𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
Proof:
i. Let (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ since ƒФГ is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ ₸. By 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3, ƒФГ
((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Υ) . Hence ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ*𝑝𝑔O-function.
ii. Let (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ. By Remark 3.3, (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ. Since ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ**𝑝𝑔𝑜-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then
ƒФГ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) 𝑖𝑠 𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛 (Υ, ₸, 𝒮). Hence ƒФГ is an open 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
iii. Let (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ. By 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3, (Ƞ, Ɖ) is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ, since ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ
(Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ sᶅ𝑝𝑔-o(Υ)𝒮. Hence ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ *𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
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iv. Let (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ. Since ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ**𝑝𝑔𝑜-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ((Ƞ, Ɖ))
𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑖𝑛 (Υ, ₸, 𝒮) . By 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3., ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Υ)𝒮. Hence ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔ofunction.
The inverse is not true. See the following examples.
̃ , (Ӻ, Ɖ) ; Ӻ(d) = {ᶒ} , for all
Example 3.7: The function ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, Ϊ) where , Ʈ= { Ӽ̃ , ∅
̃
d ∈ Ɖ} where, Ӽ = {ᶒ, ᶆ, ᶉ}, Ɖ={𝑑1,𝑑2}, ᶅ= {∅} and Ϊ= ŞŞ({Ӽ})Ɖ where, Ф: Ɖ → Ɖ such that
Ф(𝑑1)={𝑑1}, Ф(𝑑2)={𝑑2} and Г ∶ Ӽ → Ӽ such that Г(ᶒ) = {ᶆ}, Г(ᶆ) = {ᶒ}, Г(ᶉ) = {ᶉ} then Ş𝑝O(Ӽ) =
{(ℳ, Ɖ); ᶒ∈ (ℳ, Ɖ)}for some (𝑑i ∈ Ɖ)such that i ={1,2}, then sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ=Ʈ , sᶅ𝑝𝑔̃ ,(Ӻ′, Ɖ); Ӻ′(𝑑)={ᶆ,ᶉ} for every 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ} and 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-C(Ӽ)Ɖ= 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-O-(Ӽ)Ɖ= ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ. Then
C(Ӽ)Ɖ={ Ӽ̃ ,∅
ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-function and 𝑠ᶅ*𝑝𝑔-O-function which is not 𝑠ᶅ**𝑝𝑔-O-function and not soft open
function. Since(Ӻ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ, but ƒФГ ((Ӻ, Ɖ)) = (𝒲, Ɖ) ∈ ŞŞ (Ӽ) Ɖ such that 𝒲(d) = {ᶆ} ∀ d ∈ Ɖ, which
is not open soft set.
Example 3.8: The function ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, Ϊ) where, Ʈ= {Ӽ̃, ∅̃ , (Ӻ, Ɖ) ; Ӻ(d) = {ᶒ} , for all
̃ } and ᶅ = ŞŞ({Ӽ})Ɖ where Ф ∶ Ɖ → Ɖ such that Ф(𝑑1)
d ∈ Ɖ} where, Ӽ= {ᶒ, ᶆ, ᶉ} , Ɖ= {𝑑1,𝑑2}, Ϊ= {∅
= {d1} , Ф(𝑑2)={ d2} and Г ∶ Ӽ → Ӽ such that Г(ᶒ) = {ᶒ} , Г(ᶆ) = {ᶆ} , Г(ᶉ) = {ᶉ} then Ş𝑝O(Ӽ)
= {(ℳ, Ɖ) ;ᶒ∈ (ℳ, Ɖ)}for some (𝑑i ∈ Ɖ)such that i ={1,2} , 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-C(χ)𝓗 = 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ= ŞŞ(Ӽ)𝓗
.So, 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-C-(Ӽ)Ɖ= { ̃∅ , Ӽ̃,( Ӻ′,Ɖ); Ӻ′ (d) = {ᶆ, ᶉ} for every (d ∈ Ɖ)} and 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ= Ʈ. It is possible
to see that ƒФГ is open function and 𝑠ᶅ*𝑝𝑔𝑐-function which is not sᶅ𝑝𝑔o-function and not 𝑠ᶅ**𝑝𝑔-Ofunction. Since (𝒰, Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ) = ŞŞ(Ӽ) Ɖ such that 𝒰(d) = {ᶉ}, but ƒФГ ((𝒰, Ɖ)) = (𝒰, Ɖ) ∉ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔O(Ӽ)Ɖ = Ʈ (∀ 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ).
Definition 3.9: The function ƒФГ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is a
i. Soft-ᶅ-p𝑟𝑒-𝑔-closed function, (briefly sᶅ𝑝𝑔-C-function), if ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ sᶅ𝑝𝑔-C-(Υ)𝒮 whenever,
(Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ sᶅ𝑝𝑔-C(Ӽ)Ɖ.
ii. Soft-ᶅ*-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-closed function, (briefly sᶅ*𝑝𝑔-C-function), if ƒФГ ((Ƞ, Ɖ)) ∈ sΪ𝑝𝑔-C-(Υ)𝒮 whenever,
( Ƞ, Ɖ) is a soft closed set in (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ).
iii. soft-ᶅ**-p𝑟𝑒-𝑔-closed function, (briefly sᶅ**𝑝𝑔-C-function), if ƒФГ(Ƞ, Ɖ)) is a soft closed set in
(Υ, ₸, 𝒮) whenever, (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ sᶅ𝑝𝑔-C-(Ӽ)Ɖ.
Proposition 3.10: Let ƒФГ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is a 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
i. If ƒФГ is a soft closed 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a sᶅ*𝑝𝑔-C-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
ii. If ƒФГ is a sᶅ**𝑝𝑔-C-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
iii. If ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-C-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a sᶅ*𝑝𝑔-C-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
iv. If ƒФГ is a sᶅ**𝑝𝑔-C-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-C-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
By Proposition 3.10 proof is over.
Example 3.7 and example 3.8 shows the inverse of Proposition 3.10.
Definition 3.11: The 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ƒФГ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is called
i. soft-ᶅ-p𝑟𝑒-𝑔-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, (briefly sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous function ), if ƒФГ-1((𝒵, Ɖ)) is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔O(Ӽ)Ɖfor all (𝒵, Ɖ) ∈ ₸.
ii. strongly soft-ᶅ-p𝑟𝑒-𝑔-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, (briefly strongly-sᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛), if
ƒФГ-1((𝒵, Ɖ)) ∈ Ʈ for every (𝒵, Ɖ) is a sΪ𝑝𝑔-open in Υ.
iii. soft-ᶅ-p𝑟𝑒-𝑔-irresolute 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (briefly sᶅ𝑝𝑔-irresolute-function), if ƒФГ-1((𝒵, Ɖ)) is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔O(Ӽ)Ɖ for every (𝒵, Ɖ) is sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Υ)𝒮.
Proposition 3.12: Let ƒФГ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is a function;
i. If ƒФГ 𝑎 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
ii. If ƒФГ 𝑖𝑠 a strongly-sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ 𝑖𝑠 a soft continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
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iii. If ƒФГ 𝑖𝑠 a strongly-sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-irresolute-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
Proof:
i. 𝐿𝑒𝑡 (𝒵, Ɖ) ∈ ₸Since ƒФГ is a continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛, ƒФГ-1 ((𝒵, Ɖ)) is a soft open in (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ).
By 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3, ƒФГ-1((𝒵, Ɖ)) ∈ sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-(Ӽ)Ɖ. Hence, ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
ii. Let (𝒵, Ɖ) is an open sub set of (Υ, ₸, 𝒮). By 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3, (𝒵, Ɖ) ∈ sΪ𝑝𝑔-open subset of (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ).
Since if ƒФГ is a strongly-sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ-1((𝒵, Ɖ)) is an open in (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ).
Hence ƒФГ is a continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
iii. Let (𝒵, Ɖ) ∈ sΪ𝑝𝑔-open subset of (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ).Since ƒФГ strongly-sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, ƒФГ1
((𝒵, Ɖ)) ∈ Ʈ. By 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3, ƒФГ-1((𝒵, Ɖ)) ∈ sᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ. Hence ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-irresolute𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
The inverse is not true. See the following examples.
Example 3.13: The function ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, Ϊ) where, Ʈ={Ӽ̃ ,̃
Ø ,(Ӻ, Ɖ); Ӻ(d)={ᶒ}, for all 𝑑 ∈
̃
Ɖ} where, Ӽ= {ᶒ, ᶆ, ᶉ}, Ɖ = {d1, d2} ᶅ= {Ø} and Ϊ = ŞŞ({Ӽ})Ɖ Ф ∶ Ɖ → Ɖ such that Ф(𝑑1)={𝑑1} , Ф(𝑑2)
= {𝑑2} and Г: Ӽ → Ӽ such that Г(ᶒ) = {ᶒ}, Г(ᶆ) = {ᶆ}, Г(ᶉ) = {ᶉ} then Ş𝑝O(Ӽ) = {(ℳ, Ɖ) ;ᶒ ∈
̃ , Ӽ̃ ,( Ӻ′,Ɖ); Ӻ′(𝑑) = {ᶆ, ᶉ} for every
(ℳ, Ɖ)}for some (𝑑i ∈ Ɖ)such that i ={1,2} , 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-C-(Ӽ)Ɖ= {Ø
𝑑 ∈ Ɖ} and 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ= Ʈ and 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-C(Ӽ)Ɖ= 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ = ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ Now, ƒФГ is a continuous and is
a sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous function and it is not sᶅ𝑝𝑔-irresolute function and not strongly-sᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous
function. Since (𝒲, Ɖ) ∈ ŞŞ(Ӽ) ; 𝒲(d) = {ᶆ} (∀ 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ) is a sΪ𝑝𝑔-open set, but ƒФГ-1((𝒲, Ɖ)) = (𝒲, Ɖ)
which is not sᶅ𝑝𝑔-open soft set and not open soft set.
̃ ,(Ӻ, Ɖ); Ӻ(d)={ᶒ}, for all 𝑑 ∈
Example 3.14: The function ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, Ϊ) where, Ʈ= {Ӽ̃ , Ø
Ɖ} where, Ӽ= {ᶒ, ᶆ, ᶉ}, Ɖ = {d1, d2} Ϊ= {Ø} and ᶅ= ŞŞ({Ӽ})Ɖ Ф ∶ Ɖ → Ɖ such that Ф(𝑑1)={𝑑1}
, Ф(𝑑2)={𝑑2} and Г ∶ Ӽ → Ӽ such that Г(ᶒ) = {ᶆ}, Г(ᶆ) = {ᶒ}, Г(ᶉ) = {ᶉ} then ŞpO(Ӽ)= {(ℳ, Ɖ) ;ᶒ∈
(ℳ, Ɖ)}for some (𝑑i ∈ Ɖ)such that i ={1,2} , 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-C(Ӽ)Ɖ = 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ = ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ. So, 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-C(Ӽ)Ɖ=
̃ ,Ӽ̃ ,( Ӻ′,Ɖ); Ӻ′(𝑑)= {ᶆ, ᶉ} for every 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ} and sΪpg-O(Ӽ)Ɖ= Ʈ. Hence, ƒФГ is a sᶅ𝑝𝑔{Ø
continuous function and sᶅ𝑝𝑔-irresolute function which is not soft continuous and not strongly-sᶅ𝑝𝑔continuous function. Since (Ӻ, Ɖ); Ӻ(d)={ᶒ} (∀ 𝑑 ∈ Ɖ) is open soft set and 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-open set, but , ƒФГ1
((Ӻ, Ɖ)) = (𝒵, Ɖ) such that 𝒵(𝑑)={ᶆ} ∀ 𝑑 which is not open soft set.

4. Separation Axioms with soft-ᶅ- pre-g-open Sets.

Definition 4.1. A space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-Ʈ0-space (briefly sᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-space), if for each ᶁ𝓜≠
̃ (₸, Ɖ) or ᶁ𝓜 ∉
̃ (₸, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝
̃ Ӽ̃, ∃ (₸, Ɖ) ∈ sᶅpg-O(Ӽ)Ɖ whenever, ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃ (₸, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∉
ᶁ𝓝 and ᶁ𝓜, ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (₸, Ɖ).
∈
̃ , (₸, Ɖ), (𝒵, Ɖ) } where, ((₸, Ɖ)
Example 4.2. In (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) Let Ӽ= { ᶒ , ᶆ, ᶉ}, Ɖ= {ᶁ1 , ᶁ2}, Ʈ= { Ӽ̃ , ∅
̃ } . Then Ş𝑝𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ= { (Ӻ, Ɖ)
= {(ᶁ1,{ᶒ }) , (ᶁ2 ,{ᶒ })}, (𝒵, Ɖ) = {(ᶁ1,{ᶒ , ᶆ }) , (ᶁ2 ,{ᶒ , ᶆ })} and ᶅ= {∅
̃ , 𝜒̃ ,(₸′, Ɖ) , (𝒵′, Ɖ) } and 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(𝜒)𝓗 = Ʈ, hence
; ᶒ∈ (Ӻ, Ɖ) for some ᶁ ∈ Ɖ}. So, 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝐶(Ӽ)𝓗 = { ∅
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ, )
((Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ)) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-space. Since ∀ ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ , ∃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ whenever, ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) or ᶁ𝓜 ∉
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ).
, ᶁ𝓝 ∉
Proposition 4.3.If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is a soft-Ʈ0-space then (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-space.
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 since (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is a soft-Ʈ0-space, then ∃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) ∈ Ʈ
Proof : Let ᶁ𝓜, ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) or 𝒽𝓜 ∉
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∉
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) . By 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3, (Ƞ, Ɖ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔whenever, ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) and ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ).
open set 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 ᶁ𝓜 ∈ (Ƞ, Ɖ) and ᶁ𝓝 ∉ (Ƞ, Ɖ) or ᶁ𝓜 ∉
̃ Ӽ̃
Definition 4.4. (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-Ʈ1-space (briefly 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-space),If for each ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ ((Ƞ1,Ɖ) – (Ƞ2,Ɖ)) and ᶁ𝓝
and ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝. Then there are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open sets (Ƞ1,Ɖ), (Ƞ2,Ɖ) whenever, Ɖ𝓜 ∈
̃ ((Ƞ2,Ɖ) – (Ƞ1,Ɖ)).
∈
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Example 4.5. A topological space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) when Ӽ= ℕ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑡 of all 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠, Ʈ = ƮScof = {
̃ {∅
̃ } and ᶅ = {∅
̃ }. so (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-space. If ᶁ𝓜, ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ Ӽ̃ and
Ӻ𝓐 : Ӻ′ (ᶁ) is finite set ∀ ᶁ } ⋃
ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝. Then there are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 sets (Ӽ̃ – ȴ𝓝) , (Ӽ̃ – ȴ𝓜) whenever, ȴ𝓝 and ȴ𝓜 are two 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑒 sets
̃ (Ӽ̃ – ȴ𝓜) ≠ {∅}.
̃ (Ӽ̃ – ȴ𝓝) and ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ӽ̃ – ȴ𝓜) and (Ӽ̃ – ȴ𝓝) ∩
such that ȴ𝓝⊆ ᶁ𝓝, ȴ𝓜⊆ ᶁ𝓜 such that ᶁ𝓜 ∈
Proposition 4.6. If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-Ʈ1-space then, (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-Ʈ1-space.
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ᶁ𝓝 since (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is a soft-Ʈ1-space, then ∃ (Ƞ1,Ɖ), (Ƞ2,Ɖ) ∈
Proof : Let ᶁ𝓜, ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃
̃ ((Ƞ2,Ɖ) – (Ƞ1,Ɖ)). 𝐵𝑦 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘 3.3, (Ƞ1,Ɖ) and (Ƞ2,Ɖ) are
Ʈ such that ᶁ𝓜 ∈ ((Ƞ1,Ɖ) – (Ƞ2,Ɖ)) and ᶁ𝓝 ∈
𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open sets , and the proof is over .
Proposition 4.7. If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-space then it is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒.
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 since (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, then ∃(Ƞ1, Ɖ), (Ƞ2, Ɖ) ∈
Proof : Let ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ ((Ƞ1, Ɖ) – (Ƞ2, Ɖ)) and ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ ((Ƞ2, Ɖ) – (Ƞ1, Ɖ)). Then ∃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O(Ӽ)Ɖ such that, ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) or ᶁ𝓜 ∉
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) , ᶁ𝓝 ∉
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) .
O(Ӽ)Ɖ -open set 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟, ᶁ𝓜∈
The conclusions in Proposition 4.7, is not 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 by 𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 4.8.
̃ , (Ƞ, Ɖ)}such that (Ƞ, Ɖ) = {(ᶁ1 ,{ᶒ , ᶆ}),(ᶁ2 ,{ᶒ , ᶆ})}
Example 4.8. (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) ; Ӽ= {ᶒ , ᶆ , ᶉ} ,Ʈ= {Ӽ̃,∅
̃ } . So, 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-C(Ӽ)Ɖ ={ ∅
̃,
̃ (₸, Ɖ) ∪ {∅
and ᶅ = ŞŞ({ᶆ, ᶉ}). Then Şp𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ =All ŞŞ(Ӽ) /(₸, Ɖ); {ᶉ} ∈
Ӽ̃ ,(Ƞ′, Ɖ)} ∪ (𝒵, Ɖ) ∪(ℳ, Ɖ); (𝒵, Ɖ)={(ᶁ1,{∅}),(ᶁ2,{ᶉ})}, and (M,Ɖ)={(ᶁ1,{ᶉ}),(ᶁ2, {∅})} And 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔O(Ӽ)Ɖ= Ʈ ∪ (𝒵 ′ , Ɖ) ∪ (ℳ′, Ɖ)}; (𝒵 ′ , Ɖ)={(ᶁ1,Ӽ),(ᶁ2, {ᶒ, ᶆ})}
and (ℳ′, Ɖ)={(ᶁ1,{ᶒ , ᶆ}),(ᶁ2,Ӽ)}.
Implies (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡- Ʈ0-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, but not 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔- Ʈ1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 .
Definition 4.9. (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ,ᶅ) is a soft-ᶅ-pre-g-Ʈ2-space ( briefly sᶅpg-Ʈ2-space ). If for any two 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡
̃ (₸1,Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (₸2,Ɖ)and
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 there are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 sets (₸1,Ɖ), (₸2,Ɖ) such that ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃
(₸1,Ɖ) ∩ (₸2,Ɖ) = {∅}.
̃ } and ᶅ= ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ .Then Ş𝑝𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ
Example 4.10. A 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ); Ӽ = {ᶒ , ᶆ , ᶉ}, Ʈ= {Ӽ̃, ∅
= Ʈ. So, 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝐶(Ӽ)Ɖ = 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ = ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ. Then (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒.
Remark 4.11. If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is a soft-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, then (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒.
̃ Ӽ̃ whenever, ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 since (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a soft-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, then ∃ (₸1,Ɖ),(₸2,Ɖ) ∈
Proof : Let ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ }. By Remark 3.3, there are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open
̃ (₸2,Ɖ)={∅
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) and (₸1,Ɖ) ∩
Ʈ 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ that ᶁ𝓜 ̃∈ (₸1,Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ }.
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) = {∅
̃ (₸1,Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) and (₸1,Ɖ) ∩
sets (₸1,Ɖ),(₸2,Ɖ), such that ᶁ𝓜 ∈
Remark 4.12. If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 then it is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒.
̃ Ӽ̃ whenever, ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 since (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ,then there are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔Proof : Let ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ }. Implies, 𝒽𝓜
̃ (₸1,Ɖ), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) and (₸1,Ɖ) ∩(₸2,Ɖ) = { ∅
open sets (₸1,Ɖ) , (₸2,Ɖ) such that ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃ ((₸1,Ɖ) – (₸2,Ɖ)) and 𝒽𝓝 ∈
̃ ((₸2,Ɖ) – (₸1,Ɖ)).
∈
The 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 in Remark 4.12, is not 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 by example 4.5.
̃ Ӽ̃ and ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝. Then there are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open
A space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-space. If for each, ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃
̃
̃
̃
̃
̃ ((Ӽ̃ – ᶁ𝓜) – (Ӽ̃ – ᶁ𝓝)) .Which
sets (Ӽ – ᶁ𝓝), (Ӽ – ᶁ𝓜) whenever, ᶁ𝓜 ∈ ((Ӽ – ᶁ𝓝) – (Ӽ – ᶁ𝓜)) and ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (₸1,Ɖ) , ᶁ𝓝
is not 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔- Ʈ2-space. Since for any two 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open sets (₸1,Ɖ), (₸2,Ɖ) such that ᶁ𝓜 ∈
̃ . We have 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑙𝑦 𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑑 that Ӽ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔- Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 whenever,
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) then (₸1,Ɖ) ∩(₸2,Ɖ) ≠ ∅
∈
it is a Ʈi+1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 (∀ 𝑖 = 0 , 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 2).
The opposite is not 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑑 as the following example shows:
̃ , 𝜒̃} and ᶅ=
Example 4.13. (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi -𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ( 𝑖 ∈ {0,1,2}) , where, Ӽ= {ᶒ ,ᶆ ,ᶉ}, Ʈ= {∅
ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ So, 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝐶(Ӽ)Ɖ = 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ = ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ. But the space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is not soft- Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ( i ∈
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{0,1,2}) . The following figure shows the relationship between the various types of concepts we
mentioned earlier.
(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is

(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ)is

(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is

𝑎 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝑎 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-Ʈ1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝑎 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-Ʈ0-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is

(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ)is

(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ)is

𝑎 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝑎 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

𝑎 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒

Figure 1
𝐒𝐞𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧 𝐚𝐱𝐢𝐨𝐦𝐬 𝐰𝐢𝐭𝐡 𝐩𝐫𝐞 𝐭𝐲𝐩𝐞𝐬 of 𝐟𝐭 𝐟𝐮𝐧𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬.
Proposition 5.1. If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ( i ∈ {0,1,2}) and ƒФГ is a bijective
𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 from (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) to (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) then Υ is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-space ( 𝑖 ∈ {0,1,2}).

5.

Proof :
̃} ≠
̃ such that ᶁ𝓡 ≠ ᶁ𝓢 . Since ƒФГ is a 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, Then ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝓡) ≠ {∅
̃ Υ
If = 0 : Let ᶁ𝓡 , ᶁ𝓢 ∈
-1
-1
-1
̃ Ӽ̃ .So, (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, then ∃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ
ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓢) and ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓡) , ƒФГ (ᶁ𝒸) ∈
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) or ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝓡) ∉
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) , ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝒸) ∈
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ) , ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝒸) ∉
̃ (Ƞ , Ɖ). Since ƒФГ is a
whenever, ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝓡) ∈
𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-function, then ƒФГ((Ƞ , Ɖ)) is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-open set such that
̃ ƒФГ((Ƞ , Ɖ)) or . ᶁ𝓡 ∉
̃ ƒФГ((Ƞ , Ɖ)) and ᶁ𝒮 ∈
̃ ƒФГ((Ƞ , Ɖ)) and ᶁ𝒸 ∉
̃ ƒФГ((Ƞ , Ɖ)) Hence Υ is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔ᶁ𝓡 ∈
Ʈ0-space.
̃ such that ᶁ𝓡 ≠ ᶁ𝒸 . Since ƒФГ is a 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , then ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝓡)≠
̃ Υ
If = 1 : Let ᶁ𝓡 , ᶁ𝒸 ∈
-1
-1
̃ } ≠ ƒФГ (ᶁ𝒸) , ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓡) , ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝒸) ∈
̃ Ӽ̃ . So, Ӽ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, then ∃ (Ƞ1,Ɖ) , (Ƞ2,Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔{∅
-1
̃
̃ ((Ƞ2,Ɖ) – (Ƞ1,Ɖ)). By the condition ƒФГ-1 is a
𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ such that ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓡) ∈ ((Ƞ1,Ɖ) – (Ƞ2,Ɖ)) , ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝒸) ∈
-1
-1
̃ (ƒФГ-1((Ƞ1,Ɖ)) –
𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, ƒФГ ((Ƞ1,Ɖ)) , ƒФГ ((Ƞ2,Ɖ)) are 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-open sets in 𝛶 such that ᶁ𝓡 ∈
-1
-1
-1
̃ (ƒФГ ((Ƞ2,Ɖ)) – ƒФГ ((Ƞ1,Ɖ))). Hence 𝛶 is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-space.
ƒФГ ((Ƞ2,Ɖ))) and ᶁ𝒸 ∈
̃ such that ᶁ𝓡 ≠ ᶁ𝒸. Since ƒФГ is a 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , then ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝓡)≠
̃ Υ
If 𝑖 = 2 : Let ᶁ𝓡 , ᶁ𝒸 ∈
-1
-1
̃ } ≠ ƒФГ (ᶁ𝒸) , ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓡), ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝒸) ∈
̃ Ӽ̃ . So, Ӽ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, then there ∃ (₸1,Ɖ) , (₸2,Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔{∅
-1
̃ }. By the condition
̃ ((₸2,Ɖ)) and (₸1,Ɖ)∩(₸2,Ɖ) = {∅
̃ ((₸1,Ɖ)) , ƒФГ-1(ᶁ𝓢) ∉
𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ whenever, ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓡) ∈
̃ ƒФГ((₸1,Ɖ))
ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-O-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ((₸1,Ɖ)) and ƒФГ((₸2,Ɖ)) ∈ sΪ𝑝𝑔-O-(𝛶)𝒮 whenever, ᶁ𝓡 ∈
̃
̃
̃
, ᶁ𝒸 ∈ ƒФГ((₸2,Ɖ)) and ƒФГ((₸1,Ɖ)) ∩ ƒФГ((₸2,Ɖ)) = {∅}. 𝐻𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 Υ is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒.
Proposition 5.2. If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a soft-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ( i ∈ {0,1,2}) and ƒФГ is a 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠ᶅ*𝑝𝑔𝑜-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
from (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) to (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) then Υ is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-space.
Proof : Start from the facts ƒФГ((Ƞ , Ɖ)) is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-open in Υ for each 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open sets (Ƞ , Ɖ) in Ӽ.
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 5.3. If Ӽ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ( i ∈ {0,1,2}) and ƒФГ is a 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑠ᶅ**𝑝𝑔𝑜-𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 from (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) to (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) then, Υ is a soft-𝒯 i-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ( i ∈ {0,1,2}).
Proof : Follow ƒФГ((Ƞ , Ɖ)) is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 in Υ for each 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 sets (Ƞ , Ɖ) in Ӽ.
Remark 5.4. If ƒФГ is a soft 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 from (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) to (𝛶, ₸, 𝒮)
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and(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ) is a soft Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 whenever, ( i ∈ {0,1,2}), then (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-space, for any
ideal Ϊ on Υ.
Proposition 5.5. If Υ is a soft Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 whenever, ( 𝑖 ∈ {0,1,2}) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is
an 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 then (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 (i ∈ {0,1,2}).
Proof :
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 since ƒβΨ is 𝑎𝑛 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ,then ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓜) ≠
If 𝑖 = 0 : Let ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ . So, (Υ , ₸, 𝒮) is a soft-Ʈ0-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 ,𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ∃ (₸,𝒮) ∈ ₸ whenever,
̃Υ
ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) where, ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓜) , ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) ∈
̃
̃ (₸,𝒮) , ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) ∈
̃
̃ (₸,𝒮). By ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous
ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓜) ∈ (₸,𝒮) , ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) ∉ (₸,𝒮) or ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓜) ∉
-1
-1
̃ ƒФГ-1((₸,𝒮)) or ᶁ𝓜 ∉
̃ ƒФГ̃ ƒФГ ((₸,𝒮)), ᶁ𝓝 ∉
function, then ƒФГ ((₸,𝒮)) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟, ᶁ𝓜 ∈
1
-1
̃ ƒФГ ((₸,𝒮)). Hence (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ0-space.
((₸,𝒮)), ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 since ƒФГ is an 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 then ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓜) ≠
If 𝑖 = 1 : Let ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ . So, (Υ , ₸, 𝒮) is a soft-Ʈ1-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ∃ (₸1,𝒮), (₸2,𝒮) ∈ ₸
̃ Υ
ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) where, ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓜) , ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) ∈
̃ (₸1,𝒮) and ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓜) ∉
̃ ((₸2,𝒮) and ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) ∈
̃
̃ (₸2,𝒮). Since
whenever, ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓜) ∈ ((₸1,𝒮) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓝) ∉
-1
-1
ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ ((₸1,𝒮)) and ƒФГ ((₸2,𝒮)) are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open sets whenever,
̃ ƒФГ-1((₸1,ℋ) and ᶁ𝓜 ∉
̃ (ƒФГ-1(₸2,𝒮) and ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃ (ƒФГ-1(₸1,𝒮) and ᶁ𝓝 ∉
̃ ƒФГ-1((₸2,ℋ). Hence
ᶁ𝓜 ∈
(Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ)is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ1-space.
̃ Ӽ̃ such that ᶁ𝓜 ≠ ᶁ𝓝 since ƒФГ is an 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓜)
If 𝑖 = 2 : Let ᶁ𝓜 , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
̃. So, (𝛶, ₸, 𝒮) is a soft-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ∃ (₸1,𝒮) , (₸2,𝒮) ∈ ₸
̃ Υ
≠ ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓝) where, ƒФГ (ᶁ𝓜) , ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) ∈
̃ . Since ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔̃ ((₸2,𝒮)) = ∅
̃
̃ ((₸2,𝒮)) and ((₸1,𝒮)) ∩
such that, ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓜) ∈ ((₸1,𝒮)) , ƒФГ(ᶁ𝓝) ∈
-1
-1
̃ (ƒФГ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ ((₸1,𝒮)) and ƒФГ ((₸2,𝒮)) are 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open sets implies, ᶁ𝓜 ∈
1
-1
-1
-1
̃ }.So, (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ)is a 𝒔ᶅ𝒑𝒈-Ʈ2̃ (ƒФГ ((₸2,𝓢))) = {∅
̃ (ƒФГ ((₸2,𝓢))) and (ƒФГ ((₸1,𝓢))) ∩
((₸1,𝓢)) , ᶁ𝓝 ∈
space.
Corollary 5.6. If Υ is a soft-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 whenever, ( i ∈ {0,1,2}) and ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is an
𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 then Ӽ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-space ( i ∈ {0,1,2}).
Proof: Since, every 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 continuous 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 by 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.12 then
Remark 5.4 , is 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒.
Proposition 5.7. If (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 whenever, ( 𝑖 ∈ {0,1,2}) and
ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is an 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑦-𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 then (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ)
is a soft-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒.
̃ 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(𝛶)𝒮.
Proof: 𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠 from, ƒФᶅ-1((₸,Ɖ)) ∈ Ʈ for each (₸,Ɖ) ∈
Proposition 5.8. If (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 whenever, ( i ∈ {0,1,2}) and
ƒФГ : (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ , ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) is an 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 then Ӽ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈi-space
whenever, ( 𝑖 ∈ {0,1,2}).
̃ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ for each (₸,Ɖ) ∈
̃ 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(𝛶)𝒮 .
Proof : Since ƒФГ-1((₸,Ɖ)) ∈

6. 𝐒𝐨𝐟𝐭-ᶅ- 𝐩𝐫𝐞-𝐠-𝐂𝐨𝐧𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞 𝐒𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞.

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 6.1: In a space (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ)where, ȴ𝓜 ∈ 𝓅(Ӽ)/Ӽ then the soft sequence (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N over Ӽ is
̃
called 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to ȴ𝓜 (briefly, 𝑆𝑛 ↣ ȴ ) if for all 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-open set (Ƞ, Ɖ) where, ȴ𝓜 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ) for every 𝑛 ⩾ 𝑘.
(Ƞ, Ɖ) , there exist 𝑘 ∈ ℕ 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑆𝑛 ∈
A soft sequence (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 if it is not 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒.
Theorem 6.2: If (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 every soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 over Ӽ has 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 one limit point.
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Proof: Let (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is a soft 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 over Ӽ and 𝑆𝑛 ↣ ȴ𝓜, 𝑆𝑛 ↣ ȴ𝓝; ȴ𝓜 ≠ ȴ𝓝 where, ȴ𝓜 , ȴ𝓝 ∈ 𝓅(Ӽ)/Ӽ .
̃ (₸1,Ɖ), Ɉ𝓝
Since (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-space, then ∃ (₸1,Ɖ), (₸2,Ɖ) ∈ 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ such that ȴ𝓜 ∈
̃
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) and (₸1,Ɖ) ∩ (₸2,Ɖ) ={∅}. Now, since 𝑆𝑛 ↣ ȴ𝓜 and ȴ𝓜 ∈
̃ (₸1,Ɖ) implies ∃𝑘1∈ ℕ; 𝑆𝑛 ∈ (₸1,Ɖ)
∈
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 ∃𝑘2∈ ℕ; 𝑆𝑛 ∈ (₸2,Ɖ) ∀ 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘2. Leads to
∀ 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘1. And 𝑆𝑛 ↣ ȴ𝓝 and ȴ𝓝 ∈
̃ where that 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛.
̃ (₸2,Ɖ) ≠ ∅
(₸1,Ɖ) ∩
The precondition is that a space Ӽ̃ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-Ʈ2-𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 is 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 to 𝑚𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑚 5.5,
is valid.
̃,
𝐵𝑦 𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 4.2, where, Ş𝑝𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ= { (Ӻ, Ɖ) ; ᶒ ∈ (Ӻ, Ɖ) for some ᶁ ∈ Ɖ}. So, 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝐶(Ӽ)𝓗 = { ∅
𝜒̃ ,(₸′, Ɖ) , (𝒵′, Ɖ) } and 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(𝜒)𝓗 = Ʈ. Obviously; the sequence (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N over Ӽ, where 𝑆𝑛 = {ᶉ}
for all n, has one limit point; 𝑆𝑛 ↣ {ᶉ}. But (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) is not 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔- Ʈ2- space.
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 6.3: If a soft 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to ȴ𝓜 in a soft ideal
space Ӽ, then it is soft 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 to ȴ𝓜.
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ). By Remark 3.3, (Ƞ, Ɖ) is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡
Proof: Let (Ƞ, Ɖ) is a soft open set where, ȴ𝓜 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, Ɖ). Since (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is a 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-convergence to ȴ , 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ∃ 𝑘 ∈ ℕ whenever, 𝑆𝑛 ∈
where, ȴ𝓜 ∈
(Ƞ, Ɖ) for every 𝑛 ⩾ 𝑘. Hence (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 to ȴ𝓜.
The 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑦 in 𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 6.4, 𝑖𝑠 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒, in general.
̃ , Ӽ̃} and ᶅ = ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ. So
𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 6.4: 𝐿𝑒𝑡 ᶅ is a soft ideal in a 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒 (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) where, Ӽ = ℕ , Ʈ= { ∅
̃
̃
Ş𝑝𝑂(Ӽ) = { ∅ , Ӽ } = Ʈ , then 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝐶(Ӽ)Ɖ = 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑂(Ӽ)Ɖ = ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ. The soft 𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N , where
̃ 𝓅(Ӽ)/Ӽ which is not soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡.
𝑆𝑛 = {𝑛} ∀ 𝑛 ∈ ℕ , is 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 to ȴ𝓜 ∀ ȴ𝓜 ∈
̃ (F, ℕ), 𝑏𝑢𝑡 𝑆𝑛 ⊈ (F, ℕ) ∀ 𝑘 ∈ ℕ such
𝑆𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑡 F: ℕ ⟶ 𝓅(Ӽ) 𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 F (𝑛) = {ᶒ} ∀ 𝑛 . {ᶒ} ∈
that 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘.
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 6.5: Let ƒФГ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) be an bijective and 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-irresolute function and
(𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N be a soft 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 over Ӽ, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 (ƒФГ (𝑆𝑛 )) ↣ ƒФГ (ȴ𝓜) in Υ whenever, 𝑆𝑛 ↣ ȴ𝓜 in Ӽ.
̃ (Ƞ, 𝒮). Since ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒
Proof: Let (Ƞ, 𝒮) is a sΪ𝑝g-open set in Υ where ƒФГ (ȴ𝓜) ∈
̃ ƒФГ-1((Ƞ, 𝒮)). By (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, then ƒФГ-1((Ƞ, 𝒮)) is a sᶅ𝑝g-𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 set 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, ȴ𝓜 ∈
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to ȴ𝓜, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒𝑥𝑖𝑠t 𝑘 ∈ ℕ where, 𝑆𝑛 ∈ ƒФГ-1((Ƞ, 𝒮)) for all n ≥ k. Implies, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒
̃ (Ƞ, 𝒮) for all n ≥ k. Hence ƒФГ (𝑆𝑛 ) is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to
exist 𝑘 ∈ ℕ where, ƒФГ(𝑆𝑛 ) ∈
ƒФГ(ȴ𝓜).
𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑚 6.6: If ƒβΨ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) be an 𝑏𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 and a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 function and
(𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N be a soft 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 over Ӽ. 𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑛 (ƒФГ(𝑆𝑛 )) ⟶ ƒФГ(ȴ𝓜) in 𝛶 whenever, 𝑆𝑛 ↣ ȴ𝓜 in Ӽ.
̃ (Ƞ, 𝒮). Since ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔-continuous
Proof: Let (Ƞ, 𝒮) is a soft-open set in (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ)where, ƒФГ (ȴ𝓜) ∈
-1
̃
̃ ƒФГ-1((Ƞ, 𝒮)). By (𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒function, then ƒФГ ((Ƞ, 𝒮)) is a sᶅ𝑝g-𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 set in Ӽ where, ȴ𝓜 ∈
̃ ƒФГ-1((Ƞ, 𝒮)) for all 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘. Implies, there
𝑔-convergence to ȴ𝓜, then there exist 𝑘 ∈ ℕ where, 𝑆𝑛 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, 𝒮) for all 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘. Hence ƒФГ (𝑆𝑛 ) is a 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to ƒФГ(ȴ𝓜).
exist 𝑘 ∈ ℕ where, ƒФГ (𝑆𝑛 ) ∈
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 6.7: If ƒФГ: (Ӽ, Ʈ, Ɖ, ᶅ) → (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ) be a strongly-sᶅpg-𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and
(𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N be a soft sequence over Ӽ . Then (ƒФГ (𝑆𝑛 )) ↣ ƒФГ (ȴ𝓜) in 𝛶 whenever, 𝑆𝑛 ⟶ ȴ𝓜 in Ӽ.
̃ (Ƞ, 𝒮). Since ƒФГ is a 𝑠ᶅ𝑝𝑔Proof: Let (Ƞ, 𝒮) is a 𝑠Ϊ𝑝𝑔-open set in (Υ, ₸, 𝒮, Ϊ)where, ƒФГ (ȴ𝓜) ∈
-1
̃ ƒФГ-1((Ƞ, 𝒮)). By
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠 function, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 ƒФГ ((Ƞ, 𝒮)) is an open set in ŞŞ(Ӽ)Ɖ where, ȴ𝓜 ∈
-1
̃ ƒФГ ((Ƞ, 𝒮)) for all 𝑛 ≥ 𝑘.
(𝑆𝑛 )𝑛∈N is convergence to ȴ𝓜, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 there exist k ∈ ℕ where, 𝑆𝑛 ∈
̃ (Ƞ, 𝒮) for all n ≥ k. Hence (ƒФГ (𝑆𝑛 )) is a soft-ᶅ-𝑝𝑟𝑒-gImplies, there exists 𝑘 ∈ ℕ 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, ƒФГ(𝑆𝑛 ) ∈
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 to ƒФГ(ȴ𝓜).
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Abstract. In this work, the exact operational matrices for shifted Pell polynomials are
achievable; so one can integrate and product the vector of basic functions s. The general form of
the matrix of integration 𝑃 is established, the dual matrix of integration 𝑄 is derived with general
formulation, and the general form of the matrix derived from the product of two shifted Pell
polynomials has been given. This idea is implemented on shifted Pell basis vector. Using such
exact matrices, then the resident function of the equation is reached which can be written as
𝑅. 𝑃(𝑥), where 𝑅 is an algebraic equation vector and 𝑃(𝑥) is the shifted Pell basis vector. The
presented matrices can be utilized to find the approximate solution of differential equations,
integral equation and the calculus of variations problems. An investigation for the convergence
and error analysis of the proposed shifted Pell expansion is performed. Numerical treatment for
problems in physics are included in this work to demonstrate the accuracy, easy to implement as
well as accurate and satisfactory results with a small number of shifted Pell basis. Using
operational matrices and the spectral technique are used together for solving Lane-Emden
equation.

1. Introduction
Keywords: Shifted Pell polynomials, operation matrix, Lane-Emden equation, dual operation matrix,
convergence analysis.
Approximating using an orthogonal family of functions has played an important role in the
improvement of engineering, physical sciences, and mathematical analysis. In particular, classical
orthogonal functions are applied extensively for the approximate solution of some problems together
with spectral methods. For example, in [1], the collocation method was applied using sixth-kind
Chebyshev polynomials for treating a class of fractional nonlinear quadratic integro-differential
equations. An efficient approximate approach for fractional differential equations was proposed in [23] by applying a Tau-Collocation method. The authors in [4] investigated a computational scheme based
Müntz polynomials and the collocation method for the approximate solution of fractional differential
equations while Legendre collocation spectral technique was presented in [5] for numerically solving
the high-order Volterra–Fredholm integro-differential equations.
Special attention has been given to different important orthogonal polynomials using spectral
procedures, the explicit formula for the expansion coefficients of the integrals in terms of the original
expansion coefficients of the polynomials are required. The new idea in this article, all the presented
operational matrices are written in terms of power basis. The advantage has the new formulation of the
operational matrices ids the easier computation of the coefficients. When reducing the original problem
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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to a set algebraic equations which are easy to solve. Moreover, only a small number of shifted Pell basis
is required to reach a satisfactory results. The authors in [6] used Taylor wavelet method to solve LaneEmden singular problems. Other techniques for solving Lane-Emden type equations are fractional
Adomian decomposition [7], Legendre wavelets spectral technique [8], a general analytical solution [9],
a special algorithm that produces an approximate polynomial solution [10], a modified Legendrespectral method [11], Haar wavelet collocation [12], and analytical solutions [13]. For more works, one
can see [14-17].
The Pell polynomials have become interested in numerical analysis from partial and theoretical
points of view. There are Pell and modified Pell polynomials. The research papers dealing with Pell
polynomials include some results and properties of either Pell or modified Pell polynomials [18-24].
The best of our knowledge up to now no analytical expressions for the operational matrices of integral,
dual and the product of shifted Pell polynomials are given yet in the literature. This motivates our interest
in shifted Pell polynomials. Moreover, utilize of shifted Pell polynomials in solving Lane-Emden
equation is also studied in the present article.
The organization of this work is as follows: the definition of shifted Pell polynomials is given in
section 2 with some important properties. In section 3-5 state with proof, the three formulas expressing
explicitly the integration, dual integral and the product of two shifted Pell polynomials. The convergence
analysis and error estimates are studied in section 6. Section 7 gives numerical examples to explain the
numerical spectral solution of a Lane-Emden equation. Finally, section 8 lists some concluding remarks.
2. Properties of Shifted Pell Polynomials
The fundamental property of the shifted Pell polynomials is that the function is expressed in terms
of the independent variable 𝜏 or vice versa.
𝑃0 (𝜏) = 0
𝑃1 (𝜏) = 1
𝑃2 (𝜏) = 4𝜏 − 2
𝑃3 (𝜏) = 16𝜏 2 − 16𝜏 + 5
𝑃4 (𝜏) = 46𝜏 3 − 96𝜏 2 + 56𝜏 − 12
𝑃5 (𝜏) = 256𝜏 4 − 512𝜏 3 + 432𝜏 2 − 176𝜏 + 29
and
1 = 𝑃1 (𝜏)
1
𝜏 = [𝑃2 (𝜏) + 2𝑃1 (𝜏)]
4
1
2
𝜏 =
[𝑃 (𝜏) + 4𝑃2 (𝜏) + 3𝑃1 (𝜏)]
16 3
1
𝜏3 =
[𝑃 (𝜏) + 6𝑃3 (𝜏) + 10𝑃2 (𝜏) + 2𝑃1 (𝜏)]
64 4
The recurrence relation of the shifted Pell polynomials can be written as
𝑃𝑛+1 (𝑥) = (4𝜏 − 2)𝑃𝑛 (𝑥) + 𝑃𝑛−1 (𝜏))
(1)
where: 𝑃0 (𝜏) = 0, 𝑃1 (𝜏) = 1
The other property of the shifted Pell polynomials functions is that
1
(𝜏) + 𝑃̇
(𝜏))
𝑃 (𝜏) = (𝑃̇
(2)
𝑛

4𝑛

𝑛+1

𝑛−1

A function 𝑓(𝜏) that is square integrable on 𝑥𝜖[0,1] can be expressed, exactly in terms of shifted Pell
polynomials as
𝑓(𝜏) = ∑∞
(3)
𝑘=1 𝑎𝑘 𝑃𝑘 (𝜏)
The infinite series in Eq. 3, can be truncated to a sufficient order 𝑛 to get
𝑓(𝜏) = ∑𝑛𝑘=1 𝑎𝑘 𝑃𝑘 (𝜏) = 𝐴𝑇𝑛 𝑃(𝜏)
(4)
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where: 𝐴𝑛 = [𝑎1 𝑎2 … 𝑎𝑛 ]𝑇 is called shifted Pell spectrum of 𝑓(𝜏) which makes orthogonal
polynomials in general adequate for approximate computations in different complex applied
mathematical problems.
𝑇
𝑃(𝜏) = [𝑃1 (𝜏) 𝑃2 (𝜏) … 𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)] is called the shifted Pell polynomials vector. The coefficients
𝑎𝑘 in Eq. 4 are given by the following
𝑎𝑘 = < 𝑓(𝜏), 𝑃𝑘 (𝜏) > , 𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑛
(5)
3. Matrix Form Shifted Pell Polynomials
Shifted Pell polynomials can be represented in the matrix form as follows
𝑃(𝜏) = 𝑍 T
𝑇
where: 𝑃(𝜏) = [𝑃1 (𝜏) 𝑃2 (𝜏) … 𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)] , 𝑇 = (1 𝜏 … 𝜏 𝑛 )𝑇 ,
and the matrix Z is a 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix defined by
1
0
−2
4
5
𝑧21
𝑍=
−12 𝑧31
⋮
⋮
( 𝑧𝑖𝑜 𝑧𝑛1

0
0
4
𝑧32
⋮
𝑧𝑛2

0
0
0
43
⋮
𝑧𝑛3

0
0
0
0
⋮
𝑧𝑛4

(6)

…
0
…
0
…
0
…
0
…
⋮
… 4𝑛−1 )

The first element of each row is
𝑛
[ ]
2
∑
(−1)𝑘 2𝑛−2𝑘 (𝑛 − 𝑘 ), 𝑖 = 0, 1, … , 𝑛
𝑧𝑖𝑜 = 𝑘=0
𝑘
In addition, other elements are defined by
𝑧𝑖𝑗 = 4𝑧𝑖−1,𝑗−1 + 2𝑧𝑖−1,𝑗 + 𝑧𝑖−2,𝑗
4. Product of Shifted Pell Polynomials
Before solving the nonlinear TFF equation, we recall Weierstrass theorem [21]:
Theorem 4.1: The product of two shifted Pell polynomials is given by the expression
(−1)𝑘 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+1) (𝜏), 𝑛, 𝑚 > 1
𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚 (𝜏) = ∑min(𝑛,𝑚)−1
(7)
𝑘=0
where: 𝑃0 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚 (𝜏) = 𝑃0 (𝜏)
Proof
Take 𝑚 = 1, then one can get 𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃1 (𝜏) = 𝑃𝑛 (𝜏) , this means that Eq. 7 is true for 𝑚 = 1.
Assume that Eq. 7 is true for 𝑚, that is
min(𝑛,𝑚)−1

𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚 (𝜏) =

∑

(−1)𝑘 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+1) (𝜏)

𝑘=0

Multiply both sides of this equation by (4𝜏 − 2), yields
(−1)𝑘 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+1) (𝜏)
𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)((4𝜏 − 2)𝑃𝑚 (𝜏)) = (4𝜏 − 2) ∑min(𝑛,𝑚)−1
𝑘=0
Using the important recurrence relation for shifted Pell polynomials
(4𝜏 − 2)𝑃𝑛 (𝜏) = 𝑃𝑛+1 (𝜏) − 𝑃𝑛−1 (𝜏), this will lead to
min(𝑛,𝑚)−1

𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)[𝑃𝑚+1 (𝜏) − 𝑃𝑚−1 (𝜏)] =

∑

(−1)𝑘 [𝑃𝑛+𝑚−2𝑘 (𝜏) − 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘−2) (𝜏)]

𝑘=0

(−1)𝑘 [𝑃𝑛+𝑚−2𝑘 (𝜏) − 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘−2) (𝜏)]
𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚+1 (𝜏)=𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚−1 (𝜏) + ∑min(𝑛,𝑚)−1
𝑘=0

3
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min(𝑛,𝑚−1)−1

𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚+1 (𝜏) =

(−1)𝑘 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+2) (𝜏)

∑
𝑘=0

(−1)𝑃𝑛+𝑚−2𝑘 (𝜏) ∑min(𝑛,𝑚)−1
(−1)𝑘 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+2) (𝜏)
+ ∑min(𝑛,𝑚)−1
𝑘=0
𝑘=0
From Eq. 9, it is easy to obtain the desired result.
That is

(9)

min(𝑛,𝑚−1)−1

𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚+1 (𝜏) =

(−1)𝑘 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+2) (𝜏)

∑
𝑘=0

5. Operation Matrix of Integration
The structure of shifted Pell operational matrix of integration is given. Take 𝑛 = 5, in this case
𝑇
𝑃(𝜏) = [𝑃1 (𝜏) 𝑃2 (𝜏) 𝑃3 (𝜏) 𝑃4 (𝜏) 𝑃5 (𝜏)] . By integrating the vector 𝑃(𝜏) from 0 to 𝜏 and
representing them in matrix form, yields
𝜏
1 1
∫0 𝑃1 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = [2 4 0 0] 𝑃(𝜏)
𝜏

∫ 𝑃2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = [
0
𝜏

∫ 𝑃3 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = [
0
𝜏

∫ 𝑃4 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = [
0
𝜏

∫ 𝑃5 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = [
0

−5
1
0
0] 𝑃(𝜏)
8
8
14 1
1
0
12 12
12

0] 𝑃(𝜏)

34
1
0
0
16
16

1
] 𝑃(𝜏)
16

−82
0
20

0

1
1
0] 𝑃(𝜏) + 𝑃6 (𝜏)
20
20

Thus
𝜏
∫0 𝑃(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = 𝑅5×5 𝑃(𝜏) + 𝑃6 (𝜏)

where: 𝑅5×5 =

1
2
5
8
−14
12
34
16
−82
( 20

1
4

0

0

0

0

1
8

0

0

1
12

0

1
12

0

0

1
16

0

1
16

0

0

1
20

0)

1 𝑇
]
20
Fortunately, for general 𝑛, operational matrix of integration for shifted Pell polynomials has a regular
expression, so no need to pre-calculate the corresponding operational matrix 𝑅 and 𝑅 for different
𝑛 when dealing with the problems
𝑃6 (𝜏) = [0

0 0

0

𝜏

∫ 𝑃(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = 𝑅 𝑃(𝜏) + 𝑃𝑛+1 (𝜏)
0

where: 𝑅 is 𝑛 × 𝑛 matrix given by
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𝛿

1
4

−𝛿

0

𝛿

1
12

−𝛿

0

⋮

⋮

1
16
⋮

(𝛿

0

0

0

0

…

0

1
8

0

…

0

1
12

…

0

0

…

0

⋮
1
4𝑛

…

0

⋮
1
…
4𝑛)

𝑃(𝜏) = [𝑃1 (𝜏) 𝑃2 (𝜏) …

𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)]
1 𝑇
𝑃𝑛+1 (𝜏) = [0 0 0 … 0
]
4𝑛
𝛿 = 𝑃𝑛+1 (0) + 𝑃𝑛−1 (0)

𝑇

𝑛
[ ]
2

𝑛−𝑘
∑ 2𝑛−2𝑘 (
)
𝑘

𝑛 𝑜𝑑𝑑

𝑘=0
𝑛
[ ]
2

𝛿=

𝑛−𝑘
− ∑ 2𝑛−2𝑘 (
) 𝑛 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
𝑘
{ 𝑘=0
6. Dual Operational Matrix
The dual operational matrix of 𝑃(𝜏) is presented in this section. The integration of the cross product is
taken of two shifted Pell basis vectors; the results is (𝑛 + 1) × (𝑛 + 1) dimensional matrix which is
indicated by
1

𝑇

𝐻 = ∫0 𝑃(𝜏)𝑃 (𝜏)𝑑𝜏

(10)

The matrix H is called the dual operational matrix of 𝑃(𝜏) and will be calculated as follows
The integrals of the products of shifted Pell basis functions is
1 min(𝑛,𝑚)

1

∫ 𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑃𝑚 (𝜏)𝑑𝜏 = ∫

∑ (−1)𝑘+1 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+1) (𝜏)𝑑𝜏

0

𝑘=1

Since
1

0

1

(−1)𝑘+1 ∫0 𝑃𝑛+𝑚−(2𝑘+1) (𝜏)𝑑𝜏
= ∑min(𝑛,𝑚)
𝑘=1
𝑛
[ ]
2

𝑛−𝑘
)
∫ 𝑃(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 = ∑ 2𝑛−2𝑘 (
𝑘
𝑘=0
0
{
0
𝑃1 𝑃1
Therefore, we have 𝐻1 = (𝑃2 𝑃1
𝑃3 𝑃1

𝑛 𝑜𝑑𝑑
𝑛 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛
𝑃1 𝑃2 𝑃1 𝑃3
𝑃2 𝑃2 𝑃2 𝑃3 )
𝑃3 𝑃1 𝑃3 𝑃3
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1

∫0 𝑃1 𝑃1 𝑑𝜏

𝑇

1

1

1

𝐻 = ∫0 𝑃(𝜏)𝑃 (𝜏)𝑑𝜏 = ∫0 𝐻1 𝑑𝜏=

∫0 𝑃2 𝑃1 𝑑𝜏
1

∫ 𝑃 𝑃 𝑑𝜏
(0 3 1

1

∫0 𝑃1 𝑃2 𝑑𝜏
1

1

∫0 𝑃1 𝑃3 𝑑𝜏
1

∫0 𝑃2 𝑃2 𝑑𝜏 ∫0 𝑃2 𝑃3 𝑑𝜏
1

∫0 𝑃3 𝑃1 𝑑𝜏

1

∫0 𝑃3 𝑃3 𝑑𝜏

)

7. Convergence Analysis and Error Estimate
The approximate function of 𝑓(𝜏) using shifted Pell polynomials is as follows
𝑓𝑛 (𝜏) = ∑𝑛+1
(11)
𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑃(𝜏)
1
where: 𝑎𝑖 =< 𝑓(𝜏), 𝑃𝑛 (𝜏) >= ∫0 𝑓(𝜏)𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)𝑑𝜏
(12)
Since every continuous function on the closed interval is a bounded function, thus there is a constant𝜀
such that |𝑓(𝜏)| ≤ 𝜀 ∀𝜏 ∈ [0,1]
(13)
Therefore, Eq. 12 leads to
1

|𝑎𝑛 | ≤ 𝜀 ∫|𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)| 𝑑𝜏
1

0
𝑛
[ ]
2

𝑛−𝑘
≤ 𝜀 ∫ |∑ (
) (4𝜏 − 2)𝑛−2𝑘 | 𝑑𝜏
𝑘
0

𝑘=𝑛

𝑛
1 [2 ]

𝑛−𝑘
≤ 𝜀∫∑(
) |(4𝜏 − 2)𝑛−2𝑘 | 𝑑𝜏
𝑘
0 𝑘=𝑛
𝑛
1 [2 ]

𝑛−2𝑘

𝑛−𝑘
𝑛 − 2𝑘 𝑛−2𝑘 4+𝑖
≤ 𝜀∫∑(
) ∑ (−1)𝑛−𝑖 (
)2
|(2 )| 𝑑𝜏
𝑘
𝑖
0 𝑘=0

1
∫0 |𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)|𝑑𝜏

𝑖=0
𝑛
[ ]
𝑛−𝑘−𝐿
2
∑𝑘=0
2𝑛−2𝑘 ∏𝑘−1
𝐿=0 𝑘−𝐿

≤
This will lead to the following result
𝑛
[ ]
2

|𝑎𝑛 | ≤ 𝜀 ∑ 2
𝑘=0

𝑘−1
𝑛−2𝑘

∏
𝐿=0

1

for odd 𝑛 and ∫0 |𝑃𝑛 (𝜏)|𝑑𝜏 = 0 for even 𝑛.

𝑛−𝑘−𝐿
𝑘−𝐿

8. Application of the Shifted Pell Operational Matrices
This section describes the application of the presented operational matrices of shifted Pell
polynomials for solving some problems arising in physics throughout the following two suggested
examples.
8.1 Application to Lane-Emden Type Equation
Consider the following Lane-Emden singular initial value problem equation
2
𝑓′′(𝜏) + 𝜏 𝑓′(𝜏) + 𝑓(𝜏) = 𝜏 2 + 7, 𝑓(0) = 1, 𝑓′(0) = 0, 𝜏 ∈ (0,1]
(14)
2
with the exact 𝑓(𝜏) = 𝜏 + 1
(15)
Assume that the unknown function 𝑓′′(𝜏) is approximated by n basis of the shifted Pell polynomials as
below
𝑓′′(𝜏) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑎𝑖 𝑃𝑖 (𝜏) = 𝑎𝑇 𝑃(𝜏)
(16)
𝑇
where: 𝑎 = [𝑎1 … 𝑎𝑛 ]

6
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For approximate the solution 𝑓′(𝜏) and 𝑓(𝜏) two-times integration are applied on both sides Eq. 16,
yields
𝜏
(17)
∫0 𝑓′′(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = 𝑓′(𝜏) − 𝑓′(0) = 𝑎𝑇 𝐼𝑃(𝜏)
𝜏

𝜏

and ∫0 𝑓′(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = 𝑓(𝜏) − 𝑓(0) = ∫0 𝑎𝑇 𝐼𝑓(𝑡)𝑑𝑡
or 𝑓(𝜏) = 𝑎𝑇 𝐼 2 𝑃(𝜏) + 𝑉 𝑇 𝑃(𝜏)
(18)
(Note that 1 = 𝑉 𝑇 𝑃(𝜏)
Eq. 18 can be rewritten as follows
𝑓(𝜏) = (𝑎𝑇 𝐼 2 + 𝑉 𝑇 )𝑃(𝜏) = 𝐿𝑇 𝑃(𝜏)
(19)
Using the relationship between shifted Pell polynomials and the powers 1 = 𝜏, … , 𝜏 𝑛 one can obtain
𝜏 = 𝑉 𝑇 𝑃(𝜏)
(20)
3
𝑇
𝜏 + 7𝜏 = 𝑍 𝑃(𝜏)
(21)
𝜏𝑓̈ (𝜏) = 𝑎𝑇 𝑉1 𝑃(𝜏)
(22)
𝑇
𝜏𝑓(𝜏) = 𝑎 𝑉2 𝑃(𝜏)
(23)
Eq. 14 can be rewritten as
𝑎𝑇 𝑉1 𝑃(𝜏) + 2𝑎𝑇 𝐼𝑃(𝜏) + 𝑎𝑇 𝑉2 𝑃(𝜏) = 𝑍 𝑇 𝑃(𝜏)
That is 𝑎𝑇 𝑉1 + 𝑎𝑇 𝑉2 = 𝑍 𝑇
(24)
Eq. 24 yields a set of algebraic equations which can be solved for 𝑎.
For the case 𝑛 = 2, one can get
1 1
5
1
𝑓2 (𝜏) = 𝑃1 (𝜏) + ( 𝑎1 − 𝑎2 ) (𝑃2 (𝜏) − 2𝑃1 (𝜏)) + 𝑎1 (𝑃3 (𝜏) − 5𝑃1 (𝜏))
4 2
8
32
1
+ 𝑎2 (𝑃4 (𝜏) + 𝑃2 (𝜏) + 14𝑃1 (𝜏))
96
or
𝑓2 (𝜏) = 𝑎𝑇 𝑃(𝜏)
3
16
1
14
1
1
where: 𝑎𝑇 = [(1 + 32 𝑎1 − 96 𝑎2 )
𝑎 − 96 𝑎2
𝑎
𝑎 ]
8 1
32 1 96 2
Note that in this case 𝑎1 = 2 and 𝑎2 = 0, as a result
19
1
1
𝑓2 (𝜏) =
𝑃1 (𝜏) + 𝑃2 (𝜏) + 𝑃3 (𝜏)
16
4
16
8.2 Application to Emden-Fowler Type Equation
Consider the Emden-Fowler equation studied by [25],
𝑘
𝑓′′(𝜏) + 𝜏 𝑓′(𝜏) + 𝜏 𝑟 𝑓 (𝑛) (𝜏) = 0, 𝑛 ∈ ℕ ∪ {0}, 𝜏 ∈ (0,1]
(25)
together with the initial conditions
𝑓(0) = 1, 𝑓′(0) = 0
(26)
sin 𝜏
Eq. 25 governed by the conditions in Eq. 26 has 𝑓(𝜏) = 𝜏 as exact solution when 𝑟 = 0, 𝑛 = 1 and
𝑘 = 1. The application of the operational shifted Pell matrices which is proposed in the previous sections
yields the following approximate solutions corresponding to 𝑛 = 1 and 𝑛 = 3, respectively
𝑓1 (𝜏) = 0.96875 𝑃1 (𝜏) − 0.041667𝑃2 (𝜏) − 0.0104167𝑃3 (𝜏)
and
𝑓3 (𝜏) = 0.96855 𝑃1 (𝜏) − 0.04115𝑃2 (𝜏) − 0.009733𝑃3 (𝜏) + 0.00026𝑃4 (𝜏) + 0.000033𝑃5 (𝜏)
Table 1 lists the results in the case of 𝑛 = 1, 3 using shifted Pell operational matrices and the results
obtained by applying orthonormal Bernstein polynomials developed in [25]. With some comparisons
aiming to illustrate the applicability and accuracy of the proposed shifted Pell operational matrices
procedure. Assume 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 denote the error in maximum norm corresponding to the approximate
solution 𝑓1 (𝜏) and 𝑓3 (𝜏) respectively, that is
𝜀1 = max |𝑓(𝜏) − 𝑓1 (𝜏)| and 𝜀1 = max |𝑓(𝜏) − 𝑓1 (𝜏)|
𝜏∈[0,1]

𝜏∈[0,1]
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Figure 1 ensures that the obtained approximate solution using shifted Pell operational matrices is closer
to the exact one with few basis shifted Pell. Figure 2 plots the absolute error of Example 2. The results
in Table 1 illustrate that the obtained numerical solution with few terms of the presented shifted Pell
expansion is more accurate than the results in [25]. The advantage of the proposed method is
demonstrated when compared with other approximate method.
Table 1 Approximate and exact values for example 2
𝝉
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

Shifted Pell
𝒏=𝟏
𝒏=𝟑
0.998333
0.993333
0.985000
0.973333
0.958333
0.940000
0.918333
0.893333
0.865000

0.99833
0.99334
0.98506
0.97354
0.95885
0.94108
0.92033
0.89674
0.87046

Exact
𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝝉
𝝉
0.998334166
0.993346654
0.985067356
0.973545856
0.958851077
0.941070789
0.920310982
0.896695114
0.870363233

OBP [25]
𝒏=𝟑
𝒏=𝟓
0.99837
0.99340
0.98509
0.97352
0.95881
0.94104
0.92031
0.89672
0.87037

Figure. 1: Different solution of example 2.

Figure. 2: Absolute Error of example 2 in case 𝑛 = 1, 3.

8

0.99831
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Conclusion
In the present work, the definition of shifted Pell polynomials is presented first with some important
properties. Then a novel general procedure for calculating operational matrices corresponding to the
shifted Pell polynomials is presented. They are operational matrix of integration, operation matrix of
product and dual operational matrix. These matrixes can be applied together with spectral methods to
solve problems arising in physics called Lane-Emden equation. The efficiency of the proposed technique
is shown from the obtained results. The aim of such technique is to get an effective algorithm that is
suitable the digital computers by reducing the underlying Lane-Emden equation to algebraic equations.
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Abstract. In this paper, two pairs of embedded Runge-Kutta (RK) type techniques for
straightforwardly tackling third-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the form
𝑣 ′′′ = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣, 𝑣′) signified as RKTGD strategies were proposed and explored. Relying on the
order conditions, the primary pair with mathematical order 4 and 3 was called RKTGD4(3),
while different has order 5 and 4, and was named RKTGD5(4). The new strategies were
determined so that the higher-order techniques were exact and the lower order techniques
would bring about the best error estimates. At that point, variables step-size codes were
created to support the methods and utilized in solving a lot of third-order problems.
Comparisons were made between mathematical results and existing embedded RK pairs
within the scientific literature, that require the problems to be reduced into a system of firstorder ODEs, and the effectiveness of the new RKTGD pairs have appeared.

1.Introduction
In the present paper, the numerical integration of 3rd-order ODEs and initial conditions of the structure
v
(1)
d
d
d
′
was considered, where 𝑣,𝑣 ∈R , f : R×R →R is a continuous vector-valued function that doesn’t
explicitly depend on the second derivatives. Some examples of such problems are found in
electromagnetic waves, thin film flow and gravity driven flow [1-3]. A number of engineers, scientists,
and researchers usually solve problem (1) by transforming the third-order ODEs into a system of firstorder equations three times the dimension. See examples in the references [4-8]. These methods are
multi-step methods, therefore, they require starting values when utilized in solving problem (1).
However, it is more efficient if the problem can be solved directly with the aid of numerical methods.
This paper is focused on the use of a one-step embedded explicit process, in particular, the RK type
methods for solve directly third-order ODEs of the problem (1) which don’t need the beginning values.
The regular sort of new procedure with m-stage for solving initial value problems (IVPs) (1) can be
formulated in [9]:
ℎ2

𝑣𝑛+1 = 𝑣𝑛 +h𝑣𝑛′ + 2 𝑣𝑛′′ + ℎ3 ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑏𝑖 𝑘𝑖 ,
′
′
′
′′
2 ∑𝑚
𝑣𝑛+1 = 𝑣𝑛 + ℎ𝑣𝑛 + ℎ 𝑖=1 𝑏𝑖 𝑘𝑖 ,

(2)
(3)

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
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′′
′′
𝑣𝑛+1
= 𝑣𝑛′′ + ℎ ∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑏𝑖 𝑘𝑖 ,
Where

(4)
ℎ2

′
′′
2 𝑖−1
𝑘𝑖 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 + 𝑐𝑖 ℎ, 𝑣𝑛 + 𝑐𝑖 ℎ𝑣𝑛𝑖 + 2 𝑐𝑖2 𝑣𝑛′′ + ℎ3 ∑𝑖−1
̅𝑖𝑗 𝑘𝑗 ),
(5)
𝑗=1 𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝑘𝑗 , 𝑣𝑛 + 𝑐𝑖 ℎ𝑣𝑛 + ℎ ∑𝑗=1 𝑎
for i = 2, 3, …, m.
RKTGD method parameters 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖′ , 𝑏𝑖′′ , 𝑎𝑖𝑗 , 𝑎̅𝑖𝑗 and ci of the new technique assumed to be realistic,
m is the number of phases of the technique. Then, this method is explicit when aij = 0 for i ≤ j. To decide
the coefficients of the technique given by (2-5), the RKTGD strategy expression is extended by utilizing
Taylor’s series expansion [10, 11]. After being simplified mathematically, this expansion is then
compared to the solution was given by Taylor’s series expansion. At that point, this process requires a
great deal of mathematical and numeric calculations, however utilizing programming like Maple as in
[10]. General order conditions for the RKTGD strategy can be gotten from the direct expansion of the
local truncation error. Likewise, efficient RK codes frequently utilize embedded pair of request p(q)
where p is greater or equal to q + 1, examples of these are seen in [12-16]. This study is significantly
dedicated to additional work in this exploration field of study. Especially, it is pointed tat deriving the
p(q) pairs of explicit RKTGD techniques utilized in variable step size codes to give a tinny error
estimation, and it’s based on the techniques
of order p, and
of order q.
For Butcher Tableau, the embedded pair can be expressed as follows:

(6)

The essential reason for building the embedded pairs of explicit RKTGD strategy is to obtain a low
value local error estimate that would be utilized in the step-size algorithm of the vector. Obviously, the
′
′′
method will calculate 𝑣𝑛+1 , 𝑣𝑛+1
and 𝑣𝑛+1
to approximate 𝑣(𝑥𝑛+1 ), 𝑣 ′ (𝑥𝑛+1 ) and 𝑣 ′′ (𝑥𝑛+1 ) , where
𝑣𝑛+1 is the measured solution and 𝑣(𝑥𝑛+1 ) is an accurate solution.
2.CONSTRUCTION OF THE METHODS
The order conditions of RKTGD method are derived up to order six by using the Taylor expansion and
Maple package, For the new system, the local truncation errors or the order terms for m-stage up to order
six can be expressed (see [9]). The construction of the embedded Runge-Kutta method is an active
research area producing continuous improvements to the existing codes. we are concerned with the
derivation of p(q) pairs of explicit RKTG methods which are used in variable step size codes to provide
a cheap error estimation. The following simplifying assumption is used to minimize the number of
equations to solve;
𝑐2

∑𝑚
̅𝑖𝑗 = 2𝑖
𝑗=1 𝑎
To develop efficient pairs, the following techniques are used:

(7)

For both the higher and lower order RKTGD formulas, the
should be as
minimal as possible, where
(a)

(𝑝+1)

‖𝜏𝑔

𝑛 +1

(𝑝+1) 2
)

𝑝
(𝜏𝑖
‖ = √∑𝑖+1

2

𝑛′ +1

(𝑝+1) 2
)

𝑝
+ ∑𝑖+1
(𝜏𝑖′ 𝑖

𝑛′′ +1

(𝑝+1) 2
) ,

𝑝
+ ∑𝑖+1
(𝜏𝑖′′ 𝑖

and

2

and

quantities
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(𝑞+1)

‖𝜏̂𝑔

𝑛 +1

(𝑞+1) 2
)

𝑞
(𝜏̂ 𝑖
‖ = √∑𝑖+1

2

𝑛′ +1

(𝑞+1) 2
)

𝑞
+ ∑𝑖+1
(𝜏̂ 𝑖′ 𝑖

𝑛′′ +1

(𝑞+1) 2
) ,

𝑞
+ ∑𝑖+1
(𝜏̂ 𝑖′′ 𝑖

Where 𝜏(p+1), 𝜏 ′ (p+1) and 𝜏 ′′ (p+1)are the local truncation error norms for 𝑦 , 𝑦 ′ and 𝑦 ′′ respectively, τg(p+1)
is the global local truncation error.
(b)
The calculation of the local error at point xn+1 is determined using the formula:
LTE
,
where
𝛿𝑛+1 = 𝑣̂𝑛+1 − 𝑣𝑛+1
𝛿′𝑛+1 = 𝑣̂′𝑛+1 − 𝑣′𝑛+1
𝛿′′𝑛+1 = 𝑣̂′′𝑛+1 − 𝑣′′𝑛+1
The solutions using the higher order formula are 𝑣𝑛+1 , 𝑣′𝑛+1 and 𝑣′′𝑛+1 , while the solutions using
the lower order formula are 𝑣̂𝑛+1 , 𝑣̂′𝑛+1 and𝑣̂′′𝑛+1 . These local error estimates (LTE) can be used by
the standard formula as given in [17] to control the step size h,
𝑇𝑜𝑙

1

hn+1 = 0.9hn(𝐿𝑇𝐸)𝑞+1
(8)
Where 0.9 is considered to be a safety factor and represents the estimate of local error at each step,
𝑇𝑜𝑙 represents the necessary accuracy, which is the maximum permissible local error. If 𝐿𝑇𝐸 ≤ 𝑇𝑜𝑙,
local extrapolation (or higher-order mode) method will be accepted; this means that a more precise
approximation will be used to advance the integration and h would be updated using the formula (8).
On the other hand, if 𝐿𝑇𝐸 > 𝑇𝑜𝑙, the step would be rejected and the step-size would be halved.
3.The Derivation of 4(3) pair
A three-stage RKTGD technique of order four is derived in this section. The conditions of the algebraic
order up to order four are used (see [9]) and the simplifying assumption (7). Then, the system of
equations can be reduced to 13 nonlinear equations with 17 unknowns and left with four degrees of
freedom by simplifying assumptions. The solution of the equation system results simultaneously in a
solution in terms of four free parameters, which are c3, a21, a31 and b2 :
9 − 24𝑐3 + 16𝑐32
𝑐3 (9 − 𝑐33 − 20𝑐32 + 14𝑐3 − 3)
𝑎̅21 =
,
𝑎
̅
=
,
−3 + 4𝑐3
8(𝑐32 − 12𝑐3 + 4) 31
𝑐3 (18 − 𝑐33 − 36𝑐32 + 25𝑐3 − 6)
𝑎̅32 = −
, 𝑎21 = 𝑎21 , 𝑎31 = 𝑎31 ,
−3 + 4𝑐3
−12𝑎31 + 16𝑎31 𝑐3 + 423𝑎21 𝑐34 − 864𝑎21 𝑐33 + 567𝑎21 𝑐32 − 128𝑎21 𝑐3
𝑎32 = −
−12 + 16𝑐3
50𝑐33 − 36𝑐32 + 9𝑐3 − 24𝑐34
+
,
−12 + 16𝑐3
6𝑐32 − 6𝑐3 + 1 ′ 3𝑐3 + 2 + 48𝑏2 𝑐3 − 36𝑏2 ′
−1 + 𝑐3
𝑏1′ =
, 𝑏2 =
, 𝑏3 =
, 𝑐 = 0,
8(−3 + 4𝑐3 )𝑐3
24𝑐3 (3𝑐3 − 2)
6𝑐3 (3 − 8𝑐3 + 6𝑐32 ) 1
−3 + 4𝑐3
𝑐2 =
2(3𝑐3 − 2)
2
12𝑐3 + 11𝑐3 + 72𝑏2 𝑐32 − 96𝑏2 𝑐3 − 2 + 36𝑏2
𝑏2 = 𝑏2 , 𝑏1 = −
,
24𝑐3 (3𝑐3 − 2)
3𝑐3 + 2 + 48𝑏2 𝑐3 − 36𝑏2
𝑏3 = −
,
24𝑐3 (3𝑐3 − 2)
6𝑐32 − 6𝑐3 + 1 ′′
2(27𝑐33 − 54𝑐32 + 36𝑐3 − 8)
1
𝑏1′′ ==
, 𝑏2 =
,
𝑏3′′ =
3
2
8(−3 + 4𝑐3 )𝑐3
6𝑐3 (3 − 8𝑐3 + 6𝑐32 )
3(−50𝑐3 + 36𝑐3 − 9 + 24𝑐3 )
and setting c3 = 1 and a31 = 0 gives:

3
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By using the minimize command in Maple, then a21 = 0.0325000022021653 and b2 =
(5)
0.100000024350969, and the minimum value ‖𝜏𝑔 ‖ is 0.0586320476692477264. Again for the
3

2

1

optimized values, 𝑎21 = 100 and 𝑏2 = 10 were chosen.
Therefore, the coefficients denoted by RKTGD4 of the three-stage fourth-order RKTGD method can
be defined as follows:
1
3
13
1
1
3
1
𝑐2 = , 𝑐3 = 1, 𝑎21 =
, 𝑎32 =
, 𝑎̅21 = , 𝑎̅32 = , 𝑏1 =
, 𝑏2 = ,
2
100
100
8
2
40
10
1
1 ′ 1 ′
1 ′′ 2 ′′
1
′
′′
𝑏3 = −
, 𝑏 = , 𝑏 = , 𝑏 = 0, 𝑏1 = , 𝑏2 = , 𝑏3 = −
120 1 6 2 3 3
6
3
6
A three-stage (s=3) third-order (q=4) embedded formula can now be derived considering the above
solutions for A and c. Solving the third-order equations for v(t), v'(t) (see [9]) simultaneously yields a
solution for bi in bi terms, while 𝑏𝑖′ and 𝑏𝑖′′ are the same as the fourth-order formula. Three free
parameters of the solution in terms of 𝑏3′ , 𝑏2 and b3 are obtained as follows:
1
1
1
𝑏1′ = − 𝑏2 − 𝑏3 , 𝑏2 = 𝑏2 , 𝑏3 = 𝑏3 , 𝑏1′ = + 𝑏3′ ,
𝑏2′ = − 2 𝑏3′ , 𝑏3′ = 𝑏3′ ,
6
6
3
1
2
1
𝑏1′′ = , 𝑏2′′ = , 𝑏3′′ =
6
3
6
Here, take b
then:
Two free parameters 𝑏2 and 𝑏3 do not appear in the solution now, but for fourth-order conditions,
they appear in the local truncation error. According to Dormand [9], the free parameters b2 and b3 can
be determined by minimizing the local truncation error norms
. By using the minimize command
in Maple, b2 = 0.416666666666741, b3 = −0.166666666666519 were obtained, and the minimum error
4
2
is 0.0372677996249964963. For the optimized value in fractional form, 𝑏2 = 10 and 𝑏3 = − 10 were
chosen.
Finally, all the three-stage embedded RKTGD system coefficients denoted by RKTGD4(3) can be
written in the following way (see Table 1):
Table I. The RKTGD4(3) Method.

4
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4.The Derivation of 5(4) pair
The four-stage RKTGD method of order five is derived in this section, and the algebraic conditions (see
[9]) and assumption simplification (7) are used. Then, 31 nonlinear equations consist of the resulting
system of equations with 24 unknown variables to be solved. Using the simplified assumption (7), the
system of equations is reduced to 20 equations with 24 unknowns and 4 degrees of freedom remaining.
Solving the system and the solution family simultaneously in the form of a41, a42, a43 and c4 gives the
following:
𝑐42
2(−71𝑐42 + 48𝑐4 − 16 + 20𝑐43 )
𝑎̅21 =
,
𝑎
̅
=
−
,
31
2(4𝑐4 − 1)2
125𝑐4 (10𝑐42 − 12𝑐4 + 3)
2[(−4 + 5𝑐4 )(11𝑐4 − 4)(4𝑐4 − 1)
𝑎̅32 =
125𝑐4 (10𝑐42 − 12𝑐4 + 3)
3
2
30𝑐4 − 59𝑐4 + 40𝑐4 − 8
𝑐4 (38𝑐4 − 59𝑐42 − 8 + 30 30𝑐43 )(4𝑐4 − 1)
𝑎̅41 =
, 𝑎̅42 = −
4
11𝑐4 − 4
2
3
5𝑐4 (38𝑐4 − 59𝑐4 − 8 + 30 30𝑐4 )(4𝑐4 − 1)
𝑎41 + 𝑎42 + 𝑎43
, 𝑎̅43 =
,
𝑎21 =
,
2
4(11𝑐4 − 4)
(16𝑐4 − 8𝑐4 + 1)(4𝑐4 − 1)
𝑎41 = 𝑎41 , 𝑎42 = 𝑎42 , 𝑎43 = 𝑎43 ,
2(−50𝑎41 𝑐42 − 226𝑎43 𝑐43 + 20𝑎42 𝑐4 + 108𝑎43 𝑐4 − 16𝑎43 + 16𝑐42 + 87𝑐43
𝑎31 =
625(10𝑐42 − 12𝑐4 + 3)(−1 + 2𝑐4 )𝑐43
105𝑎42 𝑐42 + 100𝑎43 𝑐43 100𝑎42 𝑐43 + 73𝑐45 − 110𝑐46
+
625(10𝑐42 − 12𝑐4 + 3)(−1 + 2𝑐4 )𝑐43
2(11𝑐4 − 4)(−40𝑐45 + 62𝑐44 − 29𝑐43 + 4𝑐42 + 16𝑎43 𝑐4 + 5𝑎42 𝑐4 − 4𝑎43
𝑎32 =
,
625(10𝑐42 − 12𝑐4 + 3)(−1 + 2𝑐4 )𝑐43
𝑏1′ =

2𝑐42 + 4𝑐4 − 1 ′ (4𝑐4 − 1)2 (12𝑐42 − 7𝑐4 + 1) ′
25(10𝑐42 − 12𝑐4 + 3)
,
𝑏
=
,
𝑏
=
,
2
48𝑐42
24𝑐42 (−1 + 2𝑐4 )(11𝑐4 − 4) 3 48(−4 + 5𝑐4 )(11𝑐4 − 4)
(𝑐4 − 1)
𝑐4
4
𝑏2′ =
, 𝑐1 = 0, 𝑐2 =
, 𝑐3 = ,
2
4𝑐4 − 1
5
24𝑐4 (−1 + 2𝑐4 )(−4 + 5𝑐4 )
−17𝑐43 + 1056𝑏2 𝑐43 + 120𝑐42 − 912𝑏2 𝑐42 − 27𝑐4 + 192𝑐4 𝑏2
,
96𝑐4 (4𝑐4 − 1)
5(72𝑐42 − 21𝑐4 + 2 − 240𝑏2 𝑐42 − 80𝑐43 + 480𝑏2 𝑐43
𝑏3 =
,
(4𝑐4 − 1)2 (−4 + 5𝑐4 )
−16𝑐42 + 8𝑐4 − 1 + 132𝑏2 𝑐42 − 48𝑐4 𝑏2
𝑏4 =
,
(4𝑐4 − 1)2 (−4 + 5𝑐4 )
2𝑐42 + 4𝑐4 + 1
′′
𝑏1 =
,
48𝑐42
(4𝑐4 − 1)2 (16𝑐42 + 8𝑐4 − 1)
𝑏2′′ =
,
24𝑐42 (−1 + 2𝑐4 )(11𝑐4 − 4)
125(10𝑐42 − 12𝑐4 + 3)
𝑏3′′ =
,
48(−4 + 5𝑐4 )(11𝑐4 − 4)
1
𝑏4′′ =
,
2
24𝑐4 (−1 + 2𝑐4 )(−4 + 5𝑐4 )

𝑏1 =

2

Letting a41 = a42 = a43 = 0 and 𝑐4 = 3, the local truncation error in one free parameter is given by:
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By using the minimize command in Maple, b2 = 0.129642210144928 was obtained, and the minimum
1
error is 0.0391272028545436926. For the optimized value in fractional form, 𝑏2 = 10 was chosen.
Finally, all the coefficients of four-stage fifth-order RKTG method denoted by RKTGD5 can be written
as follows:
2
4
2
4
4
2
4
𝑐2 = , 𝑐3 = , 𝑐4 = ,
𝑎21 = 0 , 𝑎31 =
, 𝑎32 =
, 𝑎̅21 =
, 𝑎̅31 =
,
5
5
3
124
125
25
25
4
19
1
23
𝑎̅32 =
, 𝑏1 =
, 𝑏3 = −
, 𝑏4 =
25
300
240
400
23
25
25
9
23
125
125
27
𝑏1′ = 192 , 𝑏2′ = 64 , 𝑏3′ = 192, 𝑏4′ = − 64 , 𝑏1′′ = 192 , 𝑏2′′ = 192 , 𝑏3′′ = 192 , 𝑏4′′ = − 64,
A three-stage (s=3) fourth-order (q=4) embedded formula may now be derived based on the above
solution for values of A and c. Solving the third and fourth-order equations for 𝑣 (see [9]), so that the
resulting equation system consists of 2 nonlinear equations with 4 variable unknowns to be solved.
Solving the method at the same time gives:
25 1
5
3
3
3
𝑏1 = 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 =
+ 𝑏3 − 𝑏1 , 𝑏3 = 𝑏3 , 𝑏4 = 𝑏1 − 𝑏3 −
96 2
2
2
2
32
1
Choosing 𝑏1 = , another free parameter 𝑏3 was found by minimize error norm
.
20
where
Here, one free parameter b3 did not appear in the solution but it appeared in the local truncation error.
According to Dormand [11], The free 𝑏3 parameter can be calculated by minimizing the local truncation
1
error and obtaining 𝑏3 = 10 by using Maple. For 𝑣′ , the equation of order-four were solved and
simplifying assumption (7) was used. The simplifying assumption reduces the equation system to 3
nonlinear equations with 4 unknowns, simultaneously solving the system gives:
b

where
It can be noticed that there is one free parameter b1, using the minimize command in Maple, then
7
b1=0.0753252635046047 was obtained and for optimized value, b1 = 100 was chosen. While for v00,
the equations until order four were solved, and using simplifying assumption to reduce the system of
equations to 4 nonlinear equations with 4 unknowns; then 𝑏̂𝑖 is the same as the fifth-order formula.
Finally, all the coefficients of four-stage embedded RKTGD method denoted by RKTGD5(4) can be
written as follows (see Table II):
Table II. The RKTGD5(4) Method.
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5. Numerical Experiments
In this section, some of the issues involving 𝑣 ′′′ = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑣, 𝑣 ′ ) are tested. When the same set of problems
are reduced to a system of first-order equations and solved using the existing RK pairs of the same order,
comparisons are made between the numerical results and the results obtained.
•
RKTGD4(3): In this paper, the Runge-Kutta type 4(3) pair derived.
•
RKTGD5(4):In this paper, the Runge-Kutta type 5(4) pair derived.
•
RK4(3)Z: 4(3) pair of Runge-Kutta, provided by Hairer et. al [18].
•
RK4(3)M: Merson-derived pair type 4(3) of Runge-Kutta as in Hairer et. al [18].
•
RK4(3)D: Dormand-derived Runge-Kutta Type 4(3) pair [11].
•
RK4(3)F: Fehlberg-derived Runge-Kutta Type 4(3) pair [19].
•
RKB5(4): Pair of Runge-Kutta 5(4) introduced in Butcher [20].
•
RKF5(4): Fehlberg-derived Runge-Kutta 5(4) pair as given in [19].
•
DOPRI5(4): Pair of Runge-Kutta 5(4) with FSAL properties obtained from Dormand and Prince
[12].
•

Problem 1. (Homogeneous Linear Problem)
𝑦 ′′′ (𝑥) = −𝑦(𝑥) + 2 𝑦 ′ (𝑥), 𝑦(0) = 0, 𝑦 ′ (0) = 1, 𝑦 ′′ (0) = 1,
Theoretical solution:
y
Problem 2. (Linear System)

.

y
y
Theoretical solution:
y1(x) = e- x,

,
y2(x) = e-2x,

y3(x) = e-3x.

Problem 3. (Homogeneous Non-Linear Problem)

3𝑦 ′ (𝑥)

𝑦 ′′′ (𝑡) =

4

4(𝑦(𝑥))
1
1
′ (0)
𝑦(0) = 1, 𝑦
= , 𝑦 ′′ (0) = ,
2

Theoretical solution:
𝑦(𝑥) = √𝑥 + 1
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Comparison between RKTGD4(3), RK4(3)Z, RK4(3)M, RK4(3)D and RK4(3)F with respect to
problems 1 to 3 was made and results are displayed in Figures 1 to 3.
RKTGD4(3)
RK4(3)Z
RK4(3)M
RK4(3)D
RK4(3)F

−2
−4
−6
−8
− 10

2

2. 5
3
3. 5
log 10 ( Function Evaluations )

4

4. 5

Figure 1. Comparison for RKTGD4(3), RK4(3)Z, RK4(3)M, RK4(3)D and RK4(3)F problem 1 with
Xend=5
RKTGD4(3)
RK4(3)Z
RK4(3)M
RK4(3)D
RK4(3)F

−1
−2
−3
−4
−5
−6
−7
−8
−9
− 10
1. 5

2
2. 5
log 10 ( Function Evaluations )

3

3. 5

Figure 2. Comparison for RKTGD4(3), RK4(3)Z, RK4(3)M, RK4(3)D and RK4(3)F problem 2 with
Xend=2
RKTGD4(3)
RK4(3)Z
RK4(3)M
RK4(3)D
RK4(3)F

−2

−4

−6

−8

− 10
1. 5

2

2. 5
3
log 10 ( Function Evaluations )

3. 5
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Figure 3. Comparison for RKTGD4(3), RK4(3)Z, RK4(3)M, RK4(3)D and RK4(3)F problem 3 with
Xend=10
Comparison between RKTGD5(4), RK5(4)B, RK5(4)F, and DOPRI5(4) with respect to problems 1 to
3 was made and results are displayed in Figures 4 to 6.
0

RKTGD5(4)
DOPRI5(4)
RK5(4)F
RK5(4)B

−2
−4
−6
−8
− 10
− 12
2

2. 5

3
3. 5
log 10 ( Function Evaluations )

4

4. 5

Figure 4. Comparison for RKTGD5(4), RK5(4)B, RK5(4)F, and DOPRI5(4) problem 1 with Xend=5
−2

RKTGD5(4)
DOPRI5(4)
RK5(4)F
RK5(4)B

−3
−4
−5
−6
−7
−8
−9
− 10
1. 5

2
2. 5
log 10 ( Function Evaluations )

3

Figure 5. Comparison for RKTGD5(4), RK5(4)B, RK5(4)F, and DOPRI5(4) problem 2
with 𝑋𝑟𝑛𝑑 = 3.
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RKTGD5(4)
DOPRI5(4)
RK5(4)F
RK5(4)B

−2

−4

−6

−8

− 10
1. 5

2

2. 5
3
log 10 ( Function Evaluations )

3. 5

Figure 6. Comparison for RKTGD5(4), RK5(4)B, RK5(4)F, and DOPRI5(4) problem 3 with Xend=10.
6.Conclusion
Two pairs of embedded RKTGD methods for directly solving third-order ODEs using the variable step
size codes have been suggested and discussed in this study. The methods are called, respectively,
RKTGD4(3) and RKTGD5(4). Step-size codes of variables based on the methods were created and used
to solve the third-order ODEs. The comparison was made with the Runge-Kutta methods of the current
single step, as other direct methods are multi-step in nature. Numerical outcomes of the same RKTGD
and RK pairs of the same order were also compared. The results showed that the RKTGD4(3) is more
efficient than the Runge–Kutta 4(3) pairs like the RK4(3)Z method (Hairer et. al [18]), RK4(3)M
(Merson [18]), RK4(3)D (Dormand [11]), and RK4(3)F (Fehlberg [19]) for all the problems tested. This
new pair is more efficient for RKTGD5(4) compared to RK5(4)B (Butcher [20]), RK5(4)F (Fehlberg
as in [19]), and RK5(4)D given by Dormand and Prince [12]. It has been shown from the numerical
results that, compared to the existing embedded RK pairs of the same order in the literature, the new
methods are more efficient. Hence, it can be concluded that in solving third order ODEs, the RKTGD
pairs are computationally more efficient.
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Abstract. In the paper estimate of the shape parameter for power function distribution was
proposed. For different sample sizes (small, medium, and large). Using different methods,
Maximum likelihood method, Moment method, Shrinkage methods, and Least square method.
mean square error (MSE) was implemented as an indicator of performance and comparisons of
performance have been carried out through data analysis and computer simulation between the
estimation methods according to the applied indicator. It was observed from the results that the
shrinkage method (constant weight factor (𝑠ℎ2 ) ) estimates for the shape parameter are the best
in performance for each case.

1. Introduction
The power function distribution an important distribution for it is used in daily life and most
distributions such as Rayleigh distribution, gamma distribution, and Weibull distribution has a
relationship with the power function distribution, It has an inverse relationship with Pareto distribution
the negative moments for Pareto distribution are simply the moment for the power function
distribution [1][2]. The first to use the power function distribution. Malik H J in 1967, found a precise
expression of the moment for power function distribution and he studied the exact moment for power
function distribution [7]. The power function distribution is flexible distribution and used in many
applications such as engineering, economics, natural sciences, and applied mathematics, The power
function distribution is a special case for Pareto family distributions[3][4]. The problem of estimating
unknown parameters in statistical distribution is one of the most important problems. [10]. The
reliability function, which is a monotonically decreasing function of the lifetime, the study of
reliability is an important task to develop future plans to develop performance and quality for the
equipment and estimate the reliability system in stress-strength when follows power function for
different shape parameter [12].
The aim of this study is to comparisons of performance the shape parameter (α) based on power
function distribution (PD) have been carried out through data analysis and computer simulation
between among four estimation methods, Maximum likelihood method (MLE), Moment
method(MOM), Shrinkage methods(SH) and Least square method(LS) according to the applied
indicator. and obtain the best using (MSE) and find the best method.
2. Methodology
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Let 𝑥 be random variable from power distribution with shape parameter (𝛼) and scale parameter (𝛾);
then the probability density function (𝑝𝑑𝑓) is defined as following [3]
𝑓(𝑥, 𝛼, 𝛾) = 𝛼𝛾 𝛼 𝑥 𝛼−1 ,

0 < 𝑥 < 𝛾 −1

(1)

When  and 𝛾 are often called the shape and scale parameters
While the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f) for power function distribution
𝐹(𝑥, 𝛼, 𝛾) = 𝑥 𝛼 𝛾 𝛼 ,

0 < 𝑥 < 𝛾 −1

(2)

And as a special case when 𝛾 = 1 the (p.d.f) for power function distribution will be
𝑓(𝑥, 𝛼) = 𝛼𝑥 𝛼−1 ,

0<𝑥<1

(3)

And the (c.d.f) for power function distribution become
𝐹(𝑥, 𝛼) = 𝑥 𝛼 ,

0<𝑥<1

(4)

For estimation of shape parameter for power function distribution, we need to find the random variable
of cumulative distribution function then
1

(5)

𝑥 = [𝑓(𝑥)]𝛼
3. Estimation methods of the shape parameter of power function distribution

3.1 Maximum likelihood method (MLE)[8][11]
The Maximum likelihood method is one of the most reliable and popular methods using to obtaining
point estimation for the parameter in all distributions, The Maximum likelihood method has many
excellent statistical properties, so the statisticians prefer the MLE for other methods, Let

x 1 , x 2 ,.........x n

be a random sample of pow ( ,1) . The Maximum likelihood for 
𝑛

𝐿 = 𝐿(𝛼𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖 ) = ∏ 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 )
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝐿 = 𝛼 𝑛 ∏ 𝑥𝑖𝛼−1

(6)

𝑖=1

Taking the logarithm of the likelihood, yields
𝑛

𝐿𝑛(𝐿) = 𝑛𝑙𝑛 𝛼 + (𝛼 − 1) ∑ 𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑖

(7)

𝑖=1

The partial derivation for the equation with respect to the shape parameter and equating the result to
zero given as follows.
−𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑖

𝛼̂𝑚𝑙𝑒 = ∑𝑛

(8)

3.2 Moment method (MOM)
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In this section, we estimate the shape parameter for power function distribution by using the simplest
technique commonly is the moment method, the general idea for moment method to determine the
r
population moment M r  E (x ) [9]. Let x pow(α)
𝛼
𝐸(𝑥) =
(9)
𝛼+1
𝑛
∑
𝑥𝑖
We equate the first moment with 𝑖=1
as below
𝑛
𝑛
∑𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖
𝛼
(10)
=
𝛼+1
𝑛
By solving equation (7) we get
𝛼̂𝑚𝑜𝑚

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖
=
𝑛 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖

(11)

3.3 Least square method (LS) [4][5]
The least squares method can be applied in reliability engineering mathematics problem, we assume
that there is a linear relationship between two variables.
𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑥𝑖𝛼
1
(12)
𝑥𝑖 = [𝐹(𝑥𝑖 )]𝛼
Take logarithm for both sides
1
𝑙𝑛 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 )
𝛼
𝑦 = 𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏
𝑥 = ln 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 )
∑𝑛 𝑥 𝑦
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 𝑦𝑖 − 𝑖=1 𝑖 𝑖
𝑛
𝑎=
[∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 ]2
𝑛
2
∑𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖 −
𝑛
𝑙𝑛𝑥𝑖 =

𝛼̂𝐿𝑠

(13)

(14)

[∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙𝑛 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 )]2
𝑛
=
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙𝑛 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑙𝑛 𝑥𝑖
𝑛
∑𝑖=1 𝑙𝑛 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑙𝑛 𝑥𝑖 −
𝑛
∑𝑛𝑖=1[𝑙𝑛 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 )]2 −

(15)

3.4 Shrinkage estimator (SH) [3]
In 1968, Thompson introduced the basic reason for use prior estimation. He suggested the problem
of shrink in the usual estimator 𝛼̂ of parameter α toward prior information. The shrinkage estimation
method is to use α as the initial value prior information 𝛼0 from the past and usual estimator 𝛼̂𝑢𝑏
through consideration them by shrinkage- weight factor ∅(𝛼̂) where 0<∅(𝛼̂)<1 as below
𝛼̂𝑠ℎ = ∅(𝛼̂)𝛼𝑢𝑏 + [1 − ∅(𝛼̂)]𝛼0

(16)

Now, to find 𝛼𝑢𝑏 from 𝛼̂𝑚𝑙𝑒
−𝑛
𝛼̂𝑚𝑙𝑒 = ∑𝑛 ln 𝑥
𝑖=1

𝑥 𝑝𝑜𝑤(𝛼)

𝑖

𝑛

𝑧 = ∑ ln 𝑥𝑖
𝑖=1

𝑧 𝐼𝐺(𝑛, 1)
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𝑛
𝛼̂
≠ 𝛼̂𝑚𝑙𝑒
𝑛 − 1 𝑚𝑙𝑒
𝑛−1
𝛼𝑢𝑏 =
𝛼̂𝑚𝑙𝑒
𝑛
−(𝑛 − 1)
𝛼𝑢𝑏 = 𝑛
∑𝑖=1 𝑙𝑛 𝑥𝑖
3.4.1 shrinkage- weight function(𝑠ℎ1)[3][6]

(17)

In this section, the shrinkage- weight factor will be assumed as a function of n, ∅(𝛼̂) = |
in (10), will be

sin 𝑛
|
𝑛

Put

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑛
𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝑛
(18)
| 𝛼𝑢𝑏 + (1 − |
|)𝛼0
𝑛
𝑛
3.4.2 constant- shrinkage weight factor (𝑠ℎ2 )[3][6]
In this section, assumed ∅(𝛼̂) = 𝐾 the constant- shrinkage weight factor and K=0.001, 1-K=0.999
put in (10), will be
(19)
𝛼̂𝑠ℎ2 = 𝐾𝛼𝑢𝑏 + (1 − 𝐾)𝛼0
3.4.3 Beta- shrinkage weight factor (𝑠ℎ3 )[3][6]
In this section,∅(𝛼̂) = 𝛽(1, 𝑛) the Beta- shrinkage weight factor, put in(10), will be
𝛼̂𝑠ℎ1 = |

𝛼̂𝑠ℎ3 = 𝛽(1, 𝑛)𝛼𝑢𝑏 + [1 − 𝛽(1, 𝑛)]𝛼0

(20)

4. Simulation study
Let x according to the uniform distribution on the interval (0,1)
F(xi ) = xiα
1

𝑥𝑖 = [𝐹(𝑥𝑖 )]𝛼 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛
Step 1. By equation (8) calculated 𝛼̂𝑚𝑙𝑒
Step 2. by equations (11) calculated 𝛼̂𝑚𝑜𝑚 .
Step 3. by equations (15) calculated 𝛼̂𝐿𝑠 .
Step 4. by equations (18),(19), and (20), calculated 𝛼̂𝑠ℎ𝑖 for 𝑖 = 1,2,3
∑𝑛 (𝛾 −𝛾)2

Step 5. by 𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝛾) = 𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖
calculated MSE for all method and cases
And by using random sample n=30,50,100.
We obtain the result shown in the following tables

n
30
50
100

n
30
50
100

𝑚𝑠𝑒mle
0.039919072
0.022481145
0.010430490

Table 1:Estimation of the shape parameter of (PD)
Mle
Mom
Sh1
Sh2
1.028525
1.016048 0.934320 0.998005
1.019068
1.014803 0.989511 0.998001
1.007879
1.003996 0.989883 0.998002

when alpha= 1
Sh3
Ls
0.933525 1.027646
0.960026 1.025030
0.980021 1.009319

Table 2: Shown the MSE values when alpha= 1
𝑚𝑠𝑒mom
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh1
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh3
0.047077758 0.000039626 0.000000036 0.000040592
0.028972695 0.000000584 0.000000021 0.000008497
0.013606705 0.000000260 0.000000010 0.000001016

𝑚𝑠𝑒Ls
0.064047639
0.044030383
0.018322772

Table 3: Table 1:Estimation of shape parameter of (PD) when alpha= 2
n
Mle
Mom
Sh1
Sh2
Sh3
Ls
30 2.058343 2.037616 1.868600 1.996010 1.867008 2.038601

4

Best
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
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50 2.038136 2.031656 1.979023 1.996002 1.920052 2.050061
100 2.015758 2.010141 1.979767 1.996004 1.960043 2.018639

n
30
50
100

𝑚𝑠𝑒mle
0.159676288
0.089924580
0.041721962

Table 4: Shown the MSE values when alpha= 2
𝑚𝑠𝑒mom
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh1
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh3
0.166909305 0.000158506 0.000000146 0.000162370
0.099449080 0.000002339 0.000000084 0.000033989
0.046466959 0.000001042 0.000000040 0.000004066

𝑚𝑠𝑒Ls
0.256190559
0.176121532
0.073291089

Best
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2

Table 5:Estimation of the shape parameter of (PD) when alpha= 3
n
Mle
Mom
Sh1
Sh2
Sh3
Ls
30 3.087514 3.064052 2.802900 2.994015 2.800513 3.057902
50 3.057204 3.049277 2.968535 2.994003 2.880078 3.075092
100 3.023638 3.017076 2.969651 2.994006 2.940065 3.027959
Table 6: Shown the MSE values when alpha= 3
n
Best
𝑚𝑠𝑒mle
𝑚𝑠𝑒mom
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh1
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
𝑚𝑠𝑒sh3
𝑚𝑠𝑒Ls
30 0.359271648 0.364074497 0.000356640 0.000000328 0.000365333 0.576428759 𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
50 0.202330306 0.213524215 0.000005264 0.000000191 0.000076476 0.396273448 𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
100 0.093874415 0.099565926 0.000002346 0.000000091 0.000009150 0.164904951 𝑚𝑠𝑒sh2
5. Numerical result and conclusion
Consequently, for practical work and taking the mean square error as the indicator of preference
between the different estimator methods, the following result obtained
1. for the conventional methods and for different sample size the following results are obtained: Small sample size(n=30)
i. When alpha= 1, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
ii. When alpha= 2, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
iii. When alpha= 3, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
 Medium sample size(n=50)
i. When alpha= 1, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
ii. When alpha= 2, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
iii. When alpha= 3, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
 Large sample size(n=100)
i. When alpha= 1, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
ii. When alpha= 2, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
iii. When alpha= 3, Sh2 estimator method was given the best results, then his methods Sh1, Sh3,
MLE, MOM, and LS respectively.
2. The result of the simulation (estimate the shape parameter) of power function distribution for
studied methods for different sample sizes (n=30, 50, 100). From tables, it is clear that, the
shrinkage (constant weight factor (𝑠ℎ2 )) estimates for the  shape parameter, are the best in
performance for each case. Then his first shrinkage way (𝑠ℎ1 ) comes after.
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3. From the tables for each (n), we conclude that the suggested Shrinkage method has a good
performance based on constant - weight factor (𝑠ℎ2 ) has the minimum mean square error (MSE) in
the majority of cases.
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Abstract. A new idea of mixing was introduced in this paper. Mixing parameters; 𝑝𝑖 where
0 ≤ 𝑝𝑖 ≤ 1 and ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑝𝑖 = 1 are used to find a new distribution from mixing some
distributions. Therefore, we can get many mixed distributions with several parameters. Three
distributions Weibull, Rayleigh, and Exponential are mixed to get a new distribution which is
more flexible than these distributions. The mixed distribution with a new parameter is
representing the ratio of contribution of each of these distributions which are mixed. Several
values of the mixing parameter were taken, and the properties of the mixed distribution were
found. Two methods (MLE and OLS) of estimation are used to estimate the parameters of the
new distribution. Simulation studies are used to prove the properties of new distribution and to
apply the estimation method to estimate the parameters of new distribution.

1. Introduction
Recent studies are looking at finding mixed distributions resulting from merging previous distributions
to obtain new distributions that have benefits in scientific applications, including discrete and
continuous distributions. The new distributions are more flexible than the previous distributions and
have new characteristics. As it is known that Weibull and Raleigh distributions have good applications
in the field of industries; meanwhile, Exponential distribution has good applications in the field of
lifetime analysis. Therefore, the goal of this research, is to propose a new idea, which is how to find a
new distribution resulting from integrating of three distributions (Weibull, Raleigh and Exponential),
each distribution consists of number of parameters.
Consequently, the new distribution has number of parameters greater than these distributions and it
will be more flexible than them in the statistical work. Several studies about mixing distributions
introduced development in this field. Afify [1] worked on mixing Rayleigh distribution and introduced
different methods to estimate the parameters of new distribution. El-Bassiouny, et al., [2] worked on
mixing Exponential, generalized Weibull and Gomperts distributions and introduced different methods
of estimation of parameters. Cheema and Aslam [3] worked on three components mixing of
Exponential-Weibull distributions and introduced Bayesian method to estimate the parameters of the
new distribution by using different loss function and simulation studies. Aslam, et at., [4] worked on
two components mixing of transmuted Pareto distribution and introduced properties and apply the
estimation under Bayesian framework. Berchtod [5] worked on mixing transition distribution model
and introduce E.M algorithm simulation to estimate the parameters.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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The plan of this study is, Section two devoted to present the methodology of mixing the
distributions; Section three consists of estimation methods; Section four devoted to present the
simulation studies to estimate the parameters of new distribution, Section five consists of the
discussion of the results; the important conclusions are the subject of the last section. Therefore, how
to get the new distribution from mixing the other distributions is the subject of the next section.
2. Methodology
Let 𝑥 be random variable from Weibull distribution with shape parameter (𝑘) and scale parameter (𝜃);
then the probability density function (𝑝𝑑𝑓) is defined as in equation (1)[3,6,7]:
𝑘
𝑘
𝑓𝑊 (𝑥) = 𝜃 𝑥 𝑘−1 𝑒 −𝑥 /𝜃
0<𝑥<∞
(1)
Also, let another random variable 𝑦 = 𝑥 from Rayleigh distribution with scale parameter (𝜃), then
the (𝑝𝑑𝑓) is defined as in equation (2)[1]:
2
2
𝑓𝑅 (𝑥) = 𝜃 𝑥 𝑒 −𝑥 /𝜃
0<𝑥<∞
(2)
and another random variable 𝑧 = 𝑥 Exponential distribution with scale parameter (𝜃); then the (𝑝𝑑𝑓)
is defined as in equation (3)[8,9,10,]:
𝑓𝐸 (𝑥) = 𝜃 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥
0<𝑥<∞
(3)
Consequently, the 𝑝𝑑𝑓 of the new distribution can be get it from mixing the 𝑝𝑑𝑓’s in Eq.’s (1),
and (3) by applying the following proportion rule under the conditional 𝑝1 + 𝑝2 + 𝑝3 = 1 [2,10,6] :
𝛽
𝛽
1
(𝑝1 = 2𝛽+1 , 𝑝2 = 2𝛽+1 , 𝑝3 = 2𝛽+1)
∴ 𝑓𝑊𝑅𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑘, 𝜃) =
𝑓𝑊𝑅𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑘, 𝜃) =

𝛽
𝑘
2𝛽+1 𝜃

𝛽
𝛽
1
𝑓 (𝑥) + 2𝛽+1 𝑓𝑅 (𝑥) + 2𝛽+1 𝑓𝐸 (𝑥)
2𝛽+1 𝑊
𝑘
2
𝛽
2
𝛽
𝑥 𝑘−1 𝑒 −𝑥 /𝜃 + 2𝛽+1 𝜃 𝑥 𝑒 −𝑥 /𝜃 + 2𝛽+1 𝜃𝑒 −𝜃𝑥

0 ≤𝑥 ≤∞

(4)

, 𝛽 ≥ −1 , 𝑘 , 𝜃, ≥ 0

𝑓𝑊𝑅𝐸 (𝑥, 𝛽, 𝑘, 𝜃) represents the new 𝑝𝑑𝑓 of mixed distribution from (Weibull, Rayleigh and
Exponential) distributions with three parameters (𝑘) shape parameter,( 𝜃) scale parameter and (β) is a
mixing parameter.
The cumulative distribution function ( 𝑐𝑑𝑓) corresponding to 𝑝𝑑𝑓 in equation (5) is:
𝐹𝑊𝑅𝐸 (𝑥 , 𝛽 , 𝜃 , 𝑘) = 𝑝𝑟 ( 𝑋 ≤ 𝑥)
𝑥

𝐹𝑊𝑅𝐸 (𝑥) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢
0
1

𝐹𝑊𝑅𝐸 (𝑥) = 1 − ( 2𝛽+1 (𝛽 𝑒

−𝑥𝑘
𝜃

+ 𝛽𝑒

−𝑥2
𝜃

+ 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥 ))

(5)

The new distribution is mixed distribution of (Weibull, Rayleigh and Exponential) and can be
derived the parameter of new distribution are 𝛽 , 𝜃 , 𝑘 from 𝑝. 𝑑. 𝑓 where
𝜃 Is the scale parameter
𝑘 Is the shape parameter
β Is mixed proportion parameter
the other characteristic follow
∞
The mean is 𝐸(𝑥) = ∫0 𝑥 𝑓𝑊𝑅𝐸 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
1

1

βθk
1
β𝜃 2 √𝜋
1
𝐸(𝑥) =
Γ (1 + ) +
+
2β + 1
𝑘
2(2β + 1) (2β + 1)𝜃
The variance is 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥) = 𝐸(𝑋 2 ) − (𝐸(𝑋))2
2

1

1

1

βθk
2
β𝜃 2
2
βθk
1
β𝜃 2 √𝜋
1
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥) =
Γ (1 + ) +
+
−
Γ (1 + ) −
−
2
2β + 1
𝑘
2β + 1 (2β + 1)𝜃
2β + 1
𝑘
2(2β + 1) (2β + 1)𝜃
Also, we can derive the function of the Reliability and hazard function from the new distribution.
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Meanwhile, the Reliability function is:
𝑅(𝑡) = 1 − 𝐹(𝑥)
𝑅(𝑡) =

1
(
2𝛽+1

𝛽𝑒

−𝑥𝐾
𝜃

+ 𝛽𝑒

−𝑥2
𝜃

+ 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥 )

(6)

and the hazard rate function:
f(t)

h(t) = R(t) ,
(

ℎ(𝑡) =

𝛽𝑘 𝑘−1
𝑥
𝜃

−𝑥𝑘

−𝑥2

2𝛽
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑥 𝑒 𝜃 + 𝜃𝑒 −𝜃𝑥 )
𝜃

(7)

−𝑥2

−𝑥𝑘

(𝛽𝑒 𝜃 +𝛽 𝑒 𝜃 + 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥 )

3. Estimation methods
In this section, two methods of estimation are presented which will be used to estimate the parameters
of the new distribution (β, θ, k). These methods are maximum likelihood (MEL) and ordinary least
square (OLS) which are discussed in the following subsections.
3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) method [9]
This method of estimation depends on maximizing the 𝑝𝑑𝑓 estimation:
𝑛

𝐿 = 𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 , 𝜃) = ∏ 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝜃)
𝑛

𝛽𝐾𝑥𝑖𝐾−1

𝐿 = ∏[
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
𝑖=1

𝑖=1
−𝑥𝑖𝐾
𝑒 𝜃 +

2

−𝑥𝑖
2𝛽𝑥𝑖
𝜃
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 ]
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
2𝛽 + 1

𝑛

𝐾

(8)

2

−𝑥𝑖
−𝑥𝑖
𝛽𝐾𝑥𝑖𝐾−1
2𝛽𝑥𝑖
𝜃
𝑙𝑛(𝐿) = ∑ 𝑙𝑛 [
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 ]
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
2𝛽 + 1
𝑖=1
𝜕𝑙𝑛 (𝐿)
𝜕𝑘
𝑘
𝑥𝑘
𝑥𝑘
𝛽
𝑘 𝑘 −𝑥𝜃𝑖
− 𝑖
− 𝑖
𝑘−1
𝐾−1
𝑘−1
𝜃
𝜃
𝑛
[𝑥
𝑒
+ 𝑘𝑥𝑖
𝑙𝑛(𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑒
− 𝑥𝑖
𝑥 𝑒
𝑙𝑛(𝑥𝑖 )]
𝜃 𝑖
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃 𝑖
(9)
=∑
−𝑥𝑖𝐾
−𝑥𝑖2
𝛽𝐾𝑥𝑖𝐾−1
2𝛽𝑥
𝜃
𝑖
𝑖=1
−𝜃𝑥
[
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 𝑖]
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
2𝛽 + 1
𝜕𝑙𝑛(𝐿)
𝜕𝜃
−𝑥𝑖𝐾 𝑥 𝑘
−𝑥𝑖𝐾
−𝑥𝑖2 𝑥 2
−𝑥𝑖2
𝑖
𝑖
𝑒 𝜃
−𝑒 𝜃
𝑒 𝜃
−𝑒 𝜃
𝛽𝐾𝑥𝑖𝐾−1
2𝛽𝑥𝑖
𝜃
𝜃
𝜃
∗(
∗(
∗ (𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 − 𝜃𝑥𝑖 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 )]
[
)] + [
)] + [
2
2
2𝛽
+
1
2𝛽
+1
(2𝛽
+
1)
𝜃
𝜃
𝑛

=∑

𝐾

𝑖=1

[

2

−𝑥𝑖
−𝑥𝑖
𝛽𝐾𝑥𝑖𝐾−1
2𝛽𝑥𝑖
𝜃
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 ]
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
2𝛽 + 1

𝜕𝑙𝑛(𝐿)
𝜕𝛽
𝑘

−𝑥𝑖𝐾
𝑘−1 𝜃
𝑥𝑖 𝑒

𝜃
(2𝛽 + 1)2

−𝑥𝑖2
2𝑥𝑖 𝑒 𝜃

+

2𝜃𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖
𝜃
−[
]
2
(2𝛽 + 1)
(2𝛽 + 1)2

𝑛

]
[
] [
𝐾
𝐾−1
−𝑥
−𝑥𝑖2
𝑖
2𝛽𝑥𝑖
𝜃
𝑖=1 [ 𝛽𝐾𝑥𝑖
𝜃
𝑒
+
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 ]
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
(2𝛽 + 1)𝜃
2𝛽 + 1

=∑

3

(10)
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Where we notice that equations (9), (10) and (11) are non-linear equations, so it is difficult to find
them, so we will use one of the numerical methods such as F-solve method to estimator the parameter
3.2 Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method [6]
This method depends on Minimizing the sum of squares of random errors and can be define
mathematically as follows:
𝑛
2
𝑖
𝑂𝐿𝑆 = ∑ [(
) − 𝐹(𝑥)]
𝑛+1
𝑖=1

𝑖

Note that (𝑛+1) is the amount of non-parametric
n

2

−xK
−x2
i
β
β
1
) − (1 +
e θ +
e θ +
e−θx )]
n+1
2β + 1
2β + 1
2β + 1
i=1
∂OLS
𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒
=0
∂θ
𝑛
−𝑥𝑖 𝑘
−𝑥𝑖 2
∂OLS
𝑖
𝛽
𝛽
1
−𝛽
𝑥𝑖 𝑘
𝜃
= 2 ∑ [(
) − (1 +
𝑒
+
𝑒 𝜃 +
𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 )] ∗ [ (
∗ 2
∂ϑ
𝑛+1
2𝛽 + 1
2𝛽 + 1
2𝛽 + 1
2𝛽 + 1 𝜃

𝑂LS = ∑ [(

𝑖=1

∗𝑒

−𝑥𝑖 𝑘
𝜃 )−

(

=0
𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒

−𝑥𝑖 2
𝛽
𝑥𝑖 2
𝑥
∗ 2 ∗𝑒 𝜃 )+(
∗ 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 )]
2𝛽 + 1 𝜃
2𝛽 + 1
(12)

𝜕𝑂𝐿𝑆
=0
𝜕𝑘
𝑛

−𝑥𝑖 𝑘
−𝑥𝑖 2
𝜕𝑂𝐿𝑆
𝑖
𝛽
𝛽
1
= 2 ∑ [(
) − (1 +
∗ 𝑒 𝜃 +
∗𝑒 𝜃 +
∗ 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖 )]
𝜕k
𝑛+1
2𝛽 + 1
2𝛽 + 1
2𝛽 + 1
𝑖=1

𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒

−𝑥𝑖 𝑘 𝑥 𝐾
−𝛽
𝑖
∗ (
(𝑒 𝜃 ∗
∗ 𝑙𝑛 𝑥𝑖 )) = 0
2𝛽 + 1
𝜃

(11)

𝜕𝑂𝐿𝑆
=0
𝜕β
−𝑥𝑖𝐾

𝑛

−xK
−x2
𝜕𝑂𝐿𝑆
𝑖
β
β
1
−𝑒 𝜃
= 2 ∑ [(
) − (1 +
e θ +
e θ +
e−θx )] ∗ ([
]
𝜕β
𝑛+1
2β + 1
2β + 1
2β + 1
(2β + 1)2
𝑖=1

−𝑥𝑖2

𝑒 𝜃
2𝑒 −𝜃𝑥𝑖
−[
]) = 0
]+[
(2β + 1)2
(2β + 1)2

(12)

Where we notice that equations (12), (13) and (14) are non-linear equations, so it is difficult to
find them, so we will use one of the numerical methods such as F-solve method to estimator the
parameter.
4. Simulation studies:
In the previous section, two methods of estimation (MLE and OLS) were addressed to estimate the
parameters of the new mixed distribution, and the formulation of estimation equations for both
methods was found. As for the application, the method of acceptance and rejection was used to
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generate the distribution data because of the difficulty in obtaining the cumulative distribution
function by the inverse conversion method, the simulated data is used to estimate the parameters by
using iterative methods a simulation program on the Matlab program. Here is an algorithm for this
method [11]:
If 𝑓 (𝑥) is a probability density function from which to generate random numbers and 𝑔 (𝑥) is a
proposed probability density function from which random numbers can be easily generated, and
𝑐𝑔 (𝑥) ≥ 𝑓 (𝑥) so that 𝑐 ≥ 1 and the following algorithm summarize this Method:
Step (1): Generate the random number 𝑋 from the function 𝑔 (𝑥).
Step (2): Generate the random number 𝑈 from the uniform distribution 𝑈 (0,1), independently of 𝑋.
Step (3): If 𝑓 (𝑋) / [𝐶𝑔 (𝑋)] 𝑈 count the generated number as 𝑍 = 𝑋, otherwise return to step (1).
The following default values were used in order to estimate the parameters of the new distribution,
namely:
Table 1. The initial values of the parameters
Model K B
𝜽
1
1 3
3
2
2 0.5 0.5
3
3 2
1
As for the samples used in the assessment, four sample sizes were used (25,50.75.100).
The estimation methods were compared using the average mean of squares of error (MSE) scale,
according to the following formula [12]:
̂ − 𝛉)𝟐
∑𝐫𝟏(𝛉
𝑨𝑴𝑺𝑬(𝛉̂) =
𝐫
As:
r : the number of iterations of each experiment (r = 1000).
θ̂ : Parameter Estimator.
θ: the values of the assumed (real) parameters.
A simulation program was used on Matlab 2015 program to estimate the parameters and the
results shown in the following tables were reached:
5. Discussion of the results
Using the simulated data and the methods of estimation to estimate the parameters of the new
distribution based on the initial values of the parameters as in table 1 gives the following results when
we use the initial value as in model 1.
Table 2. The estimated values of the new distribution parameters and AMSE for model 1
n Method
K
B
Best Method
𝜽
25
MLE
Est. Parameters
2
2.3
0.4
OLS
AMSE
2.25 3.06 6.9
OLS
Est. Parameters 0.6
1.5
3.7
AMSE
0.02 0.92 0.48
50
MLE
Est. Parameters
6
9
0.23
OLS
AMSE
30.27 72.93 7.66
OLS
Est. Parameters 0.7
1.5
3.7
AMSE
0.04 1.04 0.52
75
MLE
Est. Parameters 6.3
9.5 0.23
OLS
AMSE
33.94 80.31 7.67
OLS
Est. Parameters 0.7
1.6
3.9
AMSE
0.03 1.13 0.74
100
MLE
Est. Parameters 6.9
6.3 0.24
OLS
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OLS

AMSE
41.44 33.28 7.64
Est. Parameters 0.7
1.5
3.9
AMSE
0.03 0.93 0.72

The results in Table 2 show that when the initial values for the parameters were (K = 1, B = 3, θ =
3) and the sample size is 25 the Ordinary Least Squares method was the best in estimating the three
parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the Maximum
Likelihood method was less than the greatest probability in estimating the one parameters (𝜃), the
AMSE was large In estimating the two parameter (K and b), therefore, the Ordinary Least Square is
better in estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average mean sum squares of error for the
parameters was (AMSEK = 0.002, AMSEB = 0.001, AMSEθ = 8.99).
Meanwhile, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 0.5, B = 3.4, θ = 3.4) and the
sample size is becoming 50 these results show that the Ordinary Least Squares method was the best in
estimating the three parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Maximum Likelihood method was less than the Ordinary Least Squares in estimating the one
parameters θ, the AMSE was large in estimating the two parameter (K and b), therefore, the Ordinary
Least Squares is better in estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average mean sum
squares of error for the parameters is (AMSEK = 0.002, AMSEB = 0.0009, AMSEθ = 8,99).
But, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 0.4, B = 2.9, θ = 2.9) and the sample
size is becoming 75 these results show that the Ordinary Least Squares method was the best in
estimating the three parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Maximum Likelihood method was less than the Ordinary Least Squares in estimating the one
parameters θ, the AMSE was large In estimating the two parameter (K and b), therefore, the Ordinary
Least Squares method is better in estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average mean
sum squares of error for the parameters is (AMSEK = 0.0001, AMSEB = 0.0006, AMSEθ = 9).
Also, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 0.4, B = 3.2, θ = 3.2) and the sample
size is becoming 100 these results show that the Ordinary Least Squares method was the best in
estimating the three parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the MSE value in the
Maximum Likelihood method was less than the Ordinary Least Squares in estimating the one
parameters θ, the MSE was large In estimating the two parameter (K and b), therefore, the Ordinary
Least Squares is better in estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average mean sum
squares of error for the parameters is (AMSEK = 0.0001, AMSEB = 0.00005, AMSEθ = 8.99). It is
evident from the surveyed results that the best estimate of the parameters was at the sample size 100
because it had the lowest average mean sum of squares of error among the sample sizes used.
Using the initial values of the parameters as in model 2 with the simulated data gives the following
results as in Table 3.
Table 3. The estimated values of the distribution parameters and AMSE for model 2
n Method
K
B
Best Method
𝜽
25
MLE
Est. Parameters 0.4
2.3
2
OLS
AMSE
6.9 3.06 2.25
OLS
Est. Parameters 3.7
1.5
0.6
AMSE
0.48 0.92 0.02
50
MLE
Est. Parameters 0.23
9
6
OLS
AMSE
7.66 72.93 30.27
OLS
Est. Parameters 3.7
1.5
0.7
AMSE
0.52 1.04 0.04
75
MLE
Est. Parameters 0.23 9.5
6.3
OLS
AMSE
7.67 80.31 33.94
OLS
Est. Parameters 3.9
1.6
0.7
AMSE
0.74 1.13 0.03
100
MLE
Est. Parameters 0.24 6.3
6.9
OLS
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OLS

AMSE
7.64 33.28 41.44
Est. Parameters 3.9
1.5
0.7
AMSE
0.72 0.93 0.03

The results in Table 3 show that when the initial values for the parameters were (K = 3, B = 0.5, θ
= 0.5) and the sample size is 25 the sample size is becoming 25 these results show that the Ordinary
Last Square method was the best in estimating the three parameters of the new mixed distribution,
since although the AMSE value in the Maximum Likelihood method was greater than the Ordinary
Last Square in estimating the three parameters (K , b and θ ), therefore, the possibility is better in
estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the parameters
is (AMSEK = 0.48, AMSEB = 0.92, AMSEθ = 0.02).
Meanwhile, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 3.7, B = 1.5, θ = 0.7) and the
sample size is becoming 50 these results show that the Ordinary Last Square method was the best in
estimating the three parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Maximum Likelihood method was greater than the Ordinary Last Square in estimating the three
parameters (K , b and θ ), therefore, the possibility is better in estimating the parameters of the
distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the parameters is (AMSEK = 0.52, AMSEB =
1.04, AMSEθ = 0.04).
But, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 3.9, B = 1.6, θ = 0.7) and the sample
size is becoming 75 these results show that the Ordinary Last Square method was the best in
estimating the three parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Maximum Likelihood method was greater than the Ordinary Last Square in estimating the three
parameters (K , b and θ ), therefore, the possibility is better in estimating the parameters of the
distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the parameters is (AMSEK = 0.74, AMSEB =
1.13, AMSEθ = 0.03).
And, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 3.9, B = 1.5, θ = 0.7) and the sample
size is becoming 100 these results show that the Ordinary Last Square method was the best in
estimating the three parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Maximum Likelihood method was greater than the Ordinary Last Square in estimating the three
parameters (K , b and θ ), therefore, the possibility is better in estimating the parameters of the
distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the parameters is (AMSEK = 0.72, AMSEB =
0.93, AMSEθ = 0.03). It is evident from the surveyed results that the best estimate of the parameters
was at the sample size of 25 because it had the lowest mean sum of squares of error among the sample
sizes used.
Using the initial values of the parameters as in model 3 with the simulated data gives the following
results as in Table 4. The results in Table (4) show that when the initial values for the parameters were
(K = 3, B = 2, θ = 1) and the sample size is 25 the Maximum Likelihood method was the best in
estimating the two parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Ordinary Least Squares method was less than the greatest probability in estimating the one parameters
(K), the AMSE was large In estimating the two and third parameter (𝑏, 𝜃)), therefore, the possibility is
better in estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the
parameters was (AMSE(K) = 4.33, AMSE(B) = 0.02, AMSE(θ) = 0.19).
Meanwhile, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 0.7, B = 1.1, θ = 1.5) and the
sample size is becoming 50 these results show that the Maximum Likelihood method was the best in
estimating the two parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Ordinary Least Squares method was less than the greatest probability in estimating the one parameters
(K), the AMSE was large In estimating the two and third parameter (𝑏, 𝜃)), therefore, the possibility is
better in estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the
parameters was (AMSE(K) = 5.52, AMSE(B) = 0.78, AMSE(θ) = 0.29).
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Table 4. The estimated values of the new distribution parameters and AMSE for model 3
Method
K
B
Best Method
𝜽
MLE
Est. Parameters
5.1
1.9 0.6
MLE
AMSE
4.33
0.02 0.19
OLS
Est. Parameters
3.9
1
0.01
AMSE
0.00004 0.99 0.99
50
MLE
Est. Parameters
0.7
1.1 1.5
MLE
AMSE
5.52
0.78 0.29
OLS
Est. Parameters
3.1
1
0.01
AMSE
1.01
0.94 0.99
75
MLE
Est. Parameters
5.7
2.3 0.6
MLE
AMSE
7.31
0.07 0.14
OLS
Est. Parameters
3.1
1
0.01
AMSE
0.0001 1.02 0.98
100
MLE
Est. Parameters
5
1.8 0.5
MLE
AMSE
4.12
0.05 0.23
OLS
Est. Parameters
3.1
1
0.01
AMSE
0.0002 1.04 0.98
n
25

When the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 5.7, B = 2.3, θ = 0.6) and the sample size
is becoming 75 these results show that the Maximum Likelihood method was the best in estimating the
two parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the Ordinary Least
Squares method was less than the greatest probability in estimating the one parameters (K), the AMSE
was large In estimating the two and third parameter (𝑏, 𝜃)), therefore, the possibility is better in
estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the parameters
was (AMSE(K) = 7.31, AMSE(B) = 0.07, AMSE(θ) = 0.14).
And, when the estimated values of the parameters were (K = 5, B = 1.8, θ = 0.5) and the sample
size is becoming 100 these results show that the Maximum Likelihood method was the best in
estimating the two parameters of the new mixed distribution, since although the AMSE value in the
Ordinary Least Squares method was less than the greatest probability in estimating the one parameters
(K), the AMSE was large In estimating the two and third parameter (𝑏, 𝜃)), therefore, the possibility is
better in estimating the parameters of the distribution as the average sum of squares of error for the
parameters was (AMSE(K) = 4.12, AMSE(B) = 0.05, AMSE(θ) = 0.23). It is evident from the
surveyed results that the best estimate of the parameters was at a sample size of 100 because it had the
lowest mean sum of squares of error among the sample sizes used.
6. Conclusion
Based on the presented and discussed results the most important conclusions may be as follow:
1. The results showed that the Ordinary Least Squares method is better than the Maximum
Likelihood method for 100% of the sample size 100 because it achieved the lowest average
sum of squares of error.
2. The results showed that the regular Ordinary Least Squares are better than the method of
Maximum Likelihood with respect to size sample 25 because it achieved the least sum of the
mean squares of error.
3. The comparison result showed that the Maximum Likelihood method is better than the
Ordinary Least Squares method for sample size 100 because it achieved the lowest average
sum of the squares of error.
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Abstract. In this paper, the branch and bound technique used to solve a single machine
scheduling problem, which is the problem of scheduling n- job on a single machine of multĩ𝑗 =
objective function with triangle fuzzy due date numbers which are formulated as 1\𝐷
𝑇𝐹𝑁\ ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 + 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 . The target of this paper is to obtained optimal sequence of our problem.
The computational results are calculated by using Matlab program and compare the results
with the complete enumeration method

1.Introduction
The problem of scheduling n- job on single machine problems is important for the understanding
theory of scheduling and manufacturing an initiation simple for decision makers. After scheduling
problem is in truth a common of abstemious machine scheduling problems. A single machine planning
issues help an opportunity to rearrange the framework to the extent that could reasonably be expected
will assistance a choice creator comprehends know framework segments furthermore prerequisites.
Recently, the single machine of multi-objective functions (completion time, the tardiness, the
earliness, and the late work) are studied by using branch and bound method to get optimal sequence,
Hanan and Alaa [18]. The multi-objective functions for machine scheduling problem are studied with
good lower bound and upper bound to obtain optimal sequence and proved special cases, Hanan et al.
[19]. The concept of the fuzzy due date on single machine scheduling problems has already studied by
some researchers in the literature pertinent works include that Ishii et al. [1], Han et al. [2], and
Ishibuchi et al. [3,4]. There are studies a maximize the total degree of satisfaction with a fuzzy due
date, Stanfield et al. [5] found the optimal scheduling problem among those that do not surpass the
maximum acceptable possibility of lateness in the problem with respect fuzzy due date. and S.S Lam,
X. Cai [6] studied scheduling n-job on single machine with fuzzy due date to the objective of
minimize the weighted earliness and tardiness function and introduced measure to evaluate the
deviations of job. S.S Lam, X. Cai [7] studied fuzzy lateness function to measure the lateness of job
with fuzzy due date and used genetic algorithm to find optimal scheduling. Chengyao and Dingwei
found the optimal scheduling of NP-hard problem with triangular fuzzy process time [13]. Sunita
studied single machine problem with fuzzy due date, and found methods to found optimal sequence of
minimize cost of earliness and tardiness for small system [14]. Helen and Sumathi used branch and
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bound to solve single machine scheduling problem using type-2 trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to find
optimal sequence for minimizing total tardiness [15].
Abdelaziz and Ismail used a new method to solve a single machine problem with fuzzy processing
time and distinct due date for an objective function minimize total earliness and total tardiness [16].
Oğuzhan solved minimizes the sum of the products of earliness/tardiness in single machine problem
with fuzzy due date [17]. In this paper, we are involved in the direct generalization of the traditional of
the total cost of completion time and maximum lateness where the due date is represented by a
triangular membership function [8]. All the jobs are released at a different point in time. The problem
is to find a schedule with minimum objective function. The general problem is NP-hard in the strong
sense. Our main contribution is BAB algorithm based on a lower bound.
2. Preliminaries
2.1 Fuzzy set [9]
We say 𝐴̃ is fuzzy set on X if 𝐴̃ is function from 𝑋 to I where I = [0, 1] i.e.
𝐴̃ = {(𝜒, 𝐴̃ (𝜒)) ∶ 𝜒 ∈ 𝑋 ,0 ≤ 𝐴̃ (𝜒) ≤ 1 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐴̃(𝜒): 𝑋 → [0,1]}





2.2 Fuzzy number [9]
let 𝑅 in real line R. A fuzzy set 𝐴̃: 𝑅 → [0,1] which satisfies the following conditions
𝐴̃ is piece wise continuous
there exist an 𝜒 ∈ 𝑅 such that 𝐴̃(𝜒) = 1
if 𝜒1 , 𝜒2 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝛾 ∈ [0,1] then 𝐴̃(𝛾𝜒1 + (1 − 𝛾)𝜒2 ) ≥ 𝐴̃(𝜒1 )Λ𝐴̃(𝜒2) then 𝐴̃ is convex
is called a fuzzy number. For all 𝜒 ∈ 𝑅 we define the support of 𝐴̃ by {𝜒 ∈ 𝑅: 𝐴̃(𝜒) > 0} and 𝛼-cat
defined by [𝐴̃]𝛼 = {𝜒 ∈ 𝑅: 𝐴̃(𝜒) ≥ 𝛼}
Now we define the membership of a fuzzy number 𝐴̃ in general:
0
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝜒 < 𝑎
𝑓𝐴̃ (𝜒)
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑎 ≤ 𝜒 < 𝑐
̃
1
𝐹𝑜𝑟
𝑐≤𝜒≤𝑑
(𝜒)
𝐴
=
𝑔𝐴̃ (𝜒)
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑑 < 𝜒 ≤ 𝑏
{
0
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑏 < 𝜒
Where the function 𝑓𝐴̃ (𝜒) and 𝑔𝐴̃ (𝜒) are non-decreasing and non- increasing function
Definition2.1: [12] A fuzzy number 𝐴̃ = (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 , 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 , 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ) is triangle fuzzy number with following
membership function 𝐴̃ defined by:
0
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 < 𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝜒 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝑑𝑗 𝑢 − 𝜒

𝐴̃(𝜒) =

{

𝑑𝑗 𝑢 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐
0

𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 ≤ 𝜒 < 𝑑𝑗 𝑐
𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 ≤ 𝜒 < 𝑑𝑗 𝑢
𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ≤ 𝜒

2.3Expected distance [11]
The expected distance (ED) of two fuzzy numbers 𝐴̃ and 𝐵̃ is defined by
1́ 1
𝑑(𝐴̃, 𝐵̃) = ∫ |𝑎𝛼 − 𝑏𝛼 | + |𝑎𝛼 − 𝑏𝛼 |𝑑𝛼
……………..(1)
2 0

Where[𝑎𝛼 , 𝑎𝛼 ] [𝑏𝛼 , 𝑏𝛼 ] correspond to 𝛼-cat of 𝐴̃ and 𝐵̃ respectively
3.Problem formulation

2
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To schedule n jobs on a single machine of the minimize total completion time and maximum lateness
with fuzzy due date. let N={1,2…n} set of n jobs requires 𝑝𝑗 units of processing time and each jobs is
assigned with due date 𝐷𝑗 where 𝐷𝑗 is triangular fuzzy number (TFN). All the jobs are available to be
processed by the machine and by starts processing without interrupted. let 𝛿 be a sequence of jobs in N
so that is minimized of objective function .we address the case by following membership
0
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 < 𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝜒 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝑑𝑗 𝑢 − 𝜒

𝐷𝑗 (𝜒) =

𝑢

𝑐

𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗
0
{
̃𝑗 ) = 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑̃𝑗
𝐿̃𝑗 (𝐶𝑗 , 𝐷

𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 ≤ 𝜒 < 𝑑𝑗 𝑐
𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 ≤ 𝜒 < 𝑑𝑗 𝑢
𝑖𝑓 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ≤ 𝜒

̃𝑗 is triangular fuzzy number (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 , 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 , 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ) , by using distance
We define the distance according to 𝐷
measure. Let 𝐴̃ = [𝑎𝛼 ,𝑎𝛼 ] and 𝐵̃ = [𝑏𝛼 ,𝑏𝛼 ] , than
1 1
1 1
𝑑̃(𝐴̃, 𝐵̃) = ∫ {(𝑎𝛼 − 𝑏𝛼 )+ + (𝑎𝛼 − 𝑏𝛼 )+ }𝑑𝛼 + ∫ {(𝑎𝛼 − 𝑏𝛼 )− + (𝑎𝛼 − 𝑏𝛼 )− }𝑑𝛼
2 0

2 0

Where

𝜒
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 ≥ 0,
(𝜒)+ = {
0
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 < 0
And
0
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 ≥ 0,
(𝜒)− = {
𝜒
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 < 0
̃𝑗 where 𝐷
̃𝑗 is fuzzy due date we can
By changing 𝐴̃ with 𝐶𝑗 where 𝐶𝑗 is a completion time and 𝐵̃ with 𝐷
evaluated the following lateness function:
1

1

1
1
̃𝑗 ) = ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ } 𝑑𝛼 + ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− } 𝑑𝛼
𝐿̃(𝐶𝑗 , 𝐷
𝛼
𝛼
2
2
𝛼
𝛼
0

0

Where [𝑑𝑗 𝛼 , 𝑑𝑗 𝛼 ] according to 𝛼-cut
To derive the fuzzy lateness cost function, we have four cases:


Case (1):
if 𝐶𝑗 < 𝑑𝑗 𝐼
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 < 0
If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 < 0
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 < 0
If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 < 0
Then by equation (1) we get
1

1
̃𝑗 ) = ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− } 𝑑𝛼
𝐿̃(𝐶𝑗 , 𝐷
𝛼
2
𝛼
1

0

1
= ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼) + 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼)}𝑑𝛼
2
0

3
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1
1
1
1
1
= [𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 𝛼 2 + 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 2 + 𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 𝛼 2 + 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 2 ]10
2
2
2
2
2
1
1 𝐼
1 𝑢
𝑐
= [2𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ]
2
2
2
1 𝐼
𝑐
= 𝐶𝑗 − [𝑑𝑗 + 2𝑑𝑗 + 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ]
4


Case 2:
If 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 ≤ 𝐶𝑗 < 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 then:
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 ≥ 0
If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 < 0
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 < 0
If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 < 0
Than 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 ) ≥ 0
𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 ≥ (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼 Than 𝛼 ≤
Than [0,

𝐶𝑗 −𝑑𝑗

𝐼

𝑑𝑗 𝑐 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼

] ≥ 0 ,[

𝐶𝑗 −𝑑𝑗

𝐼

𝑑𝑗 𝑐 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼

𝐶𝑗 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝑑𝑗 𝑐 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼

, 1]

by using equation (1)
1

1

1
1
̃𝑗 ) = ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ } 𝑑𝛼 + ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− } 𝑑𝛼
𝐿̃(𝐶𝑗 , 𝐷
𝛼
𝛼
2
2
𝛼
𝛼
𝐶𝑗 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼

0

0

𝑑𝑗 𝑐 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼

=

1
∫
2
0

(𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼))𝑑𝛼
1 1
+ ∫𝐶 −𝑑 𝐼 (𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼))𝑑𝛼
2 𝑗 𝑗
𝑑𝑗 𝑐 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼
1

1
+ ∫ (𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼))𝑑𝛼
2 0
1

1

1

𝐶𝑗−𝑑𝑗 𝐼
𝑑𝑗𝑐 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼

= 2 [𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 − 2 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 𝛼 2 + 2 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 2 ]0

1

1
1
+ [𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 𝛼 2 ]10
2
2
1
1 𝐼 1 𝑐
1
1
1
= [2𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 ] + [2𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 ]
2
2
2
2
2
2
1 𝐼
𝑐
𝑢
= 𝐶𝑗 − [𝑑𝑗 + 2𝑑𝑗 + 𝑑𝑗 ]
4


1

1

+ = 2 [𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 − 2 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 𝛼 2 + 2 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 2 ]1𝐶

Case (3)
If 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 ≤ 𝐶𝑗 < 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 then:
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 > 0

4

𝐼
𝑗−𝑑𝑗
𝑐
𝑑𝑗 −𝑑𝑗 𝐼
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If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 > 0
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 < 0
If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 > 0
Than 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼 ≥ 0
⇒ (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 )𝛼 ≥ 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 − 𝐶𝑗
𝑑𝑗 𝑢 − 𝐶𝑗
⇒𝛼≥ 𝑢
𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐
𝑑 𝑢 −𝐶

Than [0, 𝑑 𝑗𝑢 −𝑑 𝑗𝑐 ] ≤ 0,
𝑗

𝑗

𝑑 𝑢 −𝐶

[𝑑 𝑗𝑢 −𝑑 𝑗𝑐 , 1] ≥ 0
𝑗

𝑗

Then by using equation (1)
1

1

1
1
̃𝑗 ) = ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ } 𝑑𝛼 + ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )− } 𝑑𝛼
𝐿̃(𝐶𝑗 , 𝐷
𝛼
𝛼
2
2
𝛼
𝛼
0

1

1
1
= ∫[𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼]𝑑𝛼 +
2
2
0

+

1
2

0

𝑑𝑗 𝑢 −𝐶𝑗
𝑑𝑗 𝑢 −𝑑𝑗 𝑐

1

[𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼] 𝑑𝛼

∫
0

∫ [𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼] 𝑑𝛼
𝑑𝑗 𝑢 −𝐶𝑗
𝑑𝑗 𝑢 −𝑑𝑗 𝑐

𝑑𝑗 𝑢 −𝐶𝑗

1
1
1
1
𝑑𝑗 𝑢 −𝑑𝑗 𝑐
= [𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼 2 ]10 + [𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 𝛼 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼 2 ]0
2
2
2
2
1
1
𝑢
𝑐
𝑢
1
[𝐶 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝛼 − (𝑑𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )𝛼 2 ] 𝑑𝑗𝑢 −𝐶𝑗
2 𝑗
2
𝑢
𝑐
𝑑𝑗 −𝑑𝑗



Than we get
1
𝐶𝑗 − [𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + 2𝑑𝑗 𝑐 + 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ]
4
Case (4)
: if 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 < 𝐶𝑗
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 > 0
If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 > 0
For 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼
If 𝛼 = 0 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 > 0
If 𝛼 = 1 then 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 > 0
Then by equation (1) we get
1

1
̃𝑗 ) = ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ + (𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 )+ } 𝑑𝛼
𝐿̃(𝐶𝑗 , 𝐷
𝛼
2
𝛼
1

0

1
= ∫{(𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 )𝛼) + 𝐶𝑗 − (𝑑𝑗 𝑢 + (𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 )𝛼)}𝑑𝛼
2
0

1
1
1
1
1
= [𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 𝛼 2 + 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 2 + 𝐶𝑗 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 𝛼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 𝛼 2 + 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 𝛼 2 ]10
2
2
2
2
2

5
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1
1
1
= [2𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 𝐼 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑐 − 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ]
2
2
2
1 𝐼
𝑐
= 𝐶𝑗 − [𝑑𝑗 + 2𝑑𝑗 + 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ]
4
Than from case (1, 2, 3, 4) we get
1
̃𝑗 ) = 𝐶𝑗 − [𝑑𝑗 𝐼 + 2𝑑𝑗 𝑐 + 𝑑𝑗 𝑢 ]
𝐿̃(𝐶𝑗 , 𝐷
4
Where 𝐶𝑗 is completion time of jobs j under a sequence 𝛿
Using the traditional notion, we denote by
̃𝑗 = 𝑇𝐹𝑁\ ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 + 𝐿̃𝑚𝑎𝑥
1\𝐷
the problem formulated by
Min F =Min∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 + 𝐿̃𝑚𝑎𝑥
subject to :
𝐶𝑗 ≥ 𝑃𝑗 ;
j=1,2,…,n
…..Q
𝐶𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗−1 + 𝑃𝑗 ;
j=2,3,…,n
𝐿𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗
4.Solve the problem by using BAB algorithm
Consider branch and bound algorithm as the general solution of single machine problem. The problem
is seemed as a tree include nodes, and each node has a possibility to emerge into a partial sequence. To
select the monster partial sequence, we must calculate the lower bound of all partial sequence node
with the lowest lower bound is chosen. This the procedure continued till the least node. After
obtaining an order where the job on a machine is scheduling, if the nodes having the upper lower
bounds then no more branching is possible the aim of this problem is to find the minimum objective
function.
4.1 decomposition of the problem
To solve a problem we can make decomposition of the problem by braking it to up smaller ones, let
the problem define by 1\\𝑍𝑖 where i=1,2
𝑍1 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗
subject to :
𝐶𝑗 ≥ 𝑃𝑗 ;
j=1,2,…,n
𝐶𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗−1 + 𝑃𝑗 ;
j=2,3,…,n
And
𝑍2 = 𝐿̃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐶𝑗 , 𝑑̃𝑗 )
subject to :
𝐶𝑗 ≥ 𝑃𝑗 ;
𝐶𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗−1 + 𝑃𝑗 ;

j=1,2,…,n
j=2,3,…,n
𝐿𝑗 = 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗

4.2 Lower bound
The lower bound calculating by sequence of jobs in SPT order to get minimum value total completion
time to sub problem 𝑍1 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 and 𝑍2 = 𝐿̃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐶𝑗 , 𝑑̃𝑗 )calculated by sequence of jobs in EDD
order to get minimum maximum lateness with fuzzy due date . Hence the lower bound calculated by:
LB= ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 (𝑆𝑃𝑇) + 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐸𝐷𝐷)
4.3 Upper bound
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To find the upper bound can be compete the first and second upper bound by SPT and EDD order
sequence respectively, then
UB (1) =∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 (𝑆𝑃𝑇) + 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑆𝑃𝑇)
UB (2)= ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝐶𝑗 (𝐸𝐷𝐷) + 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝐸𝐷𝐷)
UB (3) this upper bound was found by applying average high ranking methodology (AHR) Heuristic
algorithm by following steps;
Step (1): We find (AHR) of fuzzy due date time (a,b,c) of all the jobs
Step (2): The second step arrange the jobs increasing order of average high ranking, if we have two
jobs has same order consider the lowest due date
Step (3): We used step 2 after obtained the sequence to find the value of objective function
The upper bound competed by
UB = Min (UB1, UB2,UB3)
5.Computational results
In this section, the computational results are given in below table tested by coding then Matlab
R2017a and run on core i7 at CPU @2.40GHs 4GB computer. In the table given the results of optimal
values by complete enumeration method and branch and bound method for n=3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 as the
following table
n: no. of jobs,
Ex: no. of examples,
Opt (BAB): The optimal value of the function using (BAB)
Opt (CEM): The optimal value of the function using (CEM) the complete enumeration method.
NOD: Number of node
Time: The execution time of the problem (by seconds).
n

EX
4

5

6

7

8

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

CEM
123.25
164
140
77
53.75
184.75
184.5
155
216.25
82.75
180.5
270.75
80.5
196
244.5
332.25
353.25
253.5
259.25
206.75
195.75
270
277.25
312.75

TIME
0.018
0.024
0.025
0.027
0.025
0.026
0.032
0.026
0.029
0.026
0.051
0.051
0.046
0.034
0.052
0.143
0.105
0.107
0.104
0.152
0.820
0.753
0.792
0.795

B&B
123.25
164
140
77
53.75
184.75
184.5
155
216.25
82.75
180.5
270.75
80.5
196
244.5
332.25
353.25
253.5
259.25
206.75
195.75
270
277.25
312.75

7

TIME
0.122
0.160
0.127
0.159
0.158
0.172
0.206
0.137
0.123
0.156
0.138
0.157
0.276
0.199
0.146
0.459
0.158
0.370
0.378
0.432
5.879
3.983
1.951
0.521

NOD
27
27
10
27
27
49
51
15
15
27
21
36
113
67
21
139
28
104
118
118
438
334
168
36
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9

10

5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

348.5
341
510.25
414.75
484.75
489.75
332.75
535.5
474.75
480
321.25

0.770
7.186
7.035
6.919
9.819
10.088
78.539
76.649
77.948
77.908
80.061

348.5
341
510.25
414.75
484.75
489.75
332.75
535.5
474.75
480
321.25

0.526
31.853
4.077
86.796
7.292
66.724
1099.180
49.221
750.022
250.980
843.838

36
269
45
676
45
357
809
55
612
287
707

6.Conclusion
We solved the problem Q with fuzzy due date by using branch and bound method for several different
example for each n–job and comparison between (branch and bound method ) and (complete
enumeration method ) to show the optimal value are equal in n ≤ 10 in this paper.
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Abstract: In this work, we adopt B. spline function of two variables basis for solving linear
multi-dimensional delay Volterra integral equations nonhomogeneous of the second type. We
employ the two methods to approximate solution via B. spline function of two variables basis
that yields linear system. Some examples are given, the results shown in tables and figures.
These methods are very effective, convenient and overcome the difficulty of traditional
methods. We solve this problem with the assistance of Matlab18.

1. Introduction
Integral equations are used as mathematical models for many physical situations, and integral
equations also occur as reformulations of other mathematical problems. The solutions of integral
equations have a major role in the field of science and engineering [1]. The theory and application of
integral equations are important subject within applied mathematics. The most recent kind of
equation that worth studying is the delay integral equation. These equations have many applications
like a model to explain the observed periodic out breaks of certain infection diseases. Another
application is electromagnetic inverse scattering. The delay arguments are consistent with the real
phenomena which make the models more realistic for simulation. Finding the approximate or exact
solutions of multi- dimensional delay integral equations is an important task. Save in a limited
number, there difficulty in finding the analytical solutions of multi-dimensional delay integral
equations. Therefore, there have been attempts to develop new methods for obtaining analytical
solutions which reasonably approximate the exact solutions. Delay integral equations allow
mathematicians and engineers better modeling of a wide class of systems with anomalous dynamic
behavior and a better understanding of the facets of both physical phenomena and artificial processes.
The multi-dimensional delay integral equations are equations in which the unknown function appears
under two integral signs and dependents only on two independent variables [1,4,6].
The general form of linear multi-dimensional Volterral delay integral equation is:
𝑑(𝑦)

𝑏(𝑥)

ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) + ∫𝑐
(1)
∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠, 𝑡) 𝑢(𝑠 − 𝜏1 , 𝑡 − 𝜏2 ) 𝑑𝑠𝑑𝑡
where ℎ is known function of 𝑥, 𝑦 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 is known function of 𝑥 and 𝑦 called kernel of the integral
equation and 𝑔 is a given function often called the driving term, {𝑎, 𝑐} are known scalars, {𝑏, 𝑑} are
known functions of 𝑥 & 𝑦 and 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 are known positive numbers and 𝑢 is the unknown that must be
determined. Eq.(1) is classified as first kind if ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = 0, otherwise ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1 it is called second
kind.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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However, several numbers of algorithms for solving linear multi- dimensional linear Volterra delay
integral equations have been investigated. M. Abdelkawy and A. Amin [7] use Jacobi collocation
approximation for solving multi-dimensional volterra integral equations. Reza Abazari and Adem
KJlJçman [ 8] adopt RDTM and comparison with DTM to study of two-dimensional Volterra integral
equations. H. Brunner and J. Kauthn[9] employ collocation and iterated collocation to solve twodimensional Volterra integral equations.
The aim of this paper, to show how the approximate methods which are based on the expansion
method can be used to solve (LMDVIEs) obtain approximate solutions via B. spline polynomials as
basis functions.
2. A new formulation of B. spline functions of two variable 𝑩𝒏+𝒎
(𝒙, 𝒚) and the properties
𝒊𝒋
B. spline is a piecewise polynomial approximation. Schoenbdery first introduced the B. spline in 1949.
This function used to find approximated solution of one dimensional linear Volterra integral
differential equations [2]. Moreover, this function is used to solve one dimensional delay differential
𝑛+𝑚
equation [5]. In this paper we used B. spline of two variables 𝐵𝑖𝑗
(𝑥, 𝑦) to find approximated
solution of the two dimensional linear Volterra delay integral equation.
𝑛 𝑛
𝑛+𝑚
(𝑥, 𝑦) = ( ) ( ) 𝑥 𝑖 𝑦 𝑖 (1 − 𝑥)𝑛−𝑖 (1 − 𝑦)𝑚−𝑗 , 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑛 , 0 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑚
𝐵𝑖𝑗
𝑖 𝑗
𝑛!
𝑚!
𝑛
𝑛
where ( 𝑖 ) ( 𝑗 ) =
, 𝑛, 𝑚 are the degree of polynomials and 𝑖, 𝑗 are the index of
𝑖!(𝑛−𝑖)! 𝑗!(𝑚−𝑗)!

polynomials and 𝑥, 𝑦 are variables.
Property (1)[3] The B. spline of degree 𝑛 + 𝑚 in terms of the power basis is given by the following
𝑛+𝑚
𝑘−𝑖
(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑𝑛𝑘=1 ∑𝑚
formula: 𝐵𝑖𝑗
(−1)1−𝑗 (𝑛𝑘)(𝑘𝑖)(𝑚
) (1𝑗) 𝑥 𝑘 𝑦 𝑖
𝑗=1(−1)
1
𝑛+𝑚
(𝑥, 𝑦) polynomial with respect to 𝑥 is a polynomial of
Property (2)[3] The first derivative of 𝐵𝑖𝑗
degree (𝑛 + 𝑚 + 1) and is given by:
Property (3)[3]

The first

𝑛+𝑚 (𝑥,𝑦)
𝜕𝐵𝑖𝑗

𝑛−1
(𝑥) − 𝐵𝑖𝑛−1 (𝑥)) 𝐵𝑗𝑚 (𝑦).
= 𝑛 (𝐵𝑖−1

𝜕𝑥
𝑛+𝑚
(𝑥, 𝑦)
derivative of 𝐵𝑖𝑗
𝑛+𝑚
𝜕𝐵𝑖𝑗 (𝑥,𝑦)

degree (𝑛 + 𝑚 + 1) and is given by:

𝜕𝑦

polynomial with respect to 𝑦 is a polynomial of

𝑚−1
(𝑦) − 𝐵𝑗𝑚−1 (𝑦)) 𝐵𝑖𝑛 (𝑥)
= 𝑚 (𝐵𝑗−1

Property (4)[3]
𝑛+𝑚
(𝑥, 𝑦) polynomial with respect to (𝑥, 𝑦) is a polynomial of degree (𝑛 +
The first derivative of 𝐵𝑖𝑗
𝑚 − 2) and is given by:
𝑛+𝑚
(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝜕 2 𝐵𝑖𝑗
𝑛−1
𝑚−1
(𝑥) − 𝐵𝑖𝑛−1 (𝑥))((𝐵𝑗−1
(𝑦) − 𝐵𝑗𝑚−1 (𝑦))
= 𝑛𝑚(𝐵𝑖−1
𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦
3. Expansion Methods:
The expansion method is one of the famous methods used to find an approximate solutions of the
multi-dimensional integral equations, [1,2,4,6].
To illustrate that, consider multi-dimensional linear Volterra delay equation
𝑑(𝑦)

𝑏(𝑥)

𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) + ∫𝑐
(2)
∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠, 𝑡) 𝑢(𝑠 − 𝜏1 , 𝑡 − 𝜏2 ) 𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑡
Approximate the solution 𝑢 of the equation as:
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) ≅ ∑𝑁
(3)
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑘 𝐵𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦)
By substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) one can get
𝑑(𝑦) 𝑏(𝑥)
∑𝑁
∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠, 𝑡)𝐵𝑘 (𝑠 − 𝜏1 , 𝑡 − 𝜏2 ) 𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑡] − 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑘 [𝐵𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) − ∫𝑐
𝜀(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 )
(4)
Hence the error function 𝜀(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 ) will depends on 𝑥, 𝑦 and on the unknown’s
coefficients 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 . The expansion method (collocation and Galerkin’s) depends on finding the
coefficients 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 in which the error function is minimizing.
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4. B. spline solving multi-dimensional linear Volterra delay integral equation using collocation
method:
Consider multi-dimensional linear Volterra delay integral equation
𝑑(𝑦)

𝑏(𝑥)

𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) + ∫𝑐
(5)
∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠, 𝑡) 𝑢(𝑠 − 𝜏1 , 𝑡 − 𝜏2 ) 𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑡
The collocation method requires that 𝜀(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) = 0 where (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) ∈ 𝐷 and
𝐷 = {(𝑥, 𝑦)|𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏, 𝑐 ≤ 𝑦 ≤ 𝑑} 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑀
Therefore:∑𝑁
(6)
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑘 𝑢𝑘 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) = 𝑔(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗 ) , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑀
We can obtain system of linear equations with unknown 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 which can be solved by using
mat lab language to find approximate solution.
5. B. spline solving multi-dimensional linear Volterra delay integral equation using Gelarkin’s
method:
This method is based an approximation the unknown function 𝑢 and substituting it into Eq. (2) to
give following equation:
𝑑 𝑏
𝑁
∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑘 𝐵𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) − ∑𝑘=1 𝑐𝑘 ∫𝑐 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠, 𝑡)𝐵𝑘 𝑢(𝑠 − 𝜏1 , 𝑡 − 𝜏2 )𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑡 =
𝜀(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 )
(7)
Gelarkin’s method established N-conditions which are necessary for determining Ncoefficients{𝑐𝑘 }𝑁
𝑘=1 appeared in the above equation, by making the error 𝜀(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 )
orthogonal to 𝑁 given linearly independent functions𝜑1 (𝑥, 𝑦), 𝜑2 (𝑥, 𝑦), … , 𝜑𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦).
𝑑 𝑏
𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁
(8)
∫𝑐 ∫𝑎 𝜑𝑗 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝜀(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 ) 𝑑𝑥 𝑑𝑦 = 0 ,
Therefor
𝑑 𝑏
𝑑 𝑏
∫𝑐 ∫𝑎 𝜑𝑗 ( ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑘 [𝐵𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) − ∫𝑐 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠, 𝑡)𝐵𝑘 (𝑠 − 𝜏1 , 𝑡 − 𝜏2 )𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑡 − 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦))𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 = 0 (9)
𝑑

𝑏

Where 𝑢𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐵𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦) − ∫𝑐 ∫𝑎 𝑘(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑠, 𝑡)𝐵𝑘 (𝑠 − 𝜏1 , 𝑡 − 𝜏2 )𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑡]
𝑑

𝑏

𝑑

𝑏

Then ∑𝑁
(10)
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑘 ∫𝑐 ∫𝑎 𝜑𝑗 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑢𝑘 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥 𝑑 𝑦 = ∫𝑐 ∫𝑎 𝜑𝑗 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑔 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥 𝑑 𝑦
By evaluating the above equation for each 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 one can get a system of 𝑁 linear equations
with 𝑁 unknowns 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , … , 𝑐𝑁 which can be solved by any suitable method.
6. Numerical Examples
Example1: Consider the multi-dimensional linear Volterra delay integral equation of first
kind:
𝑦 𝑥
1 3 2
1 3 2
2 2
𝑦 𝑥 + 𝑥 𝑦 − 2𝑦 𝑥 = ∫0 ∫0 𝑥𝑦 𝑢(𝑠 − 2, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑠𝑑𝑡
2
2
and the exact solution is 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥 + 𝑦. with 𝑁 = 10, ℎ = 0.1 and 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑖ℎ, 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑖ℎ, 𝑖 =
0,1, … , 𝑁.
Table (1)
Presents a comparison the exact solution and approximate solution
Exact solution
Collection with (B. Gelarkin’s with (B.
𝒙
𝒚
spline)
spline)
0.0 0.0
0
0
0
0.1 0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2 0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3 0.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4 0.4
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.5 0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6 0.6
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.7 0.7
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.8 0.8
1.6
1.6
1.6
0.9 0.9
1.8
1.8
1.8
1
1
2
2
2
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𝑦 𝑥
1
1
Example2: Consider the (LMDVIEs): 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥 + 𝑦 − 2 𝑥 2 𝑦 − 2 𝑥𝑦 2 + 𝑥𝑦 + ∫0 ∫0 𝑥𝑦 𝑢(𝑠 −
1, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑠𝑑𝑡 and the exact solution 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑥 + 𝑦. with 𝑁 = 10, ℎ = 0.1 and 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑖ℎ, 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑖ℎ, 𝑖 =
0,1, … , 𝑁.
Table (2)
Exact solution
Collection with (B. Gelarkin’s with (B.
𝒚
spline)
spline)
𝒙
0.0 0.0
0
0
0
0.1 0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2 0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3 0.3
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4 0.4
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.5 0.5
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.6 0.6
1.2
1.2
1.2
0.7 0.7
1.4
1.4
1.4
0.8 0.8
1.6
1.6
1.6
0.9 0.9
1.8
1.8
1.8
1
1
2
2
2
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Figure 2
7.Conclusions:
1.The expansion method with the aid of B. spline polynomials as a basis functions to compute the
approximate solutions for multi-dimensional linear Volterra delay integral equations and B. spline
polynomial gave accurate results.
2. A disadvantage of the B. spline function is its dependence up a free parameter 𝑛.
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Abstract. The aim of the present work is to define a new class of closed soft sets in soft closure
spaces, namely, generalized closed soft sets (𝑔𝑐-soft sets, for short) which are defined over an
initial universe set with a fixed set of parameters. This new class is a generalization to the class
of closed soft sets. A necessary condition for a 𝑔𝑐-soft set to be a soft closed is also obtainable.
Moreover, the union and intersection of two 𝑔𝑐-soft sets are discussed. Besides, some properties
of 𝑔𝑐-soft sets in the product soft closure spaces are also studied. Also, as an application of 𝑔𝑐soft sets a new soft separation axiom, namely 𝑇1 -soft closure space is introduced and its basic
2

properties are investigated.

1. Introduction
In 1999, Molodtsov [15] presented the idea of soft sets as a general mathematical method for dealing
with unknown objects. The soft set theory has been applied in many ways, e.g. stability and
regularization [15], research on game theory and operations [15], soft analysis [15], general topology
[16] etc. Shabir and Naz [16] presented the concept of soft topological spaces which is defined over an
initial universe with a fixed set of parameters. Also, Gowri and Jegadeesan [10] introduced and
discussed 𝐶̆ech soft closure spaces. Future, in a fuzzy soft environment, Majeed [13] presented the
fundamental structure of 𝐶̆ech fuzzy soft closure spaces. We have recently introduced the concept of
soft closure spaces [7] as an extension of this definition in the ordinary set theory developed by 𝐶̆ech
[5].
Generalized closed sets were introduced by Levine [12] in a topological space. Levine extends some
important properties of closed sets to a larger set’s family. Compactness, normality and completeness
in a uniform space have been shown, for example, to be inherited by generalized closed sets. By using
generalized closed sets Balachandran et al. [3] introduced the notion of generalized continuous maps
and studied some of their properties. Kannan [11] introduced the notion of generalized closed soft sets
in soft topological spaces. The definitions of generalized closed sets and generalized continuous maps
have been extended by Boonpok and Khampakdee in [4] to closure spaces. Our aim in the current work
is to introduce and study new notions in soft closure spaces. In Section 3, we present and study a new
class of closed soft sets which is called 𝑔𝑐-soft sets within soft closure spaces. We show this new class
contains the class of closed soft sets. In Section 4, we use the definition of 𝑔𝑐-soft sets, to define and
study a new type of spaces, namely 𝑇1 -soft closure space.
2

2. Preliminaries
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In this section, we remember some basic concepts and outcomes that various authors of soft set theory
defined and discussed. In this paper, 𝑀 refers to the initial universe, 𝑃(𝑀) denotes the power set of 𝑀
and 𝑅 is the set of all parameters for 𝑀.
Definition 2.1 [15] A mapping 𝐹: 𝑅 → 𝑃(𝑀) defines a soft set 𝐹𝑅 = (𝐹, 𝑅) over the universe set 𝑀. So,
the set 𝐹𝑅 = {(𝑟, 𝐹(𝑟)): 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹(𝑟) ∈ 𝑃(𝑀)} can be used to represent 𝐹𝑅 . 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅) denotes the
family of all soft sets over 𝑀.
̃𝑅
Definition 2.2 [14] A soft set 𝐹𝑅 is said to be a null (respectively, an absolute) soft set, denoted by 𝛷
̃ ), if for all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, 𝐹(𝑅) = ∅ (empty set) (respectively, 𝐹(𝑟) = 𝑀).
(respectively, 𝑀
Definition 2.3 [9] Let 𝐹𝑅 ,𝐺𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅). A soft set 𝐹𝑅 is said to be a soft subset of 𝐺𝑅 , symbolized 𝐹𝑅 ⊑
𝐺𝑅 , if 𝐹(𝑟) ⊆ 𝐺(𝑟) for all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅. 𝐹𝑅 equals 𝐺𝑅 , denoted by 𝐹𝑅 = 𝐺𝑅 if 𝐹𝑅 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 and 𝐺𝑅 ⊑ 𝐹𝑅 .
Definition 2.4 [14] Let 𝐹𝑅 ,𝐺𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅). The union of 𝐹𝑅 and 𝐺𝑅 is the soft set 𝐻𝑅 given by 𝐻(𝑟) =
𝐹(𝑟) ∪ 𝐺(𝑟) for all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅. This is represented by 𝐹𝑅 ⊔ 𝐺𝑅 . The intersection between 𝐹𝑅 and 𝐺𝑅 is the
soft set 𝐻𝑅 defined as 𝐻(𝑟) = 𝐹(𝑟) ∩ 𝐺(𝑟) for all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and denoted by, 𝐹𝑅 ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 .
Definition 2.5 [16] The difference between two soft sets 𝐹𝑅 and 𝐺𝑅 over 𝑀, denoted by 𝐹𝑅 − 𝐺𝑅 is the
soft set 𝐻𝑅 defined as 𝐻(𝑟) = 𝐹(𝑟) − 𝐺(𝑟) for all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅.
Definition 2.6 [16] The relative complement of a soft set 𝐹𝑅 is denoted by 𝐹𝑅𝑐 , where 𝐹 𝑐 : 𝑅 ⟶ 𝑃(𝑀)
̃ − 𝐹𝑅 .
defined as 𝐹 𝑐 (𝑟) = 𝑀 − 𝐹(𝑟), for all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅. Clearly, 𝐹𝑅𝑐 = 𝑀
Definition 2.7 [6] The soft set 𝐹𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅) is called soft point in 𝑀, denoted by 𝑥𝑟 , if for the element
𝑟 ∈ 𝑅, 𝐹(𝑟) = {𝑥} and 𝐹(𝑟′) = ∅ for every 𝑟′ ∈ 𝑅 − {𝑟}.
̃ 𝐺𝑅 , if {𝑥} ⊆ 𝐺(𝑟)
Definition 2.8 [6] A soft point 𝑥𝑟 is said to belong to the soft set 𝐺𝑅 , indicate by 𝑥𝑟 ∈
for the parameter 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅.
Definition 2.9 [2] Let 𝐹𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅) and 𝐺𝐾 ∈ 𝑆𝑆(𝑁, 𝐾). The Cartesian product 𝐹𝑅 × 𝐺𝐾 is defined by
(𝐹 × 𝐺)𝑅×𝐾 where
(𝐹 × 𝐺)𝑅×𝐾 (𝑟, 𝑘) = 𝐹(𝑟) × 𝐺(𝑘), for all (𝑟, 𝑘) ∈ 𝑅 × 𝐾.
By this description, the 𝐹𝑅 × 𝐺𝐾 soft set is a soft set over 𝑀 × 𝑁 and its universe parameter is
𝑅 × 𝐾.
The projection pairs 𝑝𝑀 : 𝑀 × 𝑁 ⟶ 𝑀, 𝑞𝑅 : 𝑅 × 𝐾 ⟶ 𝑅 and 𝑝𝑁 : 𝑀 × 𝑁 ⟶ 𝑁, 𝑞𝐾 : 𝑅 × 𝐾 ⟶ 𝐾
determine morphisms respectively (𝑝𝑀 , 𝑞𝑅 ) from 𝑀 × 𝑁 to 𝑀 and (𝑝𝑁 , 𝑞𝐾 ) from 𝑀 × 𝑁 to 𝑁, where
(𝑝𝑀 , 𝑞𝑅 )(𝐹𝑅 × 𝐺𝐾 ) = 𝑝𝑀 (𝐹 × 𝐺)𝑞𝑅 (𝑅×𝐾) and
(𝑝𝑁 , 𝑞𝐾 )(𝐹𝑅 × 𝐺𝐾 ) = 𝑝𝑁 (𝐹 × 𝐺)𝑞𝐾 (𝑅×𝐾) [1].
Definition 2.10 [7] An operator 𝑢̃: 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅) ⟶ 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅) is referred to as a soft closure operator (soft𝑐𝑜, for short) on 𝑀, if for all 𝐹𝑅 , 𝐺𝑅 ∈ 𝑆𝑆(𝑀, 𝑅) the following conditions hold:
̃𝑅 = 𝑢̃(𝛷
̃𝑅 );
(𝐶̆1) 𝛷
(𝐶̆2) 𝐹𝑅 ⊑ 𝑢̃(𝐹𝑅 );
(𝐶̆3) 𝐹𝑅 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 ⟹ 𝑢̃(𝐹𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝑢̃(𝐺𝑅 ).
The triple (𝑀, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is named a soft closure space (soft-𝑐𝑠, for short). It is said that soft subset 𝐹𝑅
̃ − 𝐹𝑅 of any
over 𝑀 is a closed soft set (𝑐-soft set, for short), if 𝐹𝑅 = 𝑢̃(𝐹𝑅 ). The relative complement 𝑀
𝑐-soft set over 𝑀 is said to be an open soft set (𝑜-soft set, for short).
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Proposition 2.11 [7] Let (𝑀, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) be a soft-cs and {(𝐹𝑅 )𝛼 : 𝛼 ∈ 𝐼} be a collection of soft subsets over 𝑀.
Then
1- ⊔𝛼∈𝐼 𝑢̃((𝐹𝑅 )𝛼 ) ⊑ 𝑢̃(⊔𝛼∈𝐼 (𝐹𝑅 )𝛼 ).
2- 𝑢̃(⊓𝛼∈𝐼 (𝐹𝑅 )𝛼 ) ⊑⊓𝛼∈𝐼 𝑢̃((𝐹𝑅 )𝛼 ).
Definition 2.12 [7] Let (𝑀, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) be a soft-cs and let 𝑌 ⊆ 𝑀. Then 𝑢̃𝑌 : 𝑆𝑆(𝑌, 𝑅) ⟶ 𝑆𝑆(𝑌, 𝑅) defined by
𝑢̃𝑌 (𝐹𝑅 ) = 𝑌̃ ⊓ 𝑢̃(𝐹𝑅 ) is the relative soft closure operator on 𝑌 induced by 𝑢̃. The triple ( 𝑌, 𝑢̃𝑌 , 𝑅) is said
to be a soft closure subspace (soft-c.subsp, for short) of (𝑀, 𝑢̃, 𝑅).
Theorem 2.13 [7] If 𝐺𝑅 is an 𝑜-soft set in (𝑀, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) and (𝑌,𝑢̃𝑌 , 𝑅) be a soft- c.subsp of a soft-cs (𝑀, 𝑢̃, 𝑅),
then 𝑌̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 is an 𝑜-soft set in (𝑌,𝑢̃𝑌 , 𝑅).
Definition 2.14 [7] The product of the family of soft-cs’s {(ℳ𝛼 , 𝑢̃𝛼 , 𝑅𝛼 ): 𝛼 ∈ ℐ} is the triple
(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ), where ∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 and ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 denotes to the Cartesian product of the sets
ℳ𝛼 and 𝑅𝛼 , 𝛼 ∈ ℐ, respectively and ⨂𝑢̃: 𝒮𝒮(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) ⟶ 𝒮𝒮(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) defined
as follows:
⨂𝑢̃(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) = ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑢̃𝛼 ((𝑝ℳ𝛼 , 𝑞𝑅𝛼 )(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 )), ∀ ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ∈ 𝒮𝒮(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ).
Theorem 2.15 [8] Let {(𝑀𝛼 , 𝑢̃𝛼 , 𝑅𝛼 ): 𝛼 ∈ 𝐼} be a collection of soft-cs’s and let 𝑣 ∈ 𝐼. Then, the soft
projection mapping (𝑝𝑀𝑣 , 𝑞𝑅𝑣 ): (∏𝛼∈𝐼 𝑀𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈𝐼 𝑅𝛼 ) ⟶ (𝑀𝑣 , 𝑢̃𝑣 , 𝑅𝑣 ) is a soft closed and soft
continuous mapping.

3. The basic structures of generalized closed soft sets
In this section, we introduce the notion of generalized closed (respectively, open) soft sets in soft- 𝒸𝑠’s
and study the basic properties of these sets with several examples.
Definition 3.1 A soft set ℱ𝑅 is called a generalized closed soft set (ℊ𝒸-soft set, for short) in a soft-𝒸𝑠
̃ . A soft set ℱ𝑅 is called a
(ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅), if 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 whenever ℱ𝑅 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 and 𝐺𝑅 is an ℴ-soft set in ℳ
̃ − ℱ𝑅 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set in
generalized open soft set (ℊℴ-soft set, for short), if the relative complement ℳ
(ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅).
The next example explains Definition 3.1.
Example 3.2 Let ℳ = {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐} and R = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 }. Define a soft-𝒸𝑜 𝑢̃: 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) ⟶ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) as
follows:
̃𝑅
̃ 𝑅,
Φ
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = Φ
{(𝑟1 , {𝑏})}
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑏})},
{(𝑟1 , {𝑏, 𝑐})}
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑐})},
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) =
{(𝑟1 , {𝑏, 𝑐})}
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑏, 𝑐})},
{(𝑟2 , {𝑎})}
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟2 , {𝑎})},
{ ℳ
̃
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
Then (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is a soft-𝒸𝑠. Let ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎, 𝑏}), ((𝑟2 , {𝑎})} ∈ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅). Then ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸-soft set
̃ which is the only ℴ-soft set containing ℱ𝑅 and 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) = ℳ
̃ ⊑ℳ
̃ . On the other hand
since ℱ𝑅 ⊑ ℳ
ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑐})} is not ℊ𝒸-soft set in (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) since there exists an ℴ-soft set
{(𝑟1 , {(𝑎, 𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐})}
containing
ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑐})}
but
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) = {(𝑟1 , {𝑏, 𝑐})} ⋢
{(𝑟1 , {(𝑎, 𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐})}.
Proposition 3.3 Every 𝒸-soft set in a soft-𝑐𝑠 (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is ℊ𝒸-soft set.
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Proof. Let ℱ𝑅 be a 𝒸-soft set and let 𝐺𝑅 be an ℴ-soft set such that ℱ𝑅 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 . Since ℱ𝑅 is a 𝒸-soft set, then
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) = ℱ𝑅 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 . Hence, ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸-soft set. 
Corollary 3.4 Every ℴ-soft set in a soft-𝑐𝑠 (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is ℊℴ-soft set.
As the following example shows, the converters of Proposition 3.3 and its corollary are not valid.
Example 3.5 The soft set {(𝑟1 , {𝑎, 𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎})} in Example 3.2 is ℊ𝒸-soft set but is not 𝒸-soft set.
Next, we give a characterization of a ℊℴ-soft set, but before that, we need to introduce the notion of
the soft interior in soft- 𝑐𝑠’s.
Definition 3.6 Let (ℳ, 𝑢,
̃ 𝑅) be a soft- 𝑐𝑠 and ℱ𝑅 ∈ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅). The interior of the soft set ℱ𝑅 denoted
̃ − 𝑢̃(ℳ
̃ − ℱ𝑅 ).
by 𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℱ𝑅 ) with respect to soft-co 𝑢̃ is defined as 𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℱ𝑅 ) = ℳ
Proposition 3.7 A soft set ℱ𝑅 in a soft -cs (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is an ℊℴ-soft set if and only if 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℱ𝑅 )
whenever 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ ℱ𝑅 and 𝐻𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set in (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅).
̃ − ℱ𝑅 ⊑ ℳ
̃ − ℋ𝑅 .
Proof. Let ℱ𝑅 be a ℊℴ-soft set and ℋ𝑅 be a 𝒸-soft set such that ℋ𝑅 ⊑ ℱ𝑅 . Then, ℳ
̃ − ℱ𝑅 and ℳ
̃ − ℋ𝑅 are is ℊ𝒸-soft set and ℴ-soft
Since ℱ𝑅 is ℊℴ- soft set and 𝐻𝑅 be a 𝒸-soft set, then ℳ
̃
̃ − 𝐻𝑅 . By taking the relative
set in ℳ, respectively. Thus, from Definition 3.1, we get 𝑢̃(ℳ − ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ ℳ
complement and from Definition 3.6, we get 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℱ𝑅 ). Conversely, similar to the first direction.

Remark 3.8 Let (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) be a soft-𝑐𝑠 and ℱ𝑅 , 𝐻𝑅 ∈ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅). Then,
1. If ℱ𝑅 is an ℊ𝒸-soft set in (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) and ℱ𝑅 ⊑ 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑢̃( ℱ𝑅 ). Then, 𝐻𝑅 need not to be ℊ𝒸-soft
set.
2. If ℱ𝑅 is an ℊℴ-soft set in (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) and 𝑖𝑛𝑡(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ ℱ𝑅 . Then, 𝐻𝑅 need not to be ℊℴsoft set.
The following example explains Remark 3.8.
Example 3.9 Let ℳ = {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐} and R = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 }. Define a soft-𝒸𝑜 𝑢̃: 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) ⟶ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) as
follows:
̃𝑅
̃ 𝑅,
Φ
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = Φ
{(𝑟1 , {𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑏})}
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 ⊑ {(𝑟1 , {𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑏})},
{(𝑟1 , {𝑎}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎})}
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 ⊑ {(𝑟1 , {𝑎})},
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) =
{(𝑟1 , {𝑐})(𝑟2 , {𝑐})}
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 ⊑ {(𝑟1 , {𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {𝑐})},
̃
ℳ
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
{
Then (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is soft-𝑐𝑠. Part (1) of Remark 3.8 is shown only, and part (2) can be obtained by
taking the relative complement to the soft sets in part (1).
Let ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎})} ∈ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) be a ℊ𝒸-soft set and consider 𝐻𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎})}. Clearly,
ℱ𝑅 ⊑ 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑢̃( ℱ𝑅 ). But 𝐻𝑅 is not ℊ𝒸-soft set since 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ {( 𝑟1 , {(𝑎, 𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎, 𝑐})} is an ℴ-soft set and
̃ ⋢ {( 𝑟1 , {(𝑎, 𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎, 𝑐})}.
𝑢̃(𝐻𝑅 ) = ℳ
Remark 3.10 Let (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) be a soft-𝑐𝑠. Then,
1. The union (respectively, intersection) of two ℊ𝒸-soft (respectively, ℊℴ-soft) sets need not to be
ℊ𝒸-soft (respectively, ℊℴ-soft) set.
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2. The intersection (respectively, union) of two ℊ𝒸-soft (respectively, ℊℴ-soft) sets is not ℊ𝒸-soft
(respectively, ℊℴ-soft) set.
We explain Remark 3.10 in the following two examples:
Example 3.11 Let ℳ = {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐} and R = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 }. Define a soft-𝒸𝑜 𝑢̃: 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) ⟶ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) as
follows:
̃𝑅
Φ
{(𝑟1 , {𝑎})}
{(𝑟2 , {𝑏})}
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) =
{(𝑟1 , {𝑐}), (𝑟2, {𝑐})}
̃
ℳ
{

̃ 𝑅,
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = Φ
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎})},
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟2 , {𝑏})},
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 ⊑ {(𝑟1 , {𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {𝑐})},
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

Then (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is soft-𝑐𝑠. Consider ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎})} and 𝐻𝑅 = {(𝑟2 , {𝑏})} are ℊ𝒸-soft sets.
However, ℱ𝑅 ⊔ 𝐻𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎}), (𝑟2 , {𝑏})} is not ℊ𝒸-soft set. Since ℱ𝑅 ⊔ 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ {(𝑟1 , {𝑎, 𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎, 𝑏})}
̃ ⋢ {(𝑟1 , {𝑎, 𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎, 𝑏})}. Similarly, by taking the
which is an ℴ-soft set but 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ⊔ 𝐻𝑅 ) = ℳ
relative complement of ℱ𝑅 and 𝐻𝑅 we can show the intersection of two ℊℴ-soft sets need not to be ℊℴsoft set.
Example 3.12 Let ℳ = {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐} and R = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 }. Define a soft-𝒸𝑜 𝑢̃: 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) ⟶ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) as
follows:
̃𝑅
Φ
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) = {{(𝑟1 , {𝑎, 𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎, 𝑏})}
̃
ℳ

̃ 𝑅,
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = Φ
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 ⊑ {(𝑟1 , {𝑎, 𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎, 𝑏})},
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

Then (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is soft-𝑐𝑠. Consider ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎, 𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑏, 𝑐})} and let 𝐻𝑅 =
{(𝑟1 , {𝑏, 𝑐}), (𝑟2 , {𝑎, 𝑐})} are ℊ𝒸-soft sets. But ℱ𝑅 ⊓ 𝐻𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑐})} is not ℊ𝒸-soft set because
̃ ⋢
there exists an ℴ-soft set {(𝑟1 , {𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑐})} containing ℱ𝑅 ⊓ 𝐻𝑅 , however 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ⊓ 𝐻𝑅 ) = ℳ
{(𝑟1 , {𝑏}), (𝑟2 , {𝑐})}. Similarly, by taking the relative complement of ℱ𝑅 and 𝐻𝑅 we can show the union
of two ℊℴ-soft sets need not be ℊℴ-soft set.
Theorem 3.13 Let ℱ𝑅 be an open ℊ𝒸-soft set and 𝐻𝑅 is a 𝒸-soft set. Then ℱ𝑅 ⊓ 𝐻𝑅 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set.
Proof. Since ℱ𝑅 be an open and ℊ𝒸-soft set, then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ ℱ𝑅 and from (𝒞2) of Definition 2.10, ℱ𝑅 ⊑
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ), then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) = ℱ𝑅 . Hence, ℱ𝑅 is a 𝒸-soft set. Since 𝐻𝑅 is a 𝒸-soft set, then ℱ𝑅 ⊓ 𝐻𝑅 is a 𝒸-soft
set. By Proposition 3.3, we get ℱ𝑅 ⊓ 𝐻𝑅 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set. 
Theorem 3.14 Let (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) be a soft-𝑐𝑠. If ℱ𝑅 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set in (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅), then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) − ℱ𝑅 contains
only null 𝒸-soft set.
Proof: Suppose that ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸-soft set in (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅). Let 𝐻𝑅 be a 𝒸-soft set in ℳ such that 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) −
̃ − ℱ𝑅 . This implies ℱ𝑅 ⊑ ℳ
̃ − 𝐻𝑅 . Since
ℱ𝑅 . Since 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) − ℱ𝑅 , then 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) and 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ ℳ
̃ − 𝐻𝑅 is an ℴ-soft set, then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ ℳ
̃ − 𝐻𝑅 . It follows, 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ ℳ
̃ − 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ).
ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸-soft set and ℳ
̃
̃
Hence, we have 𝐻𝑅 ⊑ 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊓ (ℳ − 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 )). Thus, 𝐻𝑅 = ΦR . 
Corollary 3.15 A ℊ𝒸-soft set ℱ𝑅 is a 𝒸-soft set in (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) if and only if 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) − ℱ𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set.
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̃ R which is a 𝒸-soft set.
Proof: If ℱ𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set, then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) = ℱ𝑅 . This implies 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) − ℱ𝑅 = Φ
Conversely, let ℱ𝑅 be a ℊ𝒸-soft set. To prove ℱ𝑅 is closed. Since ℱ𝑅 be a ℊ𝒸-soft set, then by
Theorem 3.14, we have 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) − ℱ𝑅 contains only null 𝒸-soft set. From hypothesis, 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) − ℱ𝑅 is a 𝒸̃ R . Hence, ℱ𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set.
soft set this implies 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) − ℱ𝑅 = Φ

The Corollary 3.15 offers the basis for retaining the conversion of Proposition 3.3.
̃ 𝜈 . Then
Theorem 3.16 Let {(ℳ𝛼 , 𝑢̃𝛼 , 𝑅𝛼 ): 𝛼 ∈ ℐ} be a family of soft-cs’s and let 𝜈 ∈ ℐ and let 𝐺𝑅𝜈 ⊑ ℳ
̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊℴ- soft set of
𝐺𝑅𝜈 is a ℊℴ-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ) if and only if 𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ).
Proof. Let 𝐺𝑅𝜈 be a ℊℴ-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ). Let ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 be a 𝒸-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 )
̃ℳ𝛼 . Then (𝑝ℳ , 𝑞𝑅 )(ℱ∏ 𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 . Since (𝑝ℳ , 𝑞𝑅 )(ℱ∏ 𝑅 ) is
such that ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ 𝛼
𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ 𝛼
𝛼∈ℐ

𝒸-soft set by Theorem 2.15 and since 𝐺𝑅𝜈 is a ℊℴ-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ), then by Proposition 3.7
̃ 𝜈 − 𝑢̃𝜈 (ℳ
̃ 𝜈 − 𝐺𝑅 ). Therefore,
(𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 )(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) ⊑ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝜈 (𝐺𝑅𝜈 ) = ℳ
𝜈
−1
̃ 𝜈 − 𝑢̃𝜈 (ℳ
̃ 𝜈 − 𝐺𝑅 ))
ℱ∏ 𝑅 ⊑ (𝑝ℳ , 𝑞𝑅 ) (ℳ
𝛼∈ℐ 𝛼

𝜈

𝜈

𝜈

̃
̃
̃
= ∏𝛼∈ℐ
ℳ𝛼 − ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑢̃𝛼 (𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 )(∏𝛼∈ℐ
ℳ𝛼 − (𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼∈ℐ
ℳ𝛼 ))
̃
̃
̃
̃
= ∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 − ⨂𝑢̃(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 − (𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 )) = 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼∈ℐ
ℳ𝛼 )
𝜈

𝜈

̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊℴ-soft set.
From Proposition 3.7 𝐺𝑅 𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

Conversely, let ℱ𝑅𝜈 be a 𝒸-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ) such that ℱ𝑅𝜈 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 . Then
̃ℳ𝛼 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 . Since 𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊℴ-soft set and ℱ𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 is 𝒸ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

soft set, then
̃ℳ𝛼 ⊑ 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 )
ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

̃ℳ𝛼 − ⨂𝑢̃(∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 − (𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃
= ∏𝛼≠𝜈
ℳ𝛼 ))
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

̃ℳ𝛼 − ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑢̃𝛼 (𝑝ℳ , 𝑞𝑅 )(∏𝛼∈ℐ
̃
̃
= ∏𝛼≠𝜈
ℳ𝛼 − (𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
ℳ𝛼 )).
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

By taking the relative complement, we have
̃
̃ℳ𝛼 )) ⊑ ∏𝛼∈ℐ
̃
̃ℳ𝛼 )
∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑢̃𝛼 (𝑝ℳ𝛼 , 𝑞𝑅𝛼 )(∏𝛼∈ℐ
ℳ𝛼 − (𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
ℳ𝛼 − (ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

̃ℳ𝛼 ) ⊑ (ℳ
̃ℳ𝛼 . By computing the soft
̃ 𝜈 − 𝐺𝑅 ) × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ 𝜈 − ℱ𝑅 ) × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑢̃𝛼 (𝑝ℳ𝛼 , 𝑞𝑅𝛼 )((ℳ
𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

̃ 𝜈 − 𝐺𝑅 ) ⊑ ℳ
̃ 𝜈 − ℱ𝑅 and by taking the relative complement, it
projection (𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 ), we get 𝑢̃𝜈 (ℳ
𝜈
𝜈
̃ 𝜈 − 𝑢̃𝜈 (ℳ
̃ 𝜈 − 𝐺𝑅 ) = 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝐺𝑅 ). Therefore, 𝐺𝑅 is ℊℴ-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ).
follows ℱ𝑅𝜈 ⊑ ℳ
𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
̃ 𝜈 . Then,
Theorem 3.17 Let {(ℳ𝛼 , 𝑢̃𝛼 , 𝑅𝛼 ): 𝛼 ∈ ℐ} be a family of soft-𝑐𝑠’𝑠, let 𝜈 ∈ ℐ and let ℱ𝑅𝜈 ⊑ ℳ
̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of
ℱ𝑅𝜈 is ℊ𝒸-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ) if and only if ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ).
̃ 𝜈 − ℱ𝑅 is a ℊℴ-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ). By
Proof. Let ℱ𝑅𝜈 be a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ). Then, ℳ
𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊℴ-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ). Since
̃ 𝜈 − ℱ𝑅 ) × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
Theorem 3.16, we have (ℳ
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ
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̃ℳ𝛼 = ∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 − (ℱ𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 )
̃ 𝜈 − ℱ𝑅 ) × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
(ℳ
𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

is

𝛼∈ℐ

ℊℴ-soft

a

set

of

̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ).
(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ). Thus, ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

Conversely, let 𝐺𝑅𝜈 be an ℴ-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ) such that ℱ𝑅𝜈 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 . This implies
̃ℳ𝛼 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 . Since ℱ𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set and 𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 is an
ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

̃ℳ𝛼 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
̃ℳ𝛼 . By
ℴ-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ), then we get ⨂𝑢̃ (ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

calculating the soft projection for 𝜈 ∈ ℐ, we get 𝑢̃𝜈 (ℱ𝑅𝜈 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 . Therefore, ℱ𝑅𝜈 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of
(ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ).

Theorem 3.18 Let {(ℳ𝛼 , 𝑢̃𝛼 , 𝑅𝛼 ): 𝛼 ∈ ℐ} be a family of soft-𝑐𝑠’𝑠. For each 𝜈 ∈ ℐ, let
̃ 𝜈 be the soft projection mapping. Then,
(𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 ): ∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 ⟶ ℳ
1. If ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ), then (𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 )(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) is a ℊ𝒸-soft
set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ).
−1
2. If ℱ𝑅𝜈 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ), then (𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 ) (ℱ𝑅𝜈 ) a ℊ𝒸-soft set of
(∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ).
Proof.
1. Let ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 be a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ). Let 𝐺𝑅𝜈 be an ℴ-soft set of
(ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ) such that (𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 )(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 . Then by taking the inverse image for the
−1
̃ℳ𝛼 . Since
soft projection (𝑝ℳ , 𝑞𝑅 ), we get ℱ∏ 𝑅 ⊑ (𝑝ℳ , 𝑞𝑅 ) (𝐺𝑅 ) = 𝐺𝑅 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝜈

ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼

𝜈

𝛼∈ℐ 𝛼

𝜈

𝜈

𝜈

𝜈

̃ℳ𝛼 is an ℴ-soft set, then
is a ℊ𝒸-soft set and 𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈

̃ℳ𝛼 .
⨂𝑢̃(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

𝛼∈ℐ

From

the

definition

̃ℳ𝛼 .
∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑢̃𝛼 (𝑝ℳ𝛼 , 𝑞𝑅𝛼 )(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼

of

⨂𝑢̃,

it

follows

Consequently,

𝛼∈ℐ

𝑢̃𝜈 ((𝑝ℳ𝛼 , 𝑞𝑅𝛼 )(ℱ∏
(ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ).

𝛼∈ℐ

)) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅𝜈 . Hence, (𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 )(ℱ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ) is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of

−1
̃ℳ𝛼 . By
2. Let ℱ𝑅𝜈 be a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (ℳ𝜈 , 𝑢̃𝜈 , 𝑅𝜈 ). Then (𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 ) (ℱ𝑅𝜈 ) = ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
𝛼∈ℐ

̃ℳ𝛼 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ). Therefore,
Theorem 3.17, ℱ𝑅𝜈 × ∏𝛼≠𝜈
−1

𝛼∈ℐ

(𝑝ℳ𝜈 , 𝑞𝑅𝜈 ) (ℱ𝑅𝜈 ) is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of (∏𝛼∈ℐ ℳ𝛼 , ⨂𝑢̃, ∏𝛼∈ℐ 𝑅𝛼 ).
4. 𝓣𝟏 -soft closure spaces
𝟐

In this section, we introduce a new separation axiom, namely 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠’s in soft-𝑐𝑠’s with the help of
2

ℊ𝒸-soft sets.
Definition 4.1 A soft-𝑐𝑠 (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is said to be a 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠, if every ℊ𝒸-soft set is a 𝒸-soft set in ℳ.
2

Example 4.2 Let ℳ = {𝑎, 𝑏} and R = {𝑟1 , 𝑟2 }. Define a soft- 𝒸𝑜 𝑢̃: 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) ⟶ 𝒮𝒮(ℳ, 𝑅) as follows:
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̃𝑅
Φ
{(𝑟1 , {𝑎})}
{(𝑟1 , {b})}
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) =
{(𝑟2 , {𝑎})}
{(𝑟2 , {𝑏})}
{ ℳ
̃

̃ 𝑅,
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = Φ
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {𝑎})},
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟1 , {b})},
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟2 , {𝑎})},
𝑖𝑓 ℱ𝑅 = {(𝑟2 , {𝑏})},
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Then, (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠. Since every ℊ𝒸-soft set is 𝒸-soft set.
2

Theorem 4.3 A soft-𝑐𝑠 (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠 if and only if every soft point of ℳ is a 𝒸-soft set or ℴ2

soft set.
Proof. Suppose that (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is a 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠. Let 𝓍𝑟 be a soft point of ℳ. Assume that 𝓍𝑟 is not 𝒸-soft
2

̃ − 𝓍𝑟 is not ℴ-soft set. This implies ℳ
̃ is the only ℴ-soft set which contains ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 . It
set. Then, ℳ
̃
̃
̃
̃ − 𝓍𝑟
follows, 𝑢̃(ℳ − 𝓍𝑟 ) ⊑ ℳ , and hence ℳ − 𝓍𝑟 is ℊ𝒸- soft set, since (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is a 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠, ℳ
2

is 𝒸-soft set or equivalently, 𝓍𝑟 is an ℴ-soft set.
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 is not 𝒸-soft set. This implies ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 is either
Now, assume that 𝓍𝑟 is not ℴ-soft set. Then, ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 is ℴ-soft set, then 𝓍𝑟 is a 𝒸-soft set and the proof is complete. If
ℴ-soft set or not ℴ-soft set. If ℳ
̃
̃ is the only ℴ-soft set such that ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 ⊑ ℳ
̃ , this implies ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟
ℳ − 𝓍𝑟 is not ℴ-soft set, then ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 is 𝒸-soft set, then 𝓍𝑟 is ℴ-soft set and this contradiction. Then ℳ
̃ −
is ℊ𝒸- soft set, this implies ℳ
𝓍𝑟 is an ℴ-soft set or 𝒸-soft set.
Conversely, to prove (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠. Let ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸- soft set, to prove ℱ𝑅 is a 𝒸-soft set.
2

̃ − 𝓍𝑟 , then 𝓍𝑟 ∉
Suppose 𝓍𝑟 is an 𝒸-soft set and 𝓍𝑟 ∉ ℱ𝑅 Since ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸- soft set, then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ ℳ
̃
𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ), This implies 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ ℱ𝑅 . Then ℱ𝑅 is closed, therefore ℳ 𝑖𝑠 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠. Suppose 𝓍𝑟 is an ℴ2

̃ − ℱ𝑅 , then ℱ𝑅 ⊑ ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 . This implies 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝑢̃(ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 ) =
soft set and 𝓍𝑟 ∉ ℱ𝑅 , then 𝓍𝑟 ∈ ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 , then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ ℳ
̃ − 𝓍𝑟 , this implies 𝓍𝑟 ∉ 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ). Then 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ ℱ𝑅 , then ℱ𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set.
ℳ
Therefore, (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is 𝒯1 -soft-𝑐𝑠.

2

Proposition 4.4 Let (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) be a soft-cs and let ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅) be a closed soft-c.subsp of (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅). If
ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸-soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅), then ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸-soft set of (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅).
Proof. Let ℱ𝑅 be a ℊ𝒸- soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅). Let ℱ𝑅 ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 , where 𝐺𝑅 is an ℴ-soft set of ℳ. Since ℱ𝑅 ∈
𝒮𝒮(𝒴, 𝑅), then ℱ𝑅 ⊑ 𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 . From Theorem 2.13, 𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 is an ℴ-soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅). But ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅), thus 𝑢̃𝒴 (ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 which implies 𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 and since 𝒴̃ is 𝒸soft set in ℳ, we get 𝑢̃(𝒴̃ ) ⊓ 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 . From Proposition 2.11 part (2), it follows 𝑢̃(𝒴̃ ⊓ ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑
𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 . This implies 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝒴̃ ⊓ 𝐺𝑅 and consequently, 𝑢̃(ℱ𝑅 ) ⊑ 𝐺𝑅 .Therefore, ℱ𝑅 is ℊ𝒸- soft set of
(ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅).

Proposition 4.5 Let (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) be a soft-𝑐𝑠 and ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅) be a closed soft-c.subsp of (ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅). If
(ℳ, 𝑢̃, 𝑅) is 𝒯1 - soft-𝑐𝑠, then ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅) is 𝒯1 -soft -cs.
2

2

Proof. Let ℱ𝑅 be a ℊ𝒸-soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅), to prove ℱ𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅). Since ℱ𝑅 be a ℊ𝒸soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅). Then by Proposition 4.4, we have ℱ𝑅 is a ℊ𝒸-soft set of ℳ. Since ℳ is 𝒯1 -soft2

𝑐𝑠, then ℱ𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set of ℳ. This implies ℱ𝑅 ⊓ 𝒴̃ 𝒸-soft set of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅). Therefore ℱ𝑅 is 𝒸-soft set
of ( 𝒴, 𝑢̃𝒴 , 𝑅).
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Abstract. Amazing results in many works in the field of deep convolutional neural networks
using them in many fields of machine learning such as image classification control of atrial
play, and image annotation. Mathematical analysis of deep convolutional neural networks
(CNN) has a broad role in many applications including image classification applications. Face
recognition technology has occupied a wide field in research that is still continuing in this
work. Face recognition technology is being developed depending on the MATLAB program to
develop the subjecting of the color image to the neural convolution network and the work of a
program to reduce the time the network deals with the image to reduce the number of layers to
only two layers and access the algorithm Suggested in this work. Computer vision of a color
image in a face detection study. In this work, the researcher created a fast algorithm to reach
the research goal based on new standards in the field of face detection. A new face detection
program
was
designed
using
MATLAB,
CascadeObjectDetector
and
trainCascadeObjectDetector the face detection devices were developed. In this work, a
technique for panning and color image using the convolutional neural network for deep
learning is proposed, the method used to reach the goal of this work.

1. Introduction
In recent years, the field of face recognition has taken a wide area of research due to the urgent need
for security and commercial applications to demonstrate the interaction between humans and
computers using measurement analysis. The work in this field varies greatly in terms of face, skin,
gender, and colour [1]. The difference in the background lighting of the face and facial expressions is
a reason that increases the complexity of the problem [2]. Among the many applications in the field of
face detection, including recognition and monitoring of the driver's face, face recognition by means of
video surveillance, or image data management, the algorithms for face detection are characterized by
complexity. Face detection is complicated [3]. In [4] which it was clarified that the face detection
algorithms are divided into two parts, (i) feature (ii) learning, the first is based on simple facial
features without looking at the surrounding light, rotating, or standing. The face position is determined
by the vertical projection of the grey level image after the image has been projected for face detection
[5]. The role of the neural network appears strongly in the field of facial recognition that has the
potential to deal with image data .The neural network technology is multi-layered as it is to design a
file containing a recognition system that results in a completely flat structure with inputs that are
completely connected to later layers in architecture due to huge interconnecting nodes in addition to
the amount of input data that is ignored. This leads to training for all permutations in the input vector
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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[6]. The fields of science and technology have led us to develop rapidly in order to be able to reach
goals that were far from being achieved in the past few decades. Many areas have made life easier,
such as machine learning and artificial intelligence, to reach solutions to complex problems in modern
science. Computer vision achieves algorithms on the human level in classifying and analysing images.
It was presented YOLO theory to discover things and Fast YOLO, which is the fastest detector, is the
fastest detector for the general purpose [7]. Face detection was achieved using PCA theory. The
network was trained fast [ 8 ]. The performance of face detection is evaluated by the false-match rate
(FMR), and the false-non-match rate (FNMR) [ 9]. Viola Jones' method was used to check the number
of faces that have been treated and count the number of faces [10]. Modern technology has a role in
computer vision at this time when the world is living fighting the emerging corona virus, the disease
pandemic (Covid-19) due to technology, work has been completed from home to adapt to the disease
[11]. Facial characteristics such as freckles and hair were identified using a new generator to present
data on human faces [12]. the method Kanade Lucas Tomasi (KLT), which is a simple system where it
is able to detect the face and track it where the system is able to detect the face when the head moves
and tilts, with Estim Geometric Transform (EGT) function and Duration Geometric Transform
(DGT)[13]. In this work, a fast algorithm was proposed based on the use of CNN and the use of the
MATLAB program to classify the image and the detection of the face in two stages, the face detection
without a mask that has different measurements and criteria for the detection of the face with the mask
and the use of the algorithm in tracking objects in these circumstances.
2. Methodology
2.1. Research Design The purpose of this paper is to achieve the recognition of a face or a number of
faces, the steps for face recognition will be achieved as shown in figure (1) in this figure a number of
steps have been achieved to show the structure of the search.

Figure 1. Shows the steps of research design with the result
The color image and face highlighting are read as cover layers are incorporated into this work. CNN
is used with a mathematical technique to calculate the torsion where the person's face is determined
and then the layer is fused as shown in Figure (2).
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Figure 2. Convolutions on RGB image
3. Convolutional neural network method
The convolutional neural network method is unique. It combines segmentation, extraction, and
classification in features. One processing unit. CNN components are 7 layers of 4 feature extraction
layers and 3 layers of MLP. The feature extraction layer consists of twisting and subsample layers.
Warp layer removes noise and detects lines, borders, or corners of an image file. Preventing image
distortion is in the Downsampling layer, which reduces image resolution. CNN has built-in stability
compared to a typical neural network (MLP). CNN excels at producing high accuracy in the
identification process even though the algorithm is complex. In network training, LeNet-5 applies
The proposed algorithm will be built using MATLAB by designing a program for a learning algorithm
to identify the face with a simple and easy base to reverse previously identified neural networks to
implement a complex database.
4.Mathematical aspects in CNN Technology
Deep learning deals with images using computer vision and processes large numbers of images from
multiple countless numbers, Computer vision relies on the convolutional neural network fed into neural
networks to reveal the face,
The pictures are inserted in mathematical expressions.
As shown in figure (3), using the filter and multiplying it with the color image, the sum of the
product is obtained by the item
The result of this process is a convolution that defines the volume to mathematically represent the
image then; the height size denoted by mH, the width of size is mW, the number of channels denoted mc.
A color image RGB has three channels m3 red, green, and blue. The filter is F
The filter is single to center each pixel in the filter that must contain the kernel N with the number
of channels identical to the image, so a different filter is applied that passes on each channel, Equation
(1) calculate the dimensions of the filter
Dim filter=(F,F,mc)
(1)
The image is mapped with filter the convolutional process mathematically is
𝑚𝐻 𝑚𝑊 𝑚𝐶
∑𝑗=1 ∑𝑁=1 𝑁𝑖,𝑗−𝑁 𝐼𝑥+𝑖−1,𝑦+𝑗−1,𝑁
𝐶(𝐼, 𝑁)𝑥,𝑦 = ∑𝑖=1
(2)
𝑚 +2𝑃−𝐹

𝑚 +2𝑃−𝐹

dim(𝐶(𝐼, 𝑁)) = ([ 𝐻 𝑆
+ 1] , [ 𝑊 𝑆
+ 1]) 𝑆 > 0;
(3)
If 𝑆 = 1 equation (3) will be
(𝑚𝐻 + 2𝑃 − 𝐹, 𝑚𝑊 + 2𝑃 − 𝐹)
(4)
Where [n] is the floor function of n P=0 is the valid CNN output size is equal output size then 𝑃 =
𝐹−1
is the same CNN, if F=1, this means 1 × 1Convolution.
2
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The merging and reduction process distinguishes the image by specifying its information on each
channel, which affects the dimensions (𝑚𝐻 , 𝑚𝑊 ) and maintains the number of channels after passing
the filter.
𝑚 +2𝑃−𝐹
𝑚 +2𝑃−𝐹
dim(𝑃(𝐼, 𝑁)) = ([ 𝐻 𝑆
+ 1] , [ 𝑊 𝑆
+ 1] , 𝑚𝐶 ) 𝑆 > 0;
(5)
If 𝑆 = 1 equation (5) will be
(𝑚𝐻 + 2𝑃 − 𝐹, 𝑚𝑊 + 2𝑃 − 𝐹, 𝑚𝐶 )
(6)
After the training process, using CNN leads to the reduction of a number of layers Figure (4) shows
how a process F led to the reduction of the three layers

Figure 3. the convolutional neural network in color image
Using filters on the input image using the activation function £,
4.1. Mathematical algorithm in convolutional process In 1th layer
[𝑙−1]
[𝑙−1]
[𝑙−1]
Input image with r[l], r[l-1] and size (𝑚𝐻 , 𝑚𝑊 , 𝑚𝐶 ), Padding p[1] , stride s[l] , number of filters
(𝑙)

[𝑙−1]

𝑚𝐶 where each F(m) has the dimension [𝑓 𝑙 , 𝑓 𝑙 , 𝑚𝐶
(𝑙)

(𝑙)

(𝑙)

], and activation function £[𝑙] .
[𝑙]

Output 𝑟 [𝑙] with size (𝑚𝐻 , 𝑚𝑊 , 𝑚𝐶 ) ∀ 𝑚 ∈ [1,2, … , 𝑚𝐶 ]
Step1: the convolution step CNN
𝑚

[𝑙−1]

𝐻
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟 [𝑙−1] , 𝐹 [𝑙−1] )𝑥,𝑦 = £[𝑙] (∑𝑖=1

[𝑙]

𝑚

[𝑙−1]

𝑚

[𝑙−1]

(𝑚) [𝑙−1]
[𝑙]
𝐶
𝑊
∑𝑗=1
∑𝐾=1
𝐹𝑖,𝑗,𝐾 𝑟𝑥+𝑖−1,𝑦+𝑗−1,𝑓 + 𝑠𝑚 )

[𝑙]

dim (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟 [𝑙−1] , 𝐹 (𝑚) )) = (𝑚𝐻 , 𝑚𝑊 )

(7)

𝑟 [𝑙] = £[𝑙] (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟 [𝑙−1] , 𝐹 [1] )), £[𝑙] (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟 [𝑙−1] , 𝐹 [2] )), … , £[𝑙] (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣(𝑟 [𝑙−1] , 𝐹

[𝑙]
[𝑚𝑐

))

Where
[𝑙−1]
𝑚𝐻⁄
𝑊

=[

[𝑙−1]
+2𝑃[𝑙] −𝑓[𝑙]
⁄𝑊
𝑆 [𝑙]

𝑚𝐻

+ 1] ; 𝑆 > 0
[𝑙−1]

= 𝑚𝐻⁄
[𝑙]

𝑊

(8)
+ 2𝑃[𝑙] − 𝑓 [𝑙] ; 𝑆 = 0

𝑚𝐶 = number of filters

[𝑙]

The learned parameters at the 𝑙 𝑡ℎ layer filters with (𝑓 × 𝑓 × 𝑚) × 𝑚𝐶 parameters
Bias with (1 × 1 × 1) × 𝑚𝐶 parameters (broad casting)
Figure (4) and Figure (5) represent the shrinkage of the convolutional layer
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Figure4. The convolutional layer

Figure5. The convolutional layer
4.2. Fully Connected layer
The definition of a fully connected layer is the layer that enters its vector and then another layer is
created from a limited number of neurons
Then 𝑗 𝑡ℎ node with 𝑖 𝑡ℎ layer the equation is achieved (9)
[𝑖]
[𝑖]
𝑚𝑖−1 [𝑖]
𝑊𝑗 = ∑𝑗=1
𝑤𝑗,1 + 𝑠𝑗
(9)
[𝑖]

𝑟𝑗

[𝑖]

= £[𝑖] (𝑤𝑗 )

(10)

[𝑖−1]

The input 𝑟
might be the result of convolution or a pooling layer with the dimensions
[𝑖−1]
[𝑖−1]
[𝑖−1]
(𝑚𝐻 , 𝑚𝑊 , 𝑚𝐶 ) in order to be able to plug it into the fully connected layer; we flatten the
[𝑖−1]

tensor to one dimension vector having the dimension (𝑚𝐻
[𝑖−1]
𝑚𝐻

[𝑖−1]
𝑚𝑊

[𝑖−1]
𝑚𝐶

[𝑖−1]

× 𝑚𝑊

[𝑖−1]

× 𝑚𝐶

, 1) thus 𝑚𝑖−1 =

×
×
The learned parameters at the 𝑙 𝑡ℎ layer are weights 𝑤𝑗,1 with 𝑚𝑙−1 × 𝑚𝑙
Parameters bias with 𝑚𝑙 parameters, Figure (6) shows the fully connected layer
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Figure6. Shows the fully connected layer
Figure (7) shows the previous steps that illustrate the chain of operations by which a convolutional
neural network is constructed

Figure 7. Shows the steps of convolution neural network CNN
The process is repeated for a certain number of convolutions. The image features are extracted that
the entire connected neural network is equipped with the image features followed by the activation
functions that aim to reduce (𝑚𝐻 , 𝑚𝑊 , 𝑚𝐶 ) the depth in the network Figure (8) shows the three
dimensions of the convolutional neural network

Figure8. Using the filter and multiplying it with the color image
5. Faces Detection Steps
The identification of a person is done through facial identification, depending on the biological
characteristics that the person possesses. This method has many challenges
1. Lighting fixture
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When the light source causes brightness, which affects the brightness of the image because the light
surrounding the face causes the lack of quality performance to distinguish the face
2.Facial Expressions:
The person’s feelings are evident in a facial expression that displays messages such as anger
represented by frowning by pulling the eyebrows close together, which requires a good algorithm to
recognize faces in a variety of expressions
3. Confirmation of Positioning:
When the person’s face is fixed, it leads to obscuring some of the facial features that he wishes to
mask in the image.
4. Partial structural component:
means partial support, the structural components, including size, color, and shapes such as
mustaches, glasses, and beards are considered partial components
The computer interface deals with the image database to detect the face with its measurements,
where the image is recognized, i.e. on the face as a file, in addition to video monitoring. In this work,
the Matlab program is used to identify the face
A fast program is designed to recognize the face of the color image
6. Face recognition using MATLAB
Face recognition is a complex technology that is most often when unlocking your phone or
passing through a high-tech monitoring system. Here comes the question about how to use MATLAB
in face recognition?
The recognition of human faces is carried out using technology in particular, computer vision
technology to distinguish facial features taken from photo and video clips. To get the best results, an
algorithm was proposed to identify the face and compare it with the face data. By using MATLAB
code, face, eyes, nose, and mouth recognition is achieved through the built-in Cascade Object Detector
function in the toolbox.
7. Fast facial algorithm
A program was designed to determine the face, where good results were obtained and in quick steps.
Figure (9) shows how to use the MATLAB program to identify the face
The proposed algorithm, with the help of MATLAB, to identify the face, the following steps show the
stages of the face detection of the image
Input color Image
Step1: analyses image to 3 layers RGB
Step 2: processed filter 3 × 3 After you treat the filter with the image, the
image size is reduced
Step3: In this step, the object properties are determined after
Vision. Cascade Object Detector is created
face Detector = vision. Cascade Object Detector ();
step4: In this step, you call the object with the arguments (as if it
behaves as a function).
Space5: Facial information is identified and read
Location of the Face = step (face Detector, the Image);
output the image with face detected
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Figure 9a. Shows face identification
With location face is [19, 40, 50, 20], height of image 255 and width 128

Figure 9b. Shows face identification
With location face is [105,68,51,51]
8. Discuss the results
In this section, the results obtained for the correct rate of face detection are presented. the new algorithm
shows its efficiency by presenting the results obtained. In this work, a modern version of MATLAB was used
to design a face detection program for several people in one image, and the best results were obtained.
Figure (10) and Figure (11) show the efficiency of the proposed algorithm to detect the face of a
number of people and distinguish their faces with the label. The correct rate of the proposed algorithm
is 98%, an image containing 3 members and the image is (432 × 980 × 3 unit8) with Boxing Faces is
and table (1) shows Bounding Box values which comprises of [x, y, Height, Width] of faces to be
detected Figure (10) The sample to which the proposed algorithm is applied

Figure 10. shows the efficiency of the proposed algorithm to detect the face of a number of people
and distinguish their faces.
Table (1) shows Bounding Box values
X
442
125
571

Y
150
28
31

width
115
150
267
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Height
115
150
267
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Figure (11) shows the efficiency of the proposed algorithm to detect the face of a number of masked
people and distinguish their faces.

9.Conclusion
In this paper, a new algorithm was built for face detection technology by segmenting the color
image into RGB in which a neural network is used, where the face area of a person was detected
through a comparison between the input and output image, the correctness of the face detection rate
98%.
With the implementation of the algorithm in the MATLAB program, good results were obtained
for the indications of the algorithm.
a new technique for identifying the face of color images was presented after analyzing the image
and dividing it into three layers resulting from the neural network that helps to detect the features of
the face, and by using the MATLAB program, a classification technique is applied to detect the face,
which satisfactory results were obtained after using the basic equations.
The algorithm was applied to the images without a mask, and the other stage was with the mask. As
for the last, the experiment was on the image with the mask and glasses, and the algorithm was applied
with high and fast technology, as the algorithm proved its efficiency because the examples showed
that the new algorithm is valid under the new circumstances.
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Abstract. The purpose of present paper is to introduce and investigate the univalence criteria
of holomorphic functions by employ a basically general form of Srivastava-Attiya operator. In
specific, we derive several sufficient conditions of univalence for the generalized SrivastavaAttiya operator .Furthermore, number of famous univalent conditions would follow across
specializing the parameters involved.Relevant connections with other related previous works
are also indicating.

1. Introduction
Let 𝒜 be the class of functions f of the form
𝑘
(1)
𝑓(z) = 𝑧 + ∑∞
𝑘=2 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 ,
which are holomorphic in the open unit disk 𝑈 = {𝑧 ∈ ℂ ∶ |𝑧| < 1}.
Let S be the subclass of 𝒜, which consists of functions of the form (1)
that are univalent and normalized by the conditions
𝑓(0) = 0 and 𝑓 ′ (0) = 1 in U.
In geometric function theory, the Univalence of complex functions considered as substantial
property. However, it is complicated, and in many situations impossible to show immediately that a
certain complex function is univalent. because of that many authors found different kinds of sufficient
conditions of univalence. On of the most substantial of these conditions of univalence in the domains
U and the exterior of the closed unit disk is the well-known criterion of Becker [2].Becker us the
generalized Loewner differential equation and theory of Loewner chains cleverly. Extension of these
criterias were given by Deniz and Orhan [4], Ali et al. [1] and Nehari [6].
For 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜, the generalized Srivastava-Attiya operator
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 : 𝒜 → 𝒜 is defined by
𝑝

𝑞

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 𝑓(𝑧)
𝑝
𝑞

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) 𝑎𝑘
𝑎+𝑘
𝑖 𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽

∏𝑃 (1+𝛽 )

𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑖=1
= 𝑧 + ∑∞
(
𝑘=2 ∏𝑞 (1+∝ )
𝑖=1

𝑧𝑘

(2)

(𝛽𝑖 ∈ ℂ(𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑝); 𝛼𝑖 ∈ ℂ \𝑍0− (𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑞); 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈; 𝑝 ≤ 𝑞 + 1;
min{ℛ(𝑎), ℛ(𝑠)} > 0; 𝛽 > 0 when ℛ(𝑏) > 0 and 𝑆 ∈ ℂ; 𝑎 ∈ ℂ\𝑍0−
when 𝑏 = 0). For more details see [9,10]
In this paper, we derive sufficient conditions of univalence for the generalized Srivastava-Attiya
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
operator 𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 𝑓(𝑧).
𝑝

𝑞
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Furthermore, a number of known univalent conditions would follow across specializing the
parameters involved. We will use the following lemmas to prove our results.
Lemma1.1 [2] Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈
𝑧 𝑓 ′ (𝑧)
(1 − |𝑧|2 ) | "
(3)
| ≤ 1,
𝑓 (𝑧)
then ƒ is univalent in U.
Lemma1.2 [7] Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈
𝑧 2 𝑓 ′ (𝑧)
(4)
| 2
− 1| ≤ 1,
𝑓 (𝑧)
then ƒ is univalent in U.
1
2

Lemma1.3 [11] Let be real number 𝜂 > and 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all z ∈ 𝑈
(1 − |𝑧|2𝜂 ) |

𝑧 𝑓" (𝑧)
𝑓′ (𝑧)

+ 1 − 𝜂| ≤ η,

(5)

then 𝑓 is univalent in U.
Lemma 1.4 [5] If 𝑓 ∈ 𝑆. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈,
∞
𝑧
= 1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ,
𝑓(𝑧)

(6)

𝑘=1

∑∞
𝑘=1(𝑘 − 1)|𝑏𝑘 | ≤ 1.

then

Lemma 1.5 [8] Let 𝑣 ∈ ℂ, ℛ𝑒(𝑣) ≥ 0 and 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈
1−|𝑧|2ℛ𝑒(𝑣) 𝑧 𝑓′′ (𝑧)
| 𝑓′ (𝑧) |
ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

≤ 1,

(7)

then a function
1
𝜈

𝑧

𝑇𝑣 (𝑧) = (𝜈 ∫ 𝑦

𝑣−1

𝑓

′ (𝑦)𝑑𝑦

)

0

is univalent in U.
2. Main Results
In this section, we determine the sufficient conditions to get univalence for holomorphic functions by
using the Srivastava – Attiya operator.
Theorem 2.1 Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈

then

𝑝

∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
(
)
(
) [𝑘(2𝑘
𝑞
∏𝑖=1(1+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 𝑓(𝑧) is univalent in U.
𝑝
𝑞

∑∞
𝑘=1

− 1)] |𝑎𝑘 | ≤ 1 ,
(8)

Proof . Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. Then for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈, we have
(1 − |𝑧|2 ) |

′′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝑧(𝜓

′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
(𝜓
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

′′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧)) |
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

|𝑧||(𝜓

| ≤ (1 − |−𝑧|2 )

′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

|(𝜓

2

|
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′′

|𝑧| |[𝑧 + ∑∞
𝑘=2
≤ (1 + |𝑧|2 )

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
′

|[𝑧 + ∑∞
𝑘=2
|𝑧| |∑∞
𝑘=2
= (1 + |𝑧|2 )

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1) 𝑧 𝑘−2 |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
.(
).(
) 𝑘 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘−1 |
𝑞
𝑎+𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
|𝑧| [∑∞
│
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1) │𝑎𝑘 ││𝑧 𝑘−2 │ ]
𝑞
𝑘=2
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏ (1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
|1| − |∑∞
𝑘=2

≤ (1 + |𝑧|2 )

𝑖=1

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘 |𝑎𝑘 | |𝑧 𝑘−1 |]
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑝 (1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│ 𝑖=1
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏ (1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

[1 − ∑∞
𝑘=2 │
2 ∑∞
𝑘=2

𝑖=1

≤

1 − ∑∞
𝑘=2 │

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘 |𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

Applying Lemma 1.1,we get
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
2 ∑∞
│
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝑘=2
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
1−
then

∞

2 ∑ │
𝑘=2

∑∞
𝑘=2 │

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘 |𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

∞

≤ 1−∑│
𝑘=2

therefor,

∞

[2 ∑ │
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
∞

+∑│
𝑘=2

≤ 1

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘 |𝑎𝑘 |,
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│
(
)(
) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 |] ≤ 1,
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

and we have
∞

∑│
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) |𝑎𝑘 | [𝑘(2𝑘 − 1)] ≤ 1
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

Theorem 2.2 Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
1
(
)(
) |𝑎𝑘 | ≤
,
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎
+
1,
𝑏,
𝑠,
𝛽
𝑎
+
𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
√7
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧)
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

then 𝜓(𝛽

is univalent in U.

Proof. Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. We must show that

3

(9)
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|

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧)
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝑧 2 (𝜓(𝛽

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧)
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

2 (𝜓(𝛽

)

′

|≤1 ,

2|

)

thus
|

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧)
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝑧 2 (𝜓(𝛽

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
2 (𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 𝑓(𝑧)
𝑝
𝑞

′

)

|=

2|

′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
ƒ(𝑧))
│
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏
2
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
2 |(𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 ƒ(𝑧)) |
𝑝
𝑞

│𝑧 2 (𝜓(𝛽

)

′

|𝑧|2 |[𝑧 + ∑∞
𝑘=2
≤

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
2

2 |[𝑧 + ∑∞
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

|𝑧|2 |1 + ∑∞
𝑘=2
≤

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑘 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘−1 |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

2

2 |[𝑧 2 + 2𝑧 ∑∞
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] + (∑∞
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ) |
𝑘=2 ∏𝑞 (1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 𝑘
+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 𝑘
𝑖=1
𝑝

≤

𝑠

∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 │(𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽).(𝑎+1 ) 𝑘|𝑎 | 𝑘−1
𝑖=1
|𝑧|2 [1+∑∞
|]
𝑘 |𝑧
𝑘=2 │∏𝑞
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 𝑎+𝑘
(1+∝ )
𝑖 𝑘−1

𝑖=1

𝑝

𝑝

𝑠

2

𝑠

∏
∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽) 𝑎+1
𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽) 𝑎+1
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
2 [│𝑧│2 −2│−𝑧│ ∑∞
│(
)(
) │𝑎𝑘 ││𝑧 𝑘│ ]−│−∑∞
│(
)(
) ││𝑎𝑘 ││𝑧 𝑘 │)
𝑘=2 │∏𝑞 (1+∝ )
𝑘=2(│∏𝑞 (1+∝ )
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽) 𝑎+𝑘
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽) 𝑎+𝑘
𝑖 𝑘−1

𝑖=1

𝑖=1

1 + ∑∞
k=2 │
≤

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
B(a + k, b, s, β
a+1 s
│.(
).(
) k|ak |
B(a + 1, b, s, β
a+k
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

𝑖 𝑘−1

2

2 [1 − 2 ∑∞
k=2 (│

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
B(a + k, b, s, β) a + 1 s
B(a + k, b, s, β) a + 1 s
│(
)(
) ) │ak │] − ∑∞
│(
)(
) │ak │)
k=2 (│ ∏𝑞 (1
B(a + 1, b, s, β) a + k
B(a + 1, b, s, β) a + k
)
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
+∝
𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑖=1
𝑝

2

𝑠

∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 │(𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽)(𝑎+1 ) 𝑘|𝑎 | ]
1+[│ 𝑖=1
𝑘
𝑞

≤

𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 𝑎+𝑘
∏
(1+∝𝑖 )
𝑘−1
𝑖=1
2
𝑝
𝑝
∏ (1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝑠
∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 │(𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽)(𝑎+1 ) |𝑎 |) −2( | 𝑖=1
2 [1−2 (│ 𝑖=1
|
𝑞
𝑞
𝑘
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 𝑎+𝑘
∏
(1+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏
(1+∝𝑖 )
𝑖=1
𝑘−1
𝑖=1

2

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 |) ]
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

.

(

Applying Lemma 1.2,we get
𝑝

2

𝑠

∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 │(𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽)(𝑎+1 ) |𝑎 | ]
1+[ │ 𝑖=1
𝑘
𝑞

𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 𝑎+𝑘
∏
(1+∝𝑖 )
𝑘−1
𝑖=1
2
2
𝑝
𝑝
𝑠
𝑠 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
∏
∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 𝑎+1 |𝑎 |)
𝑘−1 𝑎+1
2 [1−2 (│ 𝑖=1
│(
)(
)
−2(│ 𝑖=1
│(
) (
)|𝑎𝑘 |)
𝑞
𝑘
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 𝑎+𝑘
𝑎+𝑘
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
∏
∏
(1+∝𝑖 )
(1+∝𝑖 )
𝑘−1
𝑘−1
𝑖=1
𝑖=1
𝑝

∏

(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1

1+[ │ ∏𝑞𝑖=1(1+∝ )
𝑖=1

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽)
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 |]
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽)
𝑎+𝑘

│(

𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑝
∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝑞
∏𝑖=1(1+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

4 [│

≤1
]

2

≤2−

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽)
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 |]
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽)
𝑎+𝑘

│(

2

𝑝

∏

(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1

−2 [ | ∏𝑞𝑖=1(1+∝ )
𝑖=1

𝑖 𝑘−1

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽

then
1 + [│

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

2

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
) |𝑎𝑘 |]
)(
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 𝑘

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1

2

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
+ 4 [│ 𝑞
│(
) |𝑎𝑘 |]
)(
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

4

𝑎+1 𝑠

2

| (𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 ) (𝑎+𝑘) |𝑎𝑘 |] ,
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2

2+[|

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
|(
)(
) |𝑎𝑘 |] ≤ 1,
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

therefor,
2
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
7 [│ 𝑞
│(
)(
) |𝑎𝑘 |] ≤ 1,
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
and we have

𝑝

(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1

∏

│ ∏𝑞𝑖=1(1+∝ )
𝑖=1

𝑖 𝑘−1

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
)( )
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

│(

│𝑎𝑘 ≤

1
√7

Theorem 2.3 Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈
∑∞
𝑘=1 𝑘 [2(𝑘 − 1) + (2𝜂 − 1) [
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧)
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

then 𝜓(𝛽

𝑝
∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1

𝑞
∏𝑖=1(1+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
).( )
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

.(

1
2

|𝑎𝑘 |]] ≤ 2𝜂 − 1, 𝜂 > ,

(10)

is univalent in U.

Proof. Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈, we have
(1 − |𝑧|2𝜂 ). |

′′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏
′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
(𝜓
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝑧(𝜓

+ 1 − 𝜂|

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

′′

|𝑧| |(𝜓

≤ (1 − |𝑧|2𝜂 ).

′

|(𝜓

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽

(𝛽𝑝 ),((∝𝑞 )),𝑏

|

+ |1 − 𝜂|

𝑓(𝑧)) |
′′

|𝑧| |[𝑧 + ∑∞
𝑘=2
= (1 + |𝑧|2 ).

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
′

|[𝑧 +

∑∞
𝑘=2

|𝑧| [∑∞
𝑘=2 │
≤ (1 + |𝑧|2 ).

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 ||𝑧 𝑘−2 |]
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽) 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

|1| − |− ∑∞
𝑘=2 │

≤

+ |1 − 𝜂|

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘 | |𝑎𝑘 | |𝑧 𝑘−1 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

+ |1 − 𝜂|
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
2 ∑∞
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑘=2 │ 𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
1−
│(
)(
) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
Applying Lemma 1.3,we get
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
2 ∑∞
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑘=2 │ 𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏ (1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

+ |1 − 𝜂|.

∑∞
𝑘=2 │

𝑖=1

1

− ∑∞
𝑘=2

∏𝑝 (1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│ 𝑖=1
│(
)(
) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

then

5

+ |1 − 𝜂| ≤ 𝜂,
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2 ∑∞
𝑘=2 │
1−

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

∑∞
𝑘=2 │

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

≤ 2𝜂 − 1,

therefor,
∞
∏𝑝 (1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
2 ∑ │ 𝑖=1
│
(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝑘=2

∞

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1

+ 2𝜂 ∑ │
∞

𝑘=2

−∑│

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

𝑘=2

│(

∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 |
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 | ≤ 2𝜂 − 1,
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

and we have
𝑝

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 | [2(𝑘
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

(1+𝛽 )

∏

𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑖=1
∑∞
│(
𝑘=2 │ ∏𝑞 (1+∝ )
𝑖 𝑘−1

𝑖=1

− 1) + (2𝜂 − 1)] ≤ 2𝜂 − 1.

As applications of Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 2.4 Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈. One of inequality
(9-11) holds then ∑∞
𝑘=1(𝑘 − 1) |𝑏𝑘 | ≤ 1,
𝑧
𝑘
where 𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
= 1 + ∑∞
𝑘=1(𝑘 − 1) 𝑏𝑘 𝑧
𝜓

(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

...(11)

𝑓(𝑧)

Proof. Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. Then in view of theorems 2.1 , 2.2 , 2.3
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 𝑓(𝑧) is univalent in U.
𝑝

𝑞

Using Theorem 2.1,
(1 −

|𝑧|2 ) |
|

′′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏
′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
(𝜓
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝑧 (𝜓

= (1 − |𝑧|2 ) |
= (1 − |𝑧|2 ) |

| = (1 −

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽+1
𝑓(𝑧)
( 𝛽𝑝 ),( ∝𝑞 ),𝑏
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝜓
𝑓(𝑧)
(𝛽𝑝 )(∝𝑞 ),𝑏,

|𝑧|2 )

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽+2
𝑓(𝑧))
(𝛽𝑝 )(∝𝑞 ),𝑏
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽+1
𝜓
𝑓(𝑧)
,(𝛽𝑝 )(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝑧 (𝜓

|

|

𝑍 𝜓

𝑧

|
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽+1
𝑓(𝑧)|
𝑝 )(∝𝑞 ) ,𝑏

𝜓(𝛽

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧)
(𝛽𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝜓

𝑝

(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
(𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 ) (𝑎+𝑘) 𝑎𝑘
𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑖=1

∏

∞
𝑖=1
𝑘
= (1 − |𝑧|2 ) |[1 + ∑∞
𝑘=1 𝑏𝑘 𝑧 ] [𝑧 + ∑𝑘=2 ∏𝑞 (1+∝ )

≤ (1 − |−𝑧|2 ). [1 + ∑

∞

│𝑏𝑘 ││𝑧 𝑘 │] [│1│ − │

𝑘=1
∞

−∑

│
𝑘=2
∞

≤ (1 + │𝑧│2 ) [1 + ∑

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

∞

│
𝑘=2

≤ 2 [1 − ∑∞
𝑘=2 │

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘 ││𝑎𝑘 ││𝑧 𝑘−1 │]
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

│𝑏𝑘 ││𝑧 𝑘 │] [1

𝑘=1

−∑

′

𝑧𝑘] |

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

𝑝
∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝑞
∏𝑖=1(1+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘 ││𝑎𝑘 ││𝑧 𝑘−1 │]
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 | ] [1 +
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

│(

6

∑∞
𝑘=1 |𝑏𝑘 |]
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𝑝

(1+𝛽 )

∏

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 |]
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

𝑖 𝑘−1
∞
𝑖=1
≤ 2 [1 + ∑∞
│(
𝑘=1 |𝑏𝑘 | − ∑𝑘=2 │ ∏𝑞 (1+∝ )
𝑖 𝑘−1

𝑖=1

∞
(∑∞
𝑘=1 │ 𝑏𝑘 │ ) (− ∑𝑘=2 │

Applying Lemma 1.4, we get

𝑝

𝑝
∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝑞
∏𝑖=1(1+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

+

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) 𝑘|𝑎𝑘 |) .
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

│(

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 | −
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘
𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑖=1
𝑝
∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
∞
∞
2(∑𝑘=1 |𝑏𝑘 | ) (∑𝑘=1 │ ∏𝑞 (1+∝ ) │ (
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 |)] ≤ 1,
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘
(1+𝛽 )

∏

𝑖 𝑘−1
∞
𝑖=1
2 [1 + ∑∞
│(
𝑘=1|𝑏𝑘 | − 2 ∑𝑘=1 │ ∏𝑞 (1+∝ )

𝑖 𝑘−1

𝑖=1

therefor,

𝑝

𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 | −
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘
𝑖=1
𝑝
∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
∞
∞
|𝑏
|
)
2(∑𝑘=1 𝑘 (∑𝑘=2 │ ∏𝑞 (1+∝ ) │ (
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 |)]
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘
∏

(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1

∞
𝑖=1
2 [1 + ∑∞
𝑘=1|𝑏𝑘 | − 2 ∑𝑘=1 │ ∏𝑞 (1+∝ )

𝑖 𝑘−1

│(

𝑖 𝑘−1

𝑖=1

(𝑘−1)|𝑏 |

≤ (𝑘−1)|𝑏𝑘 | ,
𝑘

and we have
2
∑∞
𝑘=1(𝑘 − 1)|𝑏𝑘 | ≤ 1
Theorem 2.5 Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. If for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈
∑∞
𝑘=1 𝑘[2(𝑘 − 1) + ℛ𝑒(𝑣)]

𝑝

∏𝑖=1(1+𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+1 𝑠
(
) ( ) |𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
∏𝑖=1(1+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘

≤ ℛ𝑒(𝑣), ℛ𝑒(𝑣) > 0

(12)

then
𝑧

𝐺𝑣 (𝑧) = (𝜈 ∫ 𝑦 𝑣−1 [
0

′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝜓(𝛽 ),(∝ ),𝑏 𝑓(𝑧)] 𝑑𝑦)
𝑝
𝑞

Proof. Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝒜. Then for all 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈
1 − |𝑧|2ℛ𝑒(𝑣) |
.
|
ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

≤

ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

=

≤

.

is univalent in 𝑈

′′

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

𝑧 (𝜓(𝛽

′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

(𝜓(𝛽

′′
𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
|𝑧| |(𝜓(𝛽
),(∝

2ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

| 1 − |−𝑧|
≤
|
ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

𝑝

1+|𝑍|2ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

1
𝑣

𝑠

𝑝

.

𝑞

𝑓(𝑧)) |
),𝑏
′

𝑠,𝑎,𝛽
𝑓(𝑧))
𝑝 ),(∝𝑞 ),𝑏

|(𝜓(𝛽

|

′′

∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 .(𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽).(𝑎+1 ) 𝑎 𝑧 𝑘 │
𝑖=1
|𝑧|│[𝑧+∑∞
𝑘 ]
𝑘=2∏𝑞
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘
(1+∝ )
𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑖=1
′
𝑝
𝑠
∏
(1+𝛽𝑖 )
𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎+𝑘,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽 𝑎+1
𝑖=1
|[𝑧+∑∞
.(
).(
) 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘 ] |
𝑘=2∏𝑞 (1+∝ )
𝐵(𝑎+1,𝑏,𝑠,𝛽
𝑎+𝑘
𝑖 𝑘−1
𝑖=1

|𝑧|2ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

1+
ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

|𝑧|2ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

1+
ℛ𝑒(𝑣)

|𝑧| |1 + ∑∞
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘−2 |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

|1| − |− ∑∞
𝑘=2

|𝑧| [∑∞
𝑘=2 │
.

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
(
)(
) 𝑘 𝑎𝑘 𝑧 𝑘−1 |
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1 𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1) |𝑎𝑘 | |𝑧 𝑘−2 |]
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

1 − ∑∞
𝑘=2 │

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘| 𝑎𝑘 | |𝑧 𝑘−1 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
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2 ∑∞
𝑘=2 │
≤

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

ℛ𝑒(𝑣) [1 − ∑∞
𝑘=2 │

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘| 𝑎𝑘 |]
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

Applying Lemma 1.5, we get
∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
2 ∑∞
│(
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝑘=2 │ 𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1
ℛ𝑒(𝑣) [1 −
then

∞

2∑│
𝑘=2

∑∞
𝑘=2 │

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
│(
)(
) 𝑘| 𝑎𝑘 |]
𝑞
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∏𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
∞

≤ ℛ𝑒(𝑣) [1 − ∑ │
𝑘=2

therefor,

∞

2∑ │
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1

≤1

+∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘| 𝑎𝑘 |] ,
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘(𝑘 − 1)|𝑎𝑘 |
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

∞

+ ℛ𝑒(𝑣) ∑ │
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘| 𝑎𝑘 | ≤ ℛ𝑒(𝑣),
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘

and we have
∞

∑ │
𝑘=2

∏𝑝𝑖=1(1 + 𝛽𝑖 )𝑘−1
∏𝑞𝑖=1(1 +∝𝑖 )𝑘−1

│(

𝐵(𝑎 + 𝑘, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 1 𝑠
)(
) 𝑘[2(𝑘 − 1) + ℛ𝑒(𝑣)] |𝑎𝑘 | ≤ ℛ𝑒(𝑣).
𝐵(𝑎 + 1, 𝑏, 𝑠, 𝛽 𝑎 + 𝑘
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Abstract. Since the appearance of Young’s diagram, it has played a fundamental and pivotal
role in many fields of mathematics, perhaps the most prominent of which is algebra, graph
theory, number theory…etc, and many closely related relationships, perhaps among them The
most prominent is called conjugation. Many people try to find a mathematical method to find
the value of the hash value in its conjugated form. Here, we will propose two new methods for
the same purpose.

1. Introduction
Let 𝑔 be a positive integer. “A composition of 𝑔 is a sequence 𝛿 = (𝛿1 , 𝛿2 , … , 𝛿𝑛 ) =
(𝜃1 𝛾1 , 𝜃2 𝛾2 , … , 𝜃𝑚 𝛾𝑚 ) (where 𝛾𝑧 is the number of times 𝜃𝑧 appeared, z=1, 2, …, m) of non-negative
𝛾𝑧
integers such that |𝛿| = ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝛿𝑗 = ∑𝑚
= 𝑔. The composition is called a partition of 𝑔 if 𝛿𝑗 ≥
𝑧=1 𝜃𝑧
𝛿𝑗+1 or 𝜃𝑗 > 𝜃𝑗+1 , ∀ 𝑗 ≥ 1. A Young diagram of a composition 𝛿 is the subset [𝛿] = {(𝜏, 𝜎): 1 ≤ 𝜎 ≤
𝛿𝜏 and 𝜏 ≥ 1} of 𝑁 × 𝑁. The elements of [𝛿] are called the nodes of 𝛿; [1]". For example if 𝛿 =
(4, 4, 5, 1,1,1,2) = (42 , 5, 13 , 2), then
Figure 1. Young diagram of (4, 4, 5, 1,1,1,2)

[𝛿] =

Over the years, many researchers have provided different definitions of the topic conjugate, but it
was focused mainly on calculating the parts as if it was manually without making clear mathematical
relationships as:
Definition 1.1: [1] For any partition 𝛿 , let 𝛿 ′ be the partition which is conjugate to 𝛿 by
(𝛿1 , , 𝛿2 , , … ) where 𝛿ℎ , is equal to the number of nodes in column ℎ of [𝛿]. For example, let 𝛿 =
(7, 32 , 2) then
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Figure 2. Young Diagram and conjugate for 𝛿 = (7, 32 , 2)

[𝛿] =
→

[𝛿 , ] =

Definition 1.2: [2] The conjugate of any composition is defined by [𝛿 , ] = [(𝜎, 𝜏) 𝑖𝑛 𝛿 , : (𝜏, 𝜎)𝑖𝑛 𝛿]
Definition 1.3: [3] The conjugate partition obtained by reflecting the Young diagram along the
main diagonal.
It is natural to ask why conjugation on partitions is better than composition because we often do not
know the corresponding representation of the utility. An example of conjugate diagram 1 is:
Figure 3. The conjugate Young Diagram for (4, 4, 5, 1,1,1,2)

In this article, we will introduce a different method from the previously mentioned method, this
time through the original partition without counting according to the definitions 1.1-1.3. Note that any
𝑋 0 𝑜𝑟 0 𝑋 does not have any effect on this paper.
2. The New Rules
Logically speaking, the calculation of the number of cases is performed after Young's diagram is
drawn and then the conjugation process is performed. The idea used is whether there is a method to
find the conjugation directly through the original partition, so we studied this possibility from two
aspects. first of all:
Rule 2.1: The new representation for conjugate any partition 𝛿 = (𝛿1 , 𝛿2 , … , 𝛿𝑛 ) is

𝛿1 −𝛿2

𝛿 , = (𝑛𝛿𝑛 , (𝑛 − 1)𝛿𝑛−1 −𝛿𝑛 , (𝑛 − 2)𝛿𝑛−2 −𝛿𝑛−1 , … , (𝑛 − (𝑛 − 1))

).

Proof: According to the principle of inversion of the main diagonal, it is natural to focus on the last
value of n, because it will play a decisive role here, in order to know the remaining conjugate states
that will appear later, but will be divided by 𝛿𝑛 In order to repeat, because there is nothing behind it,
so in the original partition, it appeared here last after it started to reverse. By repeating this situation in
the next item, then we have (𝑛 − 1) but this time we must exclude 𝛿𝑛−1 − 𝛿𝑛 in the same way until
the last items∎
For example, let 𝛿 = (8,8,5,5,5,5,3,3,3,2), then 𝑛 =10 and
𝛿 , = (𝑛𝛿10 = 102 , (𝑛 − 1)𝛿9 −𝛿10 = 91 , (𝑛 − 2)𝛿8 −𝛿9 = 80 ,
(𝑛 − 3)𝛿7 −𝛿8 = 70 , (𝑛 − 4)𝛿6 −𝛿7 = 62 ,
(𝑛 − 5)𝛿5 −𝛿6 = 50 ,
(𝑛 − 6)𝛿4 −𝛿5 = 40 , (𝑛 − 7)𝛿3 −𝛿4 = 30 ,
𝛿2 −𝛿3

(𝑛 − 8)

= 23 , (𝑛 − 9)𝛿1 −𝛿2 = 10 )
= (102 , 9, 62 , 23 ).
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Figure 4. Young diagram and conjugate for 𝛿 = (8,8,5,5,5,5,3,3,3,2)

→

Rule 2.2: The new representation for conjugate any partition 𝛿 = (𝜃1 𝛾1 , 𝜃2 𝛾2 , … , 𝜃𝑚 𝛾𝑚 ) is
𝛿 , = ((𝛾1 + 𝛾2 + ⋯ + 𝛾𝑚 )𝜃𝑚 , (𝛾1 + 𝛾2 + ⋯ + 𝛾𝑚−1 )𝜃𝑚−1 −𝜃𝑚 , ⋯ , (𝛾1 + 𝛾2 )𝜃2 −𝜃3 , (𝛾1 )𝜃1 −𝜃2 ).
Proof: This method, focuses on the number of iterations in the partition, which will represent the
number of rows representing the partition, and when the concept of the conjugate is used, it will form
columns in it. On the other hand, since the changes are made according to the main diagonal, this
means that we will focus on the values in the main partition, but follow the principle of (𝜽(𝒎−(𝒌−𝟏)) −
𝜽(𝒎−(𝒌−𝟐)) ) where 𝑘 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝑚, respectively∎
From the above example, when 𝛿 = (8,8,5,5,5,5,3,3,3,2) = (82 , 54 , 33 , 2) then
𝛿 , = ((𝛾1 + 𝛾2 + ⋯ + 𝛾𝑚 )𝜃𝑚 , (𝛾1 + 𝛾2 + ⋯ + 𝛾𝑚−1 )𝜃𝑚−1 −𝜃𝑚 , ⋯ , (𝛾1 + 𝛾2 )𝜃2 −𝜃3 , (𝛾1 )𝜃1 −𝜃2 )
= ((2 + 4 + 3 + 1)2 , (2 + 4 + 3)3−2 , (2 + 4)5−3 , 28−5 )
= (102 , 9, 62 , 23 ).
It is natural to ask the following questions: What is the difference between the two rules? What are
the benefits of using them? Is it possible to imitate this usage application? The answers to all these
questions will completely overlap as shown below:
“When a partition is given without duplicates, it is better to use Rule 2.1, and if a partition is given
its frequency, it is easier to use the second rule. Similarly, these two cases are correct, but the first case
is studied through a case in the original partition (that is, row by row) before the conjugate is
expressed, while the second case is to study each equal rows in the measurement, so if it happens very
often, it is not logical to study them row by row but to study them in groups and faster. This method
can be used as an encrypted message, especially after the method proposed by Mahmood and
Mahmood [4]-[5] or Mahmood in [6] by representing each English letter according to its division (by
using the definition of e-abacus diagram of James [7]; defining 𝛽𝑖 = 𝛿𝑖 + 𝑏 − 𝑖, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑏. The set
{𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , ⋯ , 𝛽𝑏 } is said to be the set of 𝛽 - number for 𝜋, see [1]. Let e be a positive integer number
greater than or equal to 2, we can represent numbers by a diagram called e-abacus diagram, see[7], as
shown:
Table 1. e-abacus diagram
Runner
Runner ⋯ Runner
1
2
e
0
1
e-1
⋯
e
e+1
2e-1
⋯
2e
2e+1
3e-1
⋯
⋮
⋮
⋯
⋮
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where every 𝛽 will be represented by a (∎) and the rest of the sites by (-). In fact, the definition of the
e-abacus diagram will lead us to the fact that the presence of an infinite number of diagrams are all
suitable for any partition according to the value of e., when e=5), which means that we will get a word
that is difficult to read. This is what we will explain in the third section of this research”.
3. Application
Mahmood and Mahmood in [ 4 ] represented the English letters as follows:
Table 2. The Partition for each English Letters
Letter
partition
A
(11, 82 , 57 , 2, 13 )
B
(113 , 19,8, 63 , 5,3, 13 )
C
(133 , 12,9, 52 , 2, 13 )
D
(123 , 11,9,8,6,5,3, 13 )
E
(124 , 8, 63 , 2, 14 )
F
(12,8, 63 , 2, 14 )
G
(113 , 10, 74 , 6,2, 13 )
H
(13,11,10,8, 74 , 6,4,3,1)
I
(153 , 12,8,4, 13 )
J
(14,11,10,8,4, 13 )
K
(15,13,11,10, 72 , 5,4,3,1)
L
(174 , 13,9,5,1)
2
M
(12, 9 , 8, 72 , 6, 52 , 4,3,2,1)
N
(11,9, 82 , 7, 64 , 5, 42 , 3,1)
O
(123 , 11, 82 , 52 , 2, 13 )
P
(113 , 8, 63 , 5,3, 13 )
Q
(114 , 102 , 82 , 52 , 2, 13 )
R
(13,11,10,8, 63 , 5,3, 13 )
S
(133 , 12, 72 , 2, 13 )
T
(14,10,6,2, 15 )
U
(142 , 12,10,9,7,6,4,3,1)
V
(16,13,12,11, 82 , 5)
W
(14,13,12,11, 102 , 9, 82 , 5)
X
(13,10,9,8,5,2,1)
Y
(16,12, 93 , 8,5)
Z
(135 , 10,7,4, 14 )

If we choose the letter R, then we have the following:

Figure 5. All Changes Made to the Letter R
using the definition of e-abacus diagram
by James in [ 5 ]
● ● ●
●
●
● ● ●
●
●
●
●
↓
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Young diagram

↓
Conjugate Young diagram

↓
Representation of conjugate e-abacus diagram of R
● ● - ●

- ● ●
● - - ● ●
● - -

-

●
●
●
●

Also if we use Rules 2.1 or 2.2 for the letter Q then we have, the representation of partition about
the letter Q is (114 , 102 , 82 , 52 , 2, 13 ), then Q, = ((4 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 + 4)1 , (4 + 2 + 2 + 2 +
1)2−1 , (4 + 2 + 2 + 2)5−2 , (4 + 2 + 2)8−5 , (4 + 2)10−8 , 411−10 ) = (14, 11, 103 , 83 , 62 , 4)

Q
- ● ● ● ● - - - ●
● - - - ●
● - - ● ●
- ● ● ● ●

→

Q,
- - - - ●
- - ● ● - ● ● ● - ● ● ● ● - - - ●

Figure 6. The letter Q (before and after use Rule 2.1 or 2.2)
Now, if we choose any word, for example (TIME), then:
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●
-

●
-

●
●
●
●
●

●
-

●
-

-

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

●
●

-

●
●
●
●

●
-

●
●
●
-

●
-

●
●
●
●

-

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●
●

●
●

●
●
●
●
-

●
●
●
●

●
●
-

Figure 7. Partition of (TIME)
The conjugate of partition (TIME) if we use Rules 2.1 or 2.2 and e-abacus diagram is:

●
●
-

●
-

●
●
-

●
●

●
●
●
●

●
-

●
●
●
●

●
●
-

●
●
●
●

●
●
●
-

●
●
●
●

●
-

●
●
●
●
-

●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
-

●
●
-

●
●
-

Figure 8. Conjugate of Partition of (TIME)
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Abstract. The spectral conjugate gradient (SCG) method is an effective method to solve largescale nonlinear unconstrained optimization problems. In this work, a new spectral conjugate
gradient method is proposed with a strong Wolfe-Powell line search (SWP). The idea of the new
one is using the   formula which is proposed by Baluch and et al., with suitable parameter φ
denoted by (SCGBZA). Under the usual assumptions, the descent properties and overall global
convergence of the proposed method (SCGBZA) are proved. The proposed method is numerically
proven to be effective.

1. Introduction
Conjugate gradient (CG) and SCG methods are the most effective categories for solving large-scale
nonlinear unconstrained optimization problems, this is because they have the advantage of fast
convergence, low storage and simple iterations [1]. Now consider the nonlinear unconstrained
optimization problems
(1)
min (),  ∈ ℛ ,
where : ℛ → ℛ a smooth function, and its gradient vector is usually represented by () = ∇().
The initial point  ∈ ℛ is usually calculated through iterative process. The new point calculated as
follows:
 = 0,1,2,3, …
(2)
  =  +   ,
and the direction
=0
−  ,
  = 
(3)
−  +   ,
≥1
Where  ∈ ℛ is the parameter, and  > 0 is the line search generated by inexact line search (ILS).
In this work, we use (SWP) defined by:
(4)
( +   ) ≤ ( ) +   
| ( +   )  | ≤ −  
(5)

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Generally, the above parameters    are required to satisfy 0 <  < 0.5 <  < 1. In order to
generate different (CG) methods, we have different choices for the parameter  . The most commonly
used formula for parameters are Hestenes Stiefel method (HS) [2], Fletcher-Reeves method (FR) [3],
Polak-Ribiere – Polyak method (PR) [4, 5], Conjugate – Descent method (CD) [6], Liu – Storey method
(LS) [7] and Dai-Yuan method (DY) [8]. The parameters of these  are as follows:
# $
!"

;
$# %
‖!" ‖-

  =
 46 =

$# %

;

‖!" ‖;
‖ ‖# $
!"

#% ;
8


 &' =
 7 =

# $
!"

;
‖ ‖‖!" ‖-

 /'/ =
 69 =

$# %

.

Respectively, where ‖. ‖ is the standard Euclidean norm and ; =  − .
Another way to solve the CG problem (1) is the SCG method. The main difference between the
spectral gradient method and the gradient method is the calculation of the search direction [9]. The search
direction of the spectral gradient method is defined by the following formula:
  = −?
(6)
 +  
Where ? is a parameter which is known as a spectral gradient. Observe that if ? = 1, then (6)
reduced to (3).
SCG was first proposed by Barazilai and Borwein [10] in 1988. Further, Raydan [11] introduced the
SCG method for potential large-scale unconstrained optimization. The main merit of this method is that
only the gradient directions is used for each search, while the nonmonotone strategy can ensures global
convergence. Birgin and Martines [12] concluded that their SCG method was globally convergent.
However, there is actually no guarantee that the SCG method will generate descanting direction.
Therefore, Andrei [13] proposed a reduced proportion under the Wolfe line search. Based on the improved
a CG algorithm which was proposed by Jiang et al., [14], an SCG method with sufficient descent feature
based on the modified CG algorithm that proposed by Zhang et al. [15]. Many authors engaged in the
development of the SCG methods, for more information, please refer to [16-21].
2. New algorithm and the descent property
The SCG method is obtained by combining the CG search direction and a scalar spectral parameter.
Baluch et al. [22] in their paper, they constructed a modified three-term HS method in the following
direction:
(7)
  = −  +    − ? ;


Note that the suggested formula 
actually modifies the classic  formula by adding @   @
in the denominator of HS, the proposed  formula formulated as:
#

(

8 )

!"
  = %#!"
$ A@#
 

!" % @

(8)

with  = 2, and the parameter ? formulated as:
? =

# %
!"

#
# % @
% $ A@!"


(9)

If the line search is exact, then (8) reduce to the classical HS formula, and (7) reduce to (3).
In this work, we can summarize the direction defined as follows:
−  ,
=0
  =  B

 , ≥1
−?
 + 

defined in (8), and ? it defined as follows:
Where 
# %
!"

#
A@
 
!" % @

?B = 1 − %# $

(10)

(11)

with  = 0.5 . If the line search is exact, ? = 1, (10) reduce to (3). The process of our proposed SCG
method is described in the following algorithm:
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3. Algorithm of SCG
Step 1: Choose an initial point  ∈ ℛ , C ≥ 0, C = 108D ,  = 0.5, set
 = − , n=1.
Step 2: Check convergence, if ‖ ‖ ≤ C , then stop; otherwise, continue.
Step 3: Use (4) and (5) to determine the step size  > 0.
Step 4: Calculate the new point   using (2),  = (  ),
if ‖  ‖ ≤ C , then stop; otherwise, continue.
Step 5: Calculate the direction   given in (10),   and ?B are
given in (8) and (11) respectively.
Step 6: If the Powel restart criteria
(12)
@  @ ≥ 0.2‖  ‖E
is satisfied, set   = −  go to 3; otherwise, continue.
Step 7: Increase n and go to 3.
In order to ensure that the SCG algorithm proposed in (10) has sufficient descent property, which plays
an important role in the global convergence analysis under the SWP in (4) and (5), we need the following
assumptions:
4. Assumption (A).
1- () is restricted from below on the level set Ψ = { ∈ ℛ , () ≤ ( )}, where  is the starting
point. i.e., there is a constant G > 0, which means ‖ ‖ ≤ G ∀ ∈ Ψ [23].
2- () is continuously differentiable in a certain neighborhood Ν of Ψ, and its gradient is Lipschitz
continuous, i.e., there is a constant ℒ > 0, such that
‖ () − (;)‖ ≤ ℒ|| − ;||, ∀, ; ∈ Ν.
(13)
(K
Now using Assumption (A), there exists a positive constant L, K, M̅ & M), such that:
0<K
L ≤ ‖  ‖ ≤ K,  0 < M̅ ≤ ‖ ‖ ≤ M ∀ ∈ Ψ [23].
Theorem (1): Suppose that assumption (A) holds. Assuming that the sequences { }  { } be
generated by the algorithm SCG, and the step size  is obtained by SWP. Then, the proposed method has
sufficient descent direction i.e.

E
(14)
   ≤ −P‖  ‖


and
Proof: Multiplying the both sides of the direction defined in (10) by  and substituting 
?B
in (8) and (11) respectively, we get

  

= − Q1 −

# %
!"

#
# % @
% $ A@!"


R‖

E
 ‖

+

# %
!"

#
# % @
% $ A@!"



 

(15)

From (5), we have

   ≤   ≤ −E  
 ; =   −  ≥    −
 ; ≥ −(1 −  )   .


i.e.
We have


 ;



=  (  − ) = ‖
By the one side of Powell restart criteria (12), we obtain
⇒  ; ≤ ‖  ‖E + 0.2‖  ‖E = 1.2 ‖
Using (16), (17) and (18) in (15), we get

3



 = −(1 −  )

(16)

(17)

E
 ‖
 ‖

E

.

−




.
(18)
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≤ − T1 −

(−E  )
(1 −  )(− ) −  (−
W= − V1 −
X‖

E
 ‖

U‖
)

+

1.2‖  ‖E (−E   )
(1 −  )(− ) −  (−
‖  ‖E

.EWE
 ‖ − [8(A)W ]
[8(A)W" ]
"
E.EWE
= − V1 − [8(A)W ]X ‖  ‖ .

⇒


  

≤ −P‖



‖E

)

"

E.EWV1 − [8(A)W
X
"]

, with P =

.∎

(19)

Therefore, the proposed algorithm satisfies the sufficient descent condition with SWP conditions.
5. The Global Convergence Property.
In this section, we will prove another important condition, called global convergence property. In the
following lemma, we review the well-known Zoutendijk condition [24], which plays an important role in
the proof of the global convergence analysis of SCG method.
Lemma [25]:
Let assumption (A) holds. Suppose any iteration method (2) and (3), and  is obtained by the SWP
(4) and (5). If

∑ ^
= ∞,
(20)
‖% ‖

Then
_`a `‖
→b

‖ = 0.

(21)

Theorem (2): Consider that assumption (A) is satisfied. The sequences { } and { } generated by the
algorithm SCG,  is obtained by SWP and  is the descent direction. Then
_`a `‖ ‖ = 0
→b

Proof: As

  =

# (
!"
!" 8 )
#
# % @,
% $ A@!"


The authors in [22] assumed that c = [(1 −  )  c +  c ], and where 0 <  < 1, c > 0 and
 = 0.5 , so c > 0. Therefore,
‖
ℒ‖!" ‖
ℒ‖
|  | ≤
⇒ |  |. ‖ ‖ ≤ d!"
(22)
d ‖% ‖
-



-

Now,
|1 − ?B | ≤ e1 −

 ;

‖!" ‖.‖% ‖
" ) f d" .‖% ‖ AW" d" .‖% ‖
‖!" ‖.‖% ‖
[(8W" ) f d" AW" d" ].‖% ‖‖!" ‖


 
+ |  

e
|

≤ 1 + (8W
≤1+
≤1+
Assume that g = V1 +

d.‖% ‖
h
ℒ
+d X
d.j
-

Now, combining (22) and (23) with (10), we get
‖  ‖ ≤ |1 − ?B |. ‖  ‖ + |  |. ‖ ‖
‖!" ‖
ℒ‖!" ‖
‖  ‖ +
≤ 1 + d.‖%
‖
d


-
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= Q1 +

ℒ
K
+ R‖
c. k cE

 ‖

≤ g. K
‖  ‖ ≤ l ⇒ ‖  ‖E ≤ oE .
By taking the summation to the both sides of (24), we get
1
1
≥ E p 1 = +∞
⇒p
E
o
^ ‖  ‖
^
⇒ _`a `‖ ‖ = 0. ∎

(24)

→b

The new proposed algorithm has achieved global convergence.
6. Results and Discussion
We will report the results of several test functions in this section. Some test functions are selected analyze
the new method. These functions are considered from CUTEr [26] and Andrei [27]. Using SWP line
search, a comparison was made between the new SCG method and the classical BZACG method based on
the number of iterations (NOI) and number of function evaluation (NOF). Set  = 0.01 and  = 0.7, the
stopping criterion of this algorithm was ‖  ‖ ≤ 108D . If the number of iterations exceeds 600, the
method is considered to have failed. All codes are written in double-precision FORTRAN 77 language
and compiled into Visual (Fortran 6.6) (default compiler settings). Under Table1, we have compiled the
names of test functions used and the numerical results between the BZACG algorithm and the SCG
algorithm.
Table (1): The numerical results
N
o.

Test Functions

1

Wood

2

Cubic

3

Extended
Hiebert

4

Helical

5

Powell

N
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000

Classical algorithm
NOI
NOF
33
73
34
75
37
81
38
83
41
93
14
44
14
44
14
44
14
44
14
44
60
163
60
163
60
163
60
163
60
163
600
1172
600
1174
600
1174
600
1174
600
1174
42
126

5

The SCG algorithm
NOI
NOF
29
66
29
66
32
72
32
72
33
73
14
44
14
44
14
44
14
44
14
44
51
161
51
161
51
161
51
161
51
161
51
126
49
121
51
127
60
144
75
176
39
116
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N
o.

6

Rosen

7

Summ

8

OSP

9

DENSCHNB
(CUTE)

1
0

1
1

1
2

1
3

Test Functions

Miele

DENSCHNF
(CUTE)

Wolfe

Miele

N
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000

Classical algorithm
NOI
NOF
42
126
49
169
57
190
57
191
30
78
32
80
33
82
36
92
36
92
19
99
33
202
40
356
65
311
72
377
188
634
387
1170
573
1790
580
2305
595
2287
9
21
9
21
9
21
9
21
9
21
86
334
93
376
93
376
107
460
107
460
11
23
11
23
12
25
12
25
12
25
60
121
151
306
142
288
169
344
113
234
86
334
93
376
93
376
107
460
203
606
256
756

6

The SCG algorithm
NOI
NOF
39
116
39
116
45
135
45
135
27
74
76
28
76
28
78
29
78
29
18
97
19
86
34
240
63
153
69
286
187
560
405
1292
567
1779
577
2002
580
2011
9
21
9
21
9
21
9
21
9
21
77
305
84
346
84
346
98
430
98
430
10
21
10
21
11
23
11
23
12
23
50
104
126
60
334
161
347
168
342
166
77
305
84
346
84
346
98
430
189
582
151
452
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N
o.

Test Functions

1

DIXMAANI

1

ExFreudenstein

4

5

1

NONDIA
Shanno-78

6

1
7

1
8

1
9

2
0

Diagonal 4

Recipe

DIXMAANA

Shallwo

N
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000
1000
5000
10000
50000
100000

Classical algorithm
NOI
NOF
600
1780
600
1780
600
1780
600
1780
9
22
600
120
600
240
11
29
600
321
10
32
6
18
6
20
17
5
18
5
3
7
3
7
3
7
4
10
4
9
19
56
22
65
22
65
22
65
22
65
6
15
6
15
7
17
17
7
17
7
12
29
12
29
12
29
12
29
13
31

The SCG algorithm
NOI
NOF
319
956
438
1313
587
1643
530
1764
8
21
8
21
21
8
21
8
21
8
7
18
6
18
6
20
17
5
18
5
3
7
3
7
3
7
4
10
4
9
6
18
6
18
6
18
6
18
6
18
5
13
5
13
6
15
15
6
16
6
10
25
10
25
10
25
10
25
11
27

7. Conclusion
In this work, we prove the sufficient descent property and the global convergence property of the newly
proposed spectral conjugate gradient method through strong Wolfe–Powell line search. The numerical
results show that SCG algorithm outperforms BZA conjugate gradient method in terms in the number of
iterations and the number of function evaluations.
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Abstract. In this paper, we study and discuss a new type of normal operator which is fuzzy
soft normal operator and given some properties with the characterization of this operator. Also,
theorems related on fuzzy soft normal operator have been given. In addition, we introduce the
relation between this operator and other types.

1. Introduction
Zadeh [1] suggested an expansion of the theory of the set, which is idea of fuzzy sets to cope with
insecurity in 1965. A fuzzy set on a 𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝒳 is defined by membership function 𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝒳 𝑡𝑜 [0,1].
Also In 1999, Molodtsov [2] introduced new types of sets were said to be soft set. The soft set is a
mathematical instrument for uncertainty in modelling by associating a collection with a set of
parameters, i.e., it is a parameterized family of Universal Set sub-sets. After that, many researchers
also presented new, expanded ideas based on soft sets were introduced by researchers, and examples
were given for them and researched their characteristics, such as soft point [3], Soft normed Spaces
[4], Soft Inner Product Spaces [5] and Soft Hilbert space [6].
And many searchers made mix between fuzzy set and soft set to get definition fuzzy soft set, for
example Maji [7]. This definition has been applied and some concepts are being given, like Fuzzy soft
point [8] and fuzzy soft normed spaces [9].
Currently, the fuzzy soft inner product spaces and fuzzy soft Hilbert space [10] were introduced by
Faried et al. Additionally the Fuzzy soft linear operator [11]. Finally, they defined the fuzzy soft selfadjoint operator [12] and studied its properties.
The aim of this work submitted a new type of normal operator is called fuzzy soft normal operator,
and given some theorem relating to this operator with properties. Well as the relation between this
operator and anther types like fuzzy soft self-adjoint operator.
2. Basic concepts
̂ be a fuzzy set over universe set 𝓧 is a set characterized by a membership
Definition 2.1 [1]: Let 𝐀
̂ represented by an ordered pairs 𝐀
̂ = {(𝐱, 𝛍 𝐀̂ (𝐱))|𝐱 ∈
function 𝛍𝐀̂ : 𝓧 ⟶ 𝕿, where 𝕿 = [𝟎, 𝟏] and 𝐀
𝛍𝐀̂ (𝐱)
̂ = {
𝓧, 𝛍 𝐀̂ (𝐱) ∈ 𝕿} or 𝐀
∶ 𝐱 ∈ 𝓧}
𝐱
̂
μÂ (x) is said to be degree of membership of x in A
𝒳
̂∶ A
̂ is a function from 𝒳 into 𝔗}
And 𝔗 = {A
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Definitions 2.2 [2]: Let 𝓧 be a universe set, and 𝚬 be a set of parameters, 𝓟(𝓧) the power set of 𝓧
and 𝐀 ⊆ 𝚬. Suppose that 𝓖 is a mapping given by 𝓖: 𝐀 → 𝓟(𝓧), where 𝓖𝐀 = {𝓖(𝐞) ∈ 𝓟(𝓧): 𝐞 ∈
𝐀} .
The pair (𝒢, A) or 𝒢A is called soft set over 𝒳 with respect to A.
Definition 2.3 [7]: The soft set (𝓖, 𝐀) is called fuzzy soft set (𝓕𝓢 − 𝐬𝐞𝐭) over a universe set
𝓧,whenever 𝓖 is a mapping 𝓖: 𝐀 → 𝕿𝓧 ,and {𝓖(𝐞) ∈ 𝕿𝓧 : 𝐞 ∈ 𝐀 }
̃)
The family of all ℱ𝒮 − sets, symbolized by ℱ𝒮𝒮(𝒳
̃
Definition 2.4 [8]: The 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐬𝐞𝐭 (𝓖, 𝐀) ∈ 𝓕𝓢𝓢(𝓧) is called fuzzy soft point over 𝓧, symbolized by
((𝐱𝛍𝓖(𝐞) , 𝐀) or 𝐱̃𝛍𝓖(𝐞) ), if 𝐞 ∈ 𝐀 and 𝐱 ∈ 𝓧,
λ , if x = xo ∈ 𝒳 and e = e0 ∈ A
μ𝒢(e) (x) = {
, where λ ∈ (0,1]
0 , if x ∈ 𝒳 − {x0 } or e ∈ A − {e0 }
Remark 2.5 [8]: 𝓒(𝐀) is the family of all 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐂𝐨𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐞𝐱 numbers and 𝓡(𝐀) is also the family of all
𝓕𝓢 − 𝐑𝐞𝐚𝐥 numbers
̃ be 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐯𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞. Then, a mapping ‖̃
̃ → 𝓡(𝐀) is called fuzzy
Definition 2.6 [9]: Let 𝓧
. ‖: 𝓧
̃
̃ (𝓕𝓢𝓝) if ‖ . ‖ satisfies the following conditions:
soft norm on 𝓧
̃
̃ ,and ‖ x̃̃
(1) ‖ x̃μ ‖ ≥ 0̃, ∀ x̃μ
∈𝒳
= θ̃
‖ = 0̃ ⟺ x̃μ
μ
𝒢(e)

𝒢(e)

𝒢(e)

𝒢(e)

̃
̃
̃ , ∀ r̃ ∈ 𝒞(A).
(2) ‖r̃ ∙ x̃μ𝒢(e) ‖ = |r̃| ‖x̃μ𝒢(e) ‖, ∀ x̃μ𝒢(e) ∈ 𝒳
̃
̃
̃
̃.
(3) ‖ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) + ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ‖ ≤ ‖ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ + ‖ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ‖ , ∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ∈ 𝒳
1
2
1
2
1
2
The ℱ𝒮 − vector space with ℱ𝒮𝒩 ‖̃
. ‖ is called fuzzy soft normed vector space (ℱ𝒮𝒩 − space),
̃
̃
and symbolized by (𝒳 , ‖ . ‖).
̃
̃ be 𝓕𝓢𝐕 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞. Then, the mapping 〈.
̃ ×𝓧
̃ → (𝓒(𝐀) 𝐨𝐫 𝓡(𝐀))
Definition 2.7 [10]: Let 𝓧
,.〉 ∶ 𝓧
̃
̃ (𝓕𝓢𝕿) if 〈.
is called fuzzy soft inner product on 𝓧
, . 〉 satisfies :
̃
̃ and 〈x̃μ ̃
(1) 〈x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉 ≥ 0̃, for all x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ∈ 𝒳
, x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉 = 0̃ ⟺ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) = θ̃
1 𝒢(e1 )
1
1
1
1
1
̃
̃
̃ , where bar denotes complex
〉 = ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
〈ỹ
〉
(2) 〈x̃
, ỹ
, x̃
, ∀ x̃
, ỹ
∈𝒳
μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ2 𝒢(e )
2

μ2 𝒢(e )
2

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ2 𝒢(e )
2

conjugate of the ℱ𝒮 − complex number.
̃ and for all α
(3) 〈α
̃x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉 = α
̃ 〈x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉 , for all x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ∈ 𝒳
̃ ∈ C(A).
1)
2
1)
2
1
2
〉 = 〈x̃μ ̃
〉 + 〈ỹμ ̃
〉
(4) 〈x̃μ
+ ỹ̃
, z̃μ
, z̃μ
, z̃μ
μ
1 𝒢(e1 )

2 𝒢(e2 )

3 𝒢(e3 )

2

3

1 𝒢(e1 )

̃
For all x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) , z̃μ3 𝒢(e ) ∈ 𝒳
1

3 𝒢(e3 )

2 𝒢(e2 )

3 𝒢(e3 )

̃
̃ with ℱ𝒮𝔗 〈.
The ℱ𝒮 − vector space 𝒳
, . 〉 is called fuzzy soft inner product space (ℱ𝒮𝔗 − space),
̃
̃
〈.
〉
and symbolized by (X, , . )
̃ ) is called
̃, ‖∙‖
Definition 2.8 [13]: A sequence of 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐯𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬 {𝐱̃𝛍𝐧𝐧 𝓖(𝐞 ) } in 𝓕𝓢𝓝 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 (𝐗
𝐧
̃
̃ i.e. ∀𝛜̃ > 𝟎
̃ ,
fuzzy soft convergent and converges to 𝐱̃𝛍𝐨𝟎𝓖(𝐞 ) if 𝐥𝐢𝐦 ‖𝐱̃𝛍𝐧𝐧𝓖(𝐞 ) − 𝐱̃𝛍𝐨𝟎𝓖(𝐞 ) ‖ = 𝟎
𝐧
𝐧→∞
𝟎
𝟎
̃
∃𝐧𝐨 ∈ 𝐍 such that ‖𝐱̃𝛍𝐧𝐧𝓖(𝐞 ) − 𝐱̃𝛍𝐨𝟎𝓖(𝐞 ) ‖ < 𝛜̃ , ∀𝐧 ≥ 𝐧𝐨 .
𝐧

It if denoted by lim x̃μnn 𝒢(e
n→∞

n)

𝟎

= x̃μo0 𝒢(e ) or x̃μnn 𝒢(e
0

n)

→ x̃μo0 𝒢(e

0)

2

as n → ∞
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̃ ) is called
̃, ‖∙‖
Definition 2.9 [13]: A sequence of 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐯𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬 {𝐱̃𝛍𝐧𝐧 𝓖(𝐞 ) } in 𝓕𝓢𝓝 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 (𝐗
𝐧
̃𝐦
̃ , ∃𝐧𝐨 ∈ 𝐍 such that ‖𝐱̃𝛍𝐧
fuzzy soft Cauchy sequence, if ∀𝛜̃ > 𝟎
− 𝐱̃𝛍𝐦 𝓖(𝐞 ) ‖ < 𝛜̃ , ∀𝐧, 𝐦 ≥
𝐧 𝓖(𝐞 )
𝐧

𝐦

𝐧𝐨 , 𝐧 > 𝐦 .

̃
That is to say that ‖x̃μnn 𝒢(e ) − x̃μmm 𝒢(e ) ‖ → 0̃ as n, m → ∞
n
m
̃ ) is called fuzzy soft complete (𝓕𝓢 − 𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐞𝐭𝐞) if
̃, ‖∙‖
Definition 2.10 [13]: The 𝓕𝓢𝓝 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 (𝐗
every 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐂𝐚𝐮𝐜𝐡𝐲 𝐬𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞 is 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐜𝐨𝐧𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐠𝐞𝐧𝐭 𝐬𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞 in it.
̃
̃ , 〈.
Definition 2.11 [10]: The −𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 (𝓧
, . 〉), if it is 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐩𝐥𝐞𝐭𝐞 in the induced 𝓕𝓢𝓝
̃
̃
, 𝐱̃𝛍𝓖(𝐞) 〉 is called fuzzy soft Hilbert space (𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞), and symbolized by
‖𝐱̃𝛍𝓖(𝐞) ‖ = √〈𝐱̃𝛍𝓖(𝐞)
̃
̃ , 〈.
, . 〉) .
(𝓗
̃ 𝐛𝐞 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 and 𝓣
̃→𝓗
̃ be a fuzzy soft operator (𝓕𝓢 −
̃: 𝓗
Definition 2.12 [11]: Let 𝓗
̃
(𝓕𝓢𝐋
𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫) .Then 𝓣 is called fuzzy soft linear operators
− 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫) if:
̃
̃
̃
̃
1. 𝒯 (x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) + ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ) = 𝒯 (x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ) + 𝒯 (ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ) , ∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ∈ ℋ
1

2

1

2

1

2

̃ and β̃ ∈ 𝒞(A)
2. 𝒯̃ (β̃x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ) = β̃𝒯̃ (x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ) ,∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ∈ ℋ
1

1

1

̃ and α
i.e. 𝒯̃ (α
̃x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) + β̃ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ) = α
̃𝒯̃ (x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ) + β̃𝒯̃ (ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ) , for all x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ∈ ℋ
̃, β̃
1

2

1

2

1

2

any fuzzy soft scalars
̃ 𝐛𝐞 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 and 𝓣
̃→𝓗
̃ be 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 is called fuzzy
̃∶𝓗
Definition 2.13 [11]: Let 𝓗
̃
̃ (𝐱̃̃
̃ ∈ 𝓡(𝐀) such that ‖𝓣
̃ ‖𝐱̃𝛍
soft bounded operator (𝓕𝓢𝓑 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫) ,if ∃ 𝐦
)‖ ≤ 𝐦
‖,
𝛍
for all 𝐱̃𝛍𝟏𝓖(𝐞

𝟏)

𝟏 𝓖(𝐞𝟏 )

̃
∈𝓗

𝟏 𝓖(𝐞𝟏 )

̃ ).
̃(ℋ
Now, the collection of all ℱ𝒮 − liner and bounded operators denoted by B
̃ 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝓚
̃ be two 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞, then
Definitions 2.14: Let 𝓗
̃ →𝒦
̃ denoted by Ran(𝒯̃ ) and
1- The range of ℱ𝒮 − operator 𝒯̃ ∶ ℋ

Ran(𝒯̃ ) = {𝒯̃ (x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ) ∈
1

̃ ∶ x̃μ
̃} .
𝒦
∈ℋ
1 𝒢(e )
1

̃ →𝒦
̃
2- The null (Kernel) of
ℱ𝒮 − operator 𝒯̃ ∶ ℋ
̃ ∶ 𝒯̃ (x̃μ
Ker(𝒯̃ ) = {x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ∈ ℋ
) = 0̃} .
1 𝒢(e )
1

denoted

by

Ker(𝒯̃ )

and

1

̃→𝓗
̃ defined by 𝐈̃ (𝐱̃𝛍
Example 2.15 [11]: The 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 𝐈̃ ∶ 𝓗
) = 𝐱̃𝛍𝟏𝓖(𝐞 ) , ∀ 𝐱̃𝛍𝟏𝓖(𝐞 ) ∈
𝟏 𝓖(𝐞𝟏 )
𝟏
𝟏
̃. And it is called fuzzy soft identity operator
𝓗
̃ be 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 and 𝓣
̃→𝓗
̃ be 𝓕𝓢𝓑 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫, then The fuzzy
̃: 𝓗
Definition 2.16 [11]: Let 𝓗
∗
̃
soft adjoint operator 𝓣 is defined by
̃
〈𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉 = 〈x̃μ1 𝒢(e )̃
, 𝒯̃ ∗ ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉 , ∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) ∈ ℋ
)
1

2

1

2

1

2

̃ ∈ 𝓒(𝐀) , then 𝓣
̃ ) ,where 𝓗
̃ is 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 and 𝛃
̃, 𝐑
̃∈𝐁
̃ (𝓗
̃ ∗∗ = 𝓣
̃ ,
Theorem 2.17 [11]: Let 𝓣
∗
∗
∗
̅
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
̃𝓣
̃𝓣
̃) = 𝛃
̃ , (𝓣
̃ +𝐑
̃) = 𝓣
̃ +𝐑
̃ and (𝓣
̃𝐑
̃) = 𝐑
̃ 𝓣
̃ .
(𝛃

3
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̃
̃
̃ ) ,where 𝓗
̃ is 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞, then ‖𝓣
̃∈𝐁
̃ (𝓗
̃ ∗ ‖ = ‖̃
̃ ‖ and ‖𝓣
̃ ∗𝓣
̃‖ =
Theorem 2.18 [11]: if 𝓣
𝓣
𝟐
̃‖
𝓣
‖̃
̃ is called fuzzy soft self adjoint
̃ of 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
Definition 2.19 [12]: The 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 𝓣
̃=𝓣
̃∗ .
(𝓕𝓢 − 𝐬𝐞𝐥𝐟 𝐚𝐝𝐣𝐨𝐢𝐧𝐭 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫) if 𝓣
̃ can be expressed by 𝓣
̃ is 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 on 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
̃=
Theorem 2.20 [12-14]: If 𝓣
̃
̃
̃
̃
̃
𝐑 + 𝐢̃𝓢, where 𝐑 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝓢 are 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐬𝐞𝐥𝐟 𝐚𝐝𝐣𝐨𝐢𝐧𝐭 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 on 𝓗 .
3. Main results
̃ is called a fuzzy soft normal operator
̃ is 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 of 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
Definition 3.1: Let 𝓣
∗
∗
̃
̃
̃
̃
(𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫) if 𝓣𝓣 = 𝓣 𝓣.
Remark 3.2: It is clear every 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐬𝐞𝐥𝐟 𝐚𝐝𝐣𝐨𝐢𝐧𝐭 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 is 𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫
̃ are 𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬 on 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
̃ with the property that either
̃ 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝓢
Theorem 2.3: If 𝓣
̃
̃
̃ + 𝓢 and 𝓣
̃ 𝓢 are also 𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫.
commutes with the fuzzy soft adjoint of the other, then 𝓣
Proof: since 𝒯̃ , 𝒮̃ are ℱ𝒮N − operator, then
𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ and 𝒮̃ 𝒮̃ ∗ = 𝒮̃ ∗ 𝒮̃
(1)
And given that 𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ ∗ = 𝒮̃ ∗ 𝒯̃and 𝒮̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒮̃
(2)
̃
̃
Now to show that 𝒯 + 𝒮 is ℱ𝒮N − operator, we have
∗
(𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ )(𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ ) = (𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ )(𝒯̃ ∗ + 𝒮̃ ∗ )
= 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ + 𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ ∗ + 𝒮̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ + 𝒮̃ 𝒮̃ ∗
= 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ + 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒮̃ + 𝒮̃ ∗ 𝒮̃
from(1) and (2)
∗ ̃
∗ ̃
̃
̃
̃
̃
= 𝒯 (𝒯 + 𝒮 ) + 𝒮 (𝒯 + 𝒮 )
= (𝒯̃ ∗ + 𝒮̃ ∗ )(𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ )
̃ + S̃)∗ (𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ )
= (T
∗
∗
Therefor (𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ )(𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ ) = (𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ ) (𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ )
And so 𝒯̃ + 𝒮̃ is ℱ𝒮N − operator
And now to prove 𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ is ℱ𝒮N − operator we have
∗
(𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ )(𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ ) = 𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ 𝒮̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ ∗ = 𝒯̃ (𝒮̃ 𝒮̃ ∗ )𝒯̃ ∗
= 𝒯̃ (𝒮̃ ∗ 𝒮̃ )𝒯̃ ∗
by (1)
∗
∗
̃
̃
̃
̃
= (𝒯 𝒮 )(𝒮 𝒯 )
= (𝒮̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ )(𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒮̃ )
by (2)
= 𝒮̃ ∗ (𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ )𝒮̃
= 𝒮̃ ∗ (𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ )𝒮̃
by (1)
∗
∗
∗
= (𝒮̃ 𝒯̃ )(𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ ) = (𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ ) (𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ )
∗
∗
Therefore (𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ )(𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ ) = (𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ ) (𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ )
Therefor 𝒯̃ 𝒮̃ is ℱ𝒮N − operator.
̃ is 𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 if and only if
̃ of 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
Theorem 3.4: An 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 𝓣
̃
̃
̃ 𝐱̃𝛍
̃ ∗ 𝐱̃𝛍
.
‖𝓣
‖ = ‖𝓣
‖ for every 𝐱̃ 𝛍
𝟏 𝓖(𝐞𝟏 )

𝟏 𝓖(𝐞𝟏 )

𝟏 𝐆(𝐞𝟏 )

Proof:
𝒯̃ is ℱ𝒮N − operator ⟺ 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ ⟺ 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ − 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ = 0̃
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⟺ 〈 (𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ − 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃̃
)x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) , x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉 = 0̃ ∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e )
1
1
1
〉 = 〈𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ x̃ ̃, x̃
〉 ∀ x̃
⟺ 〈𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ x̃ ̃, x̃
μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

∗
⟺ 〈𝒯̃ ∗ x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, 𝒯̃ ∗ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉 = 〈𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ̃
, 𝒯̃ ∗ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉 ∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e )
1)
1
1)
1
1
̃
̃
〉 = 〈𝒯̃ x̃
〉 ∀ x̃
⟺ 〈𝒯̃ ∗ x̃
, 𝒯̃ ∗ x̃
, 𝒯̃ x̃
μ1 𝒢(e )
1

2

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1
2

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

̃
̃
⟺ ‖𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ = ‖𝒯̃ ∗ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ , ∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e )
1
1
1
̃
̃
⟺ ‖𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ = ‖𝒯̃ ∗ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ , ∀ x̃μ1 𝒢(e )
1

1

1

̃ is 𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 on 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
̃ if and only if its fuzzy soft
̃=𝐑
̃ + 𝐢̃𝓢
Theorem 3.5: If 𝓣
real and imaginary parts commute.
Proof:
̃ and 𝒮̃ be the fuzzy soft real and imaginary parts of 𝒯̃ , then by theorem (2.20) we get R
̃ and 𝒮̃
Let R
̃ + ĩ𝒮̃
are ℱ𝒮 − self adjoint operator and 𝒯̃ = R
∗
∗
∗
∗
̃ + ĩ𝒮̃ ) = R
̃ + (ĩ𝒮̃ ) = R
̃ ∗ + ĩ𝒮
̅ ̃∗
We have 𝒯̃ = (R
by(2.17)
∗
∗
̃
̃
̃
= R − ĩ𝒮 = R − ĩ𝒮̃
∗
̃ + ĩ𝒮̃ )(R
̃ − ĩ𝒮̃ )
Now 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ = (R
2
2
̃
̃
̃−R
̃ 𝒮̃ ) …………(3)
= R + 𝒮 + ĩ(𝒮̃ R
̃ − ĩS̃)(R
̃ + ĩS̃)
And 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ = (R
2
2
̃ + 𝒮̃ + ĩ(R
̃ 𝒮̃ − 𝒮̃ R
̃ ) ………….(4)
=R
̃ 2 + 𝒮̃ 2 +
Since 𝒯̃ is ℱ𝒮N − operator, i.e. 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃, then from (3) and (4) we have R
2
2
̃−R
̃ 𝒮̃ ) = R
̃ + 𝒮̃ + ĩ(R
̃ 𝒮̃ − 𝒮̃ R
̃)
ĩ(𝒮̃ R
̃−R
̃ 𝒮̃ = R
̃ 𝒮̃ − 𝒮̃ R
̃
⇒ 𝒮̃ R
̃
̃
̃
̃
⇒ 2𝒮 R = 2R𝒮
̃=R
̃ 𝒮̃ ⇒ R
̃ and 𝒮̃ are commute
⇒ 𝒮̃ R
̃ and 𝒮̃ are commute i.e. 𝒮̃ R
̃=R
̃ 𝒮̃
Conversely, suppose that R
Then from (3) and (4) we get
̃ 2 + 𝒮̃ 2 ……..(5)
𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ = R
∗
̃ 2 + 𝒮̃ 2 …….(6)
𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ = R
Then from (5) and (6) we see that 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃
⇒ 𝒯̃ is ℱ𝒮N − operators .
̃ and 𝛂
̃ is 𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 on 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
̃ −𝛂
̃ ∈ 𝐂(𝐀) , then 𝓣
̃ 𝐈̃ is also
Theorem 3.6: If 𝓣
𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 .
Proof:
Since 𝒯̃ is ℱ𝒮N − operator ,therefor 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ ∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ .
∗
̅Ĩ ∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ − α
̅Ĩ
Also (𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ) = 𝒯̃ ∗ − (α
̃Ĩ)∗ = 𝒯̃ ∗ − α
̃
̃
∗
∗
̅Ĩ)
Now (𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ)(𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ) = (𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ)(𝒯̃ − α
̃
∗
∗
2
̅
̃
̃
̃
̃
̃
= 𝒯𝒯 − α
̃𝒯 − α
̃𝒯 + |α
̃| I ……….. (7)
∗
̃
̃
̃
̃
Also (𝒯 − α
̃I) (𝒯 − α
̃I) = (𝒯̃ ∗ − ̅
̃̃I)(𝒯̃ − α
α
̃̃I)
∗
∗
2
̅𝒯̃ + |α
= 𝒯̃ 𝒯̃ − α
̃𝒯̃ − α
̃
̃| ̃I …………. (8)
∗
∗̃
̃
̃
̃
Since 𝒯 𝒯 = 𝒯 𝒯, therefor the right hand sides of (7) and (8) are equal
∗
∗
Hence (𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ)(𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ) = (𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ) (𝒯̃ − α
̃Ĩ)
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And so 𝒯̃ − α
̃̃I is ℱ𝒮N − operator
̃ is called a fuzzy soft unitary operator
̃ of 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
Definition 3.7: A 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 𝐔
̃𝐔
̃∗ = 𝐔
̃ ∗𝐔
̃ = 𝐈̃ .
(𝓕𝓢𝐔 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 ) if 𝐔
Example 3.8: Every 𝓕𝓢𝐔 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫 is 𝓕𝓢𝐍 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬 .
̃ ,then the following are all equivalent :
̃ of 𝓕𝓢𝓗 − 𝐬𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 𝓗
Theorem 3.9: A 𝓕𝓢 − 𝐨𝐩𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬 𝐔
(1) 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ = Ĩ
(2) 〈𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, 𝒯̃ ỹμ2𝒢(e ) 〉 = 〈x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉 ,for allx̃μ1 𝒢(e ) and ỹμ2 𝒢(e )
1)
2
1)
2
1
2
̃
̃
̃
(3) ‖𝒯 x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ = ‖x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ ,for all x̃μ1 𝒢(e )
1

1

1

Proof:
(1) ⇒ (2) It given that 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ = Ĩ, we have
〈𝒯̃ x̃μ1 ) , 𝒯̃ ỹμ2 ) 〉 = 〈x̃μ1 ) ,̃
𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉
𝒢(e1
𝒢(e2
𝒢(e1
2
̃
〉 = 〈x̃
= 〈x̃
, Ĩỹ
μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ2 𝒢(e )
2

̃

̃ μ2 𝒢(e ) 〉
μ1 𝒢(e ) , y
1
2

Therefor 〈𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, 𝒯̃ ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉 = 〈x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) 〉
1)
2
1)
2
̃
〉 = 〈x̃
(2) ⇒ (3) it given that 〈𝒯̃ x̃
, 𝒯̃ ỹ
μ1 𝒢(e )
1

̃

̃ μ2 𝒢(e ) 〉
μ1 𝒢(e ) , y
1
2

μ2 𝒢(e )
2

, for all x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) and ỹμ2 𝒢(e
1

2)

.

Taking x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) = ỹμ2 𝒢(e ) , we have
1
2
̃ x̃μ
〈𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(ẽ
〉
〈x
,
𝒯
=
̃ μ1 𝒢(ẽ
, x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉
1 𝒢(e )
)
)
1

1

1

1

2
̃
̃ 2
⇒ ‖𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ = ‖x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖
1
1
̃
̃
⇒ ‖𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ = ‖x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖, for all x̃μ1 𝒢(e )
1
1
1
̃
̃
(3) ⇒ (1) it given that ‖𝒯̃ x̃μ1 G(e ) ‖ = ‖x̃μ1 G(e ) ‖, for all x̃μ1 G(e
2

1

̃
̃
Therefor ‖𝒯̃ x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖ = ‖x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) ‖
1
1
̃
〉 = 〈x̃
⇒ 〈𝒯̃ x̃
, 𝒯̃ x̃
μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

1)

1

2

̃

̃ μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉
μ1 𝒢(e ) , x
1
1

⇒ 〈𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ x̃μ1 ̃
, x̃μ1 𝒢(e ) 〉 = 〈Ĩ x̃μ1 G(ẽ
, x̃μ1 G(e ) 〉
𝒢(e1 )
1
1)
1
〉 = 0̃ , for all x̃
⇒ 〈(𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ − Ĩ)x̃̃ , x̃
μ1 𝒢(e )
1

μ1 G(e )
1

μ1 𝒢(e )
1

⇒ 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ − ̃I = 0̃. Therefor 𝒯̃ ∗ 𝒯̃ = ̃I

4. Conclusion
The combination of fuzzy and soft sets gives us original results that are more extended, generalized
and precised. Few researchers have studied some of the principles of these general extensions such as
fuzzy soft normed spaces, fuzzy soft Hilbert space and fuzzy soft linear operators. In our study, a
special type of fuzzy soft linear operators, which is the fuzzy soft normal operator and fuzzy soft
unitary operator has been introduced and explored.
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Abstract. In this paper, the second-order random differential equation was solved using the new
iterative method (NIM). This NIM is based on an integrated equation with the resulting solutions
are a series of powers. There are many examples that demonstrate that the method is an effective
and accurate technique.

1.Introduction
Most scientific problem biology, engineering and physical phenomena roccur in the form of random
differential equations (RDE) [1,2,3]. Recently, several random differential models are by mean square
calculus [4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14]. The second-order random differential equations(RDE) are an
ordinary differential equations which contain random constant or random variables. We can describe this
kind of equations as follows
(1)
[()] + [()] = (),
( )
(0) =  ,
=  ,
(2)



where ()  an unknown function, N [  (t, D)] is a nonlinear operator, () is the source in
homogeneous term, and D, γ0 and γ1 are random variables. The triple trprobabilistic space (Ω,  , )
rand L2 = L2(Ω,  , ) is the set of second-order random variables. The random variable : Ω → R, if
E[ ] < ∞, where E[·] is an expectation operator. The norm ‖. ‖ and random variable  can be defined
as follow:
‖‖ = ([ ])/ ,
(3)
Now, ifr ( , ‖‖ ) is an Banach space, T represent the space of times, and (t) ∈  is random
variable for each  ∈  then, we can that {(),  ∈ }. The expansion of the term () as follow:
()  ,
(4)
 () = r ∑
 
By using the independence variable ,  and  we obtain
[()] = ∑
()]   ,
(5)
 [


%&
∑
∑
(6)
!"#[()] =   [(), ($)]  ,
'*-[(), ($)] = [(), ($)] − [()][($)],
(7)
The following Lemmas indicate to converge the sequences {u1 } {E[u1 ]},{Var[u1 ]} as:
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Lemma 1.1 [3] A sequence of second- order random variables { u2 , n ≥ 0} converges tor {  ∈ L2},if
(8)
lim ‖3 − ‖ = lim ([3 − ])/ ,

3→5

3→5

Lemma 1.2 [3] If the sequence of  () can say be converges to (), then
•
E[ (t)] →E[],
•
!"# [ (t)] → !"# [()],
Lemma1.3 [3] If u1 and v1 two sequences of random variables u and v,
respectively which mean that v1 = - then
1.
lim [ - ] = [-],
→5

2.
3.
4.

lim [  ] = [ ], 6  = -7,

→5

lim [ - ] = [-],

→5

lim !"#[ - ] = !"#[-],

→5

The objective rof this work is to find the meanrsquare solutions for second-order random initial value
problems. Also, tables are presented for comparing the exact solution(ES). The comparative study has
also been made with the previous results and found to be excellent compatibility. Several numerical
examples are implemented to show the efficiency of the NIM.
2. The New Iterative Method
The coefficients of power series of assuming solution are important bases to construct the analytical
approximate solution formula. Therefore, they can be computed in a differentiation way. To illustrate the
computation for these coefficients and derivation the new algorithm(NIM), we summarize the details of a
new analytical method in the following steps:
Step 1: Considering the ordinary differential equation (ORE)as follows:
(3) () = 8((), 9 (), 99 (), 9 ′′(), . . , (3;) ()),
(9)
Where G is a function of  and its derivatives,  is an unknown function and t denotes spatial
independent variable. Integrating Equation (9) n-times with respect to t on [0, t] yield
<>?

() = ∑3 (;)! (0)(;) + ; A[()],

(10)

where
A[()] = 8 B(), 9 (), 99 (), . . , (3;) ()C , ; (. ) = ∫ … ∫ (. )(E)3 ,
Step 2 : Assume that
F>? G[

(11)

( )]

H
A[] = ∑5
,
(12)
3
F>?
the Equation (12) can be rewriting as follows
(13)
A[()] = A[ ()] + A′[ ()] + A′′[ ()] + ⋯,
substituting Equation(13) in Equation (10), we obtain
() =  () +  () +  () + ⋯,
(14)
where
5
 ;
(;) (0),  = ; A[ ()],  = ; A 9 [ (),
 = J
( − 1)!



L = ; A 99 [ ()], M = ; A 9 ′′[ (), …,
(15)
Step 3 : The derivatives of K with respect to  which is the crucial part of the new algorithm
method(NIM). Let start calculating K [ǔ(t)], A 9 [()], …,
A[ (] = Bu(t),

NO(P) NQ O(P) NR O(P)
NS>? O(P)
, Q , R , … , S>? C,
NP
NP
NP
NP

(16)
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K′[u (t)] = ∑2V K O(U>?) (uP )(V;) ,
A 99 [u (t)] = ∑2X ∑2V K O(W>?) O(U>?) (uP )(X;) (uP )(V;) + ∑2V K O(U>?) (uPP )(V;) ,

(17)
(18)

K′′′[ ()] = ∑3\ ∑3& ∑3 A (Y>?) (Z>?) (<>?) ( )(\;) ( )(&;) ( )(;) +
(19)
3. ∑3& ∑3 A (Z>?) (<>?) ( )(&;) ( )(;) + ∑2V K O(U>?) (uPPP )(V;) ,
The assumption that the operator K and the solution () are analytic functions(AS), then the mixed
derivatives are equivalence. We note that the derivatives function to  unknown, so we suggest the
following hypothesis
 =  () = ; A[ ()],  =  () = ; A′[ ()],
= L () = ; A 9 ′′[ ()],
( 20)
 = _ () = ; A 99 [ ()], 
Therefore Equations(16)- (19) are evaluated by
A[ ()] = B (),
A′[
A′′ [ ]
A 999 [

H(

)

,

Q

H(
Q

)

,

R

H(
R

)

,…,

F>?

H(
F>?

)

,

F

H(
F

)

C,

(21)

()] = ∑3 A (<>?) ( )(;) ,
(22)
H
3
3
3
(&;)
(;)
(;)
= ∑& ∑ A (Z>?) (<>?) r ( )
( )
+ ∑ A (<>?) ( )
,
(23)
H
H
H
3
3
(&;)
(;)
3
(\;)
( )
( )
()] = ∑\ ∑& ∑ A (Y>?) (Z>?) (<>?) ( )
+
H
H
H
3. ∑3& ∑3 A (Z>?) (<>?) ( )(&;) ( )(;) + ∑3 A (<>?) (_ )(;) , (24)
H
H
H

Step(4): Substitution of Equations (21)-(24) in Equation (14), the required analytical approximate solution
can be gotten for the equation (9).

3 .Test Application
The NIM described in the previous section is implemented for solving the second-order random differential
Equation (1) for approximating the expectation E(()) and !"#[()] be considered from the required
information as follows:
3.1.Example
Consider therrandom initialrvalue problem
Q

( )
Q

+   () = 0, (0) =  ,

( )





= γ ,

3

(25)
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where D2 is a Beta random variable, D2 ∼ Be(b = 2, c = 1), and independently of the initial
conditions  ,  which satisfy [ ] = 1, [ ] = 1, [  ] = 2, [ ] = 3, "eE [  ] = 0,
To obtain the expectation E[ǔ(t)] and the variance Var[ǔ(t)], we can construct the following
A[()] = −  (), () = 0, ; = ∫ ∫ (E) ,
(26)
The solution of the given equation involves the extraction of the components of (). So solving the
approximate analytical series be as listed
() =  () +  () +  () + ⋯,
(27)
−1
initial conditions are used when the inverse operator L is applied on Equation (25) to obtain

 () =  +  ,
(28)
For the components of (), can be easily be found by the following iterative process:
 () = −;   (),

 () =  +  ,

 () = ; A[ ()],
Q G[

 () = ;

(29)

G[ H ( )]

,

R G[

( )]

(30)

( )]

H
H
,
L () = ;
,
(31)
_ () = ;
Q
R
Now, we start to calculation the derivatives of K with respect to t which consider is the basic part
of the iterative method A 9 [()], A 99 [()], A 999 [()], ….
A[()] = −  (),
(32)
Nf[O(P)]
9 [u(t)]
K 
= NP = K O . uP ,
(33)

A 99 [u(t)] =

Q f[O(P)]

N Q
R f[O(P)]

= A . (uP ) + K O . uPP ,

(34)

A′99 [u(t)] =
= A . (uP )_ + 3. K O .  . uPP + K O . uPPP ,
(35)
N R
we note that the derivatives of  with respect  that are given in (20) can be computed by
Equations(32)-(35) as
A[ ()] = −   (),
Nf[ H (P)]
K 9 [ (t)] =
= K O . u ,
NP
A 99 [ (t)] =

Q f[

H (P)]
N Q
R f[ (P)]
H
N R

=A

H H

(36)
(37)
. (u ) + K H . u ,

(38)

= A H H H . (u )_ + 3. K H H .  . u + K H . u_ (39)
A 999 [ (t)] =
⋮
now, we need to extract the first derivatives of A as follows
A H = −  , A H H = 0, A H H H = 0, …,
(40)
After performing the above iterative method, ther components () are obtained as follows:
 () =  +  ,
(41)


 () = −       − h     _ ,
(42)




 () = L   L  L +    L  M ,
_ () =
L () =


− jM

L _





(43)


  − M L   h  j ,

k  k +
 k  n ,
_hkk 
h h

(44)
(45)
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M () = − _hkk     − _nnhk     ,
(46)
The analytical approximate solution (AAS)is
1
1
1
1
() =  +   −      −     _ +
 L  L +
 L  M
24
2
6
120 




− jM   h  h − M L   h  j + L _   k  k + _nnkk   k  n + ⋯,
(47)
The analytical approximte (AA) mean E[ǔ(t)] and variance Var[ǔ(t)] arer
1
1
1
1
[()] = [ ] + [ ] − [ ]    − [ ]   _ +
[ ] L  L +
[  L  M
120
2
6
24




− jM [ ] h  h r − M L [ ]  h  j + L _ [ ] k  k + _nnkk [ ] k  n + ⋯, (48)
Sincer   ∼ Be(b = 2, c = 1) can define the expectation of D as follows:
q

 =_ ,
q %s
q (q%)

[ L ] = (q%s%)(q%s) =  ,
q (q %)(q %)

[ h ] =
 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %)( = M
(q %s
q (q%)(q%)(q %_)

[ k ] =
 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %_) = _
(q %s
q (q %)(q %)(q%_)(q%L)

[ ] =
 )(q%s
 %)(q%s
 %)(q%s
 %_)(q%s
 %L) = _
(q %s
In addition [ ] = 1, [ ] = 1, [  ] = 2, [ ] = 3, "eE
 ()]


[  ] =

[

− [()] , we obtain

(49)
(50)
(51)
(52)
(53)
[  ] = 0, and !"#[()] =

1
1
1 M
1 h
1
1
 −
 −
j
[()] = 1 +  −   −  _ +  L +
9
48
240
1800
12600
3


+
 k + _hkk  Mn + ⋯,
(54)
 nh
4
8
19
67 M
103 h
41 j
 +
 +

!"#[()] = 1 − 2 +   +  _ −  L −
3
9
72
540
4050
4725
Lj
+
 k + ⋯,
(55)
jk
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(a)

(b)
Figure 1: (a) The behavior of E[ (t)] and (b) The behavior of Var[ (t)].

Table 1: Comparison between the analytical approximate of E[u (t)] and Var[u(t)] with exact solutions.
t

E[ (t)] Exact solution Var[ (t)] Exact solution
0.1
1.096558
1.0965580.814195
1.185812
1.185812 0.659984 0.659984
1.267178
1.267178 0.541581 0.541581
1.340129
1.340129 0.462313 0.462313
1.404200
1.404200 0.424533 0.424533
1.458996
1.458996 0.429554 0.429554
1.504187
1.504187 0.477619 0.477619
1.539516
1.539516 0.567896 0.567896
1.564791
1.564791 0.698506 0.698506
1.579921
1.579921 0.866570 0.866570

0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.814195

3.2.Example
Consider the random initial value problem
Q

( )
Q

+  () = 0, (0) =  ,

( )





=  ,

(56)

where D is a Beta random variable, D ∼ Be(b = 2, c = 3), and independently of the initial
conditions  ,  which satisfy [ ] = 1, [ ] = 2, [  ] = 2, "eE [ ] = 5,
To obtain the expectation E[ǔ(t)] and the variance Var[ǔ(t)], we can construct the following
A[()] = −  (), () = 0, ; = ∫ ∫ (E) ,
(57)
The solution of the given equation involves the extraction of the components of (). So solving the
approximate analytical series (AAS) be as listed
() =  () +  () +  () + ⋯,
(58)
−1
Initial conditions are used when the inverse operator L is applied on Equation (56) rto obtain
 () =  +  ,
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for the components of (), canr be easily be found by the following iterative process:
(59)
 () =  +  ,  () = −;   (),
G[ H ( )]
;
;
 () = 
,
(60)
 () =  A[ (),
Q G[

R G[

( )]

( )]

H
H
_ () = ;
,
L () = ;
,
(61)
Q
R
Now, we start to calculation the derivatives of K with respect to t which consider is the basic part of
the iterative method A 9 [()], A 99 [()], A 999 [()], ….
A[()] = − (),
(62)
Nf[O(P)]
9 [u(t)]
K 
= NP = K O . uP ,
(63)

A 99 [u(t)] =

Q f[O(P)]

N Q
R f[O(P)]

= A . (uP ) + K O . uPP ,

(64)

A 99 ′[u(t)] = N R = A . (uP )_ + 3. K O .  . uPP + K O . uPPP ,
⋮
we note that the derivatives of  with respect  that are given in (20)
Equations(62)-(65) as
A[ ()] = − (),
Nf[ H (P)]
= K O . u ,
K 9 [ (t)] =
NP
A 99 [ (t)] =

Q f[

H (P)]
N Q
R f[ (P)]
H
N R

=A

H H

. (u ) + K H . u ,

(65)
can be computed by
(66)
(67)
(68)

= A H H H . (u )_ + 3. K H H .  . u + K H . u_ , (69)
A 999 [ (t)] =
⋮
now, we need to extract the first derivatives of A as follows
A H = −, A H H = 0, A H H H = 0, …,
(70)
After performing the above iterative method, the components () are obtained as follows:
 () =  +  ,
(71)


 () = − h   _ −    L ,
(72)




 () = k     h + M
_ () =
L () =

   j ,
L 


−
 _  n −
  _   ,
nh
LM_h


  L   + j jhh   L  _ ,
j j


− _MnM   M  M − hnkjkL   M  h ,

(73)
(74)
(75)

M () =
⋮
The analytical approximate solution (AAS) is
1
1
1
1
() =  +   −      −     _ + rr   L  L +
 L  M
2
6
120 
24




− jM   h  h − M L   h  j + L _   k  k + _nnkk   k  n + ⋯,

(76)

(77)

The analytical approximate mean E[ǔ(t)] and variance Var[ǔ(t)] arer
1
1
1
1
[()] = [ ] + [ ] − [ ]    − [ ]   _ +
[ ] L  L +
[  L  M
2
6
24
120




− jM [ ] h  h − M L [ ]  h  j + L _ [ ] k  k + _nnkk [ ] k  n + ⋯, (78)
|

Since D ∼ Be(b = 2, c = 3) can define the expectation of D as follows:
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[] =

q

q %s



=M ,

q (q%)

(79)


[  ] = (q%s%)(q%s) = M ,

(80)

[ _ ] =

(81)

[ L ] =
[ M ] =

q (q%)(q %)
L
 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %) = _M
(q %s
q (q%)(q%)(q %_)

 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %_) = L
(q %s
q (q%)(q%)(q%_)(q %L)
 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %_)(q %s
 %L)
 %)(q %s
(q %s

Type equation here.

(82)
=


_

(83)

Inraddition [ ] = 1, [ ] = 1, [  ] = 2, [ ] = 5, and !"#[()] = [ ()] − [()] ,
we obtian
1
1 h
1 j
1
1
 +
 −
n
[()] = 1 + 2 −  _ −  L +
15
900
1260
113400
15

−
 + ⋯,
(84)
|nkLM
2
1
1 j
83 k
2 h
 +
 +

!"#[()] = 1 +   +  _ −  M +
15
15
450
25200
225
k_
(85)
−r k_M  k − ⋯,

(a)

(b)
Figure 2: (a) The behavior of E[()] andr (b) The behavior of Var[()].

Table 2: Comparison between analytical approximate of E[()] and Var[()] with exact solutions
t

E[()]

0.1

1.199926

0.2

1.399360

Exact
solution

Var[()]

Exact
solution

1.009866
1.199926
1.399360

1.009866
1.038912 1.038912
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0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

1.597660
1.794032
1.987523
2.177033
2.361322
2.539015
2.708624
2.868557

1.597660
1.794032
1.987523
2.177033
2.361322
2.539015
2.708624
2.868557

1.086245
1.150826
1.231418
1.326544
1.434465
1.553185
1.680487
1.814003

1.086245
1.150826
1.231418
1.326544
1.434465
1.553185
1.680487
1.814003

3.3.Example
Consider the random initial value problem
Q

( )
Q

+ 2

( )

( )

+  () = 0, (0) =  ,





=  ,

(86)

where D is a Beta random variable, D ∼ Be(b= 2, c = 1), and independently of the initial
coditions  ,  whichrsatisfy [ ] = 1, [ ] = 1, [  ] = 2, "eE [ ] = 1,
To obtain the expectation E[ǔ(t)] and the variance !"#[ǔ(t)], we can construct the following
( )

A[()] = −2
−   (), () = 0, ; = ∫ ∫ (E) ,
(87)
The solution of the given equationin volves the extraction of the components of (). So solving the
approximate analytical series (AAS) be as listed
(88)
() =  () +  () +  () + ⋯,
−1
initial conditions are use the inverse operator L is applied on Equation (86) to obtain
 () =  +  ,
(89)
for the components of (), can be easily be found by the following iterative process:
 () =  +  ,

 () = −; 

 () = ; A[ ()],
Q G[

( )]

 () = ;

H(

)

− ;   (),

G[ H ( )]

,

R G[

( )]

(90)
(91)

H
H
,
L () = ;
, …,
(92)
_ () = ;
Q
R
Now, we start to calculationr the derivatives of K with respect to t which consider is the basic part
of the iterative method(NIM) A 9 [()], A 99 [()], A 999 [()], ….
A[()] = − 9( ) −   (),
(93)
A′[ ()] = ∑ A (<>?) ( )(;) ,
(94)



(&;)
(;)
(;)
A′′[ ()] = ∑& ∑ A (Z>?) (<>?) ( )
( )
+ ∑ A (<>?) ( )
,
(95)


(&;)
(;)

(\;)
( )
( )
+
K[ ()] = ∑\ ∑& ∑ A (Y>?) (Z>?) (<>?) ( )
3. ∑&( )(&;) ( )(;) + ∑V K O(U>?) (uPPP )(V;) ,
(96)
⋮
we note that the derivatives of A[()] ith respect t that are given in (20), can be computed by
Equations(93)-(96) as
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A[ ()] = −  −    (),
A′[ ()] = ∑ A

H

(<>?)

(97)

( )(;) ,

∑& ∑ A  (Z>?)  (<>?)
H
H
∑ A  (<>?) (6 )(;) ,
H

(98)

(&;)

6 

(;)

6 

A

 ()] =

+
(99)
(&;)

A 999 [ ()] = ∑\ ∑& ∑ A  (Y>?)  (Z>?)  (<>?) (6 )(\;) 6 
H

H

H

s
+3. ∑& ∑ A  (Z>?)  (<>?) (6 )(&;) (6 )(;) + ∑V K 
H

99 [

H

H

(U>?)

(f_ )(V;) ,

(;)
6 

(100)

now, we need to extract the first derivatives of A as follows
A H = −  , A H H = 0, A H H H = 0, …,
A H = −2, A H H = 0, A H H H = 0, …,
(101)
After performing the above iterative method (NIM), the components () are obtained as follows:
 () =  +  ,
(102)




_

L
 () = −  −     − h    ,
(103)










 () = _   _  _ + _     _ + L   L  L + h   _  L +    L  M ,

_ () = − _   _  _


−    M  h − M L


− h  L L
  h  j ,

−


_

 L  L −




  L  M −


j

(104)

 h  h
(105)

⋮
The analytical approximate solution (AAS) is
1
1
1
2
() =  +   −    −     _ −     L +   _  _ +     _
2
6
3
3





+ L   L  L + h   _  L +    L  M − _   _  _ − h   L  L + ⋯,
(106)
The analytical approximate (AA) mean E[ǔ(t)] and variance Var[ǔ(t)] are
1
1
[()] = [  ] + [ ] − [][ ]  − [ ][  ] _ − [ ][  ] L
2
6




+ _ [ ][ _ ] _ + _ [ ][  ] _ + L [ ]  L ] L + h [ ][ _   L +







[ [ L ] M − _ [ ][ _ ] _ − h [ ][ L ] L + ⋯,
Since D ∼ Be(b = 2, c = 1) can define the expectation of D as follows:
[] =
[  ] =
[ _ ] =
[ L ] =
[ M ] =

q

q %s



=_ ,

(107)

q (q%)

 %)(q %s
) =  ,
(q %s
q (q%)(q %)

 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %) = M
(q %s
q (q%)(q%)(q %_)

 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %_) = _
(q %s
q (q%)(q%)(q%_)(q %L)
 )(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %)(q %s
 %_)(q %s
 %L)
(q %s

(108)
(109)
(110)


=j

⋮
In addition [ ] = 1, [ ] = 1, [  ] = 2, [ ] = 1,
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(111)
and !"#[()] = [ ()] − [()] ,
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we obtain

11  23 _
13 L
59 M
83 h
37 j
 +  −
 +
 −
 +

12
60
120
2520
20160
60480
 k + ⋯,
(112)

[()] = 1 +  −
−

L_
kLL



L

 _

hLn

knMn
L

!"#[()] = 1 −    + M  _ + j  L − M  M + M
Mj

Mn_

+ jk  k − hhMk  n + ⋯,

(a)

___

 h − _jk  j
(113)

(b)
Figure 3: (a) The behavior of E[()] and (b) The behavior of Var[()].

Table 3: Comparison between the analytical approximate of E[()] and Var[u(t)] with exact solution
t

E[()]

Exact
solution

0.1 1.091206

Var[()] Exact
olution
0.995278

1.091206
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

1.166233
1.227026
1.275317
1.312650
1.340404
1.359802
1.371934
1.377768
1.378161

1.166233
1.227026
1.275317
1.312650
1.340404
1.359802
1.371934
1.377768
1.378161

0.982290
0.962846
0.938701
0.911455
0.882499
0.852982
0.823779
0.795438
0.768072

0.995278
0.982290
0.962846
0.938701
0.911455
0.882499
0.852982
0.823779
0.795438
0.768072

4.Conclusion
In this article, NIM is employed to computerthe expectation approximation E[(t)] and variance
approximation Var[(t)] of second- order random differential equation(SORDE).The results rpresent
which obtains from the proposed method represents graphs that can be seen clearly in Figure 1-3. These
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figures show that the solutions we obtained are compatible with the exactr solution. Finally, ther NIM
is avery effective and powerful tool for the second-order random differential equation.
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Abstract. In this paper, the reliability formula of the stress-strength model is derived for
probability P(T<X<Z) of a component having strength X falling between two stresses T and Z,
that these stresses and strength variables have Dagum distribution with unknown shape
parameters and known common scale parameters. Three methods for estimating the Dagum
parameters are discussed which are the Maximum Likelihood, Regression method and Method
of Moment, and the comparison between these estimation method based on a simulation study
by the mean square error criteria for each of the small, medium and large samples. The most
important conclusion is that this comparison confirms that the performance of the maximum
likelihood estimator works better for most of the experiments studied.

1. Introduction
In the reliability studies the stress-strength model describes the life of a component which has a
random strength X and is subjected to random stress Y. This idea arises in the classical stress-strength
reliability, where the person is interested in estimating the probability 𝑃(𝑋 < 𝑌) that can be
interpreted as the probability of failure of the component, when the applied stress Y is greater than its
strength X [5]. An important case is the estimation of 𝑅 = 𝑃(𝑇 < 𝑋 < 𝑍) which represents the
situation where the strength X should not only be greater than stress T but also be smaller than stress
Z. For example, there are many devices that do not work when the temperatures are high or when they
are low. Similarly, person’s blood pressure should lie within two limits, systolic and diastolic [6]. The
stress-strength model of 𝑃(𝑇 < 𝑋 < 𝑍) have wide applications in various subareas of engineering,
psychology, genetics, clinical trials and so on [9]. Singh (1980) presented the minimum variance
unbiased (MVU), Maximum Likelihood and empirical estimator of 𝑅 = 𝑃(𝑇 < 𝑋 < 𝑍), where T,Z
and X are mutually independent random variables and follows the normal distribution [11]. Dutta and
Sriwastav (1986) deal with the estimation of R when T,Z and X are exponential random variables [3].
In 1988, Ivshin investigated the MLE and UMVUE of R when T,Z and X either uniform or
exponential random variable with the unknown location parameter [7]. In 2013, Hassan et al. focused
on the estimate of 𝑅 = 𝑃(𝑇 < 𝑋 < 𝑍), where T and Z be a random stress and X be a random strength
have weibull distribution in presence of k outlies [6]. In 2019, Salman et al. focused on the estimate of
𝑅 = 𝑃(𝑇 < 𝑋 < 𝑍), when T,Z and X are independent and that these stress and strength variables have
Inverted Kumaraswamy distribution [5].

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Dagum distribution was introduced by Dagum in (1977). This distribution was widely used in various
fields such as, income and wealth data, meteorological data, reliability and survival analysis. The
Dagum distribution (Dag) is also called the inverse Burr XII distribution [2],[4].
For any random variable X that follows Dagum distribution the cumulative density function (cdf) is
given by:[2]
−𝛽

𝐹(𝑥) = (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )
; 𝑥 > 0; 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝛿 > 0
and the probability density function (pdf) :

(1)

−𝛽−1

f(𝑥) = 𝛽𝜆𝛿𝑥 −𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )
; 𝑥 > 0; 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝛿 > 0
(2)
where 𝜆 is the scale parameter and the shape parameters are 𝛽, 𝛿.
Since f(𝑥) is probability densty function, then we can rewrite equation (2) as:
−𝛽−1

∞

∫0 𝜆𝛿𝑥 −𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )

1

𝑑𝑥 = 𝛽

(3)

The main aim of this paper is to obtain a mathematical formula for the reliability R of the
probability that a component's strength is between two stresses based on Dagum distribution in section
2. In order to find the estimators of the shape parameters (𝛽, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ) for the three random variables,
three different estimation methods (Maximum Likelihood, Regression Method and Moment Method)
are used and then the reliability parameter is estimated in section 3. A simulation study was conducted
to compare the performance of the three different estimators of the reliability in section 4, based on
twelve experiments of shape parameter values and at different sample sizes of (15) for small, (30) for
medium and (90) for large sample sizes. The comparison is made by the Mean Square Error (MSE),
and the conclusions are discussed in section 5.■
2.Reliability Formulation
The reliability formula of the stress-strength model that the probability of a component strength falling
in between two stresses, is given by:[1]
𝑅 = 𝑃(𝑇 < 𝑋 < 𝑍)
∞
= ∫0 𝑃(𝑇 < 𝑥, 𝑍 > 𝑥 ⁄𝑋 = 𝑥)𝑑𝐹𝑥 (𝑥)
∞
= ∫0 𝐻𝑇 (𝑥) (1 − 𝐺𝑍 (𝑥)) f(x)dx
∞
∞
= ∫0 𝐻𝑇 (𝑥)f(x)𝑑𝑥 − ∫0 𝐻𝑇 (𝑥)𝐺𝑍 (𝑥)f(x)𝑑𝑥

(4)

Let T and Z be independent random stress variables with distribution functions H T (t), GZ (z)
following Dag(β1 , λ, δ) and Dag(β2 , λ, δ) respectively. And let X be a random strength variable,
assumed that X independent from T and Z following Dag(β, λ, δ) with (cdf) Fx(x), then:
−𝛽1

𝐻𝑇 (𝑡) = (1 + 𝜆𝑡 −𝛿 )
𝐺𝑍 (𝑧) = (1 + 𝜆𝑧

−𝛿 −𝛽2

)

𝑡 > 0; 𝛽1 , 𝜆, 𝛿 > 0

(5)

𝑧 > 0; 𝛽2 , 𝜆, 𝛿 > 0

(6)

Also f(𝑥) = 𝛽𝜆𝛿𝑥 −𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥

−𝛿 −𝛽−1

)

𝑥 > 0; 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝛿 > 0

Now, from equation (4):
∞

−𝛽1

𝑅 = ∫0 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )
𝑅

−𝛽−1

𝛽𝜆𝛿𝑥 −𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )

𝑑𝑥

−𝛽1
−𝛽2
−𝛽−1
∞
− ∫0 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )
𝑑𝑥
(1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 ) 𝛽𝜆𝛿𝑥 −𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )
−(𝛽+𝛽
)−1
−(𝛽+𝛽1 +𝛽2 )−1
∞
∞
1
= 𝛽 ∫0 𝜆𝛿𝑥 −𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )
𝑑𝑥 − 𝛽 ∫0 𝜆𝛿𝑥 −𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥 −𝛿 )
𝑑𝑥

Similarly, from equation (3) we can get:
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𝛽

𝛽

𝑅 = 𝛽+𝛽 − 𝛽+𝛽
1

1 +𝛽2

= (𝛽+𝛽

𝛽𝛽2

(7)

1 )(𝛽+𝛽1 +𝛽2 )

The behavior of reliability is illustrated in the following figures with different values of the three
distribution shape parameters. The reliability behavior is illustrated in the following figures with
different values of the three shape parameters of the distribution. The purpose of explaining this
behavior is to know how much confidence we have in the component to work under certain conditions
and to continue doing this work according to the special terms of the model.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1 : The Reliability curve against parameter 𝛽
Figure (1-a,b,c) shows the change of reliability curve by the effect of different values of the strength
parameter 𝛽 as a function of the parameters (𝛽, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ), in three different cases for the values of the
two parameters 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , where reliability value increasing with the increasing in the value of the
strength shape parameter 𝛽, then it gradually decreases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2 : The Reliability curve against parameter 𝛽1
Figure (2-a,b,c) shows the effect of the stress parameter value 𝛽1 on the change of the reliability
curve as a function of the parameters (𝛽, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ), in three different cases for the values of the two
parameters 𝛽, 𝛽2 , where reliability value decreasing and its decrease is steep with increasing value of
stress shape parameter 𝛽1 .

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 3 : The Reliability curve against parameter 𝛽2
Figure (3-a,b,c) shows the effect of the stress parameter value 𝛽2 on the change of the reliability
curve as a function of the parameters (𝛽, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ), in three different cases for the values of the two
parameters 𝛽, 𝛽1 , where reliability value increasing with increasing value of stress shape parameter 𝛽2
, but it reaches a certain point and then begins to decrease.
3.Estimation Method:
In this section three different estimation methods are used to find the estimator of the Dagum unknown
shape parameter; 𝛽, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 and the Reliability; R of the stress-strength model. These methods are
Maximum Likelihood, Regression Method and Method of Moment. These methods are used to arrive
at the best reliability estimate.
3.1. Maximum likelihood estimator (ML)
The maximum likelihood method is the most widely used method for parameter estimation. There is
no doubt that the success of the method stems from many desirable characteristics including
consistency, asymptotic, efficiency, invariance and simply its intuitive appeal [2]. Let 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 be
a random strength sample of size (n) from 𝐷𝑎𝑔(𝛽, 𝜆, 𝛿) where 𝛽 is unknown parameter and 𝜆, 𝛿 are
known. Then the ML function is given by :[4]
−𝛽−1

𝐿(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ; 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝛿) = (𝛽𝜆𝛿)𝑛 ∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖−𝛿−1 (1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 )

(8)

Then the natural logarithm function for equation (8) can be written as:
ln𝐿 = 𝑛ln(𝛽𝜆𝛿) − (𝛿 + 1) ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ln(𝑥𝑖 ) − (𝛽 + 1) ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ln(1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 )
= 𝑛ln𝛽 + 𝑛ln𝜆 + 𝑛ln𝛿 − 𝛿 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ln(𝑥𝑖 ) − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ln(𝑥𝑖 )
−𝛽 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ln(1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 ) − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ln(1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 )

(9)

By differentiate (9) with respect to the unknown parameter 𝛽 and equating the result to zero, we
obtain:
𝜕ln𝐿
𝑛
= 𝛽 − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 ln(1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 )
𝜕𝛽
𝑛
−𝛿
∑𝑛
̂ − 𝑖=1 ln(1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖 ) = 0
𝛽
𝑛
−𝛿
∑𝑛
̂ = 𝑖=1 ln(1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖 )
𝛽
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𝑛

𝛽̂𝑀𝐿 =

(10)

−𝛿
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑥𝑖 )

In the same way , let 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑚 and 𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , … , 𝑧𝑚 be a stress random samples of size (m) from
𝐷𝑎𝑔(𝛽1 , 𝜆, 𝛿) and 𝐷𝑎𝑔(𝛽2 , 𝜆, 𝛿), respectively and the ML estimator of the unknown parameters
𝛽1 , 𝛽2 are :[4]
𝛽̂1𝑀𝐿 =
𝛽̂2𝑀𝐿 =

𝑚

(11)

−𝛿
∑𝑚
𝑗=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑡𝑗 )

𝑚

(12)

−𝛿
∑𝑚
𝑘=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑧𝑘 )

By substituting (10), (11) and (12) in equation (7), we can obtain the ML reliability estimator based on
invariance property as:
̂2𝑀𝐿 𝛽
̂𝑀𝐿
𝛽
̂
̂
̂
̂
1𝑀𝐿 +𝛽𝑀𝐿 )(𝛽1𝑀𝐿 +𝛽2𝑀𝐿 +𝛽𝑀𝐿 )

𝑅̂𝑀𝐿 = (𝛽̂

3.2. Regression Method (Rg)
Linear Regression is one of the important procedures that use auxiliary information to construct
estimators with good efficiency. The standard regression equation [8]:
𝑧𝑖 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑢𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖
(13)
Where 𝑧𝑖 is dependent variable, 𝑢𝑖 is independent variable and 𝑒𝑖 is the error term and represent
identically distributed random variable and a,b are called regression coefficients where a is the
intercept and b is the slop [10].
Let 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 be a random strength sample of size (n) from 𝐷𝑎𝑔(𝛽, 𝜆, 𝛿). Then the Rg estimators of
the unknown parameter 𝛽, can be obtained by taking the natural logarithm to equation (1):
ln(𝐹(𝑥𝑖 )) = −𝛽ln (1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 )
(14)
Substituted plotting position 𝑃𝑖 instead of 𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) in equation (14), we get:
ln(𝑃𝑖 ) = −𝛽ln (1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 )
(15)
𝑖
Where 𝑃𝑖 =
, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛
𝑛+1
By the comparison between equation (15) and equation (13), we can get:
𝑧𝑖 = ln(𝑃𝑖 ) , 𝑎 = 0 , 𝑏 = 𝛽 , 𝑢𝑖 = −ln (1 + 𝜆𝑥𝑖−𝛿 )
(16)
Where b can be estimated by minimizing the summation of squared error with respect to b, then we
get:[5]
𝑛

𝑛

𝑛

𝑛∑
𝑧 𝑢 −∑
𝑧 ∑
𝑢
𝑏̂ = 𝑖=1𝑛 𝑖 𝑖 2 𝑖=1 𝑛𝑖 𝑖=12 𝑖

(17)

𝑛 ∑𝑖=1[𝑢𝑖 ] −[∑𝑖=1 𝑢𝑖 ]

By substitution (16) in (17), the Rg estimator for the unknown parameter 𝛽, 𝛽̂Rg is:
𝛽̂ Rg =

−𝛿
𝑛
𝑛
−𝛿
−𝑛 ∑𝑛
𝑖=1 ln(𝑃𝑖 ) ln(1+𝜆𝑥𝑖 )+∑𝑖=1 ln(𝑃𝑖 ) ∑𝑖=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑥𝑖 )
2

−𝛿
𝑛
−𝛿
𝑛 ∑𝑛
𝑖=1[ln (1+𝜆𝑥𝑖 )] −[∑𝑖=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑥𝑖 )]

2

(18)

In the same step above, we will estimate the unknown parameters 𝛽1 and 𝛽2
𝛽̂1𝑅g =
𝛽̂2𝑅g =

−𝛿
𝑚
𝑚
−𝛿
−𝑚 ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 ln(𝑃𝑗 ) ln(1+𝜆𝑡𝑗 )+∑𝑗=1 ln(𝑃𝑗 ) ∑𝑗=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑡𝑗 )
2

−𝛿
𝑚
−𝛿
𝑚 ∑𝑚
𝑗=1[ln(1+𝜆𝑡𝑗 )] −[∑𝑗=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑡𝑗 )]

2

−𝛿
𝑚
𝑚
−𝛿
−𝑚 ∑𝑚
𝑘=1 ln(𝑃𝑘 ) ln(1+𝜆𝑧𝑘 )+∑𝑘=1 ln(𝑃𝑘 ) ∑𝑘=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑧𝑘 )
2

−𝛿
𝑚
−𝛿
𝑚 ∑𝑚
𝑘=1[ln(1+𝜆𝑧𝑘 )] −[∑𝑘=1 ln(1+𝜆𝑧𝑘 )]

𝑗

2

as follows:
(19)
(20)

𝑘

Where 𝑃𝑗 = 𝑚+1 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑚 and 𝑃𝑘 = 𝑚+1 , 𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝑚
By substitution equations (18),(19) and (20) in equation (7), we obtain the
reliability approximately as:
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𝑅̂ =

̂2𝑅g 𝛽
̂ Rg
𝛽
̂1𝑅g +𝛽
̂ Rg )(𝛽
̂1𝑅g +𝛽
̂2𝑅g +𝛽
̂ Rg )
(𝛽

3.3. Method of Moment (MOM)
The Method of Moment was introduced by Pearson in (1894). It was one of the first methods used to
estimate a population parameter [8]. To derived the method of moment estimators of parameters of
Dagum, let 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 be a strength random sample of size (n) from 𝐷𝑎𝑔(𝛽, 𝜆, 𝛿) and let
𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑚 and 𝑧1 , 𝑧2 , … , 𝑧𝑚 be a stress random samples of size (m) from 𝐷𝑎𝑔(𝛽1 , 𝜆, 𝛿) and
𝐷𝑎𝑔(𝛽2 , 𝜆, 𝛿), respectively. Then their population means when 𝛿 > 1 are given by:[2]
1

1
1
𝛿
𝛿
1
1
1
𝐸(𝑡) = 𝛽1 𝜆𝛿 𝐵 (1 − 𝛿 , 𝛽1 + 𝛿 )
1
1
1
𝐸(𝑧) = 𝛽2 𝜆𝛿 𝐵 (1 − 𝛿 , 𝛽2 + 𝛿 )

𝐸(𝑥) = 𝛽 𝜆𝛿 𝐵 (1 − , 𝛽 + )

According to the method of moment, equating the samples mean with the corresponding populations
mean, then the moment estimators of 𝛽, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 are:
𝛽̂𝑀𝑂𝑀 =

𝑥̅

(21)

1
1
1
𝜆𝛿 𝐵(1− ,𝛽0 + )
𝛿
𝛿

𝛽̂1𝑀𝑂𝑀 =
𝛽̂2𝑀𝑂𝑀 =

𝑡̅

(22)

1
1
1
𝜆𝛿 𝐵(1− ,𝛽10 + )
𝛿
𝛿

𝑧̅

(23)

1
1
1
𝜆𝛿 𝐵(1− ,𝛽20 + )
𝛿
𝛿

By substitution equation (21),(22) and (23) in equation (7), we can obtain the approximate estimator of
R as bellow:
̂2𝑀𝑂𝑀 𝛽
̂𝑀𝑂𝑀
𝛽
̂
̂
̂
̂
+𝛽
)(𝛽
1𝑀𝑂𝑀
𝑀𝑂𝑀
1𝑀𝑂𝑀 +𝛽2𝑀𝑂𝑀 +𝛽𝑀𝑂𝑀 )

𝑅̂𝑀𝑂𝑀 = (𝛽̂

4.Simulation study
In this section, a simulation study is used to determine the best estimate of the reliability with
unknown parameters of the Dagum distribution, and to performance the three different estimates from
the maximum likelihood, regression method and the method of moment; where the estimators of
regression was used as initial value, are evaluated by using the mean square error criteria (MSE), with
different sample sizes (15,30,90) and (𝜆 = 2, 4, 0.5; 𝛿 = 2, 1.2, 5), for four different experiments in
each case of the parameters value 𝜆 and 𝛿.
For the twelve different experiments, a simulation study is conducted by using MATLAB 2020 to
compare the performance of the reliability estimators by the following steps:
Step1: Generating the random values of the random variables by the inverse function according to the
following formula: 𝑥 = [(𝐹(𝑥)−1⁄𝛽 − 1)⁄𝜆]

−1⁄𝛿
∑𝑁 𝑅̂

𝑖
Step2: Calculate the mean by the equation: Mean = 𝑖=1
𝑁
Step3: The comparison of estimation methods is done by using the mean square error criteria: MSE=
2
1 𝑁
∑ (𝑅̂ − 𝑅) , where N the number of replication in each experiment is 1000.
𝑁 𝑖=1 𝑖
The results are recorded in the following tables from 1 to 3. The comparison of these estimator’s
performance based on the MSE values, has been observed as:
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1-

In table (1) and for experiments (1), (2), (3) and (4), the value of MSE decreases with
increasing sample sizes for each of MLE, Rg and MOM. The best value of MSE is MLE,
followed by Rg, MOM.
2- In table (2) and for experiments (5), (6), (7) and (8), the value of MSE decreases with
increasing sample sizes for each of MLE, Rg and MOM. The best value of MSE is MLE,
followed by Rg, MOM.
3- In table (3) and for experiments (10) and (11), the value of MSE decreases with increasing
sample sizes for each of MLE, Rg and MOM. The best value of MSE is MLE, followed by
Rg, MOM, but in the case of experiments (9) and (12), the best value of MSE was for the
MOM, followed by MLE, Rg.
Thus, the estimators of the maximum likelihood method give better performance than those of the
regression and moment methods through the small values of the MSE for most of the experiments,
except for experiments (9) and (12) in which the moment method is the best.
Table 1: Estimate for Reliability when 𝜆 = 2, 𝛿 = 2

n
15

m
15

30

30

90

90

30

15

15

90

30

90

15

15

30

30

90

30
15

30

90

15
90

90

Exp.1: 𝜷 = 𝟏. 𝟐 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟔, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟔
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟕
MLE
Rg
MOM
Mean 0.1640
0.1667
0.1680
MSE 0.0019
0.0035
0.0042
Mean 0.1674
0.1678
0.1685
MSE 0.0009
0.0020
0.0023
Mean 0.1676
0.1672
0.1720
MSE 0.0003
0.0008
0.0013
Mean 0.1687
0.1701
0.1732
MSE 0.0018
0.0037
0.0039
Mean 0.1634
0.1578
0.1669
MSE 0.0003
0.0009
0.0010
Mean 0.1655
0.1625
0.1678
MSE 2.9340e- 8.4170e- 8.8600e04
04
04
Exp.3: 𝜷 = 𝟐. 𝟓 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟐. 𝟓, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟎
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟖𝟑𝟑
Mean 0.0848
0.0858
0.0977
MSE 0.0007
0.0015
0.0020
Mean 0.0830
0.0840
0.0958
MSE 0.0004
0.0008
0.0011
Mean 0.0835
0.0833
0.0962
MSE 1.1620e- 3.2390e- 5.4940e04
04
04
Mean 0.0859
0.0891
0.0981
MSE 0.0007
0.0015
0.0019
Mean 0.0829
0.0826
0.0951
MSE 1.2100e- 3.2970e- 5.2130e04
04
04
Mean 0.0828
0.0826
0.0968
MSE 1.2180e- 3.0800e- 7.0930e04
04
04

Best
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE

MLE
MLE
MLE

Exp.4: 𝜷 = 𝟏. 𝟔 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟒, 𝜷𝟐 =
𝟎. 𝟖
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝟖𝟔
0.2268 0.2295 0.2291
0.0028 0.0053 0.0063 MLE
0.2281 0.2281 0.2279
0.0013 0.0032 0.0034 MLE
0.2272 0.2270 0.2247
0.0005 0.0011 0.0013 MLE

MLE

0.2301
0.0025
0.2254
0.0008

0.2342
0.0051
0.2174
0.0020

0.2258
0.0049
0.2246
0.0017

MLE

0.2281
0.0006

0.2232
0.0015

0.2240
0.0016

MLE

Table 2: Estimate for Reliability when 𝜆 = 4, 𝛿 = 1.2

8

Exp.2: 𝜷 = 𝟎. 𝟗 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟑, 𝜷𝟐 =
𝟎. 𝟗
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟑𝟐𝟏𝟒
MLE
Rg
MOM
Best
0.3165 0.3110 0.2904
0.0035 0.0067 0.0081 MLE
0.3188 0.3163 0.2897
0.0017 0.0042 0.0053 MLE
0.3206 0.3193 0.2916
0.0006 0.0016 0.0031 MLE
0.3199 0.3181 0.2962
0.0035 0.0066 0.0084 MLE
0.3152 0.3046 0.2895
0.0009 0.0023 0.0031 MLE
0.3184 0.3127 0.2887
0.0007 0.0018 0.0030 MLE

MLE
MLE

MLE
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n
15

m
15

30

30

90

90

30

15

15

90

30

90

15

15

30

30

90

90

30

15

15

90

30

90

Exp.5: 𝜷 = 𝟏. 𝟐 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟔, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟔
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟕
MLE
Rg
MOM
Mean
0.1653
0.1651 0.1682
MSE
0.0017
0.0035 0.0137
Mean
0.1653
0.1646 0.1660
MSE
0.0009
0.0019 0.0108
Mean
0.1656
0.1661 0.1621
MSE
0.0003
0.0007 0.0069
Mean
0.1673
0.1697 0.1710
MSE
0.0018
0.0038 0.0134
Mean
0.1635
0.1587 0.1673
MSE
0.0004
0.0009 0.0069
Mean
0.1657
0.1630 0.1696
MSE
0.0003
0.0008 0.0076
Exp.7: 𝜷 = 𝟐. 𝟓 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟐. 𝟓, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟎
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟖𝟑𝟑
Mean
0.0837
0.0846 0.0935
MSE
0.0007
0.0015 0.0052
Mean
0.0835
0.0848 0.0931
MSE
0.0004
0.0008 0.0055
Mean
0.0841
0.0849 0.0919
MSE
0.0001
0.0003 0.0039
Mean
0.0860
0.0861 0.0986
MSE
0.0008
0.0015 0.0071
Mean
0.0825
0.0816 0.0842
MSE
0.0001
0.0003 0.0032
Mean
0.0835
0.0835 0.0907
MSE
0.0001
0.0003 0.0035

Best
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE

MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE
MLE

Exp.6: 𝜷 = 𝟎. 𝟗 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟑, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟗
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟑𝟐𝟏𝟒
MLE
Rg
MOM
Best
0.3110
0.3076
0.2956
0.0037
0.0064
0.0235
MLE
0.3166
0.3136
0.3029
0.0017
0.0038
0.0187
MLE
0.3221
0.3214
0.3113
0.0006
0.0017
0.0143
MLE
0.3157
0.3115
0.3052
0.0038
0.0071
0.0257
MLE
0.3158
0.3057
0.3032
0.0009
0.0026
0.0134
MLE
0.3196
0.3148
0.3022
0.0007
0.0017
0.0134
MLE
Exp.8: 𝜷 = 𝟏. 𝟔 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟒, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟖
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝟖𝟔
0.2306
0.2267
0.2353
0.0027
0.0048
0.0209
MLE
0.2286
0.2282
0.2321
0.0014
0.0031
0.0180
MLE
0.2290
0.2303
0.2315
0.0004
0.0013
0.0108
MLE
0.2343
0.2374
0.2288
0.0028
0.0057
0.0194
MLE
0.2232
0.2133
0.2358
0.0010
0.0022
0.0116
MLE
0.2261
0.2226
0.2255
0.0006
0.0015
0.0115
MLE

Table 3: Estimate for Reliability when 𝜆 = 0.5, 𝛿 = 5

n
15

m
15

30

30

90

90

30
15

30

15
90

90

Exp.9: 𝜷 = 𝟏. 𝟐 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟔, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟔
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟏𝟔𝟔𝟕
MLE
Rg
MOM
Mean 0.1643
0.1644
0.1684
MSE 0.0018
0.0033
0.0011
Mean 0.1657
0.1680
0.1702
MSE 0.0008
0.0019
0.0005
Mean 0.1673
0.1674
0.1712
MSE 2.8460e- 7.8490e- 2.2200e04
04
04
Mean 0.1664
0.1660
0.1692
MSE 0.0018
0.0034
0.0011
Mean 0.1636
0.1591
0.1681
MSE 3.2260e- 8.5930e- 1.8590e04
04
04
Mean 0.1652
0.1625
0.1693
MSE 3.2020e- 8.0850e- 2.0100e04
04
04
Exp.11: 𝜷 = 𝟐. 𝟓 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟐. 𝟓, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟏. 𝟎

Best
MOM
MOM
MOM

Exp.10: 𝜷 = 𝟎. 𝟗 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟑, 𝜷𝟐 =
𝟎. 𝟗 𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟑𝟐𝟏𝟒
MLE
Rg
MOM
Best
0.3166 0.3121 0.2750
0.0036 0.0066 0.0041 MLE
0.3181 0.3146 0.2733
0.0018 0.0039 0.0033 MLE
0.3203 0.3186 0.2725
0.0006 0.0017 0.0028 MLE

MOM

0.3229
0.0036
0.3158
0.0008

0.3204
0.0069
0.3059
0.0022

0.2797
0.0038
0.2693
0.0031

MOM

0.3184
0.0007

0.3142
0.0019

0.2718
0.0028

MOM

MLE
MLE

MLE

Exp.12: 𝜷 = 𝟏. 𝟔 , 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎. 𝟒, 𝜷𝟐 =
9
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15

15

30

30

90

30
15

30

90

15
90

90

Mean
MSE
Mean
MSE
Mean
MSE
Mean
MSE
Mean
MSE
Mean
MSE

0.0844
0.0007
0.0839
3.6820e04
0.0837
1.1930e04
0.0846
0.0008
0.0824
1.1950e04
0.0836
1.1860e04

𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟖𝟑𝟑
0.0859
0.0977
0.0015
0.0010
0.0836
0.0971
8.7610e- 6.5100e04
04
0.0842
0.0983
3.3660e- 3.8760e04
04
0.0857
0.0963
0.0016
0.0010
0.0819
0.0970
3.3610e- 3.5110e04
04
0.0836
0.0983
3.4830e- 3.9180e04
04

MLE

𝟎. 𝟖
𝑹 = 𝟎. 𝟐𝟐𝟖𝟔
0.2272 0.2286 0.2205
0.0029 0.0055 0.0018
0.2289 0.2292 0.2214
0.0014 0.0029 0.0008

MLE

0.2295
0.0004

0.2283
0.0011

0.2206
0.0003

MLE

0.2287
0.0027
0.2239
0.0008

0.2334
0.0052
0.2132
0.0021

0.2222
0.0017
0.2134
0.0007

MLE

0.2274
0.0006

0.2216
0.0015

0.2179
0.0004

MLE

MLE

MOM
MOM

MOM

MOM
MOM

MOM

5.Conclusion
In this paper, three methods are used to estimate reliability P (T< X< Z) as each of T, Z and X follow
the Dagum distribution with different parameters, and these methods are the maximum likelihood,
regression method and method of moment. A simulation study was conducted, and through the results
that appeared in the twelve experiments, it was found that the estimators of the maximum likelihood
method give better performance than those of the regression and moment methods through the small
values of the MSE for most of the experiments, except for experiments (9) and (12) in which the
moment method is the best. Thus, the simulation results confirm that the performance of the maximum
likelihood estimator is much better than the estimators of the regression and moment methods for most
experiments and for various sample sizes.
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four different distributions
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Abstract. In this paper, the n- cascade with P(X<Y<Z) is used to find the reliability of stressstrength system, where X and Z are the strengths of a component subjected to stress Y. The ncascade stress-strength system reliability expression is obtained for four different distributions
which are [Exponential Pareto, Inverted Exponential, Exponentiated Invers Rayleigh, Frechet]. For
some specific values of the parameters of the distribution, the numerical values of the four different
reliabilities have also been computed, provided, and discussed.

1. Introduction
The reliability of the stress-strength system model component is defined as the probability that the stress
working on it, is not greater than strength, where both x and y are random variables, so = ( ≥ ).
But here we consider the case that a component (or system) can work only when the stressY on it is lies
between two certain values of components (or systems) strengths (say X and Z), i.e. stress is within certain
limits see [4],[6] and [7].
Under this system, the reliability can be defined as:
 = ( <  < )
Where and  are the component strengths (DMGO calls them lower and upper strengths), and Y is
the stress on this component all X, Y, and Z are random variables.
In the source, Singh [7] has considered the reliability estimation under the assumption that the strength
of a component y lies in an interval between two stress ( and  ). i.e.  = ( <  <  )
The main aim of this paper is to obtain the reliability of the n-cascade stress-strength system , where
stress on the component is subjected to two strengths. The general model reliability is illustrated in
section2, the reliabilities obtained for four different distributions [Exponential Pareto, Inverted
Exponential, Exponentiated Invers Rayleigh, Frechet] are given in section3. Finally, the results and
discussions of some numerical values of the reliabilities are given in section4.
2. n-Cascade with P(X<Y<Z) System Reliability

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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After every failure in the cascade system, the stress is modified by a factor (k)[5]. Let
the stress on n-components, then
=   ,  =  =   , …, =   

; = 1, … ,  be

The ith component works if the stress    lie in the interval ( ,  ) the lower and upper strength
of = 1, … ,  components, respectively. Whenever it falls outside these two limits, the component fails
and another from standby takes the place of the failed component and the system continues to work until
the n component in cascade fails [4]. Assuming the components work independently then.
 = (1) + (2) + ⋯ + () … (1)
Where () is the marginal reliability of rth component.
Let  ,   ; = 1,2, … ,  are independent random variables with F( ) , H(  ) cumulative
distribution functions (cdf) and g(  ) probability density function (pdf), then
(1) = ( <  < ) = (  > ) − (  > ,  > )
= ∫  (  )(  )


And
(2) = ( <





− ∫  (  ) (  )(  )


< )! ( <



… (2)

< )

= [1 − (1)][(( =   ) > ) − (  > ,   > ) ]
= [1 − (1)] "∫  (  )(  )  − ∫  (  ) (  )(  )






#… (3)

Similarly
(3) = [1 − (1)][1 − (2)]
"∫  (


 )(  ) 

− ∫  (


 ) (

 )(  )  #

… (4)

In general
() = $1 − (1)%$1 − (2)% … (1 − ( − 1))
"∫  (





 )(  ) 

− ∫  (





 ) (



 )(  )  #

… (5)

3. Specific Distributions
In this section, we involve four different distributions for the random stress and strengths variables to
obtain the mathematical expressions of reliabilities in equations (2-5) and then n-cascade system reliability
in the equation (1).
3.1. Exponential Pareto Distribution (EPD)
Let the strengths random variables and  are independent identically distributed with EPD (&, ' , *)
and EPD (&, ' , *), respectively, with cumulative distribution function (cdf) given as[2] and [3]:
() = 1 − () = 1 − And let

 be

0 6
4

. / 5

9 6
.8 / 5
4

,

>0

,

>0

EP (&, ', *) random stress variable with probability density function (pdf) given as:

(  ) =

@
.:  : ./ 4 5
/
5
? ?

6

,



>0
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Since (  ) is pd function.
Then from equation (2), we have.
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Then, we get
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And now from equation (3), we have
(2) = [1 − (1)][A − B ]
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Substituting the values of(),  = 1,2, … , ; we can obtain , the reliability of the system.
(4) = $1 − (1)%$1 − (2)%$1 − (3)% I

.
$.EG L6 .8 %

−

.
$.EG L6 (. E.8 )%

J

3.2. Inverted Exponential Distribution (IED)
The random variables and are strengths independent identically distributed with ~IE(M ) and ~
IE(M ), respectively, with cdf given as[8]:
(x) = e

N
/ 5

H() = And let

,

x>0

Q
/ 8 5
9

>0

O

 ~ IE(M)

,

be a random stress variable with pdf given as:
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Since (  ) is pd function, then from equation2 we have.
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And now from equation (3), we have
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3.3. Exponentiated Inverse Rayleigh Distribution (EIRD)
Let the random variables and are strengths independent identically distributed with ~EIR (W , X)
and ~EIR (W , X ), respectively, with cdf given as[1]:
() = I-

Z
Y
/ 85
0 J

=-

\Y

/ 8 5
0

,
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() = And, let
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EIR (W, X) random stress variable with pdf given as:
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3.4. Frechet Distribution (FD)
Let the random variables and are strengths independent identically distributed with ~F (` , a)
and ~F (` , a), respectively, with cdf given as[6]:
Vc
() = - b ,
>0
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() = - b ,
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() = $1 − (1)%$1 − (2)% … $1 − ( − 1)% C

Vc
bb8 $G (UV) %
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Vc
Vc
/bEb $G (UV) % 5 /bEb $G (UV) % Eb8 $G (UV) % 5

D

Then,  = (1) + (2) + ⋯ + ()
4. Numerical Evaluation and Results
For the four different distribution and by specific values of the parameters involved in mathematical
expressions of (),  = 1,2,3,4 the system reliability  and the marginal reliabilities (1),
(2), (3)  (4) (i.e. n=4) are evaluated and recorded in the following cases.
4.1. For Exponential Pareto Distribution (EPD)
x fg = h. j, fk = k. l mno p = q
When drawing the parameter λ against reliability and for the different values of parameter θ, we
notice that the curves start from one point with good reliability with a small value, where the curve
escalates to the largest value, and then it begins to decrease and stability, so that the decrease with the
increase in the value of parameter λ, but when the value of Parameter θ to greater values, reliability
begins to decrease gradually until steady state is reached and then decreasing.
x fg = h. j, fk = k. l mno p = q
And at the same default values for both parameters fg and ' and the coefficient p, the reliability
graph against parameter θ at the different values of parameter λ, gave a direct decreasing form at the
small value of parameter λ and when increasing it led to a very slight increase in reliability (An
indication of the increased achievement required in the system) and from then the direct drop to the
state of decreasing, while at the greater value of the parameter λ, it gave a significant increase in
reliability until it reached the inflection point with a considerable distance and then begins to decrease.
x f = h. j , p = q
For indicators that plot reliability against parameter θ with different values for each of the
parametersfg andfk , when the values of the parameter fg exceed the values of the parameterfk , the
reliability is decreasing with slight stability in the second case.
The reliability behavior is as shown in the following figures with different values of shape parameters
for the Exponential Pareto Distribution.

Figure 1. The Reliability curve against parameter '
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Figures 2. The Reliability curve against parameter θ
4.2. For Inverted Exponential Distribution (IED)
x k=2
When drawing the relationship between reliabilityr with parameter s for different values of two
parameters s and sk , it gave a form that initially increased the reliability r sharply from the point of
origin and then inflection to decrease after r exceeded the value (0.5) that is k=2.
x k=1.5
As for the lower value of the coefficient k ,the figures remained the same but with increasing the
value of the inflection to decreasing and approaching (0.6) for the casesg = 0.8 andsk = 0.4, also for
the other two.
x k=0.7
With a smaller value than the previous state of the coefficient k, the shapes were more deploy and
better than their predecessors. Therefore, we note that as the value of k decreases the chance of
reliability increases and it takes a longer period of time before the process of decreasing begins.
The reliability behavior is as shown in the following figures with different values of coefficients for the
Inverted Exponential Distribution.
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Figures 3. The Reliability curve against parameter M
4.3. For Exponentiated Inverse Rayleigh Distribution (EIRD)
x ug = h. vw , uk = h. kq , p = g. k
Here we notice the reliability value starting from the origin point it increases rapidly with the small
values of the parameter u takes a sharp inflection point at the value of (u =0.8), and then starts
decreasing rapidly when (p = 1.2).
x ug = h. vw , uk = h. kq , p = h. w
When the value decreases to (k = 0.8), the curve of the inflection from increasing to decreasing
becomes wider and continues to the middle of the parameter valueu, before it begins to decrease.
x yg = gh. q, yk = v. k , p = g. z
For the parameter y at different values of the parameters u, ug , uk and constant values of the two
parameters yg , yk and k =1.5, the reliability curve increases with increasing the values of this
parameter, and it begins with a constant distance to a significant distance and then decreases and is
similar in that the increasing and overlapping values of the parameters u, ug , uk . As for the case of a
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x
x

decrease, which is the second case referred to by the continuous line it gives a decrease faster than the
previous two.
yg = gh. q, yk = v. k , p = k
As the value k increases to 2, the reliability is in the form of increasing curves symmetrical with the
possibility of decreasing at values greater than (10) for the parametery.
yg = h. l, yk = g. q , p = g. k and yg = h. l, yk = g. q , p = h. w
In Figures (5) and (6) respectively, lower values were given for the two parameters yg , yk , so that
draws the reliability against a parameter y, we notice that it gave a fast decrease in Fig.5, while in
Fig.6 it was a lower decrease.

The reliability behavior is as shown in the following figures with different values of shape parameters
for the Exponentiated Inverse Rayleigh Distribution.

Figures 4. The Reliability curve against parameter W
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Figures 5. The Reliability curve against parameter X

4.4. For Frechet Distribution (FD)
x {g = h. qj, {k = h. wv, p = g. z
When drawing the delta parameter{ against different values of the beta parameter|, we note that the
reliability value does not start from the origin point and increases converging until a sharp inflection
point of decreasing reliability values at (k = 1.5).
x {g = h. qj, {k = h. wv, p = h. }q
When the value of the coefficient decreases to (k = 0.63), we observe the difference and divergence of
the curves. so the best reversal condition is when plotting reliability against parameter | at certain
values of parameter {.
x {g = h. qj, {k = h. wv, p = g. z and {g = h. qj, {k = h. wv, p = h. }q
In figures (3) and (4), we observe a constant and continuous decrease in reliability when the
coefficient value is p = 1.5, while we have inflection from increasing to decreasing non-convex at
p = 0.63, respectively.
The reliability behavior is as shown in the following figures with different values of shape parameters
for the Frechet Distribution.
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Figures 6. The Reliability curve against parameter a

Figures 7. The Reliability curve against parameter {
5. Conclusion
Formulas for system reliability were found for four different distributions, and it found that there are
various effects of the special distributions forms for each of the stress and strength variables.
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Abstract. In some real-world applications, performance assessment often has to be considered
under uncertainty with fuzzy input and output. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a new and
effective approach to measuring the relative efficiency of decision-making units concerned
with performance evaluation. Recently, DEA has studied with fuzzy input and output. In this
paper, we present a computational procedure using a robust ranking method to formulate and
solve fuzzy DEA models. Based on this approach, we convert the fuzzy DEA input and output
from fuzzy form to crisp. Also, a case study has been presented as in [6] to assess the
performance of eight manufacturing enterprises with fuzzy data.

1. Introduction
The performance evaluation is one of the basic tools for measuring the quality of functional
processes. Therefore, it has taken the attention of many researchers in quality and business affairs,
because of its great importance in directing the organizational activity towards the horizon of success.
The performance appraisal was defined as "The method by which the actual performance level is
measured to obtain sufficient information and analyze it, so it is a tool for measuring human effort at
work and diagnosing the level of quality in this performance" [1].
The performance evaluation is a periodic procedure in which the performance of the employee is
examined and measured, in order to identify his strengths and weaknesses and to find ways to improve
his performance and raise the level of certification for him, and this is done through the use of many
models for performance evaluation, which are quantifiable and give accurate indicators for
performance [2].
Many performance evaluation researchers or organization owners differ in defining specific steps for
the performance evaluation process, due to the difference in the nature of work, such as the
organization's philosophy, environment, and type of work, or because of the size of job responsibility,
which varies between one job and another. But most of these opinions agree that the performance
evaluation passes the following steps [3]:
 Monitor performance problems.
 Examination and search for the causes of these problems.
 Determine the best way to overcome them.
 Follow up on the implementation of treatment methods.
 Business development, continuous improvement, and development.
The performance evaluation is the guiding guide that gives a complete perception about the strengths
and weaknesses of the employees in their job positions that they have been assigned to accomplish, so
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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it is considered a tool for measuring the quality of the employee’s productivity during a certain period
and indicating the extent of his contribution to achieving the goals of the organization. Therefore, the
performance evaluation is characterized by the following features [4].
 It helps the boss to measure the employees' performance accurately
 It helps to optimize energies and resources.
 Helps reduce waste and wastes in work, which helps reduce labor costs
 It makes the outputs high quality and flawless.
 It is considered a guide to leadership in making appropriate decisions.
 It provides leadership with detailed and accurate performance reports in a record period.
 It reduces the frequency of the same mistakes and becomes a useful guide from previous
experiences.
The methods of performance evaluation are continuously updating and continue developing as a
result of the expansion of studies on this topic, and the organizations' desire to achieve efficiency in all
parts of the organization, and to achieve competitive advantage by raising the level of the job
performance of the human resource within the organization, so modern organizations rely on
performance evaluation on standards Essential in the evaluation process such as effectiveness,
efficiency, profits, competitive advantage, quality of job life, creativity, innovation and quality [5]. On
the other hand, Data envelopment analysis (DEA) has been recently used to conduct the performance
assessment under certainty and uncertainty. Many researchers studied different algorithms and
solution methods for deterministic and fuzzy DEA model. For more details we refer to [6],
[7],[8],[9],[10],[11].
In this paper, we present a computational approach to formulate and solve the fuzzy dea (FDEA)
model using the robust ranking method.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, some basic concepts of fuzzy numbers are given. This material can be found in [12],
[13], [14], [15] and [16].
2.1 Basic Definitions
Definition 1 "Let W be a classical set of objects. Then,
̃ = {(x, μB̃ (x): x ∈ W} , where μB̃ ∶ W → [0,1]
B
Is called a fuzzy set in W. Also, μB̃ is known as the membership function".
̃ be a fuzzy set in W and β ∈ [0,1], β ∊ 𝓡. Then, B β = {x ∈ W ∶ μB̃ (x) ≥ β} is
Definition 2 "Let B
̃".
called an β -level set or β -cut form of B
2.2 Types of Fuzzy Numbers
Two well-known fuzzy numbers are described as follows.
2.2.1 Triangular Fuzzy Number
̃ = (b1 , b2 , b3 ), is said to be a triangular fuzzy number if its membership function,
Definition 3 " B
μB̃ (x), is given by"
0
(𝑥 − 𝑏1 )
(𝑏2 − 𝑏1 )
𝜇𝐵̃ (𝑥) =
(𝑏3 − 𝑥)
(𝑏3 − 𝑏2 )
0
{

,

𝑥 < 𝑏1

, 𝑏1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏2
, 𝑏2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏3
, 𝑥 > 𝑏3
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̃ = (a, b, c) be a triangular fuzzy number”. “Then, its β − cut Aλ is defined as
Definition 4 "Let A
follows”:
"Aβ = [a + (b − a)β, c − (c − b)β], 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. "
2.2.2 Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number
̃ = (b1 , b2 , b3 , b4 ), is said to be a trapezoidal fuzzy number if its membership
Definition 5 “B
function, μB̃ (x), is given by"
(𝑥 − 𝑏1 )
, 𝑏1 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑏2
(𝑏2 − 𝑏1 )
1
, 𝑏2 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏3
𝜇𝐵̃ (𝑥) =
(𝑥 − 𝑏4 )
, 𝑏3 < 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏4
(𝑏3 − 𝑏4 )
{ 0
, 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
̃ = (a, b, c, d) be a trapezoidal fuzzy number. Then, its β − cut
Definition 6 "Let A
λ
A is as follows":
𝐴𝛽 = [𝑎 + (𝑏 − 𝑎)𝛽, 𝑑 − (𝑑 − 𝑐)𝛽], 0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 1
2.3 Arithmetic Operation for Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers
̃ 1 = (a1 , b1 , c1 , d1 ) and A
̃ 2 = (a2 , b2 , c2 , d2 ) be two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
i. "Let A
̃
̃
Then, A1 ⊕ A2 = (a1 + a2 , b1 + b2 , c1 + c2 , d1 + d2 )."
̃ 1 = (a1 , b1 , c1 , d1 ) and A
̃ 2 = (a2 , b2 , c2 , d2 ) be two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers.
ii. "Let A
̃1 Ɵ A
̃ 2 = (a1 − d2 , b1 − c2 , c1 − b2 , d1 − a2 )."
Then, A
̃
̃ 2 = (a2 , b2 , c2 , d2 )
̃1 ⊗ A
̃2 =
iii. "Let
A1 = (a1 , b1 , c1 , d1 )
and
A
.
Then,
A
(a1 a2 , b1 b2 , c1 c2 , d1 d2 )."
̃ = (a1 , b1 , c1 , d1 . Then,
iv. "Let A
(𝛾𝑎, 𝛾𝑏, 𝛾𝑐, 𝛾𝑑) 𝛾 ≥ 0
𝛾𝐴̃ = {
(𝛾𝑑, 𝛾𝑐, 𝛾𝑏, 𝛾𝑎) 𝛾 ≤ 0. "

3. Robust ranking method
The robust ranking method is one of the important methods used to solve different types of
optimization problems such as assignment problems, transportation problems, and linear programming
problems, and so on. See for e.g. [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], and [18].
If x ̃ be a fuzzy number, then R (x )̃ represents the robust ranking approach for:
1. Trapezoidal case:
1
𝑅(𝑥̃) = ∫0 0.5(𝑠𝛼𝑙 , 𝑠𝛼𝑢 )𝑑𝛼 ;
where (𝑠𝛼𝑙 , 𝑠𝛼𝑢 ) = [(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )𝛼 + 𝑥1 , 𝑥4 − (𝑥4 − 𝑥3 )𝛼] represents the 𝛼-cut for the trapezoidal fuzzy
1
number 𝑥̃ = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 ). Then 𝑅(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 ) = ∫0 0.5[(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )𝛼 + 𝑥1 , 𝑥4 − (𝑥4 − 𝑥3 )𝛼] 𝑑𝛼.
2. Triangular case:
1
𝑅(𝑥̃) = ∫0 0.5(𝑠𝛼𝑙 , 𝑠𝛼𝑢 )𝑑𝛼 ;
where (𝑠𝛼𝑙 , 𝑠𝛼𝑢 ) = [(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )𝛼 + 𝑥1 , 𝑥3 − (𝑥3 − 𝑥2 )𝛼] represents the 𝛼-cut for the triangular fuzzy
1
number 𝑥̃ = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 ). Then 𝑅(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 ) = ∫0 0.5[(𝑥2 − 𝑥1 )𝛼 + 𝑥1 , 𝑥3 − (𝑥3 − 𝑥2 )𝛼] 𝑑𝛼.
4. The formulation of fuzzy data envelopment analysis (FDEA) model
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The most well-known formulation of CCR model is based on linear programming formulation. For
more information about new linear programming formulation we refer to [19],[20],[21],[22],[23], and
[24]. In this section, we will present the formulation of (FDEA) model as follows.
4.1 Mathematical model
(FDEA) model can be formulated in [6] and [7] as follows:
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑍(𝑢, 𝑣) =

𝑉 𝑇 𝑦̃0
𝑢𝑇 𝑥̃0

𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑉 𝑇 𝑦̃𝑗 ≤ 𝑢𝑇 𝑥̃𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛, and 𝑢 ≥ 0, 𝑣 ≥ 0
This model is equivalent to the following linear model.
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑍(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑉 𝑇 𝑦̃0
𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑉 𝑇 𝑦̃𝑗 ≤ 𝑢𝑇 𝑥̃𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑛, 𝑢𝑇 𝑥̃0 = 1, and 𝑢 ≥ 0, 𝑣 ≥ 0
4.2 Computational procedure for solving (FDEA)
Now, we present the following computational procedure for solving (FDEA) model.
Step1-Based on the input and the output of the model, form the fuzzy linear programming model.
Step2- Transform all fuzzy coefficients in the fuzzy linear programming model into crisp coefficients
using the robust ranking method.
Step 3- Form the crisp linear programming model.
Step 4- Find the optimal solution of the crisp model using Win QSB solver.
5. Case study
In this section, we present an example to demonstrate a robust ranking approach.
This example is taken from [6] "where eight manufacturing enterprises (DMUs) are to be evaluated in
terms of two inputs and two outputs".
Solution:
Step 1. Form the linear programming model based on the data in [6] as follows:
For the first manufacturing enterprise:
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑈(𝑢, 𝑣) = (2120, 2170, 2210)𝑢1 + 1870𝑢2 , S.t.
(14500, 14790, 14860)𝑣1 + (3.1, 4.1, 4.9)𝑣2 = 1
(1420, 1460, 1500)𝑢1 + 1340𝑢2
≤1
(12470, 12720, 12790)𝑣1 + (1.2, 2.1, 3.0)𝑣2
(2510, 2570, 2610)𝑢1 + 2360𝑢2
≤1
(17900, 18260, 18400)𝑣1 + (3.3, 4.3, 5.0)𝑣2
(2300, 2350, 2400)𝑢1 + 2020𝑢2
≤1
(14970, 15270, 15400)𝑣1 + (2.7, 3.7, 4.6)𝑣2
(1480, 1520, 1560)𝑢1 + 1550𝑢2
≤1
(13980, 14260, 14330)𝑣1 + (1.0, 1.8, 2.7)𝑣2
(1990, 2030, 2100)𝑢1 + 1760𝑢2
≤1
(14030, 14310, 14400)𝑣1 + (1.6, 2.6, 3.6)𝑣2
(2200, 2260, 2300)𝑢1 + 1980𝑢2
≤1
(16540, 16870, 17000)𝑣1 + (2.4, 3.4, 4.4)𝑣2
(2400, 2460, 2520)𝑢1 + 2250𝑢2
≤1
(17600, 17960, 18100)𝑣1 + (2.6, 3.6, 4.6)𝑣2
𝑢1 , 𝑢2

,

𝑣1 , 𝑣2

,

≥0
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Similarly, we do other seven manufacturing enterprises.
Step 2. Using the robust ranking method, the fuzzy coefficients become as follows:
Table 1. Crisp inputs and outputs for the presented example.
Inputs
Outputs
MC
NOE
GOV
PQ
2167.5
1870
14735
4.05
1460
1340
12675
2.1
2565
2360
18205
4.225
2350
2020
15227.5
3.675
1520
1550
14207.5
1.875
2037.5
1760
14262.5
2.6
2255
1980
16820
3.4
2460
2250
17905
3.6

Enterprises
(DMUS)
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Step 3. Form the crisp linear programming model as follows.
𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑈(𝑢, 𝑣) = 2167.5𝑢1 + 1870𝑢2 , S.t.
14735𝑣1 + 4.05𝑣2 = 1
1460𝑢1 + 1340𝑢2
≤1
12675𝑣1 + 2.1𝑣2
2565𝑢1 + 2360𝑢2
≤1
18205𝑣1 + 4.225𝑣2
2350𝑢1 + 2020𝑢2
≤1
15227.5𝑣1 + 3.675𝑣2
1520𝑢1 + 1550𝑢2
≤1
14207.5𝑣1 + 1.875𝑣2
2037.5𝑢1 + 1760𝑢2
≤1
14262.5𝑣1 + 2.6𝑣2
2255𝑢1 + 1980𝑢2
≤1
16820𝑣1 + 3.4𝑣2
2460𝑢1 + 2250𝑢2
≤1
17905𝑣1 + 3.6𝑣2
𝑢1 , 𝑢2

,

𝑣1 , 𝑣2

,

≥0

Step 4. The optimal solution of the crisp model using Win QSB solver is obtained as follows.

No.
1
2
3
4
5

Table 2. Efficiency scores for eight manufacturing enterprises.
DMU
Score
Rank
Average
0.9522
A
1
1
Max
1
B
1
1
Min
0.8829
C
0.9551
5
St Dev
0.0466
D
0.9076
7
E
1
1
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6
7

F
G

0.8829
0.9582

8
4

8

H

0.9136

6

Conclusion
To conduct performance assessments in fuzzy environments from different perspectives, a
computational procedure has been presented for some ranking functions to formulate and solve fuzzy
DEA models. Based on robust ranking formulas, we convert the fuzzy DEA input and output from
fuzzy form to crisp. Furthermore, a case study has presented as in [6] to assess the performance of the
given (DMUs) which are to be evaluated in terms of the two inputs and the two outputs. So that will
facilitate to make accurate decisions for the performance evaluation and decreasing the period of
decision-making procedures
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Abstract. Let 𝑀 be a right module over a commutative ring 𝑅 with identity. The
spectrum of secondary modules is defined in this paper. Some connections between
the algebraic properties of these modules and the topological properties of their
spectrum are investigated.

1. Introduction
Throughout this work, all rings will be commutative rings with identity elements and all
modules will be unitary right modules. A non-zero submodule 𝑁 is called second if for any
𝑎 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑁𝑎 = 𝑁 or 𝑁𝑎 = 0 [1]. Quasi-Zariski topology 𝜁 𝑠 (𝑀) = {𝑉 𝑠 (𝐴) 𝐴 is a submodule
of 𝑀} is defined by using the set
of all
second submodules of a non-zero
module 𝑀 denoted by 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑠 (𝑀) where 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐴) = {𝑁 ∈ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑠 (𝑀) 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴} and 𝑀 is called a
module have quasi-Zariski topology or a cotop module or a top𝑠 -module [2] and [3]. A nonzero submodule 𝑁 is called secondary if for any 𝑎 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑁𝑎 = 𝑁 or 𝑁𝑎𝑡 = 0 for some
positive integer 𝑡 [4].
Our concern in these papers is to study the set of all secondary submodules of a non-zero
module 𝑀 which is called the secondary spectrum of 𝑀 denoted by 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) and
topologize 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀).
In section two, we define 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) is the set of all secondary submodules of 𝑀 contained in a
submodule 𝐴 and we call it the variety of 𝐴 and denoted by 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = {𝑁 ∈ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) 𝑁 ⊆
𝐴}. Also we define the set of all secondary submodules of 𝑀 not contained in 𝐴 and denoted
by 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐴) = {𝑁 ∈ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) 𝑁 ⊈ 𝐴} = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) − 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴). We give several examples of
the sets 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) and 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐴). Among other results we show that 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) of an atomic module 𝑀
have a maximal element (Proposition 2.7). Next, we define modules have ⊛ condition by
using the concept of varieties of submodules. Various properties and examples of this concept
are produced (Remarks and Examples 2.10) and we give a characterization of this class of
modules (Theorem 2.11). In section three, 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) is topologized to get the class of top 𝑦 modules. We give a description of top 𝑦 -modules (Theorem 3.9). Many results about this type
of modules are given in this section (Proposition 3.12, Proposition 3.13. and Proposition
3.17).
In what follows, ℤ, ℚ, ℤ𝑝∞ , ℤ𝑛 , " ⊆ " we denote respectively, integers, rational numbers, the
𝑝-Prufer group, the residue ring modulo 𝑛 and inclusion.
2. Secondary Spectrum and ⊛ condition
Definition (2.1) [2]: 𝑀 is secondless module if 𝑀 has no second submodules.
Definition (2.2): 𝑀 is secondaryless module if 𝑀 has no secondary submodules.
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Proposition (2.3): Every secondaryless module is secondless.
Proof. Let 𝑀 be a secondaryless module. Suppose 𝑀 is not secondless implies that 𝑀 contains
a second submodule 𝑁 so that 𝑁 is secondary which is contradict that 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) = ∅.
Remarks and Examples (2.4):
(1) Clearly, if 𝑀 is secondaryless module (and hence secondless) then 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) =
𝑉 𝑦 (𝑀) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = {∅} for each submodule 𝐴 of . As special case, 𝑀 = ℤ as ℤmodule.
(2) If 𝑀 is simple module then 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑀) = {𝑀}, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 0 >) = {∅} and
𝑋 𝑦 (𝑀) = {∅}, 𝑋 𝑦 (< 0 >) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) = {𝑀}. For instance, 𝑀 = ℤ𝑝 as ℤmodule.
(3) Consider ℤ4 = ℤ22 as ℤ-module where 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ) = {< 2̅ >
, ℤ4 }, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) = {< 2̅ >} 𝑉 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = {∅} and 𝑋 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ) = {∅}, 𝑋 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) =
{ℤ4 } and 𝑋 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ) = {< 2̅ >, ℤ4 }.
(4) Consider ℤ8 = ℤ23 as ℤ-module where 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ) = {< 4̅ >, < 2̅ >,
ℤ8 }, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 4̅ >) = {< 4̅ > }, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 2̅ > ) = {< 4̅ >, < 2̅ >}, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = {∅}
and
𝑋 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ) = {∅} and 𝑋 𝑦 (< 4̅ >) = {< 2̅ >, ℤ8 } , 𝑋 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) = { ℤ8 },
𝑋 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ).
(5) ℤ9 = ℤ32 as ℤ-module where 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ9 ) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (ℤ32 ) = {< 3̅ >, ℤ9 }
(6) 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝𝑛 ) = {< ̅̅̅
𝑝𝑡 >  𝑡 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1}, where ℤ𝑝𝑛 as ℤ-module for some 𝑝
a prime number and 𝑛 is a positive integer. For example, ℤ16 = ℤ24 as ℤ-module
where 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ16 ) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (ℤ24 ) = {< 2̅𝑡 >  𝑡 = 0,1, … ,3}, = {< ̅̅̅
20 >, < ̅̅̅
21 >
, < ̅̅̅
22 >, < ̅̅̅
23 >} = { ℤ16 , < 2̅ >, < 4̅ >, < 8̅ >}. For more example, see examples
(3), (4) and (5).
(7) Since every submodule in ℤ𝑝𝑛 and ℤ𝑝𝑚 as ℤ-modules are of the form < ̅̅̅
𝑝𝑡 > and
𝑠
< ̅̅̅
𝑝 > respectively where 𝑛, 𝑚 are fixed positive integers and 𝑡, 𝑠 are any positive
integers and 𝑝 is a prime number so every submodule of ℤ𝑝𝑛 ⊕ ℤ𝑝𝑚 can be written
̅̅̅𝑡 𝑟, ̅̅̅
̅̅̅𝑡 𝑟, ̅̅̅
< (𝑝
𝑝 𝑠 𝑑) > where ℤ𝑝𝑛 ⊕ ℤ𝑝𝑚 = {(𝑝
𝑝 𝑠 𝑑) for some positive integers 𝑡
̅̅̅𝑐 𝑟,
and 𝑠 and 𝑟, 𝑑 ∈ ℤ } as ℤ-module and hence 𝑉 𝑦 (< ( ̅̅̅
𝑝𝑡 𝑟, ̅̅̅
𝑝 𝑠 𝑑) > ) = {< (𝑝
̅̅̅
𝑝𝑘 𝑑) >≠< 0,0 >} for each positive integers 𝑐 ≤ 𝑡 and 𝑘 ≤ 𝑠.
̅ 1̅) >},
(8) 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) = {0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0, ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝, < (1,
𝑦
𝑦
𝑦 (< ̅ ̅
𝑉 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0) = {ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0},
𝑉 (0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) = {0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 }, 𝑉
(1, 1) >) = {<
̅ 1̅) >} and 𝑉 𝑦 (0 ⊕ 0) = {∅} and 𝑋 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) = {∅}, 𝑋 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0) =
(1,
̅ 1̅) >},𝑋 𝑦 (0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) = {ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0, < (1,
̅ 1̅) >
{ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , 0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , < (1,
𝑤 (< ̅ ̅
𝑦 (0
},
𝑋
(1, 1) >) = {0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0, ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 }
and
𝑋
⊕ 0) =
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) .
(9) 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ6 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ6 ) = {< 2̅ >, < 3̅ >}, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) = {< 2̅ >}, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 3̅ >) =
{< 3̅ >}, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = {∅} and 𝑋 𝑦 ( ℤ6 ) = {∅}, 𝑋 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) = {< 3̅ >}, 𝑋 𝑦 (<
3̅ >) = {< 2̅ >}, 𝑋 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ6 ) where ℤ6 as ℤ-module.
(10) 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ) = {< 4̅ >, < 6̅ >, < 3̅ > },𝑉 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) = {< 4̅ >, <
6̅ >}, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 3̅ >) = {< 6̅ >, < 3̅ >} 𝑉 𝑦 (< 6̅ >) = {< 6̅ >} , 𝑉 𝑦 (< 4̅ >) = {<
4̅ >}, 𝑉 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = {∅} 𝑋 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ) = {∅}, 𝑋 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) = {< 3̅ >} 𝑋 𝑦 (< 3̅ >) =
{< 4̅ >}, 𝑋 𝑦 (< 6̅ >) = {< 4̅ >, < 3̅ > } 𝑋 𝑦 (< 4̅ >) = {< 6̅ >, < 3̅ >} and
𝑋 𝑦 (< 0̅ >) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ) where ℤ12 as ℤ-module.
1
(11) 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ) = {< 𝑛 + ℤ >  𝑛 = 1,2, … . } ∪ { ℤ𝑝∞ } where every
𝑝

submodule of ℤ𝑝∞ of the form <
ℤ >) = {<

1
𝑝𝑚

1
𝑝𝑛

+ ℤ >  𝑚 = 1,2, … . 𝑛},

2

1
𝑝𝑛

+ ℤ >= {𝑟. (

+ ℤ)  𝑟 ∈ ℤ}, 𝑉 𝑦 (<

1
𝑝𝑛

+

𝑉 𝑦 (0 ℤ𝑝∞ ) = ∅ and 𝑋 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ) = {∅},
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𝑋 𝑦 (<

1
𝑝𝑛

+ ℤ >) = {<

1
𝑝𝑚

+ ℤ >, ℤ𝑝∞ } for each positive integer 𝑚 > 𝑛 and

𝑋 𝑦 (0 ℤ𝑝∞ ) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ) where ℤ𝑝∞ as ℤ-module.
1
𝑝𝑛

(12) 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ ) = { ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ , ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ 0, <
ℤ >⊕ 0, 0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ , 0 ⊕<
0) = { ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ 0, <

1
𝑝𝑛

1
𝑝𝑚

1
𝑝𝑛

+ ℤ >, < (

+ℤ,

1
𝑝𝑛

ℤ >} for each positive integer 𝑛, 𝑚 and 𝑉 (<
𝑉 𝑦 (0 ⊕<

ℤ) >) = {<

1
( 𝑖
𝑝

+ℤ

𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕

+ ℤ) >},

𝑉 𝑦 (0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ ) = {0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ , 0 ⊕<

+ ℤ >⊕ 0},

𝑦

0},

1
𝑝𝑚

1
1
+ ℤ >) = {0 ⊕< 𝑗 + ℤ
𝑝𝑚
𝑝
1
1
, 𝑗 + ℤ) >, < ( 𝑖 + ℤ , 0) >,
𝑝
𝑝

1
𝑝𝑖

+ ℤ >⊕ 0) = {<
and 𝑉 𝑦 (<

>}
<

1
(0 , 𝑗
𝑝

+

1
( 𝑛
𝑝

+ ℤ) >}

1
𝑝𝑚

+

+ ℤ >⊕

+ℤ,

1
𝑝𝑚

for

+

each

positive integers 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 and 𝑝 any prime numbers where ℤ ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ as
ℤ-module.
(13) Let 𝑝 ≠ 𝑞 any prime numbers then
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ ) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕
𝑝∞

ℤ𝑞∞ ) = { ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ , ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ 0, <

1
𝑝𝑛

+ ℤ >⊕ 0, 0 ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ , 0 ⊕<

𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ 0) = { ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ 0, <

ℤ >},

1
𝑝𝑛

+ ℤ >⊕ 0},

1

ℤ >⊕
𝑉 𝑦 (<

𝑉 𝑦 (0 ⊕<

1
𝑞𝑚

𝑉 𝑦 (<

+ ℤ >) = {0 ⊕<

+ ℤ >⊕ 0, 0 ⊕<

1
𝑞𝑗

+

𝑉 𝑦 (0 ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ ) =

{0 ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ , 0 ⊕< 𝑞𝑚 + ℤ >} for each positive integer 𝑛 and 𝑚,
1
0) = {< 𝑖 + ℤ >⊕ 0},
𝑝
1
1
1
+ ℤ , 𝑚 + ℤ >) = {< 𝑖
𝑝𝑛
𝑞
𝑝

1
𝑞𝑚

+ ℤ >}

1
𝑞𝑗

1
𝑝𝑛

+

+ ℤ >},

for

each

positive integers 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑚 where ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ as ℤ-module.
1
𝑝

1
𝑝

(14) 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕< + ℤ >) = 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕< + ℤ >) = { ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ 0, <
ℤ >⊕ 0, <
0, <

1
𝑝𝑛

1
𝑝

1
𝑝

+ ℤ >⊕< + ℤ >, 0 ⊕< + ℤ >},
1
𝑝

1
𝑝𝑖

1
𝑝𝑖

+ ℤ >⊕ 0},

𝑦

1
𝑝

𝑉 (<
1
𝑝

1
𝑝𝑛

+

𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ 0) = { ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕

+ ℤ >⊕ 0},𝑉 𝑦 (0 ⊕< + ℤ >) = {0 ⊕< + ℤ >}, 𝑉 𝑦 (<

0) = {<
ℤ >, <

1
𝑝𝑛

1
𝑝𝑛

1
𝑝

+ ℤ >⊕< + ℤ >) = {<

1
𝑝𝑖

1
𝑝𝑛

+ ℤ >⊕
1
𝑝

+ ℤ >⊕< +

+ ℤ >⊕ 0, 0 ⊕< + ℤ >}for each positive integer 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 and

any

1
𝑝

prime number 𝑝 where ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕< + ℤ > as ℤ-module.
Recall that 𝑀 is called an atomic module if every non-zero submodule 𝐴 of 𝑀, then 𝐴
contains a simple submodule [4].
Proposition (2.5): Let 𝑀 be an atomic module. For any submodule 𝐴 of 𝑀, if 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = ∅
then 𝐴 = 0.
Proof. Assume 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = ∅ Suppose that 𝐴 ≠ 0 so there exists a simple submodule 𝐵 of 𝑀
such that 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴 implies 𝐵 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) and thus 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ≠ ∅ which is a contradiction so that 𝐴 =
0.
Definition (2.6): 𝑁 is called a maximal submodule under 𝐴 if 𝑁 is a maximal element in
𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴).
Before we give the following result, we refer that the set [ 𝑁 :𝑅 𝑀] = {𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝑀𝑟 ⊆
𝑁 } is an ideal of the ring 𝑅 where 𝑀 is an 𝑅-module and 𝑁 is a submodule of 𝑀.
Proposition (2.7): Let 𝑀 be an atomic 𝑅-module. Then for every non-zero submodule 𝐴 of 𝑀,
there exists 𝑁 ∈ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) such that 𝑁 is maximal under 𝐴.
Proof. Suppose that 0 ≠ 𝐴 is a submodule of 𝑀 thus 𝑆(𝐴) = {𝐵 ∈ 𝑆(𝑀) 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴} ≠ ∅
where 𝑆(𝑀) is the set of all simple submodules of 𝑀. Since 𝑆(𝑀) ⊆ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) implies
𝑆(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) means that 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ≠ ∅. Let 𝑁1 ⊆ 𝑁2 ⊆ ⋯ be an ascending chain in 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴)

3
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means 𝑁𝑖 is a secondary submodule of 𝑀 for each = 1,2, … . We claim ⋃∞
𝑖=1 𝑁𝑖 = 𝑁 is a
maximal submodule under 𝐴. To prove this, since 𝑁𝑖 ⊆ A for each 𝑖 = 1,2, … implies that
𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴. Next we show that [0:𝑅 𝑁] = ⋂∞
𝑖=1[0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] for each submodule 𝑁𝑖 ⊉ 𝑁 in 𝑀. Let 𝐼 =
[0:𝑅 𝑁] then 𝑁𝐼 = 0 so we have 𝑁𝑖 𝐼 ⊆ 𝑁𝐼 = 0 and hence 𝐼 ⊆ [0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] for each 𝑖 thus 𝐼 ⊆
∞
⋂∞
𝑖=1[0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ]. The reverse inclusion, let 𝑎 ∈ ⋂𝑖=1[0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] then 𝑎 ∈ [0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] implies 𝑁𝑖 𝑎 = 0
∞
for each 𝑖 so that for each 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 = ⋃𝑖=1 𝑁𝑖 then 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁𝑖 for some 𝑖 and 𝑛𝑎 = 0 it follows that
𝑁𝑎 = 0 means 𝑎 ∈ [0:𝑅 𝑁] as desired. Now we show that ⋂∞
𝑖=1[0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] is a primary ideal of
[0:
]
[0:
]
𝑅. Let 𝑎𝑏 ∈ ⋂∞
𝑁
then
𝑎𝑏
∈
𝑁
so
we
already
have
𝑎 ∈ [0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] or 𝑏 𝑡 ∈ [0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ]
𝑅 𝑖
𝑅 𝑖
𝑖=1
because 𝑁𝑖 is a secondary submodule so that [0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] is a primary ideal and thus 𝑎 ∈
∞
∞
𝑡
⋂∞
𝑖=1[0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] or 𝑏 ∈ ⋂𝑖=1[0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ]. This means ⋂𝑖=1[0:𝑅 𝑁𝑖 ] = [0:𝑅 𝑁] is a primary ideal
and hence 𝑁 is a secondary submodule. By Zorn's lemma, 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) has maximal 𝑁 as desired.
Definition (2.8): We call that 𝑀 is a module satisfies ⊛ condition if for any two submodules
𝐴 and 𝐵 of 𝑀 with 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) implies 𝐴 = 𝐵. Equivalently, 𝑀 satisfies ⊛ condition if
for any two submodules 𝐴 ≠ 𝐵 implies 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ≠ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵).
Theorem (2.9): If every non-zero submodule of 𝑀 is secondary then 𝑀 satisfies ⊛ condition.
Proof. If 𝐴 ≠ 0 ≠ 𝑁 such that 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) so we have 𝐴 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) and hence
𝐴 ⊆ 𝑁. Similarly, 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) implies 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 and thus 𝑁 = 𝐴 as desired.
Remarks and Examples (2.10):
(1) ℤ6 as ℤ-module satisfies ⊛ condition because for any two submodules 𝐴 ≠ 𝐵 in ℤ6
implies 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ≠ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵), however ℤ6 is not a secondary submodule.
(2) Every simple module satisfies ⊛ condition.
(3) Every submodule of ℤ does not satisfies ⊛ condition since for each submodule 𝐴 of
ℤ, 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = ∅.
(4) Let 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐻 ⊆ 𝑀 be submodules of a module 𝑀. If 𝑁 satisfies ⊛ condition then 𝐻
need not be satisfies ⊛ condition. For example, the submodule < 4̅ > is a simple
submodule of < 2̅ > in ℤ12 as ℤ-module, then < 4̅ > satisfies ⊛ condition while <
2̅ > not satisfies ⊛ condition because 𝑉 𝑦 (< 4̅ >) = 𝑉 𝑦 (< 2̅ >) = {< 4̅ >}.
(5) If a module satisfies ⊛ condition then every submodule is also satisfies ⊛ condition.
Proof. Let 𝑀 be a module satisfies ⊛ condition with 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are
submodules of 𝑀 contained in 𝑁 so we have 𝐴 = 𝐵 in 𝑁.
Theorem (2.11): We have the following equivalent
(1) 𝑀 is a module satisfies ⊛ condition.
(2) Every non-zero submodule of 𝑀 can be represented as sum of secondary
submodules.
Proof. (1)  (2) Let 0 ≠ 𝑁 be a submodule of 𝑀, then 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) ≠ ∅ because if not then
𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) = ∅ = 𝑉 𝑦 (0) so by ⊛ condition 𝑁 = 0 which is a contradiction. Let 𝐵 ∈
𝑉 𝑦 (∑𝐴∈𝑉 𝑤(𝑁) 𝐴). Since for each 𝐴 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) we have 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑁 follows 𝐵 ⊆ (∑𝐴∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) 𝐴) ⊆ 𝑁
and so 𝐵 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁). Now, let 𝐵 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) and thus 𝐵 ⊆ ∑𝐴∈𝑉 𝑤(𝑁) 𝐴 implies 𝐵 ∈
𝑉 𝑦 (∑𝐴∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) 𝐴) that is 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) = 𝑉 𝑦 (∑𝐴∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) 𝐴) so by ⊛ condition we get 𝑁 =
∑𝐴∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) 𝐴.
(2)  (1) Let 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) for any submodules 𝑁 and 𝐴 of 𝑀 so by hypothesis, 𝑁 =
∑𝑖∈∧ 𝑁𝑖 and 𝐴 = ∑𝑗∈∧ 𝐴𝑗 where 𝑁𝑖 and 𝐴𝑗 are secondary of 𝑀 for each 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈∧. Now, since
𝑁𝑖 ⊆ 𝑁 and 𝐴𝑗 ⊆ 𝐴 for each 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈∧ implies that 𝑁𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) and 𝐴𝑗 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) and hence 𝑁 =
∑𝑁𝑖∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) 𝑁𝑖 and 𝐴 = ∑𝐴𝑗∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) 𝐴𝑗 . Let 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑁 then for some 𝑖, we have
𝐵=
∑𝑁𝑖∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝑁) 𝑁𝑖 = ∑𝑁𝑖∈𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) 𝑁𝑖 ⊆ 𝐴 so that 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴 and vice versa if 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴 then similarly we
have 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑁 and hence 𝑁 = 𝐴 as desired.
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Recall that 𝑀 is called a semisimple module if every submodule of 𝑀 is a sum of simple
submodules [5].
So we have already the following
Corollary (2.12): Every semisimple module satisfies ⊛ condition.
The converse of Corollary (2.12) is not hold in general
Example (2.13): ℤ4 as ℤ-module satisfies ⊛ condition but ℤ4 is not semisimple.
Recall that 𝑀 is called multiplication when each submodule 𝑁 of 𝑀, we have 𝑁 = 𝑀𝐼 for an
ideal 𝐼 of 𝑅 [6].
Corollary (2.14): When 𝑀 is a faithful finitely generated multiplication 𝑅-module. The
following are equivalent
(1) 𝑀 satisfies ⊛ condition.
(2) 𝑅 satisfies ⊛ condition.
Proof. (1)  (2) Let 𝐼 and 𝐽 be ideals of 𝑅 such that 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐼) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐽). We claim that
𝑉 𝑦 (𝑀𝐼) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑀𝐽). Let 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑀𝐼) then 𝑁 ⊆ 𝑀𝐼 implies 𝑁 = 𝑀𝐾 for ideal 𝐾 of 𝑅 so we
have 𝑀𝐾 ⊆ 𝑀𝐼. So by [6, Theorem 3.1], we have 𝐾 ⊆ 𝐼 and thus 𝐾 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐼) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐽) and
hence 𝐾 ⊆ 𝐽 that is 𝑀𝐾 ⊆ 𝑀𝐽. Therefore 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑀𝐽) and similarly for the reverse inclusion.
Hence 𝑅 satisfies the ⊛ condition.
(3)  (1) The proof is similar way.
(4)
Example (2.15): ℤ4 as ℤ-module satisfies ⊛ condition but ℤ is not satisfies ⊛ condition
where 𝑎𝑛𝑛ℤ ( ℤ4 ) = 4ℤ that is, ℤ4 is not faithful. This shows that the faithful condition in
Corollary (2.14) cannot be dropped.
Proposition (2.16): Let 𝐴 and 𝐵 be submodules of 𝑀. If 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 then 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) and
hence 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐴) ⊇ 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐵).
Proof. Let 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) then 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵 and so 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵). Now, 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) −
𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) ⊇ 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) − 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐴).
Proposition (2.17): Let 𝐴 and 𝐵 be submodules of 𝑀 where any cyclic submodule of 𝑀 is
secondary. If 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) then 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵.
Proof. Let 𝑚 ∈ 𝐴 then 𝑅𝑚 ⊆ 𝐴 (where 𝑅𝑚 is the cyclic submodule generated by the element
𝑚) implies 𝑅𝑚 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) so that 𝑅𝑚 ⊆ 𝐵 means that 𝑚 ∈ 𝐵 as desired.
Corollary (2.18): Let 𝑀 be a module with every cyclic submodule is secondary. Then 𝑀
satisfies ⊛ condition.
Proof. Let 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) so the rest follows by Proposition (2.17) as required.
Example (2.19): ℤ6 as ℤ-module satisfies ⊛ condition and ℤ6 is a cyclic submodule of ℤ6
but it is not secondary.
3. Top 𝑦 -module
For every submodule 𝐴 of 𝑀 if we collect all varieties 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) of 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) in the set denoted
by 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀) then 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀) always contains the empty set and 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀). And 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀) closed
under the intersections for any collection of submodules {𝐴𝛼 }𝛼∈∧ of 𝑀, that is,
⋂𝛼∈∧ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴𝛼 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) for some submodule 𝐴 of 𝑀. It is not hard to see that
⋂𝛼∈∧ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴𝛼 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 (⋂𝛼∈∧ 𝐴𝛼 ) for any collection of submodules {𝐴𝛼 }𝛼∈∧ of 𝑀. Further,
𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) for any two submodules 𝐴 and 𝐵 of 𝑀. If the other inclusion in
the last relation is hold, then 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀) will be a topology on 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) and hence the ordered
pair (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀), 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀)) is a topological space. For in this case, the varieties 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) will be
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closed sets in (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀), 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀)) and 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐴) = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) − 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) are the open sets so that
if 𝜏 𝑦 (𝑀) is the set of all open sets 𝑋 𝑦 (𝐴) then (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀), 𝜏 𝑦 (𝑀)) is a topological space in
that situation above. This led us to give the following concept.
Definition (3.1): 𝑀 is called a top 𝑦 -module if for any submodules 𝐴 and 𝐵 of 𝑀 there exists
a submodule 𝐶 of 𝑀 such that 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐶). In other word, 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module
if 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀) is closed under finite unions.
Remarks and Examples (3.2):
(1)
When 𝑀 is simple module then 𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀) = {𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀), ∅} = 𝜏 𝑦 (𝑀) is an indiscrete
topology on 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) and so that 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module. Especially, take 𝑀 = ℤ𝑝 as ℤmodule.
(2) Clearly, if 𝑀 is a secondaryless module (and hence secondless) then
(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀),𝜏 𝑦 (𝑀)) is a trivial topological space and hence 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(3)
Let ℤ4 be a ℤ-module. Then 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ) = {𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ), {< 2̅ >}, ∅} = 𝜏 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ) i is
topology on 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ4 ) and hence ℤ4 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(4)
Let ℤ8 as a ℤ-module. Then 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ) = {𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ), {< 4̅ >, < 2̅ >}, {< 4̅ >} ∅} =
𝜏 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ) is topology on 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ8 ) and hence ℤ8 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(5)
Let ℤ6 as a ℤ-module. Then 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ6 ) = {𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ6 ), ∅, {< 2̅ >}, {< 3̅ >}} = 𝜏 𝑦 ( ℤ6 )
implies (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ6 ),𝜏 𝑦 ( ℤ6 )) is a discrete topological space so ℤ6 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(6) Let ℤ12 as a ℤ-module. Then 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ) = {𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ), ∅, {< 4̅ >}, {< 6̅ >}, {< 4̅ >
, < 6̅ >}, {< 3̅ >, < 6̅ >} = 𝜏 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ) is topology on 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ12 ).
1
(7) Let ℤ𝑝∞ as ℤ-module. Then 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ) = {𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ), ∅, {< 𝑚 + ℤ >  𝑚 =
𝑝

(8)

(9)

1,2, … . 𝑛}} for some positive integers 𝑛 and 𝑚.It is not hard to check that 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝∞ ) is
closed under finite unions. It follows that ℤ𝑝∞ is a top 𝑦 -module.
Let ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 as ℤ-module for any 𝑝 a prime number. Then 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) =
̅ 1̅) >}} implies 𝜏 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) =
{𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ), ∅, { ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0}, {0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 }, {< (1,
𝑦
̅
{𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ), ∅, {ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0 < (1, 1̅) >, }, {ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , 0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , <
̅ 1̅) >}, {0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 , ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0, ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 }}. We see that 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) is not closed
(1,
under finite union because there not exists a submodule 𝐶 of 𝑀, 𝑉 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ 0) ∪
𝑉 𝑦 (0 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐶),and hence (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ),𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 )) is not a top 𝑦 module that is, ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 is not a topological space with respect to 𝜁 𝑦 ( ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 ).
1
𝑝

Similarly of (8), ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑝∞ , ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ and ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕< + ℤ > are not top 𝑦 -

module.
(10) Direct sum of top 𝑦 -modules may not be top 𝑦 . For example, ℤ𝑝 as ℤ-module is a
top 𝑦 -module for any a prime number 𝑝 but ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝 is not a top 𝑦 -module by (8).
(11) If 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module, then 𝑀 need not be satisfies ⊛ condition. For example, ℤ is a
top 𝑦 - ℤ-module but ℤ is not satisfies ⊛ condition.
(12) If 𝑀 satisfies ⊛ condition then 𝑀 need not be a top 𝑦 -module. For example, ℤ𝑝 ⊕ ℤ𝑝
as ℤ-module satisfies the ⊛ condition but it is not a top 𝑦 -module.
Definition (3.3) [7]: Let 𝑀 be a module and 𝐴 is a submodule of 𝑀. The socle of 𝐴 is defined
to be the sum of all second submodules of 𝑀 contained in 𝐴 denoted by 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴). In case 𝐴
does not contain any second submodule, the socle of 𝐴 is defined to be the zero submodule. If
𝐴 = 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴), then 𝐴 is called socle submodule of 𝑀.
Definition (3.4) [2]: A second submodule 𝑁 of a module 𝑀 is called extraordinary if
whenever 𝐴 and 𝐵 are socle submodules of 𝑀 such that 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 + 𝐵, then 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 or 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵.
So we can give the following
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Definition (3.5): Let 𝑀 be a module and 𝐴 is a submodule of 𝑀. The secondary socle of 𝐴 is
defined to be the sum of all secondary submodules of 𝑀 contained in 𝐴 denoted by 𝑌. 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴).
In case 𝐴 does not contain any secondary submodule, the secondary socle of 𝐴 is defined to
be the zero submodule. If 𝐴 = 𝑌. 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴), then 𝐴 is called secondary socle submodule of 𝑀.
Note (3.6): It is clear that 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑌. 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴) ⊆ 𝐴 for any submodule 𝐴 of 𝑀
Definition (3.7): A secondary submodule 𝑁 of a module 𝑀 is called 𝑌-extraordinary if 𝐴 and
𝐵 are secondary socle submodule of 𝑀 such that 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 + 𝐵, then 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 or 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵.
We conjecture that 𝑌-extraordinary and extraordinary are independent concepts but have no
examples to show this. However, we have the following
Remark (3.8): If 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) for any tow submodules 𝐴 and 𝐵 of a module
𝑀, then 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module.
Proof. Directly by putting 𝐶 = 𝐴 + 𝐵 in Definition 3.1.
The following theorem shows that the converse of Remark 3.8 is hold in some circumstances.
Theorem (3.9): The following assertions are equivalent
(1) 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(2) Every secondary submodule of 𝑀 is 𝑌-extraordinary.
(3) 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) for any secondary socle submodules 𝐴 and 𝐵 of 𝑀.
Proof. (1)  (2) Let 𝑁 be secondary of 𝑀 and let 𝐴 and 𝐵 are secondary socle submodule of
𝑀 such that 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 + 𝐵. By (1), there exists a submodule 𝐶 of 𝑀 such that
𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐶). Since 𝐴 is a secondary socle submodule of 𝑀 thus 𝐴 = ∑𝑖∈∧ 𝐴𝑖 ,
for some collection of secondary submodules {𝐴𝑖 }𝑖∈∧ . It is clear 𝐴𝑖 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐶) for
each 𝑖 ∈∧ implies 𝐴𝑖 ⊆ 𝐶 and hence 𝐴 ⊆ C. By similar way, 𝐵 ⊆C it follows that 𝐴 + 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐶
and hence 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐶) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) as desired.
(2)  (3) We prove 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) for any secondary socle submodules 𝐴
and 𝐵 of 𝑀. Let 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) implies 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 + 𝐵 but 𝑁 is 𝑌-extraordinary thus 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 or
𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵 that is, 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑤 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑤 (𝐵). The reverse inclusion is true always as desired.
(3)  (1) It is clear.
Definition (3.10): [3] A non-zero submodule 𝑁 of 𝑀 is strongly hollow whenever 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 +
𝐵, then 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 or 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵.
Every strongly hollow submodule is 𝑌-extraordinary. However, we have the following
result
Corollary (3.11): Consider the following.
(1) 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(2) Every secondary submodule of 𝑀 is strongly hollow.
(3) 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) for any submodules 𝐴 and 𝐵 of 𝑀.
(4)
Proof. (2)  (3), (3)  (1) and (2)  (1) it is clear, while (1)  (2) is not hold in general for
example, ℚ is a top 𝑦 ℤ-module where ℚ is secondary but it is not strongly hollow since ℚ =
ℚ𝑝 ⊕ ℚ𝑝 but ℚ ≠ ℚ𝑝 and ℚ ≠ ℚ𝑝 . for every prime number 𝑝 , where ℚ𝑝 is the submodule
of ℚ consisting all rational numbers whose denominators are relatively prime to 𝑝 and ℚ𝑝 is
the submodule of ℚ consisting all rational numbers whose denominators are powers of the
prime 𝑝.
Theorem (3.12): Let 𝑀 be a finitely generated faithful multiplication module. We have the
equivalent
(1) 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(2) 𝑅 is a top 𝑦 -ring.
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Proof. (1)  (2) Let 𝐼 be a secondary ideal of 𝑅, 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐽 + 𝐾 for ideals 𝐽, and 𝐾 of 𝑅 implies
𝑀𝐼 ⊆ 𝑀(𝐽 + 𝐾) = 𝑀𝐽 + 𝑀𝐾. By (1), 𝑀𝐼 ⊆ 𝑀𝐽 or 𝑀𝐼 ⊆ 𝑀𝐾 and hence 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐽 or 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐾 thus
𝐼 is a strongly hollow ideal so by Proposition (3.11), 𝑅 is a top 𝑦 -module.
(1)  (2) Let 𝑁 be a secondary submodule of 𝑀, 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 + 𝐵 so that 𝑁 = 𝑀𝐼, 𝐴 = 𝑀𝐽 and
𝐵 = 𝑀𝐾 for ideals 𝐼, 𝐽, and 𝐾 of 𝑅 it follows that 𝑀𝐼 ⊆ 𝑀𝐽 + 𝑀𝐾 = 𝑀(𝐽 + 𝐾) but 𝑀 is
cancellation thus 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐽 + 𝐾. By (2) either 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐽 or 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐾 implies 𝑀𝐼 ⊆ 𝑀𝐽 or 𝑀𝐼 ⊆ 𝑀𝐾
that is 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 or 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵 means 𝑁 is strongly hollow so by Proposition (3.11) 𝑀 is a
top 𝑦 -module.
Proposition (3.13): Let 𝑀 be an 𝑅-module and 𝑆 a subring of 𝑅 with 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 𝑆-module.
Then 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 𝑅-module.
Proof. Let 𝑁 be secondary submodule of an 𝑅-module 𝑀 and 𝐴, 𝐵 are secondary socle
submodules of 𝑀 with 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 + 𝐵. Let 𝑆 be a subring of of 𝑅, 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 𝑆-module and let
𝑁 be a secondary submodule of 𝑆-module 𝑀 and 𝐴, 𝐵 are secondary socle of 𝑆-module 𝑀 so
already hold 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 or 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵 that is 𝑁 is 𝑌-extraordinary so by Theorem (3.9), 𝑀 is a
top 𝑦 -module.
Proposition (3.14): Every submodule of a top 𝑦 -module is also top 𝑦 -module.
Proof. Let 𝑁 be a submodule of a top 𝑦 -module 𝑀 and 𝐴 is a secondary submodule of 𝑁
implies 𝐴 is secondary of 𝑀 so by Theorem (3.9), 𝐴 is 𝑌-extraordinary of 𝑀 and follows 𝐴
is 𝑌-extraordinary in 𝑁. Thus 𝑁 is a top 𝑦 -module.
The convers of Proposition (3.14) is not hold in general as follows
1
𝑝

1
𝑞

Example (3.15): Let 𝑁 =< + ℤ >⊕< + ℤ > be a submodule of 𝑀 = ℤ𝑝∞ ⊕ ℤ𝑞∞ as ℤ1
𝑝

1
𝑞

module where 𝑝 ≠ 𝑞 are prime numbers. Then 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑁) = {< + ℤ >⊕ 0, 0 ⊕< + ℤ >}
then 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) for any secondary socle submodules 𝐴 and 𝐵 of 𝑁 so 𝑁
is top 𝑦 but 𝑀 is not top 𝑦 .
Proposition (3.16): Every top 𝑦 -module is a top𝑠 -module.
Proof. Let 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐴 + 𝐵) where 𝐴 and 𝐵 submodules of top 𝑦 𝑀 such that 𝐴 = 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴) and
𝐵 = 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐵).Then 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐴 + 𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑌. 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐴) and 𝐵 ⊆
𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐵) ⊆ 𝑌. 𝑠𝑜𝑐(𝐵). But 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴 + 𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) it follows 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) or 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵)
that is 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐴 or 𝑁 ⊆ 𝐵 but 𝑁 is second so 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐴) or 𝑁 ∈ 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐵) and hence 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐴 +
𝐵) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑠 (𝐵) as desired.
Proposition (3.17): Every chained module is a top 𝑦 -module.
Proof. Let 𝐴 and 𝐵 be two submodules of a chained module 𝑀 so either 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 or 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐴. If
𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 then 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⊆ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) and so 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) means 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module.
Corollary (3.18): Let 𝑀 be a chained module. Then the collections of open (closed) sets of
(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀),𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀)) form a chain.
Corollary (3.19): Let 𝑀 be a chained module. Then 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝑀) is an irreducible
space.
Proof. Let 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) = 𝑉1 ⋃ 𝑉2 for some closed subsets 𝑉1 and 𝑉2 of (𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀),𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀)).
Because 𝑀 is a chained module so by Proposition (3.17), 𝑀 is a top 𝑦 -module. This implies
𝑉1 = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) and 𝑉2 = 𝑉 𝑤 (𝐵) for submodules 𝐴 and 𝐵 of 𝑀 and so 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) =
𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) ⋃ 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) . By Corollary (3.18), the collections of open (closed) sets of
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(𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀),𝜁 𝑦 (𝑀)) form a chain. Therefore 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐴) or 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐 𝑦 (𝑀) = 𝑉 𝑦 (𝐵) as
desired.
Conclusion
In this work we present overview study of spectrum of secondary submodules. We show the
relationship between the algebraic properties of the modules and the topological properties of
their spectrum.
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Abstract. model is derived, and the methodology is given in detail. The model is constructed
depending on some measurement criteria, Akaike and Bayesian information criterion. For the
new time series model, a new algorithm has been generated. The forecasting process, one and
two steps ahead, is discussed in detail. Some exploratory data analysis is given in the
beginning. The best model is selected based on some criteria; it is compared with some naïve
models. The modified model is applied to a monthly chemical sales dataset (January 1992 to
Dec 2019), where the dataset in this work has been downloaded from the United States of
America census (www.census.gov). Ultimately, the forecasted sales for the next three years
for chemical sales in the USA is provided.

1. Introduction
The autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)
are among various methods used in the forecasting variables. ARMA/ARIMA predicts the trend using
information obtained from the variables. Knowing and analyzing the probabilistic or stochastic,
properties of the variable are required using ARIMA/ARIMA. These models are commonly known as
the Box-Jenkins (1976) methodology [12]. Two assumptions should be assumed before fitting the
model. First, the model is stationary. The series is said to be stationary if it exhibits the mean
reversions, has a finite variance and has a theoretical correlogram that diminishes as the length
increases. Second, invertibility assumption is required. Invertibility is essential such that a finite order
can represent the series.
ARMA model is a component of two distinct models explain the behaviour of a series for two
different perspectives: the autoregressive (AR) and the moving average (MA) models. MA combines
the dependency between the residual error from a moving average model and an observation. The
difference between ARMA and ARIMA is the integration component which brings us back to the
subject of stationary. ARIMA model is a word of three parts AR, MA, and the integrate (I). It refers to
the differencing of raw data points to allow the stationarity to hold. In other words, a data point is
going to replace by the differences between two values. In reality, most variables are non-stationary;
hence they have to go through a transformation process, which is called differencing or integration
before they become stationary [1][6].
The standard notation of the ARIMA model is ARIMA(p, d, q)(P, D, Q) where each component is
contained as a parameter. P is the number of differences in lag-1. P is the leg order, and it is the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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number of lag observations in the model. The parameter d represents how many times to perform lag-1
differencing. D refers to the seasonal differencing for a cycle with ℎ seasons. We use lag-h
differencing to remove stationary. ARIMA model requires the user to specify the parameter
𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞, 𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑄. Determine the parameters is not a simple choice and required some experience
and expertise. The typical method for determining these parameters is using visual inspection of the
series to detect seasonality and trend, as well as looking at the autocorrelation and partial
autocorrelation charts [3][7].
2. Methodology
The random variables set {𝑥𝑡 : 𝑡 ∈ 𝑁} is called a time series, where ℕ is the set of the natural number,
and it is called a timestamp. The common critical assumption in time series models is stationary, and it
can be strong or weak forms. If the statistical distribution of {𝑥𝑡 : 𝑡 ∈ ℕ } is remained unchanged after
shifting time scale, i.e., for any time, shift, say ℎ, and observation 𝑥𝑖 :
𝑃(𝑋𝑡1 ≤ 𝑥1 , 𝑋𝑡2 ≤ 𝑥2 , … , 𝑋𝑡𝑘 ≤ 𝑥𝑘 ) = 𝐹(𝑥𝑡1 , 𝑥𝑡2 , … , 𝑥𝑡𝑘 )
= 𝐹(𝑥ℎ+𝑡1 , 𝑥ℎ+𝑡2 , … , 𝑥ℎ+𝑡𝑘 ) = 𝑃(𝑋ℎ+𝑡1 ≤ 𝑥1 , 𝑋ℎ+𝑡2 ≤ 𝑥2 , … , 𝑋ℎ+𝑡𝑘 ≤ 𝑥𝑘 )
The marginal distribution of 𝑋𝑡 is independent of 𝑡. Two-dimensional distributions of {𝑋𝑡1 , 𝑋𝑡2 } are
independent of the absolute location that related to 𝑡1 and 𝑡2 [4]. Thus, the mean function 𝐸(𝑋) is
constant, and the covariance Cov(𝑋𝑡 , 𝑋𝑡−𝑘 ) is just a function of 𝑘. Similarly, a higher-order moment
remains unchanged if a continuous-time shift is added [8].
A stochastically independent time series, with constant mean and continuous variance, is called a
random time series. A discrete process {𝑍𝑡 } is called a purely random process if the random variables
𝑍𝑡 are from a sequence of identically distributed and mutually independent variables. This process
suggests the system has a constant mean and variance; 𝛾(𝑘) = 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑍𝑡 , 𝑍𝑡+𝑘 ) = 0, for all 𝑘 [14][15].
If 𝑋𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝑍𝑡 , then the process {𝑋𝑡 } is said to be a random walk process. 𝑍𝑡 is a purely random
process with mean 𝜇 and variance 𝜎𝑍2 . When the process starts with 𝑡 = 0 and 𝑋1 = 𝑍0 , we have:
𝑋1 = 𝑋0 + 𝑍1 , at 𝑡 = 1
𝑋2 = 𝑋1 + 𝑍2 = 𝑋0 + 𝑍1 + 𝑍2 , at 𝑡 = 2
𝑋3 = 𝑋2 + 𝑍3 = 𝑋0 + 𝑍1 + 𝑍2 + 𝑍3 , at 𝑡 = 3
⋮
𝑛

𝑋𝑡 = 𝑋0 + ∑ 𝑍𝑖
𝑖=1

The first-order moment and the variance for the above process equal to
𝑛

𝐸[𝑋𝑡 ] = 𝑋0 + ∑ 𝐸[𝑍𝑖 ] = 𝑋0 + 𝑡𝜇𝑧 = 𝑡𝜇𝑧 and 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑋𝑡 ) = 𝑡𝜎𝑍2
𝑖=1

A particular kind of filtering is differences that make a time series of data stationery by removing the
trend. For seasonal data to attain average stationarity, differentiating data from first order is usually
essential. Let’s assume that 𝑋𝑡 = {𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , … , 𝑋𝑛 } is a non-stationary time series, so ∆𝑋𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡 − 𝑋𝑡−1
is the first-order difference, and ∆2 𝑋𝑡+2 = ∆𝑋𝑡+2 − ∆𝑋𝑡+1 is the second-order difference [2] [5].
Let {𝑍𝑡 } be a purely random process with mean and variance equal to 0 and 𝜎𝑍2 . It is called Moving
Average of order q, (MA (q)), if
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𝑋𝑡 = 𝛽0 𝑍𝑡 − 𝛽1 𝑍𝑡−1 − ⋯ − 𝛽𝑞 𝑍𝑡−𝑞 ,
where {𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , … , 𝛽𝑞 } are constants. 𝛽0 = 1 because of the random variables 𝑍𝑡 , 𝑡 ∈ ℕ .
𝑋𝑡 = 𝛼1 𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝛼2 𝑋𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑝 𝑋𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑍𝑡
𝑋𝑡 = 𝛿 + 𝛼1 𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝛼2 𝑋𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑝 𝑋𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑍𝑡
If 𝐸[𝑋𝑡 ] = 𝐸[𝑋𝑡−1 ] = ⋯ = 𝐸[𝑋𝑝 ] = 𝜇, then 𝐸[𝑋𝑡 ] = 𝜇 = 𝛿 + 𝛼1 𝜇 + 𝛼2 𝜇 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑝 𝜇 + 0, hence
𝛿
𝜇=
1 − 𝛼1 − 𝛼2 − ⋯ − 𝛼𝑝
By considering the condition 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑝 < 1, the above formulate is a constant. When 𝑝 = 1,
then the first-order autoregressive 𝐴𝑅(1)is
(1)
𝑋𝑡 = 𝛼𝑋𝑡 − 1 + 𝑍𝑡
Equation 1 is also known as the Markov process. 𝐴𝑅(1) can be expressed as an infinite 𝑀𝐴 process by
using the backshift operator 𝐵𝑋𝑡 = 𝑋𝑡 − 1, i.e., (1 − 𝛼𝐵)𝑋𝑡 = 𝑍𝑡 , so
𝑋𝑡 =

𝑍𝑡
1 − 𝛼𝐵

= (1 + 𝛼𝐵 + 𝛼 2 𝐵2 + ⋯ )𝑍𝑡
= 𝑍𝑡 + 𝛼𝑍𝑡 − 1 + 𝛼 2 𝑍𝑡 − 2 + ⋯
= 𝑍𝑡 + 𝛽1 𝑍𝑡 − 1 + 𝛽2 𝑍𝑡 − 2 + ⋯
The mean of 𝑋𝑡 is zero, and the variance is the series 𝜎 2 𝑍(1 + 𝛼 2 + 𝛼 4 … ) converging with the
condition |𝛼| < 1. Mixing both 𝐴𝑅 and 𝑀𝐴 in the model leads to the autoregressive moving average
(ARMA) process, the process ARMA is of order (𝑝, 𝑞) when it contains 𝑝 autoregressive terms and q
moving average terms, and it can be written as equation 2, where 𝛼𝑝 (𝐵) and 𝛽𝑞 (𝐵) are polynomials of
order p and q, respectively [9].
𝑋𝑡 = 𝛼1 𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝛼2 𝑋𝑡−2 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑝 𝑋𝑡−𝑝 + 𝑍𝑡 − 𝛽1 𝑍𝑡−1 − 𝛽2 𝑍𝑡−2 − ⋯ − 𝛽𝑞 𝑍𝑡−𝑞
(2)
𝛼𝑝 (𝐵)𝑋𝑡 = 𝛽𝑞 (𝐵)𝑍𝑡
Choosing the parameters based on visual inspection is based on different rules of thumb, such as a
slowly decreasing autocorrelation chart combined a sharp decline in the partial autocorrelation chart,
calles for q equals 0 and p equals to the largest partial autocorrelation. In most cases, either p is 0 or q
is 0, and p plus q less than or equal to 3. A few general tips are to use differencing to remove the trend
and seasonality to keep the model as simple as possible by differencing at most one time by choosing
low values of p and q, and setting P and Q to 0 or 1 [10][11].
3. Exploratory Data Analysis
In this section, the chemical sales dataset is analyzed. In figure 1, the selling of chemicals is plotted; it
is started from Jan 1992 to Dec 2019. There is a growing trend in almost all variables. Also, there is a
dramatic drop in the level of data around 2008. The log scale is used to map the data in figure 2, and
the first knowledge difference is shown in figure 3. The dataset is stationary from the first difference,
so further differences do not need to be taken. A significant variation can be seen between 2008 and
2010 when anyone looks at the differential map. For the dataset, the diagnosis plot is shown in figure
4. It is evident that the information is seasonal and has a growing pattern. We should think about the
best model from the plot that we can use to estimate revenue for the next three years.
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Figure 1. Chemicals sales on the original scale.
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Figure 3. First difference in chemical sales.

Figure 4. diagnosis plot for chemical sales.
4. Integrated Autoregressive Moving Average Models (ARIMA)
In general, there are two models for ARIMA depend on whether the data set is stationary or nonstationary. A non-seasonal ARIMA model can be written as [9]
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(1 − 𝜙1 𝐵 − ⋯ − ϕ𝑝 𝐵𝑝 )(1 − 𝐵)𝑑 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + (1 + θ1 𝐵 + … + θ𝑞 𝐵𝑞 )𝜖𝑡
where 𝑐 = 𝜇(1 − ϕ1 − ⋯ − ϕ𝑝 ) and 𝜇 is the mean of (1 − 𝐵)𝑑 𝑦𝑡 .
The above equation can be written as follows:
Φ(𝐵)(1 − 𝐵)𝑑 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑐 + 𝜃(𝐵)𝜖𝑡
where Φ(𝐵) = (1 − ϕ1 𝐵 − ⋯ − ϕ𝑝 𝐵𝑝 ) is a 𝑝𝑡ℎ order polynomial in 𝐵, and 𝜃(𝐵) = (1 + θ1 𝐵 +
θ𝑞 𝐵𝑞 ) is a 𝑞 𝑡ℎ order polynomial in 𝐵. A non-seasonal ARIMA model can be written as
ARIMA(p,d,q). For the seasonal dataset, a seasonal ARIMA model can be formed by including
additional seasonal terms in the ARIMA model, and it can be written as follows:
𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑀𝐴(𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑞)(𝑃, 𝐷, 𝑄)𝑚 where 𝑚 = number of observations per year. For example, for quarterly
data when (𝑝 = 1, 𝑑 = 1, 𝑞 = 1, 𝑃 = 1, 𝐷 = 1, 𝑄 = 1) the seasonal ARIMA model can be written as
follows [13]:
(1 − 𝜙1 𝐵)(1 − Φ1 𝐵12 )(1 − 𝐵)(1 − 𝐵12 )𝑦𝑡 = (1 + 𝜃1 𝐵)(1 + Θ1 𝐵12 )𝜖𝑡
The above equation is denoted by 𝐴𝑅𝐼𝑀𝐴(1,1,1)(1,1,1)12 . The multiplicative seasonal ARIMA
model is given by
𝑑
𝑠
Φ𝑃 (𝐵 𝑠 )𝜙(𝐵)∇𝐷
𝑠 ∇ 𝑦𝑡 = 𝛿 + Θ𝑄 (𝐵 )𝜃(𝐵)𝜖𝑡 , where

Φ𝑃 (𝐵 𝑠 ): seasonal autoregressive of order 𝑃
𝜙(𝐵): ordinary autoregressive of order 𝑝
Θ𝑄 (𝐵 𝑠 ): moving average components of order 𝑄
𝜃(𝐵): moving average components of order 𝑞
SD
∇𝐷
𝑠 = (1 − B) : seasonal difference component

∇𝑑 = (1 − B)d : ordinary difference component
𝜖𝑡 : is the usual Gaussian white noise process.
ARIMA model with the seasonal part is going to be used for forecasting the sales. If anyone wants to
stabilize the time series, the Log transform and differences were used as the preferred approaches. The
seasonal and nonseasonal differences were used to stabilize the periodicity and the term trend.
5. Forecasting Sales for the Modified ARIMA model
One explanation for developing the model is forecasting or predicting future values that are still
unnoticed. For predictive analysis, the ARIMA model is a good time-series data that is used to test or
forecast future patterns. ARIMA model is a form of regression analysis that measures the intensity of
one independent variable to the other. The model aims to forecast the future by checking the
differences between values in the series The ARIMA model that was discussed in the previous section
is based on minimizing the mean square forecasting error. Forecasting is an extrapolation of the trend
when the model adds zero-mean white noise to the simply deterministic trend. On the other hand, if
the model contains autocorrelation, the predictions take advantage of the correlation to produce the
best predictions. ARIMA(1,1) with a constant term is: 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜃0 + 𝑒𝑡 − 𝜃𝑒𝑡−1 , so
𝑦̂𝑡 (𝑙) = 𝑦̂𝑡 (𝑙 − 1) + 𝜃0 − 𝜃𝑒𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡 + 𝑙𝜃0 − 𝜃𝑒𝑡
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𝑒𝑡 (𝑙) = 𝑒𝑡+𝑙, + (1 − 𝜃)𝑒𝑡+𝑙−1 + (1 − 𝜃)𝑒𝑡+𝑙−2 + ⋯ + (1 − 𝜃)𝑒𝑡+1 , for all 𝑙 ≥ 1.
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑒𝑡 (𝑙)) = 𝜎𝑙2 [1 + (𝑙 − 1)(1 − 𝜃)2 ].
Similarly, for ARIMA(2,2)
𝑦𝑡 = 2𝑦𝑡−1 − 𝑦𝑡−2 + 𝜃0 + 𝑒𝑡 − 𝜃1 𝑒𝑡−1 + 𝜃2 𝑒𝑡−2
𝑦̂𝑡 (1) = 2𝑦𝑡 − 𝑦𝑡−1 + 𝜃0 − 𝜃1 𝑒𝑡 − 𝜃2 𝑒𝑡−1
𝑦̂𝑡 (2) = 2𝑦𝑡 (1) − 𝑦𝑡 + 𝜃0 + 𝜃2 𝑒𝑡
𝑦̂𝑡 (𝑙) = 2𝑦̂𝑡 (𝑙 − 1) − 𝑦̂𝑡 (𝑙 − 2) + 𝜃0 , for all 𝑙 ≥ 3.
The algorithm that is going to be used is summarized below. The modified ARIMA model can be
summarized in the following algorithm,
Modified ARIMA Algorithm
Step 1: Understand patterns by plotting the data and identifying unusual observations.
Step 2: Use a Box-Cox transformation to stabilize the variance (if necessary).
Step 3: Difference the data it appears stationary (if necessary)
Step 4: Plot the ACF of the differenced data and try to determine possible candidate models.
Step 5: Try some models and use the AIC to search for a better model.
Step 6: Check the residuals from the model by plotting the ACF of the residuals and doing a
portmanteau test of the residuals.
Step 7: Do the residuals look like white noise? If YES (calculate forecasts), NO (go to step 4).
6. Seasonal ARIMA model application to chemicals sales in the USA
Based on the given dataset, the aim is to find an appropriate ARIMA model. In this section, a modified
ARIMA model that was presented in the previous section is used to forecast chemical sales for the
next three years in the USA. Figure 5 shows a comparison between seasonal and non-seasonal models.
The white noise assumption was checked in the Cumulative Periodogram plot. There is noise because
the curve does not cross the lines. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to check the normality.
Since the p-value equals 0.273, which is high enough, the data is normally distributed.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Seasonal model

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Nonseasonal model

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

frequency

frequency

Figure 5. Diagnosis plot for the model.
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In Table (1), several seasonal and order possibilities were tested. AIC and BIC values are checked
for all the cases. The best model is selected based on the lowest AIC and BIC criteria. According to
the AIC and BIC values, the 4𝑡ℎ model is chosen as the best model, where the order is c(1, 1, 1), and
the seasonal is c(0, 1, 1). This means the series is differenced one at leg-1, and once at leg-12.
Table 1. Different order and seasonal values for the model.
Model

Order

Seasonal

AIC

BIC

1

c(0, 1, 1)

c(1, 1, 1)

185.115

179.272

2

c(0, 1, 2)

c(1, 1, 1)

187.245

170.863

3

c(1, 1, 3)

c(0, 1, 1)

170.215

176.855

4

c(1, 1, 1)

c(0, 1, 1)

160.126

153.855

5

c(0, 1, 1)

c(2, 1, 0)

184.215

174.812

For the selected ARIMA model, the Autocorrelation Function (ACF) was checked and used to
estimate the parameters of the model. Box and Jenkins popularized the ARIMA approach, and
ARIMA models are often referred to as Box-Jenkins models. Box and Tiao addressed the general
transfer function model used for the ARIMA procedure. Box-Jenkins is used to estimate the
parameters of the fitted model and examine the residual to see if the fitted model is adequate or not.

Figure 6. Diagnosis plot for the model.
The selected ARIMA model is compared to the ARMA and NAÏVE ARIMA models by RMSE and
MASE calculations. The RMSE and MASE values for the modified ARIMA model are lowest values
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in Table (2). This indicates that the selected model has performed better than the ARMA and NAÏVE
ATIMA models.
Table 2. A comparison between ARMA, NAÏVE ARIMA, and modified ARIMA models.
ARMA

NAÏVE ARIMA

Modified ARIMA

RMSE

0.937

0.722

0.535

MASE

0.847

0.804

0.478

The best model is used in the forecast for the next three years. In Table (3), the forecasted values for
the next three years with their associated standard deviations are estimated. Three confidence intervals
(50%, 75%, and 90%) are calculated and the upper and lower limits for each interval are evaluated.
Table 3. Forecasting chemical sales for the next three years in Millon dollars.
50% confidence
75% confidence
Predicted Standard
Intervals
Intervals
Years Months
value deviation
Lower
Upper
Lower
Upper
Jan
10329.35 540.20 10167.29 10491.41 10059.25 10599.45
Feb
10783.47 558.36 10615.96 10950.98 10504.29 11062.65
Mar
10400.63 582.56 10225.86 10575.40 10109.35 10691.91
Apr
11148.64 605.36 10967.03 11330.25 10845.96 11451.32
May 10202.52 627.36 10014.31 10390.73 9888.84 10516.20
Jun
10289.64 648.62 10095.06 10484.22 9965.33 10613.95
2020
Jul
10131.08 669.19
9930.32 10331.84 9796.48 10465.68
Aug
10302.73 689.16 10095.98 10509.48 9958.15 10647.31
Sep
10909.93 708.56 10697.36 11122.50 10555.65 11264.21
Oct
10458.44 727.45 10240.21 10676.67 10094.72 10822.16
Nov
10340.48 745.86 10116.72 10564.24 9967.55 10713.41
Dec
10935.95 763.81 10706.81 11165.09 10554.04 11317.86
Jan
10645.76 923.19 10368.80 10922.72 10184.16 11107.36
Feb
10965.54 958.26 10678.06 11253.02 10486.41 11444.67
Mar
10844.59 996.44 10545.66 11143.52 10346.37 11342.81
Apr
11357.67 1032.93 11047.79 11667.55 10841.20 11874.14
May 10720.95 1068.20 10400.49 11041.41 10186.85 11255.05
Jun
10806.16 1102.33 10475.46 11136.86 10254.99 11357.33
2021
Jul
10581.99 1135.44 10241.36 10922.62 10014.27 11149.71
Aug
10771.15 1167.61 10420.87 11121.43 10187.34 11354.96
Sep
11151.53 1198.92 10791.85 11511.21 10552.07 11750.99
Oct
10754.32 1229.43 10385.49 11123.15 10139.60 11369.04
Nov
10625.08 1259.21 10247.32 11002.84 9995.48 11254.68
Dec
11040.51 1288.27 10654.03 11426.99 10396.37 11684.65
Jan
10927.87 1394.98 10509.37 11346.37 10230.38 11625.36
Feb
11181.65 1435.85 10750.89 11612.41 10463.72 11899.58
Mar
11189.35 1478.42 10745.83 11632.87 10450.14 11928.56
Apr
11587.03 1519.61 11131.15 12042.91 10827.22 12346.84
2022
May 11102.29 1559.73 10634.37 11570.21 10322.42 11882.16
Jun
11186.55 1598.84 10706.90 11666.20 10387.13 11985.97
Jul
10930.16 1637.02 10439.05 11421.27 10111.65 11748.67

9

90% confidence
Intervals
Lower
Upper
10059.25 10707.49
10504.29 11174.32
10109.35 10808.42
10845.96 11572.39
9888.84 10641.67
9965.33 10743.67
9796.48 10599.52
9958.15 10785.14
10555.65 11405.92
10094.72 10967.65
9967.55 10862.58
10554.04 11470.62
10184.16 11291.99
10486.41 11636.33
10346.37 11542.10
10841.20 12080.72
10186.85 11468.69
10254.99 11577.79
10014.27 11376.80
10187.34 11588.48
10552.07 11990.78
10139.60 11614.92
9995.48 11506.53
10396.37 11942.30
10230.38 11904.36
10463.72 12186.75
10450.14 12224.24
10827.22 12650.76
10322.42 12194.10
10387.13 12305.74
10111.65 12076.08
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Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

11127.93
11396.88
11026.34
10891.56
11218.55

1674.33
1710.83
1746.56
1781.57
1815.89

10625.63
10883.63
10502.37
10357.09
10673.78

11630.23
11910.13
11550.31
11426.03
11763.32

10290.76
10541.47
10153.06
10000.77
10310.61

11965.10
12252.29
11899.62
11782.35
12126.49

10290.76
10541.47
10153.06
10000.77
10310.61

12299.96
12594.46
12248.93
12138.66
12489.67

Figure 7 shows that the expected chemical curve matches the observed curve with small deviations.
The time series for the estimated model is from Jan 2010 to Dec 2019. Predicted chemical sales are
shown, and three prediction intervals (50%, 75% and 90%) are estimated. The prediction intervals get
wider by increasing accuracy.

16000

Forecasted sales for 2020, 2021 and 2022

Obsrved values

14000

Forecasted values
50% prediction inter val
75% prediction inter val

12000
8000

10000

Chemicals sales

90% prediction inter val

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

2020

2022

time

Figure 7. Forecasting chemical sales for the next three years in Millions of dollars.
7. Conclusion
In this work, a modified ARIMA model is introduced, and it has been applied to the monthly chemical
sales dataset in the United States. In general, ARIMA models flexible family of models that capture
autocorrelation in all kinds of forms. It has a strong statistical foundation, and therefore it’s easy to get
automated prediction intervals. It does assume and require a stationary series. This means no trend no
seasonality and it assumes that this autocorrelation remains fixed throughout the period. The revised
ARIMA model is compared to the ARMA and NAÏVE ARIMA models. The updated ARIMA model
is more accurate than the ARMA and NAÏVE ARIMA models. An algorithm for the developed
ARIMA model is given to be used for modelling and forecasting different data sets. The modified
ARIMA model is used to forecast chemical sales in the USA over the next three years (2020, 2021,
and 2022).
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Abstract. The purpose of this work is to introduce a new fuzzy domination parameter in fuzzy
graphs 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) it is called a (𝑁 − fuzzy domination number) denoted by 𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ). Some
properties and boundaries of this definition are introduced. The 𝑁 − fuzzy domination number
of fuzzy certain graphs as fuzzy complete, path, star, cycle, complete bipartite, and star are
determined. Additionally the relation between the N-degrees of the vertices and the number of
edges and N-edges of a fuzzy graph is discussedgraph discussed, with some suitable graphs and
examples are given.

1. Introduction
Firstly, in 1965, L. Zadeh [1] published his paper "fuzzy set "in which clarified the uncertainty. In (1975)
Rosenfeld [2] introduced the concept of fuzzy graph. In (1975) Kauffmann [3] introduced the
fundamental idea of a fuzzy graph. The domination number played an important role via theoretical
study in various fields as a fuzzy graph [4-5], topological graph [6-7], labeled graph [8-9], general graph
[10-13]and others. Also, several applications in problems life were solved by these branches. So, the
study of domination in fuzzy graphs worth to care. The concept of Domination in fuzzy graphs I,
introduced by Somasundaram A.and Somasundaram S. [14-15] and them using effective edges. The
concept of Domination in fuzzy graph so introduced by Nagoorgani A. and Chandrasekaran V. T. [16]
but by using strong edges. There is more than one definition of domination in a fuzzy graph, in this work
we will know the fuzzy domination number (𝛾𝑓 ) in fuzzy graph by Xavior et al.[17].
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1[18]: Consider G = (V, E) be an undirected, finite, and simple graph. A mapping 𝜂: V →
[0, 1] where 𝑉 is a non-empty set of vertices called a fuzzy subset and 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) where 𝜌: 𝑉 × 𝑉 ⟶
[0,1] is called a fuzzy graph if 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝜂(𝑥) ∧ 𝜂(𝑦), where ∧ is refer to a minimum fuzzy value.
Definition 2.2 [18]: 𝐺 ∗ = (𝜂 ∗ , 𝜌∗ ) is known as underlying crisp graph of 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌).
Definition 2.3 [18]:An edge (𝑥, 𝑦) is called effective if 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜂(𝑥) ∧ 𝜂(𝑦) and 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌)is called
strong fuzzy graph if every edge in 𝐺𝑓 is effective.
Definition 2.4 [18]: A triangle free fuzzy graph is a fuzzy graph in which no three vertices form a triangle
of edges.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Definition 2.5: The order of a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is denote by 𝑛 and define as the cardinality of
𝑉, i.e. |𝑉| = 𝑛, and the fuzzy cardinality of an order fuzzy graph is called fuzzy order of a fuzzy graph
𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) and define by summation membership fuzzy value for 𝑛 which it denoted by P, i.e. 𝑃 =
|n| = ∑𝑥∈V 𝜂(𝑥).
Definition 2.6[19]: The open and closed neighborhood are define as 𝑁(𝑥) = {𝑦: (𝑥, 𝑦)effective} and
𝑁[𝑥] = 𝑁(𝑥) ∪ {𝑥} respectively.
Definition 2.7[17]: A subset 𝐷of 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ) is called fuzzy dominating set if every vertex 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷 is
adjacent at least one vertex 𝑥 ∈ 𝐷such that 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜂(𝑥) ∧ 𝜂(𝑦). The fuzzy domination number (𝛾𝑓 )
is summation membership fuzzy value for all minimum fuzzy dominating set.
3. 𝑵 − fuzzy dominating (𝑵𝑭𝑫) set
Definition3.1: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph. A subset 𝐷𝑁 of 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ) is called 𝑁 − fuzzy dominating
(𝑁𝐹𝐷) set if for every vertex 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 there exists a vertex 𝑥 ∈ 𝐷𝑁 such that
1)(𝑥, 𝑦) is effective edge.
2)𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅.
Definition3.2: The 𝑁 − fuzzy dominating (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set 𝐷𝑁 in a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is called minimum
𝑁 − fuzzy dominating (𝑀𝑁𝐹𝐷) set if the number of vertices of all (𝑁𝐹𝐷) sets greater than or equal the
number of vertices in 𝐷𝑁
Definition3.3: The (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is said to be minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set if no proper
subset of 𝐷𝑁 is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓 .
Definition3.4: The minimum fuzzy cardinality of all (𝑀𝑁𝐹𝐷) sets is called 𝑁 −fuzzy domination
number and denoted by 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) or simply 𝛾𝑁 , i.e.
𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛|𝐷𝑁𝑖 | = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {∑𝑥∈𝐷𝑁𝑖 𝜂(𝑥) , 𝐷𝑁𝑖 𝑎𝑟𝑒 (𝑀𝑁𝐹𝐷)𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
Definition 3.5: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph and 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉( 𝐺𝑓 ), then 𝑥 is called 𝑁 −isolated vertex if
𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) = ∅ for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁(𝑥) and 𝑥 belong to every (𝑁𝐹𝐷)set
Example1.1: Consider a strong fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌), which is given in figuer1:
The minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷)set are : 𝐷𝑁1 = {𝑓, 𝑐, 𝑑}, 𝐷𝑁2 = {𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑔} , 𝐷𝑁3 = {𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑒} , 𝐷𝑁4 = {𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑔},
𝐷𝑁5 = {𝑎, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑒}
The minimum (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set is 𝐷𝑁1 = {𝑓, 𝑐, 𝑑}.
The 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = |𝐷𝑁1 | = 0.1 + 0.2 + 0.2 = 0.5 .
The minimum fuzzy dominating set 𝐷 = {𝑏, 𝑔},
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛾𝑓 (𝐺𝑓 ) = |𝐷| = 1.3
The vertices 𝑐 and 𝑑 are 𝑁 −isolated vertices
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Figure 1 N-fuzzy dominating set.
4. Some properties of (𝑵𝑭𝑫) set.
Observation3.2.1:
1) We will denote to all 𝑁 − isolated vertices of 𝐺𝑓 by 𝑖𝑠𝑁 . And all isolated vertices of 𝐺𝑓 by 𝑖𝑠 .
2) 𝑖𝑠  𝑖𝑠𝑁  𝐷𝑁 , where 𝐷𝑁 is the minimum (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓 .
3) Every end vertex is 𝑁 − isolated vertex.
4) If 𝑥 and 𝑦 are any two adjacent vertices in 𝑉( 𝐺𝑓 ) such that 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅, then we say 𝑥
is 𝑁 − adjacent to 𝑦 or 𝑦 is 𝑁 −fuzzy dominate 𝑥.
Preposition 3.2.2: From the definition of 𝑁 − fuzzy domination number we can obtain:
1) 𝛾𝑁 (𝐾𝑛 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝜎(𝑥𝑖 )) , 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑉(𝐾𝜎 ).
Proof: Since every edge in 𝐾𝑛 is effective and each vertex is dominates to all other vertices, then 𝑁(𝑥) ∩
𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅ for all 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈𝑉(𝐾𝑛 ). then, a minimum 𝑁 −fuzzy dominating set of 𝐾𝑛 is singleton. Hence, the
result is obtained.
2) For any strong fuzzy path 𝑃𝑛 , 𝛾𝑁 (𝑃𝑛 ) = 𝑃
Proof: From the definition of 𝑁 − fuzzy dominating set of 𝑃𝑛 , then there is only one minimal 𝑁 −fuzzy
dominating set of 𝑃𝑛 which contains all vertices. Hence, 𝛾𝑁 (𝑃𝑛 ) = 𝑃.
3) For any strong cycle fuzzy graph 𝐶𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝛾𝑁 (𝐶𝑛 ) = 𝑃.
Proof: Same proof (2).
1) For any complete bipartite fuzzy graph 𝐾𝜎1,𝜎2 then 𝛾𝑁 (𝐾𝜎1,𝜎2 ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) + ∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝜂(𝑦𝑗 )
𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑉1 and 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑉2
Proof: Let 𝑉(𝐾𝜎1,𝜎2 ) = 𝑉1 ∪ 𝑉2 such that 𝑉1 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } and 𝑉2 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑚 }.
Since each edge in 𝐾𝜎1,𝜎2 is effective and every vertex in 𝑉1 dominates to all other vertices in 𝑉2 and
vice versa also 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) = ∅ for all 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉1 and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉2.then a minimum N- fuzzy dominating set
of (𝐾𝜎1,𝜎2 ) must be has all vertices (𝑉1and 𝑉1 ). Hence, the result is obtained.
4) For any strong fuzzy wheel graph with 𝑛 vertices 𝛾𝑁 (𝑊𝑛 ) = 𝜎(𝑥), 𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥.
Proof: Let (𝑊𝑛 ) be strong fuzzy wheel and 𝑥 be center vertex in 𝑊𝑛 , since 𝑥 is adjacent to all other
vertices in 𝑊𝑛 (adjacent to all vertices 𝐶𝑛 ) then 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅ for all 𝑦 ∈ 𝑊𝑛 . Hence,
𝛾𝑁 (𝑊𝑛 ) = 𝜎(𝑥), 𝑥 𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑥.
Remark 3.2.3: If 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph has (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set, we note that the 𝑁 − fuzzy domination
number of a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 may be greater than, smaller than or equal to the fuzzy domination number
of 𝐺𝑓 .
Theorem 3.2.4 : Let 𝐷𝑁 be a (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set then 𝐷𝑁 is minimal if and only if for every vertex 𝑥∈ 𝐷𝑁 one of
the following holds
i) Either 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 = ∅ 𝑜𝑟 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) = ∅ 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 .
ii) There exists a vertex 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 such that 𝑁(𝑦) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 = {𝑥} and 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅.
Proof: Suppose for every x ∈ 𝐷𝑁 one of the two conditions is hold , i.e. (i) or (ii) hold. Suppose 𝐷𝑁 is
not minimal. Then, there exist x ∈ 𝐷𝑁 such that 𝐷𝑁 − {𝑥} is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set. Hence, there exist 𝑦 ∈ 𝐷𝑁 −
{𝑥} such that ( 𝑦, 𝑥) is effective edge, this is implies 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁(𝑥) and N(x) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅. Therefore, the
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condition (i) does not hold. Then, x must be satisfying (ii), so there exist y ∈ V - 𝐷𝑁 such that 𝑁(𝑦) ∩
𝐷𝑁 = {𝑥} and N(x) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅. Since 𝐷𝑁 − {𝑥} is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set, then there exist 𝑧 ∈ 𝐷𝑁 − {𝑥} such that
𝑧 is adjacent to 𝑦 and 𝑁(z)∩ 𝑁(𝑥) ≠ ∅ . Therefore, z ∈N(y) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 , 𝑁(𝑧) ∩ N(y)≠ ∅and 𝑧 ≠ 𝑥,
contradiction to 𝑁(𝑦) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 = {𝑥}. Therefore, 𝐷𝑁 is minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷)set. Now assume that 𝐷𝑁 is
minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set and the two conditions not hold, i.e. there is a vertex x ∈ 𝐷𝑁 such that 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 ≠
∅ and 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅ for some 𝑦 ∈ 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 , and for each vertex y ∈ V − 𝐷𝑁 either N(y) ∩ 𝐷𝑁 ≠
{𝑥} or 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) = ∅. Therefore, 𝐷𝑁 − {𝑥} is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set. This contradicts the assumption. Hence,
(i) or (ii) holds.
Theorem 3.2.5: A fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) has a unique minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set if and only if the set of all
𝑁 − isolated vertices forms a (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set.
Proof: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph has a unique minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set 𝐷𝑁 , and suppose 𝑖𝑠𝑁 = {x ∈
V : x is 𝑁 − isolated vertex}. Then, 𝑖𝑠𝑁 ⊆ 𝐷𝑁 , now suppose 𝐷𝑁 − 𝑖𝑠𝑁 ≠ ∅ and let z ∈ 𝐷𝑁 − 𝑖𝑠𝑁 , since
z is not 𝑁 − isolated vertex, 𝑉 − {𝑧} is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set. Hence, there exists a minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set 𝐷𝑁1 ⊆ 𝑉 −
{𝑧} and 𝐷𝑁1 ≠ 𝐷𝑁 . This is a contradiction to our assumption. Now, if the set of all 𝑁 − isolated vertices
forms a (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set, then it is clear that 𝐺𝑓 has a unique minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set.
Theorem3.3.6: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph without 𝑁 − isolated vertices. If 𝐷𝑁 is minimal
(𝑁𝐹𝐷) set, then 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set.
Proof: Let 𝐷𝑁 be a minimal (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓 . Suppose 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 is not (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set. Then, there exists a
vertex x in 𝐷𝑁 such that x is not 𝑁 − fuzzy dominated by any vertex in 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 . Then, x is 𝑁 −fuzzy
dominated by at least one vertex y in 𝐷𝑁 − {𝑥} and 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅. Thus, 𝐷𝑁 − {𝑥} is a (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set
of 𝐺𝑓 , which contradiction . Thus, every vertex x in 𝐷𝑁 is 𝑁 − adjacent to at least one vertex y in 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁
. Hence, 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set.
Corollary3.2.7: For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) without 𝑁 − isolated vertices has (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set 𝐷𝑁 then
𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) ≤ 𝑃/2.
Proof: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph without 𝑁 − isolated vertices and 𝐷𝑁 be a 𝛾𝑁 − 𝑠𝑒𝑡 of 𝐺𝑓 ,By
theorem (2.3) 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓 , then |𝐷𝑁 | ≤ |𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 |, tak fuzzy cardinality to both sides we
have 𝛾𝑁 ≤ 𝑃 − 𝛾𝑁 . Hence, 𝛾𝑁 ≤ 𝑃/2
Proposition 3.2.8: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a strong fuzzy graph, then 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = 𝑃 if and only if 𝐺𝑓 is a
triangle free fuzzy graph.
Proof: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a strong fuzzy graph with (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set 𝐷𝑁 and 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = P. Suppose that 𝐺𝑓 is
a triangle. Let{𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧} be the three vertices form a triangle. Clearly 𝐷𝑁 except two vertices is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set
of 𝐺𝑓 . Thus, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) ≤ 𝑝 − ∑2𝑖=1 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ). Hence, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) < P, a contradiction, thus 𝐺𝑓 is strong triangle
free fuzzy graph. Conversely, Suppose that 𝐺𝑓 is strong triangle free fuzzy graph. Let 𝐷𝑁 be a (𝑁𝐹𝐷)
set of 𝐺𝑓 with 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) ≠ 𝑃, and y ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷𝑁 , since 𝐷𝑁 is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓 . Then, there exists at least one
vertex z ∈ 𝐷𝑁 such that 𝑦 is 𝑁 − dominated by z. That is (𝑧, 𝑦) is effective edge and 𝑁(𝑧) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅.
Suppose 𝑟 ∈ 𝑁(𝑧) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅. Then,{𝑧, 𝑦, 𝑟} form a triangle, a contradiction. Hence, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = 𝑃.
̅̅̅̅̅
Preposition 3.2.9: For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) has a (𝑀𝑁𝐹𝐷) set then, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) + 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺
𝑓 ) ≤ 2𝑃.
Furthermore, the equality holds if and only if 0 < 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜂(𝑥) ˄ 𝜂 (𝑦) , ∀(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ E(𝐺𝑓 ).
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Proof: The inequality is trivial. Suppose that 0 < 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜂(𝑥) ˄ 𝜂(𝑦) , ∀(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐸(𝐺𝑓 ) .Then 0 <
𝜂(𝑥) ˄ 𝜂(𝑦) − 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜂(𝑥) ˄ 𝜂(𝑦). This means that 0 < ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜂(𝑥) ˄ 𝜂 (𝑦) for all 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈
̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅
̅̅̅
𝐸(𝐺𝑓 ) . thus 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ). Hence, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) + 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = 2𝑃.The converse it is direct.
Theorem 3.2.10 : Let 𝐺𝑓∗ = (𝜂 ∗ , 𝜌∗ ) be a Crips graph of a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) without 𝑁 −isolate
vertices. Then, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓∗ ) ≤ 𝑛⁄3. Further, the equality holds if 𝐺𝑓 = 𝑚𝐾3 for some positive integer m.
Proof: Let D be a (𝑀𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓∗ = (𝜂 ∗ , 𝜌∗ ) such that |𝐷| = 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓∗ ). Since 𝐺𝑓 has no N-isolated
vertices then by Theorem (2.3), V − D is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓∗. Thus, each vertex in D is 𝑁 −adjacent to at
least two distinct vertices in V − D. Therefore, |𝑉 − 𝐷| ≥ 2|𝐷| and we have |𝐷| + |𝑉 − 𝐷| = 𝑛.
Therefore, |𝐷| + 2|𝐷| ≤ |𝐷| + |𝑉 − 𝐷| = 𝑛. Hence, we have 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓∗ ) ≤ 𝑛⁄3
Definition 3.2.11: Let 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ). The 𝑁 − neighbourhood of x denoted by 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥) is defined as 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥)
= {𝑦 ∈ 𝑁(𝑥): 𝑁(𝑥) ∩ 𝑁(𝑦) ≠ ∅}. The cardinality of 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥) is called 𝑁 − degree of x and denoted by
𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥) in 𝐺𝑓 , and 𝑁𝑁 [𝑥] = 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥) ∪ {𝑥}. The maximum and minimum 𝑁 − degree of a vertex in
𝐺𝑓 are denoted respectively by ∆𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) and 𝛿𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ), that is ∆𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = max{𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥)} and 𝛿𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) =
𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥)}.
Definition 3.2.12: An edge 𝑒 = (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐸(𝐺𝑓 ) is called 𝑁 − edge if 𝑒 is effective and N(x) ∩ N(y) ≠
∅.
Definition3.2.12: The number of 𝑁 − 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒of a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is called (𝑁 − size) and
denoted by 𝑀𝑁 .
Observation 3.2.13:
1) For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) has (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set then 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜎(𝑥) if and only if 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥) =
𝑛 − 1.
2) For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) without 𝑁 −isolated vertices, 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥) ≥ 2 for each vertex x
∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ).
Theorem 3.2.14: For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) with n vertices 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 , and 𝑞 edges
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) ≤ 2𝑞. Further, the equality holds if and only if every edge in 𝐺𝑓 is 𝑁 − 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒
Proof: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph with 𝑛 vertices ,then for any vertex 𝑥𝑖 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛 we have
𝑁𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) ⊆ 𝑁(𝑥𝑖 ) thus clearly |𝑁𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 )| ≤ |𝑁(𝑥𝑖 )| and we have ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔 (𝑥𝑖 ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 |𝑁(𝑥𝑖 )| = 2𝑞 and
similarly ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 |𝑁𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 )| ≤ ∑𝑛𝑖=1|𝑁(𝑥𝑖 )| = 2𝑞. Hence,
3) ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) ≤ 2𝑞.
Now if every edge in 𝐺𝑓 is 𝑁 − 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒. Then, 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑁(𝑥𝑖 ) for each vertex 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐺𝑓 . This
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 2𝑞. Conversely, assume that ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 2𝑞. That means every edge in 𝐺𝑓 is
𝑁 − 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒.
Theorem 3.2.15: For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) with 𝑛 vertices, ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 2𝑀𝑁 . Further,
| ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 )| = 2 ∑𝑦≠𝑥𝑖 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦).
Proof: Let 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph has 𝑛 vertices. Then, an 𝑁 − 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 contributes to the
𝑁 −degrees of two various vertices. Thus, when the 𝑁 −degrees of the vertices are added, every edge
is counted exactly two times. Thus, the sum of the 𝑁 −degrees is twice the 𝑁 − 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 of the fuzzy graph
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that is, ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 ) = 2𝑀𝑁 . Take fuzzy cardinality to both sides thus,we have | ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥𝑖 )| =
2 ∑𝑦≠𝑥𝑖 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦).
Theorem3.2.16: For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝑓 = (𝜂, 𝜌) without 𝑁 −isolated vertex and of order 𝑛 , 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) ≤
𝑃 − ∑ 𝜎(𝑦𝑖 ) , 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥).
Proof: Let x be a vertex such that 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑁 (𝑥) = ∆𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ). Then, x dominates |𝑁𝑁 (𝑥)| vertices. Hence, 𝑉 −
𝑁𝑁 (𝑥) is (𝑁𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓 . Therefore, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) ≤ ||𝑉 − 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥)|| = |𝑛| − |∆𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 )|. Hence, 𝛾𝑁 (𝐺𝑓 ) ≤
𝑃 − ∑ 𝜎(𝑦𝑖 ) , 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥).
Conclusion
According to the results found, Some properties and boundaries of this definition are determined. The
N- fuzzy domination number for some fuzzy graphs as fuzzy complete, path, cycle, complete bipartite,
and star are calculated. Also, we define the 𝑁 − neighbourhood of x 𝑁𝑁 (𝑥) and some relationships
between 𝑁 − degree , 𝑁 −edge and 𝑁 −size were discussed.
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The Direct and Converse Theorems for Best Approximation
of Algebraic Polynomial in 𝑳𝒑,𝜶 (𝑿)
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Mathematics, Iraq
E-mail: alaa.adnan.auad@uoanbar.edu.iq
Abstract. The direct and inverse algebraic polynomials approximation theorems in weighted
spaces of unbounded functions are proved by using modulus of smoothness. Also, we obtain
sharp Jackson ( direct ) inequality of algebraic approximation of unbounded functions in terms
modulus of smoothness . In addition, constructive characterization of modulus of smoothness
are considered.

1. Introduction
Approximation problems concerning algebraic polynomials was recently studied in various spaces of
algebraic polynomials for example , in the papers [6] , [9] , [12] , [14] , [15] and [17] .
Approximation problems for functions of one variable were also studied by many mathematicians.
Some of these results can be found in [10] , [11] , [16] and [18] . For more general doubling weighted
direct and converse algebraic approximation problems was investigated in [2] ,[8] and [13]. For a
general discussion of weighted polynomial approximation was can refer to the [1] and [7].
Some direct and converse approximation by relational algebraic polynomials of some weighted
bounded functions spaces defined on sufficiently modulus of smooth are investigates in [3] and [4] .
In the present work we consider the improved direct and inverse approximation theorems by algebraic
polynomials by using modulus of smoothness in the weighted space 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ .
For formulation of the problem we need some further notations properties.
Let 𝑋 = [0, 1] and 𝐿𝑝 (𝑥) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ be the space of all bounded functions with norm equipped :
1
𝑝

‖𝑓‖𝑝 = (∫ |𝑓(𝑥)|𝑝 𝑑𝑥 ) < ∞

(1.1)

𝑋

Let 𝛼 be a weight function defined by :
𝛼 ∶ 𝑋 → ℝ+ , and 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑥) the space of all unbounded functions with norm equipped :
1
𝑝

‖𝑓‖𝑝,𝛼 = (∫ |𝑓(𝑥). 𝛼(𝑥)|𝑝 𝑑𝑥 ) < ∞

(1.2)

𝑋

For k = 1 , 2 , ….. the modulus of smoothness of the function
𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) is defined by :
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 = sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓(𝑥)‖𝑝,𝛼 , 𝛿 > 0}

(1.3)

|ℎ|≤𝛿

where

𝑘

∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓(𝑥)

𝑘
= ∑(−1)𝑘−𝑖 ( ) 𝑓(𝑥 + 𝑖ℎ)
𝑖

(1.4)

𝑖=0

Let Ρ𝑛 (𝑛 = 0,1, … . . ) be the set of algebraic polynomial of degree at most less than or equal n and let
𝐸𝑛 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼 be the degree of best approximation of 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) by the polynomial
𝑝𝑛 in Ρ𝑛 given by :
𝐸𝑛 ( 𝑓 )𝑝,𝛼 = inf ‖𝑓 − 𝑝𝑛 ‖𝑝,𝛼
(1.5)
𝑝𝑛 ∈Ρ𝑛

There are many results on approximation of functions belong to 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) spaces , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ .
Especially , the classical Jackson theorem ( direct theorem ) .
1
𝐸𝑛 ( 𝑓 )𝑝,𝛼 ≤ 𝑐𝜔𝑟 ( 𝑓 , )
,
𝑛 = 1,2, … ….
(1.6)
𝑛 𝑝,𝛼
and its weak converse
𝑛
1
𝑐
𝜔𝑟 ( 𝑓 , )
≤ 2𝑟 ∑(𝑘 + 1)2𝑟−1 𝐸𝑘 ( 𝑓 )𝑝,𝛼
(1.7)
𝑛 𝑝,𝛼
𝑛
𝑘=0

Where n = 1 , 2, …….

2. Auxiliary results
In this section, we will mention some of the lemmas that we will need to proving the theorems of the
main results, As well as we will prove some properties of the modulus of smoothness .
Lemma 2.1 : [ 5 ]
Let { 𝑦𝑖 } be a sequence of the real numbers be satisfy
𝑘
| 𝑦𝑖 | ≤ 𝒦 , ∑2𝑖=2−1
𝑘−1 |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖+1 | ≤ 𝒦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ , 𝒦 > 0
If 1 < 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝛽 ∈ 𝒦𝑝 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛽 (𝑋) , then there is a function
‖ℱ‖𝑝,𝛽 ≤ 𝑐 𝒦‖ℱ‖𝑝,𝛽

ℱ ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛽 (𝑋) such that

Lemma 2.2 : [ 5 ]
Let 𝑛 ∈ ℕ , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) , then :
∞

1
2

∞

𝑐 ‖(∑|∆𝑢 |2 ) ‖
𝑢=1

∞

≤ ‖∑ 𝐶𝑢 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑢𝑥 ‖
𝑢=1

𝑝,𝛼

≤ 𝑐 ‖(∑|Δ𝑢 |2 ) ‖

𝑝,𝛼

𝑢=1

Lemma 2.3 : Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋), 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ , 𝛿 > 0 , Then
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 ≥ 0
Proof : we have
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 = sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
= sup {
|ℎ|≤𝛿

‖∑𝑘𝑖=0(−1)𝑘−𝑖

|ℎ|≤𝛿
𝑘
( 𝑖 )𝑓( . +𝑖ℎ)‖
𝑝,𝛼

since ‖∑𝑘𝑖=0(−1)𝑘−𝑖 (𝑘𝑖)𝑓( . +𝑖ℎ)‖
implies ‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 ≥ 0

𝑝,𝛼

Hence sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 } ≥ 0
|ℎ|≤𝛿

2

1
2

}

≥0

𝑝,𝛼
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𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 ≥ 0 .
Lemma 2.4 : Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋), 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ , 𝛿 > 0 , Then
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 → 0 𝑎𝑠 𝛿 → 0
Proof :
1
let 𝛿 = 𝑛
1
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 = 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , ) = sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
𝑛 𝑝,𝛼
1
|ℎ|≤
𝑛

1
= sup {‖∆𝑘−1
ℎ ∆ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤

If 𝑛 → ∞ then
= sup

1
|ℎ|≤
𝑛

1
𝑛

1
𝑛

1
= sup {‖∆𝑘−1
[𝑓( . ) − 𝑓( . + )]‖
}
ℎ
𝑛
1
𝑝,𝛼
|ℎ|≤
𝑛

→0

{‖∆𝑘−1
ℎ [𝑓( . ) −

𝑓( . )]‖𝑝,𝛼 } = sup {‖∆𝑘−1
ℎ . [0]‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤

= sup ‖0‖𝑝,𝛼 = 0.
|ℎ|≤

1
𝑛

1
𝑛

Lemma 2.5 : Let 𝑓 , 𝑔 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋), 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ , 𝛿 > 0 , Then
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 + 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑔 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼

𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 + 𝑔 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 ≤

Proof : 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 + 𝑔 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 = sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ (𝑓 + 𝑔)( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝛿

= sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . ) + ∆𝑘ℎ 𝑔( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝛿

≤ sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 + ‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑔( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝛿

= sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 } + sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑔( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝛿

|ℎ|≤𝛿

= 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 + 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑔 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼
Lemma 2.6 : Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋), 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ , 𝛿 , 𝑐 > 0 , Then 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝑐𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 ≤
𝑐 𝑘 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 .
Proof :

𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝑐𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 = sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝑐𝛿

≤ sup {‖∆𝑘𝑐𝛿 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝑐𝛿

= sup {‖(𝑐𝛿)𝑘 𝐷𝑘 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝑐𝛿

= 𝑐 𝑘 sup {‖𝛿 𝑘 𝐷 𝑘 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝑐𝛿
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= 𝑐 𝑘 sup {‖∆𝑘𝛿 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝑐𝛿

= 𝑐 𝑘 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼
Lemma 2.7 : Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋), 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ , Then 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿1 )𝑝,𝛼 ≤
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿2 )𝑝,𝛼 for every 𝛿1 ≤ 𝛿2 , 𝛿1 , 𝛿2 > 0
Proof :
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿1 )𝑝,𝛼 = sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 }
|ℎ|≤𝛿1

≤ sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 } 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝛿1 ≤ 𝛿2
|ℎ|≤𝛿2

= 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿2 )𝑝,𝛼 .
Lemma 2.8 : Let 𝑓 , 𝑓́ ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋), 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝑘 ∈ ℕ , 𝛿 > 0 , Then 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 ≤
𝛿
𝜔𝑘−1 ( 𝑓́ , 𝛿 )
where 𝑓́ is the first derivative of a function f
2

Proof :

𝑝,𝛼

1
We have the difference ∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓(𝑥) = ∆𝑘−1
ℎ (∆ℎ 𝑓(𝑥))
[ 𝑓(𝑥 + 𝐻) − 𝑓(𝑥 − 𝐻)]
= ∆𝑘−1
ℎ
[ 𝑓( . +𝐻) − 𝑓( . −𝐻)] ‖
‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 = ‖ ∆𝑘−1
ℎ
𝑝,𝛼

[ 𝑓( . +𝐻) − 𝑓( . ) + 𝑓( . ) − 𝑓( . −𝐻)] ‖
= ‖ ∆𝑘−1
ℎ
𝑝,𝛼

[ 𝑓( . +𝐻) − 𝑓( . )] − ∆𝑘−1
[𝑓( . −𝐻) − 𝑓( . )]‖
= ‖∆𝑘−1
ℎ
ℎ
𝑝,𝛼
ℎ

= ‖

ℎ

∆𝑘−1
∫ 𝑓́
ℎ

( . +𝐿)𝑑𝐿 −

∆𝑘−1
∫
ℎ

0

𝑓́ ( . −𝐿 )𝑑𝐿 ‖

0

ℎ

𝑝,𝛼

≤ ∫‖ ∆𝑘−1
[ 𝑓́ ( . +𝐿) − 𝑓́ ( . −𝐿 )] ‖𝑝,𝛼 𝑑𝐿
ℎ
0
ℎ

≤ ∫ 𝜔𝑘−1 ( 𝑓́ , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 𝑑𝐿 ≤
0

𝛿
𝜔 ( 𝑓́ , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼
2 𝑘−1

3. Main results
Let X denote the one-dimensional [ 0 , 1 ] we denote by
𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ the space of all unbounded functions 𝑓 of one variable on [ 0 , 1 ] in each
variable and satisfy
‖𝑓‖𝑝,𝛼 < ∞ where :
𝑝

1
𝑝

‖𝑓‖𝑝,𝛼 = { (∫𝑥 |𝑓(𝑥). 𝛼(𝑥)| 𝑑𝑥 ) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞
𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑢𝑝|𝑓(𝑥)| , 𝑝 = ∞
In the following give direct and converse approximation theorems for functions of one variable, which
are our main results .
Theorem 3.1 : let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑇) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 0 < 𝛼 < 1 then the Jackson type inequality :
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1
𝐸𝑛,𝑘 ( 𝑓 )𝑝,𝛼 ≤ 𝑐 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , )
,
𝑛 𝑝,𝛼

𝑛 = 1,2, … ….

Theorem 3.2 : let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ , 𝑛 ∈ ℕ , 𝑟 ∈ ℝ+ and
𝜆 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{2, 𝑝} . then there exist positive constant c dependent on r and p such that
𝑐
𝑛2𝑟

1

1

(∑𝑛𝑢=1 𝑢2𝜆𝑟−1 𝐸𝑢𝜆 (𝑓 )𝑝,𝛼 )𝜆 ≤ 𝜔𝑟 (𝑓, 𝑛)

Theorem 3.3 : let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑇) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 0 < 𝛼 < 1 ,
then :
1
𝑛 𝑝,𝛼

𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , )

≤

𝑐(𝑘)
𝑛𝑘

∑𝑛𝑖=0(𝑖 + 1)𝑘−1 𝐸𝑖 ( 𝑓 )𝑝,𝛼 .

4. Proofs of main results
4.1 Proof of theorem 3.1 :
1
Let 𝛿 = 𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (𝑋) , 1 ≤ 𝑝 < ∞ and the operator of algebraic polynomial defined by :
2𝑛

1
𝑉𝑛 ( 𝑓 , 𝑥 ) =
∑ 𝑆𝑘 (𝑓)(𝑥) , 𝑛 ∈ ℕ
𝑛+1
𝑘=𝑛

We see that 𝑉𝑛 ∈ J2𝑛 for 𝑛 ∈ ℕ

‖𝑓 − 𝑉𝑛 (𝑓)‖𝑝,𝛼 ≤ 𝑐𝐸𝑛 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼
because 𝐸𝑛 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼 = 𝑖𝑛𝑓 {‖𝑓 − 𝑝𝑛 ‖𝑝,𝛼 , 𝑝𝑛 ∈ 𝒫𝑛 }
and we have ‖𝑉𝑛 (𝑓)‖𝑝,𝛼 ≤ 𝑐 ‖𝑓‖𝑝,𝛼
𝐸𝑛,𝑘 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼 = 𝑖𝑛𝑓 {‖𝑓 − 𝑉𝑛 (𝑓)‖𝑝,𝛼 }
1
𝑝

≤ ‖𝑓 − 𝑉𝑛 (𝑓)‖𝑝,𝛼 = (∫ |[𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑉𝑛 (𝑓)(𝑥)]. 𝛼(𝑥)|𝑝 𝑑𝑥 )
𝑋
1
𝑝

≤ 𝑠𝑢𝑝 (∫ |[𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑉𝑛 (𝑓)(𝑥)]. 𝛼(𝑥)|𝑝 𝑑𝑥 )
𝑋
1

≤ c sup {‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓( . )‖𝑝,𝛼 } = 𝑐 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝛿 )𝑝,𝛼 = 𝑐 𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , 𝑛 )

𝑝,𝛼

|ℎ|≤𝛿

4.2 Proof of theorem 3.2 :
Since 𝑟 ∈ ℝ+ , 1 < 𝜆 < ∞ , 𝑛 ∈ ℕ we assume that 𝑘 ∈ ℕ such that
2𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 2𝑘+1
By lemma 2.2 , we have
𝑛

(∑
𝑢=1

1
𝜆

𝑘+1 2𝑖 −1

𝜇2𝜆𝑟−1 𝜆
𝜂 2𝜆𝑟−1 𝜆
𝐸
(𝑓)
)
≤
(∑
∑
𝐸 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼 )
𝑝,𝛼
𝑛2𝜆𝑟 𝑢
𝑛2𝜆𝑟 𝜂
𝑖−1
𝑢=1 𝜂=2

5

1
𝜆
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1
𝜆

𝑘+1 2𝑢𝜆𝑟

≤ (∑
𝑢=1

𝜆

2𝑢 −1

𝑘+1 2𝑢𝜆𝑟

2
2
𝑖𝜂𝑥
𝐸2𝜆𝑢−1 −1 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼 ) ≤ (∑ 2𝜆𝑟 ‖ ∑ 𝐶𝜂 𝑝𝑛 ‖
2𝜆𝑟
𝑛
𝑛
𝑢−1
𝑢=1

𝑘+1

∞

𝑢=1

𝜂=𝑢

|𝜂|=2

1 𝜆
2

𝑝,𝛼

1
𝜆

22𝑢𝜆𝑟
2
∑ 2𝜆𝑟 ‖
‖(∑|∆𝑢 | ) ‖
‖
𝑛

≤𝑐

𝑝,𝛼 )

(
Putting 1 < 𝑝 ≤ 2 , 𝜆 = 2
By using Minkowskiʼs inequality , we have
1
𝜆

𝑛

𝑢2𝜆𝑟−1
(∑ 2𝜆𝑟 𝐸𝑢𝜆 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼 ) ≤ 𝑐
𝑛

𝑘+1

∞

𝑢=1

𝜂=𝑣

2𝑢𝜆𝑟
∑ 𝑢𝑟 ‖(∑|∆𝑢 |2 ) ‖
𝑛

𝑢=1

(
𝑘+1 𝑢𝑣𝑟

(
‖(∑

≤𝑐

𝑢=1

𝑝,𝛼

𝑝
2

∞

2
∑ 𝑢𝑟 ‖∑|∆𝑢 |2 ‖
𝑛

≤𝑐

𝑘

2
𝑝 𝑝
2

𝑢=1

𝜂=𝑢

𝑢𝑣𝑟

𝑝,𝛼 )

𝑢𝑣𝑟(𝑘+1)

2
2
|∆𝑢 |2 +
𝑢𝑟
𝑛
𝑛𝑢𝑟

(

∞

𝜂=𝑘+1
∞

2𝑢𝑣𝑟
≤ 𝑐0 ‖(∑ 𝑢𝑟 |∆𝑢 |2 ) ‖
𝑛
𝑢=1

2

𝜂=𝑘+1

1
2

∞

𝑝,𝛼
)
𝑝
2

+ 𝑐1 ‖( ∑ |∆𝜂 | ) ‖
𝑝,𝛼

Using lemma 2.2 we can estimate G1

2

∑ |∆𝜂 | ) ‖

𝑝
2

𝑘

𝑝
2

𝑝,𝛼

∞

2

𝐺1 = ‖
‖( ∑ |∆𝜂 | ) ‖
‖

≤ 𝑐 ‖ ∑ 𝑐𝜂 𝑝𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑥 ‖

𝜂=𝑘+1
𝑝,𝛼

𝜂=2𝑘

𝑝,𝛼

1
≤ 𝑐 𝐸2𝑘−1 (𝑓)𝑝,𝛼 ≤ 𝑐 𝜔𝑟 ( 𝑓, )𝑝,𝛼
𝑛
On the other hand

𝑝
2

𝑘

22𝑢𝑟
𝐺2 = ‖(∑ 𝑢𝑟 |∆𝑢 |2 ) ‖
𝑛
𝑢=1

𝑘

≤ ‖∑

𝑝,𝛼

2𝑢 −1

𝑘

22𝑢𝑟
|∆𝑢 |‖
𝑛2𝑟

≤ ‖∑
𝑢=1

𝑝,𝛼

22𝑢𝑟
|𝑐 𝑝 |‖
𝑛2𝑟 𝜂 𝑛
𝑢−1

∑

𝑢=1 |𝜂|=2

𝑝,𝛼

Now using lemma 2.2 twice , we get

6

)

1
𝜆

)
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∞

𝑐 22𝑟
𝑖𝜂𝑥
𝐺2 ≤ 2𝑟 ‖ ∑ 𝑝𝑛 |𝑐𝜂 𝑝𝑛 |‖
𝑛
|𝜂|=1

≤

𝑝,𝛼

2𝑟

𝑟
𝑐 22𝑟
−
𝜎
)
𝑓‖
‖(𝐼
1
𝑛2𝑟
𝑛
𝑝,𝛼

{𝑟}
𝑐2
1
= 2𝑟 ‖(𝐼 − 𝜎 1 ) . (𝐼 − 𝜎)𝑟−{𝑟} 𝑓‖
≤ 𝑐 𝜔𝑟 ( 𝑓, )𝑝,𝛼
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑝,𝛼
Therefore, the theorem followed
If 𝑝 > 2 , 𝜆 = 𝑝 , then
1

right hand ≤ 𝑐

1 𝑝
𝑝
2𝑢𝑝𝑟
∞ |∆ |2 2
(∑𝑘+1
‖(∑
)
‖
)
𝜂=𝑢 𝑢
𝑢=1 𝑛2𝑢𝑝𝑟
𝑝,𝛼

𝑘+1

‖∑

≤𝑐

𝑢=1

2𝑢𝑝𝑟
(∑|∆𝑢 |2 ) ‖
𝑛2𝑢𝑝𝑟
𝜂=𝑢

(
𝑘+1 𝑢𝑝𝑟

1
𝑝 𝑝
2

∞

𝑝
2

∞

𝑝,𝛼
1
𝑝

)

2
1
≤ 𝑐 ‖ ∑ 𝑢𝑟 (∑|∆𝑢 |2 ) ‖
≤ 𝑐 𝜔𝑟 ( 𝑓, )𝑝,𝛼
𝑛
𝑛
𝑢=1
𝜂=𝑢
(
)
4.3 : Proof of theorem 3.3 :
Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐿𝑝,𝛼 (X) for every natural number k there exist a constant c(k) depending on k such that :
𝑛

1
𝑐(𝑘)
𝜔𝑘 ( 𝑓 , )
≤ 𝑘 ∑(𝑖 + 1)𝑘−1 𝐸𝑖 ( 𝑓 )𝑝,𝛼
𝑛 𝑝,𝛼
𝑛
𝑖=0

Let 𝑝𝑘∗ ∈ 𝒫𝑛 be a best algebraic approximation of unbounded function 𝑓 and 𝑏 , 𝑏 + 𝑘ℎ ∈ X
We have 0 ≤ ∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓(𝑏) 𝛼(𝑏) then :
𝑘

0 ≤

‖∆𝑘ℎ 𝑓(𝑏) ‖𝑝,𝛼

= ‖∑( 𝑖 + 1 )𝑘+𝑗 𝑓 ( 𝑏 + 𝑖ℎ ) ‖
𝑖=0

𝑝,𝛼

𝑘

𝑘

𝑖=0

𝑖=0

𝑘
𝑘
≤ ‖∑ ( ) | 𝑓 ( 𝑏 + 𝑖ℎ ) − 𝑝𝑘∗ ( 𝑏 + 𝑖ℎ )| + ∑ ( ) | 𝑝𝑘∗ ( 𝑏 + 𝑖ℎ )|‖
𝑖
𝑖

𝑝,𝛼

𝑘

≤

𝑠𝑢𝑝 ‖∆𝑘ℎ

𝑝𝑘∗ ( 𝑏

𝑘
+ 𝑖ℎ )‖𝑝,𝛼 + ‖∑ ( ) | 𝑓(𝑏 + 𝑖ℎ ) − 𝑝𝑘∗ (𝑏 + 𝑖ℎ )|‖
𝑖
𝑖=0

𝑝,𝛼

𝑘

≤ 𝜔𝑘 (

𝑝𝑘∗

𝑘
, 𝑏 , 𝛿) + ∑ ( ) ‖ 𝑓 − 𝑝𝑘∗ ‖𝑝,𝛼
𝑖
𝑖=0
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𝑘

𝑐(𝑘)
𝑘
≤ 𝑘 ∑ ( ) 𝐸𝑖 ( 𝑓)𝑝,𝛼
𝑛
𝑖
𝑖=0

5. Conclusion
We can be approximated of unbounded functions by using algebraic polynomial in weighted space, also
obtain sharp Jackson ( direct ) inequality of algebraic approximation of unbounded functions in terms
modulus of smoothness.
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Abstract. A constrained index-one differential algebraic optimal control problem is presented.
The algebraic constraint is assumed to have an index one property. With the help of implicit
function theorem, the reduced constrained optimal control problem in the state-space is then
obtained. The main goal of this work is to solve the present problem by using an unconstrained
sequential minimization approach. The necessary mathematical requirements, conditions and
proofs are developed. Based on the obtained results, computational algorithm to solve this
problem approximately is developed. Numerical illustrations of constrained differential
algebraic optimal control problems are implemented. Due to the numerical results and their
comparisons, an efficient approximate method is obtained.

1. Introduction
Differential-algebraic systems have been extensively studied later on due to their natural formulation of
many real life applications and its importance to the field of control and optimal control system [1],
[2],[3],[4],[6],[7],[19],[20]. There is an important field of differential- algebraic equations arising from
constrained optimal control problems, where the inequality constraint are active or in the present of
equality constraints explicitly. For unconstrained optimal control problem, the necessary conditions of
optimality may also lead to semi-explicit differential-algebraic system [5], [8].
In this work, semi-explicit differential algebraic optimal control problem with equality and inequality
constraints have been considered assuming that the index one problem can be smoothly reduced into a
state space constrained optimal control problems. In solving the reduced problem and hence the original
one, sequential minimization penalty function approach is developed where some penalties functions
terms are added to the objective performance criterion for any violation of the constraints. We have
shown that there is a sequence of admissible solutions whose limit is the optimal solution of the present
problem. Based on the esteemed work of [9] and [11] the theoretical proofs have been generalized and
modified.
2. Problem formulation (original problem)
Consider a system described by the semi-explicit differential- algebraic form (DAE)
x1 = F1 (x1 , x2 , u, t), a. e. on [0, T]
F2 (x1 , x2 , u) = 0,
F3 (x1 , t) ≥ 0,
F4 (u, t) ≥ 0, a. e. on [0, T]
̇

….(1)
….(2)
…
.(3)
….(4)

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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F1 (x1 , x2 , u, t): 𝒟 × ℛ n2 × ℛ p × ℛ + → ℛ n1 is assumed to be measurable in t for fixed (x1 , x2 )
and u, continuous in (x1 , x2 ) for fixed t, u and continuous in u for fixed t, (x1 , x2 ) and there exists an
integrable function s(t) on [0, T] such that ‖F1 (x1 , x2 , u, t)‖ ≤ s(t) for 0 ≤ t ≤ T for all admissible
t
t
functions x1 (. ), x2 (. ) and u(. ) , with ∫0 s(t)dt < ∞, and ∫0 s 2 (t)dt < ∞
F2 (x1 , x2 , u) ∈ C1 (𝒟 × ℛ n2 × ℛ p , ℛ n2 )
F3 (x1 , t) ∈ C(𝒟 × ℛ + , ℛ n3 )
F4 (u, t) ∈ C(ℛ p × ℛ + , ℛ n4 ), where
n

T

n

T

x1 = (x11 , … , x1 1 ) : [0, T] → ℛ n1
x2 = (x12 , … , x2 2 ) : [0, T] → ℛ n2
u =

T

(u1 , … , up ) : [0, T] → ℛ p

n

T

n

T

ξ1 (T) = (ξ11 (T), … , ξ1 1 (T)) (Target of state x1 ) (ξ1 (t) ∈ C(ℛ + , ℛ n1 ))
ξ2 (T) = (ξ12 (T), … , ξ2 2 (T)) (Target of state x2 ) (ξ2 (t) ∈ C1 (ℛ + , ℛ n2 ))
The aim is to find an admissible functions x1 (. ), x2 (. ) and u(. ) such that
T

J0 (u(. )) = ‖x1 (T) − ξ1 (T)‖2 + ‖x2 (T) − ξ2 (T)‖2 + ∫0 F0 (x1 (t), x2 (t), u(t)) dt,
.…(5)
(x
Is minimized, where a.e. is standing for almost everywhere, where F0 1 , x2 , u, t) is assumed to be
integrable for each fixed x1 , x2 and u .
𝔉(0) = {x1 (0) ∈ 𝒟 ⊆ ℛ n1 , x2 (0) ∈ ℛ n2 , u(0) ∈ ℛ p |Fi (x1 (0), x2 (0), u(0)), i = 0,1,2,3,4
Satisfying the constraint (1)-(4) and along with the function F0 (x1 , x2 , u, t) }
𝒟 is assumed to be open set of ℛ n1 , T > 0 is fixed real number with (x1 (0), x2 (0)) = (x10 , x20 ) ∈
𝔉(0). Under some reasonable conditions, we are assuming there is an optimal solution to this problem.
To reduce the order of this problem into state- space optimal control problem with equality and
inequality constraints on the states and control with a suitable consistent initial conditions, one can
assume that:
Assumptions 1: (𝐹2 )𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥−1
There exists an open set υ̃x1 ⊂ 𝒟 such that for all
(x̃1 , ũ) ∈ υ̃x1 ,u ≜ {x1 ∈ υ̃x1 , u ∈ ℛ p | it is possible to solve F2 (x̃1 , x̃2 , ũ) = 0 for x̃2 }
The corresponding solution manifold may be defined as
υ̃ = {x1 ∈ υ̃x1 , x2 ∈ ℛ n2 , u ∈ ℛ p |F2 (x1 , x2 , u) = 0}
Which is not necessary be open set of υ̃x1 × ℛ n2 × ℛ p .
Assumption 2:
From theorem A.1, [8] and assumption 1 , we have assumed that for every point (x̃1 , ũ) ∈ υ̃x1 ,u
There exist a neighborhood 𝒩x̃1 ,ũ of (x̃1 , ũ) and corresponding 𝒩x̃2 of x̃2 such that, for each point
(x1 , u) ∈ 𝒩x̃1 ,ũ a unique solution x2 ∈ 𝒩x̃2 exists and the solution is given as x2 = φx̃1 (x1 , u) locally.
One can also assume that one of the sets 𝒩x̃1 ,u is global in u [ 8 ] in the sense that it can be expressed
as
𝒩x̃1 ,ũ = {x1 ∈ 𝒩x1 , u ∈ ℛ p }
Where 𝒩x1 is a neighborhood of x1 = 0. One can define
υ ≜ {x1 ∈ 𝒩x1 , x2 (t) ∈ ℛ n2 , u ∈ ℛ p |F2 (x1 , x2 , u) = 0}.
Remarks 1
∂F
1. To satisfy the assumption I, we have assumed that the rank of ( 2 ) is constant and full on υ̃.
∂x2

One can using implicit function theorem [21],[22],[23] on υ to find
x2 = φ(x1 , u), ∀x1 ∈ 𝒩x1 , u ∈ ℛ p .
3. Based on the assumptions (I-II), a reduced state – space constrained optimal control problem
2.

2
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may obtained explicitly.
Problem formulation (reduced problem)
Consider the following reduced state –space constrained optimal control problem. Set
ρx ≜ {x1 (. )|x1 (. ) is absolutely continuous function with ẋ 1 (. ) ∈ L2 [0, T] and F3i (x1 (t), t) ≥ 0,
where
x1 ∈ 𝒩x1 , i = 1,2, … , n3 }.
ρu ≜ {u(. )| u is bounded, measurable (Lebesgue) function such that F4i (u(t), t) ≥ 0, (a. e)
i = 1, … , n4 }. Where ρu is assumed nonempty set, i.e. ρu ≠ ∅.
𝔉10 = {x1 (0) ∈ ℛ n1 |F3 (x1 (0), 0) ≥ 0, F4 (u(0), 0) ≥ 0, Which ensure the integrability of
F0 (x1 (0), φ(x1 (0), u(0)), u(0))}, for a given u(0) ∈ ρu ⊂ ℛ p}.
It assumed that the set 𝔉10 is compact subset of ℛ n1 . Then the problem is to find x1 (. ) ∈ ρx and
u(. ) ∈ ρu so the following equivalent reduced problem minimized
n1

2

min J(u(. )) = ∑|x1i (T) − ξ1i (T)|
ρu

i=1

+∑

n2

T

2

|φ(x1 (T), u(T)) − ξi2 (T)| + ∫ F0 (x1 (s), φ(x1 (s), u(s)), u(s), s) ds

i=1

0

dx1
dt

= F1 (x1 (t), φ(x1 (t), u(t)), u(t), t) a. e. on [0, T]
F3 (x1 (t), t) ≥ 0, t ∈ [0, T]
F4 (u(t), t) ≥ 0, a. e. on [0, T]
x1 (0) ∈ 𝔉10
Over classes of admissible functions.

…(6)
…(7)
…(8)
…(9)
…(10)

Remark 2:
If x2 = φ(x1 (t), u(t)) and x2 = φ(x1 (T), u(T)) = ξ2 (T) are explicitly satisfied as a result of
implicit function theorem on the class of continuously differentiable functions almost all, then the
constraint
2
∑ni=1
|φ(x1 (τ), u(τ)) − ξ2 (T)|2 is neglected from (6).
To define the sequential optimization problem, using a penalty function approach, one can assume
the following sets:
Assumption 3:
For each t ∈ [0, T], ∀x10 ∈ 𝔉10
𝒬x1 (t) = {x1 (t)|F3i (x1 (t), t) ≥ 0, i = 1,2, … , n1 } ⊆ ℛ n1
𝒬x01 (t) = {x1 (t)|F3i (x1 (t), t) > 0, i = 1,2, … , n1 }
j
𝒬u (t) = {u(t)|F4 (u(t), t) ≥ 0, a. e. , j = 1,2, … , n2 } ⊂ ℛ p
j
𝒬u0 (t) = {u(t)|F4 (u(t), t) > 0, a. e. j = 1,2, … , n2 }
X1 = {x1 (. )|x1 (t) ∈ 𝒬x1 (t), ∀t ∈ [0, T]}
T

X10 = {x1 (. )|x1 (t) ∈ 𝒬x01 (t), a. e. on[0, T] and ∫0

dt
Fi3 (x1 (t),t)

< +∞ , i = 1,2, … , n3 }

U = {u(. )|u(t) ∈ 𝒬u , a. e. on [0, T]}
T
dt
U = {u(t)|u(t) ∈ 𝒬u0 , a. e. on [0, T] and ∫0 Fi (u(t),t) < +∞ i = 1,2, … , n4 }
0

4

T
ρx1 ,u = {(x1 (. ), u(. ))|x1 (t) − x10 − ∫0 F0 (x1 (s), φ(x1 (s), u(s)), u(s), s)ds = 0 For all
x2 (t) = φ(x1 (t), u(t), t), x10 ∈ 𝔉10 }.
For solvability point of view, one has to assume that X10 ≠ ∅, U 0 ≠ ∅ and ρx1 ,u ≠ ∅.

3

t ∈ [0, T],
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3.sequential minimization penalty function approach for reduced problem
Consider (6)-(10) under the assumption 3 is satisfied, a decreasing null sequence of positive real
numbers {βk } for each βk > 0, ∀x1 (0) ∈ 𝔉10 , is defined as:
T

1

dx

2

P (βk , x1 (. ), φ(x1 (. ), u(. )), u(. )) ≜ J1 (u(. )) + β ∫0 ‖ dt1 − F1 (x1 (t), φ(x1 (t), u(t)), u(t), t)‖ dt
k

1
n1
n2
j 2
i (0)
i 2
j
(0), u(0)) − x20
+ [∑i=1
− x10
+ ∑j=1
|x
|
|φ
(x
| ]+
1
1
βk
T
1
1
n3
n4
βk {∫0 [∑i=1
+ ∑i=1
] dt}
Fi3 (x1 (t),t)
Fi4 (u(t),t)

…(11)

The aim is to minimize (11), for each fixed k , βk > 0 over X10 × 𝒩x̃2 × U 0 and show that : the
solution of (11) is equivalent to the solution of (6)- (10) which is also equivalent to the solution of
original problem (1)- (5).
Remark 3:
1. To steer x1 (0) ∈ 𝔉10 to its target x1 (T) = ξ1 (T) over a class of admissible control and state
functions, when (there exists at least one successful control) over the compact interval [0,T]
the corresponding successful response must satisfy some a priori bound. Since F1 ∈
C1 (𝒩x̃1 × 𝒩x̃2 × ℛ p × ℛ n1 )
|F1 (x1 , φ(x1 , u), u)| ≜ ∑

n1

|F1i (x1 , φ(x1 , u), u)|

i=1

|F1 (x1 , φ(x1 , u), u)| ≤ s1 |x1 | + s2 |φ(x1 , u)| + s3 |u|;

…(12)

𝜑(𝑥1 , 𝑢) ∈ 𝐶 1 (𝒩𝑥̃1 ,𝑢̃ ).
One can also obtain that
|φ(x1 , u)| ≤ L1 |x1 | + L2 |u|, L1 , L2 > 0
2. Define 𝒬x1 ≜
𝒬u ≜

….(13)

∪ 𝒬x1 to be a non-empty bounded subset of the set ℛ n1 .

t∈[0,T]

∪ 𝒬u to be nonempty convex compact subset of ℛ p for optimality

t∈[0,T]

requirement, for simplicity the control will bounded in some sense. Hence from (12), (13) and (1) over
these classes, one gets
t

|x1 (t)| ≤ |x10 + ∫ F1 (x1 (s), φ(x1 (s), u(s)), u(s), s)ds|
0

t

≤ |x10 | + ∫ (s̅1 + s̅ 2 L1 )|x1 (s)|ds + (s̅ 2 L2 + s̅ 3 )b. T
0

≤ (|x10 | + (s̅ 2 L2 + s̅ 3 )b. T)e(s̅1 +s̅2 L1 )T ( Grownwall inequality[24])

Hence|x1 (t)| ≤ α1 , where α1 is constant depend only on the T, where 𝔉10 is bounded subset of 𝒩x1
over
[−α, α] × 𝒩x̃1 ,ũ × 𝒬u × [0, T].

4
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Lemma1.
inf J1 (u) = α > −∞, ∀βk > 0 , then P (βk , x1,k (. ), φ (x1,k (. ), uk (. )) , uk (. )) is bounded below on
X10 × 𝒩x̃2 × U 0 .
Proof:
By definition of P(βk , x1 (. ), φ(x1 (. ), u(. )), u(. )) , we have on X10 × 𝒩x̃2 × U 0, that
P (βk , x1 (. ), φ(x1 (. ), u(. )), u(. )) ≥ infX01 ×𝒩x̃

0
2 ×U

2

J1 (u(. )) +

1 T dx1
∫ ‖ dt
βk 0

−

F1 (x1 (t), φ(x1 (t), u(t)), u(t), t)‖ dt
1

2

n

n

j

2

i
1
2
+ β [∑i=1
|x1i (0) − x10
| + ∑j=1
|φj (x1 (0), u(0)) − x20 | ] +
k

T

1

n

3
βk {∫0 [∑i=1
Fi (x
3

1

1

n

4
+ ∑i=1
] dt}
(t))
Fi (u(t))
4

≥ infx01 ×𝒩x̃

2 ×U

0

J(u(. ))

≥ inf J(u(. )) = α > −∞ since X10 × 𝒩x̃2 × U 0 ⊂ X1 × 𝒩x̃2 × U
The generalization spaces functions, the problem formulation and its performance index of [9], [10]
and [11] lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
Let assumption 4 and lemma 3 are satisfied, then:
1) ∀𝛽𝑘 > 0, 𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥1 (. ), 𝑢(. )), 𝑢(. )) is minimized in 𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 at the point
k (. ),
k (. ), k (. )) k (. )).
(x10
φ (x10
u0
, u0
k (. ),
k (. ), k (. )) k (. ))
2) lim P (βk , x10
φ (x10
u0
, u0
=
k→∞

t

min(X1 ×𝒩x̃2 ×U)∩ρx1,u ∫0 F0 (x1 (t), φ(x1 (t), u(t)), u(t), t)dt.
k (. ),
k (. ), k (. )) k (. ))
3) The limit point of (x10
φ (x10
u0
, u0
solves the reduced optimal control problem
(11).
k (. ),
k (. ), k (. )) k (. ))
4) The solution to the original problem is given by lim (x10
φ (x10
u0
, u0
where
k→∞

𝑘 (. )
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. ))
𝑥20
= 𝜑 (𝑥10
𝑢0
starting from (𝑥10 , 𝑥20 , 𝑢0 ) ∈ 𝔉(0).

Proof:
For the proof of (1):
Let 𝛽𝑘 > 0 be fixed, since by lemma1, 𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡)) is bounded below on

5
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𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 , let 𝐶𝑘 be infimum over 𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 of 𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡)),
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. )}
which is finite by lemma 1, let {𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
∈ 𝑋10 × 𝑈 0 such that
𝑘 (. ),
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. ))
𝐶𝑘 = 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑃 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
, 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (. )) over 𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0
𝑛→∞

𝑘 (. )
Since {𝑥𝑛𝑘 (. )} has bounded range, from 𝑄𝑥1 is bounded subset of 𝒩𝑥1 ⊂ 𝒟 ⊂ ℛ 𝑛1 ⟹ 𝑥1,𝑛
is
uniformly bounded subset of 𝒩𝑥1 . ( assumption 4)
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. ))
From the definition of 𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
which is defined on 𝒩𝑥̌1 ,𝑢̃ , ∀𝑥1 (. ) ∈ 𝒩𝑥1 , 𝑢 ∈ ℛ 𝑝 which is
𝑘 (. )
bounded over the class of continuously differentiable functions , ∀𝑥1,𝑛
∈ 𝒩𝑥1 , 𝑢𝑛𝑘 ∈ 𝑈 0

Since 𝑥1𝑘 (𝑡) ∈ 𝒬𝑥1 , 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑡) ∈ 𝒬𝑢 which are bounded and (convex and compact) subsets, respectively,
and
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))‖
𝑘 (𝑡)‖
𝑘 (𝑡)‖
𝑢𝑛
≤ 𝐿1 ‖𝑥1,𝑛
+ 𝐿2 ‖𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑡)‖ ≤ 𝐿1 ‖𝑥1,𝑛
+ 𝐿2 . 𝑏, 𝐿1 , 𝐿2 , 𝑏 ≥ 0, where
‖𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑛1

‖𝑥1 ‖ = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 ‖𝑥1 (𝑡)‖ = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 ∑|𝑥1𝑖 (𝑡)|
𝑡∈[0,𝑇]

𝑡∈[0,𝑇]

𝑖=1

It should be noticed that.
2

𝑇

𝑘 (𝑡)
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
− 𝐹1 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
, 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡)‖ 𝑑𝑡 = 𝒜 , where 𝒜 < +∞ and hence
∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑇

2

𝑘 (𝑡)
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
0 ≤ ∫ ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
− 𝐹1 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
, 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡)‖ 𝑑𝑡
0
𝑇

𝑇

2

2

𝑘 (𝑡)‖
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
≤ ∫ ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑑𝑡 + ∫ ‖𝐹1 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
, 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡)‖ 𝑑𝑡
0

0

𝑇

𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
−2 ∫0 〈𝑥1,𝑛
𝐹1 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
, 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡)〉 𝑑𝑡 = 𝒜
…(14)
𝑛
1
Where 〈. , . 〉 is the inner product in subspace of 𝒩𝑥1 ⊆ 𝒟 ⊆ ℛ . As a result of our assumptions, we
have that
𝑇
𝑇
𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡)‖2
𝑘 (𝑡)‖‖𝑠(𝑡)‖
0 ≤ ∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑑𝑡 ≤ 2 ∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑑𝑡 + ∫0 𝑠 2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝐼
...(15)
1

𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡)‖‖𝑠(𝑡)‖
𝑑𝑡
∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛

𝑇

≤

1

𝑇
𝑇
2
2
𝑘 (𝑡)‖2
(∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑑𝑡) . (∫0 𝑠 2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡)

2

1
2

1 1/2
2

𝑇

𝑇

𝑘 (𝑡)‖
𝑑𝑡) − (∫ 𝑠 2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡) ]
[(∫ ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
0

≤ 𝒜 + 2 ∫ 𝑠 2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

0

𝑇

⟹∫
0

𝑘 (𝑡)‖2
𝑑𝑡
‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛

0
2

1/2

𝑇

≤ [𝒜 + 2 [∫ 𝑠

2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

]

+

0
1 2

1

≤ [(𝒜 + 2𝑘1 )2 + (𝑘1 )2 ] , 𝑘1 > 0

6

…(16)

⟹

[𝑠 2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡]1/2

]
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1

1

2

2

𝑇

𝑘 (𝑡)‖
Set 𝑚 = [(𝒜 + 2𝑘1 )2 + (𝑘1 )2 ] ⇒ ∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑚 , 𝑚 > 0.
Which lead to the uniformly bounded and depending only on T. Since
2

2

𝑡 𝑑

…(17)
2

𝑡

2
2 𝑘
𝑘 (𝑡 )
𝑘
𝑘
‖𝑥1,𝑛
1 − 𝑥1,𝑛 (𝑡2 )‖ = ‖∫𝑡 𝑑𝑡 𝑥1,𝑛 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡‖ = ‖∫𝑡 𝑥̇ 1,𝑛 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡‖ ≤
1

2 1/2
𝑡2
𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡)‖2
((∫𝑡 𝑑𝑡) ) . ∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑑𝑡
1
2
𝑡
𝑘 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡
≤ |𝑡2 − 𝑡1 |. ‖∫𝑡 2 𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
‖ ≤
1

1

𝑘 (𝑡 )
𝑘
𝑚 |𝑡2 − 𝑡1 |, 𝑚 > 0 for |𝑡2 − 𝑡1 | < 𝛿 ⟹ ‖𝑥1,𝑛
2 − 𝑥1,𝑛 (𝑡1 )‖ < 𝜀,
∀ 𝑛 > 𝑛0 ∈ ℕ and fixed 𝑘, 𝜀 ≥ 𝑚. 𝛿.
By using Arzelas theorem [24], there is a sequence, again denoted by
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑜𝑛[0,𝑇]
𝑛→∞

𝑘 (. )}
{𝑥1,𝑛
→

𝑘 (. )
𝑥1,0
on the ranges over 𝒬𝑥1 and 𝒬𝑢 ,

…(18)

𝑘 (. )
for 𝑥1 ∈ 𝒩𝑥1 ⊂ 𝒟 ⊂ ℛ 𝑛1 in 𝐿2 [0, 𝑇], where 𝑥1,0
is continuous function. From (17) , one can define
𝑘 (. )}
a further subsequence from {𝑥1,𝑛
such that
𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑠𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑖𝑛 𝐿2 [0,𝑇]

𝑘 (. )}
{𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
→

…(19)

𝑦1 (. ) ∈ 𝐿2 [0, 𝑇]

𝑡

𝑡

𝑘 (𝑡)
𝑘 (0)
𝑘 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡
Since 𝑦1 (. ) ∈ 𝐿2 [0, 𝑇] and from (18) and (19), we have that 𝑥1,0
− 𝑥1,0
= ∫0 𝑥̇ 1,0
=
𝑡

𝑘 (𝑡)
𝑘 (. )
𝑑𝑡 = ∫0 𝑦1 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡 ⟹ 𝑥̇ 1,0
= 𝑦1 (. ) ∀ 𝑡 ∈ ∈ [0, 𝑇]. Since 𝑦1 (. ) ∈ 𝐿2 [0, 𝑇] hence
∫0 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑥̇ 1,𝑛
𝑛→∞

𝑥̇ 0𝑘 (. ) ∈ 𝐿2 [0, 𝑇]
.
Since 𝒬𝑢 is compact and convex in ℛ 𝑝 , and [0, 𝑇] is compact subset of ℛ1 . There exist a sequence
relabeled as {𝑢𝑛𝑘 (. )}, for fixed 𝑘 > 0 which has a weak sequential limit function 𝑢0𝑘 (. ) and which is
bounded measurable [ 18].
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. )}
{𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
is minimizing sequence for 𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥1 (. ), 𝑢(. )), 𝑢(. )) on 𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0.
we have a consequence that the sequence (in n) , and Since
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
𝑘 (𝑡)
𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
= 𝜑 ( 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑥1,𝑛
, 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑡)) ;
𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

𝑇

for 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛3 , and 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛4 , ∫0

𝑛→∞

𝜑 ∈ 𝐶 1 [𝒩𝑥̃1,𝑢̃ , ℛ 𝑛2 ]
1

𝑘 (𝑡),𝑡)
𝐹3𝑖 (𝑥1,𝑛

𝑇

bounded on 𝒬𝑥1 and ∫0

∀ 𝑥10 ∈ 𝔉1 (0) we have that:
𝑛→∞

1
𝑘 (𝑡),𝑡)
𝐹3𝑖 (𝑥1,𝑛

1
𝑗 𝑘
(𝑡),𝑡)
𝐹4 (𝑢𝑛

→

𝑛→∞

→

𝑇

∫
0

𝑛

is bounded on 𝒬𝑢

1
𝑘 (𝑡),𝑡)
𝐹3𝑖 (𝑥1,0
1
𝑗

𝐹4 (𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡),𝑡)

On using Fatous lemma [17], one gets
𝑇
𝑇
1
𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑓 ∫0
∫0 𝑗 𝑘
𝐹4 (𝑢0 (𝑡),𝑡)

1
𝑗 𝑘
(𝑡),𝑡)
𝐹4 (𝑢𝑛

a.e on [0, 𝑇] .

1
𝑗 𝑘
(𝑡),𝑡)
𝐹4 (𝑢𝑛

𝑑𝑡, 𝑖 = 1, … . 𝑛4

𝑇
1
1
𝑑𝑡
≤
𝑙𝑖𝑚
𝑖𝑛𝑓
∫
𝑑𝑡, 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛3
𝑖 𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑖
𝑘
𝑛
𝐹3 (𝑥1,0
𝑡)
0 𝐹3 (𝑥1,𝑛 (𝑡), 𝑡)

from (18), we have
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2

𝑘 (0)
𝑘 (0)
𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝑥1,𝑛
− 𝑥10 ‖ = ‖𝑥1,0
− 𝑥10 ‖

𝑛→∞

2

2

𝑘 (𝑇)
𝑘 (0)
𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝑥1,𝑛
− 𝜉1 (𝑇)‖ = ‖𝑥1,0
− 𝜉1 (𝑇)‖

2

𝑛→∞

2

𝑘 (𝑇), 𝑘 (𝑇))
𝑘 (𝑇), 𝑘 (𝑇))
𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝜑(𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
− 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖ = ‖ 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝜑(𝑥1,𝑛
𝑢𝑛
− 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖

𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

=

𝑘 (𝑇)
, 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑢𝑛𝑘 (𝑇) − 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖
‖𝜑( 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑥1,𝑛
𝑛→∞
𝑛→∞
1

2

2

𝑘 (𝑇), 𝑘 (𝑇))
= ‖𝜑(𝑥1,0
𝑢0
− 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖

2

Over 𝒬𝑥 and 𝒬𝑢 on the compact subset [0,T] of ℛ . Since 𝜑 ∈ 𝐶 1 (𝒩𝑥̃1 ,𝑢̃ ; ℛ 𝑛2 ) and as a consequence
of the above, we have got that
𝑘 (. ),
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. ))
( 𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢𝑛
, 𝑢0𝑘 (. )) ∈ 𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × ℛ 𝑝
𝑘 (. ),
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. ))
𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (. )) = 𝐵1𝑘 on 𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0

…(20)

Hence (1) of theorem 1 is proved, to complete the prove of (2-3) of theorem 1 we have that, since
𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
∫ 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢𝑛
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡)
0

≤ 𝑃(𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥1 (. ), 𝑢(. )), 𝑢(. )𝑡)
…(21)
for (𝑥1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥1 (. ), 𝑢(. )), 𝑢(. )) in (𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 ) ∩ 𝜌𝑥1 ,𝑢 , the following is obtained
𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
∫ 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑃(𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥1 (. ), 𝑢(. )), 𝑢(. ), 𝑡)
0

Where (𝑥1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥1 (. ), 𝑢(. )), 𝑢(. )) ∈ (𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 ) ∩ 𝜌𝑥1 ,𝑢
Using the following generalization results of interior approximation ability assumption, which is
necessary for penalty function approach to control problem of [9] as follows:
𝜀 (. ), 𝜀 (. ))
∀𝜀 > 0, ∃ (𝑥1,0
𝑢
∈ (𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 ) ∩ 𝜌𝑥1 ,𝑢 Such that
𝑇

∫ 𝐹0 (𝑥1𝜀 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1𝜀 (𝑡), 𝑢𝜀 (𝑡)), 𝑢𝜀 (𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡
0

≤

𝑇

∫0 𝐹(𝑥1𝜀 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1𝜀 (𝑡), 𝑢𝜀 (𝑡)), 𝑢𝜀 (𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜀 …(22)

𝑖𝑛𝑓
(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1,𝑢

For every 𝜀 > 0, (𝑥̂1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥̂1 (. ), 𝑢̂(. )), 𝑢̂(. )) in (𝑋10 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 ) ∩ 𝜌𝑥1 ,𝑢 such that from (20)
𝑘 (. ),
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. ))
𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (. ), 𝑡) ≤ 𝑃(𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥̂1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥̂1 (. ), 𝑢̂(. )), 𝑢̂(. ), 𝑡) …(23)

Hence
𝑇

𝑃(𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥̂1 (. ), 𝜑(𝑥̂1 (. ), 𝑢̂(. )), 𝑢̂(. )) ≤

∫ 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 +

𝑖𝑛𝑓

(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1,𝑢 0

𝑇

𝑛

3
+𝛽𝑘 ∫0 [∑𝑖=1
𝐹 𝑖 (𝑥
3

1

1

𝑛

1 (𝑡),𝑡)

4
+ ∑𝑗=1

𝑗

𝐹4 (𝑢(𝑡),𝑡)

] 𝑑𝑡 ...(24)

Choose 𝑘 such that 𝛽𝑘 → 0 enough and assume that
𝑇

𝑛

1
1 (𝑡),𝑡)

3
𝛽𝑘 ∫0 [∑𝑖=1
𝐹 𝑖 (𝑥̂
3

𝑛

4
+ ∑𝑗=1

1
𝑗
̂(𝑡),𝑡)
𝐹4 (𝑢

𝜀

] 𝑑𝑡 < 2

...(25)

From (22),(23),(24) and (25)
𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
∫ 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
0

≤ 𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃

2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1 ,𝑢

𝑇

𝜀

∫0 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 2

Therefore,
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𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
∫ 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
0

≤ 𝑖𝑛𝑓(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃

2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1 ,𝑢

𝑇

∫0 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜀

𝑇
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫0 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0

Which makes
As a consequence of the previous results, one gets
2
𝑘 (0)
− 𝑥1,0 (0)‖ →
‖𝑥1,0

𝛽𝑘 →0
𝑘→∞

(27)

bounded above and below.
…(28)

0
2

𝑘 (0), 𝑘 (0))
𝑢0
− 𝑥2,0 (0)‖ →
0
‖𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝛽 →0

…(29)

𝑘

𝑘→∞

2

𝑘 (𝑇)
− 𝜉1 (𝑇)‖ → 0
‖𝑥1,0
𝛽 →0

…(30)

𝑘

𝑘→∞
2
𝑘 (𝑇), 𝑘 (𝑇))
𝑢0
− 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖ →
0
‖𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝛽𝑘 →0
𝑘→∞

…(31)

For 𝑥1 (0) = 𝑥10 ∈ 𝔉10 , 𝜉1 (𝑇) , 𝜉2 (𝑇) , are given continuous functions

2

𝑇

𝑘 (𝑡)
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
− 𝐹1 (𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡)‖ 𝑑𝑡 →
0
∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1,0
𝛽 →0
𝑘

..(32)

𝑘→∞
𝑘 (. )
Foe each 𝑘 > 0, 𝛽𝑘 > 0, 𝑢0𝑘 (. ) ∈ 𝑈 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥1,0
∈ 𝑋10 , 𝜑 (𝑥10 (. ), 𝑢0 (. )) ∈ 𝒩𝑥̃2 ⊆ ℛ 𝑛2 .
By using the same procedure of the proof of lemma 1
𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑙𝑦
𝑤𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑙𝑦
𝑘 (. ) 𝑘→∞
𝑘 (. ) 𝑘→∞
𝑘 (. )
∗ (. )
𝑢0
→
𝑢
∈ 𝑈, 𝑥1,0 →
𝑥1∗ (. ) ∈ 𝑋1 , 𝑥̇ 1,0
→ 𝑥̇ 1∗ (. ) ∈ 𝐿2 [0, 𝑇] ...(33)
∗ (. ),
∗ (. ), ∗ (. )), ∗
To prove that, (𝑥1
𝜑(𝑥1
𝑢
𝑢 (. )) ∈ 𝜌𝑋1 ,𝑢 , once
𝑇
2
∫ ‖𝑥̇ 1∗ (𝑡) − 𝐹1 (𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝑢∗ (𝑡)), 𝑢∗ (𝑡))‖ 𝑑𝑡
0
2
𝑇
≤ 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑓 ∫0 ‖𝑥̇ 1𝑘 (𝑡) − 𝐹1 (𝑥1𝑘 (𝑡), 𝜑 (𝑥1𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑢𝑘 (𝑡)) , 𝑢𝑘 (𝑡))‖ 𝑑𝑡
𝑘
𝑇
2
⟹ ∫ ‖𝑥1∗ (𝑡) − 𝐹1 (𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝑢∗ (𝑡)), 𝑢∗ (𝑡))‖ 𝑑𝑡
0
∗ (𝑡)
∗ (𝑡),
By (20). 𝑥1
= 𝐹1 (𝑥1
𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝑢∗ (𝑡)), 𝑢∗ (𝑡)) a.e. on [0, 𝑇] and
𝑘 (0)‖
𝑘 (0)
‖𝑥1∗ (0) − 𝑥10 ‖ ≤ ‖𝑥1∗ (0) − 𝑥1,0
+ ‖𝑥1,0
− 𝑥10 ‖
….(34)

‖𝜑(𝑥1∗ (0), 𝑢∗ (0)) − 𝑥2,0 (0)‖
𝑘 (0), 𝑘 (0))‖
𝑘
≤ ‖𝜑(𝑥1∗ (0), 𝑢∗ (0)) − 𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
+ ‖𝜑 (𝑥1,0
(0), 𝑢0𝑘 (0)) − 𝑥20 ‖
….(35)
∗
∗
𝑘
𝑘
‖𝑥1 (𝑇) − 𝜉1 (𝑇)‖ ≤ ‖𝑥1 (𝑇) − 𝑥1,0 (𝑇)‖ − ‖𝑥1,0 (𝑇) − 𝜉1 (𝑇)‖ ….(36)

‖𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑇), 𝑢∗ (𝑇)) − 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖
𝑘 (𝑇), 𝑘 (𝑇))‖
𝑘 (𝑇), 𝑘 (𝑇))
≤ ‖𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑇), 𝑢∗ (𝑇)) − 𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
+ ‖𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
− 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖
….(37)
From (35) and (37), the following is used
𝑘
𝑘 (0)‖
(0), 𝑢0𝑘 (0))‖ ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑝 𝑥1 ‖𝑥1∗ (0) − 𝑥1,0
+ 𝐿𝑖𝑝 𝑢 ‖𝑢∗ (0) −
‖𝜑(𝑥1∗ (0), 𝑢∗ (0)) − 𝜑 (𝑥1,0

𝑢0𝑘 (0)‖…(38)

0

0

𝑘
𝑘 (𝑇)‖
(𝑇), 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑇))‖ ≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑝 𝑥1 ‖𝑥1∗ (𝑇) − 𝑥1,0
+ 𝐿𝑖𝑝 𝑢 ‖𝑢∗ (𝑇) −
‖𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑇), 𝑢∗ (𝑇)) − 𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑇

𝑇
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𝑢0𝑘 (𝑇)‖..(39)
As 𝑘 → ∞, 𝛽𝑘 → 0, 𝑥1∗ (0) = 𝑥10 ∈ 𝔉10 , 𝑥1∗ (𝑇) = 𝜉1 (𝑇), from (38)-(39), we have
𝑘
𝑘
(0), 𝑢0𝑘 (0)) − 𝑥20 ‖ = ‖𝜑 (𝑥1,0
(0), 𝑢0𝑘 (0)) − 𝜑(𝑥10 , 𝑢(0))‖
‖𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑘
≤ 𝐿𝑖𝑝 𝑥1 ‖𝑥1,0
(0) − 𝑥10 ‖ + 𝐿𝑖𝑝 𝑢 ‖𝑢0𝑘 (0) − 𝑢(0)‖
1

1

And from (29)
𝑘
(0) − 𝑥10 ‖ = 0 and ‖𝑢0𝑘 (0) − 𝑢(0)‖ = 0 , for 𝑢(0) ∈ ℱ01
‖𝑥1,0
And 𝜑(𝑥1∗ (0), 𝑢∗ (0)) = 𝑥20 , 𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑇), 𝑢∗ (𝑇)) = 𝜉2 (𝑇). Therefor

…(40)

𝑇

𝑘 (. ),
𝑘 (. ), 𝑘 (. ))
𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑃 (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (. )) = ∫0 𝐹0 (𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝑢∗ (𝑡)), 𝑢∗ (𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑘→∞

=

𝑇

𝑖𝑛𝑓
(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1,𝑢

∫0 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡

…(41)

Hence from (21), (22), we have that
𝑇
𝑇
∫0 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0 (𝑡), 𝜑 (𝑥1,0 (𝑡), 𝑢0 (𝑡)) , 𝑢0 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑓 ∫0 𝐹0 (𝑥1,𝑛 (𝑡), 𝜑 (𝑥1,𝑛 (𝑡), 𝑢𝑛 (𝑡)) , 𝑢𝑛 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑛

𝑇

𝑇

∗ (𝑡),
∗ (𝑡), ∗ (𝑡))
𝑘 (𝑡),
𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑘 (𝑡))
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0∗ (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑙𝑖𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑓 ∫0 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0
𝜑 (𝑥1,0
𝑢0
, 𝑢0𝑘 (𝑡), 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫0 𝐹0 (𝑥1,0
𝑘

𝑇

∫ 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝑢∗ (𝑡)), 𝑢∗ (𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡
0

𝑇

≤

∫ 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜀

𝑖𝑛𝑓

(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1,𝑢 0

Which leads to
𝑇

𝑇

∫ 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1∗ (𝑡), 𝑢∗ (𝑡)), 𝑢∗ (𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡 ≤
0

∫ 𝐹0 ( 𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡), 𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑖𝑛𝑓

(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1,𝑢 0

Which complete the proofs of (2), (3), as a consequences of (1)-(3), the remains proof (4) is of the
direct obtained.
computational algorithm
On the class of admissible functions 𝑋 0 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 (normed space) of reduced order constrained
𝑛1
𝑝
𝑗
optimal control problem, one can assume that, the ∑𝑖=1
𝑘1𝑖 + ∑𝑗=1 𝑘2 dimensional linear space of
𝑖
𝑋 0 × 𝒩𝑥̃2 × 𝑈 0 is spanned by the linearly independent bases functions 𝜓1𝑖 , 𝜓2𝑖 , … , 𝜓𝑘1

1,2, … , 𝑛1 (for the 𝑛1 − states),

𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝜑1 , 𝜑1 , … , 𝜑𝑘2

,𝑖 =

, j = 1,2, … , p (for the p - control), hence one can set

𝑘1 𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑥1𝑖 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑚
𝜓𝑚
(𝑡),

𝑖
𝑎𝑚
∈ ℛ, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛1

𝑚=1
𝑘2 𝑗
𝑗

𝑗

𝑗

𝑢𝑗 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡),

𝑏𝑚 ∈ ℛ, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑝

𝑚=1

Then on each subspace and fixed 𝛽 𝑘 > 0 , the following functional is then obtained as:
𝑘1𝑖

𝑘1𝑖

𝑗

𝑘2

𝑗

𝑘2

𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑃 (𝛽 𝑘 , ∑ 𝑎𝑚
𝜓𝑚
(𝑡), 𝜑 ( ∑ 𝑎𝑚
𝜓𝑚
(𝑡), ∑ 𝑏𝑚 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡)) , ∑ 𝑏𝑚 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡)) ≜ 𝑃(𝛽 𝑘 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗)
𝑚=1

𝑚=1

𝑚=1
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𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑝 𝑝
𝑝
𝑎⃗ ≜ [𝑎11 , 𝑎12 , … , 𝑎1𝑘1 , … , 𝑎1 1 , 𝑎2 1 , … 𝑎𝑘 𝑛1 1 ], 𝑏⃗⃗ ≜ [𝑏11 , 𝑏21 , … , 𝑏𝑘12 , … , 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , … 𝑏𝑘 𝑝 ] .
2

1

Therefore, we have to choose the arbitrary real numbers 𝑎⃗ and 𝑏⃗⃗ , using suitable unconstrained
inimization approach such that
𝑘→∞
𝛽𝑘 →0

𝑃(𝛽 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗) →
𝑘

inf

(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1,𝑢

𝐽(𝑢) =

inf

(𝑋1 ×𝒩𝑥̃2 ×𝑈)∩𝜌𝑥1,𝑢

𝐽(𝑏⃗⃗)

Computational Algorithm 1.
Step 0: Find the consistency initial condition set 𝔉(0) and then select: (𝑥10 , 𝑥20 , 𝑢0 ) ∈ 𝔉0 .
Step 1: Solve 𝐹2 (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑢) = 0 for 𝑥2 (𝑡), i.e. 𝑥2 = 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), with 𝑥2 (0) = 𝜑(𝑥1 (0), 𝑢(0)).
Step 2: Reduced the original DAE with constraints (1) - (5), into an equivalent problem (6) - (10) using
Implicit function theorem as discussed earlier.
Step 3: Set
𝑘1 𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑥1𝑖 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑚
𝜓𝑚
(𝑡),

𝑖
𝑎𝑚
∈ ℛ, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛1

𝑚=1
𝑘2 𝑗
𝑗

𝑗

𝑗

𝑢𝑗 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑏𝑚 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡),

𝑏𝑚 ∈ ℛ, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑝

𝑚=1
𝑗

𝑖
Where 𝜓𝑚
(𝑡), 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡) are given linearly independent bases functions (suitable chosen)

Step 4: Set 𝜀1 > 0, 𝑘 = 1, 𝛽1 (small positive real number).
Step 4.1: Solve the unconstrained optimization problem for ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗
(𝑎, 𝑏⃗⃗) over the class of 𝑋10 × 𝒩x̃1 ,ũ × 𝑈 0
by using any suitable optimization technique where the following requirements are
assumed to be satisfied properly
𝑇

𝑛3

∫ ∑

1
𝑖

0 𝑖=1 𝐹 𝑖 (∑𝑘1 𝑎𝑖
3
𝑚=1 𝑚
𝑛
𝑇 4

∫ ∑

0 𝑖=1 𝐹 𝑖 (𝑢 (𝑡)
4 𝑗

𝑖
𝜓𝑚
(𝑡), 𝑡)

𝑑𝑡 < +∞

1

𝑘 𝑗

𝑗

𝑑𝑡 < +∞

𝑗

2
= ∑𝑚=1
𝑏𝑚 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡), 𝑡)

And find the solution of
𝑘1𝑖

𝑗

𝑘1𝑖

𝑗

𝑘2

𝑘2

𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑗
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑖
𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑃 (𝛽 𝑘 , ∑ 𝑎𝑚
𝜓𝑚
(𝑡), 𝜑 ( ∑ 𝑎𝑚
𝜓𝑚
(𝑡), ∑ 𝑏𝑚 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡)) , ∑ 𝑏𝑚 𝜑𝑚 (𝑡)) ≜ 𝑃(𝛽 𝑘 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗)
𝑚=1

𝑚=1

𝑚=1

𝑚=1

Step 4.2: Set
1

𝑇

2

𝑑𝑥

Error1 = 𝛽 ∫0 ‖ 𝑑𝑡1 − 𝐹1 (𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)), 𝑢(𝑡))‖ 𝑑𝑡
𝑘

Error2 =
Error3 =
Error4 =
Error5 =

2
1
‖𝑥1 (0) − 𝑥10 ‖
𝛽𝑘
2
1
∑𝑛1 |𝑥 𝑖 (𝑇) − 𝜉1𝑖 (𝑇)|
𝛽𝑘 𝑖=1 1
1
‖𝜑(𝑥1 (0), 𝑢(0)) − 𝑥10 ‖2
𝛽𝑘
1
‖𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑇), 𝑢(𝑇)) − 𝜉2 (𝑇)‖2
𝛽𝑘
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If the Total Error ≜ |(Error1 + Error2 + Error3 + Error4 + Error5)| < 𝜀1 ; 𝜀1 ≥ 0 .
Then
1

stop and go to step 5, otherwise set 𝑘 = 2, 𝛽𝑘 is reduced as 𝛽𝑘 , 𝑖. 𝑒. ( 𝛽𝑘 = 2 𝛽𝑘 ) and
go
to step 4.1.
Step 5: Compute 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗ and back substitute then into the solution form of step 3 and then set
𝑥2 = 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)) of step 1 with 𝑢(𝑡) of step 3, where 𝐽(𝑢∗ (𝑡)) is obtained as a result steps
4.1, 4.2 , with tolerance error 𝜀1 .
Remark 3.
𝑗
𝑖
𝑖
1 . The choice of the type of basis approximation function 𝜓𝑚
(𝑡), 𝜑𝑚
(𝑡) and the numbers 𝑘1𝑖 , 𝑘2 are
depending on the decision maker and the type of the problem, for simplicity, one can choose a suitable
polynomial up to some degree , because the class of polynomial is dense in the class of solvability of
this problem 𝐿2 [0, 𝑇] and especially (for continuous problem) with supremum norm.
2 .The violations in the constraints up to some accuracy say (𝜀1 > 0) may be happened due to the
selection of bases functions and their numbers as well as to the round - off- errors resulting from the
integral forms of the constraints in the dual functional 𝑃(𝛽 𝑘 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗) in addition to the same other reasons.
one can use this the implicit function theorem to find 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)) explicitly globally or even locally
as a subset of ℛ 𝑛2.
Example 1. (without inequality constraint)
Consider

2

𝑇

2

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝐽(𝑢) = ∫0 [(𝑥1 (𝑡)) + (𝑥2 (𝑡)) ] 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑥1
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑥2 (𝑡)

𝑥2 (𝑡) − 𝑢(𝑡) = 0,
𝑥1 (0) = 1, 𝑥2 (0) = 𝑢(0) , 𝑇 = 1
Where the consistency initial condition set
𝔉(0) = {𝑥1 (0), 𝑥2 (0))|𝑥2 (0) = 𝑢(0) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑥1 (0)}
Since the algebraic equation is of easier kind 𝐹2 (𝑥2 , 𝑢) = 𝑥2 (𝑡) − 𝑢(𝑡) ≜ 𝑥2 (𝑡) − 𝑢(𝑡) = 0
Hence the implicit function theorems is applied globally and directly to have 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)) = 𝑢(𝑡)
The closed form solution of this problem is given by [14] as:
𝑥1 (𝑡) = (

2𝑒
) cosh(1 − 𝑡) ,
1 + 𝑒2

𝑥2 (𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) = [

𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇]

−2𝑒
] sinh(1 − 𝑡)
1 + 𝑒2
1

𝐽∗ (𝑥2 ) = 𝐽∗ (𝑢) = ∫0 (𝑥12 + 𝑢2 )𝑑𝑡 = 0.76159.
On using the proposed approach and algorithm, the following assumptions are made to the reduced
problem (simple basis functions are used)
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𝑥1 (𝑡) = ∑5𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖 𝑡 𝑖 ,
𝑢(𝑡)
𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝑃(𝛽 𝑘 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗) =

𝑥̇ 1 (𝑡) = ∑5𝑖=0 𝑖𝑎𝑖 𝑡 𝑖−1 ,

𝑥2 (𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) = ∑5𝑗=0 𝑏𝑗 𝑡𝑗 , 𝑥2 (𝑡) = 𝜑(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑢(𝑡)) =

1
1 1
|1 − 𝑎0 |2 + ∫0 |∑5𝑖=0 𝑖𝑎𝑖 𝑡 𝑖−1
𝛽𝑘
𝛽𝑘
2
2
1
+ ∫0 ((∑5𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖 𝑡 𝑖 ) + (∑5𝑗=0 𝑏𝑗 𝑡𝑗 ) ) 𝑑𝑡

Min

𝑋 0 ×ℛ 𝑛1 ×𝑈 0

2

− ∑5𝑗=0 𝑏𝑗 𝑡𝑗 | 𝑑𝑡

….(42)
The unconstrained optimization technique (Quasi-Newton method) is used to find in the approximate
solution to the original problem where 𝛽𝑘 is selected smaller until the total error is acceptable (by
decision maker) and repeat the optimization technique for different values of 𝛽𝑘 until the desired result
is obtained. The following result is obtained even for a reasonable value of 𝛽𝑘
Table (1)
The parameter 𝛽𝑘
The dual objective
function 𝑃∗ (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗)
The objective function
𝐽∗ (𝑢)
The exact objective
function 𝐽∗ (𝑢)
The unknown
parameter 𝑎⃗ for 𝑘1 =
5
The unknown
parameter 𝑏⃗⃗ for 𝑘2 =
5
The total error |𝐸| <
𝜀1
𝑥2 = 𝜑(𝑥1 , 𝑢)
The basis function
𝜑𝑖 (𝑡)

0.001
0.7614
0.7614
0.76159
𝑎0
1.0

𝑎1
−0.7244

𝑏1
−0.6331

𝑎2
0.3147
𝑏2
0.331

𝑎3
0.1164
𝑏3
0.3292

𝑎4
−0.0113
𝑏4
−0.0146

𝑎5
−0.0475
𝑏5
−0.2524

𝜀1 < 10−4
𝑥2 = 𝑢
𝑡 𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5

The numerical simulations and comparisons between the proposed approach and the exact solution are
shown in the following figures (1-2).

Figure.1

Figure.2
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Example 2. (with constant inequality constraint)
Consider

2

𝑇

2

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝐽(𝑢) = ∫0 [(𝑥1 (𝑡)) + (𝑢(𝑡)) ] 𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑥1
= 𝑥2 (𝑡),
𝑑𝑡

𝑥1 (0) = 𝑥10

𝑥2 (𝑡) = 𝑢(𝑡) (for simplicity used)
𝑥1 (𝑡) ≥ 0.75 (inequality constaint)

With linear constraints

𝔉(0) = {𝑥1 (0), 𝑥2 (0), 𝑢(0))|𝑥1 (0) = 𝑥10 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥1 (𝑡) ≥ 0.75, 𝑥2 (0) = 𝑢(0) 𝑏𝑒 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛}
We have assumed that 𝑇 = 1, 𝑥1 (0) = 𝑥10 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛1 = 5 (for 𝑥1 ) , 𝑛2 = 4 (for u), and 𝜑𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑡 𝑖
𝑛

1
𝑥1 (𝑡) = 1 + ∑𝑖=0
𝑎𝑖 𝑡 𝑖 , is substituted into the optimization criterion. The
minimization objective function is defined as given by (42) where

𝑇

1
𝑑𝑡] , 𝑔(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑡) ≜ 𝑥1 (𝑡) − 0.7,
0 𝑔(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑡)
is added to the objective function. The following numerical results are obtained, even with very small
number of basis and its polynomial type and shown the very efficient technique, as one can see from the
figures and its objective function value in Table.2.
[𝛽𝑘 ∗ ∫

Table.2
The parameter 𝛽𝑘
objective function 𝑃∗ (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗)
The objective function 𝐽∗ (𝑢)
objective function [14] 𝐽∗ (𝑢)
The unknown parameter 𝑎⃗ for
𝑘1 = 5
The unknown parameter 𝑏⃗⃗ for
𝑘2 = 5
The total error |𝐸| < 𝜀
𝑥2 = 𝜑(𝑥1 , 𝑢)
The basis function 𝜑𝑖 (𝑡)

10−8
0.8373
0.7500
0.77730
𝑎1
-0.2380
𝑏1
-0.2380

𝑎2
-0.0488
𝑏2
-0.0977

𝑎3
𝑎4
-0.0010
0.0017
𝑏3
𝑏4
-0.0301
0.0069
−4
𝜀 < 10
𝑥2 = 𝑢
𝑖
𝑡 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5

𝑎5
0.0059
𝑏5
0.0296

As one can see the present results of the proposed approach are better than the results presented in [14]
even for simple type of basis functions.one can see the figures figure.3 and figure.4 and table 2 for
comparisons point of view.
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Figure.3

Figure.4

Example 3. (with nonlinear inequality constraint)
2

𝑇

2

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝐽(𝑢) = ∫0 [(𝑥1 (𝑡)) + (𝑢(𝑡)) ] 𝑑𝑡

Consider

𝑥̇ 1 = 𝑥2 (𝑡), 𝑥2 = 𝑢
With
𝑥12 (𝑡) ≥ 𝑡 ⇔ 𝑥12 (𝑡) − 𝑡 ≥ 0, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇]
𝔉(0) = {𝑥1 (0), 𝑥2 (0), 𝑢(0))|𝑥12 (0) ≥ 0 , 𝑥2 (0) = 𝑢(0)}
𝑛1
𝑛2
Let 𝑥1 (0) = 1, 𝑥1 (𝑡) = ∑𝑖=0 𝑎𝑖 𝑡 𝑖 , 𝑢(𝑡) = ∑𝑖=1
𝑏𝑖 𝑡 𝑖 , where 𝑛1 = 7, 𝑛2 = 8 the objective functions
is same as that of example 2 by replacing the nonlinear inequalities constraint 𝑔(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑡) = 𝑥1 (𝑡) −
0.7, by 𝑔(𝑥1 (𝑡), 𝑡) = 𝑥1 (𝑡) − 𝑡 ≥ 0 see table.3 and figure.5 and figure.6
Table.3
The parameter 𝛽𝑘
T
The objective
function 𝐽∗ (𝑢)
objective function
[14] 𝐽∗ (𝑢)
The unknown
parameter 𝑎⃗ for
𝑘1 = 7
The unknown
parameter 𝑏⃗⃗ for
𝑘2 = 8
The total error
|𝐸| < 𝜀
𝑥2 = 𝜑(𝑥1 , 𝑢)
The basis function
𝜑𝑖 (𝑡)

10−8
1
0.9399
0.92278
𝑎0
1.0

𝑎1
0.0390

𝑎2
0.0364

𝑎3
0.0293

𝑎4
0.0238

𝑎5
0.0198

𝑎6
0.0169

𝑎7
0.0146

𝑏1

𝑏2

𝑏3

𝑏4

𝑏5

𝑏6

𝑏7

𝑏8

-0.1798

0.0780

0.1092

0.1170

0.1190

0.1189

0.1181

0.1171

𝜀 < 10−4
𝑥2 = 𝑢
𝑡 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5
𝑖
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Figure.5

Figure.6

Example 4. (time varying inequality constraint of system of eqautions)
Consider

2

1

2

2

𝑀𝑖𝑛 𝐽(𝑢) = ∫0 [(𝑥1 (𝑡)) + (𝑥2 (𝑡)) + 0.005(𝑢(𝑡)) ]𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑥1
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑥2
𝑑𝑡

Subject to

= 𝑥2 (𝑡), 𝑥1 (0) = 0 ,
= 𝑥2 (𝑡) + 𝑥3 (𝑡), 𝑥2 (0) = −1

𝑥3 (𝑡) − 𝑢(𝑡) = 0, ∀𝑡 ∈ [0,1]
8(𝑡 − 0.5)2 − 𝑥2 (𝑡) − 0.5 ≥ 0, ∀𝑡 ∈ [0, 1]
𝔉(0) = {𝑥1 (0), 𝑥2 (0), 𝑥3 (0))|𝑥3 (0) = 𝑢(0) , 𝑥1 (0) = 0, 𝑥2 (0) = −1}
The approximate solution using the proposed algorithm is shown in the following table .4
Table.4
The parameter 𝛽𝑘
The dual objective function
𝑃∗ (𝛽𝑘 , 𝑎⃗, 𝑏⃗⃗)

0.01
0.1631

The objective function 𝐽∗ (𝑢)

0.1287

objective function [14] 𝐽∗ (𝑢)

0.1816

The unknown parameter 𝑎⃗ for 𝑘1 =
5
The unknown parameter 𝑏⃗⃗ for 𝑘2 =
5
The unknown parameter 𝑐⃗ for 𝑘3 =
5

𝑎1
-0.9975
𝑏1
4.3816
𝑐1
12.6440

𝑎2
2.1808
𝑏2
-3.9803
𝑐2

𝑎3
-1.3022
𝑏3
-1.9541
𝑐3

𝑎4
-0.5155
𝑏4
2.4649
𝑐4

𝑎5
0.5034
𝑏5
5.3908
𝑐5

0.2108

6.3370

3.5905

-2.3879

𝜀 < 10−4
𝑥2 = 𝑢

The total error |𝐸| < 𝜀
𝑥2 = 𝜑(𝑥1 , 𝑢)
The basis function
𝐺𝑖 (𝑡) , 𝐻𝑖 (𝑡), 𝑀𝑖 (𝑡)

𝑡 𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5
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𝑛1

𝑛2

𝑛3

𝑥1 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝐺𝑖 (𝑡) ,

𝑥2 (𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝐻𝑖 (𝑡)

𝑖=1

𝑖=0

𝑢(𝑡) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 𝑀𝑖 (𝑡),
𝑖=0

The numerical accuracy of proposed approach can be seen from the following figures: figure.7,
figure.8 and figure.9

Figure.7

Figure.8

Figure.9
Conclusions
The proof and algorithm of unconstrained sequential penalty function optimization approach for
constraint optimal control problem of DAE are proposed, in which a penalty terms are added to the
objective function for any violations of equality and inequality constraints. An efficient numerical
technique is developing. The accuracy of the method is very good even for a very small number of basis
function and its types to solve some classes of the proposed problem are selected. The numerical
examples, illustrate the simplicity of implementation and efficiency of the comparisons with exact
solution (if any) and the results of others.
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Abstract. Let R be a commutative ring. The Von.-Neuman regular (Shortly Vn. Neum. reg.)
graph of Ṟ is a graph which its vertices are all items of R s. t. thither is an edge between vertices
a, b if a+b is a Vn.- Neum. reg. item of R. Here a new definition of the Vn. Neum. reg. graph of
R called pseudo –Vn. –Neum. reg. graph of R denoted by P-VG(R) is a graph with all items of
R represents a vertex, and two different vertices a, b ∈ R are adjacent iff a = a2 b or b = b2 a. In
this work , the main features of P-VG(R) are studied and some outstanding results. Also, we
n−3
prove if P-VG(R), R= Zn and n ≥ 3, n is a prime then it is graph has
of cycle C3 . Finally, we
2
show that If R=Zp , where p is a prime number then the PG(R)⊂ P-VG(R).

1. Introduction
There is a bridge between the algebraic concept of rings and the graph theory. The study of algebraic
graph has become an exciting research topic through last twenty years. There are many researches in the
graphs related with rings were introduced with their features established see[1 - 4]. Taloukolaei and
Sahebi defined the Vn.- Neum. reg. graph of R, denoted in GVnr+(R), is a graph consist vertices set R,
two different vertices a, b of R are adjacent iff a + b ∈ Vnr (R) the set of Vn. Neum. reg. items of
R [ 9 ]. Bhavanari et.al. studied prime graph of a ring with some properties of its graph [7]. And he
studied cartesian product of prime graph with Devanaboina [5].
The main goal of this paper creates a new definition named Pseudo-Von. Neum. regular graph of R
if V(G) = R and E(G)={ ab/ a = a2 b or b = b2 a and a ≠ b, a, b ∈ R } denoted by P-VG(R) with
investigate of some properties as shown in next sections.
2. Preliminary
Definition 2.1:[11] A nonempty set Ṟ, with binary operations + and ∙ is said to be a ring if below are
satisfied
i- (Ṟ,+) is an abelian group
ii- (Ṟ,∙ ) is a semi.group
iii- h ∙(k+c) = h ∙k + h ∙c and (h+k) ∙c = h ∙c+k∙c for any h, k, c ∈R
Definition 2.2:[8] suppose R is a ring with a∈R , can say that a is reg. item if there exist b∈R such that
a=aba , if any element in R is regular then R is regular ring , if R is commutative then a = a 2 b and can
say that R is Vn- Neum. reg. ring.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Definition 2.3:[12] Defined the graph G as an ordered pair (V, E), where V is a non-empty set whose
items are named vertices and the set E ( may be empty ) of un-ordered pairs of distinct vertices of V.
The item of E is named edges of the graph G . An edge between two end vertices h and k is denote by
hk .
Definition 2.4:[12] Defined the loop as an edge their end vertices are the same .
Definition 2.5:[12] If there are more than one edges related with a given pair of vertices , then these
edges are named multiple edges.
Definition 2.6:[12] A graph has not self-loops or multiple. edges is named a simple graph.
Definition 2.7:[6] A graph K is said to be a subgraph of a graph G if all the edges and all the vertices of
K are in G , and each edge of K has the same end vertices in K as in G.
Definition 2.8:[6] Suppose that G is a graph , V(G) is the vertex set of G, D ⊆ V(G) , the set D is said
to be a dominating set if it satisfies the following condition ; v ∈ V(G) implies either v ∈ D or there
exists u ∈ D s.t. u and v are adjacent .
Definition 2.9:[12] A graph G include a listv1 , v2 , … , vn of vertics of G s.t. for 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 , there is
an edge (vi , vi+1 ) in G and these are just edge in G is called a path.
Definition 2.10:[6] Let h and k be two vertices in a graph G , then the distance d(h,k) from h to k is
the shortest path from h to k.
Definition 2.11:[12] A cycle graph is got when connecting the two end vertices of a path graph . Thus,
the degree of any vertex of a cycle graph is equal to two, a cycle graph with n vertices denoted by Cn .
Definition 2.12:[7] Let R be a ring , the graph G named prime graph of R if V=R and E(G)={ ab/
a R b = 0or b R a = 0 and a ≠ b }and denoted by PG(R).
3. Psedo-Von Neumann Regular Graph
Definition 3.1: suppose R be a commutative ring. A graph G(V , E ) is said to be (pseudo-" Von. –
Neum. regular graph) of R if V(G ) =Ṟ and E(G)={ ab/ a = a2 b or b = b2 a and a ≠ b } denoted by PVG(R).
Examples: Consider Z5 ={0,1,2,3,4} and 𝑍6 ={0,1,2,3,4,5} as follows figures

Figure .3.1 P-VG(Z5 )

Figure .3.2 P-VG(Z6 )

Also consider 𝑍7 ={0,1,2,3,4,5,6} and 𝑍8 ={0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7} as follows figures
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Figure .3.3 P-VG(Z7 )

Figure .3.4 P-VG(Z8 )

Observation 3.2: Suppose Ṟ be a commutative ring and P-VG(Ṟ) then:
1- There are no self-loops
2- Since 0 = 02 a ∀ 0 ≠ a ∈ R there is an edge between 0 and a ∀ a ∈ V(G) = R so degree of the
vertex 0 = |R| − 1
For any two elements a,b ≠ 0 in R there is an edge one between 0 and a and another edge
between 0 and b this shows that the graph P-VG(R) is always connected graph.
d(0,a) =1 and d(a,b) ≤ 2 for any two elements a,b≠ 0 ∈ R
If there are two non-zero elements a,b in R such that a = a2 b or b = b2 a, then the sub graph
generated by {0,a,b} is a cycle graph for example is graph P-VG(R) where R= Z5 as in fig
4,The sub graph generated by {0,2,3} is a cycle.
3- The set {0} is a dominating set for P-VG(R). Hence the domination number of P-VG(R) is equal
to 1.
4. Main Results
Remark 4.1:
1- a = a2 b or b = b2 a if and only if d(a,b)=1
Proof: Suppose that a = a2 b or b = b2 a and a ≠ 0 ≠ b then ab∈ E (P-VG(R)) and so by definition 3.1
of P-VG(R) implies d(a,b) =1. If a or b equal to 0, also by definition 3.1 implies d (a,b) =1.
Conversely, suppose d (a,b) =1, if a=0 or b=0, by definition 3.1then a = a2 b or b = b2 a
If d (a,b) =1 and a ≠ 0 ≠ b then ab∈ E(P-VG(R)) which implies a = a2 b or b = b2 a .
2- a ≠ a2 b and b ≠ b2 a if and only if d(a,b)=2
Proof: Suppose that a ≠ a2 b and b ≠ b2 a then there is no edge between a and b, so d (a,b) > 1 . since
0 = 02 a , 0 = 02 b , a0 , b0 ∈ E(P-VG(R)) , hence d (a,b)=2.
Conversely, suppose that d (a,b)=2 since d(a,b)≠ 1, there is no edge from a to b so a ≠ a2 b and b ≠
b2 a
Lemma 4.2: If R= Zn , and n ≥ 3 (n is prime number ), then there is no edge between the vertex 1 and
n-1 in P-VG(R) .
Proof: We must show that either
(1)2 (n − 1) ≠ 1 or (n − 1) 2 (1) ≠ (n − 1)
In case (1)2 (n − 1)equal 1 is impossible since n ≥ 3 , that is (1) 2 (n − 1) ≠ 1
Now let (n − 1) 2 (1) = (n − 1) , this leads to
n 2 − 3. n + 2 = 0 , thus
(n − 2). (n − 1) = 0 , Now
Either n = 2 or n = 1 which is a contradiction since n ≥ 3
∴ (n − 1)2 (1) ≠ (n − 1).
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Lemma 4.3: If R= Zn and n ≥ 3 (n is a prime number ) , then there is no edge between any nonzero
vertex with 1 and n-1 in P-VG(R).
Proof: It is clear that the vertex 1 is an identity element in R= Zn so there is no edge between any vertex
with vertex 1 now we check .
the vertex n -1 if we have
(n − 1) 2 (a) = (n − 1)
(n 2 − 2. n + 1)(a) = (n − 1)
an 2 − 2an + a − n + 1 = 0
an2 − (2a + 1)n + (a + 1) = 0
(an − (a + 1))(n − 1) = 0 , Thus
Either n − 1 = 0 impels that n = 1 this is a contradiction since n ≥ 3
a+1
or an − (a + 1) = 0 impels that n =
this is a contradiction since n is a prime number .
a

Remark 4.4: If R is a ring with R2 = 0 then P-VG(R) is a tree.
proof: Suppose that R is a ring with R2 = 0 , then for any a,b ∈ R we have ab=0
Now let a,b ∈ R and a = a2 b or b = b2 a implies that
Either a=a(ab) or b=b(ba), implies that
a=a(0) or b=b(0) , Thus
a=0 or b=0
Hence there is no edge in P-VG(R) except 0a , ∀ a ∈ R
Then P-VG(R) is star graph , then P-VG(R) is a tree since ( every star graph is a tree ) .
Theorem 4.5: If R= Zn and n ≥ 3 is prime, then P-VG(R) graph has

n−3
2

of cycle C3 .

Proof: By lemma 4.2 and 4.3, the vertices 1 and n-1 have no edge between them and no edge with other
vertices only with the vertex 0. Now since n is prime number then Zn is a field so Zn is Vn. Neum. reg.
ring (every field is Vn. Neum. reg. ring] [10]. For any a≠ 0 ∈ Zn ∃ b = a−1 such that a = a2 b impels
that there is an edge between a and b, since the unit element is a unique then has not any edge between
n−1
a with another element, and so a0, b0 ∈ E (P-VG(R)). Now we have 2 of the cycle C3 in P-VG(R),
So by lemma 4.2 and 4.3 the number of the cycle C3 in P-VG(R) graph is

n−1
−
2

1=

n−3
.
2

Example: P-VG ( Z13 ) has 5 of the cycle C3 and P-VG ( Z19 ) has 8 of the cycle C3 as shown in the
following figures.
…………
… ………
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Figure .4.1 P-VG(Z13 )

Figure .4.2 P-VG(Z19 )

Theorem 4.6: If R=Zp , when p represents a prime number then PG(R)⊂ P-VG(R).
Proof: Let ab ∈ E ( PG(R)) then arb = 0
Since Zp is a filed tnen Zp is integral domain (has no non-zero divisor)
Implies that either a= 0 or b= 0
If a= 0 then 0b ∈ E(P − VG(R)) ,
and if b= 0 then a0 ∈ E(P − VG(R))
And it is clear that the vertices in graph PG(R) are same in graph P-VG(R)
Hence PG(R)⊂ P-VG(R).
5. Conclusions
The graph properties have become an exciting research topic and very important. In this work , new
concept of Vn.- Neum. reg. graph of R called pseudo –Vn.- Neum. reg. graph of R named in P-VG(R)
was created . The basic features of P-VG(R) presented are investigated and some results are described.
n−3
Also, we proved that if P-VG(R), R= Zn and n ≥ 3, n is a prime then it is graph has
of cycle C3 and
2
we show that if R=Zp , when p represents a prime number then the PG(R)⊂ P-VG(R).
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Abstract. In this paper we studied, the problem of scheduling jobs on a single machine to minimize
the multiple objective function and family setup time. This objective function is (total discount
completion time and maximum tardiness respectively) which formulated as 1/ /∑ ∑(1 −
 ) + 
 . for solving this problem, we derived a lower bound to be used in a branch and bound
algorithm. We also proposed heuristic method in order to get an upper bound (near optimal solution).
the proposed is number of dominance rules are considered to reduce the number of branches in the
search tree. The genetic algorithm (GA) is used to obtain one of the upper bounds is used. The
computational results are calculated by coding (programing) the algorithms using (MATLAP) and
the final results up to (17) product (jobs) in a reasonable time are introduced by tables and added at
the end of the research.

1. Introduction
Scheduling problems are encountered in all kinds of systems, since it is necessary to organize or distribute
the work between many entities. There are many definitions for the scheduling problems and among these
definitions, it can be quoted the following; (Holger. H. Hoos 2005) [9] defined the scheduling problems
accordingly next:
"Given the group from j tasks which has at exist processed by the group from M resources, while the
object is for locate a schedule which is a chart from jobs to machines and processing times subject to
optimization objectives criteria".
In many industries, the decision to manufacture multiple products on common resources results in the
need for changeover and setup activities, symbolize costly disruptions to production processes. Therefore,
setup reduction is an important feature of the persistent improvement program of any manufacturing, and
even service, organization. It is even more critical if an organization expects to respond to changes like
shortened lead times, smaller lot sizes, and big quality standards. Every scheduler should understand the
basics of setup reduction and be able to recognize the tolerable improvements [14].
Many practical scheduling problems involve sequencing number of jobs divided into several families,
by a machine setup time. Most of these problems are NP-hard ((non-deterministic polynomial-time
hardness) is the defining property of a class of problems that are informally "at least as hard as the hardest

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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problems in NP") even without set up times and thus are difficult to solve to optimality. several scheduling
problems in makings and advocacy organizations can be formulated as single aperient problems at task
classes (families), for example, Bruno and Downey[3], Monma and Potts [17] and Chen [4] described a
computer system application , a collection of jobs need to be executed on a computer in which every task
has a diversion time, a due date, and a request for a compiler to be resident in the memory of the computer.
When the appropriate compiler is resident in the computer, then the job will start its processing immediately;
otherwise the setup time incurred for bringing the relative compiler into the computer’s memory. So, the
setup time reckon only on the time of loading the compiler for the current job but not on the previous job.
In conventional scheduling problems, it is logical and necessary to consider scheduling problems with setup
times. In many concrete situations, the setup times are treating either sequence independent or sequence
dependent. In the one case, the setup times are ordinarily added to the job processing times however in the
two case, the setup time into the job actually being scheduled depends on the beforehand one or ones already
scheduled [25].
Group scheduling problems, where each jobs of the self-family must be scheduled jointly, have attracted
abundant researchers due to their frequent real-life occurrence. Many manufacturers have implemented the
concept of Group Technology (GT) in order to lessen setup costs, lead times, work-in-process inventory
costs, and tools handling costs. Group Technology consists of dividing the sum group of jobs into several
subsets, called families, where a family is a subset of jobs that have similar requirements in terms of tooling
and setups [11].
Setup operations ensure acquisition material, positioning work in process tools, resumption tooling,
cleanup, setting the desired jigs and supply, adjusting tools, and test material [22]. In the problem down
study we do not treat the Group Technology (GT) supposition; that is, a family of jobs is not necessarily
processed as a single batch [13]. Therefore; a family of jobs could be split into multiple nonconsecutive
batches in an optimal sequence and all of the batches endure a setup time.
They explained that regard in scheduling problems that patronize setup times (costs) as split up start in
the mid-1960s. Scheduling problems together sequence-dependent setup times are oftentimes across in
many production regulation and factory applications.
1.1. Literature Reviews:
The objective function is to minimize discounted total completion time. Following the three-field symbols

 ) where r ∈ (0,1)
(1 −
plot offered by Graham et.al [8]. We declare this problem as: 1/ /∑ ∑ 
is a discount rate by SPT rule. According to the importance of the scheduling problems, there were a plethora
of the specialists whose produced a fine number of the work papers. In the year (1984), Rothkopf and smith
[19] work on the sum discounted weighted completion time which is represented accordingly 1//∑ (1) they generalized the study to cost function and they showed that this problem can exist dissolve
optimally as P-kind in polynomial time by the weighted discounted shorter processing time (WDSPT) rule

)
/1-  The problem  //∑ (1(i.e. scheduling the jobs in order of non- decreasing ratio 
is considered as an NP-hard problem by Wang et. Al (2006). In (2012), Lin Li et al. (2013) [15] have studied
the problem of the sum weighted discounted total completion time and they showed that the heuristics
according to the conformable problems wanting education ware. In (2016), studied the problem 1//∑ (1)+ . the maximum tardiness 1// problem is minimized by Earliest Due Date (EDD) rule [10].
The earliest of these woks was done by Sidney [12].
The interesting in the scheduling problems which deal with the separating setup times (costs) began in
the middle of the 60s. As Luh et.al (1998), where they declare that “understanding the sequence-dependent
setups is yet confirm to be away of being complete, mostly the scheduling to the congress due dates”. So,
considering the tardiness is an important matter while the due dates are met. Many authors have worked on
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problems in which involving the due dates and sequence subsidiary setup times in order that minimize
maximum of tardiness. Baker and Scudder (1990) [2] represented a treatise of penalties (earliness and
tardiness) problems while in (2000). Fry et. al. (1987) [6], Garey et. al. (1988) [7], Davis and Kanet (1993)
[5]and Yano & Kim (1991) [24] advanced timetabling procedures for finding the optimal beginning times
of tasks with inserted idle times. Davis and Kanet (1993) and Kim and Yano (1994) offer a new procedure
using branch & bound (B&B) for the problem. Later, Sourd (2005) and Schaller (2007) improved it. In
production systems, there occur great accounts of tardiness for several jobs which rise some hardness. As a
genuine enforcement, every job in an institution line should be convey at a proven due date. If a task has
great tardiness, then the else tasks will not be masterful, resulting in an imponderable in the institution line.
So, the term the tardiness ought for approximate to zero. One of the criteria that can satisfy this aim is
minimizing the maximum tardiness which is presented as ( ). The aim function value would be equal
to zero in the optimal state. If whatever tardiness exist, then the value of the objective function will be larger
than zero. That aim function was one worked on by Amin-Nayeri and Moslehi (2000) [1] as a problem of
single-machine scheduling case. An algorithm was proposed by Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al (2005) for
obtaining the better potential amount of an idle insert in a sequence, in (2009), Mahnam & Moslehi have
worked on single machine problem with morphologic release times for the same objective. As mentioned
before, a great number of studies have been accomplished on the scheduling problems which established on
the guesstimate of sequence subordinate (independent) setup times, only no study has been convey yet with
the same objective.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, problem formulation for the problem
under study. In Section 3, we explain the heuristic methods used. In Section 4, review the dominance rule.
In Section 5, we show the design of instances and report the computational results.
2. Problem Formulation: _
Considering a group N of n jobs (1≤  ≤ ) that are divided into F different families, in our paper we
consider F=2,4,6 and 8. Each family f (1≤  ≤ ) consists of  jobs (where ∑  = ) and it is
appropriate to label the jobs as (1,f), (2,f),….( ,F) which are available to be processed on the machine at
time zero [16]. The jobs of the self-family may have different processing times   which is the processing
time of job j from the family f, and they can be processed one after one without request any setup times
between them. If the machine moves from one family to the other; we would say from the family f to the
family g then the setup time is required. Every job will have a due date   which is the due date of job j
from the family f. The setup time is sequence – independent (i.e. rely only on the family that is about to
start), so that it is denoted by sf. If the first job to be processed in the sequence belongs to family f, then the
setup at time zero is   [20]. The objective is to minimize the by the notation of Graham et al. [8] as 1/ /∑
 )+
(1 ).
Suppose the processing order ! = (!(1), … , !()), a vector ("#() ,….,"#() ) of corresponding setup
time is easily constructed. The setup time request immediately before the processing of job !($) = ($ =
1, … , ) is given by: "#() : is the setup time of the first job (positive integer constant).
!'
$ $ > 1, !($ − 1) ∈  / !($) ∈ 2,  ≠ 2 ; , 2 ∈ .
"#(%) =&
0
-. 
Where !' is positive integer constant:

 )+
Min Z=min ∑ ∑ 
(1 −
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456 78 8-:
⎫
7  =   +  6 = 1;  = 1, … . , 
⎪
⎪
7  = 7 , +  6 = 2, … . ,  ;  = 1, … . , 
……..(P)
0<?<1
⎬
6 = 1, … . ,  ;  = 1, … . ,  ⎪
 = max@0, 7  −   A
⎪
  ≥ 1,   ≥ 1
⎭
3. Heuristic Method
It is well famous that the calculation can be miniature by using a heuristic to law as an upper bound on the
optimal solution previous to the enforcement of branch and bound method. Since as problem max 1/ /

 )+
∑ ∑ 
(1 −
 is NP-hard and subsequently the presence of a polynomial time algorithm
for returns an optimal solution is away. Therefore, improve quick heuristic algorithms submission near
optimal solution is of great attention. For our problem we proposed heuristic method, the minimum value is
used to provide an Upper Bound (UB) [16].
3.1 The Branch and Bound method:
As an exact method, the (BAB) method is used for searching at the optimality or the area that near of it
by setting a number of upper bounds as initial solutions to start from then we put the one with the minimum
value, and a lower bound to reduce the searching space. the heuristic method is obtained by applying the
following: 3.1.1. (G ): - This upper bound is acquired b stratify the shortest processing time (SPT) rule (i.e. separation
the jobs within each family in order of ( ≤H ≤⋯≤  )).
3.1.2. (GH ): _This upper bound is obtained by applying the earliest due date (EDD) rule (i.e. separation he
jobs within each family in order of ( ≤ H ≤ ⋯ ≤  )).
3.1.3 (GJ ): _Obtain by Genetic Algorithm (GA):
Genetic algorithms (GA) are a type of search algorithms and an optimization, for returns optimal
solutions to computationally intricate problems. The basic ideas for this method were developed by (Holland
(1975), Goldberg and Holland (1988)) during their investigations on how to build computing machines that
are capable of learning [ 21].
The genetic algorithm (GA) is founded on principle "survival of the fittest" for Darwin’s (1859), in
another meaning it's founded on the basics of genetics and natural selection. So, it is normal the concepts of
Genetic Algorithm are directly derived from biological science.
Genetic algorithm: _
Step 1: Formation a primary population of (50) chromosomes, we take any solutions arranged by SPT rule
and the second is according EDD rule, the three is according bees’ algorithm, the four-weed algorithm while
the remain of them are randomly the rest of the solutions are random order.
Step 2: Evaluate the objective (fitness) function for each chromosome and select the better five
chromosomes (i.e. the five chromosomes with the minimum values) to generate the new population
Step 3: Generate the new population by mating (i.e. applying crossover and mutation) each chromosome
from step 2 with the whole four initial chromosomes, and every parent chromosome will produce 8 children
chromosomes and add 5 chosen solutions, selected from the population so the resulting new population will
consist of 50 new chromosomes.
Step 4: If the termination criterions are met, then go to step 5, else go to step 2.
Step 5: End.
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In this subsection, we will introduce the main upper bound (UB) of the problem P which it is obtained
by:
UB=min {G , GH , GJ }.
3.2 The Lower Bound (LB):
The lower bound for the problem (p) is instituted decomposing (P) of two sub-problems to obtain the a
Lower Bound LB for problem (p), where
NO(),
K$  = L$#( ) @M1 −
PA
⎫
456 78 8-:
⎪
……( )
Q  ≥ R  6 = 1, … ,  ;  = 1, … . , 
⎬
0 <?<1
⎪
  > 0 , R  > 0 6 = 1, … ,  ;  = 1, … ,  ⎭
K$ H = L$#( ) { (!)}
⎫
456 78 8-:
⎪
Q  ≥ R  6 = 1, … ,  ;  = 1, … . 
……(H )
⎬
 = max@0, Q  −   A 6 = 1, … ,  ;  = 1, … , 
⎪
  > 0 , R  > 0 6 = 1, … ,  ;  = 1, … , 
⎭
Algorithm (LB): _
Step 1: In un-scheduling arrange the jobs by using (SPT) rule and adding setup time for the first job from
jobs un-sequence if the not least family job of sequence.
Step 2: Computation the amount of cost function of F1 for the problem  .
Step 3: Re-arrange the jobs by using (EDD) rule and adding setup time for the first job from jobs unsequence if the not least family job of sequence.
Step 4: Computation the amount of cost H for the problem H .
Step 5: Sum cost the functions (i.e. total cost the problem P1 and the problem P2).
Step 6: We repeat the solutions 5 times to get the solutions and compare with the old solutions.
Step 7: Go back to step 2.
Theorem (3.1) [17]: If  , H and F are the minimum rate of R ,RH and p problems respectively, then we
have that  +H ≤ F.
4. Dominance Rule
Dominance rules generally describe if a node can be discarded before its lower bound is counted. obviously,
dominance rules are especially beneficial when a node can be terminating which has a lower bound that is
least than the optimum solution. Some of dominance rules are useful for minimization of the total of
discounted completion time and maximum tardiness.
Theorem (3.1): consider two jobs (S  and ST ) from the same family, the job S  must precede the job ST
at least in one optimal sequence if R  ≤ RT ,   ≤ T and cost ( U ) ≥ cost (w)
Where the symbols in which used in this theorem mean as follows:
S
B
A

R  RT W
U
"
B

RT R  V U A
t
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B: The set of jobs in which are scheduled before job j and job k and the jobs before jobs j and k are from
different family.
A: The set of the jobs in which are scheduled after job j and k and different from another family.
 )+
COST (B): The total cost of  (1 −
 for jobs in set B.
 )+
COST (A): The total cost of  (1 for jobs in set A.
W: The group of the jobs in which are scheduled between job j and job k.
W )+
COST (W): The total cost of (1 for the jobs of set in sequence S.
U
U
U
W )+
COST ( ): The total cost of (1 for the jobs of set  in sequence " .
t: The completion time of the last job in set B.
c: The starting time of the one job in the set A.
proof: Let  =! ij!H and H =! ji!H where ! and !H are disassemble subsequence and supposed to be the
completion time of ! , we examine variation on the in ∆% (t), where ∆% (t)=% (8) −  % (8) with following:
for " = ! $6!H
(Z[\Y )
MZ[\Y [\ P
 ) = M1 −
Y ) + (1 −
(1)………. (1)
P + (1 −
For s2
(Z[\ )
 )+ (1Y )= (1(1)+(1- (Z[\[\Y) ) ……. (2)
For (1) and (2) we get
MZ[\ P
)- (1- (Z[\[\Y) )
(1- (Z[\Y) ) + (1- (Z[\Y[\) ) − (1 −
(Z[\Y [\ )
(Z[\Y )
+ (Z[\) + (Z[\Y[\)
=(Y [\ )
Z
\Y
=
(
+ \ + (\Y[\)
(\Y [\ )
(\Y [\ )
Z
=
(
+ \ - \Y )
Z
( \ - \Y ) < 0 ………… (3)
=
And for "
 =max{T,% , }
where % =max {0, 7% -% }=max {0, T+R% -% }
 =max {0,7 - }=max {0, T+R% +R - }
For schedule  U
U

=max { U , U ,%U }
 U =max {0,7 - }=max {0, T+R - }
%U =max {0,7% -% }=max {0, T+R +R% -% }
∵ 7 U ≥ 7%U , % ≤  and T= U then %U ≥  U , %U ≥ % and %U ≥ 
U
≥  ……. (4)
So 
From (3) and (4) we get
$ < 6 in optimal solution for problem (P).
5. Experimental Results: In this part, the results are advertising in the table. Table include the comparison
results of the (BAB), ILB and UB for the problem.
1- The Problems Instances: The problems were created randomly, and for all job (j), where j ∈ {1, n}, with
family f= {2,4,6,8} he processing times and setup times are randomly created integer from uniform divide
m in [1,10]. While the due date  is uniformly generated in the period [(1-TF-RDD /2), (1 − TF + RDD/2)],
where TP is the total processing times of jobs. TF is the tardiness factor, and RDD is the range prorated of
the due dates. TF has values {0.1, 0.2,0.3,0.4} and RDD has values {0.8,1.0, 1.2}.
2- Computational results: The calculation results are presented in tables and his table award the results (i.e.
optimal values by (BAB), the upper bound of the problem, the initial lower bound and the pursuance time).
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For each n, 5 problems and family (2,4,6,8) are examined, and a stopping condition is 1800 seconds as the
most the pursuance time. The code which used in the table is:
n → The number of jobs.
F → the number of setup times families.
Ex → The number of examples.BAB → The branch and bound method.
UB → Indicates that upper bound.
ILB → Indicates that initial lower bound.
N → The number of the nodes.
Time → The pursuance time.
4-3 The Table of Results: In Table. the results of applying (BAB, UB, ILB, the number of the nodes and
the execution time) are showed for n= [5, 17] Jobs with the family f= {2,4,6,8}. For each n and there are 5
different examples are tested. These results showed for n= {5,6,7,8,9} of using (BAB and UB) are equal,
and the stopping condition is 1800 seconds as the maximum execution time. the symbol (/) in some examples
denotes on time exceeded the specified time.
A comparison results between (BAB), (UB) and (ILB).
N
F
EX
BAB
UB
ILB
N
Time
1
18.5606*
18.5606*
16.4116
35
0.0985
2
24.3825*
24.3825*
21.6727
32
0.0228
2
3
12.9510*
12.9510*
9.7290
41
0.0128
5
4
24.5334*
24.5334*
22.1294
33
0.0047
5
21.9118*
21.9118*
19.0831
33
0.0113
1
42.1817*
42.1817*
32.9880
122
0.0507
2
27.0042*
27.0042*
17.1679
146
0.0087
4
3
26.7009*
26.7009*
17.4495
140
0.0096
4
13.2115*
13.2115*
5.1824
27
0.0032
5
28.9000*
28.9000*
19.1987
116
0.0072
1
35.1482*
35.1482*
20.5844
164
0.0093
2
36.2341*
36.2341*
21.7908
164
0.0117
6
3
18.8498*
18.8498*
8.1347
48
0.0033
4
42.6685*
42.6685*
28.3811
194
0.0094
5
25.8115*
25.8115*
11.2327
98
0.0054
1
26.9330*
26.9330*
11.9709
170
0.0084
2
30.6073*
30.6073*
16.0076
134
0.0069
8
3
31.8215*
31.8215*
17.1607
128
0.0066
4
42.0722*
42.0722*
27.6636
170
0.0082
5
39.1439*
39.1439*
24.5159
206
0.0096
1
21.1585*
21.1585*
18.4053
148
0.0077
2
9.1939*
9.1939*
6.5942
39
0.0031
2
3
17.2970*
17.2970*
14.7113
52
0.0038
4
27.4871*
27.4871*
25.0249
67
0.0042
5
25.2247*
25.2247*
22.6674
80
0.0045
1
32.5588*
32.5588*
22.4516
353
0.0153
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4
6

6

8

2

4
7

6

8

2

4

2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4

38.5210*
44.9892*
28.9647*
30.7474*
27.6416*
29.3259*
37.7544*
43.5263*
36.9614*
44.6377*
47.8967*
40.8785*
43.6828*
33.4795*
25.9323*
24.9601*
41.2338*
44.1869*
16.2182*
39.9456*
47.6593*
44.1861*
34.5836*
34.8067*
54.0482*
74.0625*
56.9049*
45.6390*
67.9602*
54.0482*
74.0625*
56.9049*
45.6390*
67.9602*
39.3047*
32.9801*
30.1949*
32.4527*
23.5777*
63.6788*
43.1333*
52.5488*
44.4976*

38.5210*
44.9892*
28.9647*
30.7474*
27.6416*
29.3259*
37.7544*
43.5263*
36.9614*
44.6377*
47.8967*
40.8785*
43.6828*
33.4795*
25.9323*
24.9601*
41.2338*
44.1869*
16.2182*
39.9456*
47.6593*
44.1861*
34.5836*
34.8067*
54.0482*
74.0625*
56.9049*
45.6390*
67.9602*
54.0482*
74.0625*
56.9049*
45.6390*
67.9602*
39.3047*
32.9801*
30.1949*
32.4527*
23.5777*
63.6788*
43.1333*
52.5488*
44.4976*

28.9720
35.6464
19.4253
20.4030
8.6658
10.8443
20.3164
22.7986
15.7632
24.1822
26.9530
20.4764
22.7105
12.5409
22.6103
21.9569
38.7519
41.6218
12.9773
30.4067
37.9050
34.5721
24.6628
25.2638
26.3170
46.5566
29.0227
17.0008
40.1515
26.3170
46.5566
29.0227
17.0008
40.1515
36.2483
30.5515
27.6777
28.1092
18.1505
54.0788
33.1364
42.7529
34.4244

8

399
473
171
415
276
227
331
703
655
797
997
509
1093
975
323
354
277
500
377
655
1345
1123
380
1642
4560
7940
7388
3944
7940
4560
7940
7388
3944
7940
1035
161
193
2629
682
2831
3616
1625
1629

0.0165
0.0197
0.0081
0.0182
0.0119
0.0101
0.0147
0.0282
0.0268
0.0316
0.0416
0.0206
0.0431
0.0388
0.0139
0.0153
0.0120
0.0204
0.0159
0.0256
0.0511
0.0429
0.0156
0.0634
0.1786
0.3086
0.2873
0.1526
0.3101
0.1786
0.3086
0.2873
0.1526
0.3101
0.1026
0.0080
0.0173
0.0999
0.0260
0.0814
0.1246
0.0495
0.0477
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8
6

8

9

2

4

6

8

10

2

4

6

5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2

39.7246*
58.3657*
60.3769*
48.8810*
61.0708*
71.8359*
76.0324*
79.0159*
63.2340*
53.3537*
63.7790*
35.5739*
43.9143*
43.5595*
39.0451*
42.4435*
58.2350*
44.5679*
50.3887*
38.8899*
51.4764*
69.6771*
63.2888*
71.0934*
61.8668*
53.9612*
73.1080*
82.3050*
51.3196*
62.9748*
61.7406*
32.1529
49.1367*
59.9532*
36.4785*
70.7035*
65.3664*
45.1994*
57.3485
51.4936
54.0759
70.3132*
69.8474*

39.7246*
58.3657*
60.3769*
48.8810*
61.0708*
71.8359*
76.0324*
79.0159*
63.2340*
53.3537*
63.7790*
35.5739*
43.9143*
43.5595*
39.0451*
42.4435*
58.2350*
44.5679*
50.3887*
38.8899*
51.4764*
69.6771*
63.2888*
71.0934*
61.8668*
53.9612*
73.1080*
82.3050*
51.3196*
62.9748*
61.7406*
32.6858
49.1367*
59.9532*
36.4785*
70.7035*
65.3664*
45.1994*
58.4518
52.1497
55.3678
70.3132*
69.8474*

29.4441
37.8256
40.0932
27.9300
39.3523
51.2241
40.2616
42.6754
27.3275
16.8087
27.6042
33.3521
41.1679
40.9257
36.3061
39.1557
46.5099
34.8833
39.7947
28.0358
40.7422
49.5267
41.7853
50.4783
40.7659
33.6253
36.5982
46.9104
14.8969
27.4156
25.2577
28.2019
46.6967
55.6443
33.8726
68.4968
55.9742
33.6098
47.4566
41.3122
43.7756
49.0888
53.2522

9

1592
18661
20688
18291
41328
39521
30211
50921
37841
27994
28343
1039
640
650
398
6647
31497
4721
11551
10610
14737
66718
136769
166932
64116
20382
427986
206138
104848
205247
124853
26546
625
33608
1454
1667
89437
24784
22350
14961
57626
65733
40111

0.0485
0.5651
0.6345
0.5503
1.2641
1.2040
0.9324
1.6005
1.1738
0.8522
0.8429
0.0399
0.0257
0.0261
0.0163
0.2566
1.2132
0.1791
0.4309
0.3987
0.5613
2.5635
5.2996
6.5950
2.4804
0.7663
17.9807
8.0750
4.0594
8.2472
4.8405
1.2040
0.0290
1.2992
0.0648
0.0746
3.7450
0.9298
0.83637
0.5623
2.1895
2.4590
1.5037
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8

11

2

4

6

8

12

2

4

6

3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

45.3040*
56.4069
78.3835
87.1547*
79.0112*
102.1067*
70.2734
83.6773*
72.7247
39.3959*
38.9179*
49.4398*
48.0935*
45.9587*
67.0284*
43.9994*
58.2023*
37.2267*
70.4671*
75.6740*
72.2324*
51.0511
59.3391
97.4213*
89.9661
70.7659*
81.0335*
88.1852
69.7388*
45.0493*
73.0304*
57.4469*
64.2999
83.7581
68.5505
53.4514
77.7415
57.7770
75.8596
96.0855
81.6870
80.5243
83.6811

45.3040*
57.5568
78.7416
87.1547*
79.0112*
102.1067*
70.4697
83.6773*
72.7784
39.3959*
38.9179*
49.4398*
48.0935*
45.9587*
67.0284*
43.9994*
58.2023*
37.2267*
70.4671*
75.6740*
72.2324*
51.4002
59.5335
97.4213*
89.9986
70.7659*
81.0335*
88.2298
69.7388*
45.0493*
73.0304*
57.4469*
66.0278
85.7997
68.7074
54.7839
77.8793
57.7853
78.0521
96.4472
82.8484
83.2103
83.8422

25.7807
35.4515
57.5741
51.1975
43.1233
66.3797
36.1511
46.8479
69.6376
34.2215
34.5143
47.1363
44.8642
33.0366
57.2064
31.0944
44.8045
25.3716
48.1267
50.6689
47.8844
28.5580
37.9900
61.7241
54.7351
37.7120
44.6617
52.4954
66.9561
42.8396
70.3810
54.9613
61.5916
74.3406
56.1298
43.3238
67.0835
45.5842
53.6569
75.6365
58.5520
57.5970
56.6534

10

19711
237702
1051895
2835873
1372528
3652045
1099925
2081456
54330
127133
115629
6208
42993
239016
86740
9305
129285
116135
2325512
491939
1980559
256527
335154
24932007
7156930
308297
10707313
20100367
4790
4731
19182
3241
516546
284430
714645
80309
384637
1611786
2183638
3251373
4589232
3537741
16530539

0.8183
10.3467
42.8273
116.2090
52.9967
114.3312
34.6518
64.7658
2.0814
3.9015
3.7752
0.1749
1.3023
7.3399
2.6572
0.2640
3.7702
3.2627
71.9499
15.4453
60.3902
7.4209
10.2895
790.5983
221.6080
8.7755
332.0386
629.5126
0.1333
0.1636
0.5517
0.0923
16.9135
8.4155
21.4935
2.6660
12.1894
49.0465
66.1950
96.9198
143.1084
107.3939
513.1630
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2

4

6

14

2

4

6

15

2

4

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3

/
/
81.8674
74.8196
/
61.3626*
80.9849*
64.5674*
54.1981*
78.0532*
69.5527
66.0666
80.2413
73.9158*
71.9607
75.3635*
77.6531
106.6035
82.5116
43.0417
43.4003
56.7608
61.8356*
43.4232*
72.4318
79.1435
92.7653
/
57.1401
67.3696
/
68.5429
/
68.7711
/
54.2869
60.5660
/
63.0105
56.5249
87.4431
/
63.6930

/
/
81.8756
74.9842
/
61.3626*
80.9849*
64.5674*
54.1981*
78.0532*
70.1975
66.2078
80.3736
73.9158*
73.9708
75.3635*
79.1087
106.6233
82.9162
43.7211
46.0277
57.2849
61.8356*
43.4232*
72.8279
79.2923
92.9048
/
58.3414
68.2621
/
70.0919
/
70.2053
/
54.3219
63.2054
/
63.1903
59.2365
87.4490
/
63.9398

/
/
45.1758
39.3528
/
59.1709
78.9649
61.4131
50.1627
75.8878
59.2890
55.2306
70.1658
60.4966
57.0006
53.8647
51.1334
85.1235
61.1359
21.0156
39.5110
51.9202
58.4435
38.3040
69.4523
69.2907
82.7127
/
44.4973
55.1997
/
45.3610
/
44.7251
/
50.7152
56.4984
/
58.1535
52.5119
77.2440
/
52.6858
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/
/
29915490
21910849
/
27046
38836
139847
681122
31634
939319
1121060
1031227
8852525
3246256
24181181
29364516
36294738
12053771
974067
374868
4749284
17923712
10440
5680774
4782722
2996032
/
8551879
4560399
/
17525655
/
28862759
/
22140644
135263
/
37516308
2069623
24280207
/
6218487

1800.0002
1800.0002
928.4289
679.1056
1800.0001
0.7790
1.2446
4.3214
23.1814
1.0388
27.5206
33.5796
29.8601
271.8963
100.8326
742.1095
905.5780
1100.5083
367.0831
28.8051
11.0523
146.1543
577.6754
0.3046
176.8153
147.6929
92.7637
1800.0001
261.1641
137.2345
1800.0001
569.4346
1800.0004
891.9382
1800.0001
684.8232
3.9229
1800.0001
1196.1326
60.8069
760.6983
1800.0001
184.9003
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16

2

4

17

2

4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

58.4665
67.5888
53.0390*
69.7273
118.3106*
70.4269
/
67.0088
/
/
/
74.4973
107.5272
68.7261
/
/
56.9582

60.7093
68.5348
53.0390*
72.6159
118.3106*
73.1534
/
69.7353
/
/
/
75.4270
109.8345
70.3712
/
/
59.8469

46.9668
55.9355
49.0552
67.4610
115.7161
67.5838
/
52.2008
/
/
/
58.5070
104.3674
63.7914
/
/
52.4789

3061590
52819043
1409289
1199218
488474
1270041
/
44184610
/
/
/
47436616
28490250
259586
/
/
31334657

90.8379
1603.3751
43.7779
39.4724
14.9773
39.5166
1800.0001
1356.1336
1800.0003
1800.0001
1800.0001
1431.6475
936.4970
7.9549
1800.0002
1800.0003
1013.1670

6. Conclusions: 1-By using branch and bound method done problem solution.
2-Get three the upper and one lower bound.
3-The upper bound using the genetic hybridization algorithm its results were equal to the optimal solution
in part of the results. except in case of job (n=14,15,16,17) where there are some examples failed because
they take a long executing time (i.e. more than 1800 seconds)
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Abstract. In this paper, a new method of selection variables is presented to select some essential
variables from large datasets. The new model is a modified version of the Elastic Net model. The
modified Elastic Net variable selection model has been summarized in an algorithm. It is applied for
Leukemia dataset that has 3051 variables (genes) and 72 samples. In reality, working with this kind
of dataset is not accessible due to its large size. The modified model is compared to some standard
variable selection methods. Perfect classification is achieved by applying the modified Elastic Net
model because it has the best performance. All the calculations that have been done for this paper
are in R program by using some existing packages.

1. Introduction
In the various fields of statistical analysis, the most commonly used model is the Multivariate Linear
Regression (MLR) model. Ordinary least squares (OLS) is the most widely used estimating technique for
MLR. Consider { ,  , … ,  } is a set of variables and  is a response, the multiple linear regression model
for  ,  = 1, … , , can be written as follows:
 =
+   +   + ⋯ +   +

 represents the  level of the   predictor. In matrix notation, for samples, the MLR can be
expressed in the following equations:
× = ×() ()× + × , where
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The matrix  refers to the design matrix. It contains information about the predictor variable levels at
which the observations are obtained. All the regression coefficients are in the vector , and it can be
estimated using the OLS estimates; i.e.,  can be calculated by solving the following
min{( −  ) ( −  )}


min{   − 2    +




  +



   } = min{!!}


solving,
"!!( )
= −2   + #   = 0
"
for

gives,

 = ( $ )%   
(1)
The multicollinearity or collinearity exists in a linear relationship among the variables if the number of
variables exceeds the number of samples [10]. The problem of multicollinearity is well explained by several
studies applying different methods. Some previous methods are explained in this work, and then the
modified method is compared with them.
This paper is structured as follows: In section 2, an overview for Ridge, Lasso, and Elastic Net models
are given. In section 3, a modified Elastic Net model is discussed. Real data analysis is introduced in Section
4. In section 5, results and discussion are presented. Finally, the conclusion is given in section 6.
2. Ridge and Lasso and Elastic Net Models
Researchers face some challenges such as poor results and time-consuming with large datasets. One way to
solve this problem is by using variable selection techniques. As a result, large datasets can be reduced to
reasonable datasets. This section lists three typical variable selection (shrinkage) models which are Ridge
[2], Lasso [4], and Elastic Net [11]. Shrinkage techniques can be used under certain constraints depending
on the size of the datasets. The regression model can be fitted with all the & variables, and the shrinkage
techniques enhance the accuracy and efficiency of the model by reducing the number of variables in the
model.
2.1 Ridge Model
Ridge model treats the associated variables in the same way by shrinking their coefficient similarly. Ridge
estimates the coefficients of some variables to be 0 or close to 0, so these variables should be excluded from
the model,  = (  ,  ,…,  ). Similar to equation (1), Ridge seeks the vector  '*-/ that minimizes the

penalized !; i.e., ! + 3 ∑5  ; hence,


 '*-/

= 6 678 9: ; −
5





−:

  <



+3:

5

5



 >,

subject to :




≤K

(2)

5

where the value of @ is the upper bound for the sum of the coefficients. The complexity parameter, 3, is
greater than or equals to 0. If 3 = 0, then  '*-/ =  , and as 3 → ∞,  '*-/ → 0 . For 0 < 3 < ∞, the
fitting a linear regression model and shrinkage the coefficients are balanced. The shrinkage penalty is small
when  ,  , … , and  are close to zero [3]. Unlike OLS, Ridge solutions are not unique; as a result, before
E
the estimation, the inputs customary can be standardized. should be estimated separately as D = ∑5 F ,

and the remaining parameters can be estimated by using the data matrix  as follows,  '*-/ =
(   + 3G)%   , where G is the & × & identity matrix.
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2.2 Lasso Model
Another kind of penalty (LASSO) can be considered to constrain the size of OLS estimates. Lasso collapses
some of the correlated parameters to 0. H norm is used as penalty encompasses, so
 IJLLM







= 6 678 9: ; −

−:

  <



+ 3 :N  N> ,

(3)

5

5

5

3≥0

The LASSO property allows the exclusion of variables by setting their coefficients to be 0. When some
variables are excluded, the model will be more efficient, especially if the number of variables is much larger
than the number of samples, & ≫ [5].
2.3 Elastic Net
Some weakness appears using Lasso. For example, with highly correlated variables, Lasso sometimes does
not perform well because it can select at most variables before it saturates when & ≫ . If there is a very
high pairwise correlation in a group of variables, Lasso takes care of only one variable from the group [12].
Moreover, Lasso often performs worse than Ridge in prediction. Therefore, a penalty that combines the H
(Lasso) and H (Ridge) constraints have been developed to overcome these limitations [2]. Elastic Net model
is a variable selection procedure that uses the penalty


1
3 Q (1 − R) :
2





(4)

+ R :N  NS

5

5

where R ∈ [0,1] is called the mixing parameter. Lasso and Ridge are special cases for the Elastic Net
model when R = 1 and R = 0 as shown in equation (2) and (3). Lasso penalty gains more weight than the
Ridge penalty when R approaches one, and the opposite happens when R approaches zero. Elastic Net
enables us to select more than variables, improve the predictive, and tends to jointly select groups of
highly correlated variables.
3. Modified Elastic Net Model
U

In general, the shrinkage penalty expression can be conveniently extended to 3 ∑5N  N , where V > 0.


U

Figure 1 shows the restriction regions, ∑5N  N ≤ 1, for different values of V. For V ≥ 1, the constraints
are convex; and when V equals 1 and 2, the lasso and Ridge penalties exist, respectively.

U

Figure 1. The Contours of constant value of ∑N  N for different values of q.
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To estimate the mean square error of a model, cross-validation (CV) can be used. CV is a re-sampling
technique where the chosen method is applied to predict the held-out outcome. The two typical CV are, i)
leave-one-out CV: it takes out one observation, then on the remaining ( − 1) observations the model is
fitted; ii) X-flod CV: it splits the data randomly into X equal size subsets (folds), then eliminates one, and fit
the model on the remaining (X − 1) folds. In both leave-one-out CV and k-flod CV, the process is repeated
( − 1) and (X − 1) times; respectively, then we take the average. Leave-one-out CV has low bias and high
variance; in contrast, X-flod CV has adequate bias and low variance. To minimize the estimated YZ, kflod CV is used to choose the value of 3. Typically, the value of X between 5 and 10 is indicated as good
for computational.
The weight of the parameters is the key part of the modified Elastic Net model. It could be estimated by
 %f

^
is a set of the initial parameters that could
3 = _` ^ ` g, where k is a positive constant and  & is ^
be selected using a naïve Elastic Net model. Therefore, the modified Elastic Net model penalty can be
written as:




1
3 Q (1 − R) :
2




5

(L)
The adaptive weight 3 =



+ R :|

 |S +

5


q (vxy) z~ ∗(vxy)  | , 
|p


R : 3^ |
∗

|

(5)

5

= 1,2, … , &. For # = 1, the adaptive weights are equaled

(L)
to the naïve Elastic Net weights. When # = 2, … , &, 3 corresponds to the adaptive weights for the
previous step. Figure 2 provides a simple geometrical view of Lasso and modified Elastic Net models. The
solid gray areas are the regions for both Lasso and modified Elastic Net models. The red ellipses correspond
to the contours of the residual sum of squares functions.  depicts the normal (unconstrained) least-squares
estimate. The curve contours encourage strongly correlated variables to share coefficients. The plot indicates
that the modified Elastic Net yields less 0-valued estimates than lasso estimation [8]. It is an attractive
feature, especially when & ≫ . The following algorithm summarizes the modified Elastic Net model
approach.
Algorithm: Modified Elastic Net Model
The choice of  and  in the Elastic Net model.
In practice, a grid of R, {R , R , … , R }, can be constructed and for each 6 = 1, 2, … , Y:
x For given R = R , k-fold CV 3.
x For 6 = 1, … , Y, save the Mean Squared Error.
x Compare the M Mean Squared Error.
x Choose R that is associated with the preferred value.
x Use the best 3 within the selected profile for modeling
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a. Lasso: the constraint regions
is |  | + |  | ≤ 

b. Modified Elastic Net: the constraint regions are



 +  ≤  and |  | + |  | ≤ 

Figure 2. Estimation picture for the Lasso and Ridge regression.
4. Real data Analysis
Diagnosis and classification of cancer are complicated due to the broad datasets that deal with this type of
research. One of the universal forms of cancer is the Leukemia dataset. Dataset was published by Golub in
1999 [7]. The complete Golub-Merge dataset is available in the golub Esets packages in  program.
Working with this dataset confront many difficulties such as time-consuming and inefficient performance,
as the number of predictors exceeds the number of responses. Leukemia dataset contains 3051 variables
(genes) and 72 samples (patients). It is used in this section for experimental evaluation. It shows how the
gene expression monitoring (via the DNA microarray) can identify the new cancer cases, providing a
standard method for assigning tumors to known classes [9]. Patients can be categorized into two types,
which are: Acute Myeloid Leukemia (YH) and Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (HH) [6].
4.1 Analyzing Golub Datasets
Significant genes for the type of cancer must be selected to obtain a reduced dataset. This means that only
specific genes that are expressed differently across classes should be advised. As the differential genes are
defined between two groups, the t-test appears to be a common choice [1] [13]. However, the t-test requires
a normality assumption, which may not be a logical assumption. A histogram of 3051 × 2 cannot be plotted
to have an idea about the justification for normality. Mann Whitney U test looks more suitable and is almost
as efficient as the t-test. After running the t-test, the p-values are modified according to the BenjaminHochberg method. Most genes do not appear to have different mean values across classes. The same result
for the median has been achieved. The mean and median differences between types are shown in figure 3.
Most of the genes are clustered around zero. A few numbers of genes seem interesting, and they can be
easily indicated.
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Figure 3. Plot for the differences in Mean and Median.[13]
5. Result and Discussion for the Real Data
The results of OLS, Ridge, Lasso, Elastic Net, and modified Elastic Net results are shown in Table (1). The
accuracy rate of classification, the number of selected genes, and the approximate time-consumption are
determined for all methods. The best accuracy occurs with the modified Elastic Net model with only 63
selected genes and approximately 9 seconds of consuming time. The paths and the misclassification errors
for both Elastic Net and modified Elastic Net models are displayed in figure 6. Figure 6.a shows that the
Elastic Net model has selected 329 genes as significant variables. Figure 6.b shows that the modified Elastic
Net model has selected only 63 genes out of the total of 3051genes. In both models, the dotted vertical lines
indicate the optimal value of λ. It is “3.36” and “-4.47” in both in Elastic Net and modified Elastic Net
models, respectively. The factor map is plotted with two dimensions in figure 7. The percentage of variation
for both first and second dimensions are 50.34 and 7.98, respectively. The selected genes in the modified
Elastic Net model are used to construct the model. The training dataset was classified by type of cancer
samples. The model was applied to the testing dataset as well. Figure 7.b shows the ALL in black and AML
in red colors. Only one sample (ID=66) is misclassified, has an AML class, but it is classified as ALL.
Table 1. Comparison between OLS, Ridge, Lasso, Elastic Net, and modified Elastic Net for classification
Leukemia dataset.
Accuracy rate
Number of
Approximately
Methods
(%)
selected genes
consuming time
OLS

56.93

3051

≈ 30 seconds

Ridge

83.00

3051

≈ 24 seconds

Lasso

85.33

23

≈ 12 seconds

Elastic Net

88.93

329

≈ 18 seconds

Modified Elastic Net

95.80

63

≈ 9 seconds
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Figure 4. a. Coefficients and Misclassification Error for Elastic Net Model

Figure 4. b. Coefficients and Misclassification Error for the modified Elastic Net Model
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Figure 5. Factor map and classification plot for Leukemia dataset.
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6. Conclusions
In this paper, an enhanced Elastic Net model was developed and applied to the leukemia dataset. It is derived
by combining Lasso and Ridge models with the addition of a penalty term. The modified Elastic Net is
compared with some standard classification methods. The updated Elastic Net is the best variable selection
model in both training and testing datasets because it has high accuracy results and less time-consuming.
The classification accuracy using the modified Elastic Net model is 95.80%, while the other is below 89%.
Among 3051 genes, 63 genes have been selected by the updated Elastic Net model. Approximately 9
seconds was required to complete the classification process. The proposed model can be used for large
datasets in the future because it is accurate and efficient.
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Abstract. In this paper, we find the reliability 𝑅 of a component when it is exposed to four
independent stresses and it having one strength for Lomax distribution. the reliability 𝑅 was
estimated by using four different estimations (MLE, RgE, LSE, and WLSE) methods. A
comparison was made between the results of estimating the reliability function by MSE and
MAPE criteria, that will get from a Monte Carlo simulation study. We found that the
performance of ML is the best to.

1. Introduction
In the reliability literature, stress-strength is an important model. In the statistical approach to the stressstrength model, considerations are based on the supposition that component strengths are independently
and identically distributed (iid) and are subjected to common stress. Here the system reliability, when
X and Y are independent and identical. Let X is a strength random variable subjected to a common stress
Y then the reliability of the system contained one component is: R = P(X > Y) [1, 2]. The reliability
of a component (or a system) can be represented in various forms depending on the structure of the
system, where the component (or the system) would fail if the stress exceeds its strength [3, 4]. The
Lomax (1954), or Pareto II, distribution has been quite widely applied in a variety of contexts [5]. The
Lomax distribution has been used for reliability modeling and life testing and applied to income and
wealth distribution data. It has also found application in the biological sciences. Some authors have
suggested the use of this distribution as an alternative to the exponential distribution when the data are
heavy-tailed [6].
The present study considering stress – strength Lomax reliability of model for one component having
one strength it is exposed to four independent stresses when the stress and strength are followed Lomax
two-parameter random variables. Estimation of the parameters and the reliability model is made by
MLE, RgE, LSE, and WLSE estimation methods. Finally, the Monte Carlo simulation study for
comparing between them by MSE and MAPE are explained.
2. The Mathematical Formula of one Strength-Four Stress Component Reliability
The reliability of the stress-strength model defines the life of a component that has strength X and
exposed to stress Y. So that if stress overtake the strength (𝑌 > 𝑋) the component fails [7]:
∞

R = P(Y < X) = ∫0 f(x)Fy (x)dx
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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In this article, the stress-strength reliability of one component subjected to four stress is examined.
Let the strength r.v. of the component represented by X as a Lomax r.v. (𝛼, 𝜇), and the component
subjected stress r.v. are represented by 𝑌𝑖 ; 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4 following Lomax distribution (𝛼𝑖 , 𝜇) ; 𝑖=1,2,3,4
with unknown shape parameters 𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 and known common scale parameter 𝜇.The pdf and
CDF of the r.v. for 𝑋~𝐿 (𝛼, 𝜇) are given as:
α
μ

𝑓(𝑥) =

−(α+1)

(1 + μx )

𝐹(𝑥) = 1 − (1 +

x −𝛼
)
𝜇

…(1)

𝑥 ≥ 0; 𝛼, 𝜇 > 0

…(2)

y ≥ 0; 𝛼, 𝜇 > 0

Also the CDF of 𝑌𝑖 ~𝐿 (𝛼𝑖 , 𝜇):
𝐹1 (y1 ) = 1 − (1 +
𝐹2 (y2 ) = 1 − (1 +
𝐹3 (y3 ) =
𝐹4 (y4 ) =

y1 −𝛼1
)
𝜇
y −𝛼2
2

)

𝜇
y3 −𝛼3
1 − (1 + 𝜇 )
y −𝛼4
1 − (1 + 𝜇4 )

y1 ≥ 0, 𝛼1 , 𝜇 > 0

…(3)

y2 ≥ 0, 𝛼2 , 𝜇 > 0

…(4)

y3 ≥ 0, 𝛼3 , 𝜇 > 0

…(5)

y4 ≥ 0, 𝛼4 , 𝜇 > 0

…(6)

Now, we can obtain to find the reliability model as follows:
𝑅 = 𝑃[𝑀𝑎𝑥(𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , 𝑌3 , 𝑌4 ) < 𝑋]
∞
y
y
y
y
= ∫0 ∫0 1 ∫0 2 ∫0 3 ∫0 4 𝑓(𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , 𝑦3 , 𝑦4 , 𝑥) 𝑑𝑦4 𝑑𝑦3 𝑑𝑦2 𝑑𝑦1 𝑑𝑥

…(7)

since r.v are independent and identical distributed; then :
∞

y

y

y

𝑅 = ∫0 ∫0 2 ∫0 3 ∫0 4 𝑓(𝑦1 )𝑓(𝑦2 )𝑓(𝑦3 )𝑓(𝑦4 ) 𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑦4 𝑑𝑦3 𝑑𝑦2 𝑑𝑦1 𝑑𝑥
∞
𝑅 = ∫𝑥=0 𝐹1𝑦1 (𝑥)𝐹2𝑦2 𝐹3𝑦3 (𝑥)𝐹4𝑦4 (𝑥)𝑓(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
…(8)
The reliability model of Lomax distribution will get it by substitution equations (1),(2), (3),(4),(5)
and (6) in equation (8), as:
∞

x −𝛼1
x −𝛼2
x −𝛼3
x −𝛼4
𝑅 = ∫ [1 − (1 + ) ] [1 − (1 + ) ] [1 − (1 + ) ] [1 − (1 + ) ]
𝜇
𝜇
𝜇
𝜇
𝑥=0

−(α+1)

. αμ (1 + μx )

𝑑𝑥

∞

x −𝛼1
x −𝛼2
x −𝛼3
x −𝛼4
x −(𝛼1 +𝛼2 )
𝑅 = ∫ [1 − (1 + )
− (1 + )
− (1 + )
− (1 + )
+ (1 + )
𝜇
𝜇
𝜇
𝜇
𝜇
0

x −(𝛼1 +𝛼3 )

+ (1 + 𝜇)

x −(𝛼1 +𝛼3 )

+ (1 + 𝜇)

x −(𝛼2 +𝛼4 )

+ (1 + 𝜇)

x −(𝛼3 +𝛼4 )

+ (1 + 𝜇)

x −(𝛼2 +𝛼3 +𝛼4 )

− (1 + 𝜇)
∞α

𝑅 = ∫0

μ

x
(1+μ
)

−(α+1)

𝑑𝑥

∞α

− ∫0

μ

x −(𝛼1 +𝛼4 )

+ (1 + 𝜇)

x −(𝛼1 +𝛼2 +𝛼3 )

− (1 + 𝜇)

x −(𝛼1 +𝛼2 +𝛼3 +𝛼4 ) α

−(α+𝛼1 +1)

𝑑𝑥

∞α

− ∫0

2

μ

x
(1+μ
)

−(α+1)

−(α+𝛼2 +1)

x −(𝛼1 +𝛼2 +𝛼4 )

− (1 + 𝜇)

] μ (1 + μx )

+ (1 + 𝜇)
x
(1+μ
)

x −(𝛼2 +𝛼3)

+ (1 + 𝜇)

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥
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∞α

− ∫0

μ

∞α

+ ∫0

x
(1+μ
)

∞α

− ∫0

𝑑𝑥

+ ∫0

𝑑𝑥

+ ∫0

μ

∞α
μ

∞α

x
(1+μ
)
x
(1+μ
)

x
(1+μ
)

∞α

+ ∫0

−(α+𝛼2 +𝛼3 +𝛼4 +1)

μ

μ

𝑑𝑥

−(α+𝛼1 +𝛼2 +𝛼3 +1)

μ

∞α

− ∫0

x
(1+μ
)

−(α+𝛼2 +𝛼4 +1)

μ

∞α

− ∫0

x
(1+μ
)

−(α+𝛼1 +𝛼4 +1)

μ

∞α

+ ∫0

𝑑𝑥

−(α+𝛼1 +𝛼2 +1)

μ

∞α

+ ∫0

−(α+𝛼3 +1)

x
(1+μ
)

𝑑𝑥

μ

−(α+𝛼4 +1)

x
(1+μ
)
x
(1+μ
)

x
(1+μ
)

∞α

− ∫0

μ

𝑑𝑥

−(α+𝛼1 +𝛼3 +1)

−(α+𝛼2 +𝛼3 +1)

−(α+𝛼3 +𝛼4 +1)

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑥

−(α+𝛼1 +𝛼2 +𝛼4 +1)

x
(1+μ
)

𝑑𝑥

∞
x −(α+𝛼1 +𝛼2 +𝛼3 +𝛼4 +1)
𝑑𝑥+∫0 αμ (1+μ
)
𝑑𝑥

The reliability of a component has strength exposed to four stresses of Lomax distribution can be
expressed as:
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝑅 = 1 − [(𝛼+𝛼 )] − [(𝛼+𝛼 )] − [(𝛼+𝛼 )] − [(𝛼+𝛼 )] + [(𝛼+𝛼 +𝛼 )] + [(𝛼+𝛼 +𝛼 )] + [(𝛼+𝛼 +𝛼 )]
1

2

𝛼

𝛼

+ [(𝛼+𝛼

2 +𝛼3 )

− [(𝛼+𝛼

3

] + [(𝛼+𝛼

𝛼

1 +𝛼3 +𝛼4 )

4

𝛼

2 +𝛼4 )

] − [(𝛼+𝛼

] + [(𝛼+𝛼

𝛼

3 +𝛼4 )

1

] − [(𝛼+𝛼

] + [(𝛼+𝛼

2 +𝛼3 +𝛼4 )

2

𝛼
1 +𝛼2 +𝛼3 )

𝛼
1 +𝛼2 +𝛼3 +𝛼4 )

1

] − [(𝛼+𝛼

3

1

𝛼
1 +𝛼2 +𝛼4 )

4

]
…(9)

]

3. Maximum likelihood Estimator (MLE)
The maximum likelihood estimation method can use to estimate the parameter of Lomax distribution
[8]. let 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 … , 𝑥𝑛 be random samples from LD (𝛼, 𝜇) of 𝑛 sample size then the Likelihood function
will be:
𝐿(𝑥, 𝛼, 𝜇) =

𝛼𝑛
𝜇𝑛

−(𝛼+1)

𝑥
∏𝑛𝑖=1 (1 + 𝜇𝑖)

…(10)

By taking the Log-likelihood function and derivative this function with respect to , then we get the
ML estimator for 𝛼:
𝛼̂ML =

𝑛
𝑥𝑖
∑𝑛
𝐿𝑛(1+
)
𝑖=1
𝜇

...(11)

In the same way; let 𝑦11 , 𝑦12 … , 𝑦1𝑛 ; 𝑦21 , 𝑦22 … , 𝑦2𝑛 ; 𝑦31 , 𝑦32 … , 𝑦3𝑛 and 𝑦41 , 𝑦42 … , 𝑦4𝑛 be the
random samples from LD of 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑛3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛4 sample sizes. Then the ML estimators of
𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛼4 are given as:
𝛼̂1ML =
𝛼̂2ML =
𝛼̂3ML =
𝛼̂4ML =

𝑛1
𝑦1𝑗
𝑛
1)
∑ 1 𝐿𝑛(1+
𝜇
𝑗1 =1
𝑛2
𝑦2𝑗
𝑛
2)
∑ 2 𝐿𝑛(1+
𝜇
𝑗2 =1
𝑛3
𝑦3𝑗
𝑛
3)
∑ 3 𝐿𝑛(1+
𝜇
𝑗3 =1

...(12)
…(13)
...(14)

𝑛4
𝑦4𝑗
𝑛
4)
∑ 4 𝐿𝑛(1+
𝜇
𝑗4 =1

...(15)

The ML estimator of R is given by substitute (11), (12), (13), (14), and (15) in equation (9) we get:
̂ ML
̂ ML
̂ ML
̂ ML
̂
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝑅̂ML = 1 − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] + [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ ML+𝛼̂ )]
)
)
)
)
̂
̂
̂
̂
ML

1ML

ML

2ML

ML

3ML

3

ML

4ML

ML

1ML

2ML
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̂ ML
𝛼

+ [(𝛼̂

̂ 1ML +𝛼
̂ 3ML )
ML +𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ ML
𝛼
̂ 1ML +𝛼
̂ 4ML )
ML +𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ ML
𝛼
̂ 2ML +𝛼
̂ 3ML )
ML +𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ ML
𝛼
̂ 2ML +𝛼
̂ 4ML )
ML +𝛼

]

̂ ML
̂ ML
̂ ML
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ +𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ +𝛼
]
)
)
̂
̂
̂
̂
̂ 4ML )
+𝛼
+𝛼
+𝛼
ML
3ML
4ML
ML
1ML
2ML
3ML
ML
1ML ̂ 2ML +𝛼

+ [(𝛼̂

̂ ML
̂ ML
̂
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ +𝛼
] + [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ ML+𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ )]
)
)
̂
̂
̂
̂
̂
+𝛼
+𝛼
+𝛼
+𝛼
ML
1ML
3ML
4ML
ML
2ML
3ML
4ML
ML
1ML
2ML
3ML
4ML

− [(𝛼̂

…(16)

4. Regression Estimator (RgE):
The regression estimation is an important method that uses the regression equation to estimate the
parameter [9]:
𝑧𝑖 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑢𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖

...(17)

By taking the Log to equation (2):
𝑥(𝑖)
ln (1 − 𝐹(𝑥(𝑖) )) = −𝛼 ln (1 +
)
𝜇
𝑖
Use plotting position (𝑃𝑖 ) instead of F(x(i) ) where 𝑃𝑖 = 𝑛+1 , then:
ln(1 − 𝑃𝑖 ) = −𝛼 ln (1 +

𝑥(𝑖)
𝜇

)

...(18)

Substitute an equation (18) into the equation (17):
𝑥(𝑖)
𝑧𝑖 = ln(1 − 𝑃𝑖 ) , 𝑎 = 0, 𝑏 = 𝛼, 𝑢𝑖 = − ln (1 + 𝜇 )

...(19)

Then the estimator b is :
n

n

n

n∑
z u −∑
z ∑
u
b̂ = i=1n i i 2 i=1 ni i=12 i

…(20)

n ∑i=1[ui ] −[∑i=1 ui ]

Now, since 𝑏 = 𝛼, the estimator 𝛼̂𝑅g is:
̂Rg =
α

x(i)
x(i)
n
)+∑n
i=1 ln(1−Pi ) ∑i= ln(1+ μ )
μ
x(i) 2
x(i) 2
n
n ∑n
i=1[ln(1+ μ )] −[∑i=1 ln(1+ μ )]

−n ∑n
i=1 ln(1−Pi ) ln(1+

...(21)

In the same steps above, we will estimate 𝛼1, 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 and 𝛼4 are:
𝛼̂1𝑅g =

𝛼̂2𝑅g =

𝛼̂3𝑅g =

𝛼̂4𝑅g =

𝑛
1

𝑦1
𝑦1
(𝑗1 )
(𝑗1 )
𝑛
𝑛
)+∑𝑗 1=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗1 ) ∑𝑗 1=1 ln(1+
)
𝜇
𝜇
1
1
2
2
𝑦1
𝑦1
(𝑗1 )
(𝑗1 )
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛1 ∑𝑗 1=1[ln(1+
)] −[∑𝑗 1=1 ln(1+
)]
𝜇
𝜇
1
1

…(22)

𝑦2
𝑦2
(𝑗2 )
(𝑗 )
𝑛
𝑛
)+∑𝑗 2=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗2 ) ∑𝑗 2=1 ln(1+ 𝜇 2 )
𝜇
2
2
2
2
𝑦2
𝑦2
(𝑗2 )
(𝑗2 )
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛2 ∑𝑗 2=1[ln(1+
−[∑𝑗 2=1 ln(1+
)]
)
]
𝜇
𝜇
2
2

…(23)

−𝑛1 ∑𝑗 1=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗1 ) ln(1+

𝑛
2

−𝑛2 ∑𝑗 2=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗2 ) ln(1+

𝑛
3

𝑦3
𝑦3
(𝑗3 )
(𝑗3 )
𝑛3
𝑛
ln(1−𝑃𝑗3 ) ∑𝑗 3=1 ln(1+
)+∑
)
𝑗
=1
𝜇
𝜇
3
3
2
2
𝑦3
𝑦3
(𝑗3 )
(𝑗 )
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛3 ∑𝑗 3=1[ln(1+
)] −[∑𝑗 3=1 ln(1+ 𝜇 3 )]
𝜇
3
3

−𝑛3 ∑𝑗 3=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗3 ) ln(1+

𝑛
4

𝑦4
𝑦4
(𝑗4 )
(𝑗4 )
𝑛
𝑛
)+∑𝑗 4=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗4 ) ∑𝑗 4=1 ln(1+
)
𝜇
𝜇
4
4
2
2
𝑦4
𝑦4
(𝑗4 )
(𝑗4 )
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛3 ∑𝑗 4=1[ln(1+
)] −[∑𝑗 4=1 ln(1+
)]
𝜇
𝜇
4
4

−𝑛4 ∑𝑗 4=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗4 ) ln(1+

…(24)

…(25)

The Rg estimator of R is given by substitute (21), (22), (23), (24), and (25) in equation (9) we get:
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𝑅̂𝑅g = 1 − [
+[
+[
−[

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 1𝑅g )
(𝛼
̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

̂ 3𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 1𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 4𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

̂ 1𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 2𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 3𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

̂ 𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 1𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 3𝑅g )
(𝛼
̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

̂ 2𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

̂ 𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 3𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 4𝑅g )
(𝛼
̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 1𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 3𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 4𝑅g )
(𝛼

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 4𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 2𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 3𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼
̂ 2𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 3𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 4𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

]

̂ 1𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 2𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

̂ 2𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 4𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

]

]

̂ 1𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 2𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 4𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑅g
𝛼

]

̂ 1𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 2𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 3𝑅g +𝛼
̂ 4𝑅g )
𝑅g +𝛼

...(26)

5. Least Square Estimator (LSE):
This estimation method is very popular for model fitting, especially in linear and non-linear regression
[10]. Suppose that the random sample 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 … , 𝑥𝑛 of size n from LD. The LS estimator can be obtain
by minimizing:
∑𝑛𝑖=1 [ln(1 − 𝑃𝑖 )−1 − 𝛼 ln (1 +

2

𝑥(𝑖)

)] .

𝜇

By driving with respect to α we get LS estimator of α is
𝛼̂𝐿𝑆 =

−1 ln(1+
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑖 )

∑𝑛
𝑖=1(ln(1+

𝑥(𝑖)
)
𝜇

...(27)

𝑥(𝑖) 2
))
𝜇

Also the LS estimators of 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 and 𝛼4 are:
𝛼̂1𝐿𝑆 =

𝛼̂2𝐿𝑆 =

𝛼̂3𝐿𝑆 =

𝛼̂4𝐿𝑆 =

−1

𝑛
1

∑𝑗 1=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗1 )
𝑛

1 (ln(1+
∑𝑖=1

∑𝑗 2=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗2 )
𝑛
2

∑𝑗 2=1(ln(1+
∑𝑗 3=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗3 )
𝑛
3

∑𝑗 3=1(ln(1+
∑𝑗 4=1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗4 )
𝑛
4

𝑦2 (𝑗 )
2 )
𝜇
2

...(29)

𝑦3 (𝑗 )
3 )
𝜇
2

...(30)

𝑦4 (𝑗 )
4 )
𝜇
2

∑𝑗 4=1(ln(1+

…(31)

ln(1+

ln(1+

𝑦3 (𝑗 )
3 ))
𝜇

−1

𝑛
4

...(28)

𝑦2 (𝑗 )
2 ))
𝜇

−1

𝑛
3

𝑦1 (𝑗 )
1 )
𝜇
2

𝑦1 (𝑗 )
1 ))
𝜇

−1

𝑛
2

ln(1+

ln(1+

𝑦4 (𝑗 )
4 ))
𝜇

The LS estimator of R is given by substitute (27), (28), (29), (30), and (31) in equation (9) we get:
̂ 𝐿𝑆
̂ 𝐿𝑆
̂ 𝐿𝑆
̂ 𝐿𝑆
̂
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
̂
𝑅𝐿𝑆 = 1 − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] − [(𝛼̂ +𝛼
] + [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ 𝐿𝑆+𝛼̂ )]
)
)
)
)
̂
̂
̂
̂
𝐿𝑆

+ [(𝛼̂

1𝐿𝑆

̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼

̂ 1𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 3𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

+ [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼

̂ 3𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

𝐿𝑆

2𝐿𝑆

] + [(𝛼̂

𝐿𝑆

̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼

̂ 1𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

3𝐿𝑆

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼

̂ 1𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 2𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 3𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

𝐿𝑆

4𝐿𝑆

̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼
̂ 2𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 3𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

𝐿𝑆

] + [(𝛼̂

1𝐿𝑆

2𝐿𝑆

̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼

̂ 2𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼

̂ 1𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 2𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

]

]

̂ 𝐿𝑆
̂
̂ 𝐿𝑆
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
− [(𝛼̂ ̂ 𝐿𝑆̂
+ [(𝛼̂ ̂
]
]
]
)
)
̂
̂
̂
̂
̂
̂ 3𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝐿𝑆 )
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼1𝐿𝑆 +𝛼3𝐿𝑆 +𝛼4𝐿𝑆
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼2𝐿𝑆 +𝛼3𝐿𝑆 +𝛼4𝐿𝑆
𝐿𝑆 +𝛼1𝐿𝑆 +𝛼2𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

− [(𝛼̂

5
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6. Weighted Least Square Estimator (WLSE) :
It can be obtained by the same sample assumptions of LS estimation using the weight 𝑤𝑖 , which given
as:
1

𝑤𝑖 = 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐹(𝑥

(𝑖) )]

=

(𝑛+1)2 (𝑛+2)
𝑖(𝑛−𝑖+1)

, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛

The minimizing with respect to the unknown parameter 𝛼:
𝑥
∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝑤𝑖 [ln(1 − 𝑃𝑖 )−𝟏 − 𝛼 ln (1 + (𝑖) )] = 0

...(33)

𝜇

The WLS estimator for 𝛼, is finally given as:
𝛼̂𝑊𝐿𝑆 =

𝑥(𝑖)
)
𝜇
2

−1 ln (1+
∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 ln(1−𝑃𝑖 )

∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 (ln (1+

...(34)

𝑥(𝑖)
))
𝜇

The WLS estimators of 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 and 𝛼4 are:
−1

𝑛

𝛼̂1𝑊𝐿𝑆 =
𝛼̂2𝑊𝐿𝑆 =
𝛼̂3𝑊𝐿𝑆 =
𝛼̂4𝑊𝐿𝑆 =

∑𝑗 1=1 𝑤𝑗1 ln(1−𝑃𝑗1 )
1

ln(1+

𝑦1
( 𝑗1 )
)
𝜇
2

...(35)

𝑦1 (𝑗 )
1 ))
𝜇
𝑦2 (𝑗 )
−1
𝑛
2 )
∑𝑗 2=1 𝑤𝑗2 ln(1−𝑃𝑗2 ) ln(1+
𝜇
2
2
𝑦2 (𝑗 )
𝑛
2 ))
∑𝑗 2=1 𝑤𝑗2 (ln(1+
𝜇
2
𝑦3 (𝑗 )
−1
𝑛
3 )
∑𝑗 3=1 𝑤𝑗3 ln(1−𝑃𝑗3 ) ln(1+
𝜇
3
𝑦3 (𝑗 ) 2
𝑛
3 ))
∑𝑗 3=1 𝑤𝑗3 (ln(1+
𝜇
3
𝑦4 (𝑗 )
−1
𝑛
4 )
∑𝑗 4=1 𝑤𝑗4 ln(1−𝑃𝑗4 ) ln(1+
𝜇
4
2
𝑦4 (𝑗 )
𝑛
4 ))
∑𝑗 4=1 𝑤𝑗4 (ln(1+
𝜇
4
𝑛

1 𝑤 (ln(1+
∑𝑖=1
𝑗1

...(36)

...(37)

...(38)

The WLS estimator of R is given by substitute (34), (35), (36), (37), and (38) in equation (9) we get:
̂
̂
̂
̂
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
̂
𝑅𝑊𝐿𝑆 = 1 − [(𝛼̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
] − [(𝛼̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
] − [(𝛼̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
] − [(𝛼̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
]
)
)
)
)
̂
̂
̂
̂
𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼1𝑊𝐿𝑆

𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼2𝑊𝐿𝑆

𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼3𝑊𝐿𝑆

𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼4𝑊𝐿𝑆

+ [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
̂
̂
𝛼
𝛼
𝛼
] + [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆+𝛼̂
] + [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆+𝛼̂
]
)
)
̂
̂
+𝛼
+𝛼
𝑊𝐿𝑆
1𝑊𝐿𝑆
2𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝑊𝐿𝑆
1𝑊𝐿𝑆
3𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝑊𝐿𝑆
1𝑊𝐿𝑆
4𝑊𝐿𝑆 )

+ [(𝛼̂

̂ 2𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 3𝑊𝐿𝑆 )
𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

− [(𝛼̂

̂ 1𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 2𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 3𝑊𝐿𝑆 )
𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

− [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝛼
𝛼
] + [(𝛼̂ +𝛼̂
]
)
̂
̂
̂
̂
̂ 3𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝑊𝐿𝑆 )
+𝛼
+𝛼
+𝛼
+𝛼
𝑊𝐿𝑆
2𝑊𝐿𝑆
3𝑊𝐿𝑆
4𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝑊𝐿𝑆
1𝑊𝐿𝑆
2𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝛼

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝛼
̂ 2𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝑊𝐿𝑆 )
𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝛼

] − [(𝛼̂

] + [(𝛼̂

̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝛼

̂ 3𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝑊𝐿𝑆 )
𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

̂ 𝑊𝐿𝑆
𝛼
̂ 1𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 2𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼
̂ 4𝑊𝐿𝑆 )
𝑊𝐿𝑆 +𝛼

]

]
...(39)

7. Simulation study
The Monte Carlo Simulation is conducted to compare the performances of the Maximum likelihood,
Regression, Least Square, and Weighted Least Square estimators of R (repeat 10000 times).
It is performed by assuming eight states of R, say:(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (1.9,0,5,0.4,0.5, 1.5,1.3)
(1.9,0,5,0.4,0.5, 1.5,1.8), (0.7,1.2,1.5,1.8, 1.6,1.3), (0.7,1.2,1.5,1.8, 1.6,1.8), (2.6,1.3,2.4,1.6,1.4,1.3),
(2.6,1.3,2.4,1.6, 1.4,1.8), (2.2,1.3,1.8,1.6, 1.5,1.3) and (2.2,1.3,1.8,1.6, 1.5,1.8) for different sample
sizes (𝑛, 𝑛1 , 𝑛2 , 𝑛3 , 𝑛4 ) = (10,10,15,15,15), (25,25,25,25,25), (35,35,20, 20,25), (75,75,75,75,75)
&(75,75,50,50,50). The real values of R and the (MSE & MAPE) values for these cases are recorded
in tables from (1) to (8). The ML estimator gives the best performance in all tables.
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Table (1): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (1.9,0,5,0.4,0.5, 1.5,1.3)] 𝑅 = 1.2557
Simple size
Criterion
MLE
RgE
LSE
WLSE
Mean
1.2044
1.228
1.0666
1.0461
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
MSE
0.0036
0.0608
0.0390
0.0603
MAPE
0.0457
0.1888
0.1515
0.1889
Mean
1.1619
1.2475
1.0267
1.0203
(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0114
0.0712
0.0565
0.0603
MAPE
0.0774
0.2147
0.1875
0.1908
Mean
1.2597
1.2433
1.2573
1.2582
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0107
0.0188
0.0132
0.0187
MAPE
0.0657
0.0865
0.0728
0.0867
Mean
1.2590
1.2976
1.2567
1.2613
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
MSE
0.0066
0.0132
0.069
0.0133
MAPE
0.0506
0.708
0.0673
0.0708
Mean
1.2396
1.2747
1.2631
1.2524
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)
MSE
0.0040
0.0081
0.0051
0.0118
MAPE
0.0414
0.0586
0.0488
0.0688

Table (2): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (1.9,0,5,0.4,0.5, 1.5,1.8)] 𝑅 = 1.2557
Simple size
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)

Criterion
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE

MLE
1.2567
0.0356
0.1222
1.2604
0.0179
0.0849
1.2589
0.0111
0.0659
1.2577
0.0060
0.0503
1.2590
0.0039
0.0444

RgE
1.2644
0.0545
0.1465
1.2587
0.0290
0.1088
1.2514
0.0188
0.0878
1.2958
0.0122
0.0723
1.2860
0.0089
0.0589

LSE
1.2565
0.0421
0.1294
1.2589
0.0221
0.0923
1.2569
0.0189
0.0890
1.2620
0.0138
0.0768
1.2629
0.0120
0.0669

WLSE
1.2543
0.0423
0.1365
1.2590
0.0269
0.1046
1.2508
0.0187
0.0868
1.2956
0.0129
0.0725
1.2779
0.0090
0.0590

Table (3): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (0.7,1.2,1.5,1.8, 1.6,1.3)] 𝑅 = 1.1678
Simple size
Criterion
MLE
RgE
LSE
WLSE
Mean
1.1999
1.1640
1.1659
1.1670
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
MSE
0.0131
0.0191
0.0169
0.0144
MAPE
0.0780
0.0943
0.0890
0.0838
Mean
1.1665
1.1655
1.1657
1.1660
(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0060
0.0103
0.0094
0.0070
MAPE
0.0540
0.0688
0.0665
0.0586
Mean
1.1676
1.1388
1.1620
1.1615
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0043
0.0080
0.0076
0.0054
MAPE
0.0445
0.0632
0.0583
0.0483
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(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)

Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE

1.1676
0.0022
0.0335
1.1670
0.0014
0.0268

1.1789
0.0048
0.0469
1.1776
0.0032
0.0395

1.1676
0.0057
0.0497
1.1676
0.0042
0.0440

1.1685
0.0032
0.0356
1.1665
0.0020
0.0310

Table (4): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (0.7,1.2,1.5,1.8, 1.6,1.8)] 𝑅 = 1.1678
Simple size
Criterion
ML
Rg
LS
WLS
Mean
1.2419
1.2539
1.2480
1.2280
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
MSE
0.0033
0.0078
0.0076
0.0039
MAPE
0.0500
0.0720
0.0694
0.0510
Mean
1.2380
1.2142
1.2095
1.2058
(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0021
0.0029
0.0024
0.0022
MAPE
0.0399
0.0407
0.0484
0.0433
Mean
1.1672
1.1385
1.1619
1.1609
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0033
0.0080
0.0074
0.0056
MAPE
0.0434
0.0638
0.0595
0.0483
Mean
1.1659
1.1785
1.1676
1.1683
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
MSE
0.0023
0.0043
0.0053
0.0030
MAPE
0.0327
0.0475
0.0492
0.0374
Mean
1.1665
1.1765
1.1679
1.1690
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)
MSE
0.0015
0.0032
0.0040
0.0029
MAPE
0.0269
0.0387
0.0447
0.0316
Table (5): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (2.6,1.3,2.4,1.6, 1.4,1.3)] 𝑅 = 0.2037
Simple size
Criterion
MLE
RgE
LSE
WLSE
Mean
0.2079
0.2043
0.2087
0.2090
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
MSE
0.0065
0.0106
0.0089
0.0076
MAPE
0.3240
0.4097
0.3645
0.3456
Mean
0.2060
0.1914
0.2040
0.2022
(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0035
0.0056
0.0051
0.0046
MAPE
0.2387
0.3053
0.2879
0.2589
Mean
0.2065
0.1924
0.2035
0.2040
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0023
0.0034
0.0037
0.0029
MAPE
0.1819
0.2314
0.2403
0.1977
Mean
0.2083
0.2043
0.2092
0.2149
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
MSE
0.0005
0.0015
0.0027
0.0010
MAPE
0.0989
0.1390
0.1892
0.1287
Mean
0.2030
0.1922
0.2086
0.2013
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)
MSE
0.0007
0.0017
0.0024
0.0011
MAPE
0.1089
0.1590
0.1793
0.1245
Table (6): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (2.6,1.3,2.4,1.6, 1.4,1.8)] 𝑅 = 0.2037
Simple size
Criterion
MLE
RgE
LSE
WLSE
Mean
0.2706
0.2690
0.2806
0.2713
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
MSE
0.0070
0.0079
0.0118
0.0090
MAPE
0.3882
0.4004
0.4475
0.3899
Mean
0.2270
0.2189
0.2283
0.2391
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(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)

MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE

0.0010
0.1267
0.1517
0.0035
0.2200
0.2050
0.0010
0.1268
0.2039
0.0007
0.1068

0.0015
0.1321
0.1790
0.0044
0.2357
0.1897
0.0022
0.1784
0.1896
0.0016
0.1542

0.0019
0.1666
0.1945
0.0042
0.2251
0.2023
0.0025
0.1935
0.2020
0.0022
0.1758

0.0021
0.1897
0.2036
0.0040
0.2223
0.2023
0.0014
0.1424
0.2015
0.0009
0.1206

Table (7): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (2.2,1.3,1.8,1.6, 1.5,1.3)] 𝑅 = 0.2305
Simple size
Criterion
MLE
RgE
LSE
WLSE
Mean
0.2331
0.2315
0.2339
0.2323
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
MSE
0.0077
0.0132
0.0103
0.0095
MAPE
0.3088
0.3862
0.3484
0.3302
Mean
0.2332
0.2126
0.2315
0.2287
(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0042
0.0073
0.0065
0.0054
MAPE
0.2359
0.2972
0.2834
0.2556
Mean
0.1893
0.2321
0.2555
0.2633
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
MSE
0.0034
0.0045
0.0057
0.0043
MAPE
0.2162
0.2264
0.2537
0.2257
Mean
0.2313
0.2108
0.2287
0.2275
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
MSE
0.0023
0.0027
0.0029
0.0026
MAPE
0.1225
0.1665
0.1887
0.1380
Mean
0.2313
0.2145
0.2277
0.2264
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)
MSE
0.0008
0.0019
0.0027
0.0012
MAPE
0.1063
0.1547
0.1730
0.1216
Table (8): MSE and MAPE values of [(𝛼, 𝛼1 , 𝛼2 , 𝛼3 , 𝛼4 , 𝜇) = (2.2,1.3,1.8,1.6, 1.5,1.8)] 𝑅 = 0.2305
Simple size
(𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟎, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓, 𝟏𝟓)
(𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓, 𝟐𝟓)
(𝟑𝟓, 𝟑𝟓, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟎, 𝟐𝟓)
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓)
(𝟕𝟓, 𝟕𝟓, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎, 𝟓𝟎)

Criterion
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE
Mean
MSE
MAPE

MLE
0.2360
0.0075
0.3066
0.2344
0.0048
0.2350
0.2323
0.0024
0.1756
0.2326
0.0012
0.1267
0.2313
0.0007
0.1059
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RgE
0.2342
0.0127
0.3839
0.2122
0.0074
0.2959
0.2150
0.0042
0.2320
0.2132
0.0025
0.1762
0.2139
0.0020
0.1540

LSE
0.2367
0.0106
0.3469
0.2295
0.0060
0.2792
0.2312
0.0045
0.2348
0.2296
0.0032
0.1913
0.2282
0.0024
0.1688

WLSE
0.2369
0.0088
0.3280
0.2278
0.0054
0.2517
0.2271
0.0037
0.1944
0.2268
0.0018
0.1419
0.2267
0.0016
0.1183
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The reliability R of a component being having X Lomax distribution strength and exposed to
Y1 , Y2 , Y3 and Y4 Lomax stresses the shape parameter and a common scale parameter is obtained. We
conducted a comparison between the four different estimation methods using MSE and MAPE and
found that MLE is best for estimating R. The performance of LSE and WLSE convergent in all tables.
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Abstract. In this paper, the heat conduction equation for composite materials posed and solved.
This problem is known as an inverse initial value problem for the heat conduction equation. In
order to solve and formulate this inverse problem, the function spaces must be defined and
represented. By studying and solving the direct problem for the heat equation in composite
materials, it is possible to determine the function spaces and solve the inverse initial value
problem. Scientific methods used: the separation of variables method used to solve the direct
problem for the heat equation. It found that method separation of variables does not completely
lead to the solution of the inverse initial value problem, since this method leads to a divergent
series of solutions and rather massive errors. The heat conduction problem can be formulated as
Fredholm integral first kind equations. The discretization algorithm applied to reformulated the
problem as linear operator problem as matrix and vectors form. Then, Tikhonov’s regularization
inversion method has been used to find an approximation solution. Finally, as shown in the
numerical example the regularized approximate solutions obtained.

1. Introduction
Many applied problems formulated as inverse problems of mathematical physics belong to the class of
ill-posed problems. The inverse initial value problem for the heat equation is defined as an ill-posed
problem in the sense that a “small” arbitrary change in data can lead to “large” errors in the solution [1].
Many methods can solve the inverse problem under the study of the heat equation. For example, the
method of regularization Tikhonov A. N. [2], the method of Lavrentiev M. M. [3, 4], and the method of
quasi-solutions Ivanova V. K. [5, 6]. With the development of high-speed personal computers, it has
become more convenient to use numerical methods to solve inverse problems. Theoretical concepts and
computational implementation associated with the solution of inverse and ill-posed problems were
investigated by AN Tikhonov, MM Lavrent'ev, VK Ivanov, and their students and successive ones [7].
Many authors have discussed the theoretical concepts and computational implementation associated
with the inverse problem of the heat equation for composite materials, and many methods have been
described. In [8] the inverse problem of heat conduction was investigated using the Fourier series in
eigenfunctions for an equation with a discontinuous coefficient. The Fourier transform was used, which
made it possible to derive an inverse problem for the operator equation. Then the inverse problem of the
operator equation was solved by the residual method. In [9], the author solved the problem of a moving
boundary according to the Cauchy data in a one-dimensional heat equation with composite materials or
a multilayer region. This problem is solved using a numerical regularization method based on the method
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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of fundamental solutions and the method of discrete Tikhonov regularization. An artificial neural
network is used in [10] as an inverse tool for evaluating the thermal conductivity of a composite made
of an aluminum core with an aluminum face sheet connected by an adhesive layer. The Picard method
proposed to solve the inverse Cauchy problem to heat equation for composite materials [11] the Picard
method applied in [12].
The main idea of this work is to reconstruct the source function of the heat equation by using the
Tikhonov’s regularization method, and it implemented to solve the inverse initial Cauchy problem for
the heat equation in composite materials. The method of separation of variables was used to solve the
direct problem of the partial differential equation for the heat equation in composite materials.
2. Statement of the problem
The direct problem of finding the temperature in the rod that is created from composite materials is the
problem of heat conduction at any moment by using the initial and boundary values of the temperature.
The mathematical formulation of this problem is described [11] by a system of differential equations:
u1  x, t 
 2u1  x, t 
(1)
 a12
; x   0, x0  ; t   0, T , a1  0,
t
x 2
u2  x, t 
 2 u 2  x, t 
(2)
 a22
; x   x0 ,1 ; t   0, T , a2  0,
t
x 2
u1  x,0  u1  x  ; 0  x  x0 , u2  x,0   u2  x  ; x0  x  1;
(3)
u1  0  u1  0  u2 1  u2 1  0,

(4)

where u1 ( x)  (C[0, x0 ]  C (0, x0 )); u2 ( x)  (C[ x0 ,1]  C ( x0 ,1))
2

2

u1  0, t 

 0; t 0,T  ,
x
u2 1, t   0; t 0,T ,

(5)
(6)

u1  x0 , t   u2  x0 , t  ; t 0,T ,
u1  x0 , t 

(7)

u2  x0 , t 

; t 0,T  ,
x
x
in the direct problem (1–8) we need to find the vector u  x, t  .
a1

 a2

 u  x, t  ; x  0, x0 ; t  0, T 

u  x, t    1
,

u2  x, t  ; x   x0 ,1 , t  0, T 



(8)

(9)



where u  x, t   C 0,1  0,T   C 2,1  0, x0    x0 ,1   0,T  ,
u  x, t   أu  x  for t  0,

(10)

Theorem 1. For any function u  x  satisfying (4),  the unique solution of the direct problem satisfying
(1–3), (5), (8, 9).
Proof. We will seek a formal solution to system (1–7) in the form of a series in eigenfunctions
corresponding to the Sturm-Liouville problem Sn  x n 1 ,




u  x, t   un e n t Sn  x  ,
2

n 1

2

(11)
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 S 1 x ; x  0, x ,
 0
 n a1
where function Sn  x  is defined by Sn  x   
 Sn2 x
; x   x0 ,1 .
a2

  n x   n 1  x0  
cos 
 ; x  0, x0  ,
 sin 
a2
  a1  

Sn  x    n 
 n x0 
  n 1  x  
 cos 
 ; x   x0 ,1 ,
 sin 
a2
 a1 

 

  
  

 1 x0
1
un  u1  x  S n x a d x a
 
1
1
0
un  n 
,
1
n u 2  u x S 2 x d x
n
 2   n a2
a2

x0

(12)

(13)

 x 
where  n   n cos  n 0 
 a2 

 n2 

2a1a2
,
2  n (1  x0 ) 
2  n x0 
a2 x0 sin 
  a1 1  x0  cos 

a2


 a1 
 a1a2  2n  1
n 
, n  1, 2,3,.
2(a2 x0  a1 1  x0 )

From (9), (11) and (13) we can reduce problem as Fredholm integral first kind equation.
x0 

  2t 1
1
 u1  x, t     e n S n  y  S n  x  u1  x  d x a , y [0, x0 ];
1

0 n 1
u  x, t   
,
x0 

 n2 t 1
1
x
u2  x, t     e S n  y  S n  x  u1  x  d a1 , y [0, x0 ];
n

1
0

can write (16) as following
x0

 A1u1 ( x)   P1 ( y, x, t )u1  x  d x a , y [0, x0 ];
1

0
Au ( x)  
 g ( x),
1
 A u ( x)  P ( y, x, t )u  x  d x
, y  [ x0 ,1]
2
 2
a2
 2 2
x0


 
 

 
 





(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

where P1 ( y, x, t )   e n t Sn1  y  Sn1  x  , P2 ( y, x, t )  e n t Sn2  y  Sn2  x 
2

n 1

2

n 1


 u  x  ; x  0, x0 ;
,
The function u ( x) refers as initial temperature, see (3) and (10) u  x    1

u2  x  ; x   x0 ,1 ;
P1 ( y, x, t )  C 0, x0   0, x0  , P2 ( y, x, t )  C  x0 ,1   x0 ,1 , u( x)  H 21 0,1
the kernels
g ( x)  L2 0,1 . The kernels of the integral operator A in (17) is closed.

3

and
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3. Statement of the inverse problem
In (1–8), consider the inverse initial value problem for the heat equation, that is, the temperature
distribution at the time t = T > 0, which is given by the function u  x, T  , and it is required to find the

 u  x  ; x  0, x0 ;
1
, assuming that u( x)  H 2 0,1 . Suppose that we know a
initial distribution u  x    1
u
x
;
x

x
,1
;
0 

 2 
function g ( y)  L2 [0,1] , which is a solution to the direct problem for t = T,

 
 

x0

A
u
(
x
)

 1 1
0 P1 ( y, x,T )u1  x  d x a1 , y [0, x0 ];

u  x, T   
 g ( y ),
(18)
1
 A u ( x )  P ( y , x , T )u  x  d x
, y  [ x0 ,1]
2
 2
a2
 2 2
x
0

the exact value of the function g ( y)  g0 ( y) in (18) is unknown, and instead of it a pair g ( y ) and

 are given, where g ( y)  L2 0,1,   0 ,

|| g  y   g0  y  ||L2   .

(19)

Required using the initial data of the problem g  y  and  to find the approximation solution

u  x  L2 0,1 , the u  x  is converges to

u ( x) when the

  0, in L2 0,1 , as well as to obtain

an estimate of the error || u  x   u  x  ||L2 .
4. Discretization of the integral equation of the first kind
The discretization algorithm described in [13] and implemented in [14]. For simplicity, we used the

 a , y [0, x ]

x0

following steps to reformulate the first integral equation A1u1 ( x)   P1 ( y, x, T )u1  x  d x
0

for

problem

(17)

and

1

we

apply

same

step

on

the

second

integral

0

equation

 a , y [x ,1] . We considered the following integral equation for first

A2u2 ( x)   P2 ( y, x, T )u2  x  d x
x0

can

1

0

2

kind without T because the is fixed number.
b

Au  x   P  x, y  u  x  dx  g  y  , a  y  b,

(20)

a

where u  x   L2  a, b , g  y   L2 a, b, the function P  x, y  represent the kernel operator A, where

P  x, y  , Py  x, y   C1,1 a, b  a, b . We propose that for g ( x)  g0 ( x)

there exist a true solution

u0 ( x) for problem (20) in the set M r



M r  u  x  :u  x  , u  x   L2  a, b  , u  a   u  b   0, u  x 

2
L2



 r2 ,

(21)

The function g0 ( x) is unknown instead of we have g  L2 [a, b] and   0 such that
g ( y)  g0 ( y)

2
L2

  2 . In order to solve the problem (20) we need find the approximation solution

u ( x) by using the given information g ( y),  and M r . Then we estimate the deviation of the

approximation solution u ( x) from the true solution u0 ( x) in the metric of space L2  a, b.
We need define an operator B : L2  a, b  L2  a, b by the following formula
s

u  x   Bv  x    v   d , v  x  , Bv  x   L2  a, b  ,
a

4

(22)
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There is an operator named 𝐶 which can be defined by
Cv  x   ABv  x  , v  x  , L2 a, b, Cv  x   L2 a, b,

(23)

b

x

a

a

from (23) and (24) we follow that Cv  x    K  x, y v  x  dx, where K  x, y     P  , y d  .
The finite-dimensional operator C n , n has been defined for computing the numerical solution for
problem (20), the C replaced with the operator C n , n and these operators satisfied the following relation
where the value of the  n , n is define by
N  y   max P  x, y  , y   a, b ,

(24)



(25)

a  x b

and



N1  max K y  x, y  : a  x  b, a  y  b ,
the N  y    a, b and N1 exist because the P  x, y  , Py  x, y   C  a, b  a, b .

By dividing the intervals [𝑎, 𝑏] into 𝑛 equal parts where interval [𝑎, 𝑏] is divided by points 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎 +
= 0, 1, … , 𝑛 − 1. Now, we need to define the following functions

𝑖(𝑏−𝑎)
,𝑖
𝑛

Ki  y   K  xi , y  ,

(26)

Kn  x, y   Ki  y  ; xi  x  xi 1 , y a, b,i  0,1,, n  1

(27)

Kn,n  x, y   Ki  y j  ; xi  x  xi 1 , y j  y  y j 1 , i  0,1,, n  1, j  0,1,, n  1,

(28)

By using the equations (26–28), we define the operators C n , and C n , n
b

b

a

a

Cn v  x    K n  x, y v  x  dx, y [a, b], Cn,n v  x    K n,n  x, y v  x  dx, y [a, b],

where C n , and C n , m map L2  a, b into L2  a, b
Next

step

need

to

estimate

C n, n  C ,

the

by

using

the

(29)

inequality

relation

C n, n  C  C n, n  Cn  C n  C . Since
Kn,n  x, y   Kn  x, y   Ki  y   Ki  y j  ,
xi  x  xi 1

for

Ki  y   Ki  y j   N1

(30)

y j  y  y j 1 , i  0,1,, n  1, j  0,1,, n  1,

and

By using the equality C n, n

ba
,
m
 Cn  sup C n, n v  Cn v , we get

(31)

v 1

2

b

 sup    K n ,n  x, y   K n  x, y  . v( x) dx  dy.
v 1 a a


Driving from (31) and (32) the following
C n, n  Cn

b

2

C n, n  Cn

2

ba
N 

 n 
2
1

b  a v( x)

L2

, inequality (33) implies that

a

5

(32)

2

b

a  a v( x) dx  dy.

2 b

b

 v( x) dx 

(25)

ba
, finding from (30) that
m

K n,n  x, y   K n  x, y   N1

Since

from

(33)
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C n, n  Cn  (b  a)(b  a) N1

ba
.
n

(34)

b

Now the term C n  C can be estimating. Since C n v( x)  Cv( x)   ( K ( x, y )  K n ( x, y ))v( x)dx and
a




2
 

C n  C  sup     K n,n  x, y   K n  x, y  . v( x) dx  dy : v( x)  1

a a



Taking into account (24), (26) and (27) and the inequality
b

b


a

2

b

ba
K  x, y   K n  x, y  . v( x) dx   K  x, y   K  xi , y  . v( x) dx 
N ( y) v( x) dx,
n
a
a
We find the following
b

b

ba
C n, n v( x)  Cn v( x)  

 n 
2

b

The v( x)  1 and

 v( x) dx 
a

2

b

N
(
y
)
  v( x)dx  dy.
a
a


2 b

2

ba
v( x) with inequality (35) implies that
n
ba
C n  C  (b  a) N ( y) L
.
2
n

(35)

(36)

Thus from (34) and (36)

n,n  (b  a)(b  a) N1

ba
 (b  a) N ( y)
n

L2

ba
.
n

(37)

5. Finite-dimensional of the Tikhonov regularization method
This step described in [13]. We define subspace X n of spaces L2 (a, b) . Those subspaces consisting of
 y j , y j 1  , j  0,1,..., n  1, for space
L2 (a, b) . We denote by Pn the metric projection operator where Pn : L2 (a, b)  X n ,
The problem (20) reduces to linear operator problem first type.
(38)
Cn,n v( x)  gn ( y),

all functions on intervals

 xi , xi 1  , i  0,1,..., n  1, and intervals

where gn ( y)  Pn g ( y) .
The approximation solution for the problem (20) can be obtained by using the generalized
discrepancy method. The method reduces the problem (38) to the conditional extremum variational
problem.





inf v( x) : v( x)  X n , Cn,n v( x)  gn ( y)  v( x) n,n   ,
2

(39)

under the condition
gn ( y)  u0 ( x) n.n   ,

The

variational

problem

(38)

has

a

(40)

unique

solution

v ,n ,n ( x) such

that

Cn,n v ,n ,n ( x)  gn ( y)  v ,n ,n ( x) n,n   .
The conditional problem (38) is reduced to the unconditional problem



2



inf Cn,n v( x)  gn ( y)   v( x) : v( x)  X n ,   0,
2

The (41) it is a finite-dimensional version of the Tikhonov regularization method [5].

6

(41)
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There is a unique solution v ( x) for problem (41) . This solution should satisfy the general
discrepancy principle [15].
Cn,m v ( x)  gn ( y)  v ( x) n,n   .

(42)

Under condition (40), the equation (42) has a unique solution v ( x) with respect of regularization
parameter  (n, n) . That condition known in [16] and by theorem defined, there is v ,n ,m ( x)  v ( n,m ) ( x)
where the approximation solution is u ,n ,n ( x)  Bv ,n ,n ( x) .
For solving the problem (42), we get the equation
CnT,nCn,n v( x)   v( x)  CnT,n gn ( y).

(43)

In space X n , the orthonormal bases have introduced i ( x) by following
 n

;
i ( x )   b  a
 0;

 n
;

 j ( y)   b  a
 0;


xi  x  xi 1,
x   xi , xi 1,  , i  0,1,..., n  1,
y j  y  y j 1,
x   y j , y j 1,  , j  0,1,..., n  1,

With these bases, we define the isometric operator J s where J s : Rn  X n following.
n 1

J s  s ( x)   sii ( x), s  ( s0 , s1 ,...., sn 1 ),
i 0
n 1

J s  s ( y )   s j j ( y ), s  ( s0 , s1 ,...., sn 1 )
j 0

The problem 42





inf J s1 Cn,n v( x)   J s1  gn ( y)    J s1 v( x) : J s1 v( x)  X n ,   0,
2

2

where
n
J  gn ( y )  
ba
1
s

J s1 v( x) 

n
ba

y j 1



f ( y )dy

yj

xi 1

 v( x)dx

xi

We can rewrite the equation (44) in matrix and vector form as following

(C j ,i )T C j ,i vi   vi  (C j ,i )T g j , i  0,1,...n  1, j  0,1,..., n  1,
Where

7

(44)
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x1


v

 0  v( x)dx 
x0




x2
 v  v( x)dx 
n  1 

vi  J s1  v( x) 
x1

ba 




xn


vn 1   v( x)dx 
xn1


y1


 g 0   g ( y )dy 
y0




y2
 g  g ( y )dy 
n  1 

g j  J s1  gn ( y )  
y1

ba 




yn


 g n 1   g ( y )dy 
yn1


 Ki 0 ( y j 0 )
Ki 1 ( y j 0 )

Ki 1 ( y j 1 )
b  a b  a  Ki 0 ( y j 1 )
C j ,i 

n
n

 Ki 0 ( y j  n 1 ) Ki 1 ( y j  n 1 )

Ki  n 1 ( y j 0 ) 

Ki  n 1 ( x j 1 ) 


Ki  n 1 ( y j  n 1 ) 

 Ki 0 ( y j 0 )
Ki 0 ( y j 1 )

K i 1 ( x j 1 )
b  a b  a  Ki 1 ( y j 0 )
(C j ,i )T 
n
n 

 Ki  n 1 ( y j 0 ) Ki  n 1 ( y j 1 )

Ki 0 ( y j  n 1 ) 

K i 1 ( y j  n 1 ) 


Ki n 1 ( y j n 1 ) 

6. Numerical example
Considering the inverse initial value problem (1–8) for the heat equation in composed materials, we
need to find the 𝑢𝛿𝛼 (𝑥) by using Tikhonov regularization method. The exact solution
u  x   cos( x ) will be shown in ‘figure 1’, and the input function for inverse problem 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑇) =
2
𝑔0 (𝑥) where the 𝑥0 ∈ (0,1), 𝑥0 = 0.5. We will add some noise to 𝑔0 (𝑥) to become 𝑔𝛿 (𝑥).

8
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Figure 1. The exact solution for inverse problem 𝑢0 (𝑥).
We divided the intervals [0,1] into 𝑚 = 100. and the 𝑇 = 0.1. We have applied our method with
different regularization parameter value 𝛼,

Figure 2. 𝑢𝛿𝛼 (𝑥). where 𝛿 = 0.02.
Figure 3. 𝑢𝛿𝛼 (𝑥). where 𝛿 = 0.04.
From above figure 2 and figure 3, we obtain a good estimated solution compared with exact initial
value 𝑢0 (𝑥).
7. Conclusion
This work deals with the algorithm for solving the initial value problem for the heat equation in
composed materials. This problem is an ill-posed problem, and a special method needs to reformulate
the problem to liner operator problem. The separation of variables method used to represent the partial
differential equation as an integral equation of the first kind. By using the discretization method, the
integral equation converted to a system of linear equations or linear operator equation first kind.
Tikhonov’s regularization method is a suitable method to obtain the approximation solution.
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Abstract. Recent statistical research has witnessed activity on the study of skew normal
distribution (SND) due to the fact that the data set does not fit well with the normal distribution
due to Skewnessand excessive Kurtosis. For the purpose of estimating the parameters of the
model (SND),the maximum likelihood method (ML) was used, but the probability equations of
this method do not have clear solutions in the distribution (SND), and the problem was solved
using the genetic algorithm (GA) and Other repetitive techniques are Newton Raphson, Nelder
Mead and Iteratively Reweighting Algorithm, using the simulation method with different sample
sizes and comparing the preference of results methods used based on criteria (Mean, Mse and
Def). It has been concluded that (ML) capabilities using the (GA) of parameters (SND) are best
in the case of a small or medium sample size and the best (IR) algorithm at a large sample size.

1. Introduction
The symmetric normal distribution is considered the most prevalent theoretically due to its important
Properties, but in practice and analysing the data we find in many cases that the data is not distributed
in a normal distribution The reason is due to the presence of outliers that cause skewness in the data.
Since the skew is responsible for the asymmetry in the shape of the distribution, and previous studies
confirm that most of the phenomena of life contain a proportion of the skew. Symmetric Here lies the
importance of studying a skew normal distribution (SND).
The (SND) distribution shares common features and characteristics of the normal distribution, adding
the mechanism of the skewness parameter (𝜔) that is responsible for regulating the skewnessand is
considered the turning point from the normal to the skew normal distribution and gives the distribution
(SND) greater flexibility and more appropriate to the data under study .
In our research we studied experimental data with different sample sizes and different skewness
levels using the Monte Carlo simulation method. The values of the simulation results express the
accuracy and best methods and methods used in the research for the studied model and obtaining the
best results from the use of statistical methods and methods of improvement appropriate to the model
and relying on them according to scientific rules that result in taking the correct and scientific decision
appropriate to the studied problem.
The main problem of the research is to overcome the problems of probability equations in the (ML)
when estimating the parameters of the (SND), which are considered the most prominent statistical
methods for estimating probability distributions and because of the emergence of nonlinear functions
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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when the possibility function is derived and thus the results of (ML) have no solutions Evident in
estimating the model parameters of a skew normal distribution modelpp.3.
The aim of our research is to study the (SND) of the characteristics and features, study the effect of
the skewness parameter (𝜔), and address the problem of nonlinear functions in the (ML) equations of
the (SND) . For the purpose of estimating the parameters of the skew normal distribution model, the
genetic algorithm (GA) was used in addition to iterative algorithms (NR, NM and IR), then comparison
between the preference of these methods based on criteria (Mean, Mse and Def)
2. Skew Normal Distribution (SND)
The univariate skew normal distribution was introduced by the researcher Azzalini in 1985, the
mathematical formula for the probability density function (PDF) for the variable y distributed (SND)
for the location parameter (𝜖) , the scale parameter (τ) and the shape parameter (𝜔) are written as
follows[3] :2

𝑦−𝜖
)
𝜏

𝑓(𝑦, 𝜖, 𝜏, 𝜔) = 𝜏 ∅ (

𝜓 (𝜔

𝑦−𝜖
)
𝜏

𝑦 ∈ 𝑅 . . . (1)

Where ∅ and ψ are the (pdf) and (cdf) functions of the normal distribution, respectively. The skew
normal distribution converts to the normal distribution when the shape parameter value is (𝜔 =0) , and
when the location and scale parameters values is (𝜖= 0 and τ = 1) respectively , the (SND) becomes a
standard skew normal distribution (SSND) With the parameter of skewness (𝜔)[2], it is expressed
mathematically as follows :
𝑓(𝑦, 𝜔) = 2 ∅(𝑦) 𝜑(𝜔 𝑦)

𝑦 ∈ 𝑅 . . . (2)

The skewness increases (asymmetry of the distribution) with the increase of the skewness parameter (𝜔)
[8] .
3. Method Maximum Likelihood (ML)
The ML method is considered one of the most prominent methods used to estimate the parameters of
the probability model to characterize the estimated of maximum likelihood with high efficiency. The
(ML) estimators of the parameters consider as points that lead to increase the logarithm of the likelihood
function to its maximum limit [5]. The logarithm function of the (SND) is written as follows:
𝑛

𝑦𝑖 −𝜖 2
)
𝜏

1

𝑙𝑛𝐿 = 𝑛𝑙𝑛(2) − 𝑛𝑙𝑛(𝜏) − 2 𝑙𝑛(2𝜋) − 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (

+ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑙𝑛 𝜓 (𝜔

𝑦𝑖 −𝜖
).
𝜏

. . (3)

Deriving the logarithm function of the skew normal distribution (SND) for the parameters (𝜖, τ, 𝜔), we
obtain nonlinear equations as follows :
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜖

= ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜏

= −𝑛 + ∑𝑛𝑖=1 (

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜔

𝑦𝑖 −𝜖
)−
𝜏

𝜔 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑦𝑖 −𝜖 2
)
𝜏

=

∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑦 −𝜖
∅(𝜔 𝑖 )
𝜏

𝑦 −𝜖
𝜓(𝜔 𝑖 )
𝜏

− 𝜔 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑦 −𝜖
∅(𝜔 𝑖 ) 𝑦𝑖 −𝜖
𝜏
)
𝑦 −𝜖 (
𝜏
𝜓(𝜔 𝑖 )

=0

. . . (4)

𝑦 −𝜖
∅(𝜔 𝑖 ) 𝑦𝑖 −𝜖
𝜏
)
𝑦 −𝜖 (
𝜏
𝜓(𝜔 𝑖 )
𝜏

= 0. . . (6)

𝜏

2

. . . (5)
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Where w(yi ) =

y −𝜖
∅(𝜔 i )
τ

y −𝜖
ψ(𝜔 i )

are nonlinear equations, and because of these equations are nonlinear, the

τ

calculation of parameters by the (ML) method is considered not has clear solutions in estimating a skew
normal distribution [5].
4. Newton Raphson Algorithm (NR)
This method was introduced by Newton and Raphson in 1960, which is used to find a solution for
nonlinear functions or equations that are difficult to solve using the traditional method. In our study, we
aim to solve nonlinear greatest possibility equations (4-6) and get the best estimate of the distribution
parameters based on elementary estimates. An iterative method is used to find the solution (NR)
algorithm [8]. The mathematical form of the (NR) algorithm is written in the following rule
−1
𝜃̂ (𝑝+1) = 𝜃̂ (𝑝) − (𝑊 (𝑝) ) ∗ 𝑇 (𝑃) , θ = (𝜖 , τ , 𝜔)

. . . (7)

p The number of iterations (p = 1,2,3,... )
θ̂(p) and θ̂(p+1) represent the estimation of the parameters of the maximum likelihood of iteration (p)
and the subsequent iteration (p + 1), respectively.
T (P)represents the vector of the first derivative of the logarithm of the likelihood
𝑇=

𝜕𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜖

=(

𝜕𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜏

𝜕𝐿𝑛𝐿
)
𝜕𝜔

. . . (8)

W (p) represents the second matrix of the logarithm of the likelihood

𝑊=

𝜕(

𝜕𝐿𝑛𝐿
)
𝜕𝜃

𝜕𝜃

=

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜃𝜕𝜃

=

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜖 2

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜖𝜕τ

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜖𝜕𝜔

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜖𝜕τ

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕τ𝜕𝜔

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
[ 𝜕𝜖𝜕𝜔

2

𝜕τ
𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕τ𝜕𝜔

. . . (9)

𝜕2 𝐿𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝜔2 ]

5. Nelder Mead Algorithm (NM)
It is a numerical algorithm in which geometric relations are used to reach the best minimum of the
objective function, and it was formulated by researchers Nelder and Mead in 1965. In previous years, it
was used in many practical applications and research for its effectiveness in finding results, its
simplicity, as well as its use without needing to derive the function and in many mathematical problems
similar to its ability to find solutions when faced nonlinear functions [4].
The basis of the work of the (NM) algorithm is the initial Simplex configuration, since its working
mechanism depends on the order of Simplex points (λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn+1 ) in ascending order, and
substituting the points in the objective function.The objective function is written as follows [7]:
𝑅( 𝜆 ) = −𝑙𝑛 𝐿( 𝜆 )
, 𝜆 = (𝜖 , 𝜏 , 𝜔). . . (10)
𝑅(𝜆1 ) < 𝑅(𝜆2 ) < . . . < 𝑅(𝜆𝑛+1 )
. . . (11)
Where λ1 and R(λ1 ) refer to the best point and the best value of a objective function while λn+1 and
R(λn+1 ) refer to the worst point and worst value of the objective function. These points go through a set
of processes iteratively (reflection, expansion, contraction and shrink) [7], and in these operations the
worst point is replaced by a new point that is better than the previous one, and the process repeated to
obtain the best minimum of the objective function that represents the best solution .
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6. Iterative Re-Weighting Algorithm (IR)
It is one of the types of function maximization algorithms, and it is used in many previous studies in
calculating the capabilities of the maximum potential parameters of the (SND). At the beginning of the
work of the algorithm, initial values of the parameters are selected and the nonlinear weight function is
(p)

updatedWi

=

(p)

∅(𝜔ti )

,Where t i =

(p)
ψ(𝜔ti )

yi −𝜖 (p)
[5].
τ(p)

Parameter estimates of the SND algorithm are calculated by the following laws [8]:
̅ (𝑝) 𝜏 (𝑝)
𝜖 (𝑃+1) = 𝑦̅ − 𝜔 (𝑝) 𝑊
. . . (12)
(𝑝)

τ

(p+1)

=

−𝜔(𝑝) (∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑊𝑖
𝑦̅−𝜖 (𝑃)

(𝑝)

̅ (𝑝) 𝑦̅)+√(𝜔(𝑝) (∑𝑛
𝑦𝑖 −𝑛𝑊
𝑖=1 𝑊𝑖

2

̅ (𝑝) 𝑦̅) +4𝑛 ∑𝑛
̅)2
𝑦𝑖 −𝑛𝑊
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦

2𝑛

. . . (13)

𝜔 (𝑃+1) = (𝑝) ̅ (𝑝)
. . . (14)
𝜏 𝑊
̅
where Wand 𝑦̅are the mean values of theW and y , respectively.
7. Genetic Algorithm (GA)
It is a randomized research technique based on the mechanism of natural selection and genetics to find
the best solution to the problem under study. It was invented and developed by John Holland in 1975.
The GA algorithm begins with a randomly selected population of possible solutions and ends with the
optimal solution. When applying the algorithm to a problem [1], an appropriate coding method for
chromosomes must be determined and the fitness function must be determined.
The genetic algorithm goes through several stages and steps to reach the optimal solution, which will
be mentioned as follows [6]:
1- Initialization: It is the process of generating many primary solutions (chromosomes) in a random
manner.
2- Fitness function: evaluating the population under study by calculating the value of each
chromosome with the evaluation function and the resulting value expresses the efficiency of the
chromosome.
3- Selection: choosing the best chromosomes for the formation of the fathers in future generations,
based on the evaluation function.
4- Crossover: the mating process that occurs between each parental chromosome that was selected
in the selection process to produce offspring.
5- Mutation: random changes in the genes of a chromosome through a change in one or more genes
in the son chromosome.
6- Stopping and Termination Criterion: (GA) continues to find the generations sequentially to find
the best solution, and (GA) tests whether or not the stopping condition exists according to the
nature of the problem studied.
8. Simulation
It is one of the important methods to study many of the approved problems that are difficult for the
applied field in the absence of data or difficulty in obtaining [7]. The Monte Carlo simulation method
was used to generate random data distributed in (SSND). The genetic algorithm (GA) and iterative
algorithms (NR, NM and IR) were used in calculating the capabilities of (ML) parameters and discussing
the preference of methods in estimating the model and comparing them.
To observe the effect of the skewness parameter (𝜔), different values of the parameter (𝜔 = 0, 0.5,
1.5, 2, 3, 4) were taken with different sample sizes (n = 20, 50, 100, 200, 500), noting that when the
parameter value is The warp is equal to zero, the shape of the distribution is symmetrical, and when it
increases, the warp increases.
The results were compared by extracting the statistical parameters, the mean, the mean square of
error (Mse), and the sum of the mean squares of error for the parameters (Def). The smaller the value of
(Mse and Def) is better. We note from the simulation results:
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1- In Table (1), when (𝜖 = 0, τ = 1, 𝜔 = 0), we find that the mean squares of error (Mse) for the parameter
(𝜖) that using the sample size (n = 20, 100, 200), the genomic algorithm (GA) gives less (MSE) then
followed by the algorithm (NM) for volumes (n = 50, 500). As for the parameter (τ), (GA) products
appear to be the best in small and medium samples and the (IR) algorithm is best in large samples.
The superiority of (IR) was observed by estimating the skewness parameter (ω) in all of the samples
used.
The results of (Def) for the skew normal distribution model for small and medium samples (n = 20, 50,
100) show that (GA) is better because it has the lowest value for the (Def) criterion. Whereas in large
samples (n = 200, 500) the (IR) algorithm was the best because it was the lowest (Def) value.
Table ( 1 ) when (𝜖 =0 , τ =1 , 𝜔= 0 )

n
20

50

10
0

20
0

50
0

Method
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA
(ML(
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA
(ML(
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA
(ML(
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA
(ML(
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(

𝜖̂
Mean
0.00090
7
0.23306
0
0.84916
1
0.18425
6
0.00024
8
-0.09086
1.24298
1
0.19599
6
0.14661
5
-0.10374
1.18552
0
0.23891
3
0.07241
5
-0.24728
1.48301
6
0.23383
4
0.31835
4
-0.39392

Mse
0.01688
5
0.00608
8
0.01461
7
0.00158
5
0.00438
9
0.00626
2
0.00005
9
0.00074
6
0.00239
5
0.00351
9
0.00069
7
0.00062
8
0.00105
5
0.00249
8
0.00254
4
0.00051
0
0.00044
1
0.00149
1

𝜏̂
Mean
0.00203
1
0.22978
9
0.25464
7
0.23213
7
0.00110
7
0.29056
4
0.11835
9
0.25929
0
0.40468
5
0.24271
6
0.39279
4
0.30770
2
0.20275
2
0.23496
4
0.70790
7
0.30466
8
0.73365
8
0.21339
6

Mse
0.388449
0.327560
0.375051
0.065394
0.259506
0.219475
6
0.337342
0.111822
0.279341
0.254315
0.345234
0.247803
0.246900
0.230678
0.313142
0.451937
0.257269
0.247683

5

𝜔
̂
Mean
0.00014
9
0.02341
2
1.74916
7
0.24408
0
0.00004
1
0.01123
0
0.89743
4
0.26407
5
0.02449
0
0.01219
9
1.16890
7
0.32725
9
0.01222
9
0.00988
6
2.17742
7
0.32043
5
0.05606
6
0.00946
2

Mse
0.000026
0.0000000
8
0.031752
0.000492
0.000005
0.0000005
0.000108
0.000617
0.000001
0.000000
0.000476
0.001002
0.0000002
0.0000001
0.003198
0.000978
0.0000005
0.0000002

Def
0.40536
1
0.33364
9
0.42142
0
0.06747
2
0.26390
1
0.22573
8
0.33751
1
0.11318
7
0.28173
7
0.25783
5
0.34640
8
0.24943
4
0.24795
6
0.23317
7
0.31888
5
0.45342
5
0.25771
0
0.24917
4
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NM(ML
(
GA
(ML(

0.97520
7
0.21211
4

0.00028
0
0.00066
3

1.16408
4
0.27459
2

0.322534
1.224832

1.48769
8
0.28612
8

0.000934
0.000791

0.32374
9
1.22628
7

2- In Table (2), when (𝜖= 0, τ = 1, 𝜔= 0.5), we note that the (IR) algorithm is superior to other methods
for all sample sizes in calculating the parameter estimation (𝜖) because it has less (Mse) than The
other methods, as for estimating the parameter (τ), the genetic algorithm was the best for small and
medium sample sizes and a clear superior to the (IR) algorithm in large samples. The (IR) algorithm
was also the best in most sample sizes in estimating the torsion parameter (𝜔).
Table ( 2 ) when (𝜖 =0 , τ =1 , 𝜔 = 0.5 )
𝜖̂
n
20

50

10
0

20
0

50
0

Method
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA(ML
(
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA(ML
(
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA(ML
(
NR (ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA(ML
(
NR (ML
(

Mean
0.07013
1
0.48713
6
0.82472
3
0.18455
3
0.05415
3
0.40052
8
1.20986
3
0.19631
1
0.05911
9
0.37505
9
1.16554
7
0.23917
1
0.10551
6
0.38948
9
1.45815
4
0.23402
1
0.09397
8

𝜏̂
Mse
0.01918
0
0.00087
5
0.01725
5
0.00189
4
0.00517
0
0.00023
2
0.00000
0
0.00097
7
0.00277
2
0.00022
9
0.00049
1
0.00082
6
0.00123
1
0.00005
6
0.00223
4
0.00068
7
0.00051
1

𝜔
̂

Mean
0.16306
6
0.26039
9
0.25464
7
0.23213
7
0.25455
4
0.32213
1
0.11835
9
0.25929
0
0.16689
6
0.27083
2
0.39279
4
0.30770
2
0.30043
1
0.26069
9
0.70790
7
0.30466
8
0.21850
3

Mse
0.38897
0
0.31977
2
0.37505
1
0.06539
4
0.25966
2
0.21531
2
0.33734
2
0.11182
2
0.27938
2
0.25148
7
0.34523
4
0.24780
3
0.24691
4
0.22893
4
0.31314
2
0.45193
7
0.25727
3

6

Mean
0.00082
4
0.00056
2
1.78511
9
0.24330
3
0.00017
8
0.00004
0
0.91117
5
0.26339
7
0.00036
1
0.00010
7
1.17777
8
0.32660
4
0.00023
4
0.00001
8
2.22215
2
0.31997
9
0.00043
9

Mse
0.0000001
0.00000000
1
0.034470
0.000588
0.0000009
0.0000004
0.000057
0.000697
0.0000008
0.0000001
0.000537
0.001065
0.0000002
0.0000004
0.003293
0.001023
0.0000003

Def
0.40815
1
0.32064
7
0.42677
7
0.06787
7
0.26483
2
0.21554
5
0.33740
0
0.11349
7
0.28215
5
0.25171
6
0.34626
3
0.24969
5
0.24814
5
0.22899
1
0.31867
0
0.45364
8
0.25778
4
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IR (ML
(
NM(ML
(
GA(ML
(

0.32483
3
0.94668
6
0.21220
9

0.00006
5
0.00035
3
0.00086
2

0.23763
8
1.16408
4
0.27459
2

0.24660
5
0.32253
4
1.22483
2

0.00005
0
1.49279
2
0.28590
0

0.00000001
9
0.000953
0.000816

0.24667
0
0.32384
1
1.22651
1

In Table (3), when (𝜖= 0, τ = 1, 𝜔 = 1.5), results of (Mse) appear for the parameter (𝜖) when using
the sample sizes (n = 20, 100, 200) given (GA) The lowest value and the better (NM) algorithm for
samples (n = 50, 500). In parameter (τ), the (GA) algorithm outperformed all other methods. While
the (IR) algorithm got the least (Mse) in large sample size, and the (NR) algorithm in large samples
in the calculation of parameter estimation (𝜔).
As can be seen, (GA) is superior in small and medium samples of the sum of the mean square error
(Def) of the distribution parameters, and the (IR) algorithm is the best when using large samples.

3-

Table ( 3 ) when ( 𝜀 =0 , τ =1 , 𝜔 = 1.5 )

N
20

Method
NR(ML
(
IR (ML
(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
50 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
100 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
200 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(

𝜖̂
𝜏̂
𝜔
̂
Mean
Mse
Mean
Mse
Mean
Mse
Def
0.003041 0.014081 0.006488 0.387208 0.001867 0.000285 0.401575
0.093807 0.009676 0.189816 0.337871 0.127456 0.000125 0.347673
0.882136 0.011528 0.254647 0.375051 1.667478 0.025463 0.412043
0.183524 0.001229 0.232137 0.065394 0.246020 0.000290 0.066914
0.000821 0.003441 0.003418 0.259173 0.000528 0.000059 0.262674
0.011257 0.246270 0.225384 0.061245 0.000000 0.236642
0.334597
1.243161 0.000335 0.118359 0.337342 0.866680 0.000290 0.337969
0.195269 0.000488 0.259290 0.111822 0.265653 0.000449 0.112761
0.000479 0.001943 0.001286 0.279248 0.000302 0.000012 0.281204
0.006400 0.203107 0.258325 0.066639 0.000009 0.264736
0.35874
1.212432 0.001020 0.392794 0.345234 1.148462 0.000346 0.346601
0.238312 0.000412 0.307702 0.247803 0.328794 0.000860 0.249077
0.240729 0.000841 0.659226 0.246868 0.158672 0.000003 0.247712
0.004844 0.198027 0.233194 0.055950 0.000004 0.238043
0.57393
1.517825 0.002992 0.707907 0.313142 2.090984 0.002981 0.319116
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GA
(ML(
500 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(

0.233396 0.000313 0.304668 0.451937 0.321503 0.000875 0.453126
0.104202 0.000355 0.237379 0.257262 0.070611 0.000000 0.257618
0.002930 0.178688 0.249230 0.053079 0.000002 0.252163
0.78845
1.015022 0.000197 1.164084 0.322534 1.475924 0.000890 0.323622
0.211895 0.000441 0.274592 1.224832 0.286661 0.000733 1.226007

4- In Table (4), when (𝜖= 0, τ = 1, 𝜔= 2) with respect to (Mse), (GA) gives the best estimate for the
parameter (𝜖) in most sample sizes and the average sample size for the parameter (τ) We note also
that in the calculation of the parameter estimation (𝜔), (IR) gave the least output in terms of (Mse)
for small and medium sample size and (NR) the best in using a large sample.
The results of (Def) for the total (Mse) of the model parameters showed that (GA) was the best in the
small and medium sample sizes, while (IR) was the best in the large-sized samples.
Table ( 4 ) when (𝜖=0 , τ =1 , 𝜔 = 2 )

N
20

Method
NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
50 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
100 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
200 NR
(ML(

𝜖̂
𝜏̂
𝜔
̂
Mean
Mse
Mean
Mse
Mean
0.003316 0.013959 0.007061 0.007061 0.002231

Mse
Def
0.002231 0.401344

0.091815 0.009674 0.184248 0.339320 0.143655

0.000175 0.349170

0.883569 0.011405 0.254647 0.375051 1.657697

0.024708 0.411165

0.183431 0.001215 0.232137 0.065394 0.246268

0.000267 0.066878

0.000909 0.003373 0.003766 0.259123 0.000655

0.000072 0.262569

-0.34539

0.011461 0.239420 0.226305 0.070619

0.000001 0.237768

1.246473 0.000365 0.118359 0.337342 0.862116

0.000326 0.338035

0.195159 0.000471 0.259290 0.111822 0.265894

0.000426 0.112720

0.000528 0.001916 0.001414 0.279234 0.000370

0.000015 0.281166

-0.36777

0.006497 0.197035 0.258943 0.076428

0.000013 0.265454

1.214141 0.001042 0.392794 0.345234 1.145518

0.000328 0.346605

0.238225 0.000401 0.307702 0.247803 0.329018

0.000841 0.249045

0.267190 0.000825 0.730450 0.246863 0.198158

0.000004 0.247692
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IR
-0.59017 0.004967 0.192246 0.233589 0.064924 0.000006 0.238563
(ML(
NM
1.520589 0.003028 0.707907 0.313142 2.079107 0.002948 0.319119
(ML(
GA
0.233328 0.000300 0.304668 0.451937 0.321671 0.000859 0.453097
(ML(
500 NR
0.115252 0.000350 0.262340 0.257261 0.087458 0.000001 0.257612
(ML(
IR
-0.80667 0.003002 0.173303 0.249470 0.0613751 0.000004 0.252477
(ML(
NM
1.017913 0.000192 1.164084 0.322534 1.474142 0.000883 0.323610
(ML(
GA
0.211862 0.000427 0.274592 1.224832 0.286742 0.000724 1.225984
(ML(
5- In Table (5), when (𝜖 = 0, τ = 1, 𝜔 = 5) the results of (Mse) appear for the parameter (𝜖) that the
algorithm (GA) and (NM) are the best, and it was noticed that in the parameter ( τ) the (GA) was the
best in medium sample and the (IR) algorithm was best in large samples for the parameter (τ), also
in calculating the shape parameter estimator (𝜔) in small and medium samples, and the (NR)
algorithm was the best in large samples.
As usual, (GA) was the best at sample size (n = 20,50,100) to estimate all model parameters because it
gave less (Def) and (IR) was the best in large samples.
Table ( 5 ) when (𝜖=0 , τ =1 , 𝜔 = 5 )

n
20

Method
NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
50 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
100 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(

𝜖̂
𝜏̂
𝜔
̂
Mean
Mse
Mean
Mse
Mean
0.003316 0.013959 0.007061 0.007061 0.002231

Mse
Def
0.002231 0.401344

0.091815 0.009674 0.184248 0.339320 0.143655

0.000175 0.349170

0.883569 0.011405 0.254647 0.375051 1.657697

0.024708 0.411165

0.183431 0.001215 0.232137 0.065394 0.246268

0.000267 0.066878

0.000909 0.003373 0.003766 0.259123 0.000655

0.000072 0.262569

-0.34539

0.011461 0.239420 0.226305 0.070619

0.000001 0.237768

1.246473 0.000365 0.118359 0.337342 0.862116

0.000326 0.338035

0.195159 0.000471 0.259290 0.111822 0.265894

0.000426 0.112720

0.000528 0.001916 0.001414 0.279234 0.000370

0.000015 0.281166

-0.36777

0.006497 0.197035 0.258943 0.076428

0.000013 0.265454

1.214141 0.001042 0.392794 0.345234 1.145518

0.000328 0.346605

0.238225 0.000401 0.307702 0.247803 0.329018

0.000841 0.249045
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200 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
500 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(

0.267190 0.000825 0.730450 0.246863 0.198158

0.000004 0.247692

-0.59017

0.004967 0.192246 0.233589 0.064924

0.000006 0.238563

1.520589 0.003028 0.707907 0.313142 2.079107

0.002948 0.319119

0.233328 0.000300 0.304668 0.451937 0.321671

0.000859 0.453097

0.115252 0.000350 0.262340 0.257261 0.087458

0.000001 0.257612

-0.80667

0.003002 0.173303 0.249470 0.0613751 0.000004 0.252477

1.017913 0.000192 1.164084 0.322534 1.474142

0.000883 0.323610

0.211862 0.000427 0.274592 1.224832 0.286742

0.000724 1.225984

6- In Table (6), when (𝜖= 0, τ = 1, 𝜔 = 4), we note the superiority of (GA) in terms of (Mse) in most
sample sizes of parameter (𝜖) and it was also the best in small and medium-sized samples in
Calculation of parameter estimation (τ) and (IR) is better in large samples of parameter (τ) and in
small and medium sample sizes of skewness parameter (𝜔). While (NR) got less (Mse) when the
sample size (n = 200,500) for parameter (𝜔).
The (Def) results like the previous ones showed that (GA) is the best among other methods for model
estimation at sample size (n = 20,50,100), while (IR) is better when using large data.
Table ( 6 ) when (𝜖=0 , τ =1 , 𝜔 = 4 )
𝜖̂
n
Method Mean
Mse
20 NR
0.003310 0.014444
(ML(
IR
0.119808 0.008861
(ML(
NM
0.877211 0.011957
(ML(
GA
0.183430 0.001280
(ML(
50 NR
0.000973 0.003447
(ML(
IR
-0.31990 0.010835
(ML(
NM
1.242748 0.000331
(ML(
GA
0.195079 0.000491
(ML(
100 NR
0.000548 0.001978
(ML(
IR
-0.32882 0.005994
(ML(

𝜏̂
𝜔
̂
Mean
Mse
Mean
Mse
0.007112 0.387034 0.002175 0.000337

Def
0.401816

0.174528 0.341857 0.143722 0.000175

0.350894

0.254647 0.375051 1.657658 0.024705

0.411714

0.232137 0.065394 0.246269 0.000267

0.066942

0.004053 0.259082 0.000740 0.000082

0.262612

0.226033 0.228109 0.077698 0.000003

0.238948

0.118359 0.337342 0.858801 0.000354

0.338028

0.259290 0.111822 0.266070 0.000409

0.112724

0.001475 0.279228 0.000390 0.000016

0.281223

0.185446 0.260124 0.080756 0.000015

0.266134
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NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
200 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(
500 NR
(ML(
IR
(ML(
NM
(ML(
GA
(ML(

1.210116 0.000991 0.392794 0.345234 1.144254 0.000321

0.346546

0.238188 0.000430 0.307702 0.247803 0.329114 0.000832

0.249066

0.285316 0.000844 0.781672 0.246859 0.222111 0.000004

0.247708

-0.55586

0.004677 0.181014 0.234357 0.071326 0.000008

0.239043

1.517109 0.002982 0.707907 0.313142 2.071133 0.002925

0.319050

0.233281 0.000317 0.304668 0.451937 0.321786 0.000849

0.453103

0.121373 0.000360 0.276677 0.257260 0.094852 0.0000006 0.257621
-0.75710

0.002793 0.162985 0.249932 0.06615

0.000004

0.252729

1.01269

0.000202 1.164084 0.322534 1.473151 0.00088

0.323616

0.211844 0.000453 0.274592 1.224832 0.286787 0.00072

1.226005

9. Conclusions
The ML results of the (SND) parameters were improved by employing the genetic algorithm (GA) and
iterative methods (NR, NM and IR) by extracting the results from the simulation experiment and then
analysing the results so, the following conclusions were reached:
1- The results of the genetic algorithm (GA) in estimating the model is superior to the skew normal
distribution (SND) at the sample sizes (n = 20, 50, 100) because it has the lowest (Def) value
among the methods used regardless of the skewness value.
2- The results of the iterative re-weighting algorithm (IR) of the model were superior to the sample
sizes (n = 200, 500) for having the lowest value of the (Def) criterion among the methods used.
3- We note that the (GA) genetic algorithm was the best in most cases when calculating the
estimation of the location parameter (𝜖) at the sample size (n = 20, 100, 200) and the (NR)
algorithm was better when the sample size (n = 20, 100, 200) and The (IR) algorithm has a clear
advantage when the torsion size is very slight.
4- We found that when calculating the estimator of the measurement parameter (τ), it exceeds
(GA) at sample sizes (n = 20, 50, 100), and the higher the sample size, the better the )IR(
algorithm because it has less (Mse).
5- When calculating the estimator of the shape parameter (𝜔), we concluded that at small and
medium sample sizes (n = 20, 50, 100) the (IR) algorithm was the best, but for large sample
sizes the (NR) algorithm was better in calculating the capabilities of the parameter (𝜔).
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Abstract. This paper is approving the simultaneous approximation order by a modification
family of the classical sequence of Szãsz operators. This modification depends on a real
parameter 𝑠 > −1/2. First, we show that this family (or its derivatives) converges to the function
(or the corresponding derivatives) being approximated. Next, a Voronovski-type asymptotic
formula for this family is given. The order of this approximation is improved from the order
𝑂(𝑛−1 ) (the order of the classical sequence) to the order 𝑂(𝑛−(2𝑠+1) ) whenever 𝑠 > 0. Finally,
the study supports by some numerical examples and discusses the results obtained.

1. Introduction
In [2] Bernstein defined a sequence of positive linear operators as:
𝑛

𝑘
𝑛
𝐵𝑛 (𝑓; 𝑥) = ∑ ( ) 𝑥 𝑘 (1 − 𝑥)𝑛−𝑘 𝑓 ( ) ,
𝑘
𝑛

𝑥 ∈ [0, ∞)

(1.1)

𝑘=0

where 𝑓 ∈ 𝐶[0,1].
In [9] Szãsz generalized the Bernstein sequence to the unbounded interval [0, ∞) as
∞

𝑘
𝑆𝑛 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) 𝑓 ( ),
𝑛

(1.2)

𝑘=0

(𝑛𝑥)𝑘

where 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) = 𝑘!𝑒 𝑛𝑥 , 𝑥 ∈ [0, ∞) and 𝑓 ∈ 𝐶𝛼 [0, ∞) = {𝑓 ∈ 𝐶[0, ∞): |𝑓(𝑡)| ≤ 𝐴𝑒 𝛼𝑡 for some 𝐴, 𝛼 >
0}.
The sequence 𝑆𝑛 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) is said to be the classical Szãsz sequence.
Several modifications of the Szãsz sequence were constructed and studied. All of them have the same
order 𝑂(𝑛−1 ), here we refer to [1], [7], [10] and [11].
Some techniques got a better approximation order by the sequences of positive linear operators
introduced and studied [6] and [3].
In [8], Pallini modified the Bernstein sequence by using the parameter 𝑠, where 𝑠 > −1/2, as follows

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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𝑛

1 𝑘
𝑛
𝐵𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓; 𝑥) = ∑ ( ) 𝑥 𝑘 (1 − 𝑥)𝑛−𝑘 𝑓 (𝑥 + 𝑠 ( − 𝑥)) , 𝑥 ∈ [0, ∞).
𝑘
𝑛 𝑛

(1.3)

𝑘=0

Clearly, 𝐵𝑛,0 (𝑓; 𝑥) = 𝐵𝑛 (𝑓; 𝑥). Pallini showed that the order of this approximation is 𝑂(𝑛−(2𝑠+1) ) and
this order is better than the classical order 𝑂(𝑛−1 ) whenever 𝑠 > 0.
This paper using the same structure as Pallini and introduce a modification family of the classical Szãsz
sequence as follows:
Suppose that 𝑓 ∈ 𝐶𝛼 [0, ∞), the definition of the modification is given as
∞

𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) 𝑓 (𝑥 +
𝑘=0

1 𝑘
( − 𝑥)).
𝑛𝑠 𝑛

(1.4)

Clearly, 𝑀𝑛,0 (𝑓; 𝑥) = 𝑆𝑛 (𝑓; 𝑥).
The convergence theorem of the sequence 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) in the simultaneous approximation is
studied and the Voronovski-type asymptotic formula for 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) is introduced. It turns out that
the sequence 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓; 𝑥) has a better order (𝑂(𝑛−(2𝑠+1) )) than the order 𝑂(𝑛−1 ) of the classical sequence
𝑆𝑛 (𝑓; 𝑥) whenever 𝑠 > 0. This study supported with a numerical example to show the better
approximation by this sequence to a chosen test function 𝑓(𝑥) = sin(7𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ [0,5] and discuss the
results obtained.■
2. Auxiliary Results
Here, some help preliminaries results are introduced to reach the goal of this paper.
This section will introduce some necessary lemmas, where we will need to prove our main results.
Lemma 2.1 [10]
For 𝑥 ∈ [0, ∞), 𝑚 ∈ ℕ, we have:
∞

(1) ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) = 1;
𝑘=0
∞

(2) ∑ 𝑘𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) = 𝑛𝑥;
𝑘=0
∞

(3) ∑ 𝑘 2 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) = 𝑛2 𝑥 2 + 𝑛𝑥;
𝑘=0

′ (𝑥)
(4) 𝑥𝑞𝑛,𝑘
= (𝑘 − 𝑛𝑥)𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥);
𝑚
′
(5) Suppose that Φ𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) = ∑∞
𝑘=0 𝑘 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) then Φ𝑛,𝑚+1 (𝑥) = 𝑥Φ𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) + 𝑛𝑥Φ𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) and
𝑚(𝑚 − 1)
(𝑛𝑥)𝑚−1 + terms in lower powers of 𝑥.
Φ𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) = (𝑛𝑥)𝑚 +
2

Lemma 2.2
For 𝑥 ∈ [0, ∞), the following conditions hold:
(1) 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (1; 𝑥) = 1;
(2) 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑡; 𝑥) = 𝑥;
𝑥
(3)𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑡 2 ; 𝑥) = 𝑥 2 + 2𝑠+1 .
𝑛
Proof
By using Lemma 2.1 and the direct computation, the proof easily follows.
Note that by Korovkin’s theorem, one has 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓; 𝑥) → 𝑓(𝑥) as 𝑛 → ∞. (see [5])
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For 𝑚 ∈ ℕ, the 𝑚-th order moment 𝜇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) of the classical Szãsz sequence 𝑆𝑛 (. ; 𝑥) is defined as:
∞

𝑚
𝑘
𝜇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) = 𝑆𝑛 ((𝑡 − 𝑥) ; 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) ( − 𝑥) .
𝑛
𝑚

𝑘=0

Lemma 2.3 [9]
The moment 𝜇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) has the following
𝑥
′
(𝑥) + 𝑚𝑥𝜇𝑛,𝑚−1 (𝑥), 𝑚 ≥ 1.
𝜇𝑛,0 (𝑥) = 1, 𝜇𝑛,1 (𝑥) = 0, 𝜇𝑛,2 (𝑥) = 𝑛 and 𝑛𝜇𝑛,𝑚+1 (𝑥) = 𝑥𝜇𝑛,𝑚
Further,
(1) 𝜇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) is a polynomial in 𝑥 of degree ≤ 𝑚.
(2) For every 𝑥 ∈ [0, ∞), 𝜇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) = 𝑂 (𝑛

𝑚+1
]
2

−[

).

For 𝑚 ∈ ℕ, the 𝑚-th order moment 𝑇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) of 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (. ; 𝑥) is defined as:
∞

𝑚
1
𝑘
𝑇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) = 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 ((𝑡 − 𝑥) ; 𝑥) = 𝑠𝑚 ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) ( − 𝑥) .
𝑛
𝑛
𝑚

𝑘=0

Lemma 2.4
The moment 𝑇𝑛,𝑚 (𝑥) has
𝑥
𝑚𝑥
′ (𝑥)
𝑇𝑛,0 (𝑥) = 1, 𝑇𝑛,1 (𝑥) = 0, 𝑇𝑛,2 (𝑥) = 𝑛2𝑠+1 and 𝑛 𝑠+1 𝑇𝑛,𝑚+1 (𝑥) = 𝑥𝑇𝑛,𝑚
+ 𝑛𝑠 𝑇𝑛,𝑚−1 (𝑥),
𝑚≥1
Proof
From Lemma 2.1, we have
∞
𝑚
1
𝑘
𝑚
′ (𝑥)
′ (𝑥)
𝑇𝑛,𝑚
= 𝑠𝑚 ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑚
( − 𝑥) − 𝑠 𝑇𝑛,𝑚−1 (𝑥)
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
𝑘=0

then,

∞

′ (𝑥)
𝑥 [𝑇𝑛,𝑚
+

𝑚
𝑚
1
𝑘
(𝑥)]
(𝑥)
𝑇
=
∑(𝑘
−
𝑛𝑥)𝑞
(
−
𝑥)
𝑛,𝑘
𝑛 𝑠 𝑛,𝑚−1
𝑛 𝑠𝑚
𝑛
𝑘=0

hence,
𝑚𝑥
′ (𝑥)
𝑛 𝑠+1 𝑇𝑛,𝑚+1 (𝑥) = 𝑥𝑇𝑛,𝑚
+ 𝑛𝑠 𝑇𝑛,𝑚−1 (𝑥), 𝑚 ≥ 1.
Lemma 2.5
For 𝑚 ≥ 1, we have:
𝑀𝑛,𝑠

(𝑡 𝑚

; 𝑥) = 𝑥

𝑚

𝑚

𝑥 𝑚−1
𝑚
𝑖(𝑖 − 1)
+ 𝑠𝑚 {∑ ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−𝑖
}.
𝑛
𝑖
2𝑛
𝑖=2

Proof
By using Lemma 2.1(5), we have

𝑚
𝑘
−𝑥
𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑡 𝑚 ; 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) (𝑥 + 𝑛 𝑠 )
𝑛
∞

𝑘=0

∞

𝑚

1
𝑘
= 𝑠𝑚 ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) ((𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑥 + )
𝑛
𝑛
𝑘=0
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∞

1
𝑚
𝑘
= 𝑠𝑚 ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) {(𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚 𝑥 𝑚 + ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−1 𝑥 𝑚−1
𝑛
1
𝑛
𝑘=0

𝑚
𝑘2
𝑚
𝑘 𝑚−1 𝑘 𝑚
+ ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−2 𝑥 𝑚−2 2 + ⋯ + (
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑥 𝑚−1 + 𝑚 }
2
𝑛
𝑚−1
𝑛
𝑛
(𝑛𝑥)2 + 𝑛𝑥
1
𝑚
𝑛𝑥
𝑚
= 𝑠𝑚 {(𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚 𝑥 𝑚 + ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−1 𝑥 𝑚−1
+ ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−2 𝑥 𝑚−2
𝑛
1
𝑛
2
𝑛2
(𝑛𝑥)𝑚−1 (𝑚 − 1)(𝑚 − 2)
𝑚
(𝑛𝑥)𝑚−2 )
+ ⋯+(
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑥 ( 𝑚−1 +
𝑚−1
𝑛
2𝑛𝑚−1
(𝑛𝑥)𝑚 𝑚(𝑚 − 1)
(𝑛𝑥)𝑚−1 )}
+( 𝑚 +
𝑛
2𝑛𝑚
𝑥𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
𝑚
= 𝑠𝑚 {(𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚 + ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−1 + ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−2 + ⋯ + (
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)
𝑛
1
2
𝑚−1
+ 1}
(𝑚 − 1)(𝑚 − 2)
𝑥 𝑚−1 𝑚
1
𝑚
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)
{( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−2 + ⋯ + (
𝑠𝑚
𝑛
2
𝑛
𝑚−1
2𝑛
𝑚(𝑚 − 1)
+
}
2𝑛
+

= 𝑥𝑚 +

𝑥 𝑚−1
𝑚
𝑠
{∑𝑚
𝑖=2( 𝑖 )(𝑛
𝑛𝑠𝑚

− 1)𝑚−𝑖

𝑖(𝑖−1)
}.
2𝑛

Lemma 2.6 [4]
There exist the polynomials 𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑟 (𝑥) independent of 𝑛 and 𝑘 such that
(𝑟)

𝑥 𝑟 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖 (𝑘 − 𝑛𝑥)𝑗 𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑟 (𝑥)𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥)
2𝑖+𝑗≤𝑟
𝑖,𝑗≥0

3. Main results
This section introduces two theorems. The first theorem proves that the derivatives of 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓; 𝑥) is an
approximation for the corresponding derivative of 𝑓. The second theorem gives a Voronovski-type
(𝑟)
asymptotic formula for the sequence 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓; 𝑥), 𝑟 = 0,1,2, ….
Theorem 3.1
Suppose that 𝑟 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑓 ∈ 𝐶𝛼 [0, ∞)for some 𝛼 > 0 and 𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥) exists a point 𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞), then
(𝑟)
lim 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥)
𝑛→∞

Proof
Using Taylor’s expansion of 𝑓 at 𝑥, we have
𝑟
𝑓 (𝑖) (𝑥)
(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑖 + 𝜀(𝑡, 𝑥)(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑟
𝑓(𝑡) = ∑
𝑖!
𝑖=0

where 𝜀(𝑡, 𝑥) → 0 as 𝑡 → 𝑥.
Then,
𝑟
𝑓 (𝑖) (𝑥) (𝑟)
(𝑟)
(𝑟)
𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) = ∑
𝑀𝑛,𝑠 ((𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑖 ; 𝑥) + 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝜀(𝑡, 𝑥)(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑟 ; 𝑥)
𝑖!
𝑖=0

≔ 𝐸1 + 𝐸2 .
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From Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5
𝑟
𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥)
𝑟
(𝑟)
𝐸1 =
∑ ( ) (−𝑥)𝑟−𝑗 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑡𝑗 ; 𝑥)
𝑟!
𝑗
𝑗=0

𝑚

(𝑖)

𝑓 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑟 𝑟 𝑥 𝑚−1
𝑚
𝑖(𝑖 − 1)
=
[𝑥 + 𝑠𝑚 {∑ ( ) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑚−𝑖
}] = 𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥).
𝑟
𝑟! 𝑑𝑥
𝑛
𝑖
2𝑛
𝑖=2

Now, using Lemma 2.6, the estimate of 𝐸2 is going as follows:
(𝑟)
𝐸2 = 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝜀(𝑡, 𝑥)(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑟 ; 𝑥)
𝑟
𝑘
𝑘
∞
(
−
𝑥)
(
−
𝑥)
(𝑟)
= ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥)𝜀 (𝑥 + 𝑛 𝑠 , 𝑥) ( 𝑛 𝑠 )
𝑛
𝑛
𝑘=0

=

(𝑥)
𝑄
∑2𝑖+𝑗≤𝑟 𝑛𝑖 𝑖,𝑗,𝑟𝑟 ∑∞
𝑘=0 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥)(𝑘
𝑥
𝑖,𝑗≥0

𝑗

− 𝑛𝑥) 𝜀 (𝑥 +

𝑘
𝑛

( −𝑥)
𝑛𝑠

, 𝑥)

𝑘
𝑛

( −𝑥)

𝑟

𝑛𝑟𝑠

𝑘
∞
𝑗+𝑟
(𝑛 − 𝑥)
𝑛𝑖+𝑗 |𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑟 (𝑥)|
𝑘
|𝐸2 | ≤ ∑
∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) | − 𝑥|
; 𝑥)| .
|𝜀 (𝑥 +
𝑛𝑟𝑠
𝑥𝑟
𝑛
𝑛𝑠
2𝑖+𝑗≤𝑟
𝑖,𝑗≥0

Let sup

𝑘=0

|𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑟 (𝑥)|
𝑥𝑟

2𝑖+𝑗≤𝑟
𝑖,𝑗≥0

= 𝑀(𝑥) = 𝑀,
∞

𝑗+𝑟
𝜀𝑀
𝑘
𝑖+𝑗
|𝐸2 | ≤ 𝑟𝑠 ∑ 𝑛 ∑ 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) | − 𝑥|
𝑛
𝑛
2𝑖+𝑗≤𝑟
𝑖,𝑗≥0

Since 𝜀 (𝑥 +

𝑘
𝑛

( −𝑥)
𝑛𝑠

𝑘=0

𝑘

; 𝑥) → ε as 𝑛 → 𝑥. Now, using Schwarz inequality for summation and from Lemma

2.3, we get
1

|𝐸2 | ≤
|𝐸2 | ≤

𝜀𝑀
∑2𝑖+𝑗≤𝑟 𝑛𝑖+𝑗
𝑛𝑟𝑠
𝑖,𝑗≥0

𝑘
[∑∞
𝑘=0 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥) (𝑛

1

2(𝑗+𝑟) 2

2
] [∑∞
𝑘=0 𝑞𝑛,𝑘 (𝑥)]

− 𝑥)

−(𝑗+𝑟)
𝜀𝑀
𝜀𝑀
𝑖+𝑗
2 )=
∑
𝑛
𝑂
(𝑛
𝑂(1) → 0 as 𝑛 → ∞.
𝑟𝑠
𝑛
𝑛𝑟𝑠
2𝑖+𝑗≤𝑟
𝑖,𝑗≥0

Then
(𝑟)

lim 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) = 𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥)

𝑛→∞

Theorem 3.2
Let 𝑓 ∈ 𝐶𝛼 [0, ∞) for some 𝛼 > 0. If 𝑓 (𝑟+2) exists and is continuous at a point 𝑥 ∈ (0, ∞), then
(𝑟)

𝑟

𝑥

lim 𝑛2𝑠+1 (𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥)) = 2 𝑓 (𝑟+1) (𝑥) + 2 𝑓 (𝑟+2) (𝑥).

𝑛→∞

Proof
By Taylor’s expansion of 𝑓, we have
𝑟+2

𝑓 (𝑖) (𝑥)
(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑖 + 𝜀(𝑡, 𝑥)(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑟+2 ,
𝑓(𝑡) = ∑
𝑖!
𝑖=0
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where 𝜀(𝑡, 𝑥) → 0 as 𝑡 → 𝑥.
Then
𝑟+2
(𝑟)
𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥)

=∑
𝑖=0

𝑓 (𝑖) (𝑥) (𝑟)
(𝑟)
𝑀𝑛,𝑠 ((𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑖 ; 𝑥) + 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝜀(𝑡, 𝑥)(𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑟+2 ; 𝑥)
𝑖!

≔ 𝐼1 + 𝐼2
𝑟+2

𝐼1 = ∑

𝑓 (𝑖) (𝑥) (𝑟)
𝑀𝑛,𝑠 ((𝑡 − 𝑥)𝑖 ; 𝑥)
𝑖!

𝑖=0
𝑟+2 (𝑖)

𝑖

𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑖
(𝑟)
=∑
∑ ( ) (−𝑥)𝑖−𝑗 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑡𝑗 ; 𝑥)
𝑖!
𝑗
𝑖=𝑟
𝑟+2

=∑

(𝑖)

𝑓 (𝑥)
𝑖
(𝑟)
∑ ( ) (−𝑥)𝑖−𝑗 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑡𝑗 ; 𝑥)
𝑖!
𝑗

𝑖=𝑟
(𝑟)

=

𝑓

𝑗=0
𝑖

𝑗=𝑟

(𝑥)
𝑓 (𝑟+1) (𝑥)
[𝑟!] +
[(𝑟 + 1)(−𝑥)𝑟! + (𝑟 + 1)! 𝑥
(𝑟 + 1)!
𝑟!
+

𝑟+1

𝑟!
2𝑛 𝑠(𝑟+1)+1

∑(
𝑖=2

𝑟+1
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟+1−𝑖 𝑖(𝑖 − 1)]
𝑖

(𝑟+2)

+

(𝑥) (𝑟 + 2)(𝑟 + 1)
𝑓
(−𝑥)2 𝑟!
[
(𝑟 + 2)!
2

+ (𝑟 + 2)(−𝑥) {(𝑟 + 1)! 𝑥 +

𝑟!
2𝑛 𝑠(𝑟+1)+1

𝑟+1

∑(
𝑖=2

𝑟+1
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟+1−𝑖 𝑖(𝑖 − 1)}
𝑖

𝑟+2

+

(𝑟 + 2)! 2 (𝑟 + 1)! 𝑥
𝑟+2
𝑥 + 𝑠(𝑟+2)+1 ∑ (
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟+2−𝑖 𝑖(𝑖 − 1)]
2
𝑖
2𝑛
𝑖=2

𝑟+1

(𝑟+1)

= 𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥) +

(𝑥)
𝑓
𝑟+1
∑(
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟+1−𝑖 𝑖(𝑖 − 1)
𝑠(𝑟+1)+1
𝑖
2𝑛
+

+

𝑓

𝑖=2
(𝑟+2)

(𝑥)

2

𝑟+1

−𝑥
𝑟+1
∑(
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟+1−𝑖 𝑖(𝑖 − 1)
[ 𝑠(𝑟+1)+1
𝑖
(𝑟 + 1)
𝑛
𝑖=2

𝑟+2

𝑥
𝑛 𝑠(𝑟+2)+1 (𝑟

(𝑟)
𝑛2𝑠+1 (𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) −

+ 2)

∑(
𝑖=2

𝑟+2
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟+2−𝑖 𝑖(𝑖 − 1)]
𝑖

𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥))
𝑟+1

𝑛2𝑠+1 𝑓 (𝑟+1) (𝑥)
𝑟+1
=
) (𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟+1−𝑖 𝑖(𝑖 − 1)]
[𝑟(𝑟 + 1)(𝑛 𝑠 − 1)𝑟−1 + ∑ (
𝑠(𝑟+1)+1
𝑖
2(𝑟 + 1)𝑛
𝑖=3

𝑓
2
By using the same technique of Theorem 3.1, we get
𝐼2 → 0 𝑎𝑠 𝑛 → ∞.
Then
+

𝑛

2𝑠+1 (𝑟+2) (𝑥)
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𝑟
𝑥
(𝑟)
lim 𝑛2𝑠+1 (𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑟) (𝑥)) = 𝑓 (𝑟+1) (𝑥) + 𝑓 (𝑟+2) (𝑥).
2
2

𝑛→∞

4. Numerical example
This part shows that, by a numerical example, the approximation by the sequence 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓; 𝑥) is better
than the approximation by the classical sequence 𝑆𝑛 (𝑓; 𝑥) whenever 𝑠 > 0. The choice test function
here is 𝑓(𝑥) = sin(7𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ [0,5].
Example
We apply the sequence 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥) for 𝑛 = 10,20,30,40 and 𝑠 = 0,1,1.5,2 to approximate the
function 𝑓(𝑥) = sin(7𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ [0,5]. We describe the cases by graphing the test function and its
approximations as follows

Fig. 4.1 (n=10)

Fig. 4.2 (n=20)

Fig. 4.3 (n=30)

Fig. 4.4 (n=40)

5. Conclusion
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From the above numerical example for the sequence 𝑀𝑛,𝑠 (𝑓; 𝑥), one has that, the numerical results are
faster and more accurate than the sequence 𝑆𝑛 (𝑓(𝑡); 𝑥), whenever 𝑠 > 0. Also, these properties are
increasing whenever 𝑠 > 0.
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Abstract. In this paper, we assume that M is Г-ring then we will present the definition of
symmetric Г-n-centralizers and the definition of Jordan Г-n-centralizers of M . After that, we
try to find the commutativity of a prime Г- ring that has a left Г-n-centralizers of M when it
satisfies certain identities. Finally, we find the relationship between Jordan Г-n-centralizers
and symmetric Г-n-centralizers when M is semiprime Г- ring.

1. Introduction
Let M be the Г-ring. Saed found the commutativity of adding prime near-rings in 2018 in [1] that
satisfied certain identities and including right (θ, θ)-3-derivations. Saed discovered the commutativity
of adding and multiplying prime near-rings in 2018 in [2] that satisfied some identifications with right
(θ, θ)-4-derivations. In addition, Saed in 2018 showed that in [3] prime near-ring N that satisfied certain
identities usually contains left generalized (θ, θ)-4- derivations and semigroup ideals is commutative
ring. In 2019 Saed in [4] introduce the notion of perpendicular generalized 3- derivations in
semiprime Г-near-rings and present several necessary and sufficient conditions for generalized 3derivations on semiprime Г-near-rings to be perpendicular. Finally, Saed in 2020 in [5] studied
commutativity of prime near-ring N under some conditions on semigroup ideals of N.
There are three sections in this article. We mentioned some known definitions and essential lemmas
in section one. In section two, we introduce the definition of symmetric Г-n-centralizers of M and study
the commutativity of prime Г- ring by using the notion of left Г-n-centralizers. In section three, we
define the notion of Jordan Г-n- centralizers to prove that every Jordan Г-n- centralizers of the
semiprime Г- ring M of char (M) ≠2 is symmetric Г-n-centralizers.
2. Basic Concept
Definition 2.1: [4]
Assume M and Г be additive abelian groups. If there exists a mapping M x Г x M → M :(a , 𝛼 , b)
→ a 𝛼 b which satisfies the conditions :
for every a ,b ,c ∈ M , 𝛼 , 𝛽 ∈ Г :
(i)
( a +b) 𝛼 c=a 𝛼c + b 𝛼 c
a(𝛼+ 𝛽)b = a 𝛼b + a𝛽b
a 𝛼 (b+c) = a 𝛼b + a 𝛼c
(ii)
(a 𝛼b) 𝛽 c=a 𝛼 ( b 𝛽c )
Where M refers to as a Г-ring.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Example 2.2: [4]
Let R be a ring, the additive abelian groups M = M2x3(R) and Г = M3x2(R) denotes the sets of all 2 ×
3 matrices over R and 3 × 2 matrices over R respectively. Then M is Г-ring.
Definition 2.3: [6]
A right (resp. left) ideal of a Г-ring M is an additive subgroup U of M such that UГ M ⊂ U ( resp.
M Г U ⊂ U ) . If U is both right and left ideal, then it said that U is an ideal.
Definition 2.4: [6]
Let M be a Г-ring. The set Z (M) = { x∈ M : xγy = yγx , for all y ∈ M and γ ∈ Г} is called the
center of the Г- ring M.
Definition 2.5: [6]
A Г-ring M is called a prime if a Г M Г b= {0} implies that either a= 0 or b= 0 , for a , b∈ M.
Definition 2.6: [6]
A Г-ring M is called semiprime if a Г M Г a = {0} implies that a=0 , for a ∈ M.
Definition 2.7: [6]
A Г-ring M is called 2-torsion-free if 2a=0 implies a=0 , for a ∈ M.
Definition 2.8: [6]
A Г-ring M is called a commutative if aγb = bγa , for all a, b ∈ M and γ ∈ Г.
Definition 2.9: [7]
Let M be a Г-ring. If a positive integer n exists, such that na = 0, for all a ∈ M, then the smallest
positive integer with this property is called the Г-ring characteristic and it is denoted by char(M).
Definition 2.10: [6]
Let M be a Г-ring. Then, for any x , y ∈ M and α ∈ Г, the symbol [x, y]α = x αy – y αx , will denote
the commutator and symbol (x ∘ y)α = x αy + y αx will denote the additive group commutator.
Lemma 2.11: [7]
If M is a Г-ring , for all a ,b, c ∈ M and α, β ∈ Г then :
(i)
[a, b]α +[b, a]α =0
(ii)
[a + b, c]α =[a , c]α +[b, c]α
(iii)
[a , b + c]α = [a , b]α + [a, c]α
(iv)
[a , b]α+β =[a, b]α +[a, b]β
(v)
[a βb, c]α =a β[b, c]α +[a, c]α βb+a βc αb- a αc βb.
Remark 2.12: [7]
A Г-ring M is commutative if and only if [x , y]α =0 , for all x , y ∈ M and α ∈ Г.
3.On Symmetric Left Г-n-Centralizer and Commutatively of Prime Г-Ring.
First, in this section, we present the fundamental definition.
Definition 3.1:
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Let M be the Г-ring and n be the positive integer. If the following equations hold for all y, r1,r2 …
rn M and γ ∈ Г, the n-additive mapping T: MxMx ... xM → M shows to be left as a Г -ncentralizer.
T1(r1γ y ,r2,….,rn ) = T1(r1,r2,….,rn ) γ y
T2 (r1, r2 γ y,….,rn) = T2 (r1,r2,….,rn) γ y
⋮
Tn (r1,r2,….,rn γ y) = Tn (r1,r2 ,….,rn) γ y
T has said to be a symmetric left Г-n-centralizer if all the above equations are equivalent to
all other. That is:
T(r1γ y ,r2,….,rn) = T(r1,r2,….,rn) γ y for all y,r1,r2 ….,rn∈ M and γ ∈ Г.
Theorem3.2:
Let M be a prime Г-ring, and I be a non-zero ideal of M. Assume that M admits a nonzero left Г-ncentralizer, such that T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) = r . If T([r , y]γ , r2 , ….,rn ) - [r , y]γ = 0 ,
for all r2 ,…., rn∈ M and r , y ∈I, γ ∈ Г, then M is a commutative.
Proof:
Since (T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) - r )γy -(T(y , r2 , ….,rn ) -y ) γ r=0 (3.1)
Putting r = r βh , where h ∈M , β ∈ Г in (3.1), we get :
(T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) - r )β hγ y - (T(y , r2 , ….,rn ) - y ) γ r β h = 0 (3.2)
Multiply (3.1) from the right by β h :
(T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) - r ) γ y β h - (T(y , r2 , ….,rn ) - y ) γ r β h = 0 (3.3)
Comparing (3.2) and (3.3):
(T(r,r2…rn) - r) β(h γ y - y γh) =(T(r,r2…rn) - r)β[h , y]γ = 0
(3.4)
Replacing h by h μ s in (3.4) and using it , where s∈ M and μ ∈ Г .
(T(r,r2, ….,rn) - r ) βh μ[s , y]γ =0
Therefore, M is a prime Г-ring, then either:
(T(r,r2, ….,rn ) - r ) = 0 or [s, y]γ = 0
For r, y∈I and r2… rn , h , s ∈ M and γ ∈ Г .
Implies that [s , y]γ = 0 and I ⊆ Z(M).
We have, M is a commutative.
Theorem 3.3:
Suppose M be a prime Г-ring and I be a non-zero ideal of M , assume that T be a nonzero left
Г-n-centralizer like that T(r,r2, …,rn) ≠ −r . If T([r , y]γ , r2, ….,rn ) + [r, y]γ = 0 , for all r2 ,…., rn∈
M and r, y ∈ I , γ ∈ Г , then M is a commutative.
Proof:
Since (T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) + r ) γ y-(T(y , r2 , ….,rn ) +y) γ r=0 (3.5)
Putting r = r βh , where h ∈M , β ∈ Г in (3.5) we get :
(T(r, r2 , ….,rn ) + r ) β h γ y - (T(y, r2, ….,rn ) + y ) γ r β h = 0 (3.6)
Multiply (3.5) from the right by β h :
(T(r, r2, ….,rn ) + r ) γ y β h - (T(y, r2, ….,rn ) + y ) γ r β h = 0 (3.7)
Comparing (3.6) and (3.7):
(T(r,r2,…,rn ) + r) β(hγ y - y γh) = (T(r,r2,…,rn ) + r ) β[h , y]γ = 0 (3.8)
Replacing h by h μ s in (3.8) and using it , where s∈ M and μ ∈ Г.
(T(r,r2, ….,rn ) + r ) βh μ[s , y]γ = 0
Therefore, M is a prime Г-ring, then either:
(T(r,r2, ….,rn ) + r) = 0 or [s , y]γ = 0
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For r , y∈I and r2,…,rn , h , s ∈ M and γ ∈ Г . Implies that [s , y]γ = 0 and I ⊆ Z(M) . We get is a
commutative.
Theorem 3.4:
Suppose M be a main (prime) Г-ring and I be a non-zero ideal of M , assume that T be a
nonzero left Г-n-centralizer like that T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) ≠ − r . If T((r ∘ y)γ , r2 , ….,rn ) + (r ∘ y)γ =
0 , for all r2 ,…., rn , r , y ∈ I and γ ∈ Г , then M is a commutative.
Proof:
T ((r ∘ y)γ , r2, ….,rn) + (r ∘ y)γ = 0,for all r2 ,…., rn , r , y ∈ I and γ ∈ Г (3.9)
If T ((r ∘ y)γ , r2 , ….,rn ) ≠0 we have (r ∘ y)γ = 0
(3.10)
Substituting r = r βh in (3.10) , where h ∈M , β ∈ Г to get :
r βh γ y + y γ r βh =0 , y γ r = - r γ y . We get rβ[h , y]γ = 0
(3.11)
Replacing r by r μ s in (3.11) and using it , where s∈ M and μ ∈ Г . rμ sβ[h , y]γ = 0 , for all y,
r, h ∈ I and γ, μ, β ∈ Г .
So M is a main(prime) Г-ring , then Iμ Mβ[h , y]γ = {0} . Therefor M is a main (prime) Г-ring and
I≠{0} , so that :
[h , y]γ = 0 , for all h, y ∈M and γ ∈ Г . Thus, I is commutative and hence M is a commutative.
Theorem 3.5:
Let M be a prime Г-ring and I be a non-zero ideal of M. Let T be a nonzero left Г-n-centralizer . If
T(r 2 ,r2 ,….,rn ) = - r 2 , for all r2 ,….,rn , r ∈ I, then M is a commutative.
Proof:
Since T (r 2 , r2,…,rn) = - r 2 , for all r2 ,…., rn , r ∈ I , we have :
T ((r + y)2 , r2, ….,rn) = -( r + y)2 , which implies that :
T((r ∘ y)γ , r2 , ….,rn ) = (r ∘ y)γ , by Theorem 3.4 , so M is a commutative.
Theorem 3.6:
Let M be a prime Г-ring and I be a non-zero ideal of M. Let T be a nonzero left Г-n-centralizer
thus that T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) ≠ r . If T(r γ y, r2, ….,rn ) - r γ y ∈ Z(M) , for all
r2 ,…., rn∈ M and r, y ∈I , γ ∈ Г, then M is a commutative.
Proof:
(T(r, r2, ….,rn ) – r)γ y∈Z(M)
(3.12)
Substituting r = r βh in (3.12) , where h ∈M , β ∈ Г to get :
(T(r,r2,…,rn) - r ) β h γ y ∈ Z(M)
for all h, r2,…., rn∈ M and r, y ∈I , γ , β ∈ Г .
(3.13)
Multiply (3.12) from the right by β h
(T(r, r2, …,rn ) - r ) γ y β h ∈ Z(M)
for all h, r2 ,…., rn∈ M and r, y ∈I , γ , β ∈ Г.
(3.14)
Comparing (3.13) and (3.14) to get:
[T(r , r2 , … , rn ) − r ) γ y , h]β = 0
For all h, r2,…., rn∈ M and r, y ∈I , γ , β ∈ Г.
(3.15)
(T(r , r2 , … , rn ) − r )γ[ y, h]β +[T(r , r2 , … , rn ) − r ) , h]β γ y = 0
(3.16)
Replacing r by r μ s in (3.16) and using it, where s∈ M and μ ∈ Г .
(T(r , r2 , … , rn ) − r)μ sγ[y, h]β +[T(r, r2 , … , rn ) − r) μ s, h]β γ y = 0
(3.17)
Comparing (3.16) and (3.17) to get:
(T(r, r2 , … , rn ) − r)μsγ[y, h]β =0, for all h,r2,…, rn∈M and r, y ∈I, γ, β, μ ∈ Г.
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Primness of T implies that (T(r , r2 , … , rn ) − r )μ Tγ[ y , h]β = {0}. Either (T(r, r2 , … , rn ) − r ) = 0
or [ y , h]β = 0. Since I≠{0} and T(r, r2, ….,rn)≠ r, we discover that I is necessary and therefore
M is a commutative.
4. Symmetric Jordan Г-n-Centralizer of Semiprime Г-Ring.
First, we offer the basic definition in this section.
Definition 4.1:
Let M be a Г-ring and n be a fixed positive integer. An n-additive symmetric mapping T:
MxMx…xM →M is said to be Jordan left (resp. right) Г-n-centralizer in case :
T(r12 , r2 , ….,rn )=T(r1, r2,….,rn)γr1 (resp. T(r12 , r2 ,….,rn) = r1γT(r1,r2,….,rn))
Hold for r1,r2,….,rn∈ M and γ ∈ Г.
T is called Jordan Г-n-centralizer if T Jordan left and Jordan right Г-n-centralizer.
Lemma 4.2:
Assume M be a semiprime Г-ring and a∈ M . If T(r,r2, ….,rn)=(a ∘ r)γ is a Jordan Г-n-centralizer ,
for r, r2 , ….,rn∈ M and γ ∈ Г , then a ∈ Z(M).
Proof:
T(r, r2,….,rn )=(a ∘ r)γ , for r,r2,….,rn∈ M and γ ∈ Г.
(4.1)
Replacing r = rβy + y βr in (4.1) , where y∈M and β ∈ Г , to get :
T(r βy + y βr,r2,….,rn)=T(r,r2,….,rn)βy + yβ T(r,r2,….,rn )=( a ∘ r )γ βy + yβ(a ∘ r)γ = a γ r βy + r γ a
βy + yβa γ r + yβr γa. On other hand,
(a ∘ (r βy + y βr) )γ =a γ r βy +a γ yβ r+ r βy γa + y βr γ a = r γa βy + yβa γ r =
aγy
β r + r βy γa.
That is,
r β[a, y]γ=[a, y]γ βr = r β[a , y]γ -[a , y]γ βr = 0 . To get [ r , [a , y]γ ]β = 0 ,
Implies
[a , y]γ ∈Z (M), hence a∈Z (M) .
Lemma 4.3:
Let M be a semiprime Г-ring. Then every Jordan Г-n-centralizer of M maps Z(M) into Z(M).
Proof:
T(r 2 ,r2,….,rn)=T(r,r2,….,rn) γr, for r,r2 ,….,rn∈ M and γ ∈ Г
2T(rγy,
r2 , …,rn) =T(r γy+yγr,r2,….,rn)= T(r γy,r2,….,rn)+T(y γr,r2,….,rn)=T(r,r2,….,rn)γy+y γT(r,r2,….,rn)
(4.2)
Let r ∈ Z(M) and denote a = T(r ,r2,….,rn ) from (4.2) , for r , r2 , ….,rn∈ M,
2 T(r γ y ,r2 ,….,rn ) = a γy + y γa.
Assume S = a γy + y γa , we show that S is also a Jordan Г-n-centralizer of M by Lemma 4.2
implies T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) ∈ Z(M).
Suppose T(r ,r2,….,rn) = a γr + rγa , for r ,r2,….,rn∈ M and γ ∈ Г.
Replacing r = r βy + yβ r , y∈M , β ∈ Г .
T(r βy+y βr,r2,….,rn)= T(r,r2,….,rn)βy +yβ T(r,r2,….,rn)= (a ∘ r)γ βy + yβ(a ∘ r)γ = a γ r β y + r γa β y
+ yβa γ r + yβ r γa
(4.3)
On other hand,
(a ∘ (r βy + yβ r))γ = a γ r β y + a γ y β r + rβ y γa + yβ r γa
(4.4)
Comparing (4.3) and (4.4), we have:
=rβ[a, y]γ - [a, y]γ β r = [r, [a , y]γ ]β = 0
Implies [a , y]γ ∈Z (M) :
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= (a ∘ r)γ β y + yβ(a ∘ r)γ , then a ∈ Z(M) , also: T(r,r2,….,rn) ∈ Z(M) , hence T(r,r2,….,rn) = a ,
for r,r2,….,rn∈ M .
Lemma 4.4:
Assume M be a semiprime Г-ring of char ≠2 and T be an additive that mapping satisfying
T(r 2 ,r2,….,rn) = T(r,r2,….,rn)γr ( resp. T(r 2 ,r2,….,rn) = r γT(r,r2,….,rn)). Hold for r,r2, …,rn∈ M and
γ ∈ Г. Then T is a symmetric left Г-n-centralizer.
Proof: It is clear.
Theorem 4.5:
Assume M be a semiprime Г-ring of char≠2 . Then every Jordan Г-n-centralizer of M is a
symmetric Г-n-centralizer.
Proof:
T(r γy+y γr,r2,….,rn) =T(r,r2,….,rn)γy + y γT(r,r2,….,rn)
(4.5)
T(rγy +yγr,r2,….,rn )= rγT(y,r2 ,….,rn) + T(y,r2 ,….,rn )γr
(4.6)
Replacing y = r βy + y β r in (4.6), where y∈ M and β ∈ Г .
T(rγy+yγr,r2, ….,rn )= rγT(r,r2,….,rn)βy + rγyβT(r,r2,..,rn) +T(r,r2,..,rn)βyγr +
y β T(r,r2,….,rn)γr
(4.7)
In addition, replacing y = r βy + y β r in (4.5), where y∈ M and β ∈ Г.
=T(r,r2,….,rn)γrβy + T(r,r2,….,rn) γyβr + rβy γT(r,r2,….,rn) +
yβrγT(r,r2,….,rn)
(4.8)
Comparing (4.7) and (4.8), we get:
rγT(r,r2,….,rn)βy + yβT(r,r2,….,rn)γ r =T(r,r2 ,….,rn)γrβy + yβrγT(r,r2,….,rn) ,
for
y, r , r2 , ….,rn∈ M and γ, β ∈ Г.
[T(r, r2 , … , rn ), r]γ βy + yβ[ r , T(r, r2 , … , rn )]γ = 0
[T(r, r2 , … , rn ), r]γ βy - yβ[ T(r, r2 , … , rn ), r]γ = 0
[[T(r, r2 , … , rn ), r]γ , y]β = 0. So [ T(r, r2 , … , rn ), r]γ ∈Z (M)
Let a∈Z (M):
2T(aγr, r2, ….,rn) = T(a,r2,….,rn) γr + r γT(a ,r2,….,rn)
(4.9)
Also,
2T(rγa, r2, ….,rn)=aγT(r,r2,...,rn)+T(r,r2,….,rn)γa
(4.10)
We get , T (a,r2, …,rn)γr =T(r, r2, ….,rn)γa . By using Lemma 4.3, we have:
[T(r, r2 , … , rn ), r]γ βa = (T(r,r2,….,rn) γr - r γT(r,r2,….,rn)) βa =
T(r,r2,….,rn )γrβa - r γT(r, r2,….,rn) βa =
T(r,r2,….,rn)
γa βr - rγ T(r,r2,….,rn) βr =
T(a,r2,….,rn) γr βr - r γ
T(r,r2 ,….,rn) βr
2T(r 2 ,r2,….,rn) =T(r,r2,….,rn)γr +
r γT(r,r2,….,rn) =2T(r , r2 , ….,rn ) γr
By Lemma 4.4 , hence M is a symmetric Г-n-centralizer.
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Abstract. The non-polynomial spline method has been used to solving 2-dimensional variableorder(VO) fractional partial differential equations (FPDE). For VO fractional derivative,
described in the sense of the Caputo. The main objective of this study and advantage of the
proposed method is to investigate a public approximation for the frequency of the trigonometric
functions of the non-polynomial part of the spline function. The powerful algorithm of the
proposed method gives high accuracy results.

1. Introduction
The variable-order fractional is the one of most important tool in nowadays, with successful applied in
mechanics [1], It can be used in the design of abnormal diffusion because it can depict the time-based
diffusion process more efficiently than the partial derivative of the static arrangement means that the
order of α.[2-3]. The topic is very active and of great interest due to its many applications, not only in
Mathematics, but also in physics and in engineering, and it has proven that it describes complex
phenomena in nature better and more broadly. [4-10]. The effect of differences between the use of fixedorder and variable-order fractional derivatives has been discussed and studied in [11].The addition and
mathematical formalization of coefficients of variable-order fractions. The Evolutionary control
equations for successful application have led to the modelling of complex world problems, from the
study of biology and mechanics to transport processes and to many important applications. Partial
variable calculus is an unknown branch of calculus that provides wonderful opportunities to simulate
interdisciplinary processes. The scientific community has been extensively exploring the applications
of fractional variable order in modelling and physical systems engineering. Among the goals of this
work, will be starting point for researchers who interested in approaching this wonderful topic. We are
interested in developing computational and analytical methods and applying complex physical systems
using advanced simulation software. For more details, see [12-18].
This paper proposes non-polynomial spline functions(SF) to approximate the solution of the
fractional partial differential equations of variable order (FPDEVO).

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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2. Definitions and properties:
2.1 Some Definitions:
In this part, some necessary and important definitions and mathematical principles of variable-order
fractional derivatives and some properties of fractional derivatives will be mentioned.
Definition 2.1 [19] The Caputo and Riemann fractional derivatives of order α of 𝑓(𝑡) defined as:
𝑡

𝐶 𝛼
0𝐷. 𝑓(𝑡)
, 𝛼
0𝐷𝑡 𝑓(𝑡)

=

1
𝑓 (𝑛) (𝑠)
=
∫
𝑑𝑠
Γ(𝑛 − 𝛼) (𝑡 − 𝑠)𝛼−𝑛+1
0

1
𝑑𝑛 𝑡
𝑓(𝑠)
𝑑𝑠,
∫
Γ(𝑛−𝛼) 𝑑𝑡 𝑛 0 (𝑡−𝑠)𝛼−𝑛+1

…(1)

where n − 1 < 𝛼 ≤ 𝑛 , 𝑛 𝜖 𝑁 and 𝑛 >0 .
After folding the definition of fixed-order fractional derivatives, we show the variable-order fractional
differentiation factor. Fixed-order fractional derivatives are expanded into the variable-order fractional
meaning.
Definition 2.2 [19] The Riemann FPDEO of𝛼(𝑡) is defined as:
, 𝛼(𝑡)
𝑓(𝑡)
0𝐷𝑡

=

1
𝑑𝑛 𝑡
∫ (𝑡
Γ(𝑛−𝛼(𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 𝑛 0

− 𝑠)𝛼(𝑡)−𝑛+1 𝑓(𝑠)𝑑𝑠

…(2)

and
1

, 𝛼(𝑡)
𝑓(𝑡)
𝑡𝐷𝑏

1
𝑑𝑛
=
∫(𝑡 − 𝑠)𝛼(𝑡)−𝑛+1 𝑓(𝑠)𝑑𝑠
Γ(𝑛 − 𝛼(𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 𝑛
𝑡

where n − 1 < 𝛼𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝛼(𝑡) < 𝛼𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 𝑛 , 𝑛 𝜖 ℕ for 𝑡 𝜖 [0, 𝜏].
Other definitions of the derivative of variable arrangement have been proposed with respect to Caputo.
𝛼(𝑡)

Definition 2.3 [19] Letn − 1 < 𝛼(𝑡) ≤ 𝑛 for all 𝑡 𝜖 [0, 𝜏]the operator 𝐶0𝐷𝑡
𝐶 𝛼(𝑡)
𝑓(𝑡)
0𝐷𝑡

=

𝑡
1
𝑓(𝑛) (𝑠)
𝑑𝑠
∫
0
Γ(𝑛−𝛼(𝑡))
(𝑡−𝑠)𝛼(𝑡)−𝑛+1

defined by

…(3)

and
𝑡

𝐶 𝛼(𝑡)
𝑓(𝑡)
𝑡𝐷𝑏

1
𝑓 (𝑛) (𝑠)
=
∫
𝑑𝑠
Γ(𝑛 − 𝛼(𝑡)) (𝑡 − 𝑠)𝛼(𝑡)−𝑛+1
0

is called the Caputo fractional derivative of VO of 𝛼(𝑡).
If 𝛼(𝑡)is a constant function, then the order of the partial variable is changed to the derivative of the
constant order. The two definitions of variable-order derivatives are not generally equivalent, but are
related by the following relationship:
, 𝛼(𝑡)
𝑓(𝑡)
0𝐷𝑡

= ∑𝑛−1
𝑘=0

𝑓(𝑘) (0)𝑡 𝑘−𝛼(𝑡)
Γ(𝑘+1−𝛼(𝑡))

𝛼(𝑡)

+ 𝐶0𝐷𝑡

𝑓(𝑡).

... (4)

The formula for the fractional Caputo derivative,0 < 𝛼(𝑡) ≤ 1:
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𝐶 𝛼(𝑡) 𝛽
𝑥
0𝐷𝑡

0,

𝛽 = 0,

={

Γ(β+1)
𝑥 𝛽−𝛼(𝑡) ,
Γ(β+1−𝛼(𝑡))

... (5)

𝛽 = 0,1,2, . . .
𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)

Definition 2.4 [20] Let 0 < 𝛼(𝑥, 𝑡) ≤ 1 the operator 𝐶0𝐷𝑡
𝐶 𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)
0𝐷𝑡

1

𝑥

= Γ(𝑛−𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)) ∫0

1
(𝑥−𝑠)𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)−𝑛+1

defined by

𝜕𝑛 𝑢(𝑥,𝑡)
𝑑𝑠
𝜕𝑠𝑛

…(6)

is called the Caputo space fractional derivative of variable-order
Next, let us introduce some properties of fractional derivatives [21].
1-Linearity : if the operator 𝑎.𝐷𝑡𝛼 (𝐴 𝑔1 (𝑡) + 𝐵𝑔2 (𝑡)) = 𝐴 𝐷 𝛼 𝑔1 (𝑡) + 𝐵 𝐷 𝛼 𝑔2 (𝑡), then of must be
linear.
where 𝑔1 (𝑡) and 𝑔2 (𝑡) are any two function, 𝐴, 𝐵 ∈ ℝ , ℝ be a regain s.t
ℛ = {(𝑥, 𝑡): 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏 , 𝑐 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑑} , 𝛼 ∈ ℛ + for any type of fractional derivatives.
2-Analyticty:-if 𝑓(𝑧) is analytic then, 𝑎.𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑓(𝑧) is also analytic function of order 𝛼 and 𝑧
3- Law of exponents :. 𝛼 . −𝛼
𝑎𝐷𝑡 𝑎𝐷𝑡 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑡).

. 𝛼 . 𝛽
𝑎𝐷𝑡 𝑎𝐷𝑡 𝑓(𝑡)

4- Identity: if 𝑎.𝐷𝑡𝛼 𝑓(𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑡) ,then

𝛼+𝛽

= 𝑎.𝐷𝑡

. 𝛼
𝑎𝐷𝑡 𝑓(𝑡)

𝑓(𝑡), and existence the inverse of the operator

is identity when 𝛼 is zero order.

2.2Two-dimensional non-polynomial spline for solving FPDEVO
Consider the partition ∆= {𝑡0 , 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , … , 𝑡𝑛 }of [𝑎, 𝑏] ∈ ℛ. Let 𝑆(∆ )Indicate the set of piecewise
polynomials on interval 𝐼𝑖 = [𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖+1 ] of partition ∆. let 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)be the exact solution, this new method
provides an approximation. Also, 𝐶 ∞ In the trigonometric portion of the non-polynomial slices it
compensates for the loss of smoothness inherited by the polynomial.The non-polynomial spline
function, obtained by the segment Pi(t).Each non- polynomial spline of n order Pi (t)has the form:
𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑎𝑖 cos 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 ) + 𝑏𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 ) + ⋯ + 𝑦𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 )𝑛−1 + 𝑧𝑖 …(7)
Where 𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , … , 𝑦𝑖 and𝑧𝑖 are constants and 𝑘 is repeat the trigonometric functions that will be used to
increase the accuracy of the method. of fractional Caputo differential equation of order 𝛼, 0 < 𝛼 ≤ 1.
Definition 3.1 [22] Let𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 and𝑑𝑖 are constants to be determined
𝑝𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑎𝑖 cos 𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 ) + 𝑏𝑖 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 ) + 𝑐𝑖 (𝑡 − 𝑡𝑖 ) + 𝑑𝑖 …(8)
is called Linear Non-Polynomial SF
Now, by tensor product we will construct two dimensional non-polynomial spline.
Let ℛ be a regain s.tℛ = {(𝑥, 𝑡): 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏 , 𝑐 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑑}
the method of finding two dimensional functions 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦)in a tensor product space 𝑆1 ⊗ 𝑆2 ,such that
𝑆1 = 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛 {cos(𝑡) , sin(𝑡) , 𝑡, 1} 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆2 = 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑛{cos(𝑥) , sin(𝑥) , 𝑥, 1}
𝑆1 ⊗ 𝑆2 = 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)
… (9)
Let the matrix form:
𝐴 𝐶 = 𝐹 ... (10)
where 𝐴 = 𝛹 ⊗ 𝛷 is tensor product of two matrices 𝛹 and 𝛷of dimensions𝑛 × 𝑚
𝑎1,1
𝛹=[ ⋮
𝑎𝑛,1

⋯ 𝑎1,𝑚
𝑏1,1
⋱
⋮ ], 𝛷 = [ ⋮
⋯ 𝑎𝑛,𝑚
𝑏𝑛,1

⋯ 𝑏1,𝑚
⋱
⋮ ]
⋯ 𝑏𝑛,𝑚
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𝑎1,1 𝛷
𝐴=𝛹⊗𝛷 =[ ⋮
𝑎𝑛,1 𝛷

⋯ 𝑎1,𝑚 𝛷
⋱
⋮ ]
⋯ 𝑎𝑛,𝑚 𝛷

and
𝐶 = [𝑐1,1 … 𝑐𝑚,1 𝑐1,2 … 𝑐𝑚, ,2 … 𝑐𝑚,𝑛 ]𝑇
𝐹 = [𝑓1,1 … 𝑓𝑚,1 𝑓1,2 … 𝑓𝑚, ,2 … 𝑓𝑚,𝑛 ]𝑇
Solve (10) to find the unknown vector.
The following theorem present the two dimensional linear non-polynomial spline functions that will be
used to evaluate the approximate solution of FPDEVO which is achieved by evaluating Caputo
fractional derivative of the spline basis.
Theorem 3.1 The Caputo variable-order fractional derivative of the linear non-polynomial spline
approximate the solution of FPDVOE’s of the form
𝐷 𝛼(𝑥,𝑡) 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡, 𝑢𝑥 , 𝑢𝑡 , 𝑢𝑥𝑥 , 𝑢𝑡𝑡 ) , 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1 ,0 ≤ 𝛼(𝑥, 𝑡) ≤ 1, 𝑡 > 0…(11)
with initial condition 𝑢(𝑥, 0) = 𝑔1 (𝑥) , 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 1 …(12)
and boundary condition 𝑢(0, 𝑡) = 𝑔2 (𝑡), 𝑢(1, 𝑡) = 𝑔3 (𝑡) , 𝑡 > 0 …(13)
where 𝑔1 (𝑥), 𝑔2 (𝑡)and𝑔3 (𝑡) are arbitrary functions.
proof:
𝑛
let 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡) = ∑𝑚
𝑖=0 ∑𝑗=0 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 𝛹𝑗 (𝑡)𝛷𝑖 (𝑥)…(14)
where 𝛷𝑖 (𝑥),and 𝛹𝑗 (𝑡)𝑖 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑚 , 𝑗 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑛are the basis of the linear non-polynomial spline
function.
From the initial condition given by equation (12), one my get:
𝑚

𝑛

∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 𝛹𝑗 (0)𝛷𝑖 (𝑥) = 𝑔1 (𝑥)

… (15)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

substituting the knot points for the 𝑥-axis to get an equation for each knot point ,and form boundary
condition given in equation (13), we have
𝑚

𝑛

∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 𝛹𝑗 (𝑡)𝛷𝑖 (0) = 𝑔2 (𝑡)

… (16)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

𝑛
and ∑𝑚
𝑖=0 ∑𝑗=0 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 𝛹𝑗 (𝑡)𝛷𝑖 (1) = 𝑔3 (𝑡)

… (17)

similarly, substituting the knot points for the t-axis to get an equation for each knot point at 𝑥 = 0 and
𝑥=1
the assumed solution in equation (14) is substituted in equation (11), we have
𝑚

𝑛

∑ ∑ 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 𝐶0𝐷.𝛼(𝑥,𝑡) 𝛹𝑗 (𝑡)𝛷𝑖 (𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡, 𝛹 ′ (𝑡), 𝛷 ′ (𝑥), 𝛹 ′′ (𝑡), 𝛷′′ (𝑥)

… (18)

𝑖=0 𝑗=0

substitute the knot points (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 ),for 𝑖 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑚 , 𝑗 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑛, to get an equation for each pair
(𝑖 , 𝑗) , for all 𝑖 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑚, ,𝑗 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑛 then from equations (14-18) and a system with unknown
coefficients 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 must be determined to compute equation (14).
Now, present the method in the following algorithm FPDEVO:
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The Algorithm (3.1) : ( FPDEVO)
To find the approximate solution to (14), we choose 𝑛 > 0 and follow these steps::
Step1: Set ℎ = (𝑎 − 𝑏)/𝑛, 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑥𝑜 + 𝑖 ℎ, 𝑖 = 0,1,2, … , 𝑛
where 𝑥𝑜 = 𝑎, 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑏
step2: Set k=(d-c)/m , 𝑡𝑗 =𝑡0 +j k, j= 0,1,2,…,m where 𝑡0 = 𝑐, 𝑡𝑚 = 𝑑
step3: Evaluate 𝑎0 𝑏0 , 𝑐0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑0 in comparison with equation (8)
step4: Calculate the matrix 𝐴 by using equations 11-14
step5: Evaluate the vector F by using (10)
step6: Calculate 𝐴−1 by step4
step7: Evaluate the coefficient 𝐶𝑖,𝑗 by using step5 and step6 such that
𝐶𝑖,𝑗 = 𝐴−1 𝐹 by using equation (10)
step8: Calculate approximate solution 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)using step7 and equation (14)
3. Illustrative Example
There are two illustrative examples of variable order linear fractional partial differential equations to
prove the proposed action linear non-polynomial spline method, where MathCad 15 program applied
for computation the results.
Example 3.1
𝛼(𝑥,𝑡) 𝜋 𝑐 𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)
2
𝑐 2
) 0𝐷𝑥
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) − 𝑡 2 +1 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) ,
0𝐷𝑡 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) + 0.5 cos (
2
for 𝑥 ∈ [0,1], t ∈ [0,1]
subject to initial condition(IC): 𝑢(𝑥, 0) = 𝑥 2 (8 − 𝑥)
and the boundary conditions(BC): 𝑢(0, 𝑡) = 0 , 𝑢(1, 𝑡) = 7(𝑡 2 + 1)
the exact solution [20]given by:𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑥 2 (8 − 𝑥)(𝑡 2 + 1)
16 𝑥 2−𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)

6 𝑥 3−𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)

with𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) = −(𝑡 2 + 1) (Γ(3−𝛼(𝑥,,𝑡)) + Γ(4−𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)))
2

and 𝛼(𝑥, 𝑡) = 1.5 + 0.5𝑒 −(𝑥 𝑡) −1
by algorithm (3.1) the approximate solution is:
𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡) = (−85.484 cos 𝑡 − 40.66 sin 𝑡 + 81.904 𝑡 + 70.891) cos 𝑥
+ (397.705 cos 𝑡 − 15.124 sin 𝑡 − 36.852 𝑡 − 398.745) sin 𝑥
+ (−388.014 cos 𝑡 + 6.369 × 10−6 sin 𝑡 + 62.695 𝑡 + 389.181)𝑥
+ (85.484 cos 𝑡 + 40.66 sin 𝑡 − 81.904 𝑡 − 70.891)
Table (3.1) illustrate the exact, approximate solution and absolute error

X

0

1
3

2
3

t
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0
0.01
0.02
0.03

Table 3.1
u(x,t)
z(x,t)
│z(x, t) − u(x, t)│
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.852
0.852
1.089 × 10−4
0.016
0.868 0.852
0.031
0.883 0.852
0.0046
0.898 0.853

0
0.01
0.02

3.259
3.267
3.275

3.259
3.26
3.261

5

1.833 × 10−4
7.834× 10−3
0.014
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1

0.03
0
0.01
0.02

3.282
7
7.001
7.003

3.262
7
7.001
7.003

0.02
2.386 × 10−4
2.3 × 10−4
2.214 × 10−4

0.03

7.007

7.006

2.065 × 10−4

The approximation solution 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)and the exact solution𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)are illustrated in figure (3.1), and the
absolute error𝑒𝑟(𝑥, 𝑡)is given in figure (3.2).

u

z

Figure (3.1): the approximate surface 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡) and the exact surface 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) for example (3.1)

er

Figure (3.2): the error 𝑒𝑟(𝑥, 𝑡)for example (3.1)
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Figure (3.1) summarizes the results approximate solution𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)in Table(3.1) gives a more realistic
2
approximation at𝛼(𝑥, 𝑡) = 1.5 + 0.5𝑒 −(𝑥 𝑡) −1.
Example (3.2 ):
𝑐 𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) − 𝐷𝑥 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝐷𝑡 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) − 𝐷𝑥2 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡), for 𝑥 ∈ [0,1], t ∈ [0,1]
0𝐷𝑡
subject to IC: 𝑢(𝑥, 0) = 5𝑥(1 − 𝑥)
and BC: 𝑢(0, 𝑡) = 𝑢(1, 𝑡) = 0
the exact solution [23]given by 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) = 5𝑥(𝑡 + 1)(1 − 𝑥)
5𝑥(𝑥−1)

with𝑓(𝑥, 𝑡) = − Γ(3−𝛼(𝑥,𝑡)) 𝑡 1−𝛼(𝑥,𝑡) − 5(𝑡(2𝑥 − 3) + 𝑥 2 + 𝑥 − 3)
and 𝛼(𝑥, 𝑡) = 0.8 + 0.005 sin(𝑥) cos (𝑡𝑥)
by algorithm (3.1) the approximate solution is:
𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡) = (−4.857 cos 𝑡 − 0.626 sin 𝑡 + 8.906 𝑡 + 13.839) cos 𝑥
+ (7.246 cos 𝑡 − 0.255 sin 𝑡 + 5.808 𝑡 − 2.339) sin 𝑥
+ (−8.33 cos 𝑡 + 7.573 × 10−8 sin 𝑡 + −0.867𝑡 + 8.33)𝑥
+ (4.857 cos 𝑡 + 0.626 sin 𝑡 − 8.906 𝑡 − 13.839)
Table (3.2) illustrate the exact approximate solution and absolute error

X

0

1
3

2
3

t
0.0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0
0.01
0.02
0.03
0
0.01

1

0.02
0.03

Table (3.2)
𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)
𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.111
1.122
1.133
1.143
1.111
1.122
1.133
1.144
0.9343
× 10−4
0.8733
× 10−4
0.8116
× 10−4
0.743 × 10−4

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.111
1.122
1.133
1.144
1.111
1.122
1.133
1.144
0

│𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)
− 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)│
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.356 × 10−4
0.346 × 10−3
0.714 × 10−3
0.107 × 10−2
0.688 × 10−4
0.211 × 10−3
0.487 × 10−3
0.761 × 10−3
0.9343 × 10−4

0

0.8733 × 10−4

0

0.8116 × 10−4

0

0.743 × 10−4

The approximation solution 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)and the exact solution𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)are illustrated in figure (3.3), and the
absolute error𝑒𝑟(𝑥, 𝑡) is given in figure (3.4)
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z

u

Figure (3.3): the approximate surface 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡) and the exact surface 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) for example (3.2)

er

Figure (3.4): the error 𝑒𝑟(𝑥, 𝑡)for example (3.2)
Figure (3.3) summarizes the results approximate solution 𝑧(𝑥, 𝑡)in Table(3.2) gives a more realistic
approximation at𝛼(𝑥, 𝑡) = 0.8 + 0.005 sin(𝑥) cos (𝑡𝑥).
Conclusion and future work
The linear non-polynomial spline function is presented for solving the FPDEVO. Our proposed method
is based on trigonometric and polynomial, and it is completely different from the previously shown
methods. The results in Table 3.1, 3.2 and figures 3.1, 3.3 show that the proposed method can be used
to solve the problem with high accuracy.
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Indeed, implementation of an FPDEVO algorithm may also be on our future lines of research. Also we
may use the proposed method to solve system of FPDEVO.
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to a connection between two concepts which are an interval
value fuzzy set and a hyper AT-algebra. Also, some properties of these concepts are found. The
notions of IVF hyper AT-subalgebras, IVF hyper ideals and IVF hyper AT-ideals are defined.
Then IVF (weak, strong) hyper ideals and IVF (weak, strong) hyper AT-ideals are discussed.
After that, some relations among these ideals are presented and some interesting theorems are
proved.

1. Introduction
The algebraic structure which is called an AT-algebra was introduced by Hameed[3] after that,
Hameed[4,5] introduced the notion of hyper AT-algebra a generalization of an AT-algebra and fuzzy
hyper AT-algebra. Jun and Xin [6,7] studied the fuzzification of a (strong, weak, reflexive) hyper BCKideal and discussed some properties among them. Fuzzy sets extensions such as intuitionistic fuzzy sets,
Bipolar-valued fuzzy sets, interval valued fuzzy sets etc are studied by many mathematicians see
[1,2,8,9,10]. In this paper, we applied the notion of IVF hyper AT-ideals of a hyper AT-algebra, and
investigated some related properties. Also, we study the notions of IVF hyper (weak, strong) ideals and
IVF hyper (weak, strong) AT-ideals and gave relations between these ideals.
2.Preliminaries
We review some basic definitions and theories of a hyper AT-algebra and fuzzy hyper AT-algebra in
this section.
Definition2.1[4]. A hyper AT-algebra(𝐻,∘ ,0) is a nonempty set 𝐻 and a hyper operation "  " on 𝐻,
with a constant "0" and the following conditions hold,
∀𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈ 𝐻




(𝜒
(𝐻𝐴𝑇1 ) ((𝛾 𝜈)
𝜈)) ≪ 𝜒 𝜈,
(𝐻𝐴𝑇2 ) 0  𝜒 = {𝜒},
(𝐻𝐴𝑇3 ) 𝜒  0 = {0}
where 𝜒 ≪ 𝛾 is defined as follows 0 ∈ 𝛾  𝜒 and 𝐴 ≪ 𝐵 is defined as ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, ∃𝑏 ∈ 𝐵 such that 𝑎 ≪ 𝑏,
for every 𝐴, 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐻. In such case, we call “<<” the hyper order in H .
Example 2.2[4]. If 𝐻 = {0,1,2} and  is a hyper operation on 𝐻 defined in the following table
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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0

1

0 1
0 0,1
0 0,1

0
1
2

2

2
1,2

{0,1,2}

Then (𝐻,∘ ,0) is a hyper

AT-algebra.

Proposition 2.3[4].In a hyper AT-algebra(𝐻,∘ ,0), ∀𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈ 𝐻 and , 𝐵 ⊆ 𝐻 , where 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵 nonempty
subsets, then
(P1) If A  B , then A << B,
(P2) 0 ∘ 0 = {0};
(P3) 0 ≪ 𝜒;
(P4) 𝜈 ≪ 𝜈;
(P5) 𝜒 ∘ 𝜈 ≪ 𝜈;
(P6) 𝐴 ∘ 0 = {0};
(P7) 0 ∘ 𝐴 = 𝐴;
(P8) (0 ∘ 0) ∘ 𝜒 = {𝜒};
(P9) If 𝛾 ∈ (0 ∘ 𝜒) ⇒ 𝛾 ≪ 𝜒.
Proposition2.4[4].In a hyper AT-algebra(𝐻,∘ ,0), we have 𝜈 ∘ (𝛾 ∘ 𝜒) = 𝛾 ∘ (𝜈 ∘ 𝜒), for all 𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈ 𝐻.
Definition2.5[4]. A hyper AT-subalgebra is a non-empty subset S of a hyper AT-algebra (𝐻,∘ ,0) and
𝜒 ∘ 𝛾 ≪ 𝑆, ∀𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝑆.
Definition 2.6[4]. A subset 𝐴 ≠ ∅ of a hyper AT-algebra (𝐻,∘ ,0) is named a hyper ideal if
( hI1 ) 0 ∈ 𝐴;
( hI 2 ) if 𝜒 ∘ 𝛾 ≪ 𝐴 and 𝜒 ∈ 𝐴 , then 𝛾 ∈ 𝐴, ∀𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻.
Definition 2.7[4]. A subset 𝐴 ≠ ∅ of a hyper AT-algebra (𝐻,∘ ,0) is named a hyper AT-ideal if
( I1 )0 ∈ 𝐴;
( I 2 ) if 𝜒 ∘ (𝛾 ∘ 𝜈) ≪ 𝐴 and 𝛾 ∈ 𝐴, then 𝜒 ∘ 𝜈 ∈ 𝐴, ∀𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈ 𝐻.
Example 2.8[4]. If 𝐻 = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏} and  is a hyper operation on H defined in the following table


0
a
b

0

0
0
0

a

a
0, a
b

b

b
b

{0, b}

By apply definition 2.1, we get (𝐻,∘ ,0) is a hyper AT-algebra. The subset A= {0, b} is a hyper ideal
but it is not a hyper AT-ideal, because 0  (b  a) << A and b∊A; but a∉A.
Definition 2.9[4].Let(𝐻,∘ ,0)be a hyper AT-algebra and K be a nonempty subset of 𝐻 and 0 ∈ 𝐾 , then
(1) K is named a weak hyper ideal, if 𝜒 ∘ 𝛾 ⊆ 𝐾 and 𝜒 ∈ 𝐾, then 𝛾 ∈ 𝐾, ∀𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻.
(2) K is named a strong hyper ideal, if 𝜒 ∘ 𝛾 ∩ 𝐾 ≠ 𝜑 and 𝜒 ∈ 𝐾, then 𝛾 ∈ 𝐾 , ∀𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻.
Now, we review some concepts of fuzzy hyper AT-algebra and some useful theorems for this paper.
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Definition 2.10[5]. Let (𝐻,∘ ,0) be a hyper AT-algebra and µ be a fuzzy set of 𝐻. Then µ is named a
𝑖𝑛𝑓
fuzzy hyper AT-subalgebra if 𝜈∈𝜒∘𝛾 𝜇(𝜈) ≥ min{𝜇(𝜒), 𝜇(𝛾)},∀ 𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈ 𝐻.
Example 2.11[5]. If 𝐻 = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏} and  is a hyper operation on 𝐻 defined in the following table



0

A

0 a
0 0, a
0 0, a

0
a
b

b

b
a, b

{0, a, b}

So, (𝐻,∘ ,0) is a hyper AT-algebra. If g: 𝐻 →[0, 1] is a fuzzy set and is defined by
g (a)=0.5 ,g(0) = 0.7, and g (b)=0.2 . Then g is a fuzzy hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻.
Definition 2.12[5].Ifμ :H→[0,1] is a fuzzy set in a hyper AT-algebra (𝐻,∘ ,0). Then μ is named a fuzzy
hyper AT-ideal of 𝐻, if ∀𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈, 𝑢 ∈ 𝐻, 𝜒 ≪ 𝛾 implies 𝜇(𝛾) ≥ 𝜇(𝜒) and 𝜇(𝜒 ∘ 𝜈) ≥
𝑖𝑛𝑓
min{ 𝑢∈(𝜒∘(𝛾∘𝜈)) 𝜇(𝑢), 𝜇(𝛾)}.
Example 2.13[5]. If 𝐻 = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏} and  is a hyper operation on 𝐻 defined in the following table


0
a
b

0

a

0 a
0 0, a
0 0, a

b

b
a, b

{0, a, b}

Hence (𝐻,∘ ,0) is a hyper AT-algebra. If µ: 𝐻 → [0, 1] is defined by
µ(0) = µ(a)=α1>α2= µ(b). µ is a fuzzy hyper AT-ideal of H.
Definition 2.14[5].Let (𝐻,∘ ,0) be a hyper AT-algebra and μ:H→[0,1] be a fuzzy set . Then∀𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈
𝐻. The fuzzy set μ is named
𝑖𝑛𝑓
(1) A fuzzy hyper ideal if 𝜒 ≪ 𝛾, then 𝜇(𝛾) ≥ 𝜇(𝜒) and 𝜇(𝛾) ≥ min{ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾) 𝜇(𝜈), 𝜇(𝜒)}.
𝑖𝑛𝑓

(2) A fuzzy weak hyper ideal if 𝜇(0) ≥ 𝜇(𝛾) ≥ min{ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾) 𝜇(𝜈), 𝜇(𝜒)}.
(3) A fuzzy strong hyper ideal if

𝑖𝑛𝑓
𝑎∈(𝜒∘𝜒)

𝑠𝑢𝑝

𝜇(𝑎) ≥ 𝜇(𝛾) ≥ min{ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾) 𝜇(𝜈), 𝜇(𝜒)}.

Definition2.15[2]. Let 𝐸̂ = [𝑒 𝐿 , 𝑒 𝑈 ] be an interval number, where 0 ≤ 𝑒 𝐿 ≤ 𝑒 𝑈 ≤ 1 and D[0, 1] be
denotes the family of all closed sub-intervals of [0, 1], in other words
𝐷[0,1] = {𝐸̂ = [𝑒 𝐿 , 𝑒 𝑈 ]: 𝑒 𝐿 ≤ 𝑒 𝑈 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒 𝐿 , 𝑒 𝑈 ∈ [0,1]}.
The operations ≤, ≥, =, 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 for two elements in D [0, 1] are defined as follows: let 𝐸̂ =
[𝑒 𝐿 , 𝑒 𝑈 ] and 𝐵̂ = [𝑏 𝐿 , 𝑏 𝑈 ] in 𝐷[0,1], then
1- 𝐸̂ ≤ 𝐵̂ 𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝑒 𝐿 ≤ 𝑏 𝐿 , 𝑒 𝑈 ≤ 𝑏 𝑈 ;
2- 𝐸̂ ≥ 𝐵̂ 𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝑒 𝐿 ≥ 𝑏 𝐿 , 𝑒 𝑈 ≥ 𝑏 𝑈 ;
~

~

L
L U
U
3- 𝐸̂ = 𝐵̂ 𝑖𝑓𝑓 𝑒 𝐿 = 𝑏 𝐿 , 𝑒 𝑈 = 𝑏 𝑈 E  b iff e  b , e  b ;
4- 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝐸̂ , 𝐵̂} = [𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝑒 𝐿 , 𝑏 𝐿 }, 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑒 𝑈 , 𝑏 𝑈 }] ;
5- 𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝐸̂ , 𝐵̂} = [𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑒 𝐿 , 𝑏 𝐿 }, 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑒 𝑈 , 𝑏 𝑈 }].
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It is obvious that (𝐷[0,1], ≤ , ∧, ∨) is a lattice with a least element 0̂ = [0,0] and a greatest element
1̂ = [1,1].
An interval valued fuzzy set 𝜇̃ in 𝑋 is defined as 𝜇̃ = {𝜒, [𝜇𝐿 (𝜒), 𝜇𝑈 (𝜒)]: 𝜒 ∈ 𝑋} , where 𝜇̃: 𝑋 → 𝐷[0,1]
and 𝜇𝐿 (𝜒) ≤ 𝜇𝑈 (𝜒), ∀𝜒 ∈ 𝑋. In this paper we use the interval fuzzy set Γ = {< 𝜒, 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) >: 𝜒 ∈ 𝐻} ,
where 𝜇̃Γ : 𝐻 → 𝐷[0,1] and we use the notations 𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝜒) and 𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝜒) to mean the left end point and the
right end point, respectively such that 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) = [𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝜒), 𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝜒)]. For the sake of simplicity, we shall use
the symbol
𝜇̃Γ = [𝜇Γ𝐿 , 𝜇Γ𝑈 ] for the interval valued Γ.
3. An Interval valued fuzzy set of a hyper AT-algebra
Now, we study the notion of interval valued fuzzy set (briefly IVF) on a hyper AT-algebra, and
present some characterizations of this idea.
Definition3.1. Let (𝐻,∘ ,0) be a hyper AT-algebra and 𝜇̃Γ : 𝐻 → 𝐷[0,1] be an IVF set of 𝐻 . Then the
level subset of 𝜇̃Γ is denoted by 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) and it is defined by
𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) = {𝜒 ∈ 𝐻: 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑡̃}, for every [0,0] ≤ 𝑡̃ ≤ [1,1].
Definition3.2. an IVF set 𝜇̃Γ of a hyper AT-algebra (𝐻,∘ ,0) is called IVF hyper AT-subalgebra if
inf
̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}, ∀𝜒 , 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈ 𝐻.
𝜈∈(𝑥∘𝑦)𝜇
Example3.3. If 𝐻 = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏}, and  is a hyper operation on 𝐻 defined in the following table


0
a
b

0

a

0 a
0 0, a
0 0, a

b

b
a, b

{0, a, b}

Then(𝐻,∘ ,0) is a hyper AT-algebra, an IVF set 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)ˑis defined
[0.2,0.7]
𝑖𝑓
𝜒 = {0, 𝑎}
𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) = {
[0.1,0.3]
𝑖𝑓
𝜒=𝑏
And by apply definition3.2; we can prove that 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻.
Proposition 3.4. If 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻, then 𝜇̃Γ (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝐻.
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we have 0 ∈ 𝜒  𝜒 , ∀𝜒 ∈ 𝐻. Then
inf
̃Γ (0) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖 𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)} = 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒).
0∈(𝜒∘𝜒)𝜇
Proposition3.5. If 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻, then 𝜇̃Γ (0  𝜒) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), for all 𝜒 ∈ 𝐻.
Proof. Using Proposition 3.4, we have
inf
̃Γ (0 ∘ 𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖 𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (0), 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)} = 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒).
𝜒∈(0∘𝜒)𝜇
Theorem 3.6. The set 𝜇̃Γ = [𝜇Γ𝐿 , 𝜇Γ𝑈 ] in 𝐻 is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra if and only if 𝜇Γ𝐿 and 𝜇Γ𝑈 are
IVF hyper AT-subalgebras of 𝐻.
Let𝜇Γ𝐿 and 𝜇Γ𝑈
be IVF hyper AT-subalgebras of 𝐻 and 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻. Then
inf
inf
inf
𝐿
̃Γ (𝜈) = [ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇Γ (𝜈), 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)
𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝜈)] ≥ [𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝜒), 𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝛾)} , 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝛾)}] =
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇

Proof.
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𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{[𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝜒), 𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝜒)] , [𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝛾), 𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝛾)]} = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} , it follows that 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper ATsubalgebra.
Conversely, if 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra . Then for any𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻, we get
inf
inf
inf
𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝜈), 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)
𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝜈)] = 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} =
[ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)
𝐿 (𝜒), 𝑈 (𝜒)], 𝐿 (𝛾), 𝑈 (𝛾)]}
𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{[𝜇Γ
𝜇Γ
𝜇Γ
= [𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝜒), 𝜇Γ𝐿 (𝛾)} , 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝜒), 𝜇Γ𝑈 (𝛾)}.
[𝜇Γ
It follows that
inf
𝐿
𝐿
𝐿
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇Γ (𝜈) = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇Γ (𝜒), 𝜇Γ (𝛾)}
And
inf
𝑈
𝑈
𝑈
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇Γ (𝜈) = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇Γ (𝜒), 𝜇𝛤 (𝛾)}
Then 𝜇Γ𝐿 and 𝜇Γ𝑈 are IVF hyper AT-subalgebras of 𝐻.
Theorem3.7. Let Γ be an IVF hyper set in a hyper AT-algebra 𝐻. ThenΓ is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra
if and only if the level set 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) ≠ 𝜑 of 𝜇̃Γ is a fuzzy hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻.
Proof. Let𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) ≠ 𝜑 for any 𝑡̃ = [𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ] ∈ 𝐷[0,1]. Then there exists
𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃). and so 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑡̃ and ˑ𝜇̃Γ (𝛾) ≥ 𝑡̃. And since Γ is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra, then
inf
̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖 𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)ˑ, ˑ𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖 𝑛{𝑡̃ˑ, ˑ𝑡̃} = 𝑡̃. It follows that
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇
𝜈 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃), then 𝜒  𝛾 ≪ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃)
Hence 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is fuzzy hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻.
Conversely, let 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) ≠ 𝜑 and it is a fuzzy hyper AT-subalgebra for every
𝑡̃ ∈ 𝐷[0,1]. Suppose that there exists 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻 such that
inf
̃Γ (𝜈) < 𝑟𝑚𝑖 𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇
1

inf
By taking 𝑡̃0 = 2 [ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) + 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}]. Then we have
inf
̃Γ (𝜈)
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇

< 𝑡̃0 < 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
Hence 𝜒 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) and 𝛾 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) , but 𝜈 ∉ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) it follows that
𝜒  𝛾 ≫ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃), which means that 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is not fuzzy hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻. This is
contradiction. Hence Γ is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻.
Proposition 3.8. Let 𝐴 be a nonempty subset of a hyper AT-algebra(𝐻,∘ ,0) and 𝜇̃Γ be an IVF set in 𝐻,
[𝑡 , 𝑡 ]
𝜒∈𝐴
define by 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) = { 1 2
, where 𝑡1 > 0, 𝑡2 > 0, and 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ∈ [0,1] with 𝑡1 < 𝑡2 .
[0,0]
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Then 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper AT- subalgebra if and only if 𝐴 is a hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻.
inf
Proof . Let 𝜇̃Γ be an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra of (𝐻,∘ ,0) and 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐴 . Then 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥
𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{[𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ], [𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ]} = [𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ] . It follows that 𝜈 ∈ 𝐴 and thus 𝜒  𝛾 ≪ 𝐴 .
Hence 𝐴 is a hyper AT- subalgebra.
Conversely, suppose that 𝐴 is a hyper AT-subalgebra and 𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈 ∈ 𝐻 . If 𝑦 ∉ 𝐴 and 𝜒  𝛾 ≪ 𝐴, then
inf
clearly 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}.

Assume that 𝛾 ∈ 𝐴 and 𝜒  𝛾 ≫ 𝐴. Then by Definition 2.5, we have 𝜒 ∉ 𝐴. Therefore
[0,0] = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
It follows that 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper AT-subalgebra of 𝐻.

inf
̃Γ (𝜈)
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝛾)𝜇

=

Definition3.9. Let 𝜇̃Γ be an IVF set of a hyper AT-algebra(𝐻,∘ ,0). Then 𝜇̃Γ is named an IVF hyper ATideal, if for all 𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐻.
(i)
𝜒 ≪ 𝛾 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)
inf
(ii)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜒  ν) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘(𝛾∘𝜈))
𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
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Example3.10. A set 𝐻 = {0, 𝑎, 𝑏} in Example3.3, we define 𝜇̃Γ by follows:
𝜇̃Γ (0) = 𝜇̃Γ (𝑎) = [𝛼1 , 𝛼2 ] and 𝜇̃Γ (𝑏) = [𝑡1 , 𝑡2 ] such that 𝛼1 > 𝑡1 and 𝛼2 > 𝑡2 , then it is easy to see 𝜇̃Γ
is an IVF hyper AT-ideal of 𝐻.
Definition3.11.Let (𝐻,∘ ,0) be a hyper AT-algebra and 𝜇̃Γ : 𝐻 → 𝐷[0,1]. Then for all 𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈, 𝑎 ∈ 𝐻,
(1) 𝜇̃Γ is named an IVFhyper ideal if,
inf
𝜒 ≪ 𝛾 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾) and 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(𝛾∘𝜒)
𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
(2) 𝜇̃Γ is named an IVF weak hyper ideal if ,
inf
𝜇̃Γ (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(𝛾∘𝜒)
𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
(3) 𝜇̃Γ is named an IVFstrong hyper ideal if,
sup
inf
̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}.
𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝜒)𝜇
Proposition 3.12.If 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF strong hyper ideal of 𝐻, then
(1) 𝜇̃Γ (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒), for all 𝜒 ∈ 𝐻,
(2) 𝜒 ≪ 𝛾 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾),
(3) 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}, for all 𝑎 ∈ 𝛾 ∘ 𝜒.
Proof. (1) By using Proposition 2.4, we have 0 ∈ 𝜒 ∘ 𝜒 for all 𝜒 ∈ 𝐻. Hence
inf
𝜇̃Γ (0) ≥ 𝜈∈(𝜒∘𝜒)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒).
sup

(2) Suppose that 𝜒 ≪ 𝛾, then 0 ∈ 𝛾 ∘ 𝜒 . It follows that 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (0). By definition3.11and (1)
sup
, we have 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝜈), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (0), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} = 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾).
(3) Let 𝑎 ∈ 𝛾 ∘ 𝜒. Since 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF strong hyper ideal of 𝐻, then
sup
𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝜈), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}.

Corollary 3.13. If 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF strong hyper ideal of 𝐻, then
inf
𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}, for all 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻.
Theorem3.14.If (𝐻,∘ ,0) is a hyper AT-algebra and 𝜇̃Γ : 𝐻 → 𝐷[0,1]. Then every IVF strong hyper ideal
is an IVF hyper ideal of 𝐻.
Proof.If 𝜒 ≪ 𝛾, then by proposition 3.12𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾) and by Corollary 3.13, We have
inf
𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}.
Thus 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper ideal of 𝐻.
The following example proves the converse of Theorem3.14 is not true.
Example 3.15. Let H = {0, 1, 2} and  be a hyper operation on H defined in the following table


0
1
2

0

1

0 1
0 0,2
0 2

is a hyper AT-algebra. An IVF set 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)ˑis defined by

6

2

2
0,2

{0,1}
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[0,0.9]
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 = 0
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 = 1
𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) = { [0.3,0.7]
[0.1,0.2]
𝑖𝑓 𝜒 = 2
Then we can simply prove that 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒)is an IVF hyper ideal. But it is not IVF hyper ideal since
[0.1,0.2] = 𝜇̃Γ (2) =

inf

  (11)

𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) < 𝜇̃Γ (1) = [0.3,0.7].

Theorem3.16. Let (𝐻,∘ ,0) be a hyper AT-algebra and 𝜇̃Γ : 𝐻 → 𝐷[0,1]. Then 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper ATideal if and only if it is an IVF hyper ideal ofˑ𝐻.
Proof. Let 𝜇̃Γ be an IVF hyper AT-ideal of 𝐻. Then
inf
, 𝜒 ≪ 𝛾𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾) and 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒  ν) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(𝜒∘(𝛾∘𝜈))
𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
put 𝜒 = 0 , we obtain
inf
inf
𝜇̃Γ (ν) = 𝜇̃Γ (0  ν) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(0∘(𝛾∘𝜈))
𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} = 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(𝛾∘𝜈)
𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} . Hence 𝜇̃Γ is an
IVF hyper ideal ofˑ𝐻.
Conversely, suppose that 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper ideal ofˑ𝐻. Then
𝜒 ≪ 𝛾 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾) and 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒  ν) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{

inf

a ( (   ))

𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}. It follows that using

inf

Proposition2.4, we get 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒  ν) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ a (  (  )) 𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}. Thus 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper AT-ideal
of 𝐻.
Corollary 3.17.Ina hyper AT-algebra(𝐻,∘ ,0). Every IVF strong hyper ideal is an IVF hyper AT-ideal.
Proof. Clear
Definition3.18.Let (𝐻,∘ ,0) be a hyper AT-algebra and 𝜇̃Γ : 𝐻 → 𝐷[0,1]. Then for all 𝜒, 𝛾, 𝜈, 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐻
(i)
𝜇̃Γ is named an IVFweak hyper AT-ideal if ,
inf
𝜇̃Γ (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒  ν) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(𝜒∘(𝛾∘𝜈)
𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)}
(ii)
𝜇̃Γ is named an IVF strong hyper AT-ideal if,
sup
inf
̃Γ (𝑏) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒  ν) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝑎∈(𝜒∘(𝛾∘𝜈))𝜇̃Γ (𝑎), 𝜇̃Γ (𝑦)}.
𝑏∈(𝜒∘(𝛾∘𝜈))𝜇
Theorem 3.19. Ina hyper AT-algebra(𝐻,∘ ,0). Then 𝜇̃Γ : 𝐻 → 𝐷[0,1] isIVF (weak, strong) hyper ATideal iff 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF (weak, strong) hyper ideal.
Proof. Similarly to theorem 3.16.
Theorem 3.20.Let 𝜇̃Γ be an IVF set of a hyper AT-algebra 𝐻.
(i)
If 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper ideal. Then 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is ahyper ideal, for all [0,0] ≤ 𝑡̃ ≤ [1,1] and
𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) ≠ 𝜑.
(ii)
If 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF weak hyper ideal. Then 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is a weakhyper ideal, for all [0,0] ≤ 𝑡̃ ≤
[1,1] and 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃ ) ≠ 𝜑.
(iii)
If 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF strong hyper ideal. Then 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is a stronghyper ideal, for all [0,0] ≤ 𝑡̃ ≤
[1,1] and 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃ ) ≠ 𝜑.
Proof.Let 𝜇̃Γ be an IVF set of a hyper AT-algebra 𝐻 and
[0,0] ≤ 𝑡̃ ≤ [1,1] with 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) ≠ 𝜑.
(i)
Suppose that 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF hyper ideal and 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻 such that
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𝛾  𝜒 ≪ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃). Then for all 𝜈 ∈ 𝛾  𝜒, there exists 𝑎 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) such that 𝜈 ≪ 𝑎,
inf
that is , 𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝑎) ≥ 𝑡̃ . Thus 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑡̃ and by definition 3.11(1), we have 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥
inf
𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝜈), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} ≥ 𝑡̃ . hence 𝜒 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃).Thus 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is ahyper ideal.
(ii)
Let 𝜇̃Γ be an IVF weak hyper ideal and 𝜒, 𝛾 ∈ 𝐻 such that 𝛾  𝜒 ⊆ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) and 𝛾 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃).
inf
Then for all 𝜈 ∈ 𝛾  𝜒, we have 𝜈 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃), that is , 𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑡̃ . Thus 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)
𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑡̃ and
inf
by definition 3.11(2), we have 𝜇̃Γ (0) ≥ 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝜈), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} ≥ 𝑡̃. Hence 𝜒 ∈
𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃).Thus 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is a weakhyper ideal of 𝐻.
(iii)
Suppose that 𝜇̃Γ is an IVF strong hyper ideal of 𝐻.
Let 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐻 such that (𝛾  𝜒) ∩ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) ≠ 𝜑 and 𝛾 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃). Then there exists 𝜈 ∈ (𝛾  𝜒) ∩
sup
𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃), that is 𝜈 ∈ 𝛾  𝜒 and 𝜈 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃), that is , 𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑡̃ . Thus 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝜈) ≥ 𝑡̃ and by definition
sup
3.11(3), we have 𝜇̃Γ (𝜒) ≥ 𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 𝜈∈(𝛾∘𝜒)𝜇̃Γ (𝜈), 𝜇̃Γ (𝛾)} ≥ 𝑡̃. Hence 𝜒 ∈ 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃).Thus 𝑈(𝜇̃Γ , 𝑡̃) is a
stronghyper ideal of 𝐻.
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Abstract. In this paper, we focus on closed fuzzy domination number of a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 =
(𝜂, 𝜌)by using effective edge and is denoted by 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) and we obtain some result on this
concept, the relationship between 𝛾𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) and some other concepts is obtained, finally the
concept of closed fuzzy domination number of a join fuzzy graphs is introduced.

1. Introduction
FirstlyA.Zadeh [1] in 1965 suggested the mathematical framework to describe the phenomena of
uncertainty in real life situation firstly. Rosenfeld [2] introduced the notion of fuzzy graph and several
fuzzy analogs of graph theoretic concepts such as path, cycles and connectedness, The domination
number played an important role via theoretical study in various fields as a fuzzy graph [3], topological
graph [4], labeled graph [5]and others. Also, several applications in problems life were solved by these
branches. So, the study of domination in fuzzy graphs worth to care. The notion of domination in fuzzy
graphs was introduced by A.Somasundram, S.Somasundramby using effective edges[6,7] . NagoorGani
and chanderskeran [8] discussed domination in fuzzy graph using strong arcs.In this work we introduce
the concept of closed fuzzy domination number in fuzzy graph by effective edge.
2.Definitions
Definition2.1[9]: Consider 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be an undirected, finite and simple graph. A pair of function
𝜂 ∶ 𝑉 → [0, 1]and 𝜌: 𝑉 × 𝑉 → [0,1]such that for all 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑉 we have 𝜌 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤ 𝜂 (𝑥) ∧ 𝜂 (𝑦) is
called a fuzzy graph and denoted by 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌). Where ∧ is refer to minimum fuzzy value.
Definition2.2[9]: The edge 𝑒 = (𝑥, 𝑦)in a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is called effective edge if 𝜌 (𝑥, 𝑦) ≤
𝜂 (𝑥) ∧ 𝜂 (𝑦).
Definition 2.3 [10]: The open neighborhood of a vertex 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) is denoted by 𝑁(𝑥) and define as
𝑁(𝑥) = {𝑦 ∈ 𝑉/(𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒}and 𝑁[𝑥] = 𝑁(𝑥) ∪ {𝑥} is called closed neighbrho-rhoodof
a vertex 𝑥.
Definition2.4 [10]: Afuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌)is called strong if each edge belongs to it iseffecti-ve.
Definition 2.5[11]:The degree of a vertex 𝑥 is the number of effective edges. And denoted by deg (𝑥).
The minimum degree of 𝐺𝐹 is 𝛿(𝐺𝐹 ) =∧ {𝑑(𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉} and the maximum degree of 𝐺𝐹 is ∆(𝐺𝐹 ) =
∨{𝑑(𝑥)/ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉}.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Definition2.6[11]: Let S be a subset of 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 )is a known as the independent fuzzy set if 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) <
𝜂(𝑥) ∧ 𝜂(𝑦) for all 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆.
Definition2.7[7]: Let 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑉(𝐺𝐴𝐹) is known as fuzzy vertex cover of 𝐺𝐹 if for each effective
Edge e = (u, w), at least on of u, w is in A. The minimum fuzzy cardinality of all minimum fuzzy vertex
cover is known as fuzzy vertex covering number of 𝐺𝐹 and is represented by α0 (GAF).
Definition2.8[11]: The fuzzy cardinality of 𝐴 is defined as∑𝑥∈𝐴 𝜂(𝑥).
Definition2.9 [11]:The size 𝑚 and order 𝑛 of 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) are defined to the number of edges and
number of vertices respectively, i.e. 𝑛 = |𝑉(𝐺𝐹 )| and 𝑚 = |𝐸|.
Definition2.10 The fuzzy sizeŞ and fuzzy order𝑃 are define as Ş =∑𝑢𝑣∈𝐸 𝜌(𝑢, 𝑣)and Ῥ =
∑𝑥∈𝑉 𝜂(𝑥) respectively.
Definition2.10 [12]: A subset 𝐷 of a vertex set 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) is called fuzzy dominating set of 𝐺𝐹 if for each
vertex 𝑦 in 𝑉 − 𝐷 there exist a vertex 𝑥 in D such that 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜂(𝑥) ∧ 𝜂(𝑦).The
minimum fuzzy cardinality for all minimum fuzzy dominating set in 𝐺𝐹 is called the fuzzy domin-ation
number of 𝐺𝐹 and denoted by𝛾𝑓 .

3.closed fuzzy domination number in fuzzy graph.
Definition 3.1 : Let 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌)be any fuzzy graph on a vertex set 𝑉 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } a vertex sub set
𝐷𝑘 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑘 } for some positive integer 𝑘, if 𝑁[𝐷𝑘 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ) then 𝐷𝑘 is called closed fuzzy
dominating (𝐶𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝑓 .Where 𝐷𝑘 is obtained by:
Choose 𝑥1 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ), put 𝐷1 = {𝑥1 },if 𝑁[𝐷1 ]= 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ) then 𝐷1 is called closed fuzzy dominating set if
not, choose𝑥2 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷1 (may 𝑥1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥2 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡) put 𝐷2 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 } if 𝑁[𝐷2 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ), then 𝐷2 is
closed fuzzy dominating set if not, so on choose𝑥𝑘 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝑁[𝐷𝑘−1 ], 𝑘 ≥ 3, positive integer k such that
𝑁[𝐷𝐾 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ).
Definition3.2: A closed fuzzy dominating set 𝐷𝑘 in a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is called minimum closed
fuzzy dominating (𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐷)set if the number of vertices of all closed fuzzy dominating set greater than
or equal the number of vertices in 𝐷𝑘 .
Definition3.3:The minimum fuzzy cardinality of all minimum closed fuzzy dominating sets is
called closed fuzzy domination number and denoted by 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ).
I.e.𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {∑𝑥∈𝐷𝑘𝑖 𝜂(𝑥) , 𝐷𝑘𝑖 𝑖𝑠 𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐷 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑠}.
Definition3.4:The minimum closed fuzzy dominating set has minimum fuzzy cardinality is called 𝛾𝑐𝑙 −
𝑠𝑒𝑡.
Example3.1: Consider the fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) , which is given in figure 1.
There are two (𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐷) sets: 𝐷𝑘1 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , 𝑧, 𝑥} = {𝑥} ∪ 𝑁(𝑦)and𝐷𝑘2 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑧, 𝑦} = 𝑁(𝑥) ∪
{𝑦}such that 𝑁 [𝐷𝑘1 ] = 𝑉 (𝐺𝑓 ) and𝑁 [𝐷𝑘2 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ).
The closed fuzzy domination number 𝛾𝑐𝑙 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{||𝐷𝑘1 ||, ||𝐷𝑘2 ||}
= 𝑚𝑖𝑛{0.9,1} = 1
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Fig 1
Preposition3.1: Every closed fuzzy dominating set of a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is a fuzzy
dominating set of 𝐺𝐹 .
Proof: We know that a vertex subset 𝐷𝑘 of 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) in a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 is closed fuzzy dominating set if
satisfy two conditions:
1) For every vertex 𝑥 not in 𝐷𝑘2 , 𝑥 is dominated by at least one vertex of 𝐷𝑘2 and also if 𝐷𝑘2 contains
more than two vertices then the third vertex must be not adjacent to the others.
2) 𝑁[𝐷𝑘 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ),it is clear that every vertex 𝑥 not in 𝐷𝑘 is dominated by a vertex of 𝐷𝑘 ,thus 𝐷𝑘 is
fuzzy dominating set of 𝐺𝐹 .
Remark 3.1: Let 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌)be a fuzzy graph has closed fuzzy dominating set then not necessary 𝛾𝐹 ≤
𝛾𝑐𝑙 .
Preposition 3.2: For any fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑥) ≤ 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) ≤ P.Further upper bound
equality holds if 𝜌(x, y) < 𝜂(𝑥)˄ 𝜂(𝑦)∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝜂 ∗ .
Proof: The lower and upper of the inequality are trivial from definition(𝐶𝐹𝐷) set. If 𝜌(x, y) <
𝜂(𝑥)˄ 𝜂(𝑦)∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝜂 ∗ , then every vertex is isolated, thus there is only one (𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐷) set which contains
all vertices. Hence,𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑃.
Theorem 3.1:For every fuzzy dominating set contains at most two vertices of a fuzzy graph itis closed
fuzzy dominating set.
Proof: Let𝐷𝑘 be a fuzzy dominating set of 𝐺𝐹 contains at most two vertices. Then here are two cases:
Case1: If 𝐷𝑘 = {𝑥} is trivial
Case2: If 𝐷𝑘 contains two vertices say 𝐷𝑘 = {𝑥, 𝑦},then 𝑁[𝐷𝑘 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ), thus no need to any other vertex
𝑧 to be independent with 𝑥, 𝑦. Hence,𝐷𝑘 is closed fuzzy dominating set of 𝐺𝐹 .
Corollary 3.1: Let𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be any fuzzy graph then 𝛾𝑓 = 𝛾𝑐𝑙 if 𝐺𝑓 is one of the following
𝑖) 𝐺𝐹 ≅ 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 complete bipartite fuzzy graph.
ii) 𝐺𝐹 ≅ 𝐾𝑛 complete fuzzy graph.
iii) 𝐺𝐹 is strong star fuzzy graph.
iv) 𝐺𝐹 is strong wheel fuzzy graph.
Proof: Let 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a fuzzy graph satisfying above condition, since a fuzzy dominating set of
𝐾𝑛,𝑚 contains two vertices and fuzzy dominating set of (𝐾𝑛 ,strong star,strong wheel) has only one vertex.
Hence, from theorem (3.1) we have 𝛾𝑓 = 𝛾𝑐𝑙 .
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Theorem 3.2: Every independent fuzzy dominating set of a fuzzy graph𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) is closed fuzzy
dominating set.
Proof: Let 𝑆𝐾 be an independent fuzzy dominating set of 𝐺𝐹 then there are two cases:
Case1: If𝑆𝐾 contains only one vertex, then is trivial 𝑆𝐾 is closed fuzzy dominating set .
Case2:If 𝑆𝐾 contains more than two vertices,since 𝜌(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜂(𝑥) ∧ 𝜂 (𝑦) for any two vertices in
𝑆𝐾 ,therefore every vertex in 𝑉 − 𝑆𝐾 has at least one effective edge in𝑆𝐾 . Thus 𝑁[𝑆𝐾 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) and
each vertex in 𝑆𝐾 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝑁[𝑆𝐾 ]. Hence,𝑆𝐾 is closed fuzzy dominating set.
Preposition 3.3: Let𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌)be afuzzy graph without isolated vertex then 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) ≤ P − α0 where
α0 is the vertex covering number of 𝐺𝐹 .
Proof: Let𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌)be afuzzy graph without isolated vertex and 𝐴 is a vertex cover set of 𝐺𝐹 then 𝑉 −
𝐴 is independent set of 𝐺𝐹 . Thus, by theorem (3.2),then 𝑉 − 𝐴 is closed fuzzy dominating set of 𝐺𝐹 .
Hence,𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝑓 ) ≤ || 𝑉 − 𝐴|| = |𝑛| − ||𝐴|| = 𝑃 − 𝛼0 .
Preposition3.4: Let 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) ≅ 𝐾𝑛 then 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐾𝑛 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑥), 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ).
Proof: Given 𝐺𝐹 ≅ 𝐾𝑛 be a complete fuzzy graph, then all edges in 𝐺𝐹 are effective and each vertex
dominates to all other vertices. Hence, the closed fuzzy dominating set is singleton say𝐷𝐾 ={x}
such that 𝑁[𝐷𝐾 ] = 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) and x has minimum fuzzy value. Hence, the result is obtained.
Preposition3.5: Let 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a strong fuzzy star graph then𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝜂(𝑥), where 𝑥 is a root
vertex.
Proof: Let𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a strong fuzzy star and 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) = {𝑥, 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 } where x is a root vertex,
since each edge is effective and x is dominates 𝑥𝑖 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛. thus a closed fuzzy dominating set is
singleton such that 𝑁[𝑥] = 𝑉(𝐺𝑓 ) . Hence, γ𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝜂(𝑥).
Preposition 3.6: Let 𝐺𝐹 ≅ 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 be a complete bipartite fuzzy graph with 𝑛 , 𝑚 vertices then 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐾𝑛,𝑚 ) =
𝑚𝑖𝑛 {|𝑋|, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂( 𝑦𝑗 )} 𝑖𝑓 2 = 𝑛 < 𝑚 , where𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌
𝑚𝑖𝑛 {|𝑦|, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂( 𝑦𝑗 )} 𝑖𝑓 2 = 𝑚 < 𝑛 , where𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌
𝑚𝑖 𝑛{|𝑋|, |𝑦|, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑦𝑗 )} 𝑖𝑓𝑛 = 2 = 𝑚 , where𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌
{ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜎(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑚𝑖 𝑛 𝜎(𝑦𝑗 ) 𝑛 , 𝑚 ≥ 3

, where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌.

Proof: Given 𝐺𝐹 ≅ 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 and 𝑉(𝐾𝑛,𝑚 )=𝑋 ∪ 𝑌 where 𝑋={𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 }and 𝑌 = {𝑦1 , 𝑦2 , … , 𝑦𝑚 }. Since
each vertex of X is adjacent to 𝑦𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑚 and similarly each vertex of 𝑌 is adjacent to 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑖 =
1,2, … , 𝑛.Then, any minimum closed fuzzy dominating 𝐷𝐾 contains two vertices thus there are three
cases:
Case1: If 2= n < m andif there is a vertex 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌, 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑚 has a fuzzy value equal to the fuzzy
values of one of the vertices of 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑖 = 1,2.Then 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐾𝑛,𝑚 ) = 𝑚𝑖 𝑛{|𝑋|, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂 (𝑦𝑗 )},
where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌,in the same manner if 2 = 𝑚 < 𝑛
𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐾𝑛,𝑚 ) = 𝑚𝑖 𝑛{|𝑌|, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜂 (𝑦𝑗 )} . Where𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌. if 2 = 𝑚 < 𝑛
Case2: If 𝑛 = 2 = 𝑚 it is clear 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐾𝑛,𝑚 ) = 𝑚𝑖 𝑛{|𝑋|, |𝑌|, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑛 (𝑥𝑖 ) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑛 (𝑦𝑗 )} , 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌
Case3:If 𝑛, 𝑚 ≥ 3since each vertex from 𝑋 dominates to all vertices from 𝑌 and vice versa. Then, a
(𝑀𝐶𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 contains two vertices. Hence,𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐾𝑛,𝑚 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 [𝑛(𝑥𝑖 )] + 𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝑛 (𝑦𝑗 )] ,
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where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 , 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌. The prove complete.
Preposition3.7: Let W𝑛+1 be a strong fuzzy wheel, then 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (W𝑛+1 ) = 𝜂(𝑥)where 𝑥 is a center
vertexW𝑛+1 .
Proof: Given W𝑛+1 be a strong fuzzy wheel, since each edge is effective then x is dominates to 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑖 =
1,2, … , 𝑛 . Then, a closed fuzzy dominating set 𝐷𝐾 = {𝑥}such that𝑁[𝐷𝐾 ] = 𝑉(W𝑛+1 ).
Hence,𝛾𝑐𝑙 (W𝑛+1 ) = 𝜂(𝑥).
Preposition3.8: For any strong fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) , 𝛾𝑐𝑙 ≤ 𝑃 − ∑𝑦∈𝑁(𝑥) 𝜂(𝑦).
Proof: Let 𝐷𝐾 be a𝛾𝑐𝑙 − 𝑠𝑒𝑡of 𝐺𝐹 and 𝑥be a vertexof𝐺𝐹 such that 𝑑(𝑥) = ∆(𝐺𝐹 ). Then,𝑉 − 𝑁(𝑥)
is(𝐶𝐹𝐷) set, thus|𝐷𝐾 | ≤ |𝑉 − 𝑁(𝑥)| = |𝑛 − ∆(𝐺𝐹 )|, take fuzzy cardinality to both sides hence,
4. closed fuzzy dominating set in join and union two fuzzy graphs.
Definition 4.1: Let 𝐺𝐹1 = (𝜂1 , 𝜌1 ) and 𝐺𝐹2 = (𝜂2 , 𝜌2 )be any two fuzzy graphs on 𝑉1and𝑉1
respectively with 𝑉(𝐺𝐹1 ) ∩ 𝑉(𝐺𝐹2 ) = ∅,the union of 𝐺𝐹1 and 𝐺𝐹2 is a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 defined on 𝑉1 ∪
𝑉2 as 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐺𝐹1 ∪ 𝐺𝐹2 = (𝜂1 ∪ 𝜂2 , 𝜌1 ∪ 𝜌2 ) where:
𝜂 (𝑥) 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉1
(𝜂1 ∪ 𝜂2 )(𝑥) = { 1
𝜂2 (𝑥) 𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉2
𝜌1 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑖𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐸1
(𝜌1 ∪ 𝜌2 )(𝑥, 𝑦) = { 𝜌2 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑖𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐸2
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
Theorem 4.1: Let 𝐺𝐹1 = (𝜂1 , 𝜌1 ) and 𝐺𝐹2 = (𝜂2 , 𝜌2 ) be any two strong fuzzy graphs then
𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 ∪ 𝐺𝐹2 ) = 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 ) + 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹2 ).
Proof: Let 𝐷𝑘1and 𝐷𝑘2 be a 𝛾𝑐𝑙 − 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 of 𝐺𝐹1and 𝐺𝐹2 respectively. Since 𝑉1 ∩ 𝑉2=∅, then𝐷𝑘1 ∩ 𝐷𝑘2 =
∅. Therefore,𝐷𝑘 = 𝐷𝑘1 ∪ 𝐷𝑘2 is (𝐶𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐺𝐹1 ∪ 𝐺𝐹2 . Hence,
𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 ∪ 𝐺𝐹2 )= ||𝐷𝑘1 ∪ 𝐷𝑘2 || = ||𝐷𝑘1 + 𝐷𝑘2 ||= 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 ) + 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹2 ).
Definition4.2: Let𝐺𝐹1 = (𝜂1 , 𝜌1 ) and 𝐺𝐹2 = (𝜂2 , 𝜌2 ) be any two fuzzy graphs on 𝑉1and 𝑉1
respectively with𝑉1 ∩ 𝑉2 = ∅, the join of 𝐺𝐹1 and 𝐺𝐹2 is a fuzzy graph 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐺𝐹1 + 𝐺𝐹2 = (𝜂1 + 𝜂2 , 𝜌1 +
𝜌2 ) where :
𝜂 (𝑥) 𝑖𝑓𝑥 ∈ 𝑉1
(𝜂1 + 𝜂2 )(𝑥) = { 1
and
𝜂2 (𝑥)
𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉2
𝜌1 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑖𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐸1
(𝜌1 + 𝜌2 )(𝑥, 𝑦)= {𝜌2 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑖𝑓 (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝐸2
𝜌1 (𝑥)˄ 𝜌1 (𝑥)
𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝐸 ˴
˴
where 𝐸 is the set of all edges joining vertices of 𝑉1 with vertices of 𝑉2 .
Observation4.1: Consider join two strong fuzzy graphs𝐺𝐹 = 𝐺𝐹1 + 𝐺𝐹2 . For any 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝐹1 )and 𝑦 ∈
𝑉(𝐺𝐹2 )such that 𝑥 and 𝑦 have minimum fuzzy value, the set {𝑥, 𝑦} is a closed fuzzy dominate-ngset in
𝐺𝐹1 + 𝐺𝐹2 .Thus, 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 + 𝐺𝐹2 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(η(𝑥)) + 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (η(𝑦)).
Theorem 4.2: Let 𝐺𝐹1 = (𝜂, 𝜌) and 𝐺𝐹2 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be any two strong fuzzy graphs on 𝑉1and 𝑉2
respectively. Then,𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 + 𝐺𝐹2 ) ≤ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 {𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 ), 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹2 )}.
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Proof: Let S1 and S2 be a γcl − sets of 𝐺𝐹1 and 𝐺𝐹2 respectively,by definition the join two fuzzy graphs
,we conclude that S1 and S2 are closed fuzzy dominating sets of 𝐺𝐹 . Hence 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 + 𝐺𝐹2 ) ≤
min{|𝑆1 |, |𝑆2 |} = min { 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹1 ), 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹2 )}.
Theorem4.3: Let 𝐺𝐹 = (𝜂, 𝜌) be a strong fuzzy graph of n vertices , then:
i)
𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝜂(𝑥1 ) if and only if 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾1 or 𝐺𝑓 = 𝐾1 + ⋃𝑘𝑖=1 𝐻𝑖 for Some 𝑘 ≥ 1 and connected
strong fuzzy graph 𝐻1 , 𝐻2 , … , 𝐻𝑘 .
̅̅̅𝑛̅;
ii)
𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑃 if and only if 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾
iii)
𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑃 − 𝜂(𝑥) if and only if 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾2 or 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾2 ∪ ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐾𝑛−2 .
Proof :
i)
Suppose that 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾1 + ⋃𝑘𝑖=1 𝐻𝑖 for some k≥ 1 and connected strong fuzzy graph 𝐻1 , 𝐻2 , …,
𝐻𝑘 , choose 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉(𝐾1 ) since 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑁[𝑥]. Thus 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝜂(𝑥). Conversely, assume that 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) =
𝜂(𝑥) and let 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) such that{𝑥} is a (𝐶𝐹𝐷) set of 𝐺𝐹 . If 𝐺𝐹 ≠ 𝐾1,then 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) − {𝑥} = 𝑁𝐺𝑓 (𝑥).
Consequently,𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾1 +⋃𝑘𝑖=1 𝐻𝑖 For some k≥ 1 and connected strong fuzzy graph 𝐻1 , 𝐻2 , … , 𝐻𝑘 .Hence,
(i) is obtained.
̅̅̅𝑛̅ it clearly that𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑃. Suppose that 𝐺𝐹 ≠ 𝐾
̅̅̅𝑛̅ . If 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾2 ,then 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑃 −
ii)
If 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾
𝜂(𝑥) ≠ 𝑃a contradiction, suppose that 𝐺𝐹 ≠ 𝐾2 and let x and y be two adjacent vertices in
𝐺𝐹 construct a (𝐶𝐹𝐷) set {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑘 } in 𝐺𝑓 such that 𝑥1 = 𝑥 and 𝑥2 ≠ 𝑦. Then 𝐾 ≤ 𝑛 − 1
vertices, thus 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) < 𝑃, a contradiction. Hence, (ii) is proved.
iii)
If n = 2, then a (𝐶𝐹𝐷)set containing exactly one vertex,thus by (i) 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝜂(𝑥). If and
only if 𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾2 . Now if 𝑛 ≥ 3. Suppose that 𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) = 𝑃 − 𝜂(𝑥) then ∆(𝐺𝐹 ) ≥ 1. Suppose
that ∆(𝐺𝐹 ) > 1and let 𝑥 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) such that 𝑑(𝑥) = ∆(𝐺𝐹 ) construct a (𝐶𝐹𝐷)set {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ,...,𝑥𝑘 }
in 𝐺𝐹 such that 𝑥1 = 𝑥and 𝑥2 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺𝐹 ) − 𝑁[𝑥].Then 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 − 2, then𝛾𝑐𝑙 (𝐺𝐹 ) ≠ 𝑃 − 𝜂(𝑥), a
contradiction. Thus,∆(𝐺𝐹 ) = 1 therefore𝐺𝐹 = 𝐾2 ⋃ ̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐾𝑛−2 .The converse is directly.
5. Conclusion
In this research paper a new type of fuzzy domination of fuzzy graph is presented ,which it is called The
closed fuzzy domination , and we have studied some basic properties and determined this typeof fuzzy
domination for some fuzzy certain graphs . Adding a closed fuzzy domination for some operation in
fuzzy graphs discussed
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Abstract. In this paper, neural networks (NN) are implemented to manipulate a problem of
machine scheduling for a single machine to minimize multicriteria objective function: maximum
tardiness, maximum late work and total late work simultaneously (Tmax , Vmax , ∑ Vj ). Also the
results of applying NN are compared with some exact methods, some heuristic methods and
local search methods [7,14]. The used NN is learned by pack propagation algorithm for n =
3: 500 jobs. NN technique was be found to be effective and used to select the best efficient and
optimal schedule which minimizes the objective function.

1. Introduction
When the single Machine Scheduling Problem (MSP) concerns Non Polynomial-hard (NP-hard)
problem, the computational time requirements are enormous for large sized problem, to avoid these
drawbacks we can appeal to heuristics methods. In recent years, the improvement in heuristic methods
has become under the name “local search methods (LSM)”. The local search provides approach high
quality solutions to NP- hard problems of a realistic size in reasonable time. The LSM's start with an
initial solution and then continually try to add better solution by searching neighborhoods [1].
The concept of Neural Networks (NN) came into being when the first model of neuron was created
by two physiologists, Warren S. McCulloch and Walter H. Pitts in 1943 [2]. Willems and Rooda (1994)
[3] looked at first formulating a job shop scheduling problem as an integer programming problem, and
using a NN to solve the resultant integer programming problem. Foo and Takefuji (1998) [4], employed
integer linear programming NNs to minimizing the total starting times of all jobs with a precedence
constraint. Hamad et al., (2002) [5], presented a method for machine scheduling with common due date
on single machine which depended on artificial NN. The objective of this problem is to minimize the
total earliness and the total tardiness cost. The paper of Muralidhar and Alwarsamy (2013) [6] considers
the problem of scheduling jobs on parallel machines with the combined objective to minimize the
makespan, total tardiness and total earliness using NN technique. Abdul-Razaq and Ali (2014) [2]
presented an approach for scheduling problem on single machines with multi objective to decrease the
total completion of time and the total tardiness by using NN.
One of the important local search methods is Particle swarm optimization (PSO) which introduced
by R. Eberhart and J. Kennedy in 1995. This method is obtained from the experiments with some
algorithms that depend on the “flocking behavior” which are seen in some kinds of birds. PSO is an
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optimization algorithm that lies under the soft computing umbrella which is covers genetic algorithm
(GA) and some evolutionary algorithms [7].
The Bees Algorithm (BA) is an optimization algorithm inspired by the natural foraging behavior of
honey bees to find the optimal solution. The pseudo code for the BA in its simplest form is mentioned
in [7].
In section 2 we discuss some important terminologies and notations for MSP. The NN is discussed
in details in section 3. The MSP formulation of this paper is detailed in section 4, while the experimental
results of applying NN, for the problems which will be discussed in this paper, are shown in section 5.
In section 6 we discuss the analysis of the results of applying NN to solve MSP. Lastly, the conclusions
are shown in section 7.
2. Machine Scheduling Terminologies and Notations
Most single MSPs (SMSP's) assume that the processing times of jobs are known and have fixed values
through the process, and SMSP's has good learning effects form a new subfield in many areas like the
scheduling [8].
In the classical scheduling models, most researchers consider that the job processing times are all
constant numbers [9]. For decades, MSP researches will be more interest on one performance measures.
The most real world with applications of scheduling, the researchers will be more interest in the
multiobjectives which have received more attention in recent years [10].
Definition (1) [10]: The "optimize" term in a multicriteria decision making problem means that a
solution with some objective which we can't improve it without worsening the other objectives.
Definition (2) [10]: Any feasible schedule 𝜎 is called Pareto optimal, or nondominated (or efficient)
with respect to the objective functions 𝑓1 and 𝑓2 if there is no different feasible schedule 𝜋 such that
each 𝑓1 (𝜋) ≤ 𝑓1 (𝜎) and 𝑓2 (𝜋) ≤ 𝑓2 (𝜎), take in consider that at least one of the inequalities is strict.
The more common notations which used in scheduling are:
n
pi
di
Ci
Ti
Tmax
Vi
Vmax
Vi

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

number of jobs.
Processing time of job i.
Due date of job i.
Completion time of job i.
Tardiness of job i.
max {Ti}.
min{Ti, pi}.
Max {Vi}.
Sum of Vi.

3. Neural Network
The most important neural networks is the Feedforward neural networks (FNNs) which have been used
widly in regressions and classification applications. To approximate any target continuous function we
can use a single hidden layer feedforward networks with additive models. Single hidden layer
feedforward networks have good role in many applications and have been implemented widly in both
sides, the theory and application sides [11].
3.1 Back Propagation Algorithm
Back Propagation (BP) algorithm consists of two important stages, the forward stage and revers
propagation. The NN contains hidden layer with output layer and lastly input layer, in which the states
of used neurons in every layer can influence the neurons under them. As initial state, starting with the
process wihch acts in forward propagation, the signal will be transmitted from the input layer to the
hidden layer and calculated at the hidden layer. The results of calculation is recalculated in hidden layer
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which are sended to the output layer and will be considered as output. The final results are compared
with the some values called the expected valu, then the error which is the absolute differenes will be
corrected by the reverse state propagation, which is conisdered as backtrack. In the hidden layer, a
function which is used in this process is called the activation function. This process still be repeated.
The random weights will be changed depending on the results in output layer through every reverse
calculation propagation to reduce the error. When the error reach some spesfied value, stop the
calculations [12].
The learning rate () determines the portion of weight needed to be adjusted. However, the optimum
value of  depends on the problem. The momentum (𝛼) determines the fraction of the previous weight
adjustment that is added to current weight adjustment. It accelerates the network convergence process.
During the training process, the learning rate and the momentum are adjusted to bring the network
out of its local minima, and to accelerate the convergence of the network [2]. The details of BP
Algorithm are described in [2].
3.2 Fitness Criterion of NN
One of the stopping criterions is the fitness value. Since the BP algorithm is chosen to be a supervised
learning algorithm, then there are observed values (𝑂𝑖 ) and desired output values (𝐺𝑖 ). These two values
have to be compared, if they are closed to each other, then the fitness is good, else the algorithm must
continue its calculations until this condition is satisfied or the specified number of iterations is finished
[2].
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) is one of the tests for the comparison process:
1
MSE = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑂𝑖 − 𝐺𝑖 )2
…(1)
where 𝑛 is the number of the compared categories.
4. Problem Formulation
The problem of scheduling 𝑁 = {1,2, … , 𝑛} the set of 𝑛 jobs, these jobs are processed on a one machine
to minimize the multicriteria which may be act as follows. Each job 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁 has is to be processed on an
one machine which can process only one job at a time, job 𝑗 has a processing time 𝑝𝑗 with due date 𝑑𝑗 .
All jobs are ready for processing at a time zero. If a schedule 𝜎 = (1,2, … , 𝑛) is given, then the
𝑗
completion time 𝐶𝑗 = ∑𝑘=1 𝑝𝑗 for every job 𝑗 can be calculated and then the tardiness of job 𝑗, 𝑇𝑗 =
𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝑗 , 0} is easy to compute. We aim to find a schedule 𝜎 ∈ 𝑆 (where 𝑆 is the set of all possible
feasible schedules) that minimizes the tricriteria problem. This problem belongs to simultaneous
optimization.
4.1 The 1//(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 , ∑ 𝑉𝑗 ) Problem
We aim to find the order of the jobs on one machine to minimize the multicriteria (𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 , ∑ 𝑉𝑗 ).
This problem, which is denoting by (P), can be formulated mathematically as follows:
𝑍 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜎), 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜎), ∑ 𝑉𝑗 (𝜎)).
Subject to
𝑇𝜎(𝑗) ≥ 0

, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛

𝑇𝜎(𝑗) ≥ 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝜎(𝑗)
𝑉𝜎(𝑗) ≤ 𝑇𝜎(𝑗)
𝑉𝜎(𝑗) ≤ 𝑝𝜎(𝑗)
𝑇𝜎(𝑗) , 𝑉𝜎(𝑗) ≥ 0

, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛
…(P)

, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛
, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛
, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛}

where 𝜎(𝑗) represents the position of job 𝑗 in the schedule 𝜎. The discussed P-problem is 𝑁𝑃-hard
because the problem 1// ∑𝑛𝑗=1 𝑉𝑗 is 𝑁𝑃-hard [13].
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4.2 The 1//(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 + ∑ 𝑉𝑗 ) Problem
We aim to find the order of the jobs on one machine to minimize the the sum of maximum
tardiness, maximum late work and total late work. This problem, which is denoting by (P1 ), can be
formulated mathematically as follows:
𝑍 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜎) + 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜎) + ∑ 𝑉𝑗 (𝜎))
Subject to
𝑇𝜎(𝑗) ≥ 0

, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛

𝑇𝜎(𝑗) ≥ 𝐶𝑗 − 𝑑𝜎(𝑗)
𝑉𝜎(𝑗) ≤ 𝑇𝜎(𝑗)
𝑉𝜎(𝑗) ≤ 𝑝𝜎(𝑗)
𝑇𝜎(𝑗) , 𝑉𝜎(𝑗) ≥ 0

, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛
...(P1 )

, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛
, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛
, 𝑗 = 1, … , 𝑛}

5. Experimental Results of Applying NN for 𝐏 and 𝐏𝟏 -Problems
For the two problems (P) and (P1 ), a simulation has been constructed in order to apply the NN. For
practical comparison, the Branch and Bound (BAB), Hybrid Method (HM) and Modified BAB (MBAB)
details results are obtained from [14], and PSO and BA details results are obtained from [7].
5.1 Constructing of Multi-Layer NN to Solve P and P1-Problem
The NN which is proposed for the single machine to minmize the multiple criteria functions
(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 , ∑ 𝑉𝑗 ) for MSP, is arranged into three layers of the processing units. First we have an input
layer consists of (10) nodes, then the hidden layer consists of (8) nodes, lastly the output layer which
include a single node. The number of units in each, the input and output layers depended on to the
representation adopted for the MSP [15]. In the suggested representation of the proposed NN, the input
layer contains important information interpreted the MSP in the form of a vector or string of continuous
values. In table (1) we show the 10 input nodes which are designed to contain the important information
for each job that have to be scheduled [5].
Table 1. 10 units information of input layer units of NN [5].
Input units
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

𝑝𝑗
𝑀𝑝

𝑑𝑗
𝑀𝑑

𝑆𝐿𝑗
𝑀𝑠𝑙

𝛼𝑗
10

𝛽𝑗
10

𝑝
𝑀𝑝

1

𝑆𝐿
𝑀𝑠𝑙

∑(𝑝𝑗 − 𝑝)2
√
2
𝑛×𝑝

∑(𝑆𝐿𝑗 − 𝑆𝐿)2
√
2
𝑛 × 𝑆𝐿

where 𝑆𝐿𝑗 slack for job 𝑗such that 𝑆𝐿𝑗 = 𝑑𝑗 – 𝑝𝑗 ,
𝑀𝑝 : longest processing time among the 𝑛 jobs = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑝𝑗 }.
𝑀𝑑 : longest due date among the 𝑛 jobs= 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑑𝑗 }.
𝑀𝑠𝑙 : largest slack time for the 𝑛 jobs = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑆𝐿𝑗 },
𝛼𝑗 = 𝛽𝑗 = 1, 𝑗 ∈ 𝑁, 𝑁 = {1,2, … , 𝑛}.
𝑝 = ∑𝑛𝑗=1

𝑝𝑗
𝑛

and 𝑆𝐿 = ∑𝑛𝑗=1

𝑆𝐿𝑗
𝑛

are the mean of processing times and slak time respectivly.
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Thus,
10-input
vectors
represent
each
job,
which
includes
information
related to that job and the relation of this job to the other jobs in the MSP. The output
unit includes values that are in the range of [0.10-0.90], the value being an pointer of where this job
represented at the input layer should where its position lie in this schedule. Low values should put in the
beginig positions in this schedule, while higher values which has less priority and the job position put
in the end of tis schedule. The objective value related for each input training pattern is a target value that
assigns the position determines the best or optimal schedule. The objective value 𝐺𝑗 for the job has the
𝑗 𝑡ℎ position in the best or optimal schedule is calculated as in equation (2) [5];
𝑗−1

𝐺𝑗 = {0.1 + 0.8 × (𝑛−1)}, 𝑗 = 1,2, . . . , 𝑛

...(2)

Equation (2) ensures that the n target values are distributed evenly between 0.1– 0.9. The
number of units in the hidden layer is selected by trial and error during the training phase. The suggested
final network for single machine with multi objective has 8 units in its hidden layer and 1 unit of output
layer, therefore known as 10 − 8 − 1 network.
5.2 Neural Network BP -Training Results
To train the proposeded NN, each vector with their output is presented individually at the input layer
and output layer of the NN. Before we disscuss the NN training we will describe the proposed NNScheduling algorithm using BP as a learning algorithm.
NN-Scheduling Algorithm for P and P1-problem
Step(1):READ (𝑛)
{ 𝑛=number of jobs}
READ (𝑝𝑗 , 𝑑𝑗 )
{ processing time and due date}
Step(2):DEFINE input units { as input equations in Table (1) }
Calculate 𝐺𝑗
{actual value as in equation (2)}
Step(3):INITIALIZATION
𝑊𝑗𝑘𝑙 =random(−1,1)
{weight in layer 𝑗, node 𝑘 connected node 𝑙}
Step(4):IMSE = Maxint; Error= 0.0001; Threshold=0.01{specified by experiance}
Iter=0; NI=10000; BSC=Mxint; BST=Maxint;
WHILE (Iter ≤ NI) AND (IMSE >Error) DO
Iter = Iter + 1;
Compute MSE
{ using equation (1) }
𝜎 =SORT(𝑂𝑗 );
IF(𝑇(𝜎) < 𝐵𝑇) OR (𝑉(𝜎) < 𝐵𝑉)OR (𝑆𝑉(𝜎) < 𝐵𝑆𝑉)THEN
{IF (𝑇(𝜎) + 𝑉(𝜎) + 𝑆𝑉(𝜎) < 𝐵𝑇 + 𝐵𝑉 + 𝐵𝑆𝑉)THENfor P1}
σ′ = 𝜎; 𝐵𝑇 = 𝑇(𝜎); 𝐵𝑉 = 𝑉(𝜎); 𝐵𝑆𝑉 = 𝑆𝑉(𝜎); IMSE=MSE;
END; {ENDIF}
END; { ENDWHILE }
Step(5):Best sequence= σ′ , with minmium 𝐵𝑇, 𝐵𝑉 and 𝐵𝑆𝑉;
{with minmum 𝐵𝑇 + 𝐵𝑉 + 𝐵𝑆𝑉 for P1}
Step(6): END;
Training is considered completed after an average10000 cycles or more using a 10-8-1 configuration. A
cycle is concluded after the network has been exposed once, in the course of the BP algorithm, to each
one of the available training patterns. The trained NN is used to find job schedule for our problem.
Table (2) shows the comparison results of Effecinit Points (EP), consuming time, Average of
MAE (AMAE) and MAER with EP of applying NN-BP for P-problem with CEM for 𝑛 = 3: 10.
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MET
NI
MSE
MAER
R
F
F1
BS
CT
BT
NI

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Method={CEM, HM, MBAB}.
Number of iterations.
Mean square error.
MAE Relative =abs(best(EP of MET)-best(EP of BP)) / best(EP of MET)
0Real value1.
Objective or target function of Problem (P).
Objective or target function of Problem (P1).
Best Solution.
Complete Time.
Best Time to obtain best value(s) of each experiment.
Number of Iterations.

Table 2. Applying NN-BP for (P) for 𝑛 = 3: 10 and compared with CEM.
CEM
NN-BP
AMAE
MAER
𝒏
EP
CT
EP
CT NI
3
(4,4,5),(18,2,4)
R
(4,4,5)
R
2
(1.75,R,R) (0,0,0)
4 (14,7,15),(15,6,15),(15,7,14)
R
(15,6,15)
2
12
(R,R,R)
(0,0,0)
5
(23,9,24),(24,9,23)
R
(23,9,24)
3
4
(R,0,R)
(0,0,0)
6
(20,9, 24),(24,10,20),(26
R
(20,9,24)(26,10,20) 7
3
(R,R,R)
(0,0,0)
,8,20)
7
(27,10,28),(28,7,27)
R
(27,10,30)(28,7,27) 6
5
(0,0,R)
(0,0,0)
8
(34,10,39),(39,8,34)
3.1
(39,8,34)
6 2387
(R,R,R)
(0,0,0)
9 (30,10,33),(33,9,30),(37,7,30) 32.5
(33,9,30)
6
3
(R,R,R)
(0,0,0)
10
(35,7,35)
232
(35,7,35)
7 1165
0
(0,0,0)
Table (3) shows the comparison results of EP, consuming time, AMAE and MAER with EP of applying
NN-BP for P-problem with HM for 𝑛 = 11: 19.
Table 3. Applying NN-BP for (P) for 𝑛 = 11: 19 and compared with HM.
HM
NN-BP
𝒏
EP
CT
EP
CT
NI
11
(42,9,45),(48,9,42)
R
(42,9,45)
7
384
12
(59,9,59),(60,8,59)
R
(60,8,59)
10
3194
13
(58,10,65),(63,8,58)
R
(58,10,65)
10
25
14
(65,10,65)
R
(65,10,65)
6
5
15
(77,10,79),(81,9,77)
R
(81,9,77)
7
8771
16
(76,10,78),(83,10,76)
R
(78,10,87)(83,10,76)
7
3251
17
(83,10,90),(86,9,83)
R
(83,10,90)
10
3036
18
(100,9,100)
R
(102,9,100)
7
113
19
(91,9,93),(93,10,91)
R
(91,10,97)(93,10,91)
11 10697

AMAE

MAER

(R,0,R)
(R,R,0)
(R,R,R)
(0,0,0)
(R,R,R)
(R,0,R)
(R,R,R)
(R,0,0)
(0,R,R)

(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(R,0,0)
(0,0,0)

The shaded calls are similar value for the compared methods. Table (4) shows the comparison results of
EP, consuming time, AMAE and MAER with EP of applying NN-BP for P-problem with HM for 𝑛 =
20: 100.
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Table 4. Applying NN-BP for (P) for 𝑛 = 20: 100 and compared with HM.
HM
NN-BP
AMAE MAER
𝒏
EP
CT
EP
CT
NI
20 (118,10,120)(120,10,118)
2.0
(118,10,123)
7
2
(R,0,R) (0,0,R)
30 (150,10,155)(152,10,150)
9.1
(152,10,150)
11 10975 (R,0,R) (0,0,0)
40
(198,10,198)
2.5
(198,10,202)(202,10,201) 12 1890 (R,0,R) (0,0,R)
50 (259,10,264)(262,10,259) 97.7
(259,10,264)
13
251
(R,0,R) (0,0,0)
60 (310,10,311)(312,10,310) 242.6
(312,10,310)
13 1296 (R,0,0) (0,0,0)
70
(367,10,367)
9.9
(367,10,367)
15
1
(0,0,0) (0,0,0)
80
(425,10,425)
20.7
(425,10,430)
15 2093 (0,0,R) (0,0,R)
90
(446,10,446)
38.2
(452,10,446)
16 7041 (R,0,0) (R,0,0)
100 (542,10,548)(543,10,542) 1214.4
(542,10,548)
17 4763 (R,0,R) (0,0,0)
Table (5) shows the comparison results of EP, consuming time, AMAE and MAER with EP of applying
NN-BP for P-problem with MBAB for 𝑛 = 20: 90.
Table 5. Applying NN-BP for (P) for 𝑛 = 20: 90 and compared with MBAB.
MBAB
NN-BP
𝒏
EP
CT
EP
CT
NI
20 (118,10,123)(123,10,118) R
(118,10,123)
7
2
30 (150,10,152)(152,10,150) R
(152,10,150)
11 10975
40
(198,10,198)
R (198,10,202)(202,10,201) 12 1890
50 (259,10,262)(262,10,259) 2.0
(259,10,264)
13
251
60 (310,10,311)(311,10,310) 3.8
(312,10,310)
13 1296
70 (367,10,368)(368,10,367) 5.5
(376,10,367)
15
1
80
(425,10,425)
3.9
(425,10,430)
15 2093
90 (446,10,447)(447,10,446) 10.
(452,10,446)
16 7041
9

AMAE MAER
(R,0,R)
(R,0,R)
(R,0,R)
(R,0,R)
(R,0,R)
(R,0,R)
(0,0,R)
(R,0,R)

(0,0,0)
(0,0,0)
(0,0,R)
(0,0,R)
(R,0,0)
(R,0,0)
(0,0,R)
(R,0,0)

Table (6) shows the comparison results of EP, consuming time, AMAE and MAER with EP of applying
NN-BP for P-problem with MBAB for 𝑛 = 100: 500.
Table 6. Applying NN-BP for (P), 𝑛 = 100: 500 and compared with MBAB.
MBAB
NN-BP
AMAE MAER
𝒏
EP
CT
EP
CT NI
100
(542,10,543)(543,10,542)
14.7
(542,10,548)
17 4763 (R,0,R) (0,0,R)
200 (1085,10,1086)(1086,10,1085) 38.8 (1087,10,1090) 25
3
(R,0,R) (R,0,R)
300
(1647,10,1647)
65.5 (1656,10,1647) 45
8
(R,0,0) (R,0,0)
400
(2218,10,2218)
163.8 (2220,10,2222) 42
10
(R,0,R) (R,0,R)
500
(2629,10,2629)
351.4 (2636,10,2629) 52
2
(R,0,0) (R,0,0)
Table (7) shows the comparison results of CEM and NN-BP for 𝑃1 -problem using n = 3: 10.
Table7. The results of comparison of CEM and NN-BP for 𝑃1 -problem,n = 3: 10.
CEM
NN-BP
MAE
𝒏
OP of F1
CT
BS of F1
CT
NI
MSE
3
13
R
13
R
2
0.0000
0
4
36
R
36
2
12
0.0000
0
5
56
R
56
3
4
0.0000
0
6
53
R
53
7
3
0.0000
0
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7
8
9
10

62
81
72
77

R
1.2
11.1
134.8

62
81
72
77

6
6
6
7

5
2387
3
1165

0.0354
0.0001
0.0000
0.0010

0
0
0
0

Table (8) shows the comparison results of BAB and NN-BP for 𝑃1 -problem using n = 11: 15.
Table 8. The results of comparison of BAB and NN-BP for 𝑃1 -problem, n = 11: 15.
BAB
NN-BP
MAE
𝒏
OP of F1 CT
BS of F1
CT
NI
MSE
11
96
31.4
96
7
384
0.0006
0
12
127
3.1
127
10
3194
0.0053
0
13
129
10.4
133
10
25
0.0041
0.03
14
140
5.2
140
6
5
0.0208
0
15
166
267.2
167
7
8771
0.0538
0.006
658
663
AMAE=1.0
131.6
132.6
The comparison results of BAB with NN-BP for 𝑃1 -problem, using n = 11: 15 are shown in Figure (1).
170
BAB
NN-BP

160

F1-P1-Problem

150
140
130
120
110
100
90
11

11.5

12

12.5

13
n=11:15

13.5

14

14.5

15

Figure 1. Comparison of NN-BP with BAB for 𝑃1 -problem using n = 11: 15.
Table (9) shows the comparison results of HM and NN-BP for 𝑃1 -problem using n = 20: 100.
Table 9. The results of comparison of HM and NN-BP for P1 -problem, n = 20: 100.
HM
NN-BP
𝒏
OP of F1
CT
BS of F1
CT
NI
MSE
20
248
2
251
7
2
0.0372
30
312
9
312
11
10975 0.0328
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40
50
60
70
80
90
100
Sum
Mean

406
531
631
744
860
902
1095
5729
636.6

3
98
243
10
21
385
1214

410
533
632
753
865
908
1100
5764
640.4

12
13
13
15
15
16
17

1890
251
1296
1
2093
7041
4763
AMAE

0.0326
0.0423
0.0395
0.0361
0.0432
0.0512
0.0461

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
3.8

In figure 2, the comparison results between HM and NN-BP for P1 -problem for n = 20: 10: 100
are shown.

1100
1000

HM
NN-BP

HM-P1-Problem

900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
20

30

40

50

60
70
80
90
100
n=20:100
Figure 2. The F1 results of applying HM and NN-BP for 𝑛 = 20: 10: 100.
Table 10 shows the results of NN-BP, these results are compared with BA and PSO for P1 problem using = 100: 100: 500 .
Table 10. The results of comparison of NN-BP with BA and PSO for P1 -problem, n = 100: 500.
BA
PSO
NN-BP
MAE
𝒏
BS
CT
BS
CT
BS
CT
NI
MSE BA PSO
100
1097
20.3
1095
37.7
1100
17 4763 0.0461 R
R
200
2188
39.4
2182
73.7
2187
25
3
0.0237 R
R
300
3313
60.7
3304
111.5
3315
33
3
0.0174 R
R
400
4452
82.9
4447
149.9
4452
42
10
0.0156
0
R
500
5274
105.8
5268
198.6
5275
52
2
0.0122 R
R
sum
16324
----16296
----16329
-----------------------mean 3264.8
3259.2
3265.8
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In figure 3, the comparison of the results between NN-BP, BA, PSO for P1 -problem for n =
100: 500 are shown.
5500

BA
PSO
NN-BP

5000

F1-P1-Problem

4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
100

150

200

250

300
jobs 100...500

350

400

450

500

Figure (3) results of applying BA, PSO and NN-BP for 𝑛 = 100: 500.
6. Discussion and Analysis of Table Results
1. This paper discussed a various number of jobs (𝑛), starting from 𝑛 = 3: 10, 𝑛 = 11: 19, 𝑛 =
20: 10: 90 and 𝑛 = 100: 100: 500, with number of iterations (𝑁𝐼) which is suitable to specific 𝑛
to solve the two problems (P) and (P1 ).
2. The parameters of testing the efficiency of LSM (BA and PSO) and NN-BP are calculated, these
parameters represented by, the exact efficient solutions of F and F1 (are calculated using CEM for
𝑛 ≤ 10), the local search and NN-BP best efficient solutions (EP) and their averages, the AMAE,
MAER the consuming time which calculated for (5) experiments, the CT and BT and their
averages and lastly, the number of iterations which found the corresponding BS or EP.
3. For problem (P):
• Table (2): NN has exact results compared with CEM for 𝑛 = 3: 10.
• Table (3):NN has MAER, near 100% similar to HM results for 𝑛 = 11: 19.
• Table (5): MBAB is near to NN by (75%) for 𝑛 = 20: 10: 90.

•
•
•
•
•

Table (4): HM is better than NN, in 5 similar from 9 solutions, for 𝑛 = 20: 10: 100.
Table (6): MBAB is near to NN by (100%) for 𝑛 = 100: 100: 500.
NN is better than HM, for 𝑛 = 11: 19.
NN has little difference in time with MBAB for 𝑛 = 20: 10: 90.

•
•
•
•

Table (7): NN has exact results compared with CEM for 𝑛 = 3: 10.
Table (8): NN has AMAE=1.0, so its very closed to BAB for 𝑛 = 11: 15 (see figure (1)).

NN is the best from BA, PSO and MBAB for 𝑛 = 100: 100: 500.
4. For problem (P1 ):

Table (9): NN has AMEA=3.8 so its very closed to HM (see figure (2)) for 𝑛 = 20: 10: 100.
Table (10): PSO has mean of BS= 3259.2, BA has mean of BS= 3264.8, while NN has mean
of BS= 3265.8, but they are very closed to each other for 𝑛 = 100: 100: 500 (see figure (3)).
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7. Conclusions
1. An NN applied to solve the problems (P) and (P1), were found that the NN gave an effecient
and optimal solutions for n ≤ 500.
2. NN is best in consuming time than BA and PSO, for all n for all common tables.
3. Some local search methods can be used as learning algorithms (like PSO or genetic algorithm)
for NN to solve MSP.
4. An interesting future research topic would involve experimentation with exact, local Search and
neural network algorithms for the following problems.
a. 1/𝑟𝑗 /(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 , ∑ 𝑉𝑗 ).
b. 1//𝑙𝑒𝑥(𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , ∑ 𝑉𝑗 ).
c. 1//𝑙𝑒𝑥(∑ 𝑉𝑗 , 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 ).
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Abstract. A new flexible compound distribution with four parameters called Truncated
Exponential Marshall Olkin Weibull (TEMOW) is proposed as a sub-model of a new generator
of continuous distributions named Truncated Exponential Marshall Olkin-G family. Reliability
characteristics with several main statistical properties are presented. The maximum likelihood
estimation method is adopted to estimate the unknown parameters. Furthermore, to assess the
usefulness and flexibility, the TEMOW distribution applied upon simulation study besides real
application with two real data set. The simulation results clearly shown the flexible performance
of the maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters. Also, the real application results
clearly shown that the proposed distribution has outstanding performance than other considered
distributions for all information criteria.

1. Introduction
Over the last decades, various statistical distributions have been used to model data in a variety of areas.
However, in some areas of use, there is a strong need to construct expanded versions of these
distributions to adapt to particular real-life data. Several new generalized distributions have recently
been developed and studied. Moreover, attempts continue to identify new families of probability
distributions that expand well-known distribution families and at the same time providing greater
flexibility in the practice of modeling results. One of the most important distributions is the Weibull
distribution. It has been applied in various fields, especially to fit lifetime data. However, some of these
applications are limited partly and this limitation undoubtedly inspired researchers to develop different
generalizations and many modifications of this distribution in order to improve its flexibility. So, in this
paper, based on the existing Weibull distribution, we introduce a new family of probability distributions
arising from composing the work of Marshall and Olkin[1] with the work of Eugene et al. [2].
Marshall and Olkin [1] used tilting parameter α (α ≥ 0) to proposed an elastic family of probability
distributions named Marshall Olkin-G (MO-G) with the following cumulative distribution function (cdf)
and probability density function (pdf)
𝐺(𝑥)
𝑀(𝑥)𝑀𝑂 =
; 𝛼 ≥ 0 , 𝛼̅ = 1 − 𝛼
(1)
𝛼 + 𝛼̅ 𝐺(𝑥)
𝛼 𝑔(𝑥)
𝑚(𝑥)𝑀𝑂 =
(2)
2
(𝛼 + 𝛼̅ 𝐺(𝑥))
where 𝐺(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) are the cdf and pdf of any baseline distribution(see [3][4]).
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Eugene et al. [2] introduced a new family built on the interval [0,1] beta distribution with the following
cdf and pdf
𝑀(𝑥)
1
𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇 =
∫
𝑧 𝑎−1 (1 − 𝑧)𝑏−1 𝑑𝑧 ; 0 < 𝑎, 𝑏 < ∞
(3)
𝛽(𝑎, 𝑏) 0
1
(𝑀(𝑥))𝑎−1 (1 − 𝑀(𝑥))𝑏−1 𝑚(𝑥)
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇 =
(4)
𝛽(𝑎, 𝑏)
where 𝛽(𝑎, 𝑏) is the Beta function, 𝑀(𝑥) and 𝑚(𝑥) are the cdf and pdf of any distribution.Then by
taking 𝑀(𝑥) to be the cdf of the normal distribution, Eugene et al. defined the beta normal distribution
and also derived some properties of this new distribution (see [2][5]).
Based on the two works above, our new family called truncated exponential Marshall Olkin – G has
been built (for truncated distribution see [6]). The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section
2, the truncated exponential Marshall Olkin – G family is introduced with some general expressions.
Then, in Section 3, attention is given to the truncated exponential Marshall Olkin Weibull as a particular
member of this new family. In Sections 4, and 5 reliability measures and various properties of new
distribution along with its entropies, and reliability stress strength model are introduced. In Section 6,
the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) of the unknown parameters are presented. In Section 7, a
simulation study is carried out to exhibit the performances of the MLEs, as well as, real applications are
adopted to illustrate the behavior of the new distribution with some existing distributions. Finally,
conclusions are addressed in Section 8.
2. Truncated exponential Marshall Olkin-G family
Considerthe cdf and pdf of the [0,1] truncated exponential (TE) distribution as
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥
𝑊(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸 =
; 0 < 𝑥 < 1 ,𝜃 > 0
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
𝜃𝑒 −𝜃𝑥
𝑤(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸 =
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
Now,composing the two continuous cdfs,i.e. 𝑊 and 𝑀,so that the cdf𝐹(𝑥) = 𝑊(𝑀(𝑥))and pdf

(5)
(6)

𝜕

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜕𝑥 𝐹(𝑥) will be

𝑀(𝑥)

𝜃𝑒 −𝜃𝑢
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃𝑀(𝑥)
𝑑𝑢
=
(7)
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
0
𝜃𝑚(𝑥)𝑒 −𝜃𝑀(𝑥)
𝑓(𝑥) =
(8)
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
Substituting (1) and (2) in (7) and (8),a new family of probability distributions called Truncated
Exponential Marshall Olkin-G (TEMO-G) can be proposed with the following cdf and pdf
𝐹(𝑥) = ∫

−𝜃

𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂−𝐺

𝐺(𝑥)

1 − 𝑒 𝛼+𝛼̅ 𝐺(𝑥)
=
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂−𝐺 =

𝜃𝛼𝑔(𝑥)𝑒

(9)

𝐺(𝑥)
−𝜃 ̅
𝛼+𝛼 𝐺(𝑥)

∞
The formula of the pdf in (10)can be expansion by using the expressions 𝑒 −𝑥 = 𝛴𝑖=0
∞
(1 − 𝑥)−𝑎 = 𝛴𝑖=0

𝛤(𝑎+𝑖)
𝑖! 𝛤(𝑎)

𝛿=

(−1)𝑖
𝑖!

𝑥 𝑖 and

𝑥 𝑖 , |𝑥| < 1, 𝑎 > 0 with performing some simple mathematical stepsas
𝑖+𝑗

𝑓 𝐸 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂−𝐺 = 𝛿𝑔(𝑥)(𝐺(𝑥))
where

(10)

2

(1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )(𝛼 + 𝛼̅ 𝐺(𝑥))

(−1)𝑖+𝑗 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 2) 𝜃 𝑖+1 (𝛼̅)𝑗
1
∞
Σ
𝑖,𝑗=0
𝑖! 𝑗!
Γ(𝑖 + 2) 𝛼 𝑖+𝑗+1
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃

2

(11)
(12)
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3- Truncated exponential Marshall Olkin Weibulldistribution
Let 𝐺(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥)in (9), (10), and (11)be the cdf and pdf of the Weibull distribution [7] with two nonnegative parametersλ and β,a new proposed distribution named Truncated Exponential Marshall Olkin
Weibull(𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊) distribution is attainedas a member of TEMO-G family with the cdf,pdf and
expanded pdf respectively given by
−𝜃

𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 =

1−𝑒

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 =

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

(13)

1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒
(1

−𝜆𝑥 𝛽

− 𝑒 −𝜃 ) (𝛼

+

−𝜃

𝑒

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

2
𝛽
𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 ))

and
𝛽

𝛽

(14)

𝑖+𝑗

𝑓 𝐸 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = 𝛿𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )
(15)
with 𝛿as in (12).
The plots of some possible shapes of the cdf andpdf of the TEMOW distribution forspecific values of
four parameters are presented in figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 clearly shows the characteristics of the cdf
that are 0 ≤ 𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 ≤ 1, strictly increasing, and continuous. Figure 2 shows some of the possible
shapes of 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊pdf such as decreasing, right-skewed, symmetric,andsemi-symmetric. So, it is very
flexible to model positive data.

Figure 1. The plot of 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 cdf for
specific parameters values.

Figure 2. The plot of 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 pdf for
specific parameters values.

4- Reliability measures and properties of TEMOW distribution
The reliability measures (reliability, hazard, reverse hazard, and cumulative hazard functions) (see [8])
of the proposed TEMOW distribution easily can be found respectively as follows
−𝜃

𝑅(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = 1 − 𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = 1 −

1−𝑒

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

1 − 𝑒 −𝜃

3

(16)
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ℎ(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

𝛽

𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 𝑒

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
=
=
𝑅(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

−𝜃

2

𝛽

(𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )) (𝑒

𝜏(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
=
=
𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

𝛽

𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 𝑒
𝛽

−𝜃

𝐻(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = − ln(𝑅(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 ) = − ln 1 −

1−𝑒

𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

(17)

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

− 𝑒 −𝜃 )

𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

(𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )) (1 − 𝑒
−𝜃

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥

−𝜃

2

−𝜃

(18)

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

)

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

(19)

1 − 𝑒 −𝜃

(

)

The plots of some possible shapes of the reliability and hazard functions of the TEMOW distribution
for specific values of four parameters are presented in figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 clearly shows the
characteristics of the reliability that are 0 ≤ R(x)TEMOW ≤ 1, strictly decreasing, and continuous.
Figure 4 shows some of the possible shapes of TEMOWhazard function such as monotonically
increasing, monotonically decreasing, bathtub, right-skewed, left-skewed, and semi-constant.

Figure 3. The plot of 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
reliability for specific parameters values.

Figure 4. The plot of 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 hazard
for specific parameters values.

Furthermore, themost essential statistical properties of TEMOW distribution can be found as follows:
The𝑟 𝑡ℎ moment can be foundregarding to (15)as follows
∞

∞

𝛽

𝛽

𝑖+𝑗

𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = ∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝑓 𝐸 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 𝑑𝑥 = 𝛿 ∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )
0

Using the expression (1 − 𝑥)𝑎 =

0
𝑖
∞ (−1) 𝛤(𝑎+1)
𝛴𝑖=0 𝑖! 𝛤(𝑎−𝑖+1)

𝑑𝑥

𝑥 𝑖 , |𝑥| < 1, 𝑎 > 0,the 𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 will be

4
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∞

𝛽

∞
𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = 𝛿 ∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 Σ𝑚=0
0

(−1)𝑚 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1) −𝜆𝑚𝑥 𝛽
𝑒
𝑑𝑥
𝑚! Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑚 + 1)

(−1)𝑚 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1) ∞ 𝑟
𝛽
∫ 𝑥 𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑚+1)𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝑚! Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑚 + 1) 0
∞
(−1)𝑚 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1) 1
𝛽
∞
= 𝛿 Σ𝑚=0
∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝜆(𝑚 + 1)𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑚+1)𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝑚! Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑚 + 1) 𝑚 + 1 0
∞ 𝑟
𝛽−1 −𝜆(𝑚+1)𝑥 𝛽
But ∫0 𝑥 𝜆(𝑚 + 1)𝛽 𝑥
𝑒
𝑑𝑥represent the 𝑟 𝑡ℎ moment of Weibull distribution with
∞
= 𝛿 Σ𝑚=0

∞

−

𝛽

parameters𝜆(𝑚 + 1) and 𝛽, i.e. ∫0 𝑥 𝑟 𝜆(𝑚 + 1)𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑚+1)𝑥 𝑑𝑥 = (𝜆(𝑚 + 1))

𝑟
𝛽

𝑟
𝛽

𝛤 ( + 1).

Thus the 𝑟 𝑡ℎ moment of the 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊distribution is given by
(−1)𝑚 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1)
1
𝑟
∞
𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = 𝛿 Σ𝑚=0
(20)
𝑟
𝑟 Γ ( + 1)
+1
𝑚! Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑚 + 1) (𝑚
𝛽
+ 1)𝛽 𝜆𝛽
(𝑖𝑡)𝑟
The 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊characteristic function can be achievedfrom 𝜑𝑋 (𝑡) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = ∑∞
𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 as
𝑟=0
∞

𝜑𝑋 (𝑡) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = 𝛿 ∑

𝑟!

(−1)𝑚 (𝑖𝑡)𝑟

Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1)
𝑚! 𝑟! Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑚 + 1)

1
𝑟
𝑟
+1
𝛽
𝛽

𝑟
Γ ( + 1)
𝛽

(21)

(𝑚 + 1) 𝜆
The 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊quantile function can be achieved through inverting the cdf in(13)as
𝑚,𝑟=0

1

𝛽
1
𝛼 ln(1 − (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )𝑞)
𝑥𝑞−𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = [− ln (1 +
(22)
)]
𝜆
𝜃 + 𝛼̅ ln(1 − (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )𝑞)
The median of TEMOW random variable can be gained from (22)by setting q = 0.5.Also, based on
the quantile function with specific values, we can compute the skewness (γ1 ) that deﬁned by Galton [9],
and kurtosis (γ2 ) that deﬁned by Moors [10], as
Q(0.75) − 2Q(0.5) + Q(0.25)
𝛾1 =
Q(0.75) − Q(0.25)
Q(0.875) − Q(0.625) + Q(0.375) − Q(0.125)
𝛾2 =
Q(0.75) − Q(0.25)
where Q(.) = 𝑥(.)−𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 is computed from (22).
The 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 random samplecan be simulated based on U that has a standard Uniform distribution as
1

𝑥𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

𝛽
1
𝛼 𝑙𝑛(1 − (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )𝑈)
= [− 𝑙𝑛 (1 +
)]
𝜆
𝜃 + 𝛼̅ 𝑙𝑛(1 − (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )𝑈)

(23)

5.Theentropies, reliability stress strengthandorder statistics of 𝐓𝐄𝐌𝐎𝐖 distribution
Shannon entropy: Regarding to (14), theTEMOW Shannon entropy can be achievedas follows
∞
𝑆𝐸𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = − ∫0 ln(𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 ) 𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 𝑑𝑥 with
𝛽

𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥
𝛽
(𝛽
ln(𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 ) = ln (
)
+
−
1)
ln(𝑥)
−
𝜆𝑥
−
𝜃
𝛽
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )
𝛽

− 2 ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 ))
Then
𝛽

𝑆𝐸𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋
= ln (
)
) − (𝛽 − 1)𝐸(ln(𝑋)) + 𝜆𝐸(𝑋𝛽 ) + 𝜃𝐸 (
𝛽
𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽
𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 )
𝛽

+ 2𝐸 (ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 ))) (24)
where 𝐸(𝑋𝛽 ) as in (20) with 𝑟 = 𝛽 , and
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∞

∞

𝛽

𝛽

𝑖+𝑗

𝐸(ln(𝑋)) = ∫ ln(𝑥) 𝑓 𝐸 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 𝑑𝑥 = 𝛿 ∫ ln(𝑥) 𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )
0

𝛽

𝑖+𝑗

Since (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )

𝑑𝑥

0

∞
= Σ𝑚=0

(−1)𝑚

(−1)𝑚 Γ(𝑖+𝑗+1) −𝜆𝑚𝑥 𝛽
𝑒
,
𝑚! Γ(𝑖+𝑗−𝑚+1)
∞

then

Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1)
𝛽
∫ ln(𝑥) 𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑚+1)𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝑚! Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑚 + 1) 0
∞
Using the transformation y = λ(m + 1)x β and then according to special formula of ∫0 ln(y) e−y dy =
ψ(1)(see [11]) where ψ(. ) represent the psi function, we get
(−1)𝑚 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1)
∞
𝐸(ln(𝑋)) = 𝛿 Σ𝑚=0
(25)
[𝜓(1) − ln(𝜆(𝑚 + 1))]
𝛽(𝑚 + 1)! Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑚 + 1)
and
𝛽
𝛽
∞
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋
𝐸(
)=∫
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 𝑑𝑥
𝛽
𝛽
𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 )
̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 )
0 𝛼+𝛼
Using the expressions(1 − 𝑥)−𝑎 , (1 − 𝑥)𝑎 , and 𝑒 −𝑥 that mentioned previously, we obtain
∞
𝛽
(−1)𝑚+𝑙+𝑡 Γ(𝑚 + 2) (𝛼̅)𝑚
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋
(𝜆𝑙)𝑡 𝐸(𝑋𝑡𝛽 )
𝐸(
)
=
∑
(26)
𝛽
𝑙! 𝑡! Γ(𝑚 − 𝑙 + 2) 𝛼 𝑚+1
𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 )
∞
𝐸(ln(𝑋)) = 𝛿Σ𝑚=0

𝑚,𝑙,𝑡=0

and

∞

𝛽

𝛽

𝐸 (ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 ))) = ∫ ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 )) 𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 𝑑𝑥
0

∞
Using the expressions 𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑥) = −𝛴𝑖=0

𝑥 𝑖+1
𝑖+1
∞

; |𝑥| < 1, (1 − 𝑥)𝑎 , and 𝑒 −𝑥 we obtain

𝛽

𝐸 (ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 ))) = ln(𝛼) + ∑
𝑚,𝑙,𝑡=0

𝑡𝛽

(−1)𝑚+𝑙+𝑡+2 Γ(𝑚 + 2) 𝛼̅ 𝑚+1
(𝜆𝑙)𝑡 𝐸(𝑋𝑡𝛽 ) (27)
( )
(𝑚 + 1)𝑙! 𝑡! Γ(𝑚 − 𝑙 + 2) 𝛼

where 𝐸(𝑋 ) as in (20) with 𝑟 = 𝑡𝛽.
Relative entropy:The relative entropyof the 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 distribution can be obtained by taking the
𝑓(𝑥)
mathematical expectation of ln ( (𝑥)𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 )where 𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 is the pdf with parameters (𝜃‚ 𝛼‚ 𝜆‚ 𝛽)as
𝑓1

𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

in (14) and 𝑓1 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 is the pdf with parameters (𝜃1 ‚ 𝛼1 ‚ 𝜆1 ‚ 𝛽1 ) as
𝛽
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽(1 − 𝑒 −𝜃1 )
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥
𝛽
𝛽
1
ln
= ln (
) + (𝛽 − 𝛽1 ) ln(𝑥) − 𝜆𝑥 + 𝜆1 𝑥 − 𝜃
𝛽
𝑓1 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
𝜃1 𝛼1 𝜆1 𝛽1 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )
𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 )
𝛽
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆1 𝑥 1
𝛽
+ 𝜃1
− 2 ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 ))
𝛽
1
𝛼1 + ̅̅̅̅(1
𝛼1 − 𝑒 −𝜆1 𝑥 )
𝛽

+ 2 ln (𝛼1 + ̅̅̅̅
𝛼1 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆1 𝑥 1 ))
Thus, the 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 relative entropy is given by
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽(1 − 𝑒 −𝜃1 )
𝑅𝐸𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = 𝐸 (ln
) = ln (
) + (𝛽 − 𝛽1 )𝐸(ln(𝑋))
𝑓1 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
𝜃1 𝛼1 𝜆1 𝛽1 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )
𝛽

𝛽1

−𝜆𝐸(𝑋 ) + 𝜆1 𝐸(𝑋 ) − 𝜃𝐸 (

1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋

𝛽

1 − 𝑒 −𝜆1 𝑋

𝛽1

) + 𝜃1 𝐸 (
)
𝛽
𝛽
𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 )
𝛼1 + ̅̅̅̅(1
𝛼1 − 𝑒 −𝜆1 𝑋 1 )
𝛽

𝛽

−2𝐸 (ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑋 ))) + 2𝐸 (ln (𝛼1 + ̅̅̅̅
𝛼1 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆1 𝑋 1 ))) (28)
where𝐸(𝑋𝛽 )and 𝐸(𝑋𝛽1 )as in (20)with 𝑟 = 𝛽and𝛽1. The other mathematical expectations as in
(25), (26)and (27)with indicated parameters.
Reliability stress strength model:Consider 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥) the pdf of the strength random variable(𝑋) as in
(14)and 𝐹𝑌 (𝑥) the cdf of the stress random variable(𝑌)as in (13)with parameters (𝜃1 ‚ 𝛼1 ‚ 𝜆1 ‚ 𝛽1 ). The
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reliability stress strengthmodel associated withtwo independent𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊random variables can be
achieved as follows
𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆1 𝑥 1

−𝜃1
∞
1
−𝜆1 𝑥𝛽1 )
𝛼1 +̅̅̅̅̅(1−𝑒
𝛼1
(𝑥)
= 𝑃(𝑌 < 𝑋) = ∫ 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥) 𝐹𝑌
𝑑𝑥 =
∫
−
𝑒
(1
) 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃1 0
0
∞

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

Afterusing the expansion formulas of e−x , (1 − x)−a , and (1 − x)a along with some simplification steps
we get
∞

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

∞
𝑗
(−1)𝑖+𝑗+𝑙+𝑡 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗)Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1)𝜃1𝑖 (𝛼
1
̅̅̅)
1
(𝜆 𝑙)𝑡 𝑥 𝑡𝛽1 ] 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
=
∫
−
∑
[1
𝑖! 𝑗! 𝑙! 𝑡!
Γ(𝑖)Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑙 + 1) 𝛼1 𝑖+𝑗 1
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃1 0
𝑖,𝑗,𝑙,𝑡=0

Then
∞

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊

𝑗
(−1)𝑖+𝑗+𝑙+𝑡 Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗)Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 + 1)𝜃1𝑖 (𝛼
1
̅̅̅)
1
(𝜆 𝑙)𝑡 𝐸(𝑋𝑡𝛽1 )]
=
−
∑
[1
𝑖! 𝑗! 𝑙! 𝑡!
Γ(𝑖)Γ(𝑖 + 𝑗 − 𝑙 + 1) 𝛼1 𝑖+𝑗 1
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃1

(29)

𝑖,𝑗,𝑙,𝑡=0

where 𝐸(𝑋𝑡𝛽1 )as in (20) with 𝑟 = 𝑡𝛽1 .
Order statistics: Let 𝑥1:𝑛 , 𝑥2:𝑛 , … , 𝑥𝑛:𝑛 be the corresponding order statistics of a random sample
𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 of size 𝑛 taken independently from 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 distribution. The pdf and the joint pdf of order
statistics can be found based on (13) and (14)via the following standard formulas (see [11])
𝑛!
𝑘−1
𝑛−𝑘
𝑓𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥) =
𝑓(𝑥) ; 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑘:𝑛 < ∞, 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛
(𝐹(𝑥)) (1 − 𝐹(𝑥))
(𝑘 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!
𝑛!
𝑗−1
𝑘−𝑗−1
𝑓𝑗,𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
(𝐹(𝑥)) (𝐹(𝑦) − 𝐹(𝑥))
(𝑗 − 1)! (𝑘 − 𝑗 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!
𝑛−𝑘

(1 − 𝐹(𝑦))

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑓(𝑦); 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 , 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 < ∞

Asfollows
𝑓𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥) =

𝑛!
(1 − 𝑒
(𝑘 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!

𝛽

𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 𝑒

−𝜃

−𝜃

𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

−𝜃

(𝑒

𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

𝜃 2 𝛼 2 𝜆2 𝛽 2 𝑥 𝛽−1 𝑦 𝛽−1 𝑒 −𝜆(𝑥

−𝜃

−𝑒

2;

𝛽 +𝑦 𝛽 )

𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑦 )
𝛼+𝛼

𝑒

(𝑒

𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

0 ≤ 𝑥𝑘:𝑛 < ∞, 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛

𝑘−𝑗−1

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑦

−𝜃 (

)

𝑛−𝑘

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥

− 𝑒 −𝜃 )

𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

𝑛!
(1 − 𝑒
(𝑗 − 1)! (𝑘 − 𝑗 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥

−𝜃

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥

(1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )𝑛 (𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 𝛽 ))
𝑓𝑗,𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝑘−1

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥

−𝜃

)

(𝑒

−𝜃

𝑗−1

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 )
𝛼+𝛼

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑦
𝛽
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑦 )
𝛼+𝛼

(30)

)
𝑛−𝑘

− 𝑒 −𝜃 )

(31)

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥

𝛽
1−𝑒−𝜆𝑦
+
𝛽
𝛽 )
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑥 ) 𝛼+𝛼
𝛼+𝛼
̅ (1−𝑒−𝜆𝑦 )

2

2

(1 − 𝑒 −𝜃 )𝑛 (𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥 𝛽 )) (𝛼 + 𝛼̅(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑦𝛽 ))

7

; 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 ,0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 < ∞
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6.Maximum likelihoodestimators of 𝐓𝐄𝐌𝐎𝐖 parameters
Consider(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 )a complete random sample of size nfollow TEMOWdistribution with the vector
of parameters𝛥 = (𝜃, 𝛼, 𝜆, 𝛽)𝑇 . Thenatural logarithm likelihood function based on (14)is
𝛽

𝜃𝛼𝜆𝛽
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥𝑖
𝛽
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
(𝛽
)
ℓ(Δ|x) = 𝑛 ln (
)
+
−
1)Σ
ln(𝑥
−
𝜆Σ
𝑥
−
𝜃Σ
𝑖
𝑖=1
𝑖=1 𝑖
𝑖=1
𝛽
1 − 𝑒 −𝜃
𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥𝑖 )

𝛽

𝑛
−2Σ𝑖=1
ln (𝛼 + 𝛼̅ (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥𝑖 ))

(32)

The maximum likelihood estimators of four parameters can be attained either directly by using the
package (AdequecyModel) in R software or bysolving the nonlinear fourlikelihood equations
𝜕ℓ(𝛥|𝑥) 𝜕ℓ(𝛥|𝑥) 𝜕ℓ(𝛥|𝑥) 𝜕ℓ(𝛥|𝑥)

(

𝜕𝜃

,

𝜕𝛼

,

𝜕𝜆

,

𝜕𝛽

𝑇

𝜕ℓ(𝛥|𝑥)
𝜕𝛥

=

) = 0 throughcomputational iterative techniques.

In AdequecyModel package, there exists various maximization algorithms such as Newton-Raphson
(NR), Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS), Berndt-Hall-Hall-Hausman (BHHH), LimitedMemory quasi-Newton code for Bound-constrained optimization (L-BFGS-B), Nelder-Mead (NM), and
Simulated-Annealing (SANN). Here, the MLEs are computed directly by using the package
(AdequecyModel) in R software with BFGS method.
7.Simulation and real application
In this section, numerical illustrations (simulation and real application) are presented to exhibit the
abilities of the proposed distribution.
7.1. Simulation process
The first step of the simulation process is to generate i.i.d. random samples (1000 times) follow 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
distribution each with size 𝑛 = 25,50,100,200 and 300 where the true or initial values of parameters
are chosen to be as in table 1 (also see figure 2). Then, for each parameter, calculate the Bias and root
mean squared error (RMSE) as
1
∑1000
𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠(η̂) =
̂ 𝑖 − η) and
𝑖=1 (η
1000

1

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸(η̂) = √1000 ∑1000
̂ 𝑖 − η)2 where η can be 𝜃, 𝛼, 𝜆, or 𝛽 .
𝑖=1 (η
It clearly appears from the simulation results (table1) that RMSE values decrease as the sample size
increases.
Table 1. The Bias and RMSE of the 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 parameters estimation using MLE.
n
Par. Init.
Bias
RMSE Init. Bias
RMSE Init. Bias
3.3
-0.213 0.871 9.1 0.405
1.520 3.5 -0.096
𝜃
1.2
0.312 1.098 2.8 0.448
1.690 1
0.048
𝛼
25
0.8
0.209 0.360 2.1 0.567
1.305 0.5 0.348
𝜆
2.1
0.136 0.502 0.9 0.056
0.193 3.9 0.221
𝛽
3.3
-0.103 0.649 9.1 0.395
1.388 3.5 -0.032
𝜃
1.2
0.173 0.781 2.8 0.302
1.277 1
-0.022
𝛼
50
0.8
0.157
0.271
0.379
0.948
0.335
2.1
0.5
𝜆
2.1
0.065 0.338 0.9 0.023
0.128 3.9 0.134
𝛽
3.3
-0.007 0.534 9.1 0.288
1.152 3.5 0.034
𝜃
1.2
0.094 0.565 2.8 0.144
0.793 1
-0.097
𝛼
100
0.8
0.123 0.202 2.1 0.255
0.617 0.5 0.318
𝜆
2.1
0.034 0.242 0.9 0.013
0.087 3.9 0.116
𝛽
3.3
0.051 0.410 9.1 0.284
0.989 3.5 0.054
200
𝜃

8

RMSE
0.640
0.689
0.381
0.771
0.493
0.502
0.356
0.538
0.347
0.378
0.330
0.383
0.253
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300

𝛼
𝜆
𝛽
𝜃
𝛼
𝜆
𝛽

1.2
0.8
2.1
3.3
1.2
0.8
2.1

0.078
0.112
0.009
0.089
0.060
0.102
0.000

0.434
0.167
0.168
0.341
0.333
0.141
0.131

0.144
0.227
0.003
0.340
0.139
0.195
-0.001

2.8
2.1
0.9
9.1
2.8
2.1
0.9

0.589
0.456
0.059
0.988
0.508
0.402
0.048

1
0.5
3.9
3.5
1
0.5
3.9

-0.095
0.319
0.081
0.054
-0.095
0.319
0.067

0.285
0.325
0.270
0.218
0.237
0.323
0.212

7.2.Real Application
In this subsection, we include applications for two real data sets (right-skewed and semi-symmetric)to
exhibit the abilities andflexibility of the TEMOW distribution.
The first real data (Data-1) collection reflects the body fat percentage of 202 Australian athletes [12].
"19.75, 21.30, 19.88, 23.66, 17.64, 15.58, 19.99, 22.43, 17.95, 15.07, 28.83, 18.08, 23.30, 17.71, 18.77,
19.83, 25.16, 18.04, 21.79, 22.25, 16.25, 16.38, 19.35, 19.20, 17.89, 12.20, 23.70, 24.69, 16.58, 21.47,
20.12, 17.51, 23.70, 22.39, 20.43, 11.29, 25.26, 19.39 19.63 23.11 16.86 21.32 26.57 17.93 24.97 22.62
15.01, 18.14, 26.78, 17.22, 26.50, 23.01, 30.10, 13.93, 26.65, 35.52, 15.59, 19.61, 14.52, 11.47, 17.71,
18.48, 11.22, 13.61, 12.78, 11.85, 13.35, 11.77, 11.07, 21.30, 20.10, 24.88, 19.26, 19.51, 23.01, 8.07,
11.05, 12.39, 15.95, 9.91, 16.20, 9.02, 14.26, 10.48, 11.64, 12.16, 10.53, 10.15, 10.74, 20.86, 19.64,
17.07, 15.31, 11.07, 12.92, 8.45, 10.16, 12.55, 9.10, 13.46, 8.47, 7.68, 6.16, 8.56, 6.86, 9.40, 9.17, 8.54,
9.20, 11.72, 8.44, 7.19, 6.46, 9.00, 12.61, 9.03, 6.96, 10.05, 9.56, 9.36, 10.81, 8.61, 9.53, 7.42, 9.79,
8.97, 7.49, 11.95, 7.35, 7.16, 8.77, 9.56, 14.53, 8.51, 10.64, 7.06, 8.87, 7.88, 9.20, 7.19, 6.06, 5.63, 6.59,
9.50, 13.97, 11.66, 6.43, 6.99, 6.00, 6.56, 6.03, 6.33, 6.82, 6.20, 5.93, 5.80, 6.56, 6.76, 7.22, 8.51, 7.72,
19.94, 13.91, 6.10, 7.52, 9.56, 6.06, 7.35, 6.00, 6.92, 6.33, 5.90, 8.84, 8.94, 6.53, 9.40, 8.18, 17.41,
18.08, 9.86, 7.29, 18.72, 10.12, 19.17, 17.24, 9.89, 13.06, 8.84, 8.87, 14.69, 8.64, 14.98, 7.82, 8.97,
11.63, 13.49, 10.25, 11.79, 10.05, 8.51, 11.50, 6.26".
The second real data (Data-2)collection reflects the strengths of 1.5 cm glass fibers of 63 observations
[13].
"0.55, 0.74, 0.77, 0.81, 0.84, 1.24, 0.93, 1.04, 1.11, 1.13, 1.30, 1.25, 1.27, 1.28,1.29, 1.48, 1.36, 1.39,
1.42, 1.48, 1.51, 1.49, 1.49, 1.50, 1.50,1.55, 1.52, 1.53, 1.54, 1.55, 1.61, 1.58,1.59, 1.60, 1.61, 1.63,1.61,
1.61, 1.62, 1.62, 1.67, 1.64, 1.66, 1.66, 1.66, 1.70, 1.68,1.68, 1.69, 1.70, 1.78, 1.73, 1.76, 1.76, 1.77,
1.89, 1.81, 1.82,1.84, 1.84, 2.00, 2.01, 2.24".
The fitting of TEMOW distribution is compared with the Beta Weibull (BW), Kumaraswamy Weibull
(KuW), Exponentiated Generalized Weibull (EGW), Weibull Weibull (WW), Gompertz Weibull
(GoW), and Weibull (W) distributions (see [14]-[18] for more details). The software R was used to
calculate their negative log-likelihood (-LL), Consistent Akaike Information Criteria (CAIC), Akaike
Information Criteria (AIC), Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC), Hanan and Quinn Information Criteria
(HQIC), besides MLEs of the parameters.
The findings areshown in tables2 - 5.In addition to the plots of empirical cdfs, the histogram plot and
the estimated densities are shown in figures 5 - 8. Based on the results, TEMOW has the lowest values
of information criteria, makingit the most fitting to represent two data sets compared to other
distributions. In addition, this best fitting can be seen via the plots.
Table 2. The information criteria to ﬁtting Data-1.
Dist.
-LL
CAIC
AIC
TEMOW
625.8387
1259.880
1259.677
BW
635.6115
1279.504
1279.301
KuW
626.1613
1260.526
1260.323
EGW
630.3769
1268.957
1268.754
WW
642.4163
1293.036
1292.833
GoW
641.4215
1291.046
1290.843
W
642.7304
1289.524
1289.464
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BIC
1272.910
1292.534
1273.556
1281.987
1306.066
1304.076
1296.080

HQIC
1265.031
1284.656
1265.677
1274.108
1298.187
1296.197
1292.141
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Table 3. The MLE values to Data-1.
Dist.
𝛼̂𝑀𝐿
𝜃̂𝑀𝐿
TEMOW
-17.5717
0.0208
BW
1.7612
0.2322
KuW
7.9067
0.1593
EGW
1.3058
97.7112
WW
3.3540
1.7800
GoW
1.2484
-0.1433
W
----Table 4. The information criteria to ﬁtting Data-2.
Dist.
-LL
CAIC
AIC
TEMOW
12.0290
32.748
32.058
BW
14.5926
37.875
37.185
KuW
13.3785
35.447
34.757
EGW
20.8999
50.489
49.800
WW
15.2068
39.103
38.414
GoW
14.7764
38.242
37.553
W
18.0609
40.355
40.155
Table 5. The MLE values to Data-2.
Dist.
𝛼̂𝑀𝐿
𝜃̂𝑀𝐿
TEMOW
-0.5754
12.2078
BW
0.6194
6.2381
KuW
0.4934
0.2121
EGW
0.1377
3.2010
WW
3.4845
3.9363
GoW
0.0080
3.5273
W
-----
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𝜆̂𝑀𝐿
0.0557
0.1540
0.2580
1.1087
0.1485
0.0623
0.0658

BIC
40.631
45.758
43.329
58.372
46.986
46.125
44.441
𝜆̂𝑀𝐿
0.8896
0.4480
0.7400
1.7048
1.4029
1.0602
0.6240

𝛽̂𝑀𝐿
2.1454
1.9505
1.6154
0.5177
0.7018
2.5427
2.2554

HQIC
35.430
40.557
38.129
53.171
41.785
40.924
41.840
𝛽̂𝑀𝐿
3.2084
7.7638
7.0644
2.6592
1.6589
0.9752
4.4768
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Figure 5. Data-1histogram plot of
TEMOW
with
other
compared
distributions.

Figure 6. Data-1 empirical cdfplot of
TEMOW
with other
compared
distributions.

Figure 7. Data-2 histogram plot of
𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
with
other
compared
distributions.

Figure 8. Data-2 empirical cdfplot of
𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊
with
other
compared
distributions.

8. Conclusions
In this paper, a newly generated family of continuous distributions with Marshall Olkin is introduced.
Then a truncated distribution as a sub-model with four parameters called Truncated Exponential
Marshall Olkin Weibull is proposed. Reliability analysis with several main statistical properties such as
moments, characteristic function, quantile function, median, skewness, kurtosis, simulated data,
Shannon entropy, relative entropy, reliability stress-strength model, and order statistics are presented.
Furthermore, the maximum likelihood estimation method is used to estimate the unknown four
parameters. To assess the usefulness and flexibility, the TEMOW distribution applied upon simulation
study besides real application by the implementation of two real data sets (right-skewedand semisymmetric) with different information criteria. The simulation results clearly shown the flexible and
consistent performance of the maximum likelihood estimators for the parameters. Also, the real
application results clearly shown that the proposed distribution has outstanding performance than other
considered distributions for all information criteria. This flexibility allows using the TEMOW
distribution in various application areas.
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Abstract. One of the most important things in raise regression is selecting the raise factor λ. A
new procedure for selecting the raised vector have been prepared with new technique for
choosing the raising factor λ. Three different criterion have been used to study of this procedure,
namely, scalar mean square error (MSE), determination coefficients R2 , and the variance
inflation factor (VIF). Also, some examples have been given to illustrate our finding. Where the
best MSE, acceptable R2 , VIF and reduce simultaneously the multicollinearity among vectors
are the main results of this procedure by giving better estimate for raise factor λ which may apply
in different fields that suffered from the problem of multicollinearity.

1. Introduction
Recently, [2] and [3] present and develop a new technique of raising regression depending on
geometrical aspect, the idea behind is very simple to avoid the problem of multicollinearity in the linear
regression model:
𝒀 = 𝑿𝜷 + 𝝐,

(1)

where Y is an n × 1 vector of observations on the response variable, X is an n × p known design
matrix of rank p, β is a p × 1 vector of unknown regression coefficients and ϵ is an n × 1 vector of the
error terms with E(ϵ) = 0 and Cov(ϵ) = σ2 In .
Later, research teams - Garcia et al.- were published many research papers related to the raising
regression relate to the raising vector λ [3] and developed the technique [9]
The multicollinearity problem ensure that the estimate of the regression coefficients have large
variance and unstable with wrong sign if we use the ordinary least squares estimator (OLS) that given
as follows:
̂ 𝑶𝑳𝑺 = (𝑿′ 𝑿)−𝟏 𝑿′ 𝒀
𝜷

(2)

̂ 𝒌 = (𝑿′ 𝑿 + 𝒌𝑰𝒑 )−𝟏 𝑿′ 𝒀
𝜷

(3)

In this case, the matrix X′X becomes almost singular and the estimator will distorts data. To dominate
this problem many methods of regression were presented. One of the most efficient technique was the
ordinary Ridge Regression (ORR) estimator suggested by Hoerl [6] given as:
Second estimation method presented to avoid multicollinearity is the selection of variables which
delete one of the correlated vectors which may has important information, for this reason the raise
regression method has be found.
The raise regression was developed by Salmeron et. al. (Salmeron et. al. 2017) where they used
residuals of the model (1). Raise regression treat with data space but without deleting data this method
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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geometrically raises the correlated vector according to number of correlated vector xj – namely, chose
the vector with more collinearity and apply this for all vectors. In following regression:
̃𝒋 = 𝒙𝒋 + 𝝀𝒋 𝒆𝒋
𝒙

(4)

For some vector xj ,raise parameter λj is chosen by user [8] or may calculated to get best value of
λj [2] and ej is the residual vector. Then replace xj by x̃j in the original model for all j = 1, … , p
which lead to replace all of vectors in the model with new x̃j .
In this paper, a new procedure for selecting the raised vector will be prepared with new technique for
choosing the raising parameter λ. We will use three different criterion to check the performance of raise
regression technique for selecting the raised vector, namely, scalar mean square error (MSE),
determination coefficients R2 , and the variance inflator factor (VIF)
The paper is organized as follows, in Section 2, the methodology is presented. In Section 3 some
examples have been given to illustrate our finding. Finally, some conclusion remarks are given is
Section 4.
2. Methodology
The raise estimator preserves the determination coefficient value 𝑅2 , independently raising parameter,
λ [9]. Which is a different point with ridge regression. 𝑅2 is also determined for seeking of comparison
of different values of λ. 𝑅2 is determined in the ordinary linear regression as following [2]:
𝑅2 is computed as:
𝑅2 =

𝑆𝑆𝑅
𝑆𝑆𝑇

̃

𝑆𝑆𝑅
2
̃ , 𝑆𝑆𝑅 = ∑𝑖 𝑒𝑖0
and 𝑅̃2 = ̃ , where 𝑆𝑆𝑇 = ∑𝑖(𝑌𝑖 − 𝑌̅)2 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇
= ‖𝑒0 ‖2 ,
𝑆𝑆𝑇

̅ = (𝒀
̅, 𝒀
̅, … , 𝒀
̅) = 𝒀
̅ . 𝟏′ and ‖𝑌 − 𝑌̅‖2 = ‖𝑌̂ − 𝑌̅‖2 + ‖𝑒0 ‖2
𝒀

(5)

Therefore SST = SSR + SSE and R2 may expressed as following:
𝑆𝑆𝐸

‖𝑌̂−𝑌̅‖2

𝑅 2 = 𝑆𝑆𝑇 = ‖𝑌−𝑌̅‖2

(6)

While the variance inflation factor VIF is defined as:
1

𝑉𝐼𝐹 = 1−𝑅2

(7)

The technique used in this research paper depends on selecting specific vector that has higher value
correlation and then use different values of λ's for the selected vector to be raised. This λ is selected for
minimum value of MSE.
The data assumed to be centered and standardized and written as X = (x1 , x2 , … , xp ) of (n × p)
2

matrix such that ‖xj ‖ for j = 1, . . , p . In matrix form A = (a1 , a2 , … , ap ), the columns span (Span(A))
which is the subspace generated by the columns vectors [a1 , a2 , … , ap ] while the subspace A[j]is the
matrix A deleting the vector aj and Span(A[j] ) is the subspace generating by A[j] for the linear model (1)
it is important to study the multicollinearity among vectors of X, deleting of the vector xj is temporary
which replaced by the new vector x̃j in order to reduce the mean square error MSE. Figure (1)

Figure 1.
2.1 Procedure of raising regression

2
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Unlike the procedure of (Ramirez et al.2015), which raise all of the vectors xj s by x̃j s for j = 1, . . , p we
do raising for the high correlation vector in the following sequence:
Step 1. Chose the vector xj with high correlation coefficient to begin raising xj → x̃j such that:

̃𝒋 = 𝒙𝒋 + 𝜆𝑗 𝒆𝒋
𝒙

where ej represents the orthogonal vector on Span(X [j] ) (ej ⊥ Span(X[j] )), and λj is an arbitrary
positive constant chosen from some interval of positive real numbers ensure the minimum MSE.
Step 2. Check the result and chose the next vector to be raise in the same manner with the new linear
model:

̃+𝝐,
̃𝜷
𝒀=𝑿

̃ = [x1 , x2 , … , xj−1 , x̃j , xj+1 , … , xp ] and raising for new vector, and so on.
where X

(8)

Step 3. Stopping criterion: when the improving is decay, the procedure stops and preserves the
̃ and 𝜷.
last result for 𝑿
Jensen and Ramirez [7] show that there is a relationship between the VIF, and the angle between xj
and Span(X [j] )). The process of raising the vector between xj and Span(X [j] )) aims to increase the
amount of the angle between them. Therefore, applying raising to all vectors may lead to undesirable
results. λj should be chosen with caution to obtain the best result in terms of the MSE.
The suggestion here is to choose the best value of the parameter λj for each vector to avoid this issue.
Suppose that xj and xk has a high correlation between them and we raise xj first and then xk secondly,
but we may get high correlation between them again.
3. Illustrated Examples

In this section two examples will present to illustrate the new procedure.
3-1 Example 1
To illustrate our procedure in this last section we consider a dataset which was discussed in [4]. Data
found in economics are often multicollinear. Which contains ''Total National Research and Development
Expenditures—as a Percent of Gross National Product by Country: 1972–1986. It represents the
relationship between the dependent variable Y the percentage spent by the United States and the four
other independent variables X1, X2, X3, and X4. The variable X1 represents the percent spent by France,
X2 that spent by West Germany, X3 that spent by Japan, and X4 that spent by the former Soviet Union.''
In (Akdeniz and Erol 2003), the following example is suggested in order to illustrate the measure of
the multicollinearity. By applying procedure in step 1 to step 3, we get the following results that listed
in table 1.
The correlation matrix of the original matrix is calculated as:

1.0000
0.8877
0.9248
0.3090

0.8877
1.0000
0.9621
0.1573

0.9248 0.3090
0.9621 0.1573
1.0000 0.3276
0.3276 1.0000

Here we choose the vector number 3 for its high value of correlation (0.9621). While in the second
iteration the vector number 2 is selected for high value of correlation in the following correlation matrix
(0.9426):

1.0000
0.8877
0.9060
0.3090

0.8877
1.0000
0.9426
0.1573

0.9060 0.3090
0.9426 0.1573
1.0000 0.3209
0.3209 1.0000

After second iteration, we get the following correlation matrix

1.0000
0.8017

0.8017
1.0000

0.9060
0.8513

3

0.3090
0.1421
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0.9060
0.3090

0.8513
0.1421

1.0000
0.3209

0.3209
1.0000

In the third iteration, we chose the first vector for maximum correlation (0.9060). For minimum
value of MSE we get the following correlation matrix:

1.0000
0.5294
0.5982
0.2040

0.5294
1.0000
0.8513
0.1421

0.5982 0.2040
0.8513 0.1421
1.0000 0.3209
0.3209 1.0000

According to the procedure, we have to stop where there is no improving of MSE and we get good
correlation values.
Table 1. Results for Example 1, three iterations, for different values of λ
Iteration no.1,raised vector:3
Iteration no.2,raised vector:2
Iteration no.3,raised vector:1
MSE
R2
VIF
MSE
R2
VIF
MSE
R2
VIF
𝜆
𝜆
𝜆
0.0000 0.2361 0.9764 42.3826 0.0000 0.2361 0.9745 39.2513 0.0000 0.2361 0.9714 34.9566
0.0500 0.2193 0.9764 42.3488 0.0500 0.2747 0.9745 39.2490 0.6000 0.2655 0.9537 21.6094
0.1000 0.2062 0.9763 42.2478 0.1000 0.2731 0.9745 39.2423 0.7000 0.2649 0.9470 18.8690
0.1500 0.1960 0.9762 42.0805 0.1500 0.2717 0.9745 39.2310 0.8000 0.2644 0.9393 16.4812
0.2000 0.1882 0.9761 41.8485 0.2000 0.2704 0.9745 39.2153 0.9000 0.2641 0.9307 14.4277
0.2500 0.1823 0.9759 41.5539 0.2500 0.2692 0.9745 39.1950 1.0000 0.2638 0.9211 12.6735
0.3000 0.1779 0.9757 41.1994 0.3000 0.2682 0.9745 39.1703 1.1000 0.2636 0.9105 11.1787
0.3500 0.1748 0.9755 40.7882 0.3500 0.2672 0.9745 39.1412 1.2000 0.2635 0.8990 9.9044
0.4000 0.1728 0.9752 40.3238 0.4000 0.2664 0.9744 39.1076 1.3000 0.2633 0.8866 8.8159
0.4500 0.1715 0.9749 39.8101 0.4500 0.2656 0.9744 39.0697 1.4000 0.2633 0.8731 7.8830
0.5000 0.1710 0.9745 39.2513 0.5000 0.2649 0.9744 39.0273 1.5000 0.2632 0.8588 7.0803
0.5500 0.1710 0.9741 38.6516 0.5500 0.2642 0.9743 38.9806 1.6000 0.2632 0.8434 6.3866
0.6000 0.1715 0.9737 38.0154 0.6000 0.2636 0.9743 38.9296 1.7000 0.2631 0.8271 5.7846
0.6500 0.1724 0.9732 37.3473 0.6500 0.2630 0.9743 38.8743 1.8000 0.2631 0.8099 5.2596
0.7000 0.1736 0.9727 36.6516 0.7000 0.2625 0.9742 38.8147 1.9000 0.2631 0.7917 4.7998
0.7500 0.1750 0.9722 35.9327 0.7500 0.2620 0.9742 38.7509 2.0000 0.2631 0.7725 4.3954
0.8000 0.1766 0.9716 35.1948 0.8000 0.2615 0.9741 38.6830 2.1000 0.2632 0.7524 4.0382
0.8500 0.1784 0.9710 34.4418 0.8500 0.2611 0.9741 38.6109 2.2000 0.2632 0.7313 3.7213
0.9000 0.1804 0.9703 33.6777 0.9000 0.2607 0.9740 38.5348 2.3000 0.2632 0.7092 3.4392
0.9500 0.1824 0.9696 32.9059 0.9500 0.2603 0.9740 38.4546 2.4000 0.2633 0.6862 3.1871
1.0000 0.1846 0.9689 32.1297 1.0000 0.2600 0.9739 38.3705 2.5000 0.2633 0.6623 2.9610

Note that the relation between raising factor and the mean square error for each iteration is given in
figure 2
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Figure 2. lambda verses MSE for three iterations
3-2 -Example 2
We now consider a dataset on Portland cement due to Hald [5] which widely analyses in the literature.
These data are experimental investigation related to Portland cements of varied composition and the
dependence of this heat on the percentages of four compounds. In this example, the dependent variable
Y is defined as heat evolved in calories per gram of cement. The independent variables are amounts of
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the following compounds: tricalcium aluminate (X1), tricalcium silicate (X2), tetracelcium alumino
femrrite (X3), and dicalcium silicate (X4).
By applying procedure in step 1 to step 3, we get the following results that listed in Table 2 below.
The Correlation matrix of the original matrix is calculated as:

1.0000
0.2286
-0.8241
-0.2454

0.2286 -0.8241 -0.2454
1.0000 -0.1392 -0.9730
-0.1392 1.0000 0.0295
-0.9730 0.0295 1.0000

Hear we chose the vector number 2 for its high value of correlation with -0.9730
While in the second iteration the vector number 4 is selected for high value of correlation in the
following correlation matrix:

1.0000 0.2256 -0.8241 -0.2454
0.2256 1.0000 -0.1374 -0.9601
-0.8241 -0.1374 1.0000 0.0295
-0.2454 -0.9601 0.0295 1.0000
After second iteration, we get the following correlation matrix
1.0000 0.2256 -0.8241 -0.2428
0.2256 1.0000 -0.1374 -0.9497
-0.8241 -0.1374 1.0000 0.0292
-0.2428 -0.9497 0.0292 1.0000
In the third iteration, we chose the first vector.
For minimum value of MSE we get the following correlation matrix:

1.0000
0.2256
-0.6792
-0.2428

0.2256 -0.6792 -0.2428
1.0000 -0.1132 -0.9497
-0.1132 1.0000 0.0241
-0.9497 0.0241 1.0000

According the procedure, there is no improving of MSE and we get good correlation values.
Table 2. Results for Example 2 , three iterations, for different values of λ
Iteration no.1, raise vector 2
Iteration no.2, raise vector 4
Iteration no.3, raise vector 3
MSE
R2
VIF
MSE
R2
VIF
𝝀
MSE
R2
VIF
𝝀
𝝀
0.1000 1.0155 0.9824 56.7044 0.0500 0.9498 0.9790 47.5780 0.0500 1.0107 0.9798 49.4175
0.2000 0.8699 0.9823 56.5990 0.1000 0.7552 0.9791 47.9179 0.1000 0.8403 0.9797 49.2677
0.3000 0.7635 0.9823 56.4242 0.1500 0.6190 0.9793 48.2545 0.1500 0.7002 0.9796 49.1152
0.4000 0.6846 0.9822 56.1813 0.2000 0.5288 0.9794 48.5878 0.2000 0.5847 0.9796 48.9601
0.5000 0.6253 0.9821 55.8721 0.2500 0.4752 0.9796 48.9174 0.2500 0.4894 0.9795 48.8025
0.6000 0.5805 0.9820 55.4988 0.3000 0.4507 0.9797 49.2430 0.3000 0.4108 0.9794 48.6424
0.7000 0.5463 0.9818 55.0640 0.3500 0.4493 0.9798 49.5646 0.3500 0.3460 0.9794 48.4798
0.8000 0.5201 0.9817 54.5706 0.4000 0.4665 0.9800 49.8817 0.4000 0.2926 0.9793 48.3149
0.9000 0.5001 0.9815 54.0221 0.4500 0.4984 0.9801 50.1942 0.4500 0.2490 0.9792 48.1476
1.0000 0.4849 0.9813 53.4219 0.5000 0.5420 0.9802 50.5018 0.5000 0.2133 0.9792 47.9781
1.1000 0.4733 0.9811 52.7739 0.5500 0.5948 0.9803 50.8042 0.5500 0.1846 0.9791 47.8064
1.2000 0.4646 0.9808 52.0820 0.6000 0.6551 0.9804 51.1013 0.6000 0.1616 0.9790 47.6325
1.3000 0.4583 0.9805 51.3502 0.6500 0.7210 0.9805 51.3926 0.6500 0.1434 0.9789 47.4566
1.4000 0.4537 0.9802 50.5826 0.7000 0.7914 0.9806 51.6781 0.7000 0.1295 0.9788 47.2787
1.5000 0.4506 0.9799 49.7833 0.7500 0.8650 0.9808 51.9573 0.7500 0.1191 0.9788 47.0988
1.6000 0.4486 0.9796 48.9563 0.8000 0.9412 0.9809 52.2302 0.8000 0.1117 0.9787 46.9170
1.7000 0.4476 0.9792 48.1057 0.8500 1.0191 0.9810 52.4964 0.8500 0.1069 0.9786 46.7333
1.8000 0.4474 0.9788 47.2352 0.9000 1.0982 0.9810 52.7556 0.9000 0.1044 0.9785 46.5479
1.9000 0.4477 0.9784 46.3486 0.9500 1.1780 0.9811 53.0077 0.9500 0.1037 0.9784 46.3608
2.0000 0.4486 0.9780 45.4494 1.0000 1.2580 0.9812 53.2524 0.0500 1.0107 0.9798 49.4175
0.1000 1.0155 0.9824 56.7044 0.0500 0.9498 0.9790 47.5780 0.1000 0.8403 0.9797 49.2677
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Again, note that the relation between raising factor and the mean square error for each
iteration is given below:
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Figure 3. Lambda vesrse MSE for three iterations
4. Conclusion

One of the most important things in raise regression is selecting the raise factor λ , in this paper we
produced a new procedure to select this factor among several values which guarantee best MSE and
acceptable R2 and VIF and reduce simultaneously the multicollinearity among vectors. This procedure
give better estimate for raise factor λ which may applied in different fields that suffered from the problem
of multicollinearity
.
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Abstract. A space X is named a πp − normal if for each closed set F and each π − closed set
F ′ in X with F ∩ F ′ = ∅, there are p − open sets U and V of X with U ∩ V = ∅ whereas F ⊆
U and F ′ ⊆ V . Our work studies and discusses a new kind of normality in generalized
topological spaces. We define ϑπp − normal, ϑ −mildly normal, ϑ −almost normal, ϑpnormal, ϑ −mildly p-normal, ϑ −almost p-normal and ϑπ-normal space, and we discuss some
of their properties.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries
In our paper a topological space will be denoted by X and the closure and the interior of
F in X by cl(F) and int(F) respectively. The concept of πp−normal topological Spaces was introduced
and considered by Sadeq (2012) [1].
We recall some concepts and notations defined previously by another authors. A subset F of a space
X is said to be pre-open (briefly p-open) (resp. semi-open, -open) if F int(cl(F))(resp.
F cl(int(F)), Fint (cl(int(F))) )[2]. The complement of a p-open (resp. semi-open , -open) set is
called p- closed [3]( resp. semi-closed[2], -closed[4]). The following two definitions are taken from[2],
preclosure of F is pcl(F) = ⋂{F ′ : F ′ is a preclosed set containing F }, preinterior of F is pint(F) =
⋃{F ′ : F ′ is preopen set contained in F }.
According to [5], a subset F of a topological space X is called regular open or an open domain if F =
int(cl(F)), or equivalently if it is the interior of some closed set. A set F is said to be a regular closed
or a closed domain if its complement is an open domain, or equivalently, if F = cl(int(F)). The finite
union of open domain sets in X is said to be π-open. The complement of a π-open set is π-closed, or
equivalently, a π-closed set is a finite intersection of closed domain subsets, [6]. The following diagram
shows the relationship among closed sets:
closed domain ⇒ π − closed ⇒ closed ⇒ α − closed ⇒ p − closed
On the other hand, the notions of normal, almost normal and mildly normal spaces were introduced
by sharma[7], Singal[8] and Singal[9] respectively. A space X is called normal if every pair of disjoint
closed sets are contained in disjoint open sets and it is called almost normal if every pair of disjoint
closed sets one of which is closed domain are contained in disjoint open sets and it is said to be mildly
normal if every pair of disjoint closed domain sets are contained in disjoint open sets.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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In 1995 Paul and Bhattacharyya[10] introduced the concept of p −normal space, a topological space
X is said to be p −normal if any disjoint closed sets F and F ′ of X are contained in two disjoint p −open
sets U and V of X. While in 1991 Navalagi [2] introduced the concepts of mildly p-normal and almost
p-normal, a space X is said to be an almost p −normal if any disjoint closed sets F and F ′ of X, one of
which is closed domain, are contained in two disjoint p −open sets U and V of X, and it is said to be a
mildly p −normal if any disjoint closed domain sets F and F ′ of X are contained in two disjoint p −open
sets U and V of X. Kalantan[11], introduced the definitions of π −normal and quasi-normal spaces, a
space X is called a π −normal if any two disjoint closed subsets F and F ′ of X, one of which is π −closed
are contained in disjoint open sets, and it is called quasi-normal if any two disjoint π −closed subsets
F and F ′ of X there exist two open disjoint subsets U and V of X such that F U and F ′  V .
In 2012 the notion of πp-normal space was introduced by Sadeq [1]. A space X is said to be
πp −normal if for every pair of disjoint closed sets F and F ′ of X, one of which is π −closed, are
contained in two disjoint p −open sets U and V of X. The following diagrams shows the relationship
among normal spaces:
normal ⟹ π − normal ⟹ almost normal ⟹ mildly normal
normal ⟹ π − normal ⟹ quasi − normal ⟹ mildly normal
normal ⟹ p − normal ⟹ πp − normal ⟹ almost p − normal
normal ⟹ π − normal ⟹ πp − normal
Recently many topological concepts have been modified to give new concepts in the structure of
generalized topological spaces. In this section we review some definitions in generalized topological
spaces and we review some modified open sets and modified normal spaces, we begin with the definition
of the generalized topological space.
Definition 1.1[12]
Let X be a nonempty set. A collection ϑ of subsets of X is called a generalized topology
(in
brief, 𝐺𝑇) on X if ∅ belongs to ϑ and the arbitrary unions of elements of ϑ is an element in ϑ. (X, ϑ) is
called generalized topological space (in brief, 𝐺𝑇𝑆).
Every set in ϑ is called ϑ -open while the complement of ϑ -open is called ϑ -closed. The largest
ϑ -open set contained in a set F is called the interior of F and is denoted by i ϑ (F) whereas the smallest
ϑ -closed set containing F is called the closure of F and is denoted by c ϑ (F). A generalized topology ϑ
is said to be strong [13] if X ∈ ϑ, accordingly, (X, ϑ) is called strong generalized topological space (in
brief, S𝐺𝑇𝑆).
Definition 1.2[14]
A subset A of a 𝐺𝑇𝑆(X, ϑ) is called
(i)
ϑ -semi-open if F c ϑ (i ϑ (F)), and its complement is ϑ-semi- closed.
(ii)
ϑ-p-open if F i ϑ (c ϑ (F)), and its complement is ϑ-- closed.
(iii)
ϑ--open if F i ϑ (c ϑ (i ϑ (F))), and its complement is ϑ-p- closed.
The intersection of all ϑ-p- closed sets containing F is called ϑ − p − closure of F and denoted by
pc ϑ (F). The ϑ − p − interior of F, denoted by pi ϑ (F), is defined to be the union of all ϑ − p − open
sets contained in F.
Definition 1.3[15]
Let A be a subset of a 𝐺𝑇𝑆(X, ϑ). Then A is said to be ϑ −regular open or ϑ − open domain if F =
i ϑ (c ϑ (F)). The complement of a ϑ − open domain is called ϑ − closed domain.
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Sarsak [16], define ϑ − closed domain as a subset A of 𝐺𝑇𝑆(X, ϑ) that fulfills the condition F =
c ϑ (i ϑ (F)).
Definition 1.4[17]
A subset F of 𝐺𝑇𝑆(X, ϑ) is said to be ϑ − π −open if F is the union of finitely many ϑ − open domain
sets, and it is called ϑ − π −closed if its complement is a ϑ − π −open, or equivalently if F is the
intersection of finitely many ϑ − closed domain sets.
The relationship among all above sets can be illustrated by the following schemes:
ϑ − closed domain ⇒ ϑ − π − closed ⇒ ϑ − closed ⇒ ϑ − α − closed
⇒ ϑ − p − closed
ϑ − open ⟹ ϑ −  − open ⟹ ϑ − semi − open

ϑ − p − open
ϑ − closed ⟹ ϑ −  − closed ⟹ ϑ − semi − closed

ϑ − p − closed
ϑ − open domain  ϑ − open and ϑ − semi − closed  ϑ − α − open and ϑ − semi
− closed  ϑ − p − open and ϑ − semi − closed
ϑ − closed domain  ϑ − closed and ϑ − semi − open  ϑ − α − closed and
ϑ − semi − open  ϑ − p − closed and ϑ − semi − open
Properties of normal GT’s were discussed in ( [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23] ). A GTϑ is normal iff,
whenever F andF ′ are ϑ -closed sets such that F ∩ F ′ = ∅, there exists ϑ -open sets U and V
satisfying F ⊂ U, F ′ ⊂ V and U ∩ V = ∅.
In 2012 Bishwambhar[24], defined almost normal and mildly normal spaces, in generalized topological
spaces, by modifying the condition related to the open sets in the original definition. As we show below.
Definition 1.5[24]
Let ϑbe a GT on a topological space X. Then
1.
X is named almost ϑ -normal if F is a closed set and B is a closed domain set in X with F ∩
′
F = ∅, , then there are two disjoint ϑ −open sets U and V such that
F ⊆ U and F ′ ⊆
V.
2.
X is named mildly ϑ -normal if A and B are closed domain sets in X with F ∩ F ′ = ∅, , then
there are two disjoint ϑ − open sets U and V such that F ⊆ U and F ′ ⊆ V .
We will denote the class of ϑ − closed (resp. ϑ − p −open, ϑ − p − closed,ϑ − π −open,ϑ −
π −closed,ϑ − semi −open, ϑ − semi −closed, ϑ −  −open,ϑ −  −closed, ϑ −open domain,
ϑ −closed domain) sets in X by ϑ′
(resp.ϑPO(X), ϑPC(X), ϑπO(X), ϑπC(X), ϑSO(X), ϑSC(X),ϑO(X), ϑC(X),ϑRO(X), ϑRC(X)).
2. 𝛝𝛑𝐩 −Normal Generalized Topological Spaces
In this section, another definitions about almost normal and mildly normal spaces, in generalized
topological spaces, will be given by modifying the conditions related to open and closed sets in the
original definition, called ϑ − almost normal and ϑ − mildly normal. By the same way, p − normal,
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almost p − normal, mildly p − normal, π − normal, quasi normal and πp −normal spaces, in
generalized topological spaces will be defined, called ϑ − p − normal, ϑ − almost p − normal, ϑ −
mildly p − normal, ϑπ − normal, ϑ − quasi normal and ϑπp − normal, and the relationship among
them will be discussed, as we show in the following section.
Definition 2.1
A GTS(X, ϑ) is called
1.
ϑ − almost normal if ∀F ∈ ϑ′ and ∀F ′ ∈ ϑRC(X) with F ∩ F ′ = ∅, ∃U, V ∈ ϑ ∋ F ⊆
′
U and F ⊆ V and U ∩ V = ∅.
2.
ϑ − mildly normal if for any two sets F, F ′ ∈ ϑRC(X) with F ∩ F ′ = ∅ there are two sets
U, V ∈ ϑ ∋ F ⊆ U and F ′ ⊆ V and U ∩ V = ∅.
3.
ϑπ − normal if ∀F ∈ ϑ′ and ∀F ′ ∈ ϑπC(X) with F ∩ F ′ = ∅ ∃U, V ∈ ϑ ∋ F ⊆ U and F ′ ⊆
V and U ∩ V = ∅.
4.
ϑ − quasi normal if for any two sets F , F ′ ∈ ϑπC(X) with F ∩ F ′ = ∅ there are two sets
U, V ∈ ϑ ∋ F ⊆ U and F ′ ⊆ V and U ∩ V = ∅.
5.
ϑ − p − normal if for any two sets F, F ′ ∈ ϑ′ with F ∩ F ′ = ∅ there are two sets U, V ∈
ϑPO(X) ∋ F ⊆ U and F ′ ⊆ V and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
6.
𝜗 − 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 if ∀𝐹 ∈ 𝜗 ′and
∀𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗𝑅𝐶(𝑋)with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, ∃𝑈, 𝑉 ∈
′
𝜗𝑃𝑂(𝑋) ∋ 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
7.
𝜗 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑦 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 if for any two sets 𝐹, 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗𝑅𝐶(𝑋) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅ there are
two sets 𝑈, 𝑉 ∈ 𝜗𝑃𝑂(𝑋) ∋ 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ⊆ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
8.
𝜗𝜋𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 if ∀𝐹 ∈ 𝜗 ′ and ∀𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗𝜋𝐶(𝑋) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, ∃𝑈, 𝑉 ∈ 𝜗𝑃𝑂(𝑋) ∋ 𝐹 ⊆
′
𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
9.
𝜗 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 if for any two sets 𝐹 , 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗𝜋𝐶(𝑋) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅ there are two
sets 𝑈, 𝑉 ∈ 𝜗𝑃𝑂(𝑋) ∋ 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ⊆ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
Remark 2.2
The following trends are true for the generalized topological space (𝑋, 𝜗).
𝜗 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⟹ 𝜗𝜋 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⟹ 𝜗 − 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⟹ 𝜗 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑦 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
These directions are not reversible, as shown in the following example
Example2.3
Let ℝ be the set of all real numbers, and let 𝜗 = {ℝ, ∅, {0}} ∪ {ℝ\{𝑥}: 𝑥 ≠ 0}, then
𝜗 ′ = {ℝ, ∅, ℝ\{0} } ∪ {{𝑥}: 𝑥 ≠ 0}, 𝜗𝑅𝐶(𝑋) = {ℝ, ∅}, and 𝜗𝜋𝐶(𝑋) = {ℝ, ∅}.
Note that (ℝ, 𝜗) is not 𝜗 − normal because for any two nonempty disjoint 𝜗 −closed sets in ℝ, there
are no two disjoint 𝜗 −open sets containing them. While it is 𝜗𝜋 − normal, 𝜗 − almost normal and
𝜗 − mildly normal.
Remark 2.4
The following outline is correct for the generalized topological space (𝑋, 𝜗).
𝜗 − 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⟹ 𝜗𝜋𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⟹ 𝜗 − 𝑎𝑙𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
⟹ 𝜗 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑦 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
The inverse of the above directions is generally not correct as shown by the following examples.
Example2.5
Let 𝑋 = {𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐}, 𝜗 = {𝑋, ∅, {𝑎}, {𝑎, 𝑏}, {𝑎, 𝑐}}, 𝜗 ′ = {𝑋, ∅, {𝑏, 𝑐}, {𝑐}, {𝑏}},
𝜗𝑃𝑂(𝑋) = {𝑋, ∅, {𝑎}, {𝑎, 𝑏}, {𝑎, 𝑐}}, 𝜗𝑅𝐶(𝑋) = {𝑋, ∅}, 𝜗𝜋𝐶(𝑋) = {𝑋, ∅}.
Note that (𝑋, 𝜗) is not 𝜗 − 𝑝 − normal because {𝑐} 𝑎𝑛𝑑 {𝑏} are two disjoint 𝜗 −closed sets in 𝑋, but
there are no two disjoint 𝜗 − 𝑝 −open containing them. On the other hand, we see that (𝑋, 𝜗) is
𝜗𝜋𝑝 − normal, 𝜗 − almost 𝑝 − normal and 𝜗 − mildly 𝑝 − normal.
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Example2.6
Take the set of all real numbers ℝ with 𝜗 = {𝑈 𝑋: ∀ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈 ∃𝑁 ∈ ƞ𝑥 ∋ 𝑁 𝑈}, where {ƞ𝑥 }𝑥∈ℝ is
defined as follows:
For each 𝑥 ∈ ℚ′ (the set of all irrational numbers) put a sequence {𝑥𝑛 }𝑛∈ℕ  ℚ (the set of all rational
numbers) such that 𝑥𝑛 → 𝑥 (where the convergence is taken in ℝ with the usual topology), let 𝐴𝑛 (𝑥) =
{𝑥𝑘 : 𝑘 ≥ 𝑛}, and let 𝑈𝑛 (𝑥) = {𝑥} ∪ 𝐴𝑛 (𝑥). For 𝑥 ∈ ℚ′ , ƞ𝑥 = {𝑈𝑛 (𝑥): 𝑛 ∈ ℕ } and for 𝑥 ∈ ℚ, ƞ𝑥 =
{{𝑥 }}. Then (ℝ, 𝜗) is 𝜗 − almost normal and 𝜗 − almost 𝑝 −normal, but it is neither 𝜗𝜋 −normal nor
𝜗𝜋𝑝 −normal.
Remark 2.7
Diagram bellow is true for the generalized topological space (𝑋, 𝜗).
𝜗 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⟹ 𝜗𝜋 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 ⟹ 𝜗 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
These implications are not reversible as shown by the following example.
Example2.8
Let 𝑃 = {(𝑥, 𝑦): 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ ℝ, 𝑦 > 0} and 𝐿 = {(𝑥, 0): 𝑥 ∈ ℝ} be a subspace of ℝ2 with the usual topology,
and let 𝑋 = 𝑃 ∪ 𝐿
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑧 ∈ 𝑃, ƞ𝑧= any basic open disc around 𝑧 contained in 𝑃 with its usual Euclidean topology.
𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑧 ∈ 𝐿, ƞ𝑧= {𝑧} ∪ (𝑃 ∩ 𝐷), where 𝐷 is any open disc around 𝑧 in the plane ℝ2 with its usual
Euclidean topology.
Let 𝜗 = {𝑈 𝑋: ∀ 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈 ∃𝑁 ∈ ƞ𝑧 ∋ 𝑁 𝑈}, then (𝑋, 𝜗) is neither 𝜗 −normal nor 𝜗𝜋 −normal , while
it is a 𝜗 −quasi normal.
Remark 2.9
A condition "every 𝜗 − closed must be 𝜗 −semi− open" can be added in Remarks 2.2, 2.4 and 2.7 to
achieve opposite directions.
Proposition 2.10
Every 𝜗𝜋 −normal space is a 𝜗𝜋𝑝 − normal space.
Proof:
Let (𝑋, 𝜗) be 𝜗𝜋 −normal space, we have to show that 𝑋 is 𝜗𝜋𝑝 − normal space, let 𝐹 be 𝜗 −closed
set and 𝐹 ′ be 𝜗 − 𝜋 −closed set of 𝑋 with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, by definition of 𝜗𝜋 −normal we get two
disjoint 𝜗 −open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 such that 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ⊆ 𝑉. Since every 𝜗 −open set is 𝜗 −
𝑝 −open, so we got what we needed.
Remark 2.11
The opposite direction of Proposition 2.10 is generally incorrect. Note the generalized topological space
in Example2.8 is a 𝜗𝜋𝑝 − normal space, but not 𝜗𝜋 −normal.
Theorem 2.12
For a generalized topological space (𝑋, 𝜗), the following are equivalent :
(𝑋, 𝜗) is 𝜗𝜋𝑝 − normal.
a)
b)
∀𝑈 , 𝑉 ∈ 𝜗 , one of which is 𝜗 − 𝜋 −open, 𝑈 ∪ 𝑉 = 𝑋, there are 𝜗 − 𝑝 −closed sets 𝐹 and
𝐹 ′ so that 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈, 𝐹 ′ ⊆ 𝑉 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ∪ 𝐹 ′ = 𝑋.
c)
∀𝐹 ∈ 𝜗 ′ and ∀𝑈 ∈ 𝜗𝜋𝑂(𝑋) with 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈, there is a 𝜗 − 𝑝 −open set 𝑉 so that 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑉 ⊆
𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉 ) ⊆ 𝑈.
Proof:
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If (a)Then(b)
Let 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 be 𝜗 −open sets in 𝑋, such that 𝑉 is 𝜗 − 𝜋 −open and 𝑈 ∪ 𝑉 = 𝑋, consequently we have
𝑋\𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑋\𝑉 are 𝜗 −closed sets in a 𝜗𝜋𝑝 − normal 𝐺𝑇𝑆(𝑋, 𝜗) with 𝑋\𝑉 𝜗 − 𝜋 − closed and 𝑋\𝑈 ∩
𝑋\𝑉 = ∅, so by Definition 2.1,no.8 there exist two disjoint 𝜗 − 𝑝 −open sets 𝐺 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻 such that
𝑋\𝑈  𝐺 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑋\𝑉  𝐻. Let 𝐹 = 𝑋\𝐺 and 𝐹 ′ = 𝑋\𝐻, then 𝐹 and 𝐹 ′ are 𝜗 − 𝑝 −closed sets such that
𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈, 𝐹 ′ ⊆ 𝑉 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ∪ 𝐹 ′ = 𝑋.
If(b)Then(c)
Let 𝐹 be a 𝜗 −closed set and 𝑈 be a 𝜗 − 𝜋 −open set so that 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑈, thus 𝐹 ∩ 𝑋\𝑈 = ∅, which leads
to 𝑋\𝐹 ∪ 𝑈 = 𝑋, where 𝑋\𝐹 is 𝜗 −open. By (b) we can get 𝜗 − 𝑝 −closed sets 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 such that
𝐹1 ⊆ 𝑋\𝐹, 𝐹2 ⊆ 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹1 ∪ 𝐹2 = 𝑋. We have got 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑋\𝐹1 and 𝑋\𝐹1 ∩ 𝑋\𝐹2 = ∅ which results
in 𝑋\𝐹1  𝐹2 . Put 𝑉 = 𝑋\𝐹1 , then 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑉 ⊆ 𝐹2 ⊆ 𝑈. We know that 𝑉 ⊆ 𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉 ), it remains to show
that 𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉 ) ⊆ 𝑈, note that 𝐹2 is 𝜗 − 𝑝 −closed set containing 𝑉, but
𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉) is the smallest
𝜗 − 𝑝 −closed set containing 𝑉, therefor 𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉)  𝐹2 ⊆ 𝑈. Hence
𝐹 ⊆ 𝑉 ⊆ 𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉 ) ⊆ 𝑈.
If(c)Then(a)
Let 𝐹 and 𝐹 ′ be any 𝜗 −closed sets of 𝑋 with 𝐹 ′ is 𝜗 − 𝜋 −closed and 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, so 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑋\𝐹 ′ which
is 𝜗 − 𝜋 −open, then by (c) there is a 𝜗 − 𝑝 −open set 𝑉 so that 𝐹 ⊆ 𝑉 ⊆ 𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉 ) ⊆ 𝑋\𝐹 ′ . Let
𝐺 = 𝑉 and 𝐻 = 𝑋\𝑝𝑐𝜗 (𝑉 ), then 𝐺 , 𝐻 ∈ 𝜗𝑂𝑃(𝑋) with 𝐺 ∩ 𝐻 = ∅ and 𝐹 ⊆ 𝐺, 𝐹 ′ ⊆ 𝐻. Hence
(𝑋, 𝜗) is 𝜗𝜋𝑝 − normal.
3. Preservation Theorems of 𝝑𝝅𝒑 −Normality
Definition 3.1 [25]
A function 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) from a 𝐺𝑇𝑆(𝑋, 𝜗1 ) into a 𝐺𝑇𝑆(𝑌, 𝜗2 ) is called
1.
(𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous if 𝑓 −1 (𝐻) ∈ 𝜗1 ∀ 𝐻 ∈ 𝜗2 .
2.
(𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open if 𝑓(𝐺) ∈ 𝜗2 ∀ 𝐺 ∈ 𝜗1 .
3.
(𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )− R−irresolute if 𝑓 −1 (𝐻) ∈ 𝜗1 𝑅𝐶(𝑋) ∀ 𝐻 ∈ 𝜗2 𝑅𝐶(𝑌).
4.
Completely (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )− irresolute if 𝑓 −1 (𝐻) ∈ 𝜗1 𝜋𝐶(𝑋) ∀ 𝐻 ∈ 𝜗2 𝜋𝐶(𝑌).
5.
Almost (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−closed if 𝑓(𝐺) ∈ 𝜗2 𝜋𝐶(𝑌) ∀ 𝐺 ∈ 𝜗1 𝜋𝐶(𝑋).
6.
(𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−closed if 𝑓(𝐹) ∈ 𝜗2 ′ ∀ 𝐹 ∈ 𝜗1 ′.[26]
Theorem 3.2[27]
A function 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) is called (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous if for every 𝜗2 -closed set 𝐾 𝑖𝑛 𝑌 ,
𝑓 −1 (𝐾) is 𝜗1 −closed in 𝑋.
The following theorems show the functions that maintain the property of being 𝜗 −normal, 𝜗 −almost
normal, 𝜗 −mildly normal, 𝜗𝜋 −normal and 𝜗 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 normal.
Theorem 3.3
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open function, if 𝑋 is
𝜗1 −normal, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 −normal.
Proof:
Let 𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗2 ′ with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, by Theorem 2.3 we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹), 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ∈ 𝜗1 ′ with
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is 𝜗1 −normal space, so there exists 𝜗1 −open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 satisfying
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
Now we have 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 −open sets in 𝑌 with 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 −normal space.
Corollary 3.4
The image of 𝜗1 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 space under the bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open function
is 𝜗2 𝜋𝑝 − normal space.
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Proof:
Follows from Theorem 3.3, Remark 2.7 and Proposition 2.10.
Theorem 3.5
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open and (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−
R−irresolute function, if 𝑋 is 𝜗1 −almost normal, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 −almost normal.
Proof:
Let 𝐹 be 𝜗2 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ be 𝜗2 −closed domain in 𝑌 such that 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) is
𝜗1 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) is 𝜗1 −closed domain in 𝑋 with 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅.
But 𝑋 is
𝜗1 −almost normal space, so there are 𝜗1 −open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 such that
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
Now we have 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 −open sets in 𝑌 with 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 −almost normal space.
Theorem 3.6
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )− R−irresolute function, if 𝑋 is 𝜗1 −
𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑦 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑦 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙.
Proof:
Take 𝐹 , 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗2 𝑅𝐶(𝑌) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) , 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ∈ 𝜗1 𝑅 𝐶(𝑋) with
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is 𝜗1 − mildly normal space, so there exists 𝜗1 −open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉
such that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
Now we have 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 −open sets in 𝑌 such that 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 − mildly normal space.
Theorem 3.7
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open and Completely (𝜗1 ,
𝜗2 )−irresolute function, if 𝑋 is 𝜗1 𝜋 − normal, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 𝜋 − normal.
Proof:
Let 𝐹 be 𝜗2 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ be 𝜗2 − 𝜋 −closed in 𝑌 with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) is
𝜗1 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) is 𝜗1 − 𝜋 −closed domain in 𝑋 with 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is
𝜗1 𝜋 − normal space, so there exists 𝜗1 −open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 such that
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
Now we have 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 −open sets in 𝑌 whereas 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 𝜋 − normal space.
Corollary 3.8
The image of 𝜗1 𝜋 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 space under the (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open and Completely
(𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−irresolute function is 𝜗2 𝜋𝑝 − normal space.
Proof:
Follows from Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 2.10
Theorem 3.9
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−open Completely (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )− irresolute function, if 𝑋
is 𝜗1 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙.
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Proof:
Let 𝐹 , 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗2 𝜋𝐶(𝑌) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) , 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ∈ 𝜗1 𝜋 𝐶(𝑋) with 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩
𝑓 −1 (𝐹′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is 𝜗1 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 normal space, so there exists 𝜗1 −open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 such that
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅. Now we have 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 −open sets in 𝑌
whereas 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) =
∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 normal space.
To indicate the type of functions that preserve the property of being 𝜗 − 𝑝 −normal, 𝜗 −almost
𝑝 −normal, 𝜗 −mildly 𝑝 − normal, 𝜗𝜋𝑝 −normal and 𝜗 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑝 − normal, we need the following
definition.
Definition 3.10
A function 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) from a 𝐺𝑇𝑆(𝑋, 𝜗1 ) into a 𝐺𝑇𝑆(𝑌, 𝜗2 ) is called (𝜗1 ,𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen
if 𝑓(𝐺) ∈ 𝜗2 𝑃𝑂(𝑌) ∀ 𝐺 ∈ 𝜗1 𝑃𝑂(𝑋).
Theorem 3.11
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen function, if 𝑋 is
𝜗1 − 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 − 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙.
Proof:
Let 𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗2 ′ 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, by Theorem 2.3 we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹), 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ∈ 𝜗1 ′ with
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is 𝜗1 − 𝑝 − normal space, so there exists 𝜗1 − 𝑝 − open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉
satisfying 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅. Therefor 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 − 𝑝 − open
sets in 𝑌 so that 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) =
𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 − 𝑝 − normal space.
Corollary 3.12
The image of 𝜗1 − 𝑃 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 space under the bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen
function is 𝜗2 𝜋𝑝 − normal space.
Proof:
Follows from Theorem 3.11 and Remark 2.4.
Theorem 3.13
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen and
𝜗2 )− R−irresolute function, if 𝑋 is 𝜗1 −almost 𝑝 − normal, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 −almost 𝑝 − normal.

(𝜗1 ,

Proof:
Let 𝐹 be 𝜗2 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ be 𝜗2 −closed domain in 𝑌 such that 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) is
𝜗1 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) is 𝜗1 −closed domain in 𝑋 with 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅.
But 𝑋 is
𝜗1 −almost 𝑝 − normal space, so there are 𝜗1 − 𝑝 − open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 such that
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
Thus 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 − 𝑝 − open sets in 𝑌 whereas 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 −almost 𝑝 −normal space.
Theorem 3.14
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )− R−irresolute function, if 𝑋
is 𝜗1 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑦 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 − 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑑𝑙𝑦 𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙.
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Proof:
Take 𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗2 𝑅𝐶(𝑌) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) , 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ∈ 𝜗1 𝑅 𝐶(𝑋) with
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is 𝜗1 − mildly 𝑝 −normal space, so there exists 𝜗1 − 𝑝 − open sets
𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 such that
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅. This gives us that
𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 − 𝑝 − open sets in 𝑌 whereas
𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ =
−1 (𝐹 ′ ))
𝑓(𝑓
⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 − mildly 𝑝 − normal space.
Theorem 3.15
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen and Completely
(𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−irresolute function, if 𝑋 is 𝜗1 𝜋𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 𝜋𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙.
Proof:
Let 𝐹 be 𝜗2 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ be 𝜗2 − 𝜋 −closed in 𝑌 with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) is
𝜗1 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) is 𝜗1 − 𝜋 −closed domain in 𝑋 with 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is
𝜗1 𝜋𝑝 − normal space, so there are 𝜗1 − 𝑝 − open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 such that
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅.
This implies 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 − 𝑝 − open sets in 𝑌 whereas 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and 𝑓(𝑈) ∩ 𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 𝜋𝑝 − normal space.
Corollary 3.16
The image of 𝜗1 𝜋𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 space under the bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−continuous (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen
and Completely (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−irresolute function is 𝜗2 −almost normal(resp. 𝜗2 − mildly
normal, 𝜗2 −almost 𝑝 −normal, 𝜗2 − mildly 𝑝 − normal, 𝜗2 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 normal).
Proof:
Follows from Theorem 3.15 and Remarks 2.2, 2.4, 2.7 and Proposition 2.10.
Theorem 3.17
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )−𝑀 −preopen Completely (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 )− irresolute
function, if 𝑋 is 𝜗1 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 𝑝 − normal, then 𝑌 is 𝜗2 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖 𝑝 − normal.
Proof:
Let 𝐹 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗2 𝜋𝐶(𝑌) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, we get that 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) , 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ∈ 𝜗1 𝜋 𝐶(𝑋) with
𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ∩ 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑋 is 𝜗1 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑝 − normal space, so there are 𝜗1 − 𝑝 − open sets
𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 whereas 𝑓 −1 (𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉 and 𝑈 ∩ 𝑉 = ∅. We got 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝑉) are 𝜗2 − 𝑝 −
open sets in 𝑌 such that 𝐹 = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ = 𝑓(𝑓 −1 (𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓(𝑉) and
𝑓(𝑈) ∩
𝑓(𝑉) = 𝑓(𝑈 ∩ 𝑉) = ∅. Hence 𝑌 𝜗2 − 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑝 − normal space.
Definition 3.18
Let (𝑋, 𝜗1 )𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be two generalized topological spaces. A function 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) is
called (𝜗1 , 𝜗2 ) 𝑝𝑟𝑒 − irresolute if 𝑓 −1 (𝐻) ∈ 𝜗1 𝑃𝑂(𝑋) ∀ 𝐻 ∈ 𝜗2 𝑃𝑂(𝑌).
Theorem 3.19
Let 𝑓 ∶ (𝑋, 𝜗1 ) → (𝑌, 𝜗2 ) be a bijective (𝜗1 ,𝜗2 )−closed, Almost(𝜗1 ,𝜗2 )− closed and
𝜗2 ) 𝑝𝑟𝑒 −irresolute function, if 𝑌 is 𝜗2 𝜋𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙, then 𝑋 is 𝜗1 𝜋𝑝 − 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙.

(𝜗1 ,

Proof:
Take 𝐹 ∈ 𝜗1 ′ 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ ∈ 𝜗1 𝜋𝐶(𝑋) with 𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ = ∅, so 𝑓(𝐹) is 𝜗2 −closed 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓(𝐹 ′ ) be 𝜗2 −
𝜋 −closed in 𝑌 such that 𝑓(𝐹) ∩ 𝑓(𝐹 ′ ) = 𝑓(𝐹 ∩ 𝐹 ′ ) = ∅. But 𝑌 is 𝜗2 𝜋𝑝 − normal space, therefor
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we get two disjoint 𝜗2 − 𝑝 − open sets 𝑈 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉 in 𝑌 such that 𝑓(𝐹) ⊂ 𝑈, 𝑓(𝐹 ′ ) ⊂ 𝑉. Since 𝑓 is (𝜗1 ,
𝜗2 ) 𝑝𝑟𝑒 −irresolute function, so 𝑓 −1 (𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓 −1 (𝑉) are 𝜗1 − 𝑝 −open in 𝑋 with 𝑓 −1 (𝑈) ∩
𝑓 −1 (𝑉) = ∅ and 𝐹 = 𝑓 −1 (𝑓(𝐹)) ⊂ 𝑓 −1 (𝑈) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐹 ′ = 𝑓 −1 (𝑓(𝐹 ′ )) ⊂ 𝑓 −1 (𝑉). Hence 𝑋 is 𝜗1 𝜋𝑝 −
normal space.
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̌ ech fuzzy soft bi-closure spaces (Čfs bi-csp’s) are
Abstract. In the present study, C
defined. The basic properties of Čfs bi-csp’s are studied such as we show from each Čfs
bi-csp’s (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) we can obtain two types of associative fuzzy soft topological
spaces, the first is a fuzzy soft bitopological space (𝒰, 𝜏ℒ1 , 𝜏ℒ2 , 𝑆) and the second is a
fuzzy soft topological space (𝒰, 𝜏ℒ1 ℒ2 , 𝑆). Also, the concepts of the fuzzy soft interior,
subspace, and continuity which are the building blocks of classical bi-closure spaces are
defined on Čfs bi-csp’s. Besides, several examples have been given so that the subject
can be better understood.
1. Introduction
Molodtsove [13] introduced the concept of the soft set to solve the problems of incomplete information
and investigated various applications in game theory, smoothness of functions, operation researches,
Perron integration, probability theory, the theory of measurement, and so on. Maji et al. [6] presented
the definition of fuzzy soft sets. Later in 2011, the topological structure based on fuzzy soft sets was
given by Tanay and Kandemir [16]. Mukherjee and Park [14] in 2015 introduced the notion of fuzzy
soft bitopological spaces. Closure spaces were first introduced by 𝐶̌ ech [1] in 1966 since then various
notions in general topology have been extended to closure spaces. After Zadeh introduced the concept
of fuzzy sets, Mashhour and Ghanim [12] defined 𝐶̌ ech fuzzy closure spaces. In 2014, Gowri and
Jegadeesan [3] and Krishnaveni and Sekar [5], using the concept of soft sets to introduced and
investigate the notion of soft 𝐶̌ ech closure spaces. Recently, motivated by the concept of fuzzy soft set
and fuzzy soft topology [2] in Chang’s sense Majeed [9] was defined the concept of 𝐶̌ ech fuzzy soft
closure spaces. Also, Majeed and Maibed provided further studies on the structures of Čech fuzzy soft
closure spaces such as separation axioms and connectedness see [7, 8, 10, 11]. In the present work, we
introduce and study 𝐶̌ fs bi-csp’s. In section 2, we review some concepts from the literature of fuzzy sets,
fuzzy soft sets, and fuzzy soft topological spaces that are needed to be used in the current paper. Section
3 is devoted to introduce and investigate the fundamental structure of 𝐶̌ fs bi-csp’s, such as open (resp.
closed) fuzzy soft sets, fuzzy soft interior operator, topologies induced from 𝐶̌ fs bi-csp’s. In section 4,
the concept of fuzzy soft subspaces from 𝐶̌ fs bi-csp’s are given and studied. Finally, in Section 5, we
introduce some types of continuous (resp. open) fuzzy soft mappings and give its basic properties.

2. Preliminaries
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Throughout this paper, 𝒰 will refer to the initial universe, 𝐼 = [0,1], 𝐼0 = (0,1], and 𝑆 the set of
parameters for 𝒰 and 𝒜 be an non empty of 𝑆. 𝛽 is called a fuzzy set of 𝒰 [18] if 𝛽 is a mapping from
𝒰. The family of all fuzzy sets of 𝒰 is denoted by 𝐼 𝒰 .
Definition 2.1 [15,17] A fuzzy soft set (𝑓𝑠𝑠, briefly) 𝛽𝒜 on the universe se, 𝒰, is a mapping
from the parameters set S to 𝐼 𝒰 , i. e. , 𝛽𝒜 : 𝑆 → 𝐼 𝒰 , where 𝛽𝒜 (𝑠) ≠ 0̅ if 𝑠 ∈ 𝒜 ⊆ 𝑆 and 𝛽𝒜 (𝑠) = 0̅ if 𝑠 ∉
𝒜, where 0̅ is the empty fuzzy set on 𝒰. The family of all 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 over 𝒰 denoted by ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆).
Definition 2.2 [17] Let 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆). Then, some basic set operations of 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 are defined as
follows:
1. (Inclusion): 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒮ℬ iff 𝛽𝒜 (𝑠) ≤ 𝒮ℬ (𝑠), for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.
2. (Equality): 𝛽𝒜 = 𝒮ℬ iff 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒮ℬ and 𝒮ℬ ⊑ 𝛽𝒜 .
3. (Union): 𝜌𝒜⊔ℬ = 𝛽𝒜 ⊔ 𝒮ℬ iff 𝜌𝒜⊔ℬ (𝑠) = 𝛽𝒜 (𝑠) ∨ 𝒮ℬ (𝑠), for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.
4. (Intersection): 𝜌𝒜⊓ℬ = 𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ iff 𝜌𝒜⊓ℬ (𝑠) = 𝛽𝒜 (𝑠) ∧ 𝒮ℬ (𝑠), for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.
𝑐
𝑐 (𝑠)
5. (Complement): 𝒮ℬ = 𝛽𝒜
iff 𝛽𝒜
= 1̅ − 𝛽𝒜 (𝑠), for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, where 1̅(𝑥) = 1, ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝒰.
6. (Null 𝑓𝑠𝑠): 𝛽𝑠 is called null 𝑓𝑠𝑠, denoted 0̃𝑆 , if 𝛽𝑠 (𝑠) = 0̅, for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.
7. (Universal 𝑓𝑠𝑠) 𝛽𝑠 is called Universal 𝑓𝑠𝑠, denoted 1̃𝑆 , if 𝛽𝑠 (𝑠) = 1̅, for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.
Definition 2.3 [9] Let 𝒱 be a nonempty subset of 𝒰, then 𝒱̃𝑆 denotes the 𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝒱𝑠 over 𝒰 for which 𝒱(𝑠) =
1̅𝒱 for all 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆, (where 1̅𝒱 : 𝒰 → [0,1] such that 1̅𝒱 (𝑥) = 1 if 𝑥 ∈ 𝒱 and 1̅𝒱 (𝑥) = 0 if 𝑥 ∉ 𝒱).
Theorem 2.4 [17] Let 𝐽 be an index set and 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ , (𝛽𝒜 )𝑖 , (𝒮ℬ )𝑖 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐽, then
1. 𝛽𝒜 ⊓ (⊔𝑖∈𝐽 (𝒮ℬ )𝑖 ) =⊔𝑖∈𝐽 (𝛽𝒜 ⊓ (𝒮ℬ )𝑖 ), 𝛽𝒜 ⊔ (⊓𝑖∈𝐽 (𝒮ℬ )𝑖 ) =⊓𝑖∈𝐽 (𝛽𝒜 ⊔ (𝒮ℬ )𝑖 ).
𝑐
𝑐
2. (⊔𝑖∈𝐽 (𝛽𝒜 )𝑖 )𝑐 =⊓𝑖∈𝐽 (𝛽𝒜
)𝑖 , (⊓𝑖∈𝐽 (𝛽𝒜 )𝑖 )𝑐 =⊔𝑖∈𝐽 (𝛽𝒜
)𝑖 .
𝑐
𝑐
3. If 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒮ℬ , then 𝒮ℬ ⊑ 𝛽𝒜 .
4. 𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ ⊑ 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ and 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ ⊑ 𝛽𝒜 ⊔ 𝒮ℬ .
Definition 2.5 [17] Let ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) and ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩) be families of all 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 over 𝒰 and 𝒲, respectively.
Let 𝑢: 𝒰 → 𝒲 and 𝑝: 𝑆 → 𝒩 be two functions. Then, 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is called fuzzy soft mapping from ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆)
to ℱ𝒮(𝒲, 𝒩) and denoted by 𝑓𝑢𝑝 : ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) ⟶ ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩).
1. If 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆), then the image of 𝛽𝒜 under the fuzzy soft mapping 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is the 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒲
defined by 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 ), where ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝑝(𝑠), ∀𝑦 ∈ 𝒲.
⋁ ( ⋁ (𝛽𝒜 (𝑠)))(𝑥)
𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )(𝑘)(𝑦) = {𝑢(𝑥)=𝑦 𝑝(𝑠)=𝑘

𝑖𝑓 𝑥 ∈ 𝑢−1 (𝑦),

0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
2. If 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩), then the pre-image of 𝒮ℬ under the fuzzy soft mapping 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is the 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒰
−1 (𝒮 ).
−1
defined by 𝑓𝑢𝑝
ℬ where ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑝 (𝒩), ∀𝑥 ∈ 𝒰.
𝒮
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝(𝑠) ∈ ℬ,
−1 (𝒮 )(𝑠)(𝑥)
𝑓𝑢𝑝
= { ℬ (𝑝(𝑠))(𝑢(𝑥))
ℬ
0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
The fuzzy soft mapping 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is called surjective (resp. injective) if 𝑢 and 𝑝 are surjective (resp.
injective), also it is said to be constant if 𝑢 and 𝑝 are constant.
Theorem 2.6 [4] Let 𝒰 and 𝒲 crisp sets 𝛽𝒜 , (𝛽𝒜 )𝑖 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) and 𝒮ℬ , (𝒮ℬ )𝑖 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩), ∀𝑖 ∈ 𝐽
where 𝐽 is an index set. Then,
1. If (𝛽𝒜 )1 ⊑ (𝛽𝒜 )2 , then 𝑓𝑢𝑝 ((𝛽𝒜 )1 ) ⊑ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 ((𝛽𝒜 )2 ).
−1
−1
2. If (𝒮ℬ )1 ⊑ (𝒮ℬ )2 , then 𝑓𝑢𝑝
((𝒮ℬ )1 ) ⊑ 𝑓𝑢𝑝
((𝒮ℬ )2 ).
−1
3. 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )), if 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is injective, then the equality holds.
−1
4. 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝒮ℬ )) ⊑ 𝒮ℬ , if 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is surjective, then the equality holds.
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𝑐 ).
5. (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 ))𝑐 ⊑ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜
−1
−1 (𝒮 𝑐 ).
6. (𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝒮ℬ ))𝑐 = 𝑓𝑢𝑝
ℬ

Definition 2.7 [15,16] A triple (𝒰, 𝜏, 𝑆) is called a fuzzy soft topological space where 𝒰 is a nonempty
set with a fixed set of parameters 𝑆 and 𝜏 is a family of 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 over 𝒰 satisfying the following properties.
1. 0̃𝑆 , 1̃𝑆 ∈ 𝜏,
2. If 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ ∈ 𝜏, then 𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ ∈ 𝜏,
3. If (𝛽𝒜 )𝑖 ∈ 𝜏 ∀𝑖, then ⊔𝑖∈𝐽 (𝛽𝒜 )𝑖 ∈ 𝜏.
𝜏 is called a topology of 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 on 𝒰. Each member of 𝜏 is called an open 𝑓𝑠𝑠. 𝒮ℬ is called a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠
in (𝒰, 𝜏, 𝑆) if 𝒮ℬ𝑐 ∈ 𝜏.
Definition 2.8 [14] A quadruple (𝒰, 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 , 𝑆) is called fuzzy soft bitopological space where 𝜏1 , 𝜏2 are
arbitrary fuzzy soft topologies on 𝒰 with a fixed set of parameters 𝑆.
3. 𝐂̌ech Fuzzy Soft Bi-Closure Spaces
In this section, we introduce the concept of Čfs bi-csp and study its fundamental properties. For 𝑖, 𝑗 =
1,2 where 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗.
Definition 3.1 A Čfs bi-csp is a quadruple (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) where 𝒰 is a nonempty set and
ℒ1 , ℒ2 : ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) → ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) are two fuzzy soft closure operators on 𝒰 which satisfy the following
axioms:
(A1 ) ℒ𝑖 (0̃𝑆 ) = 0̃𝑆 ,
(A2 ) 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ) for all 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆),
(A3 ) ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ∪ 𝒮ℬ ) = ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊔ ℒ𝑖 (𝒮ℬ ) for all 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆).
Definition 3.2 A 𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝛽𝒜 of a Čfs bi-csp (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is said to be ℒ𝑖 -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 if ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 . And,
it is called a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 if and only if ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 . The complement of a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 is called an
open 𝑓𝑠𝑠.
Proposition 3.3 Let 𝛽𝒜 be a 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of a Čfs bi-csp (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). Then,
1. 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) if and only if 𝛽𝒜 is ℒ𝑗 -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠.
𝑐
𝑐
2. If 𝛽𝒜 is an open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆), then ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜
)) = ℒ𝑗 (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜
)).
Proof: The proof follows from Defenition 3.2.
The convers of statement 2 in Proposition 3.3, need not be in general as seen from the following
example.
Example 3.4. Let 𝒰 = {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}, S = {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 } and 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱS(𝒰, S) ,such that 𝒮ℬ = {(𝑠1 , 𝑦0.6 ),
(𝑠2 , 𝑦0.6 )}. Define fuzzy soft closure operators ℒ1 , ℒ2 : ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) → ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) as follows:
0̃𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒮ℬ ,
ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜 ) = { {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.5 ∨ 𝑦0.6 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑥0.5 ∨ 𝑦0.6 )}
̃1𝑆
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
and
0̃𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒮ℬ ,
ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) = { {(𝑠1 , 𝑦0.6 ∨ 𝑧0.5 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦0.6 ∨ 𝑧0.5 )}
̃1𝑆
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
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Then, it is clear that (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is a Čfs bi-csp. Consider 𝛽𝒜 = {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.7 ∨ 𝑦0.2 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑥0.5 ∨ 𝑧0.9 )}.
𝑐
𝑐
Then we can see that ℒ1 (ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜
)) = ℒ2 (ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜
)) = 1̃𝑆 however 𝛽𝒜 is not open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆).
Proposition 3.5 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) such that 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒮ℬ , then
ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊑ ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝒮ℬ )).
Proof: It is clear that from Theorem 2.4 party 4 and of Definition 3.1 we have
ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊑ ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊔ ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝒮ℬ ))
= ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊔ ℒ𝑗 (𝒮ℬ ))
= ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ⊔ 𝒮ℬ ))
= ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝒮ℬ )).
Proposition 3.6 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆). If ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ) is contained in 𝛽𝒜 , then
𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠.
Proof: From hypotheses, axiom (A2 ) in Definition 3.1 and statement 1 in Proposition 3.3, we can easily
obtain the result.
Definition 3.7 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆). The fuzzy soft interior of 𝛽𝒜 ,
denoted by 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) for the Čech fuzzy soft closure operators ℒ𝑖 and ℒ𝑗 is defined as
𝑐 ))𝑐
𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) = (ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜
.

It is clear that if 𝛽𝒜 is an open 𝑓𝑠𝑠, then 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 .
In the following proposition, we give the main properties of the fuzzy soft interior of a 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠.
Proposition 3.8 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆). Then
1. 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (0̃𝑆 )) = 0̃𝑆 and 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (1̃𝑆 )) = 1̃𝑆 .
2. 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊑ 𝛽𝒜 .
3. 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ )) = 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊓ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝒮ℬ )).
4. If 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒮ℬ , then 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊑ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝒮ℬ )).
5. 𝛽𝒜 is open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 if and only if 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑖 (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 .
Proof: Straight forward.
Next, we discuss the behavior of open 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) to know the types of fuzzy soft
topologies that induced by any Čfs bi-csp.
Theorem 3.9 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp. Then,
1. The intersection of any members of closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒰.
2. The union of any two members of closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒰.
Proof:
1. Let {(𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 : 𝛼 ∈ Λ} be an arbitrary collection of closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 over 𝒰. For each 𝛼 ∈ Λ, we have
⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ⊑ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 . From Proposition 3.5 we get ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 ( ⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ) ⊑ ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 ( (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ) =
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(𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 . This yields, ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 ( ⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ) ⊑⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 . The other hand follow from (A2 ) of
Definition 3.1.
2. Let 𝛽𝒜 and 𝒮ℬ be closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 over 𝒰. Then from Proposition 3.5, it follows ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ ) ⊑
ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 ( 𝛽𝒜 )) ⊓ ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 ( 𝒮ℬ )) = (𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ ). Therefore, ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ ) ⊑ 𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ . The
other hand follows from (𝐴2 ) of Definition 3.1.
Corollary 3.10 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp, Then,
1. The union of any collection of open 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is an open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒰.
2. The intersection of any two open 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is an open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒰.
Now, we can define the types of fuzzy soft topologies that associated from Čfs bi-csp.
Definition 3.11 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp. Then,
𝑐
1. The associated fuzzy soft topologies 𝜏ℒ𝑖 on 𝒰 is defined as 𝜏ℒ𝑖 = {𝛽𝒜
: ℒ𝑖 ( 𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 } is the
family of all ℒ𝑖 -open 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ𝑖 , 𝑆) [9]. Also, (𝒰, 𝜏ℒ1 , 𝜏ℒ2 , 𝑆) is a fuzzy soft bitopological
space.
𝑐
2. The associated fuzzy soft topologies 𝜏ℒ𝑖ℒ𝑗 is defined as 𝜏ℒ𝑖ℒ𝑗 = {𝛽𝒜
: ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 ( 𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 } is the
family of all open 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) and (𝒰, 𝜏ℒ𝑖ℒ𝑗 , 𝑆) is a fuzzy soft topological space.
Clearly, from Definition 3.11, we have 𝜏ℒ𝑖ℒ𝑗 = 𝜏ℒ𝑖 ∩ 𝜏ℒ𝑗 .
4. 𝐂̌ech fuzzy soft bi-closure subspaces
In this section, we introduce the concept of subspaces in Čfs bi-csp’s and give some properties of it.
Theorem 4.1 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and 𝒱 ⊆ 𝒰. Let ℒ𝑖𝒱 : ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) → ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) defined by
ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ) for all 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆). Then, ℒ𝑖𝒱 is a fuzzy soft closure operator on 𝒱.
Proof: We must prove ℒi𝒱 satisfying the axioms (A1 ) − (A3 ) in Definition 3.1.
(A1 ) ℒ𝑖𝒱 (0̃𝑆 ) = 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑖 (0̃𝑆 ) = 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ 0̃𝑆 = 0̃𝑆 .
(A2 ) For any 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆), 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒱̃𝑆 and 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ). This yields 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ) = ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ).
Hence, 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ).
(A3 ) Let 𝛽𝒜 , 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆). Then
ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ⊔ 𝒮ℬ ) = 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ⊔ 𝒮ℬ )
= 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊔ ℒ𝑖 (𝒮ℬ ))
= ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊔ ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝒮ℬ ).
Definition 4.2 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and 𝒱 ⊆ 𝒰. The fuzzy soft closure operator ℒi𝒱 (that
defined in Theorem 4.1) is called the relative fuzzy soft closure operator on 𝒱 induced by ℒ𝑖 . The
quadruple (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆) is called a Čech fuzzy soft bi-closure subspace (Čfs bi-csubsp, for short) of
(𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). The Čfs bi-csubsp (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆) is said to be a closed (resp. open) subspace if 𝒱̃𝑆 is a
closed (resp. open) 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒰.
Example 4.3 In Example 3.4, let 𝒱 = {𝑥, 𝑧} ⊆ 𝒰. Then ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 : ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) → ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) defined as
ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜 ) and ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) as follows:
0̃𝑆
ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = { {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.9 )}
𝒱̃𝑆

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡 ); 0 < 𝑡 ≤ 0.9},
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
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0̃𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
{(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 )}
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡 ); 𝑡 ∈ 𝐼0 },
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠2 , 𝑧𝑘 ); 𝑘 ∈ 𝐼0 },
ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = {(𝑠2 , 𝑧1 )}
{ℒ2𝒱 ({(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡 )}), ℒ2𝒱 ({(𝑠2 , 𝑧𝑘 )})} 𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑧𝑘 ); 𝑡, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐼0 }
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
{ 𝒱̃𝑆
̌
Then (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆) is Cfs bi-csubsp of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆).
Definition 4.4 Let (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆)be a Čfs bi-csubsp of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). A 𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) is said to
be closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒱 if ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 .
Proposition 4.5 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csubsp of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆).
Let 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆). Then, 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒱 if and only if ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 .
Proof: Suppose 𝛽𝒜 is a closed over (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆). From (𝐴2 ) of Theorem 4.1 we have, ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑
ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 , and since 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ), then it follows 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑ ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 .
Hence, ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 .
Conversely, let ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 , then ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 and ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 (since 𝑗 = 1,2). Then,
it follows, ℒ2𝒱 (ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) and ℒ1𝒱 (ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ). This implies ℒ2𝒱 (ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) =
𝛽𝒜 and ℒ1𝒱 (ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 . Therefore, ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 . Consequently, 𝛽𝒜 is a closed over 𝒱.
Proposition 4.6 Let (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csubsp of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). If 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) and 𝛽𝒜 is a
closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒰, then 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆).
Proof: Let 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) and ℒ𝑖 (ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 . Now,
ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ))
= ℒ𝑖𝒱 (𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ 𝛽𝒜 )
= 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑖 (𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ 𝛽𝒜 )

(By the definition of ℒj𝒱 )
(Since β𝒜 is closed over 𝒰)
(By the definition of ℒ𝑖𝒱 )

= 𝛽𝒜
Hence, 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆).
The converse of Proposition 4.6 is not true as we explain in the next example.
Example 4.7 Let 𝒰 = {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑤}, 𝑆 = {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 }. Define fuzzy soft closure operators ℒ1 , ℒ2 : ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) →
ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) as follows:

ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜 ) =

0̃𝑆
{(𝑠1 , 𝑧1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑧𝑘1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦ℎ1 ); ℎ1 , 𝑘1 ∈ 𝐼0 },

{(𝑠1 , 𝑦1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑧1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑦ℎ2 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑧𝑘2 ); ℎ2 , 𝑘2 ∈ 𝐼0 }
(𝑠1 , 𝑦ℎ1 ∨ 𝑧𝑘1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦ℎ2 ∨ 𝑧𝑘2 )
},
; ℎ1 , ℎ2 , 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 ∈ 𝐼0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

{(𝑠1 , 𝑦1 ∨ 𝑧1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦1 ∨ 𝑧1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {

{ 1̃𝑆
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ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) =

0̃𝑆
{(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦ℎ1 ); ℎ1 , 𝑡1 ∈ 𝐼0 },

{(𝑠1 , 𝑦1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑥1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑦ℎ2 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑥𝑡2 ); ℎ2 , 𝑡2 ∈ 𝐼0 },
(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡1 ∨ 𝑦ℎ2 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑥𝑡2 ∨ 𝑦ℎ1 )
},
; 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , ℎ1 , ℎ2 ∈ 𝐼0
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

{(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑦1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑦1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {

{ 1̃𝑆

Then (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is a Čfs bi-csp.
Let 𝒱 = {𝑦, 𝑤}. Then ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 : ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) → ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) defined as follows:
0̃𝑆
{(𝑠2 , 𝑦1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠2 , 𝑦ℎ1 ); ℎ1 ∈ 𝐼0 },

ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = {(𝑠1 , 𝑦1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑦ℎ2 ); ℎ2 ∈ 𝐼0 },

{(𝑠1 , 𝑦1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦1 )}
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑦ℎ2 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑦ℎ1 ); ℎ1 , ℎ2 ∈ 𝐼0 },
̃
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
{ 𝒱𝑆
Then, (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆) is a Čfs bi-csubsp of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). Now, consider 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆) where 𝛽𝒜 =
{(𝑠1 , 𝑦1 )}. It is clear that 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆). Since ℒ1𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 and ℒ2𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) =
𝛽𝒜 but 𝛽𝒜 is not closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) because ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜 ) ≠ 𝛽𝒜 or ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) ≠ 𝛽𝒜 . 
In the next, we study the condition to be the converse of Proposition 4.6 hold. First, we need to
introduce the following lemma.
Lemma 4.8 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp and {(𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 : 𝛼 ∈ Λ} be a family of 𝑓𝑠𝑠′𝑠 over 𝒰, then
ℒ𝑖 (⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ) ⊑⊓𝛼∈Λ ℒ𝑖 ((𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ).
Proof: For all 𝛼 ∈ Λ, since ⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ⊑ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 . Then, ℒ𝑖 (⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ) ⊑ ℒ𝑖 ((𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ) for all 𝛼 ∈ Λ.
Therefore, ℒ𝑖 (⊓𝛼∈Λ (𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ) ⊑⊓𝛼∈Λ ℒ𝑖 ((𝛽𝒜 )𝛼 ).
The converse of Lemma 4.8 is not true as we explain in the next example.
Example 4.9 Let 𝒰 = {𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧}, 𝑆 = {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 } and let 𝜃 = {(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡 ∨ 𝑦ℎ ), (𝑠2 , 𝑧𝑘 ); 𝑡, ℎ, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐼0 }. Define
fuzzy soft closure operators ℒ1 , ℒ2 : ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) → ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) as follows:
0̃𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.9 ∨ 𝑦0.1 )},
ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜 ) = {{(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.9 ∨ 𝑦0.1 )}
̃1𝑆
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
and
0̃𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
{(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 )}
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡 ); 𝑡 ∈ 𝐼0 },
{(𝑠1 , 𝑦1 )}
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑦ℎ ); ℎ ∈ 𝐼0 }
ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) =
{(𝑠2 , 𝑧1 )}
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑠2 , 𝑧𝑘 ); 𝑘 ∈ 𝐼0 },
{ℒ2 ({(𝑠1 , 𝑥𝑡 )}) ∪ ℒ2 ({(𝑠1 , 𝑦ℎ )}), ℒ2 ({(𝑠2 , 𝑧𝑘 )})} 𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ 𝜃
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
{ 1̃𝑆
̌
Then, it's clear that (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , S) is a Cfs bi-csp. Consider 𝛽𝒜 = {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.2 )} and 𝒮ℬ =
{(𝑠1 , 𝑦0.2 ∨ 𝑧0.2 )}. Then ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) = {(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 )}, ℒ2 (𝒮ℬ ) = 1̃𝑆 , and ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊓ ℒ2 (𝒮ℬ ) = {(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 )}. On the
other hand, 𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ = 0̃𝑆 and ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ ) = 0̃𝑆 . Hence, it’s clear that {(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 )} = ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊓
ℒ2 (𝒮ℬ ) ⋢ ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ⊓ 𝒮ℬ ) = 0̃𝑆 .
The converse of Proposition 4.6 can be held if the following condition exists.
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Theorem 4.10 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) be a Čfs bi-csp, (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆) be a closed subspace of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆),
and let 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒱, 𝑆). If 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆), then 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆).
Proof: Let 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over (𝒱, ℒ1𝒱 , ℒ2𝒱 , 𝑆). We must prove ℒ𝑖 ( ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 . Since 𝛽𝒜 is a
closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 over 𝒱, then ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 . From (A2 ) of Theorem 4.1, ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑ ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) =
𝛽𝒜 . It follows from the definition of ℒ𝑗𝒱 , 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑ ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 . Since 𝒱̃𝑆 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠
in 𝒰 and from Lemma 4.8, ℒ𝑗 (𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ 𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑ ℒ𝑗 (𝒱̃𝑆 ) ⊓ ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑ 𝒱̃𝑆 ⊓ ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑ ℒ𝑖𝒱 (ℒ𝑗𝒱 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 𝛽𝒜 .
Thus, ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ) ⊑ 𝛽𝒜 . On the other hand 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ). Hence, we get ℒ𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 and from
Proposition. 3.3 part (1), we get 𝛽𝒜 is a closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in 𝒰.
5. Pairwise 𝐂̌ech fuzzy soft Continuous Mappings
Definition 5.1 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) and (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) be two Čfs bi-csp's. A fuzzy soft mapping
𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) → (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) is called
1. Pairwise Čech fuzzy soft continuous (P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous, briefly) mapping, if 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊑
ℒ𝑖∗ (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )), for every 𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆).
−1
2. Pairwise∗ Čech fuzzy soft continuous (𝑃∗ 𝐶̌ -fs-continuous, briefly) mapping, if 𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝒮ℬ ) is an
∗
∗
open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) for every open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝒮ℬ of (𝒲, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝒩).
Theorem 5.2 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) and (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) be two Čfs bi-csp's. If 𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) →
−1
−1 (ℒ ∗
(𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) is a P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping if and only if ℒ𝑖 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝒮ℬ )) ⊑ 𝑓𝑢𝑝
𝑖 (𝒮ℬ )), for every
𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩).
−1 (𝒮 )
̌
Proof: Let 𝒮ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩). Then, 𝑓𝑢𝑝
ℬ ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆). Since 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶 -fs-continuous, we have
−1
−1 (𝒮 ))
𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝒮ℬ )) ⊑ ℒ𝑖∗ (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
⊑ ℒ𝑖∗ (𝒮ℬ ).
ℬ

Therefore,

−1
−1 (𝒮 ))))
𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
⊑
ℬ

−1
−1
−1
𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝒮ℬ )) ⊑ 𝑓𝑢𝑝
(ℒ𝑖∗ (𝒮ℬ )). Hence, ℒ𝑖 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
(ℒ𝑖∗ (𝒮ℬ )).
Conversely, let 𝛽𝒜 be a 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). From the definition of the image of 𝑓𝑠𝑠 and hypothesis
−1
−1
we get ℒ𝑖 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝑓𝑢𝑝 ((𝛽𝒜 )) ⊑ 𝑓𝑢𝑝
(ℒ𝑖∗ (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )). By taking the image we obtain the result.
Theorem 5.3. Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) and (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) be two Čfs bi-csp's. If 𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) →
(𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) is a P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping, then 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is 𝑃 ∗ 𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping.

Proof: The proof is easy.
The converse of Theorem 5.3 need not be held as seen in the following next example.
Example 5.4 Let 𝒰 = {𝑥, 𝑦} = 𝒲, 𝑆 = {𝑠1 , 𝑠2 } and 𝒩 = {𝑘1 , 𝑘2 } and Υ = {(𝑘1 , 𝑥𝑡1 ∨ 𝑦𝑟1 ), (𝑘2 , 𝑥𝑡2 ∨
𝑦𝑟2 ): 𝑡1 , 𝑡2 , 𝑟1 , 𝑟2 ∈ 𝐼0 }.
Define fuzzy soft closure operator ℒ1 , ℒ2 : ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) → ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆) as follows:
0̃𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.2 )},
ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜 ) = { {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.3 )}
̃1𝑆
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
and
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0̃𝑆
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝑆 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ⊑ {(𝑠2 , 𝑥0.3 ∨ 𝑦0.4 )},
ℒ2 (𝛽𝒜 ) = {{(𝑠2 , 𝑥0.3 ∨ 𝑦0.4 )}
̃1𝑆
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
Define fuzzy soft closure operator ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ : ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩) → ℱ𝑆(𝒲, 𝒩) as follows:

ℒ1∗ (𝛽𝒜 ) =

0̃𝒩
{(𝑘1 , 𝑥1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝒩 ,
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑘1 , 𝑥𝑡1 ): 𝑡1 ∈ 𝐼0 },

{(𝑘2 , 𝑥1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑘2 , 𝑥𝑡2 ): 𝑡2 ∈ 𝐼0 },

{(𝑘1 , 𝑦𝑟1 +0.2 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑘1 , 𝑦𝑟1 ): 0 < 𝑟1 < 0.8},

{(𝑘1 , 𝑦1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑘1 , 𝑦𝑟1 ): 0.8 ≤ 𝑟1 ≤ 1},

{(𝑘2 , 𝑦1 )}

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ {(𝑘2 , 𝑦𝑟2 ): 𝑟2 ∈ 𝐼0 },

ℒ1∗ ({(𝑘1 , 𝑥𝑡1 )}) ∪ ℒ1∗ ({(𝑘1 , 𝑦𝑟1 )}) ∪
∗
∗
{ℒ1 ({(𝑘2 , 𝑥𝑡2 )}) ∪ ℒ1 ({(𝑘2 , 𝑦𝑟2 )})

𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 ∈ Υ.

and
0̃
𝑖𝑓 𝛽𝒜 = 0̃𝒩 ,
ℒ2∗ (𝛽𝒜 ) = { 𝒩
1̃𝒩
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.
−1 (𝒮 )
Define 𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) → (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) be the fuzzy soft identity mapping. Then, 𝑓𝑢𝑝
ℬ ia an
∗ ∗
open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) for every open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 𝒮ℬ of (𝒲, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝒩) but there exists 𝛽𝒜 = {(𝑠1 , 𝑥0.5 )}
be 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) such that 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ1 (𝛽𝒜 )) = 1̃𝑆 ⊈ {(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 )} = ℒ1∗ (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )). Hence, 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is not
P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping.
Theorem 5.5 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆), (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) and (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ) be Čfs bi-csp's. If
𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) → (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) and ℎ𝑣𝑗 : (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) → (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ) are P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous
mappings, then ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) → (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ) is a P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping.
Proof: Let 𝛽𝒜 ∈ ℱ𝑆(𝒰, 𝑆). Since ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 )) = ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ))) and 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous,
then ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ))) ⊑ ℎ𝑣𝑗 (ℒ𝑖∗ (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 ))). As ℎ𝑣𝑗 is a P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping, we get,
ℎ𝑣𝑗 (ℒ𝑖∗ (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 ))) ⊑ ℒ𝑖∗∗ (ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 ))).
Consequently, ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 ))) ⊑ ℒ𝑖∗∗ (ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )). That is mean ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (ℒ𝑖 (𝛽𝒜 )) ⊑ ℒ𝑖∗∗ (ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘
𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )). Hence ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is a P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping.
Definition 5.6 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆), (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) be Čfs bi-csp's. A fuzzy soft mapping
𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) → (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) is called
1. Pairwise Čech fuzzy soft open (resp. closed) mapping (P𝐶̌ -fs-open (resp. P𝐶̌ -fs-closed), briefly)
mapping, if 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 ) is a ℒ𝑖∗ -open (resp. closed) 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩), whenver β𝒜 is a ℒ𝑖 open (resp. closed) 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆).
2. Pairwise∗ Čech fuzzy soft open (resp. closed) mapping (𝑃∗ 𝐶̌ -fs-open (resp. 𝑃 ∗ 𝐶̌ -fs-closed),
briefly) mapping, if the image of every open (resp. closed) 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) is an open
(resp. closed) 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of in (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩).
Proposition 5.7 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) and (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) be two Čfs bi-csp's. If 𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) →
(𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) is a P𝐶̌ -fs-open (resp. closed) mapping, then 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is 𝑃∗ 𝐶̌ -fs-open (resp. closed) mapping.
Proof: Follows directly from Definition 5.1.
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The converse of Proposition 5.7 need not be held, in Example 5.4 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is 𝑃∗ 𝐶̌ -fs-open mapping but
it is not P𝐶̌ -fs-open mapping because there exists 𝛽𝒜 = {(𝑠1 , 𝑥1 ∨ 𝑦1 ), (𝑠2 , 𝑥0.7 ∨ 𝑦0.6 )} is ℒ2 -open 𝑓𝑠𝑠
in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) but 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 ) = 𝛽𝒜 is not ℒ2∗ -open 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩).
Theorem 5.8 Let (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆), (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) and (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ) be Čfs bi-csp's. Let
𝑓𝑢𝑝 : (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆) → (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) and ℎ𝑣𝑗 : (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩) → (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ) fuzzy soft mappings.
Then
1. If 𝑓𝑢𝑝 and ℎ𝑣𝑗 are P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping, then ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping.
2. If ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping and 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous and surjection, then ℎ𝑣𝑗 is
PČ-fs-closed mapping.
3. If ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping and ℎ𝑣𝑗 is P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous and injection, then 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ fs-closed mapping.
Proof:
1. Let 𝛽𝒜 be a ℒ𝑖 -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). Since 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping, then 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )
is ℒ𝑖∗ -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩). Again, since, ℎ𝑣𝑗 is P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping, then
ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝛽𝒜 )) is ℒ𝑖∗∗ -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ). Hence, ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping.
2. Let 𝛽𝒜 be a ℒ𝑖∗ -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 of (𝒲, ℒ1∗ , ℒ2∗ , 𝒩). Since 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-continuous mapping, then
−1
𝑓𝑢𝑝
(𝛽𝒜 ) is ℒ𝑖 -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒰, ℒ1 , ℒ2 , 𝑆). Again, since ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 is P𝐶̌ -fs-closed mapping,
−1 (𝛽 ))
−1 (𝛽 )))
then ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
= ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
is ℒ𝑖∗∗ -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ). But 𝑓𝑢𝑝
𝒜
𝒜
−1 (𝛽 ))
−1 (𝛽 )))
is surjection, so that ℎ𝑣𝑗 ∘ 𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
= ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝑓𝑢𝑝 (𝑓𝑢𝑝
= ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ). Consequently,
𝒜
𝒜

ℎ𝑣𝑗 (𝛽𝒜 ) is a ℒ𝑖∗∗ -closed 𝑓𝑠𝑠 in (𝒵, ℒ1∗∗ , ℒ2∗∗ , ℋ). Therefore, ℎ𝑣𝑗 is PČ-fs-closed mapping.
3. The proof is identical to part 2.
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Abstract. The main purpose of this paper is to classify k-sets in projective linePG(1,29) which
are a set of k projective distinct points. The projective line has been classified into𝑘-set,𝑘 =
3,4 , … , 10,equivalent and inequivalent. Also, the projective equation of the 𝑘-sets and the
stabilizer groups of them are constructed. All the computations are doing by using the Groupˈs
algorithm language GAP[7].

1. Introduction
Thethemeof projective line over the finite field 𝐹𝑞 , 𝑃𝐺(1, 𝑞) has been studied by many mathematicians.
The ideas and definitions of this research are taken from Hirshfeld [1].In 2013Al-Seraji and
Hirschfeld[2] studied the geometry of the line of order seventeen.1n 2014 Al-Seraji [3] has been
classified the projective line over the Galois field of order sixteen. In 2016 Al-Zangana [4] has been
shown the classification of the projective line of order nineteen. In 2015 Al-Seraji [5] has been described
the classification of the projective line over Galois field of order 23. In 2018 Al-Zangana and shehab
[6]have been studied the classification of 𝑘-sets in 𝑃𝐺(1,25).
The 30 points of 𝑃𝐺(1,29) are [𝑥0 , 𝑥1 ] ,𝑥𝑖 ∈𝔽29 .So
𝑃𝐺(1,29) = {𝑈0 = [1,0]} ∪ {[ 𝑥, 1]|𝑥 ∈ 𝔽29 }.The [𝑥0 ,𝑥1 ] where 𝑥1 ≠ 0 is determined 𝑥0 ⁄𝑥1 . Thus
𝑃𝐺(1,29) = { [𝑡, 1] | 𝑡 ∈ 𝔽29 ∪ {∞}}
𝑎՛ 𝑏՛
A projectivity𝑀(𝑇) of 𝑃𝐺(1,29)is 𝑌 = 𝑋𝑇 ,where𝑋 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) , 𝑌 = (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 )and T = (
). If
𝑐՛ 𝑑՛
put s = 𝑦1 ⁄𝑦2 and t = 𝑥1 ⁄𝑥2 ; then the projectivity can be written as an equation
s = (a՛t + c՛)⁄ (b՛t + d՛)
Now we introduce the definitions which are using in this paper as follows:
Definition 1.1[1]: A 𝑘-set in the projective line 𝑃𝐺(1, 𝑞) is a set of 𝑘 projectively distinct points.
Definition 1.2 [9]: A group G acts on a set Λ if there is a map 𝛬 × 𝐺 → 𝛬 such that given g ,gʹ elements
in G and 1 its identity , then
1. 𝑦1 = 𝑦,
2. (𝑦g)gʹ = 𝑦(ggʹ) for any 𝑦 in Λ.
Definition 1.3 [3]: The orbit of 𝑦 in Λ under the action of 𝐺 is the set
𝑦𝐺 ={𝑦g |g ∈ 𝐺}
Definition 1.4 [3]:The stabilizer of 𝑦 in Λ under the action of 𝐺 is the group
𝐺𝑦 = {g ∈ 𝐺 | 𝑦g = 𝑦}
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Theorem 1.5 [8]: There is a unique projectivity of 𝑃𝐺(1, 𝑞) transformation any three points to any three
points.
For more details see [10], [11], [12], [13]
2.The Projective Line PG(1,29)
On PG(1,29) , the projective line over Galois field of order 29, there are 30 points. The points of
𝑃𝐺(1,29) are elements of the set
𝔽29 ∪ {∞} = {∞, 0, ±1, ±2, ±3, ±4, ±5, ±6, ±7, ±8, ±9, ±10, ±11, ±12, ±13, ±14}.
The order of the projective group 𝑃𝐺𝐿(2,29) is 30×29×28=24360. That is the number of three⎼point
ordered sets. The polynomial function of degree two, 𝑔(𝑥) = 𝑥2 + 𝑥+ 3 is a primitive over 𝔽29,
when 𝔽29 = {1,2, ⋯ ,28; 29 = 0}. On 𝑃𝐺(1,29) there are 30 points. They are generated by a non0
1
singular matrix of size 2 × 2; 𝑆 = 𝐶(𝑔) = (
). Such 𝑃(j) = (1,0) 𝑆𝑗 , 𝑗 = 0, ⋯ ,29. The
−3 −1
points of 𝑃𝐺(1,29) are given in Table 1:
Table 1: The Points of (1,29)
𝑃(0) = [1,0]

𝑃(1) = [0,1]

𝑃(2) = [3,1]

𝑃(3) = [13,1]

𝑃(4) = [7,1]

𝑃(5) = [14,1]

𝑃(6) = [2,1]

𝑃(7) = [26,1]

𝑃(8) = [8,1]

𝑃(9) = [12,1]

𝑃(10) = [5,1]

𝑃(11) = [21,1]

𝑃(12) = [10,1]

𝑃(13) = [19,1]

𝑃(14) = [24,1]

𝑃(15) = [15,1]

𝑃(16) = [6,1]

𝑃(17) = [11,1]

𝑃(18) = [20,1]

𝑃(19) = [9,1]

𝑃(20) = [25,1]

𝑃(21) = [18,1]

𝑃(22) = [22,1]

𝑃(23) = [4,1]

𝑃(24) = [28,1]

𝑃(25) = [16,1]

𝑃(26) = [23,1]

𝑃(27) = [17,1]

𝑃(28) = [27,1]

𝑃(29) = [1,1]

The group action of < 𝑆 > on 𝑃𝐺 (1,29)is given as follows:
𝑆

𝑆

𝑆

𝑆

𝑃(0) → 𝑃(1) → … → 𝑃(29) → 𝑃(0)
So 𝑆 cycles 30 points in 𝑃𝐺(1,29).
2.1 The 3-sets
Let T be the set of all different 3-sets in 𝑃𝐺(1,29). Then the order of T is |T|=30×29×28 =24360, Let
𝐵 = {∞, 0,1}be a 3-set which is one of them. By computing the transformations between B and all
the other 3-set, we note that any 3-set is projectively equivalent to 𝐵.
Theorem 2.1.1: On 𝑃𝐺(1,29) there is accurately one 3-set.
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Proof: On 𝑃𝐺(1,29), the number of the 3-set is 30×29×28 =24360. According to the Fundamental
Theorem of Projective Geometry, Theorem(1.5).Take ∞ = [1,0], 0 = [0,1], 1 = [1,1] in 𝑃𝐺(1,29),
so we have {∞, 0,1} is equivalent to any 3-set . The stabilizer group of {∞, 0,1} is give in Table 2.
Table 2:The 3-set on PG(1,29)
Symbol

The 3-set

B

1
𝑥

Where 𝑆3 = {𝑥 ,28𝑥 + 1 , ,

stabilizer

{∞, 0,1}

28
𝑆3 = 〈
,
x + 28

28x
+ 1〉

28 28𝑥+1
𝑥
,
,
}
𝑥+28 28𝑥 𝑥+28

2.2 The 4-sets
The 4-set in 𝑃𝐺(1,29), is given by adding one point from each orbit that getsby the action of the
projective group of the 3-set 𝐺𝐵 on the complement of 𝐵. All orbits of the 3-set in Table 2 are given in
Table 3.
Table 3: Partition of PG(1,29) by the projectivities of 3-set
𝐵
{∞, 0,1}

Partition of 𝐵𝑐
1. {2,15,28}
2. {3,10,14,16,20,27}
3. {4,8,11, ,19,22,26}
4. {5 ,6, 7,23 ,24 ,25}
5. {9,12,13,17,18,21}

The total number of all orbits are5 and hence 5 inequivalent 4-sets can be formed in 𝑃𝐺(1.29).Table
3 gives the following conclusion.
Theorem 2.2.1: On 𝑃𝐺(1,29), there are accuratelyfive 4-sets, given their stabilizer group inTable 4.
Table- 4: Inequivalent 4-sets on PG(1,29)
Symbol
𝐵1

The 4-set

Stabilizer
27

𝐵 ∪ {2}

D4 = 〈x+27 , 28 + 2〉
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26

𝑥+26

𝐵2

𝐵 ∪ {3}

𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥〉 × 〈𝑥+28〉

𝐵3

𝐵 ∪ {4}

𝑍2 × 𝑍2 =〈

𝐵4

𝐵 ∪ {5}

𝑍2 × 𝑍2 =〈28𝑥〉 × 〈𝑥+28〉

𝐵5

𝐵 ∪ {9}

𝑍2 × 𝑍2 =〈28𝑥〉 × 〈𝑥+28〉

25
𝑥+25
〉×〈
〉
28𝑥
𝑥+28
24

𝑥+24

20

𝑥+20

27

Where 𝐺(𝐵1 ) ≅𝐷4 = 〈x+27 , 28x + 2〉
27

= {𝑥, 28𝑥 + 2 , 28𝑥 ,

27
𝑥+27

,

𝑥
𝑥+28

,

𝑥+27
𝑥+28

26

𝑥+26

26

𝑥+26 26𝑥+3

25

𝑥+25

25

𝑥+25 25𝑥+4

,

27𝑥+2
28𝑥

,

27𝑥+2
28𝑥+2

}

𝐺(𝐵2 ) ≅ 𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 , 𝑥+28〉 = {𝑥, 28𝑥 , 𝑥+28 , 28𝑥+3}
𝐺(𝐵3 ) ≅ 𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 , 𝑥+28〉 = {𝑥, 28𝑥 , 𝑥+28 , 28𝑥+4}
24
28𝑥

𝐺(𝐵4 ) ≅ 𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈

20

,

𝑥+24
〉
𝑥+28
𝑥+20

= {𝑥,

24 𝑥+24 24𝑥+5
,
,
}
28𝑥 𝑥+28 28𝑥+5
20

𝑥+20 20𝑥+9

𝐺(𝐵5 ) ≅ 𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 , 𝑥+28〉 = {𝑥, 28𝑥 , 𝑥+28 , 28𝑥+9}
The proof comes from above statements.
2.3 The 5-sets
The 5 projectivities of the 𝐺𝐵𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5 split 𝐵𝑖 𝑐 into a number of orbits .The5-sets are
constructed by adding one pointfrom each orbit to the corresponding 4-sets.All orbits are listed in
Table 5.
Table 5 :Partition of PG(1,29) by the Projectivitiesof 4 -sets
𝐵𝑖

Partition 𝐵𝑖𝑐

𝐵1

{3,4,11,15,16,20,27,28}, {5,8,9,12,19,22,23,26},
{6,7,10,14,17,21,24,25}, {13,18}
{2,16,26,28}, {4,8,9,10}, {5,6,15,16}, {7,17,19,20},
{11,24}, {12,14,22,23}{13,21,25,27}
{2,27}, {3,11,14,21}, {5,16,22,24}, {6,10,12,20},
{7,8,13,15}, {9,18,23,26}, {17,19,25,28}
{2,8,17,26}, {3,21,24,28}, {4,14,19,23}, {6,25},
{7,9,10,15}, {11,18}, {12,27}, {13,16,20,22}
{2,7,19,22}, {3,26}, {4,8,12,24}, {5,20,25,28},
{6,11,14,16}, {10,13,23,27}{15,17,18,21}

𝐵2
𝐵3
𝐵4
𝐵5

The total number of all orbits are33; and hence 33 5-sets can be formed in 𝑃𝐺(1,29).All equivalent 5sets with their projective equations are listed in Table 6.
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Table 6: The equivalence of 5 -sets
No.

Projective equation

Equivalent 5-sets

1

𝐵1 ∪ {3} → 𝐵2 ∪ {2}

𝑥

2

𝐵1 ∪ {3} → 𝐵3 ∪ {2}

(27𝑥 + 2)/(28𝑥 + 2)

3

𝐵1 ∪ {5} → 𝐵3 ∪ {7}

(22𝑥 + 6)/28𝑥

4

𝐵1 ∪ {5} → 𝐵3 ∪ {17}

(16𝑥 + 7)/(16𝑥 + 27)

5

𝐵1 ∪ {5} → 𝐵4 ∪ {2}

𝑥

6

𝐵1 ∪ {5} → 𝐵5 ∪ {2}

27/(𝑥 + 27)

7

𝐵1 ∪ {6} → 𝐵2 ∪ {5}

(2𝑥 + 17)/(2𝑥 + 25)

8

𝐵1 ∪ {6} → 𝐵4 ∪ {3}

(2𝑥 + 17)/(2𝑥 + 25)

9

𝐵1 ∪ {6} → 𝐵4 ∪ {7}

(24𝑥 + 5)/(24𝑥 + 1)

10

𝐵1 ∪ {6} → 𝐵5 ∪ {5}

(5𝑥 + 28)/(𝑥 + 28)

11

𝐵1 ∪ {13} → 𝐵5 ∪ {15}

1/𝑥

12

𝐵2 ∪ {4} → 𝐵3 ∪ {3}

𝑥

13

𝐵2 ∪ {4} → 𝐵5 ∪ {3}

(26𝑥 + 3)/(28𝑥 + 3)

14

𝐵2 ∪ {7} → 𝐵2 ∪ {12}

(20𝑥 + 5)/(20𝑥 + 27)

15

𝐵2 ∪ {7} → 𝐵3 ∪ {6}

(23𝑥 + 6)/28𝑥

16

𝐵2 ∪ {7} → 𝐵4 ∪ {13}

4𝑥 + 1

17

𝐵2 ∪ {7} → 𝐵5 ∪ {6}

23/(5𝑥 + 23)

18

𝐵2 ∪ {11} → 𝐵3 ∪ {5}

25/(3𝑥 + 25)

19

𝐵2 ∪ {11} → 𝐵4 ∪ {4}

25/(3𝑥 + 25)

20

𝐵2 ∪ {13} → 𝐵4 ∪ {12}

17𝑥 + 12

21

𝐵2 ∪ {13} → 𝐵5 ∪ {10}

1/𝑥

22

𝐵3 ∪ {9} → 𝐵4 ∪ {11}

6𝑥 + 5

23

𝐵3 ∪ {9} → 𝐵5 ∪ {4}

𝑥

Theorem 2.3.1: On 𝑃𝐺(1,29), there are accurately ten projectively distance 5-sets summarized in
Table 7.
Table 7: Inequivalent 5-sets on𝑃𝐺 (1,29)
Symbol

The 5-set

Stabilizer

𝐶1

𝐵1 ∪ {3}

𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 + 3〉

𝐶2

𝐵1 ∪ {5}

𝐼 = 〈𝑋〉

𝐶3

𝐵1 ∪ {6}

𝐼 = 〈𝑋〉
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𝐶4

𝐵1 ∪ {13}

𝑍4 = 〈27/𝑥 + 27〉

𝐶5

𝐵2 ∪ {4}

𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 + 4〉

𝐶6

𝐵2 ∪ {7}

𝐼 = 〈𝑋〉

𝐶7

𝐵2 ∪ {11}

𝑍2 = 〈26𝑥 + 3/28𝑥 + 3〉

𝐶8

𝐵2 ∪ {13}

𝑍2 = 〈10𝑥/13𝑥 + 19〉

𝐶9

𝐵3 ∪ {9}

𝐶10

𝐵4 ∪ {6}

𝑍2 = 〈26𝑥 + 27/21𝑥 + 3〉
28
𝐷5 = 〈
, 28𝑥 + 6〉
𝑋 + 23

1

28 𝑥+24 23𝑥+6

𝑥

Where 𝐷5={𝑥 , 28𝑥 + 6 , ,
,
,
,
,
𝑥 𝑥+23 𝑥+28 23𝑥+1 6𝑥+28
The proof comes from above statements.

5𝑥+28 23𝑥+1 23𝑥+6
,
,
}
𝑥+28
28𝑥 28𝑥+6

2.4 The 6-sets
The 10 projectivities of the 5-sets G𝐶𝑖 , i = 1,2,…, 10 split 𝐶𝑖 𝑐 into a number of orbits. The 6-sets are
constructed by adding one point from each orbit to the corresponding 5-sets. All orbits are listed in
Table 8.
Table 8: Partition of 𝑃𝐺(1,29) by the projectivities of 5-sets
𝐶𝑖

Partition 𝐶𝑖 𝑐

𝐶1
𝐶2

{4,28}, {5,27},{6,26},{7,25},{8,24},{9,23},{10,22},{11,21},
{12,20},{13,19},{14,18},{15,17},{16}
𝐺𝐶 2 splits 𝐶2 𝑐 into 25 orbits of single points

𝐶3

𝐺𝐶 3 splits 𝐶3 𝑐 into 25 orbits of single points

𝐶4

{3,11,15,27}, {4,16,20,28},{5,8,9,19},{6,14,21,24},{7,10,17,25},
{12,22,23,26},{18}
{2}, {5,28},{6,27},{7,26},{8,25},{9,24},{10,23},{11,22},
{12,21},{13,20},{14,19},{15,18},{16,17}
𝐺𝐶 6 splits 𝐶6 𝑐 into 25 orbits of single points

𝐶5
𝐶6
𝐶7
𝐶8
𝐶9
𝐶10

{2,26}, {4,9},{5,6},{7,19},{8,10},{12,23},{13,21},{14,22},
{15,18},{16,28},{17,20},{24},{25,27}
{2,23}, {4,12},{5,22},{6},{7,27},{8,28},{9,19},{10,25},
{11,15},{14,17},{16,26},{18,21},{20,24}
{2,14}, {3,24},{5,13},{6,23},{7},{8,28},{10,20},{11,26},
{12,16},{15,18},{17,27},{19,22},{21,25}
{2,4,9,13,15,16,19,20,22,26}, { 3,7,10,25,28} ,
{8,11.12,14,17,18,21,23,24,27}

The total number of all orbits are 150 and hence150 6-sets can be formed in 𝑃𝐺(1,29) . All
equivalent 6-sets with their projective equations are listed In Table 9.
Table 9: The equivalence of 6-sets
Equivalent 6-sets

Projective equation

Equivalent 6-sets

6
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𝐶1 ∪ {4} → 𝐶5 ∪ {2}

𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {5} → 𝐶1 ∪ {11}

𝐶1 ∪ {5} → 𝐶2 ∪ {3}

𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {5} → 𝐶3 ∪ {27}

𝐶1 ∪ {5} → 𝐶7 ∪ {2}
𝐶1 ∪ {6} → 𝐶2 ∪ {28}
𝐶1 ∪ {7} → 𝐶3 ∪ {16}
𝐶1 ∪ {7} → 𝐶5 ∪ {6}

(9𝑥 + 11)/(19𝑥 + 1)
𝑥 + 28
𝑥/(𝑥 + 28)
(23𝑥 + 6)/28𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {5} → 𝐶8 ∪ {16}
𝐶1 ∪ {6} → 𝐶3 ∪ {3}
𝐶1 ∪ {7} → 𝐶3 ∪ {28}
𝐶1 ∪ {7} → 𝐶6 ∪ {2}

𝐶1 ∪ {7} → 𝐶8 ∪ {8}

17𝑥/(8𝑥 + 5)

𝐶1 ∪ {8} → 𝐶2 ∪ {15}

𝐶1 ∪ {8} → 𝐶3 ∪ {15}
𝐶1 ∪ {8} → 𝐶6 ∪ {8}
𝐶1 ∪ {9} → 𝐶2 ∪ {11}

(14𝑥 + 15)/(14𝑥 + 1)
24𝑥/(3𝑥 + 5)
(27𝑥 + 2)/28𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {8} → 𝐶5 ∪ {16}
𝐶1 ∪ {8} → 𝐶7 ∪ {16}
𝐶1 ∪ {9} → 𝐶2 ∪ {16}

𝐶1 ∪ {9} → 𝐶5 ∪ {7}

(𝑥 + 20)/(𝑥 + 26)

𝐶1 ∪ {9} → 𝐶6 ∪ {4}

𝐶1 ∪ {9} → 𝐶9 ∪ {2}

(2𝑥 + 25)/(𝑥 + 28)

𝐶1 ∪ {10} → 𝐶2 ∪ {4}

27/28𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {10} → 𝐶5 ∪ {5}

(22𝑥 + 12)/28𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {10} → 𝐶7 ∪ {17}

27/28𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {12} → 𝐶6 ∪ {28}

2/(𝑥 + 28)

𝐶1 ∪ {13} → 𝐶4 ∪ {3}

(3𝑥 + 22)/(𝑥
+ 28)
𝑥

(26𝑥 + 6)/28𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {13} → 𝐶8 ∪ {2}

𝑥

(9𝑥 + 28)/(21𝑥 + 16)

𝐶1 ∪ {14} → 𝐶2 ∪ {7}

(28𝑥 + 2)/(4𝑥
+ 2)
(23𝑥 + 12)/28𝑥

𝐶1 ∪ {10} → 𝐶3
𝐶1 ∪ {10} → 𝐶6
𝐶1 ∪ {12} → 𝐶2
𝐶1 ∪ {13} → 𝐶2
𝐶1 ∪ {13} → 𝐶6
𝐶1 ∪ {13} → 𝐶9

∪ {20}
∪ {24}
∪ {20}
∪ {27}
∪ {26}
∪ {17}

𝐶1 ∪ {14} → 𝐶3

(27𝑥 + 2)/28𝑥

∪ {11}
{14}
𝐶1 ∪
→ 𝐶4 ∪ {4}
𝐶1 ∪ {15} → 𝐶3 ∪ {4}
𝐶2 ∪ {6} → 𝐶3 ∪ {5}
𝐶2 ∪ {6} → 𝐶6 ∪ {23}

𝐶1 ∪ {14} → 𝐶3 ∪ {23}

(2𝑥 + 25)/(𝑥 + 28)
2𝑥
𝑥
16𝑥/(7𝑥 + 16)

𝐶1 ∪ {14} → 𝐶6 ∪ {5}
𝐶1 ∪ {15} → 𝐶6 ∪ {16}
𝐶2 ∪ {6} → 𝐶6 ∪ {6}
𝐶2 ∪ {6} → 𝐶7 ∪ {14}

𝐶2 ∪ {6} → 𝐶10 ∪ {2}

𝑥

𝐶2 ∪ {9} → 𝐶2 ∪ {14}

𝐶2 ∪ {9} → 𝐶2 ∪ {19}
𝐶2 ∪ {9} → 𝐶7 ∪ {5}
𝐶2 ∪ {10} → 𝐶3
∪ {12}
𝐶2 ∪ {12} → 𝐶5 ∪ {8}

(27𝑥 + 2)/28𝑥
15𝑥/(3𝑥 + 2)
27/28𝑥

𝐶2 ∪ {9} → 𝐶3 ∪ {19}
𝐶2 ∪ {9} → 𝐶9 ∪ {19}
𝐶2 ∪ {10} → 𝐶9 ∪ {8}

(4𝑥 + 21)/(𝑥 + 28)

𝐶2 ∪ {12} → 𝐶8 ∪ {10}

𝑥
(9𝑥 + 11)/(22𝑥 + 4)

𝐶2 ∪ {13} → 𝐶5 ∪ {13}
𝐶2 ∪ {13} → 𝐶6 ∪ {22}

𝐶2 ∪ {13} → 𝐶4 ∪ {5}
𝐶2 ∪ {13} → 𝐶6
∪ {10}

7

(9𝑥 + 11)/
(19𝑥 + 1)
(2𝑥 + 23)/(𝑥
+ 28)
13/(15𝑥 + 13)
𝑥
𝑥 + 28
𝑥
(x + 27)/(x
+ 28)
26/28𝑥
13/(15𝑥 + 13)
(15𝑥
+ 13)/(15𝑥
+ 28)
(𝑥 + 20)/(𝑥
+ 26)
(2𝑥 + 25)/(𝑥
+ 28)
(3𝑥 + 28)/(𝑥
+ 28)
13𝑥/(11𝑥 + 6)

2𝑥 + 1
13/(15𝑥 + 13)
23/28𝑥
(24𝑥
+ 25)/(18𝑥 + 8)
(3x + 14)/(16x
+ 1)
(23𝑥 + 6)/23𝑥
11/(15𝑥 + 10)
(26𝑥 + 3)/(25𝑥
+ 8)
(22𝑥
+ 26)/(17𝑥 + 2)
23𝑥/(4𝑥 + 9)
22𝑥 + 7
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𝐶2 ∪ {13} → 𝐶8 ∪ {4}

23𝑥/(4𝑥 + 9)

𝐶2 ∪ {17} → 𝐶3 ∪ {22}

(14𝑥 + 15)/(14𝑥 + 1)

𝐶2 ∪ {18} → 𝐶4 ∪ {12}

(27𝑥 + 2)/(28𝑥
+ 2)
27/28𝑥

22/(24𝑥 + 25)

𝐶2 ∪ {21} → 𝐶3 ∪ {9}

(𝑥 + 27)/27

18𝑥

𝐶2 ∪ {22} → 𝐶5 ∪ {14}

16/(18𝑥 + 26)

7𝑥/(7𝑥 + 23)
(𝑥 + 27)/(𝑥 + 28)
6𝑥 + 1

𝐶2 ∪ {23} → 𝐶7 ∪ {24}
𝐶2 ∪ {24} → 𝐶3 ∪ {18}
𝐶2 ∪ {24} → 𝐶5 ∪ {15}

(21𝑥 + 18)/(12𝑥 + 5)

𝐶2 ∪ {25} → 𝐶3 ∪ {26}

5/(6𝑥 + 28)
(28𝑥 + 24)/28𝑥
(15𝑥 + 28)/(𝑥
+ 28)
28𝑥 + 2

(23𝑥 + 12)/27𝑥 + 21

𝐶2 ∪ {25} → 𝐶8 ∪ {11}

𝐶2 ∪ {25} → 𝐶9 ∪ {5}

(5𝑥 + 20)/(𝑥 + 28)

𝐶2 ∪ {25} → 𝐶10 ∪ {8}

𝐶2 ∪ {26} → 𝐶9 ∪ {7}
𝐶3 ∪ {13} → 𝐶4 ∪ {6}
𝐶3 ∪ {14} → 𝐶3
∪ {21}
𝐶3 ∪ {14} → 𝐶6
∪ {15}
𝐶3 ∪ {14} → 𝐶9
∪ {10}
{17}
𝐶3 ∪
→ 𝐶8 ∪ {7}
𝐶3 ∪ {24} → 𝐶7 ∪ {7}
𝐶5 ∪ {9} → 𝐶7 ∪ {8}

7𝑥/(7𝑥 + 23)
𝑥
(27𝑥 + 2)/28𝑥

𝐶3 ∪ {7} → 𝐶10 ∪ {3}
𝐶3 ∪ {13} → 𝐶8 ∪ {18}
𝐶3 ∪ {14} → 𝐶6 ∪ {14}

(23𝑥
+ 12)/(27𝑥
+ 21)
(24𝑥 + 5)/(28𝑥
+ 5)
23/28𝑥
12𝑥 + 18
22𝑥 + 14

15𝑥

𝐶3 ∪ {14} → 𝐶8 ∪ {5}

2𝑥 + 1

(26𝑥 + 3)/(20𝑥 + 10)

𝐶3 ∪ {17} → 𝐶6 ∪ {13}

(28𝑥 + 17)/28𝑥

(7𝑥 + 16)/(𝑥 + 28)
(12𝑥 + 2)/(4𝑥 + 21)
21/(22𝑥 + 28)

𝐶3 ∪ {24} → 𝐶6 ∪ {11}
𝐶3 ∪ {25} → 𝐶8 ∪ {6}
𝐶5 ∪ {9} → 𝐶9 ∪ {3}

(11𝑥 + 14)/(23𝑥 + 2)

𝐶5 ∪ {10} → 𝐶9 ∪ {11}

(18𝑥 + 8)/28𝑥
23/28𝑥
(26𝑥 + 3)/(28𝑥
+ 3)
18/(10𝑥 + 18)

(7𝑥 + 10)/(𝑥 + 28)

𝐶5 ∪ {11} → 𝐶7 ∪ {4}

25/28𝑥

(3𝑥 + 22)/(𝑥 + 28)

𝐶5 ∪ {12} → 𝐶8 ∪ {9}

(26𝑥 + 2)/28𝑥

𝐶6 ∪ {20} → 𝐶9 ∪ {12}

(3𝑥 + 20)/(𝑥
+ 28)
19𝑥/(12𝑥 + 21)

(26𝑥 + 21)/28𝑥

𝐶6 ∪ {25} → 𝐶8 ∪ {20}

15𝑥 + 14

𝐶6 ∪ {27} → 𝐶9 ∪ {6}

𝐶2 ∪ {17} → 𝐶7
𝐶2 ∪ {18} → 𝐶9

∪ {15}
∪ {15}

𝐶2 ∪ {21} → 𝐶6

∪ {18}
𝐶2 ∪ {22} → 𝐶6 ∪ {9}
𝐶2 ∪ {24} → 𝐶3 ∪ {8}
𝐶2 ∪ {24} → 𝐶4 ∪ {7}

𝐶2 ∪ {24} → 𝐶9
𝐶2 ∪ {25} → 𝐶7

𝐶5 ∪ {10} → 𝐶6
𝐶5 ∪ {11} → 𝐶6
𝐶5 ∪ {12} → 𝐶6
𝐶6 ∪ {20} → 𝐶7
𝐶6 ∪ {25} → 𝐶7
𝐶6 ∪ {27} → 𝐶8

∪ {21}
∪ {13}

∪ {17}
∪ {19}
∪ {21}
∪ {12}
∪ {25}
∪ {14}

(𝑥 + 26)/(𝑥
+ 28)
23/(5𝑥 + 23)

Theorem 2.4.1:On 𝑃𝐺(1,29), there are accurately 42 projectively distinct 6-sets summarized in Table
10
Table 10:Inequivalent 6-sets on 𝑃𝐺 (1,29)
Symbol

The 6-set

Stabilizer
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𝐸1

𝐶1 ∪ {4}

𝐸2
𝐸3
𝐸4
𝐸5
𝐸6
𝐸7
𝐸8
𝐸9
𝐸10
𝐸11
𝐸12

𝐶1 ∪ {5}
𝐶1 ∪ {6}
𝐶1 ∪ {7}
𝐶1 ∪ {8}
𝐶1 ∪ {9}
𝐶1 ∪ {10}
𝐶1 ∪ {12}
𝐶1 ∪ {13}
𝐶1 ∪ {14}
𝐶1 ∪ {15}
𝐶1 ∪ {16}

𝐸13
𝐸14

𝐶2 ∪ {6}
𝐶2 ∪ {8}

𝐸15
𝐸16
𝐸17
𝐸18
𝐸19
𝐸20
𝐸21
𝐸22
𝐸23

𝐶2 ∪ {9}
𝐶2 ∪ {10}
𝐶2 ∪ {12}
𝐶2 ∪ {13}
𝐶2 ∪ {17}
𝐶2 ∪ {18}
𝐶2 ∪ {21}
𝐶2 ∪ {22}
𝐶2 ∪ {23}

𝐸24
𝐸25
𝐸26

𝐶2 ∪ {24}
𝐶2 ∪ {25}
𝐶2 ∪ {26}

𝐸27

𝐶3 ∪ {7}

𝐸28

𝐶3 ∪ {10}

𝐸29
𝐸30
𝐸31
𝐸32
𝐸33

𝐶3
𝐶3
𝐶3
𝐶3
𝐶3

𝐸34

𝐶4 ∪ {18}

𝐸35
𝐸36
𝐸37
𝐸38
𝐸39

𝐶5 ∪ {9}
𝐶5 ∪ {10}
𝐶5 ∪ {11}
𝐶5 ∪ {12}
𝐶6 ∪ {12}

𝐸40
𝐸41
𝐸42

𝐶6 ∪ {20}
𝐶6 ∪ {25}
𝐶6 ∪ {27}

∪
∪
∪
∪
∪

{13}
{14}
{17}
{24}
{25}

27𝑥+2

𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 + 4〉 × 〈28𝑥+2〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈23/28𝑥〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 + 12/19𝑥 + 1〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈𝑥 + 27/𝑥 + 28〉
13
26
〉
𝐷6 = 〈
,
15𝑥 + 13 28𝑥
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
18
𝑥 + 27
〉
𝑆3 = 〈
,
26𝑋 + 24 𝑥 + 28
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈19/28𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈27/28𝑥〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈24/28𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈3𝑥 + 4/16𝑥 + 26〉
𝑍2 = 〈8𝑥 + 21/28𝑥 + 21〉
𝑍2 = 〈27𝑥 + 2/28𝑥 + 2〉
𝑥
27𝑥+2
〉×〈
〉
𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈
𝑥+28

28𝑥+2

𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝑥+24
𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 + 2〉 × 〈𝑥+28〉
𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈

𝑥
〉
𝑥+28

𝑥+24

〉
×〈
𝑥+28
25𝑥 + 8
27
〉
𝑆3 = 〈
,
25𝑥 + 24
28𝑥
𝑍2 = 〈23𝑥 + 6/28𝑥 + 6〉
𝐼 = 〈𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈27𝑥 + 2/28𝑥 + 2〉
𝑍2 = 〈𝑥 + 27/𝑥 + 28〉
𝑥+23
𝑍2 × 𝑍2 = 〈28𝑥 + 2〉 × 〈𝑥+28〉
27
𝑆4 = 〈
, 12𝑥 + 18〉
28𝑥
𝑍2 = 〈26𝑥 + 3/28𝑥 + 3〉
𝑍2 = 〈𝑥 + 26/𝑥 + 28〉
𝑍2 = 〈25/28𝑥〉
𝑍2 = 〈17/28𝑥〉
20𝑥 + 5
22
〉
𝑆3 = 〈
,
20𝑥 + 27
28𝑥
𝑍2 = 〈𝑥 + 26/𝑥 + 28〉
𝑍2 = 〈4𝑥 + 16/11𝑥 + 25〉
𝑍2 = 〈𝑥 + 22/𝑥 + 28〉
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26

13

𝑥

Where 𝐷6 = { 𝑥 , 28𝑥 + 3 ,28𝑥 , 15𝑥+13,𝑥+28,
16𝑥+26

15𝑥+13
15𝑥+28

,

2𝑥+26
𝑥+28

,

28𝑥+16
14𝑥+1

,

26𝑥+3
28𝑥

13𝑥+3 13𝑥+16

, 14𝑥+16, 28𝑥+16

,
}
𝑥+13
The proof comes from above statements
2.5 Inequivalent𝑘 − sets, 𝑘 = 7 , … , 10
The final results for the inequivalent𝐾 − 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠(𝑘 = 7, … ,10)are given in one theorem because the
numbers of inequivalent𝑘 − 𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 are very large.
Theorem 2.5.1: In PG(1,29), there are
(i) 97inequivalent7-sets as given in Table 11
(ii) 290 inequivalent 8-sets as given in Table 12
(iii) 630 inequivalent 9-sets as given in Table 13
(vi)1341inequivalent 10-sets as given in Table 14
Table 11: The stabilizer of the 7-sets
Stabilizer

Where 𝐷7 = {𝑥 , 28𝑥 + 4 ,
9𝑥
4𝑥+20

18𝑥+15
8𝑥+15

,

20
28𝑥

,

Number

I

71

𝑍2

25

𝐷7

1

15 𝑥+20 𝑥+5
,
,
8𝑥+26 𝑥+26 𝑥+28

26𝑥+3

,28𝑥+3 ,

3𝑥+20 25𝑥+9 26𝑥+27
, 28𝑥 , 21𝑥+3
𝑥+28

}
Table 12: The stabilizer of the 8-sets
Stabilizer
I
𝑍2
𝑍2 × 𝑍2
𝑍7
𝐷4

Where 𝐷4 = {𝑥 ,

27
𝑥+27

,

𝑥+27 27𝑥+2 18𝑥+28
,
,
𝑥+28 28𝑥
3𝑥+11

Number
202
71
13
1
3

,

7𝑥+16
15𝑥+22

,

22𝑥+23 11𝑥+20
,
19𝑥+7 21𝑥+18

}

Table 13: The stabilizer of the 9-sets
Stabilizer
I
𝑍2
𝑍3
𝑍4
𝑆3

Number
553
65
4
3
4

10

15𝑥+13

, 21𝑥+14 ,

22𝑥+7
,
25𝑥+9
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𝐷7

1
9𝑥

Where 𝐷7 ={𝑥 , 23𝑥 + 1 , 16𝑥 + 2 ,24𝑥 + 5 , 25𝑥 + 9 , 20𝑥 + 18 , 7𝑥 + 24 , 5𝑥+20 ,
28𝑥+2 13𝑥+22 22𝑥+5 6𝑥+8 5𝑥+25
,
,
,
,
}
22𝑥+1 4𝑥+16 9𝑥+7 13𝑥+23 6𝑥+24

4𝑥+25
28𝑥+25

,

Table 14: The stabilizer of the 10-sets
Stabilizer
I
𝑍2
𝑍2 × 𝑍2
𝐷4
𝐷5
Where 𝐷5={𝑥 ,

28
22𝑥+26

𝐷5 ={ 𝑥 ,

19
26𝑥+27

𝐷4 ={ 𝑥 ,

8
9𝑥+28

𝐷4 ={𝑥 ,
𝐷4 ={ 𝑥 ,

20
28𝑥
24
28𝑥

,
,

𝑥+7
𝑥+28

,

,

10𝑥+17
5𝑥+19

𝑥+20
𝑥+28

,

𝑥+21
𝑥+28

,

27𝑥+2
28𝑥+2

,

5𝑥+21

,

28𝑥+2 26𝑥+3 4𝑥+12

7𝑥+3

, 14𝑥+5,28𝑥+3, 15𝑥+25 , 21𝑥+16 ,
,

𝑥+6
5𝑥+9
,
10𝑥+28 23𝑥+1

,

28𝑥+15
19𝑥+11

9𝑥+6 3𝑥+23 16𝑥+12 9𝑥+28
,
,
,
3𝑥+20 10𝑥+26
28𝑥
17𝑥+20

, 17𝑥+24 ,

10𝑥+8
10𝑥+28

Number
1152
170
14
3
2

5𝑥+23 20𝑥+9 3𝑥+21
,
,
9𝑥+5 28𝑥+9 12𝑥+3

𝑥+12 3𝑥+24 12𝑥+22
,
,
15𝑥+28 𝑥+28 14𝑥+17

,

,

,

,

5𝑥+1 17𝑥+4
, 28
8𝑥+24

20𝑥+16 16𝑥+10 11𝑥+7
,
,
28𝑥
6𝑥+13 3𝑥+18

,
,

5𝑥+14
9𝑥+24

3𝑥+23
20𝑥+26

4𝑥+21
19𝑥+25

16𝑥+10
7𝑥+13

}

}

}

}

8𝑥+21
28𝑥+13

}
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new definition of domination number in graphs called
restrained whole domination number and denoted by𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).Some bounds and results for
restrained whole domination number are established. Moreover, this number is computed to the
complement of certain graphs. Finally, the Effective the deletion or addition an edge or the
deletion of a vertex of the graph has this number is discussed.

1. Introduction
We consider a graph 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) for simplicity 𝐺 as finite, simple and undirected. In recent years many
fields of graph theory in mathematics are appears to solve many problems in as labeled graph [1],[2]
and [3], topological graph [10], fuzzy graph [16], and others Claude Berge in 1962introduced concept
of domination in graphs [5], after this time many parameters of domination are discussed as [4], [8],
[11] and [12]. The set 𝐷 in a graph 𝐺 is a restrained dominating if each vertex in 𝑉‒ 𝐷is adjacent to at
least one vertex in the set 𝐷 and in the set𝑉‒ 𝐷. The minimum cardinality of all these sets is called the
restrained domination number of G denoted by 𝛾𝑟 (G). The concept of restrained domination is studied
and investigated in [6], [7], [14] and [15]. Ibrahim is introduced the parameter whole domination number
in his thesis [9]. For more details for the concepts used in this work, the reader can be found in [7] and
[13].
Definition 1.1.[9]Let a graph G be a simple and connected, a proper subset D ⊂ V is called whole
dominating set (WDS), if every vertex in the set V − D is adjacent to all vertices in the set D. The set D
is called minimal WDS( MWDS) if it has no proper WDS. The whole domination number denoted by
γwh (G) for simplicity γwh is the minimum cardinality of a MWDS. The MWDS has γwh is called γwh set.
Observation 1.2.[9]
i)𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝑃𝑛 ) = 1 if 2 ≤ 𝑛 ≤ 3, otherwise 𝑃𝑛 has no WDS.
1, 𝑖𝑓𝑛 = 3
ii)𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐶𝑛 ) = {
} , otherwise 𝐶𝑛 has no WDS.
2, 𝑖𝑓𝑛 = 4
iii)𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐾𝑛 ) = 𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝑊𝑛 ) = 1.
iv)𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐾𝑚,𝑛 ) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑚, 𝑛}.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Remark 1.3.[9]
If Gis a disconnected graph, then G has no WDS.
2.Restrained Whole Domination Number
Throughout this section a new definition of dominating set is initiated which is called an upper whole
dominating set with study some of properties.
Definition 2.1. A WDS D⊂V is Restrained whole dominating set (RWDS), if each vertex in V‒ D is
adjacent to at least one vertex in the set D and in the set V‒ D.
Definition 2.2. The restrained
cardinality of a SWDS of G.

whole domination number of G denoted byγrwh(G), is the smallest

Example 2.3. In the following Figure:

𝑣6

𝑣5

𝑣7

𝑣4

𝑣1

𝑣3

𝑣2

Figure 1
𝐷= {𝑣 1, 𝑣 2, 𝑣 3 } is minimum whole dominating set of 𝐺, thus, 𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐺) = 3
𝐷1= {𝑣 4, 𝑣 6, 𝑣7 } is minimum restrained whole dominating set of 𝐺, 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺) = 3
Observation 2.4. If G is a graph and D is a RWDS with minimum cardinality.
1) If G has an isolated vertex, then G has no RWDS.
2)〈𝑉 − 𝐷〉has no an isolated vertex.
3)𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) ≥ 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺) + 1, ∀ 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷.
4) |𝑉 − 𝐷| ≥ 2.
5) 𝛾(𝐺) ≤ 𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐺) ≤ 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
Theorem 2.5.
1) 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐾𝑛 ) = 1, for any 𝑛 , 𝑛 ≥ 3.
2)𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐶𝑛 ) = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑛 = 3, otherwise 𝐶𝑛 has no RWDS.
3)𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝑊𝑛 ) = 1, for any 𝑛.
4)𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝑃𝑛 )has no RWDS in graph.
5)γrwh (K m,n )has no RWDS in graph.
Proof.
1) Let 𝐷 = {𝑣𝑖 }, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛, it is clear that the set 𝐷 is minimum RWDS and each vertex in 𝑉 − 𝐷 is
adjacent to the other vertex in 𝑉 − 𝐷, since 𝑛 ≥ 3. Thus, the result is obtained.
2) If 𝑛 = 3, then 𝐶3 = 𝐾3 , and 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐶3 ) = 1 by (1). If ≠ 3, then the ∆(𝐺) = 2, so the maximum
cardinality of neighborhood for each vertex (say 𝑣) in this graph is two say {𝑤1 , 𝑤2 }. Now, if the set d
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contains the vertex v, then the set V−d contain {𝑤1 , 𝑤2 }. Since 𝑛 ≠ 3, so there is at least one other
vertex say 𝑤3 , if this vertex belong to the set 𝑉 − 𝐷, then the vertex v must adjacent to it according to
the definition 2.1. and this is a contradiction with ∆(𝐺) = 2. In other hand, if 𝑤3 belong to the set 𝐷,
then again this vertex must adjacent to the two vertices 𝑤1 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤2 and this a contradiction with property
of cycle since the vertex v is adjacent to these vertices. Thus, every cycle of order four or more has no
RWDS.
3) Let 𝐷 = {𝑣}, where v is the center of the wheel graph, it is clear that the set 𝐷 is minimum RWDS
and each vertex in 𝑉 − 𝐷 is adjacent to the other vertex in 𝑉 − 𝐷, since 𝑛 ≥ 3. Thus, the result is
obtained.
4) It is clear that 𝑃𝑛 has WDS only when 𝑛 = 2,3 by observation 1.2 (1), but in each cases the set 𝑉 −
𝐷 contains an isolated vertex. Thus, the graph has no RWDS, according to observation 2.6 (1).
5) By observation 1.2 (iv) the set of WDS contains all vertices of partite of minimum cardinality. Thus,
the set 𝑉 − 𝐷 contains an isolated vertex, therefore the graph has no RWDS, according to observation
2.4 (1).
Note 2.6. The star graph Sn ≡ K1,n−1 has no RWDS.
Proposition 2.7. If a graph G has WDS, then G has restrained whole dominating set if and only ifG[V‒ D]
has no isolated vertex.
Proof. It is straightforward from observation 1.2.
Corollary 2.8. If G is a tree, then G has no RWDS.
Proof. Since G has no cycle, then all vertices in 𝑉‒ 𝐷is not adjacent.
So, 𝑉‒ 𝐷 are independent and 𝐺 has no RWDS. 
Proposition 2.9. Let a graph G has RWDS. If D has no isolated in G[D], then V‒ DhasRWDSinG.
Proof. Let D be a minimum RWDS, the each vertex is adjacent to all vertices in 〈V − D〉. In other
hand, each vertex in 𝑉 − 𝐷 is also adjacent to all vertices in D. Furthermore, 〈𝐷〉. has no an isolated
vertex, thus 𝑉‒ 𝐷 hasRWDS in 𝐺. 
3.Complement the certain graphs
̅̅̅
̅̅̅
Theorem 3.1. If 𝐺 ≡ ̅̅̅
𝑃𝑛 then 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝑃
𝑛 ) = 2, ∀𝑛 > 5othewise 𝑃𝑛 has no RWDS.
Proof. There are four cases depend on 𝑛 as follows.
Case 1. If 𝑛 ≤ 3, then ̅̅̅
𝑃𝑛 has an isolated vertex. Therefore, ̅̅̅
𝑃𝑛 has no RWDS, by Observation 2.4(1).
Case 2. If 𝑛 = 4, then 𝑃̅4 ≡ 𝑃4 so again it has no RWDS, by Observation 2.4(1).
Case 3. If 𝑛 = 5, then let {𝑣1 , 𝑣2 , 𝑣3 , 𝑣4 , 𝑣5 } the set of vertices of the graph ̅̅̅
𝑃5 . It is clear that the set
{𝑣1 , 𝑣5 } is the only whole dominating set in ̅̅̅
𝑃5 , but this is not restrained, since the vertex 𝑣3 is an
isolated in 𝑉 − 𝐷. Therefore, ̅̅̅
𝑃5 has no RWDSaccording to Observation 2.5(1).
Case 4. If 𝑛 ≥ 6, the set {𝑣1 , 𝑣𝑛 } is a minimum WDS and the set 𝑉 − 𝐷has no an isolated vertex. Thus,
𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝑃𝑛 ) = 2.
From all cases above, the result is obtained. 
̅̅̅
̅̅̅
Theorem 3.2. If 𝐺 ≡ ̅̅̅
𝐶𝑛 , then 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐶
𝑛 ) = 2, ∀𝑛 > 5 othewise 𝐶𝑛 has no RWDS.
Proof. There are three cases depend on n as follows.
Case 1. If 𝑛 ≤ 4, then ̅̅̅
𝐶𝑛 is disconnected graph. Therefore, ̅̅̅
𝐶𝑛 has no WDS according to Remark 1.3.
Thus, ̅̅̅
𝐶𝑛 has no restrained whole.
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Case 2. If 𝑛 = 5, then ̅̅̅
𝐶5 ≡ 𝐶5 so again it has no RWDS, according to Theorem 2.6.
Case 3. If 𝑛 ≥ 6, the set {𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 }; 𝑑(𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 ) ≥ 2 is a minimum RWDSand the set 𝑉 − 𝐷has no an isolated
vertex. Thus, 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝑃𝑛 ) = 2.
From all cases above, the result is obtained. 
̅̅̅
̅̅̅𝑛̅ , 𝑆
̅̅̅̅̅̅
Proposition 3.3. The graphs ̅̅̅̅
𝑊𝑛 , 𝐾
𝑛 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝑛,𝑚 have no RWDS.
Proof. All these graphs are disconnected. Thus, according to Theorem 2.5.
these graphs have no RWDS.
4-Effective the deletion or addition
Theorem 4.1: LetG be a graph has RWDS D with γrwh − set and γrwh (G) > 1 , then If v ∈ D
then 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 − 𝑣) < 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺) otherwise all probability are possible.
Proof. Let 𝐷 be a 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ − set of a graph 𝐺. Then there are two cases as follows:
Case 1: If a vertex 𝑣, where 𝑣 ∈ 𝐷is deleting, then 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 − 𝑣) < 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
Case 2: If we delete a vertex 𝑣, where 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷, then three cases are obtained as follows:
1) If 𝑣 ∈ 𝐷 ′ such that 𝐷 ′ is RWDS𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ − set, then
𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐺 – 𝑣 ) < 𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
2) If |𝐷| < |𝑉 − 𝐷| and (𝑉 − 𝐷) − 𝑣 has RWDS, then 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 – 𝑣 ) = 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
3) If (𝑉 − 𝐷) − 𝑣has an isolated vertex, then D is not RWDS. Thus, there are two subcases as follows.
Subcase 1. If there is other RWDS in 𝐺 − 𝑣 say 𝐷 ′ , then 𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐺 – 𝑣 ) > 𝛾𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
Subcase 2. If there is no other RWDS in 𝐺 − 𝑣, then 𝐺 − 𝑣 has no RWDS.
From all cases above, the result is obtained.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a graph has restrained whole domination number, then G has no RWDSor
γrwh (G − e) ≥ γrwh (G).
Proof. There are several cases depending on the location of the edge (𝑒 = 𝑢𝑣)as follows.
Case 1. If 𝑒 belongs to the induced subgraph 〈𝐷〉, then the deleting e not influence to the restrained
whole domination.
Case 2. If 𝑒 belongs to the induced subgraph 〈𝑉 − 𝐷〉, then there are two subcases as follows.
I) At least one vertex u or v becomes an isolated in 〈𝑉 − 𝐷〉 after deleting the edge e, then G has no
restrained whole domination.
II) If u and v are not isolated vertices in〈𝑉 − 𝐷〉after deleting the edge e, then the deleting e not influence
to the restrained whole domination.
Case 3. If𝑢 ∈ 𝐷 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 − 𝐷, then there are two subcases as follows.
I) If all vertices in the induced subgraph 〈𝑉 − 𝐷〉 are adjacent to a vertex 𝑣, then 𝑣 will belongs to the
set 𝐷 after deleting the edge e. Therefore, 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 − 𝑒) > 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
II)If all vertices in the induced subgraph 〈𝑉 − 𝐷〉 are not adjacent to a vertex 𝑣, then 𝐺 − 𝑒 has no
RWDS.
From all cases above, the result is obtained.
Theorem 4.3.If 𝐺 has a 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ ,then𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 + 𝑒) ≤ 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺), where 𝑒 ∈ 𝐺̅ .
Proof.
Let D'′ be a minimum RWDS that means|𝐷′| = 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ . By adding an edge 𝑒 to a graph 𝐺, two different
cases are gotten as follows.
Case1. If 𝑒 joins two vertices from 𝑉 − 𝐷, then the whole domination is not influenced by this addition.
Thus, 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 + 𝑒) = 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
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Case2. If 𝑒 joins two vertices in 𝐷, then if at least one vertex which is incident on this edge becomes
adjacent to all vertices in 𝐷, then 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 + 𝑒) = 1.
Thus, 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺 + 𝑒) ≤ 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
We cannot add an edge 𝑒 to a graph 𝐺 if one of its vertices belongs to the set 𝐷 and the other belongs to
the set 𝑉 − 𝐷, since 𝑒 ∉ 𝐺̅ in this case according to definition of whole dominating set. Therefore, we
get the result.

Theorem 4.4. IfGhas a γrwh , then γrwh (G\e) ≤ γrwh (G) .
Proof. Let 𝐷 ′ be a 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ - set of a graph 𝐺. By contracting an edge 𝑒 of graph 𝐺, three different cases are
obtained as follows.
Case 1. If we contract the edge e which is incident on two vertices of 𝑉 – 𝐷 , then there are two cases
as follows.
(i) If |𝐷| = |𝑉 − 𝐷| then 𝑉 − 𝐷 becomes the minimum RWDS. Thus, 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺\𝑒) < 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
(ii) If |𝐷| < |𝑉 − 𝐷|, then the minimum RWDS is not influenced by this contraction. Thus,
𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺\𝑒) = 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
Case 2. If contracting an edge e incident on two vertices from 𝐷, then it is clear that the set 𝐷 is
decreasing by one vertex and will still minimum RWDS. Thus,𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺\𝑒) < 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺).
Case 3. If 𝑒 is incident on two vertices one of them from 𝑉 – 𝐷 and the other from 𝐷, then the new
vertex obtained by this contraction is adjacent to all vertices in 𝐺, then 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ = 1
Therefore, from all cases above, 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺\𝑒) ≤ 𝛾𝑟𝑤ℎ (𝐺). 
5. Conclusion
Throughout the results which are obtained in this work, new properties and boundaries of a new
parameter are been getting. Also, for certain graphs as a cycle, complete, path, wheel, and complete
bipartite are been determined of restrained whole domination. The complement of graphs especially the
certain graphs are mentioned above are been determined of this number. Finally, the effective of deleting
or adding an edge or deleting a vertex of the restrained domination number is discussed.
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Abstract. The main objective of this paper is to classify the special sets in the projective planes
PG (2, t) with the values of t=17,31,37, and we found the arcs of the second degree (k,2) - arcs
in PG (2, t) or third-degree (k,3)-arcs in PG(2,t), and the parameters of codes n, k, d was
calculated and whether they are complete or incomplete, and the corresponding codes were
formed.

1. Introduction
This paper depends on the subject of finite projective geometry and the creation of full arcs in 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑡)
when 𝑡 = 17, 31,37. In general 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑡) contains 𝑡 2 + 𝑡 + 1 points, 𝑡 2 + 𝑡 + 1 lines, 𝑡 + 1 point on a
line and 𝑡 + 1 line passes through the point, We have used the GAP program [1]. All theorems of the
research are taken from [2] such Sticker Classified special arcs in 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑡), and the ideas of the research
are taken from Hirshfeld [3]. The Special (k, 2)-arcs in 𝑃𝐺 (2, t), t ≤ 29 have already been classified
and we will work on values higher than 29, as well as Special (k, 3)-arcs in 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑡), t ≤ 13, that have
already been classified and we will work on values higher than 13. For more information
see[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Some definitions are useful to our research are given as follows:
Definition 1.1 [3]: The arc is a (𝑘; 𝑛) arc in PG(2, 𝑡) is a set of 𝑘 points no 𝑛 of them of collinear.
Definition 1.2 [3]: A linear code (𝑛, 𝑘, 𝑑, 𝑡)-code 𝐶 is a subspace of 𝑉(𝑛, 𝑡)= (𝐹𝑡 )𝑛 , where the dimension
of 𝐶 is dim 𝐶 = 𝑘 , 𝑛 represents the number of arc elements, 𝑑 represents the number of arc elements
for except intersections and 𝑡 is the number of field elements
Definition 1.3 [3]: 𝑐𝑖 represents the number of points out on the arc 𝐾 which are passes through them 𝑖
bisecant of arc 𝐾.
Definition 1.4 [3]: A (𝑘; 𝑟)-arc is called complete if it is not contained within (𝑘 + 1; 𝑟)-arc.
2. Special (𝐤, 𝟑)- arcs in 𝐏𝐆 (𝟐, 𝐪), 𝐪 = 𝟏𝟕
When 𝑞 ≤ 13 rated this work. The following results are interesting to the area of research:
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Theorem 2.1 [2]: Let 𝑎 ∈ 𝐹𝑞 . 𝑞 𝑜𝑑𝑑. Let 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) denote the set of points of 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) with coordinates
of the from [𝑎, ±1, ±1], [±1, 𝑎, ±1] 𝑜𝑟 [±1, ±1, 𝑎], with independent choices of the sign. Let 𝑆 ∗ (∞)
be the set of points with coordinates[1,0,0], [0,1,0]𝑜𝑟[0,0,1]. The set 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) = 𝑆 ∗ (−𝑎) is
a (12,3 ) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) if and only if
𝑎 ∉ {0, ±1, ±√−1}.

(1)

The set 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) ∪ 𝑆 ∗ (∞) is a (15,3) arc 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠 (3.1).
The set 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) ∪ 𝑆 ∗ (0) is a (18,3) arc 𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦 𝑖𝑓 𝑎 𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑠 (3.1) and
𝑎 ≠ ±2, 𝑎2 ± 𝑎 ± 2 ≠ 0.

(2)

The values of
𝑎 ∈ {±2, ±3, ±4, ±5, ±6, ±7, ±8 } .
Take = 2 .
The points of the arc 𝑆 ∗ (2) are
[2, 1, 1], [15, 1, 1], [15,16,1], [2,16,1], [1, 2,1], [16,15,1],
[16, 2, 1], [1,15, 1], [9, 9, 1], [8 , 8 ,1], [9, 8, 1], [8, 9, 1]
The value of the parameter 𝑐0 = 0, The arc 𝑆 ∗ (2) is complete because 𝑐0 = 0.
Shaped code parameters are equivalent to this arc.(𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)-code
𝑛 = 12, 𝑘 = 3, 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 3 = 9, 𝑞 = 17, The code elements are generated by the matrix,
2 15 15 2 1 16 16 1 9 8 9 8
G = ( 1 1 16 16 2 15 2 15 9 8 8 9 )
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The element of the code represents
𝑋 = 𝜆1 𝑅1 + 𝜆2 𝑅2 + 𝜆3 𝑅3
The elements 𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , 𝜆3 , in 𝐹17 and 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , 𝑅3 are rows of generated matrix G
The size the code is 𝑞 𝑘 = 173 = 49135, some points of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0]
X 2 = [1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ]
X 3 = [1 , 1 , 16 , 16 , 2 , 15 , 2 , 15 , 9, 8 , 8 , 9]
X 4 = [2 , 15 , 15 , 2 , 1 , 16 , 16 , 1 , 9 , 8 , 9 , 8]
X 5 = [3 , 16, 14 ,1 , 3 , 14 ,1 ,16 , 1 , 16 , 0 , 0]
X 6 = [3, 16 , 16 , 3 , 2 ,0 , 0 , 2 ,10 , 9 ,10 ,9]
X 7 = [2 , 2 ,0 ,0 , 3 , 16 , 3 , 16 , 10 ,9 , 9 ,10]
X 8 = [4 , 0 , 15 , 2 , 4 , 15 , 2 , 0 , 2 , 0 , 1 , 1]
The points of the arc 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) ∪ 𝑆 ∗ (∞) are Where 𝑎 = 2 ,
[2, 1, 1], [15, 1, 1], [15,16,1], [2,16,1], [1, 2,1], [16,15,1], [16, 2, 1],
[1,15, 1], [9, 9, 1], [8 , 8 ,1], [9, 8, 1], [8, 9, 1], [1,0,0], [0,1,0], [0,0,1]
The value of the parameter 𝑐0 = 4 , The arc 𝑆 ∗ (2) ∪ 𝑆 ∗ (∞) is not complete because 𝑐0 ≠ 0.
Shaped code parameters equivalent to this arc, (𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)- code
𝑛 = 15 , 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 3 = 12 , 𝑞 = 17 ,
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
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2 15 15 2 1 16 16 1 9 8 9 8 1 0 0
G = ( 1 1 16 16 2 15 2 15 9 8 8 9 0 1 0 )
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
some points of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0]
X 2 = [1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1]
X 3 = [1 , 1 , 16 , 16 , 2 , 15 , 2 , 15 , 9, 8 , 8 , 9 ,0 ,1 ,0 ]
X 4 = [2 , 15 , 15 , 2 , 1 , 16 , 16 , 1 , 9 , 8 , 9 , 8 ,1 ,0 ,0]
X 5 = [3 , 16 , 14 ,1 , 3 , 14 ,1 ,16 , 1 , 16 , 0 , 0 , 1 ,1 ,0]
X 6 = [3, 16 , 16 , 3 , 2 ,0 , 0 , 2 ,10 , 9 ,10 ,9 , 0 , 1 ,1]
X 7 = [2 , 2 ,0 ,0 , 3 , 16 , 3 , 16 , 10 ,9 , 9 ,10 ,1 ,2 ,1]
X 8 = [4 , 0 , 15 , 2 , 4 , 15 , 2 , 0 , 2 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,1 ,1]
By the same way for 𝑆 ∗ (𝑏) ∪ 𝑆 ∗ (∞) with 𝑏 ∈ {±3 , ±4 , ±5 , ±6 , ±7 , ±8 }.
The values of 𝑎 ∈ {±3 , ±4 , ±5 , ±6 , ±7 , ±8 }
Which satisfies condition 𝑎 ≠ ±2 , 𝑎2 ± 𝑎 ± 2 ≠ 0.
Take 𝑎 = 3, the points of the arc 𝑆 ∗ (3) ∪ 𝑆 ∗ (0) are
[3, 1, 1], [14 , 1, 1], [14,16,1], [3,16,1], [1, 3,1], [16,14,1], [16, 3, 1], [1,14, 1], [6 , 6, 1], [11, 11 ,1],
[6 , 11, 1], [11 , 6, 1], [1, 1,0], [16, 1, 0], [1, 0, 1], [16, 0,1], [0,1, 1], [0,16, 1]
The value of the parameter 𝑐0 = 7 , The arc 𝑆 ∗ (3) is not complete because 𝑐0 ≠ 0.
(𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)Shaped
code
parameters
equivalent
to
this
arc,
code
𝑛 = 18, 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 3 = 15 , 𝑞 = 17,
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
3 14 14 3 1 16 16 1 6 11 6 11 1 16 1 16 1 0
G = (1 1 16 16 3 14 3 14 6 11 11 6 1 1 0 0 0 16)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
Some points of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ]
X 2 = [1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ,1 ,1]
X 3 = [1, 1, 16, 16 , 3, 14 , 3 , 14 , 6, 11 , 11, 6 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,16]
X 4 = [3, 14, 14 , 3, 1, 16, 16 , 1, 6 , 11 , 6, 11 ,1,16 ,1 ,16 ,0 ,0]
X 5 = [4, 15, 13 ,2 , 4 , 13 ,2 ,15 , 12 , 5 , 0 , 0 ,2 ,0 ,1 ,16 ,0 ,16]
X 6 = [4 , 15 , 15 , 4 , 2 , 0 , 0 , 2 , 7, 12 , 7 , 12 , 1 , 0 , 2 , 0 ,1 ,1]
X 7 = [2, 2 , 0 , 0 , 4 , 15 , 7 , 15 ,7, 12 , 12 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,1 ,1 ,0]
X 8 = [5, 16, 14 , 3 , 5 , 16 ,3 , 16 , 13 , 6 , 1, 1 ,2 ,0 ,2 ,0 ,2 ,0]
By the same way for 𝑆 ∗ (𝑘) ∪ 𝑆 ∗ (0) with 𝑘 ∈ { ±4 , ±5 , ±6 , ±7 , ±8 }.
Another result is also important to our research:
Theorem 2.2 [2]: Let 𝑞 ≡ 1 mod 4. Let 𝑎, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐹𝑞 ,such that 𝑖 2 = −1. Let 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) be defined as in Theorem
2.1. Let I denote the set of six points whose coordinates are permutations of [1, 𝑖, 0].
(I is a subset of the conic C ∶ x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 0).
Then 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) ∪ 𝐼 is an (18,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) if and only if 𝑎 ∉ {0 , ±1 , ±𝑖 , ±𝑖 ± 1 , ±2𝑖, }.
The values of 𝑎 ∈ {±2 , ±6 , ±7 }.
And values 𝑖 = 4 ,13
The points of the arc 𝐼1 are [13,1,0], [13,0,1], [4,1,0], [4,0,1], [0,4,1], [0,13,1].
The points of the arc 𝐼2 are [4,1,0], [4,0,1], [13,1,0], [13,0,1], [0,13,1], [0,4,1].
is a subset of the conic 𝐶 ∶ 𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2 = 0
The arcs 𝑆 ∗ (𝑗) ∪ 𝐼1 , 𝑆 ∗ (𝑗) ∪ 𝐼2 are (18,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞), 𝑘 ∈ {±2 , ±6 , ±7}.
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Where 𝑎 = 2, the points of the arc 𝑆 ∗ (2) are:
[2, 1, 1], [15, 1, 1], [15,16,1], [2,16,1], [1, 2,1], [16,15,1], [ 16 , 2,1] , [1, 15, 1], [9 ,9 ,1], [8 ,8 ,1],
[9 , 8 ,1] , [8 ,9,1].
Take 𝑆 ∗ (2) ∪ 𝐼1 , the value of the parameter 𝑐0 = 0 , The arc 𝑆 ∗ (2) ∪ 𝐼1 is complete because 𝑐0 = 0,
Parameters of the formed code equivalent to this arc , (𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)- code
𝑛 = 18 , 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 3 = 15 , 𝑞 = 17.
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
2 15 15 2 1 16 16 1 9 8 9 8 13 13 4 4 0 0
G = ( 1 1 16 16 2 15 2 15 9 8 8 9 1 0 1 0 4 13 )
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
some o points of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0]
X 2 = [1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 ,0 , 1 , 1 , 1 ]
X 3 = [1 , 1 , 16 , 16 ,2 , 15 , 2 ,15 ,9 , 8 , 8 , 9 ,1 ,0 ,1 , 0 ,4 , 13 ]
X 4 = [ 2 , 15 , 15 , 2, 1 , 16 , 16, 1, 9, 8 , 9 , 8 , 13 ,13 , 4 ,4 ,0 ,0 ]
X 5 = [3, 16, 14 ,1 , 3 , 14 ,1 ,16 , 1 , 16 , 0 , 0 , 14, 13, 5, 4 ,4,13]
X 6 = [3, 16 , 16 , 3 , 2 ,0 , 0 , 2 ,10 , 9 ,10 ,9 , 13, 14 , 4 , 5 , 1,1]
X 7 = [2 , 2 ,0 ,0 , 3 , 16 , 3 , 16 , 10 ,9 , 9 , 10 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1, 5, 14]
X 8 = [4 ,0 , 15 , 2 , 4 , 15 , 2 , 0 , 2 , 0 , 1 , 1 ,14 , 14 , 5 , 5 , 5 ,14 ]
In the same way for 𝑆 ∗ ( 𝑏 ) ∪ 𝐼1 with ∈ {±6 , ±7 } . And 𝑆 ∗ ( k) ∪ 𝐼2 , 𝑘 ∈ {±2 , ±6 , ±7 }
3. Special (k,2)- arcs in PG (2,q),q=31
The following results are interesting to the area of research:
Theorem 3.1 [2]: Let 𝑎 ∈ 𝐹𝑞 , 𝑞 odd. Let 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) denote the set of points of 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) with Coordinates
of the from [𝑎, ±1, ±1] , [±1, 𝑎, ±1] 𝑜𝑟 [±1, ±1, 𝑎], with independent choices of the sign
is a (12,2) arc of 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) if and only if then 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) = 𝑆 ∗ (−𝑎) ,
1
𝑎 ∉ {0, ±1, ±2, ±√−1, ±√−3, (±1 ± √−7)} .
2
If these conditions hold, then, if 𝑎2 = −2 , the point of 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) lie on the conic 𝐶 with equation
𝐶 ∶ 𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2 = 0,
Otherwise 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) is the disjoint union of three sets 𝐶0 ∩ 𝐶1 , 𝐶1 ∩ 𝐶2 , 𝐶2 ∩ 𝐶0 of size 4 which are the
pairwise intersections of the three conics 𝐶0 , 𝐶1 , 𝐶2 with equations
𝐶0 ∶ (𝑎2 + 1)𝑥 2 = 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2 ,
𝐶1 ∶ (𝑎2 + 1)𝑦 2 = 𝑧 2 + 𝑥 2 ,
𝐶2 ∶ (𝑎2 + 1)𝑧 2 = 𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 ,
The values of 𝑎 ∈ {±3 , ±4 , ±5 , ±6 , ±7 , ±8 , ±9 , ±10 , ±12 , ±13 , ±14 , ±15} ,
Take 𝑎 = 3, the points of the arc 𝑆 ∗ (3) are:
[3, 1, 1], [1 , 3, 1], [21,21,1], [28,30,1], [30, 3,1], [21,10,1], [3,30,1], [30,28,1], [10,21,1], [28,1,1], [1,28,1], [10,10,1]
The values of the parameters 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, … ,6 , are respectively, [𝑐0 , … , 𝑐6 ] =
[90, 314, 371, 172 , 32, 2, 0]
The arc 𝑆 ∗ (3) is not complete because 𝑐0 ≠ 0 .
shaped code parameters equivalent to this arc , (𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)- code,
𝑛 = 12 , 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 2 = 10 , 𝑞 = 31 ,
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
3 28 3 21 1 30 30 1 21 21 10 10
G = ( 1 30 30 1 3 28 3 28 21 10 21 10 )
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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The element of the code represents 𝑋 = 𝜆1 𝑅1 + 𝜆2 𝑅2 + 𝜆3 𝑅3
The elements 𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , 𝜆3 , in 𝐹31 and 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , 𝑅3 are rows of generated matrix G
The size the code is 𝑞 𝑘 = 313 = 297915, some points of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0]
X 2 = [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1]
X 3 = [1, 30, 30, 1 ,3, 28, 3 ,28,21, 10, 21, 10 ]
X 4 = [3, 28, 3, 21, 1, 30, 30, 1, 21, 21, 10 ,10 ]
X 5 = [4, 27, 2 ,22 , 4 , 27 ,2 ,29 , 11, 0 , 0 , 20]
X 6 = [4 , 29 , 4 , 22 , 2 ,0 , 0 , 2 ,22 ,22 , 11,11]
X 7 = [2 , 0 ,0 ,2 ,4 , 29 ,4 ,29 , 22 ,11 ,22,11]
X 8 = [5 ,28 , 3 , 23 , 5 ,28 ,3 , 30 , 12 ,1 , 1, 21]
Since 𝑎2 ≠ −2 so the points
[21,21,1], [21,10,1], [10,21,1], [10,10,1] are belong to 𝐶0 ∩ 𝐶1
[1, 3, 1], [30 ,3, 1], [30 , 28 ,1], [1 , 28 , 1] are belong to 𝐶2 ∩ 𝐶0
[3, 1, 1], [28 , 30 , 1], [3 , 30, 1], [28 , 1, 1] are belong to 𝐶1 ∩ 𝐶2
In the same way for 𝑆 ∗ (𝑏) with
𝑏 ∈ {±4 , ±5 , ±6 , ±7 , ±8 , ±9 , ±10 , ±12 , ±13 , ±14 , ±15} ,
Another result is also important to our research:
√5+1

Theorem 3.2 [2]: Let 𝑞 = 0,1 𝑜𝑟 4 mod 5, q odd. Let 𝜏 = 2 . consider the following sets:
𝑅 = {[0,1, ±𝜏] , [1, ±𝜏, 0] , [±𝜏, 0,1]} ,
𝑆 = [0, ±𝜏, ±𝜏 −1 ] , [±𝜏, ±𝜏 −1 , 0] , [±𝜏 −1 , 0, ±𝜏], [±1, ±1, ±1] .
The set R is a (6,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞). The set S is a (10,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) if and only if
𝑞 ≠ 0 mod 5.
The values of 𝜏 = 13 , 19 .
The points of the arc R when 𝜏 = 13 are [0,12,1], [0,19,1], [12,1,0], [19,1,0], [13,0,1], [18,0,1]
The points of the arc R when 𝜏 = 19 are [0,18,1], [0,13,1], [1,19,0], [1,12,0], [19,0,1], [12,0,1]
𝜏 = 1 Take the values of the parameters 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, … ,3 , are respectively,
[𝑐0 , 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , 𝑐3 ] = [572 , 390 , 15 , 10 ]
The arc 𝑅 is not complete because 𝑐0 ≠ 0, shaped code parameters equivalent to this arc
(𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)- code,
𝑛 = 6 , 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 2 = 4 , 𝑞 = 31 ,
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
0 0 12 19 13 18
G = (12 19 1 1 1 0 )
1 1 0 0 1 1
some points of code are
X1 = [0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
X2 = [ 1 , 1 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 ]
X 3 = [ 12 , 19 , 1 , 1 , 1, 0 ]
X 4 = [0, 0, 12, 19, 13, 18 ]
X 5 = [12, 19, 13,20, 14,18]
X 6 = [1 , 1 , 12 , 19 , 14,19]
X 7 = [ 13 , 20 , 1 , 1 , 2 , 1 ]
X 8 = [13,20 , 13, 20, 15 ,19]
By the same way for 𝜏 = 19 .
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The points of the arc S when 𝜏 = 13 are
[1,1,1], [30,1,1], [1,30,1], [30,30,1], [0,14,1], [13,12,0], [20,0,1], [0,17,1], [17,1,0], [11,0,1]
The points of the arc S when
𝜏19 are[1,1,1], [30,1,1], [1,30,1], [30,30,1], [0,20,1], [19,18,0], [14,0,1], [0,11,1], [11,1,0], [17,0,1],
Take 𝜏 = 13
The values of the parameters 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, … , 5, are respectively,
[𝑐0 , … , 𝑐5 ] = [134 , 460 , 294 , 78 ,17, 0 ]
The arc 𝑆 is not complete because 𝑐0 ≠ 0.
shaped code parameters equivalent to this arc, (𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)- code
𝑛 = 10 , 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 2 = 8 , 𝑞 = 31 ,
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
1 30 1 30 0 13 20 0 17 11
G = ( 1 1 30 30 14 12 0 17 1 0 )
1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 0 1
some of point of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0, 0]
X 2 = [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 ,0 ,1 ]
X 3 = [1, 1, 30 , 30 , 14, 12,0,17,1,0]
X 4 = [ 1, 30, 1, 30, 0, 13,20,0,17,11]
X 5 = [1, 0, 0,29, 14,25,20,17,18,11]
X 6 = [ 2 , 0 , 2 , 0 , 1,13,21,1,17,12]
X 7 = [ 2 , 2 , 0 , 0 , 15 , 12,1,18,1,1 ]
X 8 = [3,1, 1, 30, 15,25,21,18,18,12]
In the same way for 𝜏 = 19 .
4. Special (k,2)- arcs in PG (2,q),q=37
The following results are interesting to the area of research:

Theorem 4.1 [2]: Let 𝑞 ≡ 1 mod 4. Let 𝑎, 𝑖 ∈ 𝐹𝑞 , such that 𝑖 2 = −1. Let 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) be defined as in
Theorem 3.1. Let I denote the set of six points whose coordinates are permutations of [1, 𝑖, 0].
(I is a subset of the conic C ∶ x 2 + y 2 + z 2 = 0)
Then 𝑆 ∗ (𝑎) ∪ 𝐼 is an (18,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) if and only if
1
1
𝑎 ∉ {0, ±1, ±2, ±𝑖, ±2𝑖, ±𝑖√3, ±𝑖 + 1, (±1 ± 𝑖√7), (±𝑖 ± √−5 ± 4𝑖)}
2
2
The values of 𝑎 ∈ {±3 , ±4 , ±10 , ±11 , ±13 , ±14 , ±15 , ±17 , ±18 }
And values 𝑖 = 6, 31
The points of the arc 𝐼1 are [31,1,0], [31,0,1], [6,1,0], [6,0,1], [0,6,1], [0,31,1]
The points of the arc 𝐼2 are [6,1,0], [6,0,1], [31,1,0], [31,0,1], [0,31,1], [0,6,1]
is a subset of the conic 𝐶 ∶ 𝑥 2 + 𝑦 2 + 𝑧 2 = 0
The arcs 𝑆 ∗ (𝑘) ∪ 𝐼1 , 𝑆 ∗ (𝑘) ∪ 𝐼2 are (18,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞)
𝑘 ∈ {±3, ±4 , ±10 , ±11 , ±13 , ±14 , ±15, ±17 , ±18},
Where 𝑎 = 3, the points of the arc 𝑆 ∗ (3) are
[3, 1, 1], [1 , 3, 1], [25,25,1], [34,36,1], [36, 34,1], [25,12,1], [ 3,36,1] , [36,3,1], [12,25,1], [34,1,1], [1,34,1] , [12,12,1]
Take 𝑆 ∗ (3) ∪ 𝐼1 ,
The values of the parameters 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, … ,9, are respectively,
[𝑐0 , … , 𝑐9 ] = [193, 480, 438, 195, 71, 9, 3, 0, 0, 0]
The arc 𝑆 ∗ (3) ∪ 𝐼1 is not complete because 𝑐0 ≠ 0.
shaped code parameters equivalent to this arc, (𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)- code
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𝑛 = 18 , 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 2 = 16 , 𝑞 = 37 ,
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
3 1 25 34 36 25 3 36 12 34 1 12 31 31 6 6 0 0
G = (1 3 25 36 34 12 36 3 25 1 34 12 1 0 1 0 6 31)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
The elements 𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , 𝜆3 , in 𝐹37 and 𝑅1 , 𝑅2 , 𝑅3 are rows of generated matrix G
The size the code is 𝑞 𝑘 = 373 = 506535, some points of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ]
X 2 = [ 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ,1 , 1 , 1 ,1]
X 3 = [1, 3 , 25, 36 ,34, 12, 36 ,3,25, 1, 34, 12 ,1 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,6 , 31 ]
X 4 = [3, 1, 25, 34, 36, 25, 3, 36, 12, 34, 1,12 ,31 ,31 ,6 ,6 ,0 ,0 ]
X 5 = [4, 4, 13,33 , 33 , 0 ,2 ,2 ,0, 35 , 35 , 24 , 32, 31, 7, 6, 6,31]
X 6 = [4, 4, 26 , 35 , 0 ,26 , 4, 0 ,13 , 35 ,2 ,13 , 31 ,32 , 6, 7, 1 ,1]
X 7 = [2, 4 ,26 ,0 , 35 , 13 , 0 ,4 , 26 , 2 , 35, 13 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1, 7,32]
X 8 = [5,5, 14, 34 , 34 ,1 ,3 , 3 , 1 ,36 , 36 , 25 ,33 ,32 ,8 ,7,7 ,32 ]
In the same way for 𝑆 ∗ ( j ) ∪ 𝐼1 with 𝑗 ∈ {±4 , ±10 , ±11 , ±13 , ±14 , ±15, ±17 , ±18 } ,
And 𝑆 ∗ ( w) ∪ 𝐼2 , 𝑤 ∈ {±3, ±4 , ±10 , ±11 , ±13 , ±14 , ±15, ±17 , ±18 },
Another result is also important to our research:
Theorem 4.2 [2]: Let 𝑞 ≡ 1 mod 4. Let 𝑖 ∈ 𝐹𝑞 such that 𝑖 2 = −1. Let 𝑆 ∗ (1) denote the set of points of
𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) with coordinates[1,1,1], [−1,1,1], [1, −1,1] 𝑜𝑟 [1,1, −1]. Let I be defined as in Theorem 4.1.
Then 𝑆 ∗ (1) ∪ 𝐼 𝑖𝑠 a (10,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞) if and only if 𝑖 2 ≠ ±2.
The point of the arc 𝑆 ∗ (1) are [1, 1, 1], [36 , 1, 1], [1,36,1], [36,36,1],
The arcs 𝑆 ∗ (𝑘) ∪ 𝐼1 , 𝑆 ∗ (𝑘) ∪ 𝐼2 are (10,2) arc 𝑜𝑓 𝑃𝐺(2, 𝑞)
The points of the arc 𝐼1 are [31,1,0], [31,0,1], [6,1,0], [6,0,1], [0,6,1], [0,31,1]
The points of the arc 𝐼2 are[6,1,0], [6,0,1], [31,1,0], [31,0,1], [0,31,1], [0,6,1]
Take 𝑆 ∗ (1) ∪ 𝐼1 . The values of the parameters 𝑐𝑖 , 𝑖 = 0, … , 5, are respectively,
[𝑐0 , … , 𝑐5 ] = [772, 515, 92, 17, 1 , 0]
The arc 𝑆 ∗ (1) ∪ 𝐼1 is not complete because 𝑐0 ≠ 0.
shaped code parameters equivalent to this arc, (𝑛 , 𝑘 , 𝑑 , 𝑞)- code
𝑛 = 10 , 𝑘 = 3 , 𝑑 = 𝑛 − 2 = 8 , 𝑞 = 37,
The code elements are generated by the matrix,
1 36 1 36 31 31 6 6 0 0
G = ( 1 1 36 36 1 0 1 0 6 31 )
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
some points of code are
X1 = [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 , 0 ,0 , 0 ,0 ]
X 2 = [1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1]
X 3 = [1, 1, 36 , 36 ,1, 0, 1 ,0 , 6 , 31 ]
X 4 = [ 1, 36 , 1, 36, 31, 31, 6, 6, 0, 0]
X 5 = [2, 0 , 0 ,35 , 32, 31 ,7,6 , 6 , 31]
X 6 = [2, 0 , 2 , 0 , 31 ,32 , 6 , 7,1 , 1]
X 7 = [ 2 , 2 , 0 , 0 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 7 ,32 ]
X 8 = [3,1 , 1 , 36, 32 ,32 ,7 , 7, 7 ,32 ]
By the same way for 𝑆 ∗ ( 1 ) ∪ 𝐼2
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Abstract. This paper derived a new simple hyperchaotic system from the famous Sprott, S
system via the linear state feedback control. Compared with the available systems, the new
system has eight terms, one constant, two parameters control, and a single quadratic nonlinear
term. So this system is considered a simple relying on the number of terms and nonlinearities.
The proposed system without equilibrium points and exhibits chaotic hidden attractors. Also,
multistability or coexisting attractors are found through experimental simulations using phase
portraits and the Lyapunov spectrum. Finally, anti-synchronization is implemented in the new
system.

1. Introduction
In 2011, Leonov et al. introduced a new concept in the behavior of dynamic systems based on the
attractors of these systems and it is classified into two categories: hidden and self-excited attractors [1].
Most of the famous traditional systems such as Lorenz 1963, Rossler 1976, Chen 1999, and Liu systems
2004 have self-excited attractors [2-6]. Whereas the hidden attractor occur sin three cases; systems with
stable equilibrium points [7-9], no-equilibrium points [10-16], many or line equilibria [17]. Hidden
attractors are difficult to discover compared with self-excited attractors, since the location of the
equilibrium points not necessary as it is in self-excited attractors.
In literature, many works have been concentrated on the discovery of simple chaotic and
hyperchaotic systems with no equilibrium points. In 1994, the researcher Sprott presented 19 systems
of three-dimensional that were classified into two groups based on the number of terms and
nonlinearities, the first group of systems consisting of five terms with two nonlinear (A-E) whereas the
second group consisting of six terms with one nonlinear (F-S) [18]. The number of terms and number
of quadratic or cubic nonlinearities are important factors within the simplest systems. In 2011, Wei
reported 3D chaotic system without equilibrium points containing five terms which include two [11]. In
2012, Wang et al. [15] presented a no-equilibrium 4D hyperchaotic system from on the Sprott A system,
this system has a total of nine terms including five nonlinearities. In 2013, Jafari et al. [19] proposed 17
systems without equilibrium points with quadratic nonlinearities. In 2014, Wei et al. introduced a noequilibrium 4D hyperchaotic system which has a total of eight terms, including two nonlinearities [20].
In 2019, Zhang and Zeng reported a no-equilibrium simple 3D system has a quadratic term and a square
nonlinrartlty [21]. More recently, Zhang et al. in 2020, present a new simple 3D system without
equilibrium points have six terms without any nonlinear term [22].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Recently, many synchronization phenomena have implementation of these systems due to their
important applications in such as engineering [23, 24], and encryption [25-28]. Various schemes of
synchronization were reported such as complete synchronization (CS) [2, 3, 29, 30], antisynchronization (AS) [31-33], hybrid synchronization (HS) [34-36], projective synchronization (PS)
[32-34].
The following points summarize the main contribution of this work, the proposed system as below:
(i)
A 4D simple hyperchaotic Sprott S is constructed from the famous 3D Sprott-S system.
(ii)
Without equilibrium point.
(iii)
Consists of eight terms containing one constant two parameters control and one nonlinear
term. So it can be considered one of the simplest systems.
(iv)
Exhibit coexisting of attractors.
(v)
Implementing the phenomenon of anti-synchronization of this system.
2. Dynamics of the 4D hyperchaotic Sprott S system
The Sprott S system [18] is depicted as:
𝑥̇ = −𝑥 − 4𝑦,
{ 𝑦̇ = 𝑥 + 𝑧 2 ,
𝑧̇ = 1 + 𝑥 ,

(1)

in which [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧]𝑇 ∈ 𝑅 3 is a state vector. Based on the state feedback control [37, 38] by adding a linear
controller to the second equation of (1), a new simple 4D chaotic quadratic system is obtained as:
𝑥̇ = −𝑥 − 4𝑦,
𝑦̇ = 𝑥 + 𝑧 2 + 𝑎𝑤,
(2)
{
𝑧̇ = 1 + 𝑥 ,
𝑤̇ = −𝑏𝑦,
in which [𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑤]𝑇 ∈ 𝑅 4 is state vector. The parameters 𝑎 and 𝑏 are two positive constants. This
system has eight terms with six linear terms, single quadratic nonlinearity, and one constant. With 𝑎 =
0.01, 𝑏 = 0.1 and 𝑥(0) = (0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1)𝑇 , this is system exhibit chaotic hidden attractors as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The chaotic hidden attractors of system (2) in: (a) 𝑥 − 𝑦 − 𝑧 space, (b): 𝑦 − 𝑧 plane, (c):
𝑥 − 𝑦 plane, and (d): 𝑥 − 𝑧 plane.

2.1 Equilibrium points and Stability
The equilibrium points are established by Solving the following equations
−𝑥 − 4𝑦 = 0
𝑥 + 𝑧 2 + 𝑎𝑢 = 0
{
1+𝑥 =0
−𝑏𝑦 = 0

(3)

From the third and fourth equations of (3), it is seen that 𝑥 = 1, 𝑦 = 0, respectively. This leads to a
contradiction with the first equation of (3). Consequently, the system (2) without equilibrium points
concludes that this system with hidden attractors.
2.2 Lyapunov exponents and dissipativity
Wolf Algorithm has received increasing attention over the past decades due to the applications of
calculating Lyapunov exponents (LE𝑆 ). With parameters 𝑎 = 0.02, 𝑏 = 0.001 and the initial condition
(0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5)𝑇 , step ∆𝑡 = 0.25, observation time 𝑇 = 300, the LE𝑆 of the 4D system (2) are
numerically obtained in MATLAB simulation as
𝐿𝐸1 = 0.1658
𝐿𝐸2 = 0
{
𝐿𝐸3 = −0.0299
𝐿𝐸4 = −1.1353

(4)

Figure 2. depict the corresponding Lyapunov spectrum of (4) and the Lyapunov dimension (KaplanYorke dimension) [17] of this system is calculated as
𝐷𝐿𝐸 = 𝑗 +

1

𝑗

∑ 𝐿𝐸𝑖 = 3 +

|𝐿𝐸𝑗+1 | 𝑖=1

𝐿𝐸1 + 𝐿𝐸2 + 𝐿𝐸3
= 3.1197
|𝐿𝐸4 |

Since that the sum of the Lyapunov exponents (∑ LE𝑆 = − 1) is negative, which indicate its dissipative
system and meanwhile the divergence of the proposed system is equal (-1) i.e.
∇𝑣 =

𝜕𝑥̇ 𝜕𝑦̇ 𝜕𝑧̇ 𝜕𝑢̇
+
+
+
= −1
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑢

Which is equal or almost to the sum of the Lyapunov exponents. So, that they fulfill the Lyapunov
exponents (4) such as ∑ LE𝑆 = ∇𝑣.
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Figure 2. Lyapunov spectrum of the system (2) for 𝑎 = 0.02, 𝑏 = 0.001.
With various values of the system's parameters and various initial, Tables 1-2 depicts more details
about calculating LE𝑆 .
Table 1. LE𝑆
No.
b
1.
0.001
2.
0.004
3.
0.005
4. 0.0002
5. 0.0006
6. 0.0008

of system (2) for 𝑎 = 0.02 with varying the 𝑏 and (0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5)𝑇 .
LE𝑆
Sum of LE𝑆 Sign of the LE𝑆
0.1658, −0.0005, −0.03, −1.1353
−1
(+,0, −, −)
0.1886, 0.0004, −0.0253, −1.1637
−1
(+,0, −, −)
0.1621, 0.0004, −0.0246, −1.1379
−1
(+,0, −, −)
0.1942, 0.0009, −0.0353, −1.1599 −1.0001
(+,0, −, −)
0.1903, 0.0005, −0.0316, −1.1592
−1
(+,0, −, −)
0.1469, 0.0005, −0.0307, −1.1168 −1.0001
(+,0, −, −)

Table 2. LE𝑆
No.
a
1.
0.006
2. 0.0004
3. 0.0006
4. 0.0008

of system (2) for 𝑏 = 0.04 with varying the 𝑎 and (0.7, 0.7, 0.7,0.7)𝑇 .
LE𝑆
Sum of LE𝑆 Sign of the LE𝑆
0.1964, 0.0009, − 0.0165, −1.1808
−1
(+,0, −, −)
0.2103, 0.0003, −0.0165, −1.194
−0.9999
(+,0, −, −)
0.1849, −0.0001, −0.0165, −1.1682 −0.9999
(+,0, −, −)
0.1954, −0.0007, −0.0165, −1.1782
−1
(+,0, −, −)

It is seen from Tables 1-2, although the proposed system has four dimensions, this extended dimension
is one of the important requirements for generating hyperchaotic attractors. But we don't get (+, +,0, −)
sign of LE𝑆 which indicates its the system (2) with chaotic hidden attractors. Also, the sum of the LE𝑆
is almost equal to (-1) ,and that matches with divergence.
3. Multistability behavior of the proposed system
Coexisting attractors or Multistability means that the dissipative system has different trajectories under
the same set of parameters and different combinations of and initial values [14]. The proposed system
has multistability behavior or coexistence of chaotic hidden attractors. All of Figures 3. and 4., exhibit
multistability phenomena which include four different hidden attractors with various initial values. With
the parameters are set as 𝑎 = 8, 𝑏 = 80 and initial values [−2.7, 2.7, 2.7, 2.7]𝑇 (red)
and [2.7, 2.7, 2.7, 2.7] (blue) as shown in Figure 3.a whereas in Figure 3.b with initial values
[−10.8, 2.7, 2.7, 2.7]𝑇 (red) and [−0.1, 2.7, 2.7, 2.7] (blue). Under the parameters 𝑎 = 5, 𝑏 = 20, with
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initial values with initial values [−0.5, − 0.5, −0.5, −5]𝑇 (red) and [−0.5, −0.5, −0.5, −2] (blue) as
shown in Figure 4.a whereas the initial values are [−0.5, − 0.5, −0.5, −5]𝑇 (red)
and [−0.5, −0.5, −0.5, −2] as shown in Figure 4.b.

Figure 3. Coexistences of two different attractors for system (2) with 𝑎 = 8, 𝑏 = 80 and initial
conditions 𝑦(0) = 𝑧(0) = 𝑤(0) = 2.7. (a) coexistences attractors with 𝑥(0) = −2.7 (red) and (0) =
2.7 (blue), (b) coexistences attractors with 𝑥(0) = −10. .8 (red) and (0) = −0.1 .

Figure 4. Coexistences of two different attractors for system (2) with 𝑎 = 5, 𝑏 = 20 and initial
conditions conditions 𝑥(0) = 𝑦(0) = 𝑧(0) = −0.5. (a) coexistences attractors with 𝑤(0) = −0.5 (red)
and 𝑤(0) = 0.5 (blue), (b) coexistences attractors with 𝑤(0) = −5 (red) and 𝑤(0) = −2 (blue).
4. Anti-synchronization between identical new systems
In this section, anti-synchronization is realized between two identical system (2) drive and response
systems which described as
𝑥̇ = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝑓(𝑥)
(5)
𝑦̇ = 𝐵𝑦 + 𝑔(𝑦) + 𝑈
(6)
In which 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑅 4 are the state variables, 𝐴, 𝐵𝜖𝑅 4×4 are matrices of system’s parameters, 𝑓, 𝑔: 𝑅 𝑛 →
𝑅 𝑛 are nonlinear functions, 𝑈 ∈ 𝑅 4 is nonlinear controller. The system (2) can be modeled as
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𝑥̇ 1
−1 −4
𝑥̇ 2
0
1
[ ]=[
𝑥̇ 3
0
1
⏟ 0 −𝑏
𝑥̇ 4

0
0 0 𝑥1
0 𝑎 𝑥2
1
][ ] + [
0 0 𝑥3
0
0 0 𝑥4
⏟0

0
0
1
0

𝑦̇1
−1 −4
𝑦̇ 2
0
1
[ ]=[
𝑦̇ 3
0
1
⏟ 0 −𝑏
𝑦̇4

0
0 𝑦1
𝑎 𝑦2
1
][ ] +[
0 𝑦3
0
0 𝑦4
⏟0

0
0
1
0

𝐴

0
0
0
0

0
𝑥32
0
][ ]
0 1
0 0

(7)

𝑓(𝑥)

𝐵

𝑢1
0
𝑦32
𝑢2
0
] [ ] + [𝑢 ]
0 1
3
𝑢4
⏟
0 0

𝑔(𝑦)

(8)

𝑈

It clear that 𝐴 = 𝐵 due to the anti-synchronization between identical system (2). Defined the error
dynamics as 𝑒𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 − 𝛼𝑥𝑖 , where 𝛼 = −1 is scaling factor and satisfied the following condition:
lim 𝑒𝑖 (𝑡) = 0

(9)

𝑡→∞

The error dynamics system yields as the following:
𝑒̇1 = −𝑒1 − 4𝑒2 + 𝑢1
𝑒̇ = 𝑒1 + 𝑎𝑒4 + 𝑒32 − 2𝑥3 𝑦3 + 𝑢2
{ 2
𝑒̇3 = 2 + 𝑒1 + 𝑢3
𝑒̇4 = −𝑏𝑒2 + 𝑢4

(10)

𝑢1 = −𝑒3
𝑢2 = 3𝑒1 − 𝑒2 + 2𝑥3 𝑦3
{ 𝑢 = −2 − 𝑒 − 𝑒 𝑒
3
3
2 3
𝑢4 = −𝑒4

(11)

Desing controller as:

Substitute controller (11) into (10) we obtain:
𝑒̇1 = −𝑒1 − 4𝑒2 − 𝑒3
𝑒̇ = 4𝑒1 − 𝑒2 + 𝑎𝑒4 + 𝑒32
{ 2
𝑒̇3 = 𝑒1 − 𝑒3 − 𝑒2 𝑒3
𝑒̇4 = −𝑏𝑒2 − 𝑒4

(12)

Construct Lyapunov function as
𝑉(𝑒𝑖 ) = 𝑒𝑖 𝑇 𝑃𝑒𝑖 ⇒ 𝑉(𝑒𝑖 ) = [𝑒1

𝑒2

𝑒3

0
0
0.5 0
𝑎
∗
0
0.5
𝑒4 ] [
]
0
∗
∗ 0.5
⏟∗
∗ 0.05
∗

𝑒1
𝑒2
[𝑒 ]
3
𝑒4

(13)

𝑃

The symbol (*) which indicates symmetry in the matrix. The time derivative of the above function 𝑉(𝑒𝑖 )
gives
𝑽̇(𝑒𝑖 ) = 𝑒1 𝑒̇1 + 𝑒2 𝑒̇2 + 𝑒3 𝑒̇3 + 0.2 𝑒4 𝑒̇4
1
𝑉̇ (𝑒) = 𝑒1 (−𝑒1 − 4𝑒2 − 𝑒3 ) + 𝑒2 (4𝑒1 − 𝑒2 + 𝑎𝑒4 + 𝑒32 ) + 𝑒3 (𝑒1 − 𝑒3 − 𝑒2 𝑒3 ) + 10 𝑒4 ( −𝑏𝑒2 −
𝑒4 )
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1
𝑽̇(𝑒𝑖 ) = −𝑒12 − 𝑒22 − 𝑒32 − 10 𝑒42 = −[𝑒1

𝑒2

𝑒3

1 0 0
𝑒4 ] ∗ 1 0
∗ ∗ 1
[∗ ∗ ∗
⏟

0 𝑒1
0 𝑒2
𝑇
0 [𝑒3 ] = −𝑒𝑖 𝑄 𝑒𝑖
1
𝑒4
10]

(14)

𝑄
1
𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(1,1,1, 10),

where 𝑄 =
leads to 𝑄 > 0. Consequently, 𝑉̇ (𝑒𝑖 ) < 0 on 𝑅 4. The controller (11)
realize the anti-synchronization.
Now, the initial values as (2,7,10, −5) and (10,1,3,8) to illustrate the anti-synchronization that
happened between (7) and (8) numerically. Figure 5. validate our theoretical results.

Figure 5. Anti-synchronization errors with controllers (11).
5. Conclusions
A simple 4D Sprott S system without equilibrium point and coexistence of attractors constructed from
3D Sprott-S system via a state feedback controller. This system consists of eight terms, including one
constant, two parameters control, and a single quadratic nonlinear term. Besides, chaotic hidden
behaviors have been discovered. Finally, anti-synchronization (AS) between two new identical systems
realized via nonlinear control by using linearization and Lyapunov stability tools.
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Abstract. The present study concentrates on the new generalizations of the Jordan curve
theorem. In order to achieve our goal, new spaces namely PC-space and strong PC-space are
defined and studied their properties. One of the main concepts that use to define the related
classes of spaces is paracompact space. In addition, the property of being PC- space and strong
PC-space is preserved by defining a new type of function so called para-perfect function.

1. Introduction
One of the standard results in algebraic topology is the theorem of Jordan curve” a simple closed curve
C in complex plane separates the plan into two regions which are bounded and unbounded components
with C the boundary of each”. This theorem was first proposed in 1887 by French mathematician
Camille Jordan [1]. Then, many generalizations of the Jordan curve theorem are discussed by a group
of researchers. In 1990, Khalimsky et al. [2] stated a generalization in Z^2 equipped with the khalimsky
topology. In 1999, Micael [3] introduced and studied J-spaces and strong J-spaces which are considered
to be generalizations of properties of the Jordan curve theorem. In 2007, Gao [4] introduced the concept
of LJ-spaces exploited the common generalization of Lindelöf spaces and J-spaces. In 2016, Dawood
and Gasim [5] used the concept of countably compact to get many generalizations of this theorem.
In this paper, new generalizations of the Jordan curve theorem are introduced. To get these
generalizations, the concept of paracompact space is used to define new spaces which are called PC space and strong PC- space. We study the relations between the two related classes of spaces and provide
some main results.
The article is formed as follows: Some basic notations are given in Section 2. The concept of PC space and strong PC- space is introduced and studied their properties in Section 3. The paper is ended
with a conclusion in Section 4.■
2. Fundamental Concepts
Some fundamental concepts are reviewed to be used throughout the present study. In the sequel, all
spaces are supposed to be Hausdorff.
Definition 2.1.[5] A cover 𝒢 = {𝒢𝑖 }𝑖∈𝐼 of 𝒜 is called locally finite if, for all point 𝑎 ∈ 𝒜, there exists
a neighbourhood intersecting only finitely many elements in 𝒢.
Definition 2.2. [5] Let 𝒢 = {𝒢𝑖 }𝑖∈𝐼 be a cover of 𝒜. If 𝛾 = {𝛾𝑗 }𝑗∈𝐽 is the second cover of 𝒜, then 𝛾 is
called a refinement of 𝒢 if for each 𝛾𝑗 ∈ 𝛾 there exists 𝒢𝑖 ∈ 𝒢 with 𝛾𝑗 ⊆ 𝒢𝑖 .
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Definition 2.3. [5] A topological space 𝒜 is called paracompact if any open cover of 𝒜 has a locally
finite open refinement.
Proposition 2.4. [6] Any closed subset of a paracompact space be para-compact.
Proposition 2.5. [7] Every compact space is paracompact.
It is clear that the real number with the usual topology is paracompact space but it is not a compact
space.
Proposition 2.6. [7] Every metric space is paracompact.
Proposition 2.7. [8] The image of paracompact space under a closed
and continuous function is paracompact.
Definition 2.8. [7] A space 𝒜 is called a locally connected if for all a ∈ 𝒜, and each neighbourhood ℧
of a there is a connected neighbourhood ℋ of a where ℋ ⊂ ℧.
3. Main Results
Now, we define 𝑃𝐶-space and strong 𝑃𝐶-space and study their properties.
Definition 3.1. A 𝑃𝐶- space is a topological space 𝒜 whenever {𝓅, 𝓆} is a closed cover of 𝒜 such that
𝓅⋂𝓆 paracompact, then 𝓅 or 𝓆 is paracompact.
Definition 3.2. A space 𝒜 is said to be strong 𝑃𝐶- space if every paracompact 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒜 is contained in a
paracompact 𝒟 ⊂ 𝒜 with 𝒜 \ 𝒟 is connected.
Proposition 3.3. Any strong 𝑃𝐶-space be a 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proof. Assume 𝒜 is a strong 𝑃𝐶- space and 𝓅, 𝓆 are closed subsets of 𝒜 with 𝓅⋂𝓆 is paracompact and
𝒜 = 𝓅 ∪ 𝓆. So, there is a paracompact 𝒟 ⊂ 𝒜 where 𝓅⋂𝓆 ⊂ 𝒟 and 𝒜\ 𝒟 is connected. Therefore,
{𝓅⋂( 𝒜\𝒟), 𝓆⋂( 𝒜\𝒟)} is a disjoint closed cover of 𝒜\ 𝒟. However, 𝒜\ 𝒟 is connected, so
𝒜\ 𝒟 must be in 𝓅⋂( 𝒜\𝒟) or in 𝓆⋂( 𝒜\𝒟) . Hence, 𝒜\ 𝒟 ⊂ 𝓅 or 𝒜\ 𝒟 ⊂ 𝓆. By
complementation, we have 𝓅c ⊂ 𝒟 or 𝓆 c ⊂ 𝒟, and since 𝓅⋂𝓆 ⊂ 𝒟, so 𝓅 ⊂ 𝒟 or 𝓆 ⊂ 𝒟.
Then 𝓅 or 𝓆 is paracompact by Proposition 2.1. Hence, 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proposition 3.4. Every paracompact space be a strong 𝑃𝐶.
Proof. Suppose the space 𝒜 is a paracompact and 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒜 be also paracompact, then 𝒜 is a paracompact
with 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒜 and 𝒜 \ 𝒜 = ∅ is connected.
Corollary 3.5. Any paracompact space is 𝑃𝐶- space.
Proof. The proof follows through Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.3.
Examples 3.6.
1- Any compact space is a strong 𝑃𝐶.
2-Any metric space is a strong 𝑃𝐶.
3- Any usual topology with ℝ is a strong 𝑃𝐶.
4- The indiscrete topology on any set is strong 𝑃𝐶-space and 𝑃𝐶-space.
5- The cofinite topology on the set of natural numbers is strong 𝑃𝐶-space and 𝑃𝐶-space.
Lemma 3.7. Let 𝒲 be a closed non-paracompact set in a space 𝒜 and 𝓅 ⊂ 𝒲 is paracompact. Then,
there is a non-paracompact closed 𝓆 ⊂ 𝒲 such that 𝓅⋂𝓆 = Ø.
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Proof. Assume the open cover 𝒢 of 𝒲 with no a locally finite open refinement, and 𝓅 ⊂ 𝒲 is
paracompact. Then, 𝓅 has an open cover 𝒢 and has a locally finite open refinement 𝛾 covering 𝓅. Put
𝓆 = 𝒲 ∖ ⋃ 𝛾, so 𝓆 is closed in 𝒲 with 𝓅 ∩ 𝓆 = ∅.
Now, suppose 𝓆 is paracompact. So, there exists a locally finite open refinement 𝛾 ∗ covering 𝓆. Thus,
𝓆 ⊂ ⋃ 𝛾 ∗ and so 𝒲 ∖ ⋃ 𝛾 ⊂ ⋃ 𝛾 ∗. That implies 𝒲 ⊂ (⋃ 𝛾) ⋃(⋃ 𝛾 ∗ ). However, (⋃ 𝛾) ⋃(⋃ 𝛾 ∗ ) is a
locally finite open refinement for 𝒢 which is contradiction. Hence, 𝓆 is a non- paracompact.
The following theorem gives some criteria which are equivalent to be 𝑃𝐶-spaces.
Theorem 3.8. The following statements are equivalent:
𝒜 is a 𝑃𝐶-space,
For any 𝓅 ⊂ 𝒜 with paracompact boundary, 𝓅 or (𝒜\𝓅) is para-compact,
If the closed subsets 𝓅, 𝓆 in 𝒜 with 𝓅⋂𝓆 = ∅ and 𝑏𝑑(𝓅) or bd(𝓆) is paracompact, then 𝓅 or 𝓆 is
paracompact.
Proof. Statement (1) implies statement (2). Suppose 𝓅 ⊂ 𝒜 such that bd(𝓅) is paracompact. However,
we have bd(𝓅) = 𝓅⋂(𝒜\𝓅). Thus, {𝓅, (𝒜\𝓅)} is a closed cover of 𝒜 with 𝓅⋂(𝒜\𝓅) is
paracompact. Since 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space so 𝓅 or (𝒜\𝓅) is paracompact.
Statement (2) implies statement (3). Let 𝓅 and 𝓆 be disjoint closed subsets of 𝒜 with bd(𝓅) or bd(𝓆)
is paracompact. Assume that bd(𝓅) is aracompact, so 𝓅 or (𝒜\𝓅)is paracompact by (2). However,
𝓅 = 𝓅 and 𝓆 ⊂ (𝒜\𝓅) ⊂ (𝒜\𝓅). Hence, 𝓅 or 𝓆 is paracompact.
Statement (3) implies statement (1). We want to prove 𝒜 is a 𝑃𝐶-space. Assume {𝓅, 𝓆 } be a closed
cover of 𝒜 where 𝓅⋂𝓆 paracompact. Suppose that 𝓆 is non-paracompact. Since 𝓅⋂𝓆 ⊂ 𝓆 is a
paracompact, so by lemma 3.7 there is a non- paracompact closed D ⊂ 𝓆 where D⋂(𝓅⋂𝓆 ) = Ø. So,
D⋂𝓅 = Ø. However, bd(𝓅) is a paracompact because it is a closed subset of 𝓅⋂𝓆 . By (3) 𝓅 or D is
paracompact, but D is non- paracompact. Hence, 𝓅 must be paracompact.
Theorem 3.9. A topological space 𝒜 is a 𝑃𝐶 -space if and only if 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒜 is paracompact where 𝒮 =
{𝓅, 𝓆} is an open cover of 𝒜\𝒥 with𝓅⋂𝓆 = ∅, then 𝒜\ 𝒮1 or 𝒜\ 𝒮2 is paracompact.
Proof. The "if" part. Assume 𝒜 is a CP-space and a set 𝒥 is paracompact in 𝒜 where 𝒮 = {𝓅, 𝓆} is an
open cover of 𝒜\𝒥 with ⋂𝓆 = ∅ . Thus, {𝒜\𝓅, 𝒜\𝓆} is a closed cover of 𝒜 with 𝒜\𝓅 ∩ 𝒜\𝓆 =
𝒜\𝓅 ∪ 𝓆 which is a closed set in 𝒥 because of 𝒜\𝒥 ⊂ 𝓅 ∪ 𝓆.Then, 𝒜\𝓅 ∩ 𝒜\𝓆 is paracompact
by Proposition 2.4. However, 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space, so 𝒜\𝓅 or 𝒜\𝓆 is paracompact.
The "only if" part. Let {𝓅, 𝓆} be a closed cover of 𝒜 with 𝓅⋂𝓆 is paracompact. So, {𝒜\𝓅, 𝒜\𝓆} is
an open cover of 𝒜\𝓅⋂𝓆 with 𝒜\𝓅 ∩ 𝒜\𝓆 = ∅. By hypothesis, 𝒜\(𝒜\𝓅 ) or 𝒜\(𝒜\𝓆) is
paracompact, that is 𝓅 or𝓆 is paracompact. Hence, 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space.
Theorem 3.10. If the closed cover {𝒜1 , 𝒜2 } of a space 𝒜 with 𝒜1 ∩ 𝒜2 is paracompact, then 𝒜 is a
𝑃𝐶-space if and only if 𝒜1 and 𝒜2 are 𝑃𝐶-spaces and 𝒜1 or 𝒜2 is paracompact.
Proof. The "if" part. Suppose that 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space, then 𝒜1 or𝒜2 is paracompact by definition of 𝑃𝐶space. Suppose that 𝒜1 is paracompact, it follows that 𝒜1 is 𝑃𝐶-space by Corollary 3.5, now to show
that 𝒜2 is 𝑃𝐶-space. Let {𝓅, 𝓆} be a closed cover of 𝒜2 with 𝓅⋂𝓆 is paracompact. Hence, 𝒜 has a
closed cover {𝓅, 𝓆⋃𝒜1 } where 𝓅⋂(𝓆⋃𝒜1 ) is paracompact. So 𝓅 or 𝓆⋃𝒜1 is paracompact because
of 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space. However, 𝓆 is a closed subset of 𝓆⋃𝒜1 , so 𝓅 or 𝓆 is paracompact.
The "only if" part. Assume that 𝒜1 and 𝒜2 are 𝑃𝐶- spaces and suppose that 𝒜2 is paracompact, we
have to show that 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space. Let {𝓅, 𝓆} be a closed cover of 𝒜 with 𝓅⋂𝓆 is paracompact. Now,
let 𝓅i = 𝓅 ∩ 𝒜i and 𝓆i = 𝓆 ∩ 𝒜i where (i = 1,2). Consequently, {𝓅1 , 𝓆1 } is a closed cover of 𝒜1 ,
which is 𝑃𝐶-space, with 𝓅1 ⋂𝓆1 = (𝓅 ∩ 𝒜1 ) ∩ (𝓆 ∩ 𝒜1 ) = (𝓅⋂𝓆 ) ∩ 𝒜1 which is a closed subset
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of 𝓅⋂𝓆. Hence, 𝓅1 ⋂𝓆1 is paracompact and 𝓅1 or 𝓆1 is paracompact. If 𝓅1 is paracompact, then 𝓅 =
𝓅1 ⋃𝓅2 is paracompact since 𝓅2 is a closed subset of paracompact 𝒜2 . In the same way, if 𝓆1 is
paracompact, then so is 𝓆.
Theorem 3.11. If the closed cover {𝒜1 , 𝒜2 } of a topological space 𝒜 with 𝒜1 ∩ 𝒜2 is paracompact.
Then 𝒜 is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space if and only if 𝒜1 and 𝒜2 are strong 𝑃𝐶-spaces and 𝒜1 or 𝒜2 is
paracompact.
Proof. The "if" part. Assume that 𝒜 is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space, it follows by Proposition 3.3 that 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶space, and thus 𝒜1 or 𝒜2 is paracompact. Suppose that 𝒜1 is paracompact, so by Proposition 3.4 that
𝒜1 is strong 𝑃𝐶-space, so it remains to show that 𝒜2 is strong 𝑃𝐶-space. Let 𝒥2 ⊆ 𝒜2 be paracompact.
Define 𝒥 = 𝒥2 ∪ 𝒜1 , then 𝒥 is a paracompact subset of 𝒜 which is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space, so there is a
paracompact closed set 𝒟 in 𝒜 where 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒟 and 𝒜\𝒟 is connected. Let 𝒟2 = 𝒟 ∩ 𝒜2 , then 𝒟2 ⊆
𝒜2 is paracompact since 𝒟2 is a closed subset of paracompact set 𝒟. Also 𝒥2 ⊆ 𝒟2 since 𝒥2 ⊆ 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒟
implies that 𝒥2 ∩ 𝒜2 ⊂ 𝒟 ∩ 𝒜2 . Also, we note 𝒜1 ⊂ 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒟 and that implies 𝒜2 \𝒟2 = 𝒜\𝒟 , and
hens 𝒜2 \𝒟2 is connected.
The "only if" part. Assume that 𝒜1 and 𝒜2 are strong 𝑃𝐶-space and suppose that 𝒜1 is a paracompact
and let 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒜 be paracompact. Define 𝒥2 = (𝒥 ∪ 𝒜1 ) ∩ 𝒜2 , so 𝒥2 is paracompact since it is a closed
subset of the paracompact set 𝒥 ∪ 𝒜1 , so 𝒥2 is a paracompact subset of the strong 𝑃𝐶-space 𝒜2 , then
there is a closed paracompact subset 𝒟2 of 𝒜2 where 𝒥2 ⊆ 𝒟2 and 𝒜2 \𝒟2 is connected. Now, let
𝒟 = 𝒟2 ∪ 𝒜1 , then 𝒟 is a closed paracompact of 𝒜 and 𝒥 ⊂ 𝒟 and 𝒜\𝒟 = 𝒜2 \𝒟2 is connected.
Hence, 𝒜 is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space.
Next, we introduce new types of functions that help study the preservation of strong 𝑃𝐶-space and 𝑃𝐶space.
Definition 3.12. A continuous function f ∶ 𝒜 → ℬ is called para-perfect if it is closed and 𝑓 −1 (𝑏) is a
paracompact subset of 𝒜 for every paracompact subset 𝑏 of ℬ.
Definition 3.13. A closed function f ∶ 𝒜 → ℬ is called boundary para-perfect if the boundary of 𝑓 −1 (𝑏)
is paracompact subset of 𝒜 for all 𝑏 ∈ ℬ.
Definition 3.14. A continuous closed function 𝑓 ∶ 𝒜 → ℬ is called quasi- para-perfect if is 𝑓 −1 (𝑏) is
paracompact subset of 𝒜 for all 𝑏 ∈ ℬ.
Remark 3.15. It is clear that every para-perfect function is a quasi-para-perfect because it is known that
the only topology that can be defined on a singleton set is the indiscrete topology. Therefore, it is
paracompact and its reverse image due to the para- perfect function is paracompact.
The following proposition gives the condition of function which guarantees that the image of a 𝑃𝐶space is 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proposition 3.16. If f is a closed surjective para-perfect function from a 𝑃𝐶-space 𝒜 to a space ℬ. Then
ℬ is 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proof. Let {𝓅, 𝓆} be a closed cover of ℬ with 𝓅⋂𝓆 paracompact, then {f −1 (𝓅), f −1 (𝓆)} is a cover of
closed sets in 𝒜. However, f −1 (𝓅⋂𝓆) = f −1 (𝓅) ∩ f −1 (𝓆) is paracompact since f is para-perfect. But
𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space, so f −1 (𝓅) or f −1 (𝓆) is paracompact. So, f (f −1 (𝓅)) or f (f −1 (𝓆)) is paracompact
since f is closed and surjection function. Hence, 𝓅 or 𝓆 is paracompact and then ℬ is 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proposition 3.17. If f is a closed bijective para-perfect function from a space 𝒜 to a 𝑃𝐶-space ℬ, then
𝒜 is also 𝑃𝐶-space.
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Proof. Let {𝓅, 𝓆} be a closed cover of 𝒜 with 𝓅⋂𝓆 paracompact, then {f(𝓅), f(𝓆)} is a closed cover
of ℬ with f(𝓅⋂𝓆) is paracompact since f is closed bijective function. However, f(𝓅)⋂f(𝓆) =
f(𝓅⋂𝓆), so (𝓅) or f(𝓆) is paracompact because of ℬ is 𝑃𝐶-space. So, f −1 (f(𝓅)) or f −1 (f(𝓆)) is
paracompact because of f is para-perfect. Hence, 𝓅 or 𝓆 is paracompact. Therefore, 𝒜 is 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proposition 3.18. If f is a homeomorphism function and 𝒜 be 𝑃𝐶-space. Then ℬ is also 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proof. The proof is the same as Proposition 3.16.
Proposition 3.19. Let 𝑓 ∶ 𝒜 → ℬ be an open surjection para- perfect function. If 𝒜 is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space
, then ℬ is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proof. To prove ℬ is strong 𝑃𝐶 -space. let 𝒥 ⊂ ℬ be a paracompact, then a set f −1 (𝒥) is a paracompact
in 𝒜 because of f is para- perfect function. However, 𝒜 is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space so there exist a closed
paracompact 𝒟 ⊂ 𝒜 where f −1 (𝒥) ⊂ 𝒟 and 𝒜\𝒟 are connected. So, f(𝒟) is a paracompact closed set
in ℬ where f(f −1 (𝒥)) ⊂ f(𝒟) and ℬ\f(𝒟) = f(𝒜\𝒟 ) is connected since f is continuous. However,
f(f −1 (𝒥)) = 𝒥, so 𝒥 ⊂ f(𝒟) and a set f(𝒟) is paracompact and closed in ℬ with ℬ\f(𝒟) is connected.
Hence, ℬ is a strong 𝑃𝐶-space.
Proposition 3.20. Every boundary para-perfect continuous function from a 𝑃𝐶-space to a nonparacompact space is a quasi-para-perfect.
Proof. Assume 𝑓 ∶ 𝒜 → ℬ is a boundary para-perfect continuous function such that 𝒜 is a 𝑃𝐶-space
and ℬ is a non- paracompact space. To prove that f is a quasi- para-perfect, let 𝑏 ∈ ℬ. Then, f −1 (b) is
a subset of 𝒜 with paracompact boundary. From Theorem 3.8 that 𝑓 −1 (𝑏) or (𝒜\𝑓 −1 (𝑏) is
paracompact. However, (𝒜\𝑓 −1 (𝑏) is not paracompact because of if (𝒜\𝑓 −1 (𝑏) is paracompact, then
ℬ = {𝑏} ∪ 𝑓(𝒜\𝑓 −1 (𝑏) is paracompact, which is a contradiction. So 𝑓 −1 (𝑏) is paracompact, but
𝑓 −1 (𝑏) = f −1 (b). Thus f is quasi- para-perfect because of f −1 (b) is paracompact.
Conclusion
In this study, new generalizations of the Jordan curve theorem are considered. New topological spaces
namely PC -space and strong PC- space is defined to get these generalizations. Many propositions
concerning these two related classes are provided. We give some criteria which are equivalent to be PC
-spaces and prove that every strong PC- space is PC- space. Additionally, new functions have been
defined such as the para-perfect function which is preserved the property PC -space and the property
strong PC - space.
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Abstract. In this paper, wavelets were used to study the multivariate fractional Brownian motion
through the deviations of the random process to find an efficient estimation of Hurst exponent.
The results of simulations experiments were shown that the performance of the proposed
estimator was efficient. The estimation process was made by taking advantage of the detail
coefficients stationarity from the wavelet transform, as the variance of this coefficient showed
the power-low behavior. We use two wavelet filters (Haar and db5) to manage minimizing the
mean square error of the model.

1. Introduction
In many areas such as hydrology, biology, telecommunications, and economics, the data available for
analysis usually has a scaling behavior (long-memory) that needs to be discovered. The main point to
detect scaling behavior is the estimation of the parameters of the models under study such as the Hurst
parameter, which is used to determine self-similarity and long-range dependence. The study of these
phenomena in the multidimensional case relies on fractal Gaussian noise, which is a first order
incremental process
𝐺𝐻 (𝑡) = 𝐵𝐻 (𝑡 + 1) − 𝐵𝐻 (𝑡)
(1)
Where 𝐵𝐻 (𝑡) is the fractional Brownian motion and can be generalized to be of order n and written
as n-FBM. This generalization introduced by Perrin et al (2001) through the derivation of the kernel in
the continuous definition of FBM.
The fractional Brownian motion can be defined as a random process characterized by non-stationary
self-similarity and a stationary continuous increasing and has been used to explain many random
phenomena in many areas of research and although it has demonstrated in various applications, for
example bone radiographs.
More recently, wavelet transformation has emerged as a powerful mathematical tool for signal
processing by setting a timescale.
Wavelets give a new look to the statistical analysis of random processes, as wavelets rules in the
time scale plan provide a suitable framework for representing functions with sharp spikes and analyzing
them with good accuracy and allow studying basic characteristics such as long-memory, self-similarity
and stationary increasing.
The objective of this paper is to develop a method that can be used to model and study nth order
fractional Brownian motion through wavelet lens by estimating the Hurst parameter. The proposed
procedure will rely on finding an unbiased estimate of the difference in the Gaussian noise of the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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fractional Brownian motion using Haar and Daubechies 5 (db5) wavelet. The performance of this
estimator was validated through a simulation study.
The paper is structured as follow: Section 2 we give an overview of discrete wavelet transform, in
Section 3 the fractional Brownian motion properties will be presented, and in Section 4 the proposed
method will be briefed, Section 5 the simulation study will be conducted and finally Section 6 the
conclusions will be explain.
2. Discrete Wavelets Transform
The main problem in the early 1980s when working with wavelet was to create a multiresolution analysis
where the scale function had compact and continuous support. In her paper that published in 1988,
Daubechies found a way to build a multiresolution, continuous, orthonormal and compact support scale
function that attracted the attention of researchers interested in the wavelet field at that time, and here
we introduce the DWT beginning with wavelet function 𝜓(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ ℝ such that [1]:
∫ 𝜓(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 = 0

(2)

Where this condition satisfy some integrability conditions, 𝜓 ∈ 𝐿1 (ℝ) ∩ 𝐿2 (ℝ). Which require the
wavelet to be bounded, centered around the origin, and have time and frequency support. Where it is
finite or decreases very fast. Time and frequency concertation are restricted by the Gabor-Heisenberg
uncertainty principal. A wavelet 𝜓 have N zero moments (vanishing moment) if: [3]
∫ 𝑡 𝑘 𝜓(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 = 0, 𝑘 = 0,1, … , 𝑁 − 1

(3)

Where N is an integer at least equal 1. The increase in the vanishing moments give an enlargement
in the time support but bring smoothness, continuity, derivability and more concentration of the spectral
in a given frequency 𝑣0 . An example of wavelet have derivative of standard normal density is the Haar
wavelet and the Daubechies wavelet, where both constructed from multiresolution analysis (MRA), and
also the Mexican hat wavelet which is the 2nd derivative of the normal function and has 2 vanishing
moments.
The Daubechies wavelets constitute a family of wavelets indexed by their vanishing moments and
give rise to the orthonormal basis. The Haar wavelet is a special case of both the Daubechies and spline
families that has one vanishing moment and has finite time support. The wavelet coefficients are
equivalent to the increments of the process, and can be defined beginning from the function:
𝑗

𝜓𝑗,𝑘 (𝑡) = 2−2 𝜓(2−𝑗 𝑡 − 𝑘), 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ ℤ

(4)

Where j, k are dilation and translation of 𝜓 respectively.
2
(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 = ∫ 𝜓 2 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡
∫ 𝜓𝑗,𝑘

(5)

It allows the 𝐿2 (ℝ) norm to be preserved. Using the functions {𝜓𝑗,𝑘 , 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ ℤ }as a set of filters we
can now define the DWT of a function {𝑋(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ ℝ } as:
𝑑𝑗,𝑘 = ∫ 𝑋(𝑡) 𝜓𝑗,𝑘 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(6)

Where the 𝑑𝑗,𝑘 are the wavelet coefficients called details, as it encode the differential information
between adjacent scales centered about 2𝑗 , and the time 2𝑗 𝑘. The details sometimes written as 𝑑𝑋 (𝑗, 𝑘)to
emphasize that they correspond to 𝑋. The adjective discrete in DWT refers to the fact the indices j,k
take discrete values in contrast to the CWT where they take real values.
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Multiresolution analysis is a specific class of wavelets which is of particular interest because it has
potentially stronger mathematical properties and because it gives birth to fast recursive pyramidal
decomposition algorithms. Their key properties is
iThe number of zero moments, regularity, time or frequency support, can be easily and
flexibly tuned.
iiFast pyramidal algorithms to compute the wavelet coefficients.
The construction of such wavelets of which the Daubechies and spline families are famous examples
is integral to the so called the multiresolution analysis theory. The dilation equation for the Daubechies
scale function can be written as [1]:
𝜙(t) = 2−𝑗/2 ∑𝑘∈𝕫 ℎ𝑘 𝜙(2−𝑗 𝑡 − 𝑘)

(7)

Where ℎ𝑘 is a scale filter and also called the average block and now if we had a multiresolution
analysis and had ℎ𝑘 real values from dilation equation then ℎ𝑘 have the following properties:
1. ∑k∈𝕫 hk = 21/2
2. ∑k∈𝕫 h2k = 1

(8)

There is a great benefit to this filter in calculating the projection coefficients according to the
following equation:
𝑏ℓ = ∑𝑘∈𝕫 𝑎𝑘 ℎ𝑘−2ℓ , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑘, ℓ ∈ 𝕫

(9)

Where 𝑎𝑘 are the approximation coefficients. The dilation equation for the wavelet function is the
same as the formula of the scale function’s dilation equation, but in terms of wavelet filter as follows:
𝜓(t) = 2−𝑗/2 ∑𝑘∈𝕫 𝑔𝑘 𝜙(2−𝑗 𝑡 − 𝑘)

(10)

It should also be noted that the value of the wavelet filter can be calculated through the scale filter.
𝑔𝑘 = (−1)𝑘 ℎ𝑘−1

(11)

3. Fractional Brownian Motion
Fractional Brownian motion (FBM) is a centered stochastic Gaussian process. Mandelbrot & Van Ness
[2] called it Brownian, and to define it they use different fractional integral of white noise:
𝐵𝐻 (𝑡) = 𝐵𝐻 (0) +

0

1
1
2

Γ(𝐻+ )

𝑡

{∫−∞[(𝑡 − 𝑠)𝐻−1/2 − (−𝑠)𝐻−1/2 ]𝑑𝐵𝑠 + ∫0 (𝑡 − 𝑠)𝐻−1/2 𝑑𝐵𝑠 } (12)

The most important difference between Brownian motion and fractional Brownian motion is in the
increments so in the classic process the increments are independent but in fractional Brownian motion
(FBM) are not, when 𝐻 > 1/2 there is positive autocorrelation on other hand if 𝐻 < 1/2 the
autocorrelation is negative.
Fractional Brownian motion has zero mean and variance covariance equal to [3]:
𝐸[𝐵𝐻 (𝑡)𝐵𝐻 (𝑠)] =

1
2

(|𝑡|2𝐻 + |𝑠|2𝐻 − |𝑡 − 𝑠|2𝐻 ) (13)

Where H is a Hurst parameter which was defined by both Mandelbrot and Van Ness and its value
ranges between [0, 1] and shows the extent of roughness of the movement, as its value increase softer
the signal become so the type of the random process is related to the value of this parameter.
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The existence of the fractional Brownian motion comes from the presence of the centered Gaussian
process. If we assume that there is a real parameter 𝐻 > 0, then there is a continuous central Gaussian
process 𝐵𝐻 = (𝐵𝑡𝐻 )𝑡≥0 with a known positive variance if and only if 𝐻 ≤ 1. [4]
The main properties of fractional Brownian motion is:
1. Self-similarity is visually seen as the same pattern repeating both seen up close and seen from a far.
In other words, there are small versions of the larger pattern repeated inside larger patterns. This
property of a random process is achieved if:
𝐵𝐻 (𝑎𝑡) ~ |𝑎|𝐻 𝐵𝐻 (𝑡)

(14)

This property is due to the fact that the covariance function is homogeneous of order 2H, which
gives the process a fractional character.
2. Stationary increments which satisfied when:
𝐵𝐻 (𝑡) − 𝐵𝐻 (𝑠) ~ 𝐵𝐻 (𝑡 − 𝑠)

(15)

3. Long-range dependence or the long memory is a phenomenon that appears in the analysis of timerelated data and expresses the slow exponential decay of the autocorrelation coefficient and its
appear clearly in fBm when 𝐻 > 1/2.
∑∞
𝑛=1 𝐸 [𝐵𝐻 (1)(𝐵𝐻 (𝑛 + 1) − 𝐵𝐻 (𝑛))] = ∞

(16)

4. Regularity where the sample-paths are non-derivative at almost every point, i.e., all trajectories are
locally Holder continuous for any function have d-dimensional Euclidian space is Holder continuous
when there is a positive constant C and α > 0 such that |𝑓(𝑥) − 𝑓(𝑦)| ≤ 𝐶|𝑥 − 𝑦|𝛼 That is, for each
trajectory path, for each T> 0, and for each 𝜀 > 0, there is a constant value of C so that:
|𝐵𝐻 (𝑡) − 𝐵𝐻 (𝑠)| ≤ 𝐶|𝑡 − 𝑠|𝐻−𝜀

(17)

5. Semi-Martingale in the theory of probability, Martingale is a series of random variables (any random
process) so that at any time the conditional expectation of the present value excluding all previous
values is equal to the first value.
𝐸[𝑋𝑛+1 |𝑋1 , … … . , 𝑋𝑛 ] = 𝑋𝑛

(18)

This property occur in many random processes such as classic Brownian motion i.e. when H =
½. It’s so obvious so it should be that this property is not realized in the case of fractional
Brownian motion because the covariance of this type not equal to zero and many researchers have
demonstrated this property when H> 1/2 and when H <1/2.
4. Second Moment of Gaussian Noise using Wavelet (SMGNW)
The analysis of the fractional Brownian motion depends on the estimation of the Hurst parameter, which
is sometimes called the parameter of roughness. The difficulty in the estimation process lies in the
nonstationary and the fact that this type of random process is Locally Holder Continuous, that is, it does
not have a derivative at almost every point.
This topic has raised the interest of many researchers, and here in this paper, we find a more efficient
way to conduct this work. It was relied on finding an unbiased estimate of the difference in the Gaussian
noise of the fractional Brownian motion using wavelets, which proved effective in improving the
estimator’s efficiency and its approach to the real value too close and the error is relatively too low, here
we will be discuss in detail. Beginning with the definition of wavelet function.
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𝑗

𝜓𝑗,𝑘 (𝑡) = 2−2 𝜓(2−𝑗 𝑡 − 𝑘), 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ ℤ

(19)

Thus, the details coefficients for the transformation can be defined as
𝑑𝑗,𝑘 = ∫ℝ 𝑋(𝑡)𝜓𝑗,𝑘 (𝑡)𝑑𝑡

(20)

Where 𝑑𝑗,𝑘 can be calculated from 𝑑𝑗−1,𝑘 as follow [13]
𝑗

𝑑𝑗,𝑘 = ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)2−2 𝜓(2−𝑗 𝑡 − 𝑘)𝑑𝑡
ℝ
𝑗

= ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)2−2 √2 ∑ 𝑣𝑛 𝜓(2(2−𝑗 𝑡 − 𝑘) − 𝑛) 𝑑𝑡
𝑛

ℝ

= ∑ 𝑣𝑛 ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)2
𝑛

−𝑗+1
2

𝜓(2−𝑗+1 𝑡 − 2𝑘 − 𝑛)𝑑𝑡

ℝ

𝑑𝑗,𝑘 = ∑𝑛 𝑣𝑛 𝑑𝑗−1,2𝑘+𝑛

(21)

These coefficients are characterized by not being affected by the polynomials due to the vanishing
moments and their stationary, and this is evident when fix the scale. We will notice that the translation
is not affected by the increases
At the scale s and the assumed increase of translation by the value of r [5]

𝑑𝑠,𝑘+𝑟 = ∫ 𝑋(𝑡)𝜓(𝑡 − 𝑘 − 𝑟)𝑑𝑡
Let 𝑢 = 𝑡 − 𝑟 then 𝑡 = 𝑢 + 𝑟

ℝ

= ∫ 𝑋(𝑢 + 𝑟) 𝜓(𝑢 − 𝑘)𝑑𝑢
ℝ

= ∫ [𝑋(𝑢 + 𝑟) − X(𝑟)] 𝜓(𝑢 − 𝑘)𝑑𝑢
ℝ

At 𝑟 = 0
≅ ∫ [𝑋(𝑢) − X(0)] 𝜓(𝑢 − 𝑘)𝑑𝑢
ℝ

= ∫ℝ 𝑋(𝑢) 𝜓(𝑢 − 𝑘)𝑑𝑢 = 𝑑𝑠,𝑘

(22)

The third step was achieved through one of the main characteristics of the wavelets, which is
∫ℝ 𝜓(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 = 0. The fourth step was achieved by approximate the integration by sum and taking
advantage of the stationary increasing. These characteristics of the detail parameters make it able to give
accurate estimates even in signals of self-similar and stationary increases by finding an unbiased value
for the variance of these coefficients, and that the value of this variation can be calculated using the
definition of variance of the process knowing that fBm has zero mean

5
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2

1

var(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 ) = 𝐸(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 )2 = 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑘=1|𝑑𝑗,𝑘 |

(23)

Istas [6] and Abry [5] have indicated a bias in this amount. However, it is possible to reduce it through
the wavelet transformation through its previously mentioned characteristics.
The problem is the choosing of a wavelet with a sufficient number of vanishing moments to smooth
the signal without increasing the estimator bias, but enough so does not increase the variance of the
estimate.
For this reason, we have found that using two wavelets would be the best way to adjust the amount
of variance without increasing the estimate bias or the variance.
The db 5 wavelet and the Haar wavelet were used separately to perform the transformation of the
series after taking the differences to it and find the Gaussian noise in the series as follows:
𝐺𝐻 (𝑡𝑗 ) = 𝐵𝐻 (𝑡𝑗 ) − 𝐵𝐻 (𝑡𝑗−1 )

(24)

Now filtration will be made to the differences using the wavelet filter 𝑐
𝑑1,. = [𝑐 ∗ (𝑔1 , 𝑔2 , 𝑔3 , … , 𝑔𝑝 )], 𝑝 = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑐
𝑑2,. = [𝑐 ∗ (𝑔2 , 𝑔3 , 𝑔4 , … , 𝑔𝑝+1 )]
𝑑3,. = [𝑐 ∗ (𝑔3 , 𝑔4 , 𝑔5 , … , 𝑔𝑝+2 )]
𝑑𝑛,. = [𝑐 ∗ (𝑔𝑛−𝑝+1 , 𝑔𝑛−𝑝+2 , 𝑔𝑛−𝑝+3 , … , 𝑔𝑛 )], 𝑛 = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝐺 (25)
The transformation has been made, Flandrin [7] has discussed and appointed out that the
approximation coefficients are strongly correlated, but on the other hand, there is independency in the
detail coefficient values that can be adopted in calculating an unbiased estimate of the Hurst parameter,
and so the value of variance is as follows:
2

2

𝐸(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 ) = 𝐸(𝑑0,0 ) 2𝑗(2𝐻+1)

(26)

2

Where 𝐸(𝑑0,0 ) is a constant, as shown by Houdre [8] the logarithms of the variance will give an
estimate for the Hurst parameter
2

2

log 2 (𝐸(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 ) ) = (2𝐻 + 1)𝑗 + log 2 (𝐸(𝑑0,0 ) )

(27)

Where j will be a linear function (j represents the courser level) and the slope of this function will
be an estimate of H, but it will be a biased estimate. For eliminating this bias, Istats [6] find out using
quadratic variation that dividing two filtered variances by using different bands will give an unbiased
estimate for the variance, for this purpose we use Haar and db 5 wavelet to find an unbiased estimate
for the variance of detail coefficients
V1 =

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 )ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑟
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 ) 𝐻𝑎𝑎𝑟
𝑉=

𝑎𝑛𝑑 V2 =
1
2

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 )ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑏 5
𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 )𝑑𝑏 5

(𝑉1 + 𝑉2 )

(28)

Where the half band coefficients can be defined as follow
(𝑑𝑗,𝑘 )ℎ𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑 = [𝑑1 , 0, 𝑑2 , 0, 𝑑3 , 0, … … … ]

6
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From the mentioned relations the estimate can be found using the following expression
̂ = 1 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑉)
H
2

(30)

5. Simulation study
In this section, we will conduct simulation experiments of multivariate fractional Brownian motion,
where wavelet synthesis method proposed by Sellan, Mayer and Abry [9] [10] will be used for
generating the mentioned random process, and then we will use Second moment of Gaussian noise using
wavelet (SMGNW). The length of the series to be generated will be as 𝑛 = 100,200 and the number
of variables 𝑚 = 4, 8,12 we will repeat the process with 𝑟𝑒𝑝 = 500 for the sake of increasing the
accuracy in the estimation process. As for the wavelet used for the generation, 𝑠 = 210 , 212. Taking
into account that the estimation process for the Hurst parameter will be for all levels 𝐻 = [0.1: 0.9].
The mean square error and the bias of the estimator will be calculated as follows
̂ ) = 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝐻
̂ ) + 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠 2 (𝐻
̂)
𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝐻
1
̂ − 𝐻)2
= ( ∑ 𝜎𝑗2 𝜃𝑗2 ) + (𝐻
4
𝑗

Where 𝜃𝑗 =

∑(𝑆∗𝑗− 𝑆𝑗 )/𝜎𝑗2
𝑆

𝑆𝑗𝑗 − 𝑆𝑗2

, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆 = ∑

𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑦𝑗 ) =

𝜎𝑗2

1
,𝑆
𝜎𝑗2 𝑗

=

𝜍(2,

=∑
𝑁𝑗
)
2

𝑙𝑛2 (2)

𝑗
,
𝜎𝑗2

𝑆𝑗𝑗 = ∑

𝑗2
𝜎𝑗2

, 𝐸(𝑦𝑗 ) = 2(𝐻 + 1) + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡

(31)

Nj

Where ς (2, 2 ) is a generalized Riemann Zeta function [11]
Also, a new random series will be generated each time before the estimation in order to get the best
view of the performance of the method used and at different levels of the random process.
Table 1 of Hurst est. bias and MSE using SMNGW
s = 210
Var. no.

m=4

m=8

m=12

H
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8
7.9
11.1

n=100
Bias
MSE
0.0250
0.0099
0.0088
0.0187
0.0045
0.0300
-0.0147
0.0378
0.0355
0.0314
0.0056
0.0578
-0.0142
0.0574
0.0380
0.0634
0.0238
0.0476
-0.0279
0.0038
-0.0226
0.0111
-0.0015
0.0203
0.0353
0.0342
0.0181
0.0152
-0.0216
0.0408
0.0161
0.0544
0.0102
0.0625
0.0206
0.0759
-0.0106
0.0059

s = 212

n=200
Bias
MSE
-0.0011 0.0002
0.0045
0.0010
0.0163
0.0025
0.0111
0.0033
-0.0028 0.0117
0.0191
0.0033
0.0071
0.0021
0.0133
0.0033
0.0012
0.0109
0.0002
0.0023
0.0148
0.0060
0.0015
0.0065
0.0169
0.0076
0.0180
0.0107
0.0034
0.0078
0.0044
0.0130
0.0050
0.0227
-0.0035 0.0302
0.0028
0.0037

7

n=100
Bias
MSE
0.0066
0.0079
0.0042
0.0130
0.0072
0.0165
0.0153
0.0196
-0.0096
0.0251
-0.0024
0.0208
-0.0049
0.0209
-0.0029
0.0192
-0.0179
0.0235
-0.0036
0.0058
-0.0077
0.0118
-0.0123
0.0159
0.0159
0.0226
-0.0154
0.0201
-0.0008
0.0281
-0.0051
0.0328
-0.0009
0.0378
-0.0125
0.0385
0.0047
0.0097

n=200
Bias
MSE
-0.0113
0.0011
-0.0354
0.0028
0.0023
0.0035
-0.0160
0.0052
-0.0169
0.0020
-0.0232
0.0107
-0.0932
0.0195
-0.0168
0.0181
0.0193
0.0270
-0.0040
0.0036
-0.0130
0.0085
-0.0212
0.0121
0.0017
0.0148
0.0211
0.0111
0.0321
0.0132
0.0228
0.0120
-0.0013
0.0187
0.0336
0.0415
0.0002
0.0025
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11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7
11.8
11.9

-0.0224
-0.0012
-0.0031
0.0015
0.0061
0.0153
0.0146
-0.0097

0.0125
0.0209
0.0263
0.0203
0.0406
0.0495
0.0578
0.0699

-0.0084
-0.0273
-0.0181
0.0155
0.0082
0.0069
-0.0155
-0.0076

0.0073
0.0096
0.0112
0.0098
0.0134
0.0169
0.0244
0.0348

a

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

c
12-variate self-similarity analysis
exponent 0.5
12-variate self-similarity analysis
exponent 0.9
12-variate self-similarity analysis
exponent 0.9
12-variate self-similarity analysis
exponent 0.1

0.0071
-0.0134
0.0177
0.0015
0.0052
-0.0057
0.0118
-0.0027

0.0186
0.0208
0.0286
0.0171
0.0323
0.0368
0.0470
0.0555

-0.0273
-0.0151
0.0108
0.0074
-0.0334
0.0127
0.0001
0.0167

0.0055
0.0086
0.0113
0.0096
0.0103
0.0113
0.0163
0.0334

b

d
at sample size n=100 and FBM synthesis s = 210 with Hurst
at sample size n=200 and FBM synthesis s = 210 with Hurst
at sample size n=100 and FBM synthesis s = 212 with Hurst
at sample size n=200 and FBM synthesis s = 212 with Hurst

6. Conclusions
The estimation methods for signals with long memory, non-stationary often suffer from bias in the model
variance that usually used for estimation, which in turn affects the error in the model estimation. In the
SMGNW method used above, we consider reducing the amount of bias by truncating a part equal to the
length of the filter used for the transformation, which led to the reduction of this bias to lower levels.
The results of this truncation affected the estimation process positively. In this method, we also adopted
the half-band method, which contributed in elimination of unwanted noise to obtain an efficient
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estimator. Also, by relying on wavelet filters to perform the estimation process, the linear effect of the
model was excluded from the model through the vanishing moments, which is one of the most important
properties of the wavelet. The uses of Haar and db5 wavelet filters made our estimator better than other
methods that’s because we rely on denoising twice which make the signal smoother. This procedure
made the proposed estimation process an efficient method for all levels of estimation through mean
square error and bias as is evident from the results obtained.
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Abstract. In this search, we will make modeling for molecules of matter (organic, inorganic) by
using signal soft sets, and generate signal soft topologies for molecules.

1. Introduction
Molodtsov in [4] defines a soft set as a general mathematical tool for dealing with uncertain objects.
Mahmood in [3] presented a signal soft set to represent atom groups, electron, proton, neutron, anti atom, we define operations on signal soft sets to study the construction of some chemical compounds
like water hydrochloric acid, define a signal soft topology, in this search we will make modeling for
molecules of matter by using a signal soft sets, generate signal soft topology for molecules.
2. Basics on soft set and atoms
In this section, we will define the signal soft element, signal soft set to make a model for the atom,
molecules define , between signal soft sets, with examples.
Definition 2.1 [3]: Let X be a universal set contain elements in R + denoted by "h", E is a set of parameters
contain elements denoted by "e " .Then, the signal soft element x defined by:
x ={ (𝑒i , ℎj ij ) = ( 𝑒i , Ƒ(𝑒i) ) : Ƒ : E → ℎj ij , h j  P(X) , ij take + , – , ± or ∓ signal
i, j  ,  is indexed set of natural numbers}.
Definition 2.2 [3]: Let X be a universal set of "h" elements in R +, E is a set of parameters of "e"
elements.Then, the signal soft set defined by : N = ( Ƒ,E ) = { x : x = (𝑒i , ℎj ij ), ij take ( "+" for proton
and anti-electron , "  " for electron and anti - proton , " ± " for neutron , "∓" for anti-neutron) , i , j
 ,  is indexed set of natural numbers }.
Model 2.3 [3]: Let N be the atom name; , ,  denoted respectively to neutron, proton, electron and
 for the signal. Then, the atom as a signal soft set model is defined by N = ( N,  ,  ,  ).
Coding 2.4 [3]: As a special case of the atom, we have the followings:
1- Neutron =  = (∅ , 1± , 0+ , 0- ) .
2- Proton =  = (∅ , 0±, 1+ , 0- ) .
3- Electron =  = (∅ , 0±, 0+, 1-) .
4- Energy =  = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) =  .
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Examples 2.5 [3]:
1- Hydrogen = (H, 0±, 1+, 1- ).
2- Oxygen = (O, 8±, 8+, 8- ).
3- Carbon = (C, 6±, 6+, 6- ).
4- Nitrogen = (N, 7±, 7+, 7- ).
Definition 2.6 [3]: Let X be a universal set of “h" elements in R +,E be a set of parameters of "e" elements.
Then, the null-signal soft set denoted by:  = {x : x = (𝑒i , ℎj ij ) , ∀ i , j   ,  is indexed set of
natural numbers, 𝑒i = ∅ and ℎj = 0 ,  ij take + , – , ± or ∓ signal }.
Example 2.7 [3]: X = { h1 = h 2 = h 3 = 0 }, E = { e1 = ∅ } ,  = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) is a null-signal soft set,
there are three signal soft elements x 1, x 2 , x 3 :
x 1 = (e1, ℎ1 11 ) = (∅ , 0±) , x 2 = (e1, ℎ2 12 ) = (∅ , 0+) , x 3 = (e1, ℎ3 13 ) = (∅ , 0- ).
Definition 2.8 [3]: Let X be a universal set of "h" elements in R + , E be a set of parameters of "e"
elements and (F,E) be a soft set .Then, the universal signal soft set denoted by : U = {x : x = (𝑒i , ℎj ij )
,∀ i , j   ,  is indexed set of natural numbers, 𝑒i = X and ℎj =  ,  is the most large number in X}.
Example 2.9[3]: X = { h1 = h2 = h3 =  } , E = { e1 = X } , U = ( X ,  ± , + , - ) is a universal signal
soft set there are three signal soft elements x 1, x 2 , x 3 :
x 1 = (e1, ℎ1 11 ) = (X,  ±) , x 2 = (e1, ℎ2 12 ) = (X ,  +) , x 3 = (e1, ℎ3 13 ) = (X ,  - ) .
Remark 2.10 [3] The null-signal soft set and the universal signal soft set are virtual sets.
Definition 2.11[3]: Let N = { x : x = (ei, hj ij ) } .The complement of the Signal soft set N denoted by:
N c ={ x c : x c = (ei, hj -ij ) } .
Definition 2.12 [3]: Let N1, N 2 be two signal soft sets.Then, N 1 is a subset of N 2, if each x  N 1 we
have x   N 2 and denoted by N 1  N 2.
Definition 2.13[3]: The two signal soft sets N1, N2 are equal if N 1  N 2  N 2  N 1, denoted by N 1 = N
2 otherwise N 1  N 2.
3
2
Definition 2.14 [3]: Let N 1 = ( N1 , 11 , 12 , 13 ) , N 2 = ( N2 , 1
2 , 2 , 2 ) be two signal soft sets.
Then, the summation is defined as follow:
3
2
N 1 N 2 = ( N1 , 11 , 12 , 13 )  ( N2 , 1
2 , 2 , 2 )
3
3
2
2
= N 3 = ( N3 , 11 + 1
2 , 1 + 2 , 1 + 2 ).

Remark 2.15: Let N be a signal soft set. Then, the summation of n signal soft sets of N is n N.
3
2
Definition 2.16 [3]: Let N 1 = ( N1 , 11 , 12 , 13 ) , N 2 = ( N2 , 1
2 , 2 , 2 ) be two signal soft sets.
Then, the difference is defined as follow:
3
2
N 1  N 2 = ( N1 , 11 , 12 , 13 )  ( N2 , 1
2 , 2 , 2 )
3
3
2
2
= N 3 = ( N3 , 11 − 1
2 , 1 − 2 , 1 − 2 ).

Notice 2.17 [3]: In general
3
κ3
2
κ1
κ2
( N1 , 11 , 12 , 13 )  ( N2 , 1
2 , 2 , 2 ) = ( N3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )

2
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3
κ3
2
κ1
κ2
( N1, 11 , 12 , 13 )  ( N2 , 1

2 , 2 , 2 ) = ( N3 , 3 , 3 , 3 )
γ1
γ2
γ3
where  = ( N4 , 4 , 4 , 4 ) could be an atom, neutron, proton, electron, , anti-atom, anti-energy,
or PE (as seen in the next sections).
3
2
1
2
Definition 2. 18: Let N 1 = ( N1, 11 , 12 , 13 ), N 2 = ( N2 , 1
2 , 2 , 2 ) , ….. N n = ( Nn , 𝑛 , 𝑛 ,
3
𝑛 ) are signal soft sets (atoms) . Their summation is a (molecular M) defined as follow:
3
2
1
2
3
N 1  N 2  ...  N n = ( N1 , 11 , 12 , 13 )  ( N2 , 1
2 ,2 , 2 )  ...  ( Nn , 𝑛 , 𝑛 , 𝑛 )
3
3
1 2
2
2
3
= M = ( N , 11 + 1
2 +…+ 𝑛 , 1 + 2 +…+𝑛 , 1 + 2 +…+𝑛 ).

Remarks 2.19:
1- The molecular M could be a set of summation of other molecules M1, M 2, ..., M n :
M = M1  M 2  ...  M n
or summation of atoms N 1 , N 2 , ... , N n :
M = N 1  N 2  ...  N n
or summation of both molecules and atoms M1 , M 2 , ... ,M n , N 1 , N 2 , ... , N n :
M = M1  M 2  ...  M n  N 1  N 2  ...  N n
2- The molecular M is a (subcollection) of some compound set C if M is a summation of arbitrary many
atoms ( or molecules or both ) in C,
i.e. M  C   C = N 1  N 2  . . . N n , M =  N i for some i  I , I = 1 , 2 , …., n .
3- Chemical (organic) molecules modeled by a signal soft set
In this section, we will study some basic types of organic molecules represented as a signal soft set,
first, we will study the basics types like amino acids the construction of DNA and RNA then we will
study the representation of some types of carbohydrates, fats, and protein.
Examples 3.1: This example show the basic types of amino acids that contained in the DNA and RNA
represented as signal soft sets.
1- Cytosine C4H5N3O " 𝒞 "
Let M 1 = ( C,6±,6+,6- )  ( C,6±,6+,6- )  ( C,6±,6+,6- )  ( C,6±,6+,6- )
= 4(C, 6±,6+,6- ) = ( C4, 24±,24+,24- ) ,
M 2 = ( H,0±,1+,1- )  ( H,0±,1+,1- )  ( H,0±,1+,1- )  ( H,0±,1+,1- )  ( H,0±,1+,1- )
= 5( H,0±,1+,1- ) = ( H5,0±,5+,5- ),
M 3 = ( N,7±,7+,7- )  ( N,7±,7+,7- )  ( N,7±,7+,7- ) = 3 ( N,7±,7+,7- ) = ( N3,21±,21+,21- )
N 4 = Oxygen = (O,8±,8+,8-) .
Then, the Cytosine = M 1 M 2 M 3 N 4
= ( C4, 24±,24+,24- )  ( H5,0±,5+,5- )  ( N3,21±,21+,21- )  (O,8±,8+,8-) = (𝒞 , 53± , 58+ , 58- )
2- Guanine C5H5N5O " 𝒢 "
Let M 1 = 5( C,6±,6+,6- ) = ( C5, 30±,30+,30- ),
M 2 = 5( H,0±,1+,1- ) = ( H5,0±,5+,5- ) ,
M 3= 5( N,7±,7+,7- ) = ( N5,35±,35+,35- )
N 4 = Oxygen = (O,8±,8+,8-) .Then, the Guanine = M 1 M 2 M 3 N 4
= ( C5, 30±,30+,30- )  ( H5,0±,5+,5- )  ( N5,35±,35+,35- )  (O,8±,8+,8-)
= ( , 73± , 78+ , 78- ).
3- Adenine C5H5N5 " 𝒜 "
Let M 1 = 5( C,6±,6+,6- ) = ( C5, 30±,30+,30- ) , M 2 = 5( H,0±,1+,1- ) = ( H5,0±,5+,5- )
M 3= 5( N,7±,7+,7- ) = ( N5,35±,35+,35- ) .
Then, the Adenine = M 1 M 2 M 3 = ( C5, 30±,30+,30- )  ( H5,0±,5+,5- )  ( N5,35±,35+,35- )
= ( , 65± , 70+ , 70- ) .
4- Thymine C5H6N2O2 " 𝒯 "
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Let M 1 = 5( C,6±,6+,6- ) = ( C5, 30±,30+,30- ) ,
M 2 = 6( H,0±,1+,1- ) = ( H6,0±,6+,6- )
M 3= 2( N,7±,7+,7- ) = ( N2,14±,14+,14- )
M 4 = 2(O,8±,8+,8-) = (O2,16±,16+,16-) .
Then the Thymine = M 1  M 2 M 3 M 4
= ( C5, 30±,30+,30- )  ( H6,0±,6+,6- )  ( N2,14±,14+,14- )  (O2,16±,16+,16-)
= ( , 60± , 66+ , 66- ) .
Example 3.2: In this example we will make a model for Fructose which is a simple kind of Carbohydrate
Fructose = C6H12O6 " "
Let M 1 = 6( C,6±,6+,6- ) = ( C6, 36±,36+,36- ) , M 2 = 12( H,0±,1+,1- ) = ( H12,0±,12+,12- )
M 3= 6(O,8±,8+,8-) = (O6,48±,48+,48-) .
Then Fructose = M 1 M 2 M 3 = ( C6, 36±,36+,36- )  ( H12,0±,12+,12- ) (O6,48±,48+,48-)
= (𝓕, 84± , 96+ , 96- ) .
Example 3.3: In this example we will make a model for Omega3 which is an example of Fats
Omega3 = C20H30O2 " "
Let M 1 = 20( C,6±,6+,6- ) = ( C120, 120±,120+,120- ) , M 2 = 30( H,0±,1+,1- ) = ( H30,0±,30+,30- )
M 3= 2(O,8±,8+,8-) = (O2,16±,16+,16-) .
Then 𝒪 = M 1  M 2  M 3 = ( C120, 120±,120+,120- )  ( H30,0±,30+,30- )  (O2,16±,16+,16-)
= (𝒪, 136± , 166+ , 166- ) .
Example 3.4: In this example, we will make a model for Gluten as an example of Protein
Gluten = C5H10N2O3 " "
Let M 1 = 5( C,6±,6+,6- ) = ( C5, 30±,30+,30- ) , M 2 = 10( H,0±,1+,1- ) = ( H10,0±,10+,10- )
M 3= 2( N,7±,7+,7- ) = ( N2,14±,14+,14- ) , M 4= 3(O,8±,8+,8-) = (O3,24±,24+,24-) .
Then 𝔖 = M 1 M 2 M 3 N 4 = ( C5, 30±,30+,30- )  ( H10,0±,10+,10- ) ( N2,14±,14+,14- ) 
(O3,24±,24+,24-) = (𝔖, 68± , 78+, 78- ) .
4- Chemical (inorganic) molecules modeled by a signal soft set
In this section, we will study some basic types of inorganic molecules represented as a signal soft set:
water, acids, bases, salts
Examples 4.1
1- Water: 2 ( H,0±,1+,1- )  (O,8±,8+,8-) = (H2,0±,2+,2-)  (O,8±,8+,8-) = (H2O ,8±,10+,10-).
2- Acids: "Carbonic Acids" = ( H2,0±,2+,2- )  ( C,6±,6+,6- )  (O3,24±,24+,24-) (H2CO3,30±,32+,32-) .
3- Salts: "Ammonium" = ( N,7±,7+,7- )  ( H4,0±,4+,4- ) = (NH4,7±,11+,11-).
4- Bases: "Calcium Hydroxide" = (Ca,20±,20+,20-)  (O2,16±,16+,16-)  (H2,0±,2+,2-)=(Ca(OH)2 ,36±,
38+, 38- )
5- Anti-molecules modeled by a signal soft set
In this section, we will introduce the anti-molecules as the anti-signal soft set model we will use the
symbol Ḿ for the anti-signal soft set to study molecules with anti- molecules, show mathematically that
the summation of molecules and its anti- molecules will give pure energy.
Model 5.1: Let N = ( N ,  ,  ,  ) be a signal soft set model of some atom.Then, the anti-signal soft
̅,
set model of N is defined by Й = (N
̅  , ̅  , ̅  ) , where  = - 
(Which represent the anti-atom in general).
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̅ 1, 
̅2 , 
̅ ̅1 , ̅ 2
Model 5. 2: Let Й 1 = (N
̅11 , ̅ 12 , ̅13 ), Й 2 = (N
̅1
̅ 2
̅3
̅3
2 ),…, Й n = (Nn , 
𝑛 ,
𝑛 )
2 ,
2 ,
𝑛
are anti-signal soft sets ( anti-atoms ) . Their summation is a (anti – molecular Ḿ ) defined by:
̅1 , 
̅2 , 
̅ ̅ 1 , ̅ 2
Й 1  Й 2  ...  Й n = (N
̅11 , ̅ 12 , ̅13 )  (N
̅1
̅ 2
̅3
̅3
2 ) … (Nn , 
𝑛 , 
𝑛 )=Ḿ
2 ,
2 ,
𝑛
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
2
2
̅
=(N , 
̅1 + 
̅2 + 
̅𝑛 , ̅ 1 + ̅ 2 +̅ 𝑛 , ̅1 + ̅2 +̅𝑛 ).
̅ 1, 
̅2 , 
̅ ̅ 1 , ̅ 2
Model 5. 3: Let Й 1 = (N
̅11 , ̅ 12 , ̅13 ), Й 2 = (N
̅1
̅ 2
̅3
̅3
2 ) , ….. Й n = (Nn , 
𝑛 ,
𝑛 )
2 ,
2 ,
𝑛
are anti-signal soft sets ( it could be anti-atoms , anti – molecules or both ) . Their summation is a (anti
– molecular Ḿ ) defined by :
̅1 , 
̅2 , 
̅ ̅1 , ̅ 2
Й 1  Й 2  ...  Й n = (N
̅11 , ̅ 12 , ̅13 )  (N
̅1
̅ 2
̅3
̅3
2 )  ...  (Nn , 
𝑛 ,
𝑛 )
2 ,
2 ,
𝑛
1
1
1
3
3
3
2
2
2
̅,
= Ḿ = (N
̅1 + 
̅2 + 
̅ 𝑛 , ̅ 1 + ̅ 2 +̅ 𝑛 , ̅1 + ̅2 +̅𝑛 ).
Example 5.4: In this example we will make a model for anti - Fructose " ℱ̅ " where Fructose = (𝓕, 84±
, 96+ , 96- ), since
M 1 = ( C6, 36±,36+,36- ) then Й 1 = ( C̅6, 36∓,36-,36+ )
̅ 12,0∓,12-,12+ )
M 2 = ( H12,0±,12+,12- ) then Й 2 = ( H
±
+
̅ 6,48∓,48-,48+ )
M 3= (O6,48 ,48 ,48 ) then Й 3 = (O
̅ 6,48∓,48-,48+ ) =
̅ 12,0∓,12-,12+ )  (O
Then, anti - Fructose = Й 1  Й 2  Й 3 = ( C̅6, 36∓,36-,36+ )  ( H
+
∓
̅
(ℱ , 84 , 96 , 96 ) .
̅ , 0∓ , 0 - , 0 + ) be an energy and anti-energy signal soft
Example 5.5: Let  = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ), ̅ = (∅
sets . Then, the summation is defined as follow :
̅ , 0∓ , 0 - , 0 + ) = ( ∅ + ∅
̅ , 0 ± + 0 ∓ , 0+ + 0 - , 0- + 0 + )
  ̅ = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- )  (∅



= ( ,  ,  ,  ) = PE , Similarly ̅   = PE .
Remark 5.6: Any molecules with anti- molecules equals pure energy PE.
Example 5.7: For Fructose = (𝓕, 84± , 96+ , 96- ) and anti - Fructose 𝐹̌ = (ℱ̅ , 84∓ , 96- , 96+ )
(𝓕, 84± , 96+ , 96- )  (ℱ̅ , 84∓ , 96- , 96+ ) = = ( , ,  , ) = PE
6- Signal soft topological space (for molecules)
In this section, we will use molecular to define signal soft topologies, for many cases, in reality, we
deal with finite structures so we will need to define signal soft topology for molecules that use finite
signal soft sets for atoms.
Definition 6.1: Let М1 = (M1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) , М 2 = (M2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ) be two molecules (or atoms or both).
Then, the union of two molecules М 1 ⋓ М 2 = М 3 = (M3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) ,
if 1 ≠ 2  [ 3 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥{ 1 , 2 } ]
3 = { if  =   [  =    ]
1
2
1
2
3
and similarly for 3 , 3 .
Definition 6.2: Let М 1 = (M1 , 1 , 1 , 1 ) , М 2 = (M2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ) be two molecules (or atoms or
both). Then, the intersection of two molecules М 1 ⋒ М 2 = М 3 = (M3 , 3 , 3 , 3 ) ,
if 1 ≠ 2  [ 3 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 1 , 2 } ]
3= { if  =   [  =    ]
1
2
1
2
3
and similarly for 3 , 3 .
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Definition 6.3; Let X be a non-empty set , E be a finite set of parameters ( X , E ), T be a collection of
finite signal soft sets generated by non-null finite signal soft set ( molecular - М ) if T satisfies the
following axioms :
(1)  and М are in T.
(2) ⋓ of any members of signal soft sets in T belongs to T.
(3) ⋒ of any two signal soft sets in T belong to T.
Then, T is called signal soft topology on М (simply T is S М - topology), the triple (М ,T , E) is called
signal soft topological space on molecules М (simply SМ - space), the signal soft sets of T are called SМ
- open sets and their complements are called SМ - closed sets.
Examples 6.4:
1- Let  = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) , М = (NH4,7±,11+,11-) .
Then, T = { , М } is the SМ - Indiscrete topology.
2- Let М = ( H4 , 0± , 4+ , 4- ) ,  = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- )
U = (NH4,7±,11+,11-) .
Then, T = { ,U , М } is SU - topology since
М ⋒  = ( H4 , 0± , 4+ , 4- ) ⋒ (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) = 
М ⋒U = ( H4 , 0± , 4+ , 4- ) ⋒ (NH4,7±,11+,11-) = М
U ⋒  = (NH4,7±,11+,11-) ⋒ (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) = 
М ⋓  = ( H4 , 0± , 4+ , 4- ) ⋓ (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) = М
М ⋓ U = ( H4 , 0± , 4+ , 4- ) ⋓ (NH4,7±,11+,11-) = U
U ⋓  = (NH4,7±,11+,11-) ⋓ (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) = U
and (U ,T , E) is SU - space .
Definition 6.5: Let (М , T , E) be SМ - space, x  М.Then, М is said to be SМ - neighborhood of x if
there exist an SМ - open set N (atom) such that x N  М, or there exist an SМ - open set М1 (molecular
) such that x  М 1  М.
Remark 6.6: Every SM - open set is SM - neighborhood, the converse is not true in general.
Example 6.7: Let M1 = ( H2,0±,2+,2- ), M2 = (H2CO3,30±,32+,32-), M2 = ( H2,0±,2+,2- )  ( C,6±,6+,6- )
 (O3,24±,24+,24-)
 = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ), T = {  , M1 , M2 } is SM2 - topology
M2 is SM2 - open since M2  T, also M2 is S M2 - neighborhood of x 1= (H, 0±) , since x 1  M1  M2
and M3 = Ca(OH)2 = (Ca,20±,20+,20-)  (O2,16±,16+,16-)  (H2,0±,2+,2-)
M3 is SM2 - neighborhood of x 1 = (H, 0±) , since x 1  M1  M3 but M3 is not SM2 - open since M3  T.
Example 6.8: Let M = (𝓕, 84± , 96+ , 96- ) ,  = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) .
Then, T = { , M} is SM - topology which is indiscrete signal soft topology
M is SM - open since M  T
also M is SM - neighborhood of x 1= (𝓕, 84±) , x 2= (𝓕, 96+) , x 3= (𝓕, 96-)
since x 1  M  M .Then, M is SM - neighborhood of x 1 similarly for x 2, x 3.
Example 6.9: Let M 1 = ( C4, 24±,24+,24- ) , M 2 = ( H5,0±,5+,5- ) , M 3 = ( N3,21±,21+,21- )
N 4 = Oxygen = (O,8±,8+,8-) .
Then, the Cytosine = M 1  M 2  M 3  N 4 = (𝒞 , 53± , 58+ , 58- )
 = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) , T = {  , M1 , 𝒞 } is S𝒞 - topology .
M1 is S𝒞 - open since M1  T , M1 is S𝒞 - neighborhood of x 1= (C4, 24±) , since x 1  M1  𝒞
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M1 is not S𝒞 - neighborhood of x 2= (H5,0±) , 𝒞 is S𝒞 - neighborhood of x 2= (H5,0±) .
Example 6.10: It is possible to generate a signal soft topology for anti - molecular as seen in this example.
Let anti - Fructose = Ѓ = Й 1  Й 2  Й 3
̅ 6,48∓,48-,48+ ) = (ℱ̅ , 84∓ , 96- , 96+ ) .
̅ 12,0∓,12-,12+ )  (O
= ( C̅6, 36∓,36-,36+ )  ( H
 = (∅ , 0± , 0+ , 0- ) , T = {  , Й 1, Ѓ } is SЃ - topology .
̅ 6,48∓), since x 1  Ѓ  Ѓ.
Ѓ is S Ѓ - open, also is S Ѓ - neighborhood of x 1= (O
Conclusion
In this paper we show that molecular can be represented as a signal soft set, from a signal soft set for
molecular we can generate a signal soft topology for molecular, we introduce the anti – molecular in a
new mathematical way (we show that the anti-molecular is a complement of a signal soft set of the
molecular ) and show that the molecular with anti - molecular will generate a pure energy
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Abstract. The aim of this work is, to study the resolution of a two-row weyl module in the case
of skew partitions(9,7)/(s,0), when s=1,2, by using the technique of letter place algebra, place
map(polarization) and contraction homotopy. The skew partitions case is one of the uncles of
this study.

1. Introduction
Let 𝓕 be a free R-module over commutative ring ℛ with identity 1 and Đ𝑠 ℱ is divided power algebra
of degrees 𝒔. Keep in mind the theory associated to the resolution of two-rowed weyl module 𝐾𝜆⁄ ℱ,
𝜇

that been previously described in [1], as follows:

t

𝜌

𝜆⁄ =
𝜇
𝑞
And

𝑑′ 𝜆⁄ : Đ𝜆⁄ ℱ ⟶ Λ
𝜇

𝐼𝑚( 𝑑′ 𝜆⁄ ). [2]

𝜇

̃
𝜆⁄
̃ℱ
𝜇

it is the Weyl map will be called ʺWeyl moduleʺ Where

𝐾𝜆⁄ ℱ =
𝜇

𝜇

So we have:
□

𝑑 ′ 𝜆⁄

∑ Đ𝑝+𝑘 ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑘 → Đ𝑝 ⊗ Đ𝑞 →

𝜇

𝐾𝜆⁄ ⟶
𝜇

0
(1)
Using by letter place, the maps can be written as below:
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(𝑘)
𝑤 1(𝑝+𝑘) 𝜕21
𝑤 1(𝑝) 2(𝑘)
( | (𝑞−𝑘) ) → ( | (𝑞−𝑘) )
𝑤′ 2
𝑤′ 2
𝑤1 (𝑡 + 1)′ (𝑡 + 2)′ … … . . (𝑝 + 𝑡)′
⟶ ∑ 𝑤 ( ′𝑤 |
)
𝑤 2
1′ 2′ 3′ … . . 𝑞 ′

Where 𝑤 ⊗ 𝑤 ′ ∈ Đ𝑝+𝑘 ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑘

(𝑘)

𝑞

□ = ∑𝑘=𝑡+1 𝜕21

,

(2)

is the box map,

And 𝑑′ 𝜆⁄ = 𝜕𝑞′2 … 𝜕1′ 2 𝜕(𝑝+𝑡)′ 1 … 𝜕𝑞(𝑡+1)′1 , is the composition of place polarization, from positive
𝜇

places {1,2} to negative places {1′, 2′, … , (𝑝 + 𝑡)′}.
Then, as shown in [2], □ is deliver a component 𝑥 ⊗ 𝑦 of Đ𝑝+𝑘 ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑘 to ∑ 𝑥𝑝 ⊗ 𝑥′𝑘 𝑦, where
∑ 𝑥𝑝 ⊗ 𝑥′𝑘 is the element of the diagonal of 𝑥 in Đ𝑝 ⊗ Đ𝑞 .
"Let (𝒵21 ) be the free generator of divided power algebra Đ( 𝒵21 ) in one generator, the divided power
(𝑘)
element 𝒵21 of degree k of the free generator 𝒵21 acts on Đ𝑝+𝑘 ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑘 by place polarization of degree
k from place (1) to place (2)" [3].
"The ‘’graded’’ algebra with identity. 𝐴 = Đ( 𝒵21 ) acts on the graded module ℳ = Đ𝑝+𝑘 ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑘 =
∑ℳ𝑞−𝑘 .[3]"
(𝑘)

"Hence, ℳ is a graded left 𝐴-module, where for 𝑤 = 𝒵21 ∈ 𝐴 and 𝕧 ∈ Đ𝛽1 ⊗ Đ𝛽2 , So we have:"
(𝑘)
(𝑘)
𝑤(𝕧) = 𝒵21 (𝕧) = 𝜕21 (𝕧)
If we take 𝑡 graded strand of degree 𝑞.
+

𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑠

𝜕𝑠

ℳ• : 0 → ℳ𝑞−𝑡 → … → ℳ𝑒 → ℳ1 → ℳ0,
Of the normalized 𝐵ar complex, Bar (ℳ, 𝐴, 𝑆;•),where 𝑆 = {𝑥}. Some important standard concepts
which are needed in our work are illustrated.
The maps {𝑆𝑖 } are defined as follows: [2]
𝑆0 : Đ𝑝 ⊗ Đ𝑞 → ∑𝑘>0 𝒵 (𝑡+𝑘) 𝑥 Đ𝑝+𝑡+𝑘 ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑡−𝑘
𝑤 1(𝑝) 2(Ⱪ)
(𝑤′
| 2(𝑞−Ⱪ) )

1(𝑝+Ⱪ)

(Ⱪ)

⟶{

𝑤
𝒵21 𝑥(𝑤′
| 2(𝑞−Ⱪ) )

;𝑖𝑓 Ⱪ≤𝑡

0

;𝑖𝑓 Ⱪ>𝑡

And for the higher dimensionses as:
(𝑡+Ⱪ1 )

𝑆𝜄−1 : ∑Ⱪ𝑖>0 𝒵21
(𝑡+Ⱪ1 )

𝒵21

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ

)

𝑥 𝒵21 2 𝑥 … . 𝒵21 𝜄−1 𝑥 Đ𝑝+𝑡+|Ⱪ| ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑡−|Ⱪ| →
(Ⱪ

)

(Ⱪ )

𝑥𝒵21 2 𝑥 … . 𝒵21 𝜄−1 𝑥 𝒵21 𝜄 𝑥Đ𝑝+𝑡+|Ⱪ| ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑡−|Ⱪ|

𝑤 1(𝑝+𝑡+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
(Ⱪ2 )
(Ⱪ𝜄−1 )
(𝑡+Ⱪ1 )
𝒵21
𝑥𝒵21 𝑥 … . 𝒵21 𝑥 ( ′ | (𝑞 − 𝑡 −|Ⱪ) )
𝑤 2
(𝑡+Ⱪ1 )

𝒵
{ 21
0

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ

)

(ⱱ)

⟶

1(𝑝+𝑡+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)

𝑥𝒵21 2 𝑥 … . 𝒵21 𝜄−1 𝑥𝒵21 𝑥 (𝑤𝑤′ | (𝑞 − 𝑡 −|Ⱪ) ) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ > 0
2
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

Whereas the modules of the resolution were written as:(ℳ𝑖 ) for (𝑖 = 0,1, … … . . 𝑞 − 𝑡) ,with ℳ0 = Đ𝑝 ⊗ Đ𝑞 , and
(𝑡+Ⱪ1 )

ℳ𝑖 = 𝒵21

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑥𝒵21 2 𝑥 … . 𝒵21 𝑖 𝑥Đ𝑝+𝑡+|Ⱪ| ⊗ Đ𝑞−𝑡−|Ⱪ| ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑖 ≥ 1 [2].
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The resolution of weyl module in the case of two-rowed skew- shape (𝑝+ , 𝑡, 𝑞)/(𝑡, 0). [4];Whereas
another study [5] exhibited the terms and the exactness of the weyl resolution in the cases of partition
(9,7).In this work , we locate the terms and the exactness of the weyl resolution in the case of skewshape (9,7)/(𝑡, 0), 𝑡 = 1,2
2. The results of the case (9,7)/(1,0)
This section ,we find the term Weyl module resolution in the cases of a skew partition (9,7)/(1,0) and
give the proof of its exactness

The expression of the characteristic-free weyl resolution are:
ℳ0 = Đ8 ⨂ Đ7
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
ℳ1 = 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ 10 ⨂ Đ5 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ 11 ⨂Đ4 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ 12 ⨂Đ3 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ 13 ⨂Đ2 ⊕
(6)
𝒵21 𝜒 Đ 14 ⨂ Đ1 ⊕
(7)
𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(2)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(2)
ℳ2 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ11 ⨂ Đ4 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ12 ⨂ Đ3 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ12 ⨂Đ3 ⊕
(4)
(1)
(3)
(2)
(2)
(3)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ2 ⊕
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ2 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ2 ⊕
(5)
(1)
(4)
(2)
(2)
(4)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
(3)
(3)
(6)
(1)
(5)
(2)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(2)
(5)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(4)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(2)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
ℳ3 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ12 ⨂Đ3 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ2 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ2
(2)
(1)
(2)
(4)
(1)
(1)
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂ Đ2 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
(3)
(2)
(1)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1
(3)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(3)
⊕ 𝒵 21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
(5)
(1)
(1)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(4)
(2)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(2)
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(2)
(4)
(1)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(2)
(1)
(4)
(3)
(3)
(1)
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(3)
(1)
(3)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
ℳ4 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ2 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
(4)
(1)
(1)
(1)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(3)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(1)
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(2)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(3)
(1)
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(2)
(1)
(1)
(3)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
ℳ5 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(2)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
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(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

ℳ6 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ15 ⨂Đ0
2.1 Case 1
The constructions of a contracting homotopies {Si }, where i=1, 2, …… , 5
S0 = ℳ0 → ℳ1
𝑊 1(8+Ⱪ)
(Ⱪ)
𝑊 1(8) 2(Ⱪ)
𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (7−Ⱪ) ) ; 𝑖𝑓 Ⱪ = 2,3,4, … .7
𝑆0 (( ′ | (7−Ⱪ) )) = {
𝑊 2
𝑊 2
0
; 𝑖𝑓 Ⱪ ≤ 2
and
𝑆1 = ℳ1 → ℳ2
𝑊 1(9+Ⱪ) 2(ⱱ)
(Ⱪ+1)
𝑆1 (𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ))
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ+1)

={

𝒵21

(9+Ⱪ+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1,2,3,4,5

0
and
𝑆2 = ℳ2 → ℳ3
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆2 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

𝒵 1
= { 21

(Ⱪ )

; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (
(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
|
))
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (

0
and
𝑆3 = ℳ3 → ℳ4
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆3 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

𝒵 1
= { 21

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
|
) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1,2,3,4
; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (
(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
|
))
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (

0
and
𝑆4 = ℳ4 → ℳ5
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆4 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

𝒵 1
= { 21
0

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
|
) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1,2,3
; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒 (
(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
|
))
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
|
) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1,2
; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ|
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

= Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4
and
𝑆5 = ℳ5 → ℳ6
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆5 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒 (

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
|
))
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)
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(Ⱪ +1)

𝒵 1
= { 21
0

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
|
) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1
; 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ|
𝑊 ′ 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

= Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4 + Ⱪ5
So we have the following diagram:𝜕𝑥

0 ⟶ ℳ6 →
ℳ5 →
𝑖𝑑
𝑆5
0 ⟶ ℳ6 →
ℳ5 →
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

ℳ4 →
𝑖𝑑 𝑆4
ℳ4 →

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

ℳ3 →
𝑖𝑑 𝑆3
ℳ3 →

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

ℳ2 →
ℳ1 →
ℳ0 → 0
𝑖𝑑 𝑆2
𝑖𝑑 𝑆1
ℳ2 →
ℳ1 →
ℳ0 → 0

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

𝑖𝑑 𝑆0

𝜕𝑥

2.2 Case 2
Now, we have
(Ⱪ+1)

𝑆0 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21

(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+1+ⱱ)

= (Ⱪ+1+ⱱ
)𝒵21
ⱱ
and
(Ⱪ+1)

𝜕𝑥 𝑆1 (𝒵21

(Ⱪ+1)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ) )) = 𝑆0 𝜕21

(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ) )

(9+Ⱪ+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ−ⱱ) )
(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+1)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ) )) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21
(9+Ⱪ+ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+1+ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+1)

𝑊 1
= − (Ⱪ+1+ⱱ
𝜒 (𝑊
)𝒵21
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ) + 𝒵21
ⱱ
It is clear that 𝑆0 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆1 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ1 .
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆1 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(|Ⱪ|+1)

2

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

=
and

(Ⱪ +1)

+ (Ⱪ2ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(|Ⱪ|+1)

2

(Ⱪ +1)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝜕21 2 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

2
𝑊 1
1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21

= (|Ⱪ|+1
) 𝒵21
Ⱪ
(Ⱪ +1)

(Ⱪ +1)

2
𝑊 1
1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) + 𝒵21

(|Ⱪ|+1)
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
− (|Ⱪ|+1
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ2
(Ⱪ +1)

(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ) )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

= 𝑆1 (− (|Ⱪ|+1
) 𝒵21
Ⱪ

𝜕𝑥 𝑆2 (𝒵21 1

(9+Ⱪ+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ) )

(Ⱪ +ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(Ⱪ +1)

(Ⱪ +ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ +1)

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

= 𝑆2 [(

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

(Ⱪ1 + 1 + Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
) 𝒵21
Ⱪ2
𝑊 2
Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2+Ⱪ3 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21
𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ3
𝑊 2
(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)
𝑊
1
2
(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
+ 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝜕21 3 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )]
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )

2)
= ((Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +1)

(Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ2+Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) −
(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +

5

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

2
𝑊 1
+ 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ;
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 .
Cearly, 𝑆1 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆2 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ2

𝑆2 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

𝑊 1
Ⱪ2 +ⱱ
1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) − ( ⱱ )𝒵21

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

𝑖𝑑
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(Ⱪ +1)

(Ⱪ3ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1
and

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ +1)

𝜕𝑥 𝑆3 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )

2

(Ⱪ +1)

(Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

(Ⱪ +1)

(Ⱪ +1)

𝒵21 1

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ +1)

2
𝑊 1
1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21

2)
= − ((Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ

(Ⱪ3ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ),

(Ⱪ2+Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +
(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) −

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝜕21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) =
(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )

2)
− ((Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +

(Ⱪ2+Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ +1)
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
(Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) −
3
(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
(Ⱪ3ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +
(9+|Ⱪ|)
(ⱱ)
(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
2
𝑊 1
𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ;

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, |Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 .
Cearly, 𝑆2 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆3 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ3 .
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆3 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1
= 𝑆3 [− (

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ1 + 1 + Ⱪ2 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ2
𝑊 2
Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 +Ⱪ3 ) (Ⱪ4 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
+(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ3
𝑊 2
Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)
𝑊
1
2
(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
+ 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝜕21 4 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )]
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )

2)
= − ((Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +1)

+ (Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

−(

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +1)

+(Ⱪ4ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1
and

(Ⱪ +1)

𝜕𝑥 𝑆4 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))
(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )

2

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ +1)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3

3

+ (Ⱪ3Ⱪ+Ⱪ4 ) 𝒵21 1
4

(Ⱪ +1)

−(Ⱪ4ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ3 )
(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +1)

− (Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

2)
= ((Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ

+𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ),

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ4)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ ) (ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜕21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

6

=
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(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )

2)
= ((Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ +Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
− (Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
3
(Ⱪ
(Ⱪ
)
(Ⱪ
)
(ⱱ)
+1)
+Ⱪ
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
+ (Ⱪ3Ⱪ+Ⱪ4 ) 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
4
(Ⱪ
(Ⱪ
)
(Ⱪ
)
(Ⱪ
)
(ⱱ)
+1)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
−(Ⱪ4ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(Ⱪ1 +1)
(Ⱪ2 )
(Ⱪ3 )
(Ⱪ4 ) 𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
+𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 (𝑊 ′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ;

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4
Clearly, 𝑆3 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆4 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ4 .
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆4 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1
= 𝑆4 " [(

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

(Ⱪ1 + 1 + Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 ) (Ⱪ4 ) (Ⱪ5 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
) 𝒵21
Ⱪ2
𝑊 2
Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 +Ⱪ3 ) (Ⱪ4 ) (Ⱪ5 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ |) 2(ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ3
𝑊 2
Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4 ) (Ⱪ5 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
+(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
Ⱪ4 + Ⱪ5 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 ) (Ⱪ4 +Ⱪ5 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ5
𝑊 2
(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1
2
(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
+ 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝜕21 5 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )] "
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ,2 )

2)
= ((Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ,
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +1)

− (Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

Ⱪ,3 + Ⱪ4 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4) (Ⱪ5 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
+(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
Ⱪ 4 + Ⱪ5 ( Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) ( Ⱪ3 ) ( Ⱪ4 +Ⱪ5 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ5
𝑊 2
( Ⱪ +1)

+( Ⱪ5ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1
and

(Ⱪ +1)

𝜕𝑥 𝑆5 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

= 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ +ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))
( Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ2 )

2)
= − (( Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +1)

+ (Ⱪ 2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ,3 )

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

( Ⱪ5 )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒𝒵21ⱱ) 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4 ) (Ⱪ5 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
Ⱪ4 + Ⱪ5 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 ) (Ⱪ4 +Ⱪ5 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ,|+ⱱ)
+(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ| −ⱱ) )
Ⱪ5
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +1)

−( Ⱪ 5ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1
(Ⱪ +1)

+𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ +ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5
(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒𝜕21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
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(Ⱪ +1+Ⱪ 2 )

2)
= − (( Ⱪ1 +1+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ +Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
+ (Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ 3 ) 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
3
Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ 4 (Ⱪ1 +1) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4 ) (Ⱪ5 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
Ⱪ 4 + Ⱪ5 (Ⱪ1 +1)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ |+ⱱ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ, +Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
+(
) 𝒵21
𝜒 𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 5 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ5
𝑊 2
( Ⱪ1 +1)
( Ⱪ2 )
(Ⱪ3)
(Ⱪ 4 )
(Ⱪ5 +ⱱ )
Ⱪ,5 +ⱱ
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
−( ⱱ )𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒 (𝑊 ′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(9+|Ⱪ|)
(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
2(ⱱ)
𝑊 1
+𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 5 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ;

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4 + Ⱪ5 .
Cearly, 𝑆4 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆5 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ5 .
Form the above, we get that{𝑆0 , 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝑆4 , 𝑆5 } be contracting homotopy, [6] which means that our
complex is exacted.
3. The results of the case (9,7)/(2,0)
In this section, we find the terms of Weyl module resolution in the case of
(9,7)/(1,0) and give the proof of its exactness

a skew partition

The terms o𝑓 the characteristic-𝑓ree resolution are:
ℳ0 = Đ7 ⨂Đ7
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
ℳ1 = 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ10 ⨂Đ4 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ11 ⨂Đ3 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ12 ⨂Đ2 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
(7)
𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0
(3)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(3)
(2)
ℳ2 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ11 ⨂Đ3 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ12 ⨂Đ2 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ12 ⨂Đ2 ⊕
(5)
(1)
(4)
(2)
(3)
(3)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ1 ⊕
(6)
(1)
(5)
(2)
(4)
(3)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(3)
(4)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0
(3)
(1)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(1)
ℳ3 =
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ12 ⨂Đ2 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂ Đ 1 ⊕
(3)
(2)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(5)
(1)
(1)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(4)
(2)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(2)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(3)
(3)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(3)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0
(3)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(4)

(1)

(1)

(1)

ℳ4 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ13 ⨂Đ1 ⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0
(3)
(2)
(1)
(1)
(3)
(1)
(2)
(1)
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0
⊕ 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0 ⊕
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)
𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0
(3)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

ℳ5 = 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 Đ14 ⨂Đ0
3.1 Case 1
The constructions of a contracting homotopies {𝑆𝑖 } ,where 𝑖=1, 2, ..., 4
𝑆0 = ℳ0 → ℳ1
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𝑊 1(7+Ⱪ)
(Ⱪ)
𝑊 1(7) 2(Ⱪ)
𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (7−Ⱪ) ) ; 𝑖𝑓 Ⱪ = 3,4, … .7
𝑆0 (( ′ | (7−Ⱪ) )) = {
𝑊 2
𝑊 2
0
; 𝑖𝑓 Ⱪ ≤ 2
And
𝑆1 = ℳ1 → ℳ2
𝑊 1(9+Ⱪ) 2(ⱱ)
(Ⱪ+1)
𝑆1 (𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (5−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ))
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ+1)

={

𝒵21

(9+Ⱪ+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1,2,3,4

0
And
𝑆2 = ℳ2 → ℳ3
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆2 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

𝒵 1
= { 21

; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

(Ⱪ )

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (
(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
|
))
𝑊 ′ 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (

0
and
𝑆3 = ℳ3 → ℳ4
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆3 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
|
) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1,2,3
; 𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2
𝑊 ′ 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
|
))
𝑊 ′ 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
(Ⱪ +1)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1,2
={
; 𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3
𝑊 2
0
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0
and
𝑆4 = ℳ4 → ℳ5
(Ⱪ +1)

𝑆4 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +1)

𝒵 1
= { 21
0

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒 (
(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
|
))
𝑊 ′ 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (

𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
|
) ; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 1
; 𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ|
𝑊 ′ 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)
; 𝑖𝑓 ⱱ = 0

= Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4
So we have the following diagram:𝜕𝑥

0 ⟶ ℳ5 →
𝑖𝑑 𝑆4
0 ⟶ ℳ5 →

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

ℳ4 →
𝑖𝑑
ℳ4 →

𝜕𝑥

ℳ3 →
𝑆3
ℳ3 →

𝜕𝑥

ℳ2 →
𝑖𝑑 𝑆2
ℳ2 →

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

ℳ1 →
ℳ0 ⟶ 0
𝑖𝑑
𝑆1
𝑖𝑑 𝑆0
ℳ1 →
ℳ0 ⟶ 0

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

3.2 Case 2
Now, we have
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(Ⱪ+2)

𝑆0 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21

(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+2+ⱱ)

= (Ⱪ+2+ⱱ
)𝒵21
ⱱ
and
(Ⱪ+2)

𝜕𝑥 𝑆1 (𝒵21

(Ⱪ+2)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−Ⱪ) )) = 𝑆0 𝜕21

(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−Ⱪ) )

(9+Ⱪ+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−Ⱪ−ⱱ) )
(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+1)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−Ⱪ) )) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21
(9 +Ⱪ+ ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+2+ⱱ)

(Ⱪ+2)

𝑊 1
= − (Ⱪ +2+ⱱ
𝜒 (𝑊
)𝒵21
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ) + 𝒵21
ⱱ
Clearly, 𝑆0 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆1 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ1 .
(Ⱪ +2)

𝑆1 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1

2

(9+|Ⱪ,|) ( ⱱ)

(Ⱪ +2)

2
𝑊 1
1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) + 𝒵21

(|Ⱪ|+2)
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ,|+ⱱ)
− (|Ⱪ|+2
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ2

)

(9+|Ⱪ |)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ +2)

(ⱱ)

(Ⱪ +2)

2
𝑊 1
1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21

(|Ⱪ|+2)

(|Ⱪ|+2
) 𝒵21
Ⱪ
2

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝜕21 2 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

+ ( Ⱪ2ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1

=
and

(Ⱪ +2)

2
2(5−Ⱪ)

(9+| Ⱪ|) ( ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(|Ⱪ|+2)

(Ⱪ +2)

(9+Ⱪ) (ⱱ )

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′|

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

= 𝑆1 (− (|Ⱪ,|+2
) 𝒵21
Ⱪ

𝜕𝑥 𝑆2 (𝒵21 1

(9+Ⱪ+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(6−Ⱪ−ⱱ) ) )

(Ⱪ +2)

𝑊 1
Ⱪ2 +ⱱ
1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) − ( ⱱ )𝒵21

(Ⱪ +ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(9+| Ⱪ|+ⱱ )

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))
(Ⱪ +ⱱ)

𝜒𝒵21 2

=

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
+ 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ;
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒|Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 .
Clearly, 𝑆1 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆2 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ2
(Ⱪ +2)

𝑆2 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1
= "𝑆2 [(

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

( Ⱪ 1 + 2 + Ⱪ2 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2 (ⱱ)
( Ⱪ +2+Ⱪ2 )
(Ⱪ )
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ2
𝑊 2
Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ,3 (Ⱪ1 +2) (Ⱪ2+Ⱪ3 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21
𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ3
𝑊 2
(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)
𝑊
1
2
(Ⱪ +2)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
+ 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝜕21 3 𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )] "
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +2+Ⱪ,2 )

2)
= ((Ⱪ1 +2+Ⱪ,
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +2)

(Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ,3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

(Ⱪ2+Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) −
(9+|Ⱪ|+ ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +

(Ⱪ +2)
( Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ ⱱ)
(Ⱪ,3ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ)

),

and
(Ⱪ +2)

𝜕𝑥 𝑆3 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ +2+Ⱪ2 )

2)
= − ((Ⱪ1 +2+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +2)

(Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ,3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

( Ⱪ +2)

(Ⱪ 3ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1
(Ⱪ +2)

𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ +2)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

(9+|Ⱪ,|+ ⱱ )

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +
(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) −

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝜕21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(Ⱪ +2+Ⱪ2 )

2)
− (( Ⱪ1 +2+Ⱪ,
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +2)

(Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )) = 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

=
(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) +
(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ,|+ ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) −

(Ⱪ +2)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
(Ⱪ 3ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 ,1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +2)

+ 𝒵21 1

10

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ;
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𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 |Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 .
Clearly, 𝑆2 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆3 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ3 .
(Ⱪ +2)

𝑆3 𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21 1

" = 𝑆3 [− (

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|) (ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))

(Ⱪ1 + 2 + Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ1 +2+Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 ) (Ⱪ4 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
𝒵
𝜒𝒵
𝜒𝒵
𝜒
) 21
( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
21
21
Ⱪ2
𝑊 2
Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 (Ⱪ1 +2) (Ⱪ2 +Ⱪ3 ) (Ⱪ4 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
+(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ3
𝑊 2
Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4 (Ⱪ1 +2) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|) 2(ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
(9+|Ⱪ|) ( ⱱ)
𝑊 1
2
(Ⱪ, +2)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
+ 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝜕21 4 𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )] "
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +2+Ⱪ2 )

,2 )
= − (( Ⱪ1 +2+Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +2)

+ (Ⱪ2Ⱪ+ Ⱪ,3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ3 )

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ )

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ,4 (Ⱪ1 +2) (Ⱪ2 ) (Ⱪ3 +Ⱪ4 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ,|+ⱱ)
−(
) 𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 ( ′ | (5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
Ⱪ4
𝑊 2
(Ⱪ +2)

+(Ⱪ4ⱱ+ ⱱ)𝒵21 1
and

(Ⱪ +2)

𝜕𝑥 𝑆4 (𝒵21 1

(Ⱪ1 +2)

𝜕𝑥 (𝒵21

(Ⱪ2 )

𝜒𝒵21
(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(9+|Ⱪ,|) (ⱱ )

(Ⱪ )

2
𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))
(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

=

(9+|Ⱪ,|+ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(ⱱ)

(Ⱪ )

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ))
(Ⱪ +2+Ⱪ,2 )

2)
= (( Ⱪ 1 +2+Ⱪ,
) 𝒵21 1
Ⱪ
2

(Ⱪ +2)

𝜒𝒵21 2

(Ⱪ +2)

(Ⱪ )

− (Ⱪ2Ⱪ+Ⱪ,3 ) 𝒵21 1
3

+ (Ⱪ3Ⱪ+Ⱪ,4 ) 𝒵21 1
4

(Ⱪ )

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ),

(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

(ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +Ⱪ3 )

(Ⱪ )

(

(9+| Ⱪ|+ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21ⱱ) 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ,|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ, +Ⱪ4 )

𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3

(ⱱ)

(9+|Ⱪ,|+ ⱱ)

𝑊 1
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )

(Ⱪ +2)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ,|+ⱱ )
−( Ⱪ4ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(Ⱪ1 +2)
(Ⱪ2 )
(Ⱪ3 )
(Ⱪ4 ) (ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
+𝒵21
𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒𝒵21 𝜕21 𝜒 (𝑊 ′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(Ⱪ +2+Ⱪ2 )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
(Ⱪ1 +2+Ⱪ2 )
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ,|+ ⱱ )
=( Ⱪ
) 𝒵21 1
𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
2
(
(Ⱪ
)
(Ⱪ
)
(ⱱ)
Ⱪ +2)
+Ⱪ,
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ,|+ ⱱ)
− (Ⱪ,2Ⱪ+Ⱪ3 ) 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
3
(Ⱪ +2)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ +Ⱪ )
(ⱱ)
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
+ (Ⱪ3Ⱪ+Ⱪ4 ) 𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 4 𝜒𝒵21 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
4
(Ⱪ, +2)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(
𝑊 1(9+|Ⱪ|+ⱱ)
−(Ⱪ 4ⱱ+ⱱ)𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 𝜒𝒵21ⱱ) 𝜒 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) )
(9+|Ⱪ|)
(ⱱ)
(Ⱪ, +2)
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ )
(Ⱪ ) 𝑊 1
2
+𝒵21 1 𝜒𝒵21 2 𝜒𝒵21 3 𝜒𝒵21 4 (𝑊
′ | 2(5−|Ⱪ|−ⱱ) ) ;

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 |Ⱪ| = Ⱪ1 + Ⱪ2 + Ⱪ3 + Ⱪ4
Clearly, 𝑆3 𝜕𝑥 + 𝜕𝑥 𝑆4 = 𝑖𝑑ℳ4 .
From the above, we get that {𝑆0 , 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 , 𝑆3 , 𝑆4 } be contracting ℎomotopy, [6] which means that our
complex 𝑖𝑠 exact.
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Abstract. Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be a simple undirected graph without isolated vertices. A proper
subset 𝐷 ⊂ 𝑉 is called equality co-neighborhood dominating set of 𝐺 (ENDS), if every vertex
in set D is adjacent to equally number of vertices in 𝑉 – 𝐷. In this paper, the inverse equality coneighborhood dominating set of 𝐺 (IENDS) is defined. Some properties of inverse equality coneighborhood dominating set are determined. The inverse equality co-neighborhood domination
number in some special graphs and three kinds of operations in join graphs is calculated.

1. Introduction
Let 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) be an undirected, simple, and finite graph of order |𝑉| = 𝑛 such that 𝑉 is the vertex set
and 𝐸 is the edge set. A subset 𝐷 ⊆ 𝑉 is a dominating set of 𝐺, if every vertex in 𝑉 − 𝐷 is adjacent
to at least one vertex in D. The domination number 𝛾(G) is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set
in 𝐺, which has been dealt with in this work. Is defined by 𝑁𝐺 (𝑣) = {𝑢 ∈ 𝑉(𝐺): 𝑢𝑣 ∈ 𝐸(𝐺)} for an
open neighborhood of a vertex 𝑣 in 𝐺 and the closed neighborhood of a vertex 𝑣 in 𝐺 is defined by
𝑁𝐺 [𝑣] = 𝑁𝐺 (𝑣) ∪ {𝑣}. The degree of 𝑣, deg(𝑣) = |NG (𝑣)| is the number of vertices which are adjacent
̅ is the
to it. The vertex of degree zero (one) is called an isolated (pendant) vertex. The complement G
graph in which two vertices are not adjacent if and only if they are adjacent in 𝐺 or vice versa. The join
𝐺1 + 𝐺2 is the graph having vertex set 𝑉(𝐺)1 ∪ 𝑉(𝐺2 ) and edge set E(G1 ) ∪ E(G2 ) ∪{ ( 𝑢𝑣: 𝑢 ∈ V(G1 )
and 𝑣 ∈ V(G2 )}. The corona G1 ⨀G2 is the graph obtained by taking one copy of G1 and |𝐺1 | copies
of G2 , and then joining the jth vertex of G1 to every vertex in the jth copy of G2 . Any notation that
which not found in this paper can be found in [11]. In [1] a proper subset 𝐷 ⊂ 𝑉 is called equality coneighborhood dominating set of 𝐺 (ENDS) , if every vertex in set D is adjacent to equally number of
vertices in 𝑉 – 𝐷. Domination in graphs are very important for solve many of problems of real-life and
it is a vital topic that attracts most researchers especially in recent years. So many new definitions
appeared as in [ 4,5,6,7,8] and [13,14,15,16,17,18,19] and inverse of new definitions as in [10,12]. Also,
there is a study of domination polynomial of certain graph as in[21,22,23]. The domination brings
together many fields as labeled graph [2,3], topological graph [15], fuzzy graph [24,25] and others. The
first introduced this concept is C. Berge in his book [9] and Ore is the first used in [20]. In this work,
our viewpoint sheds a light on the new parameter of domination, and it is called equally co-neighborhood
domination. When forming a group of workers to dominate the completion of work in most life
problems, we usually seek to distribute the tasks between the group members equally. And the formation
of another reserve group, be completely separate from the first group of workers to dominate the
completion of work, and also the distributing of tasks between the group members equally, if the first
group fails. From this principle, we set out to present this inverse new definition. There are some
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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properties and boundaries of this parameter that have been presented in this work. Also, domination
number has been calculated for this definition IENDS for certain graphs as a complete, path, cycle,
wheel, star, and complete bipartite graphs. Furthermore, an inverse equality co-neighborhood
domination number for the graph that are obtained form three kinds of operations in graphs as the
complement of a graph, the join of two graphs, and the corona of two graphs have been discussed with
some properties.
To prove our main results we need the following results
Definition.1.1[1]. Let G be a simple graph, a proper subset 𝐷 ⊂ 𝑉 is called equally co-neighborhood
dominating set of G (ENDS), if every vertex in set 𝐷 is adjacent to equally number of vertices in 𝑉 − 𝐷.
The set 𝐷 is called minimal ENDS( 𝑀𝐸𝑁𝐷𝑆) if it has no proper ENDS. The equally domination number
denoted by 𝛾𝑒𝑛 (𝐺) for simplicity 𝛾𝑒𝑛 (𝐺) is the minimum cardinality of a 𝑀𝐸𝑁𝐷𝑆. The 𝑀𝐸𝑁𝐷𝑆 of
cardinality 𝛾𝑒𝑛 is called 𝛾𝑒𝑛 - set.
n

Proposition 1.2.[5]. A cycle Cn , n ≥ 3 has γbi (Cn ) = γ−1
bi (Cn ) = ⌈3 ⌉
Corollary 1.3. [1]. For path Pn , n ≥ 3 has no inverse bi-dominating set.
Proposition 1.4.[1]. Let G be a graph of order n, then
1) deg(vi ) ≥ k, ∀vi ∈ D, where k is the number of vertices in V − D that are adjacent to vi .
2) If G has an isolated vertex, then G has no ENDS.
3) 1 ≤ γen (G) ≤ n − 1.
4) The dominating set D is minimal if there is no adjacent vertex in to other vertices in D and has
no private vertex in V − D.
Proposition 1.5. [1]. Let G be a graph of order n, then
n
1. A cycle Cn , n ≥ 3 has γen (Cn ) = γbi (Cn ) = ⌈3⌉.
n

2. For path Pn , n ≥ 3 ,γen (Pn ) = ⌈3⌉.
3. For complete K n , wheel Wn , and star Sn ,γen (k n ) = γen (Wn ) = γen (Sn ) = 1.
Proposition 1.6. [1]. For a complete bipartite graph K n,m
γen (K n,m ) = min{m, n, 2 + (max{m, n} − min{m, n}) }.
Theorem 1.7. [1]. For path Pn , n ≥ 4 ,γen (P̅n ) = 2
̅̅̅̅̅̅
Theorem 1.8. [1]. For a complete bipartite graph K n,m γen (K
n,m ) = max{m, n} − min{m, n} + 2.
Theorem 1.9. [1]. If G1 and G2 are two graphs with vertex sets V1 and V2 respectively and have no
isolated vertex, then
γFD (G1 + G2 ) =

min{γFD(G1 ), γFD (G1 )}, if G1 and G2 have MENDS,
γFD (Gi , i either 1 or 2), if Gi has MENDS and the others has no MENDS,
,
min{|V1 |, |V2 |} ,
if G1 and G2 have no MENDS and there is no vertex adjacent to all
min
vertices in each graph
{
}
|S|, where S is the minimum set has the vertices from G1 + G2 such that
{
S ∩ V1 ≠ ∅ ≠ S ∩ V2 and N(vi ) ∩ V − D is equal ∀vi ∈ S
}
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Theorem 1.10. [1]. If G1 and G2 be two graphs such that ̅̅̅
G1 and ̅̅̅
G2 have γen -set, then
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅
̅̅̅
γen (G1 + G2 ) = γen (G1 ) + γen (G2 )
Theorem 1.11. [1]. If G1 and G2 are two graphs, then in general
1) γen (G1 ⨀G2 ) = |G1 |. 2) γen (G2 ⨀G1 ) = |G2 |.
2 Inverse equally co-neighborhood domination number
Definition 2.1. Let D ⊂ V is minimum equality co-neighborhood dominating set of G (MENDS), if V −
D contains a ENDS in G, this set is called an inverse equality co-neighborhood dominating set of D in
G (IENDS) and denoted by D−1 . The inverse equality co-neighborhood dominating set number of G,
denoted by γ−1
en (G) is the minimum cardinality over all inverse equality co-neighborhood dominating
set in G. See Fig 1.

Figure (1): a-equally co-neighborhood dominating set and b-inverse equality co- neighborhood
dominating set
Proposition 2.2. Let G be a graph having an MIENDS γ−1
en (G), then
−1 (G)
(G)
1) γen
≥ γen
2) γ−1
en (K n ) = γen (K n ) = 1 ∀ n ≥ 2
3) γ−1
en (Sn ) = n − 1 ∀ n ≥ 3
4) 1 ≤ γ−1
en (G) ≤ n − 1 .
Proof.
1) by Definition 2.1 we get γ−1
en (G) ≥ γen (G)
2) It is clear since every vertex in K n is adjacent to all the verticesK n in the graph.
3) Since γen (Sn )-set is the center of the star ∀ n ≥ 2 then the set of all other vertices is MIENDS,
therefore γ−1
en (Sn ) = n − 1
4) The lower bound occurs by 2, while the upper bound occurs by 3. □
n
2

Note 2.3. For any graph G of order n, and has ENDS, if γen (Gn ) > , then G has no IENDS.
Proposition 2.4. Let G be a graph of order n, then
n
1. A cycle Cn , n ≥ 3 has γen (Cn ) = γ−1
en (Cn ) = ⌈ ⌉
2. A wheel Wn , for Wn = Cn + K1 , n ≥ 3, then

3
−1 (W )
γen n

n

= ⌈3 ⌉

Proof.
n
1. Since deg(v) = 2, ∀ v ∈ Cn and γbi (Cn ) = γ−1
bi (Cn ) = ⌈3 ⌉ and γen (Cn ) = γbi (Cn )
n

n

= ⌈3⌉ by Proposition 1.2 and Proposition 1.5, then γen (Cn ) = γ−1
en (Cn ) = ⌈3 ⌉.
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2. Let D be MENDS in Wn , since γen (Wn ) = 1 and Wn = Cn +K1 . So, D = {v}, v ∈ K1, and vu ∈
E(Wn ) ∀u ∈ V − D, then γen (Cn )-set is a MIENDS of D in Wn . Therefore, γ−1
en (Wn ) =
n
γen (Cn ) = ⌈ ⌉. □
3

Theorem 2.5. Let G be graph has D is MENDS, then G has no IENDS if contains pendant vertex v ∉ D,
and 〈V − D〉 has isolated vertex is not pendant vertex in G.
Proof.
Let G be a graph having D which is a MENDS and let v ∉ D, be a pendant vertex in G and u is isolated
vertex in V − D, such that v ≠ u. The vertex v is adjacent to only one vertex in D and u is adjacent to
̃ , such that D
̃ ∩ D = ∅ contains v and u, then D
̃
at least two vertices in D. Then every dominating set D
is not ENDS. Thus, the proof is done. □
Theorem 2.6. Let Pn be a path graph of order n ≥ 2, then
2n
1. If n ≡ 0(mod 3), then γ−1
en (Pn ) = 3
2. If n ≡ 1, 2(mod 3), such that n ≥ 5, then Pn has no IENDS.
−1
3. γ−1
en (P2 ) = 1 and γen (P4 )= 2
Proof.
n
Let Pn be a path graph of order n, and D be a MENDS, then we have γen (Pn ) = |D| = ⌈ ⌉, by Proposition
3
1.5, then
n
1. If n ≡ 0(mod 3), hence γen (Pn ) = 3, i.e. we have one vertex in D that is adjacent to two vertices
in V − D for every three vertices in Pn , then N(v) ∩ N(u) = ∅ in V − D ∀ v, u ∈ D, then every
vertex in V − D is adjacent to only one vertex in D. Hence, V − D is IENDS in Pn and it is
MIENDS, because 〈V − D − {p}〉 ∀ p ∈ (V − D) is not IENDS for two subcases are obtained as
follows.
I.
The vertex p is pendant, then the set V − D − {p} has no vertex dominated to p
II.
The vertex p is not a pendant vertex, then V − D − {p} has one vertex u that is adjacent to
p and D has one vertex v which is adjacent to u, then u is an isolated vertex in 〈V − D − {p}〉.
n
Therefore V − D − {p} is not IENDS according to Theorem 2.5, since γen (Pn ) = |D| = 3 ,
2n

then γ−1
en (Pn ) = |V − D| = 3
2. It is straightforward from II in (1) and according to Theorem 2.5
3. Let P2 = {v, u}, then D =γen (P2 ) − set = {v}, V − D = γ−1
en (P2 ) − set = {u}.
And let P4 = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 }, then D =γen (P2 ) − set = {v1 , v4 }, V − D = γ−1
en (P2 ) − set = {v2 , v3 } or
vice versa. Thus, the proof is done. □
Proposition 2.7. Let K n,m be a complete bipartite graph for m ≥ n ≥ 2, then
|m − n| + 2 if |m − n| + 2 ≤ min, and γen (K n,m ) = m − n + 2
γ−1
en (K n,m ) = {
max{m, n} if |m − n| + 2 ≥ min{m, n}, and γen (K n,m ) = min{m, n}
Proof.
Let X and Y are the partite sets of the vertices of K n,m , such that |X| = n and |Y| = m and let m ≥ n ≥
2. Two cases are obtained as follows.
1. If n = m, then each vertex in G has the same degree, hence γen (K n,m ) −set={v1 , u1 }, where
v1 ∈ X and u1 ∈ Y , and we have γ−1
en (K n,m ) − set = {v2 , u2 }, where v2 ∈ X and u2 ∈ Y , such
that v1 ≠ v2 and u1 ≠ u2
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2. If n ≠ m, then to keep that each vertex in set D has the same neighborhood in V − D, then
the vertices in the set D must be either set X or the set Y or set S = {vi : vi ∈ Y , i = 1,2, … , m −
n} ∪ {v, u}, such that v ∈ X and u ∈ Y and u ≠ vi . The set S has m − n + 2 vertices. Since
m ≥ n ≥ 2, hence m − n + 2 ≤ m and γen (K n,m ) = min {n, m − n + 2}. Then three
subcases are obtained as follows.
I. When m − n + 2 = n, then γen (K n,m ) = m − n + 2 or γen (K n,m ) = n and there
are
at least m − n + 2 vertices in V − D, such that one vertex from X and m − n + 1 from Y.
Therefore γen (K n,m ) = m − n + 2 = γ−1
en (K n,m ) = m − n + 2, or γen (K n,m ) = n and
−1
γen (K n,m ) = m
II. When m − n + 2 < n, then γen (K n,m ) = m − n + 2 and there are at least m − n + 2
vertices in V − D, such that one vertex from X and m − n + 1 from Y. Therefore γen (K n,m ) =
γ−1
en (K n,m ) = m − n + 2.
III. When m − n + 2 > n, then γen (K n,m ) = n, therefore γ−1
en (K n,m ) = m.
Thus proof is done. □
3 Inverse equally co-neighborhood domination number in some graphs
3.1 The complement of certain graphs
̅ has no IENDS..
Proposition 3.1.1. Let G be a graph of order n, If γen (G) = 1, then G
Proof.
Since γen (G) = 1, then G has vertex that is adjacent to all other vertices in G, hence ̅G̅̅n̅ has an isolated
vertex. Therefore, it has no ENDS and IENDS. □
Proposition 3.1.2 .
̅
1. For path Pn , n ≥ 4 ,γ−1
en (Pn ) = 2.
−1 (C
2. For cycle Cn , n ≥ 4 ,γen ̅̅̅n ) = 2.
Proof.
1. By Theorem 1.7, γen (P̅n )= 2 , γen (P̅n )-set has two vertices which are pendant vertices in Pn , since
any others two vertices, which are adjacent vertices and are not pendant vertices in Pn are adjacent
̅
with all vertices in P̅n , then γ−1
en (Pn ) = 2 and vice versa.
̅̅̅
̅̅̅n )-set has two vertices in Cn , which are adjacent vertices in
(C
)=
2. By Theorem 6 [1], γen n 2 , γen (C
̅̅̅n ), then
Cn , since any others two adjacent vertices in Cn are adjacent with all vertices in (C
−1 (C
γen ̅̅̅n ) = 2. □
Theorem 3.1.3. Let K n,mbe a complete bipartite graph for m ≥ n ≥ 2, then
̅̅̅̅̅̅
1. γ−1
if |m − n| + 2 ≤ min{m, n}
en (K n,m )=|m − n| + 2
|m
2. K n,m has no IENDS
if
− n| + 2 > min{m, n}
Proof
̅̅̅̅̅̅
It is obvious that ̅̅̅̅̅̅
K m,n ≡ K m ∪ K n , let m ≥ n ≥ 2 and let D be γen (K
n,m )-set. Must be D has one
̅̅̅̅̅̅
vertex from K n and m − n + 1 vertices from K m , according to Definition 1.1, ie |D| = γen (K
n,m ) =
m − n + 2, and |V − D| = 2(n − 1), such that (n-1) vertices from K n and (n-1) vertices from K m .
Then two cases are obtained as follows.
Case 1. If m − n + 2 ≤ n, then m ≤ 2(n − 1), since |D| = m − n + 2, then |D| ≤ |V − D|, and since
m ≥ n ≥ 2, then in this case we have one vertex from K n and m − n + 1 vertices from K m in V − D.
̅̅̅̅̅̅
Therefore γ−1
en (K n,m )=|m − n| + 2
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Case 2. If m − n + 2 > n, then m > 2(n − 1), since |D| = m − n + 2, then |D| > |V − D|. Therefore
K n,m has no IENDS, according to Note 2.3. □
3.2 IENDS of Join Graphs
Theorem 3.2.1. If G1 and G2 are two graphs with vertices sets V1 and V2 respectively and have no
isolated vertex, then γ−1
en (G1 + G2 ) =
{γen (G1 ), or γen (G2 )}, when γen (G1 ) = γen (G2 ), if G1 and G2 have IENDS,
{min{γ−1
en (G1 ), γen (G2 )}, when γen (G1 ) < γen (G2 ), if G1 and G2 have IENDS,
min{γen (G1 ), γ−1
en (G2 )}, when γen (G1 ) > γen (G2 ), if G1 and G2 have MENDS.
−1 (G ),
min{γen 1 |V2 | }, when γen (G1 ) < |V2 |, if G1 has IENDS and the others has no ENDS,
{
min
γen (G1 ),
when γen (G1 ) > |V2 |, if G1 has IENDS and the others has no ENDS.
max{|V1 |, |V2 |} ,
if G1 and G2 have no MENDS and there is no vertex adjacent to all
vertices in each graph
{
}
−1
|S |, where S is the minimum set has the vertices from G1 + G2 such that
S ∩ V1 ≠ ∅ ≠ S ∩ V2 and N(vi ) ∩ V − D is equal ∀vi ∈ S
{
}
Proof.
Let G1 and G2 two graphs of order |V1 | and |V2 | respectively, and with no isolated vertex, then
according to Theorem 1.9 there are two cases depend on the vertices of MIENDS taken form only one
graph or both as follows.
Case 1. There are three subcases as follows.
1. When G1 and G2 have IENDS, in this case there are the following.
I. If γen (G1 ) = γen (G2 ), then one of them is γen (G1 + G2 ) and other is, γ−1
en (G1 + G2 ).
II. If γen (G1 ) < γen (G2 ), then it must be γen (G1 + G2 ) = γen (G1 ), hence γ−1
en (G1 + G2 ) =
(G
),
(G
)}
min{γ−1
γ
en
1
en 2
−1
III. If γen (G1 ) > γen (G2 ), then γ−1
en (G1 + G2 ) = min{γen (G1 ), γen (G2 )} is true according to (ii).
2. If G1 has IENDS and G2 has no ENDS, Since vertices set of V2 is ENDS for (G1 + G2 ), then
−1
γen (G1 + G2 ) = min{γen (G1 ), |V2 | } and γ−1
en (G1 + G2 ) = min{γen (G1 ), |V2 | }, when γen (G1 ) < |V2 |
−1
ie γen (G1 + G2 ) = γen (G1 ), while γen (G1 + G2 ) = γen (G1 ) when γen (G1 ) > |V2 | ie γen (G1 + G2 ) =
|V2 |.
3. If G1 and G2 have no ENDS, also they have no IENDS, then γen (G1 + G2 ) =min {|V1 |, |V2 |} and
γ−1
en (G1 + G2 )= max {|V1 |, |V2 |}.
case 2. When S is the minimum set has the vertices from G1 + G2 such that S ∩ V1 ≠ ∅ ≠ S ∩ V2 and
vertices number of the set N(vi ) ∩ V − D are equal ∀vi ∈ S, then γen (G1 + G2 ) = |S| and γ−1
en (G1 +
}.
(G
)
G2 ) = |S −1 |. Therefore, γ−1
+
G
=
min{case
1,
case
2
The
proof
is
done.
□
en
1
2
Corollary 3.2.2. Let G1 and G2 are two isomorphic graphs, then γ−1
en (G1 + G2 )=2.
Proof.
If G1 is isomorphic to G2 , then every vertex in G1 is adjacent to all vertices in G2
and every vertex in G2 is adjacent to all vertices in G1 , and V (G1 ) = V (G1 ), then
γen (G1 + G2 ) = γ−1
□
en (G1 + G2 )=2.
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Proposition 3.2.3. If G1 and G2 are two graphs such that ̅̅̅
G1 and ̅̅̅
G2 have IENDS,, then γ−1
en (G1 + G2 ) =
−1 (G
−1
̅̅̅
̅̅̅
γen 1 ) + γen (G2 ).
Proof.
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅
̅̅̅
Since ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
G1 + G2 is isomorphic to ̅̅̅
G1 ∪ ̅̅̅
G2 and γen (G
1 + G2 ) = γen (G1 ) + γen (G2 ) according to Theorem
−1 (G
−1
−1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅
̅̅̅
1.10, then γen 1 + G2 ) = γen (G1 ) + γen (G2 ). □
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3.3 IENDS of Corona Graphs
Theorem 3.3.1. If G1 and G2 are two graphs of order |G1 |=n and |G1 | =m respectively such that G1 and
G2 have IENDS, then we have.
1. γ−1
en (G1 ⨀G2 ) = n γen (G2 )
2. γ−1
en (G2 ⨀G1 ) = m γen (G1 )
Proof.
Let G1 and G2 are two graphs, then
1. By definition of corona graph in graph G1 ⨀G2 we have one copy of G1 and n copies of G2 . each ith
vertex in the graph G1 is adjacent to all vertices in the ith copy of G2 . And according
to Theorem 1.11 , γen (G1 ⨀G2 ) = |G1 |. Therefore, γ−1
en (G1 ⨀G2 ) = n γen (G2 )
2. The proof is By the same method in 1. □
Corollary 3.3.2.
̅̅̅1 ⨀G
̅̅̅2 ) = |G1 |.
1. γen (G
−1 (G
̅̅̅2 ) = n γen (G
̅̅̅2 ).
γen ̅̅̅1 ⨀G
2.
Proof.
1. Let G1 and G2 are two graphs, and |D| = γen (G1 ⨀G2 ) = |G1 | according to Theorem 1.11 and since
̅̅̅
̅̅̅1 | = |G1 |, then γen (G
̅̅̅1 ⨀G
̅̅̅2 ) = |G
̅̅̅1 | = |G1 |.
G1 and ̅̅̅
G2 be new graphs and |G
2. By definition of corona graph and according to 1 in above , then V − D = n|G2 |. Therefore,
̅̅̅ ̅̅̅
̅̅̅
γ−1
en (G1 ⨀G2 ) = n γen (G2 ). □
Proposition 3.3.3. If G1 and G2 are two graphs of order n ≥ 2 and m ≥ 2 respectively such that
̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
G1 and ̅̅̅
G2 have IENDS, then γ−1
en (G1 ⨀G2 ) = γen (G1 ⨀G2 ) = 2.
Proof.
Let 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 are two graphs of order 𝑛 ≥ 2 and 𝑚 ≥ 2 respectively , then we have every vertex in
𝑡ℎ
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑖 𝑡ℎ copy of 𝐺2 is adjacent to at least all the vertices in (𝐺
vertex in 𝐺1 and all other
1 ⨀𝐺2 ) except 𝑖
𝑡ℎ
vertices in same copies of 𝐺2 . Let 𝐷 = {𝑣, 𝑢: 𝑣 in 𝑖 copy of 𝐺2 and 𝑢 in (𝑖 + 1)𝑡ℎ copy of 𝐺2 }, then
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
by the above set 𝐷 is 𝛾𝑒𝑛 (𝐺
1 ⨀𝐺2 )-set. And since 𝑛 ≥ 2 and 𝑚 ≥ 2, then other two vertices have the
−1 (𝐺
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
same conditions as 𝑣 and 𝑢 but different from them. Therefore, 𝛾𝑒𝑛
1 ⨀𝐺2 ) = 𝛾𝑒𝑛 (𝐺1 ⨀𝐺2 ) = 2. □
4 Conclusion
In this work, the new notion of inverse domination has been introduced for the different types of graphs.
Also, some advanced properties through different proved theorems are added. And obtained the lower
and upper bound of the inverse equally co-neighborhood domination number. Also, determined this
definition to certain graphs like a cycle, wheel, path complete, and complete bipartite. Finally, we
performed some operations on a graph and a certain graph, and these are the complement of a certain
graph, join to two graphs, and corona of two graphs.
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Abstract. Estimation of the parameters is quite important in the numerous fields for the
development of mathematical models. Maximum likelihood estimation is a good method, which
is usually used to elaborate on the parameter estimation. The likelihood function formed for the
parameter estimation of Log-Logistic is very hard to maximize. Therefore, this paper proposes
a new hybrid of Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) and Simplex Downhill Algorithm
(SDA) called (MLESDA) to estimate parameters of Log-Logistic distribution based on Survival
functions. To compare the suggested method (MLESDA) and classical Maximum Likelihood
(MLE) method, simulation is used. The results demonstrate that MLESDA is more efficient than
the MLE method.

1. Introduction
Recently, Survival Analysis (SA) is one of the widely used techniques in medical statistics, physics,
medicine, epidemiology engineering, economics, biology, and public health [1, 2]. Estimating survival
functions that have interested statisticians for numerous years.
The most of the existing books of Survival analysis for Kleinbaum and Klein [4], Allison [5]
introduced this topic from a conventional statistical scene instead of a machine learning standpoint.
Chung et al. [3] described the statistical methods of survival analysis and their implementation in
criminology for predicting the time until recidivism. Recently, Cruz and Wishart [6] and Kourou et al.
[7] discussed applications in cancer prediction and used several survival analysis methods.
The log-logistic distribution possesses a rather supple functional form [8]. The log-logistic distribution
has its own standing as a life testing model; it is viewed as a weighted exponential distribution and also
is an increasing failure rate (IFR) model. Due to the importance of this distribution in reliability, it has
been used to estimate the estimators to find parameters. This distribution and for the adoption process
to assess the estimators of those two parameters have been estimated the survival of this distribution.
The nonlinearity model makes the estimation of parameter and the statistical analysis of parameter
estimates more difficult and challenging.
Although, SDA algorithm still a good choice for many practitioners in the fields of physical, statistical,
medical sciences, and engineering. Since, it is very easy to use and code [9, 10]. However, until now
SDA has not been applied in many mathematical problems. Therefore, in this paper, simplex downhill
algorithm adopted to estimate the parameters of Log-Logistic distribution based on Survival functions.
The organized paper as follows: section 2 offers some information about Log Logistic distribution.
Section 3. is clarifying Maximum likelihood Estimation method. Section 4 describe the proposed
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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method (MLEDSA). Section 5 Simulation study. Section 6 demonstrates the effectiveness of the
proposed method through numerical results. Finally, in Section 6 a conclusion is provided.
2. Log-Logistic Distribution
The probability density function (p. d. f) and the cumulative distribution function
(c. d. f) of Log Logistic distribution are expressed respectively as:
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝛽) =
𝐹(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝛽) =

𝛽 𝑥 𝛽−1
( )
𝑎 𝑎
𝑥
(1+( )𝛽 )2
𝑎

(1)

1
𝑥
1+( )−𝛽

(2)

𝑎

where

x is a value of random variable,  is scale parameter, and 

is shape parameter and 𝑎, 𝛽 > 0.

S(x)=1- 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝛽)

(3)

The survival function 𝑆(𝑥) for the Log-Logistic distribution given by substituting equation (2) in
equation (3), as follows:
𝑆(𝑥) = 1 −

1
𝑥
1+( )−𝛽
𝛼

𝑆(𝑥) =

1

(4)

𝑥
𝑎

1+( )𝛽

3. Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method (MLE):
Let x(1) , x( 2) ,..., x( n ) be order random sample of sized (n) from a distribution with p.d.f 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝛽)
such that (𝑎, 𝛽) are the parameters, then the likelihood function 𝐿(𝑎, 𝛽) is the joint p.d.f of the random
samples is [11]:
𝐿 (𝑥(1) , 𝑥(2) , … , 𝑥(𝑛) , 𝑎, 𝛽) =

∏𝑛𝑖=1 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 )

𝛽−1
𝛽 𝑥(𝑖)

=

(
)
∏𝑛𝑖=1 ( 𝑎 𝑎 𝛽 2 )
𝑥(𝑖)
(1+( 𝑎 ) )

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽−1

=

)
(
𝛽𝑛 𝑛
∏𝑖=1 ( 𝑎 𝛽 2 )
𝑛
𝑎
𝑥(𝑖)
(1+( 𝑎 ) )

(5)

Taking the natural logarithm for the equation (5), so we get the function:
𝑥(𝑖)

𝛽
𝑎

𝐿𝑛𝐿 (𝑥(𝑖) , 𝑎, 𝛽) = 𝑛𝐿𝑛 ( ) + (𝛽 − 1) ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛(

𝑎

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

) − 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 (1 + (

𝐿𝑛𝐿 (𝑥(𝑖) , 𝑎, 𝛽) = 𝑛𝐿𝑛(𝛽) − 𝑛𝐿𝑛(𝑎) + 𝛽 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 (

𝑥(𝑖)
𝑎

𝑥(𝑖)

) − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 (

𝑎

𝑎

) )
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

) − 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 (1 + (

𝑎

) )

𝐿𝑛𝐿 (𝑥(𝑖) , 𝑎, 𝛽) = 𝑛𝐿𝑛(𝛽) − 𝑛𝐿𝑛(𝑎) + 𝛽 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛(𝑥(𝑖) ) − 𝛽 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛(𝑎) − ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛(𝑥(𝑖) ) +
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛(𝑎) − 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 (1 + (

𝑎

) )

(6)

The partial derivative for the equation (6) with respect to the unknown parameters (𝛼, 𝛽), respectively:

2
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𝜕 𝐿𝑛𝐿 (𝑥(𝑖) ,𝑎,𝛽)
𝜕𝑎

𝜕 𝐿𝑛𝐿 (𝑥(𝑖) ,𝑎,𝛽)
𝜕𝑎

=

=

−𝑛
𝛼

2𝛽
𝛼

1
𝛽 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝛼

−

(

∑𝑛𝑖=1

+

1
∑𝑛𝑖=1
𝛼

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
)
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

1+(

𝑎

− 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝛽(

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽−1 −𝑥(𝑖)
)
( 2 )
𝛼
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

1+(

𝛼

)

𝑛𝛽

(7)

-𝛼

)

Set equation (7) equal to zero , we get
2𝛽
𝛼

∑𝑛𝑖=1

(

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
)
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

1+(

𝑎

𝜕 𝐿𝑛𝐿 (𝑥(𝑖) ,𝑎,𝛽)
𝜕𝛽

)

=

𝑛
𝛽

𝑛𝛽

-𝛼 =0

+

(8)

𝑥
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 ( (𝑖) ) −
𝛼

2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

(

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
𝑥(𝑖)
) 𝐿𝑛(
)
𝛼
𝛼
𝛽
𝑥(𝑖)

1+ (

𝛼

(9)

)

After putting equation (9) to zero, then
𝑛
𝛽

+

𝑥
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 ( (𝑖) ) −
𝛼

2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

(

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
𝑥(𝑖)
) 𝐿𝑛(
)
𝛼
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

1+ (

𝛼

=0

(10)

)

Numerical technique for this method which is Newton Raphson method has been used.
From equation (8), we get:
2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

(

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
)
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

1+(

𝛼

−𝑛 = 0

(11)

)

Let 𝑓1 (𝛼, 𝛽) is define of equation (11), we get:
𝑓1 (𝛼, 𝛽) = 2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

(

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
)
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

1+(

𝛼

−𝑛

(12)

)

From equation (9), we get:
𝑛
𝛽

+

𝑥
∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 ( (𝑖) ) −
𝛼

2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑥(𝑖)
)
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) −𝛽
1+(
)
𝛼

𝐿𝑛 (

=0

(13)

Let 𝑔1 (𝛼, 𝛽) define of equation (13), we get:
𝑔1 (𝑎, 𝛽) =

𝑛
𝛽

𝑥(𝑖)
+ ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝐿𝑛 ( ) −
𝛼

2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑥(𝑖)
)
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) −𝛽
1+(
)
𝑎

𝐿𝑛 (

(14)

Since the two-nonlinear equations are complicated to be solved, it is impossible to find estimators of
parameters (𝛼, 𝛽). For this reason using the numerical analysis (iterative method) to obtain and estimate
(𝛼, 𝛽) which maximizes the likelihood function. One of these numerical procedures is Newton-Raphson
method [12]. It is one of the important methods in numerical analysis because it is very fast and the error
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of this iterative method is quadratic approximation. In Newton-Raphson method using the Jacobean
matrix 𝐽𝑖 which is the first derivatives for each equation of 𝑓1 (𝛼, 𝛽) and 𝑔1 (𝛼, 𝛽) with respect to 𝛼 and 𝛽.
Now, we find the formulas of Jacobean matrix as follows:
𝜕𝑓1 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝑔1 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝜕𝛽

𝜕𝑓1 (𝛼,𝛽)

𝐽 = |𝜕𝑔1𝜕𝛼
(𝛼,𝛽)

|

𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑓1 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝜕𝛼

= −2 𝛼 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝛽

𝜕𝑓1 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝜕𝛽

= 2 𝛼 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

1

𝐿𝑛(

𝛽

(15)

𝑥(𝑖) −𝛽
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
(1+( 𝛼 ) )(1+( 𝛼 ) )
𝑥(𝑖)
𝑥(𝑖) −𝛽

(1+( 𝛼 )

𝛼

)

(16)

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

)(1+( 𝛼 ) )

and,
𝜕𝑔1 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝜕𝛼
𝜕𝑔1 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝜕𝛽

=

=

𝑛
𝛼

2
+ 𝛼 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑛
𝛽2

−

1
1+(

2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1

𝑥(𝑖) −𝛽
)
𝛼

+

2𝛽 𝑛
∑𝑖=1
𝛼

𝐿𝑛(
𝑥(𝑖) −𝛽

(1+( 𝛼 )

𝑥(𝑖)
)
𝛼

𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽

(17)

)(1+( 𝛼 ) )

𝑥(𝑖) 2
)
𝛼
𝑥(𝑖) −𝛽
𝑥(𝑖) 𝛽
(1+( 𝛼 ) )(1+( 𝛼 ) )

𝐿𝑛(

(18)

Thus, the following equations matrixes are applied to estimate the parameters for Log-Logistic
distribution by using Newton-Raphson method.
̂
𝛼

(𝛽̂𝑀𝐿𝐸 ) = (𝛼𝛽0 ) − 𝑗 −1 (𝑔𝑓1 (𝛼,𝛽)
)
(𝛼,𝛽)
0

𝑀𝐿𝐸

Let
𝜕𝑓 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝑣1 = 1𝜕𝛼 , 𝑣2 =
𝑣4 =

𝜕𝑔1 (𝛼,𝛽)
𝜕𝛼

, 𝑣5 =

(19)

1

𝜕𝑓1 (𝛼,𝛽)
, 𝑣3 = 𝑓1 (𝛼, 𝛽)
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝑔1 (𝛼,𝛽)
, 𝑣6 = 𝑔1 (𝛼, 𝛽)
𝜕𝛽

(20)

Now, substitute equation (19) in equation (20), we get:
𝛼̂𝑀𝐿𝐸 = 𝛼0 + ℎ1
𝛽̂𝑀𝐿𝐸 = 𝛽0 + 𝑘1

(21)
(22)

where:
𝑣 𝑣 −𝑣 𝑣
−𝑣 −𝑣 ℎ
ℎ1 = 𝑣4 𝑣6 −𝑣3 𝑣5 , and 𝑘1 = 3 𝑣 1 1
1 5

2 4

4

So, to estimate the survival analyses 𝑆̂(𝑥), we substitute equations (21) and (22) in equation (3).
4. Simplex Downhill Algorithm and Maximum Likelihood Estimation Method (MLEDHA)
Simplex downhill algorithm (SDA) was introduced in 1962 [13]. However, Nelder and Mead [14]
modified this algorithm in 1965 to the modern form. SDA called Nelder-Mead or Amoeba. Simplex
downhill algorithm is a mathematical method that uses geometric relationships to aid in finding
approximate solutions to solve complex and optimization problems. The benefit of this method is it
does not require an evaluation of the derivative of the function. But only guesses number of solutions
for each decision variable. The idea of SDA generates 𝑁 + 1 points (vertex) in an N-dimensional
space. Then the vertices sorted by ascending order such as: 𝑓(𝑥1 ) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥2 ) ≤ … ≤ 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ) ≤
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𝑓(𝑥𝑛+1 ), where 𝑥𝑛+1 is worse solution and 𝑥1 best solution. The algorithm iteration updates to
improve the worst solution by four operations as follows:
Reflection step:
compute the reflection point xr from 𝑥𝑟 = 𝑚 + 𝜆 (𝑚 − 𝑥𝑛+1 )
and evaluate 𝑓 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥𝑟,
where m is the centroid of the N best solution in the vertices of the simplex
𝑚 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 (𝑥 ((: 𝑛)) and 𝜆 = 1.
𝐼𝑓 𝑓(𝑥1 ) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥𝑟) < 𝑓(𝑥𝑛), ten put the worst solution in reflected point
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑟.
Expansion step:
If f(𝑥𝑟 ) < f(𝑥1 ) then generate a new point 𝑥𝑒 by expansion, from
𝑥𝑒 = 𝑥𝑟 + β (xr - m), where β = 2.
-

If f (𝑥𝑒 ) < f (𝑥𝑟 ) then replace 𝑥𝑛+1 with 𝑥𝑒 .

-

else 𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑟 .

Contraction step:
𝐼𝑓 𝑓(𝑥𝑛+1 ) ≤ 𝑓(𝑥𝑟), 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑥𝑐
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑥𝑐 = 𝑚 + 𝛾 (𝑚 − 𝑥𝑛+1 ).
𝐼𝑓 𝑓(𝑥𝑐) < 𝑓(𝑥𝑟)

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑐.

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑟.
The step of shrinkage is used, if the three steps are failing in above.
Shrinkage Step:
We keep the best one x1 then generate the n new vertices by using 𝑥𝑠𝑗 = 𝑥1 + σ (𝑥𝑠𝑗 - 𝑥1 ), j = {2
… n +1} and σ = 0.5. The next iteration consists of the simplex vertices as 𝑥1 , xs2, …, xs n+1.
The objective function of the simplex downhill algorithm in this method was the log likelihood
function. By minimizing the log likelihood function, the 𝑆𝐷𝐴 estimates the parameters of the LogLogistic Distribution.
5. Simulation:
The estimation performance of the proposed method is veriﬁed through simulation in this section. In
addition, each simulation condition was generated by 1000 replications. The simulation program was
written by Matlab 2016. For examining the effect of sample size, various sample sizes are tested: 40,
80, and 100. The simulation steps as follows;
Step 1: Generate random samples as 𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , … , 𝑢𝑛 , which are following the continuous uniform
distribution defined on the interval (0,1). Then transform it to a random sample follows Log-Logistic
distribution using 𝑐. 𝑑. 𝑓. as follow;
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𝐹(𝑥, 𝑎, 𝛽) =

1

𝑥
1+( 𝑖 )−𝛽
𝑎

,

𝑈𝑖 =

1

𝑈𝑖

1

, 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎(1−𝑈𝑖)𝛽

𝑥
1+( 𝑖 )−𝛽
𝑎

Then, let G is a vector of all parameters required, such as G = [𝑎, 𝛽 ] and generate k+1 solutions for X.
where k i s t h e number of parameters t h a t required for output
Step 2: Recall the S from the equation (4).
Step 3: By (L=1000) replication, we compute 𝑆̂ based on MLE using equations (21), and (22), and the
best solution from (𝑓1 ) MLEDSA method.
6. Result of Simulation
In order to verify the performance of the MLEDSA method to estimate the parameters, we made
simulation by examining various sample sizes (30, 60, 90) . We considered different values of
parameters of (𝛼, 𝛽) as ( 0.5 , 2 ), (2 , 4 ), (3 , 1), (1,0.5), (1,5) respectively. Based on MSE. Each table
explained the result of estimate values of 𝛼 and β, survival and estimate survival, respectively.
The following tables (1-5) showed that the proposed algorithm offered less MSE for estimate
parameters and survival function. Therefore, MLEDSA method provides better results.
Table 1. MSE of estimate the parameters and survival analyses when 𝛼 = 0.5 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 = 2
Simple size
𝑛 = 30
𝑛 = 60
𝑛 = 90

Method

𝛼̂

𝛽̂

𝑆

𝑆̂

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/𝑆𝐷𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴

0.47737
0.47806
0.56668
0.56609
0.46123
0.46475

1.88420
1.92247
2.56315
2.45316
1.82234
2.01930

0.50000
0.50000
0.50000
0.50000
0.50000
0.50000

0.47820
0.48644
0.57342
0.57055
0.36129
0.45952

Table 2. MSE of estimate the parameters and survival analyses when 𝛼 = 2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 = 4
Simple size
𝑛 = 30
𝑛 = 60
𝑛 = 90

Method
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴

𝛽̂
3.83078
3.84493
3.76869
3.80256
3.92688
4.03466

𝛼̂
1.95162
1.95154
2.15225
2.15427
1.85573
1.85557

𝑆
0.99611
0.99611
0.99611
0.99611
0.99611
0.99611

𝑆̂
0.99460
0.99471
0.99593
0.99614
0.99423
0.99499

Table 3. MSE of estimate the parameters and survival analyses when 𝛼 = 3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 = 1
Simple size

Method

𝛽̂

𝛼̂
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𝑛 = 30
𝑛 = 60
𝑛 = 90

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴

2.70160
3.25834
2.31416
2.63529
0.02459
3.07712

1.09006
1.10303
1.01150
1.01227
0.00158
0.25778

0.85714
0.85714
0.85714
0.85714
0.85714
0.85714

0.86282
0.88770
0.82489
0.84324
0.79236
0.85813

Table 4. MSE of estimate the parameters and survival analyses when α=1 and β=0.5
Simple size

Method

𝛼̂

𝛽̂

𝑆

𝑆̂

𝑛 = 30

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴

0.76726
0.82181

0.48077
0.48062

0.58579
0.58579

0.55129
0.55942

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸/ 𝑆𝐷𝐴

0.74999
0.77164
0.68244
0.74644

0.50627
0.50613
0.55341
0.55483

0.58579
0.58579
0.58579
0.58579

0.55114
. 55469
0.54293
0.55535

𝑛 = 60
𝑛 = 90

Table 5. MSE of estimate the parameters and survival analyses when 𝛼 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 = 5
Simple size

Method

𝛼̂

𝛽̂

𝑆

𝑆̂

𝑛 = 30

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑆𝐷𝐴

1.06921
1.06011

3.54456
5.31187

0.96970
0.96970

0.93668
0.98187

𝑛 = 60

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸 𝑆𝐷𝐴

1.04446
1.04396

4.65496
4.88415

0.96970
0.96970

0.96860
0.97329

𝑛 = 90

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐿𝐸𝑆𝐷𝐴

4.57566
1.01016

0.99228
5.37201

0.96970
0.96970

0.89997
0.97764

7. Conclusion
In this paper, a new algorithm MLESDA has been recommended to estimate the parameters for log
logistic distribution based on survival analyses. Simulation is founded to compare between the
suggested method and MLE. The results showed that MLESDA variant more precisely estimate the
parameters than the MLE.
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Abstract. More researchers used biased estimators instead of the restricted least square estimator
(RLS) that is unbiased to improve the efficiency of the estimator. Therefore, in this paper, we
proposed new biased estimator, called restricted modified unbiased ridge regression (RMUR)
based on modified unbiased ridge regression (MURR) that suggested by Batah and Gory (2009).
By some theorems and a simulation study, we show that, this new estimator has desirable
properties as the MUR and it is better than the RLS. A numerical example from literature is used
to illustrate the results.

1. Introduction
Consider the following linear regression model
𝑌 = 𝑋𝛽 + 𝜀,
(1)
where 𝑋 is known (n×p) matrix with rank(𝑋) = 𝑝 , 𝑌 is (n×1) response vector , The error team 𝜀 is a
n×1 vector of error with E(ε)=0 and var(ε)= 𝜎 2 𝐼𝑛 and 𝛽 is a (𝑝×1) unknown vector coefficient. Ordinary
least square (OLS) estimator of 𝛽 in model (1) is given by
𝛽̂𝐿 = (𝑋 ′ 𝑋)−1 𝑋′𝑌

(2)

When there is a linear relationship between independent variables, the problem of multicollinearity will
be exist. In case of multicollinearity, the (OLS) estimator of regression coefficients may be statistically
significant with wrong sign and large variance. Therefore the results are far from the actual values. To
overcome this problem, the biased estimator has been used. One of these estimators is ordinary ridge
regression ORR which proposed by Hoerl and Kennard (1970). Hoerl and Kennard derived the ORR
estimator as the solution of the following problem; minimize 𝛽 ∗ ′ 𝛽∗ subject to(𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ )′ (𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ ) =
𝑐. That means:
1

𝛽 ∗ ′ 𝛽 ∗ + 𝑘 [(𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ )′ (𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ ) − 𝑐]

(3)

1

Where 𝑘 is a Lagrangian multiplier and 𝑐 is constant.The solution (3) obtained the (ORR) estimator as
the following:
−1
𝛽̂ (𝑘) = [𝐼 − 𝑘(𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘𝐼𝑝 ) 𝛽̂𝐿𝑆
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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−1

= (𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘𝐼𝑝 ) 𝑋 ′ 𝑌 , 𝑘 > 0 .

(4)

Modified ridge estimator by Swindel (1976), the restricted ridge by Zhong and Yang (2007), modified
new two-parameter by Lukman (2019), restricted and unrestricted by Ozkale (2007), Crouse et al.
(1995) proposed the unbiased ridge regression (URR) estimator as the following:
−1
𝛽̂ (𝑘, 𝐽) = (𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘𝐼𝑝 ) (𝑋 ′ 𝑌 + 𝑘𝐽) , 𝑘 ≥ 0

(5)
𝜎2

where 𝐽 is a random vector with 𝐽~𝑁 (𝛽, 𝑘 𝐼𝑝 ) for 𝑘 > 0.To improve the performance of the
estimators by using biased estimation technique, Batah and Gore (2009) proposed modified unbiased
ridge regression (MURR) as:
−1
𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) = [𝐼 − 𝑘(𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘𝐼𝑝 ) ] 𝛽̂ (𝑘, 𝐽)
−1

−1

= [𝐼 − 𝑘(𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘𝐼𝑝 ) ] (𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘𝐼𝑝 ) (𝑋 ′ 𝑌 + 𝑘𝐽)

(6)

Although the (MURR) estimator is a good estimator in dealing with a problem of multicollinearity, as
it is considered one of best biased estimators in dealing with this problem, but it also has negative
characteristic and this characteristic arises from its dependence on the value of 𝑘. As → ∞, 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) → 0
a stable, but biased estimator of 𝛽. As 𝑘 → 0, 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) → 𝛽̂𝑅𝐿𝑆 , an unbiased unstable estimator of 𝛽
where ̂𝛽𝑅𝐿𝑆 still dealing with the matrix 𝑋′𝑋 which is responsible for multicollinearity. That is
𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) trace curve path the parameter space from 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) to zero, so the distance between 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) and
𝛽̂𝑅𝐿𝑆 decreases when 𝑘 increases from 0. Therefore, we propose new biased estimator to improve the
efficiency of estimation which we called restricted modified unbiased ridge regression (RMUR).
In section 2, we study the properties of new estimator. In section 3, we study the performance of the
new estimator compared with some other estimators by using the simulation technique. Section 4
contains numerical example to illustrate the results. Finally, the conclusions with some remarks are
given in section 5.
2. Proposed Estimator and its properties
To overcome the problem of multicollinearity we can also use prior information that can be considered
as a linear restriction which is given by:
𝑅𝛽 = 𝑟 ,

(7)

where 𝑅 is an (𝑚 × 𝑝) known matrix with p rank 𝑚 > 𝑝 and 𝑟 is an (𝑚 × 1 ) vector.
The idea is that, we try to find an estimator of 𝛽 that is closest to 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) by taking a point that is closest
to 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) with same residual of sum square when the restrictions of 𝛽 given by (6) are available. Thus,
we derive a new estimator as the solution of the minimization problem for the function defined by
′
1
𝛷 = (𝛽 − 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘)) (𝛽 − 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘)) + [(𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽)′ (𝑦 − 𝑋𝛽) − 𝑐] − 2𝜆′(𝑅𝛽 − 𝑟)
𝑘
1

where 𝑘 is a Lagrangian multiplier, 𝜆 is a vector on Lagrangian multipliers and 𝑐 is a constant. We
differentiate the 𝛷 with respect 𝛽 and 𝜆 respectively, and we obtain the following equations.
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1
(𝛽 ∗ − 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘)) + (𝑋 ′ 𝑋𝛽 ∗ − 𝑋 ′ 𝑦) − 𝑅 ′ 𝜆 = 0
𝑘

(8)

𝑅𝛽 ∗ − 𝑟 = 0

(9)

From (7)
𝛽 ∗ = (𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘)−1 (𝑋 ′ 𝑦 + 𝑘𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘)) + (𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘)−1 𝑅′ 𝑘𝜆

(10)

If we premultiply (9) by 𝑅 and inserting in (8), we obtain the solution of normal equations
−1
𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) = 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ ) (𝑟 − 𝑅𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘)),

(11)

where 𝑆𝑘−1 = (𝑋 ′ 𝑋 + 𝑘𝐼)−1.
Now, we need to show that 𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) satisfy the restrictions given by (6). Thus
−1
𝑅 𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) = 𝑅[𝛽̂𝑗 (𝑘) + 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) (𝑟 − 𝑅𝛽̂𝑗 (𝑘))]
𝑅𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) = 𝑅𝛽̂𝑗 (𝑘) + 𝑟 − 𝑅𝛽̂𝑗 (𝑘)

=𝑟
We can rewrite 𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) as follows:
Let 𝛽1 = 𝑅 ′ (𝑅𝑅 ′ )−1 𝑟 and satisfy the restriction in (7), therefore, we have
−1
𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) = 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) (𝑟 − 𝑅𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘))
−1
= 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) (𝑟 − 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘))
−1
−1
= 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + [𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) ] 𝑟 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘)
−1
−1
= 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + [𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) ] 𝑟
−1

= (𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ )

−1
𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 ) 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + [𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) ] 𝑟

−1
= 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + [𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ ) ] 𝑅𝛽1
−1
= 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) + [𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ ) ] 𝑅𝛽1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘 𝛽1 + 𝛽1
−1

= 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) − [𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 ]𝑆𝑘 𝛽1 + 𝛽1
= 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 𝛽̂𝑗 (𝑘) − 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 𝛽1 + 𝛽1
∗
𝛽̂𝑟 (𝑘) = 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 (𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) − 𝛽1 ) + 𝛽1
where 𝑁𝑘 =

(𝑆𝑘−1

(12)

−1
− 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1

2.1 Matrix Mean Square Error (MMSE)
The bias and variance of an estimator are measured simultaneously by the mean square error matrix
(MSE)
𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝛽 ∗ ) = 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝛽 ∗ ) + 𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝛽 ∗ )(𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠𝑒(𝛽 ∗ ))′
For this purpose,

3
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𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘) = 𝜎 2 𝑊𝑆 −1 𝑊 ′ + 𝑘 2 𝑆𝑘−1 𝛽𝛽 ′ 𝑆𝑘−1 ,
𝑀𝐸𝑆(𝛽̂𝑅𝐿𝑆 ) = 𝜎 2 𝑁0 𝑆 −1 𝑁0,
𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝛽̂𝑅 (𝑘)
= 𝜎 2 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑁𝑘′ + 𝑘 2 𝑁𝑘 𝛽𝛽 ′ 𝑁𝑘′ ,
where 𝑊 = (𝐼 − 𝑘𝑆𝑘−1 ) = 𝑆𝑆𝑘−1 , 𝑁0 = 𝑁𝑘 when 𝑘 = 0 and 𝑆 = (𝑋 ′ 𝑋).

(13)
(14)
(15)

The expected value of RMUR is given by:
𝐸(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) = 𝐸(𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 (𝛽̂𝑗 (𝑘) − 𝛽1 ) + 𝛽1 )
Since 𝐸(𝛽̂𝐽 (𝑘)) = (𝐼 − 𝑘𝑆𝑘−1 )𝛽, so
𝐸(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) = 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 ((𝐼 − 𝑘𝑆𝑘−1 )𝛽 − 𝛽1 ) + 𝛽1
= 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 (𝛽 − 𝛽1 ) + 𝛽1 − 𝑘𝑁𝑘 𝛽
Since 𝑅𝛽 = 𝑟, from 𝐸𝑞(7) 𝑅𝛽1 = 𝑟. So, we get that 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 (𝛽 − 𝛽1 ) = 𝛽 − 𝛽1
Therefore,
𝐸(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) = 𝛽 − 𝑘𝑁𝑘 𝛽 = (𝐼 − 𝑘𝑁𝑘 )𝛽
The variance, the bias and MMSE of RMUR are given as follows:
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) = 𝐸[(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) − 𝐸 (𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) (𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) − 𝐸 (𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) ′
= 𝜎 2 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 𝑊𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝐾′ 𝑊 ′ 𝑁𝑘′ ,
where 𝑤 = (𝐼 − 𝑘𝑆𝑘−1 ) = 𝑆𝑆𝑘−1.
bias(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) = 𝐸 (𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) − 𝛽
= 𝛽 − 𝑘𝑁𝑘 𝛽 − 𝛽 =
−𝑘𝑁𝑘 𝛽
So that,
MMSE(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) = 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) + [𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)][𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)]′

(16)

(17)

(18)

= 𝜎 2 𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑘 𝑊𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑘′ 𝑊 ′ 𝑁𝑘′ + 𝑘 2 𝑁𝑘 𝛽𝛽 ′ 𝑁𝑘′ .
The scalar mean square error of is defined as follows:
𝑚𝑠𝑒(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) = 𝜎 2 𝑡𝑟(𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−1 𝑁𝑘 ) + 𝑘 2 𝑡𝑟(𝑁𝑘 𝛽𝛽 ′ 𝑁𝑘 ),

(19)

−1

where 𝑡𝑟 denotes trace and 𝑁𝑘 = (𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 ). It is will known that a linear
regression model can be transformed to conical from by orthogonal transformation let 𝑇 be an
orthogonal matrix such that;
𝑇 ′𝑋′𝑋 = 𝛬
(20)
Where 𝛬 is a 𝑝 × 𝑝 diagonal matrix elements 𝜆1 ≥ 𝜆2 ≥ ⋯ ≥ 𝜆𝑝 are the eigenvalues
So, we can state the following theorem
Theorem 2.1: The scalar mean square error of 𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘) is given by:
p

p

i=1

i=1

λi2 (λi + k − 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ )2
∝2i (λi + k − 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ )2
∗ (𝑘))
2
2
̂
mse(𝛽𝑟
=σ ∑
+k ∑
(λi + k)5
(λi + k)4

(21)

Proof:
−1
−1
𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−1 𝑁𝑘 = (𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 ) 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−1 (𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 )
−1

−1

= (𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2 ) − (𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅 ′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2
−1

−1

+𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅 ′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1
We have 𝑆𝑘−1 = 𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′

4

(22)
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𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2 ) = 𝑡𝑟[(𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇 ′ 𝑇𝛬𝑇 ′ 𝑇𝛬𝑇′(𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−2 𝑇 ′ ] = 𝑡𝑟[(𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−3 𝑇 ′ 𝑇𝛬𝑇 ′ 𝑇𝛬𝑇 ′ ]
𝑝

𝜆2𝑖
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)3

=∑
𝑖=1

(23)

−1

𝑡𝑟 (𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 )
= 𝑡𝑟[(𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′𝑇𝛬𝑇′𝑇𝛬𝑇′(𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−2 𝑇′𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ 𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′ ]
𝑝

=∑
𝑖=1

𝜆2𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)4

(24)

𝑅 ∗ = 𝑇𝑅 ′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ )𝑅𝑇 ′ . 𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝑅 ∗ ) = 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
−1

𝑡𝑟 (𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2 )
= 𝑡𝑟[𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′𝑅∗ 𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′𝑇𝛬𝑇′𝑇𝛬𝑇′𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−2 𝑇′ ]
𝑝

𝜆2𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)4

=∑
𝑖=1

(25)

−1

−1

𝑡𝑟 (𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 ) =
𝑡𝑟[𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′𝑅∗ 𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′𝑇𝛬𝑇′𝑇𝛬𝑇′𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−2 𝑇′𝑅∗ 𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′]
𝑝

2

𝜆2𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
= ∑
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)5

(26)

𝑖=1

From (23), (24), (25) and (26), we get the following result.
𝑝

𝑡𝑟(𝑁𝑘 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑘−1 𝑁𝑘 )

𝑝

𝑝

2

2

𝜆2𝑖
𝜆2𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
𝜆2𝑖 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
= [∑
−2∑
+∑
]
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)3
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)4
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)5
𝑖=1

𝑝

=∑

𝑖=1

𝜆2𝑖 (𝜆𝑖

𝑖=𝑖

+ 𝑘 − 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ )2
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)5

𝑖=1

.

(27)

Also,
−1

−1

𝑡𝑟(𝑁𝑘2 ) = (𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 ) (𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 )
= 𝑆𝑘−2 − 𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅 ′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ )𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 − 𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘 𝑅′ )𝑅𝑆𝑘−2
−1

−1

+𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ )
𝑝

𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝑘−2 ) = 𝑡𝑟(𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)2 𝑇 ′ ) = ∑
𝑖=1

1
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)2

(28)
(29)

𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ )𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 ) = 𝑡𝑟[𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−2 𝑇 ′ 𝑅∗ 𝑇(𝛬 + 𝑘)−1 𝑇′]
𝑝

=∑
𝑖=1

Similar to (30), we get:

𝑝

𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘 𝑅′ )𝑅𝑆𝑘−2 ) = ∑
𝑖=1
−1

𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)3

𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)3

(30)

(31)

−1

𝑡𝑟 (𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−2 𝑅′ (𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 𝑅′ ) 𝑅𝑆𝑘−1 )
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𝑝

=∑
𝑖=1

𝑟𝑖𝑖∗2
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)4

(32)

From (28) to (32), we get
𝑝

𝑡𝑟(𝑁𝑘2 )

2

= ∑(
𝑖=1
𝑝

1
2𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
𝑟𝑖𝑖∗
−
+
)
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)2 (𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)3 (𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)4

(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘 − 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ )2
=∑
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)4

(33)

𝑖=1

Therefore,
𝑡𝑟(∝

′

𝑁𝑘2

𝑝

∝) = ∑
𝑖=1

∝2𝑖 (𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘 − 𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ )2
.
(𝜆𝑖 + 𝑘)4

(34)

Where ∝= 𝑇 ′ 𝛽 = (∝1 … … … ∝𝑝 ). Finally, we have
𝑝 𝜆𝑖
𝑚𝑠𝑒(𝛽̂𝑟∗ (𝑘)) = 𝜎 2 ∑𝑖=1

2 (𝜆𝑖+𝑘−𝑟 ∗ )2
𝑖𝑖
(𝜆𝑖+𝑘)5

𝑝

+ 𝑘 2 ∑𝑖=1

2

∝2𝑖 (𝜆𝑖+𝑘−𝑟𝑖𝑖∗ )
(𝜆𝑖+𝑘)4

.

The proof is completed.
3.
Simulation Study
The purpose of this section is to make a comparison among the different biased estimators in order to
identify good estimator among them. Therefore, we conduct a simulation study by using the Matlab
program. This simulation is created depending on factors that affect the properties of the estimator’s
duo to the degree of the collinearity among several explanatory variables. Kibria (2003) was followed
to generate the explanatory variables by using the equation.
1

𝑥𝑖𝑗 = (1 − ϒ2 )2 𝑧𝑖𝑗 + ϒ𝑧𝑖𝑝 ,
𝑖 = 1……..𝑛 ,𝑗 = 1……..𝑝
(35)
where the zij independent standard normal pseudo-random numbers and ϒ represents the correlation
between any two variables. These variables are standardized so that 𝑋′𝑋 is being in correlation form.
The response variable y is considered by:
𝑦𝑖 = β0 + 𝛽1 𝑥𝑖1 + 𝛽2 𝑥𝑖2 + ⋯ … … … + 𝛽𝑝 𝑥𝑖𝑝 + 𝑒𝑖 ,
𝑖 = 1,2, … … , 𝑛
(36)
where 𝑒𝑖 is i.i.d. N(0, σ2). Therefore, zero intercept for (36) will be assumed. Also the number of
explanatory variables 𝑝 = 4, while the values of  are choose as (1, 4, 9,). The correlation ϒ will
choose as (0.90, 0.95,0.99) and sample size n as (25, 50 ,100,).The coefficients β1, β2, …, βp are selected
as the eigenvectors corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix 𝑋′𝑋 subject to constraint β'β
= 1. Thus, for all 𝑛 , 𝜎 , 𝜆 , 𝑝 , 𝛽 and ϒ, sets of 𝑋𝑠 are created. The experiment was replicated 5000 times
by creating new error terms. Estimated mean square error (EMSE) is calculated as follows:
1
∗
∗
𝐸𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝛽 ∗ ) = 5000 ∑5000
𝑖=1 (𝛽 − 𝛽)′(𝛽 − 𝛽),
where 𝛽 ∗ would be any estimators (RLS, MURR, RRR or RMUR).
3.1 The discussion of simulation results
In this article, we present the results of the Monte Carlo experiment regarding of the properties of
the different methods that used to choose the ridge parameter 𝑘. The simulation results are presented
from Table 1 to Table 7 and we discuss the results in all cases.
Table1 and Table 7 show the performance of the RMUR estimator compared to some other estimators
as the following:
1.The RMUR estimator is the best, because the RMUR estimator has lowest MSE compared with other
estimators for all different sample size 𝑛 in all correlation coefficient values and 𝜎. However, in some
cases the MURR estimator is close or similar to the RMUR estimator from these cases.
2.In case (𝑛 = 25, 𝜎 = 1, ϒ = .90 ) and (𝑛 = 50, 𝜎 = 1, ϒ = .90), the MUR estimator is close or
similar the RMUR estimator in this cases.
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4.Numerical example
In this study, the performance of the proposed estimator using a real life data is illustrated. We consider
the data about the total national product, which is cited by Akdeniz (2003) for comparison of the
estimators that given in this study. This data shows the relationship between the dependent variable 𝑌
and the percentage that is the united states spent on four independent variables 𝑋1 , 𝑋2 , 𝑋3 and 𝑋4
representing the percentage spent by Farance, West Germany, Japan, and Soviet Union respectively.
The goal is to compare the scalar mean square error 𝑚𝑠𝑒 of the RLS, RRR, MURR and RMUR. The
𝑚𝑠𝑒 of the MURR, RLS, RRR and RMUR are given in Eq.(3), Eq.(14), Eq.(15) and Eq.(19)
respectively, which given in Table 8.
Table 1. The scalar mean square error for different estimators and different estimated ridge parameter
𝑘
𝑂𝐿𝑆
𝑅𝐿𝑆
𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑀𝑈𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑀𝑈𝑅
0.0161
602.4197
135.7475
96.4878
159.9901
83.1722
0.0243
602.4197
135.7475
83.0983
110.1283
67.6833
0.050
602.4197
135.7475
56.1576
54.1576
40.0858
0.020
602.4197
135.7475
89.7099
131.9846
75.1888
0.50
602.4197
135.7475
7.0013
5.9080
3.7911
602.4197
135.7475
32.7403
26.7126
20.2068
0.10
0.15
602.4197
135.7475
22.5322
17.7867
13.0448
For the linear restrictions (6), the values R and r are, respectively, given as follows Najarian (2013)
𝑅 = [1 1 1 1 ; 0 1 3 1 ], 𝑟 = [1.2170 1.0904]
In Table 8, we can observe that, the RMUR estimator has lowest mse for all different estimated ridge
parameter. Therefore, the performance the RMUR estimator is better than other estimators and this is
clear in the Figures 1,2 and 3.

Figure 1. Estimated mse of the proposed estimator compared for different estimators and different
estimated ridge parameter k.
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Figure 2. Estimated mse of the proposed estimator compared for different estimators and different
estimated ridge parameter k.

Figure 3. Estimated mse of the proposed estimator compared for different estimators and different
estimated ridge parameter k.
5. Conclusions
The simulation study in section 3 shows that, the RMOR estimator is better than of the other estimators
for all values 𝑛 , 𝜎 and ϒ. Also, the RMUR estimator has good properties compared with other
estimators. The RMUR estimator is more efficient where it has lowest mean square error compared to
others, and with respect to the real data that used in the present study.
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Abstract. A new flexible compound distribution with three parameters named Truncated
Exponential Topp Leone Exponential (TETLE) is introduced as a sub-model of a new generator
family named Truncated Exponential Topp Leone-G. Several keys of its statistical properties,
order statistics, entropies, reliability analysis, and reliability stress strength model are presented.
The maximum likelihood estimation method is implemented to estimate the unknown
parameters. Moreover, to assess the flexibility and usefulness, the TETLE distribution applied
upon simulation and two real-life data set. The consistent and flexible performance of the
maximum likelihood estimates is clearly appeared by the simulation results and the results of the
real application clearly shown that the proposed distribution has superior output relative to other
considered distributions for all information criteria.

1. Introduction
Lifetime data plays a significant role in an extensive variety of applications, such as public health,
management, engineering, medicine, and biological sciences. Statistical distributions are used to model
these data in order to examine its essential characteristics. Appropriate distribution can provide valuable
information that leads to putting conclusions and decisions. When more flexible distributions are
needed, many researchers are about to use the new one with more generalization. One of the supremely
important distributions is the exponential distribution. It has been applied to match life data in a number
of fields. However, some of these applications are restricted in part, and this restriction is certainly an
opportunity for researchers to create new generalizations and to make a variety of improvements to this
distribution in order to increase its flexibility. In this paper, based on the well-known exponential
distribution, a new family of probability distributions is introduced through the works of Topp and Leone
[1] and Eugene et al. [2].
Topp and Leone (1955) [1] developed a new distribution of empirical data with J-shaped histograms.
The Topp Leone (TL) distribution had not received much attention until it discovered by Nadarajah and
Kotz (2003) [3] when they studied some of its properties, moments, central moments, and characteristic
function. Furthermore, among the important work of analyzing lifetime data that revealed a significant
influence of the TL distribution are, Ghitany et al. (2005) [4] provided TL reliability measures, Kotz
and Seier (2007) [5] offered a discussion on TL kurtosis, Vicaria et al. (2008) [6] introduced two-sided
generalized TL distributions, Al-Zahrani (2012) [7] derived TL goodness of fit tests, and Sangsanit and
Bodhisuwan (2016) [8] proposed the TL generated (TL-G) family of distributions.
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The cumulative distribution function (cdf) and probability density function (pdf) of the TL-G family,
that due to Sangsanit and Bodhisuwan [8], with one shape parameter 𝛼 beside the cdf and pdf of an
arbitrary (parent or baseline) distribution, say 𝐺(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥), are
𝛼

𝛼

𝑀(𝑥) 𝑇𝐿 = (𝐺(𝑥)) (2 − 𝐺(𝑥)) ; 𝛼 > 0
𝛼−1

𝑚(𝑥) 𝑇𝐿 = 2𝛼 𝑔(𝑥)(𝐺(𝑥))

(1)
𝛼−1

(1 − 𝐺(𝑥))(2 − 𝐺(𝑥))

(2)

Eugene et al. [2] proposed a new family based on beta distribution with the cdf and pdf as below
𝑀(𝑥)
1
𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇 =
∫
𝑡 𝑎−1 (1 − 𝑡)𝑏−1 𝑑𝑡 ; 0 < 𝑡 < 1 and 0 < 𝑎, 𝑏 < ∞
𝛽(𝑎, 𝑏) 0
1
(𝑀(𝑥))𝑎−1 (1 − 𝑀(𝑥))𝑏−1 𝑚(𝑥)
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇 =
𝛽(𝑎, 𝑏)

(3)
(4)

where 𝑀(𝑥) and 𝑚(𝑥) are the cdf and pdf of any distribution and 𝛽(𝑎, 𝑏) represent Beta function. Then
Eugene et al. derived some properties of the beta normal distribution that defined by taking 𝑀(𝑥) to be
the cdf of the normal distribution (see [2][9]).
Taking motivation from the works above, a new family named truncated exponential Topp Leone– G
has been proposed (for more details about TL distribution and truncated distribution see [2] and [10]).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the truncated exponential Topp Leone – G family is
introduced in Section 2 with several general useful expressions. In Section 3, attention is given the
truncated exponential Topp Leone exponential as a sub-model of the new family. In Sections 4, and 5
various properties besides order statistics, entropies, reliability measures, and reliability stress strength
model are presented. The maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters are presented in Section 6.
In Section 7, numerical illustrations are implemented in order to illustrate the behavior of the new
distribution. Finally, in Section 8, conclusions are listed.
2. Truncated Exponential Topp Leone-G family
Consider 𝐻(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸 and ℎ(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸 are the cdf and pdf of the truncated exponential distribution with scale
parameter 𝜆, i.e.
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑥
𝐻(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸 =
; 0 < 𝑥 < 1 ,𝜆 > 0
(5)
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆
ℎ(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸 =

𝜆𝑒 −𝜆𝑥
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆

(6)

By composing the two continuous cdfs ( 𝐻, 𝑀), the cdf 𝐹(𝑥) = 𝐻(𝑀(𝑥)) and corresponding pdf
𝜕

𝑓(𝑥) = 𝜕𝑥 𝐹(𝑥) will be

𝑀(𝑥)

𝐹(𝑥) = ∫
0

𝑓(𝑥) =

𝜆𝑒 −𝜆𝑣
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆𝑀(𝑥)
𝑑𝑣
=
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆

𝜆𝑚(𝑥) 𝑒 −𝜆𝑀(𝑥)
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆

(7)

(8)

Replacing 𝑀(𝑥) and 𝑚(𝑥) in (7) and (8) by (1) and (2), a new generator family of probability
distributions named Truncated Exponential Topp Leone-G (TETL-G) can be proposed.
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The cdf and pdf of the proposed family are
𝛼
𝛼
1
−𝜆(𝐺(𝑥)) (2−𝐺(𝑥))
(1
−
𝑒
)
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆

𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿−𝐺 =
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿−𝐺 =

(9)

2𝜆𝛼
𝛼−1
𝛼−1 −𝜆(𝐺(𝑥))𝛼 (2−𝐺(𝑥))𝛼
𝑔(𝑥)(𝐺(𝑥)) (1 − 𝐺(𝑥))(2 − 𝐺(𝑥))
𝑒
−𝜆
1−𝑒

(10)

Also, the useful expansion formula of the above pdf can be got by using the expansion formulas below:
∞
𝑒 −𝑧 = Σ𝑘=0

(−1)𝑘 𝑘
𝑧
𝑘!

(𝐸1)

(−1)𝑚

(1 − 𝑧)𝑎 = ∑∞
𝑚=0

𝑚!

Γ(𝑎+1)
Γ(𝑎−𝑚+1)

𝑧 𝑚 with |𝑧| < 1 and 𝑎 > 0

(𝐸2)

Γ(𝑎+𝑚)

𝑚
(1 − 𝑧)−𝑎 = ∑∞
𝑚=0 𝑚! Γ(𝑎) 𝑧 with |𝑧| < 1 and 𝑎 > 0

(𝐸3)

Now, based on the above expansion formulas, we get
𝛼

𝑒 −𝜆(𝐺(𝑥))

𝛼

(2−𝐺(𝑥))

𝛼(𝑘+1)−1

(2 − 𝐺(𝑥))

= ∑∞
𝑘=0

(−1)𝑘
𝑘!

𝑘𝛼

(2 − 𝐺(𝑥))

, and

∑∞
𝑚=0

(−1)𝑚

∑∞
𝑚=0

𝑚
Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1)+𝑚−1) 𝛼(𝑘+1)−𝑚−1
2
(𝐺(𝑥))
𝑚! Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1)−1)

=
{

𝑘𝛼

𝜆𝑘 (𝐺(𝑥))

𝑚!

2𝛼(𝑘+1)−𝑚−1

Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1))
Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1)−𝑚)

𝑚

(𝐺(𝑥)) ; 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 > 0
; 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 < 0

Then expansion of (10) will be
𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1)−1

𝑓 𝐸 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿−𝐺 = 𝑊𝑔(𝑥)(𝐺(𝑥))

(1 − 𝐺(𝑥))

(11)

where
(−1)𝑘+𝑚 Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1))
1
∑∞
𝛼𝜆𝑘+1 2𝛼(𝑘+1)−𝑚
1−𝑒 −𝜆 𝑘,𝑚=0 𝑘! 𝑚! Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1)−𝑚)

; 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 > 0

𝑊=

(12)
(−1)𝑘 Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1)+𝑚−1)
1
𝑘+1 𝛼(𝑘+1)−𝑚
∑∞
2
𝑘,𝑚=0 𝑘! 𝑚! Γ(𝛼(𝑘+1)−1) 𝛼𝜆
−𝜆
1−𝑒
{

; 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 < 0

3. Truncated Exponential Topp Leone Exponential distribution
Consider 𝐺(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) in (9), (10), and (11) be the cdf and pdf of the exponential distribution with
positive scale parameter 𝜃, then a new distribution called Truncated Exponential Topp Leone
Exponential (TETLE) distribution can be proposed as a member of TETL-G family with the cdf, pdf and
expanded pdf given respectively by
𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =

1
−2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
)
−𝜆
1−𝑒

2𝜆𝛼𝜃 −2𝜃𝑥 −𝜆(1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
𝛼−1
𝑒
𝑒
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )
−𝜆
1−𝑒

and

3

(13)
(14)
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𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1)−1

𝑓 𝐸 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = 𝑊𝜃𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥 )

(15)

with 𝑊 as in (12).
The plots of the cdf and pdf of the 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 distribution for particular parameter values are presented in
Figures 1 and 2. It is noted that this new distribution is very flexible to model positive data.

Figure 1. The cdf plot of 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸distribution for
particular parameter values

Figure 2. The pdf plot of 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸distribution for
particular parameter values

4. Statistical properties and order statistics of TETLE distribution
The 𝑟 𝑡ℎ moment can be found regards to (15) as follows
∞

∞

𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1)−1

𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = ∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝑓 𝐸 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 𝑑𝑥 = 𝑊 ∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝜃𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜃𝑥 )
0

𝑑𝑥

0

Now, based on (𝐸2) and (𝐸3), we get

(1 − 𝑒

−𝜃𝑥 𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1)−1

)

∑∞
𝑡=0
=

(−1)𝑡 Γ(𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1))
𝑡!

Γ(𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1)−𝑡)

𝑒 −𝜃𝑡𝑥 ; 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 > 0

Γ(𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1)+𝑡−1)

−𝜃𝑡𝑥
∑∞
𝑡=0 𝑡! Γ(𝑚+𝛼(𝑘+1)−1) 𝑒
{

; 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 < 0

Now 𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 with 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 > 0 will be
∞
𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = 𝑊 Σ𝑡=0
∞
= 𝑊 Σ𝑡=0

∞
(−1)𝑡 Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1))
∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝜃 𝑒 −𝜃(𝑡+2)𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑡) 0
∞
(−1)𝑡 Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1))
1
∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝜃(𝑡 + 2) 𝑒 −𝜃(𝑡+2)𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑡) (𝑡 + 2) 0

∞

Since ∫0 𝑥 𝑟 𝜃(𝑡 + 2) 𝑒 −𝜃(𝑡+2)𝑥 𝑑𝑥 represent the 𝑟 𝑡ℎ moment of exponential distribution with
parameters 𝜃(𝑡 + 2), thus 𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 becomes

4
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∞
𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = 𝑊 Σ𝑡=0

(−1)𝑡 Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1))
𝑟!
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑡) (𝑡 + 2)(𝜃(𝑡 + 2))𝑟

and the 𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 with 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 < 0 becomes
∞
𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = 𝑊 Σ𝑡=0

Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) + 𝑡 − 1) ∞ 𝑟 −𝜃(𝑡+2)𝑥
𝑑𝑥
∫ 𝑥 𝜃𝑒
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1) 0

∞
Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) + 𝑡 − 1) 1
∫ 𝑥 𝑟 𝜃(𝑡 + 2) 𝑒 −𝜃(𝑡+2)𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1) (𝑡 + 2) 0
Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) + 𝑡 − 1)
𝑟!
∞
= 𝑊 Σ𝑡=0
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1) (𝑡 + 2)(𝜃(𝑡 + 2))𝑟

∞
= 𝑊 Σ𝑡=0

Thus, the 𝑟 𝑡ℎ moment of 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 distribution is
∞
𝑊 Σ𝑡=0

(−1)𝑡 Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1))
𝑟!
; 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 > 0
𝑟
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑡) 𝜃 (𝑡 + 2)𝑟+1

∞
𝑊 Σ𝑡=0

Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) + 𝑡 − 1)
𝑟!
𝑡! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1) 𝜃 𝑟 (𝑡 + 2)𝑟+1

𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =
{

; 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 < 0
(16)

where 𝑊 as in (12).
With (𝑟 = 1, 2, 3, 4), another properties such as the mean (𝐸(𝑋)), the variance (𝐸(𝑋 2 ) − [𝐸(𝑋)]2 ), the
coefficient

of

skewness

𝐸(𝑋 3 )−3𝐸(𝑋)𝐸(𝑋 2 )+2[𝐸(𝑋)]3
[𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑋)]3/2

(

𝐸(𝑋 4 )−4𝐸(𝑋)𝐸(𝑋 3 )+6𝐸(𝑋 2 )[𝐸(𝑋)]2 −3[𝐸(𝑋)]4

(

[𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑋)]2

),

and

the

coefficient

𝜑𝑋 (𝑡) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =
∞
𝑊 Σ𝑡,𝑟=0
{

kurtosis

) (see [11]) can be calculated.

The TETLE characteristic function can easily be found via 𝜑𝑋 (𝑡) 𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑂𝑊 = ∑∞
𝑟=0
∞
𝑊 Σ𝑡,𝑟=0

of

(𝑖𝑡)𝑟
𝑟!

𝐸(𝑋 𝑟 ) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 as

(−1)𝑡 (𝑖𝑡)𝑟 Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1))
𝑟!
; 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 > 0
𝑟
𝑡! 𝑟!
Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 𝑡) 𝜃 (𝑡 + 2)𝑟+1
(𝑖𝑡)𝑟 Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) + 𝑡 − 1)
𝑟!
𝑟
(𝑡
𝑡! 𝑟! Γ(𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1) 𝜃
+ 2)𝑟+1

; 𝑚 + 𝛼(𝑘 + 1) − 1 < 0
(17)

By inverting the cdf in (13), The 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 quantile function can be achieved as
1

𝑄(𝑞) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸

𝛼
−1
−1
=
ln (1 − ( ln (1 − 𝑞(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 ))) )
2𝜃
𝜆

(18)

1

By setting 𝑞 = 2 , the median of 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 random variable can be gained as
𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸

1

𝛼
1
−1
−1
1
= 𝑄( )
=
ln (1 − ( ln ( (1 + 𝑒 −𝜆 ))) )
2 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 2𝜃
𝜆
2

5

(19)
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A random variable of TETLE distribution can be generated by
𝑥𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸

1

𝛼
−1
−1
=
ln (1 − ( ln (1 − 𝑈(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 ))) )
2𝜃
𝜆

(20)

where U follow the standard Uniform distribution.
Order statistics: Let 𝑥1:𝑛 , 𝑥2:𝑛 , … , 𝑥𝑛:𝑛 the order statistics of a random sample 𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 of size 𝑛
taken independently from a probability distribution. The standard formulas of the pdf and the joint pdf
of order statistics are as follows (see [12])
𝑓𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥) =

𝑛!
𝑘−1
𝑛−𝑘
𝑓(𝑥) ; 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑘:𝑛 < ∞, 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛
(𝐹(𝑥)) (1 − 𝐹(𝑥))
(𝑘 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!

𝑓𝑗,𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

𝑛!
𝑗−1
𝑘−𝑗−1
(𝐹(𝑥)) (𝐹(𝑦) − 𝐹(𝑥))
(𝑗 − 1)! (𝑘 − 𝑗 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!
(1 − 𝐹(𝑦))

𝑛−𝑘

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑓(𝑦) ; 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 , 0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 < ∞

Based on (13) and (14), the pdf and the joint pdf of 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 order statistics will be
𝑘−1
𝑛−𝑘
𝑛!
−2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
−2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
)
(𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
− 𝑒 −𝜆 )
(𝑘 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)!
𝛼
2𝜆𝛼𝜃
𝛼−1
−2𝜃𝑥 −𝜆(1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )
𝑒
𝑒
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) ; 0 ≤ 𝑥𝑘:𝑛 < ∞, 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛
(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 )𝑛
𝑗−1
𝛼
4𝜆2 𝛼 2 𝜃 2
𝑛!
−𝜆(1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )
𝑓𝑗,𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =
(1
−
𝑒
)
(𝑗 − 1)! (𝑘 − 𝑗 − 1)! (𝑛 − 𝑘)! (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 )𝑛

𝑓𝑘:𝑛 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =

(𝑒
𝑒

𝛼

−𝜆(1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )
𝛼

−𝑒

𝛼

−𝜆(1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑦 )

𝛼

−𝜆((1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) +(1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑦 ) )

𝑘−𝑗−1

)

𝛼−1

(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )

(𝑒

𝛼

−𝜆(1−𝑒 −2𝜃𝑦 )

𝛼−1

(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑦 )

(21)

𝑛−𝑘

−𝑒

−𝜆

)

𝑒 −2𝜃(𝑥+𝑦)

; 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 ,0 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑦 < ∞
(22)

5. The entropies, reliability measures, and reliability stress strength of 𝑻𝑬𝑻𝑳𝑬 distribution
Here the entropies (Shannon entropy, and Relative entropy), reliability measures, and reliability stress
strength model of 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 distribution are obtained as follows:
Shannon entropy: The 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 Shannon entropy can be achieved from (14), as follows:
∞

𝑆ℎ 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = − ∫0 ln(𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 ) 𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 𝑑𝑥 with
2𝜆𝛼𝜃
𝛼
ln(𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 ) = ln (
) − 2𝜃𝑥 − 𝜆(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) + (𝛼 − 1)ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )
−𝜆
1 − 𝑒
Then

1 − 𝑒 −𝜆
𝛼
) + 2𝜃𝐸(𝑋) + 𝜆𝐸((1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 ) ) − (𝛼 − 1) 𝐸 (ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 ))
2𝜆𝛼𝜃
where 𝐸(𝑋) as in (16) with 𝑟 = 1, and
𝑆ℎ 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = ln (
𝛼

∞

𝛼

𝐸((1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 ) ) = ∫ (1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) 𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 𝑑𝑥
0

6

(23)
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𝛼

∞
Recall (𝐸2) and (𝐸1), we get (1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) = Σ𝑖,𝑗=0
𝛼

∞
𝐸((1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 ) ) = Σ𝑖,𝑗=0

(−1)𝑖+𝑗 Γ(𝛼+1)
𝑖! 𝑗! Γ(𝛼−𝑖+1)

(−1)𝑖+𝑗 Γ(𝛼+1)
𝑖! 𝑗! Γ(𝛼−𝑖+1)

(2𝜃𝑖)𝑗 𝑥 𝑗 , then

(2𝜃𝑖)𝑗 𝐸(𝑋𝑗 )

(24)

where 𝐸(𝑋𝑗 ) as in (16) with 𝑟 = 𝑗.
∞

Now for 𝐸 (ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 )) = ∫0 ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) 𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 𝑑𝑥, using the following expansion
formula
∞
ln(1 − 𝑧) = −Σ𝑖=1

𝑧𝑖
𝑖

; |𝑧| < 1

(𝐸4)

∞
∞
with using (𝐸1), we get ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) = Σ𝑘=1
Σ𝑙=0

∞
∞
𝐸 (ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 )) = Σ𝑘=1
Σ𝑙=0

(−1)𝑙+1
𝑘 𝑙!

(2𝜃𝑘)𝑙 𝑥 𝑙 , and then

(−1)𝑙+1
(2𝜃𝑘)𝑙 𝐸(𝑋 𝑙 )
𝑘 𝑙!

(25)

where 𝐸(𝑋 𝑙 ) as in (16) with 𝑟 = 𝑙 .
Relative entropy: Consider 𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 and 𝑓 ∗ (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 are the 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 pdf respectively, with
parameters (𝜆‚ 𝛼‚ 𝜃) and (𝜆∗ ‚ 𝛼 ∗ ‚ 𝜃 ∗ ) then
∗

∗
𝜆𝛼𝜃(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 )
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸
∗ )𝑥
−2𝜃𝑥 𝛼
∗
−2𝜃∗ 𝑥 𝛼
= ln ( ∗ ∗ ∗
−
2(𝜃
−
𝜃
ln ∗
−
𝜆(1
−
𝑒
+
𝜆
−
𝑒
)
)
(1
)
𝑓 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸
𝜆 𝛼 𝜃 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 )
∗
+(𝛼 − 1)ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 ) − (𝛼 ∗ − 1)ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃 𝑥 )

The 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 relative entropy is given by
∗

𝑅𝐸𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸

𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸
𝜆𝛼𝜃(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 )
= 𝐸 (ln ∗
) = ln ( ∗ ∗ ∗
) − 2(𝜃 − 𝜃 ∗ )𝐸(𝑋)
𝑓 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸
𝜆 𝛼 𝜃 (1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 )
𝛼

∗

𝛼∗

−𝜆𝐸((1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 ) ) + 𝜆∗ 𝐸 ((1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃 𝑋 ) )
∗

+(𝛼 − 1)𝐸 (ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑋 )) − (𝛼 ∗ − 1)𝐸 (ln(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃 𝑋 ))

(26)

with 𝐸(𝑋) as in (16) with 𝑟 = 1 and other expectations with specified parameters as in (24), and (25).
Reliability measures: Based on (13) and (14), the 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 functions of reliability, hazard, cumulative
hazard, and reverse hazard can easily be found respectively as (see [13])
𝜏1 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = 1 − 𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =

1
−2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
(𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
− 𝑒 −𝜆 )
−𝜆
1−𝑒
−2𝜃𝑥 𝛼

𝜏2 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸

(27)
𝛼−1

)
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 2𝜆𝛼𝜃 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )
=
=
−2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
𝑅(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸
𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
− 𝑒 −𝜆

𝜏3 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = − ln(𝑅(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 ) = − ln (1 −

7

1
−2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
(1 − 𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
))
−𝜆
1−𝑒

(28)
(29)
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−2𝜃𝑥 𝛼

𝜏4 (𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸

𝛼−1

)
𝑓(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 2𝜆𝛼𝜃 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥 )
=
=
−2𝜃𝑥 )𝛼
𝐹(𝑥) 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆(1−𝑒

(30)

Reliability stress strength model: Let 𝑋 (strength) and 𝑌 (stress) are two independent 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 random
variables with parameters (𝜆‚ 𝛼‚ 𝜃) and (𝜆∗ ‚ 𝛼 ∗ ‚ 𝜃 ∗ ) respectively, the reliability stress strength model
[14] can be obtained as follows
∞

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 = 𝑃(𝑌 < 𝑋) = ∫ 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥) 𝐹𝑌 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥
0

∗

∞
∗ 𝛼
1
−𝜆∗ (1−𝑒 −2𝜃 𝑥 )
=
) 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥) 𝑑𝑥
∗ ∫ (1 − 𝑒
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 0

Using 𝐸1, and 𝐸2 we get 𝑒
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =

∗
−𝜆∗ (1−𝑒 −2𝜃 𝑥 )

𝛼∗

∞
= Σ𝑖,𝑚,𝑗=0

(−1)𝑖+𝑚+𝑗 Γ(𝑖𝛼 ∗ +1)
𝑖! 𝑚! 𝑗! Γ(𝑖𝛼 ∗ −𝑚+1)

(𝜆∗ )𝑖 (2𝑚𝜃 ∗ )𝑗 𝑥 𝑗 , then

∞
(−1)𝑖+𝑚+𝑗 Γ(𝑖𝛼 ∗ + 1)
1
∞
(𝜆∗ )𝑖 (2𝑚𝜃 ∗ )𝑗 𝑥 𝑗 ] 𝑓𝑋 (𝑥)𝑑𝑥
∫
[1
−
Σ
∗
𝑖,𝑚,𝑗=0
𝑖! 𝑚! 𝑗! Γ(𝑖𝛼 ∗ − 𝑚 + 1)
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆 0

Thus the 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 reliability stress strength model is
𝑆𝑆𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 =

(−1)𝑖+𝑚+𝑗 Γ(𝑖𝛼 ∗ + 1)
1
∞
(𝜆∗ )𝑖 (2𝑚𝜃 ∗ )𝑗 𝐸(𝑋𝑗 )]
[1
−
Σ
∗
𝑖,𝑚,𝑗=0
𝑖! 𝑚! 𝑗! Γ(𝑖𝛼 ∗ − 𝑚 + 1)
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆

(31)

where 𝐸(𝑋𝑗 ) as in (16) with 𝑟 = 𝑗.
6. Maximum likelihood estimators of 𝑻𝑬𝑻𝑳𝑬 parameters
Regarding to (14), the natural logarithm likelihood function that associated with a complete random
sample of size 𝑛, say (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ), follow 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 distribution with the vector of parameters Δ =
(𝜆‚ 𝛼‚ 𝜃)𝑇 is
ℓ(Δ|x) = 𝑛 ln (

2𝜆𝛼𝜃
𝛼
𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
) − 2𝜃Σ𝑖=1
𝑥𝑖 − 𝜆Σ𝑖=1
ln ((1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥𝑖 )) (32)
(1 − 𝑒 −2𝜃𝑥𝑖 ) + (𝛼 − 1)Σ𝑖=1
1 − 𝑒 −𝜆

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimators of three parameters can be obtained through solving the
𝜕ℓ(Δ|x)

nonlinear differential equations 𝜕𝜆 = 0,
closed forms, so numerical method is used.

𝜕ℓ(Δ|x)
𝜕𝛼

= 0,

𝜕ℓ(Δ|x)
𝜕𝜃

= 0 . The ML estimators are not in

7. Numerical illustrations
Simulation and real applications are presented here to exhibit the abilities of the proposed 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸
distribution.
7.1 Simulation study
The steps of the simulation process are:
1. Based on simulated formula in (20), generate i.i.d. random samples (1000 times) follow 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 with
size 𝑛 = 10, 25, 50, 100, and 200 where the initial (or true) values of parameters are chosen to be as
in Table 1 (also see Figure 2).
2. For parameter 𝜆, calculate the Bias and root mean squared error (RMSE) as
2
1
1
1000 ̂
̂
̂
𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠(𝜆̂) = 1000 ∑1000
𝑖=1 (𝜆𝑖 − 𝜆) and 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸(𝜆 ) = √1000 ∑𝑖=1 (𝜆𝑖 − 𝜆) .
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3. Repeat step 2 for parameters 𝛼, and 𝜃 .
The empirical results are listed in Table 1. It clearly appears that RMSE values decrease as the sample
size increases.

Table 1:The Bias and RMSE associated with MLE of the 𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐿𝐸 parameters
n
Par.
Init.
Bias
RMSE
Init.
Bias
RMSE
1.3
-0.988
2.036
3.1
-0.650
1.815
𝜆
10
2.2
0.926
2.415
0.8
0.195
0.546
𝛼
0.8
0.416
0.750
1.1
1.169
2.222
𝜃
25

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

1.3
2.2
0.8

-0.564
0.238
0.193

1.592
0.906
0.404

3.1
0.8
1.1

-0.740
0.048
0.692

1.610
0.223
1.256

50

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

1.3
2.2
0.8

-0.295
0.072
0.102

1.357
0.546
0.286

3.1
0.8
1.1

-0.595
0.011
0.460

1.401
0.144
0.886

100

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

1.3
2.2
0.8

-0.145
0.018
0.049

1.113
0.352
0.205

3.1
0.8
1.1

-0.367
0.002
0.267

1.174
0.093
0.613

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃
Par.
𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

1.3
2.2
0.8
Init.
0.03
8.30
0.98

-0.068
-0.004
0.024
Bias
-0.538
2.673
0.147

0.897
0.236
0.159
RMSE
3.076
7.561
0.418

3.1
0.8
1.1
Init.
1
5
1.02

-0.208
-0.002
0.155
Bias
-0.626
2.144
0.288

1.003
0.063
0.447
RMSE
2.696
5.637
0.568

25

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

0.03
8.30
0.98

-0.237
0.976
0.067

1.942
4.104
0.277

1
5
1.02

-0.423
0.733
0.152

1.846
2.429
0.381

50

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

0.03
8.30
0.98

-0.085
0.434
0.031

1.551
2.964
0.214

1
5
1.02

-0.254
0.253
0.087

1.602
1.547
0.295

100

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

0.03
8.30
0.98

0.009
0.065
0.004

1.274
1.849
0.163

1
5
1.02

-0.081
0.076
0.036

1.281
0.992
0.228

200

𝜆
𝛼
𝜃

0.03
8.30
0.98

-0.005
-0.049
0.001

1.011
1.315
0.128

1
5
1.02

-0.029
-0.010
0.016

1.066
0.689
0.182

200
n
10
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7.2 Real applications
Here we provide applications for two real data sets to illustrate the abilities and flexibility of the TETLE
distribution.
Data-1: The first real data available at the early detection unit for breast cancer at Benha University
Hospital in Egypt for the period from June to October 2014. The data represent the ages of 155 patients
with breast tumors [15].
"46, 32, 50, 46, 44, 42, 69, 31, 25, 29, 40, 42, 24, 17, 35, 48, 49, 50, 60, 26, 36, 56, 65, 48, 66, 44, 45,
30, 28, 40, 40, 50, 41, 39, 36, 63, 40, 42, 45, 31, 48, 36, 18, 24, 35, 30, 40, 48, 50, 60, 52, 47, 50, 49,
38, 30, 52, 52, 12, 48, 50, 45, 50, 50, 50, 53, 55, 38, 40, 42, 42, 32, 40, 50, 58, 48, 32, 45, 42, 36, 30,
28, 38, 54, 90, 80, 60, 45, 40, 50, 50, 40, 50, 50, 50, 60, 39, 34, 28, 18, 60, 50, 20, 40, 50, 38, 38, 42,
50, 40, 36, 38, 38, 50, 50, 31, 59, 40, 42, 38, 40, 38, 50, 50, 50, 40, 65, 38, 40, 38, 58, 35, 60, 90, 48,
58, 45, 35, 38, 32, 35, 38, 34, 43, 40, 35, 54, 60, 33, 35, 36, 43, 40, 45, 56".
Data-2: The second real data represents the fatigue fracture life of Kevlar 373/epoxy, which is subject
to constant pressure at a 90 per cent stress level until it has all failed [16].
"0.0251, 0.0886, 0.0891, 0.2501, 0.3113, 0.3451, 0.4763,
0.6753, 0.7696, 0.8375, 0.8391, 0.8425, 0.8645, 0.8851,
1.0773, 1.1733, 1.2570, 1.2766, 1.2985, 1.3211, 1.3503,
1.7083, 1.7263, 1.7460, 1.7630, 1.7746, 1.8275, 1.8375,
1.9558, 2.0048, 2.0408, 2.0903, 2.1093, 2.1330, 2.2100,
2.4951, 2.5260, 2.9911, 3.0256, 3.2678, 3.4045, 3.4846,
5.4435, 5.5295, 6.5541, 9.0960".

0.5650,
0.9113,
1.3551,
1.8503,
2.2460,
3.7433,

0.5671,
0.9120,
1.4595,
1.8808,
2.2878,
3.7455,

0.6566,
0.9836,
1.4880,
1.8878,
2.3203,
3.9143,

0.6748,
1.0483,
1.5728,
1.8881,
2.3470,
4.8073,

0.6751,
1.0596,
1.5733,
1.9316,
2.3513,
5.4005,

The TETLE fitting is compared with six distributions: Beta Exponential (BE), Kumaraswamy
Exponential (KuE), Exponentiated Generalized Exponential (EGE), Weibull Exponential (WeE),
Gompertz Exponential (GoE), and Exponential (E) distributions. The R software used to calculate the
MLEs of the parameters, for each distribution, along with the information criteria: (-LL) negative loglikelihood, (AIC) Akaike Information Criteria, (CAIC) Consistent Akaike Information Criteria, (BIC)
Bayesian Information Criteria, (HQIC) Hanan and Quinn Information Criteria. Lowest values of these
information criteria indicate the distribution with a better fit and are defined as [17]
2𝑛𝑝
− 2ℓ𝑚𝑎𝑥 ,
𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 2𝑝 − 2ℓ𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝐶𝐴𝐼𝐶 =
𝑛−𝑝−1
𝐵𝐼𝐶 = 𝑝 ln(𝑛) − 2ℓ𝑚𝑎𝑥 , and 𝐻𝑄𝐼𝐶 = 2𝑝 ln(ln(𝑛)) − 2ℓ𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
where
𝑝: is the number of distribution parameters, ℓ𝑚𝑎𝑥 : is the log-likelihood function evaluated at MLEs, and
𝑛: is the sample size.
From the results that are shown in Tables 2 – 5, it is seen clearly that the lowest values of information
criteria are associated with TETLE, which makes it the most fitting to represent two data sets compared
to other distributions. Furthermore, the best fitting of TETLE can be seen through the plots of the
histogram and empirical cdfs shown in Figures 3 - 6.
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Table 2. The information criteria for ﬁtting Data-1
Dist.
-LL
AIC
CAIC
TETLE
601.8285
1209.657
1209.816
BE
605.1656
1216.331
1216.490
KuE
602.9228
1211.846
1212.005
EGE
611.2447
1228.489
1228.648
WeE
610.2967
1226.593
1226.752
GoE
634.5340
1275.068
1275.227
E
740.3172
1482.634
1482.661
Table 3. The values of MLE to Data-1
Dist.
𝜆̂𝑀𝐿
TETLE
-4.7268
BE
15.6984
KuE
9.6246
EGE
0.6496
WeE
3.6871
GoE
0.0528
E
---

𝛼̂𝑀𝐿
16.1016
4.0456
5.8559
25.6217
6.0792
1.0513
---

Table 4. The information criteria for ﬁtting Data-2
Dist.
-LL
AIC
CAIC
TETLE
121.2623
248.525
248.858
BE
122.2276
250.455
250.788
KuE
122.0942
250.188
250.522
EGE
122.2436
250.487
250.820
WeE
122.5247
251.049
251.383
GoE
125.3744
256.749
257.082
E
127.1143
256.229
256.283
Table 5. The values of MLE to Data-2
Dist.
𝜆̂𝑀𝐿
TETLE
-5.6132
BE
1.6792
KuE
1.5554
EGE
0.4983
WeE
1.3256
GoE
0.5149
E
---

11

𝛼̂𝑀𝐿
0.4483
1.5236
2.4608
1.7095
2.4310
0.1521
---

BIC
1218.787
1225.461
1220.976
1237.620
1235.724
1284.198
1485.678

HQIC
1213.365
1220.040
1215.554
1232.198
1230.302
1278.777
1483.871

𝜃̂𝑀𝐿
0.0546
0.0386
0.0372
0.1333
0.1264
0.0585
0.0229

BIC
255.517
257.447
257.181
257.479
258.042
263.741
258.559
𝜃̂𝑀𝐿
0.4180
0.4806
0.3266
1.4104
1.1398
0.7992
0.5104

HQIC
251.319
253.249
252.983
253.282
253.844
259.543
257.160
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Figure 3. Data-1 histogram plot of TETLE with Figure 4. Data-1 empirical cdf plot of TETLE
other compared distributions
with other compared distributions

Figure 5. Data-2 histogram plot of TETLE with Figure 6. Data-2 empirical cdf plot of TETLE
other compared distributions
with other compared distributions
8 Conclusions
A newly generated family of continuous distributions with Topp Leone is introduced. Then a
truncated distribution as a sub-model with three parameters called Truncated Exponential Topp Leone
Exponential (TETLE) is proposed. Reliability characteristics with several main properties are presented.
The TETLE distribution applied upon simulation besides two real applications with different
information criteria. The results of simulation clearly shown the flexibility and consistent performance
of the maximum likelihood estimates and the results of real applications clearly shown that the proposed
distribution has outstanding performance than other considered distributions for all criteria. This
flexibility allows using the TETLE distribution in various application areas. Furthermore, for future
work, through using the same new family presented here, one can derive another new continuous
probability distributions.
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Abstract. The main object of this study is to solve a system of nonlinear ordinary differential
equations (ODE) of the first order governing the epidemic model using numerical methods. The
application under study is a mathematical epidemic model which is the influenza model at
Australia in 1919. Runge-kutta methods of order 4 and of order 45 for solving this initial value
problem(IVP) problem have been used. Finally, the results obtained have been discussed
tabularly and graphically.

1. Introduction
Influenza is an infectious disease that is transmitted by a virus widespread in the population and infects
people of different ages [1]. It is transmitted from person to person through the air of sneeze, cough,
touch soiled objects and move them to the eye, nose or mouth, and others [2,3]. The researchers were
representing them as mathematical models. Many people suffer from severe symptoms of the disease
around the world. It can turn into a serious disease especially for old adults, newborns, people who have
chronic diseases, pregnant women, and people who are obese [4,5]. Flu symptoms may be mild or very
strong and these symptoms include cough, nausea, vomiting, fever, headache, fatigue, sore throat, runny
nose, chills, muscle pain, sweating, fatigue, weakness, and others [6].
The cause of this disease is the influenza virus, which is transmitted from person to person through
the respiratory system. Influenza virus may cause death for some people, especially those who suffer
from other health problems [6].
There are many researchers interested in studying epidemiological models to know whether the
epidemic is increasing or decreasing, such as Sabaa and Mohammed in 2019 discussed the analytic
solutions of a nonlinear social epidemic model for alcohol consumption problem in Spain using
Adomian decomposition and variation iteration methods [7]. Sabaa and Mohammed, in 2020 solved
also the nonlinear social epidemic model that is the smoking habit problem by Adomian decomposition,
variation iteration, finite difference, and Runge-Kutta approximate methods [8].
Many researchers analyzed the influenza epidemic model that is under study, such as El-Shahed and
Alsaedi in 2011 studied the fractional SIRC model and inﬂuenza A [9], Shaman and Karspeck in 2012
studied Forecasting seasonal outbreaks of inﬂuenza [10]. Reynolds, et al. in 2014 studied mathematical
modeling of influenza A virus dynamics within Swine Farms and the Effects of Vaccination [11]. Jódar,
et al. in 2017 studied a mathematical model of Influenza: stability and treatment [12]. Zarebski et al. in
2017 analyzed a mathematical model of epidemics of seasonal inﬂuenza in Australia using the
likelihood-based method [13], Kim et al. in 2017 studied the optimal control strategies of inﬂuenza
epidemic model in Korea [14].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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The feature of such a model is the existence of multiple parameters and multivariate. As well, it is a
nonlinear system of the first-order ordinary differential equations for initial value problems that do not
mostly get the exact solution. Our interest is to solve numerically such models. The choice of appropriate
numerical methods is necessary. One of the numerical methods for solving this problem and the most
famous method is Runge-Kutta of order 4 (𝑅𝐾4 ) and Runge-kutta of order 45 (𝑅𝐾45 ) to solve the
Influenza model in Australia in 1919 depending on previous studies which is a reliable method. The
solution is approximate because most mathematical models are very complicated since such models
contain several variables and parameter, the exact solution of these models is not available [15]. There
were concerns with the manual calculation of somewhat large data sets but those concerns disappeared
with the widespread availability of computers that establish programs for these numerical methods to
get the solution easy and fast [16].
This research is arranged as follows: In Section 2, the mathematical model of an influenza epidemic
is presented, Section 3 constructs the numerical solutions of the influenza model by Runge-Kutta of 4th
order (𝑅𝐾4) and of order 45 (𝑅𝐾45 ) method, Section 4, results, and discussion are presented tabularly
and graphically, Section 5 has ended the study by the conclusion.■
2. Mathematical Model
Mathematical modeling is an abstract model that uses mathematical language to describe the behavior
of a system. The mathematical model is also defined as a collection of equations that describes a natural
phenomenon. The importance of modeling in understanding the spread of the influenza epidemic [17].
The influenza epidemic in Australia in 1919 has been studied to predict the progression of disease levels.
The population contains four species of individuals, 𝑆(𝑡), 𝐸(𝑡), 𝐼(𝑡) and 𝑅(𝑡) called compartments, the
first compartment is the healthy persons and symbolized by (𝑆), the second compartment is the infected
persons, but does not cause infection, the person is in the incubation period and symbolized by (𝐸), the
third compartment is the infected persons and the cause infection after the incubation period and
symbolized by (𝐼), the fourth compartment is the persons who recover or die and symbolized by (𝑅).
So our model is made (𝑆𝐸𝐼𝑅),[1]. The governing equations for the influenza model are given as a system
of the first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations in the system (1), [1]:
𝐼𝑆
𝑆 ′ (𝑡) = − 𝛽 − µ𝑆 + 𝑟𝑁 + 𝛿𝑅
𝑁
𝐼𝑆
′ (𝑡)
𝐸
=𝛽
– (µ + σ + κ)E
𝑁
𝐼 ′ (𝑡) = 𝜎𝐸 − (µ + 𝛼 + 𝛾)𝐼
𝑅 ′ (𝑡) = 𝜅𝐸 + 𝛾𝐼 − µ𝑅 − 𝛿𝑅
where Table 1. has described the variables of the influenza model 𝑆(𝑡), 𝐸(𝑡), 𝐼(𝑡), 𝑅(𝑡), Table 2 has the
description of the parameters of the influenza model 𝛽, µ, 𝑟, 𝛿, 𝜎, 𝜅, 𝛼, 𝛾 and the initial conditions
(random variables) of the system (1)𝑆 ׃0 = 0.4865, 𝐸0 = 0.0000009, 𝐼0 = 0.000068, 𝑅0 =
0.0000000, 𝑁 is the total population such that 𝑁 = 𝑆 + 𝐸 + 𝐼 + 𝑅 and the specified time period (0,70)
is used to obtain results by Samsuzzoha, Singh, et al. [1].
Table 1: Describing the variables of the influenza model
Variables
𝑆(𝑡)

Description
Proportion of susceptible population

𝐸(𝑡)

Proportion of exposed population

𝐼(𝑡)

Proportion of infective population

𝑅(𝑡)

Proportion of recovered population
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Table 2: Description of the parameters of the influenza model and value of parameters [1]
Parameters
β
µ
𝑟
𝛿
σ
κ
𝛼
𝛾

Description
Contact rate
Natural mortality rate
Birth rate
Duration of immunity loss
Mean duration of latency
Recovery rate of latent
Flu induced mortality rate
Mean recovery time for clinically ill

Value of
Parameters
0.5020000
0.0003671
0.0006762
0.0027400
0.6990000
0.0001500
0.0300000
0.3600000

3. Numerical Method for Solving Influenza Model
A numerical method is a procedure that produces approximate solutions at specific points using the
operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and functional appraisals. It can be applied
to most first_order initial value problems [18]. They are important tools for investigating the systems
[19]. Runge_Kutta is a set of iterative, implicit, and explicit methods [20]. Runge-Kutta techniques were
introduced around 1900 by Carl Runge and Wilhelm Kutta [21]. In this section, two types of numerical
methods can be discussed: (𝑅𝐾4 and 𝑅𝐾45 to solve the influenza epidemic problem in Australia in 1919,
[1].
3.1. Runge-Kutta of Order 4 (𝑅𝐾4 ) Method
𝑅𝐾4 method is a reliable and accurate iteration numerical method that is used to solve the linear and
nonlinear system or equation of the ﬁrst ODE for initial value problems, it gives accurate results. It is a
built-in method from the Runge-Kutta family. The nonlinear system of the influenza model under study
can be solved by the 𝑅𝐾 method at present work. 𝑅𝐾 method has different forms according to the order
of the method, in the present work, 𝑅𝐾 of the fourth order in this section can be used to solve the
nonlinear system of the system (1). This work needs four steps to find the final form, [22].
The general formula of 𝑦𝑖+1 for the 𝑅𝐾4 method [22] is:
1
𝑦𝑖+1 = 𝑦𝑖 + (𝑘1 + 2𝑘2 + 2𝑘3 + 𝑘4 )
6

(1)

In order to solve the system of system (1) using 𝑅𝐾4 to obtain numerical results, first write the form
of 𝑅𝐾4 as below, in equations (2-5) the general formula of 𝑆𝑖+1 , 𝐸𝑖+1 , 𝐼𝑖+1 and 𝑅𝑖+1 for the 𝑅𝐾4 method
is:
1
(2)
𝑆𝑖+1 = 𝑆𝑖 + (𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 + 2𝑘𝑆3 + 𝑘𝑆4 )
6
1
(3)
𝐸𝑖+1 = 𝐸𝑖 + (𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 + 2𝑘𝐸3 + 𝑘𝐸4 )
6
1
(4)
𝐼𝑖+1 = 𝐼𝑖 + (𝑘𝐼1 + 2𝑘𝐼2 + 2𝑘𝐼3 + 𝑘𝐼4 )
6
1
(5)
𝑅𝑖+1 = 𝑅𝑖 + (𝑘𝑅1 + 2𝑘𝑅2 + 2𝑘𝑅3 + 𝑘𝑅4 )
6
where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
The general formula of 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , 𝑘3 , 𝑘4 for the 𝑅𝐾4 method [22] is:
𝑘1 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )

(6)

3
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ℎ
𝑘1
𝑘2 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑦𝑖 + )
2
2
ℎ
𝑘2
𝑘3 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑦𝑖 + )
2
2
𝑘4 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑘3 )

(7)
(8)
(9)

where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size.
Now, to find 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝑘𝐼1 and 𝑘𝑅1 , we following the next steps in equations (10-13).
−𝛽
𝑘𝑆1 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ (
𝐼 𝑆 − µ𝑆𝑖 + 𝑟𝑁𝑖1 + 𝛿𝑅𝑖 )
𝑁𝑖1 𝑖 𝑖
𝛽
𝑘𝐸1 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ (
𝐼 𝑆 − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅)𝐸𝑖 )
𝑁𝑖1 𝑖 𝑖
𝑘𝐼1 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ ( 𝜎𝐸𝑖 − (µ + 𝛼 + 𝛾)𝐼𝑖 )
𝑘𝑅1 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ( 𝜅𝐸𝑖 + 𝛾𝐼𝑖 −µ𝑅𝑖 − 𝛿𝑅𝑖 )

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
In the same way, 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝑘𝐼2 and 𝑘𝑅2 can be found to obtain the second step in equations (14-17) where
𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝑆2 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
2
2
2
2
2
−𝛽
1
1
1
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ) (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 ) − µ (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖2
𝑁𝑖2
2
2
2
1
+ 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 ))
2
ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝐸2 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1, 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1, 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
2
2
2
2
2
𝛽
1
1
1
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ) (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 ) − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅) (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 ))
𝑁𝑖2
2
2
2
ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝐼2 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
= ℎ (𝜎 (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 ) − (µ + α + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ))
2
2

ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝑅2 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
= ℎ (𝜅 (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 ) + 𝛾 (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ) − µ (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
2
2
2
1
− 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 ))
2

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
In the third stage, try to find 𝑘𝑆3 , 𝑘𝐸3 , 𝑘𝐼3 and 𝑘𝑅3 by substituting in the system (1) as below in equations
(18-21) where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
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𝑘𝐸3

ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝑆3 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
2
2
2
2
2
−𝛽
1
1
1
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 ) (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆2 ) − µ (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆2 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖3
𝑁𝑖3
2
2
2
1
+ 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅2 ))
2
ℎ
1
1
1
1
= ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
2
2
2
2
2
𝛽
1
1
1
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 ) (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆2 ) − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅) (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸2 ))
𝑁𝑖3
2
2
2

ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝐼3 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
= ℎ (𝜎(𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸2 ) − (µ + α + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 ))
2
2
ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝑅3 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
= ℎ (𝜅 (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸2 ) + 𝛾 (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼2 ) − µ (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
2
2
2
1
− 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅2 ))
2

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
The fourth stage needs to find 𝑘𝑆4 , 𝑘𝐸4 , 𝑘𝐼4 and 𝑘𝑅4 as below, in equations (22-25) where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4
are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
𝑘𝑆4 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆3 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅3 )
−𝛽
( 𝐼 + 𝑘𝐼3 )(𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆3 ) − µ(𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆3 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖4 + 𝛿(𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅3 ))
=ℎ(
𝑁𝑖4 𝑖
𝑘𝐸4 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆3 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅3 )
𝛽
=ℎ(
( 𝐼 + 𝑘𝐼3 ) (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆3 ) − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅)(𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸3 ))
𝑁𝑖4 𝑖

(22)

(23)

𝑘𝐼4 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆3 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅3 )
= ℎ (𝜎(𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸3 ) − (µ + 𝛼 + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼3 ))

(24)

𝑘𝑅4 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆3 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅3 )
= ℎ (𝜅(𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸3 ) + 𝛾 (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼3 ) − µ(𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅3 ) − 𝛿(𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅3 ))

(25)

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.

3.2 Runge-Kutta of Order 45 (𝑅𝐾45 ) Method
𝑅𝐾45 method is a reliable and accurate iteration numerical method that is used to solve the nonlinear
system of the system (1). This work needs six steps to find the final form, [22]. It was developed by a
German mathematician Erwin Fehlberg in 1969. It is a built-in method from Runge-Kutta family.
The general formula of 𝑦𝑖+1 for the 𝑅𝐾45 method [23] is:
25
1408
2197
1
(26)
𝑦𝑖+1 = 𝑦𝑖 +
𝑘1 +
𝑘3 +
𝑘4 − 𝑘5
216
2565
4104
5

5
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In order to solve the system of the system (1) using 𝑅𝐾45 to obtain numerical results, first write the form
of 𝑅𝐾45 as below, in equations (27-30), the general formula of 𝑆𝑖+1 , 𝐸𝑖+1 , 𝐼𝑖+1 and 𝑅𝑖+1 for the 𝑅𝐾4
method is:
25
1408
2197
1
(27)
𝑆𝑖+1 = 𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 +
𝑘𝑆3 +
𝑘𝑆4 − 𝑘𝑆5
216
2565
4104
5
25
1408
2197
1
(28)
𝐸𝑖+1 = 𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 +
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5
216
2565
4104
5
25
1408
2197
1
(29)
𝐼𝑖+1 = 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 +
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐼5
216
2565
4104
5
25
1408
2197
1
(30)
𝑅𝑖+1 = 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 +
𝑘𝑅3 +
𝑘𝑅4 − 𝑘𝑅5
216
2565
4104
5
where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
The general formula of 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 , 𝑘3 , 𝑘4 , 𝑘5 , 𝑘6 for the 𝑅𝐾45 method [22] is:
𝑘1 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )
(31)
ℎ
𝑘1
(32)
𝑘2 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑦𝑖 + )
4
4
3ℎ
3𝑘1 9𝑘2
(33)
𝑘3 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 +
, 𝑦𝑖 +
+
)
8
32
32
12ℎ
1932𝑘1 7200𝑘2 7296𝑘3
(34)
𝑘4 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 +
, 𝑦𝑖 +
−
+
)
13
2197
2197
2197
439𝑘1
3680𝑘3 845𝑘4
(35)
𝑘5 = ℎ𝑓5 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑦𝑖 +
− 8𝑘2 +
−
)
219
513
4104
ℎ
8𝑘1
3544𝑘3 1859𝑘4 11𝑘5
(36)
𝑘6 = ℎ𝑓6 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑦𝑖 −
+ 2𝑘2 −
+
−
)
2
27
2565
4104
40
where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 , 𝑓5 , 𝑓6 are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size.
Now, To find 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝑘𝐼1 and 𝑘𝑅1 following the next steps in equations (37-40) where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4
are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
−𝛽

𝑘𝑆1 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ (𝑁 𝐼𝑖 𝑆𝑖 − µ𝑆𝑖 + 𝑟𝑁𝑖1 + 𝛿𝑅𝑖 )

(37)

𝑘𝐸1 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ (

(38)

𝑖1

𝛽
𝐼 𝑆 − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅)𝐸𝑖 )
𝑁𝑖1 𝑖 𝑖
𝑘𝐼1 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ ( 𝜎𝐸𝑖 − (µ + α + 𝛾)𝐼𝑖 )
𝑘𝑅1 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 , 𝑆𝑖 , 𝐸𝑖 , 𝐼𝑖 , 𝑅𝑖 ) = ℎ( 𝜅𝐸𝑖 + 𝛾𝐼𝑖 −µ𝑅𝑖 − 𝛿𝑅𝑖 )

(39)
(40)

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
In the same way, 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝑘𝐼2 and 𝑘𝑅2 can be found to obtain the second step in equations (41-44)
where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝑆2 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
4
4
4
4
4
−𝛽
1
1
1
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ) (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 ) − µ (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖2
𝑁𝑖2
4
4
4
1
+ 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 ))
4

6

(41)
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ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝐸2 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1, 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1, 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1
4
4
4
4
4
𝛽
1
1
1
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ) (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 ) − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅) (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 ))
𝑁𝑖2
4
4
4
ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝐼2 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
4
4
4
4
4
1
1
= ℎ (𝜎 (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 ) − (µ + α + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ))
4
4
ℎ
1
1
1
1
𝑘𝑅2 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
4
4
4
4
4
1
1
1
= ℎ (𝜅 (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 ) + 𝛾 (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 ) − µ (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 )
4
4
4
1
− 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 ))
4

(42)

(43)

(44)

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
In the third stage, try to find 𝑘𝑆3 , 𝑘𝐸3 , 𝑘𝐼3 and 𝑘𝑅3 by substituting in the system (1) as below in equations
(45-48) where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
3ℎ
3
9
3
9
3
, 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 + 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 + 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1
8
32
32
32
32
32
9
3
9
+ 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
32
32
32
−𝛽
3
9
3
9
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 + 𝑘𝐼2 )( 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 + 𝑘𝑆2 )
𝑁𝑖3
32
32
32
32
3
9
3
9
− µ (𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 + 𝑘𝑆2 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖3 + 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 + 𝑘𝑅2 )),
32
32
32
32
3ℎ
3
9
3
9
3
𝑘𝐸3 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 +
,𝑆 + 𝑘 + 𝑘 ,𝐸 + 𝑘 + 𝑘 ,𝐼 + 𝑘
8 𝑖 32 𝑆1 32 𝑆2 𝑖 32 𝐸1 32 𝐸2 𝑖 32 𝐼1
9
3
9
+ 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 + 𝑘𝑅2
32
32
32
𝛽
3
9
3
9
=ℎ(
(𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 + 𝑘𝐼2 ) ( 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 + 𝑘𝑆2 )
𝑁𝑖3
32
32
32
32
3
9
− (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅) (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 + 𝑘𝐸2 ))
32
32
3ℎ
3
9
3
9
3
𝑘𝐼3 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 +
, 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 + 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 + 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1
8
32
32
32
32
32
9
3
9
+ 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
32
32
32
3
9
3
9
= ℎ (𝜎(𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 + 𝑘𝐸2 ) − (µ + α + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 + 𝑘𝐼2 ))
32
32
32
32
𝑘𝑆3 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 +

7
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3ℎ
3
9
3
9
3
, 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑘𝑆1 + 𝑘𝑆2 , 𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 + 𝑘𝐸2 , 𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1
8
32
32
32
32
32
9
3
9
+ 𝑘𝐼2 , 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 + 𝑘𝑅2 )
32
32
32
3
9
3
9
= ℎ (𝜅 (𝐸𝑖 + 𝑘𝐸1 + 𝑘𝐸2 ) + 𝛾 (𝐼𝑖 + 𝑘𝐼1 + 𝑘𝐼2 )
32
32
32
32
3
9
3
9
− µ (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 + 𝑘𝑅2 ) − 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑘𝑅1 + 𝑘𝑅2 ))
32
32
32
32

𝑘𝑅3 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 +

(48)

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
The fourth stage needs to find 𝑘𝑆4 , 𝑘𝐸4 , 𝑘𝐼4 and 𝑘𝑅4 as below, in equations (49-52) where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4
are unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
12ℎ
1932
7200
7296
, 𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 −
𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘 ,
13
2197
2197
2197 𝑆3
1932
7200
7296
1932
7200
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 −
𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘
2197
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝐼2
7296
1932
7200
7296
+
𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 −
𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘 )
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝑅3
−𝛽
1932
7200
7296
1932
=ℎ (
(𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘𝐼3 )(𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘
𝑁𝑖4
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝑆1
7200
7296
−
𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘 )
2197
2197 𝑆3
1932
7200
7296
− µ (𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 −
𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖4
2197
2197
2197 𝑆3
1932
7200
7296
+ 𝛿 ( 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 −
𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘 ))
2197
2197
2197 𝑅3

(49)

12ℎ
1932
7200
7296
, 𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 −
𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘 ,
13
2197
2197
2197 𝑆3
1932
7200
7296
1932
7200
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 −
𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘
2197
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝐼2
7296
1932
7200
7296
+
𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 −
𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘 )
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝑅3
𝛽
1932
7200
7296
1932
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘𝐼3 ) (𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘
𝑁𝑖4
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝑆1
7200
7296
1932
7200
−
𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘𝑆3 ) − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅)(𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 −
𝑘
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝐸2
7296
+
𝑘 ))
2197 𝐸3

(50)

𝑘𝑆4 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 +

𝑘𝐸4 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 +

8
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12ℎ
1932
7200
7296
, 𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 −
𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘 ,
13
2197
2197
2197 𝑆3
1932
7200
7296
1932
7200
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 −
𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘
2197
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝐼2
7296
1932
7200
7296
(51)
+
𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 −
𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘 )
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝑅3
1932
7200
7296
= ℎ (𝜎 (𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 −
𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘 ) − (µ + α + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖
2197
2197
2197 𝐸3
1932
7200
7296
+
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘 ))
2197
2197
2197 𝐼3
12ℎ
1932
7200
7296
𝑘𝑅4 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 +
, 𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 −
𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘 ,
13
2197
2197
2197 𝑆3
1932
7200
7296
1932
7200
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 −
𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘
2197
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝐼2
7296
1932
7200
7296
+
𝑘𝐼3 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 −
𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘 )
2197
2197
2197
2197 𝑅3
1932
7200
7296
= ℎ (𝜅 (𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 −
𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘 )
(52)
2197
2197
2197 𝐸3
1932
7200
7296
+ 𝛾 (𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 −
𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘 )
2197
2197
2197 𝐼3
1932
7200
7296
− µ (𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 −
𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘 )
2197
2197
2197 𝑅3
1932
7200
7296
− 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 ))
2197 𝑅1 2197 𝑅2 2197 𝑅3
where𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
The fifth stage needs to find 𝑘𝑆5 , 𝑘𝐸5 , 𝑘𝐼5 and 𝑘𝑅5 As below, in equations (53-56) where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 are
unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size.
𝑘𝐼4 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 +

439
3680
845
𝑘𝑆1 − 8𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘𝑆3 −
𝑘 ,
216
513
4104 𝑆4
439
3680
845
439
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 − 8𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 −
𝑘𝐸4 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘 − 8𝑘𝐼2
216
513
4104
216 𝐼1
3680
845
439
3680
+
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘𝐼4 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 − 8𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘
513
4104
216
513 𝑅3
845
−
𝑘 )
4104 𝑅4
−𝛽
439
3680
845
439
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 − 8𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘𝐼4 )(𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘
𝑁𝑖5
216
513
4104
216 𝑆1
3680
845
− 8𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘𝑆3 −
𝑘 )
513
4104 𝑆4
439
3680
845
− µ (𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 − 8𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘𝑆3 −
𝑘 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖5
216
513
4104 𝑆4
439
3680
845
+ 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 − 8𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘𝑅3 −
𝑘 ))
216
513
4104 𝑅4

𝑘𝑆5 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 +

9
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439
3680
845
𝑘𝑆1 − 8𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘𝑆3 −
𝑘 ,
216
513
4104 𝑆4
439
3680
845
439
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 − 8𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 −
𝑘𝐸4 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘 − 8𝑘𝐼2
216
513
4104
216 𝐼1
3680
845
439
3680
+
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘𝐼4 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 − 8𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘
513
4104
216
513 𝑅3
845
−
𝑘 )
4104 𝑅4
𝛽
439
3680
845
439
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 − 8𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘𝐼4 ) (𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘
𝑁𝑖5
216
513
4104
216 𝑆1
3680
845
439
− 8𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘𝑆3 −
𝑘𝑆4 ) − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅)(𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘 − 8𝑘𝐸2
513
4104
216 𝐸1
3680
845
+
𝑘𝐸3 −
𝑘 ))
513
4104 𝐸4
439
3680
845
𝑘𝐼5 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘𝑆1 − 8𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘𝑆3 −
𝑘 ,
216
513
4104 𝑆4
439
3680
845
439
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 − 8𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 −
𝑘𝐸4 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘 − 8𝑘𝐼2
216
513
4104
216 𝐼1
3680
845
439
3680
+
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘𝐼4 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 − 8𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘
513
4104
216
513 𝑅3
845
−
𝑘 )
4104 𝑅4
439
3680
845
= ℎ (𝜎 (𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 − 8𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 −
𝑘 ) − (µ + α
216
513
4104 𝐸4
439
3680
845
+ 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘𝐼1 − 8𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘 ))
216
513
4104 𝐼4
439
3680
845
𝑘𝑅5 = ℎ𝑓4 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 +
𝑘 − 8𝑘𝑆2 +
𝑘 −
𝑘 ,
216 𝑆1
513 𝑆3 4104 𝑆4
439
3680
845
439
𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 − 8𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 −
𝑘𝐸4 , 𝐼𝑖 +
𝑘 − 8𝑘𝐼2
216
513
4104
216 𝐼1
3680
845
439
3680
+
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘𝐼4 , 𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 − 8𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘
513
4104
216
513 𝑅3
845
−
𝑘 )
4104 𝑅4
439
3680
845
= ℎ (𝜅 (𝐸𝑖 +
𝑘𝐸1 − 8𝑘𝐸2 +
𝑘𝐸3 −
𝑘 )
216
513
4104 𝐸4

𝑘𝐸5 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + ℎ, 𝑆𝑖 +

(54)

(55)

(56)

439
3680
845
𝑘𝐼1 − 8𝑘𝐼2 +
𝑘𝐼3 −
𝑘 )
216
513
4104 𝐼4
439
3680
845
− µ (𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 − 8𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘𝑅3 −
𝑘 )
216
513
4104 𝑅4
439
3680
845
− 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 +
𝑘𝑅1 − 8𝑘𝑅2 +
𝑘𝑅3 −
𝑘 ))
216
513
4104 𝑅4
+ 𝛾 (𝐼𝑖 +

where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.
The sixth stage needs to find 𝑘𝑆6 , 𝑘𝐸6 , 𝑘𝐼6 and 𝑘𝑅6 as below, in equations (57-60) where 𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , 𝑓4 are
unknown functions, 𝑡 is a time and ℎ is a step size:
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ℎ
8
3544
1859
11
𝑘𝑆6 = ℎ𝑓1 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 −
𝑘𝑆3 +
𝑘𝑆4 − 𝑘𝑆5 ,
2
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
8
𝐸𝑖 − 𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 −
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5 , 𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1
27
2565
4104
40
27
3544
1859
11
8
+ 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 , 𝑅 − 𝑘 + 2𝑘𝑅2
2565 𝐼3 4104 𝐼4 40 𝐼5 𝑖 27 𝑅1
3544
1859
11
−
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 )
2565 𝑅3 4104 𝑅4 40 𝑅5
−𝛽
8
3544
1859
11
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1 + 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘𝐼3 +
𝑘𝐼4 − 𝑘𝐼5 )(𝑆𝑖
𝑁𝑖6
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
− 𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 −
𝑘𝑆3 +
𝑘𝑆4 − 𝑘𝑆5 )
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
− µ (𝑆𝑖 − 𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 −
𝑘𝑆3 +
𝑘𝑆4 − 𝑘𝑆5 ) + 𝑟𝑁𝑖6
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
+ 𝛿 (𝑅𝑖 − 𝑘𝑅1 + 2𝑘𝑅2 −
𝑘𝑅3 +
𝑘𝑅4 − 𝑘𝑅5 )
27
2565
4104
40
ℎ
8
3544
1859
11
𝑘𝐸6 = ℎ𝑓2 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 ,
2
27
2565 𝑆3 4104 𝑆4 40 𝑆5
8
3544
1859
11
8
𝐸𝑖 − 𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 −
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5 , 𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1
27
2565
4104
40
27
3544
1859
11
8
+ 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 , 𝑅 − 𝑘 + 2𝑘𝑅2
2565 𝐼3 4104 𝐼4 40 𝐼5 𝑖 27 𝑅1
3544
1859
11
−
𝑘𝑅3 +
𝑘𝑅4 − 𝑘𝑅5 )
2565
4104
40
𝛽
8
3544
1859
11
=ℎ(
( 𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1 + 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘𝐼3 +
𝑘𝐼4 − 𝑘𝐼5 ) (𝑆𝑖
𝑁𝑖6
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
− 𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 ) − (µ + 𝜎 + 𝜅)(𝐸𝑖
27
2565 𝑆3 4104 𝑆4 40 𝑆5
8
3544
1859
11
− 𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 −
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5 ))
27
2565
4104
40
ℎ
8
3544
1859
11
𝑘𝐼6 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 −
𝑘𝑆3 +
𝑘𝑆4 − 𝑘𝑆5 ,
2
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
8
𝐸𝑖 − 𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 −
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5 , 𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1
27
2565
4104
40
27
3544
1859
11
8
+ 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 , 𝑅 − 𝑘 + 2𝑘𝑅2
2565 𝐼3 4104 𝐼4 40 𝐼5 𝑖 27 𝑅1
3544
1859
11
−
𝑘𝑅3 +
𝑘𝑅4 − 𝑘𝑅5 )
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
= ℎ (𝜎 (𝐸𝑖 − 𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 −
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5 ) − (µ
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
+ α + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1 + 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 ))
27
2565 𝐼3 4104 𝐼4 40 𝐼5
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ℎ
8
3544
1859
11
𝑘𝐼6 = ℎ𝑓3 (𝑡𝑖 + , 𝑆𝑖 − 𝑘𝑆1 + 2𝑘𝑆2 −
𝑘𝑆3 +
𝑘𝑆4 − 𝑘𝑆5 ,
2
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
8
𝐸𝑖 − 𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 −
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5 , 𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1
27
2565
4104
40
27
3544
1859
11
8
+ 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 , 𝑅 − 𝑘 + 2𝑘𝑅2
2565 𝐼3 4104 𝐼4 40 𝐼5 𝑖 27 𝑅1
3544
1859
11
−
𝑘𝑅3 +
𝑘𝑅4 − 𝑘𝑅5 )
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
= ℎ (𝜎 (𝐸𝑖 − 𝑘𝐸1 + 2𝑘𝐸2 −
𝑘𝐸3 +
𝑘𝐸4 − 𝑘𝐸5 ) − (µ
27
2565
4104
40
8
3544
1859
11
+ α + 𝛾) (𝐼𝑖 − 𝑘𝐼1 + 2𝑘𝐼2 −
𝑘 +
𝑘 − 𝑘 ))
27
2565 𝐼3 4104 𝐼4 40 𝐼5
where 𝑖 = 0,1, … , 𝑛 − 1.

(60)

4. Results and Discussion
Numerical solutions for the nonlinear influenza model in Australia in 1919 are discussed and analyzed
in this section. Table 3 is to compare the values of variables 𝑆(𝑡), 𝐸(𝑡), 𝐼(𝑡), 𝑅(𝑡) between 𝑅𝐾4 and
𝑅𝐾45 methods. Where step size ℎ in { 0.5, 0.25, 0.04 } and interval [0,70] days. For 𝐸(𝑡) has the
smallest value with (ℎ = 0.04), every 12 hours during 70 days in the 𝑅𝐾45 compared with the 𝑅𝐾4 . It
is clear from Table 3 that 𝑅𝐾45 method is better than 𝑅𝐾4 method. The Matlab program is used to
numerically solve the influenza pandemic model.
Figures 1, 2 describes the influenza epidemic in Australia in 1919. In Figure 1 (𝑎), (𝑏), (𝑐) of 𝑅𝐾4,
the curve is high then it starts to decrease after 20 days in the proportion of susceptible population 𝑆(𝑡).
While the curve is low then it starts to increase then it goes down after 40 days in the proportion of
exposed population 𝐸(𝑡) and the proportion of infective population 𝐼(𝑡), the curve is low then it starts
to increase after 20 days in the proportion of recovered population 𝑅(𝑡), this means that susceptible
population will be infected with influenza epidemics in the coming years. This method is convergence
with 𝑅𝐾45 method was in Figure 2 (𝑎), (𝑏), (𝑐) of 𝑅𝐾45 , the curve is high then it starts to decrease after
20 days in the proportion of susceptible population 𝑆(𝑡). while the curve is low then it starts to increase
then it goes down after 40 days in the proportion of exposed population 𝐸(𝑡) and the proportion of
infective population 𝐼(𝑡), the curve is low then it starts to increase after 20 days in the proportion of
recovered population 𝑅(𝑡), this means that susceptible population will be infected with influenza
epidemics in the coming years. These methods are convergent in solution because they are iterative
numerical methods. These methods agree with previous studies [1].
Table3: Numerical solution and values of influenza mode
Variable

𝑆(𝑡)

𝐸(𝑡)

ℎ/𝑑𝑎𝑦 −1
0.5

𝑅𝐾4
0.59720331

𝑅𝐾45
0.59720329

0.25

0.59715737

0.59715736

0.04

0.59711877

0.59711877

0.5

0.00224669

0.00224670

0.25

0.00224599

0.00224599

0.04

0.00224539

0.00227205
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𝐼(𝑡)

𝑅(𝑡)

0.5

0.00473296

0.00473297

0.25

0.00473178

0.00473178

0.04

0.00473076

0.00473076

0.5

0.38142439

0.38142440

0.25

0.38146692

0.38146694

0.04

0.38150269

0.38150269

(𝑎) ℎ = 0.5, 𝑚 = 140

(𝑏) ℎ = 0.25, 𝑚 = 280

(𝑐) ℎ = 0.04, 𝑚 = 1750
Figure 1. Numerical solution of the influenza model around the value of parameters using 𝑅𝐾4 of
𝑆(𝑡), 𝐸(𝑡), 𝐼(𝑡), 𝑅(𝑡) in 1919 when step size ℎ = 0.5, 0.25, 0.04, iterations 𝑚 = 140, 280, 1750.
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(𝑎) ℎ = 0.5, 𝑚 = 140

(𝑏) ℎ = 0.25, 𝑚 = 280

(𝑐) ℎ = 0.04, 𝑚 = 1750
Figure 2. Numerical solution of the influenza model around the value of parameters using 𝑅𝐾45 of
𝑆(𝑡), 𝐸(𝑡), 𝐼(𝑡), 𝑅(𝑡) in 1919 when step size ℎ = 0.5, 0.25, 0.04 , iteration 𝑚 = 140, 280, 1750.
Conclusion
In the current study, some reliable, accurate, and approximate methods are used for solving a nonlinear
system of epidemic models for ordinary differential equations of the first order. There is a convergence
in the results of the numerical methods which are Runge-Kutta of order 4 and of order 45 as shown in
Table 3. The numerical methods 𝑅𝐾4 and 𝑅𝐾45 help us to analyze the spread of the epidemic in the
influenza model. The results obtained showed that individual 𝑆(𝑡) of the proportion of the susceptible
population, individual 𝐸(𝑡) of the proportion of the exposed population, and individual 𝐼(𝑡) of the
proportion of the infective population are gradually decreased to 70 days. While individual 𝑅(𝑡) the
proportion of the recovered population gradually increased until. A MATLAB program has been helped
to solve this problem.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to prove a common fixed point(c.f.p) theorems by using
conditiond (S(x), T(y)) ≤ ℓ max{d(h(x), G(y)), d(h(x), S(x)), d(G(y), T(y)),
d(h(x), T(y)), d(G(y), S(x))} For two pairs of mappings in p-normed space(p-n.s) and also
obtain the best approximation (b.a) result. In the last part of this paper, it is proved that the fixed
point (f.p) problem for these mappings is well-posed (w-p).

1. Introduction
c.f.p theorems for generalized affine mapping and a class of I-non expansive non commuting mappings
were proved by Nashine and Dewangan [9]. Cho, Hussain, and Pathak [3] c.f.p theorems and b.a results
in normed linear spaces are proved.
In 2013, Bari and Vetro [2] proved some c.f.p and coincidence point results for three or four mappings.
Further, Singh [11] proved the c.f.p theorem for multivalued mappings generalized.
In 2017 AL-saidy, Abed, and Ajeel [1] proved three common random f.p theorems for commuting
random operators defined on a non-starshaped subset of a p-n.s X. In this research, some c.f.p theorems
for two pairs mappings defined on non-star-shaped domain subset of a p-n.s are proved.
2. Preliminaries
We need the following definitions and facts:
Definition (2.1): Let 𝑋 be a linear space and ║║𝑝 be a real-valued function on 𝑋 with 0 < 𝑝 ≤ 1. The
pair (X, ║║𝑝 ) is called a p-n.s if for all 𝑎, 𝑏 in 𝑋 and scalars 𝜁:
i.

‖𝑎‖𝑝 ≥ 0 and ║𝑎║𝑝 = 0 iff 𝑎 = 0

ii.

║𝜁𝑎║𝑝 = |𝜁|𝑝 ║𝑎║𝑝

iii.

║𝑎 + 𝑏║𝑝 ≤║𝑎║𝑝 +║𝑏║𝑝

Every p-normed space 𝑋 induces a metric space with (𝑎, 𝑏) = ║𝑎 − 𝑏║𝑝 , for all 𝑎 , 𝑏 in 𝑋 . If 𝑝 = 1,
we have the concept of a normed space [5]. Since a p-n.s is not necessarily locally convex space and the
continuous dual 𝑋 ` of p-normed space, 𝑋 need not separate the point of 𝑋 [7].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Example (2.1):
Let 𝑋 = 𝑅 3 with‖(𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 )‖𝑝 = ∑3𝑖=1 |𝑎𝑖 |𝑝 (|.| is the absolute value), for any pair (𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , 𝑎3 ) in 𝑋 and
0 < p  1, then 𝑋 is p-normed space since it is satisfying all conditions of definition (2.1).
Definition (2.2):[12]: Let 𝑋 be a metric space, A subset 𝐴 of 𝑋 is called starshaped if there exist at least
one point q ∈ 𝐴 such that
[a,q]= 𝑎 + (1 − )𝑞 ∈ 𝐴, for all 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 and 0 ≤  ≤ 1. In this case, q is said the starcenter of 𝐴.
Definition (2.3): [15]: A self-mapping ℎ of a linear space 𝑋 is said to be affine if for all 𝑎, 𝑏 in 𝑋 and for
any 𝜁, 0  𝜁  1, ℎ [𝜁𝑎 + (1 – 𝜁) 𝑏] = 𝜁 ℎ(𝑎) + (1 – 𝜁) ℎ(𝑏).
And ℎ is called q-affine if there is 𝑞 ∈ 𝑋 such that ℎ[𝜁𝑎 + (1 − 𝜁)𝑞] = 𝜁ℎ(𝑎) + (1 − 𝜁)𝑞 , for all 𝜁 ∈
[0,1] and all ∈ 𝑋 .
Definition (2.4): [10]: Let 𝐴 ≠ ∅ subset of a p-n.s 𝑋. The set of b.a to 𝑎° ∈ 𝑋, denoted as 𝑝𝐴 (𝑎° ) is
defined by
𝑝𝐴 (𝑎° ) = {𝑦 ∈ 𝐴: ║ 𝑎° − 𝑦║𝑝 : 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡( 𝑎° , 𝐴)}, where
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡( 𝑎° , 𝐴) = inf{║ 𝑎° − 𝑎║𝑝 : 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴}.
Definition (2.5): Let 𝐴 ≠ ∅ subset of a metric space 𝑋 and let 𝑆 and 𝑇 be self-mappings of 𝐴. A point
𝑎 ∈ 𝐴 is a c.f (coincidence(c)) point of 𝑆 and 𝑇 if 𝑆𝑥 = 𝑇𝑥 = 𝑥 (𝑆𝑥 = 𝑇𝑥)[14]. The set of c.f.p of 𝑆 and
𝑇 is denoted by 𝐹(𝑆, 𝑇), the set of c.p of S and T is denoted by 𝐶(𝑆, 𝑇) and the closure of the set 𝐴 is
denoted by 𝐶𝑙(𝐴).
A mapping 𝑆: 𝐴 → 𝐴 is called:
(1) Hemi-compact [4] if any sequence {𝑥𝑛 } in 𝐴 has a convergent subsequence whenever
𝑑(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑆(𝑥𝑛 )) → 0 as 𝑛 → ∞;
(2) completely continuous [4] if {𝑥𝑛 } weakly converges to 𝑎 which implies that {𝑆(𝑥𝑛 )} converges
strongly to𝑆(𝑎) ;
(3) Demi-closed at 𝑥, if for every sequence {𝑥𝑛 } in 𝐴 such that {𝑥𝑛 } converges weakly to 𝑥 and
{𝑆(𝑥𝑛 )} converges strongly to 𝑦 , we have 𝑆(𝑥) = 𝑦 [8].
The pair (𝑆, 𝑇) is said to be
(1) R-weakly commuting mappings [4] if ∀𝑎 ∈ 𝐴, ∃ℜ > 0 such that 𝑑(𝑆𝑇𝑎, 𝑇𝑆𝑎) < ℜ𝑑(𝑆𝑎, 𝑇𝑎), if
ℜ =1, then the mappings is said weakly commuting.
(2) R-weakly compatible [13] if they commute at their coincidence points, that is, 𝑆𝑇𝑎 = 𝑇𝑆𝑎
whenever 𝑆𝑎 = 𝑇𝑎.
(3) 𝐶𝑞 –commuting [4] if 𝑆𝑇𝑎 = 𝑇𝑆𝑎 for all 𝑎 ∈ 𝐶𝑞 (𝑆, 𝑇), where 𝐶𝑞 (𝑆, 𝑇) =∪ {𝐶(𝑆, 𝑇𝑘 ): 0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 1}
and 𝑇𝑘 (𝑎) = (1 − 𝑘)𝑞 + 𝑘𝑇(𝑎).
Definition (2.6): Let 𝑋 a p-normed space, 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑋 , ℌ: 𝑋 → 𝑋 be a mapping we say that A has property
( 𝑎1 ) if
i.
ℌ:𝐴 →𝐴
(1 − 𝑘𝑛 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑛 ℌ(𝑥) ∈ 𝐴 , for some q ∊ 𝐴 and a fixed real sequence < 𝑘𝑛 > converging to 1
ii.
and for each 𝑥 ∊ 𝐴.
Remark(2.1): Any q-starshaped set has the property ( 𝑎1 ) w.r.t any mapping ℌ: 𝐴 → 𝐴 , but the converse
is not true in general.
Definition (2.7): Let X be a p-normed space, 𝐴⊆𝑋 and A has property (𝑎1 ) w.r.t a mapping 𝐺: 𝑋 → 𝑋,
q ∊ 𝐴, and sequence < 𝑘𝑛 >. A mappingℎ: 𝑋 → 𝑋 is called have the property (𝑎2 ) on A with property
(𝑎1 ) if ℎ((1 − 𝑘𝑛 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑛 𝐺(𝑥))= (1-𝑘𝑛 ) ℎ(𝑞)+𝑘𝑛 ℎ(𝐺(𝑥)) for all 𝑥 ∊ 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛 ∊ 𝑁 .
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in this paper we need the following theorems:
1

Theorem (2.1)[6]: Let ∅ ≠ 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑋 , with 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, 𝐺: 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴 such that ∀𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐴 and 0 ≤ ℓ < 2 , the pair
(𝑆, 𝑇) satisfy the following condition
𝑑(𝑆(𝑥), 𝑇(𝑦))
≤ ℓ max{𝑑(ℎ(𝑥), 𝐺(𝑦)), 𝑑(ℎ(𝑥), 𝑆(𝑥)), 𝑑(𝐺(𝑦), 𝑇(𝑦))𝑑(ℎ(𝑥), 𝑇(𝑦)), 𝑑(𝐺(𝑦), 𝑆(𝑥))}

(21)

If 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)) ⊆ 𝐺(𝐴), 𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) ⊆ ℎ(𝐴) and one of the subsets 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)), 𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) , 𝐶𝐿(ℎ(𝐴))
𝐶𝑙(𝐺(𝐴)) is complete, then 𝐶(𝑆, ℎ) ≠ ∅ and 𝐶(𝑇, 𝐺) ≠ ∅ .

or

Theorem (2.2)[6]: Let 𝑋, 𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑇, 𝐺, ℎ, 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)), 𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) , 𝐶𝐿(ℎ(𝐴)) and 𝐶𝑙(𝐺(𝐴)) as in theorem
(2.1). If the pairs {𝑆, ℎ} and {𝑇, 𝐺} are weakly compatible ( or R-weakly commuting), then
𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅ .
3- Main result
Now, by using Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2) [6] we show the following:
Theorem (3.1): Let 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, and 𝐺 be self-maps on a subset 𝐴 of a p-normed space 𝑋 suppose that
𝑐𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)) ⊆ 𝐺(𝐴), 𝑐𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) ⊆ ℎ(𝐴), 𝑞 ∈ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺), and ℎ and 𝐺 has property (𝑎2 ). Suppose that the
pairs {𝑆, ℎ} and {𝑇, 𝐺} are 𝐶𝑞 -commuting and satisfy
‖𝑆(𝑎) − 𝑇(𝑏)‖𝑝
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {

‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝐺(𝑏)‖𝑝 , 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(ℎ(𝑎), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑎)]),
}
dist(𝐺(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑏)]), dist(ℎ(𝑎), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑏)]), dist(𝐺(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑎)])

(31)

1

For all 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴 and 0 ≤ 𝑘 < . If 𝑆 and 𝑇 are continuous and 𝐴 has property ( 𝑎1 ) with respect to 𝑆 and
2
, then 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅ , if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
i. 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)) and 𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) are compact and ℎ and 𝐺 are continuous;
ii. 𝐴 is complete, 𝐹(ℎ) and 𝐹(𝐺) are bounded, and 𝑆 and 𝑇 are compact maps;
iii. 𝐴 is bounded and complete, 𝑆 and 𝑇 are hemicompact, and ℎ and 𝐺 are continuous;
iv. 𝐴 is weakly compact, 𝑋 is complete, ℎ − 𝑆 and 𝐺 − 𝑇 are demiclosed at 0, and ℎ and 𝐺 are weakly
continuous.
v. 𝑋 is complete, 𝐴 is weakly compact, 𝑆 and 𝑇 are completely continuous, and ℎ and 𝐺 are continuous.
Prof: Define 𝑆𝑛 : 𝐴 → 𝐴 and 𝑇𝑛 : 𝐴 → 𝐴 by 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎) = (1 − 𝑘𝑛 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑛 𝑆(𝑎) and 𝑇𝑛 (𝑎) = (1 − 𝑘𝑛 )𝑞 +
𝑘𝑛 𝑇(𝑎) and a fixed sequence of real numbers 𝑘𝑛 (0 ≤ 𝑘𝑛 ≤ 1) Converging to 1, for some 𝑞 ∈ 𝐴 and
all 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴. Since 𝐴 has property ( 𝑎1 ) with respect to 𝑆 and 𝑇, 𝑐𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)) ⊆ 𝐺(𝐴), 𝑐𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) ⊆ ℎ(𝐴), 𝑞 ∈
𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺), and ℎ and 𝐺 has property (𝑎2 ). Then for each n, 𝐶𝑙(𝑆𝑛 (𝐴)) ⊆ 𝐺(𝐴) and𝐶𝑙(𝑇𝑛 (𝐴)) ⊆
ℎ(𝐴). As the pairs {𝑆, ℎ} and {𝑇, 𝐺} are 𝐶𝑞 -commuting and ℎ and 𝐺 has property (𝑎2 ), with 𝑞 ∈ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩
𝐹(𝐺), then for each 𝑎 ∈ 𝐶𝑞 (𝑆, ℎ) ∩ 𝐶𝑞 (𝑇, 𝐺),
ℎ(𝑆𝑛 (𝑎)) = ℎ((1 − 𝑘𝑛 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑛 𝑆(𝑎)) = (1 − 𝑘𝑛 )ℎ(𝑞) + 𝑘𝑛 ℎ(𝑆(𝑎)) = (1 − 𝑘𝑛 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑛 𝑆(ℎ(𝑎))
= 𝑆𝑛 (ℎ(𝑎))
By similarly away we can show that 𝐺(𝑇𝑛 (𝑎)) = 𝑇𝑛 (𝐺(𝑎)) thus,
ℎ(𝑆𝑛 (𝑎)) = 𝑆𝑛 (ℎ(𝑎)) and 𝐺(𝑇𝑛 (𝑎)) = 𝑇𝑛 (𝐺(𝑎)) for each 𝑎 ∈ 𝐶(𝑆𝑛 , ℎ) ⊆ 𝐶𝑞 (𝑆, ℎ) and 𝑎 ∈
𝐶(𝑇𝑛 , 𝐺) ⊆ 𝐶𝑞 (𝑇𝑛 , 𝐺). Hence the pairs {𝑆𝑛 , ℎ} and {𝑇𝑛 , 𝐺} are weakly compatible ∀n. Also by (3.1),
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‖𝑆𝑛 (𝑎) − 𝑇𝑛 (𝑏)‖𝑝 ≤ |𝑘𝑛 |𝑝 ‖𝑆(𝑎) − 𝑇(𝑏)‖𝑝 ≤ ‖𝑆(𝑎) − 𝑇(𝑏)‖𝑝
‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝐺(𝑏)‖𝑝 , 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(ℎ(𝑎), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑎)]),
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
}
dist(𝐺(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑏)]), dist(ℎ(𝑎), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑏)]), dist(𝐺(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑎)])
‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝐺(𝑏)‖𝑝 , ‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎)‖𝑝 ,
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
}
d‖𝐺(𝑏) − 𝑇𝑛 (𝑏)‖𝑝 , ‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝑇𝑛 (𝑏)‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑏) − 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎)‖𝑝
For all 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐴.
i.
Since 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)) and 𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) are compact, then 𝐶𝑙(𝑆𝑛 (𝐴)) and 𝐶𝑙(𝑇𝑛 (𝐴)) are also compact,
Hence all conditions of theorem (2.2) are satisfied on the mappings 𝑆𝑛 , 𝑇𝑛 , ℎ and 𝐺, therefore ∃𝑎𝑛 ∈
𝐴 s.t 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝑇𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = ℎ(𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ).Since 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)) and 𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) are compact ,
{𝑆(𝑎𝑛 )} and {𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )} sequence in 𝑆(𝐴) and 𝑇(𝐴) (respectively) , 𝑆(𝐴) ⊆ 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)) and 𝑇(𝐴) ⊆
𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) implies that, there exists a subsequence {𝑆(𝑎𝑚 )} of {𝑆(𝑎𝑛 )} and {𝑇(𝑎𝑚 )} of {𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )} s.t
lim 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) = lim 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 ) = 𝑏 .Since 𝑎𝑚 = 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎𝑚 ) = (1 − 𝑘𝑚 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑚 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) and 𝑎𝑚 =
𝑚→∞

𝑚→∞

𝑇𝑛 (𝑎𝑚 ) = (1 − 𝑘𝑚 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑚 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 ). We have lim 𝑎𝑚 = 𝑏, hence by the continuity of ℎ and 𝐺
𝑚→∞

having 𝑏 ∈ 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅. Therefore 𝑏 ∈ 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅.
ii.
As in (i), there exists 𝑎𝑛 ∈ 𝐴 s.t 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝑇𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = ℎ(𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ). Since 𝑆 and 𝑇
are compact and {𝑎𝑛 } being in 𝐹(ℎ) and 𝐹(𝐺) are bounded, so there exists a subsequence {𝑆(𝑎𝑚 )}
of {𝑆(𝑎𝑛 )} and {𝑇(𝑎𝑚 )} of {𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )} such that lim 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) = lim 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 ) = 𝑏. the definition of
𝑚→∞

𝑚→∞

𝑆𝑚 (𝑎𝑚 ) and 𝑇𝑚 (𝑎𝑚 ) ⇒ lim 𝑎𝑚 = 𝑏, the continuity of 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ and 𝐺 having 𝑏 ∈ 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩
𝑚→∞

𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺).Thus 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅.
iii.
As in (i), ∃𝑎𝑛 ∈ 𝐴 s.t 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝑇𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = ℎ(𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ), and A is bounded, so 𝑎𝑛 −
𝑆(𝑎𝑛 ) = (1 − 𝑘𝑛 )(𝑆(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑞) → 0 and 𝑎𝑛 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) = (1 − 𝑘𝑛 )(𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑞) → 0 as 𝑛 → ∞. The
hemicompact of 𝑆 and 𝑇 implies that has {𝑎𝑛 } a subsequence {𝑎𝑚 } such that lim 𝑎𝑚 = 𝑏 the
𝑚→∞

continuity of 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ and 𝐺 implies that 𝑏 ∈ 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺). Hence 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩
𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅.
iv.
As in (i), ∃𝑎𝑛 ∈ 𝐴 s.t 𝑎𝑛 = 𝑆𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝑇𝑛 (𝑎𝑛 ) = ℎ(𝑎𝑛 ) = 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ). Since 𝐴 is weakly compact,
then ∃ a subsequence {𝑎𝑚 } of {𝑎𝑛 } in 𝐴 converging weakly to 𝑏 as 𝑚 → ∞, from weakly continuous
of ℎ and 𝐺 we have 𝑏 = ℎ(𝑏) = 𝐺(𝑏). By (iii) ℎ(𝑎𝑚 ) − 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) and 𝐺(𝑎𝑚 ) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 )converging to
0 as 𝑚 → ∞. The demi-closedness of ℎ − 𝑆 and 𝐺 − 𝑇 at 0 ⇒ 𝑆(𝑏) = 𝑇(𝑏) = ℎ(𝑏) = 𝐺(𝑏).
Thus 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅.
v. As in (iv) there is a subsequence {𝑎𝑚 } of {𝑎𝑛 } in 𝐴 converging weakly to 𝑏 as 𝑚 → ∞. by S and T
are completely continuous, then 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) → 𝑆(𝑏) and 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 ) → 𝑇(𝑏) as 𝑚 → ∞. Since 𝑘𝑛 → 1 and
𝑎𝑚 = 𝑆𝑚 (𝑎𝑚 ) = 𝑇𝑚 (𝑎𝑚 ) = (1 − 𝑘𝑚 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑚 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) = (1 − 𝑘𝑚 )𝑞 + 𝑘𝑚 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 ), therefore 𝑎𝑚 →
𝑆(𝑏) = 𝑇(𝑏) as 𝑚 → ∞ ⇒ 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) → 𝑆(𝑆(𝑏)) and 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 ) → 𝑇(𝑇(𝑏)) as 𝑚 → ∞, but 𝑆(𝑎𝑚 ) → 𝑆(𝑏)
and 𝑇(𝑎𝑚 ) → 𝑇(𝑏) as 𝑚 → ∞ therefore 𝑆(𝑏) = 𝑆(𝑆(𝑏)) and 𝑇(𝑏) = 𝑇(𝑇(𝑏)), since 𝑆(𝑏) = 𝑇(𝑏),
then 𝑆(𝑏) = 𝑆(𝑆(𝑏)) = 𝑇(𝑏) = 𝑇(𝑇(𝑏)), implies that 𝑐 = 𝑆(𝑐) = 𝑇(𝑐), where 𝑐 = 𝑇(𝑏) = 𝑆(𝑏).
Also, since 𝑎𝑚 → 𝑐 as 𝑚 → ∞ and ℎ and 𝐺 are continuous mappings then 𝑐 = ℎ(𝑐) = 𝐺(𝑐).
Therefore 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅.
Theorem(3.2): Let ∅ ≠ 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑋 and 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, 𝐺:𝑋 → 𝑋 be mappings s.t 𝑎° ∈ 𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺)
for some 𝑎° ∈ 𝑋, 𝑆(𝜕𝐴 ∩ 𝐴) ⊆ 𝐴 and 𝑇(𝜕𝐴 ∩ 𝐴) ⊆ 𝐴. Assume that ℎ(𝑝𝐴 (𝑎° )) = 𝐺(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )) =
𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) and the pairs {𝑆, ℎ} and {𝑇, 𝐺} are 𝐶𝑞 -commuting and continuous on 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) and satisfies for all
𝑥 ∈ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) ∪ {𝑎° },
‖𝑆(𝑎) − 𝑇(𝑏)‖𝑝
‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝐺(𝑏)‖𝑝
𝑖𝑓 𝑏 = 𝑎° ,
(32)
‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝐺(𝑏)‖𝑝 , 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(ℎ(𝑎), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑎)]),
≤{
𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
}
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐺(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑏)]), 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(ℎ(𝑎), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑏)]), 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐺(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑎)])
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𝑖𝑓 𝑏 ∈ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )
Suppose that 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) is closed, has property (𝑎1 ). with respect to 𝑆 and 𝑇 with 𝑞 ∈ 𝐹(ℎ)⋂𝐹(𝐺) and ℎ
and 𝐺 has property (𝑎2 ). then 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )⋂𝐹(𝑆) ∩ 𝐹(𝑇) ∩ 𝐹(ℎ) ∩ 𝐹(𝐺) ≠ ∅ if one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
i. 𝐶𝑙 (𝑆(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ))) and 𝐶𝑙 (𝑇(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ))) are compact and ℎ and 𝐺 are continuous.
ii. 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) is complete, 𝐹(ℎ) and 𝐹(𝐺) are bounded, and 𝑆 and 𝑇 are compact maps.
iii. 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) is bounded and complete, 𝑆 and 𝑇 are hemicompact, and ℎ and 𝐺 are continuous.
iv. 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) is weakly compact, 𝑋 is complete, ℎ − 𝑆 and 𝐺 − 𝑇 are demiclosed at o, ℎ, and 𝐺 are weakly
continuous.
v. 𝑋 is complete, 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) is weakly compact, 𝑆 and 𝑇 are completely continuous, and ℎ and 𝐺 are
continuous.
Proof: Let 𝑎 ∈ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ), then ‖𝑎 − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑎° , 𝐴).
Note that
0 < 𝑘 < 1, ‖𝑘𝑎° − (1 − 𝑘)𝑎 − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 = (1 − 𝑘)𝑝 ‖𝑎 − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 < 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑎° , 𝐴)
Hence the line segment {𝑘𝑎° − (1 − 𝑘)𝑎: 0 < 𝑘 < 1} and the set 𝐴 are disjoint. Therefore 𝑎 ∉ 𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝐴)
and so 𝑎 ∈ 𝜕𝐴.
Since 𝑆(𝜕𝐴 ∩ 𝐴) ⊆ 𝐴 and 𝑇(𝜕𝐴 ∩ 𝐴) ⊆ 𝐴, then 𝑆(𝑎) ∈ 𝐴 and 𝑇(𝑎) ∈ 𝐴.
Also, since ℎ(𝑝𝐴 (𝑎° )) = 𝐺(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )) = 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) ,
𝑎° = ℎ(𝑎° ) = 𝐺(𝑎° ) = 𝑆(𝑎° ) = 𝑇(𝑎° ) and by using condition (3.2), we have
‖𝑆(𝑎) − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 = ‖𝑆(𝑎) − 𝑇(𝑎° )‖𝑝 ≤ ‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝐺(𝑎° )‖𝑝 = ‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑎° , 𝐴)
And ‖𝑇(𝑎) − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 = ‖𝑆(𝑎) − 𝑇(𝑎° )‖𝑝 ≤ ‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝐺(𝑎° )‖𝑝 = ‖ℎ(𝑎) − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 = 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑎° , 𝐴)
Therefore 𝑆, 𝑇:𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) → 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )
Since 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )is closed set then 𝐶𝑙(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )) = 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ), and since
𝑆(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )) ⊆ 𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ) = 𝐶𝑙(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )), this implies 𝑐𝑙(𝑆(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ))) ⊆ 𝐺(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ))
In a similar way 𝑐𝑙(𝑇(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° ))) ⊆ ℎ(𝑃𝐴 (𝑎° )), hence the result go ahead of theorem (3.1).
4- Well-posed Problem
Definition (4.1): Let (𝑋, ‖ ‖𝑝 ) be a p-normed space and 𝑇: 𝑋 ⟶ 𝑋 a mapping, the f.p problem of 𝑇 is
said to be well-posed if:
i.
𝑇 has a unique f.p 𝑎° ∈ 𝑋;
ii.
∀ sequence {𝑎𝑛 } in 𝑋 such that lim ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 = 0, we have lim ‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 = 0.
𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

Definition (4.2): Let (𝑋, ‖ ‖𝑝 ) be a p-n.s and let 𝒯 be a set of mappings in 𝑋. The f.p of 𝒯 is said to be
w-p if:
𝒯 have a unique f.p 𝑎° ∈ 𝑋;
for any sequence {𝑎𝑛 } of in 𝑋 such that lim ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 = 0, ∀ 𝑇 ∈ 𝒯 we have lim ‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑎° ‖𝑝 =
𝑛→∞

0.

𝑛→∞

Theorem (4.1): If 𝑋, 𝐴, 𝑆, 𝑇, 𝐺, ℎ, 𝐶𝑙(𝑆(𝐴)), 𝐶𝑙(𝑇(𝐴)) , 𝐶𝐿(ℎ(𝐴)) and 𝐶𝑙(𝐺(𝐴)) as in theorem (2.2),
then the c.f.p for the set mappings {𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, 𝐺} is w-p.
Proof: By theorem (2.2), the mappings 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, and 𝐺 have a unique c.f.p b such that
(4-1)
𝑆(𝑏) = 𝑇(𝑏) = ℎ(𝑏) = 𝐺(𝑏) = 𝑏
Let {𝑎𝑛 } be a sequence in A such that
lim ‖𝑆(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 = lim ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 = lim ‖ℎ(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 = lim ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 = 0
𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

By the triangle inequality, 𝑏 = 𝑆(𝑏) ,(2.1) and (4.1) having
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‖𝑏 − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 ≤ ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 = ‖𝑆(𝑏) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , (ℎ(𝑏), 𝑆(𝑏)),
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
}
‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ), 𝑆(𝑏)‖𝑝
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝑆(𝑏)‖𝑝 ,
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
}
‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑆(𝑏)‖𝑝
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
= 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥{‖𝑏 − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 } + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥{‖𝑏 − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑏‖𝑝 + ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖}
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 = 𝑘 ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑏‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
≤ 𝑘‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑏 − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
= 𝑘‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + 2𝑘‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝 + (1 + 𝑘)‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 (1 − 2𝑘)‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝
≤ 𝑘‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + (1 + 𝑘)‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
Thus we have, lim ‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝 = 0, hence c.f.p for the mappings {𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, 𝐺} is w-p.
𝑛→∞

Theorem (4.2): If 𝐴, 𝑋, 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ and 𝐺 as in theorem (3.1), then the c.f.p for the mappings {𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, 𝐺} is
well posed.
Proof: By theorem (3.1), the mappings 𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, and 𝐺 has a unique common fixed point b.
Let {𝑎𝑛 } sequence in A s.t lim ‖𝑆(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 = lim ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 = lim ‖ℎ(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 =
lim ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 = 0

𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

𝑛→∞

By the triangle inequality, 𝑆(𝑏) = 𝑏, (2.2) and (4.1) we have:
‖𝑏 − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 ≤ ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 ‖𝑏 − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 = ‖𝑆(𝑏) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(ℎ(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑏)]),
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
}
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )]), 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(ℎ(𝑏), [𝑞, 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )]), 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ), [𝑞, 𝑆(𝑏)])
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝑆(𝑏)‖𝑝 ,
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
}
‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖ℎ(𝑏) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑆(𝑏)‖𝑝
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
= 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥{‖𝑏 − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 } + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
≤ 𝑘 𝑚𝑎𝑥{‖𝑏 − 𝐺(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑏‖𝑝 + ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 , ‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖}
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 = 𝑘 ‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑏‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑏 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝 + ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
≤ 𝑘‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑏 − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + 𝑘‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑇(𝑎𝑛 )‖𝑝
+ ‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
= 𝑘‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + 2𝑘‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝 + (1 + 𝑘)‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 (1 − 2𝑘)‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝
≤ 𝑘‖𝐺(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝 + (1 + 𝑘)‖𝑇(𝑎𝑛 ) − 𝑎𝑛 ‖𝑝
Thus we have, lim ‖𝑎𝑛 − 𝑏‖𝑝 = 0, having the c.f.p for the mappings {𝑆, 𝑇, ℎ, 𝐺} is w-p.
𝑛→∞
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Abstract. The procedures to estimate the parameters are important in many scientific fields that
are required to develop mathematical models. Thus, this paper is proposed as a Gravitational
Search algorithm for estimating the parameters of nonlinear regression models. Also, a
simulation study is conducted to investigate the performance of the proposed methods in this
paper. The results show that GSA approach provides accurate estimates and is satisfactory for
the parameter estimation of the nonlinear regression models.

1. Introduction
Nonlinear Regression Analysis (NLRA) was one of the most widely used accurate statistical steps that
explain the relationship between two variables or more [1]. The common form of a regression model is
y = f (x, β) + ε. Which y is the dependent variable, x is an independent vector variable(s), β is a vector
of the parameter (s), and ε is the error factor usually supposed to be uncorrelated with mean zero and
constant difference. In the parameter estimation problem, the form of the nonlinear regression function
is known but it contains unknown parameters β1,..., βp.
There are a large number of articles on how to estimates the parameter of nonlinear regression
models. Aşıkgil and Erar [2] examined the nonlinear parameter estimation efficiency under the issue of
auto reconditioned errors.
The most and commonly used algorithm Gauss-Newton method (also called the Newton-Raphson
method) [3]. However, the nonlinearity model produces a hard estimation of parameters and creates a
very difficult and challenging statistical analysis of parameter estimates. In addition, it is not considered
an easy controlled by practitioners and need much more detailed information to work properly. These
difficulties are arising because of an increased number of parameters and the multi-conditioned nature
of the function of the objective. Nonlinear regression models. Michailidis[4]considered Jaya's
optimization algorithm for estimating nonlinear metaheuristic algorithm named Jaya .then tested it on
a set of benchmark regression problems. Tvrd´ık and Kˇriv´y [5] used some stochastic algorithms to
solve the issue of global optimization of nonlinear regression models. These algorithms were applied to
estimate the nonlinear regression model parameters. Tabatabai et al.[6] provided a robust alternative
method to the normal Least Squares nonlinear regression method.
In recent decades, the researcher aims to resolve complicated problems by using metaheuristic to
overcome drawbacks of classical procedures and have many benefits containing the simplicity of
implementation, reliability, robustness, and effectiveness.[7] Adibifard et al.[8] used PSO algorithm to
perform nonlinear regression in well test analysis. Root Mean Square Error over pressurized and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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pressurized derivative data is employed to determine the formula of cost function f and the multiobjective issue is minimized to a single-objective one by containing the weight for each cost function
related to over pressurized and pressurized derivative data. Özsoy, and Örkçü,[9] proposed Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm in order to improve the accuracy of parameters estimation for
nonlinear regression models. The PSO algorithm is examined on the famous 28 nonlinear regression
tasks of various levels of difficulty.
On the other hand, Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) is a modern meta-heuristic and populationbased search algorithm that depends on gravity Newton’s law and motion law. Additionally, GSA has
many benefits as, adaptive learning rate, memory-less algorithm and, perfect and rapid convergence.
Additionally, GSA has been successfully used in complex problems. Thus, in this paper, Gravitational
Search Algorithm was used to estimate the parameters of nonlinear regression models.
The organized paper is, section two provides the Maximum-likelihood Estimation of two nonlinear
regression models; Section three describes the procedural Gravitational Search Algorithm; Section four
consists of a simulation study; a conclusion is provided in section five.
2. Maximum likelihood Estimation Nonlinear regression models
The Maximum likelihood method (MLE) was used to estimate the parameter for two models of
nonlinear regression (Misra 1d, and MGH 09 Model) as follows:
2.1 Maximum likelihood method to solve Misra 1d Model
The Misra 1dmodel is
𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ; 𝛽) =

𝛽1 𝛽2 𝑥
1 + 𝛽2 𝑥

(1)

MLE method of estimation depends on maximizing the pdf estimation:
𝐿 = 𝑓(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … … . , 𝑥𝑛 , 𝛽𝑖 , 𝜎 2 )

𝑛
2
𝑛 −∑𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 −𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ;𝛽))

2𝜎2
𝐿 = (2𝜋𝜎 2 )−2 𝑒
∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 ; 𝛽))2
𝑛
𝑛
𝑙𝑛𝐿 = − 𝑙𝑛2𝜋 − 𝑙𝑛𝜎 2 −
2
2
2𝜎 2
𝛽𝛽𝑥
∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 − 1 2 )2
𝑛
𝑛
1
+ 𝛽2 𝑥
𝑙𝑛𝐿 = − 𝑙𝑛2𝜋 − 𝑙𝑛𝜎 2 −
2
2
2
2𝜎

Numerical procedures as Newton-Raphson was used to estimate the parameters since the equations are
complicated to be solved. Therefore, the equation for this method for the first model is as follows
𝜕ℎ1 𝜕ℎ1 𝜕ℎ −1 𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝜕𝛽1 𝜕𝛽2 𝜕𝜎 2
𝜕𝛽1
𝛽̂1
𝛽10
𝜕ℎ2 𝜕ℎ2 𝜕ℎ2
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
( 𝛽̂2 ) = (𝛽20 ) −
2
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝜎
𝜕𝛽2
1
2
𝜎02
𝜎̂ 2
𝜕ℎ3 𝜕ℎ3 𝜕ℎ3
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
(𝜕𝛽1 𝜕𝛽2 𝜕𝜎 2 ) ( 𝜕𝜎 2 )
𝛽10
(𝛽20 ) Represents the vector of the initial parameters
𝜎02

2

(2)
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𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽2 𝑥
𝛽1 𝛽22 𝑥 2
ℎ1 =
= 2 [∑ (
) − ∑(
)]
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
1 + 𝛽2 𝑥
𝑛

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥
𝛽12 𝛽2 𝑥 2
ℎ2 =
= 2 [∑ (
)
−
∑(
)]
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)3
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝑛
1
𝛽1 𝛽2 𝑥 2
ℎ3 =
= − 2 + ∑ 4 (𝑦𝑖 −
)
2
𝜕𝜎
2𝜎
2𝜎
1 + 𝛽2 𝑥
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜕ℎ1
1
𝛽22 𝑥 2
= − 2 ∑(
)
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑛

𝜕ℎ1
𝑦𝑖 𝑥
2𝛽1 𝛽2 𝑥 2
=(∑ 2
−
∑
)
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎 (1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
𝜎 2 (1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)3
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ1
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽2 𝑥
𝛽1 𝛽22 𝑥 2
=
−
(∑
−
∑
)
𝜕𝜎 2
𝜎4
1 + 𝛽2 𝑥
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)3
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ2
𝑦𝑖 𝑥
2𝛽1 𝛽2 𝑥 2
=∑ 2
−
∑
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎 (1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
𝜎 2 (1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)3
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ2
−2𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥 2
𝛽12 𝑥 2 (1 − 2𝛽2 𝑥)
=∑ 2
−
∑
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎 (1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)3
𝜎 2 (1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)4
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

𝑛

𝑛

𝜕ℎ2
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥
𝛽12 𝛽2 𝑥 2
=
)− ∑(
[∑(
)]
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
𝜕𝜎 2 𝜎 4
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)3
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ3
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽2 𝑥
𝛽1 𝛽22 𝑥 2
= − 4 [∑(
)− ∑(
)]
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
1 + 𝛽2 𝑥
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜕ℎ3
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥
𝛽12 𝛽2 𝑥 2
= − 4 [∑(
)− ∑(
)]
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)2
(1 + 𝛽2 𝑥)3
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜕ℎ3
𝑛
1
𝛽1 𝛽2 𝑥 2
=
−
∑
(𝑦
−
)
𝑖
𝜕𝜎 2 2𝜎 4
𝜎6
1 + 𝛽2 𝑥
𝑖=1

2.2 Maximum likelihood method to solve MGH 09 Model
The MGH 09 Model is
𝑓(𝑥𝑖 , 𝛽) =

𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4

(3)

The formula for MLE is for MGH 09 Model;
2
𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝑛
∑
(𝑦
−
)
𝑖
𝑖=1
𝑛
𝑛
𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4
lnL = − 𝑙𝑛2𝜋 − 𝑙𝑛𝜎 2 −
2
2
2𝜎 2
Thus, the following equation matrixes are applied to estimate the parameters for the non-linear
regression model by using the Newton-Raphson method for the second model.
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−1
𝜕ℎ1 𝜕ℎ1 𝜕ℎ1 𝜕ℎ1
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝜕ℎ1
𝜕𝛽1 𝜕𝛽2 𝜕𝛽3 𝜕𝛽4 2
𝜕𝛽1
𝜕𝜎
𝜕ℎ
𝜕ℎ
𝜕ℎ
𝜕ℎ
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
2
2
2
2 𝜕ℎ2
𝛽̂1
𝛽10
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽2
1
2
3
4 𝜕𝜎 2
𝛽̂𝑙
𝛽20
𝜕ℎ3 𝜕ℎ3 𝜕ℎ3 𝜕ℎ3 𝜕ℎ3
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝛽̂3 = 𝛽30 −
2
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽
𝜕𝛽3
1
2
3
4 𝜕𝜎
𝛽40
𝛽̂4
𝜕ℎ4 𝜕ℎ4 𝜕ℎ4 𝜕ℎ4 𝜕ℎ4
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
2
2
(𝜎̂ ) ( 𝜎0 )
𝜕𝛽1 𝜕𝛽2 𝜕𝛽3 𝜕𝛽4 𝜕𝜎 2
𝜕𝛽4
𝜕ℎ5 𝜕ℎ5 𝜕ℎ5 𝜕ℎ5 𝜕ℎ5
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
2
(𝜕𝛽1 𝜕𝛽2 𝜕𝛽3 𝜕𝛽4 𝜕𝜎 ) ( 𝜕𝜎 2 )
𝛽10
𝛽20
𝛽30 Represents the vector of the initial parameters.
𝛽40
( 𝜎02 )
𝑛
𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
1
𝑦𝑖 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
ℎ1 =
= 2∑( 2
− 2
)
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 (𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑖=1
𝑛

ℎ2 =

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥
𝛽12 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
= 2∑( 2
− 2
)
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎
𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 (𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
ℎ3 =
= − 2 ∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽3
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝑖=1
𝑛

ℎ4 =

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽12 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= − 2 ∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽4
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝑖=1

𝑛

2

𝜕𝑙𝑛𝐿
𝑛
1
𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
ℎ5 =
=
−
+
∑
−
(𝑦
)
𝑖
𝜕𝜎 2
2𝜎 2 2𝜎 4
𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜕ℎ1
1
(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= − 2∑( 2
)
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜕ℎ1
1
𝑦𝑖 𝑥
2𝛽1 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
= 2∑( 2
− 2
)
𝜕𝛽2 𝜎
𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 (𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜕ℎ1
1
𝑦𝑖 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
2𝛽1 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽3
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝐵3 + 𝐵4 )4
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ1
1
𝑦𝑖 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
2𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽4
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )4
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ1
1
𝑦𝑖 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
=
−
∑
−
(
)
𝜕𝜎 2
𝜎4
𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜕ℎ2
1
𝑦𝑖 𝑥
2𝛽1 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
= 2 ∑( 2
− 2
)
𝜕𝛽1 𝜎
𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 (𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜕ℎ2
1
𝛽12 𝑥 2
= − 2∑( 2
)
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑖=1
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𝑛

𝜕ℎ2
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥 2
2𝛽12 𝑥 2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )4
𝜕𝛽3
𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ2
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥
2𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽4
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )4
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ2
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥
𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
=
−
∑
−
(
)
𝜕𝜎 2
𝜎4
𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ3
1
𝑦𝑖 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
2𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ3
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥 2
2𝛽12 𝑥 2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝐵3 + 𝐵4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜕ℎ3
1
2𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥 2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 ) 3𝛽12 𝑥 2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= 2 ∑( 2
− 2
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )4
𝜕𝛽3 𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ3
1
2𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 ) 3𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= 2 ∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝐵3 + 𝐵4 )3 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )4
𝜕𝛽4 𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ3
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
=
∑
−
( 2
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝜕𝜎 2 𝜎 4
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ4
1
𝑦𝑖 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
2𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ4
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥
2𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ4
1
2𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 ) 3𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )4
𝜕𝛽3
𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ4
1
2𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
3𝛽12 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= − 2∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )4
𝜕𝛽4
𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ4
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽12 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
=
∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝜕𝜎 2 𝜎 4
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ5
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= − 4∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽1
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 ) (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ5
1
𝑦𝑖 𝑥𝛽1
𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
= − 4∑( 2
−
)
𝜕𝛽2
𝜎
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 ) (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2
𝑛

𝑖=1

𝜕ℎ5
1
𝑦𝑖 𝑥𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽12 𝑥(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= 4 ∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝜕𝛽3 𝜎
𝑖=1
𝑛

𝜕ℎ5
1
𝑦𝑖 𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
𝛽12 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )2
= 4 ∑( 2
−
)
(𝑥 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )2 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )3
𝜕𝛽4 𝜎
𝑖=1

𝑛

𝜕ℎ5
𝑛
1
𝛽1 (𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽2 )
=
−
∑
−
(𝑦
)
𝑖
𝜕𝜎 2 2𝜎 4 𝜎 6
(𝑥 2 + 𝑥𝛽3 + 𝛽4 )

2

𝑖=1

5
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3. Gravitational Search Algorithm Technique
In 2009, Rashedi et al. [10] introduced the Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) for solving
optimization problems. The populace-established heuristic algorithm is founded on the mass interactions
and gravity law. The solutions in the population of GSA are called agents, through the gravity force the
agents interact with each other. In the population, measured the performance of each agent by its mass.
The best solution is the solution with a heavier mass.
The objects masses are obeying of gravity low as following
Ƒij = Ɠ

𝑀𝑎𝑗 × Mpj
R2

(4)

Where Ɠ is gravitational constant,Mpj is the mass of the second object, 𝑀𝑎𝑗 is the mass of the first
object , Ƒ is a magnitude of the gravitational force, and R is the distance between the two objects 𝑀𝑎𝑗 ,
Mpj .
Ƒij
ai =
(5)
Mij
The velocities and positions will be updated by agents during the search, as shown in Equations 6, 7
respectively.
Vi (t + 1) = randi × Vi (t + 1) + ai (t )
X i (t + 1) = randi × vi (t + 1) + ai (t )

(6)
(7)

The following steps of the GSA can be summarized as below:
Step 1. initializes values of gravitational constant 𝐺0 , 𝛼, 𝜀, and the iteration counter t.
Step 2. generated the initial population randomly and consists of N agents, the position defined for each
agent as below:
xi (t) = (x1i (t), xi2 (t), … … … . xin (t))

i = 1,2, … … . . N

Step 3. This step is replicated until satisfied with termination criteria
A. assigned the best, worst agents and evaluated the population for all agents
B. the constant of gravitational is updated as Equation 4
C. calculates the force as follows:
j

Fi (t) = G(t)

𝑀𝑎𝑗 (t) × Mpj (t) 𝑑
(𝑋𝑗 (𝑡) − 𝑋𝑖𝑑 (𝑡))
R ij (t)+∈

(8)

Where𝑀𝑎𝑗 is the active gravitational mass of agent j ,Mpj is the passive gravitational mass of agent i
,G(t) is gravitational constant at time t.
D. At iteration t, calculate the total force acting on agent i as follows:
𝐹𝑖𝑑 (𝑡) =

∑

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑗 𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑑 (𝑡)

(9)

𝑗∈𝐾𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ,𝑗≠𝑖

Where K best is the set of first K agents with the best fitness value and biggest mass
E. Calculate the inertial mass as following

6
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𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑖 − 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡(𝑡)
𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑡) − 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡(𝑡)
mi (t)
Mi (t) = N
∑j=1 mj (t)
𝑚𝑖 (𝑡) =

(10)
(11)

F. Calculated the agent of acceleration as following:
ai (t) =

Fi (t)
Mii (t)

(12)

G. The position and velocity of agent i are computed as shown in Equations 6, 7 .
H. The iteration counter is increased until termination criteria satisfied
Step 4. The best optimal solution is produced.
The log-likelihood function was used as a fitness function of the GSA.
4. Graph Simulation study
In order to verify the performance of the different estimator’s methods, Simulation was used based on
Mean Squares Error (MSE) to estimate the parameters of two models for nonlinear regression (Misra
1d and MGH 09 Model). Calculate the values of response variable 𝑦𝑖 depend on xi were generated
according to the exponential distribution(𝑒𝑥𝑝(2)), while the random variable𝑒𝑖 is generated according
to 𝑁(0, 𝜎 2 ).In addition, each simulation condition was generated by 1000 replications. Various sample
sizes are tested: 20, 40, 80,160, and 200. The simulation program was written using Matlab 2013.
Generate the initial value of parameters for each model's different set parameters utilized for each model
as: (𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ) = ( 1000,200), and ( 500, 500) for the first model, while for the second model
(𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , 𝛽3 , 𝛽2 ) = ( 0.3 , 0.2, 0.1, 0.1) and (0.3, 0.2, 0.3 ,0.4 ), respectively.
Tables (1- 4) illustrated the results of the estimate parameters and the MSE for each parameter for two
models of NLRA. The GSA algorithm provides a better result than MLE method.
Table 1: comparative results of GSA and MLE based on the first model when𝛽1 = 500 𝛽2 = 500
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝑛

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠
𝑀𝐿𝐸

20
𝐺𝑆𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
40
𝐺𝑆𝐴
𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑎 1𝑑

𝑀𝐿𝐸
08

𝐺𝑆𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
328

𝐺𝑆𝐴
888

𝑀𝐿𝐸

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸

7

𝛽1
499.5956
11.09005
500.1654
20.79941
498.7145
19.13281
502.1351
77.98416

𝛽2
295.229
439283.6
220.6128
174409.2
129.2191
689491.3
−64800.4
4.24𝐸 + 10

945.8082
39859.39

95.88449
939098.3

502.3401
69.37687
499.8794
5.362929
500.4134
5.3301
9765.851

310.6598
187373.4
236.9898
321257.5
417.3795
20407.72
1107440

9765.851

1107440

𝑀𝑆𝐸
5.670051
2.50637
17.83184
4.408084
5499259

1.366088
8.501998
1.514707
349.4619
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𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸

499.7055
4.852572

483.4462
44162.17

10.61744

Table 2: comparative results of GSA and MLE based on the first model when𝛽1 = 1000 𝛽2 = 200
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝑛
20

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠
𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝐺𝑆𝐴

40

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑟𝑎 1𝑑

80

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝐺𝑆𝐴

160

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝐺𝑆𝐴

200

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝛽1
986.7453
270.5365
990.7536
301.8324
994.866
46.18677
993.8156
123.4615
988.8398
243.1879
994.3077
136.9521
994.6233
66.24217
988.4391
546.578
986.8886
279.8969
989.9985
243.2437

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝛽2
−124.206
574591.1
136.1845
202523.2
295.9005
177214.2
264.0664
139393.2
−15.6546
493297.7
289.225
107220.2
−61.9938
569137.5
116.1104
107172.1
−391.065
1538285
292.5989
171441.3

𝑀𝑆𝐸
746.2497
0.014534
323.5123
0.009915
364.7559
0.011026
0.21395
0.009643
1262.264
171.3449

Table 3: comparative results of GSA and MLE based on the second model when𝛽1 = 0.3 𝛽2 =
0.2β3 = 0.1 𝛽4 = 0.1
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝑛

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠
𝑀𝐿𝐸

20
𝐺𝑆𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
40
𝑀𝐺𝐻 09

𝐺𝑆𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
80
𝐺𝑆𝐴
160

𝑀𝐿𝐸

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝛽_1
𝛽_2
1.954471 −0.43388
25.54746 4.155458
0.113475 −8994006
0.049797 8.09 + 14
0.039963
0.19082
0.888632 1.093795
−3.1008
12.36802
116.6475 1743.968
0.119452 0.580837
0.132054 1.198069
−2.20153 −180734
49.18432 3.26 + 11
0.219287 0.084688
0.026464 1.068443

8

𝛽_3
0.491298
27.19137
−1.6𝐸 + 07
2.59𝐸 + 15
−1.04359
2.205161
−26.5377
8644.986
−1.31832
2.818023
−165358
2.73𝐸 + 11
−1.4635
2.902361

𝛽_4
1.235867
7.717002
16957031
2.88𝐸 + 15
0.751308
2.738818
26.52696
6842.597
0.831274
3.0717
150092.7
2.25𝐸 + 11
0.782096
2.835297

𝑀𝑆𝐸
41.61445
0.2866
0.15719
0.005814
183.59
4.938464
1.025123
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𝐺𝑆𝐴
𝑀𝐿𝐸
200
𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.18999
0.125626
−0.00549
0.161232
0.366574
0.075738

0.838633
35.11116
0.029029
0.937274
0.4
0.28

−8.92829
408.2441
−1.20795
3.154803
0.335001
0.25525

7.228961
330.8805
0.567518
3.441416
0.672349
2.634952

0.382482
10.79044
10.78041

Table 4: comparative results of GSA and MLE based on the second model when
𝛽1 = 0.3 𝛽2 = 0.2𝛽3 = 0.3 𝛽4 = 0.4

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙

𝑛

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑠
𝑀𝐿𝐸

20
𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝑀𝐿𝐸
40
`𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝑀𝐿𝐸
𝑀𝐺𝐻09

80
𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝑀𝐿𝐸
160
𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝑀𝐿𝐸
200
𝐺𝑆𝐴

𝛽1

𝛽2

𝛽3

𝛽4

𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.268851

0.43925

0.604946

0.555446

0.020863

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.027177

0.095005

0.166329

0.067891

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.322879

0.323069

0.583845

0.486207

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.003817

0.107965

0.214893

0.137402

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.386908

0.460786

0.495018

0.674059

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.022945

0.125823

0.114295

0.105835

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.289872

0.578694

0.354008

0.668938

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.004592

0.24232

0.149802

0.145513

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.403243

0.365894

0.638887

0.624496

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.04209

0.120838

0.158708

0.094339

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.289862

0.387528

0.301556

0.465746

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.001168

0.10986

0.073137

0.050988

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.370653

0.480084

0.532659

0.567015

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.025058

0.203756

0.134628

0.108836

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.313968

0.368803

0.59661

0.469617

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.000549

0.073742

0.119012

0.053978

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.333854

0.464869

0.474432

0.625284

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.030065

0.110386

0.104334

0.158318

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

0.308305

0.274282

0.394676

0.495746

𝑀𝑆𝐸

0.000833

0.032696

0.083541

0.035074
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0.001661

0.017706

0.007558

0.009742

0.009566

0.014788

0.009038

0.029244

0.009868
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Conclusion
In this study, a metaheuristic algorithm (Gravitational Search algorithm) was used as an alternative
method to estimate the parameters of two models of nonlinear regression (Misra 1d and Myer 7). To
improve the validation of the algorithm, a simulation study was used. The result showed that the
Gravitational Search algorithm provides good results than the classical MLE estimator.
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Abstract. This article is devoted to introduce and study a new kind of soft sets in soft topological
spaces called soft Np-open sets as a generalization of soft p-open sets. Also, we investigate and
prove some of their properties. By using this new soft set we define and study new soft spaces
called soft Np-compact spaces, soft Np-Lindelöf spaces, and obtain some of their
characterizations and properties. Finally, we discuss the relationships among soft Np-compact
spaces, soft Np-Lindelöf spaces, soft p-compact spaces, soft p-Lindelöf spaces, soft compact
spaces, and soft Lindelöf spaces.

1. Introduction
Molodtsov [1] proposed the soft set theory as a new mathematical tool for dealing with uncertain objects.
Shabir and Naz [2] defined the concept of soft topological spaces by using soft open sets. Aygunuglu
and Aygun [3], Rong [4] and AL-Shami and EL-Shafei [5] defined and studied soft compact spaces,
soft Lindelöf spaces, soft p-compact spaces, and soft p-Lindelöf spaces resp. Arockiarani and Arokia
Lancy [6], Chen [7], Akdag, and Ozkan [8], and Mahmood [9] introduced and investigated soft p-open
sets, soft s-open sets, soft α-open sets, and soft N-open sets resp. In the present paper, we define and
study the notion of soft Np-open sets as a generalization of soft p-open sets and investigate some of their
basic properties. Moreover, we use these soft sets to introduce new kinds of soft spaces called soft Npcompact spaces and soft Np-Lindelöf spaces. The fundamental properties and characterizations of these
soft spaces also have been studied. ■
2. Preliminaries
Definition 2.1: [1]: A pair (H, S) is called a soft set over D, where H is a function of a parameters set
S into 2D. The soft set (H, S) can be written as follows:
(H, S) = {(s, H(s)): s ∈ S and H(S) ∈ 2D }.
Definition 2.2: [10]: The soft union of two soft sets (H1 , S1 ) and (H2 , S2 ) over a common universe D is
the soft set (H, S), where S = S1 ⋃S2, and ∀ s ∈ S,
H1 (s)
if s ∈ S1 − S2
if s ∈ S2 − S1 }
H(s) = {H2 (s)
H1 (s)⋃ H2 (s)
if s ∈ S1 ⋂S2
̃ (H2 , S2 ).
We write (H, S) = (H1 , S1 )⋃
Definition 2.3: [11]: The soft intersection of two soft sets (H1 , S1 ) and (H2 , S2 ) over a common universe
D is the soft set (H, S), where S = S1 ⋂S2, and ∀ s ∈ S, H(s) = H1 (s)⋂H2 (s). We write
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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̃ (H2 , S2 ).
(H, S) = (H1 , S1 )⋂
Definition 2.4: [12]: The soft difference of two soft sets (H1 , S1 ) and (H2 , S2 ) over a common
universe D is the soft set (H, S), where S = S1 ⋂S2 , and ∀ s ∈ S, H(s) = H1 (s) − H2 (s). We
write (H, S) = (H1 , S1 ) − (H2 , S2 ).
Definition 2.5: [12]: The soft complement of a soft set (H, S) is denoted by (H, S)c and is defined by
̃c =
(H, S)c = (H c , S), where H c : S → p(D) is a function given by H c (s) = D − H(s), ∀s ∈ S. Clearly, D
̃ and ∅
̃c = D
̃.
∅
Definition 2.6: [2]: Let σ
̃ be a family of soft sets over D with a fixed set of parameters S. Then σ
̃ is
called a soft topology on D if:
̃ and D
̃ are members of σ
(i) ∅
̃.
̃ (H2 , S) ∈
̃σ
̃σ
(ii) If (H1 , S), (H2 , S) ∈
̃, then (H1 , S)⋂
̃.
̃
̃σ
̃σ
(iii) If (Hα , S) ∈
̃, ∀ α ∈ Ω, then ⋃{(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} ∈
̃.
The triple (D, σ
̃, S) is called a soft topological space (briefly S. T. S.). Every soft set in σ
̃ is called soft
open over D and its complement is called soft closed over D.
̃ . The soft closure of (H, S), denoted by
̃D
Definition 2.7: [2]: Let (D, σ
̃, S) be a S. T. S. and (H, S) ⊆
̃ which contains (H, S).
cl(H, S) is the soft intersection of all soft closed sets in D
̃ ≠ (M, S) ⊆
̃
̃ . Then σ
̃D
Definition 2.8: [13]: Let (D, σ
̃, S) be a S. T. S. and ∅
̃(M,S) = {(W, S)⋂
̃σ
(M, S): (W, S) ∈
̃} is said to be the relative soft topology on (M, S) and ((M, S), σ
̃(M,S) ,S) is said to be
a soft subspace of (D, σ
̃, S).
Definition 2.9: [14]: A soft set (H, S) over D is called a soft point denoted by x̃ = (s, {x}) if there is s ∈
S and x ∈ D such that H(s) = {x} and H(t) = ∅ for each t ∈ S\{s}.
Definition 2.10: [14]: A soft set (H, S) over D is called finite if H(s) is finite for each s ∈ S.
Definition 2.11: A soft subset (H, S) of (D, σ
̃, S) is called:
̃ int(cl(H, S)).
(i) Soft pre-open (briefly soft p − open) [6] if (H, S) ⊆
̃ cl(int(H, S)).
(ii) Soft semi open (briefly soft s − open) [7] if (H, S) ⊆
̃ int(cl(int(H, S))).
(iii) Soft α − open [8] if (H, S) ⊆
̃ (H, S), there exists a soft open set (W, S) containing x̃ such that
(iv) Soft N − open [9] if for each x̃ ∈
(W, S) − (H, S) is a finite soft set.
Definition 2.12: [5]: A soft subset (H, S) of (D, σ
̃, S) is called soft pre-clopen (briefly soft p − clopen if
it is soft p − open and soft p − closed.
Proposition 2.13: [15],[5],[16]: Let (D, σ
̃, S) be a S. T. S. Then:
̃ (B, S) is soft p − open in
̃ and (B, S) is soft open in D
̃ , then (A, S)⋂
i.
If (A, S) is soft p − open in D
̃.
D
̃ (T, S) is soft p −
̃ and (H, S) is soft s − open in D,
̃ then (H, S)⋂
ii.
If (T, S) is soft p − open in D
open in ((T, S), σ
̃(T,S) ,S).
̃⊆
̃ . Then (H, S) is soft p −
̃B
̃D
iii.
If (B, σ
̃B ,S) is a soft p-open subspace of (D, σ
̃, S) and (H, S) ⊆
̃ ⟺ it is soft p − open in B
̃.
open in D
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Definition 2.14: [4],[5]: A S. T. S. (D, σ
̃, S) is called soft p-compact (resp. soft p − Lindelöf) if all soft
̃ has a finite (countable) subcover.
p − open cover of D
̃1 -space if for any two distinct soft points x̃
Definition 2.15: [17]: A S. T. S. (D, σ
̃, S) is called a soft T
̃
̃ such that x̃ ∈
̃ (H1 , S) and
̃ (H1 , S), ỹ ∉
and ỹ of D, there are two soft open sets (H1 , S) and (H2 , S) in D
̃ (H2 , S).
̃ (H2 , S), x̃ ∉
ỹ ∈
3. Soft Np-Open Sets
Definition 3.1: A soft set (A, S) in a S. T . S. (D, σ
̃, S) is called soft N-pre-open (briefly soft Np-open)
̃
̃
if ∀ ũ ∈ (A, S), ∃ a soft p − open set (O, S) in D containing ũ such that (O, S) − (A, S) is a finite soft
set. The collection of all soft Np-open sets in (D, σ
̃, S) is denoted by σ
̃Np.
Proposition 3.2: In a S. T. S. (D, σ
̃, S) the following statements are satisfied:
i.
Every soft open set is soft Np − open.
ii.
Every soft N − open set is soft Np − open.
iii.
Every soft p − open set is soft Np − open.
The following examples show that the converse of (i),(ii), and (iii) in the above Proposition are not true.
̃ , (U, S), (V, S)} be a soft topology over
̃, ∅
Example 3.3: Let D = {a, c, b}, S = {s1 , s2 , s3 }, and let σ
̃ = {D
D, where
(U, S) = {(s1 , {a, c}), (s2 , {c, b}), (s3 , {a})}
(V, S) = {(s1 , {c}), (s2 , {b}), (s3 , {a})}
Then {(s1 , {c, b}), (s2 , {a, b}), (s3 , {a, c})} is soft Np − open but is not soft open.
̃ , (K, S)} be a soft
̃, ∅
Example 3.4: Let D = ℜ (the set of real numbers), S = {s1 , s2 }, and let σ
̃ = {ℜ
topology over ℜ where (K, S) = {(s1 , {1}), (s2 , {1})}. Then (N, S) = {(s1 , {1,2}), (s2 , {1,3})}
is soft Np − open, but is not soft N − open.
̃ , (T, S)} be a soft topology over D, where
̃, ∅
Example 3.5: Let D = {a, b, c}, S = {s1 , s2 }, and let σ
̃ = {D
(T, S) = {(s1 , {c}), (s2 , {c})}. Then (N, S) = {(s1 , {a, b}), (s2 , {b, a})} is soft Np − open, but is not soft
p − open.
From above we get the following diagram.

Diagram (1)
̃ (V, S) may not be soft
(U,
(V,
Remark 3.6: If
S) and
S) are soft Np − open sets in (D, σ
̃, S), then (U, S)⋂
Np − open.
̃ {∅
̃}
̃ : (W, S)c is a finite soft set} ⋃
̃ℜ
Example 3.7: Let D = ℜ, S = {s1 , s2 }, and let σ
̃ = {(W, S) ⊆
be the soft cofinite topology over ℜ. Then (U, S) = {(s1 , [1,8]), (s2 , [3,8])} and (V, S) = {(s1 , [8,11]),
̃ (V, S) = {(s1 , {8}), (s2 , {8}) is not soft Np-open.
(s2 , [8,9])} are soft Np-open sets, but (U, S)⋂
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Proposition 3.8: If {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} is a family of soft Np-open subsets of (D, σ
̃, S). Then
̃ {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} is soft Np-open in D
̃.
⋃
̃ {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω}, then
̃⋃
Proof: Let {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} be a collection of soft Np-open sets. Now, if ã ∈
̃ containing ã
̃ (Hα0 , S) for some α0 ∈ Ω. But (Hα0 , S) ∈
̃σ
ã ∈
̃Np, so ∃ a soft p − open set (O, S) in D
̃
̃−
̃ ⋃{ (Hα , S): α ∈ Ω}, then D
such that (O, S) − (Hα0 , S) is a finite soft set. Since (Hα0 , S) ⊆
̃ {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} ⊆
̃ − (Hα , S). Therefore
̃D
⋃
0
̃ (D
̃ {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} ⊆
̃ (D
̃−⋃
̃ − (Hα , S)).
̃ (O, S)⋂
(O, S)⋂
0
̃ {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} ⊆
̃ {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} is a finite
̃ (O, S) − (Hα0 , S)), that is (O, S) − ⋃
Hence, (O, S) − ⋃
̃ {(Hα , S): α ∈ Ω} ∈
̃σ
soft set. Therefore, ⋃
̃Np.
̃ {(Fα , S): α ∈
Corollary 3.9: If {(Fα , S): α ∈ Ω} is a family of soft Np-closed subsets of (D, σ
̃, S), then ⋂
̃
Ω} is soft Np-closed in D.
Proof: It is obvious.
̃.
Definition 3.10: [15]: A soft subset (L, S) of (D, σ
̃, S) is called soft dense if cl(L, S) = D
̃ is soft open.
Definition 3.11: [15]: A S. T. S. (D, σ
̃, S) is called soft submaximal if all soft dense set in D
Proposition 3.12: [15]: A S. T. S. (D, σ
̃, S) is soft submaximal if and only if all soft p − open set in
(D, σ
̃, S) is soft open.
Theorem 3.13: If (D, σ
̃, S) is a soft submaximal. Then (D, σ
̃Np , S) is a S. T. S.
Proof:
̃, D
̃, D
̃∈
̃∈
̃σ
̃σ
i.
Since ∅
̃, then ∅
̃Np .
̃ (L2 , S). Then there exists soft p-open subsets
̃σ
̃ (L1 , S)⋂
ii.
Let (L1 , S), (L2 , S) ∈
̃Np and x̃ ∈
̃ containing x̃ such that (W1 , S) − (L1 , S) and (W2 , S) − (L2 , S) are finite
(W1 , S) and ( W2 , S) of D
̃ (W2 , S) is soft
soft sets. Since (D, σ
̃, S) is soft submaximal, then by Proposition (2.12), (W1 , S)⋂
̃ (W2 , S). To show that ((W1 , S)⋂
̃ (W2 , S)) − ((L1 , S)⋂
̃ (L2 , S)) is a
̃ (W1 , S)⋂
p-open such that x̃ ∈
finite soft set. Observe that
̃ (W2 , S)) − ((L1 , S)⋂
̃ (L2 , S))
((W1 , S)⋂
̃
̃
̃ (L2 , S))c
= ((W1 , S)⋂(W2 , S))⋂((L1 , S)⋂
c
̃ (W2 , S))⋂
̃ ((L1 , S) ⋃
̃ (L2 , S)c ))
= ((W1 , S)⋂
̃ (W2 , S))⋂
̃ (L1 , S)c ]⋃
̃ [(W1 , S)⋂
̃ (W2 , S))⋂
̃ (L2 , S)c ]
= [((W1 , S)⋂
c
c
̃ (L1 , S) ]⋃
̃ [(W2 , S))⋂
̃ (L2 , S) ]
̃ [(W1 , S)⋂
⊆
̃
= [(W1 , S) − (L1 , S)]⋃[(W2 , S) − (L2 , S)]
But (W1 , S) − (L1 , S) and (W2 , S) − (L2 , S) are finite soft sets, then so is
̃ (W2 , S)) − ((L1 , S)⋂
̃ (L2 , S)). Hence (L1 , S)⋂
̃ (L2 , S) ∈
̃σ
((W1 , S)⋂
̃Np.
̃ . Then by Proposition (2.8),
iii.
Let {(Eα , S): α ∈ Ω} be any family of soft Np-open subsets of D
̃ {(Eα , S): α ∈ Ω} ∈
̃σ
⋃
̃Np.
Remark 3.14: The convers of Theorem (2.13) may not be true.
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̃ , (G1 , S), (G2 , S)} be a soft topology
̃, ∅
Example 3.15: Let D = {a, b, c}, S = {s1 , s2 , s3 }, and let σ
̃ = {D
(G1 , S) = {(s1 , {a, b}), (s2 , {a, c}), (s3 , {a, b, c})}
(G2 , S) =
over
D,
where
and
{(s1 ,{a,b}),(s2 , {c}), (s3 , {a, c})}. Then (D, σ
̃Np , S) is a soft topological space, but (D, σ
̃, S) is not soft
submaximal.
Now, we need the following Lemma.
̃ (B, S) is
Lemma 3.16: If (B, S) is soft p − open and (E, S) is soft α − open in (D, σ
̃, S), then (E, S)⋂
soft p − open.
̃ , then
Proof: Since (E, S) is soft α − open and (B, S) is soft p − open in D
̃
̃
̃
(E, S)⋂(B, S) ⊆ int(cl(int(E, S)))⋂ int(cl(B, S))
̃ int(cl(B, S))]
= int[cl(int(E, S))⋂
̃
̃
⊆ int[cl[int(E, S)⋂ int(cl(B, S))]]
̃ cl(B, S)]]
̃ int[cl[int(E, S)⋂
⊆
̃ (B, S)]]]
̃
⊆ int[cl[cl[int(E, S))⋂
̃ (B, S)]]
= int[cl[int(E, S))⋂
̃
̃
⊆ int[cl[(E, S))⋂ (B, S)]]
̃ (B, S) is soft p − open.
Hence (E, S)⋂
Proposition 3.17: Let (D, σ
̃, S) be a S. T. S., then:
̃ and (H, S) is soft Np − open in
i.
If (G, S) is soft open (resp. soft α − open, soft N − open) in D
̃ (H, S) is soft Np − open.
̃ . Then (G, S)⋂
D
̃ (T, S) is soft Np-open in
̃ and (T, S) is soft s-open in D
̃ , then (P, S)⋂
ii.
If (P, S) is soft Np-open in D
((T, S), σ
̃(T,S),S).
iii.
If (P, S) is soft Np-open in ((T, S), σ
̃(T,S),S) and (T, S) is soft p-open in (D, σ
̃, S), then (P, S) is soft
Np-open set in (D, σ
̃, S).
Proof:
̃ and (H, S) is soft Np − open in D
̃ , then for each
i.
If (G, S) is soft α − open in D
̃ (H, S) there exists a soft p-open set (W, S) in D
̃ containing ỹ such that (W, S) − (H, S)
̃ (G, S)⋂
ỹ ∈
̃ (W, S) is soft p − open. Thus ∀ ỹ ∈
̃ (H, S),
̃ (G, S)⋂
is a finite soft set. By Lemma (2.16), (G, S)⋂
̃ (W, S) of D
̃ containing ỹ such that
∃ a soft p − open subset (G, S)⋂
̃ (W, S)) − ((G, S)⋂
̃ (H, S))
((G, S)⋂
̃
̃
̃ (H, S))c
= ((G, S)⋂(W, S))⋂((G, S)⋂
̃ (W, S))⋂
̃ ((G, S)c ⋃
̃ (H, S)c )
= ((G, S)⋂
c
̃
̃
̃ [((G, S)⋂
̃ (W, S))⋂
̃ (H, S)c ]
= [((G, S)⋂(W, S))⋂(G, S) ]⋃
̃ (W, S))⋂
̃ (H, S)c ]
= [((G, S)⋂
̃
̃ (W, S) − (H, S)
= ((G, S)⋂(W, S)) − (H, S) ⊆
̃ (W, S)) − ((G, S)⋂
̃ (H, S)) is finite. Hence (G, S)⋂
̃ (H, S) is
But (W, S)) − (H, S) is finite, Thus ((G, S)⋂
soft Np − open.
̃ (T, S), since (P, S) is soft Np-open in D
̃ , then ∃ a soft p − open set (V, S) in D
̃
̃ (P, S)⋂
ii.
Let ã ∈
containing ã such that (V, S) − (P, S) is a finite soft set. By Proposition (1.13), (ii) we have
̃ (T, S) is soft p − open set in ((T, S), σ
̃ (T, S). Now,
̃ (V, S)⋂
(V, S)⋂
̃(T,S),S) such that ã ∈
̃ (T, S)) − ((P, S)⋂
̃ (T, S))
((V, S)⋂
̃
̃
̃
= ((V, S)⋂(T, S))⋂((P, S)⋂(T, S))c
̃ (T, S))⋂
̃ ((P, S)c ⋃
̃ (T, S)c )
= ((V, S)⋂
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̃ (T, S))⋂
̃ (P, S)c ]⋃
̃ [((V, S)⋂
̃ (T, S))⋂
̃ (T, S)c )]
= [((V, S)⋂
c
̃ (T, S))⋂
̃ (P, S) ]
= [((V, S)⋂
̃
̃ (V, S) − (P, S)
= ((V, S)⋂(T, S)) − (P, S) ⊆
̃ (T, S)) − ((P, S)⋂
̃ (T, S)). This shows (P, S)⋂
̃ (T, S) is
But (V, S) − (P, S) is finite, then so is ((V, S)⋂
soft Np − open in ((T, S), σ
̃(T,S),S).
̃ (P, S), ∃ a soft p − open set
iii.
If (P, S) is a soft Np-open set in ((T, S), σ
̃(T,S) ,S), then for each ã ∈
(U, S) in ((T, S), σ
̃(T,S),S) containing ã such that (U, S) − (P, S) is a finite soft set. Since (T, S) is
̃ such that
soft p − open in (D, σ
̃, S), then by Proposition (1.13),(iii), (U, S) is soft p − open in D
(U, S) − (P, S) is a finite soft set. Hence, (P, S) is soft Np − open in (D, σ
̃, S).
Corollary 3.18: Let (D, σ
̃, S) be a S. T. S. Then the soft union of a soft closed (resp. soft α − closed,
soft N − closed) set and a soft Np − closed set is soft Np-closed.
Proof: It is obvious.
̃⊆
̃ , then (E, S) is soft
̃B
̃D
Corollary 3.19: If (B, σ
̃B ,S) is a soft open subspace of (D, σ
̃, S) and (E, S) ⊆
̃
̃
Np-open in D if and only if it is soft Np-open in B.
Proof: It is obvious.
Proposition 3.20: Let (B, σ
̃B , S) be a soft open subspace of (D, σ
̃, S). If (L, S) is soft Np-open (resp.
̃B
̃ , then (L, S)⋂
̃ is soft Np − open (soft Np − closed) in B
̃.
soft Np-closed) in D
̃1 -space with a finite set of parameters, then every non-null soft
Proposition 3.21: If (D, σ
̃, S) is a soft T
Np-open set contains a non-null soft p-open set.
̃, let x̃ ∈
̃ . Since (P, S) ≠ ∅
̃ (P, S), then there exists a
Proof: Let (P, S) be a non-null soft Np-open set in D
̃
̃1 soft p-open set (U, S) in D containing x̃ such that (U, S) − (P, S) is a finite set. Since (D, σ
̃, S) is soft T
c
̃ (P, S) is a soft closed set.
space, thus (M, S) = (U, S) − (P, S) = (U, S)⋂
̃ (M, S)c
̃
̃
Hence x̃ ∈ (U, S) − (M, S) ⊆ (P, S) and by Proposition (1.7),(i),(U, S) − (M, S) = (U, S)⋂
is soft p-open.
̃1 -space, then there exists a non-null soft Np-open set which does
Remark 3.22: If (D, σ
̃, S) is not a soft T
not contain a non-null soft p-open set.
̃ , (P1 , S), (P2 , S), (P3 , S)} be a soft
̃, ∅
Example 2.23: Let D = {u, v, w}, S = {s1 , s2 }, and let σ
̃ = {D
topology over D, where
(P1 , S) = {(s1 , {u}), (s2 , {v})}
(P2 , S) = {(s1 , {v}), (s2 , {u})}
(P3 , S) = {(s1 , {u, v}), (s2 , {v, u})}
Then (K, S) = {(s1 , {w}), (s2 , {w})} is soft Np − open not contains any non-null soft p − open set.
̃ (P, S) there
Proposition 3.24: A soft subset (P, S) of (D, σ
̃, S) is soft Np-open if and only if for each p̃ ∈
̃ containing p̃ and a finite soft set (M, S) such that (V, S) −
exists a soft p-open set (V, S) in D
̃ (P, S).
(M, S) ⊆
̃ and p̃ ∈
̃
̃ (P, S), then there is a soft p-open subset (V, S) of D
Proof: Let (P, S) be a soft Np-open set in D
containing p̃ such that (V, S) − (P, S) is a finite soft set. Let (M, S) = (V, S) − (P, S)
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̃ (P, S)c. Then (V, S) − (M, S) ⊆
̃ (P, S). Conversely, let p̃ ∈
̃ (P, S), then there is a soft p-open
= (V, S)⋂
̃ containing p̃ and a finite soft set (M, S) such that (V, S) − (M, S) ⊆
̃ (P, S). Thus
subset (V, S) of D
̃ (M, S) and (V, S) − (P, S) is a finite soft set.
(V, S) − (P, S) ⊆
̃ (F, S) for
̃ (G, S)⋃
Proposition 3.25: Let (P, S) be a soft Np-closed subset of (D, σ
̃, S). Then (P, S) ⊆
some soft p-closed set (G, S) and a finite soft set (F, S).
Proof: It is obvious.
Proposition 3.26: Let (B, σ
̃B , S) be a soft p − clopen subspace of (D, σ
̃, S). If (K, S) is soft Np −
̃, then (K, S) is soft Np − closed in D
̃.
closed in B
̃ − (K, S) is a soft Np-open set in D
̃ . Let x̃ ∈
̃ − (K, S), then either ã ∈
̃−B
̃ or
̃D
̃D
Proof: To show that D
̃ − (K, S). If ã ∈
̃−B
̃, since B
̃ is soft p − closed in D
̃ , then D
̃−B
̃ is a soft p − open in D
̃ , and
̃B
̃D
ã ∈
̃
(W,
(W,
so it is soft Np − open, hence there exist a soft p-open set
S) in D contains ã such that
S) −
̃−B
̃) is soft finite. Since (K, S) ⊆
̃, then D
̃−B
̃⊆
̃ − (K, S), hence
̃−
̃B
̃D
(W, S) − (D
(D
̃−B
̃) and (W, S) − (D
̃ − (K, S)) is a finite soft set. Thus D
̃ − (K, S) is soft Np −
̃ (W, S) − (D
(K, S)) ⊆
̃
̃
̃
̃
̃
open in D. Now, if ã ∈ B − (K, S), since B − (K, S) is a soft Np − open in B, then there is a soft p −
̃ containing ã such that (T, S) − (B
̃ − (K, S)) is a finite soft set. Since B
̃ is soft popen set (T, S) in B
̃ , then by Proposition (1.13),(iii), (T, S) is soft p-open in D
̃ such that (T, S) − (B
̃ − (K, S)) is a
open in D
̃⊆
̃ , then B
̃ − (K, S) ⊆
̃ − (K, S), hence (T, S) − (D
̃ − (K, S)) ⊆
̃−
̃D
̃D
̃ (T, S) − (B
finite soft set. Since B
̃ − (K, S)) is finite. Thus D
̃ − (K, S) is soft Np − open D
̃.
(K, S)). Therefore (T, S) − (D
̃
̃ . Then (A, S) is
̃
̃
Corollary 3.27: Let (B, σ
̃B ,S) be a soft clopen subspace of (D, σ
̃, S) and (A, S) ⊆ B ⊆ D
̃
̃
soft Np-closed in D if and only if it is soft Np-closed in B.
4. Soft Np-Compact Spaces and Soft Np-Lindelöf Spaces
Definition 4.1: A soft subset (G, S) of (D, σ
̃, S) is called soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np − Lindelöf)
̃ has a finite (resp. countable) subcover.
if each softcover of (G, S) by soft Np-open subsets of D
Definition 4.2: A S. T. S. (D, σ
̃, S) is said to be soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np − Lindelöf) if each
̃
soft Np − open cover of D has a finite (resp. countable) subcover.
Proposition 4.3: Each soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np − Lindelöf) space is soft compact (resp. soft
Lindelöf).
Proof: It is obvious.
Proposition 4.4: Each soft Np − compact space is soft Np − Lindelöf.
Remark 4.5: The converse of Propositions (3.3) and (3.4) are not true in general. We see that by the
following examples:
̃ , (P, S)} be a soft topology over ℜ,
̃, ∅
Example 4.6: Let D = ℜ, S be any set of parameters, and σ
̃ = {ℜ
where P(s) = {3}, for each s ∈ S. Then (ℜ, σ
̃, S) is a soft compact space, but is not soft Np-Lindelöf,
̃ , which has no countable
since {(U, S): U(s) = {3, a}, ∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ D} is soft Np − open cover of D
subcover.
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̃ , (J, S)} be soft
̃, ∅
Example 4.7: Let D = N, S = {s1 , s2, s3 , . . . , sn } be a set of parameters, and σ
̃ = {N
topology over N, where J(s) = {4}, for each s ∈ S. Since N and S are countable sets, then (N, σ
̃, S) is a
soft Np-Lindelöf space, but is not soft Np-compact, since {(V, S): V(s) = {4, a}, ∀ s ∈ S, a ∈ ℜ} is soft
̃ has no finite subcover.
Np − open cover of N
̃ is soft Np − compact (resp. soft NpTheorem 4.8: If (D, σ
̃, S) is a S. T. S. Then each soft set in D
̃
Lindelöf) if and only if each soft Np-open set in D is soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np − Lindelöf).
̃ and {(Wα , S): α ∈ Ω} is soft
Proof: The necessity is obvious. Conversely, if (G, S) is any soft set in D
̃
cover of (G, S) by soft Np − open subsets of D. Hence the family {(Wα , S): α ∈ Ω} is a soft Np-open
̃ {(Wα,S):α ∈ Ω}. Then by assumption, there is a finite subfamily
cover of the soft Np-open set ⋃
̃ {(Wα ,S):α ∈ Ω}. This subfamily is also a soft subcover of (G, S).
{(Wαi , S): i = 1, … , n} which covers ⋃
Thus (G, S) is soft Np-compact.
Theorem 4.9: Let (D, σ
̃, S) be a S. T. S. with a finite (resp. countable) set of parameters. Then a soft
subset (A, S) of (D, σ
̃, S) is soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np − Lindelöf) iff it is soft p − compact
(resp. soft p − Lindelöf).
Proof: Necessity. It follows from the fact every soft p-open set is soft Np-open.
Sufficiency. Suppose that (A, S) is a soft p-compact set and {(Uα , S): α ∈ Ω} is a soft cover of (A, S)
̃ . For each ã ∈
̃ (A, S), there exists α(ã) ∈ Ω such that ã ∈
̃ (Uα(ã) , S).
by soft Np-open subsets of D
̃ such that
Since (Uα(ã) , S) is soft Np-open, then there exists a soft p-open set (Nα(ã) , S) in D
̃ (Nα(ã) , S) and (Nα(ã) , S) − (Uα(ã) , S) is a soft finite set. The family {(Nα(ã) , S): ã ∈
̃ (A, S)} is a
ã ∈
soft p − open cover of (A, S). But (A, S) is soft p − compact, hence ∃ ã1 , ã2 ,…, ãn such that
̃ {(Nα(ã ) , S): i ∈ I}, where I = {1,2, … , n}. Now, we obtain
̃⋃
(A, S) ⊆
i
̃ {[((Nα(ã ) , S) − (Uα(ã ) , S))⋃
̃ (Uα(ã ) , S)]: i ∈ I} = ⋃
̃ {((Nα(ã ) , S) − (Uα(ã ) , S)): i
̃⋃
(A, S) ⊆
i
i
i
i
i
̃ (⋃
̃ {(Uα(ã ) , S): i ∈ I})
∈ I} ⋃
i
For each ãi , (Nα(ãi) , S) − (Uα(ãi) , S) is a soft finite set and there is a finite subset Ω(ãi ) of Ω such that
̃ (A, S) ⊆
̃ {(Uα , S): α ∈ Ω(ãi )}. Therefore, we have
̃⋃
((Nα(ãi) , S) − (Uα(ãi) , S))⋂
̃ {⋃
̃ {(Uα , S): α ∈ Ω(ãi )}: i ∈ I} ⋃
̃ (⋃
̃ {(Uα(ã ) , S): i ∈ I}).
̃⋃
(A, S) ⊆
i
̃
Hence (A, S) is soft Np-compact in D.
Corollary 4.10: A S. T. S. (D, σ
̃, S) with a finite (resp. countable) set of parameters is soft Np − compact
(resp. soft Np − Lindelöf) iff it is soft p − compact (resp. soft p − Lindelöf).
Remark 4.11: From Theorem (3.9), if the set of parameters S is not finite (resp. not countable), then
each soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np − Lindelöf) is soft p − compact (resp. soft p − Lindelöf), but
it converse may not be true as shown in the following example:
̃ {ℜ
̃ : ã ∉
̃ } be the
̃ and let σ
̃ (W, S)} ⋃
̃ℜ
̃R
Example 4.12: Let D = ℜ = S, (1, {1}) = ã ∈
̃ = {(W, S) ⊆
excluded soft point soft topology over ℜ. Then (ℜ, σ
̃, ℜ) is a soft p-compact space, but is not soft Npc
̃
̃ (M, S) & M(s) = {2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10}, ∀ s ∈ D} is a soft Np − open
Lindelöf, since {{x̃}⋃(M, S) : x̃ ∈
̃ has no countable subcover.
cover of D
Remark 4.13: Diagram (2) shows the relation among soft Np-compact spaces, soft Np-Lindelöf spaces,
and other kinds of soft spaces.
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Diagram (2)
Proposition 4.14: Each soft Np − closed set in a soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np −Lindelöf) space is
soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np −Lindelöf).
Proof: Assume that (E, S) is soft Np − closed in a soft Np − compact space (D, σ
̃, S), and {(Vα , S): α ∈
̃ . Since (E, S)c is soft Np-open, then {(Vα , S): α ∈
Ѱ} is a soft cover of (E, S) by soft Np − open sets in D
̃ (E, S)c is soft Np − open cover of D
̃ (E, S)c is
̃ which is soft Np − compact, hence ∃ {(Vα , S)}ni=1 ⋃
Ѱ}⋃
i
̃ {(V∝ , S): i = 1, … n})⋃
̃ (E, S)c . Thus (E, S) ⊆
̃ {(V∝ , S): i = 1, … n}.
̃⊆
̃ (⋃
̃⋃
a finite soft subcover. So D
i
i
Therefore, (E, S) is soft Np-compact. In the same way, we prove the other case.
Proposition 4.15: Let (D, σ
̃, S) be a S. T. S. If (E, S) is soft Np −closed and (P, S) is soft Np − compact
̃ (P, S) is soft Np − compact (resp. soft
̃ . Then (E, S)⋂
(resp. soft Np −Lindelöf) in D
̃.
Np −Lindelöf) in D
̃ (P, S) by soft Np-open subsets of D
̃ . Hence
Proof: Let {(Uα , S): α ∈ Ѱ} be a soft cover of (E, S)⋂
n
c
̃ {(Uα , S): α ∈ Ѱ}⋃
̃ (E, S) . Since (P, S) is soft Np-compact, then ∃ {(Uα , S)}i=1 ⋃
̃ (E, S)c is a
̃⋃
(P, S) ⊆
i
̃ (P, S) ⊆
̃ {(U∝ , S): i = 1, … , n}. Therefore (E, S)⋂
̃ (P, S) is
̃⋃
finite soft subcover for (P, S). Thus (E, S)⋂
i
soft Np-compact. In the same way, we can prove the other case.
̃ is soft Np
̃B
Proposition 4.16: Let (B, σ
̃B , S) be a soft open subspace of (D, σ
̃, S). Then (E, S) ⊆
̃
−compact (resp. soft Np-Lindelöf) in B if and only if it is soft Np − compact (resp. soft Np −Lindelöf)
̃.
in D
Proof: It follows from Corollary (2.19) and Proposition (2.20).
Definition 4.17: A soft function h: (D, σ
̃, S) → (C, ρ̃, S) is called:
̃ for all soft open set (E, S) in C̃.
i.
(Soft Np-continuous if h−1 ((E, S)) is soft Np − open in D
−1
̃ for all soft Np − open set (E, S) in C̃.
ii.
Soft Np-irresolute if h ((E, S)) is soft Np − open in D
Proposition 4.18:
i.
If h: (D, σ
̃, S) → (C, ρ̃, S) is soft Np-irresolute and (E, S) is soft Np-compact (resp. soft Np̃ . Then h((E, S)) is soft Np-compact (resp. soft Np-Lindelöf) in C̃.
Lindelöf) in D
ii.
If h: (D, σ
̃, S) → (C, ρ̃, S) is soft Np-continuous and (E, S) is soft Np-compact (resp. soft Np̃ . Then h((E, S)) is soft compact (resp. soft Lindelöf) in C̃.
Lindelöf) in D
Proof:
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i.

To show that h((E, S)) is a soft Np-compact subset of C̃. Let {(Vα , S): α ∈ Ѱ} be a soft cover of
̃ {(Vα , S): α ∈ Ѱ}, so
̃⋃
h((E, S)) by soft Np-open subsets of C̃ that is h((E, S)) ⊆
−1
−1
̃ {h ((Vα , S)): α ∈ Ѱ}. Since h is soft Np-irresolute, then {h ((Vα , S)): α ∈ Ѱ} is soft
̃⋃
(E, S) ⊆
Np − open cover of (E, S) which is soft Np − compact, hence ∃ {h−1 ((Vαi , S))}ni=1 is a finite
̃ {h−1 ((Vα , S)): i = 1, … n}, that is h((E, S)) ⊆
̃ {(Vα , S): i =
̃⋃
̃⋃
soft subcover. Thus (E, S) ⊆
i

ii.

i

1, … n}. Therefore h((E, S)) is soft Np-compact.
Similar to (i).
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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new iterations scheme under Fibonacci sequence for
Ishikawa random Iteration of the asymptotically random operator and we have some results
convergence to a fixed point.

1. Introduction and preliminaries
The development of the theory of random factors is important as a potential generalization of the
determinist operator theory and since the operator theory has important roles in the study of operators'.
Spacek [1] and Hans [2] established a stochastic analog of the Banach fixed point theorem in a separable
complete metric space. Now this area has become a full-fledged research area (see [3],[4],[5],[6], and
[7]).
We supposed that 𝐵 is a uniformly convex, separable Banach space and 𝐹 is a nonempty closed
convex subset of 𝐵.
Definition (1.1) [8]: A measurable mapping α(𝜐) ∶ 𝜃 → 𝐵 is a random fixed point of a random operator
𝑃: 𝜃 × 𝐹 → 𝐹 if 𝑃(υ, α(υ) )= α(𝜐) , 𝜐 ∈ 𝜃.
Definition (1.2) [9]: Let a random operator 𝑃: 𝜃 × 𝐹 → 𝐹 be an asymptotically nonresponsive random
operator if for every 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝐹, Ω(𝑟) ≥ 1, there exist {Ω(𝑟)} a sequence of positive numbers and
lim Ω(𝑟) = 1, such that
𝑟→∞
‖𝑃𝑟

(𝜐, 𝑎 (𝜐)) − 𝑃𝑟 (𝜐, 𝑏 (𝜐))‖ ≤ 𝛽𝑟 ‖𝑎(𝜐) − 𝑏(𝜐)‖, for each ɤ ∈ 𝜃.

Lemma (1.3) [10]: Let {𝑔𝑟 }, {ℎ𝑟 } be two sequences of nonnegative numbers such that
𝑔𝑟+1 ≤ (1 + ℎ𝑟 ) 𝑔𝑟 ∀r ∈ N.
If ∑∞
𝑟=1 ℎ𝑟 < ∞, then lim 𝑔𝑟 exists.
𝑟→∞

Lemma (1.4) [11]: Let 𝐵 be a space , 0< 𝑝 ≤ 𝜆𝑟 ≤ 𝑞 < 1. For all 𝑟 ∈ 𝑁 suppose that {𝑐𝑟 } and {𝑑𝑟 } are
two sequences of 𝐵 such that lim sup ‖𝑐𝑟 ‖ ≤ 𝑡, lim sup‖𝑑𝑟 ‖ ≤ 𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

lim ‖𝜆𝑟 𝑐𝑟 + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )𝑑𝑟 ‖ = 𝑡. Then lim ‖𝑐𝑟 − 𝑑𝑟 ‖ = 0.

𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞
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Definition (1.5) [12]: A space 𝐵 is said to satisfy the Opial’s condition if for any sequence {𝑐𝑟 } in 𝐵,
𝑐𝑟 ⇀ 𝑐 (weakly) as 𝑟 → ∞ and 𝑐 ≠ 𝑑 implying that lim sup‖𝑐𝑟 − 𝑐‖ < lim sup‖𝑐𝑟 − 𝑑‖
𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

Theorem (1.6) : Let 𝐹 be a subset of space 𝐵 which satisfies Opial’s condition and let 𝑃: 𝜃 × 𝐹 → 𝐹 be
an asymptotically nonexpansive random operator. Then (𝐼 − 𝑃) is demiclosed at zero, if α𝑟 (𝜐): 𝜃 →such
that α𝑟 (𝜐) ⇀ ζ(𝜐) and lim sup‖𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖ = 0, then
𝑟→∞

(𝐼 − 𝑃)(𝜐, 𝜔(𝜐)) = 0 Which means led to 𝑃(𝜐, 𝜔(𝜐)) = 𝜔(𝜐).
Definition (1.6): [13] (Fibonacci sequence): Let {Ω(𝑟)} be a Fibonacci sequence if Ω(𝑟 + 1) = Ω(𝑟) +
Ω(𝑟 − 1), where Ω(0) = Ω(1) = 1, ∀ 𝑟 ≥ 1.
2. Main results
Through this work, we obtain theorems in the stochastic fixed point with the effect of the Fibonacci
sequence.
Definition (2.1): Let 𝐹 be a subset of space (𝐵, ‖ . ‖), and let 𝑃: 𝜃 × 𝐹 → 𝐹 be a random operator. Fix
α0 (𝜐) ∈ 𝐹 and {𝜆𝑟 }, {ɤ𝑟 } ⊂ [0,1]. The random Fibonacci- Ishikawa iteration is defined by
α𝑟+1 (𝜐) = 𝜆𝑟 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )α𝑟 (𝜐)
β𝑟 (𝜐) = ( (1 − ɤ𝑟 )α𝑟 (𝜐) + ɤ𝑟 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))
For each ∈ 𝑁 , where {Ω(𝑟)} is the Fibonacci sequence.
Where {𝜆𝑟 } ⊂ [0,1] if 0 < 𝑎 ≤ 𝜆𝑟 , ɤ𝑟 ≤ 𝑏 < 1.
Proposition (2.2) Let 𝐹 be a subset of 𝐵. Let 𝑃: 𝜃 × 𝐹 → 𝐹 satisfies Definition (1.2) and {α𝑟 (𝜐)} the
sequence satisfies Definition (2.1) which is bounded. If ∑(𝛿Ω(𝑟) − 1) < ∞ , 𝑅𝑃 is nonempty set of a
fixed point on 𝑃, then lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖exists, ∀𝜔(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃.
𝑟→∞

Proof: Let 𝜔(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃, then
‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = ‖𝜆𝑟 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
= ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 )(α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)) + 𝜆𝑟 (𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖
≤ (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ + 𝜆𝑟 ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
≤ 𝛿Ω(𝑟) ‖β𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
‖β𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = ‖(1 − ɤ𝑟 )α𝑟 (𝜐) + ɤ𝑟 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
= ‖(1 − ɤ𝑟 )(α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)) + ɤ𝑟 (𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖
≤ (1 − ɤ𝑟 )‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ + ɤ𝑟 ‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
≤ 𝛿Ω(𝑟) ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖.
Therefore, ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ ≤ 𝛿Ω(𝑟) 2 ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = (1 + (𝛿Ω(𝑟) 2 − 1)) ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
By Lemma (1.3), we have lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = 𝑡, exists, ∀ 𝑡 ≥ 0.
𝜐→∞

Theorem (2.3): Let 𝐵 , 𝐹, 𝑃, 𝑅𝑃, {α𝑟 (𝜐)} satisfies in Proposition 2.2, 𝐵 is Opial's condition.
If ∑(𝛿Ω(𝑟) 2 − 1) < ∞ then {α𝑟 (𝜐)} converges weakly to a fixed point.
Proof: By Proposition 2.2, lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ exists. This implies that {α𝑟 (𝜐)} is bounded, to prove
𝑟→∞

that
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lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖ = 0, and

𝑟→∞

lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 )(α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)) + 𝜆𝑟 (𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖

𝑟→∞

lim sup ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ ≤ 𝑡

𝑟→∞

lim sup‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ ≤ 𝑡

𝑟→∞

Also 𝑡 = lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ , then 𝑡 ≤ lim inf‖β𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

Since‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = 𝑡 and‖β𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ ≤ ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
Thus sup‖β𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ ≤ 𝑡. Therefore lim‖β𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = 𝑡
𝑟→∞

𝑡 = lim ‖β𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = lim ‖(1 − ɤ𝑟 )α𝑟 (𝜐) + ɤ𝑟 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

= lim ‖(1 − ɤ𝑟 )(α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜚) + ɤ𝑟 (𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖
𝑟→∞

By Lemma (1.4), we have lim ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖ = 0, next,
𝑟→∞

𝑡 = lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = lim ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 )α𝑟 (𝜐) + 𝜆𝑟 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

= lim ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 )(α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)) + 𝜆𝑟 (𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖
𝑟→∞

By Lemma (1.4), we have lim ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = 0
𝑟→∞

‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛽𝑟 (𝜐))‖ + ‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛽𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖
‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 )α𝑟 (𝜐) + 𝜆𝑟 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐))‖
+ ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖ + ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
= ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 ) (α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)))‖ + ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖
+ ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
≤ (1 − 𝜃𝜐 ) ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐))‖ + ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), β𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖
+ ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
By limit of sides as 𝑟 → ∞ then
lim‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖.
𝑟→0

Thus lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖ = 0
𝑟→∞

‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖ + ‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖ + 𝛿𝛺(𝑟) ‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
since, lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ = 0.
𝑟→∞

Thus lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ = 0
𝑟→∞

We have lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ = 0
𝑟→∞

‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
+ ‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐)) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖
+ ‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝑃((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
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≤ ‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ + 𝛿𝛺(𝑟) ‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)‖
+ 𝛿1 ‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐)‖
‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
= ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − α𝑟+1 (𝜐)‖ + ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
+ ‖𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐)) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − α𝑟+1 (𝜐)‖ + ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ + 𝛿1 ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖
Thus lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖ = 0. The sequence {α𝑟 (𝜐)} is bounded, so there exists a
𝑟→∞

subsequence {α𝑟𝑖 (𝜐)} of {α𝑟 (𝜐)} such thatα𝑟𝑖 (𝜐) → 𝜇(𝜐) by ‖α𝑟𝑖 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟𝑖 (𝜐))‖ = 0 .And by
lemma (1.4) we get 𝜇(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃.
We show that {α𝑟 (𝜐)} converges weakly to 𝜇(𝜐). Let {α𝑟𝑖 (𝜐)} of {α𝑟 (𝜐)} such thatα𝑟𝑖 (𝜐) ⇀ ƺ(𝜐) for
some ƺ(𝜐) ∈ 𝐹 and again above conclude that ƺ(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃, now we show that 𝜇(𝜐) = ƺ(𝜐), we assume
that 𝜇(𝜐) ≠ ƺ(𝜐).
Since lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜚‖ exists for every 𝜚 ∈ 𝐷𝑓 , and since 𝜇(𝜐), ƺ(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃, by Opial's condition, we
𝜐→∞

have that
𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ = 𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝛼𝑟𝑖 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ < 𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝛼𝑟𝑖 (𝜐) − ƺ(𝜐)‖ = 𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝛼𝑟𝑗 (𝜐) − ƺ(𝜐)‖ =
𝑟→∞

𝑟𝑖→∞

𝑟𝑖→∞

𝑟𝑗→∞

𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝛼𝑟𝑗 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ = 𝑙𝑖𝑚 ‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖.

𝑟𝑗→∞

𝜐→∞

This lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ < lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖, which is a contradiction, so we get that 𝜇(𝜐) = ƺ(𝜐).
𝜐→∞

𝜐→∞

Proposition 2.4 Let 𝐵 , 𝐹, 𝑃, 𝑅𝑃, satisfies in Proposition 2.2 and{α𝑟 (𝜐)} satisfies Definition ( 2.1) if
ɤ𝑟 = 0 which is bounded. If ∑(𝛿Ω(𝑟) − 1) < ∞, then lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖exists, ∀𝜔(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃.
𝑟→∞

Proof: Let 𝜔(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃, then
‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = ‖𝜆𝑟 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
= ‖𝜆𝑟 (𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)) + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )(𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖
≤ ‖𝜆𝑟 (𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖ + ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 )(𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖
= 𝜆𝑟 ‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )‖𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
≤ 𝜆𝑟 𝛿𝛺(𝑟) ‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
= 𝛿𝛺(𝑟) ‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = (1 + (𝛿𝛺(𝑟) − 1)) ‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
By Lemma (1.3 ), we get lim = 𝑡 exists, ∀ 𝑡 ≥ 0.
𝑟→∞

Theorem 2.5 Let 𝐵 , 𝐹, 𝑃, 𝑅𝑃, {α𝑟 (𝜐)} satisfies in Proposition 2.4, 𝐵 is Opial's condition.
If ∑(𝛿Ω(𝑟) − 1) < ∞ then {α𝑟 (𝜐)} converges weakly to a fixed point.
Proof: since proposition (2.4 ), lim‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ exists. This implies that {α𝑟 (𝜐)} is bounded.
𝑟→∞

We prove that lim ‖𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖ = 0.
𝑟→∞

lim ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖

𝑟→∞

= lim ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝜔(𝜐))‖ ≤ lim 𝛿Ω(𝑟) ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖
𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

= lim (1 + (𝛿Ω(𝑟) − 1)) ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = 𝑡
𝑟→∞

And lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = ‖𝜆𝑟 (𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)) + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )(α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖ = 𝑡.
𝑟→∞
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lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ = ‖𝜆𝑟 (𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝜔(𝜐)) + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )(α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐))‖ = 𝑡.

𝑟→∞

‖𝛼𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖ = ‖𝜆𝑟 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)) + (1 − 𝜆𝑟 )𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖
= ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 )𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) + (𝜆𝑟 − 1)𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖
= ‖(1 − 𝜆𝑟 ) (𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐)))‖
= (1 − 𝜃𝜐 )‖𝛼𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃𝛺(𝑟) ((𝜐), 𝛼𝑟 (𝜐))‖
Also lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖ = 0, and
𝑟→∞

‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖ ≤ ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖ + ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖
Then lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖ = 0. So
𝑟→∞

‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖ + ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖ + 𝛿Ω(𝑟) ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖
lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ = 0, then lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ = 0

𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
+ ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐)) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
+ ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ + 𝛿Ω(𝑟)+1 ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − α𝑟 (𝜐)‖
+ 𝛿1 ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟) ((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐)) − α𝑟+1 (𝜐)‖
By taking the limit as 𝑟 → ∞ then lim ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ = 0. Also
𝑟→∞

‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖ + ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐)) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
≤ ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − α𝑟+1 (𝜐)‖ + ‖α𝑟+1 (𝜐) − 𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐))‖
+ ‖𝑃Ω(𝑟)+1 ((𝜐), α𝑟+1 (𝜐)) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖
Therefore ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝑃((𝜐), α𝑟 (𝜐))‖ = 0.
Show that , 𝜇(𝜐) = 𝜌(𝜐), we assume that 𝜇(𝜐) ≠ 𝜌(𝜐), since lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜔(𝜐)‖ exist for
𝑟→∞

every 𝜔(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃, and since 𝜇(𝜐), 𝜌(𝜐) ∈ 𝑅𝑃, by Opial's condition, we have that
lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ = lim ‖α𝑟𝑖 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ < lim ‖α𝑟𝑖 (𝜐) − 𝜌(𝜐)‖ = lim ‖α𝑟𝑗 (𝜐) − 𝜌(𝜐)‖
𝑟→∞

𝑟𝑖→∞

𝑟𝑖→∞

𝑟𝑗→∞

= lim ‖α𝑟𝑗 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ = lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖
𝑟𝑗→∞

𝑟→∞

This lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖ < lim ‖α𝑟 (𝜐) − 𝜇(𝜐)‖, which is a contradiction, then
𝑟→∞

𝑟→∞

𝜇(𝜐) = 𝜌(𝜐).
3. Open problem
The modified results on papers [14] and [15] under Fibonacci sequence.
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Abstract. The geometric distribution is one of the discrete statistical distributions that is
important, especially in the of population statistics, such as studying population growth and death
and birth rates ,The discrepancy in the quality of the estimated regression models and the
inability to use some models of them because they do not possess the characteristics of good
estimates , lead to a lack of confidence in their predictive or estimated accuracy, which
necessitated the study of the geometric distribution to which the data are subject and the
estimation of the distribution regression equation using some of the parameter estimation
methods (kernel regression method , Liu method) for data represented by preparing secondary
students in the holy Karbala governorate with 50 views, and after the comparison between the
results of estimating the two methods using the Standards Comparison (AIC, BIC, MSE) and
determining the optimal way to estimate the geometric distribution equation The kernel
regression is the best because it has the smallest values of the Standards Comparison and was
used for the purpose of predicting the preparation of secondary students for the time period
(2021-2030).

1. Introduction and research methodology
There are many mathematical models, the most important of which are regression equations, especially
the transformed equations from statistical distributions that are used to predict, The study of choosing
the appropriate distribution for a phenomenon and methods for estimating the regression models
converted by logarithmic transformation began in the last century. In 1986,the two researchers(Cameron
& Trived) [7] used the Poisson regression model, estimated its parameters and news of those parameters,
and applied it in modeling numerical data that represent the number of medical consultations provided.
And in (2005) the researcher (CHANG) [8] in a comparative study between the negative binomial
regression method and the artificial neural network method (ANN) applied it to road accident data in
the state of New York, USA, for the purpose of analyzing these data and predicting with them. Negative
binomial regression in prediction as the relationship between variables does not affect the validity of the
model .In (2007) the two researchers (WANG & ETIENNE) [14] used the Poisson regression model
and the negative binomial model to predict road accidents. In 2019, the two researchers (Shorouk &
Adnan) [4]assessed the parameters of the binomial regression model to study the factors affecting the
increase in congenital anomalies in Iraq,Also in the same year, two researchers (Abd al-Hussain and
Abd al-Amir) [1] used the Poisson regression model estimated in the manner of the greatest possible
way to predict road accidents see. So the researcher decided to use the geometric regression model for
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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the purpose of predicting the preparation of secondary students in the holy governorate of Karbala after
the data are subject to geometric distribution, using non-parametric methods to estimate the regression
equation because these methods deal with high flexibility with random error assumptions and this does
not affect the efficiency of the capabilities, as they are mainly based On the data, the data type explains
the actual shape of the regression curve.
1.1 research problem
The varince in the quality of the estimated regression models and the inability to use some models of
them because they do not have the characteristics of good estimates, which leads to lack of confidence
in their predictive or estimated accuracy.
1.2 The research objective
The research aims to:
1-Estimation of the geometric distribution slope equation using some non-parameter estimation methods
(kernel regression method, leo method(.
2-Differentiating between the results of estimating the two methods using the Standards Comparison
(AIC, BIC, MSE) and determining the best method for estimating the geometric distribution equation.
3-Predicting Prepare of secondary students in the holy city of Karbala for the period of time (20212030).
1-3: Research Limits:
The limits of the research were temporal, the preparation of secondary students for the period of time
(1969-2019), spatially the number of secondary students for the holy Karbala Governorate.
1-5 Data sources :The data was taken from the Ministry of Planning / the Central Statistical
Organization/the statistical group.
2- Theoretical aspect:
2-1: Geometric Distribution: [3]
This distribution belongs to the family of discrete distributions and distribution is important in statistical
applications, especially in the population statistics when studying population growth rates and mortality
and birth rates, and the geometric distribution is part of the probability distribution related to Bernoulli
experiments, as we can know the probability density function of the geometric distribution is the number
of attempts Failed to try until the first success of that experiment. If the variable (Y) indicates the number
of times the experiment was repeated, (θ) indicates the probability of success of the experiment, (1- θ)
the probability of the experiment failing, then the probabilistic function of this distribution will be:
P(Y, θ) = θ. (1 − θ)y , 0 < θ < 1 , Y = 0,1,2, . .. ,
(1)
2-2 :Some characteristics of the Geometric distribution:[3]
1- mean of the variable Y is:
θ
M(Y) = EY =
… (2)
(1 − θ)
2- mode of the variable Y is:
Mo (Y)=0
…(3)
3- median of the variable Y is:
−1
Me (Y) = [
] − 1 … (4)
(1
log 2 − θ)
4- variance of the variable Y is:
θ
V(Y) =
… (5)
(1 − θ)2
5- Skewness of the variable Y is:
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Sk (Y) =

2−θ
√1 − θ

… (6)

6- Kurtosis of the variable Y is :
θ2
Ex (Y) = 6 +
… (7)
1−θ
7- Cumulative function of the variable Y is:
F(Y) = 1 − θy , Y = 0,1,2, … n
8-Moment generating functions of the variable Y is:
θ
MY(t) =
… (9)
1 − θet

(8)

2-3 :Regression Analysis: [2]
Regression analysis is one of the methods or statistical tools that are most used in most research in
general because it describes the relationship between variables in the form of an equation, and it is
defined as a Statistical Tool used to know the relationship between one or more independent variables
And dependent Variable.
Regression analysis is important because it is used for several important purposes:
1- Data Descriotion: Find the regression equation that summarizes or describes the data available to the
researcher.
2- Estimation of Parameters: Estimation of the regression equation parameters used in the description
of data to infer the strength and direction of the relationship between the variables.
3- Prediction: Estimating and predicting the values of the dependent variable in the future to benefit
planning and decision making.
4- Contoral: Control of the results of the dependent variable when changing the values of the
independent variables. Geometric Regression Mode [13[,]2] The geometric regression model is one of
the non-linear regression models, and it is converted into one of the Log-Linear Models by taking the
natural logarithm of the geometric distribution equation, so it turns into a linear formula. Geometric
regression can also be defined as the method by which the dependent variable is modeled when the
values of the variable are as Count Data or as Rate Data. The geometric regression equation can be
obtained from the geometric distribution as follows:
Let the variable (Y) follow the geometric distribution with the parameter (θ), and that (X) represents the
explanatory variable (time) we can write the geometric distribution equation in the following form:
𝑌 = 𝜃(1 − 𝜃)𝑥
… (10)
Taking the logarithm of both sides of the equation, we get a first degree linear equation:
ln(𝑌) = ln(𝜃) + 𝑋𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝜃)
Assuming below, we obtain an equation (13) representing the estimated linear regression model for the
geometric distribution as follows:
ln (𝜃) = 𝑏0
ln (1 − 𝜃) = 𝑏1
𝑙𝑛𝑦 = 𝑦 ∗
∗
𝑦 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝑥𝑖 + 𝑒𝑖
… (11)
In the case of taking the exponential function of both sides of equation (13), we obtain the non-linear
discretionary regression model for the geometric distribution
as follows :
𝑦 = 𝑒 𝑏0 +𝑏1 𝑥𝑖+𝑒𝑖
… (12)
2-4: Hypothesis of linear regression of random error: [11]
1- Random error (ui) is normal distributed with an average of zero (E(ui) = 0 ) and constant variance
equal( V(𝑢𝑖 )= σ2 ), meaning that:
𝑢𝑖 ~ N (0, 𝜎 2 )
… (13)
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2- Successive errors in the simple linear regression model should not be related to each other, meaning
that:
Cov (𝑢𝑖 , 𝑢𝑗 )=0
…(14)
3-The random variable( ui )and the explanatory variable (xi )are independent of each other. meaning
that:
Cov (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑢𝑖 )=0
…(15)
Methods for Estimating the Geometric Regression Model:2-7
There are many methods for estimating the geometric regression model. In this paragraph, we will
address the non-parametric methods that assume that random error is distributed with an average of (0)
and a constant variance of (σ ^ 2), the fact that non-parametric methods deal with high flexibility with
random error assumptions and this does not affect the efficiency of the estmates , Since it is mainly
based on data and the data type explains the actual shape of the regression curve, and the methods are.
1. Kernel regression method: [9], [10]
The kernel regression method is one of the non-parametric methods that can be used to estimate the
regression equation for the geometric distribution, and the kernel regression method was proposed by
the scientists Nadaraya and Watson in (1964) by means of the logarithm of the maximum function, it
can be rewritten as follows:
1
LE(Y𝑖 )=𝐿(θ𝑖 ) = 𝑛 {𝑒 𝜂(𝑥𝑖) -𝑦𝑖 𝜂(𝑥𝑖 )}
…(16)
As :
Model Parameters Vectorη(𝑥𝑖 ) :
𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) = ln[𝜃(𝑥𝑖 )]
The kernel method is summarized in estimate. Using the following linear model:
𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑏0 +𝑤 ′ ɸ (𝑥𝑖 ) … (19)
AS:
𝑤 ′ ɸ (𝑥𝑖 ) = K(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑙 )
k(xi , xl ): is one of the kernel functions.
We get the vector of the geometric regression equation parameter by the kernel method η(xi) by
minimizing the logarithm of the Penalizied Negative Log-Likelihood.
′
λ
L(w,b)=∑𝑛i=1[𝑒 𝑏0 +𝑤 ɸ (𝑥𝑖) − 𝑦𝑖 (𝑏0 +𝑤 ′ ɸ (𝑥𝑖 ))]+2 +‖𝑤‖2
…(17)
AS:
λ: Penalty Parameter and its function is to control the balance between Goodness of Fit based on two
main factors: data and smoothness (Smoothness‖w‖^2) for the function η (x i), which The logarithm of
the function of the negative penalties is made at the lower end of it, And on it the Vector parameters of
the model η (x i) is written according to the following form:
𝜂(𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝑏0 +k i ′ α
…(18)
As:
b0: fixed border.
ki: column i in the kernel matrix of degree (n * n) and its elements k(xi,xl) and (i, l) = 1, 2, 3, …… .n
α: smoothing parameters vector with degree (n * 1).
Thus, the formula for the logarithm of the negative penalty maximum function is written as follows:
′
λ
L(𝑏0 , α)=∑𝑛i=1[𝑒 𝑏0 +ki α − 𝑦𝑖 (𝑏0 +k i ′ α)] + 2 α𝑡 𝑘α
…(19)
To obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the nonlinear regression equations in which the dependent
variable( Y) follows the geometric distribution, estimates can be obtained using numerical estimation
methods such as the Newton-Ravson method and the least squares method for multi-stage repetitive
weights (Lterative Reweighted Least Squares), The second method (irls) is easier than the first method
(Newton - Rafson) in deriving the cross-validation Criterion (cvc), which has a rate of convergence
lower than the rate of convergence in the method of Newton - Rafson .
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In order to obtain maximum estimates for the unknown parameters (b0, α), we first find the partial
derivatives of the logarithm of the Negative penalty maximum function with respect to the parameter α
and the parameter( b0), and then equate the derivative to zero Secondly, my agencies:
(

∂𝑙(𝑏0 ,α)
∂𝑏0
∂𝑙(𝑏0 ,α)
∂α

=0
= 0n

…(20)

)

Solve the following formula using the least squares method for the multi-stage repeated weights (i.r.l.s):
V ′ 𝑊𝑉 + 𝑈) 𝛽 = V ′ 𝑊 y ∗
…(21)
As:
) value of the dependent variable converted to linear formula Ln (y : y ∗
V: matrix with degree ((n + 1) * n) defined as follows:
V = (1n , k )
…(22)
As:
In: the correct one-degree vector (n * 1).
k: The kernel matrix contained in the formula (21)
W: Diagonal matrix with degree (n * n) written as :
𝑊 = daig [exp(𝑏0 + k1 ′ α) , ………..,( 𝑏0 + k n ′ α)]
… (23)
𝐵: The vector parameters to be Estimated are of the same degree((n+1)* 1)
B = (𝑏0 , α𝑇 )′
…(23)
U : Square matrix of degree] ((n + 1) * (n + 1)) is written as follows
𝑂 𝑂𝑛𝑡
…(24) (
) U=
𝑂𝑛 𝜆𝑘
As:
Zero vector with degree (n * 1). :𝑂𝑛
𝑦 ∗ : the vector of the response variable in the kernel regression method (n * 1) and that yi is written as.:
𝑦𝑖 =

𝑦𝑖 −exp(𝑏0 +ki ′ α)
exp(𝑏0 +ki ′ α)

+ exp(𝑏0 + k i ′ α)

…(24)

The estimation of the parameter vector (b0, α) when using the Newton-Ravson method, which
determines the values of the estimates in the various stages of the method, is:
α(𝑡+1)

α(𝑡)

k w(𝑡) 𝑘+𝜆k

(𝑏(𝑡+1) )=(𝑏(𝑡) ) - ( µ(𝑡)′ 𝑘
0

0

−1
𝑘 µ(𝑡)
𝑘 µ(𝑡) −𝑦 + 𝜆α(𝑡)
)
( 1′ (µ(𝑡)−𝑦 ) )
1′ µ(𝑡)

…(25)

That the estimates of the mean function at the input vector x0 and for the estimated optimum parameter
values (b0, α) are:
(𝑡)
µ̂(𝑥0 ) =exp (𝑏̂0 + 𝑘0 α
̂)
…(26)
As:
𝑘0 = (k (𝑥1 , 𝑥0 ), ………, k (𝑥𝑛 , 𝑥0 ))𝑡
…(27)
In order to test the penalty parameter (λ) and the parameter of the endodontic function (σ ^ 2) which
results in the best preamble, we use for this test forensic (O.C.V) ordinary cross validation.
1

𝑦𝑖 −𝑒 𝜂̂ѳ (𝑥𝑖) 2
)
1−𝑠𝑖𝑖

= 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(

…(29))θ(O.C.V

As:
sii:
the
diagonal
element
of
row
(i)
of
matrix
S,
defined
as:
S = V ( V ′ W V + 𝑈 )−1 V ′ W
…(28)
1
When compensating with the average sii which equals (𝑛tr (s)) in formula (30) we get (g.c.v)
Generalized cross validation which is calculated with respect to θ of the parameters my agency:
g.c.v (θ) =

̂ѳ (𝑥𝑖 ) 2
𝜂
𝑛 ∑𝑛
)
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 −𝑒
(𝑛−𝑡𝑟(𝑠))2

…(29)

As:
𝜂ѳ 𝑖 ): An estimate of the logarithm µѳ, meaning[𝜂ѳ (𝑥𝑖 ) = log (µѳ )(𝑥𝑖 )] for each parameter after
̂(𝑥
viewing exclusion (i) according to the( Leave-One-Out method).
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2.5 Liu Estimators Method: [12],[5]
It is the second nonparametric method and is used treat of inflation estimated variance parameters of
the model. Liu laid the foundations for this method in 1993 when he created it for the linear regression
model, then going back to the formula for geometric model given in equation (13):
𝑌 ∗ = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1 𝑋𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖
( Liu )And by adopting the following restriction that he set
𝐶 ′ 𝐶 = (𝑆𝛽̂ − 𝛽 ∗ )′ (𝑆𝛽̂ − 𝛽 ∗ )
…(30)
AS:
̂ (𝑌 ∗ − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ ) + (𝑠𝛽̂ − 𝛽 ∗ )′ (𝑠𝛽̂ − 𝛽 ∗ )
𝐶 ′ 𝑊𝐶 = (𝑌 ∗ − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ )′ 𝑊
C ′ C: the amount of increase in the mean of the weighted error squares when the estimated parameter
vector is replaced by the maximum likelihood method (𝛽̂( with the estimated parameter vector according
to the Liu method )𝛽 ∗(.
𝛽̂ :estimates maximum likelihood when converting the model to a linear model
𝛽 ∗:: Vector sample parameters estimated by the Liu method
S: bias parameter
After the process of converting the model to linear and placing the constraint, the square of the weighted
errors of the researched model is taken with the addition of the constraint and then deriving the result
with respect to 𝛽 ∗ :as follows:
̂ (𝑌 ∗ − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ ) + (𝑠𝛽̂ − 𝛽 ∗ )′ (𝑠𝛽̂ − 𝛽 ∗ )
𝐶 ′ 𝑊𝐶 = (𝑌 ∗ − 𝑋𝛽 ∗ )′ 𝑊
′
̂ 𝑌 ∗ − 2𝛽 ∗ 𝑋 ′ 𝑊
̂ 𝑌 ∗ + 𝛽 ∗′ 𝑋 ′ 𝑊
̂ 𝑋𝛽 ∗ + 𝑆 ′ 𝛽̂ ′ 𝛽̂ 𝑆 − 2𝑆𝛽̂ 𝛽 ∗ + 𝛽 ∗′ 𝛽 ∗ …(31)
= 𝑌∗ 𝑊
By deriving equation (33) with respect to the parameter vector (β ^ *), we get:
𝜕𝐶 ′ 𝑊𝐶
̂ 𝑌 ∗ + 2𝑋 ′ 𝑊
̂ 𝑋𝛽 ∗ − 2𝑆𝛽̂ + 2𝛽 ∗
= −2𝑋 ′ 𝑊
…(32)

𝜕𝛽 ∗

When the derivation result is equal to zero, we obtain the Liu estimates for the geometric regression
model parameters.
̂ 𝑋 + 1)−1 (𝑋 ′ 𝑊
̂ 𝑌 ∗ + 𝑆𝛽̂ )
𝛽̂𝐿𝑖𝑢 = (𝑋 ′ 𝑊
…(33)
Since the
𝛽̂ = 𝛽̂𝑀𝐿
…(34)
′
−1
′
∗
̂
̂
𝛽 = 𝛽𝑀𝐿 = (𝑋 𝑊𝑋) (𝑋 𝑊𝑌 )
…(35)
Know in numbered form (32) ,they are estimates maximum likelihood , When converting a geometric
regression model to a linear formula
As:
…(36)
(𝑋 ′ 𝑊𝑌 ∗ ) = (𝑋 ′ 𝑊𝑋)𝛽̂𝑀𝐿
Substituting the value of (𝑋 ′ 𝑊𝑌 ∗ ) to its equivalent in the numbered formula (35) we get another form
of the liu of the geometric regression model parameters.
̂ 𝑋 + 1)−1 (𝑋 ′ 𝑊
̂ 𝑋)𝛽𝑀𝐿 + 𝑆𝛽̂𝑀𝐿 ]
𝛽̂𝐿𝑖𝑢 = [(𝑋 ′ 𝑊
̂ 𝑋 + 1)−1 (𝑋 ′ 𝑊
̂ 𝑋 + 𝑆𝐼)𝛽̂𝑀𝐿
𝛽̂𝐿𝑖𝑢 = (𝑋 ′ 𝑊
…(37)
Standards Comparison: [6],[15] 2-8:
( :AIC )Akaike Information Criterion 1𝐴𝐼𝐶 = 𝑛𝑙𝑛𝜎̂𝜖 2 + 2𝑀
… (38)
( :SBC )Schwartz Bayesian criterion 2SBC = nlnσ
̂ϵ 2 + Mln(n)
… (39)
( :H-Q )Hannan − Quinn Criterion 3𝑙𝑛[𝑙𝑛(𝑛)]
𝐻 − 𝑄(𝑀) = 𝑙𝑛(𝜎𝜖 2 ) + 2𝑀𝐶
;𝐶 > 2
… (40 ∗)
𝑛
AS :
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∑𝑛 (𝑒 −𝑒̂ )2

𝜎̂𝜖 2 = 𝑡=0 𝑛𝑖 𝑖
n: represents the number of views.
M: number of parameters of the chosen model or model rank.
C: fixed.
3-The applied side.
3-1 :Description and definition of the study sample:
The annual secondary student preparation data in the holy governorate of Karbala was relied on for
the period of time ((1969-2019) for the geometric regression equation, and the dependent variable (Y)
represented the preparation of secondary students during time and the independent variable( X) time
(years).
:Appropriate statistical distribution:3-2
To find out the statistical distribution appropriate to the preparation of secondary students, a goodness
of fit test was used for the data through the Easy Fit statistical program. The results showed that the data
follows the geometric distribution with parameters( 𝜃 = 2.4920𝐸 − 5 ) ana the value (p-value=0.000).
Probability Density Function
2.6E-5
2.4E-5
2.2E-5
2E-5
1.8E-5

f(x)

1.6E-5
1.4E-5
1.2E-5
1E-5
8E-6
6E-6
4E-6
2E-6
0
0

50000

100000

150000

200000

x
Geom etric (2.4920E-5)

Form (1) probability density function for the geometric distribution
3-3: Statistical analysis of data:
The data were analyzed statistically using the statistical program (Gretl 1.9.11 ).
First: Estimate the geometric regression equation using the kernel regression method and the Leo agency
method:
1-The estimated formula for the geometric regression equation using the kernel regression method is:
lny = 9.44278 + 0.0368146 x
2-The estimated formula for the geometric regression equation using the Leo method is:
𝑙𝑛𝑦 = 9.29892 + 0.0429313 𝑥
Second: The test of the significance of the putative linear relationship 1-Linear relationship significance
test for the estimated engineering regression equation using the kernel method. To find out the
significance of the linear relationship, we test the following hypothesis:
𝐻0 : 𝐵1 = 0
𝐻1 : 𝐵2 ≠ 0
Through the numbered analysis of variance table (2) we obtain the value of the test (F) that determines
the nature of the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable
Table (1) analysis of variance

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of squares
14.1122
0.27484
14.387

df
1
48
49
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Mean square
14.1122
0.00572583
0.293613
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R^2 = 14.1122 / 14.387 = 0.980897
F(1, 48) = 14.1122 / 0.00572583 = 2464.65 [p-value 6.45e-043]
Looking at Table (1), we notice that the test value is ((F = 2464.65) and its probability value [p-value =
6.45e-043] It is less than the level of significance (0.05), we accept the alternative hypothesis which
states that the time variable exerts its effect on the student numbers variable and the percentage (98%).
2- Test the significance of linear relationship of the estimated geometric regression equation using the
Liu method.
To find out the significance of the linear relationship, we test the following hypothesis:
𝐻0 : 𝐵1 = 0
𝐻1 : 𝐵2 ≠ 0
Through the numbered analysis of variance table (3) we obtain the value of the test (F) that determines
the nature of the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable.
Table (2) analysis of variance
Sum of squares
Regression
19.1912
Residual
0.835683
Total
20.0269
R^2 = 19.1912 / 20.0269 = 0.958272

df
1
48
49

Mean square
19.1912
0.0174101
0.408712

F(1, 48) = 19.1912 / 0.0174101 = 1102.31 [p-value 9.08e-035]

Looking at Table (2), we notice that the test value is ((F = 1102.31) and its probability value[p-value =
9.08e-035] It is less than the level of significance (0.05), we accept the alternative hypothesis which
states that the time variable exerts its effect on the variable of student numbers and the percentage (95%).
3-4 Standards Comparison:
After the geometric regression models have been estimated and the linear relationship is significant, the
differentiation criteria are used to choose the method that best achieves the agency model:
Table (3) Standards Comparison
AIC
Liu Method
-58.68260
Kernel
Regresion -114.2857
Method

BIC
-54.85855
-110.4616

H-Q
-57.22638
-112.8294

By looking at Table (3), we notice that the kernel regression method is preferable because it has the
smallest differentiation criteria, compared to the Leo method.
3-5: Prediction:
The number of secondary students can be predicted for the holy city of Karbala for the future time period
(2021-2030) using the estimated geometric regression model according to the Kernel method based on
time series data, Table (1).
Table (4) Predictive Values for Preparing Secondary Stage Students for the Duration (2030-2021)
Years
Predictive Values
Years
Predictive Values

2021
82481
2026
99150

2022
85574
2027
102863
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2023
88783
2028
106726

2024
92112
2029
110729

2025
95567
2030
114881
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4. Result and recommendations:
1- The secondary student preparation data has appeared subject to the geometric distribution.
2- The significance of the estimated regression equation using the kernel regression method.
3- Significance of the estimated regression equation using the Liu method.
4- The preference of the kernel regression method is preferable to the Leo method, since the first method
has the lowest Standards Comparison.
5-Depending on the values predicted by the geometric regression model, it was noted that there has been
a decrease in the number of students from the last sex previous years.
6- Using other methods to estimate the geometric regression equation to arrive at the best prediction
model.
7- Making use of the research findings and adopting them to prepare future plans from the relevant
authorities.
8- Mtudying the decrease in the number of future students.
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Abstract. The connection between some fundamental mathematical problems in number theory
with cryptography has been done in this work. A new version of the elliptic curve public key
cryptosystem (ECPKC) has been proposed by Karrar Taher and Ruma Ajeena. Their main idea
is to design this cryptosystem focusses on generating the elliptic curve group, its order divides
the Euler phi function that is computed securely based on two large primes. Faster and more
secure computations to generate the keys, encryption and decryption processes, on the KR-ECPK
algorithm are discussed. In comparing with other algorithms like RSA and ElGamal public key
cryptosystem (EEPKC), the KR-ECPKC considers as an efficient algorithm. So, the KR-ECPKC
is more appropriate for elliptic curve cryptographic applications.

1. Introduction
The elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is more interested for many researchers, because it has employed
in different applications such mobile devices, wireless sensor, network, image encryption and others
[1,2,3]. The ECC has keys with small size that allows to be much efficient in comparing to other public
key cryptosystems like RSA [4].
The RSA cryptosystem is proposed Rivest, R.L., et al, in 1978 through presenting a public key
cryptosystem which was depended on the integer factorization problem, that factors a composite number
into two large primes [4]. In 1985 Miller introduced proposed the Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol
based on elliptic curves [5]. In 1987, Koblitz proposed elliptic curve ElGamal public key cryptosystem
[6]. In 2000, Neal Koblitz introduced the state of elliptic curve cryptography, he presented a survey
about the elliptic curve cryptosystems [7].
In this work, we are looking for a small size key, faster and secure computation. So, our work
focusses on the proposed new version of elliptic curve public key cryptosystem. That has faster
computations of the encryption and decryption processes in comparing with other elliptic curve
cryptosystems.
The outline of this work includes Section 2, which discussed the RSA cryptosystem in its first part.
And in the second part, another public key cryptosystem which depended on elliptic curves is explained,
this cryptosystem is called ElGamal elliptic public key cryptosystem (EEPKC). In section 3, a new
version of the elliptic curve cryptosystem is proposed. Section 4, discusses a study case of the proposed
EC-Cryptosystem. Some computational results of the proposed EC-cryptosystem are explained in
Section 5. Section 6, presents the comparison on the proposed EC-cryptosystem, RSA and EEPKC. The
security considerations of the proposed EC-cryptosystem are determined in Section 7. Finally, Section
8, displays the conclusions.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Mathematical Background
The RSA cryptosystem proposed in 1978 by R. L. Rivest, A. Shamir, and L. Adleman [4]. A public key
on the RSA cryptosystem is a pair of integers (n ,e ), where n is a product of two secret primes p and q
and e is an integer satisfying gcd(e, φ)=1, with φ = (p−1)(q −1) is Euler phi function. Whereas, a private
key d is an integer satisfying ed ≡ 1 (mod φ). The ciphertext c of a plaintext m is computed by
c = m e (mod n ). The original message can be recovered through decryption process that is computed by
m = c d (mod n ).
On the other hand, the ElGamal elliptic curve public key cryptosystem (EECPKC) is proposed by
ElGamal in 1987 [6]. The users, sender and receiver agree to choose a prime p, an elliptic curve equation
E : y 2 = x 3 + ax = +b (mod p ) [8,9] and to determine a generator elliptic point P as the public parameters.
The receiver chooses a random integer d as his/her secret key and computes his/her public key dP. The
sender selects a message M as an elliptic point in E (Fp ) and encrypt it by a pair (C 1 ,C 2 ), where C 1 = eP

and C 2 = M + e (dP ). The receiver decrypts the ciphertext
C 2 − dC 1 = M + e (dP ) − d (eP ) = M .

(C 1 ,C 2 )

through computing

3. The KR-Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem
The encryption process is done as follows. A plaintext m selected and represented as elliptic point in
E (Fp ) [10]. Then a message M is encrypted by C = e  M , where e  is computed by e   e (mod N ),
with N is an order of M. The ciphertext C considers as a scalar multiplication, which can be computed
by ISD method [11,12]. Algorithm (3.2.1) is employed to compute the ciphertext C.
3.1. The KR-Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem: Keys Generation Process
First, a set of the points on an elliptic curve group (E (Fp ), +E ) is computed. The order E (Fp ) of a
group (E (Fp ), +E ) should divide a positive integer n, where n = (q − 1)(t − 1) with q and t are two large
primes that are selected secretly by a first user to compute his/her private key n. The public key e is
selected as an integer from the range [2, n − 1 ] such that gcd(e , n ) = 1. So, the public and private keys
are e and n respectively. Algorithm (3.1.1), is used to generate the keys of the KR-EC cryptosystem.
Algorithm 3.1.1. The KR-EC Cryptosystem: Keys Generation Process.
INPUT: The large prims (q ,t ).
OUTPUT: The set of elliptic curve points and public key e.
1. Select a,b 1, n − 1 are coefficients of E.
2. Compute n = (q − 1)(t − 1).
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Select randomly e  2, n − 1
If gcd(e , n ) = 1 then
Return e
Else
Stop and go to step (3).
End if
Compute the elliptic curve set E (Fp ).

10. Compute the order E (Fp ) = h of E (Fp ).
11. If h | n then
12. Return the set E (Fp )
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13.
14.
15.
16.

Else
Stop and go to step (1).
End if
Return (n ,e , E (Fp )).

3.2. The KR-Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem: Encryption Process
The encryption process is done as follows. A plaintext m selected and represented as elliptic point in
E (Fp ) [10]. Then a message M is encrypted by C = e  M , where e  is computed by e   e (mod N ),
with N is an order of M. The ciphertext C considers as a scalar multiplication, which can be computed
by ISD method [11,12]. Algorithm (3.2.1) is employed to compute the ciphertext C.
Algorithm 3.2.1. The KR-EC Cryptosystem: Encryption Process
INPUT: A set E (Fp ) of elliptic points, a public key e and plaintext m.
OUTPUT: The ciphertext C.
1. Convert a message m as an elliptic point M  E (Fp ) [10].
2. Compute the order N of a point M.
3. Compute e   e (mod N ).
4. Compute C = e  M .
5. Return C.
3.3. The KR-Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem: Decryption Process
Upon receiving the ciphertext to the first user, he/she wants to decrypt the ciphertext and recover the
original message. First, he/she computes the key d secretly, where d  2, n − 1 and ed = 1(mod n ).
Then d  is computed by d   d (mod N ) with N is an order of the C that is computed as an elliptic curve
point. The original message is recovered by d C = M . The decryption process is proved mathematically
in following proposition.
Proposition 3.3.1. The decryption process of KR-EC cryptosystem takes the expression M = d C .
Proof.
d C = d  (e  M ), since C = e  M .
= deM
= (rn + 1)M such that r is a positive integer, since ed = 1(mod n ).
= rnM + M
= r (sN )M + M such that s is a positive integer and N the order of M that is ( NM = O E ),
since every order of elliptic point divide n.
= rs (NM ) + M
= rs (O E ) + M
=M .■
For the computational results to recover a message M, one can use Algorithm (3.3.2).

Algorithm 3.3.2. The KR-EC Cryptosystem: Decryption Process.
INPUT: A set E (Fp ) of elliptic points, a public key e, a privet key n and the ciphertext C.
OUTPUT: A key d and a plaintext m.
1. Choose randomly d  2, n − 1
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

If ed = 1(mod n ) then
Return d
Else
Stop and go to step (1).
End if
Compute the order N of a point C that is a ciphertext.
Compute d   d (mod N ).
Compute d C = M .
Convert M into m [10].
Return m.

4. The Study Case on the KR-EC Cryptosystem.
The keys, namely public and private are generated first. A prime p = 8123 is chosen and the elliptic
points set E ( F8123 ) is determined by supposing the elliptic curve E : y 2 = x 3 + 5x + 13 as the public
parameters. The set
E (F8123 ) = {(1,1548),(1,6575),(3,3067),(3,5056),(4,6052),(4, 2071),...,(8122,5994),(8122, 2129),O E }.
The E (F8123 ) = 8144 such that 8144 | n , where n is a private key for the first user. The private key is
computed by n = (q − 1)(t − 1) = 12123438  31423268 = 3809574206353584, where q = 12123439 and
t = 314232169 are two large primes that are selected secretly. The public key e is selected randomly
from the range [2,3809574206353583] and
gcd(e , n ) = gcd(12326106299,3809574206353584) = 1.
So, the public and private keys are e = 12326106299 and n = 3809574206353584 respectively. Now
for encryption process, suppose second user chooses a message M = (1000,5149) which is an elliptic
point in E (F8123 ). The order of a point M is 4072, namely
4072M = 4072(1000,5149) = O E .
He/She computes e  = 3491 through computing e   e mod(4072). The ciphertext C is computed as a
scalar multiplication C = e  M = 3491(1000,5149) = (5375,4448). The ciphertext C = (5375,4448)
will be sent to the first user. After receiving the ciphertext C into the first user, he/she computes
d = 618131 such that
ed(modn)=12326106299×618131mod(3809574206353584) = 7619148412707169
mod(3809574206353584) =1.
The order of a ciphertext C which is considered as an elliptic curve point is computed to be N = 4072,
since
4072C = 4072(5375, 4448) = O E .
The parameter d  = 3259 is computed, where d   d mod(4072). First user computes a scalar
multiplication
d C = 3259(5375, 4448) = (1000,5149) = M .
5. The Computational Results on the KR-EC Cryptosystem.
Some simple computational results about the KR-EC cryptosystem have been done. The
experimental samples with different values of a primes q and t are chosen The computational

results to generate the keys, encryption and decryption processes are shown in Tables (1), (2)
and (3) respectively.
q

Table 1. The experimental results of the KR-EC cryptosystem: key generation process.
Fp
E (a,b )
# E ( Fp )
n = (q − 1)(t − 1)
e
t
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733

853

623664

313399

F563

(6,10)

568

773

941

725680

113093

F197

(1,22)

193

911

997

906360

9673

F1163

(2,23)

1162

1193

1321

1573440

90239

F1657

(20,14)

1639

(25,2)

2168

3253

7253

23583504

11039087

F2179

71527

91513

6545487312

10767257

F2099

(46,5)

2096

112327

322537

36229178736

584663

F3089

(17,3)

3088

1312153

312161

409601368320

167161

F1283

(9,4)

1280

1211141

1121333

1358090038480

10672613269

F1657

(4,16)

1640

1232453

1392221

1715844323440

868781935919

F1847

(37,20)

1844

Table 2. The experimental results of the KR-EC cryptosystem: encryption process.
M  E (Fp )
e  = e mod(N )
N is the order of M
C = e M
(395,229)

284

147

(131,403)

(151,67)

193

188

(41,172)

(999,123)

1162

377

(200,260)

(650,313)

1639

94

(1146,1645)

(2021,1131)

271

173

(1787, 2080)

(527,600)

1048

105

(1761,402)

(993,111)

386

259

(2920, 1652)

(1176,533)

640

121

(820,356)

(1611,101)

1640

29

(358, 704)

(1715,1227)

922

887

(1595,55)

Table 3. The experimental results of the KR-EC cryptosystem: decryption process.
d  = d mod(N )
d
N is the order of C
M = d C
199

284

199

(395,229)

77

193

77

(151,67)

937

1162

937

(999,123)

959

1639

959

(650,313)

47

271

47

(2021,1131)

45593

1048

529

(527,600)

743591

386

155

(993,111)

4900681

640

201

(1176,533)

509
79

1640
922

509
79

(1611,101)
(1715,1227)
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6. Comparison on the KR-EC, RSA and EEPK Cryptosystems
By using the proposed KR-EC cryptosystem, there is no problem to choose the small primes q and t for
computing n = (q − 1)(t − 1), since n is a private key. In comparing with that, the RSA public key
cryptosystem needs the choice of the large primes for increasing the security. The public key generation
process in elliptic curve ElGamal public key cryptosystem (EC-EPKC) requires more computations to
solve the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) comparing with the new version KR-EC cryptosystem that
is proposed to choose a public key as a number in the range  2, n − 1 with gcd(e , n ) = 1. Also,
computing a public key on the EC-EPKC requires finding the generator point on elliptic curve group in
comparing to the KR-EC cryptosystem which is not required that.
As well as, the proposed version KR-EC cryptosystem is considered faster public key algorithm in
compare with EC-EPKC, since on the KR-EC cryptosystem, the encryption and decryption processes
need computing only the scalar multiplication operation while on the EC-EPKC requires for these
processes computing the scalar multiplication and addition operations, so the last cryptosystem needs
extra computations.
7. The Security Considerations on Proposed Public Key Cryptosystems
The security of the proposed encryption scheme determines through some main points. The first one is
about the difficulty of solving the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECLP) [13]. The ECLP,
means computing the value of k that lies in the range [1, z-1] and satisfies the relation kP = Q, for given
P and Q which are elliptic curve points and z is a prime order of P. The second one is the hardest to find
the private key d others, where e is a public key such that ed = 1(mod n ) because n is a secret key. The
element d here represents the inverse element of e modulo n, and since n is computed securtly, so it is
more difficult to compute the value of d modulo n.
8. Conclusion
This work presented a new version of the elliptic curve public key cryptosystem which is called the KREC public key cryptosystem. It depended on the hardness computation of the elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem (ECDLP) and some mathematical computation problems from the number theory.
On the proposed KR-EC public key cryptosystem, faster computations to generate the keys, encryption
and decryption processes are done. The security of the KR-EC public key cryptosystem is determined
based on the difficulty of computing the ECDLP and selecting the primes to compute the Euler phi
function secretly. So, the KR-EC public key cryptosystem considers as a brilliant insight for elliptic
curve encryption schemes.
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Abstract: In recent years, researchers have worked to find multiple methods to overcome the
classification problems they encountered. In this paper, both the Chaotic Particle Swarm
Optimization (CPSO) algorithm are connected with the Adaptive Fuzzy Inference System
(AFIS) model, through two stages, the first stage, CPSO algorithm is used to tune parameters of
the fuzzy inference system model. In the second stage, the fuzzy inference system model is
constructed according to the optimum parameters that are found by the CPSO algorithm. The
proposed CPSO-AFIS algorithm demonstrated efficacy and efficiency compared to the standard
algorithm Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS).

1. Introduction:
When we classify a set of data using modern methods, we expect to obtain better results according to
the available classifiers, and the examiner may not be able to use the classification in which he is not an
expert, for example training the accuracy of parameters, and to obtain more accurate parameters, this is
limited to use the expertise of the expert. Thus, there can be no complete realization that it is the best
possible [1, 2].
Both the fuzzy system and the artificial neural network are the focus of researchers' attention, so the
researchers worked to combine these two systems together to get one system called the Adaptive
Nervous System for Fuzzy Inference (ANFIS). They obtained a system with distinctive characteristics
that help overcome many of the problems (flexibility, speed, adaptability) that existed in both systems,
so, they got better performance than the expert fog systems and the artificial neural network [3].
The focus of the researchers in (ANFIS) was to find a model capable of obtaining more accurate
results through parameter training [4]. In spite of this improvement, sometimes we find there is a weak
ability to find the best efficiency. Therefore, the swarm algorithms were used to make the system more
efficient and accurate [5, 6].
The remnant of this paper is organized as follows: The chaotic map is presented in Section 2. The
PSO in Section 3. ANFIS is presented in Section 4. The Proposed CPSO-AFIS algorithm is explained
in Section 5. Section 6 covers the Experimental Results. Finally, in section 7, the conclusions are
mentioned.

2. Chaotic Map:
Chaos theory used the mathematical approaches to improve both exploration and exploitation during the
search for the optimal solution. The chaos is closely related to the study of the chaotic dynamic systems
that are highly sensitive to the initial conditions, meaning that any small change in the elementary society
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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can have a major impact on the final results. Chaotic have random behavior, but providing chaotic
behavior does not necessarily need randomness, and deterministic systems can also exhibit chaotic
behavior without the need for randomness [2, 7].

2.1

Sine Map

The mathematical formula of this map is described in the following [8]:
a
X n+1 = 4 Sin(πX n )
where 0 < a ≤ 4

(1)

3. Particle swarm optimization (PSO)
The PSO algorithm is a simulation of the behavior of groups of fish, insects and birds that fly in search
of food through co-operation between group members, which was applied by Kennedy and Eberhardt
1995 [9]. The algorithm relies on a set of random values called particles. Each particle in the PSO is
linked to the velocity and location of the object and can be modified. These particles move within the
search space and the original algorithm of PSO is described as follows [10, 11]:
vid = vid + c1 rand () (pid − xid ) + c2 rand ()(pgd − xid )
(2)
xid = xid + vid
(3)
where c1 and c2 are positive constants in Eq.(2), and rand () and rand () are two random functions
(random numbers) in the range [0,1], X i = (xi1 , xi2 , … . , xiD ) represents the ith particle , Pi =
(pi1 , pi2 , … . , piD ) represents the best previous position (the position giving the best fitness value) of
the ith particle.
The symbol g in Eq.(2) represents the index of the best particle among all the particles in the
population, Vi = (vi1 , vi2 , … . , viD ) represents the rate of the position change (velocity) for particle i.
The Eq. (2) explains how the velocity of the particles (birds, fish, insects, etc.) is updated dynamically
and that Eq.(3) describes how the site is updated for particles [12, 13].

4. The Adaptive Neural Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS)
Neural networks play an essential role when there is a sufficient number of inputs to conduct the training
without prior knowledge of the nature of the entered data. As for fuzzy systems, there must be a full
knowledge of the rules on which the problem is classified as it is represented by (IF-THEN) rules, which
is the phrase for conditional statements expressed in the formula [14]:
IF X then Y, where both X and Y are fuzzy sets.
The idea of ANFIS aims to integrate a neural network system with an adaptive fuzzy logic system,
that is, we get a mysterious nervous system that combines the features of the neural network and the
mysterious inference of the Sugeno type, which was developed in the early 1990s by Jean in order to
reap the benefits available in both systems at the same time [5].
Knowledge Base

Input

Fuzzification

Inference

Output

Defuzzification

Figure 1. The adaptation ANFIS to conduct learning and training
If we conduct the fuzzing on the obvious input variables, then can apply the rules to them, and then
remove the fuzzing with an inverse process to get real values [15].
The general structure of ANFIS for Sugeno model (first rank) can be defined as :
IF X n is Ai AND Yn is Bi THEN F = Pi X1 + qi Xn + ri
(4)
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Figure 2. The general structure of ANFIS
The first layer represents the process of fuzzing and determining the degree of membership for each
entry. Usually, the organic grades within the first cycle are not appropriate and the reason for this is the
random representation of these membership functions until the adjustment process is carried out, where
these degrees are represented as follows [16]:
Oi1= μAi (X), μBi (Y)
(5)
The second layer is the nodes that are not adaptive as the rules are applied to them:
Oi2= μAi (X1 ) ∗ μBi ( Yn )
(6)
The third layer, the excitation force on neurons is calculated through the normalization process and is
as follows [17]:
w
wi = ∑ wi
̅̅̅
(7)
i

This represents the output for the third layer and is symbolized by O3i .
The fourth layer in this layer, the fuzzing process is reversed, meaning results are easy to read and
understand Where this process takes place as follows [18]:
O4i = Yi = ̅̅̅F
wi i = ̅̅̅(p
wi i X1 + qi X2 + ri )
(8)
where pi, qi, and ri are the parameters of the model in a given order because they deal with the part
that was then in the ambiguity area.
The fifth layer This layer represents the final output of the system (ANFIS) as it consists of one node
and represents the sum of the outputs of the nodes in the previous layers. The calculation is as follows:
O5i = ∑i yi = ∑i ̅̅̅F
wi i = ∑i ̅̅̅(p
wi i X1 + qi X2 + ri )
(9)
The learning algorithm in ANFIS uses a hybrid learning, as it combines the two methods of rapid
regression and the method of estimating the least squares, and the training in each epoch goes through
two phases: the forward direction phase and the back direction phase [18, 19].

5. The Proposed Algorithm CPSO-AFIS

The proposed CPSO-AFIS method consists of two basic stages. In the first stage, the Chaotic Particle
Swarm Optimization Algorithm (CPSO) is used to determine the optimum parameters of the Fuzzy
Inference System (FIS) in the Sugeno model. In the second stage, a FIS model is created according to
the optimal parameters that were found by the CPSO algorithm, where these optimal parameters are
entered into the inference system and the ideal model is formed according to the dataset used. The
proposed CPSO-AFIS method has been tested on three different datasets and classified according to the
Mean Squared Error (MSE) criteria.

Algorithm1: Steps of the proposed CPSO-AFIS algorithm.
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Step1: Set the initial parameters of FIS and PSO algorithm.
Step2: Initialization a chaotic sine map with the initial point (x=0.7).
Step3: Create FIS of Sugeno model using optional parameters.
Step 4: Set the initial velocities and positions using, Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)
Step 5: Evaluate dataset by fitness function.
Step 6: Set iteration i from 1 to max of iteration.
Step 7: Update velocity and position according to Eq. (2) and Eq. (3).
Step 8: When i≤ Max_iteration stop satisfied and return get the best parameters of FS.
Step 9: Insertion of the optimal parameters of FIS into the Sugeno model.
Step 10: Calculate the MSE criterion for the proposed CPSO-AFIS method.
6. Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm CPSO-AFIS is evaluated, and its interest is compared with the ANFIS model.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the CPSO-AFIS algorithm for classification problems, we selected
3 different classification datasets from the literature. These datasets were obtained from the UCI
repository [20]. Table 1 shows the comprehensive description of data sets.
Table 1: Description of the used datasets.
Dataset

# Samples

# Features

Data1=Iris

150

4

Data2=Engine

1199

2

Data3=Thalassemia

150

10

The training and testing dataset for the CPSO-AFIS algorithm, achieved the best MSE, for instance,
in Data1, the MSE of the testing dataset is 4.2444e-2 by the FMI-BPSO which is lower than 5.1314e-2
by ANFIS.
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Table 2: The MSE of training and testing for datasets.
Datasets

Methods

MSE of Training

MSE of Testing

CPSO-AFIS

3.5362e-2

4.2444e-2

ANFIS

4.5146e-2

5.1314e-2

CPSO-AFIS

3.9281e-4

3.7042e-4

ANFIS

4.6159e-4

4.6821e-4

CPSO-AFIS

8.0337e-3

7.5253e-3

ANFIS

8.4832e-3

7.547e-3

Data1

Data2

Data3

The execution comparison shows that, compared to the ANFIS model, the proposed algorithm,
CPSO-AFIS, has an obvious advantage in terms of MSE of the classification and the ANFIS is worse
than CPSO-AFIS through the three datasets.
Represents the MSE of Data1
6.00E-02
4.00E-02
2.00E-02
0.00E+00
Training data

Testing data

MSE of CPSO-AFIS

MSE of ANFIS

Figure 3. Represents the comparison of MSE between CPSO-AFIS & ANFIS in Data1.
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Represents the MSE of Data2
5.00E-04

0.00E+00
Training data

Testing data

MSE of CPSO-AFIS

MSE of ANFIS

Figure 4. Represents the comparison of MSE between CPSO-AFIS & ANFIS in Data2.
Represents the MSE of Data3
9.00E-03
8.00E-03
7.00E-03
Training data

Testing data

MSE of CPSO-AFIS

MSE of ANFIS

Figure 5. Represents the comparison of MSE between CPSO-AFIS & ANFIS in Data3.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, the CPSO-AFIS method was proposed between the chaotic Particle Swarm Optimization
Algorithm (CPSO) of type Sine map and Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) of type Sugeno model to
improve the classification performance of the datasets in Table 1. The results of the proposed CPSOAFIS method were compared with the results of ANFIS through the Table2 and Figures (3-5) and the
experimental results from the datasets in Table2 indicate that the proposed CPSO-AFIS method has a
classification performance that is higher than the ANFIS through MSE criteria.
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Abstract. In this paper, ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of two types, linear and nonlinear will be solved by using the homotopy analytical method (HAM), and the sine cosine
algorithm (SCA) will be used to modify the parameter h and obtain a better approximate solution
than what was in the previous method HAM. The suggested method, HAM-SCA, covers a
solution that reveals the reliability and the efficiency correspondingly to the default method
HAM by computing the maximum absolute errors (MAE) and mean square error (MSE).

1. Introduction
All-natural, physical, engineering, and other phenomena are expressed by DEs (linear and nonlinear),
these equations differential in the method of solution, a few of them can be solved directly, so it was
necessary to use approximate methods to address problems and arrive at the solution, as the HAM is
one of these methods [1].
HAM is the method that the world Liao Shijun discovered in 1992 [2, 3], he relied on using the
homotopic method to obtain a convergent series solution (convergent series) for various types of
equations whether linear or non-linear equations, DEs, integral equations, and other types of equations,
the HAM method describes a kind of deformation or disparity in mathematical, for example, a circle
can be deformed continuously to a square or an ellipse, as well as a cup of coffee, can be deformed
continuously into a football [1, 4], in general, the HAM connects objects different has the same
properties, one of what distinguishes this method is that it is free of any )small or large( concrete
parameter, as well as provides appropriate methods to guarantee convergence in the series of solutions
even if the non-linear boundary is complex, and it gives us the privilege in choosing the type of equation
for sub-problems, the initial guess, and the basic function.
SCA is one of the swarm algorithms invented by the scientist Sidali Mergalieli, used to solve
optimization problems and obtain the best solution, based on the principle of exploration and
exploitation as it creates and searches many random solutions depending on the properties of the sine
and cosine and switches between them according to a specific condition. [5-7].
We can represent the algorithm in the following form
𝑤𝑛𝑣+1 = 𝑤𝑛𝑣 + 𝑑1 sin(𝑑2 )|𝑑3 𝑝𝑛𝑣 − 𝑤𝑛𝑣 |
𝑤𝑛𝑣+1 = 𝑤𝑛𝑣 + 𝑑1 cos(𝑑2 )|𝑑3 𝑝𝑛𝑣 − 𝑤𝑛𝑣 |

(1)
(2)
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As 𝑤𝑛𝑣 is the current subject of research, in 𝑛 − 𝑡ℎ dimension at 𝑣 − 𝑡ℎ iteration, and 𝑑1 , 𝑑2 , 𝑑3 , 𝑑4 are
random numbers, and 𝑝𝑛 is the location of the destination point in the n-th dimension, and || is the
absolute value [6]. We can combine the two previous equations as follows.
𝑤𝑛𝑣+1 = {

𝑤𝑛𝑣 + 𝑑1 sin(𝑑2 )|𝑑3 𝑝𝑛𝑣 − 𝑤𝑛𝑣 |,
𝑤𝑛𝑣 + 𝑑1 cos(𝑑2 )|𝑑3 𝑝𝑛𝑣 − 𝑤𝑛𝑣 | ,

𝑑4 < 0.5
𝑑4 ≥ 0.5

(3)

Where 𝑑4 is arbitrary within the closed interval [0,1].
The parameter 𝑑1 specifies the next position (in which direction the move will be) by the following law:
𝑚
(4)
𝑇
Where 𝑡 is the value of the current frequency, 𝑇 is the ultimate number of iterations, and 𝑚 is a mass
constant, which can be either the distance between solutions, the destination or outwards and, the
parameter 𝑑2 assigns how unlikely the movement must be pointed or outward, the 𝑑3 parameter
specifies a random weight for a (𝑑3 > 1) random check, or (𝑑3 < 1) reduces the focus for the
destination effect when specifying a distance.
SCA named after that name for its use of the sine and cosine functions completely in its general form,
as it changes and modifies the range of the sine and cosine functions each time to determine a new search
site, whether it is in the space or outside the space or if it is between it and another solution, then a value
is chosen random 𝑑2 for a certain period, this mechanism clarifies the true meaning of the processes of
exploration and exploitation, and this algorithm makes the correct selection and reconciliation between
exploration and exploitation to reach the goal [8,9], which is through the convergence of solutions as
shown in the Figure )1(.
𝑑1 = 𝑚 − 𝑡

Figure 1: Demonstrates the convergence of solutions in SCA
2. General Concepts
In this part, will mention some important definitions in this paper
2.1 Definition
The maximum absolute errors MAE is determined by the following formula
‖𝑧𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑦) −∝𝑖 (𝑦)‖∞ = 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {|𝑧𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑦) −∝𝑖 (𝑦)|}
𝑎≤𝑥≤𝑏

(5)

Here ∝𝑖 (𝑦), 𝑖 = 1,2, … are the successive estimates of the solution 𝑧 (𝑦) [4].
2.2 Definition
Let's have the vector 𝑥𝑖→ where 𝑖 = 1,2, …, the MSE is a sum the square of the exact solution Exact
(𝑦𝑖 ) minus the approximate solution divided by the number of iterations 𝑘 which is as follows [10]
𝑘

1
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑(𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑦𝑖 ) − ∅(𝑦𝑖 ))2
𝑘

(6)

𝑖=1

2
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2.3 Definition
The MAE is defined by the following formula
1 𝑘
∑ |𝐸𝑥𝑎𝑐𝑡 (𝑦𝑖 ) − ∅(𝑦𝑖 )| , 𝑖 = 1,2, …
(7)
𝑘 𝑖=1
Which represents the absolute value of the sum of the product of subtracting the real value from the
approximate value divided by the number of iterations [11].
2.4 Adomian Polynomials
Will use the Adomian method to solve the non-linear terms from the ordinary DEs [12]. When 𝑓(𝑢) =
𝑢2 [13, 14].
Can use the Adomian method to extend the nonlinear term to the 𝑓(𝑢) = 𝑢2 document using
𝑥0 = 𝑢02
𝑥1 = 2𝑢0 𝑢1
𝑥2 = 2𝑢0 𝑢2 + 𝑢12
𝑥3 = 2𝑢0 𝑢3 + 2𝑢1 𝑢2
𝑥4 = 2𝑢0 𝑢4 + 2𝑢1 𝑢3 + 𝑢22
𝑥5 = 2𝑢0 𝑢5 + 2𝑢1 𝑢4 + 2𝑢2 𝑢3 ,
⋮
𝑥𝑛 = ∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑛−𝑖 , 𝑛 ≥ 𝑖, 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, ⋯
When 𝑓(𝑢) = 𝑢𝑢′ [13,14]
𝑥0 = 𝑢0 𝑢0′′
𝑥1 = 𝑢1 𝑢0′′ + 𝑢0 𝑢1′′
𝑥2 = 𝑢2 𝑢0′′ + 𝑢1 𝑢1′′ + 𝑢0 𝑢2′′
𝑥3 = 𝑢3 𝑢0′′ + 𝑢2 𝑢1′′ + 𝑢1 𝑢2′′ + 𝑢0 𝑢3′′
𝑥4 = 𝑢4 𝑢0′′ + 𝑢3 𝑢1′′ + 𝑢2 𝑢2′′ + 𝑢1 𝑢3′′ + 𝑢0 𝑢4′′
𝑥5 = 𝑢5 𝑢0′′ + 𝑢4 𝑢1′′ + 𝑢3 𝑢2′′ + 𝑢2 𝑢3′′ + 𝑢1 𝑢4′′ + 𝑢0 𝑢5′′
⋮
′′
𝑥𝑛 = ∑𝑛𝑖=0 𝑢𝑖 𝑢𝑛−𝑖
, 𝑛 ≥ 𝑖, 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, ⋯
3. The Basic Ideas of HAM [1,15,18]
Let us have the following linear Des [17].
𝑁[𝑧(𝑡)] = 0

(8)

Where N is a non-linear operator, t represents the independent variable, and z is an undefined function,
by driving the classic homotopy technique, we get the zero orders deformation equation, which is
defined below [18].
(1 − 𝑞) ℒ [𝛽(𝑡, 𝑞) − 𝑧0 (𝑡)] = 𝑞 ℎ 𝐻(𝑡) 𝑁[𝛽(𝑡, 𝑞)]
(9)
Where 𝑞 ∈ [0,1] represents the embedding parameter [19], which is called the homotopic parameter, ℒ
represents the auxiliary linear limit that fulfills the following property ℒ(z) = 0, β(𝑡, 𝑞) also refers to
the initial estimation of the exact solution, and ℎ is called the convergence control parameter where ℎ ≠
0, and 𝐻(𝑡) is an auxiliary function where 𝐻(𝑡) ≠ 0, when have 𝑞 = 0 get
(10)
𝛽(𝑡, 0) = 𝑧0 (𝑡)
Which represents the exact solution, and if had 𝑞 = 0 then get
(11)
𝛽(𝑡, 0) = 𝑧(𝑡)
Which represents the real solution to Eq. 8, thus as the parameter of homotopy q increases how much
zero to one, the solution changes continuously from the initial guess 𝑧0 (𝑡) to the exact
solution 𝑧(𝑡). This continuous change in solution is called the deformation in homotopy, as it is using
the Taylor series for the parameter 𝑞.
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+∞

𝑧1 (𝑡) = 𝛽(𝑡, 𝑞) = 𝑧0 (𝑡) + ∑ 𝑧0 (𝑡)𝑞 𝑗

(12)

𝑗=1

Whereas the
1 𝜕 𝑗 𝛽(𝑡, 𝑞)
𝑧𝑗 (𝑡) =
𝑗! 𝜕 𝑞 𝑗
(𝑡)
If ℒ, 𝑧0
, 𝐻(𝑡) was correctly selected then the Taylor series would look like this

(13)

+∞

𝑧1 (𝑡) = 𝛽(𝑡, 𝑞) = 𝑧0 (𝑡) + ∑ 𝑧0 (𝑡)

(14)

𝑗=1

By deriving the zero-order deformation equation 𝑗 times for the parameter 𝑞, then substituting for q = 0
and dividing the equation by 𝑗! get the deformation equation of order 𝑗 which is as follows:
→
(𝑡) ) ,
ℒ[𝑧𝑗 (𝑡) − 𝜒𝑗 𝑧𝑗−1 (𝑡)] = ℎ 𝐻(𝑡) 𝑅𝑗−1 ( 𝑧𝑗−1
𝑧𝑗 (0) = 0
(15)
Where the vector is known as
𝑧𝑗→ (𝑡) = {𝑧0 (𝑡) ,
𝑧1 (𝑡) ,
𝑧2 (𝑡) , … ,
𝑧𝑗 (𝑡)}
(16)
From Eq. 15 get
1
𝜕 𝑗−1 𝑁[β(𝑡, 𝑞)]
→
(17)
(𝑡) ) =
𝑅𝑗−1 ( 𝑧𝑗−1
|𝑞=0
(𝑗 − 1)!
𝜕 𝑞 𝑗−1
0,
𝑗≥1
𝜒𝑗 = {
(18)
1,
𝑗<1
4. The Proposed Method SCA-HAM
The proposed method is based on calculating the optimal value of the HAM parameter (h) to figure out
linear and non-linear ODEs by combining the HAM method with the SCA method, where the initial
calculation is with a formula HAM.
→
𝑧𝑗 (𝑡) = 𝜒𝑗−1 𝑧𝑗−1 (𝑡) + ℎ 𝐿−1 𝑅𝑗 (𝑧𝑗−1
(𝑡))
(19)
Using SCA will optimize the parameter h value in the HAM method to get the best solution.
5. Some Applications of SCA-HAM
Will solve some examples of ordinary linear and nonlinear DEs using HAM and improve the results
using SCA.
5.1 Example [16]
𝑦 ′′′′ + 5𝑦 ′′ + 4𝑦 = 0
And the exact solution
4
1
1
1
𝑧(𝑡) = cos(𝑡) + sin(𝑡) − cos(2𝑡) − sin(2𝑡)
3
3
3
6
And pick out the initial estimation
1
𝑧0 (𝑡) = 1 + 𝑡 3
6
Then the linear operator )which represents the general solution(
𝜕4 𝛽(𝑡;𝑞)

𝐿[𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞)] = 𝜕𝑡 4
Then have 𝐿[𝑐1 + 𝑐2 𝑠 + 𝑐3 𝑠 2 + 𝑐4 𝑠 3 ]
The linear operator will look like this
𝜕4 𝛽(𝑡;𝑞)

𝜕2 𝛽(𝑡;𝑞)

𝑁[𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞)] = 𝑡 4 + 5 𝑡 2 + 4 𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞) = 0
And the initial condition
𝑧(0) = 1, 𝑧 ′ (0) =0, 𝑧 ′′ (0) =0, and 𝑧(0) =1
Where
→
′′′′
′′
𝑅𝑗 (𝑧𝑗−1
+ 5𝑧𝑗−1
+ 4𝑧𝑗−1
) = 𝑧𝑗−1
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Will work on finding the terms of the series using the following HAM law
→
𝑧𝑗 (𝑡) = χ𝑗−1 𝑧𝑗−1 + ℎ 𝐿−1 𝑅𝑗 (𝑧𝑗−1
)
1

1

1

1

1
ℎ𝑡 5
24

𝑧1 (𝑡) = 6 ℎ𝑡 4 + 24 ℎ𝑡 5 + 1260 ℎ𝑡 7
𝑧2 (𝑡) =

1
ℎ𝑡 4
6
11

1
ℎ𝑡
2494800

+ 6 ℎ2 𝑡 4 +

+

1 2 6
ℎ 𝑡
36

+

1
ℎ𝑡 7
1260

+

29
ℎ2 𝑡 7
5040

+

1
ℎ2 𝑡 8
2520

+

1
ℎ2 𝑡 9
9072

+

1
1
1
1
83
ℎ3 𝑡15 + 25945920 ℎ3 𝑡13 + 7484400 ℎ3 𝑡 12 + 1247400 ℎ2 𝑡11 + 9979200 ℎ3 𝑡11 +
20432412000
1
41
1
1
11
29
3
ℎ3 𝑡10 + 72576 ℎ3 𝑡 9 + 4536 ℎ2 𝑡 9 + 1260 ℎ2 𝑡 8 3360 ℎ3 𝑡 8 + 2520 ℎ2 𝑡 7 + 280 ℎ3 𝑡 7 +
22680
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ℎ𝑡 7 + 18 ℎ2 𝑡 6 + 18 ℎ3 𝑡 6 + 12 ℎ2 𝑡 5 + 24 ℎ𝑡 5 + 24 ℎ3 𝑡 5 + 3 ℎ2 𝑡 4 + 6 ℎ3 𝑡 4
1260
1
1
1
1
𝑧4 (𝑡) =
ℎ4 𝑡 19 +
ℎ4 𝑡17 +
ℎ4 𝑡16 +
ℎ3 𝑡15 +
475176173472000
277880803200
81729648000
6810804000
1
1
1
17
ℎ4 𝑡15 + 90810720 ℎ4 𝑡14 + 8648640 ℎ3 𝑡13 + 38918880 ℎ4 𝑡13 +
504504000
1
29
83
143
1
1
ℎ3 𝑡12 9979200 ℎ4 𝑡12 + 3326400 ℎ3 𝑡11 + 3628800 ℎ4 𝑡11 + 831600 ℎ2 𝑡11 + 7560 ℎ3 𝑡10 +
2492800
7
41
1
11
29
11
1
ℎ4 𝑡10 +
ℎ3 𝑡 9 +
ℎ2 𝑡 9 +
ℎ4 𝑡 9 +
ℎ4 𝑡 8 +
ℎ3 𝑡 8 +
ℎ2 𝑡 8 +
25920
24192
3024
8064
3360
1120
840
9
29
1
79
1
1
1
1
ℎ3 𝑡 7 + 1680 ℎ2 𝑡 7 + 3260 ℎ𝑡 7 + 5040 ℎ4 𝑡 7 + 6ℎ3 𝑡 6 + 12 ℎ2 𝑡 6 + 12 ℎ4 𝑡 6 + 8 ℎ2 𝑡 5 + 24 ℎ4 𝑡 5
280
1
1
1
1
1
1
ℎ𝑡 5 + 8 ℎ3 𝑡 5 + 2 ℎ2 𝑡 4 + 2 ℎ3 𝑡 4 + 6 ℎ𝑡 4 + 6 ℎ3 𝑡 4
24

𝑧3 (𝑡) =

+

⋮
So, substitute in the value of ℎ = −1 get
1
1
1
𝑧1 (𝑡) = − 𝑡 4 − 𝑡 5 −
𝑡7
𝑧2 (𝑠) =

6
1 6
𝑡
36

𝑧3 (𝑡) = −
5
𝑡8
2016

24
1260
1
1
1
1
7
+ 1008 𝑡 + 2520 𝑡 8 + 9072 𝑡 9 + 7484400 𝑡11
1
1
1
1
𝑡15 −
𝑡13 −
𝑡12 −
𝑡11
2043241200
25945920
7484400
133056

1
1
1
𝑡19 + 277880803200 𝑡17 + 81729648000 𝑡16
745176173472000
5
1
25
1
𝑡13 + 399168 𝑡12 + 1596672 𝑡11 + 36288 𝑡10
15567552

𝑧4 (𝑡) =

+

−

1
𝑡10
22680

−

1
𝑡15
544864320

25
𝑡9
72576

+

−

1
𝑡14
90810720

+

⋮
Hence, the solution of the above series is shown in the following form
𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑧0 (𝑡) + 𝑧1 (𝑡) + 𝑧2 (𝑡) + 𝑧3 (𝑡) + 𝑧4 (𝑡) + ⋯
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
𝑧(𝑡) ≅ 1 + 6 𝑡 3 − 6 𝑡 4 − 24 𝑡 5 − 1260 𝑡 7 + 36 𝑡 6 + 1008 𝑡 7 + 2520 𝑡 8 + 9072 𝑡 9 + ⋯
Now and after using the SCA method to improve the parameter ℎ, got better results by substituting for
the value of ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑤 = −0.9776, The series solution of HAM-SCA can be written as a form
𝑛𝑒𝑤
(𝑡) + 𝑧2 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + 𝑧3 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + 𝑧4 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + ⋯
𝑧 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) ≅ 𝑧0 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + 𝑧1
𝑧 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) ≅ −0.4572607681 10−5 𝑡15 − 0.3600928549 10−7 𝑡13 − 0.1248321897 10−6 𝑡12
− 0.6621571294 10−5 𝑡11 − 0.00004119462260 𝑡10 − 0.0002117671603 𝑡 9
− 0.001920960538 𝑡 8 + 0.004159320415 𝑡 7 + 0.02773658885 𝑡 6
− 0.04166619835 𝑡 5 − 0.1666647933 𝑡 4 + 0.1666667𝑡 3 + 1 + ⋯
The comparison of results between HAM and HAM-SCA is shown in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Table 1: Comparison of MAE and MSE for HAM and HAM-SCA for Example 1.
Error Criteria
MSE
MAE

HAM
2.334360 𝐸 − 9
2.035680 𝐸 − 5

5

HAM-SCA
9.033345 𝐸 − 12
1.555098 𝐸 − 6
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Figure 2: Illustrates the matching process between HAM, HAM-SCA, and exact solution.
5.2 Example [16]
𝑦 ′′ + 𝑦 ′2 = 0
And the exact solution
𝑧(𝑡) = 1 + ln (1 + 2𝑡)
And pick out the initial estimation
𝑧0 (𝑡) = 1 + 2𝑠
And the initial condition
𝑧(0) = 1, 𝑧(0) = 2
The linear operator )which represents the general solution(
𝜕2 𝛽(𝑡;𝑞)

𝐿[𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞)] = 𝜕𝑡 2
Then have 𝐿[𝑐1 + 𝑐2 𝑠] = 0
Using Adomian polynomials expand the nonlinear 𝑦 ′2 a term which will be in the following form
′
′
∑𝑗−1
𝑖=0 𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑧𝑗−1−𝑖 (𝑡)
The linear operator will look like this
𝜕2 𝛽(𝑡;𝑞)

𝜕 𝛽 2 (𝑡;𝑞)

𝑁[𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞)]= 𝑠2 + 𝑠2
And
𝑗−1
→
′′′′
′
𝑅𝑗 (𝑧𝑗−1
(𝑡) + ∑𝑖=0 𝑧𝑖′ (𝑡) 𝑧𝑗−1−𝑖
(𝑡)
) = 𝑧𝑗−1
Will work on finding the terms of the series using the following (HAM) law
→
𝑧𝑗 (𝑡) = χ𝑗−1 𝑧𝑗−1 + ℎ 𝐿−1 𝑅𝑗 (𝑧𝑗−1
)
2
𝑧1 (𝑡) = 2ℎ𝑡
8
𝑧2 (𝑡) = 2ℎ𝑡 2 + 2ℎ2 𝑡 2 + 3 ℎ2 𝑡 3
𝑧3 (𝑡) = 4ℎ3 𝑡 4 +
32

16 2 3
16
ℎ 𝑡 + 3 ℎ3 𝑡 3 +
3
3 4
4 4

2ℎ𝑡 2 + 4ℎ2 𝑡 2 + 2ℎ3 𝑡 2

𝑧4 (𝑡) = ℎ4 𝑡 5 + 12ℎ 𝑡 + 12ℎ 𝑡 + 8ℎ2 𝑡 3 + 8ℎ4 𝑡 3 + 16ℎ3 𝑡 3 + 2ℎ𝑡 2 + 6ℎ2 𝑡 2 + 2ℎ4 𝑡 2
5
⋮
So, substitute in the value of ℎ = −1 get
𝑧1 (𝑡) = −2𝑡 2
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8

𝑧2 (𝑡) = 3 𝑡 3
𝑧3 (𝑡) = −4𝑡 4
32
𝑧4 (𝑡) = 5 𝑡 5
⋮
Then the series solution of HAM with ℎ = −1 can be written as a form
𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑧0 (𝑡) + 𝑧1 (𝑡) + 𝑧2 (𝑡) + 𝑧3 (𝑡) + 𝑧4 (𝑡) + ⋯
8
32
𝑧(𝑡) ≅ 1 + 2𝑡 − 2𝑡 2 + 𝑡 3 − 4𝑡 4 + 𝑡 5 + ⋯
3
5
Now and after using the SCA method to improve the parameter ℎ, got better results by substituting
for the value of ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑤 = −0.4888, The series solution of HAM-SCA can be written as a form
𝑛𝑒𝑤
(𝑡) + 𝑧2 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + 𝑧3 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + 𝑧4 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + ⋯
𝑧 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) ≅ 𝑧0 𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡) + 𝑧1
𝑛𝑒𝑤 (𝑡)
𝑧
≅ 0.365346341626839 𝑡 5 − 1.18356369060168 𝑡 4 + 1.78803919216422 𝑡 3 −
1.86341802881761 𝑡 2 + 2𝑠 + 1 + ⋯
The comparison of results between HAM and HAM-SCA is shown in Table 2 and Figure 3
Table 2: Comparison of MAE and MSE for HAM and HAM-SCA for Example 2.
Error Criteria
MSE
MAE

HAM
2.056038
0.758987

HAM-SCA
9.204092 𝐸 − 6
2.33752 𝐸 − 3

Figure 3: Illustrates the matching process between HAM, HAM-SCA, and exact solution.
5.3 Example [16]
𝑦 ′′′′ + 𝑦𝑦 ′′ − 𝑦 ′2 = 0
And the exact solution
𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑒 𝑡 − 1
And pick out the initial estimation
1
1
𝑧0 (𝑡) = 𝑡 + 2 𝑡 2 + 6 𝑡 3
And the initial condition
𝑧(0) = 0
,
𝑧 ′ (0) = 1
,

𝑧 ′′ (0) = 1

,
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the linear operator )Which represents the general solution(
𝐿[𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞)] =

𝜕4 𝛽(𝑡;𝑞)
𝛽𝑠4

Then have 𝐿[𝑐1 + 𝑐2 𝑠 + 𝑐3 𝑠 2 + 𝑐4 𝑠 3 ]
Using Adomian polynomials expand the nonlinear 𝑦𝑦 ′′ − 𝑦 ′2 a term which will be in the following
form
𝑗−1 ′
′
′
∑𝑗−1
𝑖=0 𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑧𝑗−1−𝑖 (𝑡) − ∑𝑖=0 𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑧𝑗−1−𝑖 (𝑡)
The linear operator will look like this
𝜕4 𝛽(𝑡;𝑞)

𝜕 𝛽 2 (𝑡;𝑞)

𝜕 𝛽 2 (𝑡;𝑞)

𝑁[𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞)] = 𝑡 4 + 𝑡 2
𝛽(𝑡; 𝑞) −
𝑡2
And
𝑗−1 ′
→
′′′′
′
′
(𝑡) + ∑𝑗−1
𝑅𝑗 (𝑧𝑗−1
) = 𝑧𝑗−1
𝑖=0 𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑧𝑗−1−𝑖 (𝑡) − ∑𝑖=0 𝑧𝑖 (𝑡) 𝑧𝑗−1−𝑖 (𝑡)
Will work on finding the terms of the series using the following (HAM) law
→
𝑧𝑗 (𝑡) = χ𝑗−1 𝑧𝑗−1 + ℎ 𝐿−1 𝑅𝑗 (𝑧𝑗−1
)
1
1
1
1
1
ℎ𝑡 4 −
ℎ𝑡 5 −
ℎ𝑡 6 −
ℎ𝑡 7 −
ℎ𝑡 8
24
120
270
2520
20160
1
1
1
1
1
1
𝑧2 (𝑡) = ℎ (− 24 ℎ𝑡 4 − 120 ℎ𝑡 5 − 270 ℎ𝑡 6 − 2520 ℎ𝑡 7 − 20160 ℎ𝑡 8 ) + ℎ (148262400 ℎ𝑡13 −
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ℎ𝑡12 − 19958400 ℎ𝑡11 − 453600 ℎ𝑡10 + 362880 ℎ𝑡 9 − 13440 ℎ𝑡 8 − 1680 ℎ𝑡 7 − 720 ℎ𝑡 6 −
11404800
1
1
ℎ𝑡 5 − 24 ℎ𝑡 4 )
120
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
𝑧3 (𝑠) = −
ℎ𝑡 8 −
ℎ𝑡 7 −
ℎ𝑡 6 −
ℎ𝑡 5 − ℎ𝑡 4 −
ℎ2 𝑡13 −
ℎ2 𝑡12
20160
2520
720
120
24
74131200
5702400
13
1
1
1
1
1
1
ℎ2 𝑡11 − 226800 ℎ2 𝑡10 − 181440 ℎ2 𝑡 9 − 6720 ℎ2 𝑡 8 − 840 ℎ2 𝑡 7 − 360 ℎ2 𝑡 6 − 60 ℎ2 𝑡 5 −
9979200
1 2 4
53
11
7
127
ℎ 𝑡 − 23691859200 ℎ3 𝑡15 − 1981324800 ℎ3 𝑡14 − 222393600 ℎ3 𝑡13 − 479001600 ℎ3 𝑡12 −
12
79
29
829
829
ℎ3 𝑡11 − 106748928000 ℎ3 𝑡16 − 29640619008000 ℎ3 𝑡 17 − 533531142144000 ℎ3 𝑡18 −
39916800
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ℎ3 𝑡10 −
ℎ3 𝑡 9 −
ℎ3 𝑡 8 −
ℎ3 𝑡 7 −
ℎ3 𝑡 6 −
ℎ3 𝑡 5 − ℎ3 𝑡 4
145152
181440
10080
1260
720
120
24

𝑧1 (𝑡) = −

−

⋮
So, substitute in the value of ℎ = −1 get
1

1 5
1
1
1
𝑡 + 270 𝑡 6 + 2520 𝑡 7 + 20160 𝑡 8
120
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
𝑧2 (𝑡) = 148262400 𝑡13 + 11404800 𝑡12 + 19958400 𝑡11 + 453600 𝑡10 + 362880 𝑡 9 + 40320 𝑡 8 + 5040 𝑡 7
829
829
29
53
𝑧3 (𝑡) = 533531142144000 𝑡18 + 296406190080000 𝑡17 + 106748928000 𝑡16 + 32691859200 𝑡15 +
11
1
43
1
1
𝑡14 + 55598400 𝑡13 + 479001600 𝑡12 + 1478400 𝑡11 + 403200 𝑡10
1981324800
101
101
14009
𝑧4 (𝑠) = − 416860435031040000 𝑡 23 − 18124366740480000 𝑡 22 − 202741834014720000 𝑡 21 −
36121
9487
13547
3023
𝑡 20 − 3801409387776000 𝑡19 − 1600593426432000 𝑡18 − 88921857024000 𝑡17 −
67580611338240000
677
163
23
23
𝑡16 − 100590336000 𝑡15 − 4151347200 𝑡14 − 2075673600 𝑡13
2615348736000

𝑧1 (𝑡) = 24 𝑡 4 +

⋮
Then the series solution can be written as a form
𝑧(𝑡) = 𝑧0 (𝑡) + 𝑧1 (𝑡) + 𝑧2 (𝑡) + 𝑧3 (𝑡) + 𝑧4 (𝑡) + ⋯
1
1
1
1
1
𝑧(𝑡) ≅ 24 𝑡 4 + 120 𝑡 5 + 270 𝑡 6 + 2520 𝑡 7 + 20160 𝑡 8 + ⋯
When using SCA to improve the parameter ℎ, the best result was ℎ = −1, which is the same in HAM.
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The comparison of results between HAM and HAM-SCA is shown in 3able 1 and Figure 4.
Table 3: Comparison of MAE and MSE for HAM and HAM-SCA for Example 3
Error Criteria
MSE
MAE

HAM
2.056038
0.758987

HAM-SCA
9.204092 𝐸 − 6
2.33752 𝐸 − 3

Figure 4: Illustrates the matching process between HAM, HAM-SCA, and exact solution.
Conclusion
In this work, a hybrid method SCA-HAM is implemented between the HAM and the SCA. A series of
approximate solutions in the HAM has been applied as a fitness function in the SCA to find the optimal
h parameter. The outcome of the SCA-HAM method (which contains the optimal parameter (h)) was
compared with the HAM through three examples illustrated in Tables (1-3) and Figure (2-4), where the
SCA-HAM shows a clear superiority over HAM in discovering approximate solutions through
calculating the MSE and MAE.
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Abstract. In this manuscript, the elastic electron scattering form factors and the nucleon
momentum distributions (NMD) for stable 15N and neutron halo 16N at the ground state were
reported. This was accomplished by utilizing the well-known Coherent Density Fluctuation
Model (CDFM) via the employment of fluctuation function (|F(q)|2) which is coupled with the
density distributions nuclei. The long-tail performance in the NMD at high momentum region
was further determined via experimental and theoretical fluctuation functions. The evaluated
elastic electron scattering form factors were evaluated on the bases of the density distributions
as well as the root mean square (RMS) radii for each measured nucleon. The proposed study
provides a robust correlation between the theoretical formation factors and the practical results
of 15N and 16N nuclei.
Keywords: CDFM, 15N and 16N, density distributions, RMS radii

1. Introduction
The elastic electron scattering, the density distributions, as well as RMS radii are considered as the most
fundamental quantities, which provide insights about the inner structure of both neutron and proton. These together
are known as nucleons [1-4]. Recently, several approaches have been proposed for the sole purpose to determine
the aforementioned quantities. A typical example of this is the discovery of the halo phenomenon in the stable and
exotic nuclei [4, 5]. In the case of stable nuclei, the elastic electron scattering is to be considered a dominant quantity
for investigating the nuclear structure. This can be mainly attributed to the interaction of electron with nucleus
which is attained via electromagnetic interaction [3]. Generally, a halo nucleus, since its discovery in 1985,
possesses large neutron and proton excess whereby the bounds of few outer nucleons are considered weak [6]. The
halo nature of a nucleus is principally caused by a specific effect which in turn can be attributed to a continuum
close bound state. The essential requirements for the occurrence of a halo are short-range interaction, relatively low
angular momentum and low binding energy [7]. A neutron halo is not limited to the unstable nuclei, however, it is
usually observed in exotic nuclei on a large-scale as compared to the stable nuclei. The neutron halo could also be
perceived off the β-stability line [8]. The previous studies reported that several ground state nuclei possess a halo
structure, which is in a close position to the drip-line. These halos can be one-neutron halo (11Be and 19C), twoneutron halo (14Be, 11Li, and 6He), three-neutron halo (26F) and four-neutron-halo (8He) [9-15]. Moreover, the
valence neutron can be channeled into the space near the nuclear core so that the neutron is extended with some
distance. This distance is estimated to be of higher value as compared to the typical nuclear radius. Therefore, the
angular momentum may have some influence on the halo formation which in turn leads to a probability of the sstate to be outside the core’s potential range [6, 16, 17]. However, the pandd-states possess much lower probability
to form a halo structure due to the relatively large centrifugal barrier[18].

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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As such, a number theoretical attempts were proposed to investigate the elastic electron scattering form factors as
well as the NMD. Karataglidis and Amos [19] demonstrated the transverse and longitudinal form factors from
isotopes such as He, Li, and 8Bi. Roca-Maza et al. reported a systematic investigation regarding the elastic electron
scattering of both unstable 36Ca and stable 40Ca nuclei using the phase-shift analysis model [20]. Another research
group supervised by Chu, Y. et al, also considered the elastic electron scattering of S and O isotopic chains in which
they stated that the phase-shift analysis model is capable of reproducing the data obtained experimentally for both
heavy and light nuclei [21]. Lately, Hamodi et al. revealed the calculation of the NMD and elastic electron scattering
for odd and even p-shell nuclei using CDFM [22]. In this theory, which is an original effort of Antonov et al.[23],
the NMD as well as nucleon density distributions (NDD) can only be linked and consequently expressed of the
available weight function, |()| , obtained experimentally. The same research group examined the NMD of some
stable and unstable nuclei (4He, 16O, 12C, 40Ca, 39K, and 48Ca) expressed via weight function by means of NDD
using the two-parameter fermi (2pF) model [24, 25]. The elastic electron scattering and NMD were observed for
1p-shell, sd-shell, as well as fp-shell nuclei through the CDFM framework [2, 26, 27]. Another study conducted by
Ridha et al. reported the investigation of the NDD and elastic charge form factors of 11Be, 19C, 11Li, 8B, 17Ne,
4He, 12C and 16O nuclei using Woods Saxon single-particle radial wave function. The outcomes were compared
with harmonic-oscillator potential [28-31]. They found that the utilized Wood Saxon single-particle wave function
is in a good agreement with stable and exotic nuclei experimental data. In the same framework, the NDD was also
examined alongside the elastic electron scattering for 48Ca and 40Ca nuclei[32]. In this attempt, the study is
conducted to explore the elastic electron scattering form factors, density distributions, and RMS radius of stable
15Nandneutron halo 16N nuclei via neutron halo outside the core utilizing two approaches namely CDFM and 2pF.

2.Theory
A single body operator’s NDD can be expressed as demonstrated in Equation (1).

4(2 + 1)| |
(1)
() =  ∑

whereby the state n nucleon occupation probability is represented by , (closed-shell nuclei:
= 0  1; and
open-shell nuclei:0 <  ), while  is the single-particle harmonic oscillator wave functionradial part.
The NDD of 15N and 16N nuclei represented at the 2s1d-shell end is derived based on a particular hypothesis by
which an occupied shell core is existed (1s as well as 1p) and the nucleon occupation numbers in 2s and 1d shells
are equal to (4-α ), and (A-20+α1), respectively. Meanwhile, it is in a simple shell model (4) and (A-20). Using
this assumption with Equation (1), the form of the analytical NDD is given as:
 ⁄ 





!

#

$



() =
(2)
10 −   + 2 () + ( " −  − " % )() &
⁄  
Herein, the mass number is represented by the letter A, while b is the size parameter, α1 describes the occupation
numbers deviation of the nucleon from the shell model where α1=0 and α2 are presumed as an uncontrolled
parameter which must be adjusted to have a covenant alongside the regarded NDD experimental measurements.
Herein, the normalization condition of ρ(r) can be expressed as [31].
.
' = 4* ∫/ ()  -
(3)
The RMS radii of the nuclei is expressed as follow [31]:
.

<   >⁄ = ( 3 5 ()  -)⁄
/
(4)
At central density() = 0, the NDD at the nucleus center from Equation (2) is given as:


(0) = ⁄  610 −   7
(5)

so  becomes:


 =  610 − (0)* 8 9  7
(6)
By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (4) with some simplification:
〈  〉 =

 ?!/
6  +
!

 7
(7)
herein, the central density (0) and 〈  〉 values are obtained using the experimental values whereas the parameter
b is nominated to duplicate the RMS radii of a nucleus obtained experimentally.
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The NMD, n(k), of the nuclei is considered via two different models. One of which is calculated using the shell
model through single-particle harmonic oscillator wave functions in momentum demonstration, and it is assumed
using Equation (8) [31]:


#(!/)

@(A) = ⁄ exp(−9  A  ) 610 + 8(9A) +
(9A)C 7
(8)
/"
where the symbol k- represents the particle momentum.
In the meanwhile, the second model (NMD) is considered using the CDFM, whereby Equation (9) represents the
mixed density [33, 34].
.
(,  , ) = ∫/ |()|  (,  , )-
(9)
herein a density matrix for A nucleon distributed equivalently at radius x of the sphere can be given by [11]:
 (,  , ) = 3/ ()

F

%6GH(I) |JKJ, |7

LH | , |



M 6 −  | −  , |7

(10)

where the density is/ () = 3N⁄4*  ;kF is the Fermi momentum, given as [35]:
 

? !



$

AO () = (  / ())⁄ = ( # )⁄  = 
(11)
and M is the step function (M = 0  1). Equation (9) corresponds to an equation in a CDFM because the nuclear
material fluctuates and tries to maintain the spherical shape of the nucleus and its symmetry.
The density of the single-particle based on the diagonal element of Equation (9) can be expressed as presented in
Equation (12) [34]:
.
() =  (,  , = ) ∫/ |()|  ()-)
(12)
()
()M
(
where 
= /
− ) and the weight function can be expressed as presented in Equation (13) [23, 34]:
 RP()
(13)
|()| = P () R
Q

.

The NDD is then calculated with respect to the normalization condition:∫/ |()| = 1.
According to Equation (12) the nucleon momentum distribution can be given as [33, 34]:
.
(14)
@(A) = ∫/ |()| @ (A)-
where the Fermi -momentum distribution of all nucleons is given as,

@ (A) =  *  M(AO () − |A|)
(15)
and using weight function and Equations (13 and 14) the nucleon momentum in CDFM can be expressed as:
$⁄L

$
$

(16)
@STOU (A) = (  ) V6 ∫/ () " - − (L )C (L )X
!

R L
.
)

With a normalized condition: N = ∫ @STOU (A) (

For the target nucleus form factor F (q), the expression in coherent density fluctuation model can be given as [33,
34]:

Y(Z) = ∫ |()| Y(Z, )-
(17)
!
Where the uniform charge density distribution is represented as F (q, x) that reflects the scattering event in CDFM
with amplitude is a superposition of all charge distribution, which can be expressed as,
!

Y(Z, ) = ([) V

\]^([)
−
([)

cos(Z)X

(18)

Equation (18) must be multiplied by a correction of free nucleon finite-size form factor (same protons and neutrons)
and center of mass form factor. This eliminates the false state appears from the indication of the mass center. These
form corrections can be expressed as follow [31]:
/.[

 [

Y_` (Z) = exp 6
7 b@- Ydf (Z) = exp 6 ! 7
(19)
!
2
The weight function (|f(x)| ) is obtained using the estimatedNDDfrom2pF model by which the experimental elastic
electron scattering was utilized as an input quantity. Consequently, the theoretical value of the mention elastic
electron scattering was also used as a comparison point.
Wood-Saxon function for the density of 2pF is given by [27]
PQ
d () =
(20)
ghij(d ⁄k)
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So, the weight function will be:
 P

Q
|()| =
(1 + exp( − l ⁄m)) exp( − l⁄m)
(21)
!k
If Equation (2) inserted into the equation of weight function (13), an analytical expression cab be acquired as,
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3. Results and discussion
Table 1: The parameters used in the determination of nuclear density.
Nucle
c
z
b
r(t)
i
(fm)
(fm)
(fm)
(fm-3)
15
N
2.638
0.520
1.710
0.2698
16
N
2.692
0.523
1.72
0.2673


1.6586
1.7050

3.1 Root mean square radii
The proton, neutron (Rp and Rn) and the matter RMS radii of the core and halo are generally evaluated using the
harmonic oscillator radial wave function potential or radial wave function of Wood-Saxon potential, respectively.
The Rp and Rn matter RMS radii obtain educing Equation (4) are summarized in Table (2). As presented in Table
(2), the Rp, Rn matter RMS radii exhibited small differences in15N and 16N nuclei. It is noteworthy mentioning that
the only input in the utilized densities calculation is the matter radii(f ).Table (2) tabulates the calculated charge
RMS radius for both 15N and 16N nuclei with the corresponding available experimental values using previously
published data [36]. The obtained results of 15N are in an upright agreement with the reported data, while the
evaluated values of 16N RMS radius are relatively smaller.
Table 2: RMS radius values of proton and neutron compared with experimental data.

Nuclei
15

N

16

N

RMS radius(fm)
Present work
Experimental
2.426
2.42∓0.10
[36]
2.479
2.50∓0.10
[36]

RMS present work
Proton
Neutron
2.4084
2.431
3.743

3.85

3.2 Density distributions
The density distributions analysis of both 15N and 16N nuclei are presented in this section using 2pF model, as
expressed in Equation (20). The main reason for these nuclei to be selected is the unavailability of experimental
density distributions data[24]. In the current study, the density distributions is calculated based on two parameters
one of which is nucleus radius (c), while another is the skin thickness (z). The NDD is based primarily on the (c)
value, particularly when the value of (c)is greater than the nuclei RMS radius. Herein, the (c) value rises as the mass
number increases, particularly when the nuclear core and halo skin thicknesses are considered constant. This can
be clearly observed from Table (1) and (2).
The 15N nucleus density distributions were presumed through the consideration of the nucleus as a core and
consequently evaluating its density distribution; assuming to be of similar shape to the Wood-Saxon alongside the
0.65 fm as the diffuseness parameter. The signal-neutron wave function can be estimated through solving
Schrodinger formula which in turn can be solved using Wood-Saxon and/or Coulomb potentials; this can be
advantageous in attaining a precise separation energies of the neutron, which corresponds to 1p, 2s as well as 1d
orbitals. The total density distributions were obtained by adding the so-called nucleus as a core and the wave
function parts. Similarly, 16N analysis was conducted assuming that a single neutron and 15N core are composed.
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The distribution of the cores was noticed to be practically indistinguishable. The 15N and 16N density distributions
are very alike, yet the single-neutron of 15N ranges was found to be considerably high-spaced because of the
relatively small separation energy of the neutron (0.108 MeV). It should be mentioned that the corresponding energy
separation of the neutron value for 16N being 0.248 MeV. Figure 1 (a and b) illustrates the NDD for both 15N and
16N nuclei as a function of the distance (r) in fm. The solid curves in Figure 1 are calculated theoretically using
Equation (2), while the dotted curves are the experimental NDD data of the 2pF. The two curves showed the same
behavior in falling as r increases in the region of the single-neutron.

Figure 1: The evaluated nucleon density distributions for both 15N (a) and 16N (b) nuclei. The core 15N is
considered for 16N, while the halo single-neutron is represented separately. The experimentally obtained nucleon
density distributions are also presented using 2pF model.
3.3 Nucleon momentum distributions
To calculate the NMD, the CDFM model is used as expressed in Equation (16). In Figure 2 (a and b), the NMD
is plotted as a function of the momentum A(v )for 15N and 16N nuclei, respectively. The NMD dotted and solid
curves are evaluated using theoretical and experimental weight function |f(x)|2, respectively. It is worth mentioning
that the general performance of the NMD at regions of high momentum (k ≥2 fm-1) for both 15N and 16N nuclei are
similar; whereby the mentioned distributions possess the properties of a long-tail which are in a well agreement
with other reported studies [27-30]. The long-tail in Figure (2), attained using CDFM, is correlated with that of high
densities ρx(r), Equation (12). This particular hypothesis concludes that 15N and 16N nuclei fluctuation function
|f(x)|2 is relatively minor, and these outcomes are in an upright agreement with other data obtained experimentally
[25].
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Figure 2: The NMD versus k for 15N “(a) and 16N (b) nuclei. The curve with red circles is the evaluated NMD
which is expressed using CDFM, while the black solid curve is the evaluated NMD using Equation (8).
3.4 Elastic form factors
The nuclei electron scattering quantity provides good insights about the nucleus charge and size distributions.
The presented results in Figure 3, calculated in the framework of CEDM according to Equation (18), are plotted as
a function of momentum transfer q (fm-1) for 15N and 16N nuclei. The solid as well as dotted curve in Figure 3 (a
and b) are the evaluated results with the correction form included and excluded of the finite-size nucleon and mass
center using Equation (19), respectively. Elastic form factors experimental data are plotted as solid circles for the
considered nuclei. Figure 3 (a and b) elucidates the form factors obtained experimentally of 15N and 16N nuclei
which are considered to be in good agreement with those obtained theoretically. The corrections of the form factor
(red dotted curve) showed a slight reduction in comparison to the presented calculation prior to the corrections
(solid black curve). The presented correction of the form factor is closer to the experimental values.

Figure 3: The charge form factors squared for elastic electron scattering for 15N (a) and 16N (b) nuclei as a
function of the momentum transfer.
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4.Conclusion
In the present study, the charge density distributions using 2pF model for 15Nand 16N were reported.
Furthermore, using the obtained density distributions, the form factors were also evaluated which in turn
suggested that the form factor depends on the density distributions and RMS radii. It was observed from
the current investigation that the differences between neutron and proton RMS radii for each nuclei are
small which agreed with experimental data. The ground state nucleon and matter densities of stable 15N
and exotic neutron halo nuclei 16N were estimated using the CDFM. The long-tail feature performance
at the high momentum region of the NMD was demonstrated utilizing both experimental and theoretical
weight functions. The perceived nuclei electron scattering form factors in the current study are wellreproduced using the current evaluation throughout the momentum transfer value (q).
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Abstract. A fertilizer has increase production and becomes a necessary tool that uses in
agriculture. Different amount of uranium and thorium are including in the fertilizers that mean
natural nuclide will be concentrated in high values. In this work, seventeen samples of commonly
used fertilizer in Iraqi markets were collected and determine the specific activities of radiation
238
U, 232Th, and 40K using a technique of gamma-ray spectroscopy NaI(Tl) detector. The
concentration of these nuclides has average values (79.66±0.41Bq/kg, 30.52±0.31Bq/kg, and
181.27±2.91 Bq/kg) comparing with worldwide limitation (35Bq/kg, 35Bq/kg, and 350 Bq/kg),
respectively. So the concentration of 238U nuclei greater than its global limit. The radiological
hazards of all samples as radium equivalent activity (Raeq), external (H ex) and internal (Hin),
alpha and gamma indices, and annual effective dose, due to the presence of these radionuclides,
were calculated to assess it hazards and by the statistical study that using SPSS program one can
mark the relations between all hazards indices.
Keywords: Radionuclide, Fertilizer, NaI(TI) detector, hazard indices, Cluster statistic.

1. Introduction.
Residents were exposed to naturally occurring radionuclides which are found in various sources, among
them fertilizers that are used in agriculture. The use of fertilizers in agriculture gives good information
to hand out the specific activities of 238U, 232Th, and 40K in the environment. All corps need to grow up
quickly, easily, and healthy. With some steroids as fertilizers in reasonably priced application depending
on the soil type and its fertility where some crops do not require fertilizer as legumes, one can get what
is desirable. Fertilizers are solid and liquid, the solid fertilizer is mostly inorganic as urea, di-ammonium,
phosphate, and potassium chloride. The solid shape either granulate or powder that composed mainly of
nitrogen (N), potassium (K), and phosphorus (P). However, the extensive use of fertilizers can increase
environmental effects. The increasing consumption of it can affect soil, surface, and ground waters
because of the dispersion of element using. Many studies have shown that agricultural fertilizers contain
varying amounts of natural radioactive material [1-3]. The radioactive elements that imply fertilizers
differ in amount depending on their concentration such as Uranium-238. As the concentration increase
of the natural radionuclides in fertilizers, the risk of human health from this nuclide increases.
The use of natural fertilizers in wide-ranging Iraqi markets may lead to the distribution of
radionuclide elements in the agricultural areas that will become a source of radioactivity decay. This
phenomenon may lead to potential radiation hazards due to external exposure to gamma and alpha
particles (external and internal) radiation by workers in factories where fertilizer produced, formers, or
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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residents of forms. In several markets, there are several types of fertilizers used in agriculture as diammonium phosphate and nitrogen urea, and so on. Their concentrations must be measured in fertilizer
to specify the safe employment of fertilizers. The concentration of radium and uranium contentment in
the soil is increasing the radiation dose and absorbed dose in the human body which leads to unwanted
health prohibitions.
This evaluation aims to build a level for concentrations of radioactive nuclei in used samples and
find a correlation between concentrations and radioactive parameters comparing with word limits.
Besides, existing a relationship between activity concentration and hazard index using statistical
methods( cluster, Pearsons, and descriptive).

2. Material and Methods:
Sample collection: Seventeen samples of the most available types of fertilizers in local markets in
Iraq were collected and prepared to measure the natural activity. The type samples are listed in Table
1 where each plastic bag is labeled by its name.
Table 1. The details of the fertilizer sample under test.
Samples name
Fertilizer 1
Fertilizer 2
Fertilizer 3
Fertilizer 4
Fertilizer 5
Fertilizer 6
Fertilizer 7
Fertilizer 8
Fertilizer 9
Fertilizer 10
Fertilizer 11
Fertilizer 12
Fertilizer 13
Fertilizer 14
Fertilizer 15
Fertilizer 16
Fertilizer 17

Sample
code
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15
F16
F17

Type

Origin

O-DAP Micronutrients
K-Humate
(N-13, P-22, K-18)
Nitrogen -Urea
Nitrogen -Urea
Nitrogen -Urea
Phosphate daimonian
Phosphate daimonian
N-P component
Compost
Nitrogen -Urea (EFC)
Nitrogen -Urea
Potassium Nitrate (NP)
Potassium Nitrate (NP)
Potassium Nitrate (NP)
NPK
NPK
NPK

Iraqi (Kufa)
Iraqi (Kufa)
Iraqi (Basra)
Ukrainian
Iranian
Jordanian
Jordanian
Iraqi (Basra)
Iraqi (municipal)
Egyptian
Egyptian
Jordanian
Chinese
Saudi Arabia
Germania
Tunisian
United States

2.1 Sample preparation
The collected sample underwent to milling process for 2 hours with a porcelain mill with different
sizes of porcelain balls. The result powder sieving by 2mm meshes to get rid of the coarse suspended
material with sample and obtain a homogenous sample free from impurities that may affect on
measuring process. The samples dried in the controlled oven at 100 oC to remove the moisture and have
a constant weight then cooled in desiccators. The sample was left in preservative bags (polyethylene
plastic sealed bag) for about 28 days to reach the secular equilibrium condition between 238U and 232Th
long-lived radionuclides and its parent daughters. To measure the background radiation of the
environment, the homogeneous samples were transported to a new sealed bag and left for about 30 days.
2.2 Measurements
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Measurements of natural radioactivity have been done using the gamma-ray spectrometer that
includes a multichannel analyzer connected with NaI(Tl) detector. The led cylinder was used to protect
the detector and reduced the background level by a factor of about 95%, while the energy calibration
was made for the detector by two source 137Cs (0.662 MeV) and 60Co (1.333 MeV).
Spectroscopy analysis: The activity concentrations of radionuclide were determined in Bq/Kg. The
activity of 40k was determined from peak energy of gamma at 1460 KeV, while for 238U and 232Th
determine from the secular equilibrium and their progenies (214Pb and 214Bi) at energies 295.2 KeV and
315.9 KeV, respectively. The counting time that converting count/s to activity unit (Bq/kg) is19000s.
3. Result and Discussion
3.1 Results
Activity Concentration: The amount of radioactivity in the sample can be determined by the activity
concentration as a specific activity following the relation from [4]

A i ( Bq / kg ) =

C i − B .G .
 M s PT

(1)

Where Ci is counting net area under the photo peaks, i represents the fertilizer sample, (B.G.) is
background count below,  denotes absolute energy efficiency for the detector at a specific energy of
gamma, (Pγ) is an absolute γ- transition or emission probability of the specific gamma-ray,(T) is the
measurement time of counting inside the detector in(s) and (Ms) is dry of each sample weighted mass in
the container in (kg). The specific activities of 238U, 232Th, and 40K and their corresponding uncertainties
for samples are represented in Table 2. 40K concentration has value dominated for several samples. The
variation in values of concentrations of the radionuclide may due to the chemical formula of fertilizers.
The values and average values of each nuclide are shown in fig. (1). The Uranium concentration average
value (79.66 Bq/kg) above the global limit, while for 232Th and 40K (30.52 and 181.27 Bq/kg) are less
than the worldwide recommended limits reported by UNSCEAR (2008) [5] (35, 35, and 370 Bq/kg,
respectively). The variation coefficient shows some data with relatively high and lower values. The high
values represent a heterogeneous distribution for data while the lower relatively values indicated
homogeneous distribution.
Table 2. Radionuclide specific activity in fertilizer samples.
Sample
code
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
F13
F14
F15

Specific Activity in (Bq/kg)
238

U
131.18 ± 1.26
108 ± 0.83
173.98± 1.43
14.9±0.38
6.9 ± 0.1
16.18 ± 0.19
12.27 ± 0.37
165.81 ± 1.27
7.82 ± 0.20
208.61 ± 2.31
181.97 ± 1.01
20.22 ± 0.19
79.19 ± 0.34
84.10 ± 0.56
72.43 ± 0.56

232

Th
72.17 ± 0.64
64.41 ± 0.38
62.16 ± 0.45
33.45±1.02
8.6 ± 0.21
4.02 ± 0.09
6.34 ± 0.32
11.21 ± 0.51
11.93 ± 0.18
50.14 ± 0.41
18.73 ± 0.23
17.91 ± 0.31
31.82 ± 0.46
22.53 ± 0.23
121.18 ± 0.58

3

40

K
83.233 ± 2.91
480.16 ± 3.28
362.77 ± 2.15
282.49±1.94
21.3 ± 1.16
57.69 ± 1.34
33.18 ± 2.38
496 ± 0.87
33.27 ± 0.42
22.90 ± 1.24
17.65 ± 0.43
47.81 ± 1.13
1024 ± 8.12
402.6 ± 12.18
418..17 ± 9.66
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F16
F17
ave.

28.57 ± 1.13
42.16 ± 0.76
79.66±0.41

7.82 ± 0.13
63.37 ± 1.01
30.52±0.31

35.16 ± 0.17
184.76 ± 2.84
181.27±2.91

Fig. 1. Represent the concentration of specific activity of the samples with average values for each
nuclide.
Table 3. The partial correlations between the specific activities.
238

Control Variables
U
Correlation
232
Th
Correlation
40
K
Correlation

U
1
0.427
0.278

238

232

Th
0.427
1
0.398

40

K
0.278
0.398
1

From Table 3, it is clear that the correlation between three radionuclides is linear and in Table 4 the
differences in the activity values were clear from the arithmetic mean (AM) where the highest value for
Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of the main radionuclides underestimation.
Min. Max.
Sum
AM
S.D.
Variance Skewness Kurtosis
value value
U
17
202
7
209
1354 79.66
69.693
4857.04
0.600
-1.116
Th
17
68
4
72
552 32.46
24.823
616.197
0.451
-1.559
K
17
478
18
496
3082 181.27 181.704 33016.37
0.724
-1.265
40
K (181.27 Bq/kg) and lowest one for 232Th (32.46 Bq/kg). To measure the degree of asymmetry tail
distribution.

Radionuclide

N

Range

of the radionuclide, the skewness has positive values and near zero, while the kurtosis has negative
values, i.e. the distribution follows the normal one.
Radiological Hazards Effects Evaluation: Different radiological indices were estimated to
determine the hazard of natural radioactivity in samples. The calculated values were compared with the
universal values that represent safety limits.

3.1.1 Radium Equivalent Activity Appreciation
Since the distribution of radionuclide is not uniform with real activity level in the samples, the
radium equivalent (Raeq) is a single radiological hazard index need to determine because of its ability to
give a good explaining of radiation protection for human comparing the limits of fertilizer that must be
maximum less than 370 Bq/kg to keep the dose of gamma-ray below 1.5 mSv y−1 (UNSCEAR, 2000)
[6]. The main formula to compute this parameter is [7]:
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Raeq = AU + (1.43ATh ) + (0.077AK )

(2)

whereAU, ATh, and AK are uranium, thorium, and potassium concentrations, respectively. The above
equation is based on the assumption that 370 Bq kg−1 of 226Ra, 259 Bq/kg of 232Th, and
4810 Bq kg−1 of 40K produce the same gamma-ray dose rate. The radium equivalent is related to both
the external γ-dose and the internal α-dose from radon and its progeny. Fig. (2) represented the
frequency distribution where analysis has been done for all samples and showed a normal (bell-shaped)
distribution.

Fig. 2. (a) bar chart (b) normal distribution shapes of Ra(eq) for all samples.

3.1.2 Absorbed Dose and Effective Dose Appreciation
The use of fertilizers in agriculture is a possible source of exposure for the workers in sites and that
may increase radionuclide exposure. By applying the following relation one can convert the measured
activities of U, Th, and K into doses according to UNSCEAR, 2000 [7] using the same factors to give
the absorbed gamma rate in the air at 1m above the ground level[9]:
(3)
Dabs (nGyh −1 ) = (0.462AU ) + (0.621ATh ) + (0.042AK )
The results were shown in Table 2 and figure (3). the limit recommended by UNSCEAR (2000) [7.]
The estimation of annual effective dose (AEDE) according to UNSCER(2008) [5]it must be taken
into account by converting the coefficients from (Dabs in nGy.h-1)) in the air using conversion factor (0.7
Sv Gy-1) to (AEDE in mSv.y-1) with indoor occupancy factor (fraction of time spent indoor (0.8) and
outdoor (0.2)). The AEDE from gamma radiation from 226Ra, 232Th, and 40k in the fertilize samples was
calculated from [5]:
(4)
AEDE (mSv ) = Dabs (nGyh −1 )  8760h O C (mSv/ nGy)
Where O is the occupancy factor and C is the absorbed to the effective dose conversion factor for
adults (0.7 x 10-6Sv/Gy). AEDE in all samples for gamma radiation from natural nuclide is varied from
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to with mean value of, as shown in table()all studied samples of fertilizers are less than the recommended
limiting value of 480 μSv y−1 [5].

Fig. 3. Absorption Dose values with their average value.

3.1.3. Gamma-ray Index
This index is used to estimate the hazard level of gamma radiation from the fertilizer samples that
may harmful by damaging the human body cells. This index limitation according to European
Commission Guidelines [8] must be ( 2  I   6 ) when increasing the annual effective dose to 1mSvy1

[9] while

I   0.5

corresponding to 0.3mSvy-1and

I   0.5

corresponding to 1 mSvy-1. It can be

calculated from [10]:

I =

AU ATh
A
+
+ K
300 200 3000

(5)

The results and average value are represented in Table 2 and Fig. 4. Four samples from all the
measured samples had a radioactivity level index of more than 1, which lead to avoid using because
give an exposure effective dose of more than 1mSvy-1 for whom to deal with this production.

3.1.4. Internal Level Radiation Index (Alpha Radioactivity)
When radon gas is released from samples there is an alpha particle were emitted causes alpha
radiation. The index I  can be calculated from [11]:

I =

AU
200

(6)

It should be less than the maximum permissible value of Iγ for radium concentration 200 Bq/kg. This
index must be less than unity and the results of fertilizes samples show varied values from 0.0345 to
1.043 with a mean value less than 1. The higher sample value is F10 (Nitrogen -Urea (EFC).
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Fig. 4. Radiation hazard indices with limitations and average values.

3.2 Radio hazard indices
Analysis of various known radiological health hazard indicators in radiological studies were used
to find a safer conclusion. To assess the radiation risk associated with tested samples, the following
indicators were identified.

3.2.1 External and internal hazard indices
To provide information about safe levels of internal exposure to radon and its daughter that have a
short-life, the internal index (Hin) must be in the value less than one to keep the radiation hazards low.
The index can calculate from [12]
𝐴𝑢
𝐴𝑇ℎ
𝐴𝐾
𝐻𝑖𝑛 = (185
) + ( 259
) + 4810
(7)
The external index (Hex) is an assessment of the natural risks of gamma and is used to evaluate the
radioactivity of a substance. Hex represents exposure to external radiation associated with gamma from
radionuclide. This index evaluated as following and should also less than one UNSCEAR (2000) [7]:
𝐴𝑢
𝐴
𝐴
) + ( 𝑇ℎ ) + 𝑘
370
259
4810

𝐻𝑒𝑥 = (

(8)

3.2.2. Excess Lifetime Cancer Risk (ELCR)
The probability of cancer developing over a lifetime human at a certain exposure level. This
indicator gives a value of expected numbers of cancers in limiting people's numbers when exposed to
specific carcinogenic at a specific dose. An increase in ELCR led to increase in developing leukemia,
breast, and prostate cancer. The ELCR can be evaluated using the equation [13]:
𝐸𝐿𝐶𝑅 = 𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐸) × 𝐷𝐿 × 𝑅

(9)

Where DL is the duration of life (approximately 66 years) and RF is a fatal cancer risk factor in (Sv) with a value of 0.05 as in ICRP-60 [15].
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Fig. 5. Excess Lifetime Cancer Risks with the average value.

3.2.3. Activity utilization index (AUI)
The calculation of absorbed dose in the air can be active by using a transfer factor. For this purpose,
the activity utilization index building up and calculated using the relation [14]:
AU 50(Bq / kg )f U + ATh 50(Bq / kg )fTh + A K 500(Bq / kg )f K
(10)
Where fU, fTh, and fK are the fraction contributions to the total dose rate in the air because of gamma
radiation from the studied natural radionuclide fU = 8.09%, fTh = 47.98%, and fK = 43.92%. The main
limitation of this index is less than 2 for the annual effective dose(AEDE) (<0.3 mSy/y) [15]. The sample
F15 recorded the highest value for this index (3.207) while the average value within the limit.

3.2.4. Clark value 232Th/238U concentration ratio
This ratio will give an indicator for the samples collected from a markets regions have either higher
or lower uranium concentration to be economic for uranium mining and extraction UNSCEAR(2000).

Fig. 6. Th /U ratio.

3.3 Statistical Analysis
To understand the multivariate correlations between radionuclide concentrations and other
parameters, Pearsons, descriptive and cluster technique analysis had been carried out through the "
Statistical Program of the Social Science (SPSS/PC-IBM) [16].
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3.3.1 Pearson's Coefficient Matrix
This method measure the linear relationship between any two continuous parameters. From Table
5, significant correlation is in the bold (") represent the good correlations lies among (0.5) and (1)
between any two-parameter and the table show high positive correlations with perfect monotonic
relation coefficient (1). The high values correlation of AEDE (in, out) with other parameters was
represented while238U has a weak correlation with 40K and AUI. The negative sign in the matrix appears
just for Th/U parameter that means the three parameters (Th, ELCR, and AUI) are in the opposite
direction.
Table 5. Pearson's correlation coefficient matrix for radionuclide and the determined hazard indices
of measured parameters.
code

238U

232Th

40K

Raeq

D

1
.407
.709**
.695**
.612**
.736**
.606**
.295
.569*
.664**
.564*
.650**
-.315

1
.364
.388
.618**
.607*
.614**
.452
.529*
.610**
.739**
.518*
.218

1
.998**
.613**
.656**
.551*
.668**
.818**
.672**
.414
.342
.303

1
.622**
.665**
.561*
.684**
.825**
.680**
.433
.351
.331

AEDE AEDE
in
out

Iγ

Iα

Hin

Hex

ELCR

AUI

1
.422
.873**
.988**
.912**
.606**
.065

1
.636**
.499*
.417
.148
.572*

1
.928**
.702**
.456
.343

1
.877**
.596*
.127

1
.595*
-.039

1
-.216

Th /
U

238U

1
.441
40K
.289
Raeq
.900**
D
.900**
AEDEin .567*
AEDEout .603*
Iγ
.504*
Iα
.695**
Hin
.841**
Hex
.624**
ELCR
.268
AUI
.162
Th / U
.582*
232Th

1
.987**
.995**
.467
.906**
.995**
.900**
.575*
.112

1
.986**
.487
.931**
.996**
.877**
.637**
.104

1

3.3.2. Cluster analysis
Hierarchical cluster analysis is the method used by grouping similar radiometric characters [17] that
fall into the same class to have a clear up for the relationships between all parameters and find optimal
grouping within each group, and calculate the Euclidean distance for each parameter. The cluster
statistics performed based on Pearson's correlation coefficient by the dendrogram shown in Fig. 7
according to Uranium concentration were parameters grouped in the cluster as it present in a population
that can be divided into clusters to get the whole population information. It is clear in Fig. 7 there are
three clusters, the first represented by samples (1,2,3,4,5 and 6), the second for ( 7,8,9, and 10), and the
third cluster for equal clusters (11,12,13,14,15 and 16). These groups have different areas.
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Fig. 7. Dendrogram using Centroid Linkage for classifying parameters with uranium concentration in
the fertilizer samples.

3.3.3. Descriptive statistics analysis
From Table 6 the 40K concentration present high average value (496 Bq/kg) than other parameters
and twice the uranium average value (209 Bq/kg) with variation coefficient (33.01%), less variation for
232
Th (6.16%). This variation coefficient represents the dispersion of the data compared with other
parameters variation uranium reach 48.57%.
Table 6. Descriptive statics of the parameters.

238

U
Th
40
K
Raeq
D
AEDE in
AEDE out
Igamma
Ialpha
Hin
Hex
ELCR
AUI
Th/U
232

N

Min.

17
17
17
17
17
17
16
17
17
17
17
17
17
17

7
4
18
21
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Descriptive Statistics
Variance
Max. Mean
S.D.
%
209
79.66
69.693
48.57
72
32.46
24.823
6.16
496 181.27 181.704
33.01
298 142.29 101.588
10.32
140
66.65
47.688
22.74
1
.43
.365
.001
0
.10
.088
.008
2
.68
.615
.378
1
.36
.306
.093
1
.67
.532
.283
1
.49
.394
.155
1
.30
.313
.098
3
.93
.924
.854
15
3.24
3.731
1.39

Skewness

Kurtosis

.600
.451
.724
.199
.151
.867
.759
1.189
.685
.077
.651
1.146
1.441
2.328

-1.116
-1.559
-1.265
-1.478
-1.549
.252
.338
1.356
-.874
-1.957
-.191
.538
1.647
5.666

4. Conclusion
Natural radioactivity of 238U, 232Th, and 40K in different types of fertilizers was measured. The
average specific activities in samples are in the global limits unless the238U is higher than the
recommended limit of UNSCEAR 2008. (35Bq/kg). The radiological hazard indices measurement
includes radium equivalent activities, external and internal indexes, gamma index, absorbed radiation,
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and annual effective doses of the fertilizers. From all of these results, we deduce that the number of
fertilizers that showed high radioactivity should be decreased and used with precautions.
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Abstract. In the present work, the specific activity of different types of milk powder samples
from various foreign origins in the local markets was studied. For this purpose, (HPGe) detector
was used. The results showed that Miedo sample (Jordanian origin) had the highest quantities of
AU, ATh and Ak equal to respectively (18.690, 25.070 and 183.500) Bq/kg respectively. All the
specific activity and parameters are less than their corresponding allowed limits, and hence no
health risk they possess.
Keywords: milk powder samples, specific activities, (HPGe) detector.

1. Introduction
Radionuclides in air or water may also input food chain. For instance, plants are capable of absorbing
radionuclides from water in the same way of absorbing different minerals. When humans and animals
drink water, some of the radionuclides in the water will remain in their bodies. Radionuclides from air
may settle on the surface of plants. When animals consume the plants, they ingest the radionuclides that
have settled from air or have been absorbed from the water. Animals and plants that will eventually be
food for humans thus provide a pathway for radionuclides to move via the environment to humans [1].
Milk products and milk are important components of diet in many countries. Milk is one of the few
foods produced over large areas and collected on a daily basis. Its composition is almost identical all
over the world, and it is easy to collect a representative specimen that can be analyzed in dried or liquid
forms [2]. Milk is likely to be contaminated by radioactive. Contamination of milk can be greatest when
cows are grazing, but even if cows are kept indoors, contamination of milk may also occur by means of
inhalation of radionuclides [3].

2.

Experimental part

2.1. High purity germanium system (HPGe)
In the present study, (HPGe) detector with energy resolution of (2.6 keV) at energy (1332.6 keV) for
60
Co and efficiency of 40% was used. The high purity N-type semiconductor detector with (3×3) inch
was used to study the characteristics of geometry closed end coaxial. (HPGe) detector is kept cold by
immersing it in a liquid-nitrogen vessel at (-196°C) to reduce the leakage current to the acceptable levels.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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The detector is surrounded by lead shield of about 10 cm thickness in order to reduce the background
radiation.

Figure 1. (HPGe) system

2.2. Radiation Hazard indices Calculation
activity concentrations[5]:

A=

NET
 * I * m * t

NET: net peak area under the specific peak corrected for the background
A: activity concentrations of the sample with unit Bq/kg,  : Energy efficiency,
m: mass of sample (kg),
t: measurement time (7200 sec.).
Radium Equivalent (Raeq)[5]:
Raeq (Bq/kg) = (1.43ATh) + (0.077AK ) + (AU)
Where:
AU, ATh and AK are the specific activity concentrations of U-238, Th-232 and K-40 respectively.
2.2.3 Absorbed Dose Rate (DƔ) [6]:
Dɣ (nGy/h) = 0.604ATh + 0.462AU + 0.0417AK
Annual Effective Dose Equivalent [7]:
(AED) in (mSv/y)= Dɣ (nGy/h)×10-6×8760 h/y×0.80×0.7Sv/Gy
(AED)out (mSv/y)= Dɣ (nGy/h)×10-6×8760 h/y×0.20×0.7Sv/Gy
External (Hex) and Internal (Hin) Hazard Indices [8]:

AU ATh
A
+
+ K ≤1
185 259 4810
A
A
A
H ex = U + Th + K ≤ 1
370 259 4810

H in =

Activity gamma Index (Iɣ) [9]:

Iγ =

AU
A
A
+ Th + K
300 200 3000
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3. Results and Conclusions
The aftereffects of the present work were outlined in Table 1. The most elevated estimation of AU,
ATh and Ak was found in Nido sample (Jordanian origin) to be (18.690, 25.070 and 183.500) Bq/kg
respectively. While, the lowest estimation of AU, ATh and Ak was found in Ancor sample (New Zealand
origin) to be (9.420, 10.190 and 76.260) Bq/kg respectively. Figure (2) shows the average estimation of
(20.785±3.6 Bq/kg and 24.695±3.3 Bq/kg), respectively. The present outcomes have demonstrated that
the estimations of AU, ATh and Ak in fertilizer samples were less than the recommended values of (35,
30 and 400) Bq/kg respectively [10].
The most elevated estimation of the parameters [Raeq, DƔ, (AED) in, (AED) out, Hin, Hex and Iɣ] was found
in Ancor sample to be (29.864 Bq/kg, 13.687 nGy/h, 0.067 mSv/y, 0.017 mSv/y, 0.106, 0.081 and 0.108)
respectively. While the lowest estimation of the parameters [Raeq, DƔ, (AED)in, (AED)out, Hin and Iɣ] was
found in Nido sample to be (68.670 Bq/kg, 31.429 nGy/h, 0.154 mSv/y, 0.039 mSv/y, 0.236, 0.185 and
0.249) respectively, and with an average estimation of (49.025 Bq/kg, 22.411 nGy/h, 0.11 mSv/y, 0.027
mSv/y, 0.167, 0.132 and 0.178) respectively. All the values of the specific activity and parameters were
less than their corresponding allowed limits, and hence no health risk is considered.

Figure 2. Specific activity of (238U, 232Th and 40K) for all studied milk powder samples
Table 1. Specific activities of 238U, 232Th and 40K with some other parameters [Raeq , DƔ,(AED) in,(AED)out , Hin ,
Hex and Iɣ] in all milk powder samples
Milk

Origin

U-238

Th-232

K-40

Raeq

DƔ

type

Hazard index

(A.E.D)
Indoor
Ein

Outdoor
Eout

Hin

Hex

IƔ

Dielac
UAE
Nactalia France
Nido Nethorland

14.64
12.33
14.45

18.43
15.65
16.42

103.52
113.83
161.45

48.966
43.474
50.362

22.212
19.896
23.326

0.109
0.098
0.114

0.027
0.024
0.029

0.172
0.151
0.175

0.132
0.117
0.136

0.175
0.157
0.184

New
Zealand
Novielac Germany

9.42

10.19

76.26

29.864

13.687

0.067

0.017

0.106

0.081

0.108

9.83

20.51

113.74

47.917

21.672

0.106

0.027

0.156

0.129

0.173

Ancor

AlMudhish
Sunny

Oman

13.43

18.62

132.92

50.291

22.994

0.113

0.028

0.172

0.136

0.182

France

9.43

16.35

117.25

41.839

19.121

0.094

0.023

0.138

0.113

0.152

Guigoz

Feliben

15.13

21.14

125.89

55.054

25.008

0.123

0.031

0.190

0.149

0.198
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Origin

Milk

U-238

Th-232

K-40

Raeq

DƔ

type

Hazard index

(A.E.D)
Indoor
Ein

Outdoor
Eout

Hin

Hex

IƔ

Hana

Iraq

10.37

20.86

176.83

53.816

24.764

0.121

0.030

0.173

0.145

0.198

Miedo

Jordan

18.69

25.07

183.50

68.670

31.429

0.154

0.039

0.236

0.185

0.249

Avr.

12.772

18.324

130.519

49.025

22.411

0.110

0.027

0.167

0.132

0.178

Min.

9.420

10.190

76.260

29.864

13.687

0.067

0.017

0.106

0.081

0.108

Max.

18.690

25.070

183.500

68.670

31.429

0.154

0.039

0.236

0.185

0.249

Worldwide
average [10]

35

30

400

370

55

1

1

1

1

1

4. Conclusions
The results of the present work were concerning the values of the specific activity for (238U, 232Th
and 40K) and determining the parameters [Raeq, DƔ, (AED)in, (AED)out, EAD, Iɣ, Hin and Hex]. All the above
values were found to be lower than their corresponding allowed limits.
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Abstract. In the present work, three radioactive elements of radium were used to produce radon
gas and 222Rn was measured by three different techniques (Rad-7 detector, Scout detector and
CR-39 detector). It was found that the 222Rn gas measured by Rad-7 detector is closer to the real
readings than other detectors.
Keywords: 222Rn, Scout detector, (CR-39) detector, Rad-7 detector.

1. Introduction
Exposure to 222Rn and its radioactive progeny present in the environment results in a large
contribution to an average effective dose received by human beings [1,2]. Natural 222Rn and its airborne
progeny can cause a signiﬁcant internal health hazard, especially when they build up in enclosed areas
such as houses, mines and caves. Workplaces may differ from houses in terms of building structure,
microclimatic conditions and occupancy factors. Some of the peculiarities of workplaces are: (a)
widespread use of ground floor or basements, (b) high probability of finding elevated temperatures and
high levels of humidity (c) multi-stored buildings with big entrance hall and (d) presence of air
conditioning or forced ventilation aerosols and dust. Such workplace characteristics might result in large
aerosols. Such workplace characteristics might result in large spatial and time variations of 222Rn, thus
requiring an appropriate monitoring strategy [3,4].
2. Materials and Method
Three radiating elements of radium were used as (107.85Bq, 1734.01Bq and 1734.01Bq). It was placed
in a plastic box (see figure 1). After that, Rad-7 detector, Scout detector, in addition to 10 pieces of CR39 detectors with an area of (1 cm×1 cm) were distributed within the plastic box. The measurement of
222
Rn concentration was made every 12 hours using a detector that placed inside a plastic box with (90
cm×90 cm×80 cm) dimensions, and the plastic box was sealed tightly to ensure that the radioactive 222Rn
is not escaping outside the plastic box.222Rn emitted from radium element was calculated using equation
(1) [5].:
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𝐵𝑞)
𝑑𝑎𝑦
) = [𝐴𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚 (
)] ∗ 𝑇(𝑑𝑎𝑦)
3
𝑚
𝑉𝑚3
where: Es: the 222Rn gas exposure in radium source.
ARadium: the radioactivity of 226Ra.
V: the container volume (plastic box) in m3.
𝐸𝑠 (𝐵𝑞 ∗

(1)

Figure 1. The container (plastic box), Rad-7 detector, Scout detector and CR-39 detector.
3. Results and Discussions
In the present work, 222Rn gas concentration was measured using the detectors (Rad-7, Scout and
CR-39) as seen in figure 2 , and a comparison between the results is shown in Table (1). it is noticed
that the radon concentration measured using the CR-39 detector increases with increasing the period of
exposure to radioactive sources. In addition, we noticed that the values of the Rad-7 detector are closer
to the real values of the 222Rn emitted from the radioactive radium followed by the values of the Scout
detector and then the CR-39 detector (see figure 3). Rad-7 detector was better than other detectors due
to the different measurement technology as it relies on the contrast of the gas flap.
4. Conclusion
The present work has demonstrated that theRad-7 detector is closer to the real values of the 222Rn
emitted from the radioactive radium followed by the values of the Scout detector and then the CR-39.
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Figure 2. shows all detectors using in the present work

Figure 3.

222

Rn gas concentration by using detectors (Rad-7, Scout and CR-39)

Table 1. Shows 222Rn emitted from radium source, Radon measured by Rad 7 detector , Scout detector
and CR-39 detector
222
222
Rn emitted
Rn measured 222Rn measured 222Rn measured CR-39
No.
Time (hours)
3
(source) Bq/m
Rad 7Bq/m3
Scout Bq/m3
detector Bq/m3
1
3
49299.9
80.5
34
2
6
98599.8
95.3
37
3
9
147899.7
114.5
55
-
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

12
15
18
21
24(1day)
27
30
33
36
39
42
45
48(2day)
51
54
57
60
63
66
69
72(3day)
75
78
81
84
87
90
93
96(4day)
99
102
105
108
111
114
117
120(5 day)

197199.6
246499.5
295799.4
345099.3
394399.2
443699.1
492999
542298.9
591598.8
640898.7
690198.6
739498.5
788798.4
838098.3
887398.2
936698.1
985998
1035297.9
1084597.8
1133897.7
1183197.6
1232497.5
1281797.4
1331097.3
1380397.2
1429697.1
1478997
1528296.9
1577596.8
1626896.7
1676196.6
1725497.5
1774796.4
1824096.3
1873396.2
1922696.1
1971996

122.3
138.4
143.7
150.4
155.6
162.8
171.1
179.5
187.8
193.6
200.3
208.2
212.1
222.5
236.7
249.4
260.1
277.8
289.1
301.8
312.6
341.9
352.5
365.9
372.2
386.1
397.8
421.6
422.0
442.7
458.8
467.6
485.3
493.3
511.7
523.7
547.6

60
61
64
65
69
76
77
84
89
95
102
110
116
120
123
127
131
138
144
149
158
167
176
182
188
193
197
203
208
211
218
222
230
237
244
252
263

24
65
24
42
111
114
121
161
125
142
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Abstract. This study aims to investigate the characteristics of optical fiber sensors under X-rays
radiation. The Radiation-Induced Absorption (RIA) and Radiation-Induced Refractive-Index
Change (RIRIC) in the UV-VIS domain were investigated. Single and multi-mode optical fibers
(SMFs & MMFs) have been used for this purpose. The outer diameters of these fibers were
reduced from (125 to 50 and 55µm for SMF and MMF respectively) via chemical etching process
then dipped into (3 wt % concentration) of germanium (Ge) solution to produce the sensing part
of the fibers. Due to the applied X-rays radiation, an attenuation of the spectrum and a redshift
in peak wavelength were achieved. Both sensors show good responsivity to the applied radiation
and the MMFs sensors showed higher wavelength shifting as compared to SMFs sensors.
Keywords: X- rays, optical fiber radiation sensors, Radiation-induced Absorption; RadiationInduced Refractive-Index Change; Germanium doped optical fibers.

1. Introduction
Most types of radiation are dangerous for living beings when exposed to them. For this reason,
real-time remote dose measurements have great necessity. Radiation dosimeters have been applied in
wide fields such as nuclear facilities, industrial process controls (X‑ or e‑ beam polymerization),
nuclear medicine, and radiotherapy. The usage of traditional electronic dosimeters has some problems
like using high power energy, uncertain measurement under radiation due to degradation and changing
of measured sensitivity. Furthermore, it is difficult access to very hazardous areas, such as hot cells,
high active source storage areas [1]. On the other hand, optical fibers sensors (OFS) present the key
feature to be used as radiation detection dosimeters in different fields including space military, industry
etc. This is because they have a number of advantages regarding the traditional forms of the data link
[2]. The high spatial resolution (parts of millimetres), accuracy, large dynamic range, the costeffectiveness, sufficient sensitivity, acceptable fading, response linearity, reproducibility, dose rate
independence, and immune to electromagnetic radiation. All these characteristics made OFS very
suitable choice for radiation detection applications [3]. Two types of OFS’s structures can be used as
radiation sensors; the first one is the intrinsic sensor which is used as a radiation‑ sensitive material, and
a guide for an optical signal passing through it to the detector [4]. This type is frequently used for
monitoring the radiation dose of the radioactive waste container[5]. The second type is the extrinsic
senor that only acts as a waveguide to deliver the optical signal from transmitter to receiver and the
sensing part is spliced or coupled to the waveguide [6]. These types of sensors mostly used in‑ vivo
monitoring during radiotherapy [7]. The interaction between fiber material and the applied radiation
causes the existence of point defects in fiber core and cladding. Also, this interaction leads to three
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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macroscopic effects; Radiation-Induced Attenuation (RIA) which increases the attenuation of the
signal, Radiation-Induced Emission (RIE) which is responsible for the emission of light and originates
from the luminescence of point defects or Cerenkov emission, and finally, Radiation-Induced Refractive
Index Change (RIRIC) which is caused by changing the density in the glass or by the RIA via the
Kramers-Kronig relations [8][9]. The sensitivity of multimode or single-mode optical fibers exposed to
different types of radiations was described in many research. Gerard et al. [2] studied the sensitivity of
SMFs under gamma and pulsed x-rays radiation in the IR wavelength range. The tested samples were
doped with P (Phosphor), N (Nitrogen), and Ge (Germanium) dopants. A demonstration of the actual
ability of a silica -based optical fiber doped with Ge to be used as a thermally stimulated luminescencemode dosimeter and to confirm its applicability. These fibers have been irradiated with different types
of radiation photons, x and gamma rays within a dose range higher than 10 krad, with different dose
rates[10].The Thermo-luminescence response of Ge-doped silica-based optical fiber to electron, x-rays
and gamma rays had been presented by Entezam et al. [11] they found that the Ge-doped optical fiber
with higher core size has a higher sensitivity. Ladaci et al [12] investigated the Ytterbium and Erbium
energy level lifetimes versus doses of various radiation types (40 KeV X-rays, 480 MeV protons, 1.2
MeV γ-rays and 6 MeV electrons).Also, they added Cerium ions Erbium-doped fiber to improve its
tolerance on RIA effects.The RIA of different doped optical fibers under X-rays at three different
temperatures had been studied by Vecchi et al. [8]. They found that the irradiation of both gamma rays
and x-rays leads to the same levels of RIA. This result confirmed that these types of optical fiber sensors
could be used in dosimetry fields.
In this work, the behaviour and performance of SMFs and MMFs optical fiber sensors with
modified cladding under x-ray radiation at different exposure times will be observed and studied.
2. Materials and Methods
Commercially available SMFs and MMFs were utilized as radiation sensors in the measurements
technique. The core diameter of the SMF sensor was 10 μm and the cladding diameter was 125 μm,
while the MMF has a core diameter of 50 μm and a cladding diameter of 125 μm. The fabrication process
of the radiation sensors took place as follows; first, the middle region of these fibers were stripped and
cleaned very well with the suitable solution (the length of the stripped region is about 3 cm). After that,
the fibers’ diameters were reduced via the chemical etching process by immersing them into
hydrofluoric acid (HF) diluted with distilled water. The concentration of HF acid was 42 %, this
concentration had been diluted by adding distilled water with percentage (1(HF):2 (water)) ml for 45
and 30 min for SMF and MMF respectively. Then the fibers removed from HF solution and dipped into
water for three stages to remove any remaining HF solution from the fiber surface. Fibers have been
removed from the water and measure the diameter of the fibers after etching. For accurate measurement,
the etching procedure is done at room temperature (around 25 ˚C). The obtained diameters were (50 and
55) µm for SMF and MMF respectively. Finally, the etched region of the fibers was dipped in (3wt. %)
of Ge solution to generate the sensing part of the sensor.The germanium is a colloidal solution; it was
prepared by dissolving Ge powder in toluene liquid. Due to etching process the cladding surface of silica
optical fiber becomes rough and contains pores and what is called dangling bonds; these bonds capture
Ge nanoparticles and make them settle down inside the pores. Since the stripped part of the fiber is
immersed in the solution with caution then the etching process will be equal all over cladding surface,
therefore, Ge nanoparticles will adhere equally on the cladding surface According to these steps, the
modified cladding fiber sensors were manufactured and submitted as clarified in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The manufacturing steps of the modified cladding optical fiber sensor.
Figure 2 illustrates the schematic diagram of the experiment to investigate the x-rays irradiation effect
on the properties of the transmitted signal. It is worthy to mention that the transmitted signal in the UVVIS range changes due to the absorption process of the x-rays radiation.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the measurement set-up.
The sensing parts of SMFs and MMFs samples placed on a glass slide then inserted inside an
isolated armed chamber of the X- ray radiation source (XRD-6000 SHIMADZU) device. This device
is located at the material research directorate, ministry of science and technology, Iraq. The exposure
angle was (90ο) to ensure that all the sensing area exposed to radiation. The distance between the fiber
sensor and the radiation source head was (10 cm). The other parts of optical fibers were located outside
the chamber and the two ends of each fiber considered as the sensor terminals. The first terminal was
connected to the UV-VIS light source (DH-2000 Ocean optics) with range (200-1100) nm as a
transmitting signal passing through the sensors. While the other terminal was connected to the
spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB- 2000) to record the spectrum online during the irradiation process
(real-time measurement). The X-rays were emitted from a Cu tube with the following specifications;
(X-rays tube target Cu with Broad Focus (BF 2.7 KW type), the maximum voltage of 60KV, maximum
current of 80 mA, and average maximum power of 3 KW). The resulted spectrum of each sample was
recorded as (3) measurements within (3) minutes (one measurement each minute) to test the
responsivity of designed sensors to low radiation doses.
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3. Results and Discussions
As mentioned, earlier the transmitted spectra of both investigated optical fibers sensors were
measured and recorded at different x- rays dose rates. The following figures illustrate the output data
revealed from this work. Figure (3a, and b) shows the spectral dependence of the measured spectra for
the SMF and MMF sensors respectively due to x-rays irradiation.
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Figure 3. The spectral shape of (a) SMF sensor, (b) MMF sensor.
The above figures show that RIA in both investigated fibers has similar spectral character. For SMF’s
sensors we can notice that in the VIS spectral region, there is a local sensitivity maximum at around 655
nm from which the induced RIA drops rapidly towards IR wavelengths. Besides, there is another peak
with a local minimum around 570 nm as is clear in Figure 3 (a). The same behaviour founds when using
MMF’s sensors except a new peak found in the range of 255 nm as it shown in Figure 3 (b). The
transmitted intensity for all samples decreases due to radiation application attenuation in transmitted
intensity increases with the dose rate which is 3 minutes.
Figure )4a, and b ( shows the intensity values (intensity attenuation)as a function of radiation exposure
time for both SMF and MMF sensors. The RIA sensitivity for SMF sensor was measured through the
linear fitting relation between the intensity and exposure time for each peak. The values were (-) 23.1
count/ min and (-)11 count /min for the peaks 650nm and 570 nm respectively with good reliability of
0.93 and 0.99 respectively. While for the MMF sensor the sensitivity values were (-) 6.8 count /min, () 8.3 count /min, and (-) 8.7 count /min with reliability values of 0.98, 0.99, and 0.95 for the peaks 650
nm, 570 nm, and 255 nm respectively. The transmitted intensity for all samples decreases due to the
attenuation phenomenon that appears in optical fibers due to X-rays irradiation.
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Figure 4. Transmitted intensity as a function of exposure time for (a) SMF sensor, (b) MMF sensor.
One of the most important and effective parameters for any radiation sensor is its wavelength sensitivity.
The wavelength sensitivity was measured through the linear fitting relationship. In this work, sensitivity
was measured for both modified cladding SMF and MMF sensors. SMF sensor shows a wavelength
sensitivity of 8.1 pm/min and 25 pm/ min with good reliability 0.96 and 0.95 for the peaks 650 nm and
570 nm respectively. On the other hand, MMF sensor showed a very high sensitivity of 112 pm/ min
and 50 pm/ min with good reliability 0.95 and 0.96 for the peaks 650nm and 570 nm respectively. The
third peak that appeared in the output spectra of the MMF sensor at 255 nm suffered from a blue shift
due to radiation application, and the sensitivity for this peak was (-) 10060 pm/ min with a reliability of
0.95.
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Figure 5. Peak wavelength as a function of exposure time for (a) SMF sensor, (b) MMF sensor.
According to these results, SMF sensors have higher intensity sensitivity than MMF sensors. This could
be explained as follows; for MMF sensors with their large core, the effects of the light-guiding on
changing signal intensity are small, while the changing in wavelength due to radiation application was
higher for them as compared to SMF sensors. Investigating the behaviour and performance of SMF and
MMF sensors with smaller diameters decreased by the chemical etching process was achieved.
However, this procedure resulted in leaking some of the transmitted light signals outside the cladding
known as an evanescent wave. These leaked waveforms act as a field around the cladding material and
interacts with the dipping material (germanium) lead to generation of point defects that change fiber
structure, and thus change its refractive index. Ge nanoparticles plays very important role in sensing
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process since Ge and Si are isoelectronic elements having therefore the same number of electrons.
Therefore, Ge-related point defects have a similar structure as those related to Si, but replacing Si with
Ge atoms. In Ge-doped fibers, Ge-related defects are dominant over Si-related defects because they are
generated in a more efficient way. In Ge-doped fibers, the RIA has been found to monotonously increase
with dose (D) before reaching a saturation level. It is worthy to mention that the submitted optical fibers
sensors have different layers and compositions (silica and germanium) and therefore they are subjected
to different stresses. Hence, due to what mentioned earlier, the structural modification, defects
generation, and layers stress, all these factors can have spatial distribution and in return modify the
guiding properties of the optical fibers. The changing in wavelength due to radiation application was
higher for MMF sensors. This is because the interaction between the incident radiation and fiber
materials lead to inelastic scattering. The origin of scattering is due to the interaction of light with the
excitation of the medium. According to quantum theory approach, the interaction is between the quanta
of light (photons) and quanta of medium excitation which are phonons. This is true for the low light
intensity levels, but for the strong excitation of the medium due to the high intensity of light, the semiclassical wave theory turns to be more appropriate to describe the scattering process. For an
inhomogeneous medium, the scattering process removes some photons of the incident light and
produces scattered photons that might be shifted in direction, phase and frequency in this work the
shifting was in frequency (wavelength). The incident photons give or receive energy to or from the
medium, leading to scattered photons shifted in frequency by definition, the components of the scattered
light which are shifted to lower frequencies are known as Stokes components while those components
which are shifted to higher frequencies are known as anti-Stokes components. This scattering leads to
produce new photons with new phase and frequency. This could be the reason behind we get two
different shifting red and blue in MMF sensors.
4. Conclusions
This work is aim to perform an initial assessment of the possibility to utilize optical fibers as
radiation sensors; modified cladding SMFs and MMFs had been used for this purpose. X-rays source
with an exposure time of 3minutes source was employed as the radiation source. Both fibers exhibited
a similar spectral character of decreasing the transmitted light and shifting in peak wavelength due to
radiation. In spite of small exposure radiation time (due to Lab protocols) but both sensors exhibited
good response. The SMF sensors showed a higher intensity sensitivity, while the MMF sensors showed
a higher wavelength sensitivity. The presented sensors could be very useful in medical applications like
monitor low doses of ionising radiation, radiation dose real-time measurements, and radiotherapy
applications.
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Abstract. The focusing of charged particles beam passing through the transport system is
affected by many parameters and depends on the elements that used in the transport beam
systems. In this study, a permanent bending C-shape magnet is used to investigate the effect of
the geometrical configuration parameters of bending magnet on the focusing of the passing
charged particles beam. This investigation is implemented via the method of the matrix’s
representation. The results showed that the edges of the bending magnet have opposite focus in
the horizontal and vertical planes of beam motion. The deflecting angle effect appeared as a
rotation of the phase space ellipse of the charged particle beam without focusing of this beam.
The results also, showed that the focus of the charged particles beam is unlike in both horizontal
and vertical planes of beam motion.

Keywords: beam transport systems, bending magnet, phase space ellipse.

1. Introduction
Beam transport system usually contains of focusing, deﬂection, acceleration and sometimes
additional energy or momentum selection elements. Often these devices are magnetic elements,
although at low energy beam, electrostatic elements are used. Quadrupoles and bending magnets with
free drift spaces are the main elements of any beam transport system. The dipole magnet produce
bending and dispersion effect, while quadrupoles produce focusing effects, the drift spaces is regions
where there is no force acting on the particle motion. The performance of beams can be studied in two
aspects either by tracing a large number of individual particles (single particle dynamics) or by studying
the transfer properties of bundle (the collective effects caused by the electric and magnetic ﬁelds
generated by the beam itself), in the present study the charged-particles treated as a bundle of particles,
linear phase space [1].
Importance of studying the beam transport systems lies in determining the role of each element of
the system in the focusing, accelerating and transporting beam particles from the source to the target
with more control on particles beam properties.
Any charged particles beam can be represented in six-dimensional phase space (ellipsoid) that
enclose all the particle in the beam, these particles expected to occupy the volume enclosed by the
ellipsoid, and each point representing a possible ray. The total sum of all phase points, or the phase space
volume, is generally referred to as the phase space occupied by the beam [2].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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The projection of the ellipsoid in two dimensions is named phase ellipse, this phase space ellipse
shape and orientation change as the beam moves along the beam line.

2. Bending Magnet
The main function of bending magnet, mostly named as mass analyzer, is bend the path of the
particle on a curve with radius (R) which leads to clearing the natural particles from charged particles
beam, then, focusing these particles into the central orbit of the magnet. In such this analyzer the ions
are accelerated as focused beam with same kinetic energy. And then the ions are deflected according to
their masses, the magnetic field bend the lighter ions more than the heavier ones which leads to separate
different ions. In this study a C- shape magnet was used to transport ions generated by plasma source.
Figure 1 illustrates the longitudinal section for the design of the magnet used in present study.

Iron

Core
Coil

Magnetic
flux lines

Magnet pole
Magnet gap
Fringing
fields
Core

Magnet pole

Coil

Figure 1. Longitudinal section of bending magnet.
The bending magnet consist basically of two regions, the good field region in which the magnetic
field stay particularly constant and the other region is the fringing field which the magnetic field
decreases to approach zero in a transition region far from the edges of the magnet, extending from each
side of the terminal cross section for a distance depends on the order of the width of the gap between
the poles [3].

𝛽1

𝑅𝑜
𝜑
𝛽2
Figure 2. Main parameters of bending magnet.
From configuration of bending magnet there are three angles play important role in the focusing of
the charged particles beam passing through the magnet. Deflecting angle (𝜑), as indicates in Figure 2,
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which is defined as the angle between the line connecting the center of particle orbit and points of
entrance and exit of central trajectory [4] this angle cause a rotation of the beam, this angle in some
magnets with range of (45o-90o) [5, 6], while in others (135o) or (270o) [4,7].
The entrance angle (𝛽1 ), as shows in Figure 2, is defined as the angle between the normal to magnet
pole boundary and the beam center line in entrance space, and the exit angle (𝛽2 ) is the angle between
the normal and the beam line on the exit side.
The edge of deflecting magnet poles acts as focusing regions that are resulted by a non-homogenous
magnetic field. These regions are called a fringing field. So at the entrance and exit angle are very
important parameters for the focusing beam passing through the deflecting magnet.
The motion of beam through each region in beam transport line can be describe in term of R-matrix,
the total R-matrix of the magnet region is:
𝑅𝑥,𝑦 (total) = 𝑅𝑥,𝑦 (exit edge). 𝑅𝑥,𝑦 (inside the magnet). 𝑅𝑥,𝑦 (entrance edge)
In other form [8,9]
1
1
0
1
0
cos 𝑘𝑥,𝑦 𝑙
sin 𝑘𝑥,𝑦 𝑙
𝑘
𝑥,𝑦
𝑅𝑥,𝑦 = [± tan(𝛽1 −𝜓) 1] [
(1)
] [∓ tan(𝛽2 −𝜓) 1]
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑜
−𝑘𝑥,𝑦 sin 𝑘𝑥,𝑦 𝑙
cos 𝑘𝑥,𝑦 𝑙
where 𝜓 is angle of fringing field related to nature of bending magnet manufacturing, 𝑘𝑥,𝑦 is the
wavenumber for the horizontal and vertical oscillations respectively, related to field index (𝑛) which
take value 0 < 𝑛 < 1 and 𝑙 is the path length inside the bending magnet.
𝑘𝑥 =

(1−𝑛)1/2
𝑅𝑜

, 𝑘𝑦 =

(𝑛)1/2
𝑅𝑜

(2)

0<𝑛<1
𝑙 = 𝜑𝑅𝑜
(3)
The sign (+) for horizontal plane and (−) for vertical plane
The linear phase space matrix (𝜎) is
𝜎11 𝜎12
𝜎 = [𝜎
(4)
]
12 𝜎22
The relation between σ-matrices in two positions of the beam line (between 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 (in) and 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 (out)
), is giving by the following inverting equation
𝑇
𝜎𝑥,𝑦 (out) = 𝑅𝑥,𝑦 𝜎𝑥,𝑦 (in)𝑅𝑥,𝑦
(5)
For phase space ellipse:
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √𝜎11 the maximum spatial extent of ellipse which is called by beam envelope.
𝑥 ′ 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √𝜎22 the maximum angular divergence of the beam within the phase ellipse.
3. Results and Discussion
Present design of beam transport system was include the regions; extraction region (plasma source),
first drift space region, bending magnet, and then second drift space region. The angles of bending
magnet were changed as, the deflecting angle (𝜑) values in the range (30o-90o) while the entrance and
exit angles (𝛽1 ) was take values in the range (5o-20o).
The effect of deflection angle (𝜑) on the phase space ellipse of charged particles beam, at constant
values of entrance and exit angles of bending magnet , shows in figures (3 and 4), which indicates that
the increasing of (𝜑) leads to more rotation for the charged particles beam in both horizontal and vertical
planes. Also, the slope of phase space ellipse became negative beyond (𝜑 = 60o ), which means
converge (focusing) of charged particles beam. One could be note that the area of the phase space ellipse
remained constant for all values of (𝜑).
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Figure 3. Phase space ellipse of horizontal plane for different deflecting angles.
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Figure 4. Phase space ellipse of vertical plane for different deflecting angles.
The effect of entrance edge angle (𝛽1 ) on the phase space ellipse of charged particles beam for
horizontal and vertical planes shows in Figures 5 and 6, at constant values of deflection and exit angles
of bending magnet, which indicates that the entrance edge angle (𝛽1 ) of the bending magnet acted as a
thin lens, as the distance does not increase through it, but changes the focus of the charged particles
beam and that increasing the entrance edge angle increases the focus of the charged particle beam. The
entrance edge angle (𝛽1 ) acts as adiverge thin lens in the horizontal plane, while in the vertical plane
acts as a converging thin lens. Also, the area of the phase space ellipse remained constant for all values
of (𝛽1 ).
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Figure 5. Phase space ellipse of horizontal plane for different entrance angles.
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Figure 6. Phase space ellipse of vertical plane for different entrance angles.
As entrance angle, the effect of exit edge angle (𝛽2 ) on the phase space ellipse of charged particles
beam for horizontal and vertical planes shows in Figures 7 and 8, at constant values of entrance and
deflection angles of the bending magnet, indicates that the entrance edge angle (𝛽2 ) of the bending
magnet acts as a converging thin lens in both horizontal and vertical planes. The increasing of (𝛽2 ) cause
an increase in the converging of charged particle beam
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Figure 7. Phase space ellipse of horizontal plane for different exit angles.
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Figure 8. Phase space ellipse of vertical plane for different exit angles.
It is useful to study the envelope of charged particles beam passing through the transport system by
plotting the maximum displacement of particles at every region along transport system. Beam envelop
is indicate the focusing regions along the beam path.
From the results of phase space ellipse for horizontal and vertical planes, for different configurations
for transport system, shown in Figures (3-8), the best configuration of bending magnet that gives best
focusing for beam transport passing through it, found to be 𝛽1 = 𝛽2 = 20𝑜 and 𝜑 = 90𝑜 .
Figures 9 and 10 show the beam envelope along beam transport system best configuration that
obtained in present work for horizontal and vertical planes. These figure show that the best values of
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𝛽1 , 𝛽2 and 𝜑 gives minimum values of distance (focusing) in both horizontal and vertical planes at same
time.
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Figure 9. Beam profile in horizontal plane at 𝛽1 = 𝛽2 = 20𝑜 and 𝜑 = 90𝑜
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Figure 10. Beam profile in vertical plane 𝛽1 = 𝛽2 = 20𝑜 and 𝜑 = 90𝑜 .
4. Conclusions
Focusing of the charged particles beam vary with bending magnet geometrical parameters. The edges
of bending magnet act as thin lens with opposite focusing in horizontal and vertical planes of beam
motion. The deflecting angle of the bending magnet leads to clear rotation for charged particles beam
without focusing of charged particles beam. The focusing of the charged particles beam is unlike in both
horizontal and vertical planes of beam motion. Best focusing of beam obtained at 𝛽1 = 𝛽2 = 20𝑜 and
𝜑 = 90𝑜 .
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Abstract. In this work, Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized by Hummer’s method using
graphite rod. Used organic chemical materials to active (GO – COOH) for esterification reaction
between the graphene oxide carboxylic acid group and the Polyethylene glycol (PEG) hydroxyl
group. Graphene oxide (GO) was conjugated to PEG4000 (medical polymer).The composite
(GO – PEG) characterization by XRD, FTIR, UV- Vis and AFM. In UV- Vis GO showed a sharp
peak at 275 nm whiles the peak of (GO – PEG) appear at 284 nm. A strong OH bond appear in
Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra, C –H bond of (GO – PEG) also
showed. In XRD pattern GO have a sharp peak appear at 2θ = 11.83̊ that related to 001 with dspacing of 7.76 Å while functionalization of GO – PEG 4000 conform by broad peak at 2θ=
23.38̊ with d-spacing of 3.8 Å. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images, GO image shows
Graphene oxide sheet with main grain size is 24.41 nm, In GO – PEG4000 shows aggregation
of Graphene oxides with PEG4000 the main grain size increase with functionalize to 287.04 nm.
Keyword. PEGyltion, Graphene oxide, Hummer’s method, PEG 4000.

1. Introduction
The Graphene oxide (GO) layer has been considered one of the most promising carbon derivatives
in material science over the past few years and has demonstrated excellent physical properties,
biocompatibility and chemical stability [1]. Since Graphene, a two-dimensional (2D) mono- atomically
thick planar layer, was first reported in 2004 [2]. In recent years, a variety of research groups have
documented biomedical and physical applications of Graphene, such as drug loading and delivery
[3].This drugs used instead chemotherapy as anti-cancer drugs [4]. GO comprises a number of
hydrophilic oxygen-containing functions, such as epoxy, hydroxyl and carboxyl groups, which have
improved dispersibility in solvents as well as provide reactive sites for more functionalization by specific
interactions [5]. Therefor, this led to evolution of smart Nano carrier – based drug delivery system which
also known as SDDSs. This system promises to apply drugs to unique and targeting cancer types [6].
The reaction between the medical polymer and Nanoparticles was controlled using a polymerization
method and this was first mentioned by Speiser et al. [7]. Among this nanoparticles (GO), has many
functional groups on its composition, allowing Graphene to be stable suspension in water and bound to
other drugs and polymers [8]. Polyethylene glycol is the most stabilizing agents and most studies one,
The immune system’s effect of phagocytosis on Graphene oxide can be prevented by using PEG which
is due to decrease uptake by reticuloendothelial system (ERS) (which is the part of immune system that
consist of the phagocytic cells) and because its high aqueous solubility it used widely in SDDSs [9]. In
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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this work Graphene oxides GO was synthesis by Hummer’s method and then PEG was conjugated to
the GO to produce strong ester interaction between PEG and GO which is called PEGylated Graphene
oxide (GO-PEG) and characterization it with different techniques.

2.

Experimental section

2.1. Chemical material
99.995%, Natural graphite rod, KMnO299%, NaNO3 99.5%, H2O2, 32%,HCl 37.5%, EDC
hydrochloride C6H17N3–HCl, N– Hydroxysuccinimide (98%) from (Sigma-Aldrich), (H2SO4, 98%)
from (LOBA Chemie), NaOH (99%) from Dae-Jung, PEG 4000 from HI Media, Diethylether (C2H5)2O
(98%) from Thomas Baker.
2.2. Synthesis of graphene oxide (GO)
The most economical way used to synthesis graphene oxide is Hummer’s method. In which 1g of
graphite rod milling into form powder and added with sodium nitrate in sulfuric acid were mix in an ice
bath for 45 min. After that 3g of KMnO2 added gradually at temperature 35 C ̊. The thick blend stirred
for 1 day. KMnO2 is reduced by adding (H2O2, 32%). 5 ml of (HCl, 37.5%) and DI water used to wash
the thick blend. The resultant was dried at 75 C ̊ for 5h to get the graphene oxide.
2.3. Preparations of PEG 4000 - functionalized GO
The activation of (GO – COOH) was began by esterification reaction between the Graphene oxide
carboxylic acid group and the PEG hydroxyl group which is necessary for PEGylation of GO thus; 120
mg/ml of NaOH was solved in 20 ml in DI and added to 20 ml of GO suspension 2mg/ml, the suspension
sonication for 1h and stirred for 3h. The pH of suspension was reduced by added 3ml of HCl then it was
centrifuged twice 4000 rpm for 30 min to produced (GO – COOH) (GO carboxylic acid). The residue
was wash with water twice.
The (GO – COOH) was diluted by 10 ml water to active (GO – COOH) 400 mg of EDC and 240 mg
of NHS was added to (GO – COOH) then For (GO – PEG) 1500 mg of PEG4000 was added to the
resultant and stirred for 24h.
Final step, the resultant was centrifuged and washed by DI water. UV-Vis and FTIR used to
Characterization the resultant to identify whatever the carboxylation and PEGylation were conjugated.

3.

Result and dissection

PEGylation (GO – PEG) was Characterization by UV – Vis spectroscopy, Fourier transforms
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), X-Ray diffraction (XRD), and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Figure1.
Illustrates a simple schematic of synthesis of graphene oxide from graphite and the GO- PEG bonding
and structure.

Figure1. Structure of GO- PEG.
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3.1. UV – Vis analysis
Figure 2. Showed the spectra of GO and (GO – PEG), the blue line indicate the GO spectra at 275
nm which represent the absorptions bands that related to electronic transition π – π* for C-C (aromatic
rings) and transition n – π* for C=O in the Graphene oxide. The red line represent the (GO – PEG) that
shifted to 284 nm which confirms the synthesis of (GO – PEG) [10, 11].
3
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Figure 2. UV-Vis spectrum for GO and GO-PEG.
3.2. FTIR analysis
Figure 3 displays FTIR spectra of GO and (GO – PEG). In the figure, blue line represent the GO sample,
and the peaks at 3338 is stretching related to OH, while1618, 1382 and 1026 cm-1 are C=O groups in
carbonyl and carboxyl [12]. Peak at 1724 cm-1 is related to C=C and peaks at 1066 and 1382 related to
C-O [13]. While in case of (GO – PEG) the peak at 3338 cm-1 shifted to 3427 cm-1 also appearance of
C-H at 3920 cm-1 which proved that GO conjunction to PEG, also the appearance of C=C, C-O and
C=O at 1641, 1390,1107 cm-1 was also identified [14].
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Figure3. The FTIR spectrum of GO and GO- PEG.
3.3. XRD DIFFERACTION
Blue line in Figure 4 represents the XRD pattern of GO which a sharp peak appear at 2θ = 11.83̊ that
related to 001 with d – spacing (7.76 Å) and conform the hexagonal structure of graphene oxide while
the red line indicted to functionalization of GO – PEG 4000 with broad peak at 2θ= 23.38̊ with d –
spacing (3.8 Å) which is results from functionalized while the peak of GO disappear because GO has
an effect on the structure of the PEG molecular chain in the crystal lattice , disturbing the order of its
crystallization. This decreases the crystallinity of PEG and result in an effective conjugation of PEG to
GO Nano-sheets by ester bonding. [14].The orientation (001) determine by high score plus program.
250
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100
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Figure 4. The XRD pattern for GO and GO – PEG4000.
3.4. AFM analysis
Images in Figure 5 Show the AFM analysis of GO and GO – PEG4000 in GO image shows
graphene sheet with main grain size is 24.41 nm which conform the Nano size of synthesis. In GO –
PEG4000 shows aggregation of graphene oxide with PEG4000 the main grain size increase with
functionalize to 287.04 nm [15].

a

b

Figure 5. Surface images by AFM for a) GO and b) GO – PEG4000.

4. Conclusion
Graphene oxide Nano - particles successfully synthesized with mean grain size 24.41 as sheet form
which analyzed by AFM. GO shows high absorbance in UV region with stretching related to OH at
FTIR spectrum. PEG4000 conjugated with GO which is seen in C-H at 3920 cm-1 at FTIR spectrum
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with broad peak in XRD diffraction. The last form of conjugated GO – PEG4000 shown in AFM image
as aggregation viscous.
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Abstract. The activity concentrations of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K have been measured by using of
gamma spectroscopy for fifteen samples fall under the consumed food group (six type of dried
fruit and nine types of grain) at local markets in Baghdad. The average of activity concentration
values of 40K, 232Th and 238U were 324.4±28.5 Bq/Kg, 3.66±0.20 Bq/kg and 3.44±0.58 Bq/kg,
for the dried fruit samples, 302.3± 98.9, 4.8±1.5 and 4.29 ±1.4 Bq/kg, respectively. For the grain
samples, radiation hazard indices, the annual effective dose, internal and external risk, lifetime
cancer, and the doses of ingestion, were all doses values within the international borders allowed.
Thus, Food the dried fruit and grain in Baghdad is safe for human consumption and it has no
heath effect.
Keywords: Radioactivity, Dry fruit, Excess Life Time Cancer Risk, ingested effective dose.

1. Introduction
Natural happening radioactive matter (NORM) is found in soil. NORM may be moved from
soil to plants. Thus, every type of meals may also have a few quantity of radioactivity in it. Most types
of food have the following isotopes and their daughter products, 238U, 232Th and 40K [1]. The primary
pathways for the transfer of radionuclide's to humans are meals crops. Natural radionuclides are
transmitted and cycled by natural processes and the various extreme environmental booths by entering
into ecosystems and human meals chain [2]. Radiation doses acquired due to the intake of meals may
be calculated from the quantity of radionuclide deposited on foodstuffs, the activity concentration of
particular radionuclide in meals according to unit deposition, the intake rate of the meals merchandise
and the dose according to unit activity ingested [3, 4]. Most people around the world rely on grains,
legumes and foods from cereals in their diet. The normal amounts of radioactivity in our daily food are
important to estimate. However, a study of the concentration of natural radioactivity in foodstuffs was
conducted in different countries [5, 6]. There are many Global research interested by popularity of
radioactive pollutants in exported and imported meals and The appearance of match potassium 40K in
all meal samples and the intake of match potassium 40K in exported and imported meals over those years
did not target any radiation dose above the global recommended limit [7-9].
In addition, plant absorption varies from species to species; thus the consumption of different meal
items is a secondary supply of variability [10, 11]. Therefore, the objective of the present study is to
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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evaluate the activity concentrations of 40K, 238U and 232Th in different foodstuffs in the region and to
estimate the effective dose of ingestion for individuals consuming local foodstuffs in the area.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Preparation of Samples
Six samples of the different dried fruit and nine samples of the grain were collected from the Iraqi
markets. Samples have been placed in an oven for dried it and crushed to attain a homogeneous powder,
The homogenized samples were packed into Marinelli Becker and sealed for 30 days to achieve a secular
equilibrium, Table 1 Shows the name, code and the country for the dried fruit and grain samples.
2.2. Measurement of samples
238
U, 232Th, and 40K analysis in dried fruit and grain samples using a 100 percent relative
efficiency crystal dimension NaI (Tl) detector of 3×3. Manufactured by Ortic in the U.S.A., the module
has 4096 channels and a working voltage of 695V. Samples are measured for 24 hours (86400 s). Made
in the United States of America (U.S.A.). Three standard sources (60Co, 133Ba, and 137Cs) were chosen
from the samples. These isotopes were placed at a distance of 4cm from the top of the detector inside
the shielding. The spectrum of standard elements used to calibrate the NaI(Tl) system as shown in Figure
1 and the efficiency curve between the energy and efficiency of all energy from standard sources as
shown in Figure 2 are shown.

Figure1. A spectrum of standard elements use to calibrate NaI(Tl) system
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Efficiency

Ɛ%; 81; 0.025

y = 0.5068x-0.679
R² = 0.988

Ɛ%; 356.01;
0.0094

Ɛ%; 661.66;
0.0068

Ɛ%; 1173.238;
Ɛ%; 1332.5;
0.0044
0.0034

Energy (keV)
Figure.2. Efficiency calibration curve.

Table 1. Information about the dried fruit and grain.
No.

dried fruit

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Code
Figs

Grain

1
2
3

sample

D1
D2
D3

Apricot
Raisin
Dried coconut
Dates
Popcorn
Barley
Bulgur
(crushed wheat)
Rice

Sample
of country
Turkey
Iraq
Iraq

D4
D5
D6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12

Turkey
Iraq
Egypt
Iraq

Iran
Iraq
Iraq

13
14

Millet

G13
G14

Iraq
Turkey

15

Oats

G15

Iraq

2.3. Parameters calculation
Specific Activity
It was calculated for the radionuclides 226Ra,232Th and 40K by the following relation [12];
A (t) =

N
×100
ε × I(Eγ) × m × t
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Where N equals net area under peak, ε (Eγ) is the efficiency of energy Eγ detection. Eγ is the net peak
area adjusted for the background at energy Eγ below the real peak. I(Eγ) is the abundance of Eγ energy.
The sample mass in kg is m, andt the time in second.
Gamma absorbed dose rates
The calculation of the gamma absorbed dose rate by using the following equation [13, 14].
Dγ (nGy/h) = 0.462ARa + 0.621ATh + 0.0417AK
Where the specific activities of 226Ra, 232Th, and 40K are ARa, ATh and AK, respectively.
Annual effectiveDose equivalent
The annual effective dose equivalent (AEDE) from238U (226Ra), 232Th, and 40K is obtained by using
the following equations [15]:
AEDEout(µsv/y) = Dout × 8760 × 0.7 × 0.2 × 10-3
AEDEin (µsv/y) = Din × 8760 × 0.7 × 0.8 × 10-3
Where, D is absorbed dose rate measured in nGy/h. The number of 0.2 refers to outdoor occupancy
factor, 0.8 is indoor occupancy factor. The number of 0.7 Sv/Gy is conversion factor.
The Internal and External Hazard Index
The internal hazard index (Hin) and external hazard index (Hex) due to the radiation released by the
food samples is determined as follows[16, 17].
Hex =

𝑨𝑹𝒂
𝟑𝟕𝟎
𝐀

+

𝑨𝑻𝒉 𝑨𝑲
+
𝟐𝟓𝟗 𝟒𝟖𝟏𝟎
𝐀

𝐀

𝐑𝐚
𝐓𝐡
𝐊
Hin = 𝟏𝟖𝟎
+𝟐𝟓𝟗
+𝟒𝟖𝟏𝟎

Life-Time Cancer Risk
The excess lifetime cancer risk (ELCR) can be calculated fromthe following equation [18].
ELCR = AEDE× DL × RF
Where DL is duration of life (70 year) and RF is risk factor (0.05 Sv-1).
Ingestion effective dose
The effective dose of ingestion due to the intake of 226Ra, 232Th and 40K in food can be measured
[19].
Eing = Σ (Aig × Ci) × gT,r
where, Aig and Ci the coefficients of the consumption rate and specific activity of the radionuclide,
and gT,r is The radionuclide ingestion dose conversion coefficient, the required dose conversion
coefficient gT,r for 40K, 226Ra(238U), and 232Th, are 6.2 × 10−9, 2.8 × 10−7, and 2.2 × 10−7 respectively [20].
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3. Results and Discussion
The activity concentration was calculated in six samples of dried fruit and nine samples of
grain of 238U, 232Th and 40K as illustrated in Table 2. The average activity concentrations
of40K, 232Th, and238Uwere, 324.4±28.5 ,3.66±0.20, and 3.44±0.58Bq/Kg for dried fruit
samples, 302.3±98.9, 4.8±1.5 and 4.29 ±1.4, Bq/kg for grain, respectively. The values
were decrease than the world average values for 238U, 232Th, and
40
KUNSCEAR,2008 [21]. Turkey Figures and popcorn samples which have higher activity
concentration, while the dried coconut and Iraq Millet samples have the lowest value.
Figures 3 and 4 show the activity concentrations of 40K, 238Uand, 232Th in samples of dried fruit
and grain.

Figure3. The activity concentration of dried fruit and grain for 40K.

Fig.4. The activity concentration of samples for 238U and, 232Th.
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Tables 3 show the results of radiation hazard index values outside and inside for the annual effective
dose (ADED), outside and inside hazard (Hex,Hin), and lifetime cancer risk (ELCR). These values had
been under the permissible limits ( UNSCEAR, 2000 )[22]. The radiation hazard index values inside the
body were more than that outside the body due to the ingestion of nutrients and the rest of them within
the body as shown as in Figure 3.
The highest life time cancer risk values in the figure and popcorn samples and the lowest value in
dried coconut and millet samples as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Life-time cancer risks of the samples.
For 238U, 232Th, and 40 K, the effective ingestion dose was lower than the acceptable dose ingestion
effective dose values of 0.3 mSv/y recommended UNSCEAR, 2008 [21]. As shown in Table 4 and
Figure 6, the effects of the effective dose ingestion in all samples are shown.
The average value of the dose ingested for 238U, 232Th and 40Kwas 0.009±0.001,0.010±0. 001and
0.02±0.01 for the dried fruit and 0.012±0.004,0.014±0.004 and 0. 023±0. 007 for grain.
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Figure 6. Ingestion effective dose of samples.

Table. 2. A specific activity of radioactivity in some types of dried fruit and grain
of 238U, 232Th and 40K.

dried fruit

No.
Sample
1
Figs
2
3
Apricot
4
raisin
5
Dried coconut
6
date
Mean ± S.D
7
8

popcorn
Barley

9
10

rice
Millet

Grain

11
12
13
14
15

Bulgur
wheat)

Oats

(crushed

238

U
5.4
4.3
23.
4.3
1.04
3.3
3.44±
0.58
5.52
3.4

232

Th
4.4
3.9
3.4
992.
2.3
42.
3.66±
0.20
58.
4.8

40

3.6
4.60

4.3
8.72

353
278

5.3
5.5
3.585
4.3
4.9

4
5.2
4.2
3.55
5.3

333
330
147
198
244

7

K
403
339.3
356
253.4
234
344.9
324.4±
28.5
400
334.8
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Mean ± S.D

4.29 ±
1.4
33

4.8±
1.5
45

Global Limit
UNSCEAR, 2008
Table 3. Radiometric parameters of the dried fruit and grain.
Sampl
ADED(μSv/y)
Hazerd indexs
e
inside
outside
Hin
Hex
code
D1
0.07
91.996
22.999
0.072
0
D2
0.09
90.15
22.538
0.109
7
D3
71.082
17.771
0.11
0.1
D4
0.07
70.268
17.567
0.085
7
D5
0.06
56.905
14.226
0.081
9
D6
101.62
25.405
0.063
0.06
Avera
0.07
ge± S.D
9±
78.3±
19.5±
0.008±
0.00
5.9
1.4
0.007
5
G7
0.09
105.658
26.914
0.11
9
G8
0.09
92.25
23.062
0.101
5
G9
0.09
110.749
27.687
0.103
3
G10
0.11
80.02
20.005
0.126
6
G11
0.10
106.29
26.572
0.116
4
G12
0.09
91.995
22.999
0.113
9
G13
0.12
55.247
13.812
0.139
4
G14
0.06
60.893
15.223
0.077
4
G15
0.08
72.392
18.098
0.098
4
Avera
0.097±
0.10
ge± S.D
0.031
±
79.2±
19.9±
0.03
28.4
7.1
4

302.3±
98.9
412

ELCR
inside
321.77
315.52
5

80.942
78.883

248.78
7

62.199
245.93

8

61.485
199.16

8

49.791
295.88

3

73.973

274.1±
19.4
370.84
8

68.5±
4.8
92.962

322.87
5

80.717
387.62

2

96.905
280.07
372.01

5

70.018
93.002

391.98
3

97.997
193.36

5

48.342
213.12

6

53.281
253.37

2

63.343

313.5±
98.1

Table 4. The results ingestion of radionuclides 226Ra, 232Th, and 40K for the samples.
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code

Eing (mSv/y)
238

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
Mean ± S.D

G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G13
G14
G15
Mean± S.D

232

40

0.014
0.011
0.011
0.006
0.006
0.006

0.015
0.013
0.01
0.014
0.003
0.011

0.03
0.026
0.019
0.017
0.017
0.029

0.009±
0.001
0.018
0.011
0.023
0.011
0.014
0.025
0.009
0.013
0.013
0.012±
0.004

0.010±
0.001
0.014
0.012
0.015
0.018
0.018
0.018
0.014
0.011
0.018
0.014±
0.004

0.02±
0.01
0.025
0.032
0.021
0.025
0.028
0.014
0.015
0.025
0.032
0.023±
0.007

U

Th

K

4.

Conclusion
Through calculations of the concentration of radioactivity for the 238U, 232Th, and 40K for the
samples and the radiation hazard associated with the ingestion effective dose for the dried fruit and
grain, it was found that they do not contain high radioactivity that affects the human body. Indices of
radiation risk that were assessed during the analysis for all samples inside the study, all samples within
the international borders allowed, and it is necessary to conduct a deep study of the other types of
foodstuffs to determine their suitability for human consumption.
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Abstract. The biocomposite material prepared from polymeric blend (bone cement) as a matrix,
and hydroxyapatite powder as a reinforcement material to jawbones compensation is a material
that has a good compatibility in terms of physical properties with oral environment in general,
and jawbones in particular. The physical properties such as density, water absorption, and
thermal properties were tested according to the weight fraction for the reinforcement material. It
was found that the density of biocomposite material does not uniformly changed, and it decreases
with increasing the ratio of hydroxyapatite particles. While, the water absorption increases with
increasing the weight fraction of hydroxyapatite particles. Also, the thermal properties were
measured. It was found that the thermal conductivity and the thermal diffusivity of the prepared
material were decreased with increasing the weight fraction of hydroxyapatite particles, and
therefore the specific heat of the prepared material was also increased due to the porous nature
for reinforcement material (hydroxyapatite powder) that enhances the formation of voids
between the resulting material.
Keywords: Biocomposite materials, jawbones, density, water absorption, thermal conductivity,
thermal diffusivity, specific heat.

1. Introduction
During the last few years, composite materials were widely used in medical applications [1,2] to
compensate the damaged parts of the body such as bones, denture base, teeth implants, and dental
fillings, etc. [3].
Generally, jawbones like other types of bones are a specialized type of connective tissue [4]. It consists
of cortical and cancellous bone [5]. The biocomposite materials that used to compensate jawbone must
have specific properties to be suitable for human’s body especially for oral environment [6].
Biocomposite material for jawbone is a single composition with a uniform structure [7], and should
satisfy many significant criteria as well as specific characteristics such as biocompatibility,
osteoconductivity, corrosion resistance, strength, fatigue durability, and tight chemical similarity to
biological apatite that exists in the human hard tissues [7,8]. Therefore, the preparation of any
biocomposite material for jawbone compensation must have special biological, chemical, mechanical,
and physical properties to be compatible with other body tissues [8,9].
In recent studies, the preparation of many biocomposite materials for compensating jawbones,
biopolymer composite prepared from silicone rubbers were widely used for this purpose.
Nanocomposites prepared from silicone rubbers as a matrix, and poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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as a reinforcement were succeeding for maxillofacial prosthesis and studied the effect of adding different
percentage of nanopowder of PMMA on the physical properties [10]. The silicone rubber reinforced
with hydroxyapatite powder (HAP) was used to compensate the damaged parts of the jaws [11]. The
mechanical properties of biocomposite material were studied, and the PMMA was found to be a good
biopolymer material to compensate human bones in general, and jawbones in specific [12]. PMMA as
a denture base material was used, and it proved itself as success choice in this field due to its
compatibility with oral environment and the mechanical and physical characteristics [13].
The objective of this work is to prepare a biocomposite material to repair the damaged parts of the
jawbones and improves the performance of the jawbones using bone cement polymer reinforced with
nanohydroxyapatite, and to study the physical properties of the prepared material.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Composition of Biocomposite Material
The biocomposite samples for jawbones compensation were prepared using (Hand lay-Up) method
as a function of the specific weight ratios for all selected raw and reinforcement materials as shown in
Table 1, and Table 2. Figure 1 shows the three types of reinforcement materials used in biocomposites.
Table 1. Materials used to prepare biocomposite material.
Materials
Symbol
Type
The use
Poly (methyl
PMMA
Powder
Matrix
methacrylate)
Benzoyl peroxide
BPO
Powder
Matrix
Barium sulphate
BaSO4
Powder
Matrix
Methyl methacrylate
MMA
Liquid
Matrix
N, N-Dimethyl paraN, NLiquid
Matrix
toluidine
DMPT
Reinforcemen
Hydroxyapatite
HAP
Powder
t

Table 2. Biocomposites materials and its chemical composition.
Materials
Powder
Liquid
HAP wt.%

PMMA

BPO

BaSO4

MMA

N, NDMPT

0%
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%
9%
10%

98
96.5
95
93.5
92
90.5
89
87.5
86
84.5
83

0.294

1.706

49

1

2
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Figure 1. The materials used as reinforcement in biocomposite materials: (a) Nanohydroxyapatite;
(b) Hydroxyapatite prepared form fish bones; (c) Hydroxyapatite prepared form natural egg shells.

2.2 Preparation of Biocomposite Material
Biocomposite material for jawbones compensation was prepared according to the amounts mentioned
in Table 2. The amount of all components was (2:1) powder per liquid. It is necessary to pour the powder
into the liquid not the opposite and mix them in a glass bowl with a thin wooden stick. Three groups of
biocomposite materials were prepared with (nanohydroxyapatite, hydroxyapatite prepared from fish
bones, and hydroxyapatite prepared from natural egg shells) as reinforcement materials at different
weight ratios of (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10)%.
By mixing the powder and the liquid, many changes will take place due to the solubility of a polymer
in the monomer. The stages of mixing monomer and polymer acrylic materials include (sandy or
granular, sticky, full dough, rubbery, and hard). The speed for the polymer and monomer mixture to
reach the dough stage depends on the solubility of the polymer powder in the liquid monomer and
increasing the temperature [14]. The components are mixed for 30 seconds and quickly poured into the
molds cavities because the dough stage turned to hard stages quickly. A weight of approximately (2N)
is putting above the prepared sample to obtain a smooth surface and to prevent the entry of gases vapor
into the acrylic as well as the formation of bubbles during the curing process. In addition, the weight
leads to coordinate the specimen molecules and the interference between them taking into account the
lubrication of the mold of all directions to prevent the specimen adhesion. The prepared specimens are
kept in the molds for 24 hours until the curing and polymerization processes for the acrylic specimens
are completed. After the curing process was completed, the specimens were removed from the mold
cavities with a very smooth upper and lower surface and polished with sandpaper to remove the small
cracks resulted from the specimen's sides as a result of the specimen's adhesion with the mold cavity
sides. All specimens were prepared and tested under the same conditions.
2.3 Physical Tests
The physical tests are carried out at room temperature 23±2˚C. All the tested specimens were stored in
distilled water and heated at (37± 1℃) for 48 hours.
2.4 Density Test
Density or (Bulk density) is the mass per unit volume of a material. Specific gravity is a measure of the
ratio of the mass of a given volume of material at (23°C) to the same volume of distilled water. The
specific gravity and density can be calculated from equations (1), and (2), respectively [15]:
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑆. 𝐺. ) = 𝑚1 /(𝑚1 + 𝑤 − 𝑚2 )
(1)
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝜌) = (𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦)(𝑆. 𝐺. ) × (0.9975)
(2)
where:
𝑆. 𝐺.: Specific Gravity.
𝑚1 : Mass of a specimen in the air (gm).
𝑚2 : Mass of a specimen in the water (gm).
𝑤: Mass of partially immersed wire.
𝜌: Density (g/cm3).
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The density (g/cm3) can be obtained by multiple specific gravities and the density of distilled water
which is equal to (0.9975 g/cm3) [15,16].
The specimens were prepared according to (ASTM D-792) standard [17], and the specimens weights
were measured according to Archimedes method by examining the weight of the specimen in the air and
then check the weight with water [18]. But, the volume should not be less than (1cm3). This test was
done by accurate balances PS 360/C/1device, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The density test device.

2.5 Water Absorption Test
Various polymeric materials are susceptible to water absorption during its life exposures which cause
dimensional instability. Thus, subjecting the material to degradation internal stresses may result in crack
formation, and eventually lead to fracture or failure of the jawbones [19]. The moisture content of a
polymer is very intimately related to such properties as mechanical strength, appearance, and dimensions
stability. The effect upon these properties is the change in water absorption that depends largely on the
type of exposure to high humidity, the rigidity of 3-D structure, the thickness of the specimen, immersion
time, temperature, type of solution, type of materials, bounding type, the geometry of the specimen,
cross-linking, curing method, and inherent properties of the polymer [20]. The water absorption can be
calculated according to the following equation:
𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 = (𝑊𝑠 − 𝑊𝑑 )/𝑊𝑑 × 100
(3)
where:
𝑊𝑠 : Mass of the specimen after immersion for (24 hours in distilled water).
𝑊𝑑 : Mass of the specimen before immersion (dry).
For the most parts, the polymer may suffer expansions and contractions when alternately soaked in water
and dried. This parameter is important in clinical applications of the matrix resin since water uptake may
affect the dimensional stability, physical, and mechanical properties of jawbones. The water absorption
by acrylic jawbone is nearly independent of temperature from (0 - 60 ºC), and the thin specimens reach
a steady-state within a short time [21].
The test of water absorption was performed according to (ASTM D570) [22]. The dimensions of the
specimens are (L×W×H) (50 × 50 × 4) mm. Figure 3 illustrates the experimental specimens and
standard dimensions of the specimen for the water absorption test.

Figure 3. Water absorption test: (a) Experimental specimens; (b) Standard dimensions of the
specimen for water absorption test.
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2.6 Thermo-Physical Test
To evaluate the thermal properties of specimens, Hot Disk thermal analyses were used. The Transient
Plane Source (TPS) technique was used to determine the (thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and
specific heat). The Hot Disk includes a heat source, and temperature probe as a flat sensor with a
continuous double spiral of electrically conducting nickel (Ni) metal with a resistance of (11.56 Ω) to
transform the thermal power which passes through the specimen to measure thermal transport properties,
etched out of thin foil, sandwiched between two layers of insulating material. During the test, the sensor
was normally placed between the surfaces of the two pieces of the specimen to be measured [23,24].
Measurements can be performed on many different materials; solids, liquids, powders, viscous
materials, composites, etc. including various types of geometry, and dimensions. The Hot Disk (TPS)
can also be used under various environmental conditions from very low temperature (-45°C) up to
(1000°C) [25].
The relationship between the thermal properties is illustrated by [25,26]:
(4)

𝐷𝑡ℎ = (𝐾/𝐶𝑝 . 𝜌)

where:
𝐷𝑡ℎ : Thermal diffusivity(𝑚𝑚2 /𝑠).
𝐾: Thermal conductivity(𝑊/𝑚. 𝐾).
𝐶𝑝 : Specific heat at constant pressure(𝑀𝐽/𝑚3 . 𝐾).
𝜌: Mass density (Bulk density) (𝑘𝑔/𝑚3 ).
This test was performed according to the apparatus manual of standard specifications instrument [27].
The test was carried out by using the thermal properties test instrument, manufactured by (Kelthley),
type (Transient Plane Source (TPS) - 500). Figure 4 (a) illustrates the instrument used for the thermophysical properties test. This apparatus was used for investigating the thermal transmission properties,
such as thermal diffusivity (Cv) or (Dth), volumetric specific heat (Cp), and thermal conductivity (K)
which were determined by utilizing the Hot Disk sensor. A hot disk sensor was placed between the two
pieces of the same specimen material prepared at the same dimensions of the standard specifications
instrument, which are a least as thick as the radius of the sensor, functioning mechanical support, and
electrical insulation as shown in Figure 4 (b), and then heated by an electrical current for a short period
of time [28]. The lavished heat generates a temperature rise of both the sensor and the surrounding
specimen material. To avoid the influence from the outside boundaries of the specimen, the specimen
should be larger than the sensor diameter to ensure stable values of both thermal diffusivity, and
conductivity. The values of thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and specific heat were taken from
the computerized gauges.

Figure 4. Thermo-physical properties test: (a) Thermal properties test instrument; (b) Hot disk
sensor operation.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 Density Property
From important measurements, the density of biocomposite material is the basic indicator for knowing
the lighter prepared biocomposite materials [15]. Generally, the biocomposite materials have a lighter
weight than biometals or bioceramic. This is one of the main reasons why using biocomposite materials
in vivo applications [29].
The density of biocomposite specimens in this study is measured according to the Archimedes method
using an equation (2). Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the density, and the weight fraction
of the reinforcing particles (HAP powder), which were added to the polymeric matrix (bone cement). It
can be seen from the curve that the density values for biocomposite specimens increase with increasing
weight fraction of HAP powder to the mixture (polymeric matrix) because the density of HAP particles
is higher than that of PMMA [30,31].
Generally, prepared specimens had different densities, where the density for specimens has not constant
change in proportion with the weight fraction of the reinforcement material (HAP powder) because other
influential factors such as no homogeneity through the preparation process may affect the density of the
specimen.
3

3

Pure PMMA has a density equals to (1.2 g/cm ) [31], and MMA has a density equal to (0.93 g/cm )
[32]. Other components of the matrix also have specific densities, while the density of the reinforcement
3

3

Density (g/cm3)

(HAP powder) is (2.62 g/cm ) [30]. The density for prepared specimens was between (1.32-1.91) g/cm ,
and the lower density was found at (2%) of (n-HAP) and (3%) of (HAP prepared from egg shells and
fish bones). The higher density was found at (9%) of (n-HAP) and (10%) for (HAP prepared from egg
shells and fish bones), respectively. These results differ from the results in reference [13] due to the
difference in the reinforcement material, while it is in good agreement with the results in reference [10].
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Figure 5. Density as a function of weight fraction of the reinforcement particles
(HAP powder) in biocomposite material.

3.2 Water Absorption Property
The relationship between the water absorption of biocomposite material and reinforcement material
HAP particles is illustrated in Figure 6. The water absorption values of the polymeric matrix and
biocomposite material with HAP particles for all specimens that fabricated in this work are illustrated
in figure 6. It can be observed from the figure that the water absorption decreases with increasing the
weight fractions of HAP particles. This is due to the attitude of the particles towards the moisture, and
also may be due to the porosity nature of HAP particles. Therefore, the water absorption is very little.
In previous study, HAP particles were used as reinforced material with silicone rubber as a matrix, and
the water absorption was not found [11]. Also, PMMA powder was used as a matrix with (bamboo, and
siwak) fibers as a reinforcement, and it found that the water absorption increases with increasing the
weight fraction of fibers and fiber's length [10].
6
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Water absorption (%)

In general, biocomposite specimens with HAP powder graded of absorption for water-dependent on the
weight fraction of reinforcement, as well as the specimens with lower density have higher water
absorption. The density decreases with increasing the moisture absorption [33]. Polymeric matrix (bone
cement) specimen without reinforced material have a high value of water absorption equal to (1.443%),
while biocomposite specimens with HAP particles have a low value reaches (1.1%) for a specimen with
weight fraction (10%). This increase in water absorption is interpreted as a result for the existence of a
bioceramic material (HAP) in the prepared biocomposite material, and these results are identical to the
results in reference [34].
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Figure 6. Water absorption as a function of weight fraction of the reinforcement particles
(HAP powder) in biocomposite material.

3.3 Thermo-Physical Properties
The thermal-physical properties (thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, and specific heat capacity)
are properties obtained from the hot disk test for biocomposite specimens at room temperature. The
relationship between these properties is given by equation (4) which illustrates decreasing the thermal
conductivity and improving the specific heat to decrease the thermal diffusivity of specimens [35].
Thermal Conductivity Results: Thermal conductivity for biocomposite material represents the thermal
energy that causes movement of the molecular chains of polymer in biocomposite specimens at a rate
proportional to the weight fraction of the conductive materials [36]. Thermal conductivity results are
illustrated in Figure 7.
This figure illustrates that when increasing the weight fraction of HAP particles, the thermal
conductivity of the biocomposite specimens decreases. This is due to the role of HAP particles that have
thermal conductivity lower than that for PMMA matrix. Also, the presence of bioceramic HAP particles
of a porous structure and conglomerate of biocomposite specimen as a result of increasing the weight
fracture from HAP powder that lead to the difficult process of heat transfer through the composite
specimens, and can considerably poor thermal conductivity. This is made better molds for the
characterization of bone cement thermal behavior [37].
Figure 7 illustrates the polymeric matrix (pure) has a higher thermal conductivity value equal to (0.1622
W/m.K), while the biocomposite specimens have lower values than the polymeric matrix. The maximum
values of thermal conductivity for biocomposite specimens with (n-HAP, HAP prepared from egg shells
and HAP prepared from fish bones) particles at the optimum condition of weight fraction (1%) equal to
(0.1604 W/m.K), (0.1525 W/m.K) and (0.1551 W/m.K), respectively, and have minimum values at
(10%) (0.0918 W/m.K), (0.0645 W/m.K) and (0.0775 W/m.K) respectively. The biocomposite
specimens with less weight fraction of HAP have higher thermal conductivity value than biocomposite
specimens with high rates.
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Figure 7. Thermal conductivity as a function of the weight fraction of the reinforcement
particles (HAP powder) in biocomposite material.

Thermal Diffusivity Results: The thermal diffusivity of specimens indicates the change in the composite
specimen’s temperature in the test when the heating is applied [38].
Figure 8 shows the relationship between the thermal diffusivity and the weight fraction of the reinforcing
HAP particles added to the matrix (bone cement). The thermal diffusivity of the composite specimen
decreased with increasing the weight fraction of (n-HAP) reinforcing particles added to the matrix (bone
cement). The pure matrix (bone cement) has a higher value of thermal diffusivity than the composite
2

specimen reaches (0.06182 mm /s). So, the higher values of biocomposite specimens reinforced by
2

2

2

Thermal diffusivity (mm2/s)

weight fraction equal (1%) reach (0.0602 mm /s, 0.0515 mm /s and 0.0549 mm /s) for composite
specimens having (n-HAP, HAP prepared from egg shells and HAP prepared from fish bones) particles,
respectively. While, composite specimens have thermal diffusivity decreased with increasing weight
fraction of HAP particles. These results differ from those obtained for composite specimens PMMA
reinforced with fibers (bamboo and siwak) which show that the thermal diffusivity of specimens is
increased with increasing the weight fraction and the fiber length of (bamboo and siwak). In addition,
siwak specimens have higher values of thermal diffusivity than bamboo specimens [10].
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Figure 8. Thermal diffusivity as a function of the weight fraction of the reinforcement particles
(HAP powder) in biocomposite material.

Specific heat (MJ/m3.K)

Specific Heat Results: The specific heat for biocomposite specimens represents the energy required to
raise the temperature 𝑇𝑔 of biocomposite specimens by one degree [36].
Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between the specific heat, and the weight fraction of the reinforcing
particles (HAP powder) added to a pure matrix (bone cement).
Specific heat magnitudes could be increased by increasing the weight fraction of HAP particles
compared with the magnitude of PMMA alone. Therefore, the highest values of specific heat for
biocomposite specimens are obtained for biocomposite with (10%) weight fraction of HAP particles.
This could be attributed to the formation of spaces and voids between the particles because of the porous
nature for HAP particles, which consequently led to an increase in specific heat.
The pure matrix (bone cement) has lower value than biocomposite specimens with reinforcing HAP
powder that equal to (2.319 MJ/m3.K).
The highest values of specific heat were found with biocomposite specimens at (9%) weight fraction of
(n-HAP) particles, and (10%) of (HAP prepared from egg shells and HAP prepared from fish bones),
that reach to (3.246 MJ/m3.K), (3.59 MJ/m3.K), and (3.36 MJ/m3.K), respectively. This is different from
composite specimens with (bamboo & siwak fibers) that have a lower value of specific heat than pure
PMMA [10].
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Figure 9. Specific heat as a function of the weight fraction of the reinforcement particles (HAP
powder) in biocomposite material.
4. Conclusions
The experimental physical tests used for the biocomposite materials prepared in this study led to the
following conclusions:
The biocomposite material prepared from biopolymer (bone cement) as a matrix and reinforced by
bioceramic (HAP powder) as filler is a material with good compatibility, as the physical properties of
the prepared material are suitable with the jawbone material in particular, and with the body in general.
The prepared biocomposite materials have different densities, where the density for prepared specimens
lay between (1.32-1.91) g/cm3. Therefore, the density of these samples increases with the weight fraction
of HAP powder.
The rate of water absorption of biocomposite specimens with HAP particles is grading dependent on the
weight fraction of reinforcement, where polymeric matrix (pure) specimen without reinforcement have
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the higher value of water absorption, while biocomposite specimens with HAP particles have lower
values, and decreases with increasing the weight fraction of HAP powder.
The maximum values of thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the biocomposite specimens are at a
weight fraction less than the HAP powder, and the minimum values of them at the weight fraction higher
than it.
Specific heat is inversely proportional to both thermal conductivity and diffusivity, so, it increases with
increasing the weight fraction of the reinforcement material.
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Abstract. In this work, InSe thin films were deposited on glass substrates by thermal evaporation
technique with a deposit rate of (2.5∓0.2) nm/sec. The thickness of the films was around
(300∓10) nm, and the thin films were annealed at (100, 200 and 300) °C. The structural,
morphology, and optical properties of Indium selenide thin films were studied using X-ray
diffraction, Scanning Electron Microscope and UV–Visible spectrometry respectively. X-ray
diffraction analyses showed that the as deposited thin ﬁlms have amorphous structures. At
annealing temperature of 100 °C and 200 °C, the films show enhanced crystalline nature, but at
300 °C the film shows a polycrystalline structure with Rhombohedral phase with crystallites size
of 17.459 nm. The results of the UV–Visible spectrometry in the wavelength range (300 – 1100)
nm showed that the band gap energy of the thin films increased with increasing annealing
temperature.
Keywords: InSe, Thin Film, annealing, Optical, structural, Vacuum Thermal Evaporation

1. Introduction
Numerous studies have been focused on Indium monoselenide (InSe) as a semiconducting layered
compound since it exhibits a good photoelectric property and can be used as an active media for the
generation of visible and near-infrared radiation[1]. InSe thin films are used as high energy radiation
detectors owing to its high stability towards ionizing radiation [2]. Also, it used as solar cells due to its
optical energy gap between (1 and 2) eV 3]. The problem of the preparation of high quality thin InSe
ﬁlms is still unsolved due to the existence of several In–Se phases [4]. Therefore, it is considered of
complicated stoichiometries due to the existence of InSe, In2Se3, In4Se5, In4Se3, and In6Se7 phases [5].
Moreover, (InSe) exhibits at least three modified crystalline phases of (2H-β) (two-layer hexagonal, 2H)
and (2H- ɣ) or (3R-δ) (three-layer rhombohedral, 3R) [6,7]. There are five relatively known phases of
In2Se3 compound α (hexagonal), β (rhombohedral), ɣ (hexagonal), δ, as well as the recently discovered
k phase (anisotropic structure)[7,8]. Indium selenide has two crystalline surfaces showing very different
physical properties. The cleaving surface perpendicular to the z-axis consists of Se atom bounded
together with covalent bonds. The other surface parallel to the z-axis is made up of Se atoms of adjacent
layers being bounded by Van der Waal forces [8,9]. Depending on the deposition technique and
deposition conditions, one of the crystalline forms of InSe is produced. Each form has a unique range
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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of structural, optical and electronic properties [10] and thin-ﬁlm growth method on substrates [11].So
far, many techniques are used to prepare InSe thin films such as chemical bath deposition [12], Spray
pyrolysis [13], sol gel method [14] and thermal evaporation[15].
In this work, we firstly prepared InSe alloy at (In:Sn = 50%:50%), and the InSn thin films were thermally
evaporated on glass substrates. The structural, Topographical and optical properties of Indium Selenide
thin films were studied as a function of different annealing temperatures.
2. Experimental
In this work, InSe compound was prepared from Indium (99.99% purity) and selenium (99.99%
purity) elements mixed into a sealed and evacuated quartz tube at (5×10-2 mbar), and then the quartz
tube was heated at 900 °C for 1 h in a furnace followed by ice water quenching. The tube was broken to
extract the substance that was grinded to be used for depositing the thin films using thermal evaporation
technique under a vacuum of (3×10-5mbar). Glass substrates were cleaned by detergent with ethanol and
rinsed ultrasonically in deionized water. The glass slides are placed on a shaped semi ball-holder inside
the thermal evaporation chamber, and the InSe compound was evaporated using Mo boat. The Indium
Selenide thin films were evaporated at room temperature onto cleaned glass substrates. The thickness
of the films was determined by using weighing method to be (300∓10) nm, and the thin films were
annealed at (100, 200 and 300) °C.
(XRD) patterns were obtained using a (SHIMADZU Japan -XRD600) with a CuKα source of λ=1.54059
Å to study the crystal structure of the thin films. (VEGA3-TESCAN model, USA) scanning electron
microscope (SEM) was used to study the surface morphology. (UV-visible 1800 spectra photometer) in
the wavelength range (300 – 1100) nm was used to study the optical properties of thin films.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The XRD diffraction analysis
Fig. (1) shows the XRD diffraction analysis of the InSe alloy. This result indicates the appearance of
InSe, In2Se3 in different phases. In addition, the highest peak of (006) plane is related to the
Rhombohedral structure of InSe. A few weak peaks with mixed indices indicating that in addition to the
trend along c- axis (0012) and (0018), there are also some other crystalline features along (110), (116)
and (119). By comparing the results with the standard cards for ICDD’s of different (InSe, In2Se3,
In4Se3, In4Se5, In6Se7…) structures, we observe the emergence of different peaks corresponding to the
phases (InSe-M, InSe-R, InSe-H). Also, some peaks have compatible Miller indices, for example (116)
and (114) related to the phases InSe-R and InSe-H, respectively. The peaks with incompatible Miller
indices, such as (201) and (103) are related to the Monoclinic and Rhombohedral phases respectively.
This is because the Rhombohedral is a special case of hexagonal structure. Similarly is applied to the
In2Se3 structure, and Table (1) shows XRD results for the alloy.
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Figure 1. XRD diffraction analysis of the InSe alloy. R means rhombohedral InSe;M
means Monoclinic and H means hexagona

Table 1. shows XRD results for alloy
JCPDS
card No.
1-70-2541
0-34-1431
1-72-1470
0-34-1431
1-80-2272
1-80-2272
1-70-2541
1-70-2541
1-70-2541
1-72-1470
0-34-1431
1-71-250
1-71-250
0-34-1431
1-71-250
1-70-2541

Phase
InSe-R
InSe-H
In2Se3-R
InSe-H
InSe-M
InSe-M
InSe-R
InSe-R
InSe-R
In2Se3-R
InSe-H
In2Se3-H
In2Se3-H
InSe-H
In2Se3-H
InSe-R

2θ absor
21.468
25.66
27.86
30.38
32.4046
41.8203
43.668
45.26
50.56
51.44
56.6
62.1
63.26
67.562
67.8685
73.88

2θ stand.
21.35
25.6887
27.8868
30.3775
32.4998
41.7474
43.4898
45.3049
50.6016
51.4981
56.667
62.0331
63.3042
67.5258
67.8665
73.9022

d-abs
4.13585
2.76064
2.15829
2.07115
-

=
1.37987
-

d-stand.
4.1583
3.465
3.1966
2.94
2.7527
2.1618
2.0792
2
1.3861
1.7731
1.623
1.4949
1.4679
1.386
1.3799
1.2814

hkl
006
100
009
103
400
002
0012
110
116
0114
116
227
1112
0012
233
214

FWHM
0.2077
0.27
0.2272
0.2958
=
0.2612
-

The XRD patterns for the as-deposited and annealed InSe thin films with 300 nm show that the asdeposited thin films are amorphous in nature. After annealing at 100°C and 200°C, the films show
enhanced crystalline nature, and the film annealed at 300°C shows a polycrystalline structure. These
results are in good agreement with those in reference [15].The transformation to polycrystalline structure
is due to the recrystallization process during the annealing of the thin film. Annealing process led to the
cancellation of some levels presented after the growth and rearrangement of the crystalline grains within
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the lattice after taking a sufficient energy to grow and arrange [16]. This result indicates the appearance
of InSe- Rhombohedral phases with the orientations of (006), (101), (104), (110), (116) and (021). The
preferred orientation was along (101) R plane. The spectrum also contains two weak peaks correspond
to the Se- Monoclinic phases. Table (2) Shows XRD results for InSe thin films annealed at 300 °C.

Figure 2. X-ray diffraction analysis of thin film: R means rhombohedral of InSe thin films; M
means Monoclinic of Se

Table 2. XRD results for thin film annealed at 300 °C.
JCPDScard
No.
00-0420919

Phase

2θabsor

2θstand.

d-abs

d-stand.

hkl

InSe-R

21.35

21.353

4.15

4.1583

006

InSe-R
InSe-R
InSe-R
InSe-R
InSe-R

26
29.018
45.29
50.60
53.08

25.933
29.432
45.281
50. 581
52.918

3.423
3.074
2
1.802
1.72

3.432
3.029
2
1.8
1.728

101
104
110
116
021

The crystallite size was estimated from the (β) value of the preferential orientation along (101)R plane
using the Scherrer relation [17]:
λ
𝐶. 𝑠 = 𝑘 ∗
(1)
β ∗ Cosθ
where C.s is the crystallite size, k ≈ 0.9, λ is the wavelength of X – ray radiation, θ is the Bragg’s angle
of the(101) peak in degrees, and β is the peak width of the diffraction peak profile at half
maximum. The calculated crystallite size of the thin films was found to be 10.157 nm.
The dislocation density (δ) was estimated from relation (2) [18].
1
δ= 2
(2)
𝐶.𝑆
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The micro strain (ε) is one of the important factors in lattice dynamics calculated from relation (3) [19].
Cosθ
ε=β∗ 4
(3)
The number of crystallites per unit surface area (No) was calculated using relation (4) [20].
𝑡
𝑁0 =
(4)
𝐶. 𝑆 3
where t is the thickness of the thin film
The calculated Crystallite size, dislocation density, micro strain and the number of crystallites per unit
surface area for the preferred orientation along (101)R plane of InSe thin film annealed at 300 oC were
listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Crystallite size, dislocation density ,micro strain and the number of crystallites per unit
surface area for InSe thin film annealed at 300 oC.
2ϴ
(degree)
26

hkl

β(deg)

β (rad)

C.s(nm)

δ (nm)-2

ε

𝑁𝑜 (nm)-2

101

0.839

0.0146

10.157

0.0097

0.0035

0.286

Due to the convergent change in the structural properties of the annealed films at temperatures of (100
and 200) oC, we will ignore the morphology and optical properties of the film annealed at 200oC.
3.2 Morphology
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to study the thin film surfaces. Morphological
information of these thin films is shown in figures (3, 4 and 5).
The as deposited film shows a particle size of (50nm). While the films annealed at 100 oC and 300 oC
show particle sizes of (300nm) and (280nm) respectively.

Figure 3. SEM images of as deposited InSe thin film at different resolution.
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Figure 4. SEM images of annealed InSe thin film at 100 oC and at different resolution

Figure 5. SEM images of annealed InSe thin film at 300 oC and at different resolution
3.3 Optical Properties
The absorbance spectra of as deposited and annealed (InSe) thin films are shown in figure (6). It is
observed that the maximum absorption at a wavelength range of (300 -700) nm is suitable for the solar
cell applications in this region.
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Figure 6. Absorption of InSe thin films as a function of annealing temperature: at (asprepared, 100 and 300)oC.

Figure (7) shows the transmittance spectra of InSe thin films at different annealing temperature. We
noticed that the maximum transmittance at a wavelength range of (1000 -1100) nm at (as-prepared, 100
and 300)oC. The annealing temperature plays an important role in the transmission spectrum by
increasing transmission. On the other hand, the film annealed at 300 oC shows improved transmission
compared to that annealed at 100 oC. This tuning of transmission by annealing indicates their utility as
various technological applications. The film deposited with higher annealing temperatures shows a
higher transmittance. These results agreed well with [16].
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Figure 7. The transmittance of InSe thin films as a function annealing temperature: at (as- prepared
,100 and 300)oC.

The absorption coefficient (α) behaves as absorption behavior, and (α) was determined by equation
5) [21]:
𝐴
α = 2.303
(5)
𝑡
A is the absorption
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Figure 8.The variation of the absorption coefficient with energy for InSe thin films as a function of
annealing temperature: (as-prepared, 100 and 300) oC.

The extinction coefficient (𝐾) of InSe thin films were determined by equation (6) [22,23].
k =


..........................................................................(6)
4

Figure 9. Extinction coefficient Vs Wavelength of InSe thin films: as a function of annealing
temperature at (as-prepared, 100 and 300) oC
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The optical band gap was calculated by Tauc’s extrapolation method [24].
αhν = 𝐵(hν − 𝐸𝑔)𝑟
(7)
where : (h) Planck's constant, ( ν) frequency of the photon, (B) Constant and r is constant depends on
the nature of transitions, r =1/2, 3/2, 2 and 3 for direct allowed, direct forbidden, indirect allowed and
indirect forbidden respectively.
Compared to the plot of (α hν)2 variation with hν for the determination of direct band gap Eg which is
shown in Figure 10. The optical band gap values are showed in Table 4.

Figure 10. Plot of (αhυ) 2 versus (hυ) for InSe thin films as a function of annealing temperature (asprepared, 100 and 300) oC
The band gap energy increases with increasing annealed temperature. The optical band gap values
changes from 1.55 to 1.75 eV. The value of Eg is in good agreement with the reported values (1 – 2 eV)
for InSe films. Table.4 shows the values of band gap energy for annealed InSe thin films.
The reduction in the number of unsaturated defects decreases the density of localized states in the band
structure, consequently increasing the band gap [25].
Table 4. Bandgap variation of InSe with different annealing temperatures.
Temp. oC
as-prepared (27)
100
300

Eg(eV)
1.55
1.65
1.75

4. Conclusion
In50Se50 bulk samples are prepared by melt quenching technique and thin films of powdered alloys
are deposited using thermal evaporation technique. The XRD pattern revealed that the as deposited
films are amorphous in nature and annealed at 300˚C films exhibit polycrystalline nature. It was found
that the physical properties of the films are heavily affected by annealing temperature. The absorption
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edge and optical band gap depended on the crystalline structure. This tuning of transmission and band
gap on annealing temperature indicates their utility in various technological applications.
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Abstract. Proton beam therapy provides favorable physical characteristics to kill cancer cells. It
is known that all living organisms contain DNA, so we will simulate the bombardment of dry
DNA of human’s body cells by protons. The knowledge of stopping powers is very important
especially for ion beam cancer therapy. The simulations first-principles dynamics helps the
mostly employed linear description of response theory. The study denotes that DNA has suffered
ionization by proton bombarding, which leads to long –lasting harm to human or cancer DNA
that empowers us to diagnose the latter and treat it with radiation. Through using Bethe and
Ziegler’s equations, and also the SRIM programs, we determine the stopping power of the
interaction of proton with human’s DNA at approximate energy of 1 to 2.5 MeV. The human’s
DNA components are made of five main elements. All mathematical processes and analysis are
achieved using Matlab program. The results are introduced in tables and figures. The researchers
have formulated the power equation that denotes the values of stopping power according to the
range of energy under investigation.
Keywords: Bethe equation, Ziegler equation, energy loss, Human cancer DNA, Stopping Power,
SRIM.

1. Introduction
The particle therapy has introduced new innovative therapy for cancer by giving developed precision
and radiobiological characteristics over the common photons. Globally, there are more than 150,000
patients treated in the present time [1]. Interaction between incident protons and human biological
materials is highly significant to expect the influences of radiation on the live tissues and radiation
dosimetry. The use of beams with energetic ion of radiation therapy becomes an encouraging method
since more doses can be placed topically on the tumor spots to decrease the destruction of the contiguous
crucial body parts. Hadron-therapy use of the energy deposition at the point that the penetrating proton
beams will lose whole energy, i.e. the swift decreasing for the dosage at this point that could be employed
for high dose deposition inside a particular swelling size. Electrons and photons do not have this property
[2]. In radiotherapy of cancer, the choosing of the range and energy of the incident protons are vital for
dose control. There is an extensive development in numerous algorithms employed to determine the
dose depth and allocations for ion beams. Applying of Bethe theory on the solids where energy loss of
particles measurements depends on it shows us the term energy loss is important for mean excitation
energy of the material[3].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Charged particles can pass through matter and ionize the atoms they come across. They will lose their
energy steadily numerous tiny stages. Mostly, they employ the mass stopping power that refers to the
linear stopping power divided by density to express by units like MeV/(mg/cm2). Then, it is manifested
as the loss of energy for each unit of the attenuator thickness measured in g/cm 2[4]. So, it can be
considered that there is an independence of the stopping power with respect to the density of the material.
We can consider stopping power as crucial issue in several areas of technology, particularly high-tech
usage in addition to medical procedures [5]. The paper investigates the energy loss by electronic
excitations of the beams of fast proton through DNA for discrete and continuum states at varied incident
energy.
The rapid charged particle, which passes through a medium, loses its power mainly by electronic
excitation of object particles excluding the situation at very low speeds [6]. Incident particles may lead
to main DNA destruction by physical and chemical interventions within a short period of time. So, the
elastic energy loss will be ignored within the energy limit measured. It should be observed that in the
range of low and medium energies, we need to regard the electron capture procedures and incident
particle losses that provides an unceasing charge interchange of the projectile in their pathway through
the solid influencing its energy loss. The loss of energy happens when protons crossing matter by
succeeding collisions with the particles and atoms that they encounter. It is worth noting here that loss
of energy is mainly because proton collisions by electrons in stopping material [7].
If protons encounter an extremely light nucleus, they will scatter, recoil nucleus could move to a
substantial extent before the energy is entirely precipitated [8].Since the dose of radiation precipitated
by photons decrease progressively with pervasive depth, the deposited dose by protons rises gradually
to almost up to three-quarters of its travel distance inside stopping material, then increased to reach
extreme value before swiftly slow to zero. Bragg peak is the depth that the extreme energy is deposited
by protons. The position of the peak is relational to the proton beam energy [9].
2. Bethe Equations
The particles beam that crosses a target will lose its energy. The loss of energy is because of scattered
electrons and nuclei, and the stopping electronic is clearly manifested almost in all regions of energy.
The loss of energy relies on energy or more accurately the beam velocity. A quantum-mechanical
derivation comprises relativistic effects identified as the Bethe - Bloch equation [10]:
𝑧𝑒 2

2

S. P = (4𝜋𝜀 )
0

4𝜋𝑍𝜌𝑁𝐴
2𝑚𝜈 2
[ln ( 𝐼 ) −
𝐴𝑚𝜈 2

ln(1 − 𝛽 2 ) −

𝛽2]
(1)
where: S.P stopping power, 𝜈 = 𝛽𝑐 is the ion velocity, ze = ion charge, m = mass of electron,
I = ionization potential, NA =Avogadro's number, A, Z, ρ were the numbers of mass, atomic number,
and density of the stopping material, respectively [10].
3. Ziegler Equations
Varelas and Biersack suggested a theoretical interpolation to treat the gap between maximum and minimum
energy for various states by chief terms [11]:
(S. PDNA )−1 = (𝑆𝐿𝑂𝑊 )−1 + (𝑆𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 )−1
(2)
SLOW represent the low energy stopping and equal to:
𝑆. 𝑃𝐿𝑂𝑊 = 𝐴1 𝐸1/2
(3)
SHIGH represents the high energy stopping and equal to:
𝐴
𝐴
𝑆. 𝑃𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 = 𝐸2 ln (1 + 𝐸3 +
(4)

𝐸𝐴4 )
A1 ,A2 ,A3 and A4 are fitting constants in able (1).
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Table 1. Fitting constants for equations (3 and 4) [11].
Elements 𝐀𝟏
𝐀𝟐
𝐀𝟑
𝐀𝟒
H
1.44 242.6 1.2
0.1159
O
3
1920 2000 0.0223
N
3.35 1683 1900 0.02513
C
2.989 1445 957.2 0.02819
P
3.647 3561 1560 0.01267
In situation of high incident energy, fitting formula equation (2) approximately corresponds to equation
(1). Therefore, the formula of Varelas and Biersack has a greatly plainer and the valid approximate
conduct at all energy ranges [11].
4. SRIM software
Measurements of "Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter" can be made by software like SRIM. There are
many scientific references to SRIM annually. Current SRIM has new improvements depending on new
empirical data. The latest version contains major improvements based on experimental data [12, 13].
5. Results and discussions
The entire stopping power of protons interacts with the DNA elements that measured employing the three
methods as follows; Bethe equation, Ziegler equation and the computer program SRIM software.
Considering the human DNA as composed of five elements which are hydrogen 30%, oxygen 16%,
nitrogen10%, carbon40%, and Phosphorus 4%.

Figure1. DNA strands [14]
The total stopping power of proton interaction with H, O, N, C and P for energy range from 1 to 2.5MeV
are measured employing the abbreviated formula of equation (1) [10].
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𝑍

S.PDNA=0.239114𝐸𝑝 𝑙𝑛 [2.178 ×
𝑝

𝐸
10−3 𝑝 ]
𝐼

(5)
The measures are achieved by Matlab, with reliance on the values of the ionization potential for the
elements as IC=1.0039e-4 eV, IH= 6.8560e-005 eV, IN= 1.0895e-004 eV, IO= 1.1769e-004 eV, IP=
1.8155e-004eV.
Also we can use equations (2-4) to measure the total stopping power by Ziegler equations. And then we
use the SRIM program to obtain the stopping power to the mentioned elements separately. All data are
presented in figures (2-6).

Figure 2. Proton stopping power in hydrogen

Figure 3. Proton stopping power in Oxygen
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Figure 4. Proton stopping power in nitrogen

Figure 5. Proton stopping power in carbon

Figure 6. Proton stopping power in phosphorus.
So, using Bragg additively, the stopping power for human DNA was calculated by equation (6) and
extrapolated to extract equation (7) to use in a wide range of protons energy.
S. P DNA = 0.3 S. P H + 0.16 S. P O + 0.1 S. P N + 0.4 S. P C + 0.04 S. P P
)6)
General model Power equation:
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S. P DNA = 𝑎 × (𝐸𝑝 )𝑏+𝑐
Coefficients (with 95% confidence bounds):
a=
4.919
b = -0.5071
c=
-1.05
The results are shown in figure (7) and table (2).

(7)

Figure 7. Proton stopping power in the DNA of human cells.
Table 2. Proton stopping power in the DNA of human cells.
Ep MeV
DNA Stopping Power
1.0000
3.8584
1.3000
3.2602
1.5000
2.9544
1.7000
2.7059
1.9000
2.5005
2.0000
2.4083
2.1000
2.3259
2.3000
2.1753
2.5000
2.0444
Conclusion
The crucial objective is the DNA for the most of biologic radiation impacts that includes the killing of
living cells, cancer-making and mutation. Incident ionizing protons may prompt DNA destruction by
the interaction of major and minor particles (direct) and also by the interaction of radiolysis yields with
the DNA target (indirect) for a specific Short time range.
Three methods have been validated to calculate the stopping power of protons in DNA main
components. After that, the algebraic process of the stopping power for specific component was taken
in order to reduce the simple discrepancies in it, followed by the total stopping power of the DNA was
calculated taking into consideration the percentages of participation of each element in the formation of
DNA, Then the results were fitted to obtain a general equation to obtain the stopping power of the DNA
in all proton energy ranges.
The Ziegler and SRIM were the true representation of Bethe equation by our six curves.
Our results for stopping protons in the DNA aim to provide an extra accurate description of the biological
milieu.
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Our expectations correspond with the existing empirical data and theoretical measures existed in the
literature of the most of proton energy range studied here (1MeV –2.5MeV), however, there were huge
variances perceived at lower energies.
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Abstract. In this work, the preparation of P3HT: PCBM heterojunction blending ZnS
nanoparticles (NPs) was demonstrated. Some structural and optical properties of the hybrid
structure films were presented. ZnS NPs films were prepared by chemical route method and at
different pH values. Then, the nanoparticles ZnS was incorporated in P3HT: PCBM solution in
chlorobenzene with the weight ratios of 0, 5, 10 and 15 wt %. The X-ray diffraction patterns of
the ZnS nanoparticles films and SEM images of the hybrid structure films are discussed. Also,
the absorption spectra in the range of 200-1100 nm of the blends for variable weight ratios
samples and the effect of ZnS pH values on these spectra are presented.
Keywords: nanostructure, organic materials, conjugated polymer, P3HT: PCBM, chemical rate
method, x-ray diffraction, optical properties.

1. Introduction:
Organic materials are safe materials with unlimited availability which are used to develop the
technology with active economy for extensive power generation. The organic semiconductors are cheap
materials in comparable with the inorganic semiconductors. Also, the optical absorption coefficients of
these materials are high which offer the prospect for the manufacture of thin film solar cells [1, 2].
Hybrid solar cells often use an incorporating of nanostructured materials as a network of electron-donor
and electron-acceptor materials. These solar cells using the blending of materials are to convert sunlight
into electricity [3]. P3HT polymers have been proposed to manufacture polymer : fullerene solar cells
because they can absorb visible light and their glass transition temperature 110C° [4]. The morphology
and the mobility of pure P3HT and blended P3HT: PCBM films are highly dependent on casting
conditions [5, 6]. In the photoactive light absorbing thin film, a conjugated polymer is consider as
organic part and a semiconducting nanocrystals (NCs) as an inorganic part [3].
In the present work, P3HT and C60 derivative PCBM material with the blending ZnS nanoparticles
(NPs) on polymer-fullerene matrix are used. The inorganic semiconductor ZnS was used as the n-type
material and the P3HT: PCBM as the photoactive layer. In this study, we concentrated on the effect of
the concentration of ZnS on P3HT: PCBM photoactive layer and for three pH values. Hence, these
materials combination has been used to study the light absorption characteristics.
2. Experiments:
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P3HT: PCBM: ZnS NPs layers were prepared by spin coating as a precursor solution on pre-cleaned
glass substrates. The glass substrates were first ultrasonicated in distilled water, ethanol, and
subsequently dried in oven. The P3HT: PCBM layer was constructed by spin-coating method with 1:1
weight ratio solution in chlorobenzene at the glass substrate. Then, the ZnS nanoparticles were
incorporated in P3HT: PCBM solution in chlorobenzene with the weight ratios of 0, 5, 10 and 15 wt %.
Also, the ZnS NPs were prepared by the chemical route method. The ZnS NPs were prepared by mixing
two chemical solutions. The first solution was prepared by dissolving 1.3g of (ZnCl2) in 100 ml distilled
water. Sodium hydroxide was used to reach the pH of the solution to the required amount of (pH=8.5,
9.5 and 10.5). The second solution was obtained by dissolving 0.7g from (Na2S) in 100 ml distilled
water [4]. Because of the common ion effect, the pH controlled the rate of reaction. With a spin-coating
speed of 1000 rpm for 30s, P3HT: PCBM: ZnS NPs solution was deposited at the glass substrate. The
annealing temperature was at 120 °C for 10 min. The ratios of P3HT: PCBM: ZnS NPs were (1:1:0,
1:1:0.05, 1:1:0.01 and 1:1:0.15), respectively. The film thickness of P3HT: PCBM: ZnS NPs was about
120 nm. The area of the sample was estimated to be (2.5x2.5) cm2.
The structural properties of the films were investigated by using X-ray diffraction pattern (XRD). The
surface morphology of the films was tested by using a field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM, S-4200, and Hitachi) operated at 15 kV.
Also, the absorption spectra of the films were measured at room temperature using a SHIMADZU
UV-1800 UV-VIS spectrophotometer. The spectrophotometer range is from (200- 1200) nm.
3. Results and Discussion:
3.1 X-Ray Diffraction:
XRD of ZnS (NPs) films are illustrated in Figure 1. Three prominent broad peaks are presented for
all samples. The values of 2θ for these peaks are located around of 28°, 47° and 56° corresponding to
(111), (220) and (311) diffraction planes respectively. This result indicates to the cubic structure for the
prepared nanocrystals. Also, 2θ peaks located around 31°, 34°, 36°, 62° and 67 are related to (100),
(002), (101), (013) and (112) planes respectively, which indicate to the hexagonal wurzite structure of
polycrystalline ZnO. This result reveals the partial and complete oxidation of ZnS NPs in various
mediums. In addition, the broadening of the peaks reveals to the formation of small size of ZnS
nanocrystals [7, 8].
The prepared samples of pH (8.5, 9.5 &10.5) have average crystallite size of (11.5, 14.3 &12) nm
respectively. The increasing of the intensity of ZnS NPs (111) peak indicates to the increasing of the
crystallinity which is due to the increasing of the pH value of the samples. This result is comparable
with result of other researchers [8].
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Figure 1. The XRD patterns of the ZnS nanoparticles prepared by chemical route method.

3.2 Scanning Electron Microscope Analysis (SEM):
Figure 2 shows the SEM images of ZnS NPs film, P3HT: PCBM film and P3HT: PCBM blending
ZnS NPs hybrid film. The SEM study of the ZnS NPs film is shown in Figure 2a. The distributions of
ZnS NPs are of irregular shape in the entire region with an average diameter of ZnS NPs about 85 nm.
Figure (2b) shows the SEM image of P3HT: PCBM film. It can be noticed from this figure the uniform
distribution of the film. To study the distribution of ZnS NPs in this layer, the microstructures of the
P3HT: PCBM blending ZnS NPs hybrid film by SEM was used, as shown in Figure 2c. It was found
that the distribution of the ZnS NPs is irregular distribution and the average diameter was about 57 nm.
It is estimated that the decreasing of surface energy is attributed from the assemble effect results from
nanoparticles [9].
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Figure 2. The SEM images of (a) ZnS nanoparticles, (b) P3HT: PCBM film and(c) P3HT: PCBM:
ZnS NPs hybrid film.
3.3 Optical Properties Study:
The absorption spectra of the blends and for variable weight ratios samples of ZnS NPs are illustrated
in Figure 3. The broad absorption peaks from 400 nm to 650 nm is resulted from the π-π* transitions.
Absorption spectra of the blends shown in this figure are simply reveals to the combination of
nanoparticles and polymer without any further absorption peaks [10, 11] because there is no any ground
state interaction between them [12]. The little stretching of absorption edge of the P3HT: PCBM: ZnS
NPs to the lower wavelength region is resulted from the quantum confinement effect from the inorganic
nanoparticles. Also, the blue shift is due to the rising in band gap between π and π* energy levels. The
insertion of the nanoparticles decreases the inter- chain interaction and conjugation length of P3HT.
Also, the addition of ZnS NPs into the P3HT: PCBM matrix increased the crystallization of the P3HT
and captures more incoming light, therefore the magnitude of the absorption is increased [13]. It can be
noticed, that the increasing of the ZnS NPs ratio leads to decreasing the absorbance, and this is because
of the aggregation of ZnS NPs martial which can increase the recombination of exitons. Due to the high
amount of the light absorption intensity, the generation rate of excitons is improving [9].
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Figure 3. Optical absorption spectra of P3HT, P3HT: PCBM and P3HT: PCBM: ZnS NPs hybrid
films for different pH values and concentrations of ZnS nanoparticles.
Also, the previous figure shows that the spectrum has two bands, one in UV region which is called
B-band (or soret) band in the range about (240-350) nm due to the direct transition between the bonding
π in HOMO and the anti-bonding π* in LUMO for all samples, and the other band is in the visible region
which is called Q-band, and it consists of two close peaks in the range of 530-750 nm.
Figure 4 illustrates the relation between (αhυ) 2 and the photon energy (hυ). The optical energy
gap values (Egopt) for P3HT: PCBM and P3HT: PCBM: ZnS films with different pH values have been
calculated using Tauc equation [11]. This figure reveals that the values of direct optical energy gap,
increases by adding ZnS nanoparticles and for the lower concentration of 5% and for different pH is
attributed to the increase of absorbance intensity in the visible region. Whereas, it decreases for other
ZnS loading (10% & 15%) and for different pH values due to the decreasing of the absorbance in the
visible region. Table 1 illustrates optical constants for P3HT: PCBM:ZnS films for different pH and
concentrations of ZnS nanoparticles.
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Figure 4. (αhυ ) 2 versus photon energy (hυ) for P3HT:PCBM:ZnS films with various pH values of
ZnS nanoparticles.
Table 1. Optical constants for P3HT: PCBM: ZnS films for different pH and concentration values of
ZnS nanoparticles.
Eg (eV)
Eg (eV)
Eg (eV)
pH
ZnS Conc.
Q1-band
Q2-band
B-band
2-ban
band
5%
1.92
1.98
3.26
8.5
10%
1.87
1.92
3.1
15%
1.92
2
3.2
5%
1.89
1.94
3.16
9.5
10%
1.8
1.88
3.02
15%
1.9
1.99
3.04
5%
1.91
2
3.24
10.5
10%
1.85
1.82
3.23
15%
1.91
2
3.26
4. Conclusions:
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In this work, it is shown that the surface morphology and optical properties of the P3HT: PCBM blend
film is influenced by the adding of ZnS NPs on polymer-fullerene matrix. This result is attributed to the
interpenetrating network of ZnS nanoparticles which grow in P3HT: PCBM layer. Also, there is an
improvement of the light absorption intensity for P3HT: PCBM matrix due to the addition of ZnS NPs
material. Hence, it can be used as an active layer to achieve an efficient solar cell.
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Abstract. TiO2 thin films were deposited by Spray Pyrolysis with thickness ((350±25) nm) onto
glass substrates at (350℃), and the film was annealed at temperatures (400 and 500)℃ . The
structural and morphological properties of the thin films (TiO2) were investigated by X-ray
diffraction, Field emission scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscope. The gas
sensor fabricated by evaporating aluminum electrodes using the annealed TiO 2 thin films as an
active material. The sensitivity of the sensors was determined by change the electrical resistance
towards NO2 at different working temperatures (200 and 300) ℃. It was determined that the
fabricated sensor using TiO2 thin film annealed at (400) ℃ with 8.28 nm particle size has high
sensitivity than the thin films annealed at 500℃ with 10.37 nm particle size. The sensor operated
at 200 °C had also sensitive to the NO2 gas and its sensivity increased with operated temperatures
at 300℃. It was observed that the fabricated sensors exhibited reproducible and stable results.
Keywords: TiO2; Thin Film; annealing temperature; operation temperature; gas senor; spray
pyrolysis.

1. Introduction
The Solid State gas sensors are depends on the change of the physical and/or chemical
properties of their sensing materials when exposed to different gas atmospheres. Although the number
of materials used to implement this kind of devices is huge, this work will be centered in studying the
ones based in semiconductor properties, and more specifically in those using TiO2 as gas sensor [1].
TiO2 used in gas sensing is extensively because of its desirable sensitivity and mainly because of its
good stability in adverse environments and versatility in detecting a wide range of toxic/ﬂammable
gases [2, 3]. Titanium (IV) Oxide (II) has phase stable, rutile (tetragonal) and two phases metastable,
brookite (orthorhombic) and anatase (tetragonal). Both metastable phases become rutile (stable) when
annealing the material at temperatures above 700 ºC (in pure state) [4].
This Semiconductor Gas Sensors (SGS) present the property of changing the electrical conductivity
upon adsorption/desorption of gas molecules at their surfaces. Interaction with ambient oxygen in an ntype SMO can trap mobile carriers (electrons) from the bulk, resulting in an electron-depleted layer (i.e.,
space-charge layer) at the material surface [2,5].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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As suggested by several authors [6, 7], working with nanostructured materials will give a higher
surface area in front of gas. Taking into account that sensing reactions take place mainly on sensors
layer surface, the control of semiconductor particle size will be one of the first a requirements for
enhancing the sensitivity of the sensor.
Previously, reported methods for depositing thin ﬁlm gas sensing materials include chemical bath
deposition [8], spin-coating [9] silar [10], vacuum evaporation [11], sol-gel [12] and RF. Sputtering
techniques [13] ,etc. Among all methods, spray pyrolysis method is preferred here because It is a simple
method, cheap cost and easily for producing wide area deposition with suitable thickness [14]. The aim
of this work was to deposited-TiO2 thin films using a simple Spray Pyrolysis method and characterizes
the effect of annealing temperature operation temperature on their nanostructural and sensor properties.

2. Experimental details
The TiO2 thin films were prepared using spray pyrolysis method by taking a 0.1 M aqueous solution
of TiC3 as starting solutions. The solution was sprayed on to heated glass substrates which were kept
at temperature 350℃. Film thickness (t) was measured using weighting method, and was found to be
around (350 nm). The prepared films were annealed for 2h at temperatures 400and 500 ℃. The structure
of the films after annealing were determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using X-ray diffractometer
(SHIMADZU Japan) XRD600) with a Cu Kα radiation source (λ = 1.5406 Å) operated at 40 kV and 30
mA. The samples were scanned from 10 to 80°.
The surface morphology of films after annealing at 400 ℃ and 500 ℃ was carried out using Field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) TESCAN (Czech Republic) (Zeiss-EM10C-100KV
(university of Tehran -Iran, and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) micrographs were recorded by using
(Cary 100 Conc plus( university of Baghdad.
Finally, the TiO2 gas sensor was fabricated by evaporating aluminum as the ohmic contact electrodes
on the TiO2 thin films deposited using a grade mask. The gas sensitivity of a film is usually measured
as the percentage change in film resistance on gas exposure, or may be defined as the ratio of its
resistance in air to its steady state value in the presence of a gas. After put the sample in chamber was
locally manufactured (The chamber is cylindrical in shape, with a radius of 7.5 cm, and a height of 15
cm.

3. Results and discussion

Intensity (a.u)

3.1. XRD analysis
The X-ray diffraction of thin films annealed at (400and 500) ℃ are shown in Figure 1 and 2. XRD
results showed that the film was tetragonal TiO2 polycrystalline after annealing according to JCPDS
(Card No. 21-1272). It can be seen peaks (101) and (200) at around 25.23𝑜 and 48.10° belong to TiO2
appear at the annealing temperature of 400°C and slightly deviation in the peak position with increasing
of annealing temperature, may be due to the formation of different strain relief at the crystal grains[15]
. It is also observed that the peaks intensity increase with increasing annealing temperature, and other
weak peaks appear after annealing at 500oC, also it was found that the tetragonal phase remains stable
with increasing annealing temperature, this result agreement with (Hasan et.al)[16].
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of (TiO2) films annealed at 400oC temperature.
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of (TiO2) films annealed at 500oC temperature.
The XRD peaks (101) was selected to obtain structural parameters such as strain, crystalline size
C.S , dislocation density  and number of crystallites per area are calculated by using the following
relations respectively [15,17] and listed in table(1) and influence of increase annealing temp. on the
structural parameters.
β Cosθ
ε=
…………. (1)
4
0.94 λ

C.S = β Cosθ

……………….. (2)

1
 = (C.S)2
……………….. (3)
t
N =(C.S)3
………………… (4)
Where λ =0.154061nm, θ: Bragg’s angle, β (FWHM): full width at half maximum in rad and
t: thickness of the film.
From the Table 1, it was generally observed that as the crystallite size increases the strain, dislocation
density and number of crystallites per area in the ﬁlm decreases which is a well-known phenomenon.

Table 1. XRD results for thin films.
Annealing temperatures ℃

Parameters

400

500

(101)
(200)
(101)

25.2372
48.1091
3.5261

25.1807
47.9392
3.5338

25.2806
48.0487
3.5200

(200)
(101)

1.80779
0.00437
8.28
14.5
61.5

1.89611
0.00349
10.37
9.3
31.4

1.8920
……..
………
……….
………..

2𝜃
d Å
Strain
C.S nm

Standard
values

𝛿 *1015 m-2
𝑁𝑜 *1016 m-2
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3.2 FESEM and AFM analysis
Figure 3. shows the Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopic (FESEM) images of the annealed
at 400 ℃ and 500 ℃ films. FESEM pattern reveals that films are uniform, good coverage of substrata
surface, dense and without any cracks.

(a)

)b)

+.

Figure 3. Field Emission Scanning electron microscopic image of TiO2: a) after annealing at 400 and
b) after annealing at 500.
The two -dimensional (2D) AFM images for thin films with annealing temperatures are shown in
Figure 4. The sample surface become rougher after annealing at 500 ℃, it increased from 3.53nm for
thin films annealed at 400°C to 7.63 nm for thin films annealed at 500°C as shown in table (2) this
increasing may be due to increase of grain size. This results agreement with X-ray diffraction and
(FESEM).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (2D) AFM images for annealing temperatures:(a) 400°C and(b) 500 °C.
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Table 2. AFM results for thin films.
Annealing Temp.
400°C.
500°C.

Roughness
3.53
7.63

RMS
4.08
8.81

Average grain size (nm)
47.73
74.03

3.3. The gas sensitivity
The gas sensitivity of a film is usually measured as the percentage change in film resistance on gas
exposure, or may be defined as the ratio of its resistance in air to its steady state value in the presence
of a gas .Response (or detection sensitivity) of the sensors can be calculated as [18,19].
(𝑅𝑔−𝑅𝑎)
S=( 𝑅𝑎 ) ∗ 100% … … … … … (5)
Where, Ra and Rg are the measured resistance under air and NO2 (oxidizing gas), respectively.
It is possible to calculate the sensitivity of the sensor of the type metal oxides semiconductor through
the interaction between the gas and the sensor surface
3.3.1.

Influence of annealing temperature on Gas sensitivity

sensivitiy

Figure 5 Shows effect the annealing on sensitivity (S) as a function of operating time for TiO2 thin
films when exposure to NO2 gas at 200℃ operating temperature. It is clear from this figure the sensitivity
of the thin film annealed at 400℃ (particle size of 8.28 nm) is greater sensitivity than of the TiO2 thin
film annealed at 500℃ (particle size of 10.37 nm) because it has a large surface area that provides more
active sites for adsorption and reactivation for the gaseous species .And thin film annealed at 400℃
larger roughness, the increasing in surface roughness of the films leads to increase in sensing properties
this results agreement with S.H. salman [20].
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Figure 5. Show the effect annealing on sensitivity (S) as a function of operating time for TiO2 thin
films at 200℃ operating temperature
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3.3.2.

Influence of operating temperature on Gas sensitivity

sensivitiy

Figure 6 and Figure 7 Show operating temperature on sensitivity (S) as a function of operating time
for TiO2 thin films annealed at 400℃ and 500℃ (annealing temperature).
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Figure 6 . Shows operating temperature on sensitivity (S) as a function of operating time for TiO2 thin
films annealed at 400℃ (annealing temperature).
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Figure 7. Shows operating temperature on sensitivity (S) as a function of operating time for TiO2 thin
films annealed at 500℃ (annealing temperature).
The calculated sensitivity (S) of the sensors in two cases was given in Figure 5 and 6. The sensor
prepared is sensitive to NO2 gas as seen in these figures. It was shown that the sensitivity of the sensors
for these two measurements did not significantly change. As known the stability of the chemical gas
sensors related the particle size in the film [21]. It was seen that the sensitivity increased as the operating
temperature increased because decreases the surface resistance of the semiconductor thin film. Changing
of their electrical properties interested in adsorption of oxygen by trapping an electron from the
conduction band of the metal-oxide semiconductor. At the working temperature of the sensor below 200
°C ionized molecular (O2-) form of the oxygen can be exist while above this temperature atomic (O −,
O2−) forms is dominated [22].
The highest response of the sensor was reached at an operating temperature of 300 °C, as % 97.4. In
addition, the results indicate that the sensor has a good response with 37.46 % at a low temperature as
200 °C; these results for thin films annealed at 500°C.
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Also the highest response of the sensor was reached at an operating temperature of 300 °C, as 70.8%.
In addition, the results indicate that the sensor has a good response with 43.9 % at a low temperature as
200 °C, this results for thin films annealed at 400°C.

4. Conclusions
The spray pyrolysis method was successfully used to deposit a uniform and homogeneous TiO2 film.
The XRD data reveal that the TiO2 samples are polycrystalline with tetragonal structure after annealing.
The crystallite size is increased as the annealing temperature increases. The properties of TiO 2 thin
films are suitable for various technological applications. Such as gas sensor .the sensitivity of thin films
(TiO2) for NO2 gas depending on annealing and operating temperature.
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Abstract. The marshes of southern Iraq are among the most important and largest wetlands in
the Middle East and the world are characterized by the freshness of their waters and their
environmental diversity. The marshes have undergone many changes during the past decades
and to discover and study these changes, remote sensing data will be used as sources of
information and data in this study represented by the Landsat 8 satellite images (OLI), the images
were collected for years from 2013 to 2019, and by applying remote sensing techniques and
geographic information systems techniques, changes in Al-Hammar marsh were detected during
the past seven years, the supervised classification method (maximum likelihood) was applied to
classify the region Were identified six main categories of the land cover (deep water, shallow
water, small cane, large cane, plant, soil) using the software (ENVI 5.3), the final maps were
produced for classification using (ArcGIS 10.4.1) software, the results showed Significant
change in the water content of Al-Hammar marsh and the increase in the proportion of flooding
during the year 2019 to the highest rate since 2013. In addition, the results showed the accuracy
and success of the supervised classification method (maximum likelihood) in the classification
of images as they are considered the best classification methods, the fastest and high accuracy.
Keywords: Remote sensing, Wetland, Al-Hammar marsh, Supervised Classification, Maximum
Likelihood, Overall Accuracy.

1. Introduction
Remote sensing is an important and pervasive technology in modern technology science, as this
technology can be used and applied to collect data about a target such as the features of the land cover
and others and this data is analyzed, interpreted and processed to obtain information from it without
direct contact with the target, and remote sensing can be defined as a technique Collecting data on a
specific target, such as the Earth's surface, analyzing, interpreting, and processing it and extracting
information from it without an actual connection between them[1][2]. It provides a great possibility to
monitor and collect data about a specific area or goal for different time periods at the same time and
with high accuracy and with simple costs for the purpose of analyzing, interpreting and studying them
and discovering the changes that occur during these periods and many other processes provided by this
science, it allows the possibility of studying the features of the land cover [3]. These data collected about
the target are transferred from the target to the sensor in the form of electromagnetic spectrum as the
physical medium between the target and the sensor is the electromagnetic spectrum [4]. In remote
sensing, several areas of the electromagnetic spectrum are used through the sensed images where remote
sensing deals with both the visible spectrum, the infrared (near, short and thermal) spectrum, the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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microwave, where these images are collected from sources Numerous such as satellites, radars,
spacecraft or sensing images carried on board aircraft [5][6]. The wavelengths of these areas of the
electromagnetic spectrum are reflected from the target and recorded as a digital number in the image
pixels as the images that are dealt with in this technique are multi-spectral digital images that consist of
a large number of picture elements (pixels) as each pixel has a specific digital number It represents the
amount of the reflected electromagnetic spectrum from the target, the pixel in the image covers a specific
area of the region covered by the image[5][7].Remote sensing provides many and important data on the
surface of the earth and its resources, and thus it represents an important and great source for many
studies and applications that address the surface of the earth and its various and various features. Urban
development, agriculture, and many other applications, using remote sensed data [8][9]. One of the
important applications in remote sensing is the study and discovery of changes that occur in wetlands
that affect their nature. The diversity in the environmental system and have a great importance in
maintaining the balance and presence of wildlife. It is low areas on the surface of the earth that are
submerged in water that are either deep or shallow in which many plants grow. These lands may be
permanently submerged or seasonally and form a good habitat for different animals such as fish,
migratory birds and many other animals. Wetlands exist in different forms on the surface of the ground
Including swamps, marshes, shallow lakes, etc. They also differ in terms of the nature of the waters that
are submerged, some of which are fresh and salty, and they represent an integrated ecosystem in
biological terms, and they are either natural existence or artificial, wetlands constitute about 3-6% of the
surface of the earth around the world and represent one of the main ecosystems on the earth's surface
[10][11]. Among the important and major wetlands in the world are the Iraqi marshes, which are
characterized as natural wetlands with fresh water. These marshes cover a large area in southern Iraq,
where they occupy south and central the sedimentary plain in three southern governorates: Basra,
Maysan, and DhiQar[12][13]. It also represents the largest natural wetland in the Southwest Asian region
[14][8]. There are many marshes in southern Iraq, including permanent ones and seasonal ones, but
mainly wetlands in Iraq can be represented by three major and large marshes: Al-Hammar marsh,
Central Marshes and Hawizeh marsh [15]. The Iraqi Marshes have undergone great changes during the
past forty years for a number of reasons, including drying and building dams, etc., which led to changing
many of its features, characteristics, flooded areas, and even its environmental system and biological
composition [16]. To study the changes that occurred in Al-Hammar marsh during the time period of
2013-2019, remote sensing and geographic information systems (GIS) techniques are used where the
supervised classification method (maximum likelihood) will be used to know the change in the water
content and the areas flooded during this period and is this is done by performing image processing on
Landsat satellite images (L8), where image processing represents all the processes and applications that
are implemented on digital images for analysis, processing, interpretation, and extracting the required
information through the use of computers, for image processing multi applications on remote sensing
images as classification, environmental assessment, changes detection taking occur in the land cover
features and create maps and other [5].The use of land cover in Dhaka Metropolitan of Bangladesh is
studied by using the same supervised classification method as the maximum likelihood of classifying
the sensed data and revealing the changes taking place in the region, Dewan 2008[17]. The same
objectives of this study but using another program to apply the supervised classification to detect
changes is the program (ERDAS), Abdul Jabbar and others 2010[16]. This study is similar to the current
study where the supervised classification method (maximum likelihood) is used to classify attributes of
the study area and reveal the changes that occurred in it, Soliman 2011[18]. The Landsat satellite
imagery is categorized in the same way in this study to uncover changes in Kolkata Wetlands, Seema
and others 2012[19]. Similar to the work of this study, where the study area is classified using the
supervised classification method (maximum likelihood) and then revealed the changes that occurred,
Muhsin and others 2017[13].
2. Classification
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Classification is an important application in remote sensing and in image processing, where images are
processed and some algorithms are applied to them in order to obtain certain information, and
classification can be defined as the process of sorting and distributing image elements (pixels) on the
features or classes of land cover based on the numerical value of the units of the image, as each of them
possesses a numerical value representing the amount of spectral reflection of the attribute or class
present in the image [20]. The classification is very important when dealing with multispectral images
that consist of a number of spectral bands, and there are two main types of classification are supervised
classification and unsupervised classification [21].
The supervised classification is considered the fastest, broader in use and application and the highest
accuracy than the unsupervised classification, it gives very accurate results and close to the reference
data that are compared with it when applied by a user with experience and good knowledge of the
classified area and the land cover features for it, the supervisory classification provides great potential
and freedom for the user in The identification and distribution of image pixels on the land cover
categories, it makes the classification process easier and faster, and this type of classification needs in
the beginning to identify and choose training sites in the area of interest, i.e. distribute the image pixels
to the land cover categories It is distributes according to the spectral reflection of each of them, and then
each training site is distinguished by a specific color or symbol, so that it can separate and define the
interference regions in the land cover [21][22]. There are many types of supervisory classification
including (parallelepiped, minimum distance, mahalanobis distance, maximum likelihood, spectral
angle mapper, spectral information divergence, Binary encoding), where the maximum likelihood
method will be used in this research paper to classify the Landsat 8 satellite images [23].
3. Maximum likelihood Classification method:
It is the most common and used method and the most accurate supervised classification method in the
classification of remote sensed images as it is widely used to classify the features of the land cover in
images with false colors, in this method all pixels in the image are classified and assigned to one of the
categories of the land cover that have the highest probability [24][25]. In order for the results to be very
accurate, the probability threshold limit that does not allow a pixel to be set to a category with a low
probability [26]. Must be set. The discrimination functions for all pixels in an image classified in this
way are calculated using the following formula:[27].
𝟏

𝟏

𝒈𝒊 (x) = In p(𝝎𝒊 ) - 𝟐 In│𝑪𝒊 |- 𝟐 (x - mi)T 𝑪−𝟏
𝒊 (x - mi)

… … … … … (1)

Where:i: classes. x: dimensional information.P(𝜔i): Probability of occurrence of the class in the photo
(presumably the same for all categories).|𝐶𝑖 |: Specified for the information covariance matrix in the
category(𝜔𝑖 ).𝐶𝑖−1: Inverse of covariance matrix. m𝑖 : The image classes mean vector.
4. Classification accuracy assessment
Despite the high accuracy of the classification and the proximity of the results of the classification to
the real reference data for the study area or the classified target, it is necessary to verify the accuracy
and validity of the classification by conducting an assessment of the classification accuracy, which
represents an important and final step in the classification process that shows how accurate the
classification. Confusion matrix (error matrix) is constructed, which is a matrix consisting of numbers
(rows and columns) these numbers represent the classified image units where image pixels (number of
image units) classified for each category of land cover are placed in one of the rows and the reference
data for each category of land cover is placed in One of the columns for the matrix [28]. There are
several methods for assessing classification accuracy such as user accuracy, product accuracy, overall
accuracy, and Kappa coefficient. The overall accuracy is the ratio between correctly rated reference
points to total reference points [28]. The accuracy of the user is the ratio between the numbers of pixels
correctly classified to the total number of pixels in the row, while the product accuracy is the ratio
between the numbers of pixels classified correctly to the total number of pixels in column [29]. Thus,
the confusion matrix can be written using product accuracy and user accuracy [28]. Another metric that
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represents a statistical measure of classification accuracy is the Kappa coefficient that has a value
between + 1 and -1, so whenever the classification accuracy is high and is close to reference data, its
value is close to + 1, if either its value is close to zero or negative, then this means that the classification
is inaccurate and there is no affinity between it and the reference data. To calculate the overall accuracy,
equation (2) is applied. To calculate the Kappa coefficient, equation (3) is applied, respectively [30].
Overall accuracy =
𝒑

K=

𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒏𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒄𝒐𝒓𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒕 𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒆𝒅
*
𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 𝒏𝒖𝒎𝒃𝒆𝒓 𝒐𝒇 𝒑𝒊𝒙𝒆𝒍𝒔

100

… … … … … (2)

𝒑

𝒏 ∑𝒊=𝟏 𝒙𝒊𝒊 − ∑𝒊=𝟏(𝒙𝒊 × 𝒙+𝒊)
…
𝒑
𝒏𝟐 − ∑𝒊=𝟏(𝒙𝒊 × 𝒙+𝒊)

… … … … (3)

Where:
𝑛 = total number of training pixels. 𝑝 = number of classes. Σ𝑥𝑖𝑖 = total number elements of confusion
matrix. Σ𝑥𝑖+ = sum of row 𝑖. Σ𝑥+𝑖 = sum of column 𝑖.
5. Study area
Al-Hammar marsh is considered one of the main marshes in Iraq and occupies a wide area that extends
across three governorates (Basra, DhiQar, Maysan), approximately 300 km south of Baghdad and is
located within the coordinates of latitude (31,00 - 31,30) north and longitude (46,24 - 47,18) east, with
a length of about 90 km either its width ranges between (25-30) km, ALHammar marsh is a distinctive
and important ecosystem with social and economic impact in the region and has great importance and
benefit as it represents the habitat for many migratory birds in addition to that the local population
depends in their livelihood on the resources of marshes and animals [31].

Figure 1. Al-Hammar Marsh – Iraq
Methodology
In this study, the changes that occur in the Al-Hammar marsh south of Iraq during the time period from
2013 to 2019 are revealed using remote sensing techniques and geographic information systems(GIS),
where the study included classification of the study area and detect the changes in the water content and
the percentage of submerged areas of the marsh and the factors causing changes, Using the Landsat 8
satellite images data and comparing it with the reference data taken from the Ministry of Water
Resources, the Landsat 8 satellite advantage is that the images provided by it consist of 11 spectral bands
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distributed over two sensors, the first is the Operational Land Imager (OLI) and the second is the
Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS), the sensor (OLI) senses the first nine bands either the sensor (TIRS) it
only senses the last two bands [32][33]. Satellite images with 30m spatial resolution was collected from
the United States Geological Survey (https://www.usgs.gov/) website covering the study area with two
scenarios and coordinates (Path 166 - Row 39) and (Path 167 - Row 39) all taken during July and for all
years that are within the studied time period of 2013-2019 with varying dates. As shown in Table (1)
and Figure 2.
Sensors
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8
Landsat 8

Table 1. Landsat imagery used in the study
WRS Scene
Acquisition Dated
Path 166 Row 39
28/07/2013
Path 167 Row 39
19/07/2013
Path 166 Row 39
31/07/2014
Path 167 Row 39
22/07/2014
Path 166 Row 39
18/07/2015
Path 167 Row 39
25/07/2015
Path 166 Row 39
20/07/2016
Path 167 Row 39
27/07/2016
Path 166 Row 39
23/07/2017
Path 167 Row 39
30/07/2017
Path 166 Row 39
26/07/2018
Path 167 Row 39
17/07/2018
Path 166 Row 39
29/07/2019
Path 167 Row 39
20/07/2020

Figure 2. Satellite images for Al-Hammar marsh – Iraq at 2013 before and after mosaic.
The experimental steps of this work are summarized in the following: Mosaic: which is the process of
merging the images overlapping with each other in a way that allows the production of a new image
covering the entire study area, each band from the first scene was merged with the band that corresponds
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to it from the second scene in the mosaic method. After that, the numeric values of the Landsat 8 satellite
images are converted from digital number into reflectivity using equation (4) [34].
𝝆𝝀 = (𝑴𝝆 ∗ 𝑸𝒄𝒂𝒍 + 𝑨𝝆) /𝒔𝒊𝒏𝜽

… … … … … (𝟒)

Where:
ρλ = Top of Atmosphere Planetary Reflectance. (Unit less).
Mρ = Reflectance multiplicative scaling factor for the band.
Aρ = Reflectance additive scaling factor for the band.
Qcal = Level 1 pixel value in DN.
𝜃 = Solar Elevation Angle.
Corrected spectral bands are combined by layer stacking using (ENVI 5.3) software to obtain multispectral images (stacked). The color combination (543) is chosen as a color image in pseudo colors, it
represents a color image in the form (RBG) with three spectral bands from the Landsat 8 satellite image
( near infrared band, red visible band, green visible band), and these are chosen The color combination,
because it is the most suitable color combination, to show the main features of the land cover of the
study area which are (water, cane, plant, soil) as shown in Figure (3). The cane has different spectral
reflectance than the plant and the cane growth inside the marshes, so, it should be separated.

Figure 3. Color combination (543) applied to Landsat 8 satellite images.
Al-Hammar marsh's area is cut off from the resulting image because the image covers a much larger
area than Al-Hammar marsh's area and performs the cutting using (ArcGIS 10.4.1) software by creating
a shape file for the boundaries of Al-Hammar marsh. Regions of interest (ROIs) are determined by using
(ENVI 5.3) software. Six categories of land cover for the area are identified (deep water, shallow water,
small cane, large cane, plant, soil), then the digital classification of the satellite images in which the
categories were identified the supervised classification method (maximum likelihood), as shown in
Figure 4.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 4. Landsat- 8 (OLI) Satellite Image (a. 2013 b. 2014 c. 2015 d. 2016 e. 2017 f. 2018 g. 2019)
respectively of Al-Hammer Marshes after Clipping for color composition (5 4 3).
6. Results and Discussion
The results obtained by conducting the methodology on the classified images that were conducted to
change detection in the water content and the submerging ratios of AL-Hammar marsh in southern Iraq
during the period from 2013 to 2019.
Figure (5) represents the outputs of the supervised classification process (maximum likelihood) that
classified the land cover of the study area (deep water, shallow water, small cane, large cane, plant, soil),
after the classification procedure, the percentage of the water area is calculated by Collecting
percentages for each area (deep water, shallow water, small cane) and for all years respectively, Table
(2) shows the percentage of the area of each of the swamp areas, graph (1) shows the change in the water
level in the marshes.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 5: Supervised classification (maximum likelihood) of color combination (543) for years (a.
2013-2013 b. 2014 c. 2015 d. 2016 e. 2017 f. 2018 g. 2019).
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Table 2. The class’s area for Supervised classification (maximum likelihood) of color combination
(543) for the years 2013 – 2019.
Classes
Year

Unclassified
m²

Water
m²

Cane
m²

Plant
m²

Soil
m²

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

791,687,700
1,067,350,500
667,788,300
423,976,500
746,451,900
671,757,300
1,269,193,500

19,880,100
123,702,300
37,149,300
425,566,800
55,395,000
3,850,200
36,064,800

197,136,900
285,183,000
463,361,400
368,420,400
394,592,400
446,243,400
368,053,200

2,236,341,600
1,768,810,500
2,076,747,300
2,027,082,600
2,048,607,000
2,123,195,400
1,571,734,800

water immersion's area
1,500,000,000.00

1,000,000,000.00

500,000,000.00

0.00

WATER M²
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Figure 6. The Differences in the surface area of the water content in Al-Hammar marsh versus the
years 2013 to 2019.
the results that appeared to us and by studying the figures and tables mentioned above, when comparing
with reference data taken from the Ministry of Water Resources for the study area, we find that the color
combination that was chosen and the classification method used to classify the satellite images, which
is the supervised classification method (maximum likelihood) gave high accuracy results very close to
Real data and what confirms this are when conducting an assessment of classification accuracy and
calculating the overall accuracy and Kappa coefficient for all the classified images, a very high accuracy
was obtained, as shown in Table (3). where it was found that there were a lot of changes that occurred
in Al-Hammar marsh as the water content and the inundation percentage , as these rates varied during
the successive years from 2013 to 2019 by increasing and decreasing, where we note that the percentage
of water content rose slightly in the year 2014 from what was during 2013 either during the subsequent
years either the percentage of water began to decline gradually and unevenly reached the lowest in the
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year 2018, where the water covering the area of the marsh became scarce, and since the beginning of
the year 2019 the percentage of water began to increase in the marshes significantly, until in May it
reached twice what it was during the same month of 2018 as a result of the flood wave and torrential
rains that swept the country.
Table 3. Overall accuracy values and Kappa coefficients for supervised classification methods in
color combination (543) for all years.
Year
Overall accuracy
Kappa coefficient (K)
Error percentage
2013
98.9698
0.988
1.0302
2014
99.9323
0.9992
0.0677
2015
99.9324
0.9992
0.0676
2016
85.6017
0.8324
14.3983
2017
99.6608
0.996
0.3392
2018
96.2526
0.9562
3.7474
2019
99.862
0.9984
0.138
7. Conclusions
We conclude from the results obtained that the color combination (543) chosen in this study, which is
the spectral bands (near infrared band, red visible band, green visible band) are the best color
combinations that can be applied to determine the features of the land cover of the marsh region, as the
required features are well and clearly demonstrated, in addition to that we conclude that the supervised
classification method (maximum likelihood) is the best and most accurate classification method that has
been applied to classify the land cover features in an easy, fast and highly accurate manner because it
gave very close results to the reference data with a very low error rate, reaching 0.0676%.
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Abstract. The heavy elements (Cadmium, Mercury, and Arsenic) are considered to be highly
toxicity for human and living creatures. This research focused on the concentrations of these
elements in the soil of Diyala Governorate. The 25 samples of soil were collected from different
areas included (industrial, residential, and agricultural) with an average sample rate for each
region with a depth (10 cm). The samples were compressed to prepare them for measurement by
dispersive spectroscopy of X-ray energy (EDX).The results are compared with the global
determinants World Health Organization (WHO), where the results indicates the highest
concentration of cadmium in the Injanah region and the lowest concentration in the Alma'amil
region. The highest concentration of mercury in the regions of Mohammed Sakran and Diyala
Bridge and the lowest concentration in the region of Mundhiriyah. The Arsenic elements
concentrated become high in the Rashidiya region and less concentrated in the Hamrin hills
region. It is known that these elements are more toxic than other elements when they are found
in a higher rate than the permissible level in the soil.
Keywords: Cadmium, Mercury, Arsenic, high toxicity, and soil elements.

1. Introduction
The general meaning of heavy elements is those elements with a density greater than (5g/ cm3) [1]. The
soil in many regions of the world is exposed to pollution by toxic heavy elements as a result of human
activity in many areas, especially industry and agriculture, adding phosphate fertilizers, manufacturing
and mining. These activities are a great source of air pollution that loaded the air particles with heavy
elements, so these particles are deposited directly on the soil surface, then by rain it will be transported
into the soil. The soil pollution is affected by the plants that been cultivated in this area. The pollutant
elements are entering the plants which will be harvested to get into the food chain, and that increases
the risks to human health [2, 3].
Cadmium (Cd) which is a metallic silver-colored white substance with atomic number 48 and atomic
weight 112,41g/mol. Its boiling point is 765 ° C, its melting point is 321 ° C, and its density is 8.65 g /
cm3. The cadmium is a metal and is ignited by heating giving CdO, which is a brown oxide. As for
physically, it is satin (malleable and withdrawn) [4, 5].Cadmium is found in ordinary soils with a small
concentration of 0.5 ppm or less, but in sedimentary soils its concentration may be 25 ppm One of the
properties of cadmium is that it is very stable in the environment and accumulates in the soil where
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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living organisms coexist and can be easily absorbed from the roots of plants. It is known that cadmium
is a toxic element associated with zinc extraction and other industrial processes. However, it is a
dangerous air pollutant (cadmium dust), and thus cadmium accumulates on the soil surface and
accumulates in plants, including herbaceous plants, without toxic symptoms, and the amount of
cadmium in the environment is increased by the disposal of solid waste. Contamination of soil surface,
subsurface areas and water surface results in cadmium. Also, the amount of cadmium in the soil may
increase as a result of the application of fertilizers [6, 7].
Mercury (Hg) is a chemical element symbolized by Hg, atomic number 80 and molecular weight 200.59
g / mol. Its density (13.54 g / cm3) freezes at (-38.9 ° C), and its boiling point (356.9 ° C). , Which is a
silver, bluish liquid that looks like lead in appearance. When an electric spark passes through mercury
vapor, it emits a bright flash and ultraviolet light.
It evaporates at room temperature and thus its
atoms are mixed with the air without the human being realizing it, especially since it has no odour and
color, and when a person inhales this air, the mercury atoms enter the lung and thus reach the blood and
brain. Many studies have shown that high exposure to mercury causes toxicity to the central nervous
system, which can lead to irritability, fatigue, behavioral changes, convulsions, headaches, hearing loss,
loss of perception, and hallucinations to death.[8,9]
Arsenide (As) and atomic number 33 in the periodic table of elements. Its atomic mass is 74,922 in the
fifteenth group of the periodic table. Arsenic is found in many chemical compounds, as well as a pure
crystalline component, and has been achieved in conjunction with minerals and sulfur. Arsenic is a semimetal, has a multi-rootedness, but the gray form is important in the industry. It was known to be one of
the most toxic substances, and was often used to get rid of enemies due to its easy accessibility.It can be
detected easily regardless of trying to clean tools used in the arsenic handling and transport process.
Arsenic is naturally found in soil, air, and water. In some countries, arsenic is found in large quantities
in groundwater. It is very toxic when present in an inorganic form. Table 1 represents the general
permissible limit for the presence of elements (Cd, Hg, As) in the soil of the World Health Organization
[10].
Table 1.General permissible limit for elements (Cd, Hg, As) in the soil by WHO
Element name
Cd
Hg
As
WHO(mg/kg)
1
0.5
20
2. Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
It is the science that is defined by collecting, processing and analyzing spatial data. There are several
programs used for geographic information systems, including those that operate on a directional
information system such as ArcGIS and that operate on a raster system such as ERDAS. The trend
system is more suitable for storing high-precision data such as ownership and boundary maps, so it is
preferable in these cases to choose programs that run on the vector information system [11-13].
3. Interpolation
There are several interpolation methods, such as Kriging, global polynomial, local polynomial, inverse
distance weight (IDW) etc. Spatial interpolation is the process of using points with known values to
estimate values at other unknown points. For example, to create a precipitation map for a country, you
won't find enough weather stations to cover the entire region. Spatial interpolation can estimate the
temperature at locations without data recorded using temperature readings known at nearby weather
stations calculated using internal interpolation. In GIS, spatial interpolation of these points can be
applied to create a vector surface with estimates values. The results of the interpolation analysis can then
be used for analyses the whole area and for modelling. There are many methods for implementation in
ArcGIS. Inverse Distance Weight (IDW) interpolation method, is one of many methods of interpolation.
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The sample points are weighted during interpolation such that the influence of one point with respect to
other declines with distance from the unknown point you want to create [12,14,15].
4. Study Area
Diyala Governorate is located in the eastern part of central Iraq, and from the provinces that have
international borders, it is bordered to the north by the Sulaymaniyah Governorate and part of the
Salahuddin Governorate, while it is bounded to the west by the Baghdad and Salahuddin governorates
and to the south by the Wasit Governorate and To the east is the Islamic Republic of Iran.This region
situated between (33.3–35.6) latitude and (44.22–45.56) longitude, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Photomap of Iraq and DiyalaShapefile

5. Modeling and working methods
The work in the current study is divided into three phases:
First stage: is the field work (collection of samples).
Secondstage: is the laboratory work.
Third stage: is the information processing and discussion.
Figure 1 displys Diyala map, which represents the borders of the study area as well as the areas from
which samples were collected for the purpose of the study.Twenty-five (25) soil samples were collected
from Diyala governorate at a depth of 10 cm. These samples were taken from many regions (industrial,
residential, agricultural). The samples were configured by numbering the nylon bags that consists of the
samples. The samples were transferred to the laboratory for the purpose of preparing them for
measurement to study the concentrations of the heavy elements (Cd, Hg, As).
The work’s procedure is summarized by:
Drying the samples in the sun for several days.
Grinding the samples separately: very fine grinding using a ceramic mortar for two hours.
Compressing the soil samples using a hydraulic press,
Finally, examining the concentration of heavy elements in the samples by the (EDX). Table (2)
illustrated the location were the samples collected.
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Table 2. Symbolized sampling locations
ID

Location name

East

North

1
2
3
3
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

kalar
mandhiria
Aleazim Dam
injanah
khaniqin
Aleazim
khan oil
Alnay
Hamrin Hills
almqdady
Imam Wes
hay mazid
mandeley
Canaan
cintarbeqwb
alkhalis
jadidatalshat
Rashidiya
Mohammed sakran
almaemil
qzanyh find
qzanyhcinter
Baldroozfatmyh
diyala bridge
almadayin

45.32916
45.4333
44.55443
44.60147
45.27905
44.5172
45.35477
44.54785
45.06267
44.9569
45.14028
44.741
45.54053
44.7976
44.61293
44.52183
44.4009
44.4148
44.45653
44.525
45.50671
45.54952
45.1333
44.5184
44.5803

34.57248
34.20412
34.53553
34.42877
34.2664
34.20332
34.17022
34.054
34.06082
33.9823
33.9359
33.80382
33.74133
33.6936
33.7459
33.84487
33.68145
33.6878
33.56708
33.4947
33.2367
33.65292
33.5044
33.2326
33.0968

Elevation
m
835
656
470
289
815
248
747
188
458
155
187
124
373
127
101
102
87
84
91
99
151
250
144
73
95

6. Results and discussion
The results gained from the EDX are the concentrations of each elementsin the samples. These data
were illustrated in Table 3. The results showsthe variations of the presence of the elements at different
locations. The variation of the concentration is a reflection of the pollution degree in that area due to the
presence of industrial activities or any human activities.
Table 3. Concentrations the heavy metals (Cd, Hg, As)
ID
Cd ppm
Hg ppm
As ppm
1
7.3
0.36
0
2
0
0
0
3
0
0.54
0
4
10.5
0.74
0
5
0
0.09
11.3
6
0
0.21
0
7
0
0
0
8
0
0
38
9
0
0
0
10
4.9
0.54
1.33
11
8.06
1.53
32.66
12
0
0
33.33
13
1.4
0
0
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

0
7.86
0
4.46
0
0
1
5.1
0
0
3
2.73

0
1.53
0
0.21
0.44
0
0.15
1.13
0.33
0.45
1.260
1.02

0
0
0
0
61.3
5.33
0
0
0
0
0
0

Geographic information analysis provides the ability to estimate variables throughout the studied area
using interpolation functions. The IDW interpolation method was chosen to be applied to the data
collected. Figure 2 represents the estimation of cadmium concentration in the studied areas. Through
the estimation map, using ArcGIS software, areas were calculated and illustrated in Table 3. The highest
concentration of cadmium. It was recorded in Region No. 1 (7.3 ppm) and in Region No. 2 (10.5 ppm)
No. 10 it was recorded (4.9 ppm) and in No. 11 it was recorded (8.06 ppm). And in No. 15 it was
recorded (7.86 ppm). And at No. 11 it was recorded (8.06 ppm). And in No. 15 it was recorded (7.86
ppm) and in 17.21 4.46, 5.1 of the cadmium element were recorded in these areas due to the nature of
the earth's formation, as well as the reason for throwing industrial waste containing cadmium waste as
she the Figure(2).

Figure 2. Distribution of Cadmium concentration
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The highest concentration of (Hg) was recorded in Region No. 11 (1.53 ppm), while in Region No. 21
(1.13 ppm), and in Region No. 24 (1.26 ppm), it was recorded in Zone 25 (1.02 ppm). Per million), and
these four regions are high compared to the (World Health Organization). Adult (0.5 ppm) As for the
rest of the regions, the mercury concentration was within or below the required level as shown in Figure
3, which indicates the presence of mercury in the study area. Mercury is naturally present in the earth's
crust, and it is released into the environment due to volcanic activities and human activity, which
indicates the main reason for the release of mercury into the environment are, especially, from coal-fired
power plants, coal burning in homes, cooking, industrial activities and waste incinerators as shown in
Figure3.

Figure 3. Distribution of Mercury concentration
The highest rise in arsenic was recorded in region No. 8 (38 ppm), in region No. 6 it was recorded (32
ppm), in region No. 11 and in region No. 12 it was recorded (33.33 parts per million). In region No. 18
and recorded the highest rise (61.3 ppm)
As for the rest of the regions, there was no presence of arsenic (Figure 4) representing the sites of arsenic
and its concentrations in the studied areas, and the arsenic increases in the areas most used in the industry
as an ingredient in the manufacture of alloys, as well as in the treatment of glass, dyes, textiles, paper,
metal adhesives and preservatives for wood and ammunition. . Arsenic is also used in leather tanning
and, to some extent, in pesticides, food additives, and pharmaceuticals.
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Figure4. Distribution of Arsenic concentration

7. Conclusion
A high concentration of most heavy elements in depth (10 cm), which indicates the absence of
movement and transmission of these elements through the soil layers.Soil samples showed contaminated
with cadmium, which reached the highest concentration (10.4) compared to the permissible limit (1 part
per million) in area No. 4 and the highest concentration of mercury, which reached (1.53 part per million)
compared to the maximum. Allowed by the World Health Organization (0.5 part per million) in the 11
and 15 regions, and the highest concentration of arsenic in the 18th region, reaching (61.3 parts per
million) compared to the permissible limit of the World Health Organization (20 parts per million).
Soil is often contaminated with cadmium, mercury, and arsenic due to the use of agricultural pesticides
and chemical fertilizers that contain these elements. Human factors that increase the use of these
elements, which leads to an increase in these elements in the soil.
The method that been used in this research is an effective way to illustrate and evaluate the
concentrations of heavy elements and their reasons. The focal points in the concentrations maps are
exact because they are measured in the lab.
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Abstract. This article reported investigations the effect of partial substitution potassium at
calcium site for HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ system with x from 0 to 0.2. All samples were prepared using
solid state reaction technique. The samples were subjected to gross structural characterization by
X-ray diffraction. The XRD data for the prepared samples are consistent with the Hg-1223
phases, and the analysis showed that the structures are tetragonal. Increasing potassium level
results in decreasing the mass density (from 1.53 to 1.51), volume fraction (from 76.4 to 71.9),
lattice parameters c, c/a length of c. Electrical resistance was testing by four-probe technique to
determine the critical temperature, and it is noticed that the non-potassium HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ
compound has a critical temperature around 118 K, while introducing potassium in HgBa2Ca2xKxCu3O8+δ compound with x=0.1 and 0.2 led to decrease the critical temperature to 110 K and
93 K, respectively.

Keywords: partial substitution, Tetragonal structure, Potassium, Electrical Resistance, X-ray
diffraction.

1. Introduction
The large variation in the layered structure of High Temperature Superconducting Compounds
(HTSC) leads to important changes in physical, mechanical and structural properties such as magnetic
field, electrical conductivity, current density, dielectric constant [1,4], hardness[5], tensile strength,
elasticity, grain size and crystal size depending on the type of superconducting compound[6], the
proportions of the elements and their partial substitution in the compound [4-8]. The difference in the
stratigraphic composition of the high temperature superconducting compounds leads to important
changes in the magnetic field depending on its movement that is relative to the axes of the crystal lattice.
For superconducting planes, the direction of the magnetic field varies. The results of the measurements
of the critical magnetic field and its critical temperature depend on the angle between the magnetic fields
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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and the surface (a – b). Generally, it showed that the dissipation in the electric magnetic field strongly
decreases when the field tends towards the superconducting layers away from the c axis [9, 10].
Measurements in oblique fields were commonly analyzed in terms of the approach based on the
anisotropic of mass. Anisotropy reduces the effective electric and magnetic field component in the same
direction and parallel to the superconducting layers [11].The electric and magnetic field component
along the c-axis is the only active component within highly anisotropic materials, because it has been
found already experimentally at BSCCO system [4, 12]. For moderate contrast materials, such as Y-BC-O, field scale has been shown to be valid in the flow region [13], and for Hg-Ba-Ca-Cu-O compounds
families have anisotropy between those of YBCO and BSCCO. Regarding -2212 phase [14], only few
investigations were reported on the angle dependence for the transmission characteristics. The resistance
of (Hg, Re) Ba2CaCu2O6 was recently studied under different directions of magnetic field with respect
to c-axis, and the dependence of the dissipation field on the angle of inclination has been inferred [15].
The physical properties of many superconducting materials, such as high phase formation, temperature
transition and the isolation of the superconducting compound Hg-1223 have been improved by means
of cation substitutions and doping with highly valued pb, Re or other elements [16, 17]. The electrical
resistance is one of the most important characteristics of material, and it is mostly a common method to
determine the transition temperature of a superconductor.
The aim of this research is to study the effect of partial sedimentation of calcium with potassium, in
HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δcompound with different x values. Important measurements were carried out to
determine the structural and electrical properties of the samples.
2. Experimental
The pure powders of HgO, CaO, CuO, BaO and K2O3 were weighted by a sensitive balance to form
the chemical formula HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ, with x = 0, 0.1 and 0.2. The samples were synthesized by
solid state reaction method. The chemical formulas listed below are the general guide for starting
materials.
HgO + 2BaO+(2-x) CaO + x K2O3+ 3CuO → HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ
The powders were mixed together using an agate mortar to produce a homogenous mixture, and the
grinding process took a period of time between 30-50 minutes. The powders were shaped as a discpellets with a diameter of 15 mm and a thickness of 3 mm using a hydraulic press with 5 MPa pressure
for 1 min. The pellets were pre-sintered at (850) ºC for one day using a Carbolite furnace with increasing
the temperature rate by 7 ºC/min, then cooled down to 25ºC with same heating rate. The crystal structures
of HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ compounds were obtained using X-Ray diffractometer type Shimadzu with the
following features: Source: Cu Kα, Wavelength: 1.5405, Current: 30 mA, Voltage: 40 KV. The scanning
speed is 8 degree/min in a 2θ range of (10-80) o. The computerized calculations for (a, b, and c) were
based on Full Prof Suite toolbar [18]. The intensities of the X-ray diffraction peaks have been used in
equation (1) to estimate the phase’s volume fraction [19]:
 I
(1)
V ph 
 100%



 I   I 1  I 2  I other( peaks)
Where Io= XRD phase peak intensity that determined, I1, I2,… In represented the peaks intensities of all
XRD.
The densities (dm) of the samples were determined using this equation [12].
dm= Wm / NA V..(2)
where:Wm= the molecular weight in (amu)
NA=Avogadro’s number (particles/gm ml)
V = the volume of the unit cell in (cm3).
The superconductor’s critical temperature was determined by measuring the electrical resistivity as a
function of the temperature. Four-point probe technique was used to measure the electrical resistivity
within a temperature range of (77-300 K).
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The samples were tested under vacuum of 6 x 10-2 mbar prepared by a rotary pump. The cryostat was
connected to the rotary pump, and a digital thermometer sensor was attached near the sample. Four
copper wires were also connected to the sample through oven-dried silver paste, which served as two
wires for the current and the others for the electric voltage. The sample was prepared with a current of
5 mA by means of a constant current source, and the voltage drop in the sample was measured using the
nanometer as a function of its cooling. Resistivity (ρ) was measured as the temperature of the sample
changed using the relationship:
ρ=

V t
I L

(2)

where: the current passing through the sample I, voltage drop between the electrodes V, ω is the sample
width, L is the effective length passing through electrodes, and t is the sample thickness.
3. Result and Discussions
Figure 1shows the XRD pattern of HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ compound with x=(0, 0.1, and 0.2). The
figure illustrated that the potassium substitution has produced changing in the high (H-phase) and low
phases (L-phase). It is also noted that the partial replacement leads to a displacement of the peaks and a
change in their intensities, This confirms the interaction between the elements and components of the
superconducting compound.
Table 1 shows the values of the crystal lattice constants and the mass density that calculated from the
X-ray diffraction plot after applying Brack's law to each partial substitution value of x. This table shows
that the mass density, lattice parameters, and volume fraction decrease with increasing potassium
substitution. This is due to the substitution of calcium by potassium and the difference in the sizes
of the atoms replaced the elements since the ionic radius of potassium is longer than that for
calcium. This is because the expansion at the base structure of HgO results in decreasing in mass
density, volume fraction, c/a and the length of c.
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Figure 1. XRD of HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δwith x=0, 0.1 and.2
Figure 2 illustrated the electrical resistivity as a function of the temperature for HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ,
HgBa2Ca1.9K0.1Cu3O8+δ and HgBaCa1.8K0.2Cu3O8+ compounds. n the first section, when the temperature
drops from 300 to 155 K, it is noticed that the resistivity of the three samples behaves like a metal, but
the temperature drops rapidly until it becomes zero, so we were able to determine two transition
temperatures for each sample, which is Tc(onset) and Tc(offset). The transition temperature of pure curve
was observed at 135 K (Tc(onset)) and at no-resistance. The (Tc(offset)) were happened at 118 K, the
transition range (ΔT) equal to 17K, while the values of transition temperatures for as grown
HgBa2Ca1.9K0.1Cu3O8+δ and HgBaCa1.8K0.2Cu3O8+ δ (at zero resistance Tc(offset)) are 110 and 93 K, Tc(onset)
are 131 and113K, the change in transition width (ΔT=21and 10 k) respectively. This shows a decrease
in the ΔT with increasing the Potassium concentration as shown in figure 3. Table 1 illustrated
the decreasing in the mass density ρM and volume fraction with increasing potassium

concentration.
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of resistivity for HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ
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Figure 3. Temperature dependence of Potassium concentration for HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ
Table 1. Critical temperature Tc(OFF, ,Tc(ON), lattice parameters c, a, c/a, volume fraction and mass
density for HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ system for x=0, 0.1 and 0.2.
X
Tc(OFF)(K)
Tc(ON) (K)
a(A0)
c(A0)
c/a
ρM (g/cm3)
VPh-1223%
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0.0
0.1
0.2

118
110
93

135
131
113

3.845
3.833
3.846

15.78
15.37
15.36

4.099
4.006
3.999

1.53
1.52
1.51

76.4
74.4
71.9

4. Conclusions
In this study, we synthesized HgBa2Ca2-xKxCu3O8+δ system with x=0, 0.1 and 0.2. The samples were
prepared by solid state reaction process. The partial substitution of calcium with potassium in the CaO2 layer of HgBa2Ca2Cu3O8+δ has been studied with special emphasis on the effect of this partial
substitution on superconductivity and microstructure properties. The XRD data collected from various
samples show that all the samples are polycrystalline correspond to Hg-1223 phase. The critical
transition temperature Tc(0ffset) decreases from 118 to 93 when increasing potassium concentration. The
results conclude that the substitutions of potassium lead to change in the volume fraction, lattice
parameter and mass density.
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Abstract. In this study, high quality ZnO/Ag-NPs thin transparent and conductive film
coatings were fabricated via sol-gel process combined with spin-coating technique. Structural,
surface morphology, electrical and optical properties were investigated by means of XRD, Hall
effect measurements, FESEM and UV-Vis. The synthesized ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films shows a
polycrystalline wurtzite structure, and the grain sizes enlarged when the annealing temperature
increased. The surface morphologies of the coatings were dense, smooth and homogeneous as
proved by FESEM images. The resistivity of (5.8×10-4 Ω.cm), the carrier concentration of
(3×1020 cm-3) and the mobility of (40 cm2/V s) were obtained from the film post heated with
500 °C. Same thin film also shows the highest transmittance and energy gap of 88% and 3.71
eV respectively.
Keywords: ZnO, Transparent conductive coatings, Sol-gel, spin coating

1. Introduction
Over the past decades, optical transparency and electrical conductivity were considered inversely
proportional. However, transparent and conductive materials (TCMs) have changed and wiped out this
consideration through the exhibition of high optical transparency over the visible range of the light
spectrum along with excellent electrical conductivity. Amongst these TCMs, transparent conductive
oxides (TCOs) have been widely used in numerous optoelectronic devices including solar cells, light
emitting diodes (LEDs), touch screens, displays, smart windows and sensors [1, 2]. Different materials
were used as TCOs such as Indium oxide (In2O3) and tin-doped indium oxide known as indium tin
oxide (ITO), zinc oxide (ZnO), aluminum and gallium doped ZnO (AZO, GZO), cadmium oxide
(CdO) and tin oxide (SnO2) [3, 4]. ZnO-based thin TCOs coatings have been widely used recently
owing to its non-toxic, high stability and good optoelectronic properties. The TCOs based thin film
coatings were produced so far via RF and DC sputtering, pulsed laser deposition, thermal evaporation,
and sol-gel processes [5, 6]. The sol-gel is cheap, able to control the doping concentration, performed
at low temperature and short time and produced coatings with preferred shape and surface area [7, 8].
ZnO can be doped with different elements including some transition metals such as aluminum (Al),
silver (Ag), gallium (Ga), copper (Cu), indium (In), Titanium (Ti) etc. [9-11]. Combining silver
nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) which have a reasonably good electrical conductivity and high optical
transparency with ZnO has not been widely overlooked and discussed.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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In this study, highly transparent and conductive system of ZnO/Ag-NPs was deposited on glass
substrates by sol-gel spin-coating method. The thicknesses and the concentrations of both ZnO and
Ag-NPs coatings were kept consistent throughout the sample fabrication process and the prepared thin
films were post annealed at different annealing temperatures (300, 400 and 500) °C. Such kinds of bilayer systems have not been extensively studied by researchers. The main goal of this investigation is
to point out the role of Ag-NPs and annealing temperature on the structural surface topography,
electrical and optical characteristics of ZnO coatings.
2. Methodology
2.1. Materials and methods
ZnO and Ag-NPs sols have been prepared using Zinc acetate dehydrate (Zn(CH3COO)2.2H2O),
purity 99.99%, Silver nitrate (AgNO3, 99.5%), sodium borohydride (NaBH4, 99.6%), 2-methoxy
ethanol (C3H8O2), purity 98%, mono ethanolamine (C2H7NO), purity 98% and polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP, M = 40000g/mol). All the aforementioned chemicals were used without any purification.
A ZnO solution with 0.2 M was prepared by dissolving the appropriate amount of zinc acetate in 2methoxy ethanol and stirring for 2 hours at 60 °C on a magnetic stirrer. The ethanolamine with a molar
ratio of 1:1 was added to the resultant solution and stirred for another 2 hours at 60 °C.
The Ag nanoparticle solution was prepared with a concentration of 0.2 M. The required amount of
silver nitrate was dissolved in 10 ml of de-ionized (DI) water. The concentration of NaBH4 was kept
consistent at 0.2 M in this work. In order to prepare the NaBH4 solution, an adequate weight of sodium
borohydride was dissolved and vigorously stirred in 50 ml DI water, and the obtained solution was
chilled in an ice bath prior to the addition of AgNO3 sol. The resultant mix was further stirred until a
yellow solution was obtained.
The chemical reaction and reduction of AgNO3 could be characterized by the following reactions [12,
13]
2𝐴𝑔𝑁𝑂3 + 2𝑁𝑎𝐵𝐻4 → 2𝐴𝑔 + 𝐻2 + 𝐵2 𝐻6 + 2𝑁𝑎𝑁𝑂3
(1)
+
−
𝐴𝑔𝑁𝑂3 → 𝐴𝑔 + 𝑁𝑂3
(2)
𝐴𝑔+ + 𝑒 − → 𝐴𝑔
(3)
The ZnO/Ag-Nps thin film coatings were fabricated by depositing 50±5 nm Ag nanoparticles thin
films onto 25×25 mm2 dimensions glass substrates followed by pre-heat treatment at 150 °C for 1
hour. Then, 150±10 nm of ZnO thin film was deposited onto Ag-NPs thin films followed by preheating the resultant ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films at 150 °C for 1 hour. The spin-coating process for
synthesizing ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films was performed at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds, and the resultant
coatings were heat treated in air atmosphere at (300, 400 and 500) °C.
2.2. Characterization techniques
The crystallographic features of the ZnO/Ag-NPs films were characterized via (XRD) examination
using a Siemens diffracto-meter with Cu-Kα source (=0.154nm). The surface topography was
imaged using JEOL JSM-6301 (FESEM). The optical characteristics were carried out using UV-VIS
spectrometer. The electrical properties were performed using a Dasol Eng. FPP-HS8 4-point probe,
while the ECOPIA HMS-2000 instrument was used for Hall-effect measurements.
Scherrer relation was used to estimate the mean particle size of the synthesized ZnO/Ag-NPs thin
films [14].
0.89𝜆
𝐷=
(4)
𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃

where λ is the wavelength of X-ray beam, β is the line width at FWHM and θ is Bragg’s diffraction
angle.
The electrical resistivity (ρ) and conductivity (σ) are given by the following relations [15, 16]:
𝜋
𝑉
𝜌 = 𝑙𝑛(2) 𝑡 ( 𝐼 )
(5)
𝜎 = 𝑁𝑒 × 𝜇 × 𝑒

(6)
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where t is the film thickness, V is the voltage across the inner two probes and I is the current passed
through the outer two probes, Ne is the carrier concentration, µ is the carrier mobility and e is the
electron charge.
The free carrier mobility µ can be defined as:
𝑒𝜏
𝜇=𝑚
(7)
𝑒

where me is the effective electron mass in the conduction band and  is the average collision time of
electrons.
The absorption coefficient (α) of the thin films can be calculated from the following equation [17]:
1
1
𝛼 = 𝑡 𝑙𝑛 (𝑇)
(8)
where t is the film thickness and T is the optical transmittance.
The transmittance and the absorption can be computed from the following equations [18]:
−4𝜋𝑘𝑡
𝑇 = 𝐴 × 𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( 𝜆 ) ~𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝛼𝑡)
(9)
𝐴=

16𝑛° 𝑛1 (𝑛2 + 𝑘 2 )
((𝑛° +𝑛)2 + 𝑘 2 )+((𝑛1 +𝑛)2 + 𝑘 2 )

(10)

where no, n and n1 are the refractive indices of air, film and substrate, respectively and k is the
extinction coefficient.
The band gap energies (Eg) for the prepared thin films were estimated using the formula [18]:
(αhv)2=A(hv-Eg)
(11)
where α is the absorption coefficient, hv photon energy, A constant represents the proportionality
coefficient, Eg the energy band gap and n = 1/2 for allowed direct transitions.
3. Results and discussions
3.1. Descriptions of Ag-NPs colloidal solution
The mechanism of reduction Ag ions by NaBH4 to form Ag nanoparticles follows three main steps.
Once the solutions mixed, the first step starts, and the tiny particles of 3 nm were grown. As the
reaction continues (the second step), the Ag particles further grow within a period of (20 – 60 min)
reaching (8 – 20 nm). In the final step, all the NaBH4- is used. Accordingly, the stabilizing BH4- is
consumed, and the solution changed from reducing state to the oxidizing state [19]. Both the
modifications of the surface potential of Ag particles and the adsorption of BH 4- promote the
agglomeration of Ag-NPs.
The distinctive colours of Ag-NPs solution are mainly assigned to the plasmon absorbance, especially
when the incident light promotes the vibrations of the electrons at Ag-NPs surfaces subsequently, the
light is absorbed [20, 21]. From figure 1, the absorption peak of Ag-NPs solution was located at 405
nm. It has been evident that the shape and the position of the absorption peak of metal-NPs depend on
the particle size and the dielectric medium [22]. Also, Van Hyning et al. stated that the maximum of
the plasmon absorption peak for Ag-NPs solution at 405 nm wavelength is attributed to the formation
of a grain size of (10 – 14) nm [19].
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Figure 1. Absorption spectrum of prepared Ag-NPs solution
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3.2. Crystalline structures
Figure 2 shows the XRD outlines of ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films post annealed at different
temperatures. From figure 2, synthesized films exhibited polycrystalline feature with sharp and intense
peaks correspond to the wurtzite structure of ZnO as expected and P63mc space group (JCPDS card
070-8070) [23]. The peaks of ZnO/Ag-NPs coatings observed at 2θ values of 31°, 34°, 36°, 47°, 56°
and 63° are linked to (100), (002), (101), (102), (110) and (103) reflection orientations respectively.
This may be attributed to the early coalescence of the Ag-NPs coating that facilitates the growing of
high quality top ZnO layer, and reduces the effect of the thermal expansion mismatch between the
glass and the ZnO film. With increasing the calcination temperature, the polycrystalline structures for
all the synthesized thin films were improved, and the film treated with 500 °C shows the most intense
peak as seen in figure 2. This is because at high temperature the ZnO particles supplied with a
sufficient energy to accumulate at the preferred (002) orientation. Also, high annealing temperature
assists the diffusion and the accumulation of Ag-NPs within the ZnO matrix by increasing the thermal
energies of these particles and/or substituting of the Zn atoms in their sites by Ag atoms. It has been
reported by Cao and co-workers [24] that the energetic particles in a crystalline structure tend to
gathering and accumulating along the preferred orientation plane lead to improve the crystalline
quality.
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of post annealed ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films
Scherrer relation (Eq. 4) was used to estimate the mean particle size of the synthesized ZnO/Ag-NPs
thin films.
The grain size of ZnO/Ag-NPs coatings is enlarged with increasing the calcination temperature and the
highest value of D was found to be 45 nm for the film annealed at 500°C due to enhance the
substitution of Zn by Ag ions, and the agglomeration of the Ag particles in the grain boundaries of
ZnO matrix which lead to decrease the density of the grain boundaries and hence improve the
crystalline quality. Liu and co-authors [25] have been reported the same tendency of enlarging the
crystallite size of both Ag-NPs and ZnO thin film and they stated that the crystalline structure of ZnO
thin film did not changed with introducing Ag-NPs to the film material.
3.3. Surface morphology
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Figure 3 shows the FESEM images of annealed ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films. All the fabricated coatings
exhibited uniform, smooth, dense and homogenous surfaces confirming the growing of a crystalline
feature of ZnO. This could be attributed to the formation of continuous Ag-NPs coating underneath the
ZnO coating which assists the growing of homogenous and free pinholes surface morphology for ZnO
coating. Also, high annealing temperature results in improving the surface morphology along with
increasing the grain sizes of the fabricated ZnO-based thin films.

300 °C

400 °C

500 °C

Figure 3. FESEM images for post annealed Ag-NPs thin films

3.4. Electrical properties
Figure 4 (a and b) displays the variations of the resistivity, conductivity, carrier concentration and
mobility of annealed ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films with annealing temperature. In general, the average
resistivity of the ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films is low enough comparable to those for ITO-based thin films
in our previous study [26]. This confirms that ZnO-based thin transparent and conductive coatings can
be good choice to substitute the expensive ITO material. With increasing annealing temperature from
300 °C to 500 °C, the resistivity is reduced from 7.8 ×10-4 Ω.cm to 5.8 ×10-4 Ω.cm while the
conductivity is improved from 1282 S.cm-1 to 1724 S.cm-1. Moreover, the carrier concentration and the
mobility of the synthesized ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films are also improved and the highest values of the
carrier concentration (~ 3×1020 cm-3) and mobility (~ 40 cm2/Vs) were obtained for the film annealed
at 500 °C. This could be assigned to the role of annealing temperature that assists the diffusion of Ag
atoms through ZnO matrix either to substitute Zn atoms on their sites (as discussed previously) or to
occupy random sites and growing as coalescences of Ag particles and hence forming effective
conducting paths for the charge carriers. It has been reported that the free electrons prefer to transport
through these conducting paths rather than ZnO matrix, and these paths also enhance the carrier
mobility of the thin film [27]. Furthermore, annealing temperature results in enhancing the crystalline
structure and enlarging the grain size of fabricated thin films as proved in the XRD analysis.
Accordingly, the density of grain boundaries reduced and the chained electrons liberated thus the
number of the charge carriers in the thin film matrix increased.
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Figure 4. Variations of the electrical properties of Ag-NPs coatings with annealing temperature

3.5. Optical properties
Figure 5 (a and b) displays the transmittance spectra and the variation of the optical band gap energy
of ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films. The optical transmittance of all the thin films strongly depends on the
annealing temperature and it is increased from 85 % to 88% after increasing the annealing temperature
from 300 °C to 500°C. This can be attributed to the high uniformity of both the ZnO top layer and the
Ag-NPs bottom layer, as well as the low density of the scattering centres along with low absorption of
incident photons. In addition, increasing annealing temperature enhances growing of continuous thin
film coatings. Despite the obtained optical transparency of ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films in this investigation
is poorer than that obtained for ITO-based thin films in our previous study [28], it stills considered
adequate for optoelectronic devices.
The calculated energy band gaps of annealed ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films are presented in figure 5b. The
results show that the ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films have high energy band gap values indicating a band gap
broadening takes place. This is an expected behaviour due to higher optical transmittance of the
ZnO/Ag-NPs thin films. Also, widening the energy band gap could be linked to the enhancement of
the crystallographic features of ZnO/Ag-NPs films and enlarging the grain size along with increasing
annealing temperature onto deposited thin films. The Eg for annealed ZnO/Ag-NPs thin film was
increased from 3.68 eV to 3.71 eV when the annealing temperature increased from 300 °C to 500°C.
This could be attributed to improving the crystalline quality through enlarging the crystallite size and
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reducing the density of grain boundaries in the thin film matrix owing to increasing the annealing
temperature. [28].
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Figure 5. a- Transmittance and b- energy gaps of annealed ZnO/Ag-NPs thin

4. Conclusions
ZnO/Ag-NPs thin transparent conducting oxide coatings were successfully fabricated via a sol-gel
spin-coating technique. The effects of annealing temperature on the structural, surface morphology,
electrical and optical properties of these thin films were investigated. Combining Ag-NPs layer
underneath ZnO layer did not affected the ZnO structure. The grain of these coatings is enlarged with
further annealing, and the highest value was obtained for the film annealed at 500 °C. FESEM images
show that all the thin films display uniform, smooth, dense and homogenous surface with a grain
feature indicating a polycrystalline structure of ZnO phases. The electrical resistivity of the prepared
thin films was dropped along with increasing annealing temperature achieving the lowest values of
5.8×10-4 Ω.cm. The maximum optical transparency in the visible region and the largest Eg were 88%
and 3.71 eV respectively.
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Abstract. lithium aluminate (LAO), LiAlO2 powders were synthesized by sol-gel method
because it was developed for preparing nano-sized at low temperature.The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) found out a tetragonal structure for LiAlO2. Various percentages of 1, 2, 3 and 4 wt. were
applied to the LAO with polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) polymer. The obtained materials were
characterized by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscope (FESEM). Structural analysis indicates the presence of polycrystalline phase with
nanometre scale. Energy gap were studied and the results shows a decrease in energy gap with
the increasing in weight ratio of LAO. This decline in the value of optical energy is due to an
increase in the density of the band-gap of localized states.
Keyword: PVDF, LiAlO2, polymer, energy gap

1. Introduction
In high energy density states, the increasing interest in solid batteries is leading many researchers to
explore new concepts and related materials. The lithium-ion technology that uses polymer electrolytes
as a separator for rechargeable batteries tends to provide the most promising choices[1]. Recently, there
has been considerable interest in Al-doping (LiMO2, where M is a transition metal) of lithium
intercalation oxides. Theoretically and experimentally, Al transition-metal cation replacement has been
shown to increase the cell voltage. Some of Al 's benefits are that it is light, cheap, and non-toxic [2].
Lithium aluminate (LiAlO2) can be used as the best ceramic fillers for polymer electrolytes, and it is
primarily used as a possible economical lithium battery cathode in the energy industry in nuclear physics
and solid chemistry. LiAlO2 normally crystallizes at ambient conditions, called γ-phase, in a tetragonal
structure. Then, in the past few decades, several interesting phases of LiAlO2 have been discovered or
synthesized. A low temperature step with orthorhombic symmetry was defined as β-LiAlO2[3]. Lithium
aluminate synthesis has essentially been carried out by many methods: sol-gel, solid state, wet chemical,
using templates, different precursors and combustion processes [4]. A graphite anode, a lithium-metal
oxide cathode, an electrolyte solution containing lithium salts, and a polymeric separator typically
consist of a lithium-ion battery [5].
Indeed, for electronic charges, the separator should be electrically insulated and at the same time
sufficiently porous to ensure electrolyte uptake to enable ionic conductivity. A necessary requirement
for the functioning of the battery is high ionic conductivity. In addition, the high dimensional stability,
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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as well as good mechanical properties of the polymeric separator at high temperatures is important to
avoid a short circuit between the cathode and the anode, which can probably result in a failure of the
battery. Several materials such as gel-forming polymers and polymeric separators have been
investigated in the literature, such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), polyethylene oxide (PEO),
polypropylene (PP), polyethylene (PE), and copolymers of the latter. PVDF separators obtained by
phase inversion methods are used by most batteries on the market today [6].
Metal oxide nanoparticles applied to the polymer material will make a major contribution to the
internal components of the battery in terms of electrical conductivity as well as mechanical strength and
greater thermal stability thereby contributing to improving the protection of the cell [7,8]. Because of
its characteristics, such as the ability to boost lithium ion transfer and electrolyte absorption, nano-silica
is one of the most investigated fillers, thus increasing mechanical strength, electrode interface stability,
and ion conductivity [9].
A. M. and P. Indolia. S. Gaur (2013) studied the optical characteristics of PVDF-ZnO thin films. This
study showed that the optical properties of nanocomposite thin films depends on the ZnO contents and
have the best optical properties [10].
The goal of this work is to explore the impact of LAO material on PVDF pristine and PVDF: LAO
nanocomposites with different concentrations of LAO optically. The key focus of the present analysis
is on the optical band difference of different percentages of PVDF and PVDF:LAO.
2. Experimental part
2.1 Preparation of lithium aluminateLiAlO2
The LiAlO2 powder synthesis was processed by the chemical method of Sol-gel. First, the mixture
was dissolved in (50 ml) using equal quantities of Li and Al nitrates with citric acid (1:1:2) and combined
with distilled water, and left to evaporate for 1 day at 70 ° C until gelled, then heat-treated for two hours
at 650 ° C. The powder prepared by sol-gel shows a sponge with a color of white. The stage of heating
in the 150 °C, LAO shows a sponge porous structure before the calcination process, these processes may
be considered to have a fine and crystalline powder. The calcination temperature (650) °C was proper
to get nanosized particles, followed by grinding process to reduce the coarser particles using a large in
crucible like container. The resulting prepared powder color was white. Using hot process casting of
these composites, this method decreases the prosily-due compacting, which increases composition
conductivity in order to decrease volume and improve lithium ion mobility by offering the conductivity
direction along with the structure.
2.2 Preparation of PVDF: LAO nanocomposites
The developed nanocomposites were prepared using the method of phase inversion. The casting
solution was composed of PVDF powder dissolved in N, Ndimethylformamide (DMF) and various
modified LAO concentrations. LAO in the ratio (1, 2, 3, and 4 % wt.) was applied to all the components
and combined by stirring to prepare the casting solution for at least 5 hours. By means of a hand-casting
knife, the solutions were uniformly cast on a glass substrate and then immersed in a coagulation bath
after exposure to the air for a fixed period (one day). To ensure that the excess solvent was extracted,
the flat-sheet thin film was kept in the water bath for at least 1 day.
3. Results and discussions
3.1 X-ray diffraction analysis
The X-ray diffraction spectra for lithium aluminate LiAlO2 (LAO) synthesis by sol-gel method are
reported in Figure 1. The X-ray spectra indicates the formation of tetragonal structure LiAlO2 with card
No.(JCPDSNO.) 96-100-8167, and the secondary phase Al2O3 has orthogonal structure with card No.
(JCPDS 96-100-0443).
The main peaks at 22.25°, 24.3°, 28.19°, 33.35°, 34.63°, 50.12°, 56.25°, 61.34°, 72.44°, and 78.41°
corresponding to (101), (110), (111), (012), (200), (220) (130), (302) (332), and (330) indicates the
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formation of pure LiAlO2, Some extra secondary peaks (secondary phases of Al2O3) are seen adjacent
to the peak features and may be due to the presence of the impurity process. In Table 1, the structural
properties are explained as full width at half maximum (FWHM), index plane, and grain size that agree
with [11,12].

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction spectra of LiAlO2.
Table 1. The structural properties of LiAlO2 and Al2O3powder.
2θ
(Deg.)
21.2941
22.2577
23.4526
24.3007
28.1938
29.4273
30.5837
31.7401
33.3590
34.0529
34.6311
36.9053
39.6035
41.6079
43.4196
48.7775
50.1267
56.2555
59.6861
61.3436
70.1707
72.4449

FWHM
(Deg.)
0.3083
0.3084
0.2312
0.2698
0.3084
0.3084
0.2698
0.1927
0.3084
0.2313
0.3469
0.2699
0.5011
0.3854
0.2312
0.3469
0.4626
0.5782
0.3470
0.3084
0.3469
0.3855

dhkl
Exp.(Å)
4.1692
3.9909
3.7902
3.6598
3.1626
3.0328
2.9207
2.8169
2.6838
2.6307
2.5881
2.4336
2.2738
2.1688
2.0824
1.8655
1.8184
1.6339
1.5480
1.5100
1.3401
1.3036

G.S
(nm)
26.2
26.3
35.1
30.1
26.6
26.6
30.5
42.9
26.9
35.9
24.0
31.0
16.9
22.1
37.0
25.1
19.0
15.6
26.4
29.9
28.0
25.5

dhkl
Std.(Å)
4.1650
3.9953
3.7931
3.6557
3.1613
3.0495
2.9782
2.8099
2.6885
2.6521
2.5850
2.4306
2.2387
2.1693
2.0825
1.8746
1.8279
1.6349
1.5516
1.5116
1.3441
1.3049

3

Phase

hkl

card No.

Orthor.Al2O3
Tetra.LiAlO2
Orthor.Al2O3
Tetra.LiAlO2
Tetra.LiAlO2
Orthor.Al2O3
Orthor.Al2O3
Orthor.Al2O3
Tetra.LiAlO2
Orthor.Al2O3
Tetra.LiAlO2
Orthor.Al2O3
Orthor.Al2O3
Orthor.Al2O3
Orthor.Al2O3
Orthor.Al2O3
Tetra.LiAlO2
Tetra.LiAlO2
Orthor.Al2O3
Tetra.LiAlO2
Orthor.Al2O3
Tetra.LiAlO2

(020)
(101)
(111)
(110)
(111)
(022)
(121)
(013)
(012)
(031)
(200)
(113)
(004)
(123)
(040)
(133)
(220)
(130)
(151)
(302)
(323)
(322)

96-100-0443
96-100-8167
96-100-0443
96-100-8167
96-100-8167
96-100-0443
96-100-0443
96-100-0443
96-100-8167
96-100-0443
96-100-8167
96-100-0443
96-100-0443
96-100-0443
96-100-0443
96-100-0443
96-100-8167
96-100-8167
96-100-0443
96-100-8167
96-100-0443
96-100-8167
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78.4196

0.4240

1.2185

24.2

1.2186

Tetra.LiAlO2

(330)

96-100-8167

3.2 Atomic force microscopy for LiAlO2 powder
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed to measure the average diameter and the grain size for
the samples in the shape of a pellet by using AA3000 scanning probe Microscopy by Angstrom
Advanced Inc (USA). The AFM pictures morphology for the surface of the LiAlO2 NPs in the two and
three dimensions are shown in Figure 2a and b. The pictures are shown a uniform surface; indicate that
the particle has uniform dimensions.
The average diameter on the surface is found by granularity cumulating distribution chart to be 82.65
nm for LiAlO2 as shown in Figure 2c.

Figure 2. AFM micrograph for LiAlO2 were (a) 2D, (b) 3D and (c) Granularity cumulation
distribution chart.

3.3 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM)
Typical sample findings from the field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) are shown in
Figure 3. PVDF pure and PVDF: LiAlO2 1% thin film FE-SEM picture demonstrates that the sample
consists of large agglomerated clusters. It can be seen under high magnification that each cluster consists
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of multiple spherical nanoparticles, each of which has a smooth surface. The addition of LAO to the
PVDF has a significant impact on the morphology of the film. As the content of LAO increased, the size
and density of the pores increased.
In Figure 3a, the film is relatively smooth and flat with small and few pores. More bigger pores were
formed when 1% LAO was added into the PVDF solution, as shown in Figure 3b.

(A) Pure PVDF thin film

(B)

PVDF:LAO 1% thin film

Figure 3. SEM images of (a) pure PVDF and (b) PVDF : LiAlO2 1% thin film.
3.4 Optical band gap
For pristine PVDF and PVDF: LAO composite films, the optical band gap can be obtained by taking
into account the linear portion of the UV-Visible spectrum at the absorption edge. It is obvious from
Figures 4 and 5 that all samples display absorption edges that are red-shifted with LAO nanoparticles.
Figure 4, 5 and Table 2 are shown the energy gap variation with Various LAO proportions (1, 2, 3, and
4 % wt.) nano-powder. The results show a decrease in the energy gap(direct band gap) due to an
increased in inter atomic spacing which decrease the potential, this inturn reduce the energy band gap.
Tauc plots identified direct PVDF:LAO band gaps in nanocomposite films:
𝑓(ℎ𝜐) = (𝛼ℎ𝜐)2
Where α is the absorption coefficient which was determined by the following expression:
𝐴
𝛼(𝜐) = 2.303( )
𝑡
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When A is the optical absorbance, and t is the thickness of the polymer nanocomposite thin film and it
is approximately equal to 3.5mm.
Doping may affect the optical band gap; the low energy gap was due to high density of localized state.
Impurities are the increase in doping due to dopants, as the chemical composition changes during
doping. A shift in the energy distribution of the permissible states cannot have a general rule such as
after impurities are added, the band gap will decrease [10].

Figure 4. Energy gap of pure PVDF thin film.
Table 2. The Energy gap of PVDF:LAO thin film.

Sample

Energy gap (eV)

PVDF
PVDF:LAO

5.73
5.54
5.50
5.45
5.33

1%
2%
3%
4%

The band-gap is a non-approved energy zone. The density of states versus energy depends on the
substance's chemical composition; if the chemical composition is changed, at least, in principle, the state
density distribution should change. Dopants are impurities, because, by doping, the chemical
composition changes. A change in the energy distribution of the permissible states cannot have a general
rule such as: after the introduction of impurities, the band-gap would decrease. Generally, these
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PVDF:LAO 1%

PVDF:LAO 2%

PVDF:LAO 3%

PVDF:LAO 4%

Figure 5. Energy gap of PVDF:LiAlO2 thin film.
impurities are called dopants, which in the band-gap produce permissible shallow states. Shallow states
have small energies of ionization; and when the doping density is high, a band is formed by dopant
states. If the valence or conduction band edge is very close to this band, the band gap will decrease [10].
4. Conclusion
Lithium Aluminate (LiAlO2) has been successfully prepared using sol-gel. The dependency of the
optical properties of nanocomposites on LiAlO2 material has been investigated. As the content of LiAlO2
increases, the optical band gap for this process for direct transitions decreases. The structural changes
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that occur after adding LiAlO2 nanoparticles may be correlated with this activity. Due to the inclusion
of LiAlO2 nanoparticles, there is a drop in the optical energy gap of nanocomposites. The decrease in
the optical distance indicated by the energy of optical activation can be associated with a decrease in
network disorder.
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Abstract. In this article, internal CRn measure have been carried out in twenty-three locations
various rooms and Laboratory of Department Physics in science college in the university of
Mustansiriyah. CRn were measure by Rad-7 detector. The results show that, the maximum CRn
in indoor rooms was found in Electronics Laboratory (64.9 Bq/m3), whilst the minimum CRn
was found in room rapporteur of higher studies (2) / Department of Physics (24.3 Bq/m3), which
was lower (200-300Bq/m3) indoor air and the value of parameters hazard indices were lower
than the value of permissibility limit.

Keywords: CRn, Science College, Rad-7, Laboratory.
1. Introduction
The exposure of 222Rn and the radioactive progeny present in the environment outcomes in big
contribution to the rate effective dose received by the human beings [1,2]. The natural of 222Rn and it
is airborne progeny can cause a significant indoor health hazard ,especially when they build up in
enclosed regions, like educational laboratories in universities, caves and mines. The implementation of
EURATOM directives [3] creates new scenarios in the radioactivity natural field, regarding 222Rn gas
measurements in workplaces. Workplaces may differ from dwellings in terms of the structure building,
microclimatic conditions, and occupancy factors. Some of workplaces of peculiarities are:(a) presence
of forced ventilation or air conditioning(b) multi storeyed buildings with biger entrance hall (c) high
probability of levels of humidity and finding elevated temperatures, dust and aerosols(d) widespread use
of the basements or ground floor.
2. Detector technology
The interior detector of Rad-7(Serial Number 2764) is cell of the hemisphere with the volume
approximately 0.72 L. The 222Rn gas and daughters, deposited on the detector surface and when decay,
they emit alpha particles of special energy directly into the middle. Rad -7 detector draws air from the
environment through desiccant and inlet the filter for the measure chamber.[4]. The detector of Rad-7
was related with tubing and the desiccant to soak up humidity, see in fig. (1).
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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Figure (2) shows RAD-7 electron- ic continuous radon monitor. Sniff mode and circle time was set to
be 1 hour in accordance with running time of each path of the valve. To investigate radon released from
the sample to air, the sample was enclosed into a column and airborne radon was measured with a
continuous monitor of electrostatic type (RAD-7, Durridge company, USA).
Figure (2) shows RAD-7 electronic continuous radon monitor. Sniff mode and circle time was set to
be 1 hour in accordance with running time of each path of the valve. In order to investigate radon
released from the sample to air, the sample was enclosed into a column and airborne radon was measured
with a continuous monitor of electrostatic type (RAD-7, Durridge company, USA).

Figure 1. Rad-7 detector.

Figure 2. The durridge RAD-7 electronic continuous radon monitor with an HP printer mounted for
immediate printing of results.
3. Measurements of hazard indices:
Potential Alpha Energy conce. (PAEC) = (CRn / 3700 ) × (f) [1]
Where :CRn (222Rn gas conce. in Bq.m-3unit) , (f = 0.4) [6].
Exposure to 222Rn progeny (EP) = PAEC×8760 × n × 170 [2]
n= (0.8),(8760) is number of hours per one year,170 is number of hours per working month
annual effective dose (AED) = h × t × D × CRn × f
[8]
(D) = [9×10-6 (m Sv)/(Bq. m-3.h)] , f =(0.4), (h) = (0.8), t=(8760 h/y).
lung cancer cases per year per million person (CPPP)=(18×10-6 mSv-1.y)×AED [3]
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4. Outcomes and debate
Indoor CRn, were measurement in various compartments for twenty-three various rooms or Laboratory
of Department Physics in science college in the university of Mustansiriyah , Table (1) summarize the
CRn in indoor rooms .From Table (1) it can note that, the maximum CRn in indoor rooms was found in
Electronics Laboratory (64.9 Bq/m3),whilst the minimum CRn was found in room rapporteur of higher
studies(2) / Department of Physics (24.3 Bq/m3), see Fig. (3), with rate value (38.6±6.9), that is lower
than the extent (200-300Bq/m3) [9], however, the minimum value for indoor CRn due to very good
ventilation conditions of rooms or Laboratory.
The maximum (PAEC) was found in Electronics Laboratory which was (0.007 mWL), whilst the
minimum (PAEC) was found in room rapporteur of higher studies (2) / Department of Physics (0.0026
mWL) with rate value (0.0042±0.001mWL), that is lower than the value (53.33 mWL) [10].
The maximum (EP) was found in Electronics Laboratory (8.36 mWLMY-1), whilst the minimum (EP)
was found in room rapporteur of higher studies (2) / Department of Physics (3.13 mWLMY-1), with rate
value (4.97±0.9mWLMY-1), that is lower than the extent (1-2 WLMY-1) [6].
The maximum (AED) was found in Electronics Laboratory (1637.3 mSv/y), whilst the minimum (AED)
was found in room rapporteur of higher studies (2) / Department of Physics (613.06 mSv/y) ,with rate
value (973.83±0.9 mSv/y) , that is lower than the extent (3-10mSv/y) [11].
The maximum (CPPP) was found in Electronics Laboratory (29.47), whilst the minimum (CPPP) was
found in room rapporteur of higher studies (2) / Department of Physics (11.04), with the rate value
(17.53±3.1) , that is lower than the extent (170-230) [11].
Table 1. (CRn), (PAEC), (EP),(AED), (CPPP) in rooms or Laboratory of Department Physics in
science college in the university of Mustansiriyah.
Lung
Mean of
(EP)
N
PAEC
(AED)
Cancer
Location Name
CRn
(mWLM/Y
o
(WL)
(mSv/y)
/106perso
)
n
Head of the
1
Department of
39.4
0.0043
5.07
994.01
17.89
Physics, (0110)
Rapporteur of the
2 Department of Physics,
32.6
0.0035
4.2
822.46
14.8
(0113)
Rapporteur of Higher
Studies (1)
3
35.8
0.0039
4.61
903.19
16.26
/ Department of
Physics, (0107)
Department of Physics
4
/ Secretarial Room,
33.7
0.0036
4.34
850.21
15.3
(0111)
Rapporteur of Higher
Studies (2)
5
24.3
0.0026
3.13
613.06
11.04
/ Department of
Physics, (0112)
Electronics
6
Laboratory, (0102),
64.9
0.007
8.36
1637.3
29.47
(BO-L03)
Nuclear Laboratory of
Higher Studies,
7
32.7
0.0035
4.21
824.98
14.85
(0104),(BO-L02)
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N
o
8

9

10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Location Name
Laboratory of Polymer
Molecular, (BO-L12)
Atomic Physics
Laboratory & Solid
State Physics
Laboratory
,(0105),(BO-L01)
Laboratory of Spectra
and Molecular1
Laboratory of
Theoretical Physics
Laboratory of
Electrooptics,(0085),(BO-L13)
Optical Physics
Laboratory,(0099),
(BO-L04)
Tribology and
Advanced Materials
Laboratory,(0087),
(BO-L07)
Evaporation
Laboratory of Higher
Studies
Thermo Dynamic
Laboratory,(0098),(BO
-L05)
Solid State Laboratory
of Higher Studies
Laboratory of
Mechanics,(0095),
(BO-L08)
Electrical
Laboratory,(0092),(BO
-L 11)
Teaching Staff Room
No.(0103)
Teaching Staff Room
No.(0100)
Teaching Staff Room
No.(0101)
Teaching Staff Room
No.(0091)

PAEC
(WL)

(EP)
(mWLM/Y
)

(AED)
(mSv/y)
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Cancer
/106perso
n
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3.8

744.25
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32.1
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42.5
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1072.2

19.3

37.8

0.0041

4.87

953.65

17.17

35.2

0.0038

4.53

888.05

15.98

41.5

0.0045

5.34

1047

18.85

42.7
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5.5

1077.3

19.39

47.7

0.0052

6.14

1203.4

21.66

43.6

0.0047

5.62

1100

19.8

39.6

0.0043

5.1

999.06

17.98

38.5

0.0042

4.96

971.31

17.48

37.3

0.004

4.8

941.03

16.94

30.5

0.0033

3.93

769.48

13.85

45.6

0.0049

5.87

1150.4

20.71
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5.63

1102.5

19.84

36.6

0.004

4.71

923.37

16.62

Mean of
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24.3
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N
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Mean of
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Worldwide Ave.

200-300
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)

(AED)
(mSv/y)

53.33

1-2

370

Lung
Cancer
/106perso
n
55

Figure 3. CRn in indoor rooms and Laboratory in science college buildings in the university of
Mustansiriyah.
5. Conclusions
Indoor CRn level in rooms and Laboratory was determined in a total of twenty-three rooms or Laboratory.
Indoor CRn in all rooms and Laboratory of Department Physics in science college building is lower
extent (200-300Bq/m3) and the parameters (CPPP), (AED), (PAEC), (EP) values were lower than the
permissibility limit value, the study offer that internal air in rooms and Laboratory of Department
Physics in science college buildings in the university of Mustansiriyah is not dangerous to students and
teachers alike.
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Abstract. This research succeeded in the prepared of iron oxide NPs using rose plant extract
with rust iron extract at 300 oC for two hours by simple chemical method. Iron oxide NPs have
been developed as an death of antimicrobial as an alternative to toxic chemical drugs to prevent
negative effects on human health. Iron oxide NPs were diagnosed using X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis, Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) analysis, and
Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum. XRD measurements explained the small crystalline size (61
nm) with (inverse cubic) structure (wustite) for (Fe0.911O4) NPs at 300 oC using rose plant extract.
FESEM showed the average grain size of Fe902O NPs (wustite) rose plant extract at 300 oC was
79.59 nm. PL spectrum determined a blue shift for the optical near band edge value was 2.75 eV
for Fe0.911O NPs (wustite) at 300 oC. Iron oxide NPs were applied in antimicrobial for removal
of toxic bacterial by diffusion method. The success of this work will open wide new horizons for
us in solving the problem of spent iron and how to get rid of it and the manufacture of new
nanoparticles in medical treatments.
Keywords: Iron oxide NPs; Rose plant extract; Rust iron extract; Antimicrobial activity.

1. Introduction
Nanoparticles (NPs) could be defined as small particles with diameter ranging less than 100 nm in
dimensions, synthetic of inorganic or organic materials, having new properties as contrasted to the bulk
materials [1]. Among the NPs, Iron oxide NPs are significant materials which have great future
advantages compared to other materials [2] special physiochemical properties, such as low toxicity, high
catalytic activity, small sizes, with different physical properties [3-5]. At the present time human activity
in all areas of life is associated with chemicals and these substances have great harm to the human body,
especially a number of these substances are constantly increasing in used, and it is agreed that there is
no completely safe chemical substance and in return it is not. There is a chemical substance that can be
considered completely harmful. Chemists in the middle ages suffered from debilitating and other
diseases due to the damages of explosive and toxic materials that they worked to, and serious
environment troubles began for show in a world at the beginning of the 17 century due to cinder released
of the mines, in addition into fabrication of pigment and other chemicals of charcoal tar in Germany
through the 18 century, which led to emergence of toxic and polluting secondary compounds for the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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environment, and the steadily increasing quantities and numbers of chemical compounds manufactured
in 19 century, counting steely and waste iron rust, lead batteries and petroleum, and with it amount of
pollutants and harmful materials raised in environment, among these materials a focus come to iron
metal which play a major element in the universal due to the varied uses in too many applications and
industry. The overmuch uses of iron metal, this led to founding as thousands of tons from scrap and
rubbish rusty iron in the garbage yard without any possible resolution to reuse or benefit from it till now
which make the perilous environmental issue in different places in this world.In summery the iron
consumed and the huge quantities of it formed a burden on the environment and became a real problem
for disposal at the present time.Bio-synthesis of iron oxide NPs using plant extracts as biological
components has numerous interest such as cost-effectiveness, atom economy, simplicity, benign,
nontoxic, elimination of toxic and dangerous materials, easy availability and removal toxic substances
for environmental remediation [6-8]. Wüstite (FeO) is a mineral form of iron (II) oxide found with
meteorites and native iron. It has a gray colour with a greenish tint in reflected light. Wüstite crystallizes
in the isometric-hexoctahedral crystal system in opaque to translucent metallic grains. The Literature
Review of this work: In (2020) R. C. Popescu et al., The synthesized of iron oxide NPs and application
in cancer treatments [9]. In (2018), Helale Kaboli Farshchi, et al., Synthesized iron oxide NPs using
Rosemary extract and application in cancer treatments [10].In (2017), Sathiskumar G., et al.,
Synthesized iron oxide NPs using Couroupita guianensis Aubl by (chemical method). Application in
vitro anticancer activity and antibacterial activity [11]. In (2018),Shraddha C.,etal.,Synthesized of iron
oxide NPs using henna leaves extract by(chemical method). Application of iron oxide in antimicrobial
[12]. In (2019),SaeedJ.,etal.,Prepared iron oxide NPs using plant extract. Application in antimicrobial
[13].The novelty of this work that all the materials used (which it is used in the first time as the authors
knowledge) considered as a waste matter without any cost mentioned to produce valuable and useful
NPs materials. In addition, there are no chemical compound used in this research, neither the raw
materials nor the final product. All materials used are natural without any supplement. In this work, iron
oxide NPs were prepared by mixing wasted iron rust with (rose plant) extract at the (300) oC for two
hours. The antimicrobial treatment using iron oxide NPs by diffusion method. The iron oxide NPs
(Fe0.911O) were characterization by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using "(XRD6000 Shimadzu, Company/
Japan), Filed EmissionScanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) using (Tescan Mira3 FESEMCzechia)". Also, the photo luminance (PL) by (Jobin Yvon HR800UV).

2. The experimental part
2.1. Apparatus and equipment
The plants have been collected from the local market in (Baghdad /Iraq), as a preliminary work. The
wasted iron specie were pruched from locally (Baghdad / Iraq). All glass ware were cleaned by distilled
water (distilled water device, Company / Gallenkamp, England). In addition, all solutions in this work
were prepared via distilled water.The beneficial components present in the rose plant are flavonoids,
anthocyanins, terpenes and glycosides, and it has been found that the components have the most
therapeutic properties in leaf plants are the phenolic compounds that are antioxidant, depression and
inflammatory, and the rose leaves contain a number of vitamins such as vitamin E, D, C., A, and vitamin
B3 [14].
2.2. The prepared of the (rose plant) extract.
The rose plant were washed with distilled water and then dried under sunlight for 5 days. Then
the rose plant were ground using an electric grinder. The mixing 7 gram from rose plant powder with
80 ml from distilled water on magnetic stirrer at 70 oC for 1.5 hours. It observes the colour change of
the solution and this is an indication of the formation of an iron oxide NPs material. The final solve are
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freeze to room temperatures and filter using whatman filter sheet. Figure 1 explains the phases of
transferring the (rose plant) into the extract.

C

B

A

Figure1. shows the phases of preparation the plant extract (rose plant), A) rose plant, B) rose plant
powder, and C) rose plant extract.
2.3. The prepared of wasted iron (rust) extract
The weight of the wasted iron (rust) used to synthesis iron oxide NPs is 146.0 g. The wasted
iron piece was washed with distilled water to get rid of the impurities attached to it. After that, the
wasted iron piece was placed with 500 ml of distilled water in a glass flask under the sunlight for 8 days.
Then the wasted iron extract was obtained in red color with a size of 250 ml and stored in sealed tubes
to synthesis iron oxide nanoparticles. Figure 2 explains the phases to synthesis wasted iron (rust) extract
from wasted iron specie (rust) with distilled water.
A

B

C

D

Figure 2. shows the steps for preparation a spent iron extract, A) iron specie, B) iron specie with
distilled water before exposes for sunlight, C) spent iron extract after exposes for sunlight, and D)
spent iron extract.
2.4. The prepared of iron oxide NPs (Fe0.911O) of (rose plant) extract and wasted iron extract
(rust).
The Prepared of iron oxide NPs from mixing 250 ml of wasted iron extract (rust) to 100 ml
from rose plant extractor. After that, solve were place on hotplate stirrer at 70 °C for 60 minutes. It
observes the solution during synthesis, the colour from extractor reaction changed suddenly from
translucent offlight pink into black, referring the formed of iron oxide NPs. The resulting solve was
cooled at room temperature. For obtain the nano-powder of iron oxide solve, the taken 30 ml of iron
oxide NPs solution was putted in a ceramic vine with steamed at 200 °C for 2 hours. Lastly, iron oxide
NP solves were stocked in sealed serum tubes to further diagnostic. In figure 3 (A-D) explains the phases
to synthesis for iron oxide NPs from rose plant extractor and wasted iron extract (rust).

A

B

C

D

Figure 3. The transfering phases of the wasted iron specie into extract under sunlight for 5 dayes, A)
wasted iron specie, B) rose plant extract, C) iron oxide NPs, and D) iron oxide NPs powder.
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2.5. Characterization of iron oxide NPs (Fe0.911O) created using (rose plant) extract.
The specimen was determined by XRD analysis of via the results supplied using the joint
committee on powder diffraction standards (JCPDS) card. The scale range of XRD measurements were
collected between 20°–70° by use a step-by-step examination model (XRD-6000, Shimadzu)
employment at 30 mA and 40 kv. The PL spectrum were resolved by a double beam spectrophotometer
(Jobin Yvon HR800UV).
2.6. Antibacterial activity from the spent iron extract with (rose plant) extract.
The microbial cultures were providing by the Microbiology laboratory of the University of
Baghdad-College of Education for pure science/ Ibn al-Haitham. This test carried out by agar well
diffusion methods in sterile petri-dishes with 90 mm diameter containing sterile nutrient agar medium.
Nutrient agar medium was prepared by dissolving 0.5 g peptone this provides organic nitrogen; 0.3 g
yeast extract these contributes vitamins, carbohydrates, nitrogen, and salts; 28 g agar this gives the
mixture solidity in 1000 ml distilled water. pH was adjusted to 6.8 at 27 oC. These ingredients are
combined and boiled for approximately 15 minutes to ensure they are mixed typically at 121 oC and
poured into petri dishes which are covered immediately until it becomes solidified. After that, iron oxide
NPs were dissolved in Dimethyl Sulphoxide (DMSO) solvent with concentration 30 mg/ml. The freshly
prepared bacteria were swabbed over the surface of the petri-dishes. Wells of 8 mm diameter each were
made, in the medium of bacterial and fungal for each plate using sterilized gel puncher/crok borer. Each
well contains 40 μL of iron oxide NPs, and control (DMSO) for bacteria and fungi respectively at desired
concentration is introduced into the well. The test samples were incubated at ±25 oC for 24 hours for
bacteria and fungi followed by the gauge of diameter of inhibition zone in (mm). Percentage of inhibition
zone have been measured using the following equation:
𝐼𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒 (%) =

𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑚𝑚
× 100%
𝐷𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 (90 𝑚𝑚)

(1)

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Synthesizing and Characterizing of iron oxide NPs from (rose plant) extract.
Iron oxide NPs prepared bythe modern plant rose plant extract; the extract is mixed with spent iron
extract at different reaction conditions. The factors identifying a terms of the rose plant extract to control
the rate from iron oxide NPs formation as well as their filed and stability. The phytochemicals inside
rose plant extract have ability to less spent iron ions in short time. In addition, rose plant extract plays
an important role from reduce and stabilize factors in iron oxide NPs prepared way for simplify iron
oxide NPs. The beneficial components present in the rose plant are flavonoids, anthocyanins, terpenes
and glycosides, and it has been found that the components have the most therapeutic properties in leaf
plants are the phenolic compounds that are antioxidant, depression and inflammatory, and the rose leaves
contain a number of vitamins such as vitamin E, D, C., A, and vitamin B3, which are responsible to
synthesis of iron oxide NPs.
3.2. The XRD analysis of iron oxide NPs (Fe0.911O)prepared from (rose plant) extract with rust
iron extract.
Iron oxide NPs were bio-synthesis by a chemical way from mixing the (rose plant) extract with rust
iron extract at 300 oC in Figure 4. The peaks high of the crystalline (Fe0.911O) phase (Wustite,space group
Fm-3m, JCPDS no.01-079-1880) is (220) corresponding to (111), and (200) millers indices with the
face centre cubic (F.C.C), as shown in Figure 4 [15-16]. The results the phases, and crystallite size of
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iron oxide NPs (Fe0.911O) shown in Table 1. The crystallite size (D) was determined Applied the
following Scherrer’s formula [17-18].
k.λ

𝐷 (𝑛𝑚) = βcosθ(2)
Where k called shape factor (0.9), λ the wavelength (0.15418) nm (CuK α), β is full width at half
maximum (FWHM) and θ is diffraction angle [19].

Fe0.911 O NPs using rose extract
4000

(220)

3500

Intensity (a.u.)

3000
2500
2000
1500
1000

(111)

500

(200)

0
20

[JCPDS-01-074-1880]

30

40

50

60

70

2 theta (deg.)

Figure 4. XRD analysis shows of the iron oxide NPs prepared from rust iron extract with the(rose
plant) extract, the crystalline Fe0.911O phase (wustite,space group Fm-3m, JCPDS no.01-079-1880) at
300 oC.
Table 1. XRD analysis shows of the crystallite size for iron oxide NPs prepared from rust iron extract
with (rose plant) extract.
Plant
Materials
Temperature
(hkl)
FWHM
Crystallite size
extract
(oC)
D (nm)
Rose
Fe0.911O
300
(220)
0.13
61
Plant
(wustite)
3.3. The FE-SEM images of iron oxide NPs (Fe0.911O)prepared from (rose plant) extract with
rust iron extract.
.
The FE-SEM images shows the size distribution and the surface morphology of eco-friendly iron
oxide NPs created from the (rose plant) extract with rust iron extract at 300 oC. The grain average size
is from (71.59) nm with the morphology is (nano-Slices) structure of the Fe0.911O NPs (Wustite) at 300
o
C, as shown in Figure 5 (A-B).
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B

A

Figure 5. A-B FE-SEM images shows the results of iron oxide NPs prepared from rust iron extract
with rose plant extract, at 300 oC.
3.4. The PL spectrum of iron oxide NPs (Fe0.911O)prepared from (rose plant) extract with rust iron
extract.
The PLspectrum shows the near band edge of eco-friendly iron oxide NPs created from the (rose
plant) extract with rust iron extract at (300)oC by a chemical way. The near band edge is (2.65) nm with
the exaction band is 325 nm of Fe0.911ONPs (Wustite, the near wavelength (469) nm at 300 oC, as shown
in Figure 6.
Fe0.911O NPs (wustite) at 300 oC

700

Intensity (a.u.)

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
380

480

580

680

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6. The PL spectrum shows the results of iron oxide NPs prepared from rust iron extract with
rose plant extractat 300 oC.
3.5. Antibacterial and antifungal activity of iron oxide (Fe0.911O)NPs using rose plant extract.
The efficacy of anti-bacterial and antifungal activity in terms inhibition of zones (mm) has been
measured against four slander bacterial isolates: gram-positive bacteria (B. subtilis and S. aureus), gram
negative (K. pneumonia) and (candida). The bio-synthesis of iron oxide NPs showed the good
effectiveness of inhibition percentage, but bios-synthesis of iron oxide NPs prepared from rose plant
extract were more effective than rose plant only extract. The antibacterial activity of iron oxide NPs is
chiefly due to the release of iron ions all have attached to the bacterial cell wall due to electrostatic
attraction. Furthermore, the metal ions are not only interacting with the surface of membrane but can
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also penetrate inside the bacteria. NPs may react with the thiol group (-SH) in the cell wall of the bacteria
and not allow the transport of nutrients through the cell wall. The protein decreases inside the cell,
eventually causing the cellular death. Or the other reason is that the smaller particle size of the
synthesized matels NPs connected with (linked with) the large band gap and consequently, more
available oxygen will lead to the generation of a higher concentration of reactive oxygen species (ROS)
to enhance antimicrobial activities. However, the activity depended on large surface area to volume,
concentration of iron oxide NPs, crystalline structure, and particle shape. The results of iron oxide NPs
(Fe0.911O) prepared using (rose plant) extract using, dose give good result against (k. pneumonia).
It notes the highest rate of destruction of negative and positive bacteria of both types when using
iron oxide (Fe0.911O) NPs, as shown in Figure 7 and in the Table 2.The disk-diffusion agar method tests
the effectiveness of antibiotics on a specific microorganism. An agar plate is first spread with bacteria,
then paper disks of antibiotics are placed atop of it. The bacteria are then allowed to grow on the agar
media and then observed for growth and effect of the antibiotic on it.

B. subtilis

S. aureus

B
B

A

A
C
C

Candida

K. pneumonia

A
A

B
C

C

B

Figure 7. Antibacterial and antifungal activity (gram-nagative and gram-postive) of A. rose plant
extract only, B. Fe0.911Ousing rose plant extract, C. rust iron extract.
Table 2. results inhibition of zone of material iron oxide NPs, againts bacteria and fungi at 30 (mg/ml)
concentrations.
Com
Staphylococcus
Bacillus
Klebsiella
Candida
aureus
subtilis
pneumoniae
albcains
A

-

30

32

-

B

20

38

45

23

C

25

10

8

-
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4. Conclusion
This work succeeded in preparing iron oxide nanoparticles using natural extracts, and this success
will open new and broad horizons for us in solving the problem of spent iron and how to get rid of it
and the manufacture of new nanoparticles in medical treatments. Antibacterial of iron oxide NPs were
certain by investigating the inhibition of zones which were from 45 mm to gram-negative bacteria
(klebsiella pneumoniae) and 38 mm to gram-positive bacteria (Staphylococcus aureus and Bacillus), but
were results are 23 mm to candida activity. Also, this work succeeded in studying the effective effect of
bandaging of bacteria, and therefore excellent results were obtained in killing and destroying bacteria.
Thus, the ability of these NPs to preserve human life from diseases caused by these bacteria was proven.
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Abstract. Superconducting compound Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ were Synthesized by method of
solid state reaction, at 1033 K for 160 hours temperature of the sintering at normal atmospheric
pressure where substitutions Yttrium oxide with Strontium. When Y2O3 concentration (0.0, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5). All specimens of Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+δ superconducting compounds were
examined. The resistivity of electrical was checked by the four point probe technique, It was
found that the optimum and maximum transition temperature Tc = 125 oK. The crystal structure
studied by using XRD analysis and it was showed that the all specimens have tetragonal
structures. Bi-2223phase increase by increasing Y2O3 concentration up x=0.4, The increasing
addition Yttrium oxide concentration produce increasing in high-phase (Bi-2223) and c lattice
parameter.

Keywords: Transition temperature: Superconductors; Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+δoxide; XRD

1. Introduction
Superconducting is a phenomenon of total loss of electrical resistivity in some materials when
cooled to a low temperature, and these materials are characterized by their ideal conductivity and
diamagnetic behavior [1]. The primary properties of interest in solid-state physics at extremely low
temperatures for many compounds and elements are electrical resistivity. Where there are two types of
superconducting materials [2]. Depending on the way in which the electrical resistance decreases
when the temperature decreases until it becomes zero. The first type of materials the resistance
decreases suddenly when cooled to the critical temperature degree, and the other type is gradually
decreasing until it becomes zero, meaning that it has two critical temperatures. The first type includes
metals and metal alloys, including elements such as tin, tin Aluminum, forms of different metal alloys,
while the other type includes ceramic materials with a perovskite composition, such as some highdoping semiconductors and some ceramic compounds. Where the second type contains layers of
copper oxide and these compounds are referred to as “cuprates Superconducting materials" with high
critical transport temperatures, and the phenomenon of superconductivity is not obtained in noble
metals or in magmatic metals [3-5].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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The bulk of superconducting materials are additives and alloys, which are not pure elements. The
temperature of the transfer of compounds affected by substitution elements is completely different
from pure compounds or metal alloys and their parts. In fact, many researchers have observed that
there is a very clear rise in the temperature of transformation in alloys and compounds upon partial
replacement of some elements of the compound with other elements other than it in the pure
compound [5]. One of the very important properties of a material is electrical resistance, and it is the
most common method for determining the transition temperature of a superconducting material. In this
article, some measurements will be made of the structural and electrical properties of samples of
Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δwith various x, such as X-ray, electrical resistance and the effect of partial
precipitation of Sr with Y element.
2. Experimental Work
The Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δcompounds with (x=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5) were synthesized by the
(SSR) method after weighing specific quantities of high-purity pure powder oxides with a purity
(99.99%) of the Bi2O3,Sr2O3,Y2O3 ,CaO and CuO. The materials included in the composition of the
compound were weighed using a high sensitivity balance of up to (10-4) g arranged, and the oxides of
the reactants were mixed with each other using a slurry with the addition of a little isopropanol
(C2H3O5) to make the mixture homogeneous. To get rid of the water vapor in the mixture, the
powders were dried for 1.5 hours at a temperature of 150 ° C, after which the mixture was grinded by
a spiral electric mixer for a period of six hours in order to obtain fine homogeneous powders.The
powders were pressed with a hydraulic press of 0.7G Pa for a period of 2 minutes, in the form of
tablets with a diameter of 0.75 cm and a thickness of 0.3-0.35 cm.
Samples were placed in a thermal furnace for the purpose of sintering and its temperature was
raised to 760 ° C for a period of (160 hours) with an average rise (5 ° C per minute) to obtain smooth
bonding and to ensure the optimum gradual diffusion between the atoms to form the compound. Then
the samples were cooled to room temperature at 5 ° C per minute (same heating rate).
The samples were examined with X-ray diffraction, the (X-ray) diffraction angle ranging from (1080) to obtain the samples structural properties. The crystal lattice constants (a, b, c) were
mathematically calculated using the values of each d and (Miller indices) for the observed patterns
during a computer program [6-8].Volume fraction phase in addition, density of mass was measured,
and Volume fraction phase calculation based on the following formula [7-8]:
∑
∑
∑
∑
The concentrations of hole-carrier per Cu ion, It is calculated by means of the formula of following
[11]:
*(

)

+

P is the concentrations hole-carrier per Cu ion,
Four probe method at temperature range (77-300) K was used to measure the resistivity(ρ). Critical
temperature (Tc) calculated using the relation [9].
𝜌 = (𝑅 𝐴)/𝐿 ……………………. (3)
Where R is resistance of electric, A is specimens area and L is specimens length.
3. Result and Discussions
3.1 structural properties
XRD was examined for pure samples Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+δ and samples containing Y2O3 Bi2Sr2to
), the results shown in Fig. 1
xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ for a deflection angle ranging between (
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Indicated that all samples have polycrystalline structure with a tetragonal structure. The illustration the
(XRD) pattern for Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10+δdoped by (Y2O3) shows that all the samples contain a high
percentage of the high temperature phase Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ(Bi-2223) and a few low-intensity
phase peaks (Bi-2212&Bi-2201) that have a low temperature, with some impurity phases
appearing[10]. By comparing the phase ratio (Bi-2223) in the pure sample and the partially replaced
samples with yttrium, it was found that there is a significant increase in this phase corresponding to a
fluctuation in the phases (Bi-2212) and (Bi-2201) as well as in the percentage of impurities that
accumulate it may be due to defects in The internal structure of the compound. the substitution of
Y2O3by SrO produce very small shifting in the diffraction angle 2Ɵ and change in magnitude of peaks
intensities. Calculation of lattice parameters was shown in Table 1. This table noticed that the increase
of yttrium substitution concentration produce increasing in c-axis values due to the variation in radius
of the ionic.

Fig.1. XRD pattern of Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ compound (x=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5).
The change in the (c) axis can be attributed to the increase in the oxygen percentage resulting from
substituting (Y2O3) instead of (SrO) and that this increase in oxygenation is taken by the double
bismuth oxide layers which cause stronger bonding due to the equivalence of yttrium tertiary. It leads
to an increase in the strength of the ionic bonds formed in the bismuth oxide layers and thus changes
the lattice constant (c).The parameters of lattice a, b, c based on method of Cohen's least square,
calculation by software program, density of mass Dm and fraction of volume (Vphase) were calculated
from the above equation which are revealed in Table 1. It was clear show that Y2O3 concentrations
increasing produce variations on a, b, c values, concentrations of hole-carrier, c/a, mass density and
volume fraction of unit cell [6-8].
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Table 1. Values of a, b, constants, ρM,c/a, Vphase,Vof Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ compound
(x=0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4 and 0.5).
X

a=b (A˚)

0

v(A˚)³

Dm(g/cm³)

37.209

6.87909

1088.634

435.7377

5.417

37.214

6.869854

1092.003

432.1169

5.433

37.619

6.924167

1110.418

742.9946

5.439

37.723

6.93565

1115.949

896.5545

5.458

37.792

6.924148

1125.815

1053.091

5.4201
Vph

37.391
Vph

6.898581
Vph

1098.454

1212.616
P (Holes)
concentrati
on
0.132775
0.141402
0.138911
0.15297
---------0.15297

0.2
0.3
0.4

Vph

c/a ratio

5.409

0.1

0.5

c(A˚)

(2223)%

(2212)%

(2201)%

impurities%

75.102
78.375
80.007
85.171
86.341
80.532

10.196
9.763
2.501
3.411
5.996
11.025

7.501
7.171
1.895
2.761
2.293
3.131

7.201
4.691
15.597
8.657
5.37
5.312

Tc
(mid)K
115
119
118
122
125
122

3.2 Electrical properties
The electrical properties of the samples were examined by relying on the four-sensor technique,
where the voltage and current readings were taken as a function of temperature, and then the electrical
resistance was calculated as a function of temperature and was drawn in Fig. 2 , shows a measured of
temperature versus resistance (T) at variable concentrations of Y. From Fig. 2, it is noticed that
resistance of electrical as a function of the temperature of the Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ compound with
(x=0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4 and 0.5) that all sample ratios showed metallic behavior at temperatures higher than
the initial transition temperature (Tc(onset)) and then fell to zero at the transition temperature. Depending
on the ratios of yttrium and that the concentration x = 0. 4. The best partial substitution ratio for
yttrium oxide is (125K). This can be attributed to the fact that the crystal structure became perfect with
the presence of Y2O3 and that the transition width (Tc) is the narrowest compared to the other samples
due to the width range. It shows the transition and represents the purity of the superconducting
material.The transition temperature values (Tc) for Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ when x = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.4
phases of 115 K, 119 K, 118 K and 122 K, respectively. We can observe the increase in the degree of
critical temperature values (Tc) up to It reaches the best sample by partially substituting yttrium oxide
at a concentration of x = 0.4 so that a critical transition temperature of 125K is obtained[11].
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Fig.2. The Electrical Resistivity as temperature function of Bi2Sr2-xYxCa2Cu3O10+δ compound (x=0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5).
4. Conclusions
Through our experimental research in the study of the effect of partial substitution of yttrium oxide
with Strontium of the superconducting compound (Bi2Sr2-xCa2Cu3O10+δ ), where we were able to obtain
superconducting samples under the preparatory conditions that we adopted during the work. Through
the X-ray diffraction analysis, it was revealed that all samples have a quadruple crystal structure and
that the partial substitution (Y2O3) did not change the crystal structure of all samples with respect to
the pure sample. Also, all samples contain phases (Bi-2223, Bi-2212,Bi-2201) with low levels of
impurities. As for the electrical resistance tests, all samples revealed It has a metallic behavior where
its resistivity changes with a decrease in temperature before transforming into the superconducting
state and the best sample was obtained at a concentration of x = 0.4 and equals 125K.
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Abstract. The PV solar system on the rooftop of buildings is a good source of renewable electric
energy. Iraq has very large number of educational institutions with large non-invested rooftop
with shortage of electrical energy supply. The present work aims at construction a simulation for
PV- System action installed on rooftop of educational institutions in Baghdad using Green Power
Solution (GPS) and PV-Syst programs. Based on the surface area of the schools’ roofs, the GPS
program estimated three main PV-Systems which can be carried out, 63kW, 50kW, and 30kW
in order to supply the electric power to selected school. Due to allocating few hours for school’s
studying time along the year, the suitable PV-System is on-grid connection. The results indicated
that the annual system performance ratio is 81.9% and the annual output power of these systems
were 111.0 MWh/year, 88 MWh/year and 51.4 MWh/year respectively, 19.3MWh/year of them
was consumed for this school and the rest is a feedback for grid. This green generation reduced
the amount of emission CO2 by 73.981 tons, 62.216 tons and 36.3398 tons per year for systems
63kW, 50kW and 30kW respectively. The results also appear that the initial capital cost of each
system can be recovered during the first six years of system operation.
Keywords: PV-Solar system, performance of PV- module, PV-Feasibility study, rooftop solar
system, Carbon dioxide emissions.

1.

Introduction

Electric generation by PV Solar system is one of the suitable means in a generation the power
in Iraq, due to the negative environmental influence of fossil fuel, shortage in supply of electric energy,
losses on the transformation sector, and the shortage between the generation of energy and increasing
of demand [1]. Iraq has a high rate of solar irradiation and the maximum value of irradiation distributed
in the south and mid of it, the average annual irradiation of Baghdad is about 5.27 kWh/m2/day [2]. The
Iraqi Ministry of Electricity has adopted a new policy by generating solar power at the center of loads
in city where the domestic sector and government buildings are the largest in energy consumption. The
most important projects are the 1MW project at the Ministry of Electricity and the 100 kW project in
the oil training center department and other smaller projects [3]. Hashim et al achieved an assessment
and evaluate the performance of 15 kW system for 12 months period of the year 2018 under Baghdad
environment and compare it with simulated software of PV system, the anual energy yield was 23.77
MWh/ year, it is found that the total of annual energy yield forecasted by PV-Syst software was 24.08
MWh/ year, annual average performance ratio was75.55% with system efficiency of 13.27% [4].
Mensah et al presented a study of a Grid-Tied of PV solar system in the northern part of Ghana at
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Navrongo. They found that performance ratio was 70.4% and the mean annually generated energy was
3547.8 MWh and payback period time is found to be 14.95 years [5]. Environmentally, there are many
factors influence negatively on solar PV performance such as increasing in environment temperature
[6], and dust [7, 8]. On the other hand PV solar systems can reduce the emission of CO2 [9, 10].
Dondariya et al, modeling and study the feasibility of the system in the proposed location. These can be
done on the various available software platforms and the reports generated can be used to compare and
get the best-suited model among them in implementing the same at field level [11]. Many projectors had
achieved for a green generator in the world. Tesla with support from the South Australian Government
is developing a network of up to 50,000 home solar PV and Power wall battery systems across South
Australia – all working together to form the world’s largest virtual power system. A virtual power
system is a network of home solar photovoltaic (PV) and battery systems working together to generate
and store energy, and feed energy into the grid. [12]. Lazaroiu et al, 2016, studied and analyzes the
optimized operation of a virtual power system owner on the day-ahead market for maximizing his
overall profit. The virtual power system is composed of distributed energy resources with variable
produced power, energy storage systems, and classical generating units [13]. Al-Khazzar study the
performance of a 5 KW Photovoltaic grid tied system is suggested to cover the demand of an Iraqi
primary school. The PV-Syst simulation software is selected, the performance ratio for the system in
Baghdad is 0.825 and about 9.82MWh is generated by the system per year, 62.7% is consumed by the
load and the remaining is injected to the national grid. The results showed that the primary capital cost
is $5,442 which is repaid after five and a half years [14]. Alfahed et al, study the 4.0kW stand-alone
Solar PV system for providing electricity to a sample home in the Haur Al-Hammar region in the south
of Iraq, by using mathematical equations with Excel worksheet and PVsyst 6.68 software simulation
package [15]. The present work aims at build a simulation for green generation by PV-Solar system
installed on rooftop of schools using Green Power Solution (GPS) amd PV-Syst programs.

2. System Description
The number of public school buildings in Iraq in 2013 are (17435), including (2520) in Baghdad
[16].The schools in Iraq (kindergartens, primary, intermediate, preparatory) ranging from a small area
to a large area. The school chosen for the present study with unused rooftop is a secondary school (AlMaqdam) (33.3489923, 44.4739866) in the Al-Baladiyat district in Baghdad. The study achieved by a
PV-Syst. There are several hundred of schools having same design and area, Figure 1 shows the satellite
image for the school location.

..
Figure.1. Satellite image for the school located in Baghdad- Iraq
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The first system designs to generate 63kWh and the number of modules are 225. The solar
panels are considered to be south-ward, the ideal direction for fixed systems, as shown in Figure 2a. The
tilt angle for modules is 15o to suitable for the summer season where the energy demand is Maximum
in Iraq. The second designs with number of modules are 178. The system designs to generate 50kW.
The solar panels are considered to be southward as shown in Figure 2b with tilt angle for
modules is 15o. From the figure we observe the full exploitation of the surface area of the school. The
third design with the number of modules is 104, the system designs to generate 30kW. The solar modules
are considered to be southward as shown in Figure 2 c with tilt angle for modules is 15o.

.a

b

c

Figure 2. Schema of systems a-63kW, b-50kW, c-30kW.
The solar modulestype that can be used isREC 280TP (280W) which is efficient and bear high
temperatures. The specification of the PV module is listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Technical specification of PV module 280W [17]
Parameter
Dimensions

Value
1958*9991*50(mm)

Parameter

Value

pmax

280(W)
-0.31(V/oC)

weight

27 (kg)

Temperature coefficient VOC

No.of Cells

72 (in series)

Temperature coefficient ISc

ISc

9.40(A)

Temperature coefficient Pmax

-0.39 %/oC

VOC

39.2(V)

Module efficiency

17%

Imp

8.78(A)

NOCT

44.6(oC)

Vmp

31.9(V)

Type of cell

Pc-Si

Component of 63KW, 50KW and 30KW system is listed in Table 2.
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Table 2. Component of 63KWh system.
Compone

Name

Count(63KW)

Count(50KW)

Count(30KW)

SuunyTripower

6(60.0 kW)

4(40KW)

3(30KW)

nt
Inverters

10000Tl(SMA)
Strings

10 AWG(Copper)

12(200.8 m)

10(193.4m)

6(154.9m)

Module

REC Solar,

255(63.0 kW)

178(49.8KW)

104(29.1KW)

REC280TP

3. Estimation of the energy production
The practical short circuit current𝐼𝑠𝑐 , and practical open circuit voltage𝑉𝑜𝑐 are given as [18, 19].
𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝐺𝑇) = 𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝑆𝑇𝐶) × 𝐺𝑇 𝑖𝑛 1 𝐾𝑊/𝑚2
(1)
𝑉𝑜𝑐 (𝑇𝐶 ) = 𝑉𝑜𝑐 (𝑆𝑇𝐶) − 0.0023 × 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 × (𝑇𝐶 − 25)
(2)
Where (GT) is the solar irradiance, STC is a standard test conditions.
The output power (𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) of the PV solar module is given by the following equation [14, 15].
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 ( 𝐺𝑇, 𝑇𝐶 ) = 𝐼𝑠𝑐 (𝐺𝑇) × 𝑉𝑜𝑐 (𝑇𝐶 )
(3)

4. Energy Demand of the School
The school has 24 rooms, only 16rooms use and the others using as storage. Table 3
shows the details of the equipment and their wattage. The total daily power that required supplying by
the solar system is estimated at138.4 kWh/day.

Table 3. Daily Power required
Name of
equipment

No

Consumption
Watt

Hours of
operation

Total Consumption
kwh/day

3000

Total
Consumption
kWh
12

Aircondition
Lamp
Fan
Refrigerate

4

8

96

70
17
4

40
100
200

2.8
1.7
0.8

8
8
8

22.4
13.6
6.4

Laptop

2

100

0.2

8

1.6

water
pump
Server

1

370

0.37

1

0.37

1

15

0.015

6

0.09

Mobile
charger
Printer
Mach
Sum

2

5

0.01

1

0.01

2

720

1.440

1

1.440

19.335

4

141.91
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The school is open only 168 days per year and closed for 197 days, the real demand of energy for a
year is 23.848MWh/year; also the suitable connection for this system is on grid connection or hybrid
connection due to the longtime of closing of schools.

5. Results and Discussion
The amount of annual incident solar irradiance with tilt angle 15o is 1964.1MWh. The monthly
solar irradiance and temperature in Baghdad city as shown in Figure 5.Through the study duration in
Iraqi schools (October-May) the average temperature is not hot between (10o-30o) as shown in figure 3
and therefore does not require a high cooling voltage but only lighting and fans and electric heater
instead than air-condition, which does not consume so much of system power during the study season.
The increase in temperature causes a decrease the power in summer with an increase in the amount of
solar irradiance in same time. The increase in output power in summer months where the school is
closing leads to supply the grid by the power at a peak load of energy in Iraq.

Figure 3. The monthly solar irradiance and temperature in Baghdad city.

The average loss in power due to the increasing in temperature is about 7.6%. The average of
ambient temperature is 24.2oC where the average operating Cell temperature is 36.1oC during the day.
Also an important source of losses in power production is the accumulation of dust and dirt on the solar
panel, which about 2.0% of the production. The total loses of solar power production is 17.2%. Figure
4 illustrates all sources of energy loss in the system.

5
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Figure 4. Sources of the system losses.
The AC power for every month for a system of 63kW, 50kW and 30kW are shown in Figures 5, 6,
and 7 respectively.

Figure 5. The AC power for every month of year for a system of 63kW.

6
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Figure 6. The AC power for every month of year for a system of 50kW.

Figure 7. The AC power for every month of year for a system of 30kW.
The AC annual output power produced from systems 63 kW, 50kW and 30kW were
111.0MWh, 88MWh and 51.4 MWh respectively, with annual operating hours of 4540, 24kWh/year of
them was consumed for school services and the rest were a feed of grid. In the hot summer season
where the longest sunny days are actualized and due to high incident solar radiation the gain in output
power was higher than the loss in power that caused by heat. The cost of establishing the solar power
system (mechanical and electrical components, mechanical and electrical works) is 1$ per watt in Iraq
market. The cost of the solar power systems 63kW, 50kW and 30kW were 63000$, 30000$ and 50000$
respectively. Investment of the rooftop of the school provides free space of 225m2, 178m2 and 104 m2
for systems 63kW, 50kW and 30kW respectively. The price per square meter of school land is 1250$
and therefore the project cost is reduced by 281250$ (342.6%), 172500$ (345%) and 100000$ (333%)
for systems of 63kW, 50kW and 30kW respectively.
The subsidized price of production power is 0.1$ per KWh in Iraq, the annual price of
producing solar power in the present systems were (11100 $, 8800$ and 5140$ for systems of 63kW,

7
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Reduction of Co2 Emission
Kg/KWh

50kW and 30kW respectively. The design cost of three systems could be refunded after about (5.67)
year and the solar system could work more than 25year.
By GPS program, the performance ratio for the system was 81.9%. The monthly reduction of
emission of CO2 by the production of solar power is shown in figures 8, 9 and 10 for systems 63kW,
50kW, 30kW respectively.

9000
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
Jan Feb Mar Apr may Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov

Reduction of Co2
Emission Kg/KWh

Figure 8. Reduction of emission of CO2with solar power for a system of 63kW.

7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000
0
Jan Feb Mar Apr may Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Figure 9. Reduction of emission of CO2with solar power for a system of 50kW.
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Reduction of Co2
Emession Kg/KWh
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Figure 10. Reduction of emission of CO2with solar power for a system of 30kW.
by using solar power instead of fossil fuel in the present system, the annual amount of emission CO2
reduce by 73.981 tones, 62.216 tones and 36.3398 tones for systems 63kW, 50kW and 30kW
respectively. The system’s performance was compared with other installed PV system to have a good
idea of PV solar system performance in current study as shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Performance Study Comparison of PV Systems in Different Countries
Power
(kWp)

Type of PV
technology

Energy yield
MWh/year

Iran

5

Poly-crystallineSi

9.428

Iraq

15

HITHeterojunction

24.08

75

5

poly-crystallineSi

9.820

82.5

3547.8

70.4 14.95

Location

Iraq
Ghana
Iraq

2500 Poly-crystallineSi
63,50, 30 Poly-crystallineSi

111.0,88,
51.4

PR
(%)

Pay
back
11.6

81.9

5.5

5.67

Ref
Korsavi et
al,2018
Hisham, 2019
Al-Khazzar,
2018
Mensah et
al,2019
Present study

Also, the system can be a free realistic science lab for the school. This laboratory can explain
the photoelectric phenomenon, semiconductors, types of (solar) battery connection, types of energy and
the relationship between them and the conversion from photovoltaic to electrical and thermal energy,
voltage, current, power and power, direct, alternating current, etc.

6. CONCLUSION
Iraqi environment is a benefit for green generation and it cans investment the rooftop of
educational institutions to generate electric power by PV-Solar systems for these institutions and supply
the grid with additional power. The localized green generation reduces transport power losses and
reduces the emission of CO2.
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Abstract. Activity concentrations of natural radionuclides, artiﬁcial radio-cesium, and soil-toplant transfer factor in common different plants species grown at Abu-Ghraib city in the capital
Baghdad have been evaluated using NaI(Tl) gamma spectroscopy. Five species of plants have
been selected, namely green pepper, cucumber, celery, basil, and mint. The measurements were
made on four parts of each plant sample which were included soil, roots, stalk, and leave for
knowledge and evaluation the transfer factors. The maximum mean specific activity
concentration of U-238 and Th-232 was 9.853±10.904 Bq/kg, 6.005±2.729Bq/kg in celery, while
the maximum mean specific activity concentration of K-40 was 141.172±71.703 Bg/kg in
cucumber, respectively. The results showed that the uranium, thorium, potassium and cesium
concentration not exceeded the permissible limit. The mean Radium equivalent activity was
35.553 Bq\kg lower than 370 Bq\kg recommended by UNSCEAR. The maximum absorbed dose
rate in root-mint samples was 30.290 nGy/h which is lower than 84 nGy/h, while the mean annual
outdoor effective dose equivalent in root samples was148.597 mSv/y which is lower than 290
mSv/y recommended by UNSCEAR, respectively. The maximum H hazard index was 0.097 in
root samples which is less than ≤1 recommended by UNSCEAR. The excess lifetime cancer risk
(ECLR) ranged from 5.441×10 −3 to 520.081×10 −3. This value is higher than recommended limit
0.29 ×10 −3 and 1.16 ×10 −3 reported by UNSCEAR. The ELCR is a function of environmental
geology and K-40 has very high soil-to-plant transfer factor compared to other radionuclides in
the samples. Therefore, there is a risk of their administration. The maximum of radioactivity
level index was 0.265 Bq/kg which is less than ≤1.
Keywords: plants; transfer factor; radionuclides; hazards; cancer risk; Abu-Ghraib

1. Introduction
Natural radionuclides are found in the environment such as soil, water, air and plants, and by eating
them; our bodies contain these natural radioactive materials. They usually have a low concentration of
radioactivity. The natural background radiation originates from the uranium series 238, thorium 232
chain and from potassium 40, while cesium 137 originates from industrial sources [1-3]. Radionuclides
are released from the soil, which is the main source of the natural background radiation. The plants will
acquire these radionuclides through the roots, sticks and leaves. These radionuclides are transferred to
humans by directly eating plants as food. Radionuclides that are ingested by food constitute a large part
of the average dose of radiation received by the various parts of the human body, including the skeleton
[4]. The dissolution of these radionuclides (uranium and thorium) in foodstuffs and inside the human

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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body deserves to be monitored and evaluated, and the most important thing is the naturally occurring
potassium 40 as an essential component of cellular materials in all foodstuffs, where the person receives
approximately 180 μSv annually from it. The average total amount of natural potassium in a normal
human is about 0.14 kg, so the natural background can be considered as a constant source of human
radioactivity. These have disadvantages and accumulated damage on humans that must be taken into
consideration [5-6]. There are two mechanisms of plant contamination, either through absorption by
roots or directly by atmospheric precipitation of radionuclides that fall on plants. So most of the radiation
doses that humans receive can be considered from the consumption of food contaminated with various
radionuclides, whether from natural or industrial sources, or from radioactive pollution to the
environment [7-9]. That is why we found it necessary in this research to conduct an accurate assessment
of radionuclides activity in plants and their transfer factor from soil to plants that are an important part
of the food today used by humans and to determine the resulting risk factors.
2.

Materials and methods

2.1.
Collection and preparation of samples
Twenty samples of plant were collected at Abu-Ghraib city. Fifteen samples of plants and five
samples of soil for each plant. Three samples parts representing (root, stalk, and leave) for each type of
plants, namely cucumber, green pepper, celery, mint and basil. All samples have undergone drying,
crushing, and grinding processes. Then, they were stored in tightly closed Marinelli Beckers for 30 days
to achieve secular equilibrium.
2.2.
Radioactivity measurement
Detection of natural radioactivity for U-238, Th-232, and K-40 in different parts of plants (cucumber,
green pepper, celery, mint, basil) and soil samples were measured using sodium iodide detector
technique. The standard samples were used for the calibration and the absolute efficiency of the detector
as recommended by IAEA. The mixture of radionuclides with their corresponding energies are Am-163
(59.3keV), Co-60 (1173.24 and 1332.50 keV), Cs-137 (661.66 keV). The background was measured
too; both were counted for two hours. U-238 activity was given by the product decay of Bi-214 (1764.5
keV). The activity of Th-232 was given by the product of Tl-208 (583.19 and 2614.5 keV). The K-40
(1460.8 keV) and Cs-137 (661.61 keV) concentrations were measured gamma lines of their energies,
respectively.
3.

Parameters calculation

3.1.

Specific activity

The specified activity in unit Ci/kg or Bq/g is given by [10]:
𝑁
𝐴𝑖 (𝐸, 𝛾) = Ɛ
𝐼
𝑡 ×𝑚
(𝐸𝛾 )× 𝛾 (𝐸𝛾 )×

(1)

Where, N and m are the counts of area under the curve and mass of sample in kg, respectively.
3.2.
Absorbed dose rate 𝐷
The outdoor absorbed dose rate can be calculated using the following formula [11, 12]:
𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑛𝐺𝑦ℎ−1 ) = 0.427 𝐴𝑈 + 0.662𝐴 𝑇ℎ + 0.043 𝐴𝐾
(2)
Where, 𝐴𝑈 , 𝐴 𝑇ℎ and 𝐴𝐾 are the activity concentrations in (𝐵𝑞/𝑘𝑔) of uranium, thorium and
potassium respectively.
The indoor absorbed dose aye is given by [13]:
𝐷𝑖𝑛 (𝑛𝐺𝑦ℎ−1 ) = 0.92 𝐴𝑈 + 1.1𝐴 𝑇ℎ + 0.081 𝐴𝐾
(3)
3.3.
Radium equivalent 𝑅𝑎𝑒𝑞
The radium equivalent activity can be expressed by [1]:
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𝑅𝑎𝑒𝑞 (𝐵𝑞. 𝑘𝑔−1 ) = 𝐴𝑈 + 1.43 𝐴 𝑇ℎ + 0.077 𝐴𝐾
The recommended limit of 𝑅𝑎𝑒𝑞 is 370 𝐵𝑞𝑘𝑔−1 given by UNSCEAR, 2000 [1].

(4)

Hazard index 𝐻
The external (𝐻𝑒𝑥 ) is given by UNSCEAR, 2000 [1]:
𝐴𝑈
𝐴𝑇ℎ
𝐴𝐾
𝐻𝑒𝑥 = 370 𝐵𝑞.𝑘𝑔
−1 + 259 𝐵𝑞.𝑘𝑔−1 + 4810 𝐵𝑞.𝑘𝑔−1

3.4.

(5)
The internal radiation exposure is quantified by the internal hazard index (𝐻𝑖𝑛 ) given by UNSCEAR,
2000 [1]:
𝐴𝑈
𝐴𝑇ℎ
𝐴𝐾
𝐻𝑖𝑛 = 185 𝐵𝑞.𝑘𝑔
(6)
−1 + 259 𝐵𝑞.𝑘𝑔−1 + 4810 𝐵𝑞.𝑘𝑔−1
The limit of these indexes should be less or equal to unity, as reported by UNSCEAR and ICRP [1,
14].
3.5.
Annual effective dose equivalent 𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐸
The outdoor and indoor annual effective dose equivalents are given as the following [1]:
𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 (µ𝑆𝑣/𝑦) = 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 (𝑛𝐺𝑦/ℎ) × 8760(ℎ/𝑦) × 0.20 × 0.7(𝑆𝑣/𝐺𝑦) × 10−3
𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑖𝑛 (µ𝑆𝑣/𝑦) = 𝐷𝑖𝑛 (𝑛𝐺𝑦/ℎ) × 8760(ℎ/𝑦) × 0.80 × 0.7(𝑆𝑣/𝐺𝑦) × 10−3

(7)
(8)

3.6.

Life-time cancer risk ELCR
The excess life-time cancer risk (𝐸𝐿𝐶𝑅) which is given by Taskin et al. 2009 is as follows [15]:
𝐸𝐿𝐶𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑜𝑢𝑡 × 𝐷𝐿 × 𝑅𝐹
(9)
𝐸𝐿𝐶𝑅𝑖𝑛 = 𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐸𝑖𝑛 × 𝐷𝐿 × 𝑅𝐹
(10)
Where; 𝐷𝐿, and 𝑅𝐹 are the life span and risk factor respectively as given by ICRP, 2012 [16].

3.7.

Annual gonadal dose equivalent 𝐴𝐺𝐷𝐸
The annual gonadal dose equivalent (𝐴𝐺𝐷𝐸) can be calculated as follows [11]:
𝜇𝑆𝑣
𝐴𝐺𝐷𝐸 ( 𝑦 ) = 3.09𝐴𝑈 + 4.18𝐴 𝑇ℎ + 0.314𝐴𝐾

(11)

3.8.

Radioactivity level index 𝐼𝛾
This index is used to estimate the level of radiation risk, especially γ -rays, associated with natural
radionuclides in material. It is defined as follows [17].
𝐼𝛾(𝐵𝑞/𝑘𝑔) = 𝐴𝑅𝑎 /150 + 𝐴 𝑇ℎ /100 + 𝐴𝐾 /1500 ≤ 1
(12)
Where 𝐴𝑅𝑎 , 𝐴 𝑇ℎ and 𝐴𝐾 are the activities of Ra-226, Th-232 and K-40 in Bq/kg respectively.
3.9.

Soil-to-plant transfer factor 𝑇𝐹
Using (IAEA) guidelines, the soil-to-plant transfer factor 𝑇𝐹 was estimated as follows [18, 19]:
𝑇𝐹 = 𝐶𝑝 / 𝐶𝑠
(13)
Where 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑠 are radionuclide concentration in plant and soil in 𝐵𝑞/𝑘𝑔 respectively.

4.

Results and discussion

Table 1 and Figs. 1 to 6 show the variation of activity concentrations of U-238, Th-232, K-40 and
Cs-137 in green pepper, cucumber, celery, basil, mint and soil samples in Abu-Ghraib city in different
parts of each sample. For the green pepper the activity concentrations of U-238 were varied from 1.504
to 12.155 to Bq/kg with an average value of 7.068±4.949 Bq/kg. Whereas, for Th-232 it was varied from
7.403 to 0.180 Bq/kg with an average value 2.909±3.424 Bq/kg. The activity concentrations of K-40
ranged from 26.570 to 76.738 Bq/kg with average value 68.633±34.272 Bq/kg, and 0.014 to 1.588 Bq/kg
with an average value 0.617±0.746 Bq/kg for Cs-137. For cucumber, the results were 7.068±4.949,
2.909±3.424, 0.617±0.746, 68.633±34.272 Bq/kg. For celery, the average activity concentrations were
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9.853±10.904, 6.005±2.729, 1.198±0.591, 93.320±85.462 Bq/kg. For basil, the average activity
concentrations were 3.737±5.631, 4.200±2.536, 0.455±0.756, 71.687±54.966 Bq/kg. For mint, the
average activity concentrations were 4.390±5.067, 8.483±6.199, 0.517±0.722 and 61.863±53.147 for
U-238, Th-232, and K-40, respectively. All these values are significantly less than permissible limits
(33, 45, 412, and 2.0 Bq/kg) for U-238, Th-232, K-40, and Cs-137, respectively [12, 20].
Table 1. Specific Activity Concentration for U-238, Th-232, K-40 and Cs-137 of samples, at AbuGhraib city.
Sample
Name
Green
pepper

Sample
parts
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Average

Cucumber

Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Average

Celery

Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Average

Basil

Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Average

Mint

Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Average

Limit
UNSCEAR, 2010 [12]

Ra-226
4.138
0.382
0.164
0.013
1.174
±1.981
4.216
2.094
1.668
0.137
2.009
±1.648
4.128
4.069
3.756
0.922
3.221
±1.541
3.910
0.369
0.172
0.054
1.183
±1.973
4.065
0.641
0.418
0.209
1.351
±1.865

U-238
Bi-214
8.524
1.192
0.390
0.178
2.570
±3.993
8.869
1.036
0.303
0.037
2.475
±4.054
8.089
0.746
0.415
0.183
2.467
±4.044
7.998
1.898
1.519
0.888
3.207
±3.568
7.610
0.980
0.766
0.532
2.700
±3.886
33

Pb-214
12.155
10.183
4.430
1.504
7.068
±4.949
12.910
16.123
1.337
0.939
7.648
±7.683
12.125
24.277
2.809
0.170
9.853
±10.904
11.918
1.566
0.753
0.473
3.737
±5.631
10.198
4.727
1.707
1.132
4.390
±5.067

Fig. 1. Specific activity of Green pepper sample in Abu-Ghraib city.

Th-232
Ac-228
7.403
3.756
0.297
0.180
2.909
±3.424
7.814
6.373
4.677
2.370
5.206
±2.199
7.009
7.552
7.147
1.919
6.005
±2.729
6.801
4.966
2.756
1.676
4.200
±2.536
7.315
17.375
6.087
3.067
8.483
±6.199
45

K-40

Cs-137

76.738
125.650
45.574
26.570
68.633
±34.272
76.865
224.612
177.110
86.230
141.172
±71.703
76.016
215.222
65.459
15.859
93.320
±85.462
75.910
146.524
42.850
20.636
71.687
±54.966
74.018
130.715
21.835
18.163
61.863
±53.147
412

1.588
0.820
0.047
0.014
0.617
±0.746
1.759
0.128
0.154
0.039
0.500
±0.728
1.513
1.673
1.154
0.378
1.198
±0.591
1.532
0.109
0.105
0.017
0.455
±0.756
1.593
0.322
0.101
0.058
0.517
±0.722
2.0 UNSCEAR,
1993[20]

Fig. 2. Specific activity of Cucumber sample in Abu-Ghraib city.
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Fig. 3. Specific activity of Celery sample in Abu-Ghraib city.

Fig. 4. Specific activity of Basil sample in Abu-Ghraib city.

Fig. 5. Specific activity of Mint sample in Abu-Ghraib city.

Fig. 6. Specific activity of Soil sample in Abu-Ghraib city

.

Table 2 and Figs. 7, 8 and 9 show the calculated results of radiation hazard indices (absorbed dose,
annual effective dose, annual gonadal dose equivalent (dose ingested)) respectively. The estimated
average values for the outside absorbed dose rate in green pepper, cucumber, celery, basil and mint
varied from 14.772 nGy/h in cucumber-root to 2.020 nGy/h in basil-leaves. However, the inside
absorbed dose rate varied from 30.290 nGy/h in mint –root to 2.363 nGy/h in green pepper-leaves. It
seems clear that the results are less than the worldwide permissible limits, 84 nGy/h [12]. The highest
value of the annual effective dose inside and outside the body was shown in mint sample. The results of
annual gonadal dose were varied from 115.655 µSv/y in mint-root to 9.139 µSv/y in green pepper-leave.
All results of annual effective dose equivalent and annual gonadal dose equivalent were below the
allowable limit 290 µSv/y according to UNSCEAR, 2008 [21], and below 1000 µSv/y limit, according
to ICRP, 1996 [22].
Table 3 and Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13 explain the results of the Hazard index, Life-time cancer risk,
radium equivalent activity and radioactivity level index. The results show that all hazards were less than
≤1 limit [1]. The results explain that there is a variation in cancer risk. The highest life-time cancer risk,
in and out of the body was found in green pepper-soil, cucumber-root, celery-root, basil-root, and mintroot. As wall, the lowest values were found in leave for each the plants. The 𝑅𝑎𝑒𝑞 in green pepper,
cucumber, celery, basil and mint varied from 35.553 Bq/kg in mint-root to 2.137 Bq/kg in green pepperleave. Subsequently, the highest radium equivalent was recorded in green pepper-soil, cucumber-root,
celery-root, basil-soil, and mint-root while; the lowest highest radium equivalent values were in leaves
of each type of plant. So, all values were less than 370 Bq/kg limit recommended by UNSCEAR, 2000
[1]. Also, Table 3 and Fig. 13 show the results of radioactivity level Index. The highest value recorded
0.265 Bq/kg in mint-root while; the lowest value was 0.019 Bq/kg in green pepper-leaves. All results of
radioactivity level index were below the permitted limit 1Bq/kg [17].
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As tabulated in Table 4 and illustrated in Fig. 14, the average rate of transition factor in green pepper
sample of U-232, Th-232, K-40, and Cs-137 was 0.045±0.044, 0.190±0.274, 0.859±0.685 and
0.185±0.287. For cucumber sample it was 0.314±0.248, 0.604±0.271, 1.406±0.568 and0.086±0.057.
With regard to celery sample was 0.704±0.418, 0.748±0.424, 0.812±0.586 and 0.673±0.410. For Basil
the average rate of transform factor was 0.048±0.038, 0.423±0.226, 0.912±0.8745 and 0.048±0.032. As
for mint sample was 0.102±0.052, 1.194±1.018, 0.741±0.833 and 0.101±0.089. The highest rate for
transform factor was 1.194±1.018 recorded in the mint sample at a concentration of Th-232respectively.
The lowest rate for the transfer from the root to the leaves was in the basil sample in Cs-137
concentration at a rate of 0.048±0.032. The results show that the highest rate of transfer factor was to
the roots and the highest rate of uranium transmission was 0.983 in the celery roots sample. As well the
highest transfer rate for thorium was 2.347 in mint roots while; the highest transfer rate for potassium is
1.909 to the basil roots, were comparable to those reported elsewhere. Roots won the highest
transmission factor for potassium-40 which was found in most of the study samples. Extremely high K40 transfer factor values were found in cases where the concentration of potassium was very low in soil
samples. This is because of the continuous accumulations for prolonged absorption by roots of
potassium-40. The mean concentrations of activity of K-40 in basil samples were greater than those in
green pepper, cucumber, celery and mint and were all less than the permissible value. Finally, the highest
transfer rate for Cs-137 was 1.053 in celery root.
The highest K-40 transfer factors values were concentrated in the roots and were close to the limit
recommended by UNSCEAR, 2010. This high absorption i.e. uptake of K-40 by the roots, it may be due
to its presence in food crops while; for U-238 differed in the average range from 0.045±0.044 in green
pepper to 0.704±0.418 in celery plant. And also for Th-232 were 0.024 in the green pepper leaves to
2.247 in the root of the mint sample, with an average range of 0.190±0.274 in the green pepper plant
to1.194±1.018 in mint plant. The transfer factors for Th-232 were higher than that obtained for U-238
in this study. The average soil-to-plant transfer factors for Cs-137 varied from 0.048±0.032 in basil plant
to 0.673±0.410 in celery plant. These transfer factors for Cs-137 are not signiﬁcant because of their low
concentration in environmental samples which was obtained in this study.
Table 2 Absorbed dose rate, Annual effective dose equivalent and Annual gonadal dose equivalent, at
Abu-Ghraib city.
Sample Name

Green Pepper

Cucumber

Celery

Basil

Mint

Limit

Sample
Part
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves

𝐷 (𝑛𝐺𝑦/ℎ)
Outside
inside
9.967
18.166
8.057
14.661
2.227
4.170
1.267
2.363
10.752
18.519
14.772
27.131
11.424
21.025
5.335
9.718
9.319
18.092
15.992
29.485
9.150
16.620
2.346
4.244
9.138
17.932
9.746
17.671
3.740
6.662
2.020
3.565
9.091
17.619
17.347
30.290
5.147
8.849
2.901
5.038
84 UNSCEAR,2010
[12]

6

𝐴𝐸𝐷𝐸 (µ𝑆𝑣/𝑦)
𝐴𝐺𝐷𝐸
(𝜇𝑆𝑣/𝑦)
outside
Inside
12.224
89.119
67.8229
9.875
71.921
56.335
2.731
20.461
16.065
1.554
11.592
9.139
13.120
89.592
68.129
18.116
133.097
103.643
14.010
103.143
80.318
6.543
47.676
37.410
11.930
88.021
67.872
19.612
144.642
111.725
11.221
81.531
62.036
2.877
20.819
15.851
12.015
88.432
67.510
11.952
86.689
67.910
4.587
32.678
25.509
2.477
17.492
13.656
12.095
87.944
66.543
21.335
148.597
115.655
6.312
43.410
33.592
3.558
24.715
19.173
290 UNSCEAR, 2008 [21]
1000 ICRP, 1996 [22]
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Fig. 7. Absorbed dose rate in samples at Abu-Ghraib city.

Fig. 8. Annual effective dose in samples at Abu-Ghraibcity.

Fig. 9. Annual gonadal dose equivalent in samples at Abu-Ghraib city.

Table 3. Hazard index, lifetime cancer risk, radium equivalent and radioactivity level index, at AbuGhraib city.
Sample
Name

Green
Pepper

Cucumber

Celery

Basil

Mint

Sample
Part

Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves
Soil
Root
Stalk
Leaves

Limit
UNSCEAR, 2000 [1]

Hazard index
(𝐵𝑞/𝑘𝑔)
Hex
Hin

0.055
0.041
0.011
0.006
0.070
0.077
0.059
0.027
0.050
0.084
0.051
0.013
0.053
0.050
0.020
0.010
0.054
0.096
0.029
0.016

0.066
0.042
0.015
0.002
0.069
0.082
0.063
0.027
0.061
0.095
0.061
0.015
0.064
0.051
0.024
0.011
0.066
0.097
0.030
0.017

ELCR

Raeq
(𝐵𝑞/
𝑘𝑔)

Iγ
(𝐵𝑞/
𝑘𝑔)

Outside
× 10−3

Inside
× 10−3

42.786
34.565
9.560
5.441
42.922
63.407
49.038
22.903
40.312
68.645
39.276
10.070
42.193
41.675
16.057
8.672
42.587
74.675
22.093
12.453

311.919
251.725
71.613
40.574
312.129
465.842
361.001
166.869
309.965
506.248
285.358
72.868
311.310
303.412
114.374
61.224
311.432
520.081
151.937
86.505

20.634
15.428
4.100
2.137
20.891
28.504
21.994
10.167
19.764
31.442
19.017
4.887
20.109
18.753
7.413
4.040
20.109
35.553
10.804
5.994

0.152
0.123
0.034
0.019
0.212
0.227
0.175
0.082
0.149
0.246
0.140
0.035
0.150
0.149
0.057
0.030
0.148
0.265
0.078
0.044

0.29

1.16

370

≤1
[17]

≤1
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Fig. 10. Hazard index of samples at Abu-Ghraib city.

Fig. 11. Live Time cancer risk in samples at Abu-Ghraib city.

Fig. 12. Radium
activity
in samples
at Abu-Ghraib
city.
Fig.
13.artificial
Radioactivity
index in samples
Table 4. equivalent
Soil-to-plant
transfer
factor (TF)
of natural radionuclides
and
C-137 level
at Abu-Ghraib
city. at Abu-Ghraib city.

Fig. 14. Transfer factor from soil to plant in samples at Abu-Ghraib city.
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Table 4. Soil-to-plant transfer factor (TF) of natural radionuclides and artificial C-137 at Abu-Ghraib
city.
Sampl
Transfer factor
e
Name
Green
Pepper

Sample
Parts
Root
Stalk
leaves

Average

Cucum
ber

Root
Stalk
leaves
Average

Celery

Root
Stalk
leaves
Average

Basil

Root
Stalk
leaves
Average

Mint

Root
Stalk
leaves
Average

U-238

Ac-228

K-40

0.092
0.039
0.003
0.045
±0.044
0.506
0.403
0.033
0.314
±0.248
0.983
0.907
0.222
0.704
±0.418
0.089
0.041
0.031
0.048
±0.038
0.154
0.101
0.050
0.102
±0.052

0.507
0.040
0.024
0.190
±0.274
0.860
0.631
0.320
0.604
±0.271
1.020
0.965
0.259
0.748
±0.424
0.670
0.372
0.226
0.423
±0.226
2.347
0.822
0.414
1.194
±1.018

1.637
0.593
0.346
0.859
±0.685
1.857
1.594
0.767
1.406
±0.568
1.378
0.853
0.206
0.812
±0.586
1.909
0.558
0.268
0.912
±0.875
1.703
0.284
0.236
0.741
±0.833

Cs-137
0.516
0.029
0.009
0.185
±0.287
0.1377
0.097
0.024
0.086
±0.057
1.053
0.726
0.238
0.673
±0.410
0.068
0.066
0.011
0.048
±0.032
0.202
0.063
0.036
0.101
±0.089

5.

Conclusions
The radioactivity was measured in samples of green pepper, cucumber, celery, basil, mint, and their
soils on a regular basis. Specific activity concentrations U-238, Th-232, K-40, and Cs-137 using the NaI
(Tl) gamma ray spectrum detector. To assess radiological hazards, radium-equivalent equivalents,
absorbed dose rate, annual effective dose rate, hazard indices, annual gonadal dose equivalent and
radioactivity level index were all estimated below the permissible limits that are considered safe from
radiological hazards. In this study K-40 transfer factors were found to be arranged at the roots.
Gradually, descending from the roots to the stalk and then to the leaves in the selected basil, celery and
mint plants under study. Therefore, the current study proved that the samples selected under study do
not have dangerous radiological effects. We recommend studying and measuring the concentrations of
radionuclides and their activities in terms of availability in the local market to determine the quality of
consumer foodstuffs.
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livestock and then to humans through the food chain, may lead to many radiation hazards to the humans
if the transfer factor exceed unity.
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Abstract. Interest in the study of global gravitational models has increased recently all over the
world because it is necessary for height datum transformations. Today the International Center
for Global Earth Models (ICGEM) provides the largest collection in the world produced
through gravitational data from the gravitational satellite’s missions CHAMP, GRACE, and
GOCE ... Etc. To allow easy access through the internet with its more intelligent technologies,
it is one of the International Gravity Organization's services. While the Global Positioning
System (GPS) has become one of the most preferred technologies in engineering surveying, a
major dilemma in GPS survey lies in oval-based elevations. At the same time, orthometric
heights are commonly used in the engineering field. Therefore, it is necessary to convert the
measured heights by satellites assigned to the elliptical surface into orthometric heights and
supported to the geoid surface (mean sea level) through an accurate geodetic model. The
differences between orthometric measurement heights from DGPS/leveling data (obtained
from 57 points in the study area) are increasingly used by professionals geographical
information systems(GIS). However, the local determination of Geoid is necessary for better
accuracy of the orthometric height from DGPS. This paper aims to introduce a modern
technique for determining elevation, avoiding cumbersome and time-consuming spirit leveling
operations. Fast vertical positioning can be obtained using DGPS with geoid models. The Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) is ± 0.19 m with high precision of DGPS derived with EGM08;
thus, the more it describes the Earth's gravitational field in more detail.
Keywords: GIS, leveling, orthometric height, EGM08, Heights, Root Mean Square Error.

1. Introduction
The determination of the Earth's surface and its external gravitational field, and the normal Earth
ellipsoid is the biggest issue currently confronting geodesists worldwide. The Earth's surface is uneven
and, as a result, impossible to be described by a mathematical surface. Instead, Geoid, the gravitational
field's equipotential surface will strongly approximate the mean sea level (M.S.L.).The Geoid is
important for every country to achieve accurate vertical positioning. All geodetic measurements are
directly related to gravity's real field when taken on Earth's physical surface. This anomaly area is the
fundamental parameter for the transition of geodetic measurements from the physical space of
observation (Geoid) to the computation's geometric space, ellipsoid [1].
To convert ellipsoid height into a more useful orthometric height, we need to know the relation
between Geoid which representing the actual equipotential figure of the Earth's surface. The
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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ellipsoidal height represents Earth's mathematical figure. The Geoid is one of the most important parts
of a geodetic infrastructure. It is well known that globally, mean sea level best fits. In the least square
sense, Geoid, representing the equipotential surface of the Earth's gravity field and used as a reference
for physical height system like orthometric heights. This means that by combining ellipsoidal heights
from GPS and geoid heights, the orthometric height can be determined [2].
2. Study Area
The chosen study area is the campus of the University of Baghdad in the heart of the capital,
Baghdad, located between Latitude (33º 16' 55.6") to (33º 16' 4.5") N, Longitude (44º 22' 11.8") to
(44º 23' 20.4") E., which covers an area of (2.9km2). It is shown in figure (1).

Figure 1. The study area of the campus of the University of Baghdad.
3. The Theoretical Background
3.1. The Orthometric and Ellipsoid Heights
The (H) refers to an isotope reference surface. The orthometric height of a distance from the point
on the surface of the Earth to the distance that points to the Geoid (the equipotential surface that
coincides with the mean sea level ) is measured along the normal vertical line to the Geoid, which is
measured by using the level [3]. The ellipsoidal height measured using DGPS represents the height
from the surface of any reference ellipsoid to the point on the ground. The separation between the
ellipsoid and the Geoid surface is called Geoid height or Geoid Undulation (N), as shown in figure (2).
The determination of the Geoid Undulation at each point can be calculated using a well-known
formula[4]:
N=h–H
(1)
h is ellipsoidal height, H is orthometric height, and N is geoid undulation
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Figure 2. TheOrthometric height(H), N is the geoid undulation,[5].
3.2. Leveling
Leveling is the general term applied to any of the various processes by which height is determined.
It is a vital process in producing the data needed for mapping, engineering design, and construction.
Leveling results are used for designing highways, railways, canals, sewage, water supply systems, and
other facilities with a grade line that best aligns with the current terrain [6]. The type of level device
used in this paper is Topcon (ABN 26).
3.3. DifferentialGlobal Positioning System(DGPS)
The GPS heavenly body was initially planned as 24 satellites put in three orbital planes. Each
slanted at 63 degrees as the equator chose height was ) 20~200 (km, offering to ascend to an orbital
time of 12 sidereal hours. This is 50% of the Earth's turn time frame, offering to ascend to rehashing
ground tracks' operational advantage. These satellites were disseminated consistently in the orbital
planes, with each plane having eight satellites [7].
3.4. Earth Gravitational Model of 2008 (EGM2008)
The EGM2008 is a gravitational model of the Earth created by a least-squares mix of the ITGGRACE03S gravitational model (with its related blunder covariance lattice) and a 5'x5' matrix of freeair gravity irregularities. EGM2008 is created to degree/request 2159 with some extra terms up to
degree/request 2190 [8].
EGM2008 depends on the GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) just gravity field
model ITG-GRACE03S which gives a profoundly exact depiction of the long-and medium-frequency
gravity field range up to degree and the order 180. The ITG-GRACE03S model joins right around six
years of GRACE gravity field perceptions and different wellsprings of gravity information, especially
point gravity estimations. Consequently, the EGM2008 circular consonant coefficients should be
extended to degree 2190 instead of 2159 or 2160 when utilized in pragmatic applications [9].
3.5. Data Sets
The orthometric heights for the 57 points were obtained from the leveling for these heights in the
middle of Iraq (FAW). The datum was called MSL FAW, and this data is shown in Table 2. The
differential global position system (DGPS) type Topcon Hiper-II GNSS has used a static method to
observed 57 points, each point is observed 3 hours. The data points were then submitted to the
AUSPOS online GPS Processing Service (HTTP: www.ga.gov.au). To calculate Geoid undulation
using EGM2008, a zip file can be downloaded that contains an ESRI GRID raster data set of 2.5minute. The American Surveying Authority worked on making Raster networks that cover all parts of
the world. Each network is about 45×45 of Latitude and longitude that gives the values of N within the
ready-made Raster network, and that can be called to the ARC GIS program. The network files cover
lines from the length is 2 to 90, and the width from 5 to 60 covers approximately the eastern Arab
world, including the Iraqi lands. The Raster can be downloaded from the link below:
https://earth-info.nga.mil/GandG/wgs84/gravitymod/egm2008/egm08_gis.html.
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As shown in table (3) and Fig. (3), by cutting the province of Baghdad and noting that the value of
Tthe Geoid Heights N varies from the highest [0.690 m] to the lowest [-2.910 m].

Figure 3. The Geoid HeightsEGM08 raster within the capital Baghdad.

3.6. Calculate the root mean square error (RMSE)
Modeling heights of the calendar using a geometric method of calculating model accuracy with a
root mean square error indicator (RMSE) to calculate model accuracy requires orthometric point
heights from the model (HGGMs), i.e., orthometric heights of points obtained from the differences
between typical geodetic heights and elliptical point heights with the corresponding altitudes in
addition to the orthometric heights (Hobs) to obtain (orthometric residuals remains). The orthometric
residuals and the total number of points specified for the RMSE are used along with the model
accuracy. The RMSE index is provided in the formula to calculate model accuracy [8].
RM E

√ ∑

(

(2)

)

δHResidual = Hobs - HGGMs
(3)
Hobs: Known Orthometric Height
HGGMs: Model Orthometric Height
n: the number of points.
GGMs are the smallest RMSE values. ince then, the better it represents the Earth’s gravitational field
in more detail, and vice versa. The greater the value of it, the greater the representation of gravity with
less detail.
4. Results and Discussion
Accuracy assessment of GPS observations processed by (EGM2008 RASTER)
The level is the most accurate way to calculate orthometric heights for scanning points above the
geode .But this method has become obsolete no longer to keep pace with the rapid development in the
modern world. So, it is no longer feasible for several reasons, including it takes a long time and great
effort and high cost, thus, an easier, faster, and less expensive is required.
Unfortunately, GPS delivered only height relative to the Earth's mathematical ellipse, known as
ellipsoidal height, rather than the orthometric height related to the MSL with its physical meaning,
thus, parallel to the development of GPS and methodology.
To convert the Ellipsoid heights obtained from DGPS for the observed points into orthometric heights
calculated by applying equation (1) converting the heights inside the program is required.
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Table 1. The Comparison of leveling data with GPS processed data.
Maximum
Minimum
Mean
Standard deviation
METHOD
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
Leveling measurement
38.264
35.930
36.653
0.586
height H(m)
GPS processed data
38.128
35.762
36.541
0.625
Difference
0.399
-0.401
0.111
0.152

Figure 4. The Accuracy of DGPS data after processing.
The difference in leveling data with GPS processed data(HEGM08) is clearly shown that the accuracy
of the results of GPS data is within the Standard deviation ±0.152m as illustrated in the table (1). The
RMSE The EGM2008 model equal to [± 0.187973m] as shown in figure (4), applied the equal (3).
The height data performed herein offers useful insight for a range of applications relating to height.
The production and updating of large-scale topographical maps in various engineering and
construction applications, particularly for water resource management. The topographic map of the
Study Area is shown in figure (5).

Figure 5. Representing the topographic map of the Study Area.
Table 2. Ellipsoidal and Orthometric heights(2020).
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Point
No.

Northing(m)

Easting(m)

Ellipsoidal
height h (m)

Orthometric
height Hobs
(M.S.L) (m)

BU01

3681622.477

442158.483

34.5552

36.271

BU02

3681641.119

441821.245

35.1578

36.906

BU03

3681646.752

442271.423

34.5022

36.369

BU04

3681717.383

441480.99

36.3873

38.242

BU05

3681756.014

441869.274

35.7915

37.345

BU06

3681848.047

442032.804

34.1972

35.934

BU07

3681828.833

442052.868

35.4727

37.025

BU08

3681905.955

441876.638

35.2064

37.173

BU09

3681912.62

441946.785

34.2758

36.153

BU10

3681911.887

442069.661

35.3165

36.867

BU11

3681949.221

442265.198

35.1257

37.07

BU12

3682018.665

442240.00

35.3347

36.95

BU13

3681583.049

442107.802

34.548

36.319

BU14

3681594.571

441776.986

34.4333

36.075

BU15

3681625.908

441584.439

36.2443

37.621

BU16

3681625.188

441755.697

35.5055

37.17

BU17

3681645.93

441789.195

35.3775

36.937

BU18

3681655.103

441697.41

36.2296

37.427

BU19

3681659.146

441896.635

34.5345

36.278

BU20

3681668.477

441829.946

35.5159

37.191

BU21

3681695.023

442026.201

34.4483

36.251

BU22

3681695.209

442201.861

34.5521

36.261

BU23

3681712.222

442293.025

34.1764

35.93

BU24

3681734.101

442394.825

34.4988

36.361

BU25

3681742.759

441923.005

35.5912

37.19

BU26

3681764.947

441920.809

34.4304

36.085

BU27

3681763.181

442217.27

35.3766

37.033

BU28

3681774.058

441942.077

34.1916

36.051

BU29

3681790.089

441784.883

35.2071

37.18

BU30

3681794.279

442322.228

35.0626

36.55
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BU31

3681816.006

441828.500

35.3295

37.167

BU32

3681815.803

442068.830

34.4222

36.073

BU33

3681829.915

442181.706

35.4517

37.182

BU34

3681848.047

442032.804

35.0313

36.68

BU35

3681856.927

441783.731

35.3022

37.195

BU36

3681897.294

442192.973

35.3493

37.157

BU37

3681907.554

441815.337

35.3007

37.170

BU38

3681904.639

442304.514

34.6622

36.310

BU39

3681953.127

441508.537

36.5417

38.264

BU40

3681950.55

441990.214

35.1395

36.831

BU41

3681961.748

442386.084

34.5303

36.332

BU42

3681967.438

442361.283

34.6088

36.277

BU43

3681978.494

442107.310

35.2754

37.029

BU44

3681999.104

441545.031

36.0344

37.578

BU45

3682045.226

441711.390

34.2044

36.055

BU46

3682043.878

442091.660

35.0048

36.395

BU47

3682065.388

442359.017

34.2077

36.217

BU48

3682114.854

442016.286

34.2957

35.939

BU49

3682127.942

442249.186

34.533

36.186

BU50

3682195.436

442397.040

34.5444

36.214

BU51

3682228.475

442434.745

34.2559

36.187

BU52

3682315.141

442517.779

34.3861

36.200

BU53

3682331.657

442485.023

34.2008

35.983

BU54

3682344.097

442464.661

34.3763

36.132

BU55

3682393.138

442556.525

34.466

36.126

BU56

3682402.161

442697.561

34.5598

36.195

BU57 3682442.613
442679.433 34.1516
35.940
Table 3. Geoid heights at points using (h-H) method and undulation height by EGM08raster (2020).
Point
Nu.

Northing(m) Easting(m) Nr)EGM08)(m)

Hr(EGM08)(
m)

BU01 3681622.477

442158.483 -1.6129

36.1681

BU02 3681641.119

441821.245 -1.6025

36.7603
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BU03 3681646.752

442271.423 -1.6158

36.118

BU04 3681717.383

441480.99

-1.5907

37.978

BU05 3681756.014

441869.274 -1.6015

37.393

BU06 3681848.047

442032.804 -1.6067

35.8039

BU07 3681828.833

442052.868 -1.6055

37.0782

BU08 3681905.955

441876.638 -1.5987

36.8051

BU09 3681912.62

441946.785 -1.6006

35.8764

BU10 3681911.887

442069.661 -1.6043

36.9208

BU11 3681949.221

442265.198 -1.6093

36.735

BU12 3682018.665

442240.00

-1.6072

36.9419

BU13 3681583.049

442107.802 -1.6122

36.1602

BU14 3681594.571

441776.986 -1.6021

36.0354

BU15 3681625.908

441584.439 -1.5957

37.8400

BU16 3681625.188

441755.697 -1.6008

37.1063

BU17 3681645.93

441789.195 -1.6014

36.9789

BU18 3681655.103

441697.41

-1.5985

37.8281

BU19 3681659.146

441896.635 -1.6043

36.1388

BU20 3681668.477

441829.946 -1.6022

37.1181

BU21 3681695.023

442026.201 -1.6075

36.0558

BU22 3681695.209

442201.861 -1.6127

36.1648

BU23 3681712.222

442293.025 -1.615

35.7914

BU24 3681734.101

442394.825 -1.6176

36.1164

BU25 3681742.759

441923.005 -1.6034

37.1946

BU26 3681764.947

441920.809 -1.6029

36.0333

BU27 3681763.181

442217.27

-1.6117

36.9883

BU28 3681774.058

441942.077 -1.6033

35.7949

BU29 3681790.089

441784.883 -1.5983

36.8054

BU30 3681794.279

442322.228 -1.6142

36.6768
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BU31 3681816.006

441828.500 -1.5991

36.9286

BU32 3681815.803

442068.830 -1.6063

36.0285

BU33 3681829.915

442181.706 -1.6093

37.0610

BU34 3681848.047

442032.804 -1.6045

36.6358

BU35 3681856.927

441783.731 -1.5969

36.8991

BU36 3681897.294

442192.973 -1.6083

36.9576

BU37 3681907.554

441815.337 -1.5968

36.8975

BU38 3681904.639

442304.514 -1.6114

36.2736

BU39 3681953.127

441508.537 -1.5867

38.1284

BU40 3681950.55

441990.214 -1.6012

36.7407

BU41 3681961.748

442386.084 -1.6126

36.1429

BU42 3681967.438

442361.283 -1.6118

36.2206

BU43 3681978.494

442107.310 -1.6041

36.8795

BU44 3681999.104

441545.031 -1.5869

37.6213

BU45 3682045.226

441711.390 -1.5909

35.7953

BU46 3682043.878

442091.660 -1.6023

36.6071

BU47 3682065.388

442359.017 -1.6097

35.8174

BU48 3682114.854

442016.286 -1.5986

35.8943

BU49 3682127.942

442249.186 -1.6052

36.1382

BU50 3682195.436

442397.040 -1.6081

36.1525

BU51 3682228.475

442434.745 -1.6086

35.8645

BU52 3682315.141

442517.779 -1.6092

35.9953

BU53 3682331.657

442485.023 -1.6079

35.8087

BU54 3682344.097

442464.661 -1.607

35.9833

BU55 3682393.138

442556.525 -1.6087

36.0747

BU56 3682402.161

442697.561 -1.6124

36.1722

BU57 3682442.613

442679.433 -1.611

35.7626
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5. Conclusions
By comparing the data of the orthometric heights (H) values, (H) practically measured by the level
with the data obtained from the after processing by the EGM2008 model, which is obtained by Raster.
This study indicates small and very close differences as the accuracy reached the standard deviation
(SD) equal to [± 0.152 m]. This means that the level still one of the most accurate devices in this field
and in various projects.
The RMSE is used to describe the long wavelength of Earth's gravitational field. The EGM2008 model
produces the smallest differences in terms of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), which is equal to
[± 0.187973m.], and the method of the calculation by Raster is within the arc GIS program.
The orthometric Heights from DGPS Data can thus be considered a modern tool for converting the
height.
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Abstract. The mechanism of the electronic flow rate at Al-TiO2 interfaces system has been
studied using the postulate of electronic quantum theory. The different structural of two
materials lead to suggestion the continuum energy level for Al metal and TiO 2 semiconductor.
The electronic flow rate at the Al-TiO2 complex has affected by transition energy, coupling
strength and contact at the interface of two materials. The flow charge rate at Al-TiO2 is
increased by increasing coupling strength and decreasing transition energy.
Key words: Electronic Flow Rate, Al-TiO2 and Interface.

1. Introduction
The reactions of an electronic transfer are a simple process that occurs in donor-acceptor media and it
is an elementary electronic transition from an atom to atom system. It is one of the main reaction in
physics devices involves oxidation-reduction state systems. It is developed since the beginning of the
twentieth century [1]. Electronic transfer over distances has been investigated extensively in both
experimental and theoretical studies in different inhomogeneous devices and through monolayers on
the electrode system [2]. Nowadays, structure evaluations of electronics are important tools to
investigate the physical properties of materials [3]. The electronic transfer due to metal/semiconductor
interface has been devoted to investigate the origin of the potential barrier height at interface and
effect on the electrical characteristics of this device [4]. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) produces by low cost
and higher stability and has very attractive research for mechanical, electronic and optical properties
material. TiO2 is used in many electronic applications such as adsorbents and catalytic systems [5-6].
Generally, the transition reaction at metal/semiconductor interfaces is a considerable inhomogeneous
quantity of states. Therefore, the flow rate of transfer improves the performance of metallic junction
devices; the transfer of electron continues across the interface above the potential junction [7]. In this
work, we study the electronic flow rate at Al-TiO2 System with coupling, electronic reorientation
energies and potential coeﬃcients. We investigate the transition rate for Al-TiO2 structure with
concerning to driving force and transition energy of the system.
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2. Theory
The electronic flow rate (EFR) refers to the electronic transfer current through donor- acceptor system.
It is evaluated according to quantum theory for continuum energy levels. The flow rate
from
metal to semiconductor interface in the medium of
is given by [8].
|
Where |

(1)

|

| is squaring coupling and

is Franck–Condon factor .The Franck–Condon

can be evaluated due to perturbation approximation according to potential and can be written as
[9].
(

Where

)

(2)

is reorientation energy,
:( is Boltzman constant, T is room temperature, and
is activity energy). Substitute Eq,(2) in Eq.(1) and integrate over space of system gives:
∫ |

(

|

)

(3)

Under the condition of electrons above the Fermi level due to the activity energy (E) for system is
reduced :
, then potential must be written as [10].
(

)

(

)

(4)

Due to continuum levels material, Eq.(3) must be formed according to density function
∫ |
Where

(

|

is the Fermi density of electrons at

)

:

(5)

system and may be written as [11] :

(6)
The exponential term in Eq.(5) simplified to:
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(7)

And must be approximated to:

The potential of

(8)

system interfaces at powering term in Eq.(5) can be reformed to:
(

)

(

)

(9)

Where
is work function for Al and
is electron affinity for
Inserting Eq.(9) and (8) in Eq.(5) result [12].
∫ |

(

|

)

(10)

The Eq.(10) has reformed to:
(

)

2

|

| ∫

(11)
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The integral in Eq.(11) could be solved using mathematical physics to get [13]:
[

∫
The average of flow rate electronic current

(12)

]

is given by:

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
Then Eq.(12) with Eq.(13) becomes:
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(13)

(

)

The electronic reorientation energies for
[

(

)

(

| [

(14)

]

system is [14]
(

)

(

)

Where e is electronic charge,
(

|

)
(15)

]

is space permittivity,

(

) and

) are the polarity function of two material system respectively,

the refractive index and dielectric constant of metal(Al),
dielectric constant of
,
is Aluminum radius, and
Al. Then the radii of any material estimates are [15]:

and

and

are

are the refractive index and
is the distance between
and
(16)

Where

is the molecular weight, N is Avogadro's number, and

is the mater density.

3. Results and discussion
The electric flow rate has been estimated by using a simple numerical model for transfer in Al-TiO2
system ,it has been discussed and predicted by experimental results .It assesses to explained the effect
of transition energy parameters on the performance of transfer in metal-semiconductor interfaces. The
performance of transfer can be discussed in terms of electronic flow rate of the device. In order to
evaluate the transition flow rate, we can estimate the transition energy according to Eq (15) with the
estimation of the radii of Al and TiO2 using Eq.(16) by inserting atomic density and molecular weight
from Tables 1 and 2 of Al and TiO2 material and resulted in Tables 1 and 2, respectively .
Table 1. Properties of Al Metal.
Properties

Values

Atomic weight

26.982 [16]

Crystal structure

cubic

Lattice constant (nm)

0.405 [17]

Dielectric constant

1.6-1.8

Refractive index

0. 2 to 1. 20 [18]

Density (g/cm3)

2.70 [16]

Work function

4.05 [19]

Calculated radius (nm)

0.143
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Table 2. Characteristic of TiO2 semiconductor.

Properties
Chemical Formula
Atomic weight
Density (g/cm3)
Crystal structure
Melting point (ºC)
Refractive index
Dielectric constant
Volume (Å3)
Energy gap (eV) at 300K
Lattice constant (Å)

Values
TiO2
79.866 [20]
4.23[20]
Tetragonal rutile[20]
1843°C[20]
2.609[20]
15.10 [21]
62.432[22]
3.02[22]
a=4.5936
c =2.9587[22]
Electron affinity (eV)
4.2[22]
Calculated Radius(Å)
1.95612
Effective density of states in 1.163
[4]
conduction band, NC m-3)
The transition energy is calculated using the values of primary input refractive index and
dielectric constant and radii of Al and TiO2 parameters which are listed in Tables 1 and 2 and
inserting in Eq.(15). The results are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of transition energy for Al-TiO2 system.
Refractive
index( )

Dielectric
constant( )

Transition
energy

Refractive
index( )

Dielectric
constant( )

Transition
energy

0.2

1.8

43.5806

0.2

1.6

43.4568

0.4

1.8

10.2653

0.4

1.6

10.1415

0.6

1.8

4.0937

0.6

1.6

3.9699

0.8

1.8

1.9315

0.8

1.6

1.8077

1

1.8

0.9285

1

1.6

0.8047

1.2

1.8

0.3817

1.2

1.6

0.2579

From Table 3, it can be seen that the transition energy decreased with increasing the refractive index
and stable dielectric constant for the same Al metal. It also increases with increasing the dielectric
constant of Al metal for same refractive index and dielectric constant for TiO2 semiconductor. It
means that energy as a function of the polarity of Al metal dependent on energy absorption by the
system because the refractive index depends on energy.
On the other hand, Eq. (14) outlined in theory can be applied to calculate and studied the electron
transfer flow rate in Al-TiO2 system. To investigate the electronic transfer cross interface of Al-TiO2
using quantum theory, we have considered continuum energy levels for two materials. All parameters
of Al metal and TiO2 are taken from Tables 1, 2 and 3 and take the strength coupling from literature
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[24] ,and input in
Eq.(14) to result of flow rate that is listed in Tables 4 and 5 for dielectric constant of Al metal
=1.8
and 1.6, respectively.
Table 4. Electronic Flow Rate at Al-TiO2 Interfaces System with dialectic constant

=1.8.

Electronic Flow Rate ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

Transition Energy

Strength Coupling (eV)
43.5806

1.4455E-12

2.8910E-12

4.3365E-13

5.7820E-13

7.2274E-15

10.2653

2.9346E-12

5.8692E-12

8.8038E-13

1.1738E-12

1.4673E-14

4.0937

4.5104E-12

9.0209E-12

1.3531E-12

1.8042E-12

2.2552E-14

1.9315

6.1961E-12

1.2392E-11

1.8588E-12

2.4784E-12

3.0980E-14

0.9285

7.8442E-12

1.5688E-11

2.3533E-12

3.1377E-12

3.9221E-14

0.3817

7.5341E-12

1.5068E-11

2.2602E-12

3.0136E-12

3.7671E-14

Table 5. Electronic Flow Rate at Al-TiO2 Interfaces System with dielectric constant
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

Transition Energy

43.4568
10.1415
3.9699
1.8077
0.8047
0.2579

= 1.6.

Electronic Flow Rate
Strength Coupling (eV)
1.4475E-12
2.9518E-12
4.5730E-12
6.3551E-12
8.0784E-12
4.5048E-12

2.8951E-12
5.9035E-12
9.1460E-12
1.2710E-11
1.6157E-11
9.0096E-12

4.3426E-13
8.8553E-13
1.3719E-12
1.9065E-12
2.4235E-12
1.3514E-12

5.7901E-13
1.1807E-12
1.8292E-12
2.5420E-12
3.2314E-12
1.8019E-12

7.2376E-15
1.4759E-14
2.2865E-14
3.1776E-14
4.0392E-14
2.2524E-14

In order to show the effect of polarity of metal, we take two different dielectric constants for Al metal.
Tables 4 and 5 show that the flow rate increased with decreasing of transition energy for two dielectric
constant 1.8 and 1.6 respectively, in a way that flow rate increases with coupling strength for two
Tables 4 and 5; this indicates that the energy levels for two materials must be closed to each other with
high electrons concentration closed interface of the system. Similar behaviors of flow rate in Table 4
and 5 at dielectric constant with
=1.8 and 1.6 indicate that the structure and properties of Al metal
is important effect on the behavior of flow rate of system. Specifically, we have considered the same
properties of TiO2 semiconductor with Al metal to avoid the effects of polarity of TiO2 on the flow
rate .However; the results were obtained from two tables (4-5) which show that flow rate increased
with decreasing dielectric constant of Al metal.
4. Conclusion
In this study, we first conclude that the transition energy is a function of the refractive index of Al, and
it decreased with increasing refractive index and increased with increasing the dielectric constant of Al
metal with constant refractive index and dielectric constant for TiO2 semiconductor. In fact we can
conclude that transition energy is a function of polarity of Al metal. The Al-TiO2 devices exhibit a
continuous transition of electrons across the interface; the flow rate increased with decreasing of
transition energy and increased of coupling strength. Here, we assumed continuum energy levels for
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Al and TiO2 material to direct transfer over closed space for two materials with high electrons
concentration near interface of system. Aggregation, the transition energy and contact at interface with
coupling strength coupling of Al metal with TiO2 surface are key factors affected on the quantity of
electronic flow rate.
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Abstract. In this paper, a step-index fiber with core index
and cladding index
has been designed and studied. Multimode operation is achieved by using a fiber
with core radius 25 µm operating at a wavelength of 1.3 µm. The mode parameters (effective
refractive index, phase constant, fractional modal power in the core and cutoff wavelength)
were calculated using RP fiber calculator (PRO version 2020). The shapes of the intensity and
amplitude distribution of linearly polarized guided modes were shown.
Keywords: Fiber design, Step-index fiber, Multimode fiber, Linearly polarized modes, RP
Fiber calculator.

1. Introduction
An optical fiber, which acts as the transmission channel, lies at the heart of an optical communication
system [1]. A step-index fiber (SIF) consists of a core with a refractive index
that is slightly
higher than that of the cladding
[2]. Most of the fibers are made from silica glass [3] which can
be doped with (e.g., germanium or phosphorus) to increase the refractive index or with (e.g., fluorine
or boron) to decrease it [4]. Fibers that support multiple guided modes (
modes) are called
multimode fibers (MMFs) [5]. Typically, the core radius is around 25 µm for MMFs. The three
lowest-order guided modes are illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Intensity profiles for the three lowest linearly polarized (LP) modes [6].
In 1966, Kao and Hockham [7] proposed that glass fibers could be a practical optical transmission
medium. They predicted that fiber loss could be reduced below 20 dB/km. The fiber process advanced
very quickly after the demonstration of fiber with a loss of about 17 dB/km at a wavelength of
0.633 µm in 1970 [8]. By 1973, the loss of less than 5 dB/km at 0.85 µm was reported [9]. In 1976, the
loss of 0.47 dB/km was reported at 1.2 µm [10]. In the late 1970s through the early 1980s, the
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telecommunication systems used MMFs along with light emitting diodes (LEDs) or laser transmitters
at 0.85 µm and 1.3 µm [4]. In 1988, the first transatlantic fiber cable was made operative at 1.3 µm.
By 1996, data transmission at 1 Terabit/second was realized [11, 12]. In 2001, it has been possible to
send about 11 Terabit/second through optical fiber [13]. In 2009, Kao received the Nobel prize for his
work on fiber optics [14]. In 2018, successful transmission of 1.2 Petabit/second has been achieved
[15, 16]. In my previous work [17], a single-mode SIF is designed at 1.31 µm and 1.55 µm. In this
work, a MM SIF has been designed at 1.3 µm.
2. Theoretical Background
The V number gathers all of the design parameters characterizing the optical fiber. It is given by [18]:
√
is the core radius
is the vacuum wavelength of operation. Fiber dispersion is the lowest
at 1.3 µm wavelength. The V number determines:
The number of guided modes.
the fiber will be MM.
The fraction of power guided inside the core.
The phase constant for some wavelength is the effective refractive index (
) times the vacuum
wavenumber [5]. Guided modes occur if
Modes with
are called
radiation modes. No mode exists when
The normalized phase constant is defined by:

For guided modes,
The allowed discrete values of
equations:

of the guided

modes are determined by the transcendental

are the Bessel functions of order
√
√
There will be a finite number of solutions of Equations (3) and (4) for a given value of and the
solution
is referred to as the
mode.
The value of V at which
is known as the cutoff value
of the mode. The cutoff V values are
tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1. Cutoff V values for the

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
0
2.4048
3.8317
5.1356
6.3802
7.5883
8.7715

modes [19].
2
3.8317
5.5201
7.0156
8.4172
9.7610

3
7.0156
8.6537

The cutoff wavelength (
of the mode is the wavelength where that mode ceases to exist [5].
can be calculated from [2]:

2
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√
The range of wavelengths over which
From Equations (1) and (5),

mode will propagate is

A quantity of interest for SIFs is the fractional power carried in the core. It is given by [20]:

3. Results and Discussion
In this work, a SIF characterized by the parameters in Table 2 has been designed. It operates at a
wavelength of 1.3 µm as a multimode fiber.
Table 2. Parameters of the fiber.

V at

25 µm
9.9766

=1.3 µm

One finds that there are three modes each corresponding to
two modes each
corresponding to
and one mode each corresponding to
The
mode properties (Tables 3 to 6) were calculated by using RP Fiber Calculator software (PRO version
2020). From these tables, it can be noted that:
All values decrease with increasing
indices of the
modes.
The fundamental LP01 mode is the one with the highest values.
Effective indices lie between core and cladding indices.
For any mode, the phase constant is the effective index multiplied by the free space wavenumber.
Far from cutoff value, the modal power is concentrated in the core.
Table 3. Effective refractive indices of

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
1.445403
1.445229
1.445000
1.444772
1.444395
1.444024
1.443610

2
1.444921
1.444561
1.444151
1.443699
1.443220

Table 4. Phase constants

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

modes.

1
6.98595
6.98511
6.98400
6.98266
6.98108
6.97929
6.97729

of
2
6.98362
6.98188
6.97990
6.97772
6.97540

3

3
1.444079
1.443566

modes.
3
6.97955
6.97707
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Table 5. Fractional powers in the core (%) of

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
99.6
98.9
98.0
96.7
95.1
93.0
90.2

modes.

2
97.5
95.6
92.9
88.5
79.2

Table 6. Cutoff wavelengths (µm) of

3
91.9
84.6

modes

(calculated from RP Fiber Calculator).
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

2
3.35659
2.33976
1.84102
1.53447
1.32325

5.30411
3.35694
2.51500
2.02445
1.70215
1.47258

3
1.84098
1.49248

Cutoff wavelengths calculated from Equation (5) are listed in Table 7. These values are in good
agreement with those in Table 6. Unlike other modes, the LP01 mode has no cutoff
. The
cutoff wavelengths of LP21 and LP02 modes are the same (because the cutoff values are the same).
Also, the cutoff wavelengths of LP22 and LP03 modes are the same. Cutoff wavelengths are larger than
the operating wavelength (because the V number is larger than the cutoff values). If cutoff value for a
particular guided mode approaches V number, then the cutoff wavelength will be close to the operating
wavelength.
Table 7. Cutoff wavelengths (µm) of

modes

(calculated from Equation 5).
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

2
3.38480
2.34951
1.84867
1.54084
1.32871

5.39320
3.38480
2.52542
2.03278
1.70915
1.47860

3
1.84867
1.49873

Figures 2 to 4 show 2D mode profiles and plots of the radial dependence. These figures have been
produced with the software RP Fiber Calculator. The modes profiles have increasing complexity as
their indices are increased. The three lowest-order modes are similar to those illustrated in Figure 1.
The intensity distribution of the lowest-order mode (LP01) is circularly symmetric. The LP11 mode has
two lobes oriented left and right. The higher-order modes have multilobed patterns, with
maxima
in the angular direction and maxima in the radial direction. In each profile, the thin circle locates the
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core boundary. The amplitude distribution can be obtained from the intensity distribution by taking the
square root. It can be seen that only
modes have a profile having a peak in the center of the fiber
core. While, the other modes have a peak away from the center.

1

2

0

1

2

3

4

5

5

3
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Figure 2. Intensity distributions of
1
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4

5
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modes.
3
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Figure 3. Radial intensity distributions of
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modes.
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4

5

6

Figure 4. Radial amplitude distributions of

modes.

4. Conclusions
Using RP Fiber Calculator program, it is possible to calculate cutoff wavelengths and other properties
of modes. It is shown that if the operating wavelength is less than the cutoff wavelength, the fiber will
be multimoded. The further away a mode is from its cutoff value the more concentrated its power is in
the core. This fiber is candidate for practical use because most guided modes have fractional core
powers of over 90%.
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Abstract. This study was aimed to evaluate the effect of chitosan nanoparticles loaded
oxytetracycline hydrochloride on health status, and survival rate of common carp infected with
Columnaris disease. A total 160 fish of Cyprinuscarpio L. weighed between 48-50g were randomly
distributed into eight treatments, and 48 fish were used to determine LD50. (Two replications for
each treatment).The bacterial concentration of F. column are that used for infection test after a serial
dilution was 0.2ml (1.8 × 106 CFU/ml), then removal a few of scales near the caudal fin and
injection subcutaneously. The trial injected fish treated by ordinary oxytetracycline hydrochloride as
T0 in dose 20 mg /L and T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 treated by chitosan nanoparticles loaded
oxytetracycline hydrochloride in dose 20, 15, 10, 5, 2.5 mg/L respectively. The control (+) infected
without gave treatment, whilst, control- was no infected. All the treatments gave the bath treatment
1-hour per-day for 7 days, clinical signs post treatment were evaluated also, RBC counts, WBC
counts, PCV, Hb, Total proteins, Albumin, Globulin, A/G ratio and survival rate were measured.
One week after the end of the treatment period, an improvement in health and feed consumption was
observed in T4 and T3. The results revealed significant increases (P 0.05) in PCV, Hb, RBCs count
and WBCcount of C. carpio post-treatment in treated groups T4 (26.46%, 8.95 g/dl and 2.27
cell×106/mm3 and22.10 cell×103/mm3respectively) compared with control (+) (15.95%, 5.94
g/dl,1.55 cell×106/mm3 and19.13 cell×103/mm3respectively).In addition, Total proteins, Albumin,
Globulin showed significant increase (P 0.05) in T2, T3, T4, T5 comparison with the control+
group and highest values were recorded in T4. While, The result of A/G ratio revealed a
significantly decreased (P 0.05) in all treatments in compared with Control(-) and no significant
difference (P
0.05) compared with Control(+).The best A/G ratio recorded in T4 and T5.In
addition, survival rate 90% recorded as the highest value in T4. This current administration
technique of oxytetracycline, proved to become much more efficient with respect to conventional
exposure and has the potential to minimize the usage of antibiotics in fish farms and regarding
environmental effects.
Keywords: chitosan, nanoparticles loaded, oxytetracycline, health status, common carp, columnaris

1. Introduction
Common carp (Cyprinus Carpio L.) is known to be the most important aquaculture fish in many Asian
and European countries (Mohammad, 2015). It is introduced into Iraq as a breeding fish and
transmitted among all Iraqi water bodies since it is living in different environmental conditions, has
the fastest growth at water temperatures around 23-30 C, survives in cold winter, tolerates salinity of
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12 g / L (Al-Hamed, 1971; Al-Rudainy et al., 2008). The production of fish farming causing massive
economic losses each year worldwide is regarded as being considerably limited by the outbreak of
disease (Austin, 2007). The infections of bacterial are a major impendence to economic viability for
any aquaculture farming (Yousefian et al., 2009). Fish are sensitive to a wide range of infectious
bacteria causing a high mortality rate in fish culture (El- Sayyad et al., 2010). Columnaris disease is
one of the most common infectious bacterial diseases of freshwater fishes infecting both cultured and
wild fish species. It has a huge economic effect on fish farming due to the increased and rapid
mortality rates of it creates. (Marshet, 2018). Flavobacterium columnare is a widely available
bacterium in aquatic ponds as well as a causative agent of Columnaris disease in fine fish.
Flavobacterium columnare has also been recognised as a global bacterium for fish species
(Figueiredo et al, 2005).
The administration of antibiotics, for many years, was the generality common method for handling the
occurrence of bacterial infection in the aquatic ecosystem. However, dangerous problems still face the
aquaculture because of adverse results of those drugs like accumulate in the tissue of creatures,
immunosuppressant, development of bacteria to resistant antibiotic and ruin of environmental
microbial flora (Baulny et al., 1996).Due to the increase in the outbreak of bacterial diseases in the
aquaculture industry and the development of bacterial resistance, new antibacterial agents are required
(Gong et al., 2007; Soltani et al., 2009). The nanoparticles have been used to deliver the drugs into the
cells with negligible side effects (Scott, 2005). , chitosan nanoparticles and PLGA nanoparticles are
being tested as nanoparticles for drug delivery in fish medicine. (Wang, 2011). Chitosan is a
mucopoly saccharide that is closely related to cellulose. It is a derivative of chitin and is formed by
chitin deacetylation. (Soutter, 2013: Crini, 2019).
Chitosan nanoparticles were used to boost their transfer efficiency in cells as drug carriers and gene
carriers, as recorded in many researchers (Chopra et al., 2014; Csaba and Alonso, 2014). In the Fish
culturists notified that the oxytetracycline-hydrochloric acid bath handlings were, efficient in
decreasing mortality in freshwater fish diseased with F. columnare (Stehly 2002). Oxytetracyclinehydrochloric successfully minimize the mortality in walleyes (10 mg/L only) and channel catfish
infected with Columnaris (Rach et al., 2008). The synthesis of antibiotic conjugates with biopolymers
is a relatively new trend of research that generally has the purpose of prolongation the antibiotic action
and decreasing its toxicity (Ueda et al., 1989).
In this current study explained the effect of chitosan nanoparticles loaded with oxytetracycline on
some blood parameters and health status of carp fish with columnaris disease in comparison with
conventional oxytetracycline hydrochloride therapy.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Chitosan, sodium tripolyphosphate, phosphate-buffered saline, acetic acid, Cytophaga Agar,
De-ionized water Oxytetracycline hydrochloride (purity 99%) and distilled water. All other chemicals
were obtained from commercially from AL-Bashir Scientific Bureau/Iraq. Flavobacterium columnare
isolate were taken from Department of Pathology/Fish Diseases College of Veterinary
Medicine/Baghdad University.
2.2. Flavobacterium columnare
Isolate of F. columnare bacteria was taken from “Department of fish diseases College of Veterinary
Medicine/Baghdad University”, the bacteria was a three-time passage into a stable common carp to
improve bacterial virulence. Then, all biochemical tests were done to ensure the characteristics of the
bacteria.
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2.3. Preparation and loaded the chitosan nanoparticles
The chitosan nanoparticles were synthesized from the chitosan via sodium tripolyphosphate as
a cross-linking agent by ionotropic gelation method (Vimal et al, 2013).About 1.5 g of chitosan
dissolved in 200 ml of 2% acetic acid, this solution was placed for about 20 minutes under the
magnetic stirrer process. Next to the above-Initialized chitosan solution, (0.8 g) of sodium
tripolyphosphate dissolved in (107 ml) of conductivity water were added drop wise. Then stirred well
enough to reach equilibrium for around 30 minutes. A milky colored emulsion of chitosan
nanoparticles appears, which was formed upon the ionic cross-linking between the sodium
tripolyphosphate and chitosan solution. After achieving equilibrium, the suspension was established in
the conditions mentioned above.
Oxytetracycline hydrochloride melted in distilled water was added to the ChNPs solution in the ratio
of 1:1, under stirring for twenty-minute. In addition, this suspension then was left under ultrasonication for 45 minutes. After that lastly stirring for another, twenty minutes, to gain a final
concentration of antibiotics 3.75 mg/ml (Du et al., 2009; Jain and Banerjee, 2008).
2.4. Experimental Design
This research was carried out at the (College of Veterinary Medicine of Baghdad, an
Ichthyology laboratory). A total of 160 healthy carp fish selected and treated by the formalin at the
concentration of (25ml/200L) water used for ten min to annihilate the fungal, bacterial, and parasitic
infections. After that distributed into 16 glass aquaria filled with chlorine-free tap water and supplied
with an air pump at a rate of 10 fish per aquarium (two replicates treatment ) were maintained for each
of the 7 treatments (T0, T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, Control(-) and Control (+). Then, 2 weeks of fish
adaptation until beginning the experiment, and feeding on a commercial diet, at a rate of 2% of their
body weight.
The bacterial concentration of F. columnare that used for infection test after a serial dilution was
0.2ml (1.8 × 106 CFU/ml), then removal a few of scales near the caudal fin and injection
subcutaneously. In this experiment some of infected did not eat feed and to ensure that all fish are
treated, the immersion bath was used for treatment according to researchers (Jeff et al 2008; Julinta et
al 2017). The trial injected fish treated by ordinary oxytetracycline hydrochloride as T0 in dose 20 mg
/L and T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 treated by chitosan nanoparticles loaded oxytetracycline hydrochloride
in dose 20, 15, 10, 5, 2.5 mg/L respectively.
All the treatments given the bath treatment 1-hour per-day for 7 days, mortality was already
recorded daily for up to 14 days throughout all treatments, and assessment of survival rate after 7 days
of treatment end, bacteria recovered from blood and kidney of the experimental challenge fish were
identified as F. columnare after re-isolated it. In all treatments, live and dead fish were examined for
abnormal behaviours’ including movement, swimming and external lesions on the skin and gills. At
the final of the experimental procedure, the fish were counted according to (Amend, 1981) to assess
the survival rate.
Survival rate %= No. of fish counted after 7days post-treatment end
x 100
No. of total fish counted at the initial time
2.5. Blood collection and sample preparation
Blood samples were collected using 3 ml plastic syringe (G 23 da). Three randomly selected
fish were picked per aquarium from caudal vessels. To prevent any blood clot, the syringe was flushed
with heparin. No anaesthetic medications have been used to avoid any possible effect on blood
content, and the handling time was less than 1 minute to reduce the stress. The first part of the blood
was transferred to lithium-heparin coated sterile Eppendorf tubes, which are used to measure blood
haematology.
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The second part was transferred to the gelatin-containing Eppendorf tubes and permitted to clot for 2
hours. Serum was already separated via centrifugation, store at-20°C that can be used for biochemical
parameters (Albumin, Globulin and Albumin/Globulin Ratio).
2.6. Determination of Haematological Parameters:
2.6.1.

Determination of Total Erythrocytes and Leukocytes Counts:

The total of erythrocyte and leukocyte count through diluted 20 μl of the freshly obtained
blood sample with (0.98 ml) of Dacie solution. (10ml of 40% formaldehyde, 31.3g trisodium citrate,
1.0 g brilliant crystal blue dissolved in one L of distilled water and filtered through 0.45 μm syringe
filter). Counts were performed on an improved hemocytometer of Neubauer. A drop in the
hemocytometer was dripped, five squares were used to count the number of red blood cells (Dacie and
Lewis, 1984). The followed equation was applied:
Total RBCs (Erythrocyte / μL6) = N (number of cell) x 2500
WBC's were counted in four squares (four corner squares) (Dacie and Lewis, 1984). The
following equation was applied:
Total WBCs (Leukocyte / μL3) = N (number of cell) x 125
2.6.2.

Packed Cell Volume (PCV %)

Haematocrit (packed cell volume) of total blood was calculated using the capillary system, the
heparinized blood was drawn by heparinized capillary tube and one of its ends blocked with sealing
material. Next separated using a haematocrit centrifuge (5000 round/min for 5 minutes, following
centrifugation, the total percentage of PCV was determined with haematocrit reader (Thrall et al.,
2006).
2.6.3.

Haemoglobin (Hb) content

The cyanomethemoglobin process (Blaxhall and Daisley, 1973) was used to assess
haemoglobin amounts (Hb). By using haemoglobin kit, the haemoglobin reaction with cyanide was
dependent upon for the formation of cyanomethemoglobin. The test tube administered with 20 μl noncoagulant blood that had been freshly obtained, applied to the 5 ml diluents mix (Drabkin's reagent),
and left at room temperature for 5-10 minutes (25°C).Absorbance or optical density (O.D) was
measured using a spectrophotometer at 540 nm The Drabkin Diluents reactant (1.0 g of sodium
bicarbonate, 50 mg of potassium cyanide, 200 mg of potassium ferricyanide, dissolved in 1L water),
was a stock of cyanomethemaglobalin as normal, distilled into a multi-dilutant (Dacie and Lewis,
1995).
3. Results
3.1. Treatment and Survival rate of C. carpio:
Following the carp fish injected with F. columnare, the treatment of the infected fish was
started when mortality appeared in the fourth day after bacterial injection. All the treatments are given
the treatment 1-hour per-day for 7 days; mortality was recorded daily up to 14 days in the all groups
and recording the survival rate after 7 days of treatment end, and observe the clinical signs of treated
carp fish daily after the end of treatment. The results revealed a clear increase in survival rate in T4
that were 90% and T3 were 70% followed by T5 and T2 which give the same percentage 55% .while,
T1 was recorded the lowest survival rate 40% as shown in the Table 4.6. In comparison with T0
(OTC-HCL), 20 mg/L was recorded low survival rate 60%. And Control + (no treated group) were
recorded 15% survival rate.
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Table 1. Survival and Mortality Rate of Cyprinuscarpio treated with ChNP-OTC following challenge
of F. columnare
Treatment

Total number

No. of dead fish

Survival rate%

Mortality rate%

Control(-)
Control(+)
T0
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0
17
8
12
11
6
2
9

100
15
60
40
55
70
90
55

0
85
40
60
45
30
10
45

3.2. Clinical signs of C. carpio before and after treatment:
In the experimental infection test and pretreatment, the moribund fish showed off feed, swam
on the surface of the water with increased operculum movement without reflecting the external impact
and staying on the side before death. The gross symptoms involved a mild discoloration of the skin.
Hemorrhagic swelling mainly at the injection site, gills also congested with necrotic lesion patches,
Mortality of fish started after 4 days post-injection F. columnare. These symptoms are shown in
figures (1. A, B, C&D).
One week after the end of the treatment period, an improvement in health was observed, as
well as swimming and breathing also was regularly, especially in T4, T3, T5.and T0 also Control(-).
Post-treatment the feed was given to the fish in all groups at the rate of 2%. No feed consumption in
C+, T1 and T2. While in T4, T3, T5, T0 all the feed was consumed, and the fish were active and swim
normally.

A

B

C

D

Figures 1. (A&B): gills congested with necrotic lesion patches. (C): mild
discolouration of the skin and hemorrhagic swelling (D): Hemorrhagic
swelling at the injection site.
3.3. Hematological parameters:
3.3.1. Red blood cells count (RBC)
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The results revealed significant increases (P<0.05) in RBCs count of C. carpio posttreatment in treated groups T4 (2.26 cell×106/mm3) compared with control (+) group (1.40
cell×106/mm3) and another treatment .Table (4.8.1). However no significant difference (P 0.05) with
control (-). While, treated groups T0, T1, T3 and T5 (1.61, 1.56, 1.73 and 1.56 cell×10 6/mm3
respectively) were revealed slight increases and no significant difference (P 0.05) with C+ and
between them, Table 2, and there were a significant decreases (P<0.05) in Control (+) compared with
control (-).
3.3.2.

Packed cell volume and Haemoglobin (PCV, Hb)

In the Table 2, there were significant increases (P<0.05) in concentration and packed cell
volume and haemoglobin in treatments T3, T4 and T5.That were (20.43, 26.46 and 21.13 %
respectively), and (7.31, 8.95, and 7.03 g/dl respectively) compared with Control (+) (15.95% and 5.94
g/dl) and recorded highest values in T4 from all other treatments which no and no significant
difference (P > 0.05) with Control (-). In T0, T1, and T2 (19.40, 16.76, and 18.36% respectively) and
(6.46, 5.59, and 6.07 g/dl respectively), that were no significant difference between them, but there is a
significant increases (P<0.05) with Control(-)), and there were a significant decreases (P<0.05) in
Control(+) compared with Control(-).
3.3.3.

White blood cells (WBC)

In Table 2, the results revealed no significant difference in WBCs count of C. carpio post
treatment in group T0 (19.26×103cell/mm3) compared with Control (-) and Control (+) ((17.94 and
19.13×103cell/mm3 respectively). However, the recorded highest mean values and significant increases
(P< 0.05) in, T1, T2, T3, T4 and T5 (22.10, 23.36, 22.03, 21.00 and 20.50 ×103cell/mm3respectively)
in comparison with Control (-), but no significant difference (P 0.05) between them. Highest mean
values in T1.
These results mean WBC numbers showed a significant increase (P< 0.05) in treated groups.
Table 2. Hematological parameters of Cyprinuscarpio treated with ChNP-OTC following challenge
of F. columnare
Mean ± SE
RBC×106/m3
PCV%
Hb g/dl
WBC×103/mm3
2.13 ± 0.14
25.23 ± 0.14 a
8.41 ± 0.04
17.94 ± 0.67 d
Control (-)
a
a
1.55 ± 0.03
15.95 ± 0.43 e
5.94 ± 0.47 de
19.13 ± 1.04 cd
Control (+)
b
1.61 ± 0.07
19.40 ± 0.62 bc
6.46 ± 0.21 cd
19.26 ± 0.46 cd
T0
b
1.56 ± 0.08
16.76 ± 0.17 cd
5.59 ± 0.05
23.36 ± 0.52 a
T1
b
e
1.76 ± 0.08
18.36 ± 0.56 cd
6.07 ± 0.24 de
22.03 ± 0.40 ab
T2
b
1.73 ± 0.03
20.43 ± 1.08 b
7.31 ± 0.33
21.00 ± 0.49 bc
T3
b
b
2.27 ± 0.12
26.46 ± 0.46 a
8.95 ± 0.34
22.10 ± 0.72 ab
T4
a
a
1.57 ± 0.08
21.13 ± 0.77 b
7.03 ± 0.26 bc
20.50 ± 0.64 bc
T5
b
0.275 *
1.821 *
0.841 **
1.950 *
LSD value
Means having with the different letters in same column differed significantly. * (P≤0.05)
Group

3.3.4.

Biochemical parameters
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Results of total protein, albumin, globulin, A/G ratio
Total protein level revealed a significantly increased(P≤0.05),in treatments T2, T3, T4, and
T5 (3.95 , 4.25 , 4.45 , and 3.85 g/dl respectively)compared with Control(-) and Control(+) (2.60 , 2.40
g/dl respectively).While, no important difference (P 0.05) between them. In addition, the maximum
levels were recorded in T4. Table 3. While the result of total protein in T0 and T1(2.40 and 2.91 g/dl
respectively) revealed no important difference (P 0.05) with Control(-) and Control(+).Also, Albumin
level revealed a significantly increased (P≤0.05),in treatments T2, T3, T4, and T5 (1.75, 1.95, 1.76,
and 1.57 g/dl respectively)compared to the Control(-) and Control(+),(1.45,and 1.19g/dl
respectively).Whereas, the result of Albumin in T0 and T1(1.16 and 1.29 g/dl respectively) revealed
no significant difference (P 0.05) compared with Control(-) and Control(+).and between them. This
recorded in Table (3).
As well, Globulin level in this trial resulted in a significantly increased (P≤0.05),in
treatments T2, T3, T4, and T5 (2.20, 2.30, 2.68, and 2.21 g/dl respectively)compared to the Control(-)
and Control(+),(1.15,and 1.20 g/dl respectively).While, T0, T1(1.24, and 1.63 g/dl respectively)
revealed no significant difference (P
0.05) compared with Control(-) and Control(+).and between
them. The result of A/G ratio revealed a significantly decreased (P≤0.05) in all treatments in compared
with Control(-) and no significant difference (P
0.05) compared with Control(+).The best ratio
recorded in T4 and T5 but not differ significantly from T3 , T2 and T1as shown in Table 3.There were
a significant decreases(P<0.05) in Control(+)compared with Control(-).
Table 3. Biochemical parameters of Cyprinuscarpio treated with ChNP-OTC following challenge
of F. columnare:
Group

Mean ± SE
Total protein
g/dl

Albumin
g/dl

Globulin
g/dl

A/G

Control (-)

2.60 ± 0.18 cd

1.45 ± 0.21 bcd

Control (+)

2.40 ± 0.10
d
2.40 ± 0.10
d
2.91 ± 0.23
c
3.95 ± 0.07
b
4.25 ± 0.03 ab

1.19 ± 0.01
d
1.16 ± 0.06
d
1.29 ± 0.08 cd

1.15 ± 0.03
d
1.20 ± 0.11 cd

1.23 ± 0.18
a
0.996 ± 0.10 ab

1.24 ± 0.16 cd

0.963 ± 0.17 ab

1.63 ± 0.19
c
2.20 ± 0.05
b
2.30 ± 0.10 ab

0.803 ± 0.08 b

T0
T1
T2
T3
T4

1.75 ± 0.11 ab
1.95 ± 0.10
a
1.76 ± 0.06 ab

0.793 ± 0.06 b
0.853 ± 0.08 b

4.45 ± 0.16
2.68 ± 0.19
0.663 ± 0.07 b
a
a
T5
3.85 ± 0.06
1.57 ± 0.11 bc
2.21 ± 0.19
0.716 ± 0.10 b
b
b
LSD value
0.408 *
0.324 *
0.428 *
0.351 *
Means having with the different letters in same column differed significantly. * (P≤0.05).

4. Discussion
The presence of skin lesion and gill necrosis are similar to characteristic lesions reported by
Kubilay et al. (2008). Columnaris disease is primarily an epithelial infection that causes necrotic gill
or skin lesions (Thune, 1993; Noga, 2000). Off feed and swim at the surface with increased operculum
movement are observed by Tripathi, (2003). In addition, Tien et al. (2012) showed the infected striped
catfish swim frequently with convulsions at the surface of the water, in particular, apparent in the first
24 hr post-bacterial exposure. The gills in these fish turn into a deep red color with alternate white
patches. In addition to that, these fish had de-pigmented patches on the body, with a yellowish
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discoloration on the fins. Finally, they had more severe tail erosion and the gills were fully necrotic.
Between 48-52hrthe mortalities happened after exposure to experimental bacterial immersion. In this
study, the possible application of synthetic ChNPs for OTC administration in carp fish was evaluated.
To date, there is a powerful need to develop new and alternative administration processes for this
antibiotic in the aquaculture sector due to its wide use (Rigos and Smith, 2015). Exposure to ChNPsOTC did not cause any important stress response in treated fish, that agreement with Chemello et al.
(2015) when utilizing them the Oxytetracycline delivery in adult female Zebrafish by iron oxide
nanoparticles.
The results of this study revealed a significant increase in survival rate in T4 and T3 and
mortality rates decreased from 85% in the infected non-treated group to 10 and 30% in these
immersion-treated groups, respectively. There are no similar studies. While, Rach et al.,(2008) In the
channel catfish trial, survival at (10 days) post-treatment was remarkably (P > 0.05) greater for all
Oxytetracycline-hydrochloric treatment groups comparative to controls, and the Oxytetracyclinehydrochloric treatments effectively decreased mortality in walleyes (10 mg/L only) and channel
catfish infected with F. columnare.
Another study, Julinta et al.,(2017) evaluated the effectiveness of ox tetracycline (OTC) oral
and bath therapies on Nile tilapia Oreochromisniloticus against A. hydrophila infection, where they
are found The oral and bath therapies in fries with OTC recorded low mortalities (17 and 21%) than
the respective control. In this study we comparison with some studies of oxytetracycline effect of the
fishes, also effects of chitosan nanoparticles studies compared to ChNP-OTC that due to no similar
comparison studies in vivo. Hematological parameters have been recognized as valuable tools for
assessing the health status of fish. These parameters are affected by several factors, such as species of
fish, age, period of sexual maturity and health status (Blaxhall, 1972; Hrubec et al., 2001).
Changes in physicochemical parameters may be reflected in blood parameters of the fishes
(Abdul Naveen et al., 2011). The results of this study revealed a significant decrease in RBCs count,
Hb content and PCV% in non-treated Control(+) compared with control(-) group, but there is slight
increase in WBC value in Control(+) than control(-) . All of that agreement with (Tripathi et al., 2005),
when they registered considerable changes in blood parameters were noticed in the infected koi carp
fish. For the hematologic parameters, a remarkable reduction was observed in hemoglobin
concentration, Packed Cell Volume (PCV), and red blood cell count. From our observation on all
treatments there is increase the RBC count value in all treated groups compared with no treated group
(Control (+)). In addition, the higher value in T4 which has low dosage of ChNP-OTC 5mg/L where,
recorded the less stress during treatment period on carp fish. That agreement with (Chemello et al.,
2016) where they was recorded the exposure of Oxytetracycline Delivery in Adult Female Zebra fish
by Iron Oxide Nanoparticles fish to the complex resulted in a 10 times higher OTC accumulation with
respect to using water exposure. In addition, in fish exposed to 4 mg/L OTC (using water), the liver
antibiotic concentration was very low during the completely experimental time.
Also agreement with (Nikapitiya et al.,2018) where was recorded Chitosan nanoparticles: a
positive immune response modulator as display in zebra fish larvae against Aeromonas Hydrophila
infection and CNPs exposure at 5 μg/mL could enhance the immune responses and develop the disease
resistance against A. hydrophila, which could be attributed to its strong immune modulatory
properties. The result of PCV and Hb value in our study showed decrease significantly (P > 0.05) in
higher concentration treatment T0, T1, and T2. This decrease is compatible with previous studies
showed that OTC can be responsible for the induction of toxicity in fish liver by altering the activity of
enzymes involved in stress response(Bruno, D. W. 1989; Pari and Gnanasoundari, 2006; Nakano et
al.,2018).Also, PCV and Hb value in T4 recorded increase significantly (P > 0.05) compared with all
treatments.
In this study, the WBC count showed increase significantly in T0, T1, T2, T3 and T5
compared with Control (-).While in T4, the deference is insignificantly. Increase in number of WBC in
diseased fish could be serving as a protective barrier towards any infection (Talpur and Ikhwanuddin,
2013). Moreover, WBCs are one of the most affecting factors in immunity of fish and WBC counts
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has been used as marker of health of aquatic animals (Duncan and Klesius, 1996). That depend on
range of immune response against bacteria. The antibiotic generally inhibits growth of the pathogen
allowing the immune system to eliminate the invaded microorganisms and chitosan nanoparticles and
its loaded antibiotics kill and inhibits the growth of bacteria due to the antibacterial activity increased
with increasing the antibiotic content, that agreement with (Ibrahim et al., 2015)
In the study by Sebastião et al.,(2011) they have recorded the blood parameter results from
naturally infected tilapia displayed that there were changes in the erythrocytic series and in organic
defense blood cells, in the fish infected with the bacterium, with a decrease in erythrocytic variables
and important raise in the numbers of neutrophils and circulating lymphocytes. The total serum protein
appeared the most significant indicator of the nutritional state of the health condition of fish (Patriche,
2011). Other researchers notified that the total protein concentrations, albumin, and globulin in the
plasma is an indicator of liver function and subsequently the reduction of serum protein may be
referred to renal excretion or impaired protein synthesis, or because of the liver hypofunction or
disorder (Bernet et al., 2001).
In this study, Total proteins, Albumin and Globulin levels increased significantly in
treatments (T2, T3, T4, and T5), that indicates an improvement of innate immunity for fish. This result
is in line with Ranjan et al. (2014) in Asian seabass (Latescalcarifer). Similar findings recorded in
olive flounder Cha et al.(2008), the rising level of total serum protein may be caused by the activity of
bactericidal, activity of serum lysozyme, globulin content and perhaps a few other peptides (Misra et
al., 2006).
5. Conclusions
The present study represents an important first step for the study of the effect of chitosan
nanoparticles loaded with oxytetracycline hydrochloride on the health status of common carp with
Columnaris disease. As a result, this new drug delivery method appears to be much better in relation to
the conventional method of antibiotic exposure, as it reduces the dose of antibiotics and increases the
survival rates against bacterial infection in fish, and reducing the antibiotic-resistant fish, and reduces
the potential environmental impacts. However, the action of chitosan nanoparticles-loaded
oxytetracycline is unclear and more studies are needed to understand its mechanism of action and side
effects on fish industry.
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Abstract. The concentration of radon gas in a specimen of water of specific areas in 'Al Diwaniya''province was calculated through employing alpha-emitters registrations, which is
in'(CR-39)''nuclear track detector. The study focuses in determining the concentration of the
gas in tap water specimen provided by the water grid of houses in 'Al- Diwaniya province. The
findings indicate that the radon maximum level in water' 'specimen was in (Alshanaafia 5) area
assigned to be (0.56 ± 0.30 Bq/L), and the minimum level' is in'(Afak 5) area around (0.165 ±
0.031Bq/L), in addition, to a rate value of (0.336 ± 0.075 Bq/L). The results also indicate that
the radon gas in tap water is less than the acceptable boundary from (ICRP) organization which
is (0.5994 Bq/ L),but the concentrations of radon exhalation rate (RER) is about '(0.245– 0.072
μSv/y) and the rate value is '(0.1462 ±1.23 μSv/y).
Keywords : radon concentration ,'ground water, annual effective dose,CR-39,; Al- Diwaniya
province'

1. Introduction
A radioactive gas 'Rad0n (222Rn)' with a (t1/2t= 382d)'is made by the degeneration of natural
'radionuclide'(226Ra) which is basically a degeneration result of uranium (238U) chains. A radon
isotope, Thoron gas (220Rn) ''is a degeneration result of the thorium (232Th) chains. Thoron half- life
is (56 s) which is less than the radon [1].The concentrations of radon gas in ground'-'water depends on
the geological circumstances of the' area in addition to the human activities' pollution such as
'phosphate fertilizers, mining, and combustion of coal 'or other fuels .The rocks that happened
naturally' by dissolving the granite rocks in natural uranium was mixed with the ground-water through
leaching and precipitation (illumination process) [2]. In current examinations, the passive technique
called the solid situation nuclear track detectors SSNTDs is used. The Nuclear track detection
technique which depends on radon size and'CR-39 detector used in' the present work due to its’ clarity
and continuing integrated read out; high sensitivity to alpha-particle radiation ruggedness, which is
available and easy to handle [3];.The radon that exists in tap water represents a hazard for developing
cancer of organs such as stomach cancer. Nevertheless, this hazard is nothing beside the hazard of
developing lung cancer from radon released by water to air especially when water comes out a tap and
the melted gases are free [4]. Actually, the study covers the area that is situated in Al-Diwaniya
province in further parts of Euphrates, see figure 1. The goal of the study is to identify the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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concentration of radon gas in a specimen of tap water in selected areas in Al-;Diwaniya province by
employing alpha-emitters registrations that are released from radon gas of in CR-39 nuclear track
detector using;sealed-cup technique [5].

Figure 1. The dots are the locations where specimen taken from in Al-Diwaniya province with the
numbers of stations.
2. Experimental Method
In this work, 20 samples of water were collected from different locations in some areas of AlDiwaniya governorate as shown in figure 1. Each sample with 0.25 liter was placed at the bottom of a
cylindrical sealed can of 10 cm height and 6 cm diameter. Solid State Nuclear Track Detector
(SSNTD) with sheet thickness of 500μm was used in this study, which is usually known as CR-39
plastic detector [14]. Square pieces of detector of the sizes (1 cm × 1 cm) were fixed on the top of the
inner surface of the can, in such a way, that the sensitive surface is always facing the water’s sample
[6]. The detectors were exposed to a period of 60 days. During exposing, the sensitive side of the
detector is always facing the sample, and is exposed freely to the emergent radon from the water
sample, so it could record alpha particles resulting from the decay of radon in the remaining volume of
the can as seen in figure 2. After completing the exposure, the detectors were collected and chemically
etched using 6.25 N NaOH at (70 C°) for (6 h). After that, these SSNTDs were washed, dried and
scanned using an optical microscope with magnification of 400X (40x objective and 10x eyepiece) to
count the number of the tracks per cm2 in each detector. The determinations of the concentrations of
alpha particles from radon gas in the samples were performed using CR-39 from the Intercast Europe
Srl Company [7]. The radon gas concentration in the ground water samples was obtained by a
comparison between track densities registered on the detectors of the ;sample and that of the standard
water samples; using the following relation [8]
(
)
( )
( )
; The concentration of the radon gas is calculated using the following relationship [9].;
(

)

( )

where
CX: the concentration of alpha molecules in an unidentified specimen
CS: the concentration of alpha molecules in the standard specimen
ρX: Density of track of an unidentified specimen; (track/mm2)
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ρS: Density of track of the standard specimen; (track/mm2)
The effective dose per year for a consumer based on the radon intake of ground water is assessed
through the relationship [10].;
( )
;where AEDw is the annual effective dose (Sv/y) due to the absorption of radionuclide from the
consumed water.;
Cw is the concentration of radon in the consumed ground water (Bq/L)
CRw is the annual intake of drinking water = 1095 L/y;
Dcw is the ingested dose conversion factor for = 4 Sv/Bq;[11].

Figure 2. A graphic figure of the technique of;sealed-cup in water specimen
3. Results and Discussion;
In this survey, a total of 20; specimens of drinking water are collected from various regions in;AlDiwaniya ;province through sealed-cup technique. Table 1 and Figure (4) shows the concentration of
radon gas in the specimens of drinking water; from various areas in the;Al-Diwaniya province. It may
be noted that the maximum level of the concentration of radon gas in the specimen of potable water is
found in ( Alshanaafia5) area which equal to (0.56 ± 0.30 Bq/L), while, the minimum level is found in
(Afak 5) area which equal to (0.165 ± 0.031 Bq/L) and a rate value of (0.336 ± 0.075 Bq/L). Al
shanaafia5 area has the maximum value of the annual effective dose in the specimen of potable water
equal to (0.2452μSv/y), and the minimum value of the annual;effective dose (AED) is in;(Afak 5) area
equal to (0.0722 μSv /y), and the rate value of (μSv /y) (0.1462 ± 1.23 μSv/y).;The annual effective
dose (AED) of all the specimens are below the standard world parameters, which is equivalent to
(1μSv/y).;Hence, the potable water in Al-Diwaniya province is safe as far as the concentration of the
radon is concerned.; The recent paper measures the concentrations of the radon gas in 20 ground water
specimens taken from different compartments (five specimen in each site) in Al-Diwaniya province by
employing the sealed-cup technique. Based on the results, the concentration of the radon gas in the
specimens of tap water in Al-Diwaniya Province (Iraq) is less than the permitted parameter
from;(lCRP) agency that is equal to (0.59 Bq/L) [12]...
; ;
4. Calibration Curve for standard samples
To calibrate the curve plot between standard of different concentration of the radon gas solutions of
known concentrations from;(0 – 0.55 Bq /l) that have been arranged to calibrate the paper and track
the density using neutron induced radiography that is depended on the norm of solid state nuclear
detectors SSNTDs;CR-39..The concentrations of radon gas are calculated by comparing track dense
register on the detectors of the specimen and the standardized specimen from the Regression equation
: ;y = 130.55 X +1.446 , R2 = 0.9968. A linear calibration as seen in Figure (3) is detected, tracked by
measuring the slope. The findings are investigated in (mg Bq/L)..
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Figure 3. Relationship of concentration of gas of radon and density track in standardized specimen of
water.
Table 1. Concentration of gas of radon CRn (BqL-1), the specimen annual effective dose (AED) of
potable water in Al- Diwaniya provinc
site Number site Name
CRn (Bq/m3)
Mean 0f
Effective
dose
3
C
(Bq/m
)
(mSv/y)
1
2
3
4
Rn
W1;
;Alshanaafia 1
0.14 0.21 0.27
3.1
0.23 ±0.07
0.1007
W2;
;Alshanaafia 2 8. 0. 7. 0. 6. 0. 5. 0.59
0.2580
32
46
52
0.47±0.11
W3;
;Alshanaafia 3 12. 0 11. 0 10. 0 9. 0.51
0.1533
.22
.25
.42
0.35±0.13
W4;
;Alshanaafia 4 0.43 0.45 0.49
0.52
0.47±0.04
0.2058
W5;
;Alshanaafia 5
0.41 0.58 0.62
0.66
0.56±0.30
0.2452
W6;
;Afak 1
0.23 0.33 0.38
0.55
0.37±0.13
0.1620
W7;
;Afak 2
0.22 0.26 0.35
0.44
0.31±0.09
0.1357
W8;
;Afak 3
0.24 0.29 0.34
0.49
0.34±0.10
0.1489
W9;
;Afak 4
0.33 0.34 0.37
0.4
0.36±0.03
0.1576
W10;
;Afak 5
0.13 0.15 0.18
0.2
0.16±0.03
0.0722
W11;
;Afak 6
0.11 0.15 0.19
0.22
0.16±0.04
0.0731
W12;
;Rufieat 1
0.21 0.25 0.28
0.3
0.1138
0.26±0.03
W13;
;Rufieat 2
0.22 0.25 0.29
0.32
0.27±0.04
0.1182
W14;
;Rufieat 3
0.31 0.34 0.38
0.41
0.36±0.04
0.157
W15;
;Um alkhayl 1
0.27
0.3
0.34
0.39
0.32±0.05
0.1401
W16;
;Um alkhayl 2
0.35 0.38 0.41
0.43
0.39±0.03
0.1708
W17;
;Um alkhayl 3
0.33 0.42 0.45
0.47
0.41±0.06
0.1795
W18;
;Ghmas 1
0.25 0.27 0.31
0.35
0.29±0.04
0.1270
W19;
;Ghmas 2
0.15 0.17 0.21
0.23
0.19±0.03
0.0832
W20;
;Ghmas 3
0.36 0.39 0.42
0.45
0.1752
0.40±0.03
;Rate

0.336 ± 0.075
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Figure 4. A histogram demonstrates the alteration in concentration of gas of radon (Bq/L) in the
specimen of all studied areas water.
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Abstract. In this work, based on Mach- Zehender Interferometry )MZI( technique, a singlemode optical fiber had been designed as a water pollution sensor. The submitted sensor had been
designed to detect pollutants in water. The sodium chloride salt and sugar were used as
simulation examples of pollutants with different concentrations (0-0.45) mol /liter. The
performance of the submitted sensor had been studied for different sensor arm diameters which
were (63.5, 51.58, 39.68 and 20 µm). The variation of the refractive index of salty and sugary
solutions surrounding the sensor leads to a change in the optical properties of the transmitted
signal. In this work, a wavelength shifting had been obtained due to this variation. The influence
of sensor diameter on the sensitivity of the system had been studied. From the results, we found
that the higher sensitivity was for the sensors with a diameter of 20 µm, and they were 1130
pm/mol.l-1 and 1205 pm/mol.l-1 for salty and sugary solution respectively.
Keywords: optical fiber sensors, RI sensor, evanescent field, MZI, chemical etching, water
pollution

1. Introduction
Related to the toxic effects the pollutants may have on humans, accurate measures of chemical
species in water have increasingly gained functional significance. In this context, it is important to build
up simple, responsive, low-cost, and portable water pollution sensors capable of direct measurements.
Optical fiber technology provides many benefits for chemical sensing over traditional methods [1].
Compared to traditional devices, fiber optic sensor systems provide various
advantages, including immunity to electromagnetic interference, lightweight and
portable size, sensitivity, multiplex ability, remote sensing, and the most
significant benefit is the ability to be built into the textile structure. An
effective medium to sense chemical species is created by optical fibers. Light
properties including intensity, phase, or polarization in the optical fiber may be
modulated by the presence of chemical species. At the fiber output, these modulations
can be observed and correlated with the concentration of the chemical species
presented at the point. [2]
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Any optical fiber consists of two dielectrics that are concentrically arranged: the center (core) and the
cladding. A higher refractive index than the cladding is distinguished by the core [3]. Using HF as the
etching agent is one of the simple methods used to make tapers. If the fiber is etched, as the fiber
diameter is limited, the conditions controlling the transmission of light within the fiber change. It should
also be remembered that the etching procedure is limited to a particular fiber length to achieve desired
etched length and desired contact area [4]. In that configuration, it defines light propagation dependent
on a total internal reflection. In the form of modes in the center and a small portion of energy penetrating
the cladding known as the evanescent field, light is propagated. As a result, an exponentially greater
cross-section of the cladding fills the area of the simple mode until it reaches the point where it is directed
across its entire cross-section. A progressively greater cross-section of the cladding occupies the area of
the simple mode until it reaches the point where it is directed in its cross-section. The change in boundary
conditions is also closely associated with the change in the dimensions of the optical fiber. The light at
the core/cladding interface is not propagated, but the air/cladding interface is propagated. The
approximations used in the typical optical fiber mode solutions where the difference in refractive indices
is small (less than 1%) are not valid. In this case, the light beam continues to be exposed and affected
by the fiber surrounding air for tapered optical fibers where the light beam propagates in a whole system
(as a core) and the environment becomes a cladding, as seen in Figure 1 [3]. As the optical fiber becomes
more sensitive to external changes in the refractive index of the material surrounding the fiber, this
method enables one to use additional material in an etched environment, especially in the tapered waist
region. These links to different materials have been commonly used for the construction of sensors,
filters, and amplifiers [5,6].

Figure 1. The schemes of the etched and non-etched region of optical fiber [7]
In biological fields, medicine and environment, optical fiber refractive index (RI) sensors are used.
Many fiber optic RI sensors, such as Mach-Zehnder (MZIs), Fiber Grating, Fabry-Pérot (FPIs), Sagnac,
and multi-mode interferometers have been published in the literature so far [8].
In particular, (MZIs) interferometers obtain from high sensitivity, a high degree of integration,
accessibility and design compactness. Several optical fiber refractometers have recently been
documented to allow the refractive index and many other parameters to be calculated simultaneously.
These optical fiber instruments serve as evanescent wave sensors based on multimode interference
systems, enhancing the dependency on high-order mode propagation constants on the external medium's
refractive index to monitor changes in the environment's optical properties [9].
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Many research groups submitted many research papers to solve many problems related to this very
important topic.
James et al 2017 [10] stated that by depositing a nanoscale coating of titanium dioxide containing
porphyrin as a functional material onto a tapered optical fiber, a highly sensitive ammonia sensor was
developed. As a result of the interaction between porphyrin and ammonia, the difference in the refractive
index of the coating material caused a change in the middle wavelength of the large-mode resonance,
allowing the identification of ammonia concentrations in water as low as (0.1) ppm, with a reaction time
of less than 30 sec. Also, Devi et al 2018 [11] detected arsenic components in a drinking water, and
MZI based on optical fiber was developed. The developed sensor is distinguished by its cost-effective,
small, and laboratory-on-chip manufacturing capability. In 2019 Ahsani et al [12] a uniformly tapering
SMF standard for MZI-based RI measurement was established. There are various applications in
chemical and biochemical sensing fields for the suggested cheap and highly sensitive optical fiber RI
sensors. Finally in 2020 Ferria [13] tested the distilled water solution mixed with methylene blue (MB),
and an unclad optical fiber sensor was manufactured. At the core – liquid cladding interface, the
manufactured sensor is based on evanescent wave absorption by the surrounding medium. Ferria
concludes that the results showed that the designed sensor provides an effective response to the (6–50)
mg / L concentration range.
In this work, an MZI sensor based on SMF had been designed for environmental applications. Sugary
and salty liquids with different concentrations were employed as a simulation of water pollution.
Moreover, the influence of the sensing arm diameter on sensor performance has been studied.

2. Experimental
The experiment was carried out using a section of the commercially available SMF of cladding and
core diameter of (125 and 9) µm respectively.
About 3 cm length of the middle region of SMF was stripped and cleaned very well. After that, this
section was immersed into Hydrofluoric acid (HF) to be chemically etched, that is to say, reducing its
diameter to the desired value. The concentration of HF acid before dilution was 48%, and this strong
acid has been diluted with distilled water to a ratio of (1 mm3 HF: 1 mm3 distilled water). The etching
process took place at room temperature and the required cladding diameters have been achieved at
etching times of (60, 90, 20 and 150) min. Then, the etched area had been cleaned very well using
distilled water to remove any acid residuals.
Figure 2 below shows the MZI optical fiber sensor. A signal from the light source (single-mode fiber
pigtailed Laser diode source -Thorlabs of center wavelength 1550 nm, and power 1.5 mW) was split by
2x1optical coupler (50/50) into two signals. The first signal goes to the reference arm while the second
goes to the sensor arm. Then, both arms were collected using another 2x1 optical coupler. The output
port was connected to Optical Spectrum Analyzer (THORLABS 203) with a wavelength range of 1000
to 2600 nm, and a resolution of 0.1 nm.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of MZI- RI sensor

The tested solutions of sodium salt and sugar were prepared at different concentrations using the
following equation:
𝑚
1
𝐶 = 𝑉 × 𝑀𝑊
(1)
where C is the molar concentration in mol/L (Molar or M). This is also referred to as molarity, m is the
mass (i.e., weight) of solute in grams (g) that must be dissolved in a volume V of the solution to make
the desired molar concentration (C) and MW is the molecular weight in g/mol.
The refractive index of the salty and sugary solutions was measured with a (BOECO Digital ABBE
Refractometer)
The sensor arm was immersed in these salty and sugary liquids with different concentrations and the
transmission spectrum was collected and analyzed using OSA.
3. Results and discussion
It is observed experimentally through the refractometer that the refractive index increases with
increasing the concentration of sodium salt or sugar in water, as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Refractive index variation with concentration
The different diameters of optical fibers due to different etching times were obtained and illustrated in
Table 1.
Table 1. The variation of the etched fiber diameter with immersion time
Fiber
no.

Etching time
(minute)

Etched fiber
diameter (µm)

1

60

63.5

2

90

51.58

3

120

39.68

4

150

20

The diameter of the fiber in the area exposed to HF decreases during the etching process. According to
the following reaction formulas, HF reacts to silica:
SiO2+4HF → SiF4+2H2O
SiO2 +6HF→H2SiF6 + 2H2O
The first formula dominates the reaction concerning the present work, while the second formula
dominates acid circumstances with a high concentration. Instead of tapering, this method adjusts the
cladding properties while keeping the core intact [14].
Since HF has known for its ability to dissolve silica, it became evident from experience that the length
of etching time required was about 150 minutes and through the etching results in Table.1 of the fibers.
The remaining fiber thickness was apparent from the fibers of (39.68) μm and (20) μm fiber diameter
with etching times of (120) and (150) min, respectively. Remember that the core is (9) μm in diameter.
Due to figure 4, the effect of changing the refractive index of the surrounding environment of the sensor
arm on the optical properties of the transmission spectra was studied for the standard fiber diameter (125
µm). The sensor arm was immersed in distilled water, and from figure 4 one can notify a noticeable
wavelength shifting towards the longer wavelength due to applied distilled water to sensing arm.
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Figure 4. The transmission spectrum of air and Distilled Water
To test the system as a refractive index sensor, the sensor arm was immersed with different solutions;
salt NaCl and Sugar C12H22O11 with different concentrations ranging from (0 - 0.45) for both liquids.
Figure 5 shows the transmission spectra of salty and sugary liquids at different concentrations.

Figure 5. The transmission spectrum of (a) salty liquid, and (b) sugary liquid with selective
concentrations
Figure 6 shows the linear relationship between changing in liquid concentration and shifting in the peak
wavelength. The figure illustrates that the sensor shows a good sensitivity which is calculated from the
linear fitting line and is equal to (202) and (220) mol/liter for salty and sugary liquids respectively.
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Figure 6. The relationship of peak wavelength shifting with liquid concentration for a
selective peak, (a) salty liquid, (b) sugary liquid
The effect of sensor arm diameter on sensing performance had been studied. Different fiber with average
diameters (63.5, 51.58, 39.68, and 20) µm were utilized and immersed in the sensing region with salty
and sugary liquids with different concentrations.
Figure (7) shows the transmission spectra of salty liquid with different concentration for fiber average
diameters (a) 63. 5 µm, (b) 51.58 µm, (c) 58.68 µm, and (c) 20 µm respectively.

(b)

(a)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 7. The transmission spectrum of salty liquid with selective concentrations with sensor diameter
(a) 63.5µm, (b) 51.58µm, (c) 39.68µm, (d)20µm
Figures (8) on the other hand shows the linear relationship between the shifted in peak wavelength and
liquid concentration for salty liquid with different concentration for fiber average diameters (a) 63. 5µm,
(b) 51.58 µm, (c) 58.68 µm, and (c) 20 µm respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. The relationship of peak wavelength shifting with salty liquid concentration for a selective
peak, with sensor diameter (a) 63.5µm, (b) 51.58µm, (c) 39.68µm, (d)20µm
Figure (9) shows the transmission spectra of sugary liquid with different concentration for fiber average
diameter (a) 63. 5 µm, (b) 51.58 µm, (c) 58.68 µm, and (c) 20 µm respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 9. The transmission spectra of sugary liquid with selective concentrations with sensor diameter
(a) 63.5µm, (b) 51.58µm, (c) 39.68µm, (d) 20µm

Figures (10) shows the linear relationship between the shift in peak wavelength and liquid concentration
for sugary liquid with different concentration for fiber average diameter (a) 63.5 µm, (b) 51.58 µm, (c)
58.68 µm, and (c) 20 µm respectively.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 10. The relationship of peak wavelength shifting with sugary liquid concentration for a
selective peak, with sensor diameter (a) 63.5µm, (b) 51.58µm, (c) 39.68µm, (d)20µm
Table (2) below shows the sensitivity of the submitted sensor for each case, from this table we can
conclude that the sensor performance is enhanced as the optical fiber sensor diameter is decreased. This
can be explained because the more leakage of the evanescent field from fiber cladding the more
interaction with the surrounding media (liquids in this work). Also, the sensitivity values are close for
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both salty and sugary liquids which declare that the type of liquid is not an important factor as its
concentration on the sensing performance.
Table 2. Variation of the Sensitivity with optical fiber thickness
Fiber
Dimeter (µm)
125
NO.1 (63.5)
NO.2(51.58)
NO.3(39.68)
NO.4 (20)

Salty liquid
Sensitivity (pm/mol.litre-1)
202

Sugary liquid
Sensitivity (pm/mol.litre-1)
220

375
790
1003
1130

360
650
1030
1205

From figures 9, 10, and Table 2 it could be noticed that the sensitivity of the submitted sensor had been
enhanced by reducing the fiber diameter. The etching process leads to reduce the fiber diameter and thus
strengthens the evanescent field. So, more light will be escape out of the cladding region and interact
with the surrounding environments which are the salty and sugary liquids.
In standard optical fibers whose diameter is much greater than the light wavelength, the evanescent field
strength at the outer surface of the cladding reduces to near zero. The light dispersed in these fibers is
thus not influenced by the external environment, which decreases the interaction between the light and
the sample and therefore reduces the sensitivity response of the optical fiber sensor. Carrying out the
etching process and reducing the cladding thickness would allow the fibers to present large portions of
ephemeral waves and surface fields of high intensity, rendering them extremely sensitive to the shift of
the index to the surrounding medium by dramatically increasing the contact between directed light and
the surrounding atmosphere.

4. Conclusions
The reaction activity of a Fiber Optic Evanescent Wave Sensor is greatly influenced by the thickness
of the cladding within the sensing area of the fiber. We can say here that the sensor can be developed
by partially removing the cladding material surrounding the optical fiber single-mode. The sensing
theory, based on the variation of the refractive index based on the interaction of the transient field with
the optically absorbed analyte, is utilized such that the thin cladding portion enables transmission loss
by the vanishing waves that radiate energy from the heart as a function of the environment. It can also
be claimed from the findings that the lower the cladding thickness, the greater the sensitivity efficiency
of the optical fiber. In the field of environmental detection, such as water pollution, this sensor may be
used.
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Abstract. Because of Cadmium selenide quantum dots (CdSe quantum dots) has a tuning
energy gap in the visible light range, therefore; it is provided a simple theoretical model for the
absorption coefficient of CdSe quantum dots, where the absorption coefficient determines the
extent to which the light of a material can penetrate a specific wavelength before it is absorbed.
CdSe quantum dots have an energy gap can be controlled through two effects: the temperature
and the dot size of them. It is found that; there is an absorption threshold for each directed
wavelength, where CdSe quantum dots begin to absorb the visible spectrum at a size of 1.4 nm
at room temperature for a directed wavelength 300 nm. It has been observed that; when the
wavelength is increasing its absorption threshold is increased. For wavelengths (400, 500, 600)
nm, the absorption thresholds for each quantum sizes are (1.8, 2.2. 3.2)nm respectively. On the
other hand, a rising of the temperature led to reduces the absorption coefficient value , that at
400 K for all quantum sizes, the absorption coefficient increases >2000cm-1(According to the
directed wavelength) than it is at 0 K. CdSe quantum dots can be considered as one of the most
promising materials because it has a tuning gap for the visible wavelengthsfor different
applications, such as light-emitting diodes in different colors of the visible spectrum.It is found
that ;there is a good agreement between our theoretical calculations and experimental results.
Keywords: CdSe quantum dots, Tuning Energy Gap, Absorption Coefficient, Absorption
Threshold

1. Introduction
Recently, CdSe quantum dots have been an intensely researched compound due to their size and
shape-dependent properties arising from the quantum confinement regime [1,2]. This regime depends
on the spherical particle-in-a-box model that predicts strong quantum confinement, besides it has a
tuning energy gap [3].
One of the most important photometric techniques in solids is the light absorption scale, the absorption
coefficient, which can determine the depth at which light of a specific wavelength penetrates a martial.
The wavelengths that include the visible and the infrared are the most important wavelengths for
applications. The absorption coefficient depends on the properties of the CdSe and the energy of the
incident photon, whether it is greater, less, or equal to the energy gap [4]. Taking into consideration,
the atomic structure and density of states of the conduction band and valence, and the type of energy
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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gap, whether direct or indirect [5]. Researchers have studied the absorption coefficient due to its
importance, Jinjun Sun and Ewa M Goldysthey are analysis the linear absorption coefficient that due
to interband transition in CdSe quantum dotstheoretically [6]C.A. Leatherdale et al usemodels of light
scattering from light-absorbing small particles in CdSe quantum dots [7]. Ehud Shaviv et al. used a
method to obtain-CdSe QRs concentrations are based on a comparison of the absorption far above the
transition of the bandgap [8]. Other researchersas W. W. Yuetal, A. Strioloetal , O. Schmelzetal and C.
A. Leatherdaleetal have studied the determination of the molar absorption coefficients of CdSe QD
experimentally [9–12].
The characteristics of CdSe are highly sensitive with respect to various growth processes as well as
ambient conditions [13]. Due to the importance of the absorption coefficient for its apparent effect on
the optical properties, in addition to some optical constants, therefore, in this paper, we present a
theoretical model of CdSe quantum dots that study the effect of temperature and the quantum dot size
on the absorption coefficient.
2. Theoretical Model
The absorption rate of light is proportional to the intensity of the flux of photons of different
wavelengths. When light passes through material, the flux of photons gradually decreases, so that the
material absorbs some of the photons. Thus, the number of photons that will reach a given point in a
CdSe quantum dots depends on both the wavelength of the photon and the distance from the surface.
Tauc relation is using to calculate the absorption spectra due to the optical transition energy, it is
expressed as [14, 15]:(
)
(
)
( )
where is a proportionality constant, is the absorption coefficient,
is the energy of the photon,
is the optical band gap and is an indication of the type of electronic transitions, where
for direct transition and
for indirect transition.
It is known that CdSe has a direct energy gap and is characterized by direct and allowed electronic
transition, therefore; Eq. (1) becomes: (

)

(

( )

)

It is important to be mentioned that; the proportionalityconstant can
Be calculated from the formula [16]:(

)
( )

where e is the electron charge, n is the refractive index is Planck's constant,
is the effective mass
of electron and
is the effective mass of the hole [16].
Since we have two influences that affect the absorption coefficient in our study, the first is the
temperature, so the energy gap will be calculated as a function of temperature [4]:( )

( )

Where α, β are coefficients fitted with experimental data for each material which equal to (
eV.K-1, 83 K) respectively,
is the energy gap at 0K which equals 1.834eV [4].
In terms of the change in the electron's effective mass as a function of temperature, it can be
formulated with the following relationship [17]:( )

( )

2

( )
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While the effective mass of hole as a function of temperature is expressed by [17]:( )

( )

( )

where
,
and
are the energy gap, the effective electron mass, and the effective
hole mass at room temperature, respectively [17].
The other influencing factor is the size that due to the quantum confinement of an atom in three
dimensions appears with characteristic electronic and optical properties [17].
In this study, we will use the Burs equation [18].
(

)

(

)

( )

) is the bulk energy gap, r is the quantum
where
is the energy gap of quantum dot, (
dots' size.
To study the effects on the quantum dots of CdSe, we substituted equation (4) with the term
(
), and substituted equations (5) and (6) (which represent the change in the effective mass of
the electron and the hole respectively as a function of temperature) in equation(7) to get an equation
describing the energy gap of CdSe quantum dots as a function of temperature which denoted by
( ):( )

( )(

)

)
( )
( )
( )
To obtain the absorption coefficient of CdSe quantum dots as a function of energy and temperature,
we substitute the Eq. (8) in Eq. (2).
(

)

(

(

( ))

( )

3. Results and Discussion
The occurrence of the absorption process inside the materials is described or measured by the
absorption coefficient, so the absorption coefficient of CdSe Quantum Dots (eq. (9)) has been studied
from; two effects the temperature, and the quantum size of dots. It can be noticed that in Figure (1) the
energy gap of bulk CdSe was its highest value at 0 K., It is beginning to decreasing sharply with rising
temperatures, which its highest value at 400K. The reason for this behavior is the increase in the
energy of electrons due to interaction between the thermal phonons and the electrons. This lead, in
fact, to an increase in the vibration inside the atom where the lengths of the atomic bonds increase,
which makes them weaker with the ability to break them is easier to release the electron, which
facilitates the transfer of a high-energy electron from the valence band to the conduction band and as a
result of the multiple electron transitions, the energy gap decreases [19, 20].
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Energy gap(eV)
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1.76
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300

400

Temperature(K)
Figure 1. The energy gap of bulk CdSe decreases with increasing temperature
Figure (2) indicates the change in the energy gap due to the decrease in the quantum dot size, it is
noted that; the energy gap value changes lightly when the quantum size decreases from 10 nmto 4 nm.
This means that these sizes in this range are close to the behavior of the bulk. But when the size is
smaller than a size 4 nm, the energy gap begins to increase very significantly until it reaches the
highest values at 1 nm. In fact, that is due to the effect of quantum confinement that shifts the energy
state to higher (lowest) levels at the conduction band (valence band), which increases the size of the
energy gap [21,18].

EnergyGap of CdSe QD (eV)

6

4

T=0K

2

T=400K

0

0

2

4

6

8

10

Size of Dot (nm)
Figure 2. The energy gap of CdSe quantum dots as a function of quantum size dots
Figure (3) shows the absorption coefficient as a function of wavelengths (300nm-730nm) at room
temperature. Must attract attention to two important points, the first is that; the different ranges of the
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Absorption Coefficient(cm-1)

absorption coefficient are due to the different energy gaps of the quantum size of CdSe. It is noted that
as the size is larger, it takes a greater range than before, where the size of 1.4 nm takes the range of
ultraviolet spectrum only, while the size of 10 nm includes the range of ultraviolet, visible, and some
of infrared spectrum. The other point is the energy gap which is inversely proportional to the quantum
dot size of the CdSe [22, 23]. It can be seen from the figure that; the response of the quantum sizes as
a function of wavelengths begins at 1.4 nm, while sizes of 1nm to 1.2nm, with a very large energy gap,
do not absorb the energies of this range of wavelengths at room temperature. Where the wavelength
300nm has the highest energy is 4.141 eV, therefore; the electrons cannot cross the optical energy gap
and exciting [24]. Whereas at the quantum dot size of 1.4nm, electrons able to absorb this range
(=300 nm) of wavelengths at room temperature because it has an energy gap of about 3.571 eV. For
this reason, it will allow more energy to be absorbed when the optical gap is smaller. Now, it is
appropriate to explain the mechanism that causes the absorption coefficient to decrease according to
the relationship
. where the ability of the incident light energy to excite electrons from the top
of the valence band to the bottom of the conduction band decreases because it does not have an energy
equal to or greater than the size of the optical energy gap to excite it [25]. It can be said that; the range
of quantum sizes that have been relied upon in this research from 10 nm to 1.4 nm. In this range, the
absorption coefficient gradually decreases as the quantum dot becomes smaller [24, 26]. This leads us
to believe that the possibility of CdSe quantum dots in tuning colors according to the size. Where the
blue shifting is observed when the size of the quantum dots decreases, while red shifting is tuning
when the size be larger.
20000
18000
16000
14000

size 10nm

12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0
300

size 1.4nm
400

500

600

700

Wavelength
Figure 3. The absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength at the deferent size of CdSe quantum
dots between from 1,4nm (absorption threshold) to 10nm.
Figure (4) represents the absorption coefficient as a function of temperature (0-400) K by fixing
specific wavelengths, where it is found that the absorption coefficient increases with rising
temperature [27]. This increase is evident after the temperature of 100 K at the wavelengths between
300nm to 600nm except the threshold size at the wavelength from 500nm to 600nm where the increase
begins with values greater than 100 K and at 700nm after 300K With an increase in temperature, the
energy gap get smaller from its usual size as a result of the vibration of the electrons with the increase
in their energies, which makes them able to leave their sites and move inside the band, or if its energy
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is sufficient, it can move from the valence band to the conduction band. Therefore, with increasing the
contribution of the transition processes, the optical absorption coefficient increases.
Noticing Figure (4), there are several important points, the first is that; the absorption coefficient, in
general, decreases as the wavelength of the electromagnetic spectrum increases. The other point, the
threshold size increases with an increase in wavelength, for example, we find that the size threshold at
= 300nm is 1.4 nm while for = 600nm is 3.6nm. This is because the energy of the specified
wavelength is less than the value of the energy gap so that the electron transitions only respond at a
size in which the energy gap corresponds to the energy of a photon of wavelength directed to it.
However, the sizes of the quantum dots will be determined for each wavelength, the reason could be
due to that; the energy gap be smaller and the susceptibility of incident wavelengths to the excitation
of electrons [28, 29]
As a result of what was mentioned above, which is that some of the threshold sizes are unable to
absorb the wavelength falling on them except at a specific temperature, as is the case at = 500 nm, so
that the threshold appears only at a temperature of 200 K and the same is the case of =600nm. As for
700 nm, the 6 nm minimum appeared at a temperature of 300K, as mentioned earlier, resulting from a
decrease in the size of the energy gap with higher temperatures.
20000
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8000
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Figure 4. The absorption coefficient increasing with temperature at different wavelength, a(300nm),
b(400nm), c(500nm), d(600nm).
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Figure (5) shows the absorption coefficient as a function of the size of the quantum dots. In this
figure, for all wavelengths, the absorption coefficient decreases with the size of quantum dot be
smaller. But, for each wavelength there is a specific size that suffers a curvature then sharp descent in
the absorption coefficient. For the wavelength of 300 nm, the absorption coefficient begins to decrease
sharply at the size of 3 nm, while the wavelength of 400 nm, it begins at the size of 4 nm. The other
wavelengths follow the same behavior according to the energy compatibility of the energy gap of the
quantum dots. This behavior is attributed to the number of electronic transitions, which is almost
constant at large sizes, then the transitions begin to decrease until they disappear. In fact, this confirms
the existence of an absorption threshold for each specific wavelength.
On the other hand, it can be found that small quantum sizes do not react at high temperature which is
due to the large energy gap arising from the quantum confinement, as compared to large quantum
sizes, which show a direct reaction at high temperatures due to the small energy gap that they have.
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Figure 5. The absorption coefficient as a function of quantum dot size at different wavelength.a
(300nm), b (400nm), c (500nm), d (600nm).
The most of experimental results review the optical absorption coefficient in the form(
) . So, it
is showed our calculations in the same format in Figure (6c), which gives a suitable match for both
Fig.(6a) [27] which represents experimental results, and Fig. (6b) [30] which acts as theoretical
models.
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Figure 6. Absorption Coefficient of CdSe quantum dots a. experimental results [27], b. theoretical
models [30], c. our calculations
4. Conclusion
For CdSe quantum dots, not all sizes are capable of absorbing electromagnetic radiation, where the
absorption threshold begins in quantum dot size 1.4 nm at room temperature. Thus, CdSe quantum
dots can be tuned to absorb different wavelengths according to the quantum dot sizes until they reach
10 nm which can be absorbing all wavelengths in the range of the visible spectrum. Therefore, CdSe
quantum dots can be considered as one of the most promising materials for tuning energy gap
applications, such as light-emitting diodes in different colors of the visible spectrum. On the other
hand, each wavelength has an absorption threshold in which the energy of photon of wavelength
corresponds to the energy gap of the size of the CdSe quantum dots. Also, for each specific
wavelength, the absorption coefficient remains relatively constant for all quantum sizes until it reaches
a size in which the energy gap does not match to the energy of the specified wavelength, where the
absorption coefficient value drops sharply until it vanishes this is an indication of the end of electronic
transitions in the material. All calculations were done by using software MathCAD 15.
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Abstract. There is no doubt that optical fiber technology is one of the most important stages of
the communications revolution at all and it is of utmost importance in our daily life. In this work,
five fibers with core radii 2.5, 4.5 and 6.5–8.5 µm were designed. The properties of all guided
modes have been calculated at a wavelength of 1550 nm by using RP Fiber Calculator. A singlemode fiber is obtained when the core radius approaches the wavelength. As the core radius is
increased, the fiber becomes a multimode. The percentage power in the core increases with
increasing core radius. The modes profiles were illustrated and compared with the modern
references.

Keywords: Single-mode fiber, Multimode fibers, Step-index fibers, Guided modes, Third
window (1550 nm), RP Fiber Calculator.

1. Introduction
A thin strand of glass with a higher refractive index core surrounded by a lower refractive index
cladding forms an optical fiber [1]. A step-index fiber (SIF) has an abrupt index change at the corecladding boundary [2]. Figure 1a shows a multimode (MM) SIF which allows the propagation of
multiple modes within the fiber core. Figure 1b shows a single-mode (SM) SIF which allows the
propagation of only one mode. The refractive index profile in both cases may be defined as [3]:
𝑛
for 𝑟 < 𝑎 (core)
𝑛(𝑟) = { 1
(1)
𝑛2 for 𝑟 ≥ a (cladding)
where 𝑟 is the radial position, 𝑛1 and 𝑛2 are the refractive indices of core and cladding, respectively and
a is the radius of the fiber core. MMFs and SMFs only differ in the radius of the light-guiding core [4].
Fabrication of MMFs is easy. Further the launching of light into MMFs is also easy. These fibers are
generally used for short distances, like local area networks (LANs). Launching of light into SMFs and
fabrication of SMFs are difficult and so the fiber is expensive. Generally in the SMFs, the transmission
loss and dispersion are very small. So the SMFs are very useful in long distance communication [5].
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Figure 1. The refractive index profile and typical rays in SIFs: (a) MM and (b) SM [3].
In 2017, Mohammed and Al-Hindawi [6] studied and calculated the design parameters such as
operating wavelength, core radius, numerical aperture, acceptance angle, attenuation, dispersion and
information capacity for SIFs and graded-index fibers for different sources.
In 2018, Gulistan et al. [7] demonstrated an innovative approach to enhance mode stability by
reducing mode coupling between the propagation modes of a few-mode fiber by using commercially
available finite element method (FEM)-based COMSOL software.
In 2020, Salih [8] designed a SMF at 1310 nm and 1550 nm wavelengths by using RP Fiber
Calculator. Also, Ibrahim and Salih [9, 10] used this program to study properties of propagated
transverse modes through SIFs at 850 nm and 1300 nm.
In this work, SM and MM optical fibers have been designed and their properties were calculated
at 1550 nm.
2. Theoretical Part
When the incidence angle is greater than the critical angle, the light is totally internally reflected
at the core-cladding interface (𝑟 = a). The critical angle is given by [11]:
𝑛2
𝜃c = sin−1 ( )
(2)
𝑛1
The acceptance angle of the fiber can be calculated by [12]:
1
𝜃a = sin−1 ( √𝑛1 2 − 𝑛2 2 )
(3)
𝑛o
where 𝑛o is the refractive index of the incident medium (𝑛o = 1 for air).
The numerical aperture (NA) measures the amount of light that collects by or emerges from the
fiber core. The NA is defined as [13]:
NA = sin 𝜃a
(4)
The normalized frequency is a dimensionless parameter which determines the number of modes.
It is calculated by [3]:
2π
V = aNA
(5)
λ
where λ is the free space wavelength. A fiber has the lowest loss at 1550 nm [14].
The propagation constant is given by [12]:
2π
𝛽 = 𝑛eff
(6)
λ
where 𝑛eff is the effective refractive index which lies within the range of cladding and core indices.
The effective area is a quantitative measure of the area which a fiber mode effectively covers in
the transverse dimensions. It is defined as:
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2

[∫|𝐸|2 𝑑𝐴]
[∫ 𝐼𝑑𝐴]2
=
(7)
∫|𝐸|4 𝑑𝐴
∫ 𝐼 2 𝑑𝐴
where 𝐸 is the amplitude of electric field, 𝐼 is the corresponding intensity and 𝑑𝐴 signifies integration
over the whole plane.
For a Gaussian beam, the effective area is:
𝐴eff = 𝜋𝜔2
(8)
where the radius 𝜔 can be determined from [2]:
𝜔 ≈ (0.65 + 1.619V −3/2 + 2.879V −6 )a
(9)
This is accurate within 1% for 1.2<V<2.4. For V>2.405, it applies to the first mode.
There is also a modified approximate formula [12]:
𝜔 ≈ (0.65 + 1.619V −3/2 + 2.879V −6 )a − (0.016 + 1.561V −7 )a
(10)
The percentage power propagating in the core is [2]:
2
2
P in core = (1 − 𝑒 −2a ⁄𝜔 ) × 100%
(11)
The cut-off wavelength is given by [3]:
2π
𝜆c = aNA
(12)
Vc
where Vc is the cut-off normalized frequency for the linearly-polarized (LP) mode. For example, the
LP01 mode has Vc = 0 and the LP11 mode has Vc = 2.405.
𝐴eff =

3. Results and Discussion
RP Fiber Calculator can be used to make calculations on optical fibers with radially symmetric
index profiles. Inputs in this program as shown in Figure 2 are core radius, core refractive index (1.45),
cladding refractive index (1.44) and wavelength (1550 nm). Outputs are: numerical aperture (NA= 0.17),
normalized frequency (V), number of modes (M), properties and profiles of guided modes.

Figure 2. RP Fiber Calculator.
Table 1 shows normalized frequencies and number of modes. The normalized frequency and
number of modes increase with increasing core radius. The fiber is SM when V<2.405; while at
V>2.405, the fiber is MM.
Table 1. Normalized frequency and number of modes.
a (µm)
2.5
4.5
6.5
7.5
8.5

V
1.723
3.101
4.479
5.168
5.858

3

M
1
2
4
5
6
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3.1. Single-Mode Fiber
A single-mode fiber can be obtained when the radius of the core is a small multiple of the
operating wavelength. Table 2 shows LP01 mode properties of this fiber calculated from RP Fiber
Calculator. These properties include propagation constant, effective refractive index, effective area and
percentage power in the core.
Table 2. Properties of LP01 mode (a=2.5 µm).
𝛽(
/μm)
5.84977

𝑛eff

𝐴eff (μm2 )

P in core (%)

1.443081

38.4

64.5

Effective area and power in core for this mode calculated from Equations (8) and (11) are listed
in Table 3. There is a small difference when compared with those in Table 2.
Table 3. Effective area and power in core for LP01 mode (a=2.5 µm).
From Equations (8) and (10)
𝐴eff (μm2 )
39.9

From Equations (10) and (11)
P in core (%)
62.7

Figure 3 shows LP01 mode profile (single spot in the 2D plot and Gaussian in the radial plot).
Type of plot
2D profile
Amplitude

Radial
Intensity

Amplitude

Intensity

Figure 3. Profile of LP01 mode (a=2.5 µm).
3.2. Multimode Fibers (First Design)
Multimode fibers can be obtained when the core radius is large compared to the operating
wavelength. Four core radii were compared 4.5, 6.5–8.5 µm. The properties of guided modes of these
fibers calculated from RP Fiber Calculator are listed in Tables 4 to 7. From these tables, the following
can be observed:
1. The mode LP01 has the highest 𝛽, 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 , P in core and has no cut-off.
2. Increasing core radius results in increasing 𝛽, 𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 , 𝐴eff , P in core and cut-off wavelength of
the mode.
Table 4. Properties of LP modes (a=4.5 µm).
Number
of the
mode
1
2

Mode

𝛽 (/μm)

𝑛eff

𝐴eff (μm2 )

P in core (%)

cut-off (nm)

LP01
LP11

5.86421
5.84550

1.446643
1.442028

58.4
73.2

90.7
68.8

1965.75
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Table 5. Properties of LP modes (a=6.5 µm).
Number
of the
mode
1
2
3
4

Mode

𝛽 (/μm)

𝑛eff

𝐴eff (μm2 )

P in core (%)

cut-off (nm)

LP01
LP11
LP21
LP02

5.87003
5.85846
5.84419
5.84085

1.448080
1.445225
1.441703
1.440880

97.2
95.3
117.6
143.5

96.4
89.4
75.9
60.7

2839.42
1797.05
1796.87

Table 6. Properties of LP modes (a=7.5 µm).
Number
of the
mode
1
2
3
4
5

Mode

𝛽 (/μm)

𝑛eff

𝐴eff (μm2 )

P in core (%)

cut-off (nm)

LP01
LP11
LP21
LP31
LP02

5.87169
5.86247
5.85076
5.83740
5.84732

1.448488
1.446213
1.443325
1.440030
1.442476

122.5
116.4
130.0
169.1
122.5

97.5
92.8
85.0
67.7
79.1

3276.25
2073.52
1553.47
2073.31

Number
of the
mode
1
2
3
4
5
6

Mode

𝛽 (/μm)

𝑛eff

𝐴eff (μm2 )

P in core (%)

cut-off (nm)

LP01
LP11
LP21
LP31
LP02
LP12

5.87285
5.86531
5.85563
5.84417
5.85256
5.83930

1.448774
1.446915
1.444526
1.441699
1.443769
1.440498

150.2
140.3
150.9
163.9
133.9
208.4

98.2
95.0
89.9
81.4
86.7
61.1

3713.09
2349.99
1760.60
2349.75
1637.92

Table 7. Properties of LP modes (a=8.5 µm).

Table 8 shows a comparison between the effective refractive index differences of the last two core
radii. It can be observed that the difference between LP21 and LP02 modes is the lowest. A low ∆𝑛eff
between the modes may result in energy loss because of the interference between the adjacent optical
modes or energy transfer due to inter-mode mixing.
Table 8. Effective index differences between LP modes.
a (µm)
LP01– LP11
7.5
8.5

0.002275
0.001859

∆𝑛eff
LP11– LP21 LP21– LP02
0.002888
0.002389

0.000849
0.000757

LP02– LP31
0.002446
0.00207

Effective area and power in core for LP01 mode calculated from Equations (8) and (11) are listed
in Table 9. These values are smaller than those in Tables 4 to 7 with a small difference in power.
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Table 9. Effective area and power in core for LP01 mode.
a (µm)
4.5
6.5
7.5
8.5

From Equations (8) and (9)
𝐴eff (μm2 )
57.4
89.5
109.7
132.6

From Equations (10) and (11)
P in core (%)
89.9
95.4
96.5
97.2

Figures 4 to 7 show LP mode profiles: LP01 (single spot, Gaussian), LP11 (two spots),
LP21
(four spots), LP31 (six spots). Each of these modes have one maximum in the radial plot. Both LP02 and
LP12 modes have two maxima. The intensity is proportional to the square of the amplitude.
Mode

2D profile
Amplitude

Radial
Intensity

Amplitude

LP01

LP11

Figure 4. Profiles of LP modes (a=4.5 µm).
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Mode

2D profile
Amplitude

Radial
Intensity

Amplitude

LP01

LP11

LP21

LP02

Figure 5. Profiles of LP modes (a=6.5 µm).
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Mode

2D profile
Amplitude

Radial
Intensity

Amplitude

LP01

LP11

LP21

LP31

LP02

Figure 6. Profiles of LP modes (a=7.5 µm).
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Mode

2D profile
Amplitude

Radial
Intensity

Amplitude

LP01

LP11

LP21

LP31

LP02

LP12

Figure 7. Profiles of LP modes (a=8.5 µm).
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3.3. Multimode Fibers (Second Design)
In order to compare the results, a second design of MMFs is considered. The core and cladding
refractive indices are taken as 1.45 and 1.4403, respectively. Table 10 shows a comparison between this
work and Reference [7].
Table 10. Comparison between this work and Reference [7].
Software
𝑛1
𝑛2
𝜆(nm)
a (µm)
V

This work (second design)
Free RP Fiber Calculator
1.45
1.4403
1550
7.5
8.5
5.091
5.769

Reference [7]
Commercial COMSOL
1.45
1.4403
1550
7.5
8.5
5.1
5.77

Tables 11 and 12 show modes properties for the second design of this work.
Table 11. Properties of LP modes (a=7.5 µm) (second design).
Number
of the
mode
1
2
3
4

Mode

𝛽 (/μm)

𝑛eff

𝐴eff (μm2 )

P in core (%)

cut-off (nm)

LP01
LP11
LP21
LP02

5.87172
5.86256
5.85095
5.84758

1.448496
1.446236
1.443373
1.442542

123.2
117.4
132.0
125.9

97.3
92.5
84.3
77.8

3226.90
2042.29
2042.08

Table 12. Properties of LP modes (a= 8.5 µm) (second design).
Number
of the
mode
1
2
3
4
5
6

Mode

𝛽 (/μm)

𝑛eff

𝐴eff (μm2 )

P in core (%)

cut-off (nm)

LP01
LP11
LP21
LP31
LP02
LP12

5.87287
5.86538
5.85576
5.84441
5.85273
5.83981

1.448779
1.446931
1.444558
1.441758
1.443811
1.440623

151.0
141.2
152.5
167.4
135.9
240.8

98.1
94.7
89.4
80.3
86.0
55.9

3657.16
2314.59
1734.08
2314.35
1613.25

A comparison between two designs in this work shows that as the cladding index increases
slightly, the propagation constant, effective index and effective area are increased; while the normalized
frequency, power in core and cut-off wavelength are decreased.
Table 13 shows an excellent agreement between the effective index differences of this work and
those of Reference [7]. The second design has a lower effective index difference compared to the first
design.
Table 13. Effective index differences between LP modes.
a (µm)
∆𝑛eff
This work
(second design)
Reference [7]

LP01–
LP11
0.00226

7.5
LP11–
LP21
0.002863

LP21–
LP02
0.000831

LP01–
LP11
0.001848

LP11–
LP21
0.002373

8.5
LP21–
LP02
0.000747

LP02–
LP31
0.002053

0.002253

0.00285

0.000821

0.001842

0.00236

0.0007396

0.00205
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Table 14 shows a comparison between the effective areas of this work and Reference [7].
Effective areas in this work are smaller than those of Reference [7], with a small difference for LP01
and LP02 modes and 1.5 times smaller for LP11 and LP21 modes.
Table 14. Effective areas )µm2) of LP modes.
a (µm)
Mode
This work
(second design)
Reference [7]

7.5

8.5

LP01
123.2

LP11
117.4

LP21
132.0

LP02
125.9

LP01
151.0

LP11
141.2

LP21
152.5

LP02
135.9

124

177

199

127

151.92

213.77

230.45

137.00

There is an excellent agreement between Figure 8 and Figure 9 in terms of the number of modes
and the profiles of amplitude and intensity.
Amplitude

LP01

LP21

Intensity

LP11

LP02

Figure 8. Profiles of LP modes (a=7.5 µm) (second design).

Figure 9. Profiles of LP modes (a=7.5 µm) [7].
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4. Conclusions
1. If the core radius is close to the wavelength, the fiber supports only one mode. If the core
radius becomes much larger than the wavelength, the fiber supports multiple modes.
2. When the core radius is large, most power is confined in the core. When the core radius
becomes smaller, the amount of power in the core decreases.
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Abstract. This research studies the effect of particle packing density on sintering TiO2
microstructure. Sintering experiment was conducted on compacts involving of monodisperse
spherical TiO2 particles. The experimental results are modeled using L2- Regression technique
in studing the effect of two theoretical values of 55% and 69% of initial packing densities. The
mathematical simulation shows that the lower values of density compacts sintered fast to
theoretical density and this reflects that particle packing density improved densification rate
because of the competing influence of grain growth at higher values of densities.
Keywords: sintering, densification rate, mathematical simulation.

1. Introduction
Synthesis and sintering of nanocrystalline ceramic powders have attracted much attention due to their
promising properties [1, 2]. Where sintering is an essential step in the manufacturemethod of ceramic
samples, which can significantly influence the microstructure and properties ofmaterials [3]. The
sintering behavior and microstructural development of a powder compact is effect strongly by initial
properties, for example the relative density, pore size distribution, the particle and the powder packing.
Although the effect of the former parameters on the microstructural development has been examined in
detail, the influence of the initial packing values of the powder has been typically over looked [4].
TiO2 is one of the most widely used metal oxides, which has wide range of applications, including gas
and humidity sensors, pigments, catalyst support, capacitors and solar cell. TiO2 has been widely studied
with respect to synthesis of nano sized powder, thin film fabrication and sintering of nano structured
TiO2 ceramics. The properties of nano structured bulk TiO2 ceramic is pretentious by the microstructural
topographiesfor example (grain size, secondary phases, porosity) and defect structure, for example
(electronic and point defects) [5, 6].
Effect of particle size distribution on powder packing and sintering in binder jetting additive industrial
of metals where a change of bimodal powder mixtures of several particle diameters and mixing parts
were printed and sintered to study the influence of bimodal mixtures on the parts density and shrinkage.
The using of bimodal powder mixtures develops the flowability (10.5%) and powder's packing density
8.2%, the increasing of the sintered density (4.0%) where reducing of the sintering shrinkage (6.4%)
[7].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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The intension of this study was modelled mathematically the densification rate of TiO2 powder using
L2-Regression modeling technique utilizing two initial packing densities 55% and 69% theoretical.
2. Theoretical part
Sintering is an industrialprocedure in which a fine powder that has been formed into a form is
subsequently fired at high values of temperatures. The compact when fired densifies and transform nonporous. Sintering is a treatment with thermalthat bonds particles composed into a solid, coherent
construction, by means of mass transportationapparatuses occurring mostly at the atomic level.
Distribution of particle size has animportant effect on the sintering procedure and on the microstructure
of the sintered part. A wider of particle sizes distribution produced a higher green density and closer
sintering in both metals and ceramics [8]. The pores are classified in two basic types: the first type called
matrix or first- generation pore and the second type large called second-geneartion pores which originate
from particle agglomeration and particle packing irregularities within the powder compact [9]. The large
pores are extra difficult to eliminate large voide for two reasons. First simple kinetics dictate alonger
time to fill a larger void by diffusion, second a large pore can be thermodynamically stable depending
on the dihedral and pore size: grain size ratio [10].
The densification rate(dρ/dt) depends on the diffusion coefficient responsible for densification (D lattice
or D boundary) and the grain size [11].
o
d CN g DY 
=
.......................................................(1)
dt
kTG L

Where C is a constant related to the controlling mechanism, G is the grain size, D is the diffusion
coefficient, Yo is the gas / solid surface energy, Ω is the material volume, T is the temperature, K is the
Boltzmann constant, Ng is the actual number of pores per grain , L is the grain size exponent, 3 for
lattice- diffusion controlled densification which is used in this study [9].
In this study reported in Ref. [13]), the spherical, monodisperse TiO2 powder was created by the
hydroiysis of dilute ethanolic solution of titanium tetraethoxide. The powder was discrete in H2O at a
pH =8 utilizingprobe of ultrasonic, the dispersion was poured into polypropylene viale and the powder
was allowable to settle to form concentrated sediments, these diments were collapsed into rigid compacts
by the addingsolution of a 1 M (NH4)2CO3 to the clear supernatant in the ampoules. The liquid was
extracted and the sediment wasgraduallydried by air for one day, followed by drying by vacuum at 100
°C for18 h. the density of particles 3.1 g /cm3in thecompacts waschanged to rutile 4.25 g /cm3by prefiring
the contracts at 780 °C for 3 h.
It was formed two types of TiO2 compacts, with theoretical density of initial packing of 55 % and 69 %.
Samples were heated in air rt of 55°C/ min to the sintering temperatures 1060 °C. The 55%dens
compacts were fired at 1060 °C for times reaching from 0.05h to 8.4h. The high value of density
compacts was fired at 1060 °C for times ranging from 0.017 to 1h.
The densification rate equation (1) can be written as follows [ 10 ];

d C3 D
=
........................................................................(2)
dt kTG L
Where C3 is a constant. The equation (2) can be written as follows:
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C
d
=
.....................................................................(3)
dt
TG L
Where Cρ is the densification rate coefficient related to the working mechanisms.

3. Regression modeling technique
The equation of L2_ regression which used in this study can be express as follows [13]:
𝑋 = (𝐴𝑇 𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇 𝑏
(4)
Where A is the matrix , AT is the transpose of matrix A , b is random observation and X the fixed part
of equation but unknown.
The equation (3) can be written in integral forms as follows:

 − 0 =

C
T (1 − L)

G1−L (t − t0 ).............................................................(5)

Equation (5) can be written to another form to make easier to handle with L2_ regression formulation as
follows :

 = K G1−Lt + h ..........................................................(6)
1

1

where h1 is the densification rate parameters, K1 is the densification rate coefficient

1 =

C
T (1 − L)

h1 =  0 −  1G1− Lt 0

The density value was measured using model of L2_ Regression [14].
4. Results and Discussion
The beheavior of sintering for the compacts have low –density and high -density compacts are
displayed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. Fig. 1 displays the density results as a function of time at
1060 °C. As can be seen from the figure, the less densely packed compact staking the low green density
required more time to reach theoretical density ( ρth = 4.25 g /cm3 ) than can be seen in Fig. 2. The
calculated sintered for low densely sample ranged between 56.37 and 95.64 % , at time 300 min reach
95.64 % for theoretical density. This shows that little grain growth occurred during sintering because of
the large mean pore size and corresponding lower green density , where the large pores eliminated at
greatlyslower rate caused the decreasing of measured in rate of densification[ 8,11 ].
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Figure 1. The density datafor 55% of theoretical densityas a function of time at 1060 °C.
The calculated sintered for high- density sample in Fig. 2 ranged between 69.12 and 98.57 % at time of
19.5 min. The increasing in packing density has resulted in animportant increase in kinetics of
densification. As can be seen in Fig. 2 to reach 94% for theoretical density needs 10 min only and this
has been refer to boundary of grain porosity controller of grain growth kinetics where the competing
effect of grains growth occur at high density and the small pores in the green compacts were
fastremoved. Sample with higher green density had a smaller mean pore size and a thinner distribution
of pore size [8, 11].

Figure 2. The density data for 69 % of theoretical density as a function of time at 1060 °C.
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Fig. 3 shows the comparison for the sinteringresults for 55% and 69% of theoretical density as a function
of time at 1060 °C. As can be seen, the slower rate for low densely sample (55 %) and rapidly rate for
high densely sample (69 %),the sign from this that increasing the green density concurrently increases
the number of pores per grains and narrow the distribution of pore size and that effect on the
densification kinetics that coincide with [15].

Figure 3. the density data for 55% and 69% of theoretical densityas a function
of time at 1060 °C.
In Table 1, we can see the densification rate coefficient K1 and the densification rate parameter h1, both
K1 and h1 for high green density (69 %) increases than low green density(55 %) because of effect of the
initial partical packing and number of pores on the rate of grains growth and distribution rate .
Table 1. densification rate coefficient K1 and Desification rate parameter h1 for 55 % and 69
% of theoretical density.
Densification rate
Densification rate
coefficient K1
Desification rate
parameter h1

55% of theoretical density

69 % of theoretical density

61.451

80.895

0.926

2.0393

5. Conclusion
The modeling technique show that the calculated results using L2_Regression technique agrees with
experimental results ,and the samples that have more densely packed and the higher green density will
sintered more quickly than the samples that less densely packed , the density ofparticel packingand
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porosity uniformity were controlled of the distribution procedures. Therefor, the powder features,
especially the green density control the final microstructure and the sintering kinetics.
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Abstract. In this work, the bending loss was numerically studied within the COMSOL
environment, where the general formula for profile index including graded and step-index types
was adopted. The study showed an increase in bending loss with decreases bending radius,
decreases core radius and increases wavelength. The graded order is effective up to 𝑔 = 1.75
after which the loss is constant. There is an oscillating change in loss caused by interference
between the outgoing and reflected waves from the boundaries, which becomes clearer as the
loss itself increases.
Keywords: bent losses, graded-order, fundamental mode

1. Introduction
Optical fiber plays a role in high-quality and high-speed telecommunications development [1].
The loss of optical energy will occur when a fiber undergoes a macro-bend of the limit curvature radius,
i.e. a dielectric waveguides lose power by radiation if their axes are curved. It has negative effect of
signal for communication system of optical fiber, on this basis, it was used as a useful feature to develop
optical fiber for different purposes [2]. There are two mechanisms known to cause bend-induced loss,
the first happens to the uniform bend owing to mismatch between the bent regions and direct modes.
The other type happens within uniformly bent region where the refractive index profile of fiber is getting
as skewed, to increasing linearly of refractive index on bend. Bending affects, the individual mode
various according to distinct properties such as effective refractive index, intensity, phase distribution,
etc. Bending an optical fiber is to introduce refractive lose [3] So, there are many efforts to reduce
macro-bending losses for all types of optical fibers along the past few years, where fiber designs were
proposed to meet several requirements for macro-bend losses [1, 4]. The limitation of the most serious
to its validity is caused by dealing with undistorted field of the straight guide for its derivation, even if
the loss of radiation is ignored, the field changes its form in the curved guide. Therefore, no existing
formulae for modeling bend-losses of these fibers were presented, except for maximum or minimum
prediction of the bend loss conditions in relation to parameters of fiber and wavelength. Bending loss of
fibers are employed with many important purpose like a great importance for modern communications,
especially with regard to techniques of multiplexing in the way to enhance the ability to send
information, plays a central role with the design of fiber amplifiers and with a fiber laser to reduce
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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higher-order to achieve single of effective regime of multi-mode fibers [5, 6, 7]. It has been shown in
this work, that the effect of the four chosen parameters, spatially graded-order (𝑔), wavelength of
propagated wave (𝜆), core radius (a) and bending radius of a dielectric wave guide on the bending-losses
(𝐿𝑏 ) will be illustrated.

2. Methods
The wave front in the optical fiber must be perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The
signal transmitted in core becomes faster than in cladding. As a result, loss in the signal transmitted
energy through the optical fiber will appear where the speed of light must be increased as shown in
Fig.1.

Fig.1. Bending effect of an optical fiber [8].
The total losses of a bent fiber include transition loss and pure bend loss in bent section caused by
mismatch between bent and straight sections of the propagation. A single mode bent fiber of length (L),
the pure bend loss calculated: [8].
𝐿𝑏 = 10 log10 [exp(2𝛼𝐿)] = 8.686 𝛼𝐿
(1)
Where α = macro-bending loss coefficient (function of optical fiber structure and material, bending
radius, and wavelength of radiation used in the fiber). So, there are many approaches have been
employed for evaluation it, a simple formula firstly proposed by Marcuse. The simplified formula for
the bent optical fibers needs to be modified to include fiber stress by utilizing the effective bend radius.
Therefore, the modified index distribution must be presented by transforming the circularity curved fiber
to equivalent straight fiber. This leads to, the tilted index distribution with respect to original. An
increasing away from the center of the bend (curvature of the bent fiber can be a tilted refractive index),
as shown in Fig.2.
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Fig.2. profile index, a) with bent and b) without bent
The well-known formula of modified refractive index distribution with slow bent (𝑅 ≫ 𝑥) as the
first approximation read as:
𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦) exp(𝑥 ⁄𝑅 ) ≈ 𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑡 (𝑥, 𝑦)(1 + 𝑥 ⁄𝑅)

(2)

Where 𝑥 is the displacement from the core center in curvature axis, 𝑅 radius of bent and 𝑛mat is the
refractive index-profile to unbend fiber. Because of compression along fiber's inner half, towards the
bend center and tension along the outer half of fiber, 𝑛mat becomes vary according to the relation [9].
𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑡. (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) [1 −

𝑛2 (𝑥,𝑦) 𝑥
[𝑃12
2𝑅

− 𝜈(𝑃11 + 𝑃12 )]]

(3)

where 𝑃11 𝑎𝑛𝑑 P12 = components of photo-elastic tensor, ν = ratio of Poisson and 𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) = the
refractive index-profile of the unbend (straight) fiber and so called profile-grading, defined as [10], [11]
.
(4)

𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 √1 − 2∆(𝜌⁄𝑎) 𝑔

where ρ = √x 2 + y 2 , the parameter ∆ = (𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 − 𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑑 )/𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 , 𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 and 𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑑 = refractive index
in center of the core and the cladding, respectively, and 𝑔 = graded-order, it plays an important role
when waves propagated the optical fiber and gives a strange properties depending on the profile indices
of the different graded orders that shown in Figure 3. Accordingly, graded-order will be an important
issue to construct the bent losses.
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Fig.3. Refractive index profiles for different graded-orders [10]
Where 2𝛼 is the coefficient of power loss, 𝜅 = √k 2𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 − 𝛽𝑧2 and 𝛾 = √𝛽𝑧2 − k 2𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑑 = field decay
rates of core and cladding, respectively, 𝑘 and 𝛽 are the propagation constants for free space and the
guided mode in the unbent waveguide, respectively, 𝑉 = √𝜅 2 + 𝛾 2 = the normalized frequency, 𝐾𝑚±1
= Bessel function of 2nd kind.

3. Results and Discussion
COMSOL environment was used to determine the relationship between wavelength and
effective refractive index. COMSOL works on a finite element method (FEM) basis which is built on
the basis of dividing the cross section into small parts and forming the mesh. A perfectly matched layer
(PML) is added with thickness as a third layer to the geometry to avoid the reflections from cladding
interface to interfere with the mode confined in the core. We applied boundary condition of the perfect
electric conductor, with zero initial conditions, to the exterior boundary. Concerning profile index, the
same formula as in Eq.(4) with the replacements ( by and by ) were applied. The type and accuracy
of the mesh are chosen in order to achieve better accuracy with a suitable operating time for the
computer. A study of this subject requires controlling of four factors: the core radius, the bending radius,
the wavelength and the graded order. Fig.4 represents a selected sample for the fundamental mode in
step index fiber by changing part of these factors. It is evident that the amount of energy that will be
outside the core is subject to these factors.
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R = 2mm and (b)  = 1.55 m
Fig.4. Fundamental mode at g =  for (a) b
Fig.5 represents the relationship of the bending losses with the graded, where core radius is at
a = 10  m . Generally, the loss decreases with the graded order until reach the limits of 𝑔 ≥ 1.75, then
the loss is constant. That is, the type of profile index affects only the loss at the smaller graded orders.
When the graded order decreases, the distribution width of the profile index will be small. Therefore,
the Gaussian distribution of the fundamental mode may have a greater width, and therefore we expect
the mode portion outside the core to be large with a decrease in the graded order. On the other hand, the
loss is greatly reduced as the bending radius increases and vice versa. The reason for this decrease is
due to the fact that a greater portion of the propagated pulse will be outside the core with a decrease in
the bending radius.

Fig.5. Bending losses and graded order
Fig.6 presents bending losses of the step index fiber as function of core radius for different values of
Rb at  = 1.55 m . 3dB is the maximal variation when a radius is 2mm. At a small bending radius, the
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random variations appear very clear due to the increased interface section between the cladding and the
PML layers. As the bending radius increases, loss and corresponding random variations will be
decreased. In addition, at a small core, the loss is significant and vice versa. This is due to the inability
of the core to confine the propagated pulses (small core).

Fig.6. Bending losses Vs. core radius
Fig.7 illustrates bending losses of step index fiber as function of core radius for different wavelengths
at Rb = 2mm . It is evident that the greater wavelength causes more losses, and the losses generally
decrease with an increase in the core radius. Random variation is very clear in the case of large losses,
and the interpretation of that is the same as what was mentioned in Fig.6. The greater loss at large
wavelengths is due to the difficulty of confinement of the propagated pulses, especially for the small
core radius.
Fig.8 explains the bending losses of the step index fiber as function of λ for core radius at Rb = 2mm
. A smaller radius causes the largest bending losses, and the losses, generally, increase with wavelength
due to a decrease in the confinement opportunity for the greater wavelengths. At small core radius, the
random variations are also appeared very clear. This behavior may change when the selected bending
radius is changed during the simulation, where the largest losses effects appear with a smaller bending
radius.
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Fig.7. Bending losses Vs. core radius

Fig.8. Bending losses Vs. wavelength
Fig.9 explains the bending losses as a function of Rb for different values of graded orders at
 = 1.55 m , a = 10  m . Notice that, the most significant effects appear at 𝑔 = 0.5 and decrease with
increasing graded order. Generally, the effects are closely related to each other, with graded orders
values in the limit 𝑔 ≥ 1. Generally, after Rb = 4mm , the bending losses are very small for all graded
orders and this is due to a decrease in the mode portion that will be outside the core with an increase in
the bending radius.
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Fig.9. Bending losses as a function of

Rb

4. Conclusions
In conclusion, a part of the fundamental mode may be outside the core, its amount depends on the
simulation coefficients, which can be chosen to minimize the bending loss. It would appear that
decreasing the bending radius and core increase loss, while loss increases with the wavelength. The loss
decreases with the graded order, then it is fixed after 𝑔 = 2.5. There is an oscillating change in the loss,
which increases with decreasing of bending radius or core radius and the increase of wavelength.
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Abstract. The purpose of this research is to increase the mechanical properties (impact and
flexural strength) of acrylic polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) denture base resin by
incorporated treated and coated woven carbon fiber (WCF). To increase the roughness of fibers,
WCF treated with para-aminobenzoic acid (PABA), (C7H7NO2) at 3 different concentration
treatments (0.10, 0.15, and 0.20 M). In order to make the samples appears with good aesthetic
and bonding, WCF was coated with β-Tricalcium phosphate (β-TCP) powder with (0.08, 0.10,
and 0.12) weight fraction (wi) in addition of using polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) at 0.01 wi,
respectively. After 10 days of water storage at room temperature, the specimens have been tested
via using the Charpy effect measuring system and three-point bending tests. The mechanism of
interfacial interaction between β-TCP and woven carbon fibers was investigated by field
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR). Based on the obtained results, when specimens contained treated and uncoated woven
carbon fiber with a high concentration of (PABA), the impact and flexural strength were higher
than pure sample but have a bad aesthetic. Further, (PMMA) reinforced with coated and treated
woven carbon fiber as hybrid composites recorded very high raises in the mechanical properties
when the concentration of (PABA) and (β-TCP) was increased, with a good aesthetic.
Keywords: Denture base, PMMA, PVA, Tri calcium phosphate, Woven CF, PABA.

1. Introduction.
Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) is the most successful candidate among many materials to
fabricate denture base resin [1], due to its reasonable quality, low weight, excellent esthetic properties,
and ease of processing and polishing and repair [2-4]. However, PMMA is not considered as a perfect
material, because, its brittleness, inferior mechanical and physical properties, low modulus of elasticity,
high coefficient of thermal expansion and low sorption, low flexural strength, and low impact strength
[5,6]. These drawbacks of PMMA lead to the fracture, which is the most common problem of denture
base resin [7]. There are many causes for fracture of the dentures, such as impact fracture usually occurs
when a patient is coughing that pushes the dentures out of the mouth or accidentally dropping the
dentures on the surface during the cleaning of dentures. Also, flexural failure of denture occurs when
the concentration of stress around the micro cracks formed in the material due to the continuous applied
of small forces [8]. Numerous methods have been developed to enhance the mechanical and surface
properties of the acrylic resins. It was suggested that the introduction of synthetic fibers to the
monomer/polymer is strengthening the result acrylic resin. Various fibers and powders such as carbon
fiber [9,10], glass fiber [6, 11], aramid fiber [12], polyethylene fiber [13], zirconium oxide ZrO 2 nanoContent from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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particles [14] and kaolinite powder (Al2Si2O5 (OH)4) [15] were used as reinforcements for denture base
material. However, because of weak interface between fiber and resin affecting the mechanical
properties, these fibers break-up the homogeneous matrix of acrylic resin. To avoid this problem,
several studies have been reported in the literature that recommends surface treatment of fibers and
incorporation ceramic powder such as (TiO2, and TCP) [16] or metal oxides such as (MgO, and ZnO)
[17].
In light of above notices, the research was considered to determine how mechanical properties
(impact and flexural strength) of acrylic resin can be enhanced by the use of carbon fiber reinforcement
and whether surface treatment affects the impregnation of fiber within the resin matrix. Hence, the
purpose of the study is to determine some mechanical properties (impact and flexural strength) of
PMMA resin, and studying the influence of woven carbon fiber (treated and coated) on impact and
flexural strength with good aesthetic.
2. Experimental details
2.1 Acidic treatment:
Fig.1 displays untreated carbon fiber in woven form. Woven carbon fibers (product No: CR160K,
weight 600 g/m2, thickness: 0.333 mm, Japan) were cut into (70×50 mm2).

Figure 1. Untreated carbon fiber in woven form.
The woven carbon fiber was impregnated in ethanol for 15 minutes to remove contaminates, and then
they were put on filtering paper, therefore put in an oven at 50 ◦C for 30 min, for drying. To make an
acidic solution, (3 g) benzoic acid (3-Amino benzoic acid, C7H7NO2, pure, minimum Assay: 98 %, New
Delhi-110002, India) was dissolved in (100, 150, 200 ml) of distilled water, and left for 20 min on the
magnetic stirrer. The woven carbon fiber immersed in an acidic solution for 3 hours. Once the immersion
time ended, the fibers were rinsed thoroughly with distilled water to remove acidic influence. Finally,
the woven fiber was dried in an oven at 70 ◦C for 2 hours.
2.2 Coating of carbon fibers
Dark carbon fiber coating with tri-calcium phosphate: different weight proportions of Tri-calcium
phosphate average size (43.31nm), as presented in Table 1, were mixed with (10 ml) of distilled water
and left with continuous stirring. PVA was added to the β-TCP solution with heating (Hot plate with a
magnetic stirrer, BOECO-Germany), until the solution became cloudy. The coating solution was added
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to fibers and left overnight in order to dry. This coating technique gave the fibers a white color on their
surface. Fig. 2 referred to carbon fiber after coating.

Figure 2. Woven carbon fiber after coating.

Table 1. Composition of the specimens prepared.
Group no.
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G13

WCF(wi)

TCP (wi)

PVA (wi)

PMMA (wi)

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.08
0.10
0.12
0.08
0.10
0.12
0.08
0.10
0.12

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

1
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.87
0.85
0.83
0.87
0.85
0.83
0.87
0.85
0.83

Treatment
concentration
(M)
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.20
0.20
0.20

2.3 Preparation of the flask
Denture base samples were fabricated by using a special flask as illustrated in Fig.3. The flask
consists of two parts: upper and lower. The kaolin piece (70×50×3 mm) was placed in the lower part.
Next, the dental stone powder was mixed with water and poured the stone to fill the flask. The inner
surface of each part of the flasks was coated with Vaseline to keep the dental stone from binding to the
flask. The flask was hitting several times to remove bubbles, which may be found inside the stone. The
final set of the dental stone, the flask left for 15 min for hardening, and then the flask opened carefully
and removes excess kaolin and stone. The obtained flask was shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Flask of samples.

2.4 Preparation of the samples
Thirteen groups of test specimen were prepared by the heat-cured of PMMA, consisting of powder
and liquid (methyl methacrylate, MMA) (2 g/1 ml) according to the manufacturer's instructions. In a
clean and dry mixing jar the powder was mixed with liquid (MMA) and allows each powder to be wetted
by monomer and left until it reaches a consistency appropriate for packing, during this time, the cover
should be positioned over the mixing jar to prevent monomer evaporation and left to stand at room
temperature for (12-16) min until reached to the dough stage, as shown in Fig. 4. For the unreinforced
dough (G1) was placed in the mold directly. For the reinforced samples (G2-C13), the MMA has been
used to wet woven carbon fibers with and without coating for 2 min. The dough was cut into two sheets;
woven carbon fiber was placed between halves of the dough. Hydraulic pressure was applied to the flask
slowly to 1Ton for 5 min. before the polymerization reaction. Then immerse the flask in cold water and
waiting until water boiling. The resin was cured in boiling water for 1 h according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. When polymerization was completed; the molds extracted from water and left to cool at
room temperature. The test samples were smoothed with 400,600 and 800 silicon carbide paper under
tap water to remove excess materials, and then cut into specific dimensions to all tests. Before testing,
all test samples were stored in water at 37◦C for 10 days. All specimens were shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 4. The dough stage.
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Figure 5. Fabricated samples.

2.5 Structural properties:
2.5.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR):
The FTIR spectra of untreated and treated carbon fibers with para-aminobenzoic acid were recorded
in the range of 400-4000 cm-1 by using an FTIR machine (SHIMADZO IRFFINITY) to identify the
functional groups in untreated and treated fibers.
2.5.2 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FESEM):
The surface microstructure of untreated and treated, with and without coating woven carbon fiber
was examined utilizing Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy type (MIRA3 TESCAN-XMU).
2.5.3 Mechanical properties:
Impact strength and flexural strength were performed with utilizing the same methods in reference
[15].
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
The FTIR was used to analyze surface functional groups of woven carbon fibers. The FTIR spectra
can provide precise information on the material surface functional groups of untreated and treated WCF
via benzoic acid. Fig. 6 shows the FTIR spectra of untreated and treated WCF using (0.10, 0.15, and
0.20 M) PABA. The spectrum of untreated carbon fiber shows a peak at 3429 cm -1 attributed to O-H
stretching vibration of the absorbed water on the fiber surface and followed by another adsorption
around 2962 cm-1 attributed to the stretching vibration from saturated hydrocarbon C-H [18]. The band
near 2366 cm-1 dedicated to C≡C stretching peak, the characteristic peaks at 1722 cm-1, 1637cm-1, and
1230 cm-1 represent to C=O stretching peaks, C=C stretching, and C‒N stretch peak respectively [19].
When compared untreated with treated WCF, some new peaks can be observed for treated carbon fiber.
In any concentrations of PABA, WCF was recorded amine functional group in the FTIR spectrum. Peaks
at 3423 cm-1 (0.20 M), 3451 cm-1 (0.15 M), and 3624 cm-1 (0.10 M) denote the N-H functional group,
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T%

stretched as a result of the vibration of the amine group. The characteristic of the oxygen function existed
in C=O stretching, which appears at 1647 cm-1 for three concentrations, while C‒O stretching appears
at 1249 cm-1 peak when WCF treated with (0.20 M) and (0.15 M) while disappearing at (0.10 M)
concentration. The oxygen content increased via increasing the concentration of PABA [20]. The most
intensity is related to the C–N recorded at 1174 cm-1 when WCF treated with (0.15 M) [21]. In the
preparation of biocomposites, WCF treated by PABA is essential; liquid chemical oxidation through
PABA makes it an efficient technique to change the inert surface of WCF.

Figure 6. FTIR of WCF before and after treatment with PABA.
3.2 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM)
Fig. 7a shows the surfaces of untreated woven carbon fibers appear smooth without any impurity.
FESEM examination for the treated and coated surface of woven carbon fiber was imaged. The FESEM
photographs of treated and coated fiber show regular and perfect spherical crystal nanostructures
particles have been grown as individual clusters with few agglomerates over the surface of WCF. It can
be shown that the β-TCP coating has grown homogeneously and the adhesion between the fiber and the
β-TCP coat has improved. The cause for such adherence is due to the functional group of para
aminobenzoic acid that has been created in carbon fiber. Fig. 7c and d showed the higher density of the
functional groups of PABA results in an increase in the roughness of the surface of WCF, thus the
interfacial chemical bonding strength between coatings /fiber and the resin was improved. It is assumed
that the increased roughness of the fiber can enhance a mechanical interlocking effect between the fiber
and the coating; this description is in accordance with Tao et al [22]. Fig. 7e shows the average particle
diameter of β-TCP was 43.31nm with a spherical shape.
a
b
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c

d

e

Figure 7. FESEM of (a): untreated and uncoated of CF (b) CF treated at 0.10 M of PABA and
coated with β-TCP (c) CF treated at 0.15 M and coated (d) CF treated at 0.20 M and coated (e) βTCP particle.

3.3 Impact strength
Table 2 illustrates the impact strength findings for the control group, and samples developed with
treated WCF with PABA. All samples have the same fiber content (0.04 wi) and are treated with
different concentrations of Para- aminobenzoic acid (0.10, 0.15, 0.20 M).
Table 2. The impact strength values for control group and treated WCF.
Group no.
Impact strength
(KJ/m2 )
G1
8.05
G2
5.3
G3
9.51
G4
9.87
The control group recorded impact strength of 8.05 KJ/m2. Lowest value of impact strength is observed
in G2 when compared with the control group. The impact strength decreased with lower PABA
concentration at 0.10 M, it is known that the mechanical properties depend on the bonding and interface
between fiber and polymer. In G2 the surface of carbon fiber is smooth as shown in FESEM micrograph
7 b, leading to poor initial bonding between fiber and matrix. For this reason, G2 gave poor interfacial
regions, hence recorded low impact strength. The highest impact strength was recorded when the fiber
was treated via (0.15 M, 0.20 M). From this result, the impact strength increased with higher PABA
concentration. This is because the roughness of carbon fiber surface occurs in higher acidic
concentration, resulting in good bonding between carbon fiber and matrix. Despite the rise in the impact
strength of the composites, the aesthetic-related result is negative.
Table 3 display the impact strength values of coated and treated WCF with β-TCP and PABA acid
respectively.
Table 3. The impact strength values of coated and treated WCF.
Group no.
Impact strength(KJ/m2)
G1
8.05
G5
6.9
G6
7.3
G7
7.8
G8
10
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G9
11.13
G10
16.61
G11
15.6
G12
17.45
G13
20.23
For (G5, G6, and G7) samples prepared by treated WCF with PABA concentration (0.10 M) and coated
with β-TCP (0.08, 0.10, and 0.12 wi) respectively, the impact strength values decreased when compared
with G1. This decrement is because a bad bonding among coating, fiber, and the matrix, due to the poor
acidic treatment of WCF. After treatment CF with the dilute solution still smooth as shown in FESEM
micrograph (7 b), the bonding strength between carbon fiber, β-TCP powder and a matrix is poor.
Groups G8, G9, and G10 are related to samples reinforced by treated WCF with (0.15 M) of PABA
concentration and coated with (0.08, 0.10, and 0.12 wi) of β-TCP. The addition of any content of β-TCP
powder at any weight fraction leads to increases in the value of impact strength when comparison with
G1. One can explain that the β-TCP coatings presence, varying the CF surface characteristics into
hydrophilic, highly enhances the interfacial bonding strength via the direct adhesion to matrix [23]. The
treatment of carbon fiber by PABA concentration (0.15 M) had a positive effect on impact strength. This
is because of the interfacial shear strength between matrix and fiber is high. The impact strength of
hybrid samples papered by treated woven fiber with a concentrated solution of PAPA and coated with
different weight fractions are illustrated in Table 3. The concentrated solution with the increment in the
amount of β-TCP has a positive influence upon the impact strength values as depicted in (G11), (G12),
and the value of impact strength raised from (15.6 KJ/m 2) to (17.45 KJ/m2). For (G13) having a high
content amount of β-TCP (0.12 wi), the impact strength increased to 20.23 KJ/m2 by (151%) as
compared with control group G1. That's perhaps owing to the reason that the β-TCP powder possesses
a much higher strength of fracture in comparison with the PMMA resin [24]. Besides, the increment in
the content of β-TCP raises strength. This is an anticipated result of the better adhesion of matrix and
powder, and thus a higher permissible stress level transfers to CF through the loading. Mixing PVA with
β-TCP powder enhance the mechanical properties of coatings because of its compatible structure and
hydrophilic properties [25].
3.4 Flexural Strength
The flexural strength of acrylic resins is known to be the predominant form of clinical failure. The
results of the flexural strength values in current study appeared as shown in Table 4, which shows a
comparison between a pure sample and samples reinforced with carbon fibers treated with an acid
solution at varying concentrations. The flexural strength of control group is 70.55 MPa, while samples
prepared carbon fiber treated with a concentrated acid solution tends to be more efficient and has the
maximum flexural strength value in G4. The explanation for this improvement is the etching process
that produced apparent roughness of the surface fiber. The presence of roughness helped increase the
area of the interlocking surface between the fiber and the matrix, which encourages the movement of
stress from the matrix to the carbon fiber and therefore increased of the flexural strength. The researchers
agree with this conclusion are Panigrahi, and Powel [26], Bismarck and Mohanty [27]. Eventually, a
carbon fiber crack brings the test specimen to a complete fracture. This fact suggests that the tensile
strength of the carbon fiber is part of the test specimen's flexural strength [28].
Table 4. Descriptive data of flexural strength.
Group no.
Flexural strength
(MPa)
G1
70.55
G2

76.93

G3

81.9
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G4

82.35

Flexural strength values for reinforced PMMA with treated and coated carbon fiber hybrid samples were
summarized in Table 5. In current study, the flexural strength in G7 was significantly better than control
group G1, while other samples recorded findings for the flexural strength less than the pure sample. The
reason may be due to the weak bond between the coating and the resin, which gives low values of
flexural strength. The bending strength was higher after the introduction of treated carbon fibers with
concentrations of PABA at (0.15 M) and (0.20 M) and also coated with different ratios of β-TCP when
compared with the pure sample. The increment in the flexural strength findings by using woven carbon
fiber treated with and with 0.15 M of PABA (G8, G9, and G10) are (19.44, 17.5, and 15.09) % and
fibers treated by 0.20 M of PABA (G11, G12, and G13) are (22.7, 19.77, 18.08%), respectively when
compared with control sample (G1). This enhancement is due carbon fiber has a high transverse strength,
and also the surface treatment by immersing the carbon fiber in a PABA acid solution increased the
formation of voids or pits on the surface of the fibers. This results in an increment in the fiber surface
area, thus raising the strength of bond between the matrix and the fiber. Also, process of moistening
fibers with the monomer before introducing them to the resin, this process strengthened the adhesion
between fiber and resin. This improvement in flexural strength is attributed to the direction of the fibers,
which means that the denture base polymer with woven carbon fibers is a very significant factor in
orientation [28]. After coating the treated carbon fiber, F.S. is increased compared to control sample.
The β-TCP coating was dense and firmly bonded to WCF, which enhanced the interface's physical
bonding. The improved interconnection can efficiently transfer the load from the CF to the matrix. For
the ceramic WCF reinforced, the fiber-matrix composites are the principal load-bearing, and therefore,
the flexural strength is enhanced. It can be observed the optimal flexural strength was at (0.12 wi) of βTCP. Moreover, the existence of (0.01 wi) of PVA in the reinforcement layer will cause to improve the
flexural strength due to PVA has good tensile strength, high flexibility, and good hardness [25].
Table 5. The flexural strength for denture reinforced with woven carbon fiber.
Group no.

Flexural
Strength (MPa)
70.55
62.85
67.85
76.7
81.2
82.9
84.27
83.71
84.5
86.6

G1
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10
G11
G12
G13

4. Conclusion
Polymethyl methacrylate PMMA has successfully been reinforced with treated WCF by 0.10, 0.15,
and 0.12 M of PABA and coated with 0.08, 0.10, and 0.12 wi of β-TCP. It can be concluded that the
optimal acidic treatment for woven carbon fiber is (0.20 M) PABA concentration and the recommend
weight fraction of β-TCP is (0.12 wi), which resulted 20.23 KJ/m2 in impact strength test and 86.6 MPa
in flexural strength test. This could be due to treated WCF with para-aminobenzoic acid improved the
adhesion between fibers/ β-TCP powder and resin. Specimens of PMMA prepared by incorporation of
β-TCP into woven carbon fiber have a good aesthetic. The results of the FTIR spectrum show the content
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of oxygen functional was increased after acid treatment which leads to the enhancement of the
mechanical properties of the fibers. The FESEM micrographs show that acid treatment increases the
surface roughness of woven fibers.
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Abstract. In this paper, a 3% of polyvinyl alcohol PVA polymer solution was prepared with
distilled water. PVA:Ag Nanocomposites were prepared by adding different concentrations of
silver (Ag) nanoparticles (3, 6 and 9) %. Pure as well as
PVA:Ag nanocomposites films were
prepared by drop casting method. The optical properties of PVA: Ag nanocomposite were
studied using the absorption and transmittance spectrum measured at wavelength range (2001000) nm. The optical parameters of the prepared PVA: Ag nanocomposite, such as absorption
coefficient, refractive index, and extinction coefficient, as well as the real and imaginary part of
the refractive index were calculated as a function of Ag NPs concentration. The results show that
the absorption edge is red shifted towards long wavelengths after adding the silver nanoparticles
as well as an increment in the optical parameters after adding the Ag nanoparticles. The energy
gap was also calculated for all the prepared samples, which were decreased from 4 eV to 1.72
eV with the increase addition of Ag nanoparticles content (3 to 9) %.

Keywords: PVA polymer, nanocomposite, nanoparticles, optical properties

1. Introduction
“Nanocomposites are composites in which at least one of the phases shows dimensions in
the nanometer range (1 nm = 10–9 m)” [1]. Nanocomposites exhibiteda new technology besides business
opportunities for all industry sectors, also it is environmentally friendly [1]. Generally, the
nanocomposite class of organic/inorganic materials is a fast developing area for research. [2]. The
combination of nanosized inorganic particles and polymer into a single material has fan-out a new zone
in materials science that has extraordinary outcomes in the development of multifunctional
substances[3]. The application of materials in nanoscale and nanocomposites which contain
nanoparticles is an emanated area of nanoscience and the technology. The nanoparticles have an
exceedingly surface: volume ratio. That so they usually show unique considerably and different
chemical, physical, and biological properties comparing to their macro scaled counterparts [4].
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is a polymer that has backbone of carbon chain attached with hydroxyl groups.
PVA is not toxic, soluble in water synthetic polymer, which is used widely in the polymer blends
because of its good chemical and physical properties, forming film with excellent characteristics,
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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emulsifying capability, and biodegradable, no carcinogenic and biocompatible qualities. These peerless
characteristics enable PVA polymer in applicability in the pharmaceutical fields, surgical structures
material, drug coating agents, and cosmetic industries [5]. It is well finder that polymers, which act as
dielectric materials, are sterlingly host matrices for encapsulated nanoparticles metal like gold, silver,
copper, and so on, as well as they act both as reducing besides capping agents and provide stability
environmentally and chemically. That embedded nanoparticles NPs inside the polymer matrix will affect
the characteristics of the host itself. Particularly, the polymer and the metal hybrid like polymer: Ag
nanoparticles composites is overgrown functional materials in several scopes like mechanical, optical,
electrical, antimicrobial, and thermal properties [6].

2.

Experimental Part
In this paper, the polymer solution was prepared by adding the polymer in powder form to
distilled water, and the solution was placed on a magnetic stirrer device for two hours with a temperature
of 30 ° C .After the end of mixing, the solution was passed on filter paper to get rid of the sediments
suspended in the solution and get a clear solution.Silver nanoparticles were added to the solution at
different concentrations of 3, 6, and 9 % to study their effect on the optical properties of the polymer.
PVA:Ag Films were prepared by drop casting method on glass substrate cleaned in three steps by using
HCl, ethanol, acetone and ultrasound device. The optical properties of pure PVA and doped with Ag
nanoparticles were studied by using the UV-VIS spectrophotometer in the range (200-1000) nm.

3.

Results and Discussions

The optical absorption retrofitted useful information about band structure of solids,
electronic, and phononic states. During the processes of optical absorption, the incident photon with
certain energy excites an electron from the lower state to occupy a position in a higher energy state. By
investigating the changes in transmitted radiation, the types of possible transitions for an electron can
be concluded. The fundamental (main) absorption indicates to band-to-band (or to excitation)
transitions. The main absorption shows by a fast elevation in absorption, which named as absorption
edge which is used to determine the optical energy band gap [7].
When a beam of light affecting the material surface, part of the incoming beam which that not
reflected by the material will be transmitted or absorbed through the material. Lambert-Beer law clear
that the fraction of light ray that is absorbed is a function of the thickness for the materials also the way
that the photon interacts with materials structure [8].
𝐼 = 𝐼0 e(−∝𝑥)
…………………….. (1)
Whereby, (I) is the intensity of light beam that coming out of the material, (I0) is the intensity of the
incident light beam,(x)is the path where the photon moves, and (α)is the absorption coefficient, which
is a material characteristic.
Fig.1 shows the absorption spectrum of prepared films as a function of wavelength. The absorption
increased with increasing the concentration of Ag nanoparticles. There is a relation between the position
and shape of the spectral absorption peak with particle size and the morphology of the metal
nanoparticles, so the spectral analysis will be the effective method to explain the spectral properties in
metal nanoparticles [8]. The absorption peaks were between (392 and 477) nm where the maximum
value was at 415 nm, which is the exemplary Plasmon Resonance Band (PRB) of AgNPs [9]. The peak
and the location show that the ions of Ag+ in AgNO3solution were successfully reductive to AgNPs.
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Fig.1. Absorption spectrum as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA
From Figure 1, one can see that the absorption increases generally with
increasing the ratio of dopant. This increasing explained the existence of interaction between Ag
nanoparticles with PVA and getting a new structures for PVA:Ag composites. The increasing in the
ratio of Ag nanoparticles leads the edge of UV radiation absorption to zaps towards region of longer
wavelength for all the samples especially for the concentration of 3 and 6% weight percentage of Ag[10].
The coefficient of proportionality in equation (1) is defined as absorbance coefficient, and it a
measure to how strong samples absorbs light at a specific wavelength [11].
The absorption coefficient (α) can be determined by the equation [12]:
2.303 𝐴
α=
……………………………. (2)
𝑡
Where (A) is absorbance and (t) is thickness. The absorption coefficient (α) of PVA: Ag films is
important to determine the type of electronic transition, if (α>104) transition is direct where if (α≤104)
transition is indirect [12]. Fig 2 shows the dependence of the absorption coefficient on wavelength for
the samples before and after doping which shows increasing in absorption coefficient with increasing
the concentration of Ag nano particles. Because the PVA polymer is a good insulating material and has
low conductivity [13] hence the absorption coefficient is very low and the transition is indirect.
2

Pure PVA
3%AgNO3
6%AgNO3
9%AgNO3

1

0
200

400

600

800

Wavelength (nm)

Fig. 2. Absorption coefficient as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA.
The law of energy conservation state that lights ray is partially transmitted, absorbed and reflected as it
shown in equation (3). Reflectance (R) can be calculated from the energy conservation
law [14].
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R + T + A = 1 ……………..………………(3)
Besides that the transmission is very low but the reflectivity is very high compared with absorption
and transmission and this is shown by Fig. 3 and 4.
100
Pure PVA
3%AgNO3
6%AgNO3
9%AgNO3

90

Transmittance %

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
200

400
600
Wavelength (nm)

800

Fig. 3. Transmittance as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA
The clear transparency of visible light is a particularly trait of the inorganic/polymer nanocomposite
especially at dipped concentration, when the aggregation of NPs is constraining. The observation of
irregularity in UV absorption spectrum by the nanocomposites of high loading Ag
nanoparticles may be because of the elastic scattering of the arrival UV light upon the samples. This
could be happened when the size of particles are smaller than wavelength λUV (190-400 nm) [10].
0.7
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9%AgNO3
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Reflactance
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0.2
0.1
6E-16
-0.1 200
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600

800

1000
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Fig.4. reflectivity as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA.
The most significant optical constant is the refractive indexwhich depends on the wavelength of the
electromagnetic wave. The electromagnetic wave lost some of its energy during the propagation throw
a medium. Knowing that the real part n is the refractive index and the imaginary part Kis the extinction
coefficient [15]. Refractive index of an optical or dielectric medium (N) can be calculated by dividing
the light velocity in vacuum c on its velocity in the medium vˊ (N = c/vˊ). Complex refractive index N,
can be obtained by equation (4) [16].
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N=n+ik..………………………..………………..(4)
Equation (5) can be used to calculate the refractive index n [17].
4𝑅−𝐾2

n = √(𝑅−1)2 −

(𝑅+1)
……………………………(5)
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200
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600

800

1000

Wavelength (nm)

Fig.5. refractive index as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA.

Real Part of refractive index

The complex dielectric function, ε, consists of the real part ε 1 and imaginary part ε2 as it shown in
equation (6):
ɛ=ɛ1-iɛ2…………………….……….………..(6)
(n – ik)2 = ɛ1 - iɛ2
……………….…………..(7)
2
2
ɛ1=n –k ……………………………..………..(8)
ɛ2 = 2nk ……………………………..………..(9)
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Fig.6. real part of refractive index as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA.
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Fig. 7. Imaginary part of refractive index as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA.

Optical conductivity

The dependences of real and imaginary parts on the photon energy for all samples were clear in Figs.
6 and 7. Figs. 6 and 7 signifies that εr>εi because the mainly depends of them on n2 according to equation
(8) and that is way because the extinction coefficient (K) was extremely small so it could be neglected.
The imaginary part depending on extinction coefficient is due to the equation (9) because the value of
the refractive index is very small [13]. The real and imaginary parts in Fig. 6 and 7 show that an
increasing after doping, which indicates that the samples were not have similar structure. For this the
change in the concentration of doping lead to change in chemical composition for polymer [12].
The optical conductivity of a material is the frequency response of the material when it is irradiated
by light [18]. The optical conductivity (σ opt.) is mainly based on the optical parameters such as optical
absorbance,
reflectance and absorption coefficient. The refractive index (n) with absorption coefficient (α), were
used to obtain the optical conductivity (σopt.), using the following relation [19]:
𝛼𝑛𝑐
σ opt = 4𝜋 ……………………………….…….. (10)
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0.E+00
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1

2
3
4
Photon Energy (eV)

5

Fig.8. optical conductivity as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA.
The determination of optical energy band gap will be applied according to following equation [20]
αE = B(E-Eg)r …………………………. (11)
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Where (B) is a constant, (r) is an empirical index, and it is equal to 2, 3, 1/2 and 3/2 relied on the
nature for electronic transition responsible of the absorption. The drawing for the value of product of
absorption coefficient by the photon energy (αhν)1/2 via photon energy (hν) at room temperature,
induction for liner portion of this curve to a point (αhν)(1/2) =0 gave the value of the optical energy band
gap to films of pure PVA and doped with Ag NPs which can be considered as an evidence for indirect
transition .The value of energy gap are showed in table (1).
Table (1) Energy gap values for pure and doped samples.
Samples
Energy gap (eV)
Pure PVA
4
PVA:Ag(3%)
2.11
PVA:Ag(6%)
1.95
PVA:Ag(9%)
1.75

Pure PVA
3%AgNO3
6%AgNO3
9%AgNO3

30

(αhν)^2(cm^-1.eV)

25
20
15
10
5
0
1

1.5

2

2.5
3
3.5
Photon Energy (eV)

4

4.5

5

Fig.9. Energy gap as function of photon energy for pure and doped PVA.
The Ag doping is found to affect in strong manner on the optical energy gap of the polymer films, a
decreases in the energy gap with increasing of Ag concentration maybe due to an increases in structural
disorder of the polymer films and increases of the density of localized states in the band gap, which
causes a shift optical energy gap to lower values of photon energy.
The absorption coefficient (α)and the extinction coefficient (K) can be involved by[20].
𝛼𝜆
K=4𝜋…………………………………..(11)
The extinction coefficient (k) behaves just like the absorption coefficient(α) because they are joined by
previous relation(7). From Fig.5 observe that the increases in absorption coefficient cause increasing in
extinction coefficient values.
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Fig.10. Extinction coefficient as function of wavelength for pure and doped PVA.
4. Conclusion
The optical constants of PVA as (absorption, transmission, refractive index, absorption
coefficient, reflectance, extinction coefficient, and real & imaginary dielectric constant) were changing
with increasing of concentrations of Ag nano particles. The energy gap of PVA decreases with
increasing of concentrations of Ag nano particles also the transition was indirect.
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Abstract. In the present study, the nanoparticle CuO solutions have been green synthesized with
the use of the Aqueous copper chlorides and turmeric powder as a reducing agent in the deionized
water as base fluid through the use of the traditional heating. This approach has produced large
amounts of the Nano - products in a short duration of the reaction that takes several minutes, in
addition to high quality materials with the innovative characteristics . A short review on some of
the distinctive implementations and characteristics of the CuO Nano -structures will be
presented as well.
Keywords: copper oxide, turmeric, nanoparticle and solutions

1. Introduction
The cupric oxide (CuO) , which has a narrow 1.2 eV band gap and various chemo physical
characteristics, has been lately attractive in numerous areas like the energy conversion, opto-electronic
devices, and catalyst in comparison to the bulk materials, the advanced characteristics of the CuO
solution Nano - structures were shown; none-the-less, the fact that those materials can’t be produced yet
in the large scales is one of the obstacles towards the realization of the possible applications of that
material. Thereby, the chemical approaches appear sufficient processes of synthesis, yielding large
quantities as well as high quality and advanced material characteristics. And the Nano - fluids can be
defined as a new fluids class, which has been engineered by Choi (1995) [1] the dispersing Nano sized
materials (i.e. Nano - particles) in the base fluids. Which means that the Nano - fluids are Nano-scale
colloidal suspensions that contain condensed nanomaterials . They are 2-phase systems with 1 phase
(i.e. the solid phase) in another (i.e. liquid phase). The Nano – fluids were discovered to be possessing
improved thermo physical characteristics like the viscosity , thermal conductivity , thermal diffusivity
, and convective heat transfer coefficients, in comparison with the ones of the base fluids like the water
or oil. It showed great potential applications in numerous areas like the transportation, micro electronics, heating, manufacturing, and cooling. Numerous approaches were available to the synthesis
of the CuO NPs with a variety of the morphologies. Those Nano - particles have massive benefits
compared to the traditional materials, due to the fact that they have a large surface area. The formation
of the well - dispersed Nano - particles is a difficult problem, due to the fact that they have the tendency
of agglomerating with the time as well as the tendency of lowering the energy of the surface. Recently
, the transition metal oxides nanostructures gained a massive interest from the material engineers and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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scientists as a result of their various characteristics, in comparison to the corresponding bulk
equivalents that are in turn providing potential implementations in a variety of the various technology
areas. Preparations of the high quality Nano - structures of the defined, controllable morphology and
size is a necessary condition, for the purpose of developing the Nano - devices or other variety of the
applications for the sensing, catalyst, pharmacy [2–8] etc. The CuO, which has been classified to
transition metal oxide group, is a p type, narrow band-gap semi - conductor. It is of a monoclinic
structure and numerous interesting properties: super thermal conductivity, high stability, photovoltaic
characteristics, and anti - microbial activities. Because of such exclusive characteristics, the CuO may
be used in numerous technological fields, for instance, gas sensor [5, 7] active catalyst [2], magnetic
recording media [9] highly efficient thermal conducting material [8], with highly sufficient selectivity,
or solar cell applications [10]. Besides some shared metal oxide Nano - structure characteristics, like the
ZnO, TiO2, SnO2, and WO3. CuO Nano - structures have other distinctive magnetic and super
hydrophobic [11] characteristics. In addition to that, those nanostructures have shown quite encouraging
applications in the heterogeneous catalysis in complete hydrocarbons ’ conversion to the CO2 ,
improvement of the thermal conductivity of the Nano - fluid, super -hydrophobic surfaces, nanoenergetic materials, or anode materials for the lithium ion batteries (LIB). None – the less, this material
hasn’t gotten any attention from the scientists at the right level up to the past few years. In comparison
to the other transition metal oxides like the TiO2, ZnO , and Fe2O3 only a small number of the reports
described the strategies of the synthesis that have been adopted for the CuO Nano - structures besides
introducing their associated applications. In the present manuscript, we report on a green efficient
method to prepare highly active copper oxide nanoparticles as a highly efficient catalyst.

2. Experimental details
Aqueous copper dichloride (CuCl2) has been dissolved in 100 ml of the distilled water as a start.
Then also dissolve turmeric powder in 100ml of distilled water and add the resulting 50% solution for
30 minutes in a sonic device at a temperature of 80 C. A clear green solution was obtained as in Fig. 1
Examination of the resulting solution by means of X-ray diffraction and finding the granular size using
the Scherer equation [12].
From sherrer equation was calculated the average grain size (𝐺𝑠 for the thin films has been prepared,
which include the XRD line width [11].
0.9
𝐺𝑠 =
(1)
𝛽 cos(𝜃)
Where, (λ) wave-length of x-ray, (θ) angle of diffraction, and (β) FWHM (the full – width at half maximum) . The value of the strain () and the density of the dislocation () value may be evaluated
through the use of the relations in eq2 and 3: [12], as can be seen in Table1:
β cos θ
=
(2)
4
1
= 2
(3)
𝐺𝑠
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Fig.1. CuO freshly colloidal.

3. Results and Discussion
Fig. 2 displays XRD of copper oxide nanoparticles shown in Fig. 1, where the results showed an
identical to the standard card (00-044-0706 ) , and using the equation (1) to find the particle size as
shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. XRD spectrum of CuO thin film.
2θ(deg)
32.52
35.57
38.77
46.17
51.47

Table 1. Parameters of CuO thin film
Gs (nm)
104lines2m2
45.55
8.28
30.78
12.25
30.91
12.20
19.02
19.83
13.90
27.14

1014linesm2
4.81
10.55
10.46
27.63
51.75

Fig.3 displays the 3D AFM photos and the chart division of copper oxide nanoparticles spread
regularly on the surface. The figure showed that the average grain size shown in the figure is very close
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to the X-ray diffraction results and We notice there is a homogeneity in the shape of the material with
the appearance of some peaks that recorded the highest height at 222 (nm).

Fig. 3. 3D AFM image of CuO thin film.

Fig. 4 exposes the FTIR spectrum division of copper oxide nanoparticles spread that shows numerous
significant peaks of absorption in the zone of 500- 3500 cm1 broad band of absorption has been
designated to copper oxide, which assigned for Cu-O stretching vibration.

Fig.4. FTIR spectrum of CuO thin film.
Fig. 5 displays transmission as a wave-length function of the CuO which have been prepared with
the use of the chemical process. Results have shown sufficient translucence characteristics at spectral
range 200 nm – 1 ,100 nm and sharply increasing due to the absorbed particle size width. In addition to
that, Fig. 5 the maximal transmittance value of 528 nm.
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Fig.5. Optical transmittance of CuO thin film as a function of the wavelength
The optical energy gap of AgInSe2 has been computed by the equation [13]
αhν = B( hν − Eg )n

(4)

Where Β represents a constant, ν represents the frequency of the transition and r exponent
characterized the transitions of nature. r = 1/2 & 3/2 agreed to transitions of direct allowed and transition
direct forbidden and r = 2 & 3 agreed to transition of the indirect allowed and transition of the indirect
forbidden, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the linear plot that has been indicated as a direct band gap film
nature .The line to the energy of the photon axis gives band gap. There have been two energy gaps
shown in Fig. 6. The optical energy gap values for CuO are 1.8eV and 2.5e which results from increasing
the localized states’ density in Eg.
1.6E+15
1.4E+15

(αhυ)² (eV/cm)²
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4

Fig. 6. (𝛼ℎ𝜈)2 photon energy of CuO thin film.
The images of the scanning electron microscopy have been obtained for the CuO Nano - particles.
Fig. 7 illustrates Cuo NP SEM image , indicating that the particle morphology is in an unspecified form
and shows the agglomerates for the particles , and Fig. 7 shows SEM image and EDX , respectively
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Fig. 7. SEM image of CuO thin film.
The EDS spectra of CuO thin film samples (Fig. 8) clearly demonstrate the presence
of only peaks corresponding to Cu and O elements. The observed atomic ratio of 2 : 1 between Cu and
O elements suggests the presence of CuO in these films. But, the XRD results suggested that the films
predominantly contain CuO. There were no peaks related to the elements other than Cu and O in the
EDS spectra, which revealed the formation of phase pure CuO in the thin films prepared through
sputtering The new percentage after removing the carbon rate (cu = 64.12 , O = 35.73).

Fig. 8. EDS spectra of CuO thin films.

4. Conclusions
CuO the dissolved nano fluid was synthesized with the use of the chemical approach, utilizing the
copper dichloride as precursor, and the average nano-particle size has been discovered 45nm, which is
computed with the use of the De-Scherrer equation. The results were also compared mediated by SEM
and EDX.The energy gap was calculated for the prepared solution, as two energy holes were obtained
at high and low energies
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Abstract. Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) solutions with a percentage of (30 wt. %) were
prepared followed by the fabrication of micro-fibers membranes by electrospinning technique.
To study the voltage’s effect of electrospinning device on EPS micro-fibers membranes,
different voltages (10, 12, 15, 18, 24, and 30) KV were experimented. The characterization of
the electro-spun membranes were made by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and
the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for morphological and thickness analysis. The results
showed that although electro-spun EPS membranes prepared by 30 KV, they had the minimum
membranes thickness and the highest average fiber diameter. As it is cleared by SEM images,
increasing the electro-spinning voltage leads to increasing the average fiber diameter
membranes. With increasing the electros-pinning voltage, the fibers prefer to deposit on each
and result in decreasing the distance between the collector and the needle, hence higher
average fiber diameter produced. The thickness of the electro-spun membranes decreases with
the electro-spinning voltage as a result of the higher repulsion between the electro-spun fibers
which reduce the deposition of these fibers on the collector.
Keywords: EPS, Electro-spinning, average fibre diameter, Thickness test.

1. Introduction
Electrospinning technique is a multi-sided technique has the ability to produce nano and micro
polymeric fibers [1]. High aspect ratio as well as large surface area is important characteristics that
made the electro-spun fibers attracted a considerable attention due to their special characteristics and
potential applications in electrochemical devices [2]. This technique has attracted large attention in
recent years due to the easy production of fibers from natural either or synthetic polymers [3]. Every
soluble polymer owns enough high molecular weight is suitable to be electro-spun. The electrospinning device consists of the following parts: (i) a high voltage power supply, (ii) nozzle, and (iii)
grounded collector as shown in figure (1) [4].
Due to applying high voltage, the polymeric solution (presents at the tip of the syringe needle) will be
charged and this will lead to the formation of a repulsive force. At the same time, the Taylor cone
(which is a conical structure) will be formed at the tip of the syringe needle [1]. At a critical voltage,
the repulsive forces could be able to dominate the surface tension of the polymeric solution and
consequently, a jet blows up from Taylor cone. The jet is accelerated and goes along the distance
between the syringe needle tip and the collector, and divided into a large number of filaments. Along
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with the distance, the solvent will be evaporated and the fibers form on the surface of the collector [5].
To fabricate fine fibers, adjusting of some special solution-, environment- and operation- parameters is
required. The presence of beads is also considered as a common problem. The higher concentration of
the solution is the most preferable suggestion to solve this problem because it leads to minimizing the
number of beads. At the same time, the higher concentration will lead to a larger diameter of the fiber
[6].

Figure 1. Basic set up and phenomenon of electrospinning [4].
The selection of the solvent used in electrospinning technique is one of the critical factors for the
smooth and beadles' electro-spun nanofiber formation. The chosen solvent must lead to a complete
soluble polymer added to moderate boiling point. The boiling point gives an important impression of
the solvent's volatility. Generally, volatile solvents are preferred due to their high evaporation rates
[7]. Fast evaporation of the solvents should be avoided because low boiling points causes drying the
jet and blocking the needle tip, hence hindering the electro-spinning process. Similar to the fast
evaporation solvents, low volatile solvents are avoided also because high boiling points prevent the
drying during electro-spinning, whereby electro-spun fibers need to reach the collector [8].
The main electro-spinning technique parameters are the flow rate, the distance between the capillary
and collector and applied voltage. At low flow rate, there is enough time for the solution to polarize.
While, high flow rate leads to beads formation along the fibers, and it causes thick diameter. This is
due to short drying periods whereby electro-spun fibers needed to reach the collector [9]. The distance
between the tip of the capillary and the grounded plate directly affected the morphology of electrospun nanofibers. If this distance increased, more uniform and beadles' electro-spun fibers may be
obtained. Higher distance provides sufficient time and results in finer fibers with more uniform
diameter distribution [10]. According to the voltage of electrospinning device, there are two different
effects notified by the electro-spinning researchers. The first effect of electro-spinning voltage is
associated with the vast majority of researchers when the electro-spinning voltage is increased, the
volume of the drops at the tip decreased resulting in receding the Taylor cone. The jet originates from
the liquid surface within the tip, and more beading is seen. If the applied voltage increased, the
diameter of the fibers reduced. In the case of low applied voltages, fibers with no beads are produced
(if the electric field is quite enough to overcome the surface tension) [11, 12].
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While, some researchers are notified and adopted different and opposite effect depends on the fact that
when the applied voltage is high, the coulombic forces were much greater than the viscoelastic forces.
This would cause not only the breakage of an over-stretched charged jet during its path to the target
but also the charged jet travelled to the grounded target in a shorter time. Therefore, the solvent has
less time to evaporate, and this leads to bigger but irregular fiber diameters [13]. Marilena V. et al
explained that there is a critical voltage. If the applied voltage during electrospinning is less than a
critical voltage, increasing electrospinning voltage leads to decrease the diameters. While, when the
applied voltage is higher than the critical value, the fiber diameters are increased, Taylor cone size and
the drop’s size at the needle tip are decreased and the jet velocity is decreased [14]. Electro-spun fibers
in (nano or micro) scale have versatile spread applications such as solar cells, air filtration membranes,
gas and chemical sensors, piezoelectric sensors, fuel cells, energy storage and ion exchange
membranes [15], self-cleaning membranes, anti-corrosion, responsive smart materials, anti-icing,
micro- and nano- electromechanical systems [16].
The aim of this research depends on utilizing different electrospinning voltages (10, 12, 15, 18, 24,
and 30) KV in order to study their effects on the thickness of the electro-spun membranes and the
topographical and morphological properties especially on fiber diameters and the general histogram of
electro-spun fibers.
2. Experimental part (Preparation of PS electro-spun membranes)
Expanded polystyrene solutions and membranes were prepared by same method mentioned in our
previous work [17, 18]. Expanded Polystyrene solutions of 30 wt. % were prepared by dissolving
expanded polystyrene in (N, N- dimethylformamide DMF) at 100 °C with a continuous stirring for
(20-25) minutes to ensure complete dissolution and homogeneous solution. Fabrication of PS electrospun membranes was performed by electrospinning technique. The Polymer solution was injected in a
(10 ml) syringe pump at fixed electro-spinning parameters. These parameters include the flow rate was
1.0 ml/h, the time of the electro-spinning for each membrane was 1.5 h and the distance between the
syringe needle and the collector was 12 cm. Different electrospinning voltages (10, 12, 15, 18, 24, and
30) KV were experimented to study the effect of the voltage on the electro-spun membranes. Then, the
obtained electro-spun membranes were removed from the collector, and the membranes were cut into
small pieces (2 x 2) cm for subsequent characterizations.
3. Characterization of sulfonated electrospun membranes(SPS):
3.1. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
It is a non-destructive technique used for yielding information about the chemical bonds which in turn
lead to the chemical composition of present membranes. FT-IR spectrum is recorded for the
absorption of electromagnetic radiation of the sample in the range of the wave numbers from (4000 400) cm-1 [19]. FTIR was used to characterize the appearance of the chemical bands. The basic peaks
related to the chemical structure of PS (C8H8)n. FTIR can qualitatively identify the structure of
unknown materials and the quantitative measurement of the components in a complex mixture [20].
3.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is considered as one of the most versatile instruments for the
examination and analysis of the microstructure characteristics of solid objects. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) gives information about topography and morphology of the electro-spun fibers
[21].
4. Results and discussion:
4.1. Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR):
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FTIR of (30 wt.%) expanded polystyrene membrane appeared clearly in fig.(2). generally, based on
the wavenumber, there are three main regions. Region (1) shows that the bands at (400-900) cm-1
associated with (out-of-plane) C-H bend vibrations of aromatic rings. Region (2) defines the bands at
(900-2000) cm-1 associated with the vibration of substituted benzene rings and in-plane C-H
deformations. Region (3) represents the bands at (2800-3200) cm-1. These bands are related to
aliphatic and aromatic C-H stretching [23].

Figure 2. FTIR spectra for electrospun expanded polystyrene
The principle peaks associated with the chemical bonds of the expanded polystyrene are the peak
appeared at a wave number of 695 cm-1 which is related to bending (=C-H) out of the plane, the peaks
at (754 , 842, 905) cm-1 which related to substitution of the benzene ring, while the peaks at (1451
and 1492) cm-1 are associated with aromatic (C=C) stretching .The peak appeared at 2920 cm-1 are
belongs to stretching vibrations of (-CH2), the peak at 3025 cm-1 is associated with aromatic and
aliphatic (C-H) stretching, and the peaks at (1028, 1069, 1154, 1181) cm-1 are related to in-plane C-H
bending of the phenyl ring [24,25, 26]. The (in-plane C–H bending) of the phenyl ring is usually weak
in most aromatic compounds, and it is observed at (1028, 1069, 1154, 1181) cm-1[27]. The peaks at
3082, 3060 and 3026 cm-1 correspond to the aromatic C-H stretching vibrations, while the bands at
2923 and 2848 cm-1 come, respectively, from the asymmetric and symmetric stretching vibrations of
methylene groups (-CH2)[23].
4.2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
From figs.(3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), the higher the voltage during electrospinning, the greater the average fiber
diameter. This result is completely different with a very large number of researches specialized in the
field of electro-spinning, which confirm the decrease in the fiber’s diameters if the applied voltage
increases [28, 29]. To explain the reason for increasing the fiber’s diameter the applied voltage, it is
important to notice that DMF is a solvent with high dielectric constant properties. The dielectric
constant is a measure of how a material placed in an electric field can concentrate effectively the flux
the electrostatic lines. So, with high dielectric properties, the fiber’s diameter decreased, and the
density of the surface charge on the jet largely dispersed resulting in the production of fibers with
uniform morphologies and less diameter along with lower bead formation [30]. It is important to
mention a special case during polystyrene electro-spinning. Only at the first few seconds of the
electrospinning process, the fibers are gathered on the collector and form a very thin film. After few
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seconds, the formation of the thin film on the collector is stopped, and the fibers vertically gathered
towards the needle. During the path of the fiber to the collector (which is usually a conductive
material), the fibers were cut and did not continually extended. The fibers stop gathering on the
collector and start gathering on each other.
This complex is attributed to the special properties of (PS/DMF) solution where the electro-spun fibers
prefer the surface of each other due to the conductive surfaces and shorter distances. This case was
somewhat little happening at small voltages, but increases with increasing the applied voltage during
electro-spinning. It is important to mention that the fibers were cut into small lengths before reaching
the collector. This reduces the distance between the needle and the collector that causes the formation
of larger average fiber diameters. The fibers gathered on the collector after few seconds of starting the
electro-spinning process, and the fibers have lower diameters due to large distance, then the diameters
gradually increased. In other words, the interpretation of increasing the fiber diameter is due to the
segmentation of electro-spun fibers when the distance between the collector and the needle decrease in
such away making the diameter becoming higher. This explanation was in good agreement with Siqi
Huan et al [13].
Table (1) clarifies the relationship between increasing the average fiber’s diameter with increasing the
electro-spinning voltage. It is important to mention that there is not any membrane obtained when the
electro-spinning voltage was 10 KV since it is very small voltage to form the electro-spun fibers. Also,
when the electrospinning voltage was 30 KV, it is difficult to perform the electro-spun due to the high
repulsion forces between the fibers themselves.

Figure 3. 30 wt.% EPS prepared at 12 KV , A:SEM image B:Histogram.

Figure 4. 30 wt.% EPS prepared at 15 KV , A:SEM image B:Histogram.
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Figure 5. 30 wt.% EPS prepared at 18KV , A:SEM image B:Histogram.

Figure 6. 30 wt.% EPS prepared at 24 KV , A:SEM image B:Histogram.

Figure 7. 30 wt.% EPS prepared at 30 KV , A:SEM image B:Histogram
Table 1. Electro-spinning voltages with average fiber diameter of EPS membranes
Electrospinning Voltages (KV)

Average Fiber Diameter (𝞵m)

10
12
15
18
24
30

There is no electrospun membrane at this voltage
1.25 ± 0.25
1.75 ± 0.25
2.25 ± 0.25
4.25 ± 0.25
4.75 ± 0.25
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4.3. Thickness test
Table (2) illustrates decreasing the membranes thickness with increasing the voltage of electrospinning device. With constant conditions of electro-spinning process, the thickness of the electrospun membranes was decreased with increasing the applied voltage during the electro-spinning.
Decreasing the membranes thicknesses may be related to increasing the electrical conductivity of the
polymeric solution with increasing the applied voltage. Lower deposition rate of electro-spun fibers on
the collector was attributed to polymeric fibers repulsion in higher conductive solutions that leads to
spread over large areas and finally the produced film will be thinner. Our results agreed with [31, 32,
33]. Indeed, any enhancement for the electrical conductivity for polymeric solutions results in higher
charge density on the surface of the charged jet, and this encourages or promotes the solution jet
stretching as a consequence of higher level of charges.
It is important to mention that the dielectric constant of the electro-spinning solvents plays a very
important role in limiting the amount of available free charges in electro-spinning solution. By using
low dielectric constant solvent such as chloroform, lower amount of charge density will result and
therefore the available charge on the jet surface reduces and weakens the electrostatic repulsive force
(34, 35, 36).
In contrast, our results depend on the use of DMF solvent with high dielectric constant that causes
higher charge density on the jet surface and encourages the electrostatic repulsive forces. Therefore,
with increasing the electro-spinning voltages along with the effect of high dielectric constant of DMF,
higher repulsive forces and lower fibers deposition rate was obtained.
Table 2. Relationship between thickness of electrospun membranes and electrospinning voltage
Electrospinning Voltages (KV)

Thickness of produced electrospun membranes (Cm)

10
12
15
18
24

There is no electrospun membrane at this voltage
0.1379
0.113
0.09889
0.08167

30

0.0511

5. Conclusions:
The experimental results of this paper indicate the following conclusions for EPS electro-spun
membranes.
1. The average fiber’s diameter of the electro-spun membranes increases with increasing the electrospinning voltage.
2. There is no electro-spun membrane produced with 10 KV
3. The thickness of the electro-spun membranes decreases with increasing the electro-spinning voltage
and becomes difficult to produce electro-spun membranes.
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Abstract. The optical design process includes a myriad of tasks that the designer must be
performed and consider in the process of optimizing the performance of the optical system. In
this article, a design based on four groups of materials for a multilayer dielectric cold mirror:
V2O5 \MgF2, Sic\ MgF2, TiO2\ MgF2, and Al As\ MgF2 where MgF2 represents low refractive
index and other material in each group represent high refractive index. A cold mirrors are a
special dielectric mirrors that reflects the entire visible wavelength band, while the transmitting
infrared wavelength band. These systems of mirrors are constructed for an event angle from 0 °
to 45 ° and are modeled with interference filters-like multi thin layer dielectric coatings. The
results of our work designed shows the mirror based on Al As /MgF2 is the most promising
design for cold mirror with the highest reflection in the visible region and the highest
Transition in the IR region. In the spectrum range of 400-800 nanometers, the average
transmission is much less than 1 %, while the average transmission is 95 percent in the wave
band 800-2500 nanometer.
Key words: Multilayers Coatings, Cold mirror, Characteristic matrix.

1. Introduction
In optical manufactured devices, optical coatings are founded to be an important requirement.
Through changing the direction of propagation, spectrum, the magnitude, phase or polarization, can be
used to match the optical media and regulating the light radiation [1]. These optical coatings consisting
of one or more of thin layers of metal or insulating materials, [2,3] has a number of important
applications in many branches of science and technology [4]. Thin coatings have been used to improve
a glass's color and efficiency of energy and as reflective coatings for a mirror [5]. Thin-layer optics
and many devices such as stop-band filters are a well-advanced technology. The use of multi-layer
insulating thin films has been successfully developed with band pass filters, reflectors and polarizer’s
[6]. Due to their availability, proven reliability and long-term stability, multi-layer dielectric filters are
commonly accepted in optical networks. The filters can be made to have excellent wavelength
stability, making them ideal filters for passive components. In the fact, dielectric filters are sometimes
used to stabilize the wavelength of active ingredients [7]. The optical components consist of multilayers of High and Low refractive indices material of specific thicknesses, consciousness of the
refractive indices and absorption. Multi-layer dielectric filters are based on the concept of multiple
reflections that occur between high and low index material interfaces [8].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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A dielectric mirror, also referred as a Bragg mirror, is a type of mirror consisting of several thin layers
of dielectric material usually deposited on a glass or optical material substrate. This type of a mirror
consists of a several thin layers of an insulating material, which is coated on a glass substrate. The
behavior of such a mirror depends on the constructive interference between the light reflected from the
individual layers. The dielectric mirror can have very high reflection, to better than 99.99%. The
dependence of the wavelength of reflection is used to achieve various special types of mirrors, such as
a hot mirror which reflects longer wavelengths and is transparent at shorter wavelengths [9]. To reflect
a visible light spectrum and transmitted the Infra-Red (IR) wavelengths containing the thermal energy.
Cold mirrors are dialectically coated on a glass substrate. Cold mirrors are used to control the thermal
energy entering temperature sensitive systems, also have an excellent alternative for transmitting the
near infra-red spectrum. Cold mirrors have a sharp cut off between IR and visible light because they
have a dielectric coating that can be controlled it. Its apposite for hot mirror can be defined as a narrow
band multilayer that reflects targeted wavelengths, and transmits visible light. It is a specialized
dielectric mirror, a dichroic filter that reflects the entire visible light spectrum while very efficiently
transmitting infrared wavelengths [10]. This mirror is based on the concept of multiple reflections
between high and low material interfaces [10, 11]. Cold mirrors are used to control thermal energy
entering temperature sensitive systems and are also an excellent alternative for transmitting the infrared spectrum. There are many practical uses for cold mirrors, such as copying machines, medical
instruments , fiber optic lighting and are often used with tungsten lamps which are the source in a
projector or lighting system [6]. Finally cold mirrors can be employed as dichroic beam splitters with
laser systems to reflect visible light wavelengths while transmitting infrared. Cold mirrors can be
designed for an incidence angle ranging between zero and 45° degrees, and are constructed with multilayer dielectric coatings, in a manner similar to interference filters [12]. In this paper, five groups of
materials of: V2O5 \ MgF2, Sic\ MgF2, TiO2\MgF2andAlAs\MgF2 optical coating instead in one stack is
utilized to design cold mirrors has a high reflectance at 550 nm and a low reflectance in IR waveband
at 1100 nm.
2. Simulation Tool
To design interference optical filters open software program "open filter" has been used. This software
calculates optical properties of filters and the state of polarization of electromagnetic (EM) radiation
that can be expressed by the characteristic matrix of the thin film method for calculating the
transmission properties of filters. This software is also utilized to design several multilayer filters [13].
In this program, optimization methods such as injection synthesis is possible (adding an extra layer to
give selective transmission) [1 4].
3. Cold mirror design
The behavior of the total multilayer structure is calculated according to the characteristics of the
individual layers in the stack when optical filters designing [6]. In this article, colds mirrors designing
in the spectrum of 400-2500 nanometer, at the wavelength design 500 nm, by use Open filter software
to transmits the spectrum of interest selectively also to reflects the unwanted spectrum in the visible
spectrum. It used four groups of materials: V2O5 \MgF2, SiC\ MgF2, TiO2\MgF2, and AlAs\MgF2
where MgF2represent low refractive index (1.38) and other material in each group represent a high
refractive indexV2O5(2.3),SiC(2.69), TiO2 (2.88) and AlAs(3.38)[15].To examine the transmission and
reflection of light from layers based on the thickness and form of materials, the open filter uses the
transfer matrix method. Using the needle synthesis process, to optimize the transmission of design
needed at wavelengths (adding small dense layers called needle and transmission analysis prior to
achieving the best results [6].
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4. Theoretical approach
A classical optical filter consists of a number of thin layers of dj thickness and Nj refractive indices
between the incidence and exit media of Ninc and Nex refractive indices, respectively. By using
characteristic matrix method to measure filter optical properties, and discussed in depth in most optical
coatings textbook, such as Macleod [16], the ith layer is represented by:

∏
Where q is the multi -layer, and the product is taken in reverse order since the matrices of upper layers
must be multiplied on the left.
⁄

)(

) ….. 2)

Where δH and δL is phase thicknesses of the High indices, H , and Low indices,
respectively. It can be expressed as:

 L materials

⁄
Where j =H or Land  j is the angles of refraction in the j thlayer. The refractive index is given by an
effective index:
S polarization state
⁄

P polarization state

 j is the effective index and 

is the angle of incidence.
The amplitude transmission coefficient of the thin layers is:

| |
Where Re is the real part, * denotes the complex conjugate and T optical transmittance.
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5. Results and Discussion
In this research, the stack of design Air [1.15(0.35H L 0.5H)^5 2L] glass of cold mirror where H
represents the high quarter wave of optical thickness and L represent the low quarter wave of optical
thickness with λ°=500 nm. Cold mirror was obtained by using four groups of materials (V2O5 \ MgF2,
SiC\ MgF2, TiO2\ MgF2andAlAs\ MgF2 ) with a number of layers are12 layer only. The best result as
shown in Figure 1 using AlAs\ MgF2with transmission is less than 0.01, so that it has been found at
the high variance in refractive indexes i.e., high to low refractive index ratio, sharp cut off between IR
and visible light can be achieved and obtained a better optical performance of cold mirror. In all the
designs for dielectrics stack of cold mirror, It's found that optical performance of the AlAs\ MgF2
formation shows better results with a desired spectral purity, side part pulses (pass-band oscillations)
is low in compared to other groups. Also these mirror formation have a smooth transmitted in the
spectral range from 399.5 -786.3 nm and above 800 nm 100% 96.5%, respectively as shown in
Figure 1. It can be seen the summary of results for the optical performance at normal incidence angle
of multilayers with different groups shown in Table 1.

Figure 1. The Optical performance cold mirror at normal incidence using stacks Air [1.15(0.35H L
0.5H) ^5 2L] glass.
Table 1. Optical performance of Multilayers for different groups.
Optical performance at normal incidence angle
Multilayers with different
ratio(nH/nL)

V2O5(2.3) /MgF2(1.38)
SiC(2.69) /MgF2(1.38)
TiO2(2.88) /MgF2(1.38)
AlAs(3.38) /MgF2(1.38)

Index
R% over the spectral range T% over the NIRVis-spectral
(nm) spectral region at
region
at
1100nm
500nm

100
100

100 300-668
95.8
414-758
93.3
100 406-758.077
94.2
399.5-786.3

96.58

The effect of angle of incident was studied on the optical efficiency of the cold mirror. Where the
transmittance has been calculated according to the effects of the incident angles for the materials using
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equations (7), as illustrated in Figure 2. It has been noticed weak effect showing of the optical
performance of the cold mirror at the angle of incident of un-polarized light is equal to (  = 0°, 20°,
25°, 30°).

Figure 2. The Optical performance cold mirror at incidence angle of 0°, 20°, 25°, 30°.

When the incident angle of un-polarized light increased (  =35°, 40° and 45°) it has been noticed the
optical performance of these mirrors becomes better as shown in Figure 3. The angles of incidences
are increased, a central spectrum for the cold mirror design changes to the lower wavelengths. At the
incident angle of the light increased from 0o to 45°transmitted range change from 790 to 662nm .Then
it's possible to obtaining a good optical performance of the cold mirror for different angles and is not
limited to the angle of incidence of 45 and zero. For all designs, the optical transmittance is
determined by angle of incidence. It can be seen the summary of the results for the optical
performance at oblique incident angle of un-polarized light shown in Table 2.
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Figure 3. The optical performance cold mirror at incidence angle of 0°, 35°, 40°, 45°.

Table2. Optical performance for oblique incident angle of un-polarized light.
Angle
of Transmittance%
incidence(°)
S Pol.
Waveband (nm)
P Pol. Waveband(nm)
20
25
30
35
40
45

0-95.5
0-95
0-94.4
0-93
0-92.1
0-89.5

(391.8-790.01)
(385.1-782.3)
(380.2-775.4)
(375-766.56)
(372.4-764.3)
(357-762.86)

0-96.8
0-97.2
0-98.2
0-98.8
0-99
0-99.8

(395-770.2)
(391-758.01)
(386-751.4)
(382-740.2)
(377-725.1)
(372-694.1)

6. Conclusions
Here optical designs of a multilayer cold mirror have been carried out to calculate the optical
performance of optimum designing of four groups of materials (V2O5 \ MgF2, SiC\ MgF2, TiO2\ MgF2
and AlAs\ MgF2) with number of layers 12 layer. The stack of AlAs\ MgF2optical coating is optimal
design with a desirable spectral purity and small ripples in the transmittance band in compared to other
groups and reflects greater than 96.5%, in the visible waveband 399.5-786.3 nm and transmit highly
above 800nm. Moreover, the relative phase change between s- and p-polarized and a transmittance
band by means of adjusting reflectance and interference orders can be adjusted by varying the index
ratio .Finally, it can achieve optimum optical efficiency of a cold mirror for different angles and is not
limited to the incidence angles of 45 and zero.
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Abstract. In this study, titanium dioxide (TiO2) pure and doped prepared with tungsten at 5, 7
and 9 %, using pulse laser ablation method. The influence of different doping ratio of tungsten
investigated on the structural properties and optical properties. X-ray measurement showed that
the crystal size was increased by increasing doped concentration. From UV- visible data it has
been found that the tungsten doping leads to a change in the optical band gap. ApplicationTiO 2
as photo catalyst was studied on the degradation of methylene blue (MB) dye under UV
illumination, which revealed the highest degradation of MB at a ratio of 9%.
Keywords: Titanium dioxide, tungsten oxide, PLA, Photo- catalyst.

1. Introduction
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is abundant in nature, safe with high optical transparency and largeenergy
band gap [1]. Nanoparticles TiO2 are chemically and biologically stable and are of low-cost, so
employed as photocatalysts [2]. Photocatalytic technology has shown great potential as aninexpensive,
environmentally-friendly, and sustainable technology; and it has been highly research [3]. ZnO, WO3,
and TiO2 are semiconductors. They also can be used as a photocatalyst and non-toxic materials for the
human beings for that used as antibacterial, plants andanimals [4]. The TiO2 is the optimum active
photocatalyst under photon energy of 300 nm< l <390 nm and it remains stable after the repeated
catalytic cycles, whereas Cds or GaP are degraded along to produce toxic products [5].
Pulsed laser ablationin liquid (PLAL) can produce the extreme conditions and lead to the formation of
the novel nanostructures and for that, it has attracted large interest [6]. Also, the simple experimental
set-up and one-step fabrication process make laser ablation in liquid (LAL) an alternative choice to the
traditional wet-chemical methods [7]. Tungsten oxide nanostructures have a wide variety of
applications [8]. Tungsten oxide is a semiconductor and it has indirect wide band gap of 2.2 to 2.8 eV
[9]. TiO2 photocatalyst, which produces free radicals on its surfaces by adequate light activation, has
cometo utilization such as self-cleaning [10]. The degradation of the dye depends on thetime of
illumination, and the absorption intensity gradually reduced with the increase of illumination time [1112].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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2. Experimental part
2.1 preparing of samples
Target of titanium plat and tungsten plate using to prepare nanoparticle by pulse laser ablation
method. Nd:YAG laser was used with wavelength (532nm), frequency (1 Hz) ,voltage (900 volt) and
(2000 pulse),(5 ml) distilled water (DW) has been putted in container and (Ti) target immersed in
DW to control the nanoparticle and to reduce thetarget heat. Same conditions using with both targets
(Ti) and (W), after preparing nanoparticle as collide in DW the solution deposited as thin films by
drop casting method. Tungsten using as impurities, the doping concentrations were 5%, 7% and 9%
calculated volumetrically. Titanium and tungsten solutions were mixed by usingmagnetic stirrer for 30
mints. After that it was depositedusingthe drop casting method on cleaning glass substrates ( 2x2 cm2 )
at temperature about (90 ±10) Cᵒ.
2.2 Evaluation of photocatalytic activity
The photocatalytic activity of pure TiO2 and doped with W was tested by the degradation of (MB)
dye under the irradiation light (254 nm). Initially the mixture solution was stirred about 30 min in dark
to obtain the adsorption equilibrium. The area of the samples 2x 2 cm2 soaked in a 20 ml of MB to be
the amount of total solution 100 ml and weight of MB 0.001g. The optimum absorption peak of MB at
666 nm used to estimate the remaining concentration of MB [10]. Plotted the ratio of remained to
initial absorption of MB against irradiation time (30, 60, 90 and 120 min) to evaluate the
photocatalytic degradation and calculated the percentage degradation of MB.
3. Results and dissection
X-ray diffraction patterns of theTiO2doped with W (5%, 7% and 9%)are presented Figure (1). It can
be seen that, in general, all the samples are crystalline. The pure TiO2 is in the form of rutile phase and
all the films of W-doped TiO2 are mainly in rutile phase and appear phase of tungsten and anatase
phase of TiO2 together in the same location that give indicate about effect of dopant on the structural
properties.
The small dissimilar ionic radius of WO3 (0.62 Å) to that of Ti4+ (0.68 Å) could be the reason for
unstabilizing TiO2 in the form of rutile phase by replacing some portion of Ti 4+ ions in TiO2 lattice
byWO3+. The crystallite size was calculated by scherer equation, are (26.5 nm), (32.2 nm),(38.6 nm)
and (51 nm) of pure and doped (5,7 and9 % )respectively that indicate the impurities is not
substitutional.
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Figure 1. The effect of doping concentrations (5, 7 and 9 % WO3) on X-RD results of TiO2.
Figure 2 displays FESEM images obtained from different doped concentrations which indicates the
crystal sizes are in nanometer range for all films. Pure TiO2 appears as spherical particles
homogeneous in size and shape; after doped by ratio 5% the shape and size of particles will differ but
keeps in nano range, when doped concentration increased to 7% and 9%, the films appear more
homogenous with look of WO3 particles in the films surfaces.
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3

4
Figure 2. FESEM images of 1) pure TiO2,2) doped 5%, 3) doped 7% and 4) doped 9%.

Figure 3 demonstrates the transmittance of undoped and doped films, transmittance decreases with
increase of dopant ratio, and that is a result of creating a new energy level between valance band and
conduction band inversely with the absorption. The response of TiO2to visible light increases after
doping with tungsten and it shows a red shift (towards higher wavelength). From the invers relation
between transmittance and absorption that indicate the reduction of energy gap with doped .The red
shift of the absorption curve leads to decrease in the energy band gap and also the recombination rate,
which a result to the enhanced photocatalytic activity. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the energy
band gap decreases with increase of dopant ratio, shift towards the visible range, which reveals
increasing tungsten ratio. The red shift of the band gap caused by the presence of tungsten can be
evaluated as being moderate, with the absorbance limit shifted.
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Figure 3. Explain WO3 ratio on the transmittances.
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Figure 4. Explanation of the effect of doping ratio on the energy gap.
The degradation of MB dye was watched by measuring the change in absorbance as a function to the
illumination time. Figure 5 explains the effect of change in illumination time on the ratio (9%). In
from the Figure 5 de-colorization of MB happened after 30 min of illumination in the presence of Wdoped TiO2 and atmospheric oxygen.The reduction in the absorption of MB with illumination time is
accustoming to the changes of the molecular structure of the dye.
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Figure 5. Explaination of the effect of illumination time on the absorption for titanium doped with
tungsten at ratio 9%.
Photodegradation of MB is illustrated in Figure 6. MB concentration changes with increasing
irradiated time.The decomposition of MB increase with increasing the tungsten concentration at the
same time. The effects of surface area, crystal structureand ratio of dopant have been providing
rational explanations for the photocatalytic activities observed.The degradation efficiency of MB
increase by increasing the illumination time and dopant ratio that appear in Figure 7.
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Figure 6. Photodegradation of MB under UV irradiation and time irradiation with different doped
concentrations.
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Figure 7. Degradation efficiency of MB using different ratio of W.

4. Conclusions
In this study, synthesis nano titanium dioxide by PLA method pure and doped (tungsten) and
applied as photocatylist. The crystal size increased with increased ratio of doped.From FESEM, the
grain size for all films in nanometer range.The increasing in doped concentration resultedin high
homogenous with appeared WO3 particles in the films surface. UV–vis spectra showed increased in
the absorptionpeaks with dopant ratio.Decreasing the energy gap increased the photocatalytic
activities. The addition of WO3 as a dopant in all samples resulted in an enhancement in photocatalytic
activity. From the results of photocatalytic appear optimum photocatalytic performances at dopant
ratio of 9%. Also better photo degradationrate and degradation efficiency appear at the same dopant
ratio.
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Abstract. Thermal conductivity is one of the basic physical phenomena that can affect matter
in heat quantities and explain what happens during the heat transfer process. The work
indicates to the importance of investigate for effect of filler material Bentonite and ZrO2 on the
thermal properties of polyvinyl chloride as a binder material with ratio of 3% compared with
the ratio of Zirconium Oxide which was in the limits (0%, 5%, 10%, 15%) besides Bentonite,
the burn process was carried out at various temperatures 800,900,1000,1100 and1200 oC. The
results showed a decrease in the values of thermal conductivity from (0.5-0.3 W/m.K) when
adding zirconium oxide, while increasing the percentage of the Bentonite with increasing and
the burning temperature led to the increment of thermal conductivity for the prepared samples.

Keywords: Thermal conductivity, polyvinyl chloride, zirconium oxide, polymer composite

1. Introduction
Polymeric materials are among the important materials in the industry for many reasons, the
most important of which is ease of manufacture and cheap price, light weight, good chemical
specifications that are not present in ceramic and metallic materials, but after technological
development, especially in the field of space industries and the manufacture of cars, airplanes and
boats, the need increased to manufacture materials with specifications In particular, attention has
turned to the manufacture of composite materials, including polymeric composites. Most of the
polymeric composite materials were the reinforcement material with ceramic or glass materials in the
form of fibers or powder, where many previous studies were conducted to learn about changing the
thermal properties of the composites of polymeric materials with changing the type and quantity of the
reinforcement material added [1].
The aim of this study is to study the thermal conductivity of polymeric material and the effect of
temperature on the thermal conductivity of matter, as the thermal conductivity is one of the basic
physical phenomena through which it can be studied and how a substance is affected by heat.

2. Experimental details
2.1 Theoretical part
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Thermal conductivity is a phenomenon of thermal transfer, in which energy is transferred from
one location to another due to irritation of the atoms or molecules of the material due to a change in
the temperature of the medium, but the conductivity mechanism in the solid materials differs from it in
the liquid and from it in gases as well as differs in the conductive materials from the insulating
materials. The thermal conductivity of the insulating materials has been measured on the principle of
the thermal conductivity of the samples in the form of a large diameter disk relative to thickness.
When there is a thermal gradient (dT/dX) during a physical medium in the direction (x) the average of
thermal conductivity resulting from the difference in temperature a cross the vertical cross-sectional
area of the heat flow is given by:[2]
( )
Since (K) represents the constant of proportionality and is called thermal conductivity and is a
measure of the process of thermal selection across the material, negative sign means that the flow of
heat towards the lower temperature, and the addition of negative sign in the equation is useful in
making K a positive quantity, and other forms of the equation above the formula The following
( )
It represents the basic equation for thermal conductivity, which is known as the Fourier equation,
and from equation (1) the thermal conductivity is defined as the amount of heat that passes through the
unit area of the material per unit of time where the thermal conductivity is proportional to the
difference between the temperatures of the external surfaces of the material and is inversely
proportional to the thickness, so The average of heat flow is not dependent on the absolute
temperature, but on the difference in the temperature of the two sides
One of the practical methods used to calculate the value of the thermal conductivity of the
insulating solid l is to expose one of the sides of the samples to a heat source and calculate the
temperature at the opposite side, as the sample is placed in a thermal gradient so that the flow of heat
that reaches the other side is balanced Thus, the thermal properties are calculated by calculating the
influencing factors and from the methods used in measuring the thermal conductivity is the stacked
disk system, or the technique of heat flow in a cylinder, and since the temperature passing through the
sample is the average amount of heat passing through the disk and thus the formula will be:[3]

K

T2  T1
dS

  E [T1  2 (d1  1 d S )T1 
r

4

1
d S T2 ].......... .......... ..... (3)
2r

Where
ds: thickness of the disc
r: disk radius
k: the thermal conductivity of the disk S
T1: face temperature A
T2: face temperature B
T3: face temperature C
The value of E can also be calculated from the power supplied to the heating coil (H), so it is:

H  IV  r 2 E(T1  T3 )  2rE d1T1  1 2 d S (T1  T2 )  d 2T2  d 3T3 ....... (4)

Since V is the difference in voltage passing through the coil (Volt) and the current I Amp).)
After calculating the value of E, it is substituted in equation (3). Thus, we obtain the thermal
conductivity value (K) for the sample to be examined in units (W/m.K).
2.2 Materials used in research
2.2.1 Bentonite
Bentonite is an impure clay composed mainly of montmorillonite or calcium silicate oxide and is
found in the form of powder in a gray color does not smell it.
The Bentonite or volcanic mud is a commercial name for a special type of clay consists mainly of
mineral smectite .Bentonite are plenty of minerals including calcium, magnesium, silica, sodium,
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copper, iron and potassium, the result is the processes of transformation of volcanic glass and mainly
of hydrolytic silicate [4].
2.2.2 Zirconium Oxide
Zirconium Oxide is a single crystalline substance that transform to a tetra material increase of
temperature and characteristics depend on the degree of stability and the amount of stability and
quality of raw materials included in its composition and a zirconia used in this research prepared by (
fluka chemie AG-CH 9770 Buchs) And its purity 99.9% [5-6].
2.2.3 Polyvinyl chloride
It is a widely used plastic material and The designation is abbreviated as PVC and it is used in a
lot of applications and has been used in many industries as insulating material for electric wires, floor
coverings, bottling industry, auto industry and it has distinctive characteristics in terms of high
electrical insulation, strong abrasion resistance, low moisture absorption and good flexibility[7-8] .
2.3 The method of work
The basic material used in this work is bentonite powder with a granular size 75µm, and
zirconium of Indian origin was added with a granular size of 100µm≥ for the purpose of improving the
properties of the composite with weight ratios (5,10,15 wt%) to the bentonite powder as shown in
Table(1)[9-10].
The materials were prepared and weighed with a sensitive scale and the granular size was
measured by using special sieves for this purpose in the laboratory, the samples were also mixed using
a mechanical mixer for two hours, and then the PVC binder was added in a percentage of (3%) and the
samples were formed by Semi-dry pressing method and using a hydraulic press with a diameter of (40
mm) under a pressure of (25 MPa ) and a period of time of (2 min), the sintering process was carried
out using an electric furnace at normal atmospheric pressure and temperatures
(800,900,1000,1100,1200) oC for a period of two hours .
For the purpose of measuring the thermal conductivity of the samples, a Lee’s disk was used to
calculate the thermal conductivity of the insulation materials using the device manufactured by
(Griffen and George). The thermal conductivity was calculated using the equation(1) as explained in
figures (1-6) that show the effect of added zirconium oxide on the thermal conductivity of the samples
prepared from the compound at different temperatures.
Table 1. shows the weight ratios involved in the formation of the Bent-ZrO2
material Matrix
(Bentonite)

Add Material
(ZrO2)

Symbol

100
95

0
5

A
B

90
85

10
15

C
D

3. Results and Discussion
It's noted from Figures 1-5, that the addition of zirconium oxide led to a decrease in thermal
conductivity of the materials and continues to decrease with the increase of the added ratio and the
thermal conductivity is also increased by increasing the Bentonite content from (4-12)%.Where the
thermal conductivity of the samples prepared was measured by the law of the thermal conductivity of
the equation (3) of the figures, which shows the conductivity decrease due to the defect of the
supported and added material with granules of the base material to obtain a homogeneous distribution
and thus its spread easily among them and which led to obstruction the heat transfer and thus reducing
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the amount thermal conductivity increases the values of weight fractures, as the presence of interfaces
leads to impeding the movement of waves and the transfer of energy becomes a difficult process due
to the discontinuity of the structure and the loss of part of its energy during the transition from the base
material to the strengthening as shown in Table 1 [11-13].
Figures 6, 7 and 8 indicated that conductivity increased with increasing temperature and gave
higher values as the insulating materials are affected at high temperatures by phonons, which represent
the vibrations of the crystal lattice and are responsible for the transfer of heat in solid insulating
materials, so the phonon collision process with another is considered an important process at those
degrees at which the number of phonons participating in the collision process increases and this means
that the thermal conductivity in this case depends entirely on the average of the free path of the
phonons (the average distance traveled by two phonons for each successive collision) Whereas,
phonons are the single transmitters of energy and it has a major role in the conduction process and all
kinds of solid materials at high temperatures [14-15].

Figure 1.Thermal conductivity for Zirconia at
800 oC

Figure 2. Thermal conductivity for Zirconia
at 900 oC

Figure 3. Thermal conductivity for Zirconia
at 1000 oC

Figure 4. Thermal conductivity for Zirconia
at 1100 oC

Figure 5. Thermal conductivity for Zirconia
at 1200 oC

Figure 6. Thermal conductivity for Zirconia
for burn degree at ratio 12%
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Figure 7. Thermal conductivity for Zirconia
for burn degree at ratio 8%

Figure 8. Thermal conductivity for Zirconia
for burn degree at ratio 4%

4. Conclusions
1- The rate of addition of zirconium oxide granules resulted in a decrease in the thermal
conductivity values of the polymeric compounds from (0.65 W/m.K) to(0.34 W/m.K) .
2- The thermal conductivity values increase with increasing the content of Bentonite from
(0.34 W/m.K) to (0.68 W/m.K) .
3- The increase in the burning temperature led to an increase in the conductivity of all the
samples, and they became of high density and low porosity, which resulted from the
participation of phonons in the thermal conductivity at high temperatures.
4- The ratio of the strengthening material and the interfaces between the phases of the
composite material are the reason for the low conductivity values of the polymeric
compounds.
5- In the thermal conductivity test, the polymeric composite gave the highest values of
thermal conductivity by increasing the burning temperature due to its influence with phonons,
crystal grid vibrations, and the free path rate of the phonon.
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Abstract. The calculation of charged particles density in Extensive Air Showers (EAS) that
reach the earth's surface is described through estimating the lateral distribution function (LDF)
at very high energies of different primary particles. The simulation of LDF is performed
through the simulator of air shower which is called AIR-shower Extended Simulations
(AIRES) system (2.8.4a version). The LDF simulation is performed for different charged
particles like the muons, electron-positron pair production and all charged particles as well as
gamma rays at very high energies (1016, 1018 and 1019) eV. The influence of the primary
energies, primary particles (such as the proton and the iron nuclei) and the zenith angle (θ) on
the charged particles LDF that generated in the EAS has been taken into the account. The
calculation of charged particles LDF is fulfilled using “Nishimura-Kamata-Greisen” (NKG)
function. The LDF using NKG function is compared with that simulated using AIRES system
and gave a good agreement at high energies for (electron and positron) secondary particles,
which were initiated by the primary proton.

Keywords: Cosmic rays, lateral distribution function, extensive air showers, AIRES, NKG
function.

1. Introduction
The Cosmic rays (CRs) are particles hitting the earth atmosphere at a rate of about (103 particles/m2
Sec). They are distinguished by their high energies. Most CRs are relativistic, having energies
comparable to or somewhat greater than their masses [1, 2]. A high-energy CRs study are one of the
most challenging in astroparticle physics fields. High energy CRs in the EAS detection are produced
in the atmospheric Earth [3, 4]. The EAS are electromagnetic radiation cascade and ionized particles
which generated in atmosphere via interaction of a primary CRs together with a nucleus of an atom in
the air. Then, it produce a massive amount of the secondary particles like the electrons-positrons pair
production, muons, neutrons, as well as gamma-rays, etc [3, 5]. This point of cascade development
may be defined as maximum shower [6]. LDF of the charged particle in EAS is the amount required to
observe the cosmic radiation of the Earth, which is often derived from EAS observations [3]. The
parameter used to describe the lateral density shape can be called the parameter of the lateral profile of
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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NKG function “Nishimura - Kamata - Greisen function” [7, 8]. It is so important in order to perform
an extensive numerical simulation of an EAS to infer the properties of the elementary cosmic ray that
results in it. The number of charged particles ultra high energy CRs may be so massive and it may
exceed the (1010 particles), so these processes require highly complex computing resources to
understand and simulate them [9, 10]. Because shower growth is a complex random process, LDF
depends on many independent parameters. Simulations are often used to describe the entire event from
the first interaction until the electronic signal is registered to the detectors. The Monte Carlo technique
is used to simulate LDF from EAS [11]. The current calculations results illustrate that the density of
charged particles that reach the surface of the Earth, like the electron-positron pair production, muons,
and all the charged particles, as well as gamma-rays by simulating the LDF. It is performed via
utilizing the system of Monte Carlo AIRES at the ultrahigh energies (1016, 1018 and 1019) eV. The LDF
was calculated for different formulas of NKG and was compared with that simulated using AIRES
system.
2. Theory
2.1. Lateral Distribution Function (LDF)
LDF of the charged particles in the EAS is a required quantity of the Earth's observations of CRs.
Also, it is an important quantity for CRs from the surveillance of a ground, that are mostly derived
from the EAS observables [12]. Experimentally, studying of EAS can be achieved on the ground
surface detectors, also underground and at numerous mountain rising via determining several
quantities of the LDF, such as a density of the charged particles that produced in EAS as the function
of the distance from the shower core. The LDF can be described as the shower structure of cascade at
different atmospheric depths [13, 14]. An expression which is widely utilized to describe the form of
LDF is a lateral shape parameter in the NKG-function [7, 8]. In 1950, Kamata and Nishimura
approached an approximated analytical equation for the angular and lateral distribution of the shower
particles in an approximation of cascade B theory that made by Nishimura-Kamata function.
Practically, the commonly used approximation of the results of calculation proposed by Greisen, that
was called (NKG-function), which summarized the research of the average characteristics of
multidimensional cascades (mainly electron-photon) at ultrahigh energy CRs [15].
In 1958 Kamata and Nishimura have solved the equations of Landau for LDF of photons and
electrons in the (approximation B) of the cascade theory. A solution evaluated in Moliere units appears
to be the shower age function
, characterizing the cascade development solved the Landau's
equations have been reached to [7, 8]:
⁄

(

)

(

)

…………. (1)

Where is a distance from a shower core
is Moliere radius and is the shower age. In EAS
there are hadrons, muons, photons and electrons, so that NKG-function can't directly be applied: a
lateral distribution form, at least, is the function of zenith angle and energy. Therefore, there may be
the distance of the core shower interval for the given essential energy (Eo), where one can neglect the
contribution of muons and hadrons to the measured charged particles density and where approximately
the LDF form is just the shower age function.
The lateral distribution of an electromagnetic cascade can be parameterized by the NKG-function
[7, 8]:
……. (2)
where

is the normalizing factor which is given by [16]:
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......... (3)
is the electrons density as a function of the distance from the shower core;
at sea level
equal to 78 m; the shower age parameter (s), where the NKG-function is valid for the range 0.8 < <
1.6;
is a total number of electrons in EAS that is given as [9]:
*

……...........… (4)

+

The electromagnetic cascade produces approximately most of the charged particles in the EAS and
through the ionization of the electron that most of the shower energy is dissipated [17]. The results of
analytical parameterizations of Monte Carlo calculations and the cascade equations solution for LDF
of the electron in the air showers are depended on the function of NKG [18]. NKG function was
applied with distinct sets of parameters for many years for LDF description for different components
of EAS. The LDF of electrons can be expressed in a form [18]:
(

)

(

)

(

)

…… (5)

3. The Results and Discussion
3.1. LDF Simulation using AIRES System
AIRES, a set of different programs and subroutines which are utilized for EAS simulations of
particles interaction development, that initiated after high energy primary CRs interacting with the
nuclei of air in atmosphere and manage all associated output data [19]. The AIRES system can
provides a complete propagation of particles in the true medium in the atmosphere, through observing
the Earth’s curvature and the geomagnetic field features [19]. Many particles can be taken into the
consideration via the simulations utilizing the AIRES system like: electron-positron pair production,
muons and gamma rays. In EAS, the incident primary particles, may be proton, iron nuclei or other
particles with extremely high energies up to (1021) eV [19].
Figs. 1 and 2 display the simulated lateral density of many secondary’s as a function of (the
distance from the shower core) to the surface of Earth by using AIRES system with thinning energy
(the ratio between the energy of secondary particles to the energy of primary particles) ( =10-7
Relative) of primary particles (proton and iron nuclei), respectively. The effect of the primary energies
(1016, 1018 and 1019) e and zenith angles (θ
, 1 , 3 and 45) was ta en into account density of
secondary charged particles which are produced in the EAS. Through these figures, it can be noticed
that the lateral density of different particles increases with increasing the primary particle energies and
the density of many particles and decreases with the increasing of distance from the shower core. Figs.
1 and 2 display the possibility for distinguishing the direction and spreading the inclined primary
particles on detectors in EAS arrays through the variation of zenith angles and types of primary
particles.
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Fig.1. Effects of primary energies of primary (p) on densities of secondary particles at various zenith
angles (θ
, 1 , 3 and 45).
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Fig.2. Effects of primary energies of primary (Fe) on densities of secondary particles at various zenith
angles (θ
, 1 , 3 and 45).

3.2. Comparison between the simulated LDF of primary proton and iron nuclei
Fig. 3 demonstrates the comparison between the simulated LDF of the primary proton with that
simulated for iron nuclei using AIRES system with the thinning energy ( =10-7 Relative). This
figure present a very interesting point of particles such as gamma, (electron-positron pair production),
muons and all charged particles which are initiated via the primary proton and iron nuclei at the
energies (1016, 1018 and 1019) eV and zenith angle (θ
, 1 , 3 and 45), which are very close to each
other. Through the comparison one can demonstrates the possibility for reconstruction the type and
energy of the EAS primary particles.
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Fig.3. The comparison lateral density of the secondary particles that were initiated by primary (p and
Fe) at energies (1016, 1018 and 1019e ) and zenith angle (θ
, 1 , 3 and 45).
3.3. The comparison between NKG function and simulated LDF
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the estimated LDF that performed using AIRES system with
the results of NKG function that obtained from the equation (5). This figure demonstrates that the
results gave a good agreement simulated data by AIRES system for electron and positron particles,
which are initiated by primary proton at the energies (1016, 1018 and 1019) eV with thinning energy
( = 10-7 Relative) for vertical showers.
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Fig. 4. Comparison between the simulated LDF with the results obtained using the NKG function.
4. Conclusions
In the present work, the effects of EAS are described by estimating the LDF at very high energies
of different cosmic ray particles. The charged particles LDF like electron-positron pair production,
muons, gamma rays and all charged particles that reach the Earth's surface was simulated utilizing the
AIRES system for the two primaries (p and Fe) at very high energies. The influence of the primary
particles, the energies, thinning energy and the zenith angle (θ) on the lateral densities of produced
charged particles in EAS is taken into consideration. The simulation of lateral structure of the charged
particles that reaches the Earth's surface demonstrates the capability for determining the primary
cosmic ray particle and its primary energy. A significant feature of a current work is the creation of the
library of samples of lateral structure which can be used to analyze real events of EAS that have been
detected and also registered in the arrays of EAS.
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Abstract: Wurtzite hexagonal Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoorods and nanonails arrays have been
successfully fabricated and deposited on glass substrates pre-coated with ZnO seed layer using
a simple hydrothermal method. The influence of annealing temperatures of on the
morphological, structural and optical properties was studied. The size and shape of the
nanostructures and the band gap energy depend on the deposition temperature of ZnO thin films
have been studied. The optical energy band gaps of ZnO were calculated to be 3.25 eV and 3.26
eV for the samples annealed at 300°C and 350°C respectively. The XRD results show the
formation of wurtzite hexagonal ZnO structures for nanonails and nanorods arrays with
prominent (002) orientation. The c/a ratio of 1.6033 is close to the ideal value for hexagonal cell
around 1.633. The transmittance of the films is about 80% in the visible range. The (EDX)
analysis identified the pure ZnO phase with a ratio of Z:O = 1:1.
Keywords: ZnO nanostructures, Annealing temperature, FE-SEM, XRD, Optical Band gap,
Transmittance.

1. Introduction
Due to their unique electrical, optical, photonic and mechanical properties, semiconductor
nanomaterials have been a rapidly growing area of research [1, 2]. One dimensional nanostructure such
as nanonails appeared the most appealing sensing materials for developing gas sensor devices, since 1D,
ZnO possess a good sensitivity and fast response time [3]. Nanowire, nanotubes and nanoribbons [4]
have been widely studied for their important applications due to their unique optical and electrical
characteristics. ZnO nanostructure is an important II–VI semiconductor, and it possesses a high electronhole binding energy of 60 meV, with a direct band-gap about 3.37 eV, and as a result they have been
used in sensors, lasers, displays, solar cells, field emissions, and photocatalysis [5–9]. Various
techniques such as precipitation process, spray pyrolysis [10], thermal decomposition [11] and
hydrothermal process [12] have been used to fabricate ZnO nanrods [13]. ZnO could be easily grown;
and it is suitable for industrial and medical applications due to its diverse properties which depend on
their morphology [14]. The well-adjusted arrays of ZnO rods were grown by a simple hydrothermal
method on glass substrate using autoclave, and the samples are post annealed at different annealing
temperatures. It is familiar that hydrothermally grown ZnO nanostructures have many imperfects due to
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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their growth temperatures [15]. Therefor the qualities of ZnO nanostructures have been improved by
reducing the defects via thermal treatment process of the synthesized thin films. The results illustrate
the well oriented ZnO naorods and nanonails arrays grown directly on glass substrate, as well as the
effect of annealing temperature on ZnO nanostructures, size, shape and band gap energies with the use
of seed layers as pre coating layers without any catalysts or surfactants at high temperature of 180 OC of
the autoclave.
2. Experimental
2.1. Preparation of ZnO Seed Layers
The solution prepared from mixing of Zinc acetate dehydrate (CH3COO)2.H2O with a concentration of
(10mM) into 50 ml ethanol and stirred ultrasonically for 15 minutes. The solution was deposited by
drop casting on top of cleaned glass substrates and dried on a hot plate at 80°C for 2 minutes. Finally,
all the films were annealed by using a hot plate in air at 350 °C for 30 minutes to improve the film
adhesion to the substrate. Vertical alignment of ZnO nanonails and nanorods were also improved by
annealing process of ZnO seeds. ZnO film growth was conducted by using hydrothermal process.
2.2 Growth of ZnO nanonails and nanorods
After ZnO seed layer deposition, the seeded substrates were placed vertically in an autoclave which
contained a growth solution at 180 °C for 6 hours in an oven; taking into account that the seed laye’sr
substrates were facing downward. The growth solution prepared from mixing each of
hexamethylenetetramine and Zinc nitrate hexahydrate of the same molarity of (25 mM) into 50 ml
deionized water and the mixture stirred ultrasonically for 15 minutes. After the growth operation, the
samples were rinsed by deionized water (DW), to remove the inorganic residuals from the surface of the
films. Finally, all the films were annealed by using a hot plate at 300 and 350°C for 90 min.
2.3 Characterization
The structural composition of the films was examined by using X-ray (6000 XRD, Cu-kα beam of
λ=1.54). The morphologies of all samples were inquired by field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FE-SEM; Model Mira3-XMU, TESCAN, Japan). And the thin films composition was analysed by EDX
technique. The optical transmittance of the samples was evaluated in the wavelength range of 200–900
nm by double beam UV- visible spectroscopy -2600 from Shimadzu Co. Japan.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. XRD analysis
Fig.1 represents X-ray pattern for zinc oxide nanostructure prepared by hydrothermal route. Annealed
samples have polycrystalline hexagonal (wurtzite) structures. 2θ has three strong peaks observed at
31.76°, 34.45° and 36.25° attributable to ZnO (100), (002) and (101) crystal planes, respectively, (in
agreement with ICDD card No. 036-1451 for ZnO). The strong ZnO diffraction peak (002) agrees with
the highly oriented c-axis growth along this direction which was observed in the FE-SEM images to be
shown later. From Fig. 1, we also observe that the intensity of (002) peak decreased with increasing
annealing temperature up to 350℃, which means that the sample annealed at 300℃ has better crystal
quality than that annealed at 350℃. This is due to the heat treatment the films were exposed to which is
compatible with the previous study[16].
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of the annealed ZnO nanonails and nanorods at annealing temperatures 300
and 350℃ respectively.
Table 1. Estimated structure parameters with dislocation density of (002) peak position
Annealing Temperature (℃)

D (nm)

𝑎𝑜(

Ǻ)

co ( Ǻ)

Ratio
co⁄ 𝑎𝑜

Dislocation Density
𝛿 x 1014 (𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 2 /𝑚2 )

300
350

43.097
43.519

3.2498
3.2505

5.2104
5.2117

1.60329
1.60335

5.3840
5.2801

Table 1 compares two samples annealed at 300℃ and 350℃ which estimate the structure parameters
with dislocation density for the most prominent peak position (002).
The lattice parameters (𝑎𝑜 and co) are calculated from the relation [17]
𝑎
𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 =
(1)
𝑙2 𝑎2
√4⁄3

ℎ 2 +𝑘 2 +ℎ𝑘+ 2
𝑐

Crystal lattice parameters for thin films annealed at a temperature of 300℃ are 𝑎𝑜 = 3.2498 Å, co =
5.2104 Å, and the ratio of co⁄ 𝑎𝑜 is 1.60329, while for thin film annealed at 350℃ 𝑎𝑜 = 3.2505Å, co =
5.2117Å and the ratio of co⁄ 𝑎𝑜 is 1.60335. The ratio co⁄ao for both annealed temperatures has the
values very close to each other, while the ideal value for hexagonal cells is co / 𝑎𝑜 = 1.602 [18]
Scherer's formula is applied for grain size calculation:
𝐾λ
𝐷=
(2)
𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠
where 𝐷 is stand for a grain size
λ is applied wavelength (1.5406 Å )
β: Full Width at Half Maximum of the peak (FWHM).
θ: diffraction angle
The thin film undergoes dislocations in its structure due to the heat treatment process. Therefore, the
dislocation density is calculated by the equation [19], which decreased slightly with increasing
temperature for 50℃.
1
δ= 2
(3)
D
where𝛿 is the dislocation density
3.2. FE-SEM study
The morphology of the synthesized ZnO nanorods and nanonails was examined by FE-SEM. Fig.2
shows the top view images of the films annealed at two different annealing temperatures. From fig.2
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(a), It is observed that the surface structure of the films is made up of nanorods form as groups of highly
dense nanorods and crystallized along the direction of c-axis of ZnO, were all arranged in vertical
direction on the surface of the glass substrates. They covered the entire surface, and they were relatively
smooth, had uniform surface, and were characterized by hexagonal structure and symmetrical shapes,
except for the nanonails film fig.2 (b) which annealed at 350℃ is consisting of a shank-nanorod and a
lotus-shaped head [20]. The process of the growth in such a structure can be described in two steps.
First, the nanorod grows along the c-axis by alternating the atomic layers (O) and (Zn), and secondly
the head or upper face growth in the c-axis direction and its diagonal growth accelerates, leading to the
formation of a hexagonally shaped nanonail head, and this in itself has many applications like
photovoltaic, etc [21].

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. FE-SEM Surface morphologies (a) ZnO nanorods annealed at 300 °C, (b) ZnO nanonails
annealed at 350 °C
It was also observed that the nanorods were vertical to the substrate, and on the upside, it appeared
slightly tilted. The length and alignment of the nanorods were related to the seed growth mechanism.
The (ZnO) nanorods mean diameter was calculated by use of Image J software. This clearly shows that
when the annealing temperature increased from 300 oC to 350 oC, the average diameter nanorods also
increases from 47 nm to 71 nm respectively. Figure 3(a, b) shows the spectrum of the energy dispersive
x-ray, of both samples annealed at 300°C and 350 °C. A representation of the elements percentage in
the matrix films is shown in the inset tables. The amount of these elements is represented by the intensity
of the peaks, and distinctly shows the 1:1, Z:O elements. No element contamination detected in the films
structure .The analysis of the samples by (EDX) technique notably show that the films prepared by
hydrothermal method had pure Zinc oxide phases, and the quantitative analysis data was close to that of
bulk ZnO [22].
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(a

(b

Figure 3. EDX results of a) ZnO nanorods annealed at 300°C b) ZnO nanonails annealed at 350°C.
4. Optical study of ZnO nanorods and nanonails
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Fig.4 shows the optical transmittance spectrum in the UV-Visible region of (200 – 900) nm of the zinc
oxide nanorods and nanonails annealed at 300˚C and 350℃ for 30 minutes. The transmittance is slightly
more than 80% in the range (450 nm to 850 nm) for both films. At 360 nm there is acute absorption
edge, which is resulting from the direct band gap of ZnO [23].

Figure 4. Transmittance spectrum for samples with variations annealing temperature of 300℃ and
350 ℃.
Zinc oxide, ZnO nanorods and nanonails are evaluated by extrapolation of the linear connection between
(αh)2 and hν which is consistent to the equation below [24]
αℎυ = 𝐴(ℎυ − E𝑔 )𝑛
(4)
where α, and h, are the absorption coefficient and the photon energy respectively. Eg is the optical
band gap and A, a constant. Fig. 5 describe the graph of (αh)2 against h. The direct optical band gap
value Eg of the films is estimated from the curve interception of (αh)2 vs h plot. The existence of a
single slop in the curve implies that the ZnO film has direct and allowed transition. The annealed ZnO
nanorod and nanonails band gap value at temperatures of 300 C
̊ and 350 ̊C was found to be (3.25 and
3.26) eV, respectively. This is due to increase the annealing temperature which accelerates the formation
of crystals and slightly increases its band gap [25].

(b)

(a)

Figure 5. The relation between (αh)2 and (h)for ZnO nanorods (a) annealed at 300℃, (b) annealed
at 350 ℃
5. Conclusions
The hydrothermal process is a simple and efficient method. It has received an increased attention due
to its implicitly. In this paper, we presented the synthesis, structure characterization, and properties of
nanorods and nanonails structure arrays for ZnO thin films prepared by hydrothermal technique and
annealed at temperatures of 300 ̊C and 350 ̊C. Highly preferential growth of ZnO nanorod and nanoails
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along the c-axis orientation was observed with hexagonal wurtzite structure. The average diameter of
the ZnO nanostructure obtained from the FE-SEM by using image J analysis increased clearly from (42
nm to 71 nm) for nanorods and nanonails respectively with increasing annealing temperature from 300
o
C to 350 oC. The intensity of (002) peak was decreased by increasing the annealing temperature while
the transmittance and the optical band gaps (3.25 and 3.26) eV, were slightly increased. The energy
dispersive x-ray (EDX) analyses of the samples obviously show that the films synthesized by
hydrothermal method have pure zinc oxide phases. It is evidence from the results that the nanostructure
properties like size, shape structural characterization and optical band gapes can be tuned according to
the synthesis temperature which leads to tuning the nanostructure materials properties for a certain
applications.
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Abstract. Cadmium Sulfide (CdS) nanoparticles were synthesized hydrothermally at various
reaction temperatures (140, ,160, 180,200) ° C. Crystal structure and surface morphology were
studied corresponding to the reaction temperature. The X,-ray diffraction results, reveals that
CdS nanoparticles were prepared have high crystallinity with polycrystalline nature and
hexagonal wurtzite phase. The preferential orientation was along (002) and (110) planes. The
average crystallite size was tended to increase with the increase of reaction temperature which
about (21-24) nm. The structure parameters such as dislocation density and microstrain was
examined. CdS nanoparticle images in Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy
(FESEM) indicates rounded ball (cauliflower), the particle size was in the range of (23-245)
nm and the smallest size was obtained for the nanoparticles at reaction temperature 200 °C.
The antibacterial activity of cadmium sulfide CdS nanoparticles was estimated against two
types of common bacteria (Gram-negative Escherichia coli and Gram-positive Staphylococcus
aureus). It was found that there is a strong antibacterial activity and the greatest effect was for
the prepared nanoparticles at reaction temperatures 160 and 180 oC, and the highest activity
was found against (E. coli) bacteria as well as with the increase of nanoparticles concentration.
This work combines microbiology and nanotechnology, perform probable advances in the
formulation of a new kind of antibacterial.
Keywords: CdS nanoparticles; Hydrothermal method; structure properties; Antibacterial
activity; Escherichia coli; Staphylococcus aureus.

1. Introduction
Cadmium sulfide (CdS) is currently an extremely interesting, semiconductor compound from the
II-VI group of the periodic table with a direct band gap of 2.42 eV and conductivity n-type, it has three
types of crystal structures, namely rock, zinc, and rock-salt[1]. The würtzite phase among these three
phases is the most stable and simple to synthesize [2]. Therefore CdS is high potential used as
sensitive photodetectors [3] heterojunction diodes, solar cells, and semiconductor devices [4]. CdS
nanomaterial can be used in various life sectors due to their higher stability, outstanding electrical,
Structural and chemical properties, affordability, ease of processing and handling [5]. CdS
nanoparticles and thin films were widely synthesized using different chemical and physical methods
due to its enormous range of applications in various fields of life, like solvothermal and hydrothermal
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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techniques [6, 7], thermal evaporation method [8], chemical bath deposition [9], Laser Ablation in
liquid[10], spin-coating technique [11]. Cadmium sulfide and chalcogenide nanoparticles can easily
prepared by using the hydrothermal method[12]due to its essential Advantages including costeffectiveness[13]Particle size controllable, low temperature and techniques less complicated
[14].Compared to organic antibacterial agents, the antibacterial activities of inorganic compounds are
of great interest due to its durability, toxicity, heat resistant, selectivity and etc. [15]. The antibacterial
activities of CdS nanoparticles were evaluated against different types of bacteria by Ayodhya et al.
[16], which is very promising in displaying their capability to inhibit and destroy both types of gram
positive and gram-negative pathogenic bacteria. Abd-Elkader et al.[17]. The antibacterial efficacy of
CdS thin films deposited with CBD was evaluated, against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria
in dark and sun light at 60 oC. They found that, CdS thin films have noticeable antibacterial activity in
sunlight and dark and it could be used as antibacterial and antimicrobial agents in the application of
medical field. Narasimmana et al.[18] Studying the impact of Zr concentration on the antibacterial
properties of the CdS thin film, doped films display excellent antibacterial performance against K.
Bacterium pneumonia (gram −ve) making it ideal for pharmaceutical applications. Whereas
Gajendiran et al. [19] worked on fabricate CdS quantum dots nanoparticles for biological applications,
the antimicrobial activity against S. Aureus bacteria were found to be an impressive antibacterial agent
against gram-positive bacteria by prepared nanoparticles. In the current work the effect of reaction
temperature on structural surface morphology of CdS nanoparticles was investigated and the
antibacterial activities the Gram-negative Escherichia coli and Gram-positive Staphylococcus areus
was carried out using agar well diffusion method in order to establish their suitability for medical
applications.
2. Materials and methods
Cadmium Acetate (CH3.COO)2Cd.2H2O from (BDH) England, Thiourea NH2.CS.NH2 from
(THOMAS BAKER) India, Acetone (CH3)2CO (TEDIA) from USA, Ethanol (C2H5OH) from (BDH)
England, Mueller Hinton II. agar MHA from (Biolab Zrt) Hungary were used to synthesized CdS
nanoparticles by the Hydrothermal method. (0.3 g) of cadmium acetate (CH3.COO)2Cd.2H2O and (0.9
g) of thioureaNH2.CS.NH2dissolved in 40 ml of deionized water with a ratio of (1:3).The solution was
well mixing by magnetic stirrer for 30 min. Then40 ml of the prepared solution was added into the
Teflon-lined stainless-steel autoclave and heat up in an oven at reaction temperatures (140,160,180
and200) °C for 4 h, and allow it to cool to room temperature. The resulting solution was separated by
centrifuge (Frontier 5706), for 10 min at 5000 rpm to get a deep-yellow powder. the precipitating
substance (CdS) was washed twice with deionized water and absolute ethanol
(C2H5OH)purity(99.9%), and then dried at 70 °C.
The antimicrobial activity CdS nanoparticles ws evaluate against two different types of clinical
bacteria Gram-negative Escherichia coli and Gram-positive Staphylococcus aureus using the agar well
diffusion method. Standardized suspension of each tested bacteria (1.5x108cfu/ml) by Densi Check
standard (0.5N) was swabbed separately onto Mueller Hinton agar plates using sterile cotton swabs.
The agar was punched with sterilized cork borer 9 mm and 100μl from each the CdS nanoparticle were
added into the four holes for four concentrations (1000, 500, 250, 100) μg/ml after making dilution at
well Petri dishes were incubated for 24 hours. at 37°C, after incubating, the inhibition zones were
measured in millimeter diameter. The crystalline structure of the CdS NPs examined by X-ray
diffractometer (Shimadzu XRD-7000 (JAPAN), the source of X-ray radiation is Cu kα1 radiation the
scanning angle varied in the range (15-70)° with wavelength 1.54056 Å, speed 1deg/min, current 80
mA, and voltage 60 kV. The morphological confirmation of various CdS nanparticles was carried out
by Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FEI FESEM Nano SEM Nova 450).
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3. Results and discussion.

3.1. Structural analysis.
The XRD patterns of CdS nanoparticles obtained at different reaction temperatures was identified by
the presence of diffraction peaks at scattering angles (2Ɵ) of 25°, 26.6°, 28.2°, 43.8°, 48°, 52°,
52.9°,54.8°, and 58.2° that were indexed to the (100), (002), (101),(102), (110), (103),(112) and (201)
planes, all peaks of diffraction can be indexed to the pure hexagonal CdS structure according to the
according to the standard (JCPDS No. 77-2306), the diffraction pattern refer that CdS is
polycrystalline structure, sharp and strong peaks indicate that the CdS has crystallized well [20] as
shows in Fig.1.
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Fig.1. Diffraction pattern obtained from CdS XRD at 4 h reaction temperatures: ((a) 140, (b) 160, (c)
180 , (d) 200)oC.
The high intensity sharp and narrow XRD peaks confirmed that grown CdS nanoparticle were
highly crystalline. All diffraction peaks can be indexed tothepure hexagonal structure of CdS
according to the standard card (JCPDS No. 77-2306) and no otherpeaks related to impurity phases
were observed. The XRD peaks of CdS nanoparticle became narrower with shifted of peak position
with increase temperature, this indicate an enhancement in crystalline quality, this agreement with
study [20]. For the hexagonal structure the interplanar spacing (d), lattice constants (a) and (c) were
calculated using the following equation [21].

(

)
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Table 1 displays the structural parameters determined, values obtained that are too close to the values
seen in the investigation (a=b= 4.136 and c= 6.713) (JCPDS-77-2306) which confirms wurtzite
structure [22], the average crystallite size (D) of the CdS nanoparticles was determined with the
formula of Debye Scherrer [23]:

β is the full width at the maximum half of the peak of diffraction, K is known as the 0.9 shape factor
and λ is the X ray diffraction source wavelength. The average grain size for Preferred orientation (110)
is within the range (18.8678- 24.1725) nm as illustrated in the Table 1. The crystallite Size for (110)
preferential orientation is a gradual increase, this refers to improve crystallization with increasing
reaction temperature. The constants of lattice ‘a’ and ‘c’ contracts the (c/a) values remained constant
about 1.63 approximately for all the nanoparticles and nanostructure thin films, this is an agreement
with the literature [18, 20].
Table 1. Structural parameters of CdS nanoparticle obtained from XRD data as a function of
preparation temperature for (110) preferential orientation.

CdS
nanoparticles
At:

Crystallite
Size
D (nm)

a=b
(Å)

C
(Å)

V
(a2c)
(Å)3

2θº

dXRD (Å)

c/a

140 °C

43.8

2.06233

18.8678

4.1246

6.665

113.403

1.6289

160 °C

43.9

2.06423

22.5634

4.1284

6.6697

113.679

1.6282

180 °C

43.81

2.06331

18.8207

4.1266

6.6678

113.546

1.6306

200 °C

44.01

2.05841

24.1725

4.1168

6.6577

112.836

1.6276

3.2. Morphology analysis
Fig. 2a, b, c, d show FESEM images of CdS nanoparticles prepared at reaction temperatures of
140,160,180,200°C respectively. The surface morphology consist of homogeneous and densely packed
distribution of well-defined grains, which includes small and large particles and has a regular shape
with fine particle size, Fig. 2 indicate a rounded ball (cauliflower) like nanospheres these results was
consistent with literature [24-26].
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(a) 140 oC

(b) 160 oC

(c) 180 oC

(d) 200 oC

Fig.2. FESEM image of CdS nanoparticle (cauliflower) at reaction temperatures: (a) 140 °C, (b) 160
°C, (c) 180 °C, 200 °C.
CdS nanoparticles have an average grain size of around (94-245) nm, The particle sizes were
measured by defining the known length of the FESEM scale bar as shown in Fig. 2a, which indicated
the formation of microspheres (cauliflower) of CdS (160,180)°C and the majority of the particles
looked in the range of about (138-209) nm, meaning, there is no noticeable change (whether in size,
shape, or clusters ) compared to the first model(140°C) as shown in the Fig. 2b, c respectively. The
sample microspheres (cauliflower) were of almost uniform size, the shape microspheres (200°C) were
almost the same as the all of other samples microspheres (cauliflower), but it differs in the size of the
grains and crystallites, where the average grain sizes of CdS nanoparticles are about (27.11- 62.11)
nm, individual particles sizes as show in the Fig. 2d. This indicates that there is an effect of
temperature on the crystal size this effect was evident at 200 ° C, the results are in agreement with the
literature [24, 25] which related to the shape and structure of the particle related to microspheres
(cauliflower) and the reduction of the grains and particle size with the increase of the reaction
temperature.
3.3. Antibacterial activity
The antibacterial activity of the prepared CdS nanoparticles was evaluated using the agar well
diffusion method against the test cultures of gram +ve staphylococcus aureus, gram –ve Escherichia
coli. The bactericidal effects of CdS nanoparticles were investigated against clinical isolates of staph.
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and E. coli. Fig. 3; the presence of clear zones on the Muller Hinton agar surface proves that the CdS
nanoparticles was able to inhibit the growth of E. coli and Staph. Four different nanoparticles
concentrations (100, 250, 500, and 1000) (μg / ml) were taken to inhibit pathogenic bacterial growth as
show in the table (2). The microbe-mediated CdS nanoparticles had the maximum zone of inhibition
against disease-causing Staphylococcus and Escherichia coli about 19 mm at reaction temperature 180
oC and 30 mm at reaction temperature (160 and 180) oC respectively both at the highest concentration
(100 µg/ml) of CdS nanoparticle. The minimum zone of inhibition was observed against staph. and E.
Coli about 12 mm and 13 mm respectively at reaction temperature of 200 oC and concentration of CdS
NPs. The area of inhibition was increases with the increased CdS NPs concentration and reaches the
highest zone of inhibition at the highest CdS Nps concentration as shown in Figs 3 and 4 and all
parameters and results were tabulated in Table 2.

Fig.3. Antibacterial activity of CdS nanoparticles at different concentration (1, 2, 3, 4: 1000, 500, 250,
100) (µg/ml) against staphylococcus bacteria prepared at temperature (staph. 1, 2, 3, 4: 140, 160, 180,
200) °C respectively.
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Fig.4. Antibacterial activity of CdS nanoparticles at different concentration (1, 2, 3, 4: 1000, 500, 250,
100) (µg/ml) against Escherichia coli bacteria prepared at temperature (E-coli 1, 2, 3, 4: 140, 160, 180,
200) °C respectively.
There are several mechanisms proposed for CdS NPs inhibitory action of the microbial growth. CdS
NPs can cause DNA losses, impairment of its replication, and interfere with cellular proteins including
ribosomal subunit proteins [27, 28]. Thus impairs the function of membrane-bound enzymes, in the
aerobic strains. Also CdS get attached to the cell membrane and shrink the respiration of the bacterial
cell which eventually causes the death of the cell as depicted [29, 30].

Table 2. Inhibition zone of CdS nanoparticles as antibacterial agents in millimeter (mm)

Types of used
Bacteria

Staph.

E-coli

CdS Nanostructure
prepare
at temperature (oC)
140
160
180
200
140
160
180
200

Concentration of CdS nanoparticle (µg/ml)
/ inhibition zone (mm)
1000
(1)
17
18
19
17
23
30
30
20

500
(2)
16
17
18
16
15
27
25
18

250
(3)
15
16
17
15
24
23
17

100
(4)
13
14
14
12
13
16
14

4. Conclusion
Briefly, CdS nanoparticle (cauliflower) of hexagonal phase has been successfully prepared by
hydrothermal method at different reaction temperatures (140, 160, 180, 200 °C) for 4 hours. The
crystal structure results indicate that the CdS crystal is of a high crystalline nature and hexagonal
(wurtzite) phase. The average crystallite size was tended to increase with the increase of reaction
temperature which about (21-24) nm. CdS nanoparticle micrographs images indicates rounded ball
(cauliflower), the particles size were in the range of (23-245)nm and the smallest particle size was
obtained at reaction temperature 200 °C. The antibacterial activity of cadmium sulfide CdS
nanoparticles was estimated against two types of common bacteria (Escherichia coli and
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Staphylococcus aureus). It was found that there is a strong antibacterial action and the greatest effect
of them was for the prepared nanoparticles at reaction temperatures 160 and 180 ℃, and the highest
activity was found against (E. coli) bacteria as well as with the increase of nanoparticles concentration.
The antibacterial mechanisms of CdS NPs where the particles can anchor to the bacterial cell wall and
infiltrate it and lead to damage the cell membrane and cellular content leakage. Also, CdS NPs can
bind to the protein present in the cell membrane and lead to adenosine triphosphate (ATP) generation.
As well as the NPs penetrate inside microbial cells, and then the nanoparticles and the released ions
can interact with cellular structures and biomolecules such as proteins, enzymes, lipids, and DNA. It
was established that synthesized CdS NPs with a higher antibacterial activity that was synthesized in
different concentrations and reaction temperatures are potentially suitable for the development of
nanomedicine and its applications.Also this work combines microbiology and nanotechnology,
perform probable advances in the formulation of a new kind of antibacterial.
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Abstract. This study investigates the effect of selection the electric pole radius of the four
poles electrostatic doublets lens on the optical property. Also, a comparison between the
optical property and performance of two lenses with different electrode radius was made. The
results showed that the electric pole diameter of the lens plays main function in the imaging
characteristics of the four poles electrostatic doublets lens. The results show that the aberration
figures can be enhanced when the electrode diameter of the quadrupole lens is equal to the lens
aperture, while the chromatic aberration can be improved by choosing the electrode diameter
according to the equation.
Keywords: quadrupole lens, electrostatic quadrupole lens, SIMION.

1. Introduction
Quadrupole electrostatic lenses are used in a wide variety of applications, especially when imaging
optical illusions not necessary [1, 2]. Due to the importance of electrostatic lenses in a large number of
lenses applications, many researchers have studied this type of lens from different points of view (see
[3, 4, 5, 6,7,8]). The particles accelerators, storage rings, mass analyzers, electron microscopes, and
others are important instruments in the fields of scientific research and the electrostatic quadrupole
lenses are used in these instruments because their ability on the control and focusing of the particles
charged. Most of the theoretical bases of electrostatic and magnetic lenses were developed by pioneers
and inventors of the electron microscope (Busch H 1927, Hawkes P 2004) [9-10].
Charged particle optics researchers can use facilities provided by some computer simulators to
understand the fundamentals of charged particle optics and arrive at optimal designs for optical
systems using optimal operating conditions [11, 12].
By reviewing previous articles in the field of the electrostatic quadrupole lenses, one can find two
methods for choosing the radius of the electrodes of the quadrupole lenses according to the relation
between this radius and the distance between the edges of the electrodes. In some articles, the diameter
of the cylindrical electrode was taken equal to distance between the edges of the electrodes [13], while
in other articles the diameter of the cylindrical electrodes is taken according to a certain equation
dependence on the relation between the radius of electrode and the distance between the edges of the
electrodes [14]. In the present work, the effects of choosing method to the electric pole radius on the
optical property of the lens and its performance will studied and the comparison between two types of
lenses will caried out.

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
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2. Computational methods
In this research the lens electrode diameter was taken in two different Figure 1, the first case the lens
diameter was taken to be equal to the distance between the egdes of electrodes or hole diameter (D)
which is fixed to 20 mm, and in the second case the lens diameter was extracted from the relation r =
1.14511R R = D / 2 [14] and the diameter according to this equation is 8.73 mm, the electric pole
length (L) 80 mm. The diameter of image (D) is 20 mm. The object (O) should be on the left part of
the lens and the picture (I) on the right part of the lens. We will label the space between the subject
and the reference plane (F) by (K) and the distance between the image and the reference plane by (G).
The design is achieved using special virtual lab simulator in SIMION 8.1 of charged particles optics
[15].

Figure 1. (a)(b) views one dimension and three dimensions of four poles electrostatic doublets lens.
One of the important steps in the design of the quadrupole lens is finding the applied voltages on the
electrodes V1 and V2 lead to giving the image focus via focusing on both planes XY and XZ. To
achieve this purpose, the code was written using the program language of LUA to find the voltage
groups that give a spot image with the lowest point volume on the Position Sensitive Detector (PSD),
where calculations were made for point-to-point focus.
3. Results and Discussion
The first step is to create an image of a spot in a four-pole electrostatic double lens is finding both
voltage V1 and V2 which give the focus in two plane XY and XZ. Figure 2 shows the electrode
voltages for two lenses with different electrode radius for focus point-to-point. The calculations have
been carried out for fixed geometric dimensions K / D = 10, G / D = 10 (K is the space between the
subject and the reference plane F, G: the space between the picture and the reference plane F, and D:
the diameter of the hole); kinetic energy 1000 eV and the condition of the radius beam (r) at the
screen is considered to be r = 0.01 mm at the first case and r = 0.001 mm at the second case.
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Figure 2. The voltage of two electrodes V1 and V2 for two lenses with different electrode radius at
point-to-point focus mode (a) the diameter without using equation (b) the diameter using the equation
r = 1.14511R, R = D / 2 [14], energy = 1000 eV, and angle α = 1◦ and for criteria of radius beam r =
0.01 mm and r= 0.001 mm. Here K10G10 stands for K / D = 10 and G / D = 10.
Figure 2 shows the relationship between V1 and V2, and there are two curves in these figures, for focus
in the xy and xz planes. A point of intersection of two curves gives values of voltage that produce a
point image or concentrate on the two planes simultaneously. In this figure obviously, the required
voltage in the lens of type b is greater than that of type a when the beam radius r=0.01mm and, in the
r=0.001mm the required voltage in a lens is greater than that for b lens. The equipotential surface
distribution of the two four-poles electrostatic double lenses with two different electrode radius for K
= G = 10D are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Equipotential surface distribution of the two four-poles electrostatic double lenses with two
different electrode radius.
Figure 4 shows the electron beam paths in both the XY and XZ planes for point-to-point focus at K =
G = 10 D. One can notice in this figure that the changing in the electrode radius of the lens leads to
very small differences in the electron beam paths. These differences lead to important results in image
levels as shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, the effect of the method of choosing the diameter of the
electrode is appear clearly, especially when one search for very small dimensions image as is shown in
figure 5 (b). The calculations show that the aberration is better when using electrode diameters exactly
equal to the diameter of the lens aperture.
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Figure 4. Shows the electron paths in the two planes for two different states of a four-poles
electrostatic lens diameter for K = G = 10 D. (a) the diameter without using equation (b) the diameter
using the relation r = 1.14511R, R = D / 2 [14]. The energy is 1000 eV, the beam radius r = 0.01mm
for point-to-point focus with angle α = 1◦.

Figure 5. Comparison of the aberration shape for two different cases of quad-pole electrostatic lens
diameter K = G = 10D, and the radius of the beam r with two different values (a) r = 0.01mm (b) r =
0.001mm. Here; P10Q10 means K / D = 10 and G / D = 10. Results are computed for angles α = 1◦.
The kinetic energy distribution of an electron beam is calculated for the lenses of two designs and the
result is shown in Fig. 6. The results showed that the kinetic energy of an electron beams is more
stable in the case of choosing the diameter of the electrode by using the equation. Therefore, the
chromatic energy will be better in this case, because most of the electrons have the same kinetic
energy. In general, for all cases the difference in the kinetic energy is very small and can be neglected.
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Figure 6. Distribution of the kinetic energy of an electron beam of two electrostatic four-poles double
lenses with different electrode radius for K = G = 10D and beam radius r = 0.01mm, r=0.001mm.
Table 1 contains the comparison between some of the important parameters and operation conditions
between the both designs of the electrostatic four-poles lenses with different diameters. The results in
the table appear that the method of choosing the diameter of the electrode play a substantial role in
determining the lens characteristic.
Table 1. The electrostatic four-poles double lens constants for the point-to-point operation mode with
angle of an electron beam α = 1, the electron beam of two different values of the radius at the image
plane r = 0.01 mm, r = 0.001 mm.
r = 0.01 mm
r = 0.001 mm
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
19.923
19.833
20.03
20.17
V1(V)
20.093
20.045
20.21
20.52
V2(V)
10
10
10
10
K/D
10
10
10
10
G/D
0.82
0.76
0.74
1.46
0.26
0.31
3.34
6.2
Average time
0.021415
0.0214149
0.0214144
0.021415
(µsec)

4. Conclusion
The imaging property of two types of electrostatic four-poles doublet lens systems were investigated.
Calculations were made to focus point to point for two systems with different electrode radius of the
lenses that is chosen using two methods of selection the electric-pole diameter of the electrostatic four-
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poles lens depending on the relation between electrode radius and the lens aperture. The results
showed that the method of choosing the dimeter of the electrode play substantial role in determining
the lens characteristic and by choosing the appropriate method one can improve some of the
properties. The results indicate that the aberration figures can be improved by taking the electrode
radius equal to the radius of the aperture of the lens. Also, the results show that the electron beams
kinetic energy is more stable in the case of choosing the diameter of the electrode by using the
equation. Therefore, the chromatic energy will be better in this case, because most of the electrons
have the same kinetic energy.
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Characterization of carbon nanotube decorated silver
nanoparticles
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Abstract. Silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) prepared using the exploding wire process has been
decorated with carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs, SWCNTs). Well dispersion of silver NPs is
achieved by a simple chemistry process on the surface of CNTs. The structure, optical and
morphology of silver nanoparticles decorated with carbon nanotubes were characterized by xray diffraction, Atomic force microscopy, and field emission scanning electron microscopy.
The illustrated outcome that the UV-Visible absorption and electrical conductivity properties
effectively improved for CNT/ Ag NPs. The absorption spectrum of silver nanoparticles shows
absorption at ultraviolet wavelength zone and there is low peak between (300-900nm) while
the absorption of CNT/silver nanoparticles (Ag NPs) increased significantly from UV to near
IR region. Field emission scanning electron microscopy analysis shows that silver
nanoparticles are decorated on carbon nanotubes without any impurities, with average particle
size about (50-80nm) for Ag-NPs, 44nm for MWCNTs/Ag-NPs and 30 nm for SWCNTs/Ag
NPs . It was observed that Ag NPs enhanced the electrical conductivity of CNTs from (2.36
×10-1 (1/ Ω.cm) to (1.03×10⁴ (1/ Ω.cm)) for SWCNTs/Ag NPs and (8.83×10⁴ (1/ Ω.cm)). It is
observed that Ag NPs adding enhanced the electrical properties of CNTs. The results show that
Ag-coated CNTs have important optoelectronic applications such as solar cell and
photodetector.
Keywords: CNTs, Ag NPs, exploding wire method, optical Structure properties.

1. Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) have attracted significant research interest and they are widely used
because of their excellent chemical, physical and electrical properties. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) are considered ideal materials for
different applications. [1, 2]. Metal nanoparticles ( NPs) have gained a lot of interest in the fields of
electronic, chemistry, and biology because, the high surface to volume ratio together with the size
effect gives nanoparticles discriminative different properties (chemical, optical, electronic and
magnetic) from those of bulk material[3, 4]. To synthesize metal nanoparticles, there are different
techniques used such as a laser beam [5] ˒ electron beam, mechanical milling [6] ˒ electrical exploding
wire [7] ˒ chemical vapor deposition [8] and electro-chemical method [9]. Decorating CNTs with
metal nanoparticles provides new opportunities for researchers who have important applications in
various fields, and is expected to exhibit different properties from individual CNTs [2]. Among the
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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different metal nanoparticles, Ag NP has been proven to have excellent property, making it suitable
for different applications. CNT/Ag NPs has attracted great attention due to its importance in
photodetectors [10, 1], gas sensor [11, 12], biosensor [13], etc.
Electrical explosion of wire method (EEW) is one of the vapor phase methods in which particles
are produced by evaporating a thin metal wire by passing high current through it [14]. The
phenomenon of electric explosion of wires (EEW) reduces to the following “When a high density
(10⁴–10⁶ A/mm²) current pulse, which is usually produced by the discharge of a capacitor bank, passes
through a wire, the density of the energy in the wire may considerably exceed the binding energy
because of a high rate of the energy injection and an expansion lag of the heated material. As a result,
the material boils up in a burst, a bright light flashes, and a mixture of superheated vapor and boiling
droplets of the exploding wire material and a shockwave scatter to the ambient atmosphere”. In the
other words the phenomena of (EEW) have been widely dependent on plasma physicists for
generation and confinement of plasmas [15]. The properties of EEW synthesized nanoparticles depend
on several parameters, including wire shape, such as wire (length and diameter) and material size,
electrical circuit characteristics, and environmental media. There have been many experiments made
to decorate CNTs with metal nanoparticles (Ag, Au) such as by Waleed K. Mahmood et al [16], and
Ngo X. Dinh et al [17].
In the current work, we provide a simple system for the production of Ag NPs depended on the
explosion of silver wire in distilled water, following this decoration of CNTs surface by Ag
nanoparticles. The structural, morphological, and electrical properties of CNT-silver nanoparticles are
studied using different characterization techniques.

2. Experimental Techniques
2.1 Synthesis of Ag-NPs by EEW
This work provides easy and effective devices for the processing of large numbers of metal
nanoparticles for the wire explosion. In a reaction vessel of 500ml, the electro explosion of the wires
(EEW) is accomplished to remain the two electrodes and the medium of the explosion. The wire goes
and strikes the silver plate without bending in its way as Fig.1 shown, Teflon beaker was used to fix
the two electrodes. The metal plate is passes through two groves on the surface of one block, while the
wire was passes through a glass tube connected to the other block which placed opposite to the
previous one. Both electrodes were joined to the two terminals of the 36V DC batteries by thick
copper wires. The metal plates are fixed on the base of Teflon beaker filled with 30 ml of distilled
water and just touching the first electrode through precise mechanical movement for 15 to hit, and
then nominated by filtration paper. The silver nanoparticles will be stuck in the solution.
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Fig. (1) A schematic diagram for Ag nanoparticles prepared by (EEW) set up.
The circuit remains disconnected until the wire mechanically touches the board. Due to the high
current density through the wire, the wire explosion process occurs in a short period of time. This in
turn opens the circuit for another explosion process. Silver wires of purity 99.99% , diameters of 1m
length and plates (dimension : 2cm², 0.3mm; Purity: 99.99%) used in the explosion process.
2.2 Decoration of Ag NPs on Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNT & MWCNT)
The carbon nanotubes used in this work are multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and single
wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs)) supplied by Nanostructured & Amorphous Materials, Inc. The
diameter of the MWCNTs range from 10-30 nm, length 1-2 µm and of 95% purity, and for SWCNTs
range from 1-2 nm, length ~ 30 µm and of 90% purity. In the next step, the decoration of Ag-NP on
CNT (SWCNT and MWCNT) was carried out. After forming silver nanoparticles, 10 ml of Ag-NPs
was added with 0.05 g of SWCNT and MWCNT stirred for 12h and followed by 1 hour sonication.

3. Result and Discussion
3.1 UV-Visible spectroscopy
The UV-Visible absorption spectrum of the pure Ag NPs, SWCNT/Ag, and MWCNT/Ag prepared in
water media are measured using Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer, all spectra are measured in a
quartz cell at room temperature. The scanning range of CNT/Ag NPs absorption was (190-1000) nm
using distilled water as a reference sample. Fig. 2 shows the UV-Visible absorption spectra as a
function of wavelength.
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Fig. 2. UV-Vis light absorption spectra of Ag nanoparticle as a function of wavelength.
The UV-Vis spectrum observed that the Ag nanoparticles has fine structure absorption band in UVVisible wavelength region of (~290 nm to 440 nm) . The presence of narrow resonance absorption
peaks is attributable to the excitation of surface plasmon vibrations in the silver nanoparticles; Surface
Plasmon Resonance (SPR) band for Ag-NPs extended in the 450-510 nm range [18] with a peak
position around 470 nm. A flat area was found in the phase at 300- 400 nm region, which indicates
there is no absorption in this region or absorption is weak in this region.
According to Fig. 3 MWCNT/Ag and SWCNT/Ag NPs absorb light in the range of UV, Visible
and NIR (300-1000 nm) but the (SPR) peak smaller than Ag-NPs because Proximity-induced charge
transfer between (SWCNTs &MWCNTs) and silver could deplete the number of electrons available
for surface Plasmon generation in the silver nanoparticles [18, 19].

Fig. 3. UV-Vis light absorption spectrum of SWCNT/Ag & MWCNT/Ag as a function of wavelength.
3.2 Infrared Analysis spectroscopy FTIR
FTIR studies have been performed in the range 400 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1 for the identification of the
functional group of the Ag NPs, MWCNTs/Ag NPs and SWCNTs/Ag NPs deposited on quartz
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substrates. Fig. 4a, b and c show the FTIR spectrum for pure Ag NP, MWCNTs/Ag and SWCNTs/Ag
NPs.
C-N
C-H

N-H

O-H

Fig. 4a. FTIR spectra for pure Ag NPs thin film.
(C=C
)

(OH)

Ag NPs
Ag
NPs

Fig. 4b. FTIR spectra for MWCNTs/Ag NPs thin film.
C=
C

Ag NPs
OH

Ag NPs

Fig. 4c. FTIR spectra for SWCNTs/Ag NPs thin film.
To determine possible interactions between the surface of silver nanoparticles and CNTs (SWCNT
& MWCNT) molecules, the FTIR spectra of Ag nanoparticles were reported. By comparing the FTIR
spectra of both silver nanoparticles and CNTs, it was found that in the FTIR spectrum of SWCNTs/Ag
and MWCNTs/Ag, several peaks obtained by pure Ag-NPs were repeated with changes in location as
well as in transmission band intensity. However, for the spectrum of the pure Ag-NPs, the
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transmission band at (2968, 1720) cm-1 which can be assigned to the C-H symmetric stretching
vibration is slightly shifted to (2926, 1752) cm-1, proving the interaction between the (SWCNTs and
MWCNTs) molecules and Ag nanoparticles, and the broad peak appeared in the range of (3446, 3461
and 3500 cm-1) are attributed to O-H stretching vibration are in accordance with literature values [17,
20], the C=C bonding of aromatic rings of carbon skeleton structure were found at 1624cm-1.
3.3 X-Ray Diffraction Study
The X-Ray diffraction used to study crystalline structure of the Ag nanoparticles, SWCNTs/Ag and
MWCNTs/Ag. This technique used (XRD -6000 labs, supplied by SHIMADZU, X-ray source are Cu
Kα). The X-ray is used to determine the dimensional parameters for crystals and for the size
estimation. For this purpose the following equation, known as the Scherrer equation is used [16]:
------- (1)
Where k is the shape factor, the dimensionless shape factor has typical value 0.9. D is the particle
size. λ is the wavelength for X-ray source (X-ray source is Cu Kα with λ=1.5406Å). β is the full width
at half maximum (FWHM) in rad. θ is the diffraction angle. The XRD patterns of silver nanoparticles,
silver-MWCNTs, and silver-SWCNTs samples were displayed in Figure 5a, b and c.

(a)

MWCNT
s
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Fig. 5. XRD patterns of (a) pure Ag Nanoparticles thin film, (b) MWCNTs/Ag NPs thin film and (c)
SWCNT/Ag NPs thin film.
In Figure 5a, It can be shown that the pristine Ag-NPs sample exhibits a high (111) peak at 38.1˚,
(200) peak at 44.3˚, (220) peak at 64.6˚ and (311) at 77.5˚ crystalline planes of metallic Ag indicate
the Face-center Cubic (F.C.C) (JCPDS No. 04-0783). After the decoration of silver nanoparticles on
CNTs, The Ag-MWCNTs XRD pattern reveals two obvious diffraction peaks. at 2 theta 26.2˚ which
correspond to (002) for MWCNT and 44˚ match with both MWCNT (100) and Ag-NPs (200)[21] as
shown in figure (5b). SWCNTs/Ag NPs composites, the diffraction pattern appeared at 2 theta of 26.2˚
for SWCNTs correspond to (002) and 44.1˚ for Ag-NPs correspond to (200)[16] as shown in figure
(5c). These results compared with the standard JCPDS line given in table (3.1) with estimated the
crystal size via the Scherrer formula Eq. (1).
Table 1. Crystal size of Ag-NPs, SWCNTs/Ag NPs and MWCNTs/Ag NPs as estimated via Scherrer
formula.

2Theta
(degree)
38.1
Ag-NPs
44.3
64.5
77.5
MWCNTs/Ag 26.2
NPs
44

cos θ

β (degree)

0.94
0.926
0.84
0.77
0.97
0.927

0.19
0.24
0.29
0.48
1.2
0.09

SWCNTs/Ag
NPs

0.97
0.926

0.84
0.09

Sample

26.2
44.1

Avg. crystal (hkl)
size (D) nm
0.58
(111)
(200)
(220)
(311)
0.88
(002) CNTs
(100) CNTs
(200)
Ag
NPs
0.91
(100) CNTs
(200)
Ag
NPs

3.4 Atomic Force Microscope (AFM)
The surface morphology and topography of the Ag NPs layer is shown in Fig. 6a, SWCNTs/Ag
NPs layer in Fig. 6b and MWCNTs/Ag NPs in Figure 6c.
The prepared Ag NPs were analyzed using AFM. Picture shown in Fig. 6a is for the morphology of
the Ag NPs, it seems that the Ag NPs had homogenous distribution with small cluster and the surface
roughness was 9.807 nm, 11.7 nm height and average diameter 28.06 nm.
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Fig. 6a. 3-D AFM image and distribution chart of pure Ag NPs thin film.
Fig. 6b displays the surface morphology and topography of the SWCNTs/Ag NPs layer observed
from the micrograph of the AFM. It is noted that there was a normal distribution and homogeneous
porous and 19.5 nm surface roughness, 19 nm height and average diameter was 58.14 nm.

Fig. 6b. 3-D AFM image and distribution chart of SWCNTs/Ag NPs thin film.
The AFM of the MWCNTs/Ag NPs is shown in Fig. 6c the surface morphology of the
MWCNTs/Ag NPs film had a good a uniform surface with regular distribution of the MWCNTs/Ag
nanoparticles with the surface roughness was 39.5 nm, 22 nm height and average diameter 112.5 nm.

Fig. 6c. 3-D AFM image and distribution chart of MWCNTs/Ag NPs thin film.
3.5 Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM)
Scanning Electron Microscope images give the nanoparticles distribution, nanoparticles size, show
shape and the structure of nanocrystal, mode FESEM from MIRA3 TESCAN, where high-resolution
images of the surface of a sample is acquired. From Fig. 7a the FESEM shows spherical clustered and
luminous spots (indicated by circles and in inset image) that correspond to silver nanoparticles, the
average particle size of Ag NPS were ranging about (50-80nm).
These nanotubes were subsequently decorated with silver nanoparticles, Fig. 7 b, c show the
FESEM of decoration Ag NPs on MWCNTs SWCNTs. The light spots on the CNT surfaces are the
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silver nanoparticles. The image shows that the nanoparticles on the surface of the CNTs are fairly
homogeneously distributed and the density of the attached nanocrystals is high.
Metal nanoparticles are easy to agglomerate, so that NPs are conjugated with CNTs to overcome
these problems related to the stabilization, separation and recovery of NPs and prevent their
aggregation [2].

The Ag NPs denoted by
Yellow arrows

Fig. 7a. FESEM images of pure Ag NPs with different magnification (500 nm &10 µm).

Fig. 7b. FESEM images of MWCNTs/Ag NPs with different magnification (200 nm & 1 µm).

The luminous particles
indicate the Ag NPs
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Fig. 7c. FESEM images of SWCNTs/Ag NPs with different magnification (200 nm & 500 nm).

3.6 Hall Effect Measurement
The Hall Effect was used to study the electrical properties of CNTs and Ag NPs (charge
concentration, conductivity, carrier mobility, Hall coefficient and resistivity). Table 2 shows the Hall
measurements parameter for CNTs and Ag NPs.
Table 2. Hall Measurement parameter.

Parameter
Charge Concentration(1/cm³)
Conductivity (1/ Ω.cm)
Mobility (Cm²/Vs)
Hall coefficient (cm⁻³.C⁻¹)
Resistivity (Ω.cm)
Type

Ag NPs
1.08*10¹³
2.36*10-1
1.36*10⁵
-5.78*10⁵
4.23
N-type

SWCNTs/Ag NPs
1.99*10²²
1.03*10⁴
3.22
3.14*10-⁴
9.708*10-⁵
P-type

MWCNTs/Ag NPs
1.80*10²²
8.83*10⁴
3.07*10¹
3.4810-⁴
1.132*10-⁵
P-type

The table shows that electric conductivity CNTs/Ag NPs become much higher than Ag NPs and
the concentration of carriers increase when CNTs decorated with Ag NPs, Also It can be seen that
CNT decorated with Ag NPs converts from n-type to p-type when Ag NPs add to CNTs, which
results in a shift in the Fermi energy from the valence band to mid-gap. The electrical transport of
CNT/Ag NPs is improved when the CNTs decorated with Ag NPs.

4. Conclusions
The decoration of MWCNTs and SWCNTs with silver nanoparticles synthesized through
exploding wire method was studied. Due to the simplicity of this synthesis, low-cost fabrication of
large quantities of long-lived silver nanoparticles, the exploding wire method can be suggested to
prepare the silver nanoparticles. It was found that the nanoparticles were spatially well dispersed on
the carbon nanotubes. Integration of carbon nanotubes with AgNPs significantly improved CNTs
optical absorption. CNT / Ag NPs absorb light in the range of 300-1000 nm better than CNTs alone,
which demonstrates the special effects of noble metal on optical absorption of CNTs. The FTIR
spectra proving the interaction between the (SWCNTs and MWCNTs) molecules and Ag
nanoparticles. The FESEM image shows that the nanoparticles on the surface of the CNTs are fairly
homogeneously distributed. It is suggested that decoration the CNT surface with AgNPs could change
its characteristics of the materials from n-type to p-type. The experimental results have shown that the
CNT/ Ag NPs can become important building blocks for nanoscale photodetector applications.
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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate and study quantum theoretical of quark-gluon
interaction modeling in QGP matter formatted. In theoretical modeling, we can use a flavor
number, strength coupling, critical energy
MeV, system energy (400-650)MeV ,
fugacity of quark and gluon, and photon energy in range of 1-10 GeV parameter to calculation
and investigation spectrum of photon rate. We calculation and study the photon rate produced
through bremsstrahlung processes from the stable QGP matter. The photon rate production
from
and
systems at bremsstrahlung processes are found to be increased
with increased fugacity, decreased strength coupling, decreased the photons energy and
temperature of system. The photons rate in
is increases a little compared to the
systems.
Keywords: Photonic Current Rate, Bremsstrahlung process.

1. Introduction
The elementary particle is considered as an one important field in physics because it uses a much
more scientific method to study and investigate many facts to construction nature. Many theories
introduced to study and understand the structure of nucleons and quark-gluon interaction formation the
universal phase after the big bang stage [1] . Now ,there are different experimental results on hadron
observable in collisions at the Relativistic Heavy Ion-Collision (RHIC) ,its showing that hadron must
be produced in high energy collisions through quark–gluon plasma (QGP) formatted fireball [2]. The
most important idea of heavy collisions is to study and create a strong interaction material; it obtains
from the transformation of containment matter into (hadronic state) to a quark - gluon free. The quark
- gluon interaction has found in the superfluid state form named quark-gluon plasma (QGP) and its
produced in at Relativistic Heavy Ion-Collision (RHIC)[3]. The dynamics of quantum chromo
dynamic media were discovered in the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the Brookhaven
National Laboratory in Relativistic Heavy Ionic Collider (RHIC) implies early equilibration of a
quark-gluon system [4]. The quark-gluon plasma was existed for a short time
in
volume 100 fm3 and it can impossible detection the QGP state of matter directly. On the other hand,
the different indirect signatures had been used to detect such as; strangeness enhancement, dilepton
spectra, suppression and photon emission [5]. In fact, the theoretical approach to study and investigate
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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the elementary particles has been introduced by Standard Model; it’s evolved in 1970’s. The
fundamentals of Standard Model are quantum chromodynamics and electroweak and theory [6]. The
strength coupling is controlled on calculations of the photon production rate from a quark –gluon
interaction in QCD medium and its possible limited only in certain situations. In weakly coupled quark
with gluon indicate that the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) has a strength coupling smaller than one to
complete estimation the photons rate [7]. Contrary to molecules and atoms, the quarks and gluons
haven’t found in freely, but were confined in hadronic state. This state was quite similar to
decomposition of the magnetic pole north and south and never isolated each other [8]. The rate of
photon emission from QGP matter is has estimation using phase-space distributed. They are assume to
be Bose-Einstein and Fermi-Dirac distributions, while the lattice QCD estimation indicated that QGP
system has been strong interaction ,for both non-ideal corrections taken into account the photon
rate[9].
2. Theory
The number of photonic emitting rate production per unit time per unit volume via the usual QCD
theory is [10].
………………………..(1)
Where
is the distribution function of Bose-Einstein and
is the imaginary part of
the retarded self-energy polarization tensor of the photons at Bremsstrahlung processes. The
distribution function of Bose-Einstein
is given by [11].
…………………..(2)
Where is the energy of photon and T is the heat energy of the system. Then the imaginary part
given by [12].
|

|∫ (

)

………………….(3)
Where
is an overall degeneracy factor ,
is the Casimir operator of the system unitary group
SU( ) , is the quantum electrodynamics coupling, ∑ is the square charge of quark ,
is the
square quantum chromodunamic coupling ,T is the heat energy of system ,E is the energy of photons
,
is the fugacity of quark ,
is the integral of the self-energy . The variance of constants selfenergy is given by integral [13].
………………….(4)
and are the dimensionless constants of the self-energy. Inserting Eq.(4) in Eq.(3), then imaginary
part is reduce to .
|
|∫ (
)
………………….(5)
Introduce the electric charge of quarks ∑
|
……………….(6)
The Juttner distribution function for quark

in Eq.(5) to given .
|∑

∫ (
and

)
are given by [14].

………………… .( 7)
……………(8)
Where
.

is the fugacity parameter. Inserting Eqs.(7) and (8) in Eq.(6) and simply to reduced
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|
∫

(

)

|∑

[∫

(

)

]………………….(9)

The solve of the integral term give results
[∫

(

)

]

(

∫

(

)

]

(

)

[

Γ

Γ

)

….(10)
Inserting Eq.(10) in Eq.(9) to obtain .
|
|∑
(
The coupling parameter for QCD theory is given by [15].

)…………..(11)

………………………..(12)
Where
is the constant of strong coupling interaction.The Casimir operator
representation of color charge is [16].

is corresponded to
……………….(13)

where

is the color number constant.

Inserting Eq.(12) and Eq.(13) in Eq.(11) to obtain .
∑ |
|
(
)…. (14)
The quantum electrodynamics QED coupling constant [17].
= …………………. ( 15 )
substituting Eq.(15) in Eq.(14) to obtain .
∑ |
|
(
)…. (16)
Inserting Eq.(16) in Eq.(1) to obtain.
∑ |
|
(
)…. (17)
The overall degeneracy factor in QCD theory is equal to quantum number of color
Eq.(17) becomes.
∑ |
|
(
)…. (18)
The Bosonic function distribution for gluon
[18] and simply to .

, then

………………..(19)
The Eq.(18) becomes with Eq.( 19) is.
)…. (20)

∑ |
|
(
The strength coupling constant is given by [19].
…..(21)

where
is the momentum or heat energy and
and
is refers to heat energy or momentum
in hadrons phase
,where
is the critical temperature .
3. Results
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To obtain the spectrum of photons rate at bremsstrahlung process depend on the quantum
chromodynamic QCD theory one can be calculate the strength coupling through estimation the flavor
number .The estimation of flavor number included in estimating the summed on total flavor number
∑
using Table 1 for system species, the system
in being the number flavor
of chram quark (
4) and down quark (
2) and the system
in being the number
flavor
of chram quark (
4) and bottom (
5) in the system.
Fermions
Quarks

Table 1. The main properties of quarks [20].
Name
Mass
Electric
Charge
Up (u)
⁄
⁄
Down (d)
⁄
⁄
Strange (s)

⁄

Charm (c)
⁄
Bottom (b)

⁄

Top (t)

⁄

1
2

⁄

3

⁄

4

⁄

5

6
⁄
In order to calculate the photons rate , we can evaluated the strength coupling ,total charge and total
flavor number . For the strength coupling calculation for quarks-gluon interaction at bremsstrahlung ,
the photons are yielding at temperature around (400,450,500,550,600 and 650 MeV) are necessary.
The strength coupling can be calculated using Eq.(21) and so one can use summation of the flavor
number
for
and
for
system with the critical
temperature
and the temperatures of system in the range (400 to650 MeV ),results are shown
in table (2) for
and
systems respectively.
Table 2. Results of strength coupling for
and
temperature
.
Running strength coupling

400
450
500
550
600
650

0.3178
0.3051
0.2945
0.2856
0.2779
0.2712

systems using the critical

0.3926
0.3769
0.3638
0.3528
0.3433
0.3350

A numerical theoretical calculation of the spectra of photons emission from quark-gluon interaction at
bremsstrahlung process using the Eq.(20) and MATLAP program with taken
,,
[21] ,
[21],
[13] and
[13] ,results are shown in Table 3 and Figure 1
for
system and Table 4 and Figure 2 for system.
Table 3. Rate of photon production (or yield)
system
has flavor number

4

at

with
,
in Bremishtahlang process.

in
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1
2
4
6
8
10

T=400Mev

T=450Mev

T=500Mev

T=550Mev

T=600Mev

T=650Mev

3.8143e-07
.168.1e-08
9.9024e-11
6.1936e-13
4.0242e-15
2.6538e-17

6.9616e-07
4.1965e-08
3.7603e-10
4.0584e-12
4.5736e-14
5.2419e-16

1.1750e-06
8.3138e-08
1.1217e-09
1.8691e-11
3.2691e-13
5.8268e-15

1.8681e-06
1.4974e-07
2.8040e-09
6.6523e-11
1.6655e-12
4.2581e-14

2.8317e-06
2.5067e-07
6.1296e-09
1.9483e-10
6.5717e-12
2.2682e-13

4.1294e-06
3.9629e-07
1.2077e-08
4.9076e-10
2.1285e-11
9.4658e-13

Figure 1. Rate of photon production

as a function of
.

Table 4. Rate of photon production
at
has flavor number

1
2
4
6
8
10

for

system at

with
,
in Bremishtahlang process.

in system

T=400Mev

T=450Mev

T=500Mev

T=550Mev

T=600Mev

T=650Mev

4.7120e-07
2.2995e-08
1.2233e-10
7.6514e-13
4.9713e-15
3.2784e-17

8.5998e-07
5.1841e-08
4.6452e-10
5.0135e-12
5.6499e-14
6.4755e-16

1.4514e-06
1.0270e-07
1.3857e-09
2.3089e-11
4.0383e-13
7.1979e-15

2.3077e-06
1.8498e-07
3.4638e-09
8.2176e-11
2.0574e-12
5.2601e-14

3.4980e-06
3.0967e-07
7.5722e-09
2.4068e-10
8.1183e-12
2.8020e-13

5.1009e-06
4.8952e-07
1.4918e-08
6.0621e-10
2.6292e-11
1.1693e-12
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Figure 2. Rate of photon production

as a function of
.

for

system at

To compute the net electric charge for
and
systems at the bremsstrahlung
processes can be estimated using the summation of all charges for quarks in the system and be
deduced using the ∑
=
⁄ for both systems. However, the photons rate calculated
with the same parameters except fugacity that taken
[13] and
[13], results are
shown in Table 5 and Figure 3 for
system and Table 6 and Figure 4 for system.
Table 5. Rate of photon production
at
has flavor number

1
2
4
6
8
10

with
,
in Bremishtahlang process.

in system

T=400Mev

T=450Mev

T=500Mev

T=550Mev

T=600Mev

T=650Mev

9.0239e-09
4.4054e-10
2.3437e-12
1.4659e-14
9.5244e-17
6.2811e-19

1.6468e-08
9.9318e-10
8.8999e-12
9.6055e-14
1.0825e-15
1.2407e-17

2.7792e-08
1.9675e-09
2.6549e-11
4.4238e-13
7.7373e-15
1.3791e-16

4.4185e-08
3.5436e-09
6.6366e-11
1.5745e-12
3.9420e-14
1.0078e-15

6.6969e-08
5.9319e-09
1.4508e-10
4.6113e-12
1.5554e-13
5.3684e-15

9.7656e-08
9.3772e-09
2.8584e-10
1.1615e-11
5.0377e-13
2.2404e-14
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Figure 3. Rate of photon production

as a function of
.

Table 6. Rate of photon production
at
has flavor number

1
2
4
6
8
10

for

with
,
in Bremishtahlang process.

system at

in system

T=400Mev

T=450Mev

T=500Mev

T=550Mev

T=600Mev

T=650Mev

1.1148e-08
5.4423e-10
2.8953e-12
1.8109e-14
1.1766e-16
7.7594e-19

2.0344e-08
1.2269e-09
1.0994e-11
1.1866e-13
1.3372e-15
1.5326e-17

3.4332e-08
2.4305e-09
3.2796e-11
5.4647e-13
9.5580e-15
1.7036e-16

5.4581e-08
4.3774e-09
8.1982e-11
1.9449e-12
4.8695e-14
1.2450e-15

8.2730e-08
7.3278e-09
1.7922e-10
5.6965e-12
1.9215e-13
6.6318e-15

1.2063e-07
1.1583e-08
3.5308e-10
1.4348e-11
6.2229e-13
2.7674e-14
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Figure 4. Rate of photon production

as a function of
.

for

system at

4. Discussion
Due to quantum chromo dynamic theory, we present the theoretical results for the calculation the
photon rate of photon production from bremsstrahlung at the different photon energy (1-10) GeV at
critical temperature 90MeV with the different fugacity for quark and gluon. The calculation has been
done for two different
and
quarks systems have total flavor number 6 and 9. From
Table 2, it can be shown that running strength coupling
decrees with increase the temperature of
quark gluon system for both
and
systems ,this because the confinement and
asymptomatic behavior of quarks with concerning the fact or slow photons rate, the results show the
photons rate increased with decreased the strength coupling and vice versa. Furthermore, the behavour
of the strength coupling of
system is larger than the strength coupling of
system
because to effect of flavor number for the same critical energy and temperature of the system . To each
system , the strength coupling
and the photon rate spectrum of the emitted bremsstrahlung is
calculated in photons energies
ranging (1-10GeV) .The total photons rate of the
bremsstrahlung emission has been obtained due to integrating the Eq.(9) on the photon momentum
determined previously. For each photon energy and temperature of the system, the number of photons
emission from bremsstrahlung is obtained by using Eq.(20). Briefly, the photon rate from
bremsstrahlung are slowing down with increased energy of photons and the photons will be
attenuatied in the QGP mater .As for the
system , the photon spectrum emitted in
bremsstrahlung at energy
is faster compare with
,this indicate for energy
the system emission photons by small rate . On the other hand, the emitted photons by
bremsstrahlung with fugacity
,
are lower than
and
, that’s
means when increased fugacity lead to emission more photons for both systems. Consequently, the
fugacity hasn't yet e much by effected on increasing, but the strength and flavor number can induce
more photons to emit the higher energy bremsstrahlung. In conclusion ,the fugacity intense to the
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photons spectrum obtained in bremsstrahlung process, this calculation will be supply more knowledge
about reaction of quark and gluon to conceive the nature of shielding of the source In the this work,
the bremsstrahlung emissions of
and
systems are increased with decreasing
strength coupling for photons energies in the interval 1-10 GeV. In Figures 1 to 4, the spectra of
photons rate
of the bremsstrahlung emerging by photon energy are represented in Tables (47). As expected, the photon emission rate of the bremsstrahlung at high-energy yield in small region of
system around the QGP matter. Generally , , the photons emission rate values of the bremsstrahlung
increased with increased fugacity and increased flavor and decreased strength coupling of then system
.
However,
larger
photons
rate
appear
in
the
high-energy
region,
where
and reach a maximum at the energy of the photons
. These differences
indicate that the cross-section of reaction in
can be probable compare cross section in
in the high energy region (1-10)GeV .In all Figures (1-4) , the plotted forphotons rate
are given same behavior with range high energy(1-10)GeV but the photons yield rate in Figure 3 and
(4) with fugacity
,
are lowered than at Figures 1 and 2 with fugacity
and
by a factor
.
5. Conclusion
In concluding that the calculation of the photon rate through the bremsstrahlung process enhanced
by flavor number, strength coupling fugacity, photon energy and temperature of the QGP mater
system and give stability feature in quark –gluon system formation. The overall evaluation of photon
emission rate production through the bremsstrahlung process and the spectra as a function of strength
coupling and photon energy incorporate to give the results of photon yield rate. The photon rate for the
bremsstrahlung has been increased with increased fugacity and increased flavor and decreased strength
coupling of the system. Thus, the consideration of the quntum chromodynamic theory in the quark –
gluon is the important role in the calculation of photon rate at the high energy. So, this theoretical
model can be supply results to improve the other theoretical and experimental results.
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Abstract. In this paper, the magnetic flux density was studied using a mathematical model and
different inner radius has been used for the iron free coil. The maximum value of magnetic
field and the magnetic scalar potential was calculated. The paraxial ray can be studied using
rung Kutta to solve the differential equation in the infinite and zero magnification condition, all
results are determined using MATLAB program.
Keywords: electron optics, ions optics, iron free magnetic lenses, the potential of the electron
lenses, electron microscopy

1. Introduction:
Electron optics is image formation by means of Deblorgle principle which can change the resolution
by changing some parameters as electrons potential or the excitation of the lens[1, 2].The magnetic
field can be stimulated using a mathematical model which has parameters and change the foundation
of the lens [2, 3]. The effect of the geometry parameters on the results, the beam throw and emerge
beams are studied[4].
There are many mathematical models which represent the magnetic field, and many models can
represent the magnetic scalar potential. Using the inverse design procedure and the optimization to
receive the optimal lenses, the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (2) and the electron optics
simulations were combined and make a multi-objective optimization design tool for electron optics.
To determine the function of the objective that varies with the parameters of the macroscopic electrical
to need that optimize the electron optics system[5].
In general, the solution of the inverse design problems can be found by using mathematical models
can control to the properties of the lens inside the scanning electron microscopy and transmission
electron microscopy and determine analytically the first derivative and the second derivative for the
model to design and simulate the lenses[6-8].
2. The Theoretical Treatment
Many mathematical models can represent the axial magnetic field. The axial distribution of the
magnetic field for iron free magnetic lens can be represented by[9]

Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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)

⁄
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[

(

) )
⁄

(
(

(

)

( )

⁄

(
Where
B(z) in teslas [9 ].

) )

and

(

) )

]

,S and z are in meters, NI in ampere turns and

……………………………(2)
Where
(

the density of the current, A the area of the cross-section of the energizing
) I the electrical current coil [9 ].,

(

)

( )

Where the packing factor (0.9) for the copper tape winding(
imagine the system is [9 ].

2R2

),

Z

2R1

s
(iron free lens.) [9].
In the present work, the equation (1) can be modified as[modified from the researcher]:-

2
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]

The inner diameter of the coil is [9]
D1=2

( )

This paper was to study the axial flux density and the paraxial ray by using the paraxial ray
equation[10]:-

( )

( )

Where r is the trajectory and Vr is the relativistically corrected accelerating voltage, is the charge-tomass quotient. by using the fourth order Runge-Kutta numerical method to solve differential equation
(6).
The magnetic scalar potential can be calculated by using the equation[10]:-

( )

( )

Where is the magnetic scalar potential,
the magnetic permeability.
The inner diameter for the coil took (3, 5, 10, 15, 20) mm
Results and discussion: The magnetic lenses play important role in the scanning electron microscopy and transmission
electron microscopy then the inverse design and the optimization draw the complete image for the lens
properties which many researchers works in this line to receive for the perfect study to the samples [2,
11].
According to the equation (1), the distribution of the asymmetric magnetic field of the lens as a
function of the optical axis as shown in the figure (1) with different inner radius (3,5,10,15,20), one
can see the increasing the inner radius for the coil this causes decreasing the half width of the curve in
addition to that the maximum value for the magnetic field distribution will be reduced as shown in the
table (1)
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Figure 1. The axial flux density for different diameters.
Table 1. value for magnetic field distribution maximum for different value inner diameter
Bmax(T)
D1(mm)
1.9658
3
1.7028
5
1.3333
10
1.1145
15
0.9617
20
The decreasing in the inner diameter may make the dissipation the magnetic line in the wide area in
the space and this causes the weakness for the lens, this can be shown in the global papers[12, 13],
which support this results. The paraxial ray under zero magnification for different inner diameters for
the iron free coil can be shown in figure (2). One can show that the decreasing in the diameters causes
arising the curve coming from a weakness interaction the ray with lines of the magnetic field, but in
the general, the behaviour of the curve is normal focusing with the magnetic field to make the discover
imagine the samples. The same speech for the figure (3) which shows the paraxial ray under infinite
magnification figures (2) and (3)are deduced by using mathematical models in the magnetic field with
assisted numerical determinations in the inverse design optimization with different values inner
diameters[14, 15], these figures show the effects of interaction between the current and the magnetic
fields which produces and the electron beam with different inner diameters. The magnetic scalar
potential distributions as a function of the optical axis with variable inner diameters can be shown in
the figure (4) which produced from equation (7),by this figure, one can show the decreasing the
magnetic scalar potential with increasing the inner diameter this may decrease the maximum value for
magnetic field distributions which effective to the magnetic scalar potential distribution because
decreasing the area under the curve for the magnetic field distributions.
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Figure 2. the paraxial ray for different inner diameters.

Figure 3. the paraxial ray under infinite magnification for different inner diameters.
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Figure 4. The magnetic scalar potential for different inner diameters.
3. Conclusion:
In this work, the effects of different inner diameter for the iron free lenses on the magnetic field
distributions and the paraxial ray along the optical axis were studied. The increasing in the inner
diameter causes a complication in the interaction between the electron beam and the magnetic field
and makes the lens weaker. The increased diameter makes the effect and change in the magnetic scalar
potential this may be due to the shape of asymmetric magnetic field distribution determined from
variable inner diameter.
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Abstract. This investigation presents a quantum model for electron transfer allows us to
calculate the flow electronic transfer rate through metal/molecule devices. The flow electronic
transfer rate at interfaces between Au metal contact with poly(9,9'-dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N'(4-butylphenyl)-diphenylamine) (TFB) and solvents media with polarity is ranging from 0.315
for Diethyl ether to 0.5361 for Methanol is investigated via quantum theory of donor acceptor
model. The flow rate are large with Au energy level alignment with TFB levels has been found
when the potential barrier at interface is 0.066 eV with Diethyl ether solvents. Flow electronic
transfer rate for Au/TFB system with methanol solvent decreased cross interface when the
potential barrier is as large as 0.122 eV. This lead to produce accumulate the charges on the both
side of Au and TFB when the potential at interface is large. The resulting slow transfer of
electrons cross interface. Furthermore, Au metal contact on TFB molecule interface frequently
with different solvents media and have large flow rate with Diethylether solvents and low flow
rate with Methanol.
Keywords: Flow electronic rate, Au metal, TFB molecule.

1. Introduction
One of the important active field research in recent years is electronic transfer in different
science chemistry, physical, biophysical and electronic material [1]. It has basic processes for using
different materials in promises technology, such as photo catalysis, light harvesting, molecular
electronics and solar cell [2]. The electronic transition field has been extended in different branch of
physical, technologic material and microelectronic devices [3]. The optoelectronic and organic
electronic devices have been studiedly and investigated in recent years in much more technology for
applications such as Organic Light Emission Diodes (OLEDs) [4]. Electronic transfer at the levels of
molecules plays an important role in different areas of physics, chemistry, biology and variety materials
science [5]. After the seminal work of Marcus in 1958, the electron transfer still a more active ﬁeld in
different research area. The distribution of charge in condensed matter and molecules belongs to the
more an important event in all photo induced processes in biology and chemical systems and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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technological materials [6]. However, the levels of energy for molecules relative to levels energy for
metals are the fundamental rule for electronic transfer at molecule-metal system [7]. The molecular
orbital levels alignment with the Fermi energy levels of metal play an important to determine the
potential barriers [8], the energy levels for Au contact with TFB are shown in Fig.1 [4,9]. In this research,
the theoretical flow electronic rate at Au/TFB device are evaluated and studied via quantum theory.
For the system, the transition energy, activation, barrier and flow electronic rate will be present.

Fig.1. Illustrated of the energy levels of Au metal contact with TFB molecule [4,9].
2. Theory
The flow electronic transfer from metal to molecule cross interface is given by [10].
2𝜋 ∞
̂𝑚𝑀 〉|2 𝛿(𝜖𝑘 − 𝜖)𝑑𝜖
l.4𝕁𝑚𝑀 = ħ ∫−∞ 𝐹(𝜖)|〈𝔐
………… (1)
ℎ
̂𝑚𝑀 is coupling
Where ħ is 2𝜋 , ℎ is the Planck constant, 𝐹(𝜖) is the Fermi-Dirac occupation,𝔐
parameters and 𝛿(𝜖𝑘 − 𝜖) is the delta Dirac function for energy at k state of metal and energy levels of
molecule.
The effective density of molecule-metal states system 𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖) is equivalent to [11].
𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖) = ∫ 𝛿(𝜖𝑘 − 𝜖)𝑑𝑘………… (2)
The Fermi-Dirac occupation for electrons in levels state may be written as [12].
𝜖

𝐹(𝜖) = (𝑒 kBT + 1)−1 ………… (3)
Substituting the Eqs. (2) and (3) in Eq. (1) to give:
𝜖

2𝜋 ∞
̂𝑚𝑀 〉|2 𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖)𝑑𝜖 ………… (4)
𝕁𝑚𝑀 = ∫−∞(𝑒 kBT + 1)−1 |〈𝔐
ħ
We introduce the density of state for electrons𝓅̂ (𝐸𝑖 ) in system, then Eq. (4) become.
𝜖

2𝜋 ∞
̂𝑚𝑀 〉|2 𝓅̂ (𝐸𝑖 )𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖)𝑑𝜖 ………… (5)
𝕁𝑚𝑀 = ħ ∫−∞(𝑒 kBT + 1)−1 |〈𝔐
The density of state for metal/molecule system was given:

𝓅̂ (𝐸𝑖 ) = √4𝜋Λ

1
𝑚𝑀 kB

𝑒
T

(Λ
+∆𝐔 0 )2
− 𝑚𝑀
4Λ𝑚𝑀 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

………… (6)

Inserting Eq. (6) in Eq. (5) produce:
(Λ

𝜖

𝕁𝑚𝑀 =

∞
2𝜋
1
√4𝜋Λ k T ∫−∞(𝑒 kBT
ħ
𝑚𝑀 B

+

+∆𝐔 0 )2

− 𝑚𝑀
1)−1 𝑒 4Λ𝑚𝑀𝑘𝐵𝑇

̂𝑚𝑀 〉|2 𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖)𝑑𝜖 …… (7)
|〈𝔐

However, the electrons will be transfer above Fermi level with energy 𝜖, the activation energy ∆𝑈 0 for
transfer reduced to [13].
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∆𝑈 0 = ∆𝜖𝑜 − 𝜖
………… (8)
Substituting Eq.(8) in Eq.(7) reduce to.
(Λ
+∆𝜖𝑜 −𝜖)
− 𝑚𝑀

𝜖

∞
2𝜋
1
√4𝜋Λ k T ∫−∞(𝑒 kBT
ħ
𝑚𝑀 B

𝕁𝑚𝑀 =

+ 1)−1 𝑒

2

4Λ𝑚𝑀 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

̂𝑚𝑀 〉|2 𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖)𝑑𝜖…… (9)
|〈𝔐

Furthermore, the exponent factor in the Eq. (9) simply to:

𝑒

−

(Λ𝑚𝑀 +∆𝜖𝑜 −𝜖)2
4Λ𝑚𝑀 𝑘𝐵 𝑇
(Λ𝑚𝑀 +∆𝜖𝑜 )
2Λ𝑚𝑀 kB T

Under assume 𝐴 =

=𝑒

𝜖(Λ𝑚𝑀 +∆𝜖𝑜 )
(Λ𝑚𝑀 +∆𝜖𝑜 )2
𝜖2
−
−
4Λ𝑚𝑀 𝑘𝐵 𝑇 e 2Λ𝑚𝑀 kB T e 4Λ𝑚𝑀 kB T
1
4Λ𝑚𝑀 kB T

and 𝐵 =

(Λ
+∆𝜖𝑜 )
− 𝑚𝑀
2𝜋
1
4Λ𝑚𝑀 𝑘𝐵 𝑇
𝑒
√4𝜋Λ k T
ħ
𝑚𝑀 B

𝕁𝑚𝑀 =

−

2

𝜖

∞
∫−∞(𝑒 kBT

………… (10)

and inserting Eq.(10) in Eq.(9) results.
2

2
̂𝑚𝑀 〉| 𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖)𝑑𝜖.……… (11)
+ 1)−1 e−𝐴𝜖 e− 𝐵𝜖 |〈𝔐

The potential barrier is given by:
∆𝕍𝑒𝑓 =

(Λ𝑚𝑀 +∆𝜖𝑜)2
4Λ𝑚𝑀 𝑘𝐵 𝑇

=

(Λ𝑚𝑀 +𝜖𝐹 −𝐼𝐸 )2
…………
4Λ𝑚𝑀

(12)

Where 𝜖𝐹 is Fermi energy and 𝐼𝐸 is ionization energy. Furthermore, the effective density 𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖)is given
by [13].
𝐿𝑀
𝜌𝑒𝑓 (𝜖) = 𝜌M (E)
1 ………… (13)
6
𝑑𝑎𝑑𝑚 2/3 ( )3
𝜋

Where 𝜌M (E) is the metal density of states, 𝐿𝑒𝑐𝑙 is effect of coupled length and 𝑑𝑎𝑑𝑚 is atomic density
metal.
Inserting Eq.(13) and Eq.(12)with Eq.(11) to obtained:
(Λ
+𝜖 −𝐼𝐸 )
− 𝑚𝑀 𝐹
2𝜋
1
4Λ
𝑚𝑀
√4𝜋Λ k T 𝑒
ħ
𝑚𝑀 B

𝕁𝑚𝑀 =

2

𝜌M (E)

2

𝜖

∞

𝐿𝑀
1
6
𝑑𝑎𝑑𝑚 2/3 ( )3
𝜋

∫−∞(𝑒 kBT +

2
̂𝑚𝑀 〉| 𝑑𝜖 ………..(14)
1)−1 e−𝐴𝜖 e− 𝐵𝜖 |〈𝔐
Assume that
𝜖

2

2
∞
̂𝑚𝑀 〉| 𝑑𝜖 …..…..(15)
𝐼 = ∫−∞(𝑒 kBT + 1)−1 e−𝐴𝜖 e− 𝐵𝜖 |〈𝔐
Where

e−𝐴𝜖 = 1 − 𝐴𝜖 +
And

(𝐴𝜖)2
2!

−

(𝐴𝜖)3
3!

2

(𝐴𝜖)4
4!
3

(B𝜖 2 )

2

+

(B𝜖 2 )

−

(𝐴𝜖)5
5!

+⋯

4

(B𝜖 2 )

e−B𝜖 = 1 − B𝜖 2 +
−
+
2!
3!
4!
The solution of integrals in Eq. (15) give:

5

−

(B𝜖 2 )

𝐴2

1

… … … … (16)
𝑛

+ ⋯…

5!

𝐵2

1

(B𝜖 2 )

𝐼 = 2k B TΓ(1)𝜉(𝑛) + 2 ( 2! − B) Γ(3)(k B T)3 𝜉(𝑛3 ) + 2 ( 2! −
𝐴2 𝐵2
2 ( (2!)2
𝑛 𝑛
−1
𝐴8𝐵2

2!3!

−

𝐵3
3!

….+

−

𝐴4 𝐵
1
) Γ(7)(k B T)7 𝜉( 5 ) +
4!
𝑛

𝑛 𝑛
𝐴2 𝐵4

2!4!

𝐵4
2(
4!

−

𝐴2 𝐵3
2!3!

+

… … … . ..(17)

𝑛!
𝐴2 𝐵
2!

+

𝐴4
1
) Γ(5)(k B T)5 𝜉(𝑛5 ) +
4!

𝐴4 𝐵2
1
) Γ(9)(k B T)9 𝜉( 9 ) +
2!4!
𝑛

𝑛

𝐵2

⋯ . . +2 ( 𝑛 −
2

1

) Γ(n + 1)(k B T)n+1 𝜉 (𝑛n+1 ) ………… (18)

Inserting Eq. (18) in Eq. (14) to results
𝕁𝑚𝑀 =

2
2𝜋
1
̂𝑚𝑀 〉| 𝜌M (E)
|〈𝔐
√
ħ
4𝜋Λ𝑚𝑀 kB T
1

𝐵2

B) Γ(3)(k B T)3 𝜉 (𝑛3 ) + 2 ( 2! −
𝐴4 𝐵
1
) Γ(7)(k B T)7 𝜉 (𝑛5 ) +
4!
𝑛 𝑛
−1
𝐴8𝐵2

2!3!

….+

𝑛 𝑛
𝐴2 𝐵4

2!4!

𝐵4
2 ( 4!

𝐴2 𝐵
2!

−

+

𝐴2 𝐵3
2!3!

2

𝐿𝑀
6
𝜋

1𝑒

(Λ
+𝜖 −𝐼𝐸 )
− 𝑚𝑀 𝐹
4Λ𝑚𝑀

𝑑𝑎𝑑𝑚 2/3 ( )3

𝐴4

1

1

𝐴2 𝐵2

) Γ(5)(k B T)5 𝜉 (𝑛5 ) + 2 ( (2!)2 −
4!
+

𝐴4 𝐵2
1
) Γ(9)(k B T)9 𝜉 (𝑛9 ) +
2!4!
1

) Γ(n + 1)(k B T)n+1 𝜉 (𝑛n+1 )] ………… (19)

3

𝐴2

[2k B TΓ(1)𝜉 (𝑛) + 2 ( 2! −
𝐵3
3!

−
𝑛

𝐵2

⋯ . . +2 ( 𝑛 −
2

!

!
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The transition energy Λ 𝑚𝑀 𝑒𝑉 for electron transfer is [14]:
Λ 𝑚𝑀 (𝑒𝑉) =

𝑒2
8𝜋𝜀𝑜

1
𝑛2

=(

1
𝜀

1
𝑟

− )( −

1
)
2𝑅

………… (20)

where e is electrons charge, 𝜀 o is permittivity of vacuum, 𝜀 and n are dielectric constant and refractive
index of the solvents, R is distance between the molecule and metal electrode, r is molecule radius.
the radii of material could be estimation using an expression approach [15].
3𝑀

1

𝑟 = (4𝜋𝑁𝐷)3 ………… (21)
here M is the molecular weight, D is the mass density and N is Avogadro’s number.
3. Results
Calculate and investigate here the flow electronic rate of metal/molecule interface and contact with
each other. Use theoretical model due to quantum picture to examine the flow electronic rate of these
devices, and evaluate the transition energy, driving energy and barrier for electrons. The Au/ poly(9,9'dioctylfluorene-co-bis-N,N'-(4-butylphenyl)diphenylamine) (TFB) model is chosen to be investigated.
The flow electronic transfer cross contacts that’s shown in Fig.1. The transition energy can be calculated
using Eq.(20) and calculated radii of metal and TFB molecule using Eq.(21) with molecule weight and
mass density from Table1.Results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. The main properties Au and TFB molecule dye [16, 17].
Properties
Gold (Au) [16] TFB [17]
Element Formula
Au
C10H2F12
Atomic Metal Weight (g/mol)
196.966569
350.104
Density at room temperature (g/cm3)
19.30
1.567
Crystal system
Cubic
Triclinic
Structure type
FCC
Triclinic
HOMO
5.3 eV
LUMO
2.3 eV
Fermi energy
5.53 eV
Melting point (oC)
1064.18
Boiling point (oC)
3825
heat capacity (Cp) /J g-1 K-1 at 25 °C, 100 kPa
0.129
Ionization energy
5.5 eV
Radius calculated(Å)
1.5934
4.4574
The transition energy of Au/TFB interface is strictly by dielectric constant and refractive index of
solvents and radi of Au and TFB molecule, it is evaluated by Eq.(20) using characteristic of solvents
from Table 2 and, R is the distance between the Au electrode and TFB molecule R = 𝑟𝐴𝑢 + 𝑟𝑇𝐹𝐵 and
taken the radius of Au and the TFB molecule from Table 1 and
Table 2.
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Table 2. Calculated results of transition energyΛ mM (eV)for Au/ TFP
Solvent

Chemical
Formula

refractive
index (n)
at 𝟐𝟎𝒐

static dielectric
constant (ε) at 𝟐𝟎𝒐

The transition
energy (eV)
Au/TFB

2,2,2-Trifluoroethanol
Methanol
Acetonitrile
Diethyl ether
Acetone
Ethanol
Nitromethane
Tetrahydrofuran(THF)

C2H3F3O
CH4O
C2H3N
C4H10O
C3H6O
C2H6O
CH3NO2
C4H8O

1.2910
1.3284
1.3441
1.3524
1.3587
1.3614
1.3817
1.4072

8.55
32.7
37.5
4.33
21.01
24.5
35.87
7.58

0.4928
0.5470
0.5375
0.3222
0.5041
0.5088
0.5060
0.3806

Furthermore, the Au metal and TFB molecule contact, the Fermi energy of Au and ionization energy
(IE)making the interface potential barrier. It evaluates using Eq.(12) by taking the transition energy in
Table 2 and ionization energy of TFB is 5.5 eV and Fermi energy of Au metal is 7.25 eV, results have
been shown in Table 3 knowing that highest orbitals molecule energy(HOMO) energy levels is 5.3 eV
and the lowest orbitals molecule energy(LUMO) is 2.3 eV [18].
Table 3. Results of evaluation the potential ∆𝕍effor Au/ TFB system
Transition energy
Polarity function
Potential energy ∆𝕍𝐞𝐟
Solvent type
f(n,e)
𝚲𝐦𝐌 (𝐞𝐕)
(eV)
2,2,20.4830
0.4928
0.1087
Trifluoroethanol
Methanol
0.5361
0.5470
0.1222
Acetonitrile
0.5269
0.5375
0.1198
Diethyl ether
0.3158
0.3222
0.0663
Acetone
0.4941
0.5041
0.1115
Ethanol
0.4987
0.5088
0.1127
Nitromethane
0.4959
0.5060
0.1119
Tetrahydrofuran
0.3731
0.3806
0.0808
(THF)
̂mM 〉 (eV)of Au metal-on-TFB contacts are estimated experimentally
The energetics coupling 〈𝔐
̂mM 〉|2 = (0.42 0.4 0.35 0.5 0.56 0.6 0.65 0.7
depending on literature [19] and approximately to |〈𝔐
0.75 0.8 0.9 ) × 10−11 𝑒𝑉 2. Flow of electronic transfer rate has evaluated using Eq.(19) with MATLB
program and using results of transition energy in Table 2, Fermi energy of Au is 7.25 eV and ionization
energy IE= 5.5 eV, results are showing in Table 4.
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Table 4. Results of flow rate of electrons transfer calculation for Au/TFB at Ionization Energy IE= 5.5
eV
The electron transfer rate constant× 𝟏𝟎−𝟗
̂ 𝒎𝑴 〉|𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟏 eV/ state
Coupling strength |〈𝕸

Solvent type

2,2,2Trifluoroethanol
Methanol
Acetonitrile
Diethyl ether
Acetone
Ethanol
Nitromethane
Tetrahydrofuran
(THF)

0.42

0.4

0.35

0.5

0.56

0.6

0.65

0.7

0.75

0.8

0.9

1.487

1.417

1.239

1.771

1.983

2.125

2.302

2.479

2.656

2.833

3.187

0.842
0.910
9.440
1.314
1.246
1.281

0.802
0.866
8.991
1.252
1.187
1.220

0.702
0.758
7.867
1.095
1.038
1.067

1.002
1.083
11.238
1.565
1.484
1.525

1.123
1.213
12.587
1.753
1.662
1.708

1.203
1.300
13.486
1.878
1.780
1.830

1.303
1.408
14.610
2.034
1.929
1.982

1.403
1.516
15.734
2.191
2.077
2.135

1.503
1.625
16.857
2.347
2.225
2.287

1.604
1.733
17.981
2.504
2.374
2.440

1.804
1.949
20.229
2.817
2.670
2.745

4.959

4.722

4.132

5.903

6.611

7.084

7.674

8.264

8.854

9.445

10.625

4. Discussion
Quantum theory model used to examine the flow electron transfer rate at Au/TFB interfaces, and
evaluate the flow rate, transition energy and potential barrier at interface. The energy levels alignment
of Au metal contact with TFB are showing in Figure1, i.e. the interface of Au metal energy level
alignment with HOMO-LUMO energy levels for TFB molecule strictly by the Fermi energy of Au and
the HOMO-LUMO energy. The positions of the energy levels of TFB molecule relative to the Fermi
level of Au are shown in Figure1. The transition energy controlled electronic transfer of Au metal used
contact with TFB molecule. In the majority of transition energy investigated here, the polarity estimation
using the refractive index and dielectric constant in Table 3 effected forcedly on calculation the
transition energy with different solvent. At the Au metal is aligned with TFB molecule, the transition
energy increased with increased polarity of solvents with the fact that solvents generally form good
media to level alignment with each other. Considering the fact that the transition energy are controlled
to transfer of electrons from donor to acceptor we conclude that transition energy relative to the position
of the energy level of highest orbitals molecule energy (HOMO), and the lowest orbitals molecule
energy (LUMO)relative to Fermi energy are limited the flow electronic rate through the potential that
created in interface of contact Au with TFB. The potential barrier, which simply defined as the energy
difference between the ionization energy IE and Fermi level relative to transition energy. When the
Fermi energy of the Au metal is relatively to ionization energy and transition energy low, making the
interface potential barrier larger, it's shown that for Au/TFB with Methanol solvent has potential is equal
to 0.1222 eV compare with Diethyl ether is equal to 0.0663 eV. However ,when the transition energy is
large lead to potential is high, the increased transition energy making the interfacial potential barrier
higher because the increased transition energy indicate the driving energy decreased because the system
has more energy to reorientation energy , or small flow electronic rate .The electronic transition are most
occurs when potential is low this showing for Au/TFB with Diethyl ether solvent (9.440 × 10−9 to
cm3
) compare with less electron transfer with methanol solvent(0.842 × 10−9
sec
𝑐𝑚3
10−9 𝑠𝑒𝑐 ). The transition energy of Au metal contact on TFB molecule interfaces is energy

20.229 × 10−9

to 1.804 ×
necessarily to transfer occurs with the energy level alignments at interfaces. Different solvent media are
taken to examined the transfer of electrons at Au/TFB system. While methanol solvent media shows
slow flow rate, Diethyl ether and Tetrahydrofuran (THF) solvents show strong electronic transfer from
Auto TFB molecule, with low potential (0.0663 eV and 0.0808 eV) and low transition energy (0.3222
eV and 0.3806eV) relatively to system with methanol has low flow electronic rate with large potential
0.1222 eV and large transition energy (0.5470 eV) for Au contact on TFB molecule.
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5. Conclusion
We have determined the flow electronic transfer rate based quantum transition theory for interface
of Au contact with TFB with different solvents have polarity ranging from 0.3158to 0.5361. Most
importantly effects on flow electronic transfer is the transition energy, that’s limited the produce electron
density corresponding energies of electrons transfer. When increased the transition energy the flow rate
increased electrons to transfer from donor to acceptor. In additional effect on increasing flow electronic
transfer in the Au/TFB when the potential barrier is small (0.066 eV). The flow rate of electronic transfer
decrease with increasing the potential energy and decreased the electronic rate when increased the
potential energy at interface. The Diethyl ether is topic media with Au contact with TFB molecule found
to yielding large flow electronic rate and low potential barrier than the bottom Methanol solvent founded
to yielding small flow electronic rate and high potential barrier at interface.
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Abstract. In this study, 88 healthy adults in Al-Najaf governorate of Iraq have been divided
into three groups according to the type of exposure to radiation including environmentally
uranium exposures n=29 (G1), occupationally exposures n=27 (G2), and non-uranium
exposures n=32 (G3). All groups were subjected for estimation of uranium concentration in
urine samples using CR-39 SSNTD method beside measurement of urine concentrations of 8OHdG compound as a biomarker for oxidative DNA damage using Elisa technique. Reactive
oxygen species produced under the effect of many causes including ionizing radiation
exposure,
free radical induced the formation of 8-OHdG compound from cellular and
mitochondrial DNA through attack of C-8 in purine ring of guanine base. The results showed
that mean values of uranium concentration were (1.836±0.426 µg/L), (2.02±0.404 µg/L) and
(1.755± 0.437 µg/L) for group1, group2 and group3, respectively. While mean values for 8OHdG were (49.810±15.484 ng/ml), (47.717±14.232ng/ml) and (46.769±14.249ng/ml) for the
three groups, respectively. No significant statistical differences were recorded between all data
obtained. These results suggested the presence of uranium pollution in all groups including the
non-exposed group as compared with reference value of (WHO, 2004). Results also
demonstrate the presence of DNA oxidative damage in all groups according to concentration
levels of 8-OHdG in urine samples. Therefore, the uranium pollution in urine samples of the
examined groups indicate the presence of chronic low dose radiation source in Najaf
governorate, which might be the cause of DNA damage as reflected by the urinary levels of 8OHdG compound.
Keywords: uranium concentration, 8-OHdG concentration and urine sample.

1. Introduction
Environmental pollution with many chemical and physical factors can be hazardous to people health.
Humans are constantly exposed to many agents derived from exogenous sources such as food, tobacco
smoke, air pollution or ionizing radiation [1]. Ionizing radiation is a high energy radiation that
produces ionization or electrical charges as it passes through medium or matter [2]. There are three
types of atomic radiation of concern to human health namely, α, β and γ. Sources of radiation may be
natural (80%) or human made (20%) [3,4]. The most dangerous human made source of ionizing
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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radiation is the misuse of forbidden weapons as what happened in Gulf war I and II in Iraq (19902003) Which caused depleted uranium pollution in limited areas of Iraq [5].
Exposure of healthy humans to Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) agents can induce as a situation
called oxidative stress [6]. This is characterized as a situation in which the antioxidant protection
capacity is overwhelmed by an increase in the generation level of ROS resulting in oxidative damage
to cellular macromolecules such as lipids, DNA and proteins [7]. Balance is preserved between
endogenous oxidants and various enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidants under normal conditions
and in all aerobic species [8]. The most important free radical causing damage to basic
macromolecules is the hydroxyl radical
) which attack nuclear DNA and mitochondrial DNA
causing addition of (
) to c-8 of purine ring in guanine base and produce c-8-OH radical which lead
to formation of 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) [9].
This compound is then used as biomarker to examine the oxidative DNA damage, its discovery
reported for first time by Kasai and Nishimura in1984 [10]. ROS correspond to super oxide anion
, singlet oxygen
,hydroxyl radical
, hydrogen peroxide
, and nitric oxide (NO)
are crucial for many physiological processes and usually exist in cell in a balance with biochemical
antioxidant like enzymes including catalase, glutathione peroxidase, superoxide dismutase and low
molecular weight antioxidants such as (β-caroten and tocopherol) [7]. It is suspected that oxidative
stress leads to the onset and progression of many diseases and the natural aging process [11]. ROS are
highly reactive and have an extremely short half-life, so their direct determination is normally
impractical [12].
Measuring oxidative modified cellular constituent biomarkers like DNA in biological samples offers a
promising public health strategy in the field of public health [13]. In pathological conditions such as
carcinogenesis, coronary heart disease and diabetes, measurements of urinary 8-hydroxy-2deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) have been extensively studied [14,15]. In recent years, (8-OHdG) has been
commonly used not only as a biomarker for endogenous DNA damage assessment but also as a risk
factor for many diseases including cancer [16]. Also (8-OHdG) has been used to estimate DNA
damage after exposure to agents causing cancer such as:(tobacco smoke, asbestos fiber, heavy metals,
and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons) [17]. Ionizing radiation (IR) has been reported as one cause of
oxidative stress and DNA damage [1, 18, 19].
In Al-Najaf governorate of Iraq, there are some uranium concentrations either naturally (Al heera
uranium mine) or human made pollution, while other regions in the governorate are supposed to be not
polluted. The present study aims to evaluate uranium pollution in urine samples of uranium-exposed
and non-exposed samples. Moreover, estimation the urine concentration of (8-OHdG) compound as a
biomarker for DNA oxidative damage and its health consequences.
2. Materials and method
2.1. Collection and Preparation of the Samples
2.1.1. Groups of study
To measure the uranium concentrations, 88 urine samples were collected from three different groups
of adults in Al-Najaf governorate as described below.
1.
Group one (G1): Included 29 healthy people living in expected polluted areas such as the
village of Al-Zajri near the uranium mine in Al-Heerradistrict in Al-Manathera, the village of AlAama in Al-Abbasiyeh district in Al-Kufa, as well as Al-Ansar neighborhood.
2.
Group two (G2): Included 27 healthy people exposed to uranium radiation by virtue of their
work, from Al-Sadr Medical City employees, Al-Hakim General Hospital, Consultative Clinic for
Chest and Respiratory Diseases, Middle Euphrates Cancer Center.
3.
Group three (G3): Included 32 healthy people living in unpolluted areas, from some sporadic
areas of the governorate.
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2.1.2. Sample Collection
The sample was taken from the adult person containing urine cups (60 ml); and immediately acidified
by adding 1 ml of concentrated HCl for each sample to prevent urine sample polymerization, then
placed in a cooling box until the bio-laboratory was reached.
Each urine sample divided by two parts in test tubes: first for uranium concentration estimation by
SSNTD technique using CR-39 detector, second for 8-OHdG concentration measurement in urine
samples by ELISA technique.
2.2. Measurement of Uranium Concentration
A CR-39 detector was made by Pershore Moulding LTD Company UK, with a thickness of 500μm,
was put in the first part from urine samples for measuring the Uranium concentrations, for 90 day.
Each detector was cut into 1×1 cm2 an area; the tubes are stored at -80˚C in the deep freezer. At the
end of this period, the exposed detectors were etched using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution at a
temperature of 70º C for 5 hrs. The normality of solution was set at 6.25 in the water bath. These
etched detectors were then washed using distilled water. The track density of each CR-39 detector
(track/cm2) was calculated using an optical microscope (NOVEL, China) with a magnification power
of 10×40. The reading of each detector was corrected for the background radiation. The tracks density
of uranium from stander solution calculated according to the following relation [20].
(ρ) = N / (A × t)
……….(1)
Where ρ = Track density (no. /cm2.h), N = Average number of tracks, A = Area of field view (cm2), t
= Time of exposure (h).
To calculate the Uc in the serum sample one could use the following fitting equation [21]:
Uc=(ρ +12.5) / 18.6
……. (2)
2.3. Measurement of 8-Hydroxy-2′-Deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG)
The competitive inhibition enzyme immunoassay technique is employed in this assay. The 8-OHdGspecific antibodies were pre-coated onto a micro plate. Standards and samples were pipetted into the
wells with 8-OHdG conjugated with Horseradish peroxidase (HRP). Between 8-OHdG (standards or
samples) and HRP conjugated 8-OHdG with the pre-coated 8-OHdG specific antibody, a competitive
inhibition reaction was launched. The further 8-OHdG in the samples, the less HRP-conjugated 8OHdG is bound by the antibodies. A substrate solution was applied to the wells after being washed to
eliminate any unbound reagent, and color was produced in comparison to the amount of 8-OHdG in
the sample. The production of color was halted and the color intensity was assessed. In urine samples,
the 8-OHdG content is determined by comparison with a predetermined normal 8-OHdG curve.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Uranium concentration in examined groups
Results of present study are reported in table (1) which shows the mean values of uranium
concentrations in urine samples of uranium healthy exposures by environmental contamination
(G1),uranium healthy exposures by virtue of their occupations (G2), and non-uranium exposures
healthy people (G3) in Al-Najaf governorate were (1.836±0.426) µg/L, (2.020±0.404)µg/L and
(1.755±0.487) µg/L respectively, other local studies reported uranium concentration in urine samples
of healthy control in Baghdad city (0.464-6.212) µg/L [22], (3.212±0.593) µg/L [23], (1.361) µg/L for
male, (0.9533) µg/L for females, (3.196) µg/L, for radiation field workers [24].
The standard value of uranium concentration in urine will be 0.3 µg/L after 30 years of continuous
exposure to 15 µg/L uranium concentrations in drinking water [25]. According to standard value, the
results of present study suggested the presence of uranium pollution in all of the studied groups
including healthy group of non-polluted areas of Al-Najaf governorate (G3).
Uranium concentration in all urine samples may reflect the presence of general environmental
pollution with ionizing radiation in Najaf governorate. In Iraq, the levels of depleted uranium raised
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after misuse of weapons forbidden in Gulf war I and II causing environmental pollution with uranium
in limited areas, but no procedures had ever been taken to isolate these contaminated areas all over
Iraq to stop and avoid the spreading of this radioactive contamination and its dangerous consequences
[26, 27]. The average annual intake of uranium by adults has been estimated to be 460 µg from
ingestion and inhalation [28]. Most of α-emitting materials leave the body through feces, small portion
of urine will get into blood and the body can get rid of within few days, and the rest can stay in bones,
kidney, liver pancreas, spleen, and central nervous system.
If we breathe the dust of α-emitting material, some of it is exhaled and some stay in our lung [29, 30].
The results of present study showed that mean value of uranium concentration in urine of G2 is higher
than that of G1 and G3, this might be obtained because this group (G2) exposed to both environmental
and artificial ionizing radiation sources. The natural environmental radiation is inevitable. It has been
recorded that the annual effective dose produced by artificial sources likes X-Ray machines and other
diagnostic systems is nearly equal to the total radiation dose obtained from natural dose [31].
In their effects on matter, natural and artificial radiation sources are identical. The U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) mandates that its licensees restrict human radiation exposure to 1 mSv
per year for individual members of the public and limit occupational radiation exposure to 50 mSv per
year for adults employed with hazardous materials above the background level of radiation exposure.
3.2. Concentration of 8-OHdG as biomarker for DNA damage
Table (2) demonstrates the concentrations mean values of 8-OHdG compound as a biomarker for
DNA damage in urine sample were (49.810±15.842 ng/ml), (47.717±14.232 ng/ml),
(46.769±14.249ng/ml) in G1, G2 and G3 respectively. A local study reported 8-OHdG concentration in
urine samples of healthy people in Baghdad city as (283.96±43.14 ng/ml) [32]. Comparing the results
of the present study with the results of non-local same studies on healthy people it was clear that the
concentration of 8-OHdG in Iraqi people in much higher than that of other populations where it was
(9.08 ng/dl) in Makkah [33], (1.32±0.20 ng/ml) in Turkey [34], (1.53 ng/ml) in Portland [35],
(12.29±5.72 ng/ml) in China [36], (8.43 ng/mg creatin) in Japan [7], (15.2±5.71 ng/mg creatin) in
Japan [6]. Studies on healthy people recorded that urinary 8-OHdG is associated with arteriosclerosis
related factors [7]. Diet also related to urinary 8-OHdG. For fruit intake a significant correlation for an
observed decrease in DNA damage level with increasing fruit intake for females [1].
The increased level of 8-OHdG concentration in urine samples of all study groups suggest DNA
damage because of oxidative stress. Also, all urine samples were uranium polluted according to mean
values estimations of uranium concentrations. Ionizing radiation is one cause of oxidative stress and
can damage any part of cell and interfere with many cellular processes and DNA is the most critical
biological target. There is no safe level for radiation exposure; any level could be harmful [37].
Ionizing radiation as a toxicant and carcinogen can produce ROS and cause severe oxidative damage
such as single and double strand break, oxidized base and DNA protein cross link.
If these damages are not repair correctly, they may lead to gene mutation and cancer [34], oxidative
damage of DNA by reactive oxygen and nitrogen species leads to production of 8-hydroxy-2deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) which is a specific biomarker for oxidative stress [38]. Normal value of 8OHdG found to be significantly different in terms of age, gender, smoking and alcohol consumption
but not different in term of body mass [7]. In recent years, 8-OHdG compound has been commonly
used not only as a biomarker for endogenous DNA damage assessment but also as a risk factor for
many diseases, including lung cancer, in many studies [12], ovarian cancer [39] and breast cancer
[33]. Measuring oxidative modified cellular constituent biomarkers, including 8-OHdG for DNA
damage in biological samples, is a promising strategy in the field of public health. It has been
discussed before that a promising future is to incorporate knowledge from genome programs to
broaden the scientific frontiers on etiology health risk prediction and prevention of environmental
disease risk by developing a reliable biomarker database [40]. ROS produced under the effect of
ionizing radiation induce the formation of 8-OHdG compound from cellular and mitochondrial DNA,
hydroxyl radical
plays important role in producing 8-OHdG. The 8-OHdG estimated in urine
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and blood cells as a biomarker for oxidative DNA damage [16]. The results of G2 showed high level
concentration of 8-OHdG and the highest level of uranium concentration in urine samples. It has been
reported that occupational exposure to low dose radiation is prevalent with wide-spread applications of
ionizing radiation in several industries. While the International Radiological Safety Commission
recommends an effective dose limit of 20 mSv for an average of 5 years and the effective dose should
not be greater than 50 mSv in any single year [31].
4. Conclusions
The percent study demonstrates that the uranium pollution is presence in urine samples of all the
examined groups reflecting the presence of chronic low dose radiation source in Al-Najaf governorate.
Moreover, uranium pollution contributes to DNA damaging in all of the scanned groups. The
oxidative damage of the DNA means higher probability of many diseases mainly cancer, a point which
needs more investigations.
Table 1. The levels of uranium concentration in urine for three groups
Uranium concentration (µg/L)
G1
G2
G3
Variable
0.989-2.977
1.471-2.782
1.145-3.062
Range
1.837±0.427
2.021± 0.404
1.755±0.487
[Mean± STD Deviation]
0.738
0.054
0.217
P-value

Figure 1. Uranium concentration in group G1, G2, G3.
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Table 2. The levels of urinary 8-OHdG concentration for three groups
Urinary 8-OHdG concentration (ng/ml)
G1
G2
G3
Variable
33.89-94.46
26.15-78.96
28.96-90.94
Range
49.810±15.484
47.717± 14.232
46.769± 14.249
[Mean± STD Deviation]
0.548
0.901
0.611
P-value

Figure 2. Urinary 8-OHdG concentration in group G1, G2, G3.
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Abstract. Preparation of an environmentally friendly organic green dye, an alternative to the
harmful industrial chemical green dye which is used to optical and industrial applications. The
dye is extracted from spinach plant by solvent extraction process. The optical and
morphological characterizations of green spinach dye are measurements, the absorbance
spectrum of green spinach accord in visible region and the dye have two peaks at wavelengths
1=440 nm, 2=685 nm where the band gap energy is Eg=2.81 eV at 1 and the refractive
index of spinach dye n=1.36682. The fluorescence spectrum show the maximum absorption
wavelength 1, 2 shifted towers red region about 1=90 nm and 2=195 nm respectively,
and that accentuated the absorption region are extend to the dye. Also, the average particles
size of spinach measured by Atomic Force Microscopy AFM=59.587 nm. These
characterizations obtained the green dye can used in optical and industrial applications and
made it a safer alternative for the toxic chemical green dye and thus protecting the environment
by replacing polluting industrial chemical and their consequences.
Keywords: Extracted Spinach Dye, Optical Properties of Spinach Dye, and Spinach plant.

1. Introduction
Given the modern orientation to renewable energies using environmentally friendly natural dyes
instead of chemical dyes harmful to environmental. The natural green spinach dye has been extracted
and its characteristics studied to determine the extent of its use in various optical, industrial and
scientific applications. Spinach is a plant belongs to chenopodiaceous family [1]. It is cultivated
throughout the word as cool season annual, green leafy vegetables with significant nutritional and
beneficial properties [2]. Spinach featuring in low calories is considered as a good source of minerals
like iron and calcium and multivitamins [3]. It is also native to central and south western Asia. This
green dye can be used in different application like optical application [4], chlorophyll laser [5],
chlorophyll dye is suitable to replace harmful tracer dyes for laser [6], possibility to replacement of
green chemical dyes that are used in industry by organic dyes [7], dye sensitized solar cell DSSCs
[8] and other applications.
In this work, green spinach dye was extracted and preparation by used ethanol, to illustrated the
spinach characteristics and how much ability of use in optical and industrial applications.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
Materials used are fresh green spinach plant, ethanol and deionized water.
2.2. Preparation the organic green spinach dye
Use the solvent extraction process to extraction the spinach dye by cleaned the spinach leaf in
deionized water, dried, 200g of spinach squeezer using blander, then filtering as shown in Figure 1.
Added 20 ml of ethanol and placed into stirrer for 2h.

Figure 1. Shows spinach leaf, spinach squeezer using blander and filtering the dye extractor
respectively.

2.3. Characterization and measurements
The absorbance (A) spectrum of the dye accomplished using UV-Vis shimadzu spectrometer in the
wavelength of (190-1100)(nm), is use to measure the absorption rate in visible area. The optical band
gap (Eg) calculated by using formula in (1)[9]:E=h=hc/
(1)
Where E is the stands for photon energy, h is blank ’s constant (6.62610-34 j.s),  is the frequency, c is
the speed of light (3108 m/s) and  is the wavelength.
Measured the absorption coefficient ( to determine the light transmittance in material, if  is
spadesful, its meaning the transmittance light in material is attenuation and if  is small amount the
material is transparent to ray passing through it. The  calculated from absorption A and thickness d of
cavity of dye solution =1 cm using formula (2)[10]

 
The extinction coefficient K0 used in spectroscopy to measure the concentration of a chemical in
solution and calculated by using formula in 3 [10]

 
The refraction index n of the spinach dye was measure by Refractometer-AR4 device from Germany.
The fluorescence of spinach dye measured on the fluorescence spectrophotometer Agilent on
wavelength of 200-900 nm. To determination probable chromophore groups in a given natural dye
infrared IR spectra were recorded with Fourier transform spectroscopy FTIR spectrometer from
SIDCO FTIR-600.
The surface roughness of the spinach dye was measured by atomic force microscopy AFM, made by
DME model DS95, scan range 50-200 m and sample size up to 150 mm.
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3. Results and discussion
Multiple measurements of the dye conducted to find out the properties and the characteristics of
the dye. The optical characterizations, absorbance, band gap energy, absorption coefficient, extinction
coefficient, refractive index, fluorescence and transmittance of spinach dye obtained by AFM. The
observed results are summarized in the following subsections.
3.1. Absorption of spinach dye
Figure 2 refers to the UV-Vis absorbance spectrum of spinach extracted with ethanol spectrum of
spinach extracted with ethanol in the visible light spectrum. The dye have two peaks 1=440 nm,
2=685 nm in cyclohexane indicated the existence of either anthocyanin, chlorophyll, carotene or
mixture of them which have absorption peak at wavelength 420 nm and 665 nm [11].

Figure 2. The absorption spectra of spinach extracted with ethanol have two peaks 1=440 nm,
2=685 nm.

Absorption coefficient α
(cm) ¹

Spinach is fertile in chlorophyll due to all green plants consisted of chlorophyll, which qualified for
photosynthesis operation having glucose from simple organic molecules carbon dioxide and water
under the action of visible radiation [12]. The band gap energy of spinach dye is Eg=2.81 eV at
maximum wavelength max=440 nm was calculated by formula 1. Figure 3 refer to absorption
coefficient  which is a function of wavelength and depends on absorbance and thickness of the film
according to the formula 2.
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Figure 3. Absorption coefficient  of spinach dye.
Figure 4 represent to extinction coefficient of spinach dye which increases by increasing the
absorption coefficient and wavelength calculated by formula 3.
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Figure 4. Extinction coefficient of spinach dye.
3.2. Refractive index of spinach dye.
The refractive index n of spinach dye n=1.36682 is measured by Refractometer device in liquid
phase.

Absorption &Fluorscence (a.u)

3.3. Fluorescence of spinach dye.
Figure 5 demonstrated fluorescent spectrum, after excitation with two peaks in wavelengths 440, 685
nm as functions of emitted radiations wavelengths at f1=530 , f2=880nm. Fluorescents maxima
with respect to absorptions maxima shifted as 1λf1 -λ1max =90 nm with applicate the same equation
to the second peak at 2λf2 –λ2max =195 nm, the fluorescence spectra shifted towards red region and
thus agreement with searcher [13].
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Figure 5. Fluorescent spectrum of spinach dye and the maxima shifts 190 nm and 2=195
nm, the fluorescence spectra shifted towards red region.
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3.4. Infrared-IR spectroscopy of spinach dye.
The FTER spectra of spinach as shown in Figure 6. In IR spectrum, the absorption band of iron
sulphides is not clear at lower wavenumber. While, the presence of sulfate is indicated by the
appearance of asymmetric stretching of carboxylate C=O2 and a band at 1056 cm-1.Whereas, the
existence of a band at 2356 cm-1 is attributed to the presence of ferredoxin (Fe-S). In addition, (-OH)
vibration cause the occurring of a band at 3431 cm-1, while the band occurring around 2923 cm-1
attributed to the stretching mode of (C-H) in the spinach.

Figure 6. FTER spectra of spinach dye.
3.5. Atomic force microscopy AFM of spinach dError! Reference source not found.ye.
The AFM analysis the surface morphology and roughness of spinach dye. The roughness average
31.152 nm, and the average particle size 59.587 nm, determine using 2D, 3D images as shown in
Figure 7. These results agreed with searcher [15].

a 2D

b 3D

Figure 7. AFM image of spinach dye in (a 2D image, (b 3D image.
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4. Conclusion
Synthesis an organic green dye extracted from spinach plant used as alternative to green chemical dyes
which are toxic and harmful to environment. The spinach dye have two peaks in visible region at
wavelength 1=440 nm, 2=685 nm and the fluorescence shifted 1=90 nm and 2=195 nm
respectively, these shifts contributed to extend the absorption spectrum to the dye, also found the band
gap energy Eg=2.81 eV at 1, the refractive index of spinach dye n=1.36682 and the average particle
size 59.587 nm. These characterizations elucidate the green spinach dye can used in optical and
industrial applications because it was friendly to environment, safe and have multiple uses. Spinach
dye is a good alternative to green chemical dyes. In the future, is possible to extracted natural dyes
from origin with different colors to be used in optical and industrial applications instead of harmful
chemical dyes.
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Abstract. In this study, density function theory was used to evaluate geometrical and electronic
properties for pure and doped system as well as adsorption energy. Pure graphene nano-ribbon
appeared in plane surface during adsorption energy to have low sensitivity to methane gas. Its
energy gap changed only in distance 1A because of the chemical adsorption. Doping mechanism
enhanced the proprieties of graphene nano-ribbon. In geometrical structure, copper (Cu) atom
stretching the nano system and it is a sign of modification. Additionally, energy gap was
decreasing by doped in transition metal atom and become opening. Adsorption energy of doped
system was higher than pure nano-ribbon. It was noticed that the doped transition metal enhanced
the sensitivity of the system 6 times greater than pure graphene nano-ribbon. Doping graphene
nano-ribbon by copper atom revealed to be a key to design chemical and physical gas sensor for
methane gas.

1. Introduction
Graphene as a two-dimensional connected carbon sheet is an excellent material that has exceptional
properties such as superior surface to volume fraction, little electrical noise and outstanding transport
properties[1]. Graphene has more superior efficiency in addition to its unique two-dimensional structure
and has unique chemical properties such as outstanding electrical, optical and mechanical properties.
Due to its excellent properties, graphene has been commonly used in a number of ways, such as energy
generation, spintronics and field effects transistor (FET)[2]. Graphene has also been proven to have
possible uses in detection molecules, both experimental and theoretical methods. Graphene could be
employed as a novel material for adsorption and desorption due to its low dimensions and wide surface
area process [3]. Graphene is a zero band gap semiconductor with its valence and conduction bands
touching in corner of the Brillion zone in called Dirac points [4]. However many theoretical and
experimental studies showed that graphene has weak physical adsorption of most gas molecule[5].
Therefore, researchers utilized many mechanisms such as defect vacancy and doped graphene by metal
atom[6]. Graphene doped by metal atom led to significant structural and electronic properties, also
electrical conductivity and chemical reactivity during adsorption process to detection small gas
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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molecule[7]. It is noteworthy that doped graphene by metallic atom creates modifications process
without damaged one atom thick of it[8]. Many studies showed that the introduction of defect or doped
metallic atom in graphene will modify the charge transfer strength between it and gas molecule
adsorbed, also enhance sensitivity and selectivity of gas-based sensor[9]. Gas sensing was important
environmental issue for hazard toxic gases molecule. Thus, this study is mainly focused on used different
nano-system for detaction methane gas.

2. Theoretical background
In order to investigate the electron systems' electronic structure, density functional theory (DFT) is
employed for this purpose which is widely used quantum mechanical method in physics and chemistry.
DFT usually applied to evaluate the ground-state properties of metals semiconductors as well as
insulators. Furthermore, DFT is a useful method in physics and chemistry computational [10].
Historically, in 1927, the starting point for the theory of density was the Thomas-Fermi model. They
defined the energy of an atom by representing its kinetic energy as a function of electron density,
combining this with the classic expressions for interactions among nuclear-electron and electronelectron, which can also be defined in terms of electron density [11, 12]. The DFT focuses on the much
simpler electron density ρ(r).DFT's central concepts are dependent on ground state energy. Others
ground state electronic properties are determined uniquely by the density of the electrons [13, 14].
However, the exact ground conditions of the system correlates to the electronic density for minimal total
energy.
3. Materials and Research Aim
(GNR), (Cu-GNR) and CH4. DFT method was used to computed structural, electronic and adsorption

energy for pure and doped graphene by Cu atom. The aim of present study is design sensor for toxic
gas. The equations below were used in the study.
Adsorption energy = (Egas+Eribbon)-E(gas+ribbon)[15]
(1)
Where Egas total energy for adsorption gas, Eribbon is total energy for nano-system and E (gas+ribbon)
is total energy for adsorption system.
Energy gap=ELUMO-EHOMO [16]
(2)
4. Result and discussion
4.1. Geometrical proprieties
Geometrical characteristics summarized on bond length and angle between atoms computed for
graphene nano-ribbon when toxic gas molecule absence. Fig. 1 lists the geometry structure for pure
graphene nano-ribbon. Bond lengths for C-C, C=C, C=C (aromatic) and C-H are (1.4555), (1.3661),
(1.4305) and (1.0859), respectively [15]. Angles between atoms listed for (C--C--C) and (C=C-H) are
120.232 and 119.922 degree, respectively[15]. For doped nano-ribbon, Fig. 2 illustrated a geometrical
structure for G-Cu nano-ribbon. Bond length between carbon-carbon for all type’s agreement with
previous study [16]. The bond length between Cu-C are varies between 1.8427-1.8672 Ǻ. Computed
bond length for metal-carbon was agreement with study [16]. The angle between carbons atoms are
agreement with past section also. Bond angel between Cu atom and three neighbor atoms are 85.3641103.7705 degree. Bond angle for system under study agreement with [17]. Also that clear copper atoms
stretching structure of graphene nano-ribbon because the radius of it greater than carbon radius [18].
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Pure graphene nano-ribbon

Cu doped nano-ribbon

Fig.1. Geometrical structural for pure and doped nano-ribbon.

4.2. Adsorption energy
In this section, study adsorption energy for pure graphene nano-ribbon compared with doped system.
For pure system CH4 gas molecule reaction with graphene is low activity. The absolute energy value
increasing from zero to 2 eV at distance 4-1.5 Å all these distances refer to physical adsorption. Chemical
adsorption appears only when bonds formed between H related to gas with C of graphene nano-ribbon.
For doped system CH4 has adsorption energy greater than pure nano-ribbon, modification of interaction
process was clear. In addition, findings indicated that G-Cu system sensing CH4 gas for all distance.
Finally, results indicated that G-Cu system has high sensitivity for CH4(doped) > CH4(pure). Table 1 listed
the values of adsorption energy and Figure 2 showed the curves of adsorption energy measured in eV
unit.
Table 1. Values of adsorption energy for system under study measured in eV unit
D (A)

Pure nano-ribbon

Doped nano-ribbon

1

-7.3088

-45.2869

1.5

-2.1496

-6.6194

2

-0.5278

-1.2320

2.5

-0.1034

-0.4476

3

-0.01360

-0.4187

3.5

0.001532

-0.4676

4

0.002721

-0.4974
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Fig. 2. Adsorption energy curves for systems under study.
4.3. Energy gap
Energy gaps depends on difference energy between HOMO and LUMO value. Results in Table 2
showed that energy gap decreased when interaction increasing, this is suggested to take place because
of gas molecule approaches the surface and Van Der Waals formations. Moreover, result revealed that
when energy gap decreased in distance near surface of the graphene, the nano-ribbon has high stability
[19]. Results showed that for distance far from surface energy gap for adsorbed systems remain at
pristine graphene nano-ribbon energy gap, in other hand increasing in energy gap ability of sensing for
gases decreased [20]. Energy gap of doped nano-ribbon CH4 small compared with pure system. Appear
energy gaps in this phase because attractive force between CH4 and surface of nano system. Energy gap
in doped nano-ribbon and during adsorption mechanism remain opening. Results show that CH4 have
high reactivity with system under study compared with pure system [21]. Fig. 3 represent energy gap
curves for system under study.
Table 2. Values of energy gap for systems under study in eV unit.
D (A)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
Pure nano-ribbon
Doped nano-ribbon

Pure nano-ribbon
2.086
2.477
2.524
2.532
2.533
2.533
2.532

Doped nano-ribbon
1.218
1.243
1.137
1.093
1.087
1.087
1.087
2.533
1.535
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Fig.3. curves of energy gap for adsorption systems.

4.4. FT-IR spectroscopic
In this section study (FT-IR) spectroscopic to determine functional group for graphene before and
after adsorption with gas molecule. FT-IR spectroscopy is important tool to determine chemical
adsorption by appear the radical of gas adsorbed on surface of graphene nano-ribbon, it calculated using
DFT at basis set 6-31G with hybrid function B3YLP. Pure graphene FT-IR analysis for C-H bond
appears at 3213 cm-1 in stretching vibration mode[22], C-H a skew-symmetric appears on 3192 cm-1 of
methylene group[22], methylene group appear at 1351cm-1 region of FT-IR spectrum approximately
from 1349 cm-1 for study[22]. For CH4 adsorbed in pure graphene nano-ribbon, appear new region at
wave number (810-828) cm-1 and 1458 cm-1 resulting from contacted methane molecule on surface of
graphene ribbon. For doped nano-ribbon, C-Cu peak appear in very low intensity and wave number was
511 cm-1 and this value agreement with previous study in [23]. Carbon metal absorption spectra vary
between 350-630 cm-1[24]. CH4 appear many types of peak related to direction of methane gas. Three
new peak appear in spectrum are 1820, 3010 and 3115 cm-1 respectively related to CH4 adsorption [24].
This result proved adsorption of methane gas more acceptable than pure graphene nano-ribbon. Methane
can be detecting by this system in all state, in other hand in rest and active state. Also, adsorption process
explains that have high effect on carbon metal absorption peaks. Figs. 4 and 5 represent FT-IR spectra
for pure and doped nano-ribbon respectively.
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Fig.4. FT-IR spectra of CH4 adsorbed in pure graphene nano-ribbon.
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Fig.5. FT-IR spectra of CH4 adsorbed in doped nano-ribbon.
5. Conclusions
Pure and doped nano ribbon have good relaxation structure, bond length and angle between them has
agreements with experimental results. Doped in cupper transition metal medicated electronic, structural
and spectral properties of pure graphene nano-ribbon. Methane gas molecule adsorption in pure
graphene nano-ribbon was very weak in two types of adsorption, but in doped system result show have
high interactivity compared with pure system and kinds of adsorption mechanism. FT-IR spectroscopic
used to determine free radical of adsorption gases, doped nano-ribbon sense methane gas in all phases
and this result proves that system has high sensitivity compared with pure graphene nano-ribbon.
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Abstract. In this paper, films of the ( PMMA-PS ) Mixture doped with Fe2O3 nanoparticles
were prepared with variable percentage (0,2,4,6) % wt by Drop casting method and at
room temperature. The change in optical and structural properties was observed after
deformation using a UV-Spectrophotometer and for a range of wavelengths (190 - 1100) nm.
The study showed that increasing the distortion ratio led to an increase in the absorbance,
absorption coefficient, extinction coefficient, refractive index, real dielectric constant,
imaginary isolation constant, and diminishing permeability.
Keywords: Methyl Metha Acrylate, Polystyrene

1. Introduction
Recently, the term nanotechnology has emerged and has been the focus of wide-ranging attention
of researchers and has resulted in a great leap in various medical and engineering sciences ... etc.[1]
The term nanocomposites are used to express the product of adding nanoparticles to other ordinary
materials to manufacture new materials with distinctive physical properties [2]. PMMA is a colorless
transparent thermoplastic that is technically classified as a kind of amorphous glass that is preferred
due to its mild properties, ease of handling and handling, and its low cost, but it is fragile under the
influence of load, especially under impact strength and is more likely to be scratched than ordinary
glass.[3]
In this study, films of PMMA-PS polymeric compounds were prepared by casting technique with the
addition Fe2O3 nanoparticles in different weight ratios to improve its mechanical and optical
properties.
2. Materials and Methods:
Poly Methyl Metha Acrylate with Polystyrene (PMMA/PS) doped with Fe2O3 nanoparticles (size:
20- 30 nm, purity: 99.99%) manufacturer (Hongwu nanometer) is to make solution molding
mechanism. Mixture the (PMMA- PS/Fe2O3) by ratios (0.2, 0.4, 0.6 wt %) were melted (50ml) of
chloroform using a magnetic stirrer, after that the samples dried. Using UV Spectrometer (the
equipment from the Japanese company Shimadzu) optical properties of the wavelength range (1901100) nm were measured. The optical measurements are including, absorbance, absorption coefficient,
transmittance, refractive index, real and imaginary insulation constant. All measurements were
conducted at room temperature.
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3. Results and Discussion:
Optical Measurements
3.1. Absorbance (A)
Defined by the following equation

As displayed in Figure 1, the maximum absorbance values are observed at 220nm and decreases with
increasing wavelength due to decreasing light energy with increasing incident wavelength according to
Planck's law [5].
4.5
pure
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4

2%

3.5
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3
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2.5
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1.5
1
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Figure 1. The absorbance spectra of (PS- PMMA- Fe2O3) films as a function of incident light
wavelength.

3.2. The absorption coefficient (α)
The absorption coefficient was calculated from the relationship below, and the results showed that
the absorption coefficient values increased with increasing the added concentrations of Fe2O3
nanoparticles as a result of the increase in the incoming light rate according to Lambert's Law [6].
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Figure 2. The absorption coefficient of (PMMA-PS –Fe2O3 nano ) as a function of photon energy.

3.3. Permeability
Figure 3 showed an increase in transmittance with increasing wavelength and percentage. It was
observed that the permeability decreased with the increase in the doping because it decreases with
increasing the absorbance values, which increase with the increase in the doping rates.
Transmittance (T) is given by
T 

IT
.......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........( 3)
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Figure 3. The transmittance spectra of (PS-PMMA–Fe2O3nano) blend as a function of incident light
wavelength.
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3.4. Extinction Coefficient of (k)
Figure 4 shows the change of extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength. It was observed that k
decreases with decreased doping, due to an increase in the absorption coefficient with an increase in
the ratios of added nanoparticles. The extinction coefficient is high at longer wavelengths and larger
doping ratios [7].

k 
.......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... ........( 4)
4
Pure
2 wt.%
4 wt.%
6 wt.%

k

1.E-01

1.E-02
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420

620

820

1020

Wavelength(nm)

Figure 4. The relation of extinction coefficient for ( PMMA – PS) with nano Fe2O3.

3.5. Refractive index (n)
Figure 5 describes the change by the refractive index as a function of the wavelength with an increase
in the deflection ratios. This is because pure PMMA is an amorphous crystalline substance with low
density that increases with increasing the concentration of Fe2O3 nanoparticles. The refraction index
decreases at the greatest wavelengths and increases at greatest dopant concentration, whose behavior is
consistent with our previous work [8].

Figure 5. The refraction index of (PS - PMMA – Fe2O3 nano.) blend films as a function wavelength at
different weight ratio.
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3.6. Dielectric constant (Ɛ)
It is defined as the polarization of charges due to the interaction of radiation and the charges of the
medium, and is calculated using the below relations [11]:

  1   2 .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .(5)

1  n02  k 2 .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......( 6)
 2  2n0 k .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... .......... (7)
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrates the relationship of the dielectric constant as a function of the
wavelength as it increases with increasing doped ratios and is consistent with the findings reported in
ref.[8].
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Figure 6. The actual dielectric constant for (PMMA- PS ) with Fe2O3 nano.
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Figure 7. The unreal dielectric constant for (PMMA – PS) with Fe2O3 nano.

4. Conclusions
The study is show adding PS to PMMA, obtained a polymeric compound that is bound and
cohesive and has a greater impact force, and increasing the ratio of Fe 2O3 nanoparticles in PMMA-PS
compound led to an increase in absorbance, absorption coefficient, real and imaginary dielectric
constant, refractive index and decreased transmittance.
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Abstract. In this paper, we study and investigate a simple donor-acceptor model for charge
transfer formation using a quantum transition theory. The transfer parameters which enhanced
the charge transfer and the rate of the charge transfer have been calculated. Then, we study the
net charge transfer through interface of Cu/F8 contact devices and evaluate all transfer
coefficients. The charge transfer rate of transfer processes is found to be dominated in the low
orientation free energy and increased a little in decreased potential at interface comparison to
the high potential at interface .The increased transition energy results in increasing the
orientation of Cu to F8.The transfer in the system was more active when the system has large
driving force energy and caused fast transfer from the donor to the acceptor and the charge
transfer rate dependent on potential and solvents effect.
Keywords: Charge Transfer, Cu/ F8, orientation energy

1. Introduction
The charge transfer at level energy of a molecule has been played a basic role in different areas of
physics, chemistry, material science, and biology [1]. Charge transfer was important fundamental
process in electronics devices. The charge transfers from the molecule to the solid cross potential at
interface. This transfer changes the electronic distribution by rearrangement of molecules and atoms
[2]. In recent years, more attention of the charge transfer at interface between two different materials.
Field of charge transfer in materials introduced more knowledge to understand and characterize the
mechanisms of charge transition through interfaces such that molecule/semiconductor,
molecule/molecule and molecule/metal interfaces [3]. The basic concept for describing the electronic
transfer in solid contact with liquid has defined by the classical charge transfer theory that introduced
by Marcus R. A. in 1992, it's still an actively field research after more than 60 years ago and
developed by Rudolph Marcus, Levich, Dogonadeze and Gerischer [4]. The interface of contact
organic active with metallic is very an importance to investigated and study electron transfer and
determined the efﬁciency of the metal/ molecule through study the orbital levels of dye alignment with
Fermi levels for metal [ 5]. The characteristic of electronic transfer at metal contact with the organic
molecule are depending on the alignment of energy levels of electrons at molecule and the bands
levels at metal [6]. In this research the theoretical system Cu/ F8 device include study the charge
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transfer and determine the rate of the charge transfer. For Cu/ F8 system, the transition energy,
potential and current electronic transfer will be present.
2. Theory
The non- adiabatic rate of electron transfer is [7].
| |
…………………………………(1)
Where is the
, is Blank constant,
is the resonance coupling of electronic term and WFC is
the Franck–Condon weight. However, the Franck–Condon weight
,the nonadiabatic rate with summed over all probability of vibrational quantum levels can be written as.
∑
…….. (2)
|〈 ̂ 〉|
is the distribution of electronic density of state and given by Fermi density of state [8].
…………………………………. ( 3)
Where

. Inserting Eq.(3) in Eq.(2)
…….. (4)
|〈 ̂ 〉|

∑

Introduce the total density
∑
|〈 ̂ 〉|

for all states of system
……. (5)

However, the activity density of metal-molecule system is equivalent to
be written.
∑
……….. (6)
|〈 ̂ 〉|

,then Eq.(5) can

Then, active density of states for charge transition interaction is [9]
……….(7)
here
is the length coupling and
Eq.(6) lead to.
∑
|〈 ̂ 〉|

is average diameter in lattice for metal. Thus, Eq.(7) and
…………………(8)

Due to Drude theory, the density of metal states per electron concentration is [10].
………………………………(9)
Where

is the Fermi energy. Substituting Eq.(9) in Eq.(8) results
∑
…………………(10)
|〈 ̂ 〉|

the density of state given [11].
…..(11)

√

For all electrons in the donor-acceptor interface, we inserting Eq.(11) in Eq.(10) and integrated the
results .
∫ |〈 ̂ 〉|

√
Where the

..(12)

.The potential at interface of system is .
……………………..…..(13)

The Fermi factors can be simply
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………………,…….. (14)
Inserting Eq.(14) in Eq.(13)
∫

√

|〈 ̂ 〉|

...(15)
(

The

)

can be expand to .
(

)

(

)

(

………… (16)

)

Then Eq.(15) with Eq.(16) reduced to
(

√

∫ |〈 ̂ 〉|

)

(
(

(

)

(

)

)

……… (17)

)

The Eq.(17) simply to
(

√
(

|〈 ̂ 〉| ∫

)

) ∫

(
∫

∫

) ∫
(18)

We solved term by term to get
√

(

|〈 ̂ 〉|

)

(

)

(

)

(19)
The electronic transfer rate per electronic density of metal
……………………………………… (20)
Inserting Eq.( 20) in Eq.( 19) and taken two term approximation .
√
The transfer energy

(

)

|〈 ̂ 〉|

(

)

……… (21)

for charge transfer processes is given by [12].
………… (22)

where q is charge electron, o is the permittivity of vacuum , and n are the dielectric constant and
refractive index of solvent, r is the distance between dye and metal, R is the radius of dye can be
estimated from the approach [13].
………….………………………….……. (23)
where the molecular weight is M , Avogadro's number is N and is the density of material. The
driving force energy for charge transfer from donor state to an acceptor state when photons incident on
the system is given by .
Where

incident energy by light, c is speed of light and wavelength
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3. Results
Based on the theory of charge transfer, we calculate the charge transfer rate in Cu/F8 device according
to transfer energy, Fermi energy, ionization energy, coupling constant and potential at interface for
two materials. The transfer energy in Eq (22) refers to effect of solvent, molecule and metal.
The charge transfer rate in Cu/F8 device has been studied and calculated using theoretical model for
identical state of electrons. The rate expression in Eq. (21) is theoretical tools for study the mechanism
and behavior of charge transfer. In general, Eq. (22) could be used to evaluation the transition energy
for the system using MATLAB program. The radii of F8 and Cu are estimated using Eq. (23) with
inserting the molecular weight M, and mass density for materials ( F8 and Cu) from the table (1) in
Eq.(23) with Avogadro's constant
, the results of radii are show in Table (1)
and (2).
Table 1. Physical properties of Cu.
Cu metal [14]
Properties
63.546
Molecular weight g/mol
3
8.96
Mass Density (g/cm )
2840
Boiling Point (K)
1.28
Atomic Radius (Å)
Face-Centered Cubic
Lattice Structure
3.610
Lattice constant(Å)
1.28
Radius (Å)
4·61 ± 0·04
Work function
1357.77
Melting point (ºC)
7.0
Fermi energy (eV)

Table 2. The properties of F8 molecule dye.
F8
CAS
Molecular Formula
Molar Mas g/mol
Density g/cm3
Radius cm
Index of Refraction
Melting point C0
Ionization energy( eV)
HOMO ( eV)
LUMO( eV)
Vapor Presure( mmHg
at 25°C)
Name

19456-48-5
(C29H41)n
114,050
1.564
1.736
250.4
5.8
5.9eV
3.3eV
0.00508
Poly(9,9-di-n-octylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl) (F8)

Transition energy Γ(eV) for charge transfer processes has been calculated using Eq. (22) with
MATLAB program. its inserting the radii for F8 molecule and the distance D(m)=R(Cu)+
from table ( 1) and( 2) and the dielectric constants and refractive index for the solvents from the table (
3), results are shown in the table (3) for Cu/F8 .
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Table 3. Calculated results of transition energy Γ(eV)for Cu/ F8 system.
Solvent

Molecular
stricture

Molecular
Weight

Refractve index
(n)

Dielectric
constant (ε)

Transtion
energy
Γ(eV)

1-bromooctane
2-methylpyridin
2-Hexanone
Acetone
Bezonitrile
Propanonitrile
Nitrobenzene
1,2-ethanediol
dimethylsulfoxide

C8H17Br
C6H7N
C6H12O
C3H6O
C7H5N
C18H17Br2N5O2
C6H5NO2
C2H6O2
C2H6OS

193.12
93.13
100.16
58.08
103.12
495.2
123.11
62.07
78.14

1.4524
1.4984
1.4007
1.3559
1.5257
1.3633
1.5030
1.4306
1.4170

5.0244
9.9533
14.136
20.493
25.592
29.324
34.809
40.245
46.826

0.21983
0.275701
0.350859
0.395766
0.312148
0.402805
0.330869
0.37069
0.381014

Due to Eq.(23) ,the results of driving force energy
(eV) is listed in table (4) using the absorption
energy from spectrum energy of F8 and transition energy of Cu/F8 from the table (3).
Table 4. Results of driving force

(eV) calculated for Cu/ F8 system.

λ nm

1bromooctane

2-Methy
lpyridin

Hexanone

Acetone

Bezonitrile

Propano
nitrile

Nitroben
zene

1,2ethanediol

dimethylsulfoxide

300
350
400
450
500
550
600
650
700
750
800

3.9134
3.3229
2.8801
2.5356
2.2601
2.0346
1.8468
1.6878
1.5515
1.4334
1.3301

3.8575
3.267
2.8242
2.4797
2.2042
1.9787
1.7909
1.6319
1.4956
1.3775
1.2742

3.7823
3.1918
2.749
2.4045
2.129
1.9035
1.7157
1.5567
1.4204
1.3023
1.199

3.7374
3.1469
2.7041
2.3596
2.0841
1.8586
1.6708
1.5118
1.3755
1.2574
1.1541

3.8211
3.2306
2.7878
2.4433
2.1678
1.9423
1.7545
1.5955
1.4592
1.3411
1.2378

3.7304
3.1399
2.6971
2.3526
2.0771
1.8516
1.6638
1.5048
1.3685
1.2504
1.1471

3.8023
3.2118
2.769
2.4245
2.149
1.9235
1.7357
1.5767
1.4404
1.3223
1.219

3.7625
3.172
2.7292
2.3847
2.1092
1.8837
1.6959
1.5369
1.4006
1.2825
1.1792

3.7522
3.1617
2.7189
2.3744
2.0989
1.8734
1.6856
1.5266
1.3903
1.2722
1.1689

Due to Eq. (13), the results of potential
and Fermi energy of Cu =7.0 eV.

(eV)is listed in table (5) using the ionization energy of F8

Table 5. Results of potential energy
(eV) calculated for Cu/ F8.
F(n,e)
Γ(eV)
U
Exp-(U/0.025)
Solvent type
1.0E-30
0.275
0.21983
2.4569
2.09E-13
1-bromooctane
0.3449
0.275701
2.110766
2.15E-07
2-methylpyridin
0.439
0.350859
1.826054
0.018975
2-Hexanone
0.4951
0.395766
1.710952
1.895455
Acetone
0.3905
0.312148
1.954446
0.000112
Bezonitrile
0.5039
0.402805
1.695464
3.521888
Propanonitrile
0.4139
0.330869
1.888321
0.001572
Nitrobenzene
0.4638
0.37069
1.77145
0.168562
1,2-ethanediol
0.4767
0.381014
1.745478
0.476375
dimethylsulfoxide
According to theory, the rate of charge transfer has evaluated using Eq.(21) with different solvents
using MATLAB with all parameters of charge transfer processes the transition energy from table (3),
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taken Fermi energy ,ionization energy , and taken coupling |〈 ̂ 〉| =2.25,2.5,2.75,3.0,3.25,3.5 and 3.75
x10−2 eV/ state [16] , results of the calculation of current are listed in table (6) for Cu/F8.
Table 6. Results of charge transition rate for Cu/F8, at Ionization Energy 5.8 eV
The charge transition rate costant x10−44

Solvent type

1-bromooctane
2-methylpyridin
2-Hexanone
Acetone
Bezonitrile
Propanonitrile
Nitrobenzene
1,2-ethanediol
dimethylsulfoxide

2.25
2.99E-13
2.75E-07
0.021558
2.027632
0.000134
3.734418
0.001839
0.186316
0.519366

2. 5
3.7E-13
3.4E-07
0.026615
2.50325
0.000166
4.610393
0.002271
0.23002
0.641193

Strength coupling |〈 ̂ 〉|x10−2 eV/ state
2.75
3.0
3.25
3.5
4.47E-13
5.32E-13
6.25E-13
7.24E-13
4.11E-07
4.9E-07
5.75E-07
6.66E-07
0.032205
0.038326
0.04498
0.052166
3.028932
3.60468
4.230492
4.90637
0.000201
0.000239
0.000281
0.000325
5.578575
6.638966
7.791564
9.03637
0.002748
0.00327
0.003838
0.004451
0.278324
0.331228
0.388733
0.450838
0.775843
0.923317
1.083615
1.256737

3.75
8.32E-13
7.65E-07
0.059885
5.632312
0.000374
10.37338
0.005109
0.517544
1.442683

4. Discussion
Understanding and calculated of charge transition rate at the interface of Cu/F8 is an important key
prerequisite for investigated and studied the electronic properties of the Cu/F8 devices. However, the
characterize of the mechanisms and charge transfer rates needs to understand the transition energy,
energy level alignment, potential, driving force and electronic strength coupling between Cu metal and
F8 molecule. This indicate that transition energy is the scale parameters of charge transfer processes.
The transition energy in table (3) indicate that the system with Propanonitrile solvent has transition
energy 0.402805 eV while the system with 1-bromooctane solvent has transition energy
0.21983 eV, this indicate the system with Propanonitrile is less active to charge transfer compare with
other solvents. The gap between the transition energy of solvents between the top solvent and bottom
solvent are in range (0.21983 eV to 0.402805 eV), the system with low transition energy enhances
more transfer compare with large transition energy because low transition energy acting to forming
charge transfer states fastly compare with large transition energy and lead to driving more charge cross
from donor to acceptor state. To date, the potential and transition energy of charge transfer interaction
between metal and molecules are used to study device structure hasn’t been properly
characterized.Unlike the driving force energy fore system in table (4) with 1-bromooctane solvent in
range 3.9134 to 1.3301eV comparing with Propanonitrile solvent in range 3.7304 to 1.1471eV order,
when the driving force energy is large that’s indicate the charge will transfer cross interface, there is
mean the charge transfer rate is large and potential is small .The Cu/F8 system with solvents fall into
two categories, low polarity solvent and high polarity solvents.
Table (5)show the potential energy and transition energy for Cu/f8 devices with solvents , the system
has small potential 0.695464 with Propanonitrile and high potential 2.4569 with 1-bromooctane
solvents ,this indicate the potential states formed at interface by the π*-orbitals similar in chromophore
types forcedly with solvents has low polarity function .This lead to assume that charge transfer
happened as well as from the donor state to acceptor state when potential is low , that shown in table
(6). Additionally, the charge transfer increased due to increase the electronic coupling of transition
interactions to be observed.
5. Conclusions
The calculation of rate gives details on the charge transfer dynamics cross interface. Theoretical
calculation of charge transfer rate has described in this account and became a good tool to examine the
system before made any devices through recent theoretical calculation of charge transfer rate.
Transition energy, driving force with potential are of particular value for limited the slow or fast
charge transfer processes through different of individual events dynamical polarity, such as the low
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and large transition energy, large transfer for system has more driving force energy from the donor to
acceptor, potential dependent of the quantum charge transfer rates, and solvents effect. The theoretical
description of the charge transfer at interface created an intuitive scenario that appeals to Cu/F8
devices and gives a clear understanding of the effects of charge transfer characteristic on charge
transfer rate, the structure of devices, electrical properties, and charge transfer interactions that occur
cross interface.
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Abstract. The effects of the energy loss interference of homo and hetero nuclear di-cluster ions
on the plasma in both Classic and Quantum Models are used to study of response dielectric
function. The present work involves the interest ranges for Inertial Conference Fusion (ICF), ZPinch and Plasmas of Tokomak. The approximation of the Quantum Random Phase (RPA) is
used, and the individual and collective Bohm-Pines model is calculated and the contribution of
each mode will be calculated. For incident cluster ions, we present measurement and comparison
of the stopping power for (homo nuclear di-cluster (H-H), (He-He)) and hetero-nuclear di-cluster
ions like (He-H) in different plasma concentration and temperature of (ICF, Z-Pinch and
TOKOMAK). The result appear the dependence of the interference term 𝐼(𝑟) on homo and
hetero-nuclear di cluster distance 𝑟12 and the di-cluster velocity. All equations have been
programmed to present the work using FORTRAN-90 and the program has been written for
numerical calculations.

1. Introduction:
The interactions of the energy cluster beams with plasma targets were an active area of research in recent
years, both experimentally and theoretically since they have a lower current beam density. A weaker
beam concentration and a smaller region of energy deposition, in fact, stopping the cluster is more
complicated than stopping the atomic ions [1, 2]. The following basic processes include cluster ion
interaction with a plasma target in the first step. In collisions with plasma, the molecule loses valence
electrons and the molecular structure equilibrium is consequently disrupted because of the ionization of
its constituent atoms. The ions will lose their energy because their kinetic energies are transferred to the
target. Simultaneously, The repulsion induced by dynamically screened coulomb interaction between
the like-charged ions drives a portion of them and the molecular ion will undergo the coulomb explosion
path. After the initial break-up of the molecule, further movement of the molecule is followed by
electronic target excitations, which display significant interference due to near spatial correlation inside
the ions, known as the vicinage effect. This form of interference induced by the structure is designed to
produce increasing stopping power for each ion compared to the energy loss of the monomer ion moving
at the same speed as long as the inter-ionic distances inside the cluster are smaller than the characteristic
length of the electronic excitation [3]. On the theoretical side, two key approaches were suggested to
explain the interactions between ions and plasma beams: the dielectric formulation [4, 5] and the
collisional approach [6-8]. On the basis of the latter, a further model was described using the Transport
Cross-Section (TCS) method [9, 10]. Fermi has introduced a dielectric formalism to explain the energy
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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loss of charged particles in the medium [4], and the other authors have been further developed [5, 1113]. This formulation includes the screening effects, in a self-consistent way, along with the individual
and collective excitations generated in the medium. [14].The aim of this research is to examine energy
loss in detail of homo and hetero-nuclear di-cluster ions in the plasmas varying temperatures and
densities. The analysis is expressed in the form of classical collision less plasma dielectric formalism
and involves calculation using the approximation of the Quantum Random Phase (RPA) as well. We
investigate the stopping of homo-and hetero-nuclear di-cluster ions, obtaining interference effects
results and comparing them with previous work [15].
2. Theoretical procedure:
For a charged point particle, Ze and speed v, the expression of average energy loss or stopping power is
given by.
𝑆 ≡ 𝑍 2 𝑆0 =

𝑘𝑣
2(𝑍𝑒)2 ∞ 𝑑𝑘
∫ ( 𝑘 ) ∫0 𝜔
𝜋𝑣 2 0

−1

(1)

𝑑𝜔 𝐼𝑚 (𝜖(𝑘,𝜔)).

where 𝜖(𝑘, 𝜔) is the Medium's Dielectric Function . Previous authors have provided numerous
calculations for plasma stopping power utilizing this technique [14]. The dielectric function can be
conveniently parameterized in the case of a classical plasma as [15],
𝑘

2

;

𝑘𝐷 = 𝜆−1
𝐷

𝜖(𝑘, 𝜔) = 1 + ( 𝐷 ) 𝑊(𝜉)
𝑘
where the plasma dispersion function is 𝑊(𝜉) [16],
𝜉=

(𝜔+𝑖𝛾)⁄𝜔𝑃
𝑘⁄𝑘𝐷

(2)

(3)

where (𝛾) represents the damping. In the limit 𝛾 → 0 for collision less plasma, Eq. (3) becomes:
𝜔⁄𝜔
𝜉 = 𝑘⁄𝑘 𝑃 ,
(4)
𝐷

And therefore Eq. (2) becomes,
𝑘
𝑘

2

𝜔⁄𝜔𝑃
)
𝑘⁄𝑘𝐷

𝜖(𝑘, 𝜔) = 1 + ( 𝐷 ) 𝑊 (

(5)

The function W (z ) can be expressed as a variable z =  / k given in Appendix (A). The main
parameters of the interaction between particles and plasmas problem are the velocity  , its particle
charge Z, the density of plasma𝑛𝑝 , and temperature (T). The inter nuclear distance 𝑟𝑖𝑗 should be used to
describe interference effects as well as the correlated ions. Other interest quantities are the frequency of
plasma 𝜔𝑝 , 𝑣𝑇 velocity of thermal electrons, and Debye length 𝜆𝐷 defined by atomic units [16-17]
𝑣

𝐾 𝑇

𝐵
𝜔𝑝 = √4𝜋𝑛𝑝 , 𝑣𝑇 = √𝑘𝐵 𝑇 , 𝜆𝐷 = 𝜔𝑇 = √4𝜋𝑛
𝑝

𝑝

where the plasma electron density is 𝑛𝑝 and the temperature of the electron is 𝑇.
2.1 Stopping power of di-cluster ions
Let us consider di-cluster ions with atomic numbers Z1 and Z 2 , depending on the dielectric
formulation, the stopping power of di-cluster ions is given as follows [18]:

 − dE 
 − dE 
S clus = 
(6)
( Z1 ) + 
(Z1 ) + I ( Z1 , Z 2 , r12 ) + I ( Z 2 , Z1 , r12 )
 dx 
 dx 
− dE
where (
) for Z1 and Z 2 are given in Eq.(1), I ( Z1 , Z 2 , r12 ) and I ( Z 2 , Z1 , r12 ) are the correlated
dx
functions of two charges in correlated motion with velocity 𝑣⃑ and inter-nuclear separation 𝑟⃑12 = ⃑⃑⃑⃑
𝑟1 −
𝑟2 The stopping power in Eq. (6) given either during (i) Parallel orientation:
⃑⃑⃑⃑.
−𝑑𝐸

𝑒2

⃑⃑⃑⃑𝑣
⃑⃑
𝑘.

−1

⃑⃑ , 𝑟⃑12 )]
𝑆𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠 = [ 𝑑𝑥 ] = 2𝜋2𝑣 ∫ 𝑑𝑘 3 𝑘 2 𝐼𝑚 (𝜖(𝑘,𝑘,𝑣)) [(𝑍12 + 𝑍22 ) + 2𝑍1 𝑍2 cos(𝐾
Or in (ii) perpendicular (random) orientation:

2

(7)
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𝑒2

⃑⃑⃑⃑𝑣
⃑⃑
𝑘.

−1

𝑆 clus = 2𝜋2𝑣 ∫ 𝑑𝑘 3 𝑘 2 𝐼𝑚 (𝜖(𝑘,𝑘,𝑣)) [(𝑍12 + 𝑍22 ) + 2𝑍1 𝑍2

⃑⃑ ,𝑟⃑12 )
sin(𝑘
]
⃑𝑘⃑ .𝑟⃑12

(8)

⃑𝑘⃑

Using the variable 𝜔 = 𝑘. 𝑣 ; 𝑑𝑘 3 = 4𝜋 [𝑣⃑⃑ ] 𝑑𝑘⃑⃑ 𝑑𝜔

(9)

Therefore, Eqns. (7, 8) become either
𝑒2

−𝑑𝐸

𝑘 𝑑𝑘

( 𝑑𝑥 ) = 2𝜋2 𝑣 ∫0
Or,

〈−

𝑑𝐸
𝑑𝑥

〉=

2𝑒 2
𝜋𝑣 2

𝑘

𝑘𝑣

⃑⃑⃑⃑ 𝑟⃑)]
∫0 𝑑𝑤𝑤[(𝑍12 + 𝑍22 ) + 2𝑍1 𝑍2 cos(𝑘,

⃑⃑ .𝑣
⃑⃑ 𝑘
⃑⃑
∞ 𝑑𝑘
−1
𝑤𝑑𝑤 𝐼𝑚 (𝜖(𝑘,𝑤)) [(𝑍12
⃑𝑘⃑ ∫0

∫0

(10)

+ 𝑍22 ) + 2𝑍1 𝑍2

⃑⃑ ,𝑟⃑12 )
sin(𝑘
]
⃑𝑘⃑ .𝑟⃑12

(11)

The simplest case to be considered here is that of a pair of ions Z1 = Z 2 = 1 in correlated motion,
structures that may be obtained by the incidence of diatomic molecules. The study of this case is basic
in order to understand more complicated cluster structures. The stopping power of cluster ion is given
by [19].

S cls

k
 −1  2
dk
= 2
d  Im 
Z cls

 0 k 0
  (k ,  )

2e 2



(12)

where either,
2
2
2
⃑⃑⃑⃑ 𝑟⃑)
𝑍𝑐𝑙𝑠
= (𝑍𝑖1
+ 𝑍𝑖2
) + 2𝑍𝑖1 𝑍𝑖2 cos(𝑘,

(13)

⃑⃑ ,𝑟⃑)
sin(𝑘
(14)
⃑⃑ .𝑟⃑
𝑘
Therefore, the stopping power of di-cluster divided into two parts. On the other hand, self-interaction
stopping power and correlation interaction stopping power are shown below:
2
2
2
𝑍𝑐𝑙𝑠
= (𝑍𝑖1
+ 𝑍𝑖2
) + 2𝑍𝑖1 𝑍𝑖2

S self



dk
= 2 (Z + Z )

k
0
2e 2

2
i1

2
i2

k

 −1 
d


Im
  (k ,  ) 
0



(15)

And correlated part either,
2𝑒 2

∞ 𝑑𝑘

2 2
𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝜋𝑣 2 (𝑍𝑖1
𝑍𝑖2 ) ∫0

𝑘

𝑘𝑣

−1

∫0 𝑑𝑤𝑤𝐼𝑚 [𝜖(𝑘,𝜔)] cos(𝑘⃑⃑ , 𝑟⃑)

(16)

Or,

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =

2𝑒 2

∞ 𝑑𝑘

2 2
2 (𝑍𝑖1 𝑍𝑖2 ) ∫0

𝑘𝑣

−1

∫0 𝑑𝑤𝑤𝐼𝑚 [𝜖(𝑘,𝜔)]

𝜋𝑣
𝑘
Then the stopping power of di-cluster ions is:

⃑⃑ .𝑟⃑)
sin(𝑘
⃑⃑ .𝑟⃑
𝑘

S cls = S self + S corr

(17)

(18)

There are some significant differences between correlated motion (di-cluster) and uncorrelated particles.
In the simultaneous interaction between the two particles and the medium, these distinctions arise from
interference effects. Let us now consider the effects of interference in the energy loss of the di-cluster
produced by two particles in the motion at a velocity 𝑣⃑ through the plasma and at inter-nuclear distance
𝑟⃑ . The di-cluster stopping power can be expressed as follows: [20, 22]:

𝑆 = (𝑍2𝑖1 + 𝑍2𝑖2 )𝑆𝑂 + 2𝑍𝑖1 𝑍𝑖2 𝐼(𝑘, 𝑟)

(19)
where 𝐼(𝑘, 𝑟) is an interference function given by:
2𝑒 2 ∞ 𝑑𝑘 𝑘𝑣
−1
⃑⃑⃑⃑ 𝑟⃑)
𝐼 (𝑘, 𝑟) = 2 ∫0
𝑑𝑤.
𝑤𝐼𝑚
[
] cos(𝑘,
∫
𝜋𝑣
𝑘 0
𝜖(𝑘,𝑤)
Or
⃑⃑ .𝑟⃑)
sin(𝑘
2𝑒 2 ∞ 𝑑𝑘 𝑘𝑣
−1
𝐼 (𝑘, 𝑟) = 2 ∫0
𝑑𝑤.
𝑤𝐼𝑚
[
]
∫
⃑⃑ .𝑟⃑
𝜋𝑣
𝑘 0
𝜖(𝑘,𝑤)
𝑘

3

(20)

(21)
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𝑆𝑂 is the stopping power of single ions defined in Eq. (1).
2.2 Stopping power of homo di-cluster ions:
Let's assume that the two particles have identical charges. Z1 = Z 2 = Z , so that Eq. (19) becomes,
𝑆𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑙 = 2𝑍 2 [𝑆0 + 𝐼(𝑟) ]
(22)
The predicted limitations of function 𝐼(𝑟) and the stopping power of the di-cluster are as follows:
i. for 𝑟 → 0 ∶
𝐼(𝑟) → 𝑆0 and 𝑆𝑐𝑙 → (2𝑍)2 𝑆0 ( one charge particle of 2Z)
ii. for 𝑟 → ∞ ∶ 𝐼(𝑟) → 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝑐𝑙 → 2(𝑍 2 𝑆0 ) (two independent particles of charge).
Because of an ordinary experiment, the incident di-cluster is randomly oriented in this case. The average
interference term can be taken with respect to the angle between 𝑟⃖ and 𝑣⃖, for H-H di-cluster ions, Z=1,
∞ 𝑑𝑘 sin 𝑘𝑟
𝑘𝑣
2
−1
)∫
(
) ∫0 𝑤𝑑𝑤 𝐼𝑚 (
)
𝜋𝑣 2 0 𝑘
𝑘𝑟
∈(𝑘,𝑤)

(23)

𝐼(𝑟) = (

Using Eq (5) for the classical dielectric function collision less plasma, the integral of the interference
term 𝐼(𝑟) can be written as follows:
𝐼(𝑟) =

2𝑤𝑝 2
𝜋𝑣 2

∞ 𝑘 3 𝑑𝑘 sin(𝑘𝑟)
𝑣⁄𝑣𝑇
𝑧𝑑𝑧 (
4 ( 𝑘𝑟 ) ∫0
𝑘𝐷

∫0

𝑌(𝑧)
𝑘
{( )+𝑋(𝑧)}
𝑘𝐷

2

(24)

)
+[𝑌(𝑧)]2

The integration with the k variability can be carried out analytically after certain algebra; the function
𝐼(𝑟) can be expressed as a single integral,
 / T

2     
I (r ) =    D 
    r 
2



zdz ImF (z, k max , r )

(25)

0

where

𝐹(𝑧, 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑟) = 𝑞{sin 𝑞𝑟[𝐶𝑖((𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑞)𝑟) + 𝐶𝑖((𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑞)𝑟) − 𝐶𝑖(−𝑞𝑟) − 𝐶𝑖(𝑞𝑟)] +
cos 𝑞𝑟 ∗ [Si((𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑞)𝑟) − Si((𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑞𝑟)𝑟) − 2 Si −𝑞𝑟]}
(26)
With

q = q( z ) = K D X ( z ) + iY ( z )

(27)

Si and 𝐶𝑖 are the integrals of sine and cosine. Analytical results for the interference term 𝐼(𝑟) in Eq.
(25) can now be obtained for low and high velocities. [15]:
2.1 High –velocity approximations:
In the case of ion with velocity 𝑣 ≫ 𝑣𝑇 , we can distinguish the contribution from the individual and
collective types, also the integral 𝐼(𝑟) can be calculated by.

I(r) = (

wp 2
v

) [I1 (

wp r
v

r

v

r

, λ ) Θ(v − vT ) + F1 (v ) I1 (λ , k max r) Θ(k max − k D )]
D

T

D

(28)

So,
𝐼(𝑟) = 𝐼 𝑖𝑛𝑑 (𝑟) + 𝐼 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙 (𝑟)
(29)
The above equations have been calculated numerically by programed the equations using Fortran-90
and writing a program Diclustr − Classic. for , and a copy of the program is available with authors.
𝑣

𝐹1 (𝑣 ) is given by,
𝑇

2 1⁄2

𝑥

−𝑧 2

𝐹1 (𝑥) = (𝜋) ∫0 𝑧 2 exp ( 2 ) 𝑑𝑧
And ,
𝑦 sin(𝑧)
𝐼1 (𝑥, 𝑦) = ∫𝑥 ( 𝑧2 ) 𝑑𝑧 = 𝐻(𝑥) − 𝐻(𝑦)
By defining H(x),
sin 𝑥
𝐻(𝑥) = ( 𝑥 ) 𝐶𝑖(𝑥)

(30)
(31)
(32)
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And in general one can say that:
sin 𝑢
𝐻(𝑢) = ( 𝑢 ) 𝐶𝑖(𝑢)

(33)

For 𝑣 ≫ 𝑣𝑇 (𝑥 ≫ 1), 𝐹1 (𝑥) ≡ 1 and get
2
𝐼(𝑟) ≡ 𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐼1 (𝑘𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑟, 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑟)
(34)
With k min = 1 / bmax =  p /  , Functional dependency of the interference function at high speed. For
large r (𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑟 ≫ 1) in Eq. (34) the term with k max can be neglected. With regard to the lowest electronion approach distance in the nearest collisions, the inter-nuclear length is sufficiently large, so, the loss
of energy is divided into individually and collectively excitation such that the tow ions behave as an
individual scattering collision within the range of high velocities > 𝑣𝑇 . Usually, the participation of
collective modes is a small portion of stopping term 𝑆0 . Additionally, the contribution of collective
modes becomes very significant in the integration of the interference expression 𝐼(𝑟) [23].
2.3 Low- velocity approximations:
Using the estimation z  1 , where, z =  / kT , the function of energy loss 𝐼𝑚[−1⁄∈ (𝑘, 𝑤)] becomes
helpful so,
−𝑧2

−1
𝐼𝑚 (
)
∈(𝑘,𝑤)

=

𝑍𝑒𝑥𝑝(
)
𝜋 𝑘 2
2
√ 2 (𝑘 ) {[1+(𝑘⁄𝑘 )2]2 }
𝐷
𝐷

(35)

Integrating Eq. (24) one can get the di-cluster at low velocity approximation,
2 1⁄2 1
v
I (r⁄λD , k max ⁄k D ) (v ) F2 (v⁄vT )
3λ2D 2
T

I(r) = (π)

(36)

where 𝐹2 (𝑥) is given by:
3

𝑥

−𝑧 2

𝐹2 (𝑥) = 3 ∫0 𝑧 2 exp ( ) 𝑑𝑧
𝑥
2
And
y
 sin( zx) 
2 −2
I 2 ( x, y ) =  dz z 3 
 (1 + z )
zx


0

(37)

(38)

3. Results and discussion
The calculations were made using the exact integral terms given by the dielectric forms. The classical
dielectric function and quantum RPA procedure have been applied. Here, we examine the dependence
of the interference term 𝐼(𝑟) on the while homo nuclear di cluster distance 𝑟12 and velocity 𝑣. For fast
velocity, the behaviour of the interference expression I(r) could be seen in figure (3.5a). For
corresponding (ICF) conditions of high velocities and big r quantities (with respect toλD ) I(r) is rapidly
tending to zero and it show low vibrational behaviour corresponding to distances. Though, 𝐼(𝑟) tends
rapidly to zero for low velocities and large r - quantities (with respect to λD ). It displays elevated
vibrations values. For very long distances, there is no oscillatory activity.
Here, with mutual distances greater than λD, ions are scattered throughout a large area. Each ion is
capable of generate a long range wake field that contributes to the electrical field at the location of all
other ions. Constructive or destructive interferences may occur with respect to the characteristics phases
of the wake field and result in increasing or decreasing stopping relative to uncorrelated stopping.
Figure (1) shows the variation of correlation function I (r ) and correlated stopping power of cluster ions

Sclus like (a) H-H ICF, (b) He-He ICF and (c) He-H ICF di-cluster ions with atomic di-cluster ions
distance r12 . The similar patterns of the results in the all cases (a), (b) and (c) suggest the presence of a
basic scale rule. The point to be examined below the figures, utilising either a classical value or a
quantum value of k max , show a very strong agreement between these results. To discuss the effects of
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the atomic distance r12 , (1) r12  3 the correlation function I (r ) HH  I (r ) HeH  I (r ) HeHe while, the
stopping power of di-cluster ions Sclus : S clus (r ) HH  Sclus (r ) HeH  Sclus (r ) HeHe as shown in figure
(1). (2) at r 12 →  , i.e r12  20 , there is no contribution to the correlation function I (r ) and correlated
stopping power Sclus . (3) Between these two regions, cosine or sine function appear in Eqns. (23 and
24) are strongly effect.
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15
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Figure 1. The correlated function term I (r ) and correlated stopping power Sclus (r ) for homo dicluster ions (a) HH and (b) He-He and (c) hetero di-cluster ions He-H in ICF plasma as a function
of inter atomic distances r12 were calculated using the classical dielectric function, and the quantum
values of 𝑘𝑚𝑎𝑥 .
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Stopping of Homo and Hetero di-cluster ions:
Let us consider a di-cluster comprising two different forms of heavy atomic ions. For fast heavy ions,
a number of electrons are typically carried with an increasing depth of penetration. The charge of the
ion fluctuates around a certain value of the balance, which is generally calculated through the form of
term:
qi e  Zi e1 − exp(− / TF 
(39)
2/3
where, TF = Z i  0 is the velocity of Thomas-Fermi

The ionic effective charge is usually expressed via the ion charge Z i and the fractional effective charge

i ,
=  i Zi

of ion

Z eff

(40)

To connect the effective charge with the heavy H e − H di-cluster ions let the effective charge of two
∗
ions are 𝑍𝐻𝑒
, where,
2⁄
3

∗
𝑍𝐻𝑒
= 𝑍𝐻𝑒 (1 − 𝑒 −𝑣𝑟⁄𝑍𝐻𝑒 )

(41)

Then, the stopping power of the di-cluster ions of charges Z He with atomic number Z He = 2 and Z = 1
is given in Eqns. (13, 14 and 6).
Three kinds of di-cluster ions have been used in present work, Hydrogen-Hydrogen (H-H), HeliumHelium (He-He) and Helium-Hydrogen (He-H). Figure (2) shows the stopping power for Homo dicluster ions like (a) H-H, (b) He-He, and (c) Hetero di-cluster ions, and He-H as a function of the velocity
in plasma system ICF. Note that the difference in scale percentage between the three systems of diclusters ions that is why the interaction between incident homo nuclear di-cluster and electron target in
ICF more Hetero di-cluster ions because the difference in atomic number of incident ions with the same
density and thermal velocity of plasma matter.
*
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Figure 2. Calculations the stopping power of homo nuclear di cluster for (a) H-H, (b) He-He and
(c) Hetero di-cluster ions HeH) in plasma system ICF. As a function of ion velocities.
Figure (3) shows that the computations have been made using the exact integral terms given by the
dielectric formula, both the classical dielectric function and the quantum (RPA) procedure have been
used. We analyse here the dependent of the interference definition I(r) on the hetero nuclear di cluster
distance 𝑟12 and on the di cluster velocity  . The behaviour of the interference concept 𝐼(𝑟) is displayed
in figure (3a) for high velocities for the conditions corresponding to the (ICF) at large r values (with
respect to λD ). I(r) tends to zero rapidly and exhibits low vibrational behaviour corresponding to
distances, while for low velocities the behaviour of the interference definition I(r) is displayed in figure
(3b) for the conditions corresponding to the (Z-Pinch) tends to high oscillatory behaviour corresponding
to distances.
Figure (4) shows the movement of hetero nuclear di-cluster (He-H) ion in different plasma systems (ICF,
Z-Pinch) and in different distance between hetero nuclear di-cluster for ICF system the folds increase
with velocity because of increasing the number of interaction between di-cluster and electron plasma.
The effect of intensity and the stopping appear from the number of folds were increased with increasing
the density, while for Z-Pinch the folds decrease with velocity because the density is low compare to
ICF.
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Figure 3. Show movement of di cluster (H-H) in the cases of (a) ICF , (b) Z-pinch and (c) Tokomak
system characterized by the distance ( r ) between di cluster ( H-H) .
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Figure 4. Shows the effect of the movement of hetero-nuclear di-cluster ions (He-H) inside (ICF
and Z-pinch) systems plasma in different distance.
4. Conclusion
For different plasma conditions, the loss of energy of di-cluster ions in plasmas was analyzed
numerically and analytically, detailed views the effect of the most important factors. The application of
a classical dielectric function enables the stopping power and interference terms to be conveniently
integrated.
In the case of low velocity, the consequences of interference are only significant if the distances between
the two ions are identical or less than the Debye length λD . In the case of molecular ions inserted into
plasmas, this condition is very well satisfied. In the case of high speeds, the interference function
generally scaled with the parameter𝑟 𝑤𝑝 ⁄𝑣 . As the value of 𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥 increases with velocity, the effects of
interference will become more relevant and large collective effects can be expected.
Appendix (A)
Using the parameter 𝜔𝑝 = √4𝜋𝑛𝑝 , 𝑣𝑇 = √𝑘𝐵 𝑇 , 𝜆𝐷 =

 ( + i ) /  p
k / kD


And according to Eq.(2.15), with  = 
𝑘

2

𝜖(𝑘, 𝜔) = 1 + ( 𝑘𝐷) 𝑊(  )

𝑣𝑇
𝜔𝑝

𝐾 𝑇

𝐵
= √4𝜋𝑛
,
𝑝


 , one can finds

(A1)

where the plasma dispersion function is W ( ) [22]
For 𝛾 → 0 (collisional plasma) the 𝑊(  ) function can be expressed in term of the variable

 =  / k as follows:
𝑊( z ) = 𝑋(  ) + 𝑖𝑌(  )

(A2)

With

𝑋(  ) = 1 −  𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−
2

2



𝑥2

(A3)

) ∫0 𝑑𝑥 exp ( )
2

And
𝜋 1⁄2

𝑌(  ) = (2 )

 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−
2

2

(A4)

)
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Abstract. The aim of this work is to learn the relationship of the stability of (β) emitter isobars
with their shape for some isobaric elements with even mass number (A=152 - 162). To reach
this goal firstly the most stable isobar have been determined by plotting mass parabola
(plotting the binding energy (B.E) as a function of the atomic number (Z)) for each isobaric
family. Then three-dimensional representation graphics for each nucleus in these isobaric
families have been plotted to illustrate the deformation in the shape of a nucleus. These threedimensional representation graphics prepared by calculating the values of semi-axis minor (a),
major (b) and (c) ellipsoid axis's. Our results show that the shape of nuclides which is
represented the most stable isobar in mass parabola are not spherical but they have some
deformation in their shape, and need to emit a gamma ray to a chive more stable status and get
spherical shape. The stable nuclides, which are determined from mass parabola, are different
from the nuclides, which have less value of deformation.
Keywords: Nuclear Binding Energy, Semi Empirical Mass Formula (SEMF), Mass Parabolas,
the intrinsic quadrupole moment.

1. Introduction

The minimum part of the elements that keeps the basic features is the atom. An atom is made
of a minor massive central called the nucleus; this nucleus is enclosed by orbiting electrons [1].
Nucleus consists of two kinds of separate nucleons (neutrons and the protons) these nucleons having
nearly the same mass. Therefore, the binding energy of a nucleus is a dis-continuous function of its
mass [2]. Cables of nuclei having similar mass number (A) but unlike in there number of protons (Z)
and neutrons number (N) are called isobars. For example, the three nuclei 14C, 14Oand14N are
isobars with mass number (A) = 14 [2]. Instability of nuclide causes the radioactivity. Which depends
on, the symmetry between the neutrons and atomic number [3].
All nuclei which are unstable decay naturally in several ways. Isobars with a high extra of neutrons
profit energy by translating a neutron into a proton. In the case of a surplus of protons, the reverse
reaction may occur: i.e., the change of a proton into a neutron. These changes are called β-decays [4].
Beta particles (β) are electrons, which carry a negative or positive charge ( & ). In the state of
( ) decay atomic number (Z) increased by one unit. But in the case of ( ) decay the atomic number
(Z) will be reduced by one unit. Some nuclei go through a radioactive conversion by taking an atomic
electron, generally from K shell, releasing a neutrino in addition to decreases atomic number (Z) by
one unit [5].
The deformation in the shape of nuclides arises from the method that valence nucleons arrangement
themselves in an unfilled shell, in other words the deformation happens only when both proton and
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neutron shells are slightly full. In the group, decay procedure the significant character is shell nuclear
deformations. [3]

2. Theoretical Part
2.1. Semi Empirical Mass Formula (SEMF)
Semi Empirical Mass Formula (SEMF) is used to calculate mass, binding energy of nuclei,
which is built on Liquid Drop Model (LDM) and originally expressed by C. F. V. Weizsäcker [2].
Then adapted by Bethe and other physician. It is built partly on model and partially on empirical
measurement, thus this formula is named Semi Empirical mass formula (SEMF). This formula plays
an important part in the advance of nuclear physics and it consists of five forms of energy terms that
is, the volume, surface, coulomb, asymmetry and pairing energy along with corresponding five kinds
of constants, while modifications have been done to the coefficients over the years, but the
arrangement of the formula remains the similar till today. (SEMF) has been prolonged by addition
unlike additional terms or been adapted by varying the dependence of several terms on A and Z
slightly in an energy to expect the binding energies as nearer to experimental values [6].
The whole containing terms of the energy of (SEMF) takes the formula as below:
⁄
⁄
⁄
(
)
(
)
(
)
ȵ------- (1)
Where: , , , ,δ and ȵ are the energy coefficients that denote to the volume, surface,
Coulomb, asymmetry, pairing and shell energy terms, respectively [7].
One set of this factors is[8]: =15.8Mev, ,=18.3Mev, =0.72Mev,
=23.2MeV.
(
)
(
).
And δ ={
(
)
(
)
(
)
And ȵ=
(
)
(
)
{
2.2. Mass Parabola
One of the maximum uses of semi empirical mass formula (SEMF) is to determine the most
stable isobar of a given mass number (A) from beta emission by plotting the binding energy as a
function to the atomic number (Z) [9]. The isobars located on the sides of the parabola are not stable,
thus to be more stable these nuclides will be decay. Nuclides with low atomic number (Z) side of the
parabolic, decay by ( )emission toward to the increased of the atomic number (ZA), but the nuclides
with high atomic number(Z) decay in the opposite direction toward to the decreased of the atomic
number(ZA), in this case the decay being either by( )emission or electron capture (EC) [9].
2.3. Minor and major ellipsoid axis
In classical electrodynamics, the simplest model for a non-spherical homogeneous charge
supply is a rotating ellipsoid with charge z, major axis( b), and minor axis (a) [10]. To determine small
(minor) (a) and large ( major ) (b) ellipsoid axises from following equations [3].
[
[
Where:

(

(2)

)]
]

(3)

: The mean-squared charge distribution radius average which calculated by:
) ( )
[
] (
(δ): quadruple deformation parameter denotes to the quantity of a deviation of shape of nucleus
from spherical shape, which depends on the value of intrinsic quadruple moment ( ) as described in
this equation [11].
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δ

(

(5)

)

Where:
: The intrinsic quadrupole moment.
The electric quadrupole moment ( ) determines the deviation of the nuclear charge distribution
from spherical balance. So electric quadrupole moment ( ) represented one of the important amounts
to fix the nuclide form, which is in go associated to the reduced transition probability B (E )↑:[10]
[(

)

(

)↑

]

( )

Depending on the Global Best Fit (GLOBAL) a known of the energy E (keV) of the (2+) state is
wholly that required to make a calculation for B (E ) ↑ (e2b2). [12]
(

)↑

(7)

Where E
is the Gamma ray energy transition in KeV, Z denotes the atomic number,
A represents the mass number of a nucleus.

3. Results and Discussion
The study of the relationship of the beta decay stability of isobars with their shape for some
isobaric elements with even mass number (A=152 - 162) have been done by calculating the binding
energy (B.E) and plotting three-dimensional representation graphics for each nucleus in these isobaric
families. The binding energy (B.E) for nuclides under this study calculated by using Semi Empirical
Mass Formula (SEMF) eq. (1). The results of binding energy (B.E) were plotted as a function to the
atomic number (Z) for each isobar, so we get mass parabolas for different isobars as shown in the
fig.1. From this figure the most stable isobars represented the lowest point of the mass parabola (the
nuclide with the highest value of binding energy) for each isobar in this study.
Also we can show from Fig. 1 that the value of binding energy is increased by increasing the
atomic number (isobars decay by emitting
particles) until reaching to the most stable isobar, and
then decreased due to distance from the most stable isobar (isobars decay by emitting
particles).
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Fig.1. Mass parabolas for isobars with mass number (A=152,154,156,158,160&162).
To plot mass parabolas for isobars with mass number (A=152-162), the values of binding
energy (B.E) plotted as a function to the atomic number (Z) for every isobaric family, thus we grow
mass parabolas for isobars under this study as shown in the Fig.1.
From this figure we can see clearly that the mass parabola in this range of isobars (A=152-162)
un equivalent i.e. the number of isobars which decay by (β+) emission or electron capture (e.c.) greater
than isobars which decay by (β-) emission. The reason of that the weighty nuclides have an extra
number of protons.
To determine the effect of beta decay stability on the shape of the isobar, plotting the shape of
nuclides in (3-D) for each isobar in isobaric families with even mass number (A=152 - 162)have been
done, from calculated the values of semi-axis minor (a), major (b) and (c) ellipsoid axis's, i.e. change
the degree of deformation of nuclei as a result of the beta emission, the shapes of all nuclides were
displayed in Figs. (2-7) respectively.
The semi-axis minor (a), major (b) and (c) ellipsoid axis's are calculated by using equations (2&3)
with help of mean-squared charge distribution radius average
, the quadruple deformation
parameter(δ), intrinsic quadruple moment( ), and reduced transition probability B(E2) ↑where the
values of these parameters are calculated from equations (4-7) respectively. The values of these
parameters presented in Table 1, while the values of the semi-axis minor (a), major (b) and (c)
ellipsoid axis's represented in Table 2.
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Table 1. Nuclei symbols-mass number A, atomic number Z, neutron number N, decay mode ,mean
⁄
square radii
, root mean square radii
,reduced transition probabilities B(E2) ↑ e2b2,
quadrupole moment ( )and deformation parameter (δ ) for even-even isobaric elements with even
mass number (A=152 - 162).
Nuclide - A

Z
Kev
[12]

decay
mode

Theoretical Values
B(E2)
↑ e2b2
[12]

(b
)
[12]

fm2

-----

3.7

------

24.6079

-----

4.58

6.49

24.607

5.0819

2.85

5.90

24.607

⁄

fm
[13]

Ce-152

58

81.71

Nd-152

60

72.51

Sm-152

62

121.7

Most
stable

Present work
δ

B(E2)
↑ e2b2

(b)

4.9606

3.758

6.14

0.32

4.9606

4.532

6.74

0.34

2.881

5.38

0.26

1.086

3.30

0.15

4.9606

0.647
0.522

2.55
2.29

0.11
0.10

4.9606

0.292

1.71

0.07

4.9823
4.9823

4.600

6.79

0.34

4.243
3.011

6.52
5.50

0.31
0.25

⁄

fm

4.9606

Gd-152

64

344.2

5.0774

1.071

4.09

24.607

Dy-152
Er -152

66
68

613.8
808.2

5.0950
5.0843

0.641
0.52

2.0
-----

24.607
24.607

Yb-152

70

1531.

5.0423

0.29

-----

24.6079

Nd-154

60

70.81

-----

4.58

-----

24.8233

Sm-154
Gd-154

62
64

81.97
123.0

5.1053
5.1223

4.27
3.05

6.620
6.25

24.8233
24.8233

Dy-154

66

334.5

5.1241

1.162

4.90

24.8233

4.9823

1.178

3.44

0.15

Er-154

68

560

5.1129

0.74

-----

24.8233

4.9823

0.747

2.74

0.12

Yb-154

70

821.3

5.0875

0.53

-----

24.8233

4.9823

0.539

2.32

0.10

Hf-154

72

1513

-----

0.31

-----

24.8233

4.9823

0.310

1.76

0.07

Nd-156

60

66.91

-----

4.88

------

25.0378

5.0037

4.827

6.96

0.34

Sm-156

62

75.89

-----

4.58

------

25.0378

5.0037

4.544

6.75

0.32

Gd-156

64

88.96

5.1420

4.17

6.83

25.0378

4.130

6.44

0.30

Most
stable

Most
stable

4.9606
4.9606

4.9823

5.0037

Dy-156

66

137.8

5.1622

2.804

6.107

25.0378

5.0037

2.835

5.33

0.24

Er-156

68

344.5

5.1429

1.19

4.06

25.0378

5.0037

1.204

3.47

0.15

Yb-156

70

536.4

5.1219

0.81

-----

25.0378

5.0037

0.819

2.86

0.12

5.0037

0.542

2.33

0.09

5.0250

4.696

6.86

0.32

4.582

6.78

0.31

Hf-156

72

858

-----

0.53

-----

25.0378

Sm 158

62

72.81

-----

4.68

------

25.2513

Gd-158

64

79.51

5.1569

4.58

7.104

25.2513

Most
stable

5.0250

Dy-158

66

98.91

5.1815

3.9

6.844

25.2513

5.0250

3.917

6.27

0.28

Er-158

68

192.1

5.1761

2.11

5.53

25.2513

5.0250

2.140

4.63

0.20

Yb-158

70

358.2

5.1498

1.20

4.33

25.2513

5.0250

1.216

3.49

0.14

Hf-158

72

476.3

-----

0.96

-----

25.2513

5.0250

0.968

3.11

0.12

Sm-160

62

70.61

-----

4.78

-----

25.4640

5.0461

4.802

6.94

0.33

Gd-160

64

75.26

5.1734

4.78

7.265

25.4640

5.0461

4.801

6.94

0.31

Dy-160

66

86.78

5.1951

4.4

7.18

25.4640

4.427

6.67

0.29

3.242

5.70

0.24

5.0461

1.778
1.173

4.22
3.43

0.17
0.14

5.0671

4.998

7.08

0.32

4.724

6.89

0.30

Most
stable

5.0461

Er-160

68

125.8

5.2045

3.2

6.63

25.4640

Yb-160
Hf-160

70
72

243.1
389.6

5.1781
-----

1.75
1.16

5.17
-----

25.4640
25.4640

Gd-162

64

71.7

-----

5.01

------

25.6757

Dy-162

66

80.66

5.2074

4.7

7.33

25.6757

Most
stable

5.0461
5.0461

5.0671
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Er-162

68

102.0

5.2246

3.9

7.097

25.6757

5.0671

3.964

6.31

0.27

Yb-162

70

166.8

5.2054

2.54

5.96

25.6759

5.0671

2.569

5.08

0.21

Hf-162

72

285

-----

1.57

3.68

25.6757

1.591

3.99

0.16

W-162

74

450.2

-----

1.05

------

25.6757

5.0671
5.0671

1.064

3.27

0.12

Table 2. Nuclide symbols- mass number A, atomic number Z, neutron number N, semi-axes minor (a),
major (b) and (c) ellipsoid axis's for even-even isobaric elements with even mass number (A=152 - 162).
Nuclide-A

Z

N

Ce-152
Nd-152
Sm-152
Gd-152
Dy-152
Er-152
Yb-152
Nd-154
Sm-154
Gd-154
Dy-154
Er-154
Yb-154
Hf-154
Nd-156
Sm-156
Gd-156
Dy-156
Er-156
Yb-156
Hf-156
Sm-158
Gd-158
Dy-158
Er-158
Yb-158
Hf-158
Sm-160
Gd-160
Dy-160
Er-160
Yb-160
Hf-160
Gd-162
Dy-162
Er-162
Yb-162
Hf-162
W-162

58
60
62
64
66
68
70
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
62
64
66
68
70
72
62
64
66
68
70
72
64
66
68
70
72
74

94
92
90
88
86
84
82
94
92
90
88
86
84
82
96
94
92
90
88
86
84
96
94
92
90
88
86
98
96
94
92
90
88
98
96
94
92
90
88

Present work
a fm
4.832671
4.718888
5.152556
5.693025
5.879667
5.949685
6.077364
4.741906
4.880475
5.200611
5.716962
5.886964
5.985538
6.106263
4.731159
4.854387
4.995248
5.315129
5.762289
5.907375
6.027212
4.859911
4.941045
5.122705
5.542384
5.81032
5.904734
4.875051
4.934808
5.05928
5.333826
5.689984
5.872835
4.933368
5.039177
5.227157
5.540321
5.791067
5.952148

b fm
8.736734
8.860257
8.363151
7.63013
7.341593
7.227893
7.012221
8.896378
8.745217
8.368045
7.664827
7.402986
7.243173
7.038749
8.967801
8.835102
8.676646
8.287822
7.666892
7.442784
7.248076
8.889288
8.799379
8.589103
8.051141
7.664024
7.518319
8.932406
8.866536
8.725107
8.391706
7.910012
7.638046
8.927636
8.808651
8.586769
8.184657
7.829816
7.584379

c fm
4.832671
4.718888
5.152556
5.693025
5.879667
5.949685
6.077364
4.741906
4.880475
5.200611
5.716962
5.886964
5.985538
6.106263
4.731159
4.854387
4.995248
5.315129
5.762289
5.907375
6.027212
4.859911
4.941045
5.122705
5.542384
5.81032
5.904734
4.875051
4.934808
5.05928
5.333826
5.689984
5.872835
4.933368
5.039177
5.227157
5.540321
5.791067
5.952148

Figs. (2-7) are a three-dimensional representation graphics for the isobar in isobaric family with
even mass number (A=152 -162), these figures illustrate the change of the shape for a nucleus with
emission of ( , ).
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β+

β+

β-

β+

β-

β+

Fig.2. Shape of even-even isobars A=152and (Z= 58, 60, 62, 64, 66, 68 &70).

β+

β+

β-

β+

β-

β+

Fig.3. Shape of even-even isobars A=154and (Z=60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70&72).
β+

β+

β-

β+

β-

β+

Fig.4. Shape of even-even isobars A=156and (Z= 60, 62, 64, 66, 68, 70&72).

β+

β+

β+

β-

β+
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Fig.5. Shape of even-even isobars A=158and (Z= 62, 64, 66, 68, 70&72).

β+

β-

β+

β-

β+

Fig.6. Shape of even-even isobars A=160and (Z= 62, 64, 66, 68, 70&72).

β+

β+

β+

β-

β+

Fig.7. Shape of even-even isobars A=162and (Z= 64, 66, 68, 70, 72&74).

From Figs. (2-7) which represent a three-dimensional shapes for the isobaric elements with even
mass number (A=152 - 162) respectively, we distinguished that the shape of nuclides which is
represented the most stable isobar in mass parabola (isobaric nuclide with highest value of binding
energy) as a result of its decay by emitting ( , ) particle and electron capture, are not spherical but
they have some deformation in its shape. This is due to the fact that the nuclei are not stable by
emitting beta particles only (particle loss happens first from radioactive nuclides, maximum of the
nucleus excitation energy was a loss if one particle emission, whereas only a minor quantity of
angular momentum have been loss in this particle emission. So, gamma-ray release happens to
discharge this angular momentum and the residual energy. Only (8–10) MeV are passed out from the
excitation energy by every particle produced. So a band of gamma rays are observed until the nucleus
be in ground state (stable)).[14] So the most stable isobar needs to emit a gamma ray to move the
nucleus from the excited state to the ground state and change its shape to spherical shape.
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While depending on Liquid Drop Model (LDM), isobars nuclei under study, which are considered
the most stable isobar among the other isobars in same isobaric family because they have the largest
binding energy, are not completely stable and therefore do not have a spherical shape.
Also we can note from these figures that the deformation of isobar nuclei decreases with increasing
atomic number, as well as for nuclei that have a magic number such as ( 152Yb &154Hf)neutron magic
number equal to(N=82).
Finally, our results show that the stable nuclide which are determined from mass parabola
(
,
,
,
,
)as a most stable nuclide are different from the nuclides
with less value of deformation which are (
,
,
,
,
) for isobaric
elements with even mass number (A=152 - 162) respectively.

4. Conclusions
The results show that the shape of nuclides which is represented the most stable isobar in mass
parabola are not spherical but they have some deformation in their shape, and need to emit a gamma
ray to a chive more stable status and have the perfect spherical shape.
The stable nuclides which are determined from mass parabola are different from the nuclides
which have less value of deformation.
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Abstract. In this paper, the nuclear structure of the deformed even-even 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 nucleus was
studied using the first interacting boson model (IBM-1) to calculate the energy levels E(L) and
the transitional energy (𝐸𝛾 ). The energy bands, as well as the quadrupole moment (𝑄𝐿 ) can be
calculated to know the shape of the nucleus and the moment of inertia model, energy levels E(L),
transitional energy ( 𝐸𝛾 ) and the bands intersection. The current study showed that at dynamic
symmetry SU (3), there is no effect of inertia moment on the shape of the rotational nuclei due
to the absence of the phenomenon of back bending that belongs to this dynamic symmetry,
through calculating the energy levels ratios found that 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 nucleus belongs to the rotational
dynamic symmetry SU (3). A comparison of the available practical results with the results
calculated by (VAVM) and (IBM-1) showed that the (VAVM) model are better than the results
calculated by (IBM-1).
Keywords: Nuclear structure, Intersection, bosons, moment of inertia.

Introduction
Nuclear physics has had vast quantities of theoretical and experimental energy levels data and
information related to the nuclei due to many researchers tried to penetrate into these nuclei or because
of the attempt to disassemble these nuclei into their various components, so it has become the duty of
nuclear physicists to develop a nuclear model, which is the first step to understand the observed and
measured data, relate them and draw conclusions. In spite of the great success achieved by many of the
proposed nuclear models in linking data and explaining the nuclear properties, they did not reach the
stage of adopting a "one" model, that is, a comprehensive unified theory that can explain everything
related to the nuclei in terms of structure and interactions. The most important basic nuclear models
proposed to describe the interaction between nucleons and are currently applied are the shell model, the
liquid drop model and the collective model. Each of these models is based on a set of assumptions and
may be useful. Within certain limits, it can interpret a "specific" range of experimental energy levels
data, but it may fail when applied to data outside that range. For example, the "shell model is
appropriate" if it is assumed that the interaction between nucleons is a weak interaction, while the liquid
drop model or the collective model is used to describe the strong interactions between nucleons,
researchers (Arima and Iachello) in 1974 [1] presented a new "nuclear" model called the first Interacting
Bosons model This model relied in many aspects on group theory. It is a system of bosons ( L = 2) s, (L
= 0) d interacting with each other. This model (IBM-1) does not distinguish in its first formula between
protons and neutrons bosons.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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IBM-1 model is one of the important subjects which use for the purpose of studying some nuclear
properties of each odd -mass or even-mass nuclei .in this model we deal with the nucleus with even
numbers both of neutrons and protons, i.e. the nuclei (even-even) as a system of neutrons or proton
bosons the calculations resulting from this model have shown that there is agreement with practical
experiences and the first interacting boson model has had a widely success in describing the fine
structure of the nuclei, especially at low energy level𝑠[2] . And the interacting boson model builds on
the boson holes inside a nuclear closed shell or the interacting valance boson particles outside a closed
shell.
N is dependent on the number of active nucleon or(hole) pairs outside the closed shell and the total
number of bosons can be calculated by adding the number of proton pairs with the number of neutron
pairs that can be their written in the following equation [3]:
𝑁 = 𝑛𝑠 + 𝑛𝑑

………………….(1)

Where : 𝑛𝑠 is the number of s-bosons
𝑛𝑑 : the number of d-bosons.
The Hamiltonian operator in (IBM-1)
The most appropriate syntax for the operator of the Hamilton function is the formula postulated by
Arima and Iachello [4,5] and Iachello [6]

 + ( L )  ~ ~ ( L ) 
1
1
2
H =  s ( s s) +  d ( d d m ) +  (2 L + 1) CL ( d d )  d d  

 
m
L = 0,2,4 2



+ 

+ ~

( 0)

( 0) 
1
  †  † ( 2) ~ ~ ( 2)
( 0)
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†  † ( 0) ~ ~ ( 0) 

2
~ ~ (2)

~
~

2




(
)
1
 


 


+ V2  d d   d s  + ( s †d † )  d d  +   V0 (d d )(0)  s s  +  s s   d d   



 
  

2
  

 
 


 † † ( 2 )  ~ ~ ( 2 ) 
+U 2 ( d d )  d s  
  


( 0)

( 0)

  †  †  ( 0 ) ~ ~ ( 0 ) 
 
+ 1 U 0  s s   s S   ......................(2)
2

   

( )

Where (
) and (
) are creation and annihilation operators for s- and d-bosons, respectively.
The effect of the Hamiltonian function in equation (1) includes two parameters describing a single
particle and The relationship between energy levels E(L) parameters describing the two interacting
particles represented by 𝐶𝐿 (L=0,2,4) and four parameters describing the two interacting particles,
represented by 𝑈𝐿 (L = 0, 2), 𝑉𝐿 (L = 0, 2), and all of these parameters depend on the number of N
bosons equal to (𝑛𝑠 + 𝑛𝑑 ). The equation (1) can be written in several formulas, but the most popular
one is the formula [4.5]:

Hˆ =  nˆd + ao ( Pˆ † .Pˆ ) + a1 ( Lˆ.† Lˆ ) + a2 (Qˆ † .Qˆ ) + a3 (Tˆ3† .Tˆ3 ) + a4 (Tˆ4† .Tˆ4 ) ………(3)
where
and
are the total number of d-boson, pairing, angular momentum,
quadrupole, octoupole and hexadecapole operators, respectively
Since (  =  d −  s ) represents the difference between the energy of the bosons (d, s), and for ease it
was considered that the energy of the s boson is equal to zero (  s = 0) and that
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ˆ
nˆ d = ( dˆ † .d )
~
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ˆ
ˆ = 1 / 2(d
P
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~
ˆ
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~
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~
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Tˆ4 = [dˆ †  d ]( 4 )
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 .(








The parameters 𝑎0 .......... 𝑎4 , they express the strength of the interaction of the pairs, angular
momentum, electric quadrupole, octaloupole, hexadecpole are among the bosons, respectively.
The electric quadrupole moment (𝑸𝑳 )
Electric quadrupole moment (𝑸𝑳 )is defined as the amount of deviation from a symmetric spherical
distribution with respect to the nuclear charge within the nucleus. The quadrupole electric moment takes
the dimensions of the area and it is measured in barns unit or square meters unit (1barn = 10−28 𝑚2 ).
The shape of the nucleus can be determined by relying on the value of (𝑸𝑳 )where the shape of the
nucleus is spherical at (Q = 0) and the shape of the nucleus is deformed prolate at (Q> 0) or is deformed
oblate at (Q <0). To derive the electric quadrupole moment values , can be use the values of B (E2,
Li→Lf), as shown in the following equation: ]7,8,9[:
……….(5)
Where B (E2) is the electric transitions probability, L represents the angular momentum, L 𝑖 is the
initial angular momentum, L 𝑓 is the final angular momentum.
Variable Anharmonic Vibrator (VAVM) Model
The two scientists Bonatsos D. and Klein A. in (1984) [10] suggested another new model called
(VAVM) model is depend on the (GVMI) model by making the basic functions of the angular
momentum (L) and the variable L(L-2). The (VMI) model failed to provide adequate results for some
experimental energy levels measurements, where (VAVM) model gave good results in the regions
SU(3), SU(5), O(6).
The Energy Band Intersection
The energy band intersection means that the moment of inertia with respect to a certain energy level in
any band like (𝛾or 𝛽) intersects, or takes the place of any energy level in any other band as a band (g).
Bands intersection characteristic consider as an important characteristic for the purpose of studying the
bending back phenomenon [11] which occurs between any two bands that have the same spin and but
they differ in energy and moment of inertia.
Results and discussion
In this research, the properties of the nucleus 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 are studied such as the electric transitions
probability B(E2), energy levels E(L) and transitional energy 𝐸𝛾 and by energy bands (g, γ,β) these
levels were classified and the behavior of the nucleus 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 must be determined to be able to choose
the parameters of the Hamilton function the equation (2) for the purpose of studying nuclear properties
and found that the nucleus 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 belongs to the SU(3) symmetry by comparing the ratios of practical
energy values with the ratios of ideal energy values and the values of energy levels are calculated in the
IBM-1 model using (IBM. For) program the Written with Fortran language through the Input File (BOS.
INP), which contains seven parameters the shown in Table (1), the values of these parameters are
determined by matching the values of practical energy levels with theoretical energy level values while
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the values of energy levels are calculated in the VAVM model using (VAVM. For) through the input
file (PAR. INP), which contains The relationship between energy levels E(L) parameters are : (𝜗₀ / ħ² )
measured by (MeV)-1 unit ,C measured by )MeV) 3 unit and EK measured by( MeV) unit , where 𝐸𝑘
represents the energy of the head of the band in the ground state band (G-band) equals zero while in the
β- band equals the angular momentum energy 0+ for the excited level, but in the gamma band (ɤ-band)
the value is variable and by matching the practical values with the theoretical values calculated in the
PROGRAM (IBM-1) the values of the parameters shown in table (2) were chosen when the less value
of the 𝜒 squared (chi-squared) is obtained from the following equation:
𝜒2 =

(𝐸 𝐶𝑎𝑙 −𝐸 exp )
2
𝐸𝐶𝑎𝑙

……………(6)

Table (1): the parameter values used in the (IBM .For) program measured in (MeV) unit
ε
Pˆ † .Pˆ
Lˆ.Lˆ
Qˆ.Qˆ
Tˆ3 .Tˆ 3
Tˆ4 .Tˆ 4
CHI
0.0021
0.0055
0.0099
-0.0091
0.0010
0.0011
-1.3200
Table (2): parameter values used in the (VAVM) model with the chi-square (χ2)
Band
ℓ0(MeV)-1
C(MeV)3
χ2
𝐸𝐾 (MeV)
G-band
91.0000
0.0111
0.0000
0.0046
98.9999
0.0002
0.7199
0.0145
γ1 − band
99.9900
49.2991
01.4000
0.0098
β1 -band
99.9999
0.0021
01.6660
0.0092
β2 -band
Table (3): quadrupole electric moment values derived from B (E2) parameter values using (IBMT.
For) program
α 2 (𝑒𝑏)
β 2 (𝑒𝑏)
0.30000
0.41000
Figure (1) shows the relationship between E(L) practical energy level values compared with theoretical
energy level values of the two models (IBM-1,VAVM) for ground state band as a function of angular
momentum of a nucleus ( 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 ) and it was noted from the figure that there a quite match between
practical energy level values with the values of theoretical energy levels calculated according to the two
models( IBM-1,VAVM) for ( L≤10) either the values of theoretical energy levels calculated by the
(IBM-1 )model do not match to the values of practical energy levels for( L>10) because the first
interacting boson model do not distinguish between the neutron bosons Nπ and the proton bosons N ⱱ ,
and also because the first interacting boson model did not succeed in calculating the excited energy
levels, while the values of energy levels calculated by (VAVM) model with the values of practical
energy levels for (L>10) are still fully matched , and this match was the result of better selection of the
three input parameter ℓ0, C and 𝐸𝐾 through the input file (PAR. INP) ,and also because the (VAVM)
model distinguish between the neutron bosons Nπ and the proton bosons N ⱱ . And it was noticed from
the figure is that the values of energy levels calculated by the (VAVM) model gave a better match with
the values of practical energy levels than the values of theoretical energy levels calculated by the( IBM1 ) model and this was the result of the optimal choice of the input parameter values through the input
file (PAR. INP).
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Figure 1. The relationship between energy levels E(L) calculated IBM-1,VAVM and experimental
energy levels E(L)versus L for g-band
Figure( 2) shows that IBM-1's theoretical energy level values are fully matched, with the gamma -band
practical energy level values for (L≤8), the reason for the match is that the first interacting boson model
is very successful in calculating low energy levels, either for( L>8) where there is no match between the
values of the theoretical energy levels calculated by the( IBM-1) model with the values of the practical
energy levels, and a mismatch because the first interacting boson model do not distinguish between
the neutron bosons Nπ and the proton bosons N ⱱ , and also because the first interacting boson model did
not succeed in calculating the excited energy levels, while all the values of the theoretical energy levels
calculated by the (VAVM )model are fully matched with all the practical energy level values for( L>8),
and this match was the result of better selection of the three input parameter ℓ0, C and 𝐸𝐾 through the
input file (PAR. INP) ,and also because the (VAVM) model distinguish between the neutron bosons Nπ
and the proton bosons N ⱱ .

Figure 2. The relationship between energy levels E(L) calculated IBM-1,VAVM and experimental
energy levels E(L)versus L for for 𝛾-band
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Figure (3) shows the comparison between of the theoretical energy level values E(L) calculated by the
two models (IBM-1,VAVM) with the values of practical energy levels as a function of the angular
momentum of the 𝛽1-band and shows from the shape for (L≤4) there is a match between the values of
the practical energy levels with theoretical energy level values calculated according to the two models
(IBM-1,VAVM), while for(L>4 ) is no match between the values of practical energy levels with the
values of theoretical energy levels calculated according to the model (IBM-1) while the values of the
theoretical energy levels calculated by (VAVM) model is still matching with practical energy level
values for (L>4).

Figure 3. The relationship between energy levels E(L) calculated IBM-1,VAVM and experimental
energy levels E(L)versus L for for 𝛽1-band
Figure (4) shows that there is a great match between all practical energy level values with all theoretical
energy level values calculated by the( VAVM) model of the Beta 2 - band, the values of theoretical
energy levels calculated by( IBM-1) model are slightly greater than the values of practical energy levels
at low energy levels for (L≤8) while significantly moving away from the values of practical energy
levels at excited energy levels for ( L>8).

Figure 4. The relationship between energy levels E(L) calculated IBM-1,VAVM and experimental
energy levels E(L)versus L for 𝛽2-band
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Figure (5) illustrates the band intersection phenomenon, which is an important subject because it is use
to explain the back bending phenomenon observed from figure (5) that the bands (g1,β1 ) intersects at
the angular momentum 𝐿𝐶= 14,16. And the disintegration of a pair of nucleus generates the energy band
intersection and be the back-banding phenomenon that did not appear in the nucleus 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 . Due to
the decrease in inertial moment at the large angular momentum, the bands intersection also occurs, and
the effect of the curious force effect generates a decrease in the energy of the two nucleons, and
therefore, the instability in these two states leads to the intersection of one band with another.

Figure 5. Energy band Intersection E(L)as a function of the angular momentum (L) using (VAVM)
model.
The quadrupole moment values (𝑄𝐿 ) were calculated in IBM-1 model using of the( IBMT) program.
For via entry file BE2. Dat which requires the determination of the two parameters ( β2,α2) measured by
the unit (eb) shown in table ( 3).
We note from figure( 6 )that the shape of the nucleus in the nucleus 162
66𝐷𝑦 96 takes the prolate oval
+ + + +
+
shape at the angular momentum (21+ ,2+
,2
,
2
,2
,
2
,2
)
while
takes
the oblate oval shape at the
2
3
5 6 7 10
+
+
angular momentum (2+
,2
,
2
)
and
the
largest
deformation
of
the
prolate
oval type is at the angular
4 8
9 ,
+
momentum Q(28 ) and its value (-3.729 eb) and the highest deformation of the oblate oval type is at the
angular momentum Q(2+
3 ) and its value (4.15 eb).

Figure 6. Electric quadrupole moment (𝑄𝐿 )as a function of the angular momentum (L) from
21 𝑡𝑜 210 .
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Abstract. The electron mirror phenomenon has been explored to describe the behavior of a
probing electron trajectory inside the chamber of scanning electron microscope (SEM). This
investigation has been carried out by means of the modulated mirror plot curve technique. This
method is based on expanding sample potential to a multipolar form to detect the actual
distribution of the trapped charges. Actually an experimental result is used to guiding results of
this work toward the accurate side. Results have shown that the influence of each type of
multipolar arrangement (monopole, dipole, quadruple, octopole …etc.) mainly depends on the
driving potential.
Keywords: SEM, Mirror effect, Charging process, Insulators samples, Electron beams.

1. Introduction
Now, it is well known that as long as a dielectric material is bombarded by electrons beam, some of
these electron straps at surface or even within bulk material [1,2]. Such a situation leads to what so
called Charging Effect (CE) [3,4] which is becoming very important to comprehend. The use of
dielectric material in modern science and technology significantly depends on the realization of CE
which in turn could lead to better applications [5,6].
The CE can be investigated in terms of several techniques[7], however, the one that is called Scanning
Electron Mirror Method (SEMM) is followed in this work. Such an investigation technique provides
an excellent ability to control and analyze CE [8]. Anyway, its principle work can be summarized by
two steps. The first one imply an implantation of a trapping negative charges beneath the dielectric
sample surface using a focused electron beam [9]. In the second step, the scanning mode is used to
observe the sample surface with a potential ranging from fractions to a few kilovolts [10]. Actually,
increasing the electric field could be strong enough to prevent the next probing electrons from
reaching the sample surface. In fact, the surface acts as a convex mirror and reflects the electrons. The
mirrored backward electrons will attack the chamber inner surfaces and create new Secondary
Electrons (SE), so, their detection will lead to imaging of the insider chamber space rather than the
sample.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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Obviously, sample potential regulates the characteristics of the appeared electron image, which in turn
depend on the way that the trapped charges distribute on the sample surface. So, the knowledge of
trapped charges distribution profile is a crucial task to specify physiognomies of mirror images.
Recently, the modulated mirror plot curve technique has been presented to detect the actual
distribution of the trapped charges[11]. This method is based on expanding sample potential to a
multipolar form to identify the spreading of the trapped charges. Current work aims to find the
contribution weight of each multipole expansion term which may involve in building up the sample
potential.
2. Material and method
The method of charge images has been used recently to solve Poisson's equation inside the chamber of
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Subsequently, the solution in the free space is given by [11];
⃑

∫|⃑

⃑́
⃑ |

…………(1)

], and
where
is the free space permittivity,
is equal to[
the relative
permittivity. However, equation (1) represents the electrostatic potential at any point located by the
position vector ⃑ throughout the space (SEM-chamber) that deduced due to an accumulation of a
volumetric charges distribution of amount ⃑ located at ⃑ . In order to grand equation (1) ability
to describe charge extension within the sample, the numerator of this equation is expanded and hence
the following expression is obtained;
…….(2)

⃑

where
is the trapped charge. The
term in this equation represents the
order of multipole
moment of the charge distribution of [ ⃑ ]. So, the terms of
are
respectively the; monopole, dipole, quadrupole, hexapole, octopole, decapole, and dodecapole moment
of the trapped charge distribution.
Mirror plot curve is represented the diagram that reveals the relation between reciprocal of Gaussian
surface radius and the potential which is used to accelerates incoming electrons
. Consequently,
equation (2) has been modified to imply this aspect as in the following formula;
…………(3)
where is the radius of Gaussian surface for the monopole moment charge distribution which equal to
(
). Indeed, equation (3) shows the mirror plot curve that corrected up to the seventh order, and
the even power of (n) are vanishes due to the symmetry of problem. Thereby, it could be adopted to
simulate a real (experimental) plot curve and hence verify the distribution profile of trapped charges
being taken. Furthermore, contribution of each term should be examined versus the scanning potential
in order to define whom the distribution look like to the incoming electrons. Anyway, this is the task
of the coming next section.
3. Results and Discussion
Characteristics of a mirror image are mainly depending on the distribution profile for a sample
potential that deduced by trapped electrons. Figure 1 shows the potential distribution along the radius
of Gaussian sphere surface, for the first four orders of multipole moment terms in equation (2) and the
equation itself. These curves are computed at fixed values of the penetration depth and trapped charges
namely 10.6 μm and 0.064 nC respectively. Obviously, the monopole term is mainly controlling the
contribution in equation (2) along the range of the radius of Gaussian sphere surface. This gives an
indication that the higher order of electrons configuration are formed in the regions where a high
concentration of electrons being trapped.
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1E-14
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r (mm)

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 1. The surface potential distribution deduced by means of equation (2) and each of its term.
In order to provide present calculation a practical interest, some results that presented in the
literature[12] have been used to compare with the outcome of equation (3). According to this
reference, a Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) material sample of a dielectric constant 2.6 puts
under irradiation by an electron beam with the aid of SEM. This beam has accelerated up to 25 kV,
and the sample being under the exposition for enough time to reach the saturation. However, the
trapped charges and the probing electron penetration depths are measured to be
and
respectively.
Equation (3) and each involved term have been calculated for the values of
and
mentioned above. The significance of each term that contributed to builds up this formula as a
function of scanning potential are plotted in figure 1. It is seen that the term contributes most to the
mirror plot curve ⁄ is the first (zero-order or monopole) one. Indeed, this term fund ⁄ by
most of its total worth, and so this supplement, approximately, exceeds the hundred present of its real
values for
greater than
. Such a result indicates that, at
the incident electron
being at a distance approximately greater than
away from the sample. Thereby, trapped charges
appear to be look like a point for the incident electrons, hence, the point charge approximation works
well at these relatively higher distances.
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Figure 2. Outcome and the amount of each term in equation (3) versus the scanning potential.
However, when the scanning potential departs from the above mentioned value, i.e.
, the
electrons start approache further to the sample. The influence of the second (two-order or quadrupole)
term becomes significant and scale down the amount of monopole term. This can directly be seen
from figure 1 where the curve ⁄ starts leaving the linearity behavior simultaneously when the
quadrupole curve just being noteworthy. Consequently, the point charge approximation fails to work
well. Therefore, a trapped charge distribution is no longer appear to be a pure point for incident
electrons. Instead, it becomes a mix between point and ellipse profiles.
However, when the acceleration process increases, the contribution weight of the third, fourth and fifth
terms respectively become significant. Accordingly, the mirror plot curve becomes under influence of
all of these terms by an amount depends on the proceeding of the term itself. Eventually, the point
charge model completely failed to represent a point distribution. Hence, incident electron sees trapped
charges to be something more complicated and this intricate strength increases as the electron
approaches further to the sample surfaces. For accuracy realization, values of equations (3) and its
own terms are recorded in Table I.
Table I: Outcomes and the amount of each term in equation (3).
(kV)
0
4
8
12
16
20

1stterm
(mm-1)
0
12.517
25.035
37.552
50.069
62.587

2ndterm
(mm-1)
0
0.623
2.491
5.606
9.965
15.570

3rdterm
(mm-1)
0
1.83E-03
2.92E-02
1.48E-01
4.68E-01
1.14E+00

4thterm
(mm-1)
0
1.21E-05
7.72E-04
8.79E-03
4.94E-02
1.89E-01

4

5th term
(mm-1)
0
1.06E-07
2.72E-05
6.97E-04
6.96E-03
4.15E-02

1/r(eq.3) 1/rexperimental
(mm-1)
(mm-1)
0
0
11.896
11.90446
22.572
22.58321
32.087
32.03625
40.530
40.26359
48.011
47.26521
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The variations of the mirror plot curve versus trapped electrons for various values of scanning
potential are plotted in figure 3 at a penetration depth of 10.6 μm. It is seen that as long as the higher
concentrations of trapped electron are accumulated at the sample surface, the minimum approach
distance of scanning electrons being increases. Hence, a landing electron reflected backward at higher
distances from the sample surface when higher irradiation potential is used.
90
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70
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0
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Figure 3. The behavior of mirror plot curve as a function of trapped electron amounts for different
values of the scanning potential.
Figure 4 reveals the behavior of the mirror plot curve versus the penetration depth at several scanning
potential values, and at the value of trapped electrons equals to 0.064 nC. Indeed, the trapped electrons
implanted near the surface of the sample, and these electrons arranged themselves as a point.
However, such an arrangement of accumulation takes complicated forms as long as trapped electrons
deeply spread inside the sample’s body.
60
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0
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Figure 4. The behavior of mirror plot curve as a function of the penetration depth for different values
of the scanning potential.
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4. Conclusion
According to the results appeared in the last section, one may realize that the trapped electrons have a
complicated formation at the sample’s surface. In addition, this sophistication was mutable and not
stable along the travel interval of the incident electron. The results of this work have proven that
multipolar expansion has an excellent ability to simulate the correspondence experimental mirror plot
curves. So, this expansion may regard to be a powerful tool for detecting trapped charges distribution
at dielectric materials.
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Abstract. In this research, cadmium oxide (
) nanoparticle thin films have been prepared at
room temperature using a chemical bath deposition (CBD) technique, and the effect of the
deposition time were studied.
thin films have been deposited on glass substrate from
cadmium chloride (CdCl2) as
ions source and sodium hydroxide NaOH as
ions
source. The pH value (acidity level) of the chemical bath was fixed at about 11. The
thin
films structures were analyzed by X-ray diffraction. It shows that all the prepared thin films
have a cubic polycrystalline structure with a preferential orientation along (111) plane. All
structural parameters were calculated. Particle size for the preferential orientation is calculated
between (19.1 -35.5 nm). It is found that the grain size increased with increasing the deposition
time. UV-Vis spectrophotometer was used to study the optical properties, and a blue shift in
the absorption peaks was noticed. The energy gap values (direct transition and indirect)
calculated from the absorption spectrum located between (3.026 -3.409 eV) for direct
transitions and (2.197-2.917 eV) for indirect transitions, and this indicates that all
thin
films prepared nanoparticles. We found that the energy gap decreased with increasing the
deposition time.
Keywords;
gap.

thin film, chemical bath deposition method, Nanostructured, energy band

1. Introduction
Nanoparticles have attracted great interest in recent years due to their size dependent properties and
wide range of applications [1, 2].
Transparent conducting oxides (TCOs), such as pure and doped,
,
,
,
,
,
and
have been studied because of their utilization in optoelectronic device technology.
Particularly,
based transparent conducting oxide (TCOs) are of great interest due to their metal
like good optical transparency in the visible region and charge transport behavior with an
exceptionally large carrier mobility [3].
compound is reddish brown in color, and is formed by
burning of Cd in air. The oxide is not soluble in water, [4].
is a known n-type semiconductor with
the direct band gap energy of 2.2 - 2.8 eV [5], 2.5 eV [6], 2.3 eV [7], 2.25-2.9 eV [8], 2.2-2.5 eV [9],
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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and the indirect band gap of 1.98 eV [6], 1.36 eV [7], 1.36-1.98 eV [9]. In fact, the differences in the
band gap energy are due to the lattice’s defects in the crystalline structure [9]. Due to the defect of
oxygen vacancies and cadmium interstitials,
has special features such as low resistivity (10-2 to
10-4
) [8]. Also, low band gap and high transmission make it applicable solar cells, photovoltaic
cell, photodiodes, phototransistors, transparent electrodes, optical communications, smart windows,
flat panel display, liquid crystal displays and IR detectors [10, 11, 12]. There are different methods to
prepare
films such as chemical bath deposition [13], Spray pyrolysis [14], Sol-gel [15] vacuum
evaporation [16], successive ionic layer adsorption and reaction (SILAR) method [17]. Among these
techniques, CBD method is widely used because it does not require vacuum and sophisticated
instrumentation, the starting chemicals are commonly available (simple) and cheap (relatively cost
effective) and can be applied in a large area of deposition at low temperature [18,19]. The optical
absorption of
thin films were accomplished using UV-Vis spectrophotometer Cary50 CmExlenain scan software) in the wavelength range of [190-1100
at room temperature, and the back
correction of the glass substrate has been taken in each measurement. The structural characterization
of the
thin films were accomplished by analyzing the X-ray diffraction patterns obtained using a
computer software (MDI/JADE 5) Pgeneral XD-2 X-ray diffractometer (= 1.5405 for Cu-K,
current: 20.4
, voltage: 36.3 ), The range of scan in
of (3-75 ) with scan speed 4
. The
film thickness (t) was found by gravimetric weight difference method.
This work focuses on the Synthesis of
nanoparticles thin film on glass substrate using (CBD)
technique at room temperature and with different chemical deposition time. The structural and optical
characteristics of the prepared films were investigated.
2. Preparations of
thin films
Microscopic glass slides of (75 × 25 × 1
) were used as substrates during the deposition process.
The substrate was first cleaned with water and soap, after that immersed in chromic acid and boiling
for one hour, then cleaned by De-ionized water. Finally it immersed in acetone and rinsed with Deionized water to remove the surface contaminations and to make the surface more conductive for
uniform film deposition.
The deposition process was carried out at room temperature using cadmium chloride monohydrate
(
,
, Merck, 98% purity concentration (0.05 Mol.) as
ion source and sodium hydroxide
(
, Scharlau, 99% purity).as
ions as shown in Eq. (1)
+

+

(1)

For the complex formation, an excess ammonium hydroxide (NH4OH) solution was added (28%) until
the clear solution reaches a pH of 11. This clear solution was kept under stirring, and then the
substrates were submerged in the solution for (12, 24, 36 and 48 hrs.). Whitish films of
were
formed on glass substrates. The (
) films were heated in air at (623 K) for (2 hrs), and the films
turn to brown. During the heating process the water vapor rises as shown in Eq. (2)
(2)

→

These slides were inclined vertically at 20° angle to the wall of the beaker, and a 3 ml of hydrazine
hydrate was added to enhance the adhesion under a constant stirrer (80 rpm).
It is noted that the fresh solution should be continuously stirred to obtain uniform distribution of the
chemical components,
3. Theory and calculation
3.1. Structural parameters
3.1.1. Interplanar distance (d)
Bragg’s equation was used to calculate the inter-planar distance (d) [20]

2
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=

(3)

where ( ) is an integer order of the corresponding reflection,
Bragg’s angle
3.1.2. Lattice constant ( )
The cubic structure lattice constant

is

is calculated using the relation [20]
(4)

⁄

where

is the incidents wavelength, (

are Miller indices.

3.1.3. Crystallite size (D)
Debye-Scherrer’s formula was used to calculate the crystallite size (D) [21]:
(5)
where
is the wavelength (0.15406
) for Cu-K source, ( is (FWHM) full width half
maximum of the peak intensity in radians, and ( ) is experimental diffraction angle values.
3.1.4. Average strain ( )
The strain ( ) is a macroscopic measure of deformation. It is calculated by [21]:
(6)
3.1.5. Dislocation density ()
It is the amount of the defects in a crystal. The simple approach of Williamson and Smallman is used
to evaluate it by: [22]
(7)
where (D) is the average crystallize size.
3.1.6. Texture coefficient (TC)
(TC) of
thin films is calculated to quantify the preferential orientation of the films [23]
(8)

∑

where
is the measured intensity,
is the (JCPDS) standard intensity, and
number.
TC > 1 implies the preferentially oriented sample.
3.2. Optical study
3.2.1. Absorption coefficient ( )
It is calculated for thin films using Lambert law [20]
(9)
where ( ) is absorbance, (t) is the film thickness.
3.2.2. Energy band gap
)
Energy band gap
of the films was calculated using Tauc equation [24]:
(

(10)

)

3

the reflection
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where (
is the incident photon energy,
is a constant,
is the band gap and
is an index
which can take values 1/2, 2, 3/2, and 3 corresponding to allowed direct, allowed indirect, forbidden
direct and forbidden indirect transitions respectively.
3.2.3. Particles size of nanoparticles
The particle sizes is calculated by Brus relation [25]
(

(11)

)

where (
is the size dependent band gap,
is the energy band gap of the bulk sample, R is the
particle size,
and (
are the effective masses of electron and hole respectively (0.21 me) for
), ( is the dielectric constant (6.07) for
[26].
4. Result and discussion
4.1. Thickness measurement
The film thickness (t) of
films was found by gravimetric weight difference method by [27]
t=

(12)

where (m) is the mass of the deposited films in gram (g), ( is the density of the deposited material in
(g/
and
is the area of the deposited film in
. Fig.1 shows the variation of the
films
thickness with deposition time. It is clear that the thickness increases with increasing the deposition
time.
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Fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of
thin films deposited at different time (12, 24, 36) h at room
temperature and annealed at 623k for (2 h). Fig. 2 shows that the diffraction peaks for
films
observed at 2 =(32.91°, 38.313°, 55.2°, 65.858°, 69.211°) are linked to (111), (200) ,(220), (311), and
(222) planes respectively. This indicates that
films are polycrystalline in nature with a cubic form
as compared with the standard data of
(JCPDS file no.75-0592) [28] as shown in Table 1. P.
Perumal et al. observed similar results [29]. XRD shows an increase in the crystallinity with
increasing the deposition time. Also, as the deposition time increases, the diffraction peaks are slightly
shifted in the direction of higher 2 values and its intensity increases. The lattice constant (a) of
films was estimated by Eq. 4, and the observed (d) spacing was calculated from Bragg’s condition Eq.
3. We found a good agreement between the estimated values in this study and the standard data of
(JCPDS file no.75-0592) [28] (see Table 1). The FWHM (β) have been evaluated for all diffraction
peaks. The FWHM values decreases as the deposition time increases. The Origin software was used in
this study for fitting. Texture coefficient (TC) was found to be in the range of (0.591-1.328) by Eq.8,
and as the deposition time increases the (TC) slightly increases. The evaluation of the TC indicates the
preferred orientation of the films along (111) plane has high crystallinity. Enhancing the preferred
orientation is associated with increasing the number of the grains along this plane [30]. The calculated
crystallite size (D) was in the range of (19.1- 41.06 nm) by Scherer’s formula Eq.5, and as the
deposition time increases, the crystallite size increases as shown in Fig. 3. The average strain ( ) was
found to be in the range of (0.00148 - 0.00641) by Eq.6, and as the deposition time increases, the
average strain ( ) decreases. The oxygen vacancies and the interstitial atoms incorporated in the
lattice may be caused the strain [31]. Dislocation density ( ) was found to be in the range of (0.00059 0.00274 nm-2) by Eq.7, and as the deposition time increases, the dislocation density decreases.
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Table 1. The experiment and standard values of some XRD parameters for
Dep.
time
(
)

12

24

36

2
Observe
(
.)

2
Stander
(
.)

d
Observe
( )

d
Stander
( )

a
Observe
( )

32.91
38.313
55.2
65.858
69.211
33.02
38.35
55.36
66.01
69.358
33.221
38.38
55.35
66.2
69.5

33.019
38.321
55.299
65.935
69.271
33.019
38.321
55.299
65.935
69.271
33.019
38.321
55.299
65.935
69.271

0.2721
0.2349
0.1664
0.1418
0.1357
0.2713
0.2347
0.165
0.1415
0.1355
0.2697
0.2345
0.1660
0.1411
0.1352

0.2710
0.2347
0.1659
0.1415
0.1355
0.2710
0.234
0.165
0.1415
0.13553
0.2710
0.2347
0.1659
0.1415
0.1355

0.4714
0.4698
0.4706
0.4703
0.4702
0.4698
0.4694
0.4693
0.4693
0.4693
0.4671
0.4690
0.4694
0.4681
0.4685

7

a
Stander
( )

0.4694

0.4694

0.4694

111
200
220
311
222
111
200
220
311
222
111
200
220
311
222

films
I%
Observe

I%
Stander

100
80
38.5
19
8.1
100
75
35
13
9
100
79
32
17.1
6.3

100
84
45.2
28.5
12.2
100
84
45.2
28.5
12.2
100
84
45.2
28.5
12.2
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Table 2. Experimental values of XRD parameters of
Deposition
time
( )

12

24

36

.)

β
FWHM
( .)

TC
Texture
coefficient

D
Grain size
( )

32.91
38.313
55.2
65.858
69.211
33.02
38.35
55.361
66.01
69.358
33.221
38.38
55.35
66.2
69.5

0.00757
0.00757
0.00757
0.00757
0.00757
0.00613
0.00613
0.00613
0.00613
0.00613
0.00411
0.00411
0.00411
0.00411
0.00411

1.209
1.152
1.03
0.806
0.803
1.295
1.156
1.003
0.591
0.955
1.328
1.249
0.940
0.797
0.686

19.1
19.38
20.66
21.81
22.25
23.59
23.95
25.54
26.97
27.8
35.2
35.76
38.13
40.31
41.06

2
Ob
(

films
ε
average
strain
0.00641
0.00545
0.00362
0.00292
0.00274
0.00517
0.0044
0.00292
0.00236
0.0022
0.00344
0.00295
0.00196
0.00158
0.00148


dislocation
density
(
)
0.00274
0.0066
0.00234
0.0021
0.00202
0.0018
0.00174
0.00153
0.00137
0.00123
0.0008
0.00078
0.00069
0.00062
0.00059

4.3. Optical study
Fig.4 reveals that the absorbance spectra ( ) of the prepared films increases gradually with increasing
the deposition time which might be due to increase the grain size with increasing the deposition time
that improves the crysallinity and increases the thickness of the films [29]. The optical absorbance of
the films decreases with the wavelength. These spectra reveal that
films have less absorbance in
the visible and high wavelength region and more absorbance in the UV region [32].
The absorption band of
nanoparticles shows a blue shift due to the quantum confinement
compared with bulk
particles. This optical phenomenon indicates that these nanoparticles show
quantum size effect [33].
Fig.5 shows the absorption coefficient ( ) as a function of the wavelength calculated from Eq.9. It
reveals that in the shorter wavelengths, the absorption coefficient ( ) exhibits high values which
means that there is a large probability of the allowed direct transition. Then ( ) decreases with
increasing the wavelength. The absorption coefficient ( ) values found to be of the order of 104 to 105
. Fig.6 shows a direct band gap of
films estimated from extrapolation the plot of
versus
Eq.10. The direct band gap energies are (3.026, 3.096, 3.117 and 3.409) , and it
decreases with increasing the deposition time as seen in Fig .8. These energies are in good agreement
with the earlier results reported in [29], and higher than the bulk (2.3 eV). The increase in the band gap
of the bulk is due to increasing the free electron concentration in the films. The shift of the band gap
with the change in the carrier concentration can be explained by the Burstein-Moss shift [6]. Fig.7
shows the typical Tauc
vs. ( ) plot for an indirect band gap energy determination. The
indirect band gap energy obtained in this case were (2.197, 2.502, 2.539 and 2.917) , and it
decreases with increasing the deposition time. This energy is higher than the bulk (1.36 eV). Fig.8
shows the variation of the particle size with deposition time. The particle size increases with
increasing the deposition time. This confirms the same effect as in XRD study. The particle size of
nanoparticles was estimated from Eq.11 in the range of (11.419-12.895) nm for direct energy gap,
and (10.374 -12.923) nm for indirect energy gap, Table 3. There is a slightly disagreement between the
particle size calculated from the preferred orientation plans using Eq.5 and that calculated from Eq.11.
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Fig.8 shows the variation of the particle size with energy gap. The particle size decreases with
increasing the energy gap.
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Table 3. Experimental values of energy gap, blue shift and the calculated particles size for
Deposition time
(
.)

Direct
energy gap
O se r( )

Blue shift

12
24
36
48

3.409
3.117
3.096
3.026

1.109
0.817
0.796
0.726

(

)

Particle
size
D(nm

Indirect
energy gap
O se ( )

Blue shift

11.419
11.823
12.29
12.895

2.915
2.539
2.502
2.197

1.555
1.179
1.142
0.837

(

)

films

Particle size
D( )

10.374
11.532
12.033
12.923

5. Conclusions
films have been successfully prepared with high quality, homogenous and gran size in the range
of nanoparticles on glass substrates by CBD under different deposition time. The XRD tests of these
films revealed that the deposited
thin films are polycrystalline in nature with cubic structure
having (111) preferred orientation. The influence of the deposition time on the structural and optical
properties is studied. By increasing the deposition time (thickness increases), the width of the
diffraction peaks decreases resulted in increasing the grain size. We found that the average values of
the grain size were in the range of (19.1-35.2 nm) for the preferred orientation indicating that the films
are nanoparticles. The optical study revealed that the absorption spectra of CBD
films increased
as the deposition time was increased. A blue shift in the optical gap has been observed for the
absorption spectrum of the prepared
films, as an indication of quantum confinement effect. The
absorption edge slightly shifts towards the higher wavelength with increasing deposition time. As the
deposition time increases the energy gap decreases and the particle size increases.
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Abstract. Nowadays, the field of radionuclide treatment is enjoying an exciting stage and
preparing for further growth and progress in the future. For instance, in Asia, the large spread
of liver and thyroid diseases has resulted in several new developments /clinical trials using
molecular radiotherapy (i.e. targeted radionuclide therapy). Iodine-124 has unique physical
properties including long half-life that adding an advantage for pharmacokinetics and
radiopharmaceutical analysis. One of its applications in nuclear medicine is in Positron
Emission Tomography (PET).The aim of the present work is to evaluate the production yield
of 124I via calculated the excitation functions /stopping power for the reactionsnatTe(P,X)124I,
121
Sb(A,N)124I,natSb(A,X)124I and 123Sb(A,3N)124I in the energy range ( 3.87-62.95)MeV by
using Mat-lab and SRIM programs .
Keyword: Cross section, Excitation function, Iodine-124, Integral yield.

1. Introduction
Generally, Radioisotopes are formed in reactors /cyclotrons to be utilized for diagnostic or treatment
purposes in healthcare. The reaction is produced via the energy of the projectile particles to be utilized
in the production of the target core and the radioisotopes. For situations where perform an experiment
is expensive and hard, simulation studies are preferred to carry out owing to it is save both economy
and time [1]. In nuclear medicine, iodine radionuclides are exceedingly utilized for labelling
monoclonal antibodies, receptors, and other radiopharmaceuticals, specifically in the applications of
diagnostic and therapeutic as quantitative imaging over an interval of a number of days is needful [2].
Unluckily, the nuclides most utilized are 131I, 125I and 123I, and all have restrictions.131I is considered
the most commonly used among the three, and it has very high photon energy for optimal imaging.
Moreover, rigorous attenuation correction does not allowed via Single-Photon Emission Computed
Tomography imaging (SPECT), though a satisfactory empirical correction may sometimes be realized.
125
I has a photon energy which is very low for optimal imaging, particularly quantitative imaging, also
it has an extremely long half-life (i.e. half-life is undesirably long). 123I has a half-life which is very
short. On the other hand, a positron-emitting nuclide is Iodine-124 with a half-life of 4.176 days, and
this allows quantitative imaging over several days by Positron Emission Tomography PET (a powerful
non-invasive technique for molecular imaging [2–4].
Among its clinical applications are Na, 124I has been used to diagnose/dosimetry in the disease of
thyroid and to estimate the springing up of metastatic thyroid carcinoma. Furthermore, [124I]iododeoxyuridine ([124I]-IUdR) has been used in measuring the activity of proliferation of tumors in
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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patients suffer from tumors of brain, including gliomas and meningiomas. Besides,[ 124I]Miodobenzylguanidine ([124I]-MIBG) has got massive potential for utilizing in cardiovascular
imaging, diagnosis, and therapy of malignant diseases like carcinoids, neuroblastoma,
pheochromocytoma and paraganglioma [3,5–8]. R. Lambrecht et al in (2010) produced Iodine-124 in
great yield through >99.5% radionuclidic purity at (48 h) post irradiation and the 124Te (d,2n)124I
reaction. Targetry methodology has been explained. The production yield was (0.55±0.06 mCi/µA.h)
[9]. R. Weinreich and E. Knust in (1996) was produced 124I (T = 4.15 d) using a compact cyclotron by
the nuclear reaction 124Te (d, 2n)124I via irradiation of124TeO2 with deuterons of energies )14 MeV(.
And then, dry distillation of the radioactive iodine isotopes generated from irradiated target materials.
By-products including (8.02d)131I, (12.4h)130I, (13.0d)126I, (60d)125I and (13.2d)123I have been
measured and collected in each charge. After (45 h) decay time, the data demonstration that the total
of the activities of these nuclides is below 5% of the 124I activity [10]. S. S. Salodkinand V. M.
Golovkov in (2020) have been investigated the methods of production of Iodine-124 radionuclide in
nuclear medicine. The effect of target material, the selected nuclear reactions, the irradiation
conditions, and the ways of manufacturing / cooling of the irradiated targets on the Iodine-124 yield is
considered [11]. In present work, the yield of 124I has been calculated via weighted average cross
sections and stopping power of natTe(P,X)124I , 121Sb(A,N)124I ,natSb(A,X)124I and 123Sb(A,3N)124I
reactions by using sets of programs like Mat-lab and SRIM.
2. Decay Scheme of Iodine-124
Iodine-l24 has decay scheme as shown in Fig. (1). At minimum, there are 97 gamma-ray transitions,
25 electron capture transitions and 6 positron transitions. Within the limits, 23% of decays result in
emission of positron. Furthermore, there is several high energy gamma rays, some in coincides with
the emissions of the positron [2-4].

Figure 1. Simplified decay scheme of 124I
3. Theoretical background
For several decades, the possible use of radionuclides in treatment has been recognized. The most
important advantage of radionuclide therapy is the ability to deliver a greatly concentrated absorbed
dose to the tumor with preserving the surrounding natural tissue. Targeted radionuclide treatment has
become one of the most favourite kinds of cancer treatment due to the administration of radionuclides
is slightly invasive and the period of therapy is shorter than chemotherapy. A number of radionuclides
including Iodine-124 have been successfully utilized for diagnostic and therapeutic [1,12]. There is a
large number of reactions that is utilized for producing 124I, relying on the particles, cyclotron and the
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energies that are available in executing the irradiations [5]. In present work, 124I has been produced by
utilizing proton induced natTe(P,X)124I reaction and α induced 121Sb(A,N)124I ,natSb(A,X)124I ,
123
Sb(A,3N)124I reactions. The energy data for every reaction are obtained from the database of
EXFOR and using Matlab programs language to calculate weighted average cross sections (W) for
each reaction individually as the following:
W=
⁄
where is the standard deviation for sample i and
is the cross section value for sample i [13].The
cross section is one of the most significant physical quantity describing nuclear reactions.
Experimentally, it can be calculated or measured utilizing varied technique (i.e. models) of nuclear
reactions [14].
Furthermore, the integral yield (i.e. the overall number of the formed nuclei through an irradiation
time) of these reactions is calculated according to the equation below [15]:
( ⁄ )

∫

∫

(

⁄ )

Here, is the target isotope number density of sample material, t is the irradiation time, 𝐿 is the
thickness of sample material,
is the cross section to produce the isotope at depth in the
sample, 𝑍 is the charge number,
is the number of beam particles irradiating the sample per unit
irradiation time,
initial beam energy,
is the energy of the beam at the exit of the sample,
is the stopping power and is the thick target product yield (i.e. is the number of the
formed nuclei per unit induced electric charge). It is used for both stable / radioactive products,
however is frequently utilized for stable ones.
On the other hand, the number of the formed nuclei existing in the sample material ( ) satisfies when
the product is radioactive with decay constant according to the relation below:

The solution is

Then
(
where

)

represented the activity of the sample material per unit current at

rates of the product per unit current [15].
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is the decay
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4. Result and discussion
The values of the cross section for natTe(P,X)124I ,121Sb(A,N)124I ,natSb(A,X)124I and 123Sb(A,3N)124I
reactions are calculated from previous studies [16-29], in the range of energies (3.87-62.95MeV) with
a step of (0.5 MeV).
The weighted average cross sections for the above mentioned reactions have been calculated using
equations (1 and 2) and rely on the data of proton and α induced, energy and cross sections published
via the (EXFOR) library affiliated to the International Atomic Energy Agency by using Mat-lab(8.3a
2014) program .
Moreover, the integral yield natTe(P,X)124I ,121Sb(A,N)124I ,natSb(A,X)124I and 123Sb(A,3N)124I reactions
have been evaluated by using equations (3-8) depended on the values of stopping power that was
calculated via Zeigler formula through (SRIM-2013) program. The results of the integral yields are
given in table (1).
Table1. Thick target yield of reactions
(

The calculated results of excitation functions andintegral yields are presented in Figures. 2 – 9.

Figure 2. Excitation function of (_^nat)Te(P,X) (_^124)I
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)
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Figure 3. Excitation function of (_^121)Sb(A,N) (_^124)I

Figure 4. Excitation function of (_^nat)Sb(A,X) (_^124)I

Figure 5. Excitation function of
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Figure 6. Production Yield for

reaction

Figure 7. Production Yield for

reaction.

Figure 8. Production Yield for

reaction
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Figure 9. Production Yield for

reaction.

We observed from figures (2-5) that the cross section of the natTe(P,X)124I ,121Sb(A,N)124I
,natSb(A,X)124I and 123Sb(A,3N)124I reactions is proportional to the energy of the incident particle.
:
It
has
two
maximum
cross-section
values
which
are
,
at energies (
) respectively.

about
energy (

: it has one maximum cross-section value which is
. After that, the cross-section values start decreasing until reaching to
).

: It has two maximum cross-section values which are
at energies (
) respectively.

) at
at

,

: It has one maximum cross-section value which is
at
. After that, the cross-section values start decreasing until reaching to
at energy of
.
On the other hand, we noticed that after each maximum cross-section value, the cross-section values
begin to decrease as the energy of the incident particle increases.
Furthermore, the integral yield of natTe(P,X)124I ,121Sb(A,N)124I ,natSb(A,X)124I and 123Sb(A,3N)124I
reactions are directly proportional to the energy of the incident particle as shown in figures (6-9).
It is obvious that the values of the yield are different from one reaction to another owing to the
difference in reaction cross section and energy of incident projectile. Choosing a suitable energy range
for the incident particle improves the production process (i.e. Increases iodine yield and reduces
impurities. The yields of reactions 121Sb(A,N)124I and 123Sb(A,3N)124I were in agreement with [30].
Generally, iodine-124 is formed good yield through the nuclear reaction
energy

5. Conclusions
The main objective of this work is the possibility of producing radioactive Iodine-124 to be used in
nuclear medicine (i.e. diagnostic and therapeutic applications including Positron Emission
Tomography (PET)), as it has physical and chemical properties that qualify it for that.
So, it was produced theoretically from different reactions by utilizing sets of programs like SRIM and
Mat-lab. From the results that shown in table (1), we can conclude that the reactions
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energy (i.e.

are the best of other reactions to the production of iodine with the least possible
reaction is ideally suited to produce Iodine-124.
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Abstract. Cadmium Telluride (CdTe) thin films of 2000 Å thickness were deposited by thermal
evaporation technique and irradiated with γ-ray energy for the times 24 h, 48 h and 72 h.
Structure characterized by x-ray diffraction for both as-deposited and irradiated thin films. The
increase in irradiation time appeared an improvement of crystallinity. The transmittance spectra
of films using Ultraviolet-Visible spectrophotometer showed the increase in irradiation times
leads to decreased in transmittance of films. The energy band gap found direct transition and
decrease from (1.6-1.53) eV as the irradiation time increase.
Keywords: Irradiation, structural properties, optical properties, cadmium telluride, thin films.

1. Introduction
Polycrystalline cadmium telluride (CdTe) thin film is a very promising material in recent times due
to its use in a large scale in the technology of thin film devices such as photovoltaic detectors [1], solar
cells [2], infrared (IR) detectors [3], photo- electrochemical cells [4], etc. CdTe thin films exist in either
zinc blende (cubic) or wurtzite (hexagonal) structure[5]. Its direct band gap of 1.45 eV[6], high
absorption coefficient > 105 [7]. CdTe is useful in both heterojunction and homojunction
configurations because it can exhibit both p - type and n – type conductivity [8]. Several techniques are
available to prepare CdTe films such as electrodeposition[9], chemical bath deposition (CBD)[10],
molecular beam epitaxy[11], closed space sublimation[12], Pulsed laser deposition method[13], and
thermal evaporation[14]. Thermal evaporation is often prepared due to low trend of oxide formation and
modifies the deposition condition.
In the present work, CdTe films deposited on the glass substrate by thermal evaporation. The deposited
films were irradiated by gamma radiation, then we evaluated the crystallographic and optical properties
and the influence of irradiated times on these properties is also undertaken.
2. Experimental
The thermal evaporation method was used to deposit about 2000Å thin films of CdTe on clean glass
substrates at room temperature. The chamber was at a vacuum of the order 2 × 10−5 Toor. The film
substrate source distance was fixed at 30 cm. CdTe powder was evaporated using molybdenum crucible.
The CdTe films were irradiated by γ- ray 𝐶𝑜 60 and the irradiation time was (24, 48, 72) h. The structure
characterization of the thin films studied was performed by a Philips PW 1710 using the 𝐶𝑢𝐾𝛼 line
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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having wavelength of 𝜆 = 1.5405Å. The transmittance spectra of the films (as-deposited and irradiated)
were recorded in the wavelength rang (450-900) nm by using UV-Visible spectrophotometer.
3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows XRD patterns for the as-deposited and irradiation films for different irradiation time
(24,48 and 72) h. The pattern shows a sharp diffraction peek at 2θ= 23.737 corresponding to reflection
(111), which explain as a cubic structure, confirmed by the JCPDS data base no. 15-0770. The irradiation
films do not create a new diffraction peek, but we found the crystalline degree increase with irradiation
time this is may be due to the atoms have enough electromagnetic energy (γ -ray) to arrange themselves
in their crystal lattice [2].

Figure 1. XRD of as-deposited and irradiation CdTe thin films.
The crystalline size D was determined using XRD analysis and given by the Scherrer formula [15].
𝜆
𝐷 = 0.94
(1)
𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃
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Where λ is the wavelength of source radiation, β is the angular width at half the maximum intensity
(FWHM) and θ is the angle where the peak occurs. As can be shown in Table 1, an increase in irradiation
time also influences the crystalline size of CdTe thin films. This indicates that the increase in irradiation
time leads to increment of the crystallite size. As irradiated time increases, the atomic, ionic, or
molecular of CdTe components obtain a large electromagnetic radiation (γ-ray) leading to a large
mobility. Thus, a large number of nuclei are formed which merge to form large crystallites.
Table1. The structural parameters of as- deposited and irradiated CdTe thin films.
irradiation
Time (hour)

2θ (deg.) Plan
(hkl)

Grain size Strain
D (nm)
(ε)x10-3
(line-2 m-4)

0

23.793

(111)

21.2515

1.7036

Dislocation
density
(δ)x1015
(line m-2)
2.2142

24

23.7378

(111)

26.8017

1.3508

1.3921

48

23.7525

(111)

27.1455

1.3337

1.3570

72

23.7383

(111)

27.6581

1.3089

1.3072

Dislocation density δ gives information about the deficiency of a crystal lattice therefore, it was
calculated from the equation[16].
𝛿 = 1/𝐷 2
(2)
Table 1 revealed that dislocation density decreases as irradiation time increases which indicates better
lattice arrangement. The strain ε of thin film regards to disarrangement of the lattice which is created
during fabrication of a thin film. The strain was calculated by using the relation[15].
𝜀 = 𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃/4
(3)
Calculated values for strain shown in Table 1. The strain was found to decrease with increasing
irradiation time.
The optical transmission spectrum of CdTe films was recorded in the wavelength range of 450-900 nm.
Fig. 2 shows the variation of optical transmittance of the film with wavelength λ for the as-deposited
and irradiation time. As-deposited sample shows transmittance higher than the transmittance of
irradiated ones and there is a decrement of transmittance with an increment of irradiation time. That is
because formation and aggregation of gamma irradiation induced defects – centers, which leads to a
reduction of transmittance of irradiation samples[2].

Transmittance %

80
60

as deposited
24 h
48 h

40
20
0
450 500 550 600 650
700 750 800 850 900
λ (nm)

Figure 2. Optical transmittance of as-deposited and irradiated CdTe thin films.
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The energy band gap Eg has been calculated by using Tauc relation [16].
(𝛼ℎ𝜐) = 𝐴(ℎ𝜐 − 𝐸𝑔 )𝑛
(4)
Where 𝛼 is the absorption coefficient, ℎ𝜐 is photon energy, A is constant, n is the integer. Fig 3 shows
the graph of (𝛼ℎ𝜐)2 versus ℎ𝜐. By extrapolating the straight-line portion of the curves to zero absorption
coefficients the energy band gap was evaluated and found to be direct.

Figure 3. Taus plot of as-deposited and irradiated CdTe thin films.

Table 2 shows that energy band gap decreased as irradiated γ- ray increase. This is attributed to creating
several defect levels resulting in more energy. This reduction in energy band gap may also be concluded
to increase in crystallite size as shown in Fig. 4 which leads to improvement in the crystallinity as well
as decrease in lattice strain as confirmed from structural studies.
Table 2. variation of energy band gap of thin films with irradiated time.
Irradiation
time Energy gap (eV)
(hour)
As-deposited
1.6
24
1.56
48
1.54
72
1.53
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1.62

Energy band gap (e V)

1.6

1.58
1.56
1.54
1.52
1.5
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Irradiation time (hour)
Figure 4. variation of energy band gap with irradiation time.

4. Conclusion
The Thermal evaporation method was successfully used to prepare CdTe thin films. γ- irradiation on
CdTe films shows induced physical change in CdTe thin films. XRD analysis appears that films have
cubic zinc-blend structure and increase in the crystallite size with increase irradiation time.
Transmittance spectra decrease with irradiation increase due to defects-centers. The films have a direct
transition and decrease from (1.6-1.53) eV with irradiation.
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Abstract. Nanocomposite films of PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 NPs were fabricated for electronic and
optic approaches using a low cost method. The AC electrical characteristics of
PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 films were investigated. The results showed that the dielectric constant of
polymeric blend increases from 5.39 to 7.25, and the dielectric loss increases from 1 to 30.
While, the electrical conductivity increases from 5.00E-11 to 2.00E-9 with increasing the SrTiO3
NPs content. Also, the dielectric constant of polymeric blend increased from 5.39 to 8.04, and
the dielectric loss increased from 0.377 to 1.21. While, the electrical conductivity increased
from 2.09E-11 to 6.70E-11 with increasing the frequency.
Keywords: PAA, nanocomposites, SrTiO3, dielectric constant, electronic applications.

1. Introduction
Polymers are known to be a conjugating chain of organic materials that show strong electrical conduct
ion, which induces charge mobility along the polymers chain due to their characteristics as
charges borne by the π-electron. Characteristics of Polymers are as good as with the inorganic matter,
but the polymers include many pros, such as good flexibility, corrosion resistance, processability, low
cost and light-weight. The inorganic also contains important characteristics like stability to heat, and
good mechanical characteristics. Consequently, the polymer/inorganic system have huge applications
in several fields [1]. Polymer nanocomposites have expected much interest related to their several
industrial fields in water treatment, aerospace food structures industry, drug delivery and aeronautical
[2]. The nanocomposites combine useful characteristics of Polymers and other characteristics of
nanoparticles [3]. The polyvinyl alcohol/ PVA is a Water/synthetic polymer soluble, non-toxic, and it
is generally used in the mixtures owing to its excellent chemical and physics characteristics, good film
formation properties, noncarcinogenic, emulsifying capability, biocompatible and biodegradable
qualities [4]. The PAA is a hydrophilic Polymer, non-toxic, biocompatible [5]. This work aims to
prepare new types of nanocomposites to be used in pressure sensors and piezoelectric fields .
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2. Materials and methods
Using the casting process, the nanocomposite films of PVA/PAA
blend as a matrix and SrTiO3 NPs as an additive were manufactured.
The PVA/PAA film was prepared using a magnetic stirrer by dissolving
1gm of 4:1 ratio polymers in 30 ml of distilled water.
The nanocomposite films were prepared by adding the
SrTiO3
NPs
to
different concentrations of PVA/PAA solutions (1.8%, 3.6%, 5.4% and 7.2%).
The
dielectric
properties were Calculated in a frequency range of (100 Hz - 5M Hz) using the LCR meter.
The dielectric constant (έ) is determined with the aid of [6]:
έ=

…………..(1)

The Co and Cp are vacuum and capacitance in parallel capacitors .
The dielectric loss (ε˝) is determined by [7]:
ε ˝= έ D
…………....(2)
D is a dispersion factor.
The AC conductivity was determined by the following relation [8].
σA.C= w ε ˝ε ₒ
……………..(3)
W: The angular frequency representation
3. Results and Debate
Figures 1 and 2 represent the dielectric constant and the loss of nanocomposites with
PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 and frequency respectively. From these figures, the ε' of PVA/PAA/SrTiO3
nanocomposite reduces with increasing the frequency, which is related to the dipoles tendency in the
polymer to orient themselves in the applied field direction. The dielectric loss of PVA/PAA/SrTiO3
decreases with increasing the frequency. This behavior is related to the interfacial polarization in the
PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 nanocomposites. The high value at low frequency of ε" for PVA/PAA/SrTiO3
nanocomposite is related to the mobility of the charges [9]. Figures 1 and 2 show the ε' and ε" of a
(PVA–PAA) blend, which increase with increasing the SrTiO3 NPs content. This behavior is related to
increase the polarizations of the free electrons and the space charges [10,11].

Figure 1. Variation of ε' with frequency of PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 samples.
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Figure 2. Variation of ε" frequency of PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 samples.
Figure 3 shows the AC electrical conductivity with frequency for PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 nanocomposite.
This figure indicates that the conductivity increases with increasing the
frequency, which
attributed to the influence of the polarization and hopping. The conductivity of PVA/PAA increases
with increasing SrTiO3 NPs ratio. This is due to the hopping mechanism of conducting charge carriers
[12].

Figure 3. Variation of σA.C with a frequency for PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 samples.

4. Conclusions
The dielectric constant of PVA/PAA increased from 5.39 to 7.25 and the dielectric loss increased
from 1 to 30 while the electrical conductivity increased from 5.00 E-11 to 2.00 E-9 with the addition of
SrTiO3 NPs. The PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 dielectric constant increased from 5.39 to 8.04 and the dielectric
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loss increased from 0.377 to 1.21 while the AC conductivity increased from 2.09E-11 to 6.70E-11 with
increasing the frequency. The results indicated that the PVA/PAA/SrTiO3 nanocomposite may be used
in various piezoelectric and electronic applications like capacitors, pressure sensors, diode, transistors,
.etc.
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Abstract. In this paper, we synthesized new types of nanocomposites to be used in various
electronic applications such as piezoelectric, pressure sensors, diodes, transistors with low cost
and lightweight. The nanocomposites were obtained from PVA /PEG blend doped with
nanoparticles BaTiO3 using casting method then studied using LCR meter. The dielectric
characteristics of the synthesized nanocomposites have been studied. Results indicated that
dielectric constants ε', loss ε" and conductivity σA.C in PVA/PEG rise as BaTiO3 NPs content
increased. Also, the dielectric constant was increased from 5.8 to 8.6 and the dielectric loss was
increased from 1.5 to 4.38. The ε' and ε" were decreased while the electrical conductivity was
increased from 8.34 to 2.40 at 100 HZ and the σ A.C was decreased with increasing frequency.
Keywords: dielectric parameters, BaTiO3, blend, nanocomposites, conductivity.

1. Introduction
Nanotechnology is a topical year, a mainly field special, ranged from new enhancements typical of
device physics to precisely novel fields to improving novel have materials nanometer dimensions scale
[1]. It is rapidly developing and growing that has large fields in several research approaches,
improvement, and industrial activities [2]. Polymer matrix nanocomposites are becoming an essential
part of today materials because of several advantages such as low weight, simple fabrication methods,
low cost, high fatigue strength, and good corrosion resistance. Nanoparticles incorporation into the
polymer matrix considerably alters its physical properties such as the electrical, structural, thermal,
and optical properties [3]. The nanocomposites of organic and inorganic are very promising for fields
in smart microelectronic, photodiodes, light-emitting diodes, gas sensors, photovoltaic cells etc.
[4].PVA/PEG blend has been used in this work due to the it’s good dielectric and optical properties
this work aims to prepare of PVA-PEG-BaTiO3 new nanostructures films for electronics applications.
The BaTio3 has been added to the PVA/PEG blend to get on new nanocomposites Materials have good
dielectric properties which make it can be used for different electronic applications.
2. Materials and Methods
The films of PVA/PEG/BaTiO3 nanocomposites using the casting process, they were prepared by.
1gm of PVA/PEG was dissolving in 30 ml using the magnetic stirrer of distilled water with ratio
88%/12%. The BaTiO3 NPs were added to PVA/PEG by ratios are 1.4%, 2.8%, 4.2% and 5.8%. The
dielectric characteristics tested in frequency range 100 Hz -5M Hz using LCR meter.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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The dielectric constant (έ) is given by the [5]:
έ=

…………..(1)

Co and Cp are vacuum and parallel capacitances.
The dielectric loss (ε˝) is determined by [6]:
ε ˝= έ D
…………....(2)
D is dispersion factor.
The A.C conductivity were calculated by [7]:
σA.C= w ε ˝ε ₒ
……………..(3)
W: represents the angular frequency
3. Results and Discussion
Figures 1 and 2 show the behavior of ε' and ε" of PVA/PEG/BaTiO3 nanostructures with frequency,
respectively. As shown in these figures, the ε' and ε" are reduced with increasing in hesitation owing to
a space shipment polarization whose is miniature to the aggregate polarization and becomes the more
contributing at low hesitation [8]. The dielectric constant and loss of PVA/PEG blend increased by
increasing in BaTiO3 NPs content, this is due to the increasing of the charge carriers [9].

Figure 1. The behavior of ε' of PVA/PEG/BaTiO3 nanostructures with frequency.
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Figures 2. The behavior of ε" of PVA/PEG/BaTiO3 nanostructures with frequency.
Figure 3 shows the behavior of conductivity of PVA/PEG/BaTiO3 nanostructures with frequency. The
conductivity rises with rising in frequency, this is related to the mobility of charge carriers and
hopping of ions. The conductivity of PVA/PEG rises with rising of the BaTiO3 NPs content. This
increase in conductivity relates to rising in charge carriers due to dopant NPs composition which
decreases the resistance of nanocomposites and rises the conductivity [10,11].

Figure 3. Behavior of σA.C of PVA/PEG/BaTiO3 nanostructures with frequency.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper, the dielectric parameters of PVA/PEG were found to be improved with increasing
BaTiO3 NPs contents and the dielectric parameters changed with increasing the frequency. Moreover,
the dielectric constant was increased from 5.8 to 8.6 and the dielectric loss was increased from 1.5 to
4.38. The ε' and ε" were decreased from 8.34 to 2.40 while the electrical conductivity was increased at
100 HZ. The σA.C was decreased with rising the frequency. The obtained results showed the
PVA/PEG/BaTiO3 nanostructures have many applications in electrical and electronic fields.
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Abstract. A polymer of polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) with fluorescence dye (Flu) was prepared
as thin films by casting method with a ratio of (10%) from added the dye. In this case, the
optical properties at a wave number range of (200-900) nm were studied. The Absorption (A),
transmission (T) spectra, absorption coefficient (α), direct and indirect transitions for energy
gap are represented for optical properties. We have found that the polymeric films of PVP/Flu
have indirect transition with phonon energy. The indirect energy gap and phonon energy equal
to (1.74) eV and (0.15) eV respectively, and the maximum value for (R,K) at the photon

energy is (2.3eV). Also, we see that the real (  1 ) and imaginary (  2 ) parts of the dielectric
constant increases with increasing the photon energy.
Keywords: Fluorescence, indirect energy gap, PVP, thin film.

1. Introduction:
Commercial polymers for materials are complex. They contain more components from other
polymers, low molecular weight organic additives, or non-organic fillers. In most experimental
studies, preparing polymer blend in a state of mixing and remixing is beginning by a temperature
quench because these polymers have high viscosity [1].
The effect of two bounding interfaces in the thin films is adding an additional complexity to the phase
morphologies in ternary blend. In some special cases, simple terms are used to understand the
evolving structures. There are three phases for spatial organization for example the phase Y wets the
interface of the other two phases X and Z. In this case, the interactions between polymer- polymer at
the X-Z interface are much less important compared with the X-Y and Y-Z interfaces, therefore a Y
layer intercalates at the X-Z interface to reduce the overall free energy [2].
Polymer materials can be used for electronic applications when it is made highly conductive after
electrochemical and chemical treatments. This process is performed by doping with appropriate
material. Such as doped Poly (α-Naphthyl Acrylate) with oxoinum salt complex [3], doped Poly butyl
benzoxazolylthiophene (PBBOT) with TBAClO4 salt [4]. Also, it can be prepared pyrrole on poly
(vinyl-alcohol) using electrochemical polymerization to forming conducting polymer blend
(PPy/PVA) [5].
In this work, we examine the effect of Flu dyes on the PVP polymer by preparing polymer thin films
using spin coating method, and studies their optical properties.
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2. Experimental method:
Polymer polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) and Fluorescence dye (Flu) have a chemical structure described
in schematic (1). Thin films are prepared with a ratio of (10%) by casting solution method. The
polymer (PVP) and the dyes of (Flu) are easy soluble at room temperature in a distilled water. This
solution mixed by magnetic stirrer for 1h, then, the solution was casted on glass substrate (2.5x1.5)
cm2 with a thickness about (24) µm, a thickness can be measured by using (Thickness gauge on steel
base). Then, the glass substrate and a solution were with horizontal level to ensure that we get
homogenous thin films. Then, we measured the optical properties at room temperature using (TP-180Uv/Vis. Spectrophotometer) in the wavelength range of (200-900) nm.

a

b

Schematic 1. a) Represent structure of polymer PVP.
b) Represent structure of Fluorescence dye.
3. Results and Discussion:
The absorption (A) and transmittance (T) spectra for (PVP/Flu) thin film were recorded by using UVVis Spectrophotometer type (TP-180-Uv/Vis.) in the wavelength range of (200-900) nm as seen in
Figs.(1&2) respectively, and the relation between them is given by [6]:

Figure1. Absorption Versus photon energy
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Figure 2. Transmittance Versus photon
energy
From fig.(1) there is one peak appeared in the absorption spectrum at the energy (2.3eV)
corresponding to the wavelength (530nm). But, a rapidly increase in the transmittance spectrum
beginning from 2.4 eV see fig. (2), the transition in this case was from type
because of the
effect of nitrogen bond in the structure [7].
After the correction of the reflectivity, the absorption coefficient (α) of thin films can be estimated by
[8]:

=

2.303
…………….(2)
A
d

where d is the film thickness.
A is the optical absorbance.
Fig (3) shows the logarithms of the absorption coefficient versus the photon energy, where the values
of (α) was calculated from eq. (2) which is less than (104 cm-1) [3,9]. This value was very important to
determine the type of transition for the electron. When it is less or more than (104 cm-1), the type of
transition is allowed direct, forbidden direct, allowed indirect and forbidden indirect. From Fig (3) we
clearly see that the transition was indirect and obtained the information on the non-vertical allowed
transitions which is determined by depending on the theory of bardeenet all [10]:

=

A( h − Eg  Ep ) 2
........................(3)
h

where Eg is the band gap for indirect transition.
Ep is the energy, for phonon absorption the signal is (+) or for phonon emitted the signal is (-)
Figure (4) shows the relation between (h )1 / 2 versus E = h , with draw two straight lines can be
determined each of indirect energy gap and photon energy. The intersection of the energy at lower
value represents the limit (Eg-Ep) for phonon absorption transition, and at high value the intersection
represents the limit (Eg+Ep) for phonon energy emission. From the intercepts, we found each of Eg
and Ep, where Eg is equal to (1.74) eV and Ep of poly (PVP/Flu) is equal to (0.15) eV. These results
are very important to improve (PVP) polymer to be used in Photo application.
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Figure 3

Figure 4
A

We can also calculate the direct energy gap E g by absorption spectrum which was about (1.72) eV
[See Fig (1)], but the direct and indirect energy gaps for pure PVP polymer are (3.88eV) and (3.48eV)
respectively [11] as illustrated in Table (1). The value of the energy gap for PVP was decreased
because of the effect of fluorescence dyes on the PVP polymer. The relationship below is represented
the relation between reflection coefficient (R) and the transmittance (T), so, reflection coefficient can
be determined by using it [12]:

T=

(1 − R )2 e −d
1 − R 2 e −2d

……………… (4)

Table (1) shows the values of direct and indirect energy gap for PVP.
Thin films
Direct Eg (eV)
Indirect Eg (eV)
Ref.
PVP(Pure)
3.88
3.48
[11]
PVP/Flu
1.72
1.74
Current work
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From the data of ( ) values the extinction coefficient (K) can be calculated by:

K=


4

……….…………(5)

where λ is the wavelength.
Fig (5) shows the relation between (R) versus E = h , and from this figure we see that the reflection
coefficient decreased with increasing the photon energy from (2.3-2.8)eV.
Fig (6) represents the relation between (K) and photon energy. From this figure, we see that the
extinction coefficient was decreased with increasing the photon energy at the range (2.3-2.8)eV and
the maximum value for was (0.032) at a photon energy of (2.3)eV.

Figure 5. reflection coefficient versus
photon energy

Figure 6. extinction coefficient versus
photon energy
For the solid materials, the optical properties are usually described in terms of the complex dielectric
(  ) function [13]:

 = 1 + i 2 ………………..(6)
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where  1 is the real part of the dielectric and  2 is the imaginary part of the dielectric which can be
calculated by:

1 = n 2 − K 2 …………………(7)
 2 = 2nK ……………………(8)
where n is the refractive index.
The refractive index is depending on the reflection and absorption coefficient calculated by:

R=

(n − 1)2 + K 2
(n + 1)2 + K 2

……………….(9)

 2 parts of the dielectric constant with
the photon energy. From this figure, we see that  1 ,  2 were increased with increasing the h and the
Fig(7) Shows the relationship between the real  1 and imaginary

maximum values of them observed at a photon energy of (2.28) eV.
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Figure 7.  1 ,  2 versus photon energy
4. Conclusions:
1. PVP/Flu thin films have indirect transition.
2. Thin films of polymer PVP/Flu have lower energy gap equal to (1.74) eV. This value is lead
to insert it in photovoltaic applications.
3. The increased in real and imaginary part of dielectric constant was clear with increasing the
photon energy, and the maximum value was at a photon energy of (2.28) eV.
4. Thin films have maximum values for (R, K) at a photon energy of (2.3) eV.
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Abstract. One of the problems that continuously happen from the past ages till the present time
is the contamination of the water sources with heavy metal ions; as a continuation of the many
studies have been done so far to solve this problem. Novel magnetite nanoparticles (NPs) coated
with sodium formate (SF-Ni0.31Mg0.15Ag0.04Fe2.5O4) have been prepared using co-precipitation
method. Characterization of the prepared SF-magnetite NPs was done by using the spectroscopic
devices (XRD), (SEM), (EDX), (FT-IR), and (AAS). From the XRD spectrum it was found that
the crystal structure of the prepared SF-magnetite NPs is a cubic inverse spinel structure, which
has average crystallite size, the lattice constant, and X-ray density of 28.57 nm, 8.33 Å, 5.29
g/cm3, respectively. SEM images have shown that the prepared NPs have a sphere-like shape
with a measured average crystallite size of 25.93 nm. By EDX spectrum the presence of the
constituent elements was confirmed by giving their energy peaks (O: Kα=0.525), (Fe: Kα=6.4,
Lα=0.705), (Ni: Kα=7.84, Lα=0.85), (Mg: Kα=1.25), and (Ag: Lα=2.98, Lβ=3.35). The
attachment of the SF molecules to the magnetite NPs was proven by the FT-IR spectrum through
appearing the absorption peaks in the SF- magnetite NPs spectrum at 1600cm-1 and 3400cm-1
return to the bonds (C=O) and (C-H stretch) in SF. By ASS results, adsorption of Pb ions was
clearly influenced by SF coating giving removal rate (93%) at equilibrium time (10min) in the
prepared solution of Pb(NO3)2 salt, while for the wastewater samples the removal rate was (55%)
- (100%).
Keywords: Magnetite NPs, Sodium Formate, Adsorption, Coating, Pb Ions.

1. Introduction
Pollution with heavy metals such as lead, zinc, cadmium and, others is causing serious health
and environmental problems. Water contamination with Pb ions is caused by different processes as
mining, manufacturing, and smelting, which result in multi-effects that negatively influence human
health. The important thing for considering is that metals are resistant to degradation, which end up in
living organisms. The existence of the ions of heavy metals represents a big problem because of their
toxicity for many lives [1].
Various contaminants removal from wastewater was studied by utilizing different processes
[2-4]. The major methods used to purify wastewater from metal ions are adsorption, ion exchange,
membrane filtration, flotation, chemical precipitation, and electrolytic [5-8]. Different advantages and
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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functional operation parameters are presented by different nanomaterials for heavy metal removal due
to the high volume surface area, surface chemistry, and a huge amount of particles, surface interactions,
and magnetic separation. Their special capability of adsorbing, which are both assistants to the heavy
metal ions removal, participates in these characteristics. In the present time, many studies concerned
with nanomaterials have been carried out to exam, their capacity to clean wastewater from heavy metal
ions and have shown very good potentiality for adsorbing metal ions from polluted water [9-12].
Adsorption is a simple, relatively low-cost and, effective method, utilized to adsorb the metal ions from
wastewater. Thus, water treatment by adsorption techniques has become more efficient than by other
techniques [13,14].
During the past decades, tremendous studies concentrated on magnetite nanoparticles due to their
adsorption strength, high magnetization, special electrical characteristics, and low toxicity to eliminate
wastewater contaminants. Magnetic nanoparticles are suitable for heavy metals adsorption from the
wastewater. There is a strong magnetic moment in the iron atom due to the existence of unpaired
electrons in the orbital (3d) [15]. In magnetic nanoparticles, there is a great ability for aggregation. So,
surface modulation functional groups is necessary to improve the magnetite nanoparticle’s stability [13,
14], to enhance their physicochemical features, and to accomplish different kinds of applications [16].
Fawzia et al. [17] have prepared magnetite NPs of (Fe3O4) by co-precipitation method,
stabilized by non-ionic and cationic surfactants. The cubic crystalline structure of the prepared magnetite
was confirmed by XRD. Uniform dispersity was ensured by TEM images. The adsorption efficiency of
the prepared NPs for Pb, Zn, and Cd was examined by ASS by changing several factors as pH of the
metal ion solution and the doses of the adsorbent. The adsorption equilibrium was achieved within (4)
hr., and was highly affected by the pH of the solution and the dose of the adsorbent. Khai et al. [18] have
used sludge as an adsorbent from an iron-ore area to remove Mn, Cd, Zn, Pb, and as from aqueous
solutions. The capacity of adsorption of the adsorbent was examined in a set of experiments including
the use of single and mixed metal solutions. It was found that the adsorption capacity of the heavy metals
is ordered as Pb<As <Cd <Zn <Mn. Moreover, in the single-metal, solution is ranged (0.7-1.113) mg/g;
while in the mixed-metal solution is, ranged (0.370-1.059) mg/g. iron-ore sludge has been proved that
it is an efficient adsorbent for plenty of metal ions and its promising adsorbent for toxic metal pollutants
from water. Jin et al. [19] studied (Fe3O4) magnetite NPs adsorption properties for Cr(VI) and Cu(II)
that are coexisted in the mixed solution. They investigated different factors, adsorbent dose; metal ions
initial concentration, pH, and temperature. The results revealed that pH influenced the adsorption of the
two metal ions and the optimal pH was 4.0. The increment of adsorbent dose increased the adsorption
efficiency. It was found that temperature had no clear effect under the practical design. The maximum
adsorption capacity of 2.0g/dm3 of Fe3O4 was found to be 18.61mg/g and 8.67mg for Cu(II) and Cr(VI)
respectively in 80mg/dm3 mixed solution for both metal ions. Fe3O4 nanoparticles performed as a good
adsorber and are separated easily and recovered once a magnetic field is applied to it.
Sodium formate (SF), HCOONa, is the sodium salt of formic acid, HCOOH. It’s an
environmentally friendly salt and it has multiple uses as in fabric dyeing and printing processes. It is
also used as a buffering agent for strong mineral acids to increase their pH, as a food additive (E237),
and as a de-icing agent [20, 21].
SF has never been used in the field of heavy metal ions removal from aqueous solutions but could
have a positive effect on the adsorption process due to its chemical nature; so this study was aimed
toward discovering the effect of sodium formate on the adsorption capacity of the prepared magnetite
NPs for Pb ions removal from different aqueous solution.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Ni0.31Mg0.15Ag0.04Fe2.5O4 Magnetite NPs were prepared by using metal sulfates, these sulfates
included ferrous sulfate (FeSO4.7H2O, 99.0%), nickel sulfate -6-hydrate pure (NiSO4.6H2O, 99.0%),
magnesium sulfate heptahydrate AR (MgSO4.7H2O, 99.5%), silver sulfate (Ag2SO4, 99.0%), potassium
nitrate (KNO3, 99.9%), potassium hydroxide (KOH, 99.5%), and sodium formate (HCOONa, 98.0%).
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2.2 Preparation
Ni0.31Mg0.15Ag0.04Fe2.5O4 magnetite NPs were prepared by the co-precipitation method as used by
Jawaher et al. [22]. 0.12M of the following sulfates (FeSO4.7H2O), (MgSO4.7H2O), (NiSO4.6H2O), and
(Ag2SO4) were dissolved in deionized water (50ml). KNO3 (1.01g) was dissolved in deionized water
(10ml) and was added to the former solution, then stirring the solution for 30min. After that, a solution
of KOH (1.402g was dissolved in 10 ml of deionized water) was slowly added to the last solution. The
final mixture was heated until the mixture temperature reached 100°C then the reaction mixture
remained at this temperature for 2h; the precipitate was cooled down to room temperature and then
washed with deionized water several times and dried at 50°C overnight. Finally, the prepared magnetite
NPs were sintered at 600°C for 2h.
2.3 Coating
The coating procedure was done as mentioned in ref. [22], but the ratio of magnetite NPs to the
coating material was 1:6 due to the experiment. 6g of sodium formate (SA) were dissolved in 200ml of
deionized water, and then 1g of magnetite NPs was added to the sodium formate solution. The last
solution was mixed for 1h. The mixing process, magnetite NPs were washed with deionized water
several times and left to be dry at room temperature.
3. Characterization
The crystallographic structure of synthesized magnetite NPs was examined by XRD (x-ray powder
diffraction) by the instrument (XRD-6000 Shimadzu) with a Cu target, λ=1.54 Å, and angle 2=20-80
degree. The surface characteristics of the NPs were observed utilizing a scanning electron microscope
(SEM TESCAN MIRA3) equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Magnetite NPs
were also characterized by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrophotometer (IRPrestige-21
Shimadzu). Pb ions concentrations were measured by the atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AA7000 Shimadzu).
4. Adsorption Process
Two aqueous solutions have been used in this process, the first one is a prepared solution of
Pb (NO3)2 prepared to have (25ppm) of Pb ions in a bottom flask of 50ml for each sample. The second
solution represents two samples of the wastewater of a battery factory located at Al-Waziria, Baghdad,
Iraq; the first one is contaminated with Pb ions, sample (C), and the second one is filtered by the factory
staff, sample (P). The adsorption process was done at 30°C in a water bath shaker at (100 rpm). The
dosage of magnetite NPs understudy was (0.1g) for different contact times (5, 10, 15, 20, & 25) min.
Magnetite NPs were removed from the solution by a magnet after the adsorption process was done. This
solution was tested by atomic absorption spectrometer (AA-7000, Shimadzu) for detecting Pb ions
concentrations remained after the completion of the adsorption process. The adsorption amount (qt) and
the removal rate (A%) were calculated using the relation (1) and (2), respectively [18, 23].
𝑉
𝑞𝑡=(𝐶0 −𝐶𝑡)× 𝑚
(1)
𝐴(%) =

𝐶0 −𝐶𝑡
𝐶0

(2)

× 100

Where C0 is Initial Pb ion concentration in (mg/L) at time t=0, Ct denotes Pb ion concentration in
(mg/g) at time =t, V represents Volume of water in (ml), and m= Weight of the magnetite NPs in (g).
5. Results and Discussion
XRD pattern of the synthesized magnetite NPs is illustrated in Fig. 1. The structural properties
were studied in the range of (20°-80°). This diffraction pattern clearly coincides with the standard pattern
of the cubic spinel magnetite phase JCPDS no. (19-0629) [24]. The remarkable peaks of the synthesized
magnetite NPs were indexed to the crystal planes of the cubic inverse spinel iron oxide (Fe 3O4), which
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are found to be (220), (311), (400), (422), (511), and (440); corresponding to the diffraction angles
30.22°, 35.68°, 43.38°, 54.10°, 57.16°, and 62.56° respectively. Also, there is an appearance of extra
peaks than (Fe3O4) peaks return to other phases of iron oxide (cubic γ-Fe2O3 and tetragonal γ-Fe2O3
(incomplete)); these phases appear as a result of the sintering process, where cubic γ-Fe2O3 appears at
200°C, while tetragonal γ-Fe2O3 appears at 600°C [25]. The average crystallite size of the synthesized
magnetite NPs was calculated using Scherrer’s formula [26, 27], its value was found to be 28.57 nm.
0.9 𝜆
𝐷=
(3)
𝛽 cos 𝜃

Where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray and β denotes FWHM in radians.
It is worth saying that only magnetite particles having a particle size less than 30 nm exhibit super
paramagnetic properties and have a large surface area that make them prone to magnetic fields and
without an external magnetic field to support them; they do not become permanently magnetized. These
properties are highly useful in the novel separation process development [28].
The lattice constant was calculated using Rietveld refinement and it was found to be 8.33Å. In
addition, the x-ray density was calculated using the formula (4) and has a value of 5.29 g/cm3 [29].
8𝑀
𝜌 = 𝑁 .𝑎𝑤3
(4)
𝐴

Where (Mw) is the molecule weight, (NA) is Avogadro’s number, and (a) is lattice constant.

Figure1. XRD pattern of the (Ni0.31Mg0.15Ag0.04Fe2.5O4) magnetite NPs.
Scanning Electron microscope (SEM) image of the synthesized (Ni0.31Mg0.15Ag0.04Fe2.5O4)
magnetite NPs at magnification of 200 nm is shown in Figure 2a. It can be noticed from this figure the
homogeneity and uniformity of the synthesized NPs, they have sphere-like shape and are distributed
regularly. Figure 2a also proves that the synthesized NPs are in the nanometer range have an average
crystallite size of 25.93nm which is so close to that has been calculated by Debye Scherrer’s formula.
The high porosity of the synthesized NPs is remarkable and that increases the capacity of ion adsorption
on the nanomaterial surface. As seen from Figure 2a there are some agglomerations of nanoparticles;
this is due to sintering processes. As well as the nanoparticles possess high surface energies, so they
tend to agglomerate and grow to larger assemblies [30].
Figure 2b shows EDX peaks of the synthesized magnetite nanoparticles. The observed peaks
appear the existence of some elements as O, Fe, Ni, Mg, and Ag. These elements have the energies
spectra in keV as it follows: (O: Kα=0.525), (Fe: Kα=6.4, Lα=0.705), (Ni: Kα=7.84, Lα=0.85), (Mg:
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Kα=1.25), and (Ag: Lα=2.98, Lβ=3.35. There is no Kα for Ag in the figure since it appears at 22.16 keV
and the devices limited to 10 keV). There are other spectra than the spectra of the constituent elements
identified at the energies (2.3 and 3.3) keV. These are false peaks the appeared in the EDX spectra
because of the automatic peak identification process. This process is sensitive to noise in the X-ray
continuum that forms the spectral background because random groupings of background counts can
mimic a characteristic peak [31].
(a)

OK

(b)
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NiL

MgK
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NiK
FeK
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Figure 2. (a- SEM image, b-EDX spectra) of the prepared magnetite NPs.
Figure 3 demonstrates the FT-IR absorption bands for the prepared magnetite NPs. In figure
3a for bare magnetite NPs there are strong characteristics, bands, at around 600 cm-1 due to (Fe-O) bond;
this proves that the main phase of the synthesized NPs is the magnetite (Fe3O4) of spinel-type structure
[16]. These characteristic peaks can be attributed to the lattice absorption of iron oxide [32]. There is
also a small absorption band at 2360 cm-1 can be attributed to the CO2 vibration. The broad absorption
band at 3433 cm-1 indicated the existence of surface hydroxyl groups (O-H stretch) [16].
Figure 3b represents the FT-IR spectrum of (SF). Two characteristic absorption bands have
been noticed. The first band is broad (1400-2000) cm-1 and may attribute to the bond (C=O) stretch. The
other band is medium and sharp at around (3000 cm-1) may attribute to the bond (C-H) stretch. Figure
3c represents the FT-IR spectrum of SF-coated magnetite NPs. A band has been appeared at around
(1600 cm-1) may concern to the (C=O) functional groups present in SF. In addition there is a band at
around (3400 cm-1) which is a boarder and more intense than those of the bare magnetite NPs (Figure
3a), can be attributed to (C-H) bond stretch in SF which, proves that prepared magnetite NPs were
successfully coated with SF.
(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure 3. FT-IR spectra for a- bare magnetite NPs, b- SF, cSF-coated magnetite NP
Table 1 lists the concentration (Ct) mg/ml, amount (qt) mg/g, and removal rate (A%) values of
Pb ions of the prepared SF-magnetite NPs. As shown by Figure 4, qt firstly increased then settled at
approximately (11 mg/g) in (10 min) which represents the equilibrium time. The removal rate (A%) as
has been seen by Table 1 and Figure 4 is high (93%), indicating the high efficiency of these NPs. This
performance can be attributed to the ionic bond in SF that is easily broken in the solution emptying Na
ions site. So the molecule of SF became a seeker for other cations in the solution and picks Pb ion rather
than Na ion because Pb ion radius is bigger than Na ion radius so the selectivity for adsorbing Pb ions
from the solution is higher than for other cations in the solution [33].

Table 1. Concentration, amount of Pb ions, and removal rate of the prepared SF-magnetite NPs.
Time (min)
Ct (mg/ml)
qt (mg/g)
A%
5
0.0039
10.4542
84.4172
10
0.0016
11.5906
93.5936
15
0.0017
11.5220
93.0397
20
0.0015
11.6164
93.8015
25
0.0016
11.5725
93.4475
The adsorption of Pb ions from the wastewater samples (C and P) was done at the same
conditions used before, but the time has been used is (10 min.). Table 2 lists the concentration of Pb ions
(mg/ml), adsorption amount (mg/g), and removal rate of Pb ions from wastewater. The SF-magnetite
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Figures 4. a- Equilibrium curve, b- Removal rate curve for the sample FM6
showed an excellent removal rate with both samples giving (55%) For (C) and (100%) for (P). The
contaminated wastewater sample (C) could have other particles that affect the removal of Pb ions since
the prepared NPs have already shown a great capacity to adsorb Pb ions from a solution contains 25
ppm of Pb ions as has been proved in the above paragraph giving removal rate (93%). So the prepared
SF-magnetite NPs could be a possible good adsorbent for other heavy metals in special and pollutants
in general.
Table 2. Concentration, adsorption amount, and removal rate of Pb ions from wastewater of the
prepared SF-magnetite NPs.
Wastewater
sample

C0
(mg/ml)

Ct
(mg/ml)

qt
(mg/g)

C

2.6127

0.0012

0.7198

P

0.2185

0

0.0011

A%
55.100
1
100

6. Conclusion
SF-coated magnetite NPs (SF-Ni0.31Mg0.15Ag0.04Fe2.5O4) have been prepared by the coprecipitation method. The crystal structure of the prepared NPs was confirmed by XRD and, it was
matched with the standard pattern of the inverse spinel cubic iron oxide (Fe 3O4) and have average
crystallite size of 28.57 nm, the lattice constant of 8.32582 Å, and x-ray density of 5.2890 g/cm3. The
size of the prepared NPs was in the nanometer range as clarified by the SEM images and has an average
crystallite size of 25.93 nm. By EDX spectra, the presence of the constituent elements was confirmed.
The attachment of the SF molecules to the nanoparticle surface was proven by FT-IR spectra analysis.
For adsorption of Pb ions from the prepared Pb (NO3)2 solution, a great adsorption capacity was shown
by the prepared SF-magnetite NPs. That giving an adsorption amount (11.60 mg/g) that corresponds to
the removal rate (93%) at equilibrium time (10min); while for adsorption of Pb ions from the wastewater
samples (C and P). The prepared NPs showed an excellent removal rate for adsorbing Pb ion equals to
(55% for C) and (100% for P). It was concluded that the crystal structure of SF has played an important
role in the process of adsorption giving more sites to be filled by Pb ions; making the prepared NPs
surface a possible adsorbent for other pollutants.
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Abstract. In the present work, the nonlinear equation for a single-diode design of a
photovoltaic cells is introduced. The mathematical model based on False Position Method
(FPM) was used to determine the parameters of the voltage of the solar cell device based on the
electrical equivalent circuit. The False Position Method currently presents to demonstrate the
non-linear electrical behavior of this device. The proposed method is tested to solve the
nonlinear example and the obtained results are used.
Keywords: False position method, iterations, absolute error, load resistance, mathematical
model, nonlinear equation

1. Introduction
One of the purpose often practiced in applied mathematics and requires tired arithmetic is the solving
of transcendental and algebraic equations (transcendental function). Any equation contains different
forces of
or trigonometric or exponential functions or logarithmic or so-called (transcendental
function)-nonlinear equation. In order to find the roots of such equations, there is no theoretical
method or direct law for this point. The approximate numerical analysis is needed to obtain the results
or the roots of these equations, and the results are uncontrolled and approximated compared to the
theoretical results. The method of numerical results generally based on the accuracy of the error
reached (degree of accuracy). However, the adopted numerical techniques is the best solution to find
the approximate results, especially for nonlinear equations and difficult solved by theoretical
techniques. However, there are many numerical techniques to solve these equations. The roots
determined in numerical techniques can be calculated roughly by drawing or approximate the
calculation when one see a difference in the function's value from negative to positive or vice versa.
On the other hand, there is a cut of the function of the
axis. Depending on the root's nature, found
and numerical techniques adopted many natural choices and the most important of these methods:
simple iterative method, Bisection Method, Newton Raphson and False Position Method [1-8]. Solar
energy has been utilized to generate electricity in several applications including running of traffic
lights, water desalination, street lighting, power plants, and the operation of many electronic apparatus
for example calculators, clocks, vehicles, space stations and the operation of satellites [9]. There are
many types of photovoltaic cell depending on the components and the materials preparation [10-16]
including organic and inorganic solar cells [17-19].
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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The present work focuses on the proposed and characterized a new technique to give the roots in real
case of a non-linear expression of the solar cell (single diode model). It describes according to the
following points: in section two describes the characterizing of numerical model of an electric circuit
based on photovoltaic cell; in section three establishing the root FPM are included while the
discussion and conclusions of the results are listed in sections four and five. The acquired
computations are implemented with Matlab program.
2. Properties of Photovoltaic Cell Equation (Single-Diode)
The design of solar cell's circuit scheme for single diode model is shown in Figure 1.
I
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Figure 1. Solar cell's scheme
Applying Kirchhoff's current law on this equivalent circuit, yields
(1)
(2)

(3)
where:
: the photocurrent
voltage and current
equation(

; : reverse saturation current of the diode in
;
and are the delivered
respectively in
;the thermic voltage
, according the
) at room temperature with air-mass = 1.5);
(
, :

Boltzmann constant
to (
) [20].

; :

junction's temperature

; : electron charge equal
(4)
(5)

Substitute Eq. 4 in Eq. 5 yields
(6)
where: reverse saturation current=
. In parallel,
Based on Eq. 6, the first derivative of it is needed in order to determine the of the diode [21].
3. False Position Method (FPM)
The FPM is the most effective approach to find the root of a nonlinear function. It is a generalized
from the Newton-Raphson method and does not require obtaining the derivative of the function. It has
a super linear convergence.
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For a given
and , is first point of guess interval,
is first point of guess interval, is allowed
error in calculation satisfy the equation
, where ε is a very small number and
is
inter function, then
Find , , , …,
using the following expressions

Advantages of FPM over other root finding methods are:
Its rate of convergence is faster than bisection method.
FPM is not needed to find the derivative of the function as in Newton-Raphson method and other
methods [22].
The algorithm of the FPM can be describe as the following steps
Input ,
and
Compute
and
Compute
Test for accuracy of
If

, set

and

Go to step 2
Display the required root as
The approximate root of equation
equation
,

is the point
(9)

is considered according to the

where: : the absolute value of the function is a very small number. For convergence criteria, it was
required that the distance between two consecutive iterates was less than
, the number of
iterations represents by and the solute value of the function represented by
[23].
4. Results and Discussion
Suppose the equation of the solar cell (single-diode) has obtained the following approximate solutions,
and the Bisection method are applied with the two initial values
and
.
In Table 1, the False position method (FPM) with the input
and output
values of the
solution results and the absolute error function are obtained in the condition of
(load
resistance).
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Table 1. The voltage values of the solar cell with σ and values using FPM.
-FPM
-FPM
-FPM
σ-FPM
-FPM
0.971416861
1
1.043657103
0.116690668
0.056758036
1
1.043657103
1.100415139
0.173448704
0.067513973
1.043657103
1.100415139
1.032901166
0.105934731
0.008504281
1.100415139
1.032901166
1.024396885
0.09743045
0.026095166
1.032901166
1.024396885
0.99830172
0.071335285
0.018181131
1.024396885
0.99830172
0.980120588
0.053154154
0.019347249
0.99830172
0.980120588
0.960773339
0.033806904
0.015906857
0.980120588
0.960773339
0.944866482
0.017900047
0.012248262
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9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0.960773339
0.944866482
0.932618221
0.923405787
0.926648083
0.926984979
0.92696634

0.944866482
0.932618221
0.923405787
0.926648083
0.926984979
0.92696634
0.926966435

0.932618221
0.923405787
0.926648083
0.926984979
0.92696634
0.926966435
0.926966435

0.005651786
0.003560648
0.000318352
1.85438E-05
9.47584E-08
2.81574E-11
0.000000000

0.009212433
0.003242295
0.000336896
1.86386E-05
9.47303E-08
2.81574E-11

Figure 3 shows the results using FPM technique.

Figure 2. The results by using FPM method.
In Table 2 the False position method (FPM) with the input
and output
values of the
solution results and the absolute error function are obtained in the condition of
(load
resistance).
Table 2. The voltage's values of the solar cell with σ and values using FPM.
-FPM
-FPM
-FPM
Iterations
σ-FPM
-FPM
1
0.971416861
1
1.044256778
0.117290343
0.057376293
2
1
1.044256778
1.101633071
0.174666637
0.068030557
3
1.044256778
1.101633071
1.033602514
0.106636079
0.008450977
4
1.101633071
1.033602514
1.025151536
0.098185102
0.026289396
5
1.033602514
1.025151536
0.998862141
0.071895706
0.018400919
6
1.025151536
0.998862141
0.980461222
0.053494787
0.019848121
7
0.998862141
0.980461222
0.960613101
0.033646666
0.016738565
8
0.980461222
0.960613101
0.943874536
0.016908101
0.013546447
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9
0.960613101
0.943874536
10
0.943874536
0.930328088
11
0.930328088
0.914945417
12
0.914945417
0.926291285
13
0.926291285
0.927105394
14
0.927105394
0.926964927
15
0.926964927
0.926966432
Figure 3 shows the results using FPM technique.

0.930328088
0.914945417
0.926291285
0.927105394
0.926964927
0.926966432
0.926966435

0.003361653
0.012021018
0.00067515
0.00013896
1.5078E-06
3.35535E-09
0

0.015382671
0.011345868
0.000814109
0.000140467
1.50444E-06
3.35535E-09

Figure 3.The results by using FPM method.
In Table 3, the False position method (FPM) with the input
and output
values of the
solution results and the absolute error function are obtained in the condition of
(load
resistance).
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 3. Thevoltage'svalues of the solar cell with σ and values using FPM.
-FPM
-FPM
-FPM
σ-FPM
-FPM
0.971417
1
1.044857
0.117891
0.057992
1
1.044857162
1.10285
0.175883
0.068545
1.044857
1.102849636
1.034305
0.107338
0.008396
1.10285
1.034304827
1.025908
0.098942
0.026477
1.034305
1.025908432
0.999432
0.072465
0.018612
1.025908
0.999431612
0.98082
0.053853
0.020337
0.999432
0.9808198
0.960482
0.033516
0.017574
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

0.98082
0.960482
0.942908
0.927984
0.899568
0.926459
0.927222
0.926964

0.960482362
0.942908456
0.927983642
0.899567834
0.926458849
0.927222411
0.92696435
0.926966426

0.942908
0.927984
0.899568
0.926459
0.927222
0.926964
0.926966
0.926966

0.015942
0.001017
0.027399
0.000508
0.000256
2.08E-06
8.54E-09
0

0.014925
0.028416
0.026891
0.000764
0.000258
2.08E-06
8.54E-09

Figure 4 shows the results using FPM technique.

Figure 4. The results by using FPM method.
In Table 4, the False position method (FPM) with the input
and output
values of the
solution results and the absolute error function are obtained in the condition of
(load
resistance).
Table 4. The voltage's values of the solar cell with σ and values using FPM.
-FPM
-FPM
Iterations
-FPM
-FPM
1
0.971417
1
1.045458
0.118492
2
1
1.045458
1.104065
0.177098
3
1.045458
1.104065
1.035008
0.108042
4
1.104065
1.035008
1.026667
0.099701
5
1.035008
1.026667
1.00001
0.073043
6
1.026667
1.00001
0.981196
0.054229
7
1.00001
0.981196
0.960381
0.033415

6

σ-FPM
0.058607
0.069057
0.008341
0.026658
0.018814
0.020815
0.018411
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8
0.981196
0.960381
9
0.960381
0.941971
10
0.941971
0.925589
11
0.925589
0.858041
12
0.858041
0.929034
13
0.929034
0.923961
14
0.923961
0.926866
15
0.926866
0.926971
Figure 5 shows the results using FPM technique.

0.941971
0.925589
0.858041
0.929034
0.923961
0.926866
0.926971
0.926966

0.015004
0.001378
0.068925
0.002067
0.003005
1E-04
4.9E-06
0

0.016382
0.067548
0.070992
0.005072
0.002905
0.000105
4.9E-06

Figure 5. The results by using FPM method.
In Table 5, the False position method (FPM) with the input
and output
values of the
solution results and the absolute error function are obtained in the condition of
(load
resistance).
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 5. The voltage's values of the solar cell with σ and values using FPM.
-FPM
-FPM
-FPM
σ-FPM
-FPM
0.971417
1
1.04606006
0.119093607
0.059218795
1
1.046060063
1.10527886
0.178312402
0.069566765
1.04606
1.105278858
1.03571209
0.108745637
0.008283741
1.105279
1.035712093
1.02742835
0.100461897
0.026832002
1.035712
1.027428352
1.00059635
0.073629895
0.019007453
1.027428
1.00059635
0.9815889
0.054622441
0.021279435
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1.000596
0.981589
0.960309
0.941063
0.923148
0.910664
0.920444
0.928895
0.92676

0.981588897
0.960309462
0.941063262
0.923147806
0.910664393
0.920443691
0.928894618
0.926760159
0.92696012

0.96030946
0.94106326
0.92314781
0.91066439
0.92044369
0.92889462
0.92676016
0.92696012
0.92696646

0.033343006
0.014096806
0.00381865
0.016302063
0.006522764
0.001928162
0.000206297
6.33607E-06
0

0.019246199
0.017915457
0.012483412
0.009779298
0.008450926
0.002134459
0.000199961
6.33607E-06

Figure 6 shows the results using FPM technique.

Figure 6. The results by using FPM method.
The plot of the number of iteration with  plane and initial-output values proves that the proposed
(FPM) method has a thirty iterations indicated a slow behavior. In addition, it is noticed that the
suggested technique (FPM) has a behavior of the result in initial values
and
has
tolerance as the smallest error.
In Tables (1-5), the proposed FPM technique is faster than other methods, and it has a less error after
view the calculated iterations that depending on the efficiency investigating.
5. Conclusion
In the present work, numerical results of a single-diode (solar cell) in mathematical numerical formula
were obtained. The basic advantages of the proposed (FPM) method are accurate approximate solution
and a numbers of iterations produce simplicity.
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Abstract: Electrical properties (carrier concentration, mobility, resistivity) of zinc oxide thin
films deposited on glass substrates by (LPCVD) has been studied. Thermal annealing in air
showed that ideal annealing temperature is about 250˚C. Films of copper oxide (CuO) and
(CuO/ZnO) solar cell were prepared by vacuum deposition of copper films followed by
thermal annealing. structural properties of the CuO films and I-V characteristics were studied
upon thermal annealing and showed that a photosensitive (ZnO/CuO) heterojunction may be
obtained by thermal treatment temperature about 500 ˚C.
Keywords: Cuprous oxide, spatial atmospheric ALD, ZnO/Cu2O heterojunction, solar cell

1. Introduction
Solar cells (SC) based on oxide heterostructures have long remained outside the area of scientific
interest on the part of researchers. However, at present time, a slowdown in the efficiency growth of
both silicon and A3B5 semiconductor-based efficiency has become clearly visible, and the search for
new materials for SC has begun actively. One of these materials is copper oxide – CuO. Being a
straight-band semiconductor with a band gap of 2.2 eV, copper oxide also has a high absorption
coefficient [1] and is characterized by p-type conductivity. In combination with a wide-band
semiconductor, such as zinc oxide. It is possible to form a ZnO/ CuO heterojunction, which can be
used to produce a solar cell with a theoretically achievable efficiency value of about 20% [2]. At the
moment, an efficiency value of 4.1% has already been achieved for a ZnO/ CuO heterojunction-based
SC [3]. ZnO has unique properties for instance a wide band gap of ~3.37 eV [4], high exciton binding
energy (~60MeV) [5], effective ultraviolet photoluminescence, high optical transparency in the visible
range more than (80%) [6], and high electrical conductivity. Currently, zinc oxide is used to create
various sensors and detectors, piezoelectric devices, as a transparent conducting contact in solar panels
and other devices [7]. The growing interest in zinc oxide-based heterojunctions is associated with wide
opportunities for practical applications. In particular, a p-n transition based on n-ZnO and p-CuO is
promising, so methods for obtaining ZnO/CuO hetero-junctions are actively developing [8,9,12]. In
this paper, the properties of ZnO films deposited by the LPCVD method and (ZnO/CuO) structures are
studied by spraying the copper film onto the substrate followed by thermal annealing treatment to
improve the I – V characteristics.
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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2. Experimental
Zinc oxide films were obtained by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). Diethylcinc
((C2H5)2Zn), or DEZ, and deionized water were used as precursors, the concentration ratio was
(
). a gas mixture of 2% (B2H6) in hydrogen was used for doping ZnO films with boron. The
process was optimized sequentially by optimizing the temperature and pressure, and then by
optimizing the gas flow ratio. Pulsed light annealing treatment of (ZnO/CuO) structures was obtained
in an installation containing 6 halogen lamps with a power of 1 kW for (60sec). The wavelength
region (800-1100 nm) is ~80%, then gradually decreases to ~60% at 600 nm and drops to zero in the
self-absorption region of ~370 nm. In this case, the optical transmission spectrum shows optical
interference in the film in the wavelength range of 600-1100 nm, which indicates a high uniformity of
the film thickness. The electrical parameters of ZnO films were determined by measuring the
resistivity and carrier concentration using the Hall effect at room temperature using a four-probe
method in the van der Pau configuration on an HMS-3000 (Ecopia) installation with a 0.55 T
magnetostatic magnet. To study the electrical properties of ZnO films on glass substrates, they were
cut into square samples with dimensions of 10×10 mm. Measurements of the electrical properties of a
set of ZnO samples cut from a single substrate showed a very small variation of electrical parameters
in the initial samples within 5%.
3. Results and discussion
The parameters of the initial ZnO samples Were: electron concentration n~1×1020 cm-3, carrier
mobility 30 cm2/V. s, resistivity 2×10-3 Ω.cm, sheet resistance ~12 Ohms. The effect of thermal
processing in the temperature range from (200°C- 500°C) is studied on the sheet resistance of ZnO. It
is found that the sheet resistance of ZnO films do not change until the annealing temperature is 200°C,
then in the temperature range from 250ºC to 500ºC, the resistance of the films increases, apparently,
annealing in air reduces the concentration of oxygen vacancies and causes growth the concentration of
adsorbed oxygen at the grain boundaries, which leads, first, to the capture of free carriers at the grain
boundaries and, accordingly, causes a depletion of the volume. Second, the appearance of a charge at
the grain boundaries leads to strong scattering of free carriers, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Dependence of sheet resistance of the ZnO film on the annealing temperature.
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Figure 2. Optical transmittance (ZnO) as function of time annealing at a wavelength of 600 nm,
thickness 1600 nm at different temperatures (250 °C and 300 °C).

Figure 3. Sheet resistance of (ZnO) as function of time annealing at a wavelength of 600 nm,
thickness 1600 nm at different temperatures (250 °C and 300 °C).
In order to obtain opaque electrical and optical characteristics of ZnO films, it is necessary to avoid
long-term treatments at high temperature, see, (Figures 2 and 3). To obtain (ZnO/CuO) structures, thin
copper films were sprayed on the substrate surface by magnetron sputtering at a pressure of 10-5bar.
To control the optical properties, clean glass substrates were attached next to the ZnO samples. After
deposition, the films of CuO and the structures (ZnO/CuO) were annealed to improve the electrical
properties and I-V characteristics.
Figure 4. shows x-ray Images of copper thin films deposited on ZnO substrates and annealed at
various temperatures (220 ˚C -500 ˚C) in air. After annealing at 220 ºC, an intense diffraction peak
appears at 2θ=36.6 which can be attributed to (111) reflection of the Cu2O cubic phase. At higher
temperatures, this reflex becomes less intense, while the peaks at angles 2θ =35-40, which correspond
to the reflexes (110), (002), (111) the monoclinic phase of CuO becomes more intense. Thus, x-ray
diffraction results correlate with optical absorption data. From these results, it can be concluded that
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annealing of copper films at 220 ˚C -550 ˚C, leads to form a mixed phase of (CuO-Cu2O), while the
contribution of the phases depends on the temperature and time annealing, see (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 4. Composition and structure of copper thin films obtained by thermal oxidation of copper.

Figure 5. Changes in thin films thickness depending on the annealing time.
The I-V characteristics of (ZnO/CuO) structures obtained by deposition of copper thin films on the
surface of ZnO layers, improve volt-ampere characteristics were formed during thermal annealing of
copper films at 200-500℃. It was observed that the I-V characteristics of (ZnO/CuO) of the samples
depend on the time of thermal annealing and temperature. The initial structure which obtained before
annealing showed that the I-V characteristics were close to ohmic, and a weak asymmetry of forward
and reverse characteristics was observed. This may indicate a critical role for the tunnel current [11].
However, we were observed after thermal annealing treatment in the range (200 ˚C -500 ˚C) leads to
decrease in leakage currents and an increase in the value of the potential barrier. This indicates a
significant contribution of tunnelling processes through surface by structural defects [10,11] and
allows us to improve I-V characteristics as Figure 6 showed.
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Figure 6. I-V characteristics of (ZnO/CuO) hetero structures after annealing for 60 sec at
temperatures (250˚C, 350˚C and 500˚C).
The solar cell structures (ZnO/ CuO) obtained after thermal annealing at temperature of (500˚C) show
a typical I-V characteristic when the forward current increases. The dominance of multi-stage
tunnelling and recombination processes through traps in the (ZnO/ CuO) structure is evidenced by the
literature data on temperature dependences of the volt-ampere characteristics [10]. The process of
tunnelling through a thin layer of bulk charge is also significant, so to reduce the non-ideal factors and
suppress tunnelling leakage currents, a layer of high-resistance ZnO is created at the border of the
hetero-structure [11]. Thus, short annealing times and temperature annealing improved the electrical
and optical properties of ZnO and allow obtaining (n-ZnO/p-CuO) heterojunctions.
4. Conclusions
The effect of thermal treatment on the electrical and optical properties of ZnO films obtained by the
PLCVD method is investigated. Annealing of ZnO films at temperatures above 200 ˚C causes
degradation of electrical properties, the carrier concentration and mobility decrease, and the sheet
resistance increases. Subsequent annealing of the samples in air leads to a significant restoration of the
electrical parameters. It is established that the method of deposition of thin layers of copper on ZnO
films with subsequent rapid oxidation in air for 60 sec. At temperature ranged (250 ˚C -500 ˚C), a
photosensitive thin-film ZnO/ CuO heterojunction was obtained.
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Abstract. In this work, radon gas concentration in (35) samples of soil collected from Karabuk
University in Turkey was measured by using nuclear track detector (CR-39). The content of
radium, the rate of surface exhalation and the rate of mass exhalation have been assessed. The
concentrations of radon were varied from (16.348 Bq.m-3) to (196.988 Bq.m-3). Results
indicate that the equivalent content of radium varied from (0.386245 Bq.kg -1) to (4.654255
Bq.kg-1). The exhalation rate for surface varied from (0.002007 Bq.m-1.h-1) to (0.023031 Bq.m1 -1
.h ). The exhalation rate for mass varied from (0.000319 Bq.kg-1.h-1) to (0.00366 Bq.kg-1.h-1).
All the obtained results found to be less than the corresponding limits for the world. Thus,
based on the radon gas concentration and radiation, the equivalent content of radium (CRa),
exhalation rate for the area (EArea) and exhalation rate for the mass (EMass) in this area have no
risk to the human’s health.
Keywords: Radon gas, nucleartrack detector CR-39, soil, equivalent content of
radium,exhalation rate for surface,exhalation rate for mass.

1. Introduction
Radon gas (222Rn) is the most variable and largest radiation that contributed to public exposure. It
was found that the ratio of radon and it’s daughters dose per year about (55%) of natural public
exposure by inhalation of air, which the high levels of it can cause lung cancer [1] because Radon is a
radioactive gas (alpha particle emitter) hasa decay constant of (0.1812 day-1) with t1/2 of (3.825 days)
[2]. When radon exposure increased, the risk of lung cancer will increases, which has a linear relation
with doses, it has been found that the risk of lung cancer increases (16%) per every (100 Bq/m3)
increase in radon concentration[3].The 238U series generate radon (
) as a daughter of
radium(226Ra), which has another isotopes are the thoron (220Rn) and actinon (219Rn) which are
daughters of232Th and 235U series, respectively[4]. Radon is an inert gas heavier than the air, without
any color and smell or taste, which is usually stay close to the ground floors [5]. Two different
methods were used to measure the radon concentration. The first one is the passive method by
integrative sampling for long time exposure using a suitable detector (like CR-39 in this work) and the
second method is the continuous active radon sampling (like continuous radon monitor), the first
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
Published under licence by IOP Publishing Ltd
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method requires no electrical power as in the case of the sconed [6]. There are many studies about
radionuclides and radon concentration emitted from soil samples in Turkey, which starts in 1983[7] by
using Gamma spectroscopy and CR-39 detectors (for indoor and outdoor radon), there are two studies
for Karabuk Governorate[8,9], but for Karabuk University area, this is the first study about radon
concentration outdoor in it.

2. Experimental Part
2.1. Calculation of Radon gas concentrations
Thirty-five soil samples were collected from Karabuk University as shown in table-1 and Figure-1.
These samples were dried by the oven (at a temperature of 80°C for 2h)and grinded into a powder with
size of (200 µm) by using a sieve,then 10 gm was taken for exposure.
The sealed-cup technique was used in this work, the sample a weight of putin a small cup,then covered
with a large cup that contain CR-39 detector with a thickness of(250 μm). And an area of (1cm2) at the
top of it,as shown inFigure-2,the exposure time was (60) days to attained secular equilibrium. Then the
chemical etching for the detectors was current by using (NaOH) solution with the normolity of
(6.25N) at(60oC) for five hours.
The tracks in CR-39 of alpha particles concentration emitted from Radongas from soil samples were
measured using an optical microscope (Nikon type 168 Japan made) with amagnification of(400X).
The numbers of the tracks were measuredto get track density (ρ) ,which is given as[3]:
(ρ) =
(1)
WhereNave is an average number of total tracksand A is an area of field view. The Radon gas
concentration in the soil samples was obtained by the comparison between track densities registered
on the detectors of the samples and that of the standard soil samples which are shown in Figure (3),
using the following relation [10]:
CX=
(2)
Cx=

(3)

WhereCX is alpha particles concentration in the unknown sample,Csis the alpha particles concentration
in the standard sample.ρx is track density of the unknown sample (track/mm2) and ρs is track density of
the standard sample (track/mm2).
2.2 Calculation of Radiation indices
The equivalent content of radium in the soil sample in the unit (Bq/kg) is given as[11]
CRa (Bq.kg-1) =
2

(4)
2

where, ρ is track density (track/mm ),A is the area of the surface sample (0.001589 m ),K (calibration
constant) equal to the slope/exposure time(7.026/60=0.117), h is the distance from the surface of the
sample to the detector(13.5 cm), M is sample mass of (0.01kg), T e is the effective exposure
time(h),which given as[11]:
(

)

(5)
Whereλ is the decay constant of radon (0.1814day-1) and T is exposure time.
The area surface exhalation rate and the mass exhalation rate are given as[11,12]
EArea=
(Bq.m-2. h-1)
(

)

2

(6)
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EMass=

(

)

(Bq.kg-1. h-1)

(7)

WhereCis the radon activity or integrated radon exposure (Bqm-3h), V is volume of cup (m3), T is
Time of exposure (hrs), M is Mass (kg) of the sample in cup, λ is the decay constant for radon (h-1).

Figure 1. Map Satellite for Karabuk University sites.

Table 1. Locations, codes and radon concentration of soil samples taken from some points of Karabük
University.
No
x-coordinate y-coordinate
Location and Sample
Tracks
Radon
2
code
density(track/mm )
concentration
(Bq/m3)
1
Science Faculty
1210.718
172.467
32.654611
41.213097
(TCFB1)
2
Fertilizer
1001.281
142.633
3
Central Research Labs.
697.167
99.312
32.655861
41.208527
(CRL2)
4
32.657718
41.206220
Stadium (ST1)
1382.752
196.988
5
32.652134
41.216106
Rector Office (RO2)
596.752
85.007
6
32.655796
41.210864
Literature Faculty (LF2)
530.765
75.608
7
32.652001
41.214480
Medicine Faculty (MF1)
734.464
104.625
8
Technology Faculty
963.984
137.320
32.654999
41.214022
(TCFC1)
9
32.657936
41.210555
Original soil (1)
748.809
106.668
10
Technology Faculty
611.097
87.051
32.654755
41.214170
(TCFA2)
11
32.651310
41.214005
Original soil (2)
774.630
110.346
12
32.655366
41.212142
Social Centre (SC)
1196.373
170.424
13
32.656388
41.210405
Technology Centre
875.045
124.650
(TCC1)
14
32.657159
41.208329
Library (L1)
872.172
124.242
15
32.652694
41.214406
Medicine Faculty (MF2)
493.468
70.295
16
32.659887
41.205894
Engineering Faculty
533.634
76.016
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17

32.653413

41.213174

32.656288

41.208292

32.655834
32.656700

41.211488
41.210377

32.655680

41.208527

22
23

32.651607
32.654864

41.216050
41.199937

24
25
26
27

32.654596
32.657678
32.651306
32.658841

41.200491
41.208185
41.216115
41.206120

28
29

32.653630

41.199440

32.653558

41.214143

30

32.659917

41.206784

32.654999

41.213609

32
33

32.652394
32.660222

41.198664
41.206531

34
35

32.651609
32.656388

41.216057
41.210405

18
19
20
21

31

(EF1)
Foreign Language High
School (LHS1)
Central Research Labs.
(CRL1)
Literature Faculty (LF1)
Technology Centre
(TCC2)
Central Research Labs.
(CRL3)
Rector Office (RO1)
TOKI-1,
TOKI The residential
complex
TOKI- 2
Library (L2)
Rector Office (RO3)
Engineering Faculty
(EF2)
TOKI- 3
Technology Faculty
(TCFA3)
Engineering Faculty
(EF3)
Technology Faculty
(TCFA1)
TOKI- 4
Engineering Faculty
(EF4)
Rector Office (RO4)
Technology Centre
(TCC3)

433.219

61.712

542.241

77.242

304.114
459.040

43.321
65.390

358.625

51.086

134.843
114.76

19.208
16.348

120.498
192.223
315.590
315.590

17.165
27.382
44.956
44.956

315.590
324.197

44.956
46.182

263.948

37.599

292.638

41.686

215.175
301.225

30.652
42.912

306.983
160.664

43.730
22.887

Figure 2. The sealed-cup technique for radon exposure.
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Figure3. The relation of track density and radon concentration for standard soil samples.
3. Results and Discussion
The results of radon concentrations emitted from soil samples selected from Karabuk University,
was obtained by using the equation (3) are presented in table (1). From this table, it can be noticed that
the highest radon concentration was found in a Stadium soil sample (196.988 Bq/m3), while the lowest
value was found in TOKI-1(The residential complex) equal to (16.348Bq/m3).We also find that there
are some values of radon concentrations close to the highest value, which is in the Science Faculty
(TCFB1) and Social Centre (SC) soil samples (172.467Bq/m3) and (170.424Bq/m3) respectively, that
means they are the same soil, although that the radon concentration in fertilizer sample was (142.329
Bq/m3) and for the original soil samples (106.441 Bq/m3), which is in agreement with other studies
that done by other researchers like Ereeset al in 2006 for Western Turkey[13],Kamand Bozkurt in
2007 for Kastamonu[14], Kam et.al., in 2010 for Çanakkale[15],Kurnazet. al., in 2011 for
Trabzon[16], Tabaret. al., in 2013 for Dikili[17], Sogukpinaret., al., in 2014 for Eskisehir[18],Ozen et.
al., in 2018 for Rize[19] and Asliet. al., in 2019 for Karabuk[9].However, all results of radon
concentrations in this work were less than the recommended value of (200 Bq/m3) and certified by
(ICRP, 1993)[20]. Table 2, presents results for radiation induces like the equivalent content of radium
ranged from (0.386245) to (4.654255) Bq/m2.h,which were to be less than the permissible value of
(370 Bq/kg) as recommended by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development[21],
the exhalation rates for the area were varied from (0.002007Bq/m2.h) to (0.023031Bq/m2h) and
exhalation rates formass varied from (0.000319) to (0.00366)Bq/kg.h.It should be mentioned thatthe
observed values of the radon exhalation rate in thepresent work were below the world average of (2.5
Bq/m2.h)[22].
Table 2. The effective radium content, area surface exhalation rate andmass exhalation rate.
No
Radon concentration Equivalent content of
Area exhalation
Mass exhalation
(Bq/m3)
Radium (Bq/kg)
rate (Bq/m2.h)
rate (Bq/kg.h)
1
172.467
4.074887
0.020164
0.003204
2
142.633
3.369990
0.016676
0.002650
3
99.312
2.346440
0.011611
0.001845
4
196.988
4.654255
0.023031
0.003660
5
85.007
2.008475
0.009939
0.001579
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6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

75.608
104.625
137.320
106.668
87.051
110.346
170.424
124.650
124.242
70.295
76.016
61.712
77.242
43.321
65.390
51.086
19.208
16.348
17.165
27.382
44.956
44.956
44.956
46.182
37.599
41.686
30.652
42.912
43.730
22.887

1.786384
2.471970
3.244460
2.520250
2.0567560
2.607155
4.026607
2.945120
2.935464
1.660855
1.796040
1.458076
1.825009
1.023550
1.544981
1.207016
0.453838
0.386245
0.405558
0.646961
1.062174
1.062174
1.062174
1.091143
0.888364
0.984925
0.724210
1.013894
1.033206
0.540743

0.00884
0.012232
0.016055
0.012471
0.010178
0.012901
0.019925
0.014574
0.014526
0.008219
0.008887
0.007215
0.009031
0.005065
0.007645
0.005973
0.002246
0.001911
0.002007
0.003201
0.005256
0.005256
0.005256
0.005399
0.004396
0.004874
0.003584
0.005017
0.005113
0.002676

0.001405
0.001944
0.002551
0.001982
0.001617
0.002050
0.003166
0.002316
0.002308
0.001306
0.001412
0.001146
0.001435
0.000805
0.001215
0.000949
0.000357
0.000304
0.000319
0.000509
0.000835
0.000835
0.000835
0.000858
0.000699
0.000774
0.000569
0.000797
0.000812
0.000425

4. Conclusions
Radon concentration, radium content, exhalation rates for the area (surface) and mass were
obtained for selected soil samples collected from different locations on Karabuk University in Turkey.
The results were found to be less than their corresponding permissible and certified world values.
Thus, the present results revealed that the area is safe as far as the health effect is concerned, except
the highest values which within the statistical ranges, the approximate values of the radon
concentration refer to the soil of one source, which is transferred from another place for the purposes
of agriculture, especially since the concentration values of the radon emitted from the original
mountain the soil was far from it,which in agreement with other studies. From this, we conclude that
we must know the sources of these soils and examine them radiographically before using them in
agriculture or costruction material and conduct other tests, such as X-rays fluorescent for these soils to
find out their composition, which is an evident through the shape and the color forthem,that they are
transported soils.
Acknowledgment:
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Abstract. This paper reports theoretical treatment to drive the general equation for laser
𝑡ℎ
threshold power ( 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
), the efficiency (η) and the laser out power (Pout) in thin disk laser with
a quasi -three –level pump plan by using the analytical solution of the rate equation for this laser
system. In order to find a numerical solution, MATLAB program has been used. When a diode
pumped high power, continuous wave to the Nd3+: YAG thin disc laser operated in a quasi-threelevel. The pumping wavelength was (808 nm) and the laser wavelength was (946 nm) at Nd3+
doping concentration of 0.6 at %. While at (M2 = 1.005), this laser is operated in a single mode,
all the laser output power and efficiency have increased with increasing the pumping power.
Keywords: laser, thin disc laser, diode pumped Neodymium, quasi three level lasers.

1. Introduction
The thickness of the crystal is small compared with the diameter of a thin disk and its coated with high
reflectivity on one side of its faces for both lasing and pumping wavelength, fixing on a heat sink to
remove the excess heat that appear on the disk [1]. If we assume that there is a large heat transfer
coefficient over the whole region, then a temperature field inside the crystal is naturally equal to the
temperature with the axis [1,2]. The disc can also be pumped by laser valves either longitudinally or
radially. By using multiple passages for the pump radiation through the disk to increase the absorption
of the pump's certification of a specific crystal thickness [2]. This disc can fit the resonator as false or
like a folding mirror. This design can convert lasers in the range of several watts to kilowatts, as shown
in Figure 1. The power volume can be increased by increasing the diameter of the pump to the disk at a
constant pumping power density [2,3].
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Figure 1. Multi-pass pumping in a Yb3+: YAG thick-disk laser [14].
2. Analytical model
A quasi-3-level active medium, which is also termed a quasi-4-level active medium, it is characterized
by being a large thermal count, low laser level. This means that when the temperature of the system
with the four levels changes, it changes the properties of the laser, since at thermal equilibrium the laser
does not contain a community, and thus the lower laser is filled in its entirety at thermal equilibrium
[2]. The characteristics of the laser between the real 4-level system and the quasi-three-level system
produce a major difference through re-absorption losses at the wavelength of the laser, and this leads to
an increase in the three-dimensional losses in the resonator thus increasing the laser threshold [1,2]. The
4
4
energy level system of Nd: YAG consists of stark split 𝐼9/𝑍
ground state and 𝐹3/𝑍
excited state. Because
there is a small division of energy for each manifold, it is assumed that the relaxation times for the
energy level within the manifold are also very small as shown in Figure 2. [2,5].

Figure 2. Energy level scheme of quasi three level Nd3+: YAG [5].
Figure 2 illustrates the energy scheme for a Nd3+: YAG crystal, where pumping wavelength (𝛌p= 808nm)
and lasing wavelength (𝛌L=946nm). F1i(i=1,2) and f0j (j=1,2,3,4,5) act as a Boltzmann factors which
refers to the occupation for the lower and upper manifolds, respectively.
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𝑓1𝑖=
𝐹0𝑗=

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
∑𝑝=1

𝐸1𝑖
)
𝑘𝑇

𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝(−

𝐸1𝑝
)
𝐾𝑇

(𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐸0𝑗/𝐾𝑇))
∑𝑞=1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

………….(1)

………….(2)

𝐸0𝑞
)
𝐾𝑇

where (KB) Boltzmann occupation factor (T) is the absolute temperature. (E1i) (i=1 , 2 ) describe an
energy to each stark level of excited divergent and E0j (j=1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5) describe an energy to each stark
level of the ground divergent.
3. Steady state Rate Equation.
Average equation for two divergent system is given by [2,4]:
𝑑𝑁𝑢𝑝

𝐼

𝐼
𝑁𝑈𝑃
……………….(3)
𝑑𝑡
𝜏
𝑝
𝑣𝐿
𝑑𝐼𝐿
𝑐
=𝐼𝐿 (𝑔𝐿 𝑀𝐿 𝑑 − 𝛿) 2𝐿
………… ……..(4)
𝑑𝑡
𝑜𝑝𝑡
𝑁𝑈𝑃
𝑔𝐿 = (
− 𝑁 )𝜎L ………………………………….(5)
𝑋𝐿
𝐿
𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
𝑋𝐿 =
𝐿 +𝑓 𝐿 ) ……………………………………….(6)
(𝑓𝑢𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑤

=ℎ𝑣𝑝 𝛼𝑝 - ℎ 𝐿 𝑔𝐿 𝑀𝐿 -

(Nup ) represent the ion density in upper divergent , (IP ) is a medium pumping intensity through the
crystal , (IL )It is the energy intensity of the laser radiation scattered inside the cavity. (ML) is the number
of laser passing in the crystal per one resonator round trip, (𝜏) is The duration of the excitation state. (C)
Is the speed of light in a vacuum, (LOP ) Optical length on the lumen. (d) Is the thickness of the crystal,
(gL ) is a laser gain coefficient. (σp) and (σL ) Cross sections represent effective absorption at (808 nm )
𝐿
𝐿
and (946 nm) , respectively (N) is the total ionic density , 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
and 𝑓𝑢𝑝
represent the Boltzmann
occupation factor in the lower and upper divergent for the laser level , respectively[2,4].
δ It is the loss of the round trip and can be described by [4]: [4]:
𝛿 = −𝐿𝑛(1 − 𝑇𝑟) − 𝐿𝑛(1 − 𝛾)………………………..(7)
where (Tr) the coupler is moved the output
Tr = 1− 𝑅2 … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … . . (8)
𝛾) Calculate residual losses, such as those due to dispersion during one round-trip trip in the bore. )
When the pump intensity is greater than the intensity of the pump, the gain coefficient, the density of
the ions in the upper manifold of the pump irradiation can be given by solving the steady-state rate
equation:
𝛿
gL = 𝑀𝐿𝑑 …………………………..(9)
𝑔𝑙

NUP = XL (N+ 𝜎𝑙 )…………………………………………………(10)
Furthermore, on the basis of a multi-pass pumping system, the absorbed pump intensity (Iabs) and the
absorption efficiency (ηabs) are given by[2,4] :
Iabs= IP αP d = Ipumpηabs ………………….(11)
ηabs = RP (1−exp(−MPαPd))…………(12)
where Ipump is the input intensity (RP ) is The total reflection of the multi-pass pumping system, (MP )
the number of passes of the pump, and (αp) is the absorption coefficient. , and therefore, the laser
𝑡ℎ
intensity in the cavity (IL) , the pumping threshold intensity (𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝)
𝑑𝑁𝑢𝑝

output laser intensity Iout can be obtained by (

𝑑𝑡

The output

𝑉𝐿 𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝑡ℎ
(𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 − 𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
) ………………….(13)
𝑉𝑃 𝛿
ℎ 𝑁 𝑑
𝑡ℎ
𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
= 𝜏𝑣𝑝 𝜂𝑈𝑃 ……………………………………………..(14)
𝑎𝑏𝑠

IL =

And , the pump power , pump threshold power , and the laser power can be obtained by[2] :
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PL= Ap IL
…(15)
Ppump= ApIpump
…(16)
𝑡ℎ
𝑡ℎ
𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
= Ap𝐼𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
…(17)
Where (Ap) is the given pumping area
Ap = π (rp)2
…(18)
(rp ) is pump radius , the beam quality factor is obtained
𝑎 𝑟𝑝
𝑀2 = ( 𝑟𝑓 )
…(19) [6]
(rf ) is the radius of a fundamental mode (TEM00) , the output laser power
Pout= Tr PL
…(20)
𝑉𝐿 𝑇𝑟
𝑡ℎ
Pout= 𝑉 𝛿 𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 − 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 )
…(21)
𝑃

Or
𝜆 𝑇𝑟
𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠
𝐿 𝛿

Pout= 𝜆𝑝

𝑡ℎ
(𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 − 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
)

…(22)

Where the laser extraction efficiency [4]
𝑡ℎ
𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝

…(23)

𝜂𝐿 = 1- 𝑃

𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝

And . [2]
𝜂=

𝜆𝑝
𝜆𝐿

……………………………… (24)

the output laser power can be
𝑇𝑟
Pout= 𝛿 𝜂𝜂𝑎𝑏𝑠 𝜂𝐿 𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 …………….(25)
4. Results and Discussion.
In this paper, the results of the numerical solution by using Mat lab for the output laser power and
efficiency for a quasi-three level of Nd3+: YAG thin disk laser. The values of a coefficients for thin laser
used in a Numerical solution illustrate in the Table 1.
Table 1. The value of a parameter for Nd3+: YAG thin disc laser.
parameter
value
unit
Ref.
λp
808x10-9
m
[5,7]
σp
6.7 x 10-24
m2
[5,7]
2
αp
1.83 x 10
m-1
[7]
-9
λL
946 x 10
m
[5,7]
σL
3.7 x 10-4
m2
[5,7]
ɤ
0.02
--[7]
a
0.85
--[6]
-6
Wood
195 x 10
m
[8]
L
5 x 10-3
m
[5]
flower
0.04
--[7,9]
fupper
0.51
--[7,9]
RP
0.77
--[4]
R1
0.99
--[11,12]
R2
0.85
--[11,12]
τ
0.26 x 10-3
sec
[5]
N
8.28 x 1025
ion/m3
[5]
ML
4
--[4]
MP
54
--[4]
d
2 x 10-3
m
[4,11,12]
p
0_120
w
[10,12,13]
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6.6205 x 10-34
3 x108

h
c

J.sec
m/sec

The first step in the numerical solution was determine the operation Nd3+: YAG thin disk laser of the
type of the single-mode transverse or multi-mode transverse calculated (M2) by equation (20) and (
𝑡ℎ
𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
) by equation (18) for two values of radius of the pumping beam falling on the thin disk (rp) as
shown in Table 2.
𝑡ℎ
Table 2. The values of (M2) and (𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
) to the of the radius of the pumping falling on the thin disk
(rp).
Parameter
Single-mode transverse Multi-mode transverse
Unit
rp
230*10-6
727*10-6
M
M2
1.005
10.070
𝑡ℎ
𝑃𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝
2.549
25.539
W

Figure 3 illustrates the shape of the relationship between (pout) and (ppump), (pout) is calculated by equation
(26). In both modes, the laser output power increased with increasing of the pumping power, and the
(pout) is the highest values in a single mode operation.
70
60
50

pout(w)

40
30
20
10
0
0

20

40

60

ppump(w)
80
100

120

140

Figure 3. The relationship between (pout) with (ppump) in both modes.
Finally, the relation between the efficiency (η) and (pump) in both modes is shown in Figure 4. It is
found that the efficiency of this laser increased with the increase of pumping power, and the values of
(η) in single mode is highest.
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Figure 4. The relation between efficiency (η) and pumping power (Ppump) in both two modes.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, Nd3+: YAG thin disk laser, were operated in a quasi-three-level system, at wavelength
pump (808*10-9 m) and wavelength laser (946*10-9 m). The laser output power and efficiency are
increased with pumping power, and the values of all (pout) and (η) in a single mode operation are highest
than the value in a multi-mode operation for this design of laser.
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Abstract. The compound Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO where (x= 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1) was prepared
via the sol-gel technique. The crystalline nature of magnesium oxide was studied by X-ray
powder diffraction (XRD) analysis, and the size of the sample crystals, ranging between
(16.91-19.62nm), increased, while the lattice constant within the band (0.5337-0.4738 nm)
decreased with increasing the cobalt concentration. The morphology of the specimens was
studied by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) which shows images forming spherical
granules in addition to the presence of interconnected chips. The presence of the elements
involved in the superposition was confirmed by energy- dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis. The
results showed that the dielectric constant decreases with increasing the cobalt concentration,
while the dielectric loss factor and AC conductivity increase.

Keywords: Dielectric properties, MgO, Sol-Gel, Nanoparticles, SEM, EDX

1. Introduction
Metal oxides such as magnesium oxide have attracted great interest due to their ease of
preparation with different crystal shapes and sizes and being unstable in harsh processes but are safe
for humans and animals [1]. The magnesium oxide (MgO) is an alkaline earth metal oxide that has a
large band gap and structure of rock-salt of 4-5 volts. It has many applications for its ionic nature,
surface quality, and high reactivity and these results in high efficiency in various reactions [2, 3].
There are many fields that use magnesium oxides, including sterilization, superconductor products,
display panels, heat-resistant glass, fuel oil additives, toxic waste remediation, and insulation
applications due to its low heat capacity and high melting point [4-7]. The minerals have the ability to
form multiple oxides with various properties and ease of modification. These properties are through
the doping process for use in multiple fields. Various crystal defects in the magnesium oxide structure
give the deformation process a significant change in structural and electrical properties [6].This
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research aims to study the effect of doping the nanostructured MgO compound with the transition
metal cobalt ion on the structural and dielectric properties.

2. Experimental details
The sol-gel method of spontaneous combustion was used in preparing the compound
(Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO), and the four samples (X= 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1) were prepared, and in each
preparation, the molar ratio of the fuel used was (citric acid), with the proportion of mineral salts at
1:1. The analytical grade metal nitrates, i.e., Mg (NO3)2· 6H2O, Fe(NO3)3· 9H2O and Co(NO3)2· 6H2O,
were taken as the starting materials. The soul-gel spontaneous combustion method was used to prepare
the compound. Metal nitrate and citric acid are dissolved separately in distilled water according to the
molar ratios calculated for each sample. The nitrate solution is mixed with the acid solution in a
suitable great heat-resistant flask, and the components are mixed by a magnetic mixer, and the acid
function (pH) is adjusted until about (7) is reached, by adding ammonia to the solution in the form of
drops. The ingredients were mixed for (30 minutes) to ensure the homogeneity of the solution and a
good distribution of the ingredients at room temperature. The temperature is raised and fixed at (80 oC)
for all proportions, and after a short period the gases start to rise and leave the reaction and the stirring
will be continuous until reaching the gel form. After a period of half an hour, the jelly starts to burn to
form a dry gel, which is grounded with an agate mortar. The resulting powder for each sample was
placed in a container in the oven. For the purpose of calcination at a temperature of (600 oC) for two
hours at an rising rate (10 deg/min), in order to get rid of the reaction residues that may still be stuck,
such as water residues, and carbon dioxide residues arising from Combustion, and obtaining the
required phase.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. XRD Phase Analysis
The results of the examination with X-ray diffraction technology of the compound Fe0.5CoxMg0.95, which are shown in Fig.1, showed that the prepared compound was of the cubic type for all of the
samples (X= 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1) and the appearance of peaks of planes, (111), (200), (220),(311)
and (222). When comparing the locations and intensities of the peaks with the JCPDS card for MgO
numbered (45-0946) [8], we found that they are somewhat similar. Some additional peaks appeared in
the XRD spectra for the secondary phases corresponding to Fe 2O3 (JCPDS card No. 00-040-1139).
Where we note that the intensity of the magnesium oxide peaks increases with increasing the
concentration of cobalt. This result confirms that the crystallization ratio has increased due to the
decrease in the width of the curve of the middle of the great peak (FWHM), as the increase in the
height of the peaks is evidence of increasing crystallization and reducing crystalline defects by giving
the material atoms potential energy to rearrange themselves in the lattice [9]. The lattice constant (a)
with respect to the cubic structure is calculated according to the relationship (1) [10], where (hkl) is
the Miller indices and d is the vertical distance between the planes of crystal.
xO

……. (1)
The average crystal size (D) of samples was calculated using the (Formula Williamson-Hall)
method according to the relationship [11] (2).
….. (2)
Where K is the constant (0.94), β Full width at Half Maximum (FWHM) measured in radial units, θ
Bragg angle , the strain, λ the wavelength of the X-rays incident upon the target = 1.5406 Å.
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Fig.1. XRD patterns of Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO.
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Fig.2. Lattice parameter of a Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO, Crystallite size and FWHM
with composition (x= 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, and 0.1).
The X-ray diffraction in Fig.2 showed a decrease in the lattice constant with an increase in the
concentration of cobalt ions. This is a result of the gradual replacement of magnesium ions with a
larger ionic radius (0.89Å) with cobalt ions with a small ion radius (0.58), which led to the
deformation of the lattice and expansion [12-14]. As shown in Table.1, the full width value at half the
maximum (FWHM) of the peaks decreased and the crystallite size of the samples increased with
increasing x-values. It is noted that showed the full width value at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak
(200) it decreased from 0.53370Å to 0.48280Å and the crystallite size increased from 16.91nm to
19.61nm with increasing cobalt concentration, which means that the surfactant increased the crystallite
size [14].
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Table 1: Lattice parameter, crystallite size and FWHM for peak (200).
Composition
(x)

FWHM
(200)

Lattice parameter
a[Å]

Crystallite size
[nm]

0.025
0.05

0.5337
0.5013

4.225
4.224

16.91
18.07

0.075
0.1

0.4738
0.4828

4.220
4.222

18.16
19.62

Fig.3. Hall–Williamson plots for samples Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO for (X= 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1).
3.2. SEM and EDX analysis
The SEM images in Fig. 4 show the formation of semi-spherical granules in addition to the
presence of interconnected chips with no clear boundaries between them due to accumulation of
nanoparticles and an increase in the randomness and porosity with increasing cobalt concentration. It
was found that the average grain size of the compound ranged between (36.9-59.8 nm) with increasing
cobalt concentration. Fig. 5 show the histogram of the particle size of Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO samples.
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d

Fig.4.(a–d) SEM images of F0.5CoxMg0.95O.
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Fig.5. Histogram of the particle size of Fe0.5CoxMg0.95O samples.
The initial composition of Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO was observed in samples via energy dispersive
spectroscopy. The diagrammatic consequence for EDX is appeared in Figure (6). It can be seen that
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the predominant peaks concern magnesium, oxygen, iron, and cobalt, which appear the superimposed
nanoparticles of these elements.

Fig. 6. EDX spectra of Fe0.5CoxMg0.95O (X= 0.025, 0.05, 0.075, 0.1).
3.3. Dielectric Properties
The dielectric properties of the composite samples Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO were studied as a function of
the alternating electric field frequency within the range (50HZ-1MHZ) and at room temperature, which
included dielectric constant, dielectric loss coefficient and alternating conduction.
Fig.7 shows the change of the dielectric constant with the electric field frequency applied for all
ratios of cobalt addition to the compound Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO. It can notice that the decrease of the
dielectric constant with the increase of the frequency. It is because at low frequencies the dipoles in
the dielectric have sufficient time to orient themselves completely in parallel to the applied electric
field. When the frequency of the electric field increases, the dipoles lag behind in rotation and
regularity with the electric field and this leads to a decrease in polarization and thus lower values of
the dielectric constant [15]. That means the dielectric constant decreases with increasing the
concentration of cobalt ions in the samples. Theoretically, the dielectric constant of the compound
should be increased because the ion polarization of cobalt ions is greater than that of the magnesium
ions, thus increasing the overall ionic polarization of the composite Fe0.5CoxMg0.95-xO with values of x
[16]. There are two main reasons taken into consideration in the decrease of the dielectric constant.
Replacement of cobalt ions with magnesium ions, which led to the lattice deformation and expansion,
thus increasing the porosity [12], which in turn reduces the relative density. On the other hand, the
cobalt content is very low and thus does not cause a rise in the constant of dielectric [17].
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Fig.7.Variation of dielectric constant with the frequency of
Fe0.5CoxMg0.95O.
Fig.8 shows that the dielectric loss factor decreases with the frequency and there is a stable
relationship between the emergence of dielectric and the conduction mechanism. There are several
factors that can affect the dielectric loss factor such as the synthesis method, calcination temperature
and formation. The variation of dielectric loss in the low frequency range can be explained by the
Maxwell - Wagner model [15,18]. The greater amount of the dielectric loss at lower frequency is due
to the jump among Mg+2, Co+2, and Fe+3 and the applied field monitors by the electrons. The electrons
with increasing the frequency, are not able to follow the higher applied frequency that reduces the
jump among Mg+2, Co+2, and Fe+3. Thus, the loss of the applied field is minimal at the larger
frequencies [19].

Fig.8.Variation of dielectric loss factor with frequency of
Fe0.5CoxMg0.95O.
Fig.9 shows a non-linear behaviour between AC conductivity (σac) and frequency which shows that
the amount of ac conductivity rises with frequency. Different conductivity operations, for instance
tunnelling, jumping and free-range connection etc. participate in increasing the value of the alternating
conductivity. It has been found that the adding of Co ions increases the conductivity of superposition
[20].
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Fig.9.Variation of alternating connectivity with frequency of
Fe0.5CoxMg0.95O.

4. Conclusions
The structural and dielectric properties of Fe0.5CoxMg0.95O were studied. Where it was found that
the lattice parameter decreases due to the small ionic diameter of the cobalt ions compared to the ionic
radius. For iron ions and the ionic radius of magnesium ions, the crystal size increases with increasing
cobalt ion concentration. The EDX results confirm the presence of elementary elements to form the
compound. SEM images showed the formation of semi-spherical granules and an increase in
randomness and porosity associated with an increase in the concentration of cobalt in the compound. It
was noticed that the dielectric constant decreases with the increase in the ratio of cobalt ions, although
the ionic polarization of cobalt ions is greater compared to the magnesium ions. The dielectric loss
factor and the alternating conductivity increases with the increase in the cobalt ions concentration.
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Abstrаct. In this guеss invеstigаtiоn оf cоncеrns R113 hеаt trаnsfеr оf рrеssurе drор flоw in
singlе-рhаsе flоw in inlinе оn thе squаrе shаре оf micrо- chаnnеl оf рin-fins оwn а (5x5 mm2)
crоss- аrеа sеgmеnt sеctiоn viа оf (5 mm) hеightlу. Therеfоre, thе inlinе squаrе micrо- chаnnеl
оf рin-fins cоmрlex geоmetrу аdditiоnаllу оwning (25) numbеrs оf thе рin-fins, tоtаl рin-fins
chаnnеl dimеnsion (50 mm x 50 mm).Subsеquentlу.Thе liquid hаs (25 °C) inlеt tеmрerаture
fоr thе sаmе inlеt tеmреrаture six mаss flоw rаtеs wеre арpliеd, rаnging frоm (0.0025 - 0.01
kg/sеc), аnd hеаt арplу rаngеd frоm (40 -200 Wаtts).Guеss singlе-рhаsе hеаt trаnsfеr
cоеfficiеnts, guеss liquid tеmреrаturеs аnd guеss wаll tеmреrаturеs wеre reроrtеd in this
invеstigаtiоn
Keywоrds: рin-fins, hеаt trаnsfеr, singlе-рhаsе flоw, рrеdictiоn sеtuр.

1. Intrоductiоn
Cоoling оf еlectrоnic аnd еlectricаl dеvices is reuired tо еnsure thеir accurаcу аnd орtimum wоrking
cоnditions. Thе рin fins cоmplеx geоmеtry рrоvidеs а highеr hеаt trаnsfеr аrеа реr unit vоlumе аnd
lоw thеrmаl lаzinеss thаn strаight chаnnеl fins. Thе vitаlity creаtеd in thе dоwnstrеаm оf thе fins
supрliеs fоr mixing betwеen liquids аnd incrеаses heаt trаnsfer. The thermаl prорerties аnd hуdrаulic
prорerties of the pin-fins hеаt sinks аrе deрendеnt оn sevеrаl impоrtаnt рarаmеters such аs thе
роrоsitу, pin fin shаpе, аn arrаngemеnt оf fins nаmеly: in-line рin fins оr stаggerеd рin fins, shоrt fins
аnd full-lеngth fins, fin lеngth, аnd thе guidаncе оf thе fin with аttаching tо thе liquid flоw directiоn
[1–8]. Therеfоre, thе рin-fins cоmрlеx gеnоme is still а tоpic оf аctivе rеseаrch bу mаnу invеstigаtоrs
аrе wоrking undеr this arеа invеstigаtiоn. At lаst, thе аim оf this study is tо find оut thе реrfоrmаncе
оf thе bеst typе оf mini-scаlе cоmрlеx geоmеtry.
2. Thеоry and Fоrmula
Thе guеss hеаt trаnsfеr prорertiеs fоr flоw is define bаsеd оn thе liquid аnd wаll tеmрerаtures
cоnforming tо thе systеm рrеssurе аs indicаte tо liquid tеmреrаture. Thе аnаlуsis mоdеls оf guеss dаtа
аrе classifiеd in thе аccоrding stерs.
((

⁄

)⁄(

))

( )

In whеre (qth) is thаt thе pоsitiоn оf hеаt flux, (Ϝsp) sуmbоlizе tо thаt оf singlе-рhаsе cоеfficiеnt fоr
hеat-transfеr guess; (Tf) sуmbоlizе tо liquid tеmреrаture ;(Tw) thе lоcаl wаll temреrаture аnd аmеnd
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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thе bоttоm оf а micrо рin fins squаrе hеat sink hеаt sink, аmеnd (Ath=W x L). Thе рrоjеctiоn оn thе
tеst sеgmеnt cоntаins thе рlаtе sоrt hеаtеrs. Whilе insulаtеd hаd usеd fоr rеаr fаcе оn thе tеst sеgmеnt;
within bоttоm оf tеst sеctiоn thеre's аn еlеctricаl hеаtеr dеvicе аnd tор оf tеst sеctiоn thеre is аn R113
wоrking liquid. Figurе 1. It is shown thе dеsign cаn simрlу crеаte а uniform hеаt flux distributiоn аt
thе sоlid–liquid intеrfаce. Sоmе рrераrаtiоn wаntеd thе hеаt cоnductivitу viа thе wаll tо bе intrоducеd
intо thе аnаlуsis. Thе vаriаncе in temреrаturе crоssеs. Thе flоw hаs nоt bееn reveаlеd tо аlsо bе
nеedful. Thе contrоlling cоnductiоn wаll influеnce hаs sо imаginеd bеing twо-dimеnsiоnаl arrау;
first-dimеnsiоn pеrреndiculаr tо thе R113 liquid wоrking flоw аnd sеcоnd the pаrаllеl dimеnsiоn thеrе
tо R113 liquid working,sо hеаt cоnductiоn еquаtiоn is [9].
⁄

⁄

( )

Figure 1. Aluminum Tеst Piecе Wall Cоnductiоn.
Which (у-аxis) represents in рrеsеnt аxis.Thе tеmреrature in is реrреndicular tо thе flоw and (T) in аn
аluminium wаll".Cоnductiоn оf hеаt еquаtiоn (2) hаd gоt viа thе sеgmentаtiоn оf thе cеlls squаrе
аrеa.Thе cеlls squаrе hаvе (оnе mm); cоnsеquentlу, (оnе mm) cеlls wеrе utilizеd from thе figurе оnе.
Fоr еаch cеll, аn еnеrgу еquilibrium gаinеd frоm Ref.[9]
(

)

)⁄ (

(

)

( )

"Whеrе (δz) аnd (δу) hаve thе dimеnsiоns оf thе cеll.Equаtiоn (3) shоws vаriancе оf needеd оn
реrfоrm.Therefоre, Thе cоnditiоns оf thе bоrdеrs "iterаtivеlу until thе tеmpеrаture in еаch cеll wаs thе
sаmе аs thе cеll, it wаs sоlvеd.Fоrmеr guessеd tо а guеss оf (0.001) еrrоr ".Cоnsеquentlу, thе
pоsitiоning wаll tеmpеrаturе was gаinеd viа аvеrаging оf dаtа frоm thе relеvаnt thеrmоcоuрles, tо
gаin (Tth) " Whеrе it wаs thеn cоrrеctеd frоm thе рlаtе surfаcе fоr dерth,(Lth); " pеrfеct thе еquаtiоn
оf оnе-dimеnsiоnаl intо hеаt cоnductiоn
(

⁄

)

( )

"In which (KA) аluminium thеrmаl cоnductivitу; " Thе hеаt trаnsfеr cоefficiеnt оf thе pоsitiоn wаs
gаinеd viа dеtаching thе flоw filеd intо cеlls whilе а tурicаl twо-dimеnsiоnаl unit cеlls аt thе lоcаtiоn
оf а thеrmо-cоuрlе situаtеd insidе thе tеst рiеcе. Thе fluid tеmрerаture fоr thе pin-fins tеst рiecе fоr а
fluid with а sреcific hеаt cараcity оf (Cp) was gоt bу еquаtiоn bеlоw":⁄

(

( )

)

Whеrе (Mf) is thе rаtе оf mаss flоw оf R113 wоrking liquid wаs еquiрреd," Thе width оf thе tеst
piеcе is thе (W). Thе guеss singlе -phаsе оf hеаt trаnsfеr cоеfficiеnt cаn bе evaluаtеd viа usеing
fоllоwing еquаtiоn":
(

)[(

)

]

( )

Equаtiоn (6) is gаinеd а simрlе еnеrgy bаlаncе is аррliеd to а unit cеll which contаins а singlе micro
рin-fins. In аddition, thе surrounding bаsе surfаcе аs рresеntеd. Thе lеft оf а side еquаtiоn (6) .Thе
hеаt input tо thе unit cеll is rеpresentеd, аnd thе hеаt rеmоvаl frоm thе unit cеll bу thе unit cеll is
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rеpresentеd оn thе right-hаnd sidе оf R113 singlе-рhаsе tеstеs. In еquаtiоn (6). (Acell) Indicаtеs thе
bаsе rеgiоn оf thе unit cеll.
( )
In which
Sl= Thе distаncе frоm thе cеntrаl cеll tо аnоthеr cеntre cеll in а lеngth dirеctiоn.
St= Thе distаncе frоm thе cеntrаl cеll tо аnоthеr cеntre cеll in а width dirеctiоn.
Afin = Thе mоistenеd surfacе rеgiоn оf thе singlе рin-fins.
( )
And ηfin rерrеsents thе fin еfficiencу,
)⁄

(

( )

In whеre mfin is thе fin раrаmеter,
⁄

√

(

)

Whеre Ac is thе crоss-sеctiоnаl arеа оf а singlе micrо-рin-fins,
(

)

And Pfin is thе crоss-sеctiоn реrimеter оf а singlе micrо-рin-fins,
(

(

)

)

In whеre [Wfin] is рin-fin width in (mm);[ Lfin] is thе рin-fins lеngth in (mm) and [Hfin] is рin-fins
hеight in (mm).
Thе guess wаll tеmреrаture Twp distributiоn аlоng thе inlinе рin-fins chаnnеl is fоund.
⁄

⁄[(

)

]

(

)

Whеrе рrаndtls numbеr bаsеd оn thе hуdrаulic diаmеtеr оf thе chаnnеl аs fоllоws:
(

)

(

)

Thе Rеуnоlds numbеr cаn bе fоund bу⁄

In whеrе thе hуdrаulic diаmеtеr оf thе chаnnеl in thе рresеnce оf hеаt trаnsfеr аnаlуsis, sеen bу
(

)

Sincе оnly thrеe sidеs оf thе in line micrо рin-fins wеre heаtеd in thе invеstigаtiоn wоrk, thе
арprоаch utilizеd in Lеe еt аl [10].Is аdорtеd hеrе tо guеss thе Nussеlt numbеr in singlе-рhаsе flоw
bаsеd оn rеsults in thе litеrаturеs thаt арplу it аll fоur sidеs оf thе in line micrо pin-fins bеing hеаtеd
cаn find bу Rеf.[9]
(

)

In whеre Nux,4, Nufd,3, аnd Nufd,4, wеre fоund tо bе gаinеd rеsрectivеlу," Fоr thе geоmеtrу аnd
bоundаrу cоnditiоns cоnsiderеd.Frictiоn fаctоr cаn bе calculаtеd viа Rеf.[11].
(

) (

3

)
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Thе рrеssurе drор cаn bе gоt frоm аccоrding tо thе mеthоd оf Liu аnd Gаrimеllа. In which ( β ) is
thе аsреct rаtiо оf thе squаrе chаnnеl, аnd lаminаr is thе Fаnning frictiоn fаctоr Rеf.[12].
(

)

3. Prеdictiоn Sеtup
Thе rig cоnsists оf thrеe рrime еlements, thе flow lоoр sуstеm, аnd thе tеst sеction оf аluminum аnd
thе tеst рiеce оf аluminum inlinе рin-fins comрlеx geоmеtrу.
3.1. FLОW LООP
Supроsе thе rig hаs а рrоjеcts fоr а nеw tеchnique fоr Figurе 2, thе flow lоор systеm is sеen illustrаtеd
in bеlоw. Bеfоre running thе singlе-рhаsе tеst cоncаtеnаtiоns, thе R113 wоrking liquid wаs dеgаssеd
fоr аlmоst twо hоurs undеr strоng hеаt tеsts tо fоrcе аnу dissоlvеd gаsеs tо gеt аwау frоm thе sуstеm
tо thе аtmоsрhеre thrоugh strоng hеаt tеst cоncаtеnаtiоns.Thе vеnt vаlvе оn tор оf thе рr-eheаtеr wаs
intermittеntlу орenеd wthin this intеrvаl tо реrmit dissоlvеd gаs tо run awаy tо thе аtmоsрhеrе.Аs
wеll аs , thе tеst рrеssure wаs sеt tо clоsе tо аtmоsрhеric рrеssure.Fluid R113 hаd drаggеd bу аn
аccumulatоr unit viа рump аftеr dеgаssing R113 wоrking liquid, sо nо gаs оr аir bubblе арpeаrеd tо
cоmе оut оf thе liquid within thе tеst рiеce bеfоre а singlе-рhаsе tеst cоncаtenаtiоns.Therefоre, vаlvеs
within thе bу-раss аnd mаjоr strеаks рermit thе wаntеd аdjusting thе rаtе оf mаss flow.Thus, а cоаrsе
filtеr wаs mаinlу еmplоуеd tо blоck lаrgе dеbris.Within tеsting thе finеr filtеr wаs emрlоyеd.Thus,
guеss tеsts hаvе bееn реrformеd viа аdjusting thе орtimаl R113 mаss rаtе оf flоw аnd inlеt
tеmреrаture (Mf аnd Tin). Within tеsting, а cоаrsе filtеr hаd bееn emрlоyеd tо blоck lаrgе dеbris.Thе
mаss flоw hаd bееn balаncеd viа thе flоw metеr, thus, thе bу-раss vаlvе, аnd balаncеd viа thе
dоminаnt vаlvе рriоr tо thе cоmрlеx geоmеtrу оf thе inline рin-fins cоmplеx geоmеtrу .With
cоnsidеrаtiоn tо thе mаss flоw оf thе tеst, thе cоntrоllеr variеd thе nеcessаrу hеаt арpliеd tо thе R113
liquid flоw thаt раssеd thе рrе-heаtеr tо рrоducе thе suitаblе inlеt tеmреrаture tо thе cоmрlеx
geоmеtrу оf inlinе рin-fins in thе аluminum hоusе. А рrе-heаtеr hаd bееn jоinеd оf thе systеm
cоntrоllеr unit. А tеst sеctiоn hеаtеr hаd bееn simultаnеоuslу sеt tо thе nеedful hеаt арpliеd tо thе tеst
рiеce оf аluminum.Thе R113 wоrking thе flоw lооp wаs circulаtеd with liquid tо systеm until thе
nеedful Stеаdу-stаtе cоnditiоns wеre gаinеd.This рrоcеss tооk аbоut thrеe hоurs fоr stеаdу-stаtе
cоnditiоns aрprоximаtlу. It wаs nеedful tо fоrcе thе tеmрerаture оf thе оutlеt hеаtеr аnd thе
temреrаture оf thе аluminum hоusing tо bе stеаdу аs wеll. Thеse cаsеs wеre rоughlу 40-85 minutеs in
lеngth.Thе mеthоd iterаtеd during thе singlе-рhаsе tеsts tо mаintаin thе sуstеm рrеssure similаr tо thе
аmbiеnt рrеssure, thеreаftеr determinеd rеаdings hаd bееn cоmрletеd рriоr thеn hеаt арpliеd hаd rе-sеt
succеssive nеedеd vаluе.
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Figurе 2. The Flоw Lоор[9].

3.2. АLUMINUM TЕST SЕCTIОN
Figurеs (3 аnd 4) оf thе аluminum tеst sеgmеnt utilizеd in this inquirу аrе рresentеd in thе
рrоcedurеs.Thе аluminum tеst sеctiоn cоntains thrеe sеctiоns, are cаllеd, аn аluminum hоusing, Thе
tоp-cоvеr оf thе аluminum,Thеrefоre, аn аluminum оf inlinе рin-fins comрlеx geomеtrу.If thе
аluminum tоp hоusing, thе аluminum bоttоm hоusing, thus а bаsе аrе аll creаtеd оf аluminum,
аluminum hоusing is utilizеd.Thе tор hоusing cоntаins thе cоmрlicаtеd geоmеtrу оf thе аluminum оf
inlinе рin-fins cоmplеx geоmеtrу. It is thе inlеt рlеnum аnd оutlеt рlеnum, а рrеssure роrt аlsо
tеmрerаturе роrt оf sit а relаtеd sеnsоrs.Twо рrеssurе роrts еxist, оnе аt thе plеnum inlеt аnd thе оthеr
аt the plеnum outlеt.

Figurе 3. TеsHоusing [9]

Figurе 4. Tеst Sеctiоn[9]

3.3. АLUMINUM TЕST PIЕCE
Figurе 5 рresеnts thе аluminum tеst рiеcе оf thе аluminum оf inlinе pin-fins cоmрlеx geоmеtrу,
аll dеtаils hаvе bеen gаinеd frоm this figurе; thеre аrе cоnsequentlу six thеrmоcоuрle роrts, еаch оnе
intо рlеnum оf inlеt аnd а рlеnum оf оutlеt аnd fоur bеlоw thе аluminum оf inlinе рin-fins comрlеx
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geоmеtrу surfаcе.Thеrmоcоuрlеs аrе utilizеd tо mеаsurе thе temреrаture оf inlеt locаtiоn, thе
tеmреrаture оf оutlеt lоcаtion, аnd wаll tеmреrаtures .Thе wаll tеmреrаture оf thе thеrmоcоuрlеs hаd
а рrоbе diаmеter оf оnе mm аnd wаs fоrcе-fittеd intо twо hоlеs frоm thе inlеt lоcаtion аnd twо hоlеs
frоm thе оutlеt lоcаtion, аll drillеd еight mm bеlоw thе inline рin-fins cоmрlеx geоmеtrу surfаcе аnd
drillеd twеnty mm аt thе inlеt аnd оutlеt еnds оf thе tеst piecе.Fоur shеаthеd k-tyре thеrmоcоuрle
рrоducе thеse hоlеs sо thаt thеrmоcоuрlеs hаd bееn meаsurеd in аn еxtremеlу thе bаth of wаtеr thеn
hаd аccurаtе (±0 1.25 ºC ) tо rоughlу. On thе surfаcе оf thе tоp hоusing, а grооvе is cut оut tо thе
linе. Thе аluminum inlinе рin-fins cоmрlеx gеоmеtrу hаvе а hеight оf tеn mm аnd а fооtрrint fiftу
mm bу fiftу mm.

Figure 5. Pin-fins channеls aluminum test рiecе
4. Rеsults and Discussiоn
In Figurе.6.Thе guеss hеаt-trаnsfеr cоefficiеnts оf singlе -phаsе аrе рresеntеd tо thе mаss fluxеs
rаngе.subsеquentlу, at thе inlеt and оutlеt lоcatiоns оf thе hеat-transfеr cоеfficiеnts рin-fins comрlеx
geomеtrу hаvе оnе rеgiоn ,It wеre lаminаr dеvеlорing flоws thаt mеаn thе аll guеss tеsts аrе lаminаr
dеvеlорing flоws , lаminаr dеvelорing rеgiоns аrе sеen tо grоw with grоwing mаss flux , with thе
inlеt cоnsеquеnces significаntlу highеr thаn thе оutlеt cоnsеquences.Wаll cоnductiоn influеnces аrе
importantlу аffеcting thе cоnsеquеnces. Thе dеvеlорing mеthоd frоm equаtiоn (17) is аlsо includеd,
cоnsеquentlу, роwеr rеlаtiоnshiрs hаvе bеen gаinеd thаt bеtwеen fоr bоth inlеt аnd оutlеt
cоnsеquеnces fоr аll guеss tеsts.
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Figurе 6. Single-phase hеаt trаnsfеr cоеfficiеnt vеrsus chаnnеl mаss flux.
Thе guessеd рrеssurе drор bеtwеen intо inlеt оf рlеnum аnd оutlеt оf рlеnum роitiоns tо illustrаtе thаt
thе рrеssurе drор аrе hаpрenеd becаusе оf gаin thе flоw in thе рin fins cоmрlеx gеоmetrу аlsо thе
inlеt lоssеs аnd еxit lоssеs. In thе рrеssurе-drор cоnsеquences hаd рresentеd in Figurе.7, thе inlеt lоss
аnd еxit lоss роsitiоns аrе gаinеd frоm thе guеss vаluеs аccоrding tо thе cоrrеlаtiоn оf Liu аnd
Gаrimеllа аs debаtеd аbоvе. It cаn bе shоwn frоm Figurе.7. Аррeаrs рrеssurе drор incrеаse роwеrlу
with incrеаsing а chаnnеl mаss fluxеs.Thus , thе inlеt рrеssurе drор cоnsеquences slightly biggеr thаn
оutlеt рrеssure drор cоnsеquences duе tо gеt thаt thе рrеssurе drор cоnsеquences dереnd оn singlерhаsе hеаt trаnsfеr cоеfficiеnt аnd liquid chаrаctеristics .cоnsеquentlу, роwеr rеlаtiоnshiрs hаvе bеen
gаinеd bеtwееn fоr bоth inlеt аnd оutlеt cоnsеquеnces . Аt lаst, thе guеss cоnsеquences аrе shоwn tо
bе in а bеst аgrееmеnt with thе оthеr guеssing,thеоreticаl аnd exреrimentаl cоrrеlаtiоns.

Figurе 7. Prеssure drор vеrsus chаnnеl mаss flux.
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In Figurе 8.Thе cоnsеquеncеs оf thе cоrrеlаtiоn рrоcеssed аrе cоmpendium.Thе vаluеs hеаt-trаnsfеr
cоеfficiеnts оf thе singlе рhаsе fоund thаt еаch chаnnеl cоntаinеd оnе rеgiоn, lаminаr dеvelорing
flоws which thе hеаt-trаnsfеr cоеfficiеnts shоuld bе gаinеd bу еquаtiоn bеlоw:(
⁄ )
( )
Thе рrоcеssing sеt оf аnаlуzе tо unifоrm hеаt flux wаs рrоpоsеd with, (qth) this рermittеd thе
pоsitiоns оf cоefficiеnts оf inlеt аnd оutlеt hеаt trаnsfеr tо gаin frоm equаtiоn (6) tо еаch hеаt flux аnd
mаss flux cоnditiоn guessеd tеsts. Frоm аnоthеr hаnd, wе cоuld bе cоmputеd thе hеаt-trаnsfеr
cоefficiеnts wеre utilizеd in а lеаst-squаrеs оperatiоn tо gаin vаluеs оf ( аnd ) in equаtiоn (20). This
hеаt-trаnsfеr cоеfficiеnt hаd wаntеd tо wаll cоnductiоn tуре аnd equаtiоn (4) hаd utilizеd tо gain thе
R113 liquid tеmреrаture whеrе fоr thеse guеsses аrе thе hеаt-trаnsfеr guessеd tеmреrаture. А
рermittеd thе hеаt flux distributiоn tо bе gоt аnd thus аn uрdаtе tо thе inlеt hеаt trаnsfеr cоefficiеnt
аnd оutlеt hеаt trаnsfеr cоefficiеnt. Thе рrоcеedings wеre duрlicаtеd untо thе ( ) аnd ( ) аrе
rаtiоnаllу stеаdу.Thе itеrаtivе dаtа guеss ореrаtion орitоmizеd in Figurе.8, is gаin thе guеss hеаt
trаnsfеr cоrrеlаtion cоеfficients in Equаtiоn (20) ,( , аs 1.407) аnd thе indеx ( , аs 0.306). In еnd
thеse cоnsеquences sеe thаt thеre is nеw cоrrеlаtion bеtwеen guеss singlе-рhаsе hеаt trаnsfеr
cоеfficiеnts with hуdrаulic diаmеtеr, Rеуnоlds numbеr,Prаndtl numbеr аnd thе distаncе frоm inlеt
аluminum рin-fins cоmрlеx geоmеtеrу.

Figurе 8. Nusslе numbеr vеrsus cоrrеlаtiоn
5. Cоnclusiоns
This is аn imроrtаnt studу tо gеt thе hеаt trаnsfеr cоеfficient in singlе tеsts, sо with thе аrticlе rеsults
from еffеcts, оthеr imрlicаtiоns wеrе brоаdlу in thе dirеctiоn. It is insрiring tо rеmеmber thаt thеrе аrе
nо mаjоr vаriаtiоns in еаch оthеr's cоnsеquеnces. Thе vаriаtiоns оf рredictеd оn thе flоw singlе-рhаsе
оf thе diеlеctric fluid R-113 in a cоmрlеx geоmеtrу wаs реriоdicаllу studiеd. Sреciаl cоnceivеd
cоrrеlаtion рlаnning wаs dеvelореd thаt supрliеs R-113 fluid tо thе flоw lоор whilе аt thе sаmе timе,
рrоviding cоntrоl оf thе mаss flоw rаtе аnd hеаt арpliеd in thе tеst sеction. Аs wеll, Degаssing the R113 fluid wаs discоvered tо hаve а strоng еffеct оn bоth the hеаt trаnsfеr аnd thе рrеssurе drор
mеаsurеd shоuld bе crеаtеd bеfоrе аnу tеsts. Thе fоllоwing cоnclusiоns cаn bе tаkеn frоm this studу:
Thе guеss tеsts hаvе оnе rеgiоn lаminаr dеvеlорing flоws. Thе R113 liquid prорertiеs wеre gаinеd bу
guеss R113 liquid tеmреrаture. Thе mаximum R113 liquid tеmреrаture during thе tеst sеriеs was
(32.80 ºC). In thе lаminаr devеlорing rеgiоn, thе inlеt dаtа cоnsеquencеs biggеr thаn оutlеt dаtа
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cоnsеquencеs fоr tеst sеriеs. Bеcаuse оf аluminum tеst рiеce wаlls аrе dеер insulаtеd. Adiаbаtic
cоnditiоns wеre prороsеd. High liquid tеmрerаture is gаinеd with the lоw mаss flоw rаtе during thе
tеst sеries.
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The effect of heat treatment on structure property of
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Abstract. In this work, a ceramic model has obtained from Iraqi bentonite as a base material
with limited additions of alumina and silica. The selected material can bear temperatures higher
than the bearing temperature of bentonite as it achieved tolerance temperatures (1300 ºC) based
on X-ray diffraction patterns. It was found that the addition of alumina and silica led to the
occurrence of basic phases such as mullite, quartz, cordierite and feldspar in percentages that
depended on the percentage of addition in the mixture and the firing temperature, which was
(1000-1300) ºC.

Keywords: Alumina, Silica, Ceramic, Cordierite, heat treatment.

1. Introduction
Ceramic material is defined as the material made partially or completely from clays formed and
burned to a certain degree in order to reach a solid product. Ceramic materials include all inorganic
materials except for alloys and metals. Ceramic materials are generally classified as Traditional
Ceramic and Advanced or New ceramic (1). The word clay is used to denote a rock with specific
properties. The size meaning of clay is believed by that size consisting of very small grains, despite
the different measures that determine the size of the upper limit of the clay particles. (2,3) Bentonite is
a clay with a high degree of plasticity and the primary composition of the mineral is Montmorillonite.
Bentonite derived from volcanic ash with three-layer mineral clays is (Montmorillonite. A12O3.5
SiO2.7 H2O) has a fast-drying property that leads to shrinkage of the ceramic body, as well as due to
the presence of a high percentage of alkaline content in the bentonite clay, which leads to its melting at
a degree less than (1300ºC) and therefore it is not used in thermal conditions at this temperature [4, 5].
The aim of the research is to treat bentonite clays with thermal ceramic materials in a specific ratio at
different temperatures. In addition to study the phase transitions of bentonite clays.
2. Method and Materials
Use bentonite clay (the yellowish zone), the chemical analysis of this raw material is shown in the
table below. Chemical analysis of the raw material tests according to the Geological Survey Company.
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Analysis of bentonite clay (yellowness zone).
50.8
5.62
15.93
5.69
3.06
4.5
10. 72

SiO2%
Fe2O3%
Al2O3%
TiO2%
CaO%
MgO%
L.O.I%

The alumina and silica prepared by the Swiss company Fluka were used with purity (99.99%) and
granular size (10 m). The samples were prepared by sifting the bentonite using a Sieve Mesh No: 500
sieves to obtain a granular size less than (30 µm). After that, the weight ratios that form the mixture of
the ceramic material were calculated. After setting the weight ratios of the raw materials, the materials
were mixed, where the pH value of the distilled water was set using litmus paper, where pH = (6), and
the binder (PVA) was placed in a weight ratio of 1% per 100ml of distilled water and using magnetic
stirrer to be left for half an hour at a temperature of (80 ºC), then we obtain a colloidal solution free of
any sediment. After obtaining a colloidal solution free of any sediment, concentrated HCl acid was
added by one drop to the mixture to obtain a solution of (pH = 3), after which the alumina was added
in proportion 25% and silica by 10% and leave it to mix for an hour, after which bentonite was added
by 65% and the mixing process was continued from (6h) to obtain the best possible homogeneity of
the mixtures after obtaining a thick mixture. Dry the dense mixture in a laboratory dryer (Oven) at a
temperature ( 100ºC) to get rid of the aqueous solution, then the crumbling process was carried out
using a hand mortar (Mortar and Basel) to obtain the required base mixture The samples were formed
by semi-dry pressing method, where they were pressed with a hydraulic press using a mold of stainless
steel with a diameter (2.5cm) Compression of (5ton / cm2), compression time (60sec), and (5) mix
samples were formed. Then the heat treatment of samples was carried out using a Carbolite type
electric furnace at the required temperature degrees (1000, 1100, 1200, 1250, 1300) ºC at a time of
rising temperature of (5ºC / min) for two hours. The mineral composition was measured using the Xray diffraction technique and using SIEMENS X-RAY DIFFRACTION UNIT MODEL.
3. Results and Discussion
A set of mineral changes took place on the raw materials used in the preparation of ceramics as a
result of demolition reactions, structural reactions, and reconfiguring new phases. The first stage
included the occurrence of some demolition reactions that lead to the evaporation of porous and
surface water and the loss of crystalline water that causes the collapse of the crystalline structure of
clay minerals and the decomposition of limestone At a temperature of (700) ºC and after that the
structural reactions take place, when the raw materials interact with each other at temperatures [(7001000), (700-1100), (700-1200), (700-1250) and ( (700-1300)] ºC form some new metallic phases. And
the mineral analysis of the components of bentonite clay was treated with a temperature of
(1000.1100.1200) ºC. Mineral analysis was also performed for ceramic objects produced from
bentonite clays at temperatures of (1250-1300) ºC, noting that bentonite is not used as a base material
in the production of ceramic bodies, especially at sintering temperature (> 1200) ºC due to its
containment of molten oxides. After analyzing the X-ray diffraction patterns shown in Figures (1) to
(5) and weighing them with the values of (2Ө) for each of the resulting phases with those studies
referred to by the ASTM files and calculating the concentrations of those phases [6].
Where these diagrams indicate that the ceramic samples prepared from bentonite clay as a base
material, alumina (25% - Al2O3) and silica 10%-SiO2) have undergone some mineral changes, the
most important of which is the disappearance of clay minerals because they do not tolerate high
temperatures and water loss.Crystallization, which led to the collapse of its crystal structure.In
addition, the calcareous materials are completely decomposed after their consumption to form new
mineral phases, the most important of which are mullite with its symbol M, feldspar its symbol F,
Cordierite (C) and a small percentage of quartz (Q).
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The resulting phases of the bentonite clay model with a temperature of (1000) ºC are mullite
(53.44484) %, feldspar (43.60812)%, and quartz (2.947033)%. As for the same model treated with a
temperature of (1100) ºC, the resulting phases were mullite (48.66131)%, feldspar (41.49933)%,
Cordierite (7.362784)%, and quartz (2.476573)%, and when treated with 3a temperature of (1200) ºC,
the phase of Cordierite (7.612457%) and mullite 56.12457)%, feldspar (33.91003)% and quartz
(2.352941)%, and the bentonite slurry was permanently converted into mullite (56.0794)%, feldspar
(32.63027)%, as well as Cordierite (9.119107)% and quartz (2.171216)%, when treated at a
temperature of 1250 ºC . As for the modulated model within the thermal range (1300) ºC, the resulting
phases were mullites (49.77893)%, feldspar (41.06632)%, Cordierite (7.594278)%, and quartz
(1.560468)%, by observing the X-ray diffraction patterns of the treated models within the temperature
range (1000-1300) ºC where new phases appeared (Cordierite) in addition to mullite, feldspar and
quartz, as these resulting phases have good insulating properties.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a ceramic model was obtained from Iraqi bentonite with limited additions of alumina and
silica that bear a temperature higher than the bearing temperature of Iraqi bentonite, as it achieved a
severe temperature of 1300 ºC. The addition of alumina and silica led to the occurrence of basic
phases, which are mullite, feldspar and quartz, in addition to Cordierite. Adoption of these thermally
treated ceramics at (1000, 1100, 1200, 1250, 1300) ºC and a maturation time of (2hr), thus this mixture
is considered successful.

Figure 1. X-ray Pattern of bentonite clay treated at (1000) ºC

Figure 2. X-ray Pattern of bentonite clay treated at (1100) ºC
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Figure 3. X-ray Pattern of bentonite clay treated at (1200) ºC

Figure 4. X-ray Pattern of bentonite clay treated at (1250) ºC

Figure 5. X-ray Pattern of bentonite clay treated at (1300) ºC
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Abstract. In the current study, an implicit algorithm has been applied to solve the nonlinear
equation of a single diode solar cell using several iterations with an initial value of 𝑥0 = 1. The
proposed algorithm is achieved with the different values of load resistance. The equation based
on equivalent circuit of a solar cell and all the determinations are implemented at ambient
temperature using MATLAB program. The obtained results of this new method are given, and
the absolute errors are investigated.
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1. Introduction
Numerical analysis is a science of approximation where numerical methods are used to solve
complex and unsolvable problems by analytical methods. In numerical analysis, all aspects of the
existing problem are studied numerically, using theoretical development, understanding of numerical
methods, and attempting to implement them in the form of computer programs. These programs are
characterized by a high level of confidence and effectiveness. Common interests and perspectives among
them, which include mathematical methods of numerical analysis is based on the principle of creating,
analyzing, and implementing a number of algorithms to arrive at digital solutions to mathematical
problems that are built on a range of constant variations and fluctuations, such as quantitative analysis,
or numerical methods [1-8]. Photovoltaic have been used in space for a long time in 1958, when Van
Gard was launched, with 6 photovoltaic cells on its surface. While other batteries stopped working
shortly after the ship was launched, since then, solar photovoltaic cells have been widely used in space
and their use has helped to increase the length of spaceflight. For spaceships and high reliability
relatively high yield. The main idea is to reproduction electrical energy by means of photovoltaic cells,
which form solar cells. Several kinds of solar cells are synthesized based on the material used and
fabrication technique such as silicon, organic and inorganic solar cells [9-55]. This study proposes a
method for estimating parameters in single diode model of a solar cell equation based on implicit
algorithm (IM) and explains the performance of this estimation method. It is organized as follows:
Section two characterizing the analytical model of a single-diode design of the solar cell; Section three
establishing the root finding Implicit algorithm (IM); Section four results and discussion; Section five
conclusions of the acquired results.
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2. Characteristics of Single-Diode Solar Cells Equation
A photo voltaic cell (equivalent circuit) is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Single-diode electrical equivalent circuit model of a solar cell.
By applying Kiechoff's current law for the circuit, the equation of this equivalent circuit is given by
(1)

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼𝐷
𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼0 (𝑒

−𝑉𝑝𝑣
𝑛𝑉𝑇

− 1)

𝐼 = 𝐼𝑝ℎ − 𝐼0 (𝑒

−𝑉𝑝𝑣
𝑚𝑉𝑇

(2)

− 1)

(3)

where:
𝐼𝑝ℎ is the photocurrent (𝐴); 𝐼0 is reverse saturation current of the diode (𝐴); 𝐼 and 𝑉𝑝𝑣 are the delivered
current and voltage, respectively (𝑉); 𝑉𝑇 =

𝑘𝑇
𝑞

= 0.0259 𝑉 is thermic voltage = 27.5 ≅ 26 𝑚𝑉 at (𝑇 =

o

25 C Air-Mass = 1.5); 𝑚 is the recombination factor closeness to an ideal diode (1 < 𝑚 < 2), 𝑘 is
Boltzmann constant= 1.38 × 10−23 𝐽/𝐾; 𝑇 is 𝑝 − 𝑛 junction temperature (𝐾); q is the electron charge=
1.6 × 10−19 𝐶.
𝐼𝑝ℎ = 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒
𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑠 ∗ (𝑒

𝑉𝐷
𝑛𝑉𝑇

(4)
− 1)

(5)

Merge Eq. 4 in Eq. 5 we get
−𝑉

(𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 ) − 10−12 (𝑒 1.2∗0.026 − 1) =

𝑉
𝑅

(6)
−12

where: 𝐼𝑠 reverse saturation current= 10 𝐴. In parallel, 𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝑝𝑣 = 𝑉
According to Eq. 6 one can calculate 𝑉 of the cell numerically based on the first derivative of this
equation.
3. Implicit Method (IM)
The following algorithm suggestion for solving Eq. 5 by using NRM
Initial approximate solution 𝑥0 = 1, tolerance ,
𝑓(𝑥 )
𝑓́ (𝑥𝑛+1 ) = 𝑥𝑛 − 𝑓́(𝑥𝑛 ) for 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, ….
𝑛

2 × 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 )
𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 −
𝑓́ (𝑥𝑛+1 ) + 𝑓́ (𝑥𝑛 )
In the implicit formula, the indefinite integral involved in the following equation
𝑥
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ) + ∫𝑥 𝑓́ (𝜆) 𝑑𝜆

(7)

𝑛
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Is approximated by the trapezoidal rule to obtain
𝑥
𝑥−𝑥
∫𝑥 𝑓́ (𝜆) 𝑑𝜆 = 2 𝑛 [𝑓́ (𝑥𝑛 ) + 𝑓́ (𝑥)]

(8)

𝑛

Put Eq. 8 into Eq. 7 yields
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ) +

𝑥−𝑥𝑛 ́
[𝑓 (𝑥𝑛 ) +
2

𝑓́ (𝑥)]

(9)

Since 𝑓(𝑥) = 0, therefore Eq. 9 can be written as
𝑥 = 𝑥𝑛 −

2×𝑓(𝑥𝑛 )
[𝑓́(𝑥𝑛 )+𝑓́(𝑥)]

(10)

Take the next iterative point, that is put 𝑥 = 𝑥𝑛+1 to obtain
1
𝑓(𝑥𝑛+1 ) = 𝑓(𝑥𝑛 ) + (𝑥𝑛+1 − 𝑥𝑛 )(𝑓́(𝑥𝑛 ) + 𝑓́ (𝑥𝑛+1 ) or
2

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 −

2×𝑓(𝑥𝑛 )
𝑓́(𝑥𝑛+1 )+𝑓́(𝑥𝑛 )

(11)

Eq. 11 is an implicit formula, which requires having the derivative of the function at the (𝑛 + 1)𝑡ℎ
iterative step to calculate the (𝑛 + 1)𝑡ℎ iterative itself.
Thus, the resulting formula is
2×𝑓(𝑥𝑛 )
́
𝑛+1 )+𝑓 (𝑥𝑛 )

𝑥𝑛+1 = 𝑥𝑛 − 𝑓́(𝑥 ∗

𝑓(𝑥𝑛 )
́ ∗
where:𝑓 (𝑥𝑛+1 ) = 𝑥𝑛 − 𝑓́(𝑥𝑛 ), 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2, ….

(12)

and 𝑥0 is the starting value
4. Results and Discussion
Consider Eq. 6 is modelled in the form single-diode solar cell has obtained the following approximate
solutions and the IM are applied with the first initial value 𝑥0 . In Table 1, the IM of the solution results
(voltage 𝑉𝑝𝑣 ; current 𝐼𝑝𝑣 and power 𝑃𝑝𝑣 of the solar cell) are presented and listed in this table when the
load resistance 𝑅 = 1.
Table 1 and Figure 3 Illustrate the obtained approximate results when 𝑅 = 1
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 1. The obtained values using IM.
𝑽𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑰𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑷𝒑𝒗 -IM
0.942812862
0.942812862
0.888896093
0.922004414
0.922004414
0.85009214
0.912933605
0.912933605
0.833447766
0.91658633
0.91658633
0.840130499
0.921613448
0.921613448
0.849371348
0.922412182
0.922412182
0.850844233
0.922423133
0.922423133
0.850864436
0.922423135
0.922423135
0.850864439
0.922423135
0.922423135
0.850864439

3

-IM
0.020389728
0.00041872
0.00948953
0.005836805
0.000809686
1.09529E-05
1.91849E-09
0.000000000
0.000000000
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Figure 2. Voltage, current and power of solar cell with the absolute error values.
Table 2 and Figure 3 Illustrate the obtained approximate results when 𝑅 = 2.

Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 2. The obtained values using IM
𝑽𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑰𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑷𝒑𝒗 -IM
0.942039802
0.471019901
0.443719494
0.919767328
0.459883664
0.422985969
0.908172101
0.45408605
0.412388282
0.909981837
0.454990918
0.414033472
0.915681905
0.457840953
0.419236676
0.917003597
0.458501799
0.420447799
0.917035366
0.458517683
0.420476931
0.917035382
0.458517691
0.420476946
0.917035382
0.458517691
0.420476946

-IM
0.025004419
0.002731946
0.008863282
0.007053546
0.001353477
3.1785E-05
1.62789E-08
4.44089E-15
0.000000000

Figure 3. Voltage, current and power of solar cell with the absolute error values.

Table 3 and Figure 5 Illustrate the obtained approximate results when 𝑅 = 3.
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Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 3. The obtained values using IM.
𝑽𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑰𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑷𝒑𝒗 -IM
0.94126616
0.313755387
0.295327328
0.917476245
0.305825415
0.280587554
0.903018143
0.301006048
0.271813922
0.902074754
0.300691585
0.271246287
0.90809742
0.30269914
0.274880308
0.910304588
0.303434863
0.276218148
0.910403215
0.303467738
0.276278004
0.910403374
0.303467791
0.276278101
0.910403374
0.303467791
0.276278101

-IM
0.030862786
0.007072871
0.007385231
0.00832862
0.002305954
9.87862E-05
1.59376E-07
4.1267E-13
0.000000000

Figure 4. Voltage, current and power of solar cell with the absolute error values.
Table 4 and Figure 6 Illustrate the obtained approximate results when 𝑅 = 4.
Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 4. The obtained values using IM.
𝑽𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑰𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑷𝒑𝒗 -IM
0.940491937
0.235122984
0.221131271
0.9151298
0.22878245
0.209365638
0.897428152
0.224357038
0.201344322
0.89244529
0.223111323
0.199114649
0.897748102
0.224437025
0.201487914
0.901401786
0.225350447
0.203131295
0.90173867
0.225434667
0.203283157
0.901740602
0.22543515
0.203284028
0.901740602
0.22543515
0.203284028

5

-IM
0.038751335
0.013389198
0.00431245
0.009295312
0.0039925
0.000338816
1.93238E-06
6.17006E-11
0.000000000
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Figure 5. Voltage, current and power of solar cell with the absolute error values.
Table 5 and Figure 6 Illustrate the obtained approximate results when 𝑅 = 5.

Iterations
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 5. The obtained values using IM.
𝑽𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑰𝒑𝒗 -IM
𝑷𝒑𝒗 -IM
0.939717132
0.187943426
0.176613658
0.912726587
0.182545317
0.166613965
0.891352644
0.178270529
0.158901907
0.88049295
0.17609859
0.155053567
0.882268872
0.176453774
0.155679672
0.887741339
0.177548268
0.157616937
0.889058854
0.177811771
0.158085129
0.889092695
0.177818539
0.158097164
0.889092715
0.177818543
0.158097171
0.889092715
0.177818543
0.158097171

-IM
0.050624417
0.023633872
0.002259929
0.008599764
0.006823843
0.001351375
3.38608E-05
1.96857E-08
0.000000000
0.000000000

Figure 6. Voltage, current and power of solar cell with the absolute error values.
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The obtained solution plot in the (no. of iterations)--plane and the initial-output values prove that the
proposed method IM have nine iterations indicated a fast behaviour. Parallel to this feature, it is noticed
that the proposed method IM has a behaviour of the solution in the initial value 𝑥0 with small error
tolerance. Results from Tables 1-5 are showing that the suggested method IM exhibits low absolute
errors after computed iterations which in turn demonstrating its efficiency.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a new method to calculate the electrical parameter of the solar cell using
implicit method. Values acquired from the proposed method IM were found to be sufficient and values
for single diode solar cell were determined with fast convergence, more capable to determine these
parameters towards establishing the final values.
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Abstract. AlSb thin film was prepared on a glass substrate with a thickness of (200 nm) at room
temperature using the thermal evaporation technique under high vacuum conditions (10 -6 mbar).
The effect of Cu doping at ratios (1%, 3% and 5%) on the structural and optical properties were
investigated. The structural properties of the films were evaluated by X-Ray Diffraction
technique (XRD) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The optical properties of the films were
measured using the (UV-Vis ) spectra in the ranges from 400 to 1000 nm. XRD results showed
that all the samples have a polycrystalline cubic structure, and the average grain size of AlSb
increases with increasing the Cu ratios. According to the AFM analysis, it is noticed that the
average surface roughness (RMS) of AlSb nanocubic thin film decreases with increasing Cu
doped concentration. From UV–Vis absorption spectra, it is noticed that all the samples have
high absorption in the visible region, and the direct energy gap values for the samples were 1.83
eV, 1.81 eV, 1.80 eV, and 1.78 eV for pure, 1% Cu, 3% Cu and 5% Cu respectively.
Keywords: High vacuum , Cu doped , micro strain , roughness , energy gap .

1. Introduction
The III-V semiconductors are stoichiometric compounds obtained by combining group III elements
(essentially Al, Ga, In) with group V elements (essentially N, P, As, Sb) (1, 2). This gives us 12 possible
combinations and important properties of the surface crystal planes (3). One of these compounds is
AlSb. AlSb has a high energy gap, high electronic mobility, long wavelength, and conversion efficiency
of more than 27% (4). Therefore, it is used in a wide range of applications such as solar cells,
thermoelectric and opto-electronic devices. In addition, Al and Sb are relatively abundant, non-toxic and
low-cost making AlSb compound an attractive material for device applications (5,6). AlSb also has
potential applications as a detector of the radiation and as a material in high mobility hetero structures.
Several methods have been used for the development of the thin films of AlSb like pulse laser deposition
(7), co-evaporation (8), liquid phase epitaxy (9), hot wall epitax(10) co-sputtering (11) and doped AlSb
thin films. Thermal evaporation technique is the most cost effective method among all other used
techniques. In this work, AlSb thin film was successfully deposited onto glass substrates and doped with
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copper at (1%, 3%, and 5%). The structural properties are evaluated by XRD and AFM techniques, and
UV-vis was used to investigate the absorption spectra and calculate the energy gap.
2. Experimental
AlSb alloys have been prepared by mixing the a purity aluminum powder (99.99%) and antimony
powder (99.99%) made by the Riedel-de Haen Chemicals Ltd., and putting in a quartz tube under (1x102
torr), then the tube placed inside an oven at 1100 °C for 5 hours. The sample was cooled down using
a slow cooling method. Thermal evaporation method was used to deposite AlSb thin films onto precleaned amorphous glass substrate under high vacuum about (5 × 10-6 torr). The glass substrate was
placed on the substrate holder above a molybdenum boats that carrying the materials, and the process
was performed at a deposition rate of (0.5 ± 0.05 nm sec-1). The films had been doped with Cu at ratios
(1, 3 and 5) % .
The XRD machine (6000 SHIMADZU-Japan) was used to study the structural properties. The
morphology of the samples (average diameter, roughness, and root mean square) were studied using the
atomic force microscopy (AFM). The optical absorption was measured at a range of (400-1000) nm
using ( UV-VISIBLE 1800 spectra-photometer )
3. Results and Discussion
Figure (1) shows the XRD pattern of AlSb alloy. The peaks observed at 25.1943, 29.1411, 41.6611,
49.2683 and 66.4085 exhibit the formation of a polycrystalline cubic phase of AlSb which correspond
to the (111), (200), (220), (311), and (331) reflection planes of. This result matches with the ASTM card
number (00-006-0233). Table (1) shows a matching between the experimentally measured alloy and
ASTM card (19) .
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction pattern of AlSb alloy.
Table 1. : A comparison between the experimentally measured alloy and ASTM card.
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the average crystallite size (D) can be estimated from the peak width with Scherrer’s formula (12) :

Kλ
… … … … … . (1)
βFWHM cos θ
where D is the average crystal size, K is the Scherrer coefficient (0. 94), λ is the x-ray wavelength=
1.5406 Aº , θ is Bragg’s angle and β the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) in radians.
D=

The lattice parameter a of a cubic system is calculated according to the following equation (13):

dhkl

a=
(h2

+

k2

+

1
l2 ) 2

… … … . . (2)

where dhkl is the inter-planar distance of each plane and (hkl) are Miller indices.
The dislocation density (δ), definide as the length of displacement lines per unit size of the quartz is
expected from the formula (14):

δ =

1
D2

…………(3)

The strain that made peak lengthening resulting from lattice deformation (microstrain) can be stated by
Wilsok plan (15) :
µЄ =

βFWHM cos θ
4

……….(4)

The crystal layers number (N˳) calculated by using the following relation (16).
N˳ =

t
D3

……….(5)

where t is the thickness of the samples
Figure (2) ( a, b, c and d) shows the XRD patterns for pure and doped AlSb thin films at different Cu
ratios (1%, 3% and 5%). From this figures, it is noticed that all samples have polycrystalline cubic
structure with preferred orientation along (111) plane, and Cu addition causes slight offset shifting in
the diffraction angle with a little decreasing in peak intensity and increasing the grain size for the film
doped with 1% Cu. This film also appears less micro strain and dislocation density which attributed to
the atomic radius of copper being less than the atomic radius of AlSb ( r Cu = 128pm, r Al =143pm, rSb =
140 pm ) (20). In addition, Cu may fill the interstitial spaces and reducing the crystal defects and hence
reduce the roughness and the average diameter that seen clearly from the AFM images in figure (3) ( a,
b, c and d).
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of AlSb thin films for pure and doped samples.

Table 2. The grain size Micro strain , Dislocation density and Number Layers crystal for pure thin
films and at different ratios of Cu (1% , 3% , 5%) .
15

sample

G.S

Micro strain
-4
(x10 )

Dislocation
density×10^14

N10 ( x) Number
Layers Crystal

Alloy

55.3907
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3.25

1.176

Pure thin film

33.5776
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5.283

Cu 1%
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7.802

4.359
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Figure 3. 3D AFM images AlSb / glass thin films pure and different Cu ratios
Table 3. Average Diameter, Roughness and root mean square for AlSb / glass thin films pure and
different Cu ratios
Samples
Avg.Diameter (nm)
Roughness(nm)
r.m.s (nm)
pure
74.65
33.3
38.4
1% Cu
62.64
6.23
7.19
3% Cu
66.85
2.32
2.7
5% Cu
58.87
1.79
2.11
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Figure 4. Absorption spectra of the AlSb thin films pure and different Cu ratios

Figure (4) shows the absorption spectra of the samples. We can see that all samples have a high
absorption in the visible region, and the absorption coefficient (α) is given by the following equation
(17).
𝐴

𝜶 = 2.303 ∗ ( )…………(6)
𝑡

where A is the absorbance of the sample
To calculate the energy gap for the direct allowed transitions using Tauc equation
𝑜𝑝𝑡. 𝑟

𝛼ℎ𝜐 = 𝐵𝑜 (ℎ𝜐 − 𝐸𝑔

)

………..(7) (18)
where r = 1/2 for allowed transitions and r = 3/2 for forbidden transitions; E g is the direct energy gap
and B is a parameter that depends on the transition probability. The energy gap of all samples was
calculated from figure (5) by plotting (αhѵ)2 versus photon energy for pur and doped AlSb thin films.
The energy gap for direct allowed transitions decreases with increasing the Cu addition assigned to be
1.83 eV, 1.81 eV, 1.80 eV, and 1.78 eV for pure, 1% Cu, 3% Cu and 5% Cu respectively. These results
can be attributed to the uniformity of the surface when adding copper. In addition, the copper added
additional localized levels of electrons, hence reducing the energy gap.
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Figure 5. (αhѵ)2 verse photon energy for AlSb thin films pure and different Cu ratios

4. Conclusions
AlSb thin films were successfully deposited on glass substrates by thermal evaporation method. All the
samples have a polycrystalline cubic structure, and adding Cu enhances the uniformity of the samples
by decreasing the strain and increasing the grain size. The best structure property is found the film doped
with 1% Cu, and the energy gap also decreases with increasing the Cu content.
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Abstract. Powder metallurgy is one of the simple ways employed to produce alloys that are used
in many technological applications. In the recent work, different contents (0, 5, 10, 15 and 20%)
of silicon carbide (≥ 63𝜇𝑚) were used as a reinforcement material on matrix ((90, 85, 80, 75
and 70) % Cu-10% Nano-Al2O3). The mixture was milled by a locally made mill for three
consecutive times (2, 4 and 6) hours. After that, a compressor with the highest compaction
capacity (20 tons) was used to compact the mixture. The mixture was compacted in a steel die
through applying pressure of 5 tons for one minute. After sintering samples at 900°C for two
hours, mechanical tests including Vickers hardness, diametric compressive strength and wear
were applied as a function of the grinding time. The results showed that the best hardness of
(119.4 Hv) is reached for the grinding time of six hours and the reinforcement of (20% SiC),
while the highest compressive strength was obtained for same time of grinding with a
reinforcement of (53.3 Mpa). Concerning the rate of wear, its value decreased to the lowest value
at the same conditions above (1.10368*10-7 g/cm). Accordingly, the best characteristic
parameters of the results appeared at 900°C, the grinding time of six hours, and reinforcement
content of 20%.

1. Introduction
Powder metallurgy is the process of producing metal materials whereby parts are produced in different
forms of metal powders. Powders are compacted to obtain the required shapes, and then these resulting
parts are heated with a process called sintering in order to create the interconnection between particles
to obtain a rigid mass. The process of compaction is performed at certain compaction levels using a
compressor with tools designed and manufactured for this purpose, which are die and compressor. The
subsequent sintering process is performed at a temperature below the melting point of the matrix. This
method is used either because of the difficulty of producing these alloys by casting process because their
components are not mixed in the liquid state or because it is difficult to melt them [1]. The composite is
a mixture of two or more materials that are strongly correlated with each other based on which the
material acts as a single mass, so that it possesses intermediate properties of the component. This means
that the composite material consists of two phases: matrix and reinforcement. The phases used are metal,
ceramic or polymeric materials and the reinforcement phase is particles, fibers, whisker or sheets [2-4].
Copper-based composites produced with powder metallurgy technology are ranked third after iron, steel
and aluminum-based products. The use of copper in powder metallurgy dates back to the 1920s [5]. Due
to the high electrical and thermal connectivity, copper and its alloys have been widely used in thermal
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and electronic applications such as the packaging of electronics, contactors and resistance welding poles.
However, the relatively low mechanical properties in both high temperature and room temperature have
limited or reduced the wide applications of pure copper. The mechanical properties can be improved by
adding reinforcement materials for copper and its alloys. In other words, the copper-based and particlereinforced composites may have many distinct benefits such as high mechanical, conductive properties
and wear resistance [6]. The current study aims to improve the behavior of wear and reduce rubbing as
well as mechanical properties by preparing a metal-based composite, which is copper, and reinforcing
it by silicon carbide with different volumetric sizes using powder metallurgy. Thus, it can be used in
many applications such as electric brushes, sliding mechanical bearings and other applications that
require excellent thermal and electrical conductivity with low wear behavior.
Experimental Part
Raw Materials
The matrix used is copper manufactured by the Indian company (CDH) with grain size (44μm) and
purity 99.5%. The first reinforcement material is Alumina α-Al2O3, manufactured by Changsha Santech
Co., of Chinese origin with grain size (30±5) nm and a purity of ≥99.99%. The second reinforcement
material is silicon carbide (SiC) manufactured by Merck the German company with grain size (53μm)
and a purity of 99.90%.
2. Sample Preparation Method For Measurement
Powders were dried at a temperature of (200°C) for 2 hours to get rid of wetness and other volatile
materials. The weights of each component mix were then created by following the weight ratios so that
the alumina ratio was constant by (10%) for all mixtures. Silicon oxide percentages were (0, 5, 10, 15
and 20) % and copper was the matrix (90, 85, 80, 75 and 70)%. The weight was done using a Japaneseorigin Sartorius electric balance with accuracy of (0.0001 g). After completing the grinding and stirring
processes and obtaining a homogenous powder for three different grinding times, the samples were
formed using uniaxial compaction in a steel die with a hardness of (60HRC). The stirred mixture was
carefully placed inside the compaction die to avoid any movement of its parts. A pressure of (5 ton) was
then applied for one minute to avoid the possibility of elasticity [7]. For this purpose, a Turkish-origin
computerized hydraulic compaction of (HALIM USTA) type with a capacity of 20 ton was used to
obtain cylindrical samples of (10) mm in diameter and 6 mm height. After compaction, the samples were
not ready to perform tests and had weak resistance, which is green resistance. This requires care when
transporting and handling until performing the sintering process. The sintering process was performed
using a German-origin CARBOLITE oven at 900 °C for two hours. After that, the samples were
removed from the oven for the examination process after the preparation of the sample surfaces.
3. Examinations and Measurements
3.1. Vickers Hardness (Hv)
Hardness is an important mechanical feature. It is known to be resistant to surface indentation [8]. It was
examined using Vickers method by inserting the tool (a square-based diamond pyramid) by forcing a
load of 500 g for (10 Sec). By calculating the diameters of the resulting indentation, Vickers hardness
could be defined for the compacted sample by applying equation (1) [9]:
Hv = 1.8544 P/D2v g/mm2 …… (1)
where P is the force applied (g) and Dv is the average diameter of the pyramidal indent resulting from
forcing a load on the surface.

3.2. Diametric Compressive Strength
Compressive strength was tested using Universal Testing Machine of (HOYTOM) type of Chinese
origin. The sample was placed on the test platform. After that, a load was then applied to the diameter
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of the sample until the failure occurred. The maximum load was recorded from the digital screen of the
machine, knowing that the machine has the possibility to store the maximum value of the load before
failure. Compressive strength was calculated using Eq. 2 [10]:
2F
σD =
… … … … … (2)
πdh
where σD is the compressive strength of crushing (MPa), F is the applied load (N), d is the sample
diameter (mm), h is the sample thickness (mm).
3.3. Wear Rate Test
Wear is an important characteristic of the material surface, which is defined as the loss of material from
the metal surface due to the friction of moving parts. From the initial trials, the amount of applied load
was determined by (10N), using a fixed sliding speed (480 r.p.m). The period of applied load per test
was 10 min. Wear test was carried out using a Pin-on-Disc device of Chinese origin found in the
laboratories of the Department of Mechanical Engineering at Tikrit University. Table (1) shows the
conditions of wear. A vertical load was applied by a (Pin) through a holder. The compacted sample was
placed on a rotary disk. The reading was taken by a top sensor tied vertically on the arm holding the
compacted sample. The reading was then moved to a digital scale fixed at the front of the device. The
required loads were fixed at the top of the device as required. Wear rate was calculated using the weight
method, which included calculating the amount of weight loss for each sample through weighing the
sample before connecting it to the device and after the completion of the device operation using a digital
balance by applying the following relation [11,12,13,14] :
Δ𝑊
𝑊 = SD (gm/cm) --- (3)
where W is wear rate (g/cm), ∆W is the lost weight (g) which represents the difference in weight for the
sample before and after operation, SD is the sliding distance (cm) which equals:
SD = π D n t --- (4)
where D is the disc diameter (cm), n is the rotational velocity of the disk (rpm), t is the test time (min).
Table 1. Conditions of wear rate test
The rotational velocity of the disc
480 r.p.m
Test time
10 min
Vertical load applied
(10) N
The diameter of the test disc
60 mm
Disc hardness
62 HRC
Step of the Test Method
The compacted samples of diameter (10) mm and height (5) mm were prepared.
The samples were ground using sandpaper (400, 600, 800, 1200).
The sample was weighed before the test using a sensitive digital balance.
The rotational disc of the device was cleaned before starting the test.
The sample was fixed in its position using a holder designed according to the heights and diameter of
the compacted sample. More than one sample was manufactured in the mechanical workshops in the
General Company for the manufacture of medicines and medical supplies in Samarra.
Loads were fixed and a load of (15, 20, 25) Newton was applied vertically each time to the samples at
a rotational velocity of the disk of (480 r.p.m).
The device was switched on after adjusting and resetting the test time.
The device was switched off after (20) minutes from the start of operation.
The sample was removed and weighed using the balance after the test.
The amount of weight loss was defined.
The relationship (3) was applied to extract wear rate for each sample.
The above-mentioned processes were reapplied to all samples. Wear rate was calculated for each sample
by calculating the average wear rate for the upper and lower surface of each sample.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1.The Effect of the Added Content and Grinding Time on Vickers Hardness
Figure (1) shows the relationship between the change in the size ratios of silicon carbide particles and
the grinding time on Vickers hardness after sintering at 900°C for two hours. It is observed that the
hardness increases with increasing the content of silicon carbide and grinding time. Hardness increased
after sintering from (38.1-84.2) at the grinding time of two hours. Then, it increased from (54.4-102.8)
at a grinding time of four hours. After that, it increased from (74.6-119.4) at the grinding time of six
hours for all cases at silicon carbide content (0-20%).
The increase in hardness as a result of adding silicon carbide particles and grinding is due to the high
hardness of silicon carbide particles located within the range of (2500-3300) kgf/mm2. In addition to the
large number of interfaces formed as a result of adding reinforcement particles (SiC); as well as
increased resistance to plastic deformation and increased residual internal stress due to the difference in
coefficient of thermal expansion between matrix and reinforcement particles that produce a lot of
dislocations. This leads to increase the hardness of the composites because silicon carbide particles of
high hardness act as barriers to the deformation of the matrix and thus hinder the movement of
dislocations. This makes stress greater in order for the dislocation to pass through the particles and thus
requires an increase in the applied load. This in itself means an increase in the hardness values, and that
the homogeneous distribution between matrix and reinforcement particles also has a major role in
increasing the hardness. This is consistent with the results published in [15,16].

Vickers Hardness
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Figure 1. The relationship between the change in the size ratios of silicon carbide particles and
grinding time with hardness after the sintering process.
4.2.The Effect of the Added Content and Grinding Time on Diametric Compressive Strength
Figure (2) shows the relationship between the content of silicon carbide and grinding time on the
compressive strength of the composites with different silicon carbide ratios. Increased content and
grinding time result in increasing the compression strength of the composite regardless the ratio of
silicon carbide particles. The compressive strength increased from (10.6-28.8 MPa) for a grinding time
of two hours, then it increased from (15.2-40.5 MPa) for a grinding time of four hours. After that, it
increased from (22.4-53.3 MPa) for a grinding time of six hours for all cases at a silicon carbide content
of (0-20%).
This is due to the high resistance of the reinforcement particles, which increased the composite hardness
by increasing the content of silicon carbide. In addition, it is also related to the resistance of on-site
deformations with high efficiency and then the formation of coherent samples with high compression
strength. The high sintering temperature for two hours plays an important role in increasing the strength
of the correlation between component particles of composites through good propagation and
distribution, as well as increasing density and decreasing the ratios of porosity after sintering, which
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leads to support and reinforce the composite mass. This is consistent with the results of the study in ref.
[15].
60
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Figure 2. The relationship between the change in the size ratios of silicon carbide particles and
grinding time with diametric compressive strength after the sintering process
4.3. The Effect of the Added Content and Grinding Time on Wear Rate
Figure (3) shows the relationship between the change in the size ratios of silicon carbide particles and
grinding time with wear rate after sintering at 900°C for two hours. It is observed that increasing the
size ratios added to silicon carbide and grinding time has reduced wear rate from (3.53036*10 -71.81377*10-7) g/cm at a grinding time of two hours. Then, it decreased from (2.42915*10-7-1.54899*107
) g/cm at a four-hour grinding time. After that, it decreased from (1.94332*10-7-1.10368*10-7) g/cm at
grinding time of six hours for all cases at silicon carbide content (0-20%).
The low wear rate when increasing the content of reinforcement particles and grinding is attributed to
the high hardness of composites when adding silicon carbide particles. Hence, the weight loss is low as
a result of reinforcement of surface or ground with ceramic particles that hinder the progress of the
dislocations. Therefore, stresses that are resisted by hard particles (SiC) would be generated and thus
generating a dislocation density. The difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion has a significant
role in this process that results in increasing the hardness by increasing the content of reinforcement
particles. Moreover, wear rate decreases when adding SiC particles that cause increased hardness [17].
Wear rate is inversely proportional to the hardness according to the following relationship[18]:
𝑊𝑥
𝑉=𝐾∗
− − −(5)
𝐻
where V is wear size, K is the coefficient of wear, W is the vertical load, X is the sliding distance, H is
the material hardness.
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Figure 3. The relationship between the change in the size ratios of silicon carbide particles and
grinding time with wear rate after the sintering process.
5. Conclusions
The important conclusion of the current research is the possibility of manufacturing models of copperbased composites reinforced by two materials of Nano-alumina by 10% and micro silicon carbide in
different contents. After sintering at 900°C for two hours, mechanical tests were conducted. The
obtained results showed that the best hardness was (119.4 Hv) at a grinding time of six hours and
reinforcement (20%SiC). While the highest compression strength obtained at the same grinding time
and reinforcement rate was (53.3 Mpa). As for wear rate, its value decreased as it was lower in the same
conditions mentioned above (1.10368*10-7 g/cm).
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Abstract. In this paper, a lab-scale direct current (DC) glow discharges plasma system was used
to adjust the surfaces of polymeric films. Characteristics of the plasma system have displayed
under the discharge of three gasses (O2, N2 and Ar). DC-Plasma system has been used for the
adjustment of polymethyl methacrylate surface as a function of treatment time and the types of
gases. The modified surface was characterized in terms of crystal structure and surface
morphology by the analysis of X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
atomic force microscopy (AFM). A comparison between treated and untreated films was also
made. The roughness and the root mean square (RMS) for pure PMMA films were continuously
increased with increasing the exposure time for different gasses. SEM images observed
degradation of the surface with granular spots due to the chain missioning and cross-linking
effects. An efficient method of treatment for enhancing the surface roughness of pure-PMMA
polymer is the using of argon plasma compared to O2, N2 plasma
Keywords: Polymers, PMMA, Plasma Treatment, Discharge Plasma.

1. Introduction
Polymers have been widely used in several scientific, industrial and biological fields like biomaterials,
thin-film technology, adhesion, wear composites and friction, protective coatings, and microelectronic
devices. In common, they were from successful applications that are widely requested because of private
surface characteristics with respect to roughness, chemical composition, hydrophilicity, crystallinity,
and cross-linking density [1,2]. Polymers are commonly used for a given purpose in many medical fields
because of their bio inert characteristics and their ease of customizing their chemical and physical
properties. Poly-methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) is a polymer with several attractive properties. It has
environmental stability, low cost, and good optical properties [3]. In addition to its superior physical
and chemical properties, PMMA is also being extensively used in numerous fields of life in recent years
[4,5]. It is superior light transmittance, mechanical properties (impact strength, durability) and low
density that superior to glass [6]. Simple manufacturing and low cost of production also lead to its
widespread use. Its biocompatibility makes Poly-methyl methacrylate particularly desirable in medicine
as a drug delivery agent, eye and contact lenses, orthopedic surgery, or dentistry [7,8]. A hydrophilic
surface was observed to be formed by surface alteration and the creation of new functional groups on
the surface by (DC) direct current plasma treatment [9,10]. It is significant that the surface modification
of PMMA improves its biocompatibility and reduces implantation complications while maintaining its
Content from this work may be used under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 licence. Any further distribution
of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the title of the work, journal citation and DOI.
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excellent bulk properties [11]. In this paper, plasma processing has become one of the most promising
strategies due to the combination of its advantages, including quick, environmentally friendly, solventfree processing, low operational and maintenance costs [12].
2. Experimental Part
2.1. Substrate Preparation
By means of the spray pyrolysis method, Pure PMMA thin films were prepared. The glass sheets were
sequentially washed in an ultrasonic bath with ethanol and acetone. Lastly, they were eventually rinsed
with purified water and dried up. The deposition method involves decomposition (PMMA) spraying the
solution onto substrates placed at a distance of 25 cm from the spray nozzle at 30-40 C° depositing
temperature. Then, the process of spraying the liquid inside the spray device is controlled in terms of
the spray time to 2 min, the number of sprinkles is five times, as well as the time period between one
spraying and another was also 2 min.
2.2. Plasma treatment process and conditions
Surface modification of the PMMA films is achieved by treating incandescent Direct Current glow
discharge plasma for different gases such as (O2, N2, Ar). The samples were cut into little slides with
dimensions of (2x1) cm before the treatment of plasma. The samples were placed inside a vacuum
chamber under a pressure of 10-2 mbar. The samples were backed on a glass rode and put in sit on
spacing of 2.5cm from cathode. The time of treatment by plasma was changed from (5 - 30) min. The
working parameters are listed in Table1.
Table 1: Working parameters for plasma treatment
Parameters
Values applied
Working Pressure
6.5 x 10-1 mbar
Electrode separation
5.5 cm
Power Supply
690 Volt
Flow rate of gas
750 cm3/min
Exposure time
5 -30 min
Working gas
O2 , N2 , Ar
2.3. Characterization instruments:
X-ray diffraction (XRD) a non-devastating method for substances is commonly used to identify
structural characteristics. The qualitative analysis may be conducted on the premise of peak height or
peak zone. The peak angles may be utilized to decide particle diameters and the degree of crystallization.
The X-ray spectra were gotten through utilizing copper filtered Cukα radiation λ=1.54060 (A) worked
at 40 (kV) and 20 (mA) kind (SHIMADZU-6000) made in Japan. Field emission scanning electron
microscope (FESEM), Hitachi (S-4160) with a continuous magnification capacity from 6x to 100,000x
and Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis (EDX), referred to as EDS or EDAX, an x-ray technique used
to identify the elementary structure of materials. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is the device used
for type inspection (AA3000 Scanning Probe Microscope SPM, NSC35/AIBS tip) that used to analyse
the morphology and the roughness of the surfaces.
3. Results and Discussion.
3.1. Analyzing X-ray Diffraction
The x-ray diffraction spectra were used to analyse the crystalline structure of pure-PMMA films. It is
clear that pure-PMMA film possesses no crystalline structure therefore, the XRD pattern reveals
amorphous scattering around 2θ =12.50 and 25° from ratio of diffraction peak areas for crystal structure
analysis before and after oxygen plasma treatment where the peak is even more intense for the treated
film due to increased crystallinity. After oxygen plasma treatment and for different exposure times (530min), there were variations in the form or location of diffraction peaks in Figure (1). The XRD patterns
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for pure- PMMA films before and after plasma-treatments for various gases (O2, N2, Ar) as indicated
in figure (2). It is noticed an increase in the density disparity to regions for the pure-PMMA films treated
by (O2, N2, Ar) plasmas over the same exposure period for untreated samples [13]. All these peaks'
intensities also increased and contributed to the dominant disordering and thus affected the crystalline
structure. In addition, due to the formation of the disordered structure in the plasma-treated PMMA
polymer, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks are broadened.
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) PMMA-Pure (b) PMMA-PO2 (5min) (c) PMMA-PO2
(10min) (d) PMMA-PO2 (20min) (e) PMMA-PO2 (30min).
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Figure 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) PMMA-Pure (d) PMMA PO2(20min) (f)PMMAPAr(20min) (h) PMMA-PN2 (20min)

3.2. Surface morphology analysis.
The AFM images for untreated and treated pure-PMMA films were shown in figure (3). Figure 3 (a)
shows that the surface of untreated pure-PMMA film is smooth with the presence of conical
protuberances and slight roughness. With increasing the exposure times of O2 plasma treatment, the
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surface roughness and the scale of the conical protuberances increased as seen in figure 3 (b - e). The
roughness and the root mean square of untreated and treated pure-PMMA films are listed in Table 1. It
is seen that the values of the RMS gradually increased with increasing the exposure time. The surface
roughness is increased due to the removal of few top monolayers of the polymer films caused by the
impact of plasma species on the surface [14]. The surface roughness increases the wettability and the
bonding strength. The surface roughness Ra (evaluated from the AFM images) was 0.904 nm for
untreated pure-PMMA, and it increased to be (3.98, 4.67, 5.33, and 4.16) nm after the treatment of 5,
10, 20, and 30 min respectively. As shows in table 2, it is noted that after the treatment with O2 plasma,
the roughness of the PMMA surface significantly increased during the treatment time, ranging from 5–
30 min. The small decrease in Ra at a high treatment time value is possibly due to the cross-linking of
newly formed surface radicals that may partially change its orientation and fill up the surrounding
valleys, thus decreasing the roughness of the surface. This behavior agrees with references [15,16].
Table 2: Average diameter, Roughness average and the root mean square for pure-PMMA untreated
and treated by O2 plasma
Average diameter
Roughness average
The root mean square
Sample
(nm)
(nm)
(nm)
PMMA-Pure
73.11 nm
0.904 nm
1.48 nm
PMMA-PO2(5min)
78.96 nm
3.98 nm
4.99 nm
PMMA-PO2(10min)
87.57 nm
4.67 nm
8.02 nm
PMMA-PO2(20min)
93.25 nm
5.33 nm
9.01 nm
PMMA-PO2(30min)
70.48 nm
4.16 nm
5.24 nm
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Figure 3. AFM measurements of (a) PMMA-Pure (b) PMMA-PO2 (5min)
(c)PMMA-PO2 (10min) (d) PMMA-PO2 (20min) and (e) PMMA-PO2 (30min).
The influence of the cross-linking is observed by noticing the dependence of PMMA surface roughness
on the ion energy. The surface roughness of PMMA films shows an opposite dependence on the ion
energy following Ar, N2, O2 plasma exposure. The improvement by increasing the ion energy results in
observing the variations in the surface roughness dependency on the ion-bombing energy. The results
also showed that after long treatment with Ar and N2 plasmas, the surface roughness of the pure PMMA
films is much larger dispersed than plasma O2, since the processes of plasma etching can be lower in
inert Ar and N2 gases than from reactive gases. This result confirms that there was a greater etching
process in plasma generated in reactive (or electronegative) gases than from inert gas as shown in fig4.
This behavior agrees with references [17,18]
Table 3: Average diameter, Roughness average and the root mean square for pure-PMMA untreated
and treated by different gases plasma
Average diameter
Roughness average
The root mean square
Sample
(nm)
(nm)
(nm)
PMMA-Pure
73.11 nm
0.904 nm
1.48 nm
PMMA-PO2(20min)
93.25 nm
5.33 nm
9.01 nm
PMMA-PAr(20min)
106.10 nm
13.4 nm
18.2 nm
PMMA-PN2 (20min)
107.27 nm
11.1 nm
12.8 nm
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Figure 4. AFM measurements of (a) PMMA-Pure (d) PMMA- PO2 (20min)
(f)PMMA-PAr (20min) (h) PMMA-PN2 (20min)
3.3. (FESEM) Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy.
SEM is ued for analysing the changes in the surface morphology of pure-PMMA films before and after
plasma treatment. Figure 5(a) shows that the surface morphologies of untreated pure-PMMA films have
relatively smooth surface. On the other hand, Fig. 5(f, g, h, and v) shows the surface morphology of
treated pure-PMMA films under the best conditions for the surface adjustment. It can be noticed that
there are clusters of particles connected to the surface. Oxygen plasma was used to modulate the
surfaces of pure PMMA film. The plasma has changed the surface from the chemical composition and
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the morphology. It notes that increasing the plasma treatment time for pure PMMA films from (5-30)
min causes a damage in the polymer chains, and the polymer becomes loosely packed, which in turn
raises the etch-rate. Alteration of the etch-rate is high at the beginning and decreases at a higher period
of treatment [19].
Table 4: Alteration of the etch-rate is high at the beginning and decreases at a higher period of treatment
Samples
PMMA-Pure
PMMA-PO2(5min)
PMMA-PO2(10min)
PMMA-PO2(20min)
PMMA-PO2(30min)

Maximum Grain size(nm)
40.19 nm
110.9 nm
98.58 nm
58.06 nm
35.73 nm

9

Mean Grain size(nm)
58,06 nm
123.18 nm
69.07 nm
44.66 nm
29.03 nm
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Figure 5. SEM and Edx measurements of (a) PMMA-Pure (f) PMMA-PO2(5min)
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(g)PMMA-PO2(10min) (h) PMMA-PO2 (20min) (v) PMMA-PO2(30min).
Samples are analyzed by SEM microscopy of the pure-PMMA films treated by plasma for different
gases (O2, N2, Ar) at the same time of exposure. It is noticed changes in the etch-rate of pure PMMA
samples after exposure to the plasma as shown in figure 6 (a, h, k, m). Untreated pure-PMMA sample
has a uniform texture which undergoes major changes when exposed to plasma. While, treated purePMMA samples describe rougher morphologies with etching appearances and irregular-shaped textures.
The surface texture produced is related to the differences in the etch-rate of amorphous regions
coexisting in PMMA. Continuous bombing of reactive plasma species contributes to alterations the
surface morphology. It is also known that the morphology for pure PMMA films dramatically altered
during O2 plasma treatment compared to the N2 and Ar plasma etching. This behavior is correlated with
a higher etch-rate of O2 plasma in as seen figure 6h. It is noticed that the plasma of O2 causes a major
deterioration of the surface of the sample as a result of plasma etching mechanisms. Thus, N 2 plasma
can be considered as an ideal alternative to boost surface properties with very low levels of degradation.
This result is consistent with [20,21].
As a consequence of plasma processing, in addition to the oxidation effect of oxygen plasma, effective
radicals (long-lived or met stable) present on the surface contribute to the restructuring of the surface.
As described above, plasma etching, degradation and cross-linking are happen concurrently on the
surface of the polymer. Cross-linking and degradation will control the polymer etching and thus the
surface topography.
Table 5: Cross-linking and degradation will control the polymer etching and thus the surface
topography.
Samples
PMMA-Pure
PMMA-PO2(20min)
PMMA-PAr(20min)
PMMA-PN2(20min)

Minimum Grain size(nm)
40.19 nm
98.58 nm
523.3 nm
35.73 nm
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Mean Grain size(nm)
58.06 nm
69.07 nm
471.35 nm
35.73 nm
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Figure 6. SEM and Edx measurements of(a) PMMA-Pure (d)PMMA-PO2(20min)
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(f)PMMA-PAr(20min) (h) PMMA-PN2 (20min)
4. Conclusion.
In summary, DC glow discharge plasma was used at various exposure times from (5-30min) for the
modification of the pure-PMMA film surfaces by oxygen plasma where the results indicate increased
surface roughness and increased crystallinity with increasing the exposure times. However, with the
treatment for a long time, the value of the surface roughness significantly declined. While, the plasma
treatment with various gases (O2, N2, Ar) for 20min at the same exposure time alters the surfaces in both
of the chemical composition and the morphology. AFM and XRD studies showed an improvement in
the surface roughness and increased the crystallinity. SEM images observed a degradation of the surface
with granular spots due to chain missioning and cross-linking effects. An efficient method of treatment
for enhancing surface roughness of pure-PMMA polymer is the using of argon plasma compared to O2
and N2 plasma.
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1. Abstract:
This paper presents a cryogenic analysis of Junction less Under lapped Nanowire
MOSFETs in lower technology nodes. The temperature dependent analysis is carried
out to extract the DC figure of merits (FOMs) of the proposed nanowire MOSFET. The
analysis is carried out to investigate the drain current associated with the device at
different temperature. Further the analysis is extended with underlap length variation
from source, drain and both sides. As the trans conductance plays a vital role in device
performance estimation, so the analysis is further extended to calculate the
transconductance for all the temperature variation and underlap length variation. With
the introduction of gate metal under lapping, the sub-threshold behaviour of the
proposed structure under different temperature is carried out extensively.

Keywords: Nano, MOSFET, Cryogenic, Underlap, Sub-threshold
2. Introduction
With an increase in the demand for portable electronic gadgets, semiconductor industry is thinking about
more than Moore. Device miniaturization is no more an effective solution to bring the device into next
lower technology nodes. As a result of which, different engineering techniques have introduced to bring
down the scaling of the device into different level. As the device size is shrinking down to sub nanometre
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regime, few unavoidable effects are affecting the device performances badly [1-4]. Although the device
dimension is scaled down using some gate engineering or channel engineering techniques, but the effect
of temperature on device performance is also an important topic of discussion. In spite of efficient
characteristics in room temperature, the semiconductor devices need a thorough analysis in higher and
lower temperature condition. Cryogenic analysis is the process of analyzing the behavior of a particular
device at very low temperature [5-8]. Ultra low temperature changes the properties of material that
instead changes the device also, which provides an interesting area for the researchers to do research.
Multi-gate devices are considered as one of the best immune to reduce short channel effects [9].
Improved electrostatic controllability with multiple gates surrounding in different axis makes the device
state of the art in semiconductor industry. Among different multi-gate devices, GAA MOSFET is
considered as the leader in multi-gate MOSFET family in lower technology nodes [10-13]. The GAA
MOSFET may be a rectangular type or cylindrical type (Nanowire), but the channel should be controlled
by the gate from all the direction. GAA MOSFET with rectangular gate or channel is less efficient than
cylindrical because of corner effect that reduces the mobility of the electron. At the same time, the
potential developed on the device is a surface phenomenon and the electric field at the centre is zero, so
the geometrical shape of the channel also affects the device performances significantly [14-16]. In case
of conventional MOSFET, the source, drain and channel are having different doping concentration [17].
As a result of which, concentration barriers will be formed and junction will be created. Fabricating
semiconductor devices with junction reduces the electron mobility and dissipates more heat as electron
or hole has to overcome the doping concentration difference barrier. Apart from this miniaturization in
MOSFET with junction takes more time and it’s more expensive as the process involves scale down of
each and every component. However in case of junctionless devices, scaling down of device in to
different technology node is easy and cost effective compared to their counter parts [18,19].
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Figure 1. (a)3-D bird eye view of Nanowire junctionless MOSFET (b) Crossectional view of source-drain,
source and drain underlap

3. Device Design and Simulation:
The simulation is carried out using Sentaurus TCAD (Synopsys) [20, 21]. The simulator includes various
physics based transport model for semiconductor devices in different technology nodes. Along with drift
diffusion model, quantum potential based models are also there to investigate the device performance
in quantum level also. In order to investigate the temperature analysis for the device in higher as well as
lower temperature, thermodynamic models are also there. Apart from these, this simulator also allows
some gate engineering and channel engineering techniques to study the insights of various effects
associated with semiconductor devices. In this work a junctionless Nanowire MOSFET is introduced in
order to analyze the effect of the temperature in various FOMs of the device if some gate engineering
technique is performed. The gate metal is under lapped from source side, drain side and both side to
study the device behavior. The doping concentration of the junctionless device s kept as 1e18 with a
metal work function of 4.3 eV. Apart from that the dioxide used is having a thickness of 2nm which is
SiO2. The underlap length variation is denoted as Lu and symbolized as Lu(S) and Lu(D) for source and
drain respectively. The device dimensions of the proposed structure are given in table 1. The variation
in underlap length and temperature is used to calculate the drain current at different conditions as shown
in figure. Apart from this, the cryogenic analysis is carried out for a low temperature around 80K in
order to have a clear insight into device performance at cryogenic.

Table 1. Device dimensions of the proposed structures
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Device Dimensions

Nano Wire MOSFET (Junction less)

Channel Length (Lg)(10-60)nm
Doping Concentration (NS/ND)Phosphorus(1e+18)
Doping Concentration (Na/Nd)Boron(1e+18)
Oxide Thickness (tox)(2nm SiO2)
Channel Thickness (tsi)10 nm
Source/Drain Extensions (Ls/Ld)
Source/Drain Underlap (Lu(S) , Lu(D) )

20 nm
(2,5,7) nm

4. Results and Discussion:
The analysis of the proposed device in terms of electrostatic potential and electric field distribution at a
low gate bias of 0.2 V is illustrated in figure 2.

Figure 2. Cut section of the proposed structure in no underlap condition for (a) Electrostatic potential
distribution (b) Electric field distribution at a low bias of 0.2V

The electro static potential and electric field are surface phenomenon. This can be observed from the cut
section of the device shown in figure 2. From the figure, the distribution from source to drain and from
outer metal gate to inner channel can be easily identified. The potential is developed at the interface of
the channel and dielectric; whereas the electric field at the centre is assumed to be zero. However, the
effect of drain bias can be seen near the drain side as the gate bias is very low. Figure 3(a) shows the
transfer characteristics of the proposed model with source side underlap with various underlap length.
With increase in underlap length, the transfer characteristic is bending down and moving away from
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saturation as a very low temperature around 100K is applied to the system. The device transfer
characteristics with temperature variation are illustrated in figure 3(b). From the figure it can be observed
the shape change in transfer characteristic curve at different temperature can be observed. With the
increase in temperature 8oK to 200K, the bending of the curve it getting more straighter and moving
towards saturation.

Figure 3. Transfer characteristics of the proposed structure (a) with source underlap (2nm, 5nm, 7nm)
at a temperature of 100K (b) with different temperature (cryogenic temperature)

Figure 4. Transfer characteristics of the proposed structure (a) with drain underlap at a temperature of
100K (b) with different temperature (cryogenic temperature)

The transfer characteristics for drain side underlap with different underlap length and temperature is
illustrated in figure 4(a) and (b) respectively. It is observed that in case of drain side underlap the
characteristics are almost same for low under lap length up to 5nm. Once the underlap length is
increasing, the change in the shape of the graph is well observed as shown in figure 4(a). Similarly, the
transfer characteristics with the variation of temperature from 80K to 200K are shown in figure 4(b)
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which looks similar to the source side underlap. As cryogenic analysis is the temperature analysis below
135K, so the device characteristics below this temperature is having different shape as shown in figure.
The analysis is further extended to both side underlap. The characteristic curve thus obtained is similar
to source and drain side underlap but it is more prominent while increasing the underlap length from
2nm to 7nm as shown in figure 5(a). Similarly the transfer characteristics at different temperature for
both side underlaps are illustrated in figure 5(b). From the figure, the temperature dependency of the
proposed structure can be easily identified from the figure. The temperature dependent mobility of the
electron defines the characteristics shape when a gate bias is applied and with low temperature, its
mobility will also get affected.

Figure 5. Transfer characteristics of the proposed structure (a) with both side underlaps at a
temperature of 100K (b) with different temperature (cryogenic temperature)

The work is further extended to the transconductance extraction of the proposed model with source,
drain and both side underlap. The trans conductance extraction for all the three cases are illustrated in
figure 6,7,8 respectively. The maximum trans conductance for all the above three cases are higher in no
underlap condition while reduces gradually with underlap.
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Figure 6. Transconductance of the proposed structure (a) with source underlap at a temperature of
100K (b) with different temperature (cryogenic temperature)

Figure 7. Transconductance of the proposed structure (a) with drain underlap at a temperature of 100K
(b) with different temperature (cryogenic temperature)
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Figure 8. Transconductance of the proposed structure (a) with both side underlaps at a temperature of
100K (b) with different temperature (cryogenic temperature)

5. Conclusion:
The cryogenic analysis was carried out for the proposed junctionless nanowire MOSFET and the
temperature dependency characteristics in terms of drain current and transconductance were investigated
extensively. The analysis is carried out for a temperature of 80K to 200K with the underlap length
variation of 2nm,5nm and 7nm. The gate metal is under lapped for these underlap lengths and the
corresponding FOMs with underlap also investigated for clear cryogenic analysis.
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Abstract :Web mining is the process of discovering important information and patterns in a
weblog file. And contains loads of information. It consists of pages of various formats (HTML
documents, images, etc.). And the data for this record is still increasing at a very high rate. So
the process of retrieving information from it is a very difficult task. In order to obtain the
required information from the network. This requires mining the weblog file. In this paper, the
researcher conducted a review of previous studies and what researchers have dealt with in web
prospecting. Explain web mining concepts. And how to obtain information and the visitors'
patterns through the techniques and algorithms used in Web usage mining.
Keywords: Web Usage Mining, website, Web mining.

1. Introduction
The data On the Internet is enormous and is growing every day. The website is a cluster of web pages.
Text, images, and videos may be included on web pages. And its they are connected through
hyperlinks through which navigation takes place. Log files are created whenever users visit any
website. The log file documents the full information about each user's access to the website. The size
of log files is growing day by day because of the increased use of web pages[1]. The method for
finding confidential information from a weblog file is named Web Mining. It is a branch of data
mining. The purpose of it is to obtain information about the navigational activity and recall useful
information from very enormous raw data, which can be expressed by several millions of event
records in a log file. Weblog data includes various kinds of information so including weblog, web
layout, and user profiles.[2] Web mining has been classified into three large topics of focus depend on
which part with Web to be exploited which include: Web content mining, Web structure mining, and
Web usage mining. The Previous three mining jobs can be used separately or can be combined with
other jobs as they may contain web document links. Web mining is classified under data mining
technology and its main purpose is to retrieve and extract knowledge from many documents and web
services mechanically. As well to extract the required and exciting patterns from a series of huge data
sets in the latest trend as well as used for traditional data mining. [3]
Web content mining its mining of this type is a very important area in analyzing users and the
behavior of their web file content. Web content may contain very large amounts of multimedia data
(images, video, animation, text, and document data in different styles such as pdf, etc., hypertext).
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WCM is also used with a focus on visitor opinion extraction and sentiment analysis. Through which it
is possible to locate comments in social media, blogs, and web forums. This type of mining is also
used in education by extracting valuable information. Such as identifying consumer needs and etc.
WCM is text mining and user opinion. It is one of the techniques that can be used to find important
information from textual data. [4] . Web structure mining this type of web server mining uses a web
file connection structure diagram and analysis of nodes in that file. The primary goal of mining the
web structure is to extract the previously lost relationship between the web file pages. It is also used
to generate a structural summary of the website and any page of the internet. It is also a mining
method that will categorize web pages and show relationships between other websites. This technique
is implemented either on a single page or on multiple pages (hyperlink). This technique produces
structural information from a web server file consisting of a web graph with pages as nodes and
hyperlink as edges [5].Web Usage Mining this type of mining focuses on customer knowledge and
their collaboration with websites. This type is very important in extracting important information that
explains the visitor's use of web pages [6]. That is, it is the process of discovering very important
patterns of web usage data. Such as visitor access patterns and various other requests made by one or
more users. The main objective of WUM is to understand navigation and browse through web pages.
This is very important in enhancing the quality of services provided by websites. Business services, in
the field of information and network security, fraud detection. And improve the structure and
performance of web pages and servers [2] .
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Fig ( 1) Web Mining Techniques [2].
2. Related Work
In this section, we uncover relevant work related to daily web use for big data results from web usage
exploration. Which is a popular research area in prospecting for web usage, data analysis is essential
to track user behavior in order to effectively serve users. Either in terms of security or website
development and others.
According to. [1] The authors described mining on the web as the application of several techniques to
extract data from web records. This log contains large amounts of data, so reprocessing is required to
remove useless data. Two stages of pre-processing were proposed to clean up the data and identify the
user using the proposed algorithms. A test was performed on a log file consisting of 500 records, after
data cleaning it found 441record. Note the difference is not a little because it URLs used are Few
compared to the size of big the weblog file. And this is the record used doesn't contain much needless
content like jpeg, video, etc. After the user identification stage, it found 52 unique visitors out of 441
URL user records.
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G. Shiva Prasad et al. [7] suggested that the neuro fuzzy typical Collecting bines the neural network and
the customary (fuzzy notion). Where they used neuro based hybrid typical is effected to determine
concealed patterns in the Web Log server special of (polytechnic web site). Web Log Pre-processing
methods based on dimensionality reduction methods and collective methodologies were employed. The
preprocessing phase eliminates all irrelevant, and blaring data, with a resultant Web Log size of 20% of
the original log size. The (neuro fuzzy) grouped the users taking the same browsing patterns into set
clusters. And the knowledge that has been collected after the analysis will can after that used from before
the website for effective management and Personalize their website. This model was used to discover
deviations in user behavior in many applications that require high security and high data privacy.
According to. [8] the authors described the web mining process in three imperative types (web content
mining, website architecture mining, and web usage mining) that assist users to find valuable data. Each
category has different algorithms and techniques needed to retrieve the information used in some
applications such as fraud detection etc. Web content mining is helpful in terms of discovering the data
from the (images, table, text, etc.). Web structure mining categorizes dealings between related Internet
pages. Web usage mining is a too imperative kind which stores the user entree data and acquires info
about a candid user of records. everybody methods may have some benefits and drawbacks. But they can
be drawbacks better by additional studies.
R. Roy et al. [9]they conducted a comprehensive survey of mining methods on the web log document
initial with weblog data sources which contain of only a text file. The information stored in the web log
consists of a huge amount of useless data and noise, so this huge amount of data requires a pre-processing
process for this record in a distinctive way to identify the problems in the web log document and also
clarified the process of identifying the customer through (Client Identification IP address, by cookies, user
data, site topology, and by authentication information).
According to. [10] the authors presented the technique of Web Usage Mining containing phases: Data
Collection, Pre-processing, Pattern Discovery, and Pattern Analysis. They suggested a web history preprocessing algorithm where each page was assigned a specific token. According to this symbol and
frequency, a technique can be applied to extract data (Classification, Association Rules, and Clustering)
and reach that the highest and lowest value can be detected according to the frequency of accessing the
page. Can simply learn the highest and lowest value.
Several researchers are shown in.[11] They used a method to improve the prediction of the next webpage
Based on visited web pages by assigning top web browsing profiles for interested visitors. And it is
recommended for current users interested in similar sites visited. They used a window sliding method
with size N over the navigation session. Using the CTI dataset, The experimental results show a higher
prediction accuracy for the pages of the next visit.
C. E. Dinuca et al. [12] Had explained that the session has a very important role in the reprocessing
process. Also, most session delimitation algorithms use constant values to define the end of the session.
He mentioned why using constant values causes errors in defining sessions. They propose a new method
for identifying sessions based on average visit time for web pages that they implemented in Java
programming language using NetBeans, IDE, which are two algorithms for identifying sessions. The
former uses a constant value of 30 minutes to indicate the end of the session and the second using the
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average time spent by users on their website pages. Was chosen the NASA log file available online to
apply the suggestion.
Smriti Pandya et al. [13]They proposed a system interested in investigating serial mining techniques for
access patterns with high efficiency and effectivity for web usage data and then using the pattern mined to
match and create web links across the Internet. This usage data affords the trails leading to edited Web
Pages Where this system has been taken advantage of in predicting the needs of the user and thus the use
has been improved through the appropriate guidance of the web visitor to the important pages that are
similar to the sites he is trying to reach.
Mr. Jitendra and et al. [14]presented a study showing reviews of different data to several researcher's
processing methods. Such as the compilation and cleaning of data, Identification of users., route
completion, and session determination. In addition to the advantages and disadvantages of these methods,
which will be beneficial to society. To choose one or more of the available techniques for an effective
pre-treatment. For more specific and consistent outcomes. As well proposed a complete preprocessing
method that will enable analysts to convert any web server record set into an organization file (table, text)
in the database. After comparing them with the preprocessing techniques used by other researchers, it
showed more accurate results and Minimum preprocessing log file size.
Sucheta V. Kolekar et al. [15] they Submitted a proposal for the user's learning styles, by describing the
learning behavior in the e-learning portal via Web Log Mining. The learning styles are then assigned to
FSLSM classes. Provided that Each class is provided a learner with the appropriate contents and interface
for the group He used the algorithm Fuzzy C Means (FCM) is used for collect educational, behavioral
data captured from FSLSM classes. This method processes previous web data and converts it into (FCM)
format, then defines unique sequences for each learner according to their sessions. Where it divides the
sequences into eight categories based on the learning objects of the class, the work describes a
methodology to automatically detect and identify the learning styles of learners using the Web Log
Analysis approach where the validity of the algorithm was verified and compared with other, and the
result was shown that it performs better in providing the contents and the adaptive interface for a new
learner.
K.SELLAMY et al. [16] they provided a preliminary study of web mining, from several aspects (tools,
techniques, applications). They proposed an approach to analyze and compare the skills taught in
university or other studies, and the skills required at work. The aim of the study is to apply the latest
methods of web data mining in the field of education and work.
The authors in the paper. [17] presented they a two algorithm that analyzes visitor behavior, And
preprocessing the website visitors, Where Used the (HDD and CFPMA )algorithms, the first is used to
filter and organize the appropriate information. And the second to mining the repeating pattern(CFPMA)
to obtain recurring patterns from weblog data. In the present algorithms, repeated patterns mining is
performed depending on the support threshold limit so that the accuracy is low, and the implementation
period is high. But with this method. Based on the conviction threshold value, the session, and clustering
in the weblog file. Focused the job on the weblog file format, pre-processing, and assembly, and pattern
creation techniques.
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The authors in the paper .[18] Presented a new approach to web usage mining using (Case Based
Reasoning). by used clustering algorithms for titular web data. And it is founded on the reprocessing of
previous labor Experiments. Thus, the previous experience could be an effective guide for Solve new
problems. Web customization Which has the ability to adapt the next set of pages visited with individual
users according to their interests and navigational behaviors has been proposed. A number of components
of the proposed architecture are, Basic log preprocessing, methods of pattern discovery (By Reasoning
Based on Case and similarity from peer to peer, Clustering, Association Rules Methods for Mining), In
this study, a new predictive approach was introduced using CBR Method and mining of web use, which
gives the user a choice to navigate to the next page. This technique gave high results compared with
previous methods.
The authors in the paper [19]. Very big information the internet and tremendous resources. It has become
imperative to determine the behaviors of website visitors through web history mining. To improve
website performance and predict which page the user is likely to visit. And by searching, first in the
similar cluster, then in similar sessions in the same cluster. This, in turn, causes an increase in the time of
comparison with previous sessions when the data block is very large. In the study, they proposed three
strategies (Least Frequent Ones Leave, First come First Leave, Timeframe Leave) for disposing of old
sessions in order to replace them with new sessions (candidate sessions for prediction). When
implementing the proposed methodology, the result was lower at the time of comparison and higher
prediction accuracy.
Table 1. Brief description of data and web mining for previous studies
No.

1

2

3

4

Year

Authors

Technologies used

Focused on

Remarks

P. Verma and et al.
[1]

Two stages of
preprocessing were
proposed to clean
up the data and
identify the user
using the proposed
algorithms.

Data cleaning

After completing the preprocessing
stages,
patterns will be detected
that help in inferring user
access patterns.

G. Shiva Prasad et
al. [5]

A hybrid model by
on neural noise is
used to discover
knowledge in
weblogs.

neuro-fuzzy model to
discover hidden patterns
in the weblog.

This model was used to
discover deviations in
user behavior in many
applications that require
high security and high
data privacy.

Hamid et al. [6]

The three types of
web mining
(Structure, Content,
Usage).

Web usage mining(tools,
techniques).

Web exploration is very
useful (explore data, find
out about visitor patterns
...)

. Roy et al. [7]

Use detailed
preprocessing to
improve the quality
and effectiveness of
weblog data.

Transaction

Pre-processing of the log
document is important to
improve the productivity
and ability to retrieve the
log document
information.

2014

2015

2018

2019
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User identification
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Use web usage
mining technology
with web history
pre-processing
algorithm.

Implemented the
algorithm in java
programming

Y. Almurtadha et
al. [9]

They used the Nsize window sliding
method on the
mobility session
using a CTI dataset.

Improved prediction for
the next visited web
Pages is recommended
for the current
anonymous user.

A system with higher
predictive accuracy was
found on the following
pages compared to
previous systems.

Dinuca et al. [10]

Using (NetBeans,
IDE) which are two
algorithms for
identifying sessions.

It proposed a new
method for identifying
sessions based on
average visit time for
web pages that they
implemented in the Java
programming language.

In the first algorithm,
they used 30 minutes for
the session. In the second
algorithm, the time
depends on the page
because it used the
average visit.

Pandya et al. [11]

They proposed a
system interested in
investigating serial
mining techniques
for efficient and
effective
access
patterns.

Mainly focused on
investigating the
accuracy and
effectiveness of mining
technology for web
usage data.

The resulting patterns are
used to match web links
to create links to
recommendations.

Jitendra
[12]

et

al.

Use preprocessing
technology that
enables users to
convert a web
server into a
database in the form
of an organized
table or text.

Pre-processing methods
consisting of data
collection, cleaning,
visitor identification,
session, path, etc.

The web server contains
irrelevant data, which is
important to preprocess.

Kolekar
[13]

et

al.

They used the
(FCM) algorithm to
collect the
educational
behavior data and
the (GSBPNN)
algorithm to predict
the learning patterns
of the visitor.

This method focused on
processing previous web
data and converting it
into a format (FCM),
then defining the
sessions for each learner
based on their sessions.

Description of a
methodology for
automatic detection and
identification of learning
patterns through web
history analysis.

Sellamy et al. [14]

Use web server data
mining algorithms
and techniques.

The study focused on
extracting web data from
several aspects
(techniques, tools,
applications).

The main goal of the
study is to understand
and apply web
prospecting and
prospecting for education
and employment
information.

El-Aziz et al. [15]

Presented they a
two algorithm that
analyzes visitor
behavior, And

Focused the job on the
weblog file format, preprocessing, and
assembly, and pattern

The algorithm (HDD) is
shown to filter and
organize the appropriate
information, either

Mehra and et al. [8]

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

2018

2011

2012

2015

2015

2017

2018

7

Be funded
that most popular page
and least popular page.

language.
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12

13

14

preprocessing the
visitors.

creation techniques.

(CFPMA) is used to
obtain repeated data
patterns.

Asadianfam et al.
[16]

Introduce a new
predictive method,
using (CBR) to
explore web usage
mining.

The study focused on
designing and
implementing a method
that could provide
visitor recommendations
for navigation pages.

The results indicate that
70% of the
recommendations were
accurate and helpful.

P. M. Bharti et
al.[19]

-Least Frequent
Ones out

The study focused on
getting rid of previous
sessions.

Accuracy and prediction
time are close in the
suggested and best first
strategies.

2020

2020

2019

-First Come First
out,
-Timeframe Leave.

3-

WEB USAGE MINING

As the number of internet users increased, the use of websites increased to get the required
information. This, in turn, led to more data usage of these sites. This data is stored in various formats in
the weblog file in an unordered format. And to understand the contents and user patterns of these records.
The web history is mined. One of the necessary mining methods is web usage mining. This method
consists of serial stages [20].

Fig (2) Stages of WUM:[6]

Data collection

preprocessing (cleaning, session and user
identification, path completion)

Pattern Discovery

Pattern Analysis

1)
Data Collection:
The web history data is in the form of a document file. The information is stored in various types of
documents. It is available in the following:[6]
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A- Web server log file: These logs contain server-side data. This data consists of the IP address, URL,
byte count, etc. In most cases, this data is displayed in a standard configuration. The most prominent
of them is the Common Log Format CLF : [6]
B- Web Proxy Server Log file:
It is an average web server that is between the client and web server. When the webserver receives the
visitor request through the proxy server. The log file entries will be the proxy server information and not
the original client information. Proxy servers keep a separate record for all information user [20].
C- User Browser Log file:
Browser logs are collected from the devices of visitors who access the websites. This user data is
found by proxies that are imposed by some applications such as (JavaScript programs). Attached to a web
page is used to take information from the visitor as a record of their navigation. This data requires the
cooperation of the customer, who most often restricts the operation of ( JavaScript programs) for security
reasons of the user [6] .
2)

Data Pre-Processing:

It is a very important step in web usage mining. After gathering huge amounts of weblog data from
various sources it appears to contain a lot of outliers that must be removed. To obtain consistent and
integrated data for use in later stages (pattern discovering, pattern analysis). stages on preprocessing the
as follows: [6]
•

Data Cleaning

The log file contains a lot of non-essential records that are not related to our work. Like server error
messages. Specified by the status code that the server sends when the visitor requests certain content, a
field is recorded for each state of the record on the web. Also, the entries that contain graphics files,
images, and others of the extension (jpeg, jpg, gif) are deleted. All codes greater than 299 and less than
200 are removed. Because it is considered invalid and is removed from the log file as in fig (3). Also,
deleted records that were previously browsed are removed. Browsing records for the main pages are also
deleted. This is because their links are found in most web server logs [2].

SUCCESS

200 series

REDIRECT

300 series

FAILURE

400series

SERVER

500series

Fig (3) Classes of status code.

x

User and Session Identification:

It is not important to know the identity of the visitor. But there is a need to uncover and characterize
visitor behavior. The server records multiple client sessions. And as a visitor can visit certain sites
frequently. This is done without any authentication mechanisms. In many web servers. Because some
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users disable the cookies feature. View its privacy content. This results in the IP address alone is
insufficient to identify the unique visitor. Therefore, other criteria are used with the IP address such as
user agent and referrer [2] . As for defining the user's session, define it. A group of pages visited by the
same visitor in a certain period of time. On some web servers the session time is limited to 30 minutes.
After this period, the second session begins. It is possible for a single visitor to have one or more
individual sessions on the same page [21] . Visitor activities are numerous and controlling them is
important in facing many issues, such as detecting visitor behavior and others. Among the most important
of these activities are the following [22].
Table (2) Visitor activities
NO.

Activity

Clarify the activity

Example

1

The most active
visitors
identified

The visitors with the highest
activity are limited by IP address,
number of visits, and country.

192.168.0.110 IRAQ

2

Time to spend a
visitor

It represents the time that the
visitor spent at a particular site
and can be represented by a
diagram.

3

Daily
activity

visitor

It shows the differences in visitor
traffic on the site during a
specified period. It is measured in
bytes transferred to each user

Sunday

4

Hourly transfer
rate

It shows the amount of data
transferred in units of time

Hours of day

Number
of
visits per visitor

It shows the number of visits of
each visitor and deduces from it
what the visitor’s interests are in
certain sites without others.

NO. of visitors'

5

6

7

8

13

15 Hits

15

Hit

D. T

35

244 KB

NO. visitors

3

45

Most countries ranked according
to the number of unique visitors.

Browsers

It ranks your visitors according to
the number of hits per browser. It
also shows the byte size
transferred from each browser.

Firefox

A visitor's entries is determined by
the number of arrival the O.S is
installed
on
the
visitor's

Windows 10 ,

10

200 KB

Visits

Countries with
the most visits

Operating
system

NO. V

Country

Unique V

United stated

23

No. Hits
78

D. T
200KB

No. Hits
66

D. T
205KB
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computer. And the byte moved in
the session.

Table (3) User identification methodologies:
methodologies

Description of
the methodology

Privacy risks

Advantages

Disadvantages

IP address &
Agent

Assume when IP
add & agent is
unique
this
signifies that the
user is unique

LOW

Available
without
technology

There
is
no
guarantee
that
this
user
is
unique

Embedded
session ID

The dynamically
created pages are
used to link
identifiers in the
hyperlink

Low
medium

Since
it
is
independent of
IP address this
makes it always
available

Difficulty
detecting
duplicate users

Registration

The user enters
the site directly

Medium

It can track the
visitor and the
browser

Visitors cannot
register if it is not
available

Cookies

By saving the
identifier on the
visitor's machine

Medium
high

Ease of tracking
serial visits if it
is for the same
browser

It may be turned
off by the user

Software
agent

By downloading
the program to
the browser then
it sends the used
data

High

The data is
accurate as it is
for a specific
location

It may not be
accepted by the
visitor

to

to

The process of controlling access resources and website security. Figure (4) shows the highly accessed or
downloaded files arranged from highest to lowest. This is done by specifying the following [22].
- Define files with higher access
- The facts that have been reached
- Search engines
- Referring websites
- Security alert
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Fig (4) The most important directories reached.
x
Path Completion
It is an important step in pre-treatment. Mostly it takes place after completing the session. The agent or
client is mostly due to temporary caching due to the loss of access references for some pages [23]. Also
when the real URLs are more than recorded in the server log. This indicates a loss of access to references
to these pages. It is possible to reveal this when a visitor requests a specific page that is not related to the
previous page (the previous request) for the same visitor. The referrer can refer to the register to find out
which page the above application contains. If the missing page is in the visitor's last click log. It is a page
not registered in the registry. This state indicates that the visitor browsed again using the (Back) button
[20] .
3) Pattern Discovery
It is one of the most important parts of Web Usage Mining extracting data from the web history. After
performing the data cleaning process, selecting the user and the session. The main goal of this part is to
discover interesting patterns [8].
A – Statistics:
It is an important technique for finding useful information for any web history. And to know the content
of the web history and the number of visits to clients in that record. The number of visits is calculated on
the basis of each valid entry in the weblog. These restrictions may be posting, browsing, downloading.
Because it helps improve system performance. Such as monitoring visitor activities, monitoring and
checking pages and sites, and aggregating visitors based on their behavior [24].
B - Association rule:
This technique is used to find recurring rules and patterns in the data generated from the preprocessing
stage of the weblog data. Such as the number of users' frequent visits to certain pages. The task of this
technology is to understand the visitor’s requirements. This is done by discovering the relationships
between the pages visited by a particular visitor to a specific website. Several algorithms are used as
Apriori algorithm, To find recurring association rules [6].
C -Clustering:
Clustering is a method used to group certain elements (pages, users, etc.). Based on similar
characteristics. Such as a grouping of webpages with similar content. Or Clustering a group of visitors with
similar browsing behavior. Or collecting many users who visit similar sites and others. It is also possible to
use the normalization process with Clustering. This will give better combination results. Because there are
different ranges in the data point for each area. Clustering technology helps in deducing customer stats in
e-commerce market operations. And provide customized web content based on individual visitors. Also,
Clustering is useful in making indexes of websites on the Internet [6].
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D - Classification:
This technique categorizes data elements into distinct, predefined categories. Related to a specific
category. This technology requires extracting and selecting the distinct classes on which the classification
is made first. Then, the classification process is performed.[6] The main goal of categorizing weblog data
is to develop the log for visitors belonging to a specific category as opposed to aggregation. Because
classification is a directed learning method (supervised learning). Of the algorithms used by this technique
naïve Bayesian classifiers, decision tree algorithm [20].
E - Sequential pattern:
It is the conduct of analysis to find patterns in sequence through serial sessions. And by applying
several algorithms such as SPADE, Apriori, etc. For example, a specific visitor. visited link A and then
link B one by one at the same time. Using analysis for such a pattern, we can predict the suspected visitor.
When visited in a pattern similar to the previous one .Through psychology used to uncover crime, predict
shopping, advertisements, etc. [6].
4)

Pattern Analysis:

It is the last stage of web usage mining. In it, knowledge is found in the detected patterns. Interesting
patterns. And that by getting rid of inappropriate patterns. This can be done by applying a validation rule.
To get rid of inappropriate patterns and uncover appropriate patterns [20].
A commonly used technique in pattern analysis is the OLAP (Online Analytical Processing
Technique).Visualization methods, administrative advertising deals, It uses graphic patterns to interpret the
file results in an easier way. As well as (the mechanism of using the knowledge query SQL). Which is
used to analyze several reasons for the abnormal patterns of your visitors[6].
4-

Web Usage Mining Advantages and Disadvantages:

A) Advantages:
WUM It has many important advantages that make it more attractive to many, including governments,
organizations, and companies. This technology appeared in electronic commerce to develop private
shopping, the results of which showed large volumes in trade and profits. In the field of security,
government agencies and others use this technology to classify and combat terrorist threats. Through the
ability to predict Internet fraud detection and sort and identify people and pages with a high-security risk.
Helps companies find the best relationship with the customer by identifying exactly what they need.
Through WUM companies can understand well the requirements of their visitors. And provide a faster
response to the requests of the visitors. It is also very beneficial for companies in attracting and retaining
useful customers for the company who can save the best production costs [20].
B) Disadvantages:
When using WUM on personal information shows some concerns and negative consequences
including. Violating the privacy of the user's information if it is obtained or published, especially when the
user is not aware of it. It is the main concern for some users when some companies collect data from
people for a specific purpose, such as a job or work, and others. These entities may use the data for other
purposes such as fraud through e-mail or other personal information. Some techniques may be used to
classify individuals based on controversial characteristics such as race, sexual orientation, religion, or
gender. These practices can be in opposition to the Anti-Discrimination Act. Some companies also sell
personal data obtained from people's websites in various ways. [20].

5- CONCLUSION
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Data mining is the process of discovering needed information. Web mining is a branch of data mining
which is the discovery of the knowledge and patterns required of the sheer volume of web data. This
enormous amount of data is reflected negatively in the web mining process. Because it contains a Data
outlier. Therefore, a pre-processing and cleaning stage must be carried out before mining. The web mining
process Classify into three main types (Web Structure Mining, Web Content Mining, Web Usage mining).
Each type is used according to the user's desire and what is part to be mined. This paper focused on
conducting a survey of previous studies in web mining and types. And explained web usage mining and
algorithms and techniques used in this genre. Starting with data collection, preprocessing, Discovery, and
Analysis of Patterns. And what are the Advantages and Disadvantages of Web Usage mining.
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Abstract :Fingerprint identification is one of the most important biometric techniques utilized for
determining the similarity between the matching images. This paper will be presenting a new
identification technique depending on the angle direction of the objects contained in images. The
performance of identification techniques relies on the quality of the image. The quality of
fingerprint image may not always be well due to many reasons such as contain noise which
hinders the clarity of image structures.
Keywords: Image of Fingerprint, Thinning, Minutiae based matching, Feature Extraction.

1. Introduction
Biometrics science is the analyzing of physical and/or behavioral characteristics that specific to each
individual for identification the identity in a reliable and fast way by using of unique biological
characteristics. It addresses a longstanding concern to prove individual's identity and individual’s
verification, by making use of what makes once different. Historically, applications that using
biometrics are military access control, criminal or civil identification and technical framework. Today is
including banking, retail, and mobile commerce.
Fingerprint is one of the most widely used biometric. It can be defined as the graphical flows of ridges in
human fingers which are formed during infancy. According to researches, not even two people have the
same fingerprints. Even the ten fingers of the same person differ with respect to their corresponding
fingerprints. Fingerprint image can be used for many purpose such identification and verification.
In this study, the pre-processing is applied to enhance, morphology and thinning the fingerprint image
then the local features (Minutiae) extracted; finally the fingerprint images are matching based on the
angle direction of the minutiae points. Based on a specific threshold of the correct number of matching
score the identification of the fingerprint image is determined.

2. Related work
Over the years, research on image identification has offered a lot of matching methods. Typical examples
include the local and global methods like Minutia matching; correlation depended on matching, neural
network-based matching and pattern matching.
x Manickam, A., Devarasan, E., Manogaran, G. (2019) [6] introduces a model to perform matching
for latent fingerprints using Scale Invariant Feature Transformation (SIFT). Their model consist
of two phases (i) contrast enhancement using a fuzzy set (ii) extraction of SIFT feature points
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x

x

from fingerprints. Then matching algorithm is performed with n- number of images and scores
are calculated by Euclidean distance.
Alejandro Valdés Camejo and Javier Lamar León [7] used the application of the algebraic
topology to present an algorithm for ﬁngerprints veriﬁcation. They deﬁned local structures based
on neighboring minutiae. The extraction of features is based on the homology variation of
neighboring minutiae. In addition, a matching method is presented based on the topological
information.
Kimfung Liu and Wenzhong Shi [8] proposed a new developed computational fuzzy topology to
define the topological relations among spatial objects. They used the value of a level cutting
which represent the intersection between both boundaries with interior and the exterior. They
submitted an approximation of these overlapping areas.

3. Research Methodology
Before performing the image matching, a pre-processing step is performing to increase the image quality
(corrective measures). Many reasons caused low quality in the fingerprint images such as partial images,
the problem of the sensors and the skin problems. Pre-processing step include the enhancement of the
image, morphology and thinning process Then the step of feature extraction is performing which involve
extraction the local features (Minutiae) and global features (core and delta). Often the images are different
in rotation angle and scale space, and then the next step is the alignment step for the images to be
matched. After the alignment step, the images will be in the same rotation angle and similar scale space.
The final stage is the matching step, which is performing between the input image and images store in the
dataset and then determines the similarity among them.
The proposed system, which is used for fingerprint images identification, illustrate in figure-1 consist of
three steps:
Input Image

x
x
x
x

Fingerprint Dataset

Binarization
Enhancement
Morphology
Thinning

Minutiae Points Extraction

Preprocessing
Stage

For Each Image
x
Binarization
x
Enhancement

x
x
Feature
Extraction Stage

Vector of minutiae
Features

Morphology

Thinning

Minutiae Points Extraction

Vector of minutiae
Features
Fingerprint
Identification
Stage

Results of similar dataset image to the input image
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Figure -1 Block diagram of the proposed system
-The initial stage is the pre-processing stage of the proposed system, are clarified the following points:1-The input and reference fingerprint images are converted to a binary image: each pixel value in the
binary image can be one of two values, either 0 or 255 value.
2-The binary images are enhanced by applying Gabor filters on it: Gabor filters are classified as filters
that are sensitive to frequency and orientation, utilized for the analysis of texture and edge. The filter
could be modulated by a Gaussian envelope and found the same frequency and direction as a sinusoidal
plane.
3- Apply the morphology operations on the input and reference images to improve the enhanced images
by focusing on the important objects
4-Perform Thinning operation on the fingerprint images, It is a morphological process that is adapted to
erase the foreground pixels from the binary pictures.
-The second step is Features extraction step of the system which is a minutia extraction is performed by
using the eight-neighbor technique. This technique is better than the other methods because of the
efficiency of its computation and its simplicity. This method involves thinning image utilizing where the
ridge flow has connected at eight points. The minutiae pixels are extracted by using a 3X3 window by
scanning the local region of every Pixel in the image.
-The third step is Fingerprint Identification , which clarifies in the following steps:
¾ The matching images are blocked into 8-blocks.
¾ Each minutiae in the input image are matched with all the minutiae that lying in the same block of
the image of the reference image.
¾ To determine the similarity between minutiae , the matching step is performed by using the
direction of line between the minutiae pixel and its neighbor pixel by using the equation (1).The
direction should be equal in the matched minutiae object.
୷୫ି୷
Φ = tan-1(
)
. . . (1)
୶୫ି୶
Where,
(xm ,ym) the coordinate of minutiae pixel
(x,y) the coordinate of its neighbor.

4. The Outcomes with the Discussion
The proposed system applied on a fingerprint dataset that download from Neurotechnology company
website. It was founded in Vilnius, Lithuania in 1990 with the key idea of using neural networks for
applications such as biometric person identification, computer vision, robotics and artificial intelligence.
The following results is for input and reference images which are illustrated in figure-2.
The results of the first step of the proposed system can be showing in the figure-3.

Input Image

Reference Image

Figur-2 Input and Reference Images
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Figure-3 Preprocessing Stage Results
The results of second stage for input image and the reference image are illustrated in table-1.
Tabel-1 Minutiae Feature vectors

The results of final stage of the system are calculate the direction of angles for the minutiae points of the
input and reference images according equation-1 and return the identification if performed between the
two images.

5. Conclusion
After applying the proposed system, we got the result that either the two images belong to the same
person or not. The system gave a higher rate of matching when the two images belong to the same person.
It also gives a lower rate when the two images belong to different persons.
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Abstract. current research consists of an anatomical find out about of the Eriobotrya
japonica from the Rosaceae in Anbar Governorate, which is in the structure of planted
trees. The anatomical features of the s, leaf blade and market have been studied and its
traits and floor have taxonomic significance in keeping apart and diagnosing this type.
Appearance qualities can be linked with anatomical qualities to achieve an built-in
classification. The quantity of layers and thickness of every organ, vascular bundles
characteristics, wide variety of vessels, the traits of epidermal cells and cross-section
structure are all studied contributing to taxonomic significance . The current study also
dealt with the phenotypic characteristics of the stem, leaf and stalk, and it became clear
through this study that the stems of the type Eriobotrya japonica were cylindrical and
hard with many branches and were distinguished by a greenish-brown color. It is not a
fixed characteristic of the single type in addition to the shape of the leaf, which is one of
the important features in the classification. The stalk is characterized by being short and
covered with hairy and green or yellowish green color, and these characteristics are
important in the classification of this type. The fatty acids were detected in the hexane
extract of Eriobotrya japonica in the gas chromatography device - GC, and the results
indicated that this type contains fatty acids, the highest percentage of linoleic acid was
60% and the lowest Linolenic acid by 0.17%.

1. Introduction
The Rosacea household is one of the good sized botanical households with about 3000 species and
one hundred genera [1]. It is one of the households noted in the Iraqi Flora of Iraq and it consists of
one hundred forty genus and this household is unfold in the areas of the world and has been
assigned a classification key in Iraq incorporates eleven . species and is in the structure of trees,
shrubs, and herbs. [2 , 3] cited that there are 19 species and forty three species that are both wild or
cultivated. [4] it carries one hundred fifteen species and 3200 species unfold in North America,
East Asia, and Europe and there are 19 species and 50 species in Iraq. Eriobotrya japonica, an
evergreen tree
belonging to the Maloideae of Rosaceae that consists of about 940 species .[5] Its size is 10m and
perhaps the smallest in size between (3- 4) m.[ 6] This plant has medicinal and dietary significance
as used in the remedy of many et al illnesses. [7] And It is a supply of dietary phenols. [8] It is
additionally an decorative tree and an essential supply of nectar for beekeeping .[9] It has been
cultivated for extra than 2000 years and is now cultivated commercially in 30 nations [10] The leaf
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frequently reaches 30 cm in width and 9 cm in width in which the top floor is smooth and the
decrease one consists of fluff [11] The anatomical find out about is vital in the classification of
species, ranks, and households .[12] and additionally has extra interest in figuring out the genetic

2. Materials & Methods
2.1. Collection of samples:
This find out about relied on the smooth samples of the plant Eriobotrya japonica, which had been
gathered from the Heet areas of Anbar Governorate in the duration from June 2019 to March 2020.
The components that are wholesome have been.
relationships between species and taxonomic degrees .[13] The anatomical learn about helped in
resolving matters The troubles encountered by way of the researcher or classifier in the match of
overlap or similarity in phenotypic traits .[14] The purpose of this find out about was once to provide
an anatomical photograph to some vegetative components such as the leaf, stem, and the market for
the plant Eriobotrya japonica, which are nearly non-study in Iraq, as properly as the lack of lookup
and sources That research the anatomical aspect in Iraq and the world.

besides ailments and rupture. A pattern of the plant was once taken and was once recognized the usage
of the supervisor and relied on the classification keys referred to in the Iraqi flora [14 ] .

2.2. Anatomical study:
Prepare permanent vertical sections of the organs slides of the stem , leaf and petiole, The wax method
mentioned was used [8].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. The section of leaf lamina
The modern-day find out about of the kind Eriobotrya japonica proven in Table No. 1 and
determine 1 confirmed that it consists of easy dermis consisting of Uniseriate rectangular cells in
which the higher epidermal cells regarded large than the decrease dermis and the common
epidermal thickness was once 15 Mm, whilst the common thickness of the decrease dermis reached
19 Mm, it grew to be clear that the Mesophyll tissue in this kind was once Unifacial, which means
that the palisade layer is positioned simply beneath the higher pores and skin and is aligned to one
floor and then the spongy layer [12] mesophyll consists two layers layer of palisade is the type that
follows the top pores and skin and the quantity of ranks (4- 2) and are cells compact and common
thickness reached 92 The 2d layer is spongy layer used to be had 5-4 ranks, which reached a
thickness charge 100 Mm which is characterised through free and disjoined cells and there are
between interfaces distances cells and types are irregular and both the center vicinity of race grew
to become out to be made up of parenchyma tissue that characterised their cells as are the
dimension of there is a area between them and incorporates prolonged and giant vascular bundles.
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Each bundle consists of xylem and Phloem wood. The common thickness of the wooden is sixty
four and the thickness of the bark 33. The quantity of rows of vascular devices in the center vein
35-22 and the diameter of the vascular bundles 401Mm, this learn about coincided with . [14] the
anatomical learn about gave many vital elements that helped aid the phenotypic traits used in
classification and additionally this find out about helped to isolate this kind by way of identifying
the traits of the Mesophyll tissue of the leaf and additionally by means of the quantity of layers of
the tissue and additionally this kind can be remoted thru The variety of vascular devices in the
vascular bundle of the leaf
3.2. Surface coating Idumentum
The results of the Eriobotrya japonica shown in fig. (4) it contains trichomes that differed in their
dimensions and distribution according to the different plant members, which are of the Eglandular
and unicellular trichomes with a cylindrical shape and end as pointed or rounded and found on
leaves and stem And the petioles these results were in agreement with [9].
3.3. The section of Stem
The modern-day learn about of the stem of the kind Eriobotrya japonica, proven in Table (2) fig.
(2). the stem in this kind used to be circular, Solid and Pith occupies the center, the area used to be
displaying the center of the stem, in general, incorporates an exterior layer known as Cuticle
surrounding In the pores and skin from the outside, its cells are uneven with an common thickness
of 6 Mm, and then the dermis layer comes in. The cells are nearly rectangular, fairly small, and
consist of one layer, and they are continuous. After the dermis layer comes to the cortex, which
consists of multilayers in which the cells are various and the common thickness is 517. The first
layer in the Eriobotrya japonica consists of the Collenchyma tissue, and this is observed via the
Parenchyma tissue. The thickness of the Collenchyma tissue 105. Its thickness (178). As for the
vascular cylinder, it grew to become clear that it is a non-stop annular cylinder round the
circumference of the stem that is parallel to the Cortex. The vascular cylinder consists of xylem
wood ( sixty eight ) Mm and the Phloem bark, 17 Micrometers. The pith is placed in the core of the
stem, and it consists of large-sized, large-scale parenchyma cells[12]. The partitions are thin,
stored, and formed in a round polygon. The thickness of the pulp in this kind reached 494 Mm.
Through the anatomical facets of the vascular cylinder the place they have been of the non-stop
kind and information of the houses of the vascular bundles and the thickness of every layer in the
stem have a classification fee in setting apart and diagnosing the type.
3.4. Leaf petiole Section
The cutting-edge learn about of the Eriobotrya japonica petiole market confirmed its facts in Table
three and fig. (3), the cross-section from the center of the organ is a part from the backside a little
sharp and from the pinnacle convex there is a cuticle from the backyard and has a thickness of 3 Mm
and surrounds the pores and skin consisting of one row of The cells are nearly cubic in form and
include the bases of hairs and their thickness is 15 (after the epidermis). The layer of the cortex is
made up of two sorts of tissues. The first layer consists of non-stop Columbia tissue with an
common thickness of 158Mm and the tissue that comes after it is the Parenchyma tissue whose
thickness used to be 226Mm. As for the vascular bundles in this type, they are open and the wide
variety of bundles in them is 3 mid-site bundles and two lateral bundles. The wide variety of rows of
vascular gadgets (6-8) and the variety of vascular gadgets per row (5-2). The cross-section of the
Eriobotrya japonica market had an necessary classification value, as nicely as the structure of the
vascular bundle that was once open and the separated bundles and their number, are three bundles
one of them is the web page intermediate and two facet bundles and the size of the bundle are
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remoted and additionally the collenchyma tissue of the cortex in this kind used to be of the angular
collenchyma kind and the thickness of these layers [13]. All qualities have a taxonomic fee in
isolation and prognosis of the species. Through this find out about and know-how of the anatomical
traits, these features that have been recognized in this learn about can be localized in isolation of the
kind and additionally can hyperlink between the anatomical and phenotypic features the place
between the researcher [14] for the duration of his announcing it is feasible to acquire an built-in
herbal and best classification solely when linking the anatomical data with Observations stemming
from phenotypic studies, and this is what used to be emphasised in this learn about and the
opportunity of making anatomical records got to serve the plant classification[15].
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Table 1. shows the dimensions of the leaf blade of Eriobotrya japonica measured

Cuticle

Epidermis thickness

thickness

upper

(0.9-4.5)
2.7

(4-33)

15

Vein

Palisade
layers

lower

(6-24)

Mesophyll

(2-4)

19

Palisade
thickness

Spongy
layers

(40-143)

(3-4)

92

Rows of
Spongy
Vessels
thickness
element

Vascular
Bundle
diameter

(70-130)

(212-590)

(22-35)

100

401

Table 2. The quantitative characteristics of Eriobotrya japonica
stems measured in micrometers.

Cuticle

Epidermis

Cortex

thickness

thickness

thickness

(2.5-9)

(9-12)

5.8

(422-612)

cortex layers

Collenchyma
tissue
thickness

Parenchyma
tissue
thickness

517

11

Xylem

Phloem

Pith

thickness

thickness

thickness

(45-90)

(11-22)

(488-500)
494

17

68

(66-144)
105

(85-270)
178

Table 3. The quantitative characteristics of
Eriobotrya
japonica petiole , measured in Micrometers.

Epiderm
Cuticle
is
thicknes
thicknes
s
s
(1.
34)
2.7

(6-24)
15

Numbe
r
bundle

Cortex layers

Collenchy
ma tissue
thickness

Parenchyma
Tissue
thickne
ss

5

3

Numbe
r Of
rows
Vascul
ar units

Numbe
r Of
Vascul
ar
Units
per
row

(6-8)

(2-5)

Bund
le
lengt
h

(66-120)
93
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(95-221)

(119-332)

158

226

. (The values inside the arcs represent the minimum and maximum values
and the values outside the arcs represent the mean) .
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1
2
Fig.1. Transverse section of Eriobotrya japonica leaf 40 X
1-Upper epidermis
2- Xylem
3- Phloem
4-Lower epiderm
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1
2
Fig. 2. Transverse Section of Eriobotrya japonica leaf Mesophyll layers illustrate 40X
1- Palisade layer
2- Spongy layer
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4
1

2

3

7
5

Fig. 3. Transverse section of Eriobotrya japonica stem 40X
1-Epidermis
2- collenchyma
3- parenchyma
4- phloem
5-Xylem
6- pith

Cortex

Vascular bundle
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6

5

6

4

5

3

4

Fig. 4. Transverse Section of Eriobotrya japonica Petiole 40X.
1-vascular bundle2- pith 3-phloem 4-xylem5-cortex6-Epidermis.
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Fig. 5. Eglandular trichm of Eriobotrya japonica 40X
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3.5. Morphological study
Stems & Twig legs and branches
The current study revealed that the stems of the type Eriobotrya japonica are cylindrical in shape,
solid, and have many erect branches. The quality of the leg is shown in Table (4).

Table 4. Shows the quantitative and qualitative characteristics of the stem for the species
Eriobotrya japonica
Plant height

Nature of plant

Nature of stem

Branches

Branching type

Branching
color

(2-8)m

Trees

Erect

Many

Upper

Green brown

3.6. Leaves.
The leaves are one of the basic physiological axes of the plant as it performs important processes
such as photosynthesis and transpiration as it works alongside other plant devices such as wood
and bark and contributes to the absorption of nutrients and water from the soil through the roots
and allows the transfer of metabolic products from them to the rest of the plant body. Eriobotrya
japonica leaves are distinguished. It is simple, petiolate, and alternate, and it should be noted that
the leaves from the vegetative parts that are more susceptible to environmental conditions and the
characteristics that are most exposed to variations are the dimensions of the leaf, then followed by
the shape of the blade, its base, its edge and finally the color of the leaf. In this study the shape of
the blade was fixed and the table ( 5) It shows the quantitative characteristics of the leaves of the
type[16]. The dimensions of the paper were different in terms of length and width, where the
average length of the blade was (260) mm and the average width was (90) mm. The upper, open
color in the lower surface, and the shapes and structure of the blades have basic features and have
an important role in classification. Acute is sharp, while the edge of the leaf in Eriobotrya
japonica is serrated, and the edge of the blade is one of the most important characteristics that
distinguish the leaves, in addition to its shape. The edge of the blade gave a taxonomic weight no
matter what it is not a fixed characteristic for individuals of the same species. As for the leaf base,
it was rounded. It was identical to the plant wealth in Iraq [17]. As for the surface covering of the
leaves, it was almost smooth on the upper surface and had dense fluffy filaments on the lower
surface.

Table 5. Shows the dimensions of the leaf blade for the type Eriobotrya japonica measured in
MM.
Blade length
Blade width
Average blade
length\ Average
blade width
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(130-390)260

(50-130)90

2.9

3.7. Petiole
The study of the type Eriobotrya japonica showed that the stem is circular in the cross section, but
it showed variations in its dimensions, as the stems of this type were short and covered with a
capillary covering and the color of the stalk is green or yellowish green. The width of the stem is
(5) mm, and the average length of the stalk to the average of the stem width is (2.6) mm

Table 6. Shows the dimensions of the petiole for the type Eriobotrya japonica measured in MM.
Petiole length

Petiole width

(7-19)13

(3-6)5

Average petiole
length\Average
petiole width
2.6

Table 7. The fatty acid present in Eriobotrya japonica extract By GC
Fatty acid
Palmitic acid
Palmitoleic acid
stearic
Oleic acid
Linoleic acid
Linolenic acid

Concentration %
5.10
1.74
3.18
4.45
60.0
0.17

The results of the extract of Eriobotrya japonica in the gas chromatography device - GC showed
that the plant contains several types of fatty acids, where the highest percentage of linoleic acid
was 60%. Table (4) Unsaturated fatty acids are important compounds for metabolic processes
inside the body of the organism, as Linoleic acid helped expand the respiratory tracts and build
red blood cells, and its deficiency leads to high cholesterol in the blood and liver and leads to
stunted growth in children [11] Also, fatty acids are anti-inflammatory and prevent type 2
diabetes
and
prevent
high
blood
pressure
[12].
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Abstracti: Let 𝑅 be a commutativei ringi withi an identityi, and 𝐺 be a unitaryi left 𝑅-modulei. A
proper submodulei 𝐻 of an 𝑅- modulei 𝐺 is called semiprimei if wheneveri 𝑎 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 +
and 𝑎𝑛 𝑦 ∈ 𝐻, then 𝑎𝑦 ∈ 𝐻. We say that a properi submodulei 𝐻 of an 𝑅- modulei 𝐺 is a weaklyi
small semiprime, if whenever 𝑎 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑦 ∈ 𝐺, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + , (𝑦) is small in 𝐺 and 0 ≠ 𝑎𝑛 𝑦 ∈ 𝐻, implies
𝑎𝑦 ∈ 𝐻 . Many basic properties and characterizations of this type of submodule are given.
Keywordsi: semiprimei submodulesi, semiprimei modulesi, smalli semiprimei submodulei, smalli
semiprimei modulesi.

1. Introductioni
In this research we introducei the concepti of weakly small semiprime submodulei as a generalization of
small semiprime submodulei and established some of its basici propertiesi, examples and characterizations. A
proper submodule 𝐻 of an 𝑅 - module 𝐺 is called a small semiprime submodule if 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈
𝐺 , 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + and 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 such that 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 implies 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 , [6] . A proper submodule 𝐻 of an 𝑅 - module
𝐺 is called a small semiprime submodule
𝑠𝑢𝑐ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡

if

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 , 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺

𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 . A proper ideal 𝐼 of a ring 𝑅 is called small semiprime ideal if

whenever 0 ≠ 𝑎𝑘 𝑏 ∈ 𝐼 for 𝑎 , 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + and (𝑏) ≪ 𝑅 implies 𝑎𝑏 ∈ 𝐼 , [5] . Wherei "a submodulei
𝑃 of 𝐺 is calledi smalli (notationallyi , 𝑃 ≪ 𝐺) if 𝑃 + 𝑊 = 𝐺 fori alli submodulesi 𝑊 of 𝐺 impliesi 𝑊 = 𝐺",
[3]. Let 𝐺 be an 𝑅- module a proper submodule 𝐻 of 𝐺 is called weakly small semiprime , if whenever 0 ≠
𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 for some 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + implies 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 .
In section 1 we study some basic properties for the concept of a weakly small semiprime submodule. In
section 2 we givei propertiesi of weakly small semiprimei submodulei in classi of multiplicationi and hollow
R- modules.
2. Weakly Small Semiprime Submodulesi
In this sectioni we introducei the concepti of weakly small semiprime submodule as a generalization of small
semiprime submodule and established some of its basic properties, examples and characterizations.
Recall that a properi submodulei 𝐻 of an 𝑅 - module 𝐺 is called a weakly semiprime submodulei if
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 and 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + such that 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻, [2 ].
Definition (2.1)
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Let 𝐺 bei an 𝑅- modulei a properi submodule 𝐻 of 𝐺 is calledi weaklyi small semiprimei If whenever 0 ≠
𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 for some 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + implies 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 .
A properi ideal 𝐼 of a ring 𝑅 is called weaklyi small semiprime ideali if whenever 0 ≠ 𝑎𝑘 𝑏 ∈ 𝐼 for 𝑎 , 𝑏 ∈
𝑅 and 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + and (𝑏) ≪ 𝑅 implies 𝑎𝑏 ∈ 𝐼 .
Remark (2. 2i)
It isi cleari thati everyi small semiprimei submodule is weakly smalli semiprimei submodule. But thei
conversei is not true in general, as the following examplei show:
Example (2. 3)
̅̅̅̅ } , 𝐻 is a proper submodule of 𝑍24 .Then ∀ 𝑟 ∈
Let 𝐺 = 𝑍24 as a 𝑍- modulei , 𝐻 = (8̅) = {0̅ , 8̅ , 16
+
𝑍 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 , k ∈ 𝑍 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 such that 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝐵 implies 𝑟𝑚 ∈ 𝐻 , so 𝐻 is weakly small
semiprime submodule . But 𝐻 is noti smalli semiprimei submodulei sincei 0̅ = 4 . 6̅ = 22 . 6̅ ∈ 𝐻 and
̅̅̅ = 2 . 6̅ ∉ 𝐻 .
(6̅) ≪ 𝑍24 Buti ̅12

Recal lthat if 𝑅 is an integrali domaini and 𝐺 is an 𝑅 – module ,Then 𝑇(𝐺) = {𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 ∶ 𝑟𝑥 =
0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 0 ≠ 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 } is a submodule of 𝐺 . If (𝐺) = 0 , Then we say that 𝐺 is torsion – free 𝑅module .
Now we can say , If 𝑅 is an integrali domaini and 𝐺 is an 𝑅 – module ,Theni 𝑇𝑠(𝐺) = { 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 ∶ 𝑟𝑥 =
0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒 0 ≠ 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 } is a submodule of 𝐺 . If 𝑠(𝐺) = 0 , Then we say that 𝐺 is small
torsion – free 𝑅- module .
proposition (2. 4)
Let 𝑅 bei on integrali domaini and let 𝐺 be a small torsion free 𝑅 – module . Then every weakly small
semiprime submodule of 𝐺 is a small semiprime submodule of .
Proofi:
Leti 𝐻 be a weaklyi small semiprimei submodulei of . Let 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 and (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + such thet
𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 to show that 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 . If 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑘 𝑚, then 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 . Suppose that 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 = 0 , since 𝑅 integral domain
implies
If 𝑟 𝑘 ≠ 0 , then 𝑥 ∈ 𝑇𝑠(𝐺) = 0 hence 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 .
If 𝑟 𝑘 = 0 , then 𝑟 = 0 hence 𝑟𝑚 ∈ 𝐻 . Therefore 𝐻 is smalli semiprimei submodulei of 𝑀.
Recall thati a proper submodulei 𝐻 of an 𝑅 - module 𝐺 is calledi a smalli primei submodulei if and only if
whenever 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 with (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 and 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 implies either 𝑟 ∈ 𝐻 𝑜𝑟 𝑟 ∈ [𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] and an 𝑅 –
module 𝐺 is called a small prime iff (0) is a small semiprime submodule of 𝑀 , [6] .
proposition (2. 5)
Let 𝐺 be a small prime 𝑅 - module . Then every weakly small semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺 is small
semiprimei submodule of .
Proofi:
Let 𝐻 be a weaklyi small semiprimei submodulei of . Let 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 andi (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + suchi
thati 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 . If 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 , since 𝐻 is weakly small semiprim submodule of 𝐺 , then 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 .
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Suppose 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 = 0, then 𝑟𝑥 = 0 𝑜𝑟 𝑟 𝑘−1 = 0 since (0) is smalli prime submodulei of 𝐺 ( 𝐺 is a small
prime 𝑅 – modulei ) , so 𝑟𝑥 = 0 ∈ 𝐻 , hence 𝐻 is smalli semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺 .
Theorem (2. 6)
Let 𝐺 be an 𝑅- moduleii and let 𝐻 be a properii submodulei of 𝐺 . Thenii the followingii statements are
equivalenti:
1. 𝐻 is weaklyi small semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺 .
:

:

2. For each 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 and (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + , [𝐻𝑖 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] = [0 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] ∪ [𝐻
3. For each
:
𝐺 (𝑟)]

[𝐻

:

:

𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 and (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + , [𝐻 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] = [0 𝐺(𝑟 𝑘 )] or

:
𝐺 (𝑟)]

.
:

[𝐻 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] =

.

Proof:
:

(1) ⟹( 2) Let 𝑥 ∈ [𝐻 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] , (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , then 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 .
If 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ≠ 0 , since 𝐻 is weaklyi smalli semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺 . 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐵 . so ∈ [𝐻
:

𝑘

:
𝐺 (𝑟)]

. Let

𝑘

𝑟 𝑥 = 0 , (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 then 𝑥 ∈ [0 𝐺(𝑟 )] and hence
:

[𝐻 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] ⊆ [𝐻

:
𝐺 (𝑟)]

:

:

∪ [0 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] clearly [𝐻
:

[𝐻 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] ther efore [𝐻 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] = [𝐻

:
𝐺 (𝑟)]

:
𝐺 (𝑟)]

:

∪ [0 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] ⊆

:

∪ [0 𝐺 (𝑟 𝑘 )] .

(2) ⟹ (3) It is clear .
(3) ⟹( 1) Let 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻
:

𝑘

:

for some 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 andi (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + . Hence

𝑘

[𝐻 𝐺 (𝑟 )] and 𝑥 ∉ [0 𝐺(𝑟 )] so by assumption 𝑥 ∈ [𝐻

:
𝐺

𝑥𝑖 ∈

(𝑟)] i.e 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻. Therefore 𝐻 is weakly

smalli semiprimei submodulei of .
Theorem (2. 7)
Let 𝐺 be an 𝑅- modulei and let 𝐴 be a properi submodulei of 𝐺 . Then 𝐴 is a weakly small semiprime
submodulei of 𝐺 if and only if for any small submodule𝑖 𝐻 of , 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , and 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + with 0 ≠ (𝑟)𝑘 𝐻 ⊆ 𝐴
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 (𝑟)𝐻 ⊆ A .
Proof:
(⟹) Supposei thati 0 ≠ (𝑟)𝑘 𝐻 ⊆ A for 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝐻 is a small Submodule𝑖 of 𝐺 and 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + , so 0 ≠
(𝑟 𝑘 )𝐻 ⊆ 𝐴 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑠 that 𝐻 ⊆ [𝐴 𝐺:(𝑟 𝑛 )] with 𝐻 ⊈ [(0) 𝐺:(𝑟 𝑛 )] Theorem (2.6) implies 𝐻 ⊆ [𝐴 𝑀:(𝑟)]
heace (𝑟)𝐻 ⊆ A .
(⟸) Let 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐴 for 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , (𝑥) ∈ 𝐺 andi 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + implies that 0 ≠ (𝑟 𝑛 )(𝑥) ⊆ A So
hypothesis (𝑟) (𝑥) ⊆ 𝐴 implies that 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐴 . Theni A is a weekly small semiprime submodule of .

by

Corollary (2. 8)
Let 𝐺 be a 𝑅- modulei and 𝐴 be a properi submodulei of 𝐺 . Theni 𝐴 a weakly small semiprime submodulei
of 𝐺 if and only if 0 ≠ (𝑟)𝑘 𝐺 ⊆ 𝐴 for 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝐻 is small submodulei of 𝐺 and 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + impliesi that
(𝑟)𝐺 ⊆ 𝐴 .
Corollary (2. 9)
3
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Let 𝐴 be a properi submodulei of an 𝑅- module 𝐺 . Then 𝐴 is a weakly small semiprime submodulei of 𝐺 if
and only if 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑘 𝐻 ⊆ 𝐴 for 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝐻 is small submodulei of 𝐺 and 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + impliesi that 𝑟𝐻 ∈ 𝐴 .
Recall that if 𝐻 is a semiprimeii submoduleii of an 𝑅- module 𝐺 , then [𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] is a semiprime ideal of 𝑅. For
weakly small semiprime we have:
Remark (2. 10)
If 𝐻 is a weakly small semiprime submodule of an 𝑅 – module 𝐺 , then [𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] need not be weakly small
semiprime in general .
For example : Let 𝐺 = 𝑍8 as a 𝑍 – module . Take𝐻 = {0̅} clearly 𝐻 is a weakly small semiprime
submodule of 𝐺, but [𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] = 8𝑍 is not weakly small semiprime ideal of 𝑍 .
Theorem (2.11)
Let 𝐻 be a submodulei of an 𝑅 – modulei 𝐺 with 𝑇𝑆 (𝐺) = 0 . 𝐻 is a weakly small semiprimei submodule of
𝐺 if and only if for non-zero ideal 𝐼 of , [𝐻 𝐺: 𝐼] is a weaklyi smalli semiprimei submoduleii ofi 𝐺 .
Proof:
(⟹) Let 𝑟𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 and (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + suchi thet 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ [𝐻

:
𝐺

𝐼] hence (𝑟)𝑘 (𝑥𝐼) ⊆ 𝐻

. If 0 ≠ (𝑟)𝑘 (𝑥𝐼) ⊆ 𝐻 , (𝑥𝐼) ≪ 𝐺 , [1] . 𝐻 is a weakly smalli semiprimei submodule ofi 𝐺 , implies that
(𝑟) (𝑥𝐼) ∈ 𝑁 by Theorem (2.6) so 𝑟 ∈ [𝐻 𝐺: 𝐼] as neededii supposeii that (𝑟)𝑘 (𝑥𝐼) = 0 so 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥𝑎 = 0 for
some non-zero 𝑎 ∈ 𝐼 . Hence 𝑟 𝑘 𝑥 ∈ 𝑇𝑆 (𝐺) = 0 which is a controdition . Therefore [𝐻

:
𝐺

𝐼] is a weakly

small semiprime submodule of 𝐺
( ⟸) Suppose that [𝐻 𝐺: 𝐼 ] isi a weaklyi small semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺. For any non-zero ideal 𝐼 of ,
put 𝐼 = 𝑅 we get [𝐻 𝐺: 𝐼 ] = 𝐴 which is weakly small semiprim submodule of 𝑀
Remark (2.12)
In the Theorem (2.11). The assumption 𝑇𝑆 (𝐺) = 0 is necessary .
To show that , let 𝐺 = 𝑍16 as a 𝑍 - module , 𝐻 = {0̅} and 𝐼 = 2𝑍 . Clearly 𝐻 isi a small semiprime
submodule of 𝐺, hence 𝐻 is a weakly small semiprime submodule of 𝐺 by Remark (2.2) , but [𝐻 𝐺: 𝐼 ] = {
0̅ , 8̅} is not weakly smalli semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺 ,
since (2̅) ≪ 𝑍 16
and
4 . 2̅ ∈
{0̅ , 8̅ } 𝑏𝑢𝑡 2 . 2̅ ∉ {0̅ , 8̅} .
proposition (2.13)
Let 𝐺 be a 𝑅- modulei and 𝐻 , 𝐶 be submodule of 𝐺 with 𝐶 ⊈ 𝐻 . If 𝐵 is a weakly small semiprime
submodule of 𝐺 . Then 𝐻 ∩ 𝐶 is a weakly small semiprime submodulei of .
Proof:
It is clear thatii 𝐻 ∩ 𝐶 is a properi submodulei of . Let 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 ∩ 𝐶 for 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶 and
(𝑥) ≪ 𝐶 , 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + it follows that 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 . (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 implies (𝑥) ⊆ 𝑅𝑎𝑑 (𝐶) ⊆ 𝑅𝑎𝑑 (𝐺) ,
𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 (𝑥) ⊆ 𝑅𝑎𝑑 (𝐶) , since 𝐻 is weakly smalli semiprimei submodule iof 𝐺 , then 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 and 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶 ,
𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐶 , hence 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 ∩ 𝐶 and 𝐻 ∩ 𝐶 is a weakly small semiprime submodulei of 𝐶 .
propositioni (2.14)
Let 𝐺 = 𝐺1 ⨁ 𝐺2 be an 𝑅- module where 𝐺1 , 𝐺2 are 𝑅- modules such that 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝐺1 + 𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝐺2 = 𝑅 . If
𝐴1 is a weakly small semiprime submodule of 𝐺1 , then 𝐴1 ⨁ 𝐺2 is a weakly small semiprime submodule of
𝐺.
4
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Proof:
Let 0 ≠ 𝐻 ≪ 𝐺1 ⊕ 𝐺2 , 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + such thet (𝑟)𝑛 𝐻 ⊆ 𝐴1 ⨁ 𝐺2 . To show that (𝑟)𝐻 ⊆
𝐴1 since 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝐺1 + 𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝐺2 = 𝑅 , then 𝐻 = 𝐻1 ⨁ 𝐻2 where 𝐻1 ⊆ 𝐺1 and 𝐻2 ⊆ 𝐺2 , 𝐻 ≪ 𝐺
implies 𝐻1 ≪ 𝐺1 and 𝐻2 ≪ 𝐺2 [1] .
0 ≠ (𝑟)𝑛 (𝐻1 ⊕ 𝐻2 ) ⊆ 𝐴1 ⨁ 𝐺2 𝑟 𝑛 𝐻1 ⊕ 𝐻2 ⊆ 𝐴1 ⨁ 𝐺2 , so (𝑟)𝑛 𝐻1 ⊆ 𝐴1 since 𝐴1 is a
weakly smallii semiprimeii submodule ofi 𝐺1 and 𝐻1 ≪ 𝐺1 , then (𝑟)𝐻1 ⊆ 𝐴1 by Theorem (2.7) .
Hence (𝑟)𝐻 ⊆ 𝐴1 ⨁ 𝐺2 , which implies that 𝐴1 ⨁ 𝐺2 is a weakly smalli semiprimeii submodulei of .
propositioni (2.15)
Let 𝐺 = 𝐺1 ⨁ 𝐺2 be an 𝑅- module where 𝐺1 , 𝐺2 are 𝑅- modules and 𝐴 = 𝐴1 ⨁ 𝐴2 be a submodule of
𝐺 . If 𝐴 is a weakly smalli semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺 .Then 𝐴1 , 𝐴2 are weakly smalli semiprimei
submodules of 𝐺1 , 𝐺2 respectively .
Proofi:
Let 0 ≠ 𝐻1 ≪ 𝐻1 ⊕ 𝐺1
, 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 and 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + such that 0 ≠ (𝑟)𝑛 𝐻1 ⊆ 𝐴1 . To show that
(𝑟)𝐻1 ⊆ 𝐴1 . (𝑟)𝑛 𝐻1 ⊕ 0 ⊆ 𝐴1 ⊕ 𝐴2 = 𝐴 , then (𝑟)𝑛 (𝐻1 ⊕ 0) ⊆ 𝐴 . But 𝐻1 ≪ 𝐺1 , so (𝐻1 ⊕ 0) ≪
𝐺1 ⨁ 𝐺2 = 𝐺 , [1] . Since 𝐴 = 𝐴1 ⊕ 𝐴2 is a weakly smalli semiprimei submodule of 𝐺 and (𝐻1 ⊕
0) ≪ 𝐺 = 𝐺1 ⨁ 𝐺2 implies (𝑟) (𝐻1 ⊕ 0) ⊆ 𝐴 = 𝐴1 ⊕ 𝐴2 , hence (𝑟) 𝐻1 ⊕ 0 ⊆ 𝐴1 ⊕ 𝐴2 . It
follows that (𝑟)𝐻1 ⊆ 𝐴1 . Hence 𝐴1 is a weakly small semiprime submodule of 𝐺1 . Similary we can
prove that is a weakly small semiprime submodule of 𝐺2 .
3. Weakly Smalli Semiprimei Modules and Special Kind of Modules.
Thisi sectioni is to give properties of weakly smalli semiprimei submodules in class of multiplication Rmodule, faithful R-module and hollow R-modules.
propositioni (3.1)
Let 𝐺 be a faithful f . g. multiplication 𝑅- modulei and let 𝐻 be a weakly small semiprime submodule of 𝐺 .
Then [𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] is a weakly small semiprime ideal of .
Proof:
Let 𝐻 be a weakly small semiprim submodule of 𝐺 , 𝑎 , 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅 , (𝑏) ≪ 𝑅 , and 𝑘 ∈ 𝑍 + such thati 0 ≠
𝑎𝑘 𝑏 ∈ [𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] ,then 0 ≠ (𝑎)𝑘 (𝑏𝐺) ⊆ 𝐻 . (𝑏) ≪ 𝑅 implies (𝑏 𝐺) ≪ 𝐺 [1] , if (𝑎)𝑘 (𝑏𝐺) = 0 . Then
𝑎𝑘 𝑏 ∈ [0 ∶ 𝐺] = 0 contradiction . Now Theorem (2.7) implies that (𝑎)(𝑏𝐺) ⊆ 𝐻 so 𝑎𝑏 ∈ [𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] and
[𝐻 ∶ 𝐺] is a weakly smalli semiprimei ideal of .
Theorem (3.2)
Let 𝐺 be a f . g. faithfuli multiplication 𝑅- module and let 𝐻 be a proper submodule of 𝑀 .Then the
following are equivalent .
1. 𝐻 is a weakly smalli semiprimei submodulei in𝐺 .
2. [𝐻 𝑅:𝐺 ] is a weakly small semiprime submodulei in 𝑅
3. 𝐻 = 𝐽𝐺 for some weakly small semiprime ideal 𝐽 of .
Proof:
1 ⟹ 2 Let 0 ≠ r k s ∈ [𝐻 R:G] for 𝑖r ∈ R , and k ∈ Z+ , 𝑠 is a noni-zero element of R and (s) ≪ R . It
follows that 0 ≠ r k s ⊆ 𝐻 , (s) ≪ R , 𝑀 is f.g multiplication implies (sG) ≪ G , since B a weakly small
5
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semiprime submodule in G , then rsG ⊆ 𝐻 , hence rs ∈ [𝐻 R:G] that is [𝐻 R:G] is weakly small semiprime
ideal of R .
2 ⟹ 3 We choose J = [𝐻 ∶ G ] .
3 ⟹ 1 Since G multiplication module , Let 0 ≠ r k x ∈ 𝐻 where r ∈ R , x ∈ G and (x) ≪ G , k ∈
Z Then (r)k [(x) ∶ G] ⊆ [(r k x) ∶ G] ⊆ [𝐻 ∶ G] . Moreover (r k )[(x) ∶ G] ≠ 0 because otherwise .
+

If (r)k [(x) ∶ G] = 0 Theni (r)k (x) = (r)k [(x) ∶ G]G = 0 as [𝐻 ∶ G] is a weaklyi small semiprimei ideal of
R contradiction . (r) [(x): G] ⊆ [𝐻 ∶ G]
therefore (r)(x) = (r)[(x): G]G ⊆ [(x): G]G = B and so rm ∈ 𝐻 implies 𝐻 a weakly small semiprime
submodule in G .
Recall that an 𝑅- module 𝐺 is a called hollow module if every proper submodule 𝐴 of 𝐺 is small , that is if
𝐺 = 𝐴 + 𝐻 for some submodule 𝐻 of 𝐺 implies that 𝐻 = 𝐺 .
Recalli that if 𝐺 is an 𝑅- modulei , then 𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝐺) is the intersection of all maximal submodule of 𝐺 , 𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝐺)
is called the Jacobson radical of 𝐺 , [4] . If 𝐴 is a submodulei of an 𝑅- modulei 𝐺 with 𝑅𝑎𝑑(

𝐺
𝐴

) = (0) ,

then 𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝐺) ⊆ 𝐴 , [3] .
proposition (3.3)
Let 𝐺 be an 𝑅- modulei with every cyclic submodule is small . If 𝐻 is weakly smalli semiprimei submodule
of , then 𝐻 is weakly semiprimei of 𝐺 .
Proof:
Let 0 ≠ r k x ∈ 𝐻 for r ∈ R , x ∈ G and n ∈ Z + . Since every cyclic submodule of 𝐺 is smalli , then
(x) ≪ G . But 𝐻 is weakly smalli semiprimeii , it follows that 𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 . Hence 𝐻 is weakly semiprime
submodule of .
Corollary (3.4)
If 𝐺 is a hollow 𝑅- module , then every weakly small semiprime submodule of 𝐺 is weakly semiprime .
proposition (3.5)
Let 𝐺 be a 𝑅- modulei and 𝐻 be a submodulei of 𝐺 . If 𝑅𝑎𝑑 (𝐺) is a weakly small semiprime submodule of
𝐺
𝐻

𝐺 with 𝑅𝑎𝑑 ( ) = (0) , Then 𝐻 is a weakly small semiprime submodule of 𝐺 .
Proof:
Let 0 ≠ r n 𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 for r ∈ R , x ∈ G withi (x) ≪ G and n ∈ Z+ . Since (x) ≪ G , then 𝑥 ∈
𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝐺), [ 3 ] . Hence 0 ≠ r n 𝑥 ∈ 𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝐺) . But 𝑅𝑎𝑑 (𝐺) is a weakly small semiprim so 𝑟𝑥 ∈
𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝐺)

𝐺
𝐻

. By assumption 𝑅𝑎𝑑 ( ) = (0) implies 𝑅𝑎𝑑(𝐺) ⊆ 𝐻 , then

𝑟𝑥 ∈ 𝐻 . Thus 𝐻 is a weakly

small semiprime submodulei of 𝐺𝑖 .
Lemma (3.6) [7]
Let 𝐺 be a f . g. multiplicationi 𝑅- modulei and 𝐼 , 𝐽 are ideals of a ring 𝑅 . Then 𝐼𝐺 ⊆ 𝐽𝐺 if and only if 𝐼 ⊆
𝐽 + 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑅 (𝐺) .
propositioni (3.7)
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Let 𝐺 be a f . g. multiplication faithful 𝑅- module and 𝐼 be a weakly small semiprime ideal of 𝑅 with
𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑅 (𝐺) ⊆ 𝐼 . Then 𝐼𝐺 is a weakly small semiprime submodule of .
Proof:
Let 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐼𝐺 for 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅 , 0 ≠ 𝑥 ∈ 𝐺 and (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 and 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍 + that 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐼𝐺 , since 𝐺
multiplication , then (𝑥) = 𝐽𝐺 for som ideal 𝐽 of 𝑅 . That 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝑥 ∈ 𝐼𝐺 by lemme (3.6) 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝐽 ⊆ 𝐼 +
𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑅 (𝐺) , but 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑅 (𝐺) ⊆ 𝐼 implies 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑅 (𝐺) + 𝐼 = 𝐼 hence 0 ≠ 𝑟 𝑛 𝐽 ⊆ 𝐼 , sincei (𝑥) ≪ 𝐺 , (𝑥) = 𝐽𝐺
implies (𝐽𝐺) ≪ 𝐺 but 𝐺 is a f . g. multiplication implies (𝐽) ≪ 𝑅 , since 𝐼 is a weakly small semiprime
submodule of 𝑅 . It follows that 𝑟𝐽𝐺 ⊆ 𝐼𝐺 so 𝑟(𝑥) ⊆ 𝐽𝐺 implies 𝐽𝐺 is weakly small semiprime submodule
of .
Corollaryi (3.8)
Leti 𝐺 be a faithful cyclici 𝑅- modulei and 𝐼 be a weakly smalli semiprimei ideal of 𝑅 with 𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑅 (𝐺) ⊆ 𝐼 ,
then 𝐼𝐺 is a weakly smalli semiprimei submodulei of 𝐺 .
References:
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Abstract. One of the important object detection applications in smart transportation systems is
vehicle detection. Working on self-driving car robots has become an important experiment in
recent years to take advantage of innovations and ideas in real self-driving cars, and the detection
of robots by multiple algorithms is the most important phase in this work. To solve the problems
of self-driving car robot detection. Such as not recognizing shape. In this paper, via the Yolov2
algorithm, we trained a new model for robots. It was proven with the comparison experiments
that the proposed method is successful for robot detection. In addition, the proposed model
demonstrated excellent feature extraction ability with network visualization.

1.Introduction
Computer vision is a tool for making machines "look". This allows computers and other devices to take
the place of human eyes to recognize objects within the scene and further the processing of images. The
new research trend for using artificial intelligence systems to extract data from images is image
processing and computer vision. A significant branch of computer vision is object detection. object
detection is Efficient when it is fast and accurate. Good object detection algorithms should be convenient
for the lives of individuals. The purpose of this paper is to classify and locate self-driving car robots. It
is important in the autonomous driving system to detect self-driving cars and their location. A selfdriving car, also known as an autonomous vehicle (AV or auto), driverless car, or robot-car is a vehicle
that is capable of sensing its environment and moving safely with little or no human input. Object
detection is a very important part of artificial intelligence. Which is a forward-feedback neural network
It has a unique superiority in object recognition with its special structure of local weights sharing. The
interest in having deeper hidden layers has begun to surpass the performance of classical methods in
various fields, particularly in pattern recognition. The Convolutional Neural Network is one of the most
popular deep neural networks (CNN). It takes its name from the mathematical linear operation called
convolution between matrixes. CNN has several layers [1], including the convolution layer, pooling
layer and fully-connected layer. In machine learning issues, CNN has outstanding results. Especially
those applications dealing with image data, The traditional detectors [3] first extract suggestions and
extract features, then do the classification [2].it is proposed that location and classification in a single
CNN be implemented. We want a real-time object detection algorithm in the self-driving system, so we
chose you only look once ( YOLO) as a guide to constructing a better method where More than twice
the average accuracy of other real-time systems is reached by YOLO. To construct our own training set
and testing set, we select some samples and label some samples manually. YOLO algorithm is an
algorithm based on regression, instead of selecting the interesting part of an Image, it predicts classes
and bounding boxes for the whole image in one run of the Algorithm [4]. The work discussed in this
paper forms part of an automated monitoring system for vehicles. The main objective is to train a system
to classify a new class Which self-driving cars robot define and monitor the behavior of autonomous
robots. In this way, it is possible to track important events that took place on the way. The yolo detection
system . Figure 1 shows how YOLO is refreshingly basic.
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Figure 1. The YOLO Detection System

2. The proposed method
In Figure 2 Block diagram of the proposed system.
2.1. Data collection and prepare data
The images were collected by the iPhone 8 Plus camera, and the total number of images was 1235 the
self-driving car robot, and since the system is under supervision depend on human work, Manual
labeling for supervised learning, we use LabelImg to label images. LabelImg is available on mac,
windows, and UNIX we do the labeling process to determine the Center X, y in the image, width,
height and it belongs to any class. Within the process of pre-processing the data, missing labels for
some image we removed them.
2.2. Yolo algorithm
YOLO divides the image in to S×S grids and predicts B bounding box and C class probability for each
grid cell. Each bounding box consists of ﬁve predictions: w, h, x, y, and object conﬁdence. The values
of w and h represent the width and height of the box relative to the whole image. The values of (x, y)
represent the center coordinates of the box relative to the bounds of the grid cell. The object conﬁdence
represents the reliability of existing object in the box to improve the YOLO prediction accuracy,
Redmon et al. proposed a new version YOLOv2 in 2017. A new network structure Darknet-19 was
designed by removing the full connection layers of the network, and batch normalization was applied to
each layer. Referring to the anchor mechanism of Faster R-CNN, k-means clustering was used to obtain
the anchor boxes. In addition, the predicted boxes were retrained with direct prediction. Compared with
YOLO, YOLOv2 greatly improves the accuracy and speed of object detection. The Self-driving car
robots dataset was divided into a training dataset and validation dataset with the ratio of 8:2, where the
numbers of images in the training dataset 988 and numbers of images in the testing dataset 247. in this
paper we used tensor flow lite keras [5]. TensorFlow [6] Lite is designed to run machine learning models
with just a few kilobytes of memory on microcontrollers and other devices. The core runtime is only 16
KB and several basic models can be run. Keras is an API designed not for machines but for human
beings. Keras follows good cognitive load reduction practices: it provides consistent and easy APIs,
minimizes the number of user actions needed for common use cases, and provides simple and actionable
error messages.An algorithm is a type of Supervised machine learning.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of proposed system

2.2.1. Loss function
Different object sizes had different effects on the entire model when training YOLOv2, which resulted
in greater errors for larger objects than for smaller objects. The loss estimate for the width and height of
the bounding boxes was improved using normalization in order to reduce this effect. The enhanced loss
feature is seen in Equation1 [9].
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Where xi and yi are the center coordinates of the box .𝒲i and h𝑖 are the width and
height of the box .Ci is the confidence of the box of the i – the grid cell , and 𝑝𝑖 (c) is
the Class probability of the box of the i – the the grid cell . Furthermore , 𝑥̂𝑖 , 𝑦̂𝑖 , 𝑤
̂ 𝑖 , ℎ̂𝑖 , 𝑐̂𝑖 , and𝑝̂ 𝑖 (c) are the
corresponding predictions of 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦 𝑖 , 𝑤𝑖 , ℎ𝑖 , 𝑐𝑖 , and𝑝𝑖 (c); 𝜆𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑑 denotes the Weight of the coordinate
loss, and 𝜆𝑛𝑜𝑜𝑏𝑗 denotes the weight of the bounding boxes without Objects loss, finally , 𝑠 2 denotes the
𝑜𝑏𝑗

𝑜𝑏𝑗

𝑠 × 𝑠 grid cells , B denotes the boxes , 𝐼i
denotes Whether the object is located in cell i or not , and 𝐼𝑖𝑗
denotes that the j – the box predictor in cell i is “ responsible” for that prediction .

2.2.2. Model Architecture
The propose system detection network has 23 convolutional layers as shown in 3. The image size is 512
* 512. The images enter these layers and the features are extracted from them through the filters in each
layer, where each layer has specific filters to extract the features starting from the lower level, middle
level, and higher level. The edge might be detected in the first layers and then the simpler shapes in the
second layers, and then the higher-level features such as Self-driving robot. The total of the filters in the
first layer is (32) filters with dimensions of (3 * 3) and strides (1x1), and in order to preserve the shape
of the image, the process padding is done by adding zeros around the image. After that cancel the bias
and adding BatchNormalization to speed up the work. The type of activation function is Relu. Sigmoid
and Tanh have been the most common non-linearity for several years. However, for the following
reasons, the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) [1] has been used more commonly recently
1 - For both function and gradient, ReLU has simpler definition.
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2 - The saturated function, like sigmoid and tanh, causes backpropagation problems. The gradient signal
starts to disappear, which is called the "vanishing gradient" as the neural network architecture is deeper.
This occurs because virtually anywhere but the middle, the gradient of those functions is very close to
zero. The ReLU has a constant gradient for the positive input, however. Although the feature is not
distinguishable, it can be overlooked in the actual implementation phase..
3 - A sparser representation produces the ReLU. The zero in the gradient leads to a complete zero being
obtained. Sigmoid and tanh, however, still have non-zero gradient outcomes, which may not be in favor
of training for training.

Figure 3. Layers of Yolov2 − self − driving car robot
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Pooling : The main idea of pooling is to reduce samples to reduce complexity in layers. One of the most
popular types of assembly is max-pooling, where you take an m* m patch and pass a filter over it that
takes the largest value between the values. One of the most common sizes used in max-pooling is 2×2
[7-10]. As can see in Fig 4

Figure 4:Max pool with 2*2 filters and stride 2

2.2.3 Non-max suppression
The objects in the image can be of various sizes and shapes, and to perfectly capture each of these,
several border boxes are created by object detection algorithms. (Image on the left). Ideally, we must
have a single bounding box for each object in the image. Something like that image to the right, To
choose the best bounding box, From the multiple bounding boxes, predicted Non-max suppression is
used in these object detection algorithms. This technique is used to "suppress" and hold only the best
boxes that are less likely to be bound.

3.Implementation Results
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm for self-driving car robot detection and tracking and were
score 82%, and a new class was called a self-driving car As in figure 5.
This class can be used in autonomous automobile robotics projects for autonomous vehicle path control
or collision control. The first table shows the result after detection the class . The execution time of the
object detection is real time. To calculate (F measure) we need Precision and Recall:
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i.
ii.

Precision measures how accurate your predictions are. i.e. the percentage of your
predictions are correct.
Recall measures how well you find all the positives

F measure = 2.

F measure =

precision . recall
precision + recall

TP
TP+1/2(FP+FN)

202.54

F measure = 202.54+1/2(44.46) = 0.90
Where TP Means number of true positives, FN mean number of false negatives.FP mean number of
false positives.
The values taken in the equation are the set of test. In measuring object detection FP is sometimes
canceled.

Figure 5. Detection results of YOLOv2_Self-driving car
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4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, a model called the YOLOv2_Self-driving car was proposed for vehicle detection by
YOLOv2. The resulting system is both efficient and accurate based on the experimental results, the map
of YOLOv2_ Self-driving car could reach 82%. Therefore, the proposed network is effective for Selfdriving car robot detection. Although the model proposed in this paper achieved ideal experimental
results, the number of images amounts of data is relatively low. In future work, we will collect more
actual data to further study how to improve the accuracy and speed of Self-driving car detection.
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Abstract-- In the current investigation, there was the use of the technology of machine vision. The usage of this
technology was informed by the need to have the laser spot’ s highest energy positioned precisely, eventually
allowing for the facilitation of further product work piece joining. Indeed, the joining occurred in laser welding
machinery. Relative to the displacement phase, it is notable that it could aid in work piece placement into
superposition areas, upon which there could be the joining of the parts. Training programs or models that were
used involved convolutional neural network and deep learning, which allowed for the resultant system’s
enhancement of the accuracy with which the positioning could be achieved. Also, the aforementioned algorithms
were insightful because they led to the enhancement of machine work efficiency. Similarly, in the study, there
was the proposing of a bi-analytic deep learning localization technique. For the purpose of system monitoring in
real time, there was the use of a camera. As such, the initial stage entailed the application of the convolutional
neural network, which aided in the implementation of large-scale initial searchers before having the laser light
spot zone located. In turn, the phase that followed entailed increasing the camera’s optical magnification, which
paved the way for the spot area’s re-imaging, as well as the application of a template matching method to ensure
that high-precision repositioning was achieved. When the parameter of the search result area’s ratio was
considered, it could be seen that the study was able to determine the target spot’s integrity parameters. For the
case of the complete laser spot, there was the performance of the centroid calculation. Also, in situations where
an incomplete laser spot reflected the target, there was the performance of invariant moments’ operation. From
the findings, the study indicated that from incomplete laser spot images, the laser spot’s highest energy could be
positioned precisely. The study also established that in order to establish the displacement amount, the image’s
center and the laser spot’s highest energy could be overlapped.

Keywords--Convolutional neural network, deep learning, laser spot, machine vision.

1. INTRODUCTION
With a quick evolution in science and technology, there is a continuous decrease or reduction in material sizes or the
Size of various parts of systems. To have the resultant miniature parts combined successfully, therefore, there is a
growing need for the highest precision possible, a demand proving higher when compared the precision required when
dealing with general parts [1, 2]. Also, while dealing with the miniature parts, especially in the context of mass system
production, there is fixed production time for the respective parts [3]. Hence, in case of laser radiation offset that causes
the junction’s soldier to fail to have adequate energy absorbed, there might be failure in the weld [4]. Similarly, given
some part, should the laser’s high-energy zone irradiate other positions, there could be a direct rejection of the given
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part [5]. The eventuality is that for the laser, there arises a need to have the highest energy zone searched and positioned
[6].
For the majority of previous scholarly studies, the focus has been on the implementation of various hand-craft features.
This usage has been informed by a quest towards representing the images’ visual content, as well as the establishment
of relevant measurements of similarity, achieving a similarity of low-level features and also ensuring that it (the
similarity) is closer to that of high-level concepts [7]. When it comes to the deep convolutional learning technique,
most studies document that it has steered improvements in the ability of feature extraction, implying that its
implementation fosters efficiency when it comes to the measurement of similarity [7, 8]. In these studies, given a
sample image, there was the extraction of its feature training classifier. Here, the neural network was used, a process
that preceded the matching criterion. The eventuality is that there was the establishment of the input image’s laser spot.
There was also the searching of the center spot before moving the laser spot position to ensure that it overlapped the
Charge-coupled Device (CCD) camera’s image center. This overlapping process sought to ensure that the positioning
criterion was completed. Important to note is that in situations where there was the use of large ranges of images, for
incomplete spots, their images would often appear. As such, even though there was the realization of the spot reimaging procedure’s precise positioning, much time was consumed. Therefore, in the current investigation, the central
purpose lay in the combination of a deep learning algorithm with machine vision. This combination sought to have a
positioning system built, which could aid in the alignment of the center spot of the laser quickly and automatically.
When it comes to traditional techniques of template matching, it is worth remembering that they come with various
defects. For instance, on each occasion that templates are changed, the techniques call for weight updating and
continuous matching [9]. Important to highlight is that these defects waste a lot of time. Another problem with such
techniques is that in situations where an area of the matched image and that of the template image are similar but they
do not coincide with the target area, the resultant matching could be false [10]. Indeed, for imaging systems, they
employ various parameters and databases. For the case of high-resolution images, they offer easy and precise position
detections [11], yet, when it comes to contexts involving real-time systems, the computational costs associated with
the high-resolution images are high [12]. To solve the recognition accuracy problem, some studies have proposed and
advocated for the use of a hierarchical matching [13, 14], but these previously proposed schemes of classification do
not come with all potential features. This failure is attributed to variability vastness regarding feature topology and
geometry [15]. In this investigation, therefore, the main aim was to utilize or employ the deep learning technique for
the purpose of enhancing feature recognition, as well as shortening the needed time for obtaining results. The
motivation of the study was to remedy the aforementioned defects with which most of the previously proposed
techniques have been associated.

2. METHODOLOGY
Notably, the purpose of template matching involves seeking parts of images that tend to match the given template
image [3]. Initially, the read-in template images have their sizes and those of the matched images determined via
calculation, with the outcomes stored. Should template images fail to divide exact the matched images, there is the
supplementation of the bottom and right of the image by 0 [4]. In turn, there is the substitution of the image into a given
model or algorithm. The role of this substitution process into the algorithm involves the determination of the template
image’s weight for the respective points within the matched image. With the maximum weight established, the upper
left corner’s position is determined relative to the matched image’s template image. The next step involves inputting
the template image’s width and length. Given the matched image, then, there is the indication of the template image’s
region [16]. While numerous algorithms characterize the method of template matching [17], the current study relied
on the case of the Sum of Squared Differences (SSD). It is also notable that the weight has to be calculated again for
the respective matched images whenever the template is changed, which makes the process of template matching to
consume a lot of time. Despite this limitation, however, there is considerably higher accuracy when compared to
scenarios where the starting point search technique is employed [18-20]. Given this superiority, the template matching
technique was employed in the current investigation.
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Fig.1.A sample template matching technique implementation outcome
To construct the central moment, the target area’s centroid was selected and labeled as the center. The implication is
that the calculation of the moment was the target area’s point relative to the target area’s centroid. Important to note is
that the attribute did not exhibit any correlation with the target area’s position. Rather, it exhibited translation
invariance.
When it comes to the case of the convolutional neural network (CNN), it can be seen that a major difference that
emerges between the traditional multilayer perception network and the CNN itself comes in terms of the pooling and
convolutional layers [20]. For the latter layers, they allow for CNN’s recognition of image details, yet other neural
networks are known to be capable of only extracting data used in computation. For the CNN algorithm, its superiority
is linked to three layers, which informed the model’s adaptation in the current investigation.
One of the layers is the convolutional layer. Here, its purpose was to scan the picture. The scanning process would
target the range from top to bottom via a filter that had a fixed size. The purpose of this procedure achieved via CNN’s
convolutional layer was to ensure that various local features were obtained. Indeed, these features formed the next
layer’s input. Following ReLU function processing, values that were less than 0 would be exported as 0. However, in
situations where, following ReLU processing, values exceeded 0, they would be exported directly. The outcome
reflected the perceived feature map. Also, in the feature map, the respective points could be deemed as the region’s
features in the original pattern, leading to their transmission to the layer that followed. For the CNN algorithm,
therefore, the convolutional layer was used for the purpose of obtaining the pattern’s local features. Given the entire
convolution operation outputs, then, there would be their transformation by using a nonlinear activation function.
Important to note, however, is that for a previous layer and the same convolution layer, the convolution operation
would share a common weight. From previous studies, it is notable that the use of traditional deep learning networks
towards image processing and recognition would call for the splitting of the original two-dimensional picture to
establish a one-dimensional image [9-11]. Here, individual pixels would be treated as eigenvalues and transferred to
the DNN architecture to be analyzed [13]. The eventuality is that for the input pixels, there is the loss of original spatial
arrangement data [16]. In this study, therefore, CNN’ convolutional layer was useful because it allowed for the process
of ensuring that the image’s spatial arrangement was maintained and that the input feature was a partial image that was
obtained.
Another CNN algorithm’s layer that proved informative and informed the choice of the CNN model in this investigation
entailed the pooling layer. Indeed, the pooling layer functions to ensure that there is the reduction of the size of the
input picture. From some studies, this layer also allows for the reduction of the dimensionality of the respective feature
maps [1], as well as the maintenance of crucial features [4]. Several merits are associated with the function of this layer
of the CNN algorithm. For example, there is the reduction of over-fitting, the acceleration of system running, and the
reduction of subsequent layers’ associated parameters [18-22]. In the same fashion as the convolutional layer, also, the
pooling layer relied on a filter for the purpose of having various operation regions’ value extraction. Important to note
is that the resultant output proved to be free from activate function.
The third CNN algorithm’s layer was the full connected layer. Here, the layer reflected the general neural network.
Thus, feature extraction was achieved by the convolutional layer and image parameter reduction achieved by the
pooling layer, with the full connected layer receiving the feature information to engage in the classification process.
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Indeed, there was the connection of the respective neurons to the given previous filter’s pixel. For the respective
connected weights, they were identical, allowing for their sharing in the same layer. However, it is also worth indicating
that the respective connections exhibit unique and unrelated weights, implying that some considerable computing
resources were likely to be consumed by the full connected layer. Whether this limitation was too minor to compromise
the overall system efficiency and performance enhancement was a point of interest, which was clarified in the results
and discussion section.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With an image obtained by the CCD camera, with a given position in the image having the light spot established, there
was the preliminary searching of the light spot image center’s range. This process is demonstrated in the figure below.

Fig.2. Preliminary searching of the light spot image center’s range
After the program established the light spot’s region, there was the displacement of the center point. This displacement
led to the overlapping of the center of the CCD image, as well as an increase in the magnification of the CCD. Indeed,
the increased magnification ensured that the CCD coincided with the light spot zone’s size. In turn, there was the
separation of the light spot zone, completing the first search.
As mentioned in the methodological section, searching for the laser spot zone was achieved via the system’s utilization
of a CNN. Given images that had various incomplete light spot modes and complete light spots, there was the training
of the neural network. This training process sought to ensure that the program could judge or determine the image’s
light spot position rapidly and with considerable accuracy. Upon the successful positioning the light spot zone in a
given image, given an initial part, the light spot zone’s center was used as the center of the image. Here, there was
deviation from the real center of the light spot, with the system treating the positioned laser spot zone as that which
was not necessarily a complete light spot. At this stage, there was the measurement or determination of the distance
between the light spot center and the center of the CCD image, allowing for the shifting and overlapping of the two
centers.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the regional center image and the incomplete laser spot image.
In Figure 3 above, the regional center image did not reflect the center of the light spot, and it is presented alongside the
incomplete laser spot image. The processing modes were two in this case. Also, regardless of whether the resulting
light spot was incomplete or complete, it would be judged relative to the light spot zone’s ratio. For the case of the
complete light spot, there was the extraction of its centroid point, which was achieved via the centroid technique. In
turn, there was the calculation of the distance between the light spot center and the center of the CCD image. The
process would culminate into the movement of the center of the image to have it overlap the center of the light spot. In
situations where the light spot was not complete, there was the calculation of the invariant moments relation to the
image’s incomplete light spot zone, eventually having it matched with the case of the preset light spot source image.
The matching process sought to ensure that in the light spot, the centroid of the partial light spot zone had its position
established. In turn, there was the calculation of the distance between the light spot center and the center of the CCD
image, moving the image center to ensure that it overlapped the center of the light spot.
Given various sample numbers, the applied system’s positioning effects were then described. To have the neural
network trained, positive samples that were used were 100, 50, and 25. The following figure demonstrates the
experimental results that were achieved via the use of 50 negative samples and 25 positive samples to have the neural
network trained. From the figure, the implementation of the proposed program saw the complete light spot positioned
successfully, but still, some misrecognition was experienced. Also, in the figure, it can be seen that there was no
successful recognition of the incomplete light spot. To have the results improved while implementing the proposed
system, it (the program) was trained again, and the sample number increased.

Fig. 4. The map positioning of the complete versus incomplete light spot for 25 positive samples.
The figure 4 above shows the results that were obtained after using 25 samples. As the study progressed, the focus
shifted to the case of 100 negative samples and 50 positive samples, seeking to discern the behavior of the system, with
those samples used for the purpose of neural network training. At this point, as it is highlighted in Figure 5 below, there
was improvement in complete light spot misrecognition. However, it is important to note that still, the light spot region
(only) could not be positioned. From the figure, it can also be seen that numerous misrecognitions were evident, but
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incomplete light spots had their position recognized accordingly. To have the accuracy of the system improved, for a
second time, there was the training of the network, with the sample number also increased.

Fig. 5. The map positioning of complete and incomplete light spots.
The figure 5 above shows the results that were obtained after considering 50 positive samples. There was further
training of the neural network, with 200 negative samples and 100 positive samples used. At this point, findings
indicated the program’s capability to have complete light spots’ region positioned successfully. At this point, the study
noted a marked reduction in the probability of the program’s misrecognition. However, for incomplete light spots, they
could still not be positioned.
For the three sample numbers that were used and the size of the feature region changed while having the neural
networks trained, the table that follows shows the findings that were obtained. The motivation was to have 100 target
images recognized. From the results, it can be seen that there was a significant increase in the accuracy relative to the
sample number. For the case of the result candidates, they had misrecognitions and the corrected results. On the other
hand, the target images’ results minus the result candidates depicted the program’s inability to have the number of
targets recognized.
TABLE 1 . THE LIGHT SPOT POSITIONING SYSTEM’S EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

From the table 1 above, it can be seen that still, there were some misrecognitions in the system. The outcomes could
be attributed to the position that it was the same neural network that was used for the purpose of recognizing the
incomplete light spots and complete light spots. Also, the results could be attributed to a situation in which it was only
the partial zones that were positioned, even at a time when there were complete light spots. Similar, at the platform,
when the laser was shot, there was a decrease in brightness outward in relation to the center spot of the laser, with
particles in the air scattering the laser partially. It can also be inferred that due to the partial black regions’

brightness, visual recognition was likely to be difficult. With the bright zones’ mode being closer to the light spot’s
sample, misrecognition was more likely to arise.
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Given the outcomes that were obtained after implementing 100 positive samples, there was a successful determination
of the complete light spot’s region. From the case of the system flow, it was to the positioning regional center that the
CCD image center was moved, eventually established as the template image. In turn, there was the calculation of the
region’s aspect ratio, as well as that of the template. The procedure saw the program’s resulting template’s aspect ratio
stand at 1.027. With the identification of the complete light spot, there was the calculation of the template image’s
invariant moments, with the first moment then considered. Here, the light spot region’s barycentric coordinates formed
the first moment and are shown in the figure below.

Fig. 6. Light spot centroid positioning.

In the culminating stage, there was the calculation of the distance between the center of the light spot and the center of
the image, followed by the removal of the CCD camera. Here, there was the overlapping of the light spot center and
the image center, allowing further for the second-time alignment of the light spot center. The figure below illustrates
these procedures and experimental outcomes.

Fig. 7. An illustration of the second alignment.

For the laser spot, there was also the development of a gray level histogram. From Figure 8 below, it can be seen that
the image center and the light spot center had their positions developed. Also, there was the establishment of the
distance between both centers, achieved via coordinate relationship calculation.
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Fig. 8. Gray level histogram development for the complete light spot.
When it came to the mean errors concerning the established light spot center and the image center, they were
calculated after the system conducted the process of positioning the light spot for various sample numbers. Here, 1
pixel was equal to 0.11micrometers. From the results, this study established that with an increase in the number of
positive samples, there was enhancement in the features. Also, there was shorter time of the shift to the center of the
light spot, with the first positioning’ shift having its center get close to the light spot’s center. The table below illustrates
these findings.

TABLE 2 . SELECTED SAMPLE NUMBERS’ RESULTANT LIGHT SPOT POSITIONING’ MEAN ERRORS.

After establishing the recognition region’s invariant moments, there was the performance of the similarity matching
process relative to the complete light spot’s entire

points’ invariant moment matrix. Here, the complete light spot’s entire points had been obtained in advance. The
process culminated into the exporting of the maximum matching weight’s coordinate value. The following figure
highlights these results.
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Fig. 9. The weighting matrix of the invariant moment similarity.
From the findings demonstrated in Figure 9 above, given the complete light spot, the incomplete light spot had its
position established. With the distance between the centroid of the complete light spot and the image center established,
the CCD’s position could be moved, with the search for the center spot also completed.

Fig. 10. An illustration of the light spot centroid and the image center of the incomplete light spot’s relative
positions.
In an industry such as the healthcare sector, it is worth noting that the devices used to acquire images have undergone
tremendous advancement. Due to this progress, the resultant data has become so large that the attribute of big data has
evolved. Indeed, these paradigm shifts make it interesting and challenging when it comes to the practices of image
processing and analysis. With the marked growth in medical modalities and images, there has been a demand for
medical experts to embrace extensive efforts, yet they have remained prone to human errors, with large variations also
likely to be reported across various experts. As such, techniques of machine learning have been embraced, aimed at
having diagnosis processes automated. Despite these efforts, it remains notable that the case of traditional machine
learning techniques holds that they do not exhibit adequate levels of sufficiency, especially in situations involving
complex problems. With machine learning and high performance computing combined, therefore, big medical image
data can be handled adequately, yielding more effective and accurate diagnoses. This study’s results have demonstrated
that apart from aiding in feature selection and extraction, deep learning exhibits the ability to construct new features.
Also, deep learning is seen to promise to stretch beyond aiding in disease diagnosis and steer improvements in the
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measurement of predictive targets, having offered actionable predictive algorithms that efficiently support the work of
physicians.
Another trend that this study has established is that for diseases to be diagnosed more accurately, aspects of image
acquisition and interpretation play an informative role. In the last few years, there have been substantial improvements
in the nature of devices of image acquisition, especially in relation to radiological images that exhibit higher resolution.
Some of them include MRI, CT, and X-Ray scans. In the wake of these images, this study has given insight into the
role of image processing technology in yielding automated image interpretation. Through deep learning, neural network
algorithms are seen to gain application. For example, this study’s proposed system is deemed insightful and applicable
to healthcare practical situations because its superiority in performance is confirmed when compared to traditional
techniques, allowing for the identification of indicators such as those of tumors for the case of MRI scans, as well as
cancer in blood. With more hidden layers, deep learning has been found in this study to improve on artificial neural
network (ANN), whereby it offers higher levels of abstraction, as well as marked improvements in the process of image
analysis. here, some of the additional practical scenarios to which this study’s findings lend themselves include medical
imaging, face recognition, speech recognition, and object detection.
The current study has established further that deep neural networks, relative to image processing, play a crucial role
because of their capacity to have various layers of neurons stacked hierarchically. The proposed system, in particular,
is seen to conform to and reflect this merit because of its capacity to form hierarchical feature representations. Also,
the proposed system’s gigantic modeling capacity implies that through deep neural networks, all potential image
mappings could be memorized, coming after successful trainings with adequately large knowledge database. At this
point, it can be inferred, therefore, that this study’s results are contributory to the current state-of-the-art, whereby it
allows for the making of intelligent decisions such as the extrapolation and interpolation of cases that could be
otherwise unseen. Also, the proposed system is seen to point out the critical manner in which a major impact is
generated in relation to medical imaging, as well as computer vision. With the system also projected to gain application
to situations such as those involving voice and text processing, the convolutional neural network that is used simply
points out how deep learning algorithms play a critical role relative to image processing at the industry level.
In this study, another trend that is worth acknowledging is that the performance of CNN was compared to that which
had been reported previously in other experimental studies. For the CNN algorithm, it can be observed that the resultant
drawback with which it tends to be associated is that it demands a lot of labeled data before achieving the image
classification role – for the case of image processing. However, its positive side, as established in this study, is that it
comes with very good performance and that the model learning process is fast. Another notable point concerning the
CNN algorithm was found to hold that it exhibits superior performance when applied in contexts involving twodimensional data, especially because it comes with convolutional filters that could allow for two -dimensional
transformation into three-dimensional systems or architectures. For the case of the deep neural network (DNN) with
which CNN was compared, its positive side is documented to come in the form of its wide usage due to great accuracy
[2]. However, the DNN model also exhibits drawbacks, whereby the process of system training is not trivial [11]. This
drawback is attributed to the observation that there is the propagation of the error back to a previous layer, with the
model’s learning process also deemed much slow.
Previous studies have also focused on and documented the nature and performance of the recurrent neural network
(RNN). For this algorithm, it is worth indicating that it exhibits the capacity to learn certain image sequences, sharing
loads across all neurons and steps [3]. For this case of the RNN model, with many variations in existence, it is notable
that there arise possible state-of-the-art accuracies when it comes to the aspect of image recognition and processing.
However, when compared to the case of the CNN algorithm that was utilized in the current study, the RNN model
exhibits many issues because of the need for big datasets, with additional limitation reported in terms of RNNassociated state of gradient vanishing. A question that arises here is the manner in which, in the future, the CNN
algorithm, which was used in this study, could be tailored in a manner that incorporates positive performance aspects
with which the other comparative models come while countering its associated demerit documented earlier.

4. CONCLUSION
When the concept of center spot search is considered, this study established that the matching process via the utilization
of invariant moments tends to be faster when compared to situations involving the use of ordinary template matching.
Here, the study demonstrated that when invariant moments are used, they allow for image digitization. At some
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moment, the information that needed to be processed was about 72% less than the case involving the use of images for
the operation of template matching. Also, for the source image’s every point, there was advance calculation of the
invariant moment, which was then saved in a database, with the matched region’s invariant moments also having been
calculated. In turn, there was the calculation of the similarity to the database on the focus. From the findings, it was
discerned that in situations involving template matching, a weighting matrix has to be generated as the matching
process progresses. Also, the process calls for the creation of the weighting matrix each time there is a change of the
template, eventually consuming considerable or vast amounts of time. In relation to the proposed system, this study
established that it relies on the ratio aspect when it comes to the checking of whether or not the target light spot is
complete. With the nature of the light spot’s complete image aiding in or determining the selection of the positioning
method, the proposed system demonstrated that for all images, the perceived complex computation is not required.
Overall, the proposed system translated into significant reductions in the overall system’s load. In the future, there is a
need for further research or scholarly studies to focus on the behavior of the proposed system in environments that
stretch beyond the image processing aspect and entail voice and text processing or recognition. Indeed, whether the
proposed system’s perceived superiority in the image processing context might be felt and prove consistent when it
comes to voice and text recognition and processing should be the focus of future studies, upon which inferences and
conclusions might be made regarding the extent to which the model might contribute to the current and future state-ofthe-art in feature recognition and processing.
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